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Ava Gardner, star of
M-G-M's Technicolor

Ava Gardner and dozens of other
M-G-M stars know that shiny stockings
pick up ugly highlights,

look unshapely. That's

MOGAMBO,
finds Bur-Mil Cameo
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make lovely legs
why M-G-M stars

aid to leg flattery
since nylon

wear Bur-Mil Cameo stockings on the
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TAKE THE
HIGH
GROUND!
is

to the training

camp

what "Battleground" was
to the shooting war!

From

the same great

studio,

M-G-M...and

from" the

same famed

producer, Dore Schary!

In vivid, realistic color

by

ANSCO

Starring

RICHARD WIDMARK
KARL MALDEN
CARLETON CARPENTER RUSSTAMBLYN
•

- ELAINE STEWART
MILLARD KAUFMAN
RICHARD BROOKS
by DORE SCHARY

Story and Screen Play by

Directed by

Produced

An M-G-M

Picture

Boys become men/

Conditions

far
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grooms!

it

itself
CONTAINS LANOLIN!

Reiiev es

"shampoo-

dry" hair and dry scalp! Keeps your hair
in place. ..lustrous and well-groomed, all day!

Fitch Rose Hair Dressing now gives this
amazing double-action care for your hair:
t.

FITCH keeps wild, dry hair sleekly

groomed
2.

all

day!

FITCH conditions dry scalp as you
groom your hair. Contains lanolin.

tnn

20,000,000 bottles sold every year. Get
Fitch Rose Hair Dressing at toiletrgoods
counters everywhere.

El IT II MZE3B
ri ivn -iSKjppROSE HAIR DRESSING
and BRILLIAN TINE
Also

Famous

Fitch Hair

Oil— 1H

Elizabeth Taylor, Michael Wilding and
off to England for family visit.

son,

in the Hollywoods a real,
honest "discovery" conies
along, without any phony build-up or
nothin' and I'm here to tell you that
young Robert Francis, who plays Willie
Keith in Columbia's "The Caine Mutiny"
This tall, handsome,
is the real article.
blond 23-year-old fascinated me at lunch
at The Naples, where everybody from
Columbia lunches, with his story. Bob, a
eitizen of Pasadena and the son of a postman, just took a chance when he returned from an Army stretch in Korea

Occasionally
genuine,

and called on the talent director, Max
Arnow, who had told him to drop around
some time. Mr. A. took one look at our
boy and said, "You are Willie Keith."
Bob never really thought of being an
but he's sure thinking that way
a champ ski-boy
since he was twelve. He and his brother
own three ski shops at the various resorts
around this area and are their own best
actor,

now.

EYELASHES WITH A
KURLASH® CURL LOOK
LONGER, LOVELIER!
Give your lashes a glorious, sweeping, lasting curl in only seconds
with KURLASH! Curled eyelashes
longer and more
Curled lashes let in more
look

Bob has been

customers. But Bob got to thinking seriously about another profession, not wanting to be what is known as a ski-bum, so
he picked the next best thing acting.

—

He's an imposing youngster, all six-feetthree of him, with his crew cut, beautiful
speaking voice, and his immense blue

The talk around town is that this
boy's going to give the other fellows
Humphrey Bogart, Jose Ferrer, Van
Johnson, and Fred MacMurray a run for
their dough as the most attractive male
attraction of the picture.
eyes.

—

The Hollywoods have been agog over
sensational dancing of Marge and
Gower Champion, who packed 'em in at
the Ambassador Hotel's Cocoanut Grove.
Itfs the first time these two wonderful
the

people have appeared in a club locally
several years and all their chums
turned out to watch. Few days before
they opened, we ran into Gower at the
hardware store. He was buying a huge
garbage can and looked a little pale and
wan from a recent tonsillectomy and was
kinda embarrassed that a little thing like
that had laid him low for a few days.

for

Another

thing that had
(CONTINUED ON PACE

Hollywood
8)

alluring.
light,

help

eyes look larger, brighter. Over
16,000,000 smart girls and women
have bought KURLASH. Exclusive

KURLASH

clip refill snaps in and
out for quick changing.
Only $1.00. Purse Pack
<^ j
KURLASH $1.25. Also
W'[A>»
Available in Canada,
f,

P. S.

KURLENE Eye-

lash Pomade applied
to lashes aids curling,
lends lustre to lashes
and eyebrows, gives
eyelids dewy, exotic
sheen. 25<f, 504 and
$1 plus tax at cosmetic
counters everywhere.
Kurlash Co. Inc.,
Rochester 4, N. Y.

Mona Freeman and

ex,

Pat Nerney, are

seeing each other again,

may

reconcile.

Howard

Duff, estranged from wife Ida
Lupino, stepping out with Gussie Moran.

and naturally
men. Jeepers, isn't that what everything is all about? But in "Forever
Female" we've got a new— and very
funny — slant on it.
First, there's a TRIANGLE comGinger
posed of three big stars

is

fat Crowley
I

haven't been in Hollywood

very long but here

I

am

a star in

Paramount's new picture "Forever
all the other
Female." You
stars in the picture but you probably

KNOW

don't

know me from Adam!

Well,

all

about ...

.

Ginger's this year's hobby.
step in

And

into a

what "Forever Female"

.

.

Rogers as a glamorous Broadway
actress; Paul Douglas as a producer
and Ginger's last year's hubby;
William Holden as a playwright and

maybe from Adam because I'm a girl.
that's

girls

Then

I

and throw the whole thing

QUADRANGLE!

WOW!^

Produced by Pat Duggan
rving Rapper Written
stein and Philip G. Epstein
•

Barrie's play "Rosalind"

A Paramount

Picture

what hollywood

itself is talking

Jack Benny, George Burns, Bob Hope
on hand for Runyon Fund baseball game.

Richard Allen, Constance Smith, Mitzi
Gaynor, Jack Bean at the ballet party.

Esther Williams and Ben Gage having
themselves a time at Cocoanut Grove.

buzzing was the huge party John Carroll
and Lucille Ryman flung at their beautiful farm in Chatsworth. Not only was
the party a great success and fun, but
there was also much excitement when
John Payne and Sandy Curtis announced
their engagement to the 400 people at
the ball. Sandy, a very attractive and
sweet girl, was once married to Alan

J. Yates,

who died recently. Then the real
bomb came when John and Lucille an-

n

Give your hair
glorious

new

gg

|

color...

surely, easily, safely

with temporary Noreen,
the color rinse which looks so natural

and

stays so effectively

till

shampooed

out.

Choose from 14 shades the one you need to
make drab hair radiant, cover unwanted gray,
or beautify all-gray or white hair.

Noreen

is

different from

any coloring

you've ever tried. ..and inexpensive, too!

(CONTINUED)

Pretty Kathleen Hughes is escorted to
gala premiere by Charles FitzSimons.

Curtis,

SUPER
COLOR

about!

nounced that they were parting company
for good this time. They've had a fewseparations before but they say it's now
for keeps and all their friends hope it's
not true. The outdoor barbecue, with
tables around the huge swimming pool,
was a spectacular affair. We all sat on
bales of hay and some of the kids on the

hay were Arlene Dahl and Fernando
Lamas, Greg Bautzer and Mari Blanch ard, Betty Reilly and Mike Connolly,
Elaine Stewart, Gig Young with the
lovely Mala Powers, Carole Mathews and
Richard Gully. Two of the most active
dancers in the huge living room were
Jack Warner ( who checked his dignity
at the door and just had plain ole fun
jivin' it up with Mona Knox and Herbert

head of Republic Studios, who
danced with practically every gal there
and between times went around shooting
in everybody's ear with an outet space
gun, while his wife, Vera Ralston, main-

tained the dignity of the family.

Biggest opening night Charley MorriMocambo has ever had was when
Charley's protegee, Joanne Gilbert, returned for her second engagement at the
club. People practically had to sit piggyback. Big excitement when Joan Crawford and Charles Walters walked in with
a huge party, including Bob and Toots
O'Donnell who had freshly arrived from
their Interstate Theatre Circuit headquarters in Dallas. The whole gang had
been to the sneak preview of Joan's new
picture, "Torch
Song," which Chuck
Walters directed, choreographed, and appeared in as Joan's dance partner (how
talented can a boy get!). Joan's singing
all her own songs in the picture and don't
son's

let

anybody

tell

you

different.

—

Where were we? Oh, yep at the Mo,
hearing Joanne Gilbert sing like divine.
(CONTINUED ON PAGE 12)
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photographic marvel, makes you part of the Miracle of

ashes against the

Word

of God. CinemaScope's

THE ROBE

!
.

.

.

Anamorphic Lens on the newly

creen achieves life-like realism and infinite depth. CinemaScope's Stereophonic
irticipation, engulfing

you

in the

greatest story of love

and

faith

ever

told.

what Hollywood
Be Beautiful

itself is

Louella Parsons was there with her JimCobina Wright with the
fabulously talented young photographer
Wally Seawell. Dorothy Arnold dividing her dances between John Lindsay
and Michael Rayhill, me and that other
columnist, Mike Connolly, and so many
other people that even Joanne's agent,

my McHugh,

Be Gay

.

.

.

—

Wynn Rocamora, and
had to take seats way
room.

Patricia Morrison
back of the

in the

Maybe some of you kids caught the
new Eddie Albert TV show when Anne
Jeffries and Bob Sterling were on —
couple months or so ago. Well, if you did,
then you saw one of the greatest young
comediennes do her act the name is
Kaye Ballard and we can't wait to see

—

her new act, which will hit Mocambo.
Charley Morrison saw her do one number, signed her up real quick before his

MARXI-ette

*1

main competition, Ciro's, got to her. Kaye
toured with the "Top Banana" stage company, was all signed to do the movie

totes.

then

backed

out

for

various

reasons.

talking about! (CONTINUED)
When

a

boy

pianist-composer

like

Buddy Pepper has a hit song like "Vaya
Con Dios" and his folks arrive in town
from Kentucky, then it's party time.
Buddy, who for the last few years has
stayed in the background as accompanist
for people like Margaret Whiting, Jack
Smith and such, is really coming into his
own and he was getting congratulations
from all over the place. Kind of late in
the evening, when there was room to
make with the music, Gertrude Niesen
made like she was Patti Andrews and,

with Maxine and LaVerne, sang some
fabulous rhythm to Buddy's piano playing. This is the kind of fun party that
people fight to get invited to.

From a "Wild Bill Hickok" TV film
with Guy Madison to the lead in the fabulous new stage musical, "Kismet," is the
story of young, blonde, talented Joan
Diener, who came to Hollywood from a
record run on Broadway in "Season In
The Sun." You will be seeing this amaz-

with eye-catching tassels in

your favorite team's colors.

New wildfire fashion from
"totes," America's finest protective footwear.
Inspired by the
Drum Majorette and
executed in ankle-flattering imported latex rubber. So dainty, so
bright, such perfect protection for

light-stepping

pretty shoes.
'

Sparkle with tassels in your

campus colors, or
guy, wear HIS!

flatter that sigh-

Available in glamorous new
Ivory White, in Old Gold, in Drum
Red, or Navy. Tassels in most
school and college colors.
through 10. Just $2.98.

Sizes 3

At fine shoe and department stores everywhere or if your favorite store is not yet
supplied write direct to designer. Check or
M.O. Give shoe size, tassel color preference.

-Lo

MARX

Rubber

Co.,

Loveland
'eland 12, O.

,

V

Frances Langford and James Stewart
get together on "Glenn Miller" story.

Margaret O'Brien, quite grownup, is
making plans for her screen comeback.

Nicky Ray buys candy for
Zsa Zsa Gabor at Hollywood premiere.

Coleen Gray and husband Bill Bidlack
enjoying the doings at cocktail party.

DON'T LET THOSE "DIFFICULT

DAYS" COME BETWEEN YOU
Get

quick,

safe,

long-lasting

relief

from

cramps, headache, backache due to funcmenstrual distress with CHI-CHESTERS. They act FAST. In clinical tests,
noted physicians report 8 out of 10 women
obtained marked relief
often after first dose.
Get the 504 Purse Pak at your druggist.
Economy sizes at $1.15 and $2.25. Will
mail direct if druggist does not stock.
tional

—

Chi-Ches-Ters
FREE —Illustrated booklet of intimate facts

every woman should know. Mailed in plain
wrapper. Write today! Chichester Chemical
23-J, Philadelphia 46, Pa.

Company, Dept.

Reputable Products Since 1884
12

Director

•
to

••

many

loves and many follies . . . but I don't
dare reveal my most terrible sin!"

SHE

was France's reigning beauty—
favorite of Louis XIV himself— and
her gay affairs were the envy of other
women. Could she be guilty of the ghastliest crime in human experience? Only
•when Marie Madeleine

fell

denly, cruelly, she revealed everything to
her adoring Nicolas— confronting him with
the choice of giving up the woman he
loved more than life itself — or forever
sharing her guilt! A Lady at Bay is a fascinating new shocker of a story— a bestseller at $3.50 in the publisher's edition!
You may have it plus the two other big
hits on this page for only $1 when you
join the Dollar Book Club!

madly and

genuinely in love for the first time— and
not with a nobleman but with her own
handsome young manservant— did she find
her secret too much to bear alone. Sud-
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SIZE-HARD BOUND-S10.75 VALUE
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these important books
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Van Wyck Mason's
"Golden Admiral"; famed adventure book "Kon-Tiki"; or
Meta Given's big illustrated
"Modern Family Cook Book."
3-for-$l offer:

SAVE MORE THAN
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IMAGINE — the
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ON NEW BEST SELLERS

editions) through Dollar

very same best-

sellers costing $3.00 to $3.95 in
publishers' editions come to Dollar
Book Club members for only $1 an

—

incredibly big saving which is possible because of the huge printings
made for nearly a million members!

Take as Few as Six Books a Year!
Membership in the Dollar Book
Club requires no dues of any kind. You
do not even have to take a book every
month; the purchase of as few as six
books a year fulfills your membership
requirement.

When you mail the coupon, you will
be sent your introductory TRIPLE
package of books for only $1, plus a

Book Club membership^

Two books are
and one is your
selection. Thereafter, you will re-

few cents shipping
your
first

MAIL THIS COUPON

I

Doubleday Dollar Book Club, Dept.

regularly the Club's Bulletin,
which describes the forthcoming $1
selections, also occasional extra-value
books up to $1.49. But you buy only

ceive

the books you want.

NO MONEY—

I

Caravan

to

Xanadu

Garden City, New York
member. Send me at once

SU,

O

A Lady

SI

at Bay

FOR ALL

3,

plus

Queen's Gift

O

Kon-Tiki
Modern Family Cook Book
Also send my first issue of The Bulletin, telling me about the new
other
bargains for members.
selections
and
forthcoming one-dollar*
I may notify you in advance if I do not wish the following month's
selections. The purchase of books is entirely voluntary on my part.
do not have to accept a book every month only six a year. I paynothing except Si for each selection I accept, plus a few cents shipcost (unless I choose an extra-value selection).
NO-RISK GUARANTEE: If not delighted, return all
books within 7 days, and membership will be cancelled.
Please
Print
Mr.
Mrs

Golden Admiral

—

II

Just Mail the Coupon.'
Iping
When you see your introductory
Three-Book package— and think of the
book bargains you will continue to receive from the Club— you will be deiss
lighted to have become a member! If
Address
not, return all books and your membership will be cancelled, without fur- I City &
ther obligation! Mail coupon now.
Zone

DOUBLEDAY ONE DOLLAR BOOK CLUB, GARDEN

1 1

Please enroll me as a Dollar Book Club
the 3 books checked below and bill me
a few cents shipping cost.

ONLY

cost.

gift for joining,

SEND

.............
-

IM

CITY,

NEW YORK

:

State
•Selection price in Canada. $1.10 plus shipping. Address
St., Toronto 2, Ont. Offer good only in U.S.A. and Canada.

105 Bond

13

r

CE INKLE TIE
2308 W. Logan

I

Bl.,

Chicago 47,

III.

Send me booklet on tying beautiful bows.
Send me Crinkle Craft booklet.
enclose 10c coin for each booklet I ordered.

Name
Address.
City

_2one_

IF YOU SUFFER

O/liAi

of HEADACHE

rjrWwmW

neuralgia
NEURITIS
The

life of a musical comedy star is excitingly enacted by Joan Crawford in
"Torch Song," with Michael Wilding playing a blind pianist in love with her.

the way thousands of
physicians and dentists recommend.

HERE'S

WHY

Torch Song

Anacin is like a doctor's
prescription. That is, Anacin contains not
just one but a combination of medically
proved active ingredients. No other product
gives faster, longer-lasting relief from pain
of headache, neuralgia, neuritis than Anacin
tablets. Buy Anacin® today I
.

.

.

The

turmoil, temperament and tinsellike existence of a Broadway musical
comedy star is excitingly enacted by Joan
Crawford, who still hoofs and sings a
good tune. Joan, who considers her only
allegiance is to her audience, makes the

her associates so miserable that her
arranger quits just before rehearsals are
to begin.
He is replaced by Michael
Wilding, a sensitive, blind pianist, who
refuses to let Joan's tantrums and oneman bossing alter his ideas of how the
show should go. Although she has him
fired after just one day of rehearsal, she
can't forget him and orders him to be
rehired. It isn't until just before the
show's opening that Joan is able to crack
Wilding's defenses and learn that she is
the last actress he ever saw and that he's
secretly in love with her. Chuck Walters,
who directed the Technicolor musical,
also does a brief dance with Miss Crawford, who pretty nearly stops the film
with her slithering rendition of "Two
life of

SENSATIONAL COMIC
\ CHRISTMAS CARDS
Not Available

in

Most Stores

New... Rare... Witty
These beautiful four color
trench fold type greeting
cards are fully illustrated
different to see

.

.

.

.

.

fun to

send
a riot to receive.
Worth much more. Send only $1.00 now
package of 15 Christmas cards with envelopes. Every one different. Also available
for jl.OO-pkg.of 15 birthdays and get-wells!
Shipped in plain wrapper. No C.O.D.'s.
Hurry- Hurry- Hurry- limited quantity.
.

.

for

^

+

RED STAR CARD

1166 Milwaukee Avenue

CO., Dept.O
•

Chicago 22,

I

Faced Woman." Wilding

is

very effective

in his role, as are Marjorie

Rambeau and

Nancy Gates
tives.

as

Joan's

sponging rela-

MGM.
Take The High Ground

This

excellently-made film, based on
Korean headlines, has Richard Wid-

mark

as a hard-hitting sergeant who has
but 16 weeks to whip his platoon of raw
infantry recruits into a fighting unit.
Widmark begins by throwing the book
at the rookies, while his aide, Sgt. Karl
Maiden, tries to temper their training
with understanding. The two sergeants

on their women. Maiden
sees Elaine Stewart, a war widow turning into an alcoholic, as someone to pity.
Widmark sees her as a pick-up. It isn't
until Elaine walks out on him and a recruit tries to shoot him, that Widmark

also disagree

learns to squelch his blasts and start behaving more understandingly. Produced
by Dore Schary, the film is directed with
rough vigor by Richard Brooks. There's

Donna Reed

joins Martin and Lewis as

they tee

the gags in "The Caddy."

off

Richard Widmark and Elaine Stewart
in MGM's "Take The High Ground."

down the line, including that of the rookies, Russ Tamblyn,
Steve Forrest, Jerome Courtland and
Carleton Carpenter. MGM.
topnotch trouping

New Mum with M-3
odor bacteria
stops odor all day long

The Actress

A ctress

kills

Ruth Gordon's

early day rem*^ iniscences of her first feeble efforts
to go on the stage are charmingly recalled
in this George Cukor production of the
1900's.
Jean Simmons as Ruth almost
causes a family crisis with her various
schemes to win the approval of her father (Spencer Tracy) to study for the
stage. He wants her to become a gymnast.
It is only through the subtle persuadings
of her mother (Teresa Wright) that seafarer Tracy sells his prized periscope and
sends his daughter to the Big City for a
crack at the theatre. Tracy's rough, robust portrayal is delightfully done and
tends to make Jean and Teresa's timid

scheming doubly amusing. The film,
which is based on the stage play, "Years
(CONTINUED ON PACE 16)

...

Amazingly effective protection from underarm perspiration odor — just use new Mum

PROOF!
New Mum

with M-3 destroys bac-

teria that cause perspiration odor.

So sure, so safe for normal skin. Safe for
Gentle Mum is certified by the American Institute of Laundering. Won't rot or discolor even your finest fabrics.
daily.

clothes.

No waste, no drying
shows active odor bacteria. Photo (right), after adding new
Mum, shows bacteria destroyed
Photo

(left),

!

Mum

contains M-3, a scientific disthat actually destroys odor
doesn't give underarm
bacteria .
odor a chance to start.

covery

.

out.

The

only leading

deodorant that contains no water to dry out or
decrease its efficiency. Usable right to the botstay nice to be near!
tom of the jar. Get

Mum—

For sanitary napkins

— Mum

is gentle, safe,

depend-

.

able

.

.

.

ideal for this use,

too.

A

Product of Bristol-Myers
15

NEW!

Flesh -Tinted Medication

CONCEALS
as

helps

it

HEAL PIMPLES

THE TRUTH ABOUT

"BAD" SKIN

The tense, dramatie "Island In The Sky" has John Wayne as pilot of a plane
which crashes in Arctic wastelands. Sean McClory is a member of his crew.

Pimples are the result of temporary excess
secretions of oil that the skin can not throw
off. Greaseless Wunder-skin is medically-formulated to help free pores of these excess oils
.
.
dry up pimples. Wunder-skin contains antiseptic Derma-sep to discourage the bacteria
that can cause and spread unsightly pimples.

current films

.

NO ONE

KNOW— Wunder-skin

NEED

is espehide pimples, blemishes,

cially flesh-tinted to

Blends amazingly well with
skin tones. Quick-drying, stainless! Leave it on
day and night for 'round the clock medication.
blackheads

.

.

.

PROOF OF EFFECTIVENESS comes from

GUARANTEED

to help your skin condition or
tube 59*. Economy size 98(6.

money back. Large
all

drug counters.

SPECIAL OFFER: Send name,
address and 10^ in stamps or
coin for trial size. Purepac
Corp., P. O. Box 247-F, Lenoi
Hill Station,

New York

Greaseless

•

\/irginia

The

valiant efforts of five men to realive when their cargo plane
crashes in the Arctic wastelands are creditably enacted by pilot John Wayne and

main

crew,

Sean

McClory,

Wally

Cassell,

James

Lydon and Hal Baylor. The
groups' awkward attempts at survival,

prayers, and eventual rescue are
portrayed. The methodical
manner in which the Air Force sends out
searching parties and the personal sacrifice many of the pilots make to join the
their

l

Guaranteed by 'A
Good Housekeeping
,

21.

Flesh-Tinted • Antiseptic

IMitwulttr shin
ANOTHER FINE PUREPAC PRODUCT

offers tense,

dramatic film fare. Warner

Brothers.

Devil's

Island In The Sky

thou-

sands of girls, boys, adults everywhere who
found that Wunder-skin worked wonders for
them. Wunder-skin contains ingredients long
prescribed by skin specialists.

At

Ago," ambles along at a pleasant, folksy
pace with each of the principals greatly
adding to its nostalgic mood. MGM.

CONTINUED

realistically

rescue squad provides an added wallop
to the William Wellman movie. Spearheading the search are such favorites as
Lloyd Nolan, Walter Abel, Carl Switzer,
Harry Carey Jr. and Andy Devine. Capably handled in all departments, picture

Canyon

Mayo

enjoys the unique posi^ tion of being the only woman convict
in the 500-man Arizona Territorial Prison. Among her fellow inmates are Dale
Robertson, an ex-sheriff who was railroaded to jail for bearing firearms illegally, and Stephen McNally, one of the gunmen Dale sent to prison during his sheriff
days. Although the two are sworn
enemies, Virginia secretly plans to use
them both in the jail break she is engineering. The night of the escape, Dale is
confined to solitary and McNally goes
berserk and tries to release all of the
prisoners.
Frightened, Virginia forces
Dale's release and then helps him round
up the power-mad prisoners. This act
wins the two a pardon. The picture,
which was filmed in 3-D and Technicolor,

Bmlokshm
IN 17 MINUTES,

Now change streaked, gray, gray
ing or drab hairto a new lustrous
youthful-looking color, try
Creme Shampoo-Tint today
a new hair coloring that re-colors
hair at home as it shampoos. Takes
only 17 minutes. No waiting for results. It's easy to use
no messy

—

^m^^—

mixing. Won't
wash or rub out

M&9f<€&

Your choice

of 13
natural appearing

CREME SHAMPOO
HAIR COLORING

CATALOG
WITH

colors

.

.

.

GET TINTZ AT

YOUR DRUGGISTS NOW

215 PICTURES FREE!
NEW!

DIFFERENT!

BEAUTIFUL!

For the first time — sensational pictures
your favorite movie stars in professional
high gloss finish. Special super-duper offer:
of

20 for 25«

•

50

for

CDCC CATALOG
of stars

50<

*

OeLUXE PHOTO SERVICE.
Box 947, Church
15

St.

120

for $1

with 215 PICTURES
wi,h vour order

Annex,

New

323
Dept.
York 8. N.V

Seeking

jewels, Gilbert Roland finds
Arlene Dahl in "The Diamond Queen."

Dale Robertson and Virginia Mayo are
fellow convicts in "Devil's Canyon."

(

Francis

L.

Glenn Ford

is full

o

Patricia Medina,
"Plunder Of The Sun."

YOUR

Sullivan,
in

of suspense,

BEST

but sidesteps the usual

BEAUTY

some amusing moments supplied by Arthur Hunnicutt,
Robert Keith and Jay Flippen. RKO.

jailhouse pattern for

BUY

The Caddy
Dean Martin and Jerry Lewis on a
fairway and then stand back while
they tee off one gag after another. Dean's
a tournament player and Jerry's his
caddy. Together they're unbeatable, even
against such greats as Sammy Snead,
Ben Hogan and Byron Nelson. Eventually, Dean tries to ditch Jerry for Donna
Reed and her country club set. Lewis

Put

which kicks
the duo off the golf greens and onto the
stage, where they become the counterparts of their real-life selves. The movie
is pelted with gags and golf, but does
taper off for some heartwarming moments and a couple of songs. Lewis' best
number is his takeoff, "The Gay Con-

retaliates

by starting a

REGULAR

59c

riot

LIPSTICK

PROVE TO YOURSELF:
THE BEST COSTS LESS!

while Martin pleasantly provides "You're The One." Hal Wallis-

tinental,"

To introduce STAY FAST—

Paramount.

Plunder Of The Sun

Mexico's Zapotecan

Creamiest, Longest-Lasting

ruins provide the

background for this hunt for
Glenn Ford is stranded
Havana and forced to accept Francis
Sullivan's proposition to smuggle a
(CONTINUED ON PACE 74)
eerie

Lipstick Ever Created

buried treasure.
in
L.

.

.

We're Giving You a Free Bottle

new Chip-Pruf Cutex

of

GUARANTEED*

Polish

to be

the World's Longest-Wearing!
For a limited time only— a special beauty bonus of Chip-Pruf Cutex — FREE
new Stay Fast Lipstick! See for yourself how long-lasting
Stay Fast stays on and on
how its "Moisturizing Action" keeps lips smoother,

with your purchase of

.

softer!

And

.

.

for beautiful fingertips you'll love

Chip-Pruf Cutex, guaranteed

the world's longest-wearing nail polish. Get your

when you buy America's

finest

new

Guarantee on package

"Back To God's Country" stars Marcia
Henderson, Rock Hudson as trappers.

CHOOSE FROM

FREE

bottle of Chip-Pruf

be

lipstick.

QNL y

A WIDE

to

Cutex

plus fox

RANGE OF BEAUTIFUL COLORS
17

Rory Calhoun takes

his cute wife, Lita
Baron, for whirl at Famous Restaurant.

what Hollywood

itself is

talking about!

continued)

ing youngster in the movies and on your
TV sets, so keep your eyes riveted on the
latter just about the time you read this.

"TRIPLE-STAY"LIPSTICK

At a party

for the stars of the great
City Ballet, Andre Eglevsky,
Janet Reed, Maria Tallchief, Nicholas
Magellanos, and Tanaquil LeClerq, all
the balletomanes were astounded to see
these great dancers break into the
Charleston wotta switch.

New York

—

Discover for yourself the excitement oi"Triple-Stay"
... the thrill of

that stay lovely

more seductive, more
the Flame-Glo way.

alluring lips

One of the most spectacular marital
breakups this metropolis had had in a
long time was the Susan Hayward-Jess
Barker split, which reverberated like the
bombardment of Fort Sumter. It wasn't
a completely unexpected end because all
of us in the know have been hearing
about their spats (SPATS?!*) for a long
time. It's a pretty sad thing, the whole
mess, and all the sympathy goes to Susie.
Maybe this Barker character will find

In fact, beauty's at your lips three times

longer than with ordinary indelible or no-smear
lipsticks! You'll love the

velvet-smooth

Fastenol-blended formula

of shades

.

.

.

sealed to your lips

Keep

.

.

.

the dazzling range

the moist color-brilliance that's
till

you remove

it.

kissable with Flame-Glo, the different

lipstick that

makes

a difference in you.

Try

it!

popular

now that he's lost his family for
keeps, that it ain't polite to black your
wife's eye and toss her into the swimout,

25*

ming

pool.

We've been kinda snooping around the
set of "French Line," the new Jane
Russell - Mary McCarty - Gilbert Roland
Technicolor musical and from our observation post, this looks like one of those
"sleepers" that's gonna take a whole
bunch of prizes. Heard the music score,
and the singing Jane and Mary do is

RKO

"TRIPLE-STAY" LIPSTICK
SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY OFFER
Rejuvia Beauty Labs Inc., Dept. B,

lipsticks only

To win new

P.O.Box 39, N.Y.12.N.Y.

25^

friends for Flame-Glo

...3 convenient purse size lipsticks
in different shades for only 25c...
each creating a new mood, a lovelier

you every moment

PLUS

.

Blonde

Brunette

Titian

of the day.

exciting booklet of
hints on lip beauty
.

They've got a number together that clowns around about
Texas that will really put that littleknown state on the map. Mary's got a
four-and-a-half minute solo number that
brings her back from outer youknowwhat. Great kid what's more, she's purty
strictly outer space.

Please send me your special introductory offer
of 3 Flame-Glo Lipsticks, and Booklet on Lip
Beauty all for 25c. (Coin only) .Check coloring.

—

Name..

.

I

Address-

too.

_

j

I

FLAME-GLO IS SOLD EXCLUSIVELY
IN CHAIN VARIETY STORES
18

c,t yI

I

Zone
(This Offer

State
in U.S.A. Only)

Good

I

Boy, the heads sure swiveled
(CONTINUED ON PACE 52)

when

SCREENLAND

November

1953

Beginning a

new feature

of frank, intimate,

off-the-record news of
the screen's

most intriguing stars by
America's best
informed columnist

Lovebirds Gene Nelson and Jane Powell looking ecstatically happy at "Stalag 17"
premiere. Gene will be Sonja Henie's leading man when she returns to screen.

Exclusive Movie Gossip
ock Hudson's off-screen bachelor antics have his studio
bosses worried. They will lower the boom on Rock
he doesn't scout around and find himself a suitable bride

R
if

within the next year or so. Rock dates dozens of film
starlets for publicity purposes, but not one for love. His
confidential asides to roving reporters that he's "not cut
out for marriage" will boomerang at the box-office unless
he gives up his woman-hater "kick" and settles for a serious romance with any young Hollywood personality
.

.

.

Fernando Lamas will play host to his ex-wife, Lydia,
and young daughter, Alexandra, when they trek to Hollywood from South America during the Christmas holidays.
Alexandra is to be reared as a Catholic and educated in
the United States, according to the terms of the Lamas'
divorce agreement. With or without the approval of Arlene
Dahl, Lydia Lamas will be given the full Hollywood
Hostess treatment upon her arrival with an assist from
Fernando
.

.

.

Tyrone Power and

Linda have their friends guessing
They've leased a large
villa on the outskirts of Rome purpose to establish a
permanent residence in Italy and Ty has become a member of the board of directors of a
icontinuedon next pace)
his

about their plans for the future.

—

—

Disc Jockey Peter Potter, Marilyn Monroe at charity fete.
Marilyn and Joe will probably wed in favorite hideawav town.

19

Exclusive Movie Gossip

(CONTINUEC

A
Lana Turner greets a member of

who were kinder

to her than the

new

Italian film company scheduled to
begin producing pictures in the Italian
capital next March. At any rate, the
total picture seems to rule out any
possibility of a split between the oftrumored "divorcing" Powers
.

Movie

fans

they

.

.

would be shocked

knew

if

the identity of a

handsome young Hollywood
engaged

to

a

who was
"engagement
girl)

star ( once
tempestuous glamour

feted at a

New York

party" along with a
was the kind of
betrothal that could never make the
formal announcement columns in fam-

famed

Suzanne Dadolle, Gable's steady

Italian press,
press.

London

folk singer. It

ily

cocktail partied with Aly

Khan

newspapers, even in Hollywood

.

.

.

Unretouched physique photos of
Tab Hunter, taken at Santa Monica's
Muscle Beach, are now making the
rounds at Hollywood parties the
male counterpart to the celebrated
Marilyn Monroe calendar. The bootlegged art studies have the young star
in a swivet and he'll file a civil law

—

suit to restrain further publication of
them just as soon as he can nab the

who

culprit
tives

.

.

stole

the original nega-

.

Gary Cooper and

Tab Hunter, here with Judy Powell, is in
a swivet over some photos going around.

fiancee,

Deborah Kerr, now having a whirl on the

New York

his frau,

Rocky,

Van Johnson chats with John Payne and
Sandra Curtis, at gala party.
stage, has a

new

personality.

WESTMORES

The

HOLLYWOOD

of

reveal the secret of that glowing "poreless" look!

Here — with Susan Hayward —
are famous Westmore brothers

who created Tru-Glo: Perc —
dean of Hollywood make-up
artists;

Wally

— Make-Up

Paramount Studios;
Frank — noted make-up stylist;

Director

Bud — Make-Up Director Universal Studios. ..beauty experts.

SUSAN HAYWARD
Starring in

DEMETRIUS AND
THE GLADIATORS
a 20th Century-Fox Production

CinemaScope.

in

Color by Technicolor

George Sanders not only got the air
from Zsa Zsa Gabor but her bills also.

were

at

swords points during their

entire house-guesting visit with the

Roberto Rossellinis (Ingrid Bergman)
Rome. Rocky Cooper thought she
and her daughter, along with Coop,
should have stayed at a nearby hotel
and just paid daily calls on the Rossellinis. Coop thought otherwise and
said so during an elaborate dinner
party given in honor of the Coopers
in

.

.

DOT— Susan Hayward
Ingrid Bergman wants a cash advance
of $100,000 plus a guaranteed percentage and all living expenses for the
six

a few

touches
dots of fabulous
forehead,

tiny

Tru-Glo to
chin and cheeks.
liquid

It's

weeks it would take to film the
Samuel continued on next pace)

picture

non-

greasy. Perfect for every skin.

BLEND— Then, using fingertips
in massaging motion, she
blends evenly over face, under
jawline. It won't streak or dry!

PAT — Susan
"mat"

i

pats to get gentle

finish. Result: the lumi-

nous complexion you adore.

LAMOROUS SUSAN HAYWARD
shows you how

to achieve that radiant
"poreless" look you admire in her screen
close-ups! Just use magic Tru-Glo— longerlasting liquid make-up created to give
you that romantically fresh look all day!

ily

Tru-Glo draws a veil of luminous color
over tattle-tale lines, blemishes
draws
out your true beauty. Follow the Westmore's 3 magic make-up steps. Tru-Glo
comes in shades to suit every skin tone.
.

.

.

59e% us tax
I

MAKE-UP
For truly ravishing lips .... Match your
Tru-Glo complexion with vibrant colors of
Westmore's Hollywood Lipstick! An intoxicating invitation to kisses! No smudging —
stays on longer, too! Creamy-soft, velvety.

Westmore Hollywood Lipsticks
OnlV
umy

Marilyn Maxwell, Roek Hudson. Rock's
bachelor antics hare his studio worried.

'Available in Canada
at slightly higher prices

59£

tax
Pius
*

<

Also available
at 29 C pins i ax )

Westmore Non-Smear Type
Only

59c

Lipstick

plus la

WESTMORE JMywoal COSMETICS

Frank Sinatra, a big

hit in

"From Here To

Eternity," gave wife

Ava a Welsh Corgi pup and she

called

it

"Skinny Rebel," no

less.

MMSaMBBBBam
Tyrone Power and his wife, Linda Christian, have their friends guessing, yet they've just leased a large

villa

not far from Rome.

Exclusive Movie Gossip
Goldwyn has offered her in Hollywood. Her return to the United States,
she feels, would be a big gamble on
her part and she'd have to be assured
of the financial gain. Producer Goldwyn has until November 15 to decide

.

.

.

don social engagements and created
no end of embarrassment for her exhusband when he arrived in London
en route to Hollywood and accepted
party invitations. The "Mogambo" star
had to send his regrets to several titled
households

when he

cancelled out at

the last minute because Sylvia Gable

The former Mrs. Douglas Fairbanks,
Lady Ashley, etcetera, uses the
name Mrs. Clark Gable for her Lon-

was

to be

among

those present ...

Sr.,

22

If

it's

to

be a California wedding

for Marilyn

(CONTINUED)

Monroe and Joe DiMaggio

on Russian River, near
San Francisco, as the site for their
they'll settle

nuptials

—

it's

hide -a- way

.

long been their favorite
.

.

Paget and her big romance
whole thing off after
a terrific spat in Santa Barbara. She
returned his five- carat diamond
"friendship ring." Three days later

Debra

called the

Yvonne DeCarlo gets autograph from Danny Thomas at Cocoanut Grove. Danny, at first, didn't know who was asking.

Jeanne Crain and her husband, Paul Brinkman, at premiere
"Charge At Feather River." She's now in Africa for movie.

of

made up and she was once again

they

sporting a sparkler on her third finger,
left

hand

the

first

—a

.

.

stone twice the size of

.

Dan Dailey went to a house party in
San Fernando Valley attired in woman's clothing which he had borrowed
from the 20th Century-Fox wardrobe
department as a gag. He was picked
up by the Encino police department
and had to talk his way out of an
overnight stay in the local jug

.

.

George returned. Raft's wise lawyer
advised him not to start any legal

rumpus because of the publicity that
would result, so George shrugged his
shoulders and camped out at a nearby motel
If

started their "Ulysses" feud shortly

"crush,"

De

lovely

Perrot, to

his

.

Robert Taylor and Ursula Thiess

aren't married by

New

—

Rita

Hayworth

Haymes dropped

into the

of

the

painting

Sarah Siddons, the 18th Century
English actress, which hangs in the
Sarah Siddons room. She offered Jimmy Hart $4,000 for the portrait, but
much as he likes Miss Hayworth he
likes Mrs. Siddons better, and she remains on the wall
of

.

.

.

Year's, they

won't marry at all, according to Ursula's proclamation
she's tired of
waiting ...

When

-Kirk introduced

.

;

Kirk Douglas and Anthony Quinn
after

.

became enamoured

and Dick
Ambassador

East during their Chicago

visit,

Rita

can have your choice of ruYou
mors about the Cary Grants (Betsy Drake): (1) they're separating; (2)
they're moving to Europe for an indefinite stay; or (3) they'll co-star in

a

Broadway play

all just cocktail

But

it's

(CONTINUED ON PACE

60>

this Winter.

latest

Countess Antoinette

Quinn during the

film-

Rome. Oscar-winner Tony

ing in

wasn't as impressed with the lady's

was Kirk and the situation
by day until Douglas
exploded and the dialogue got

as

title

got tense day
finally

saltier, to

say the least

.

.

.

George Raft is

a chap with a probBefore he went to Europe
he turned over his house to his favor-

lem.

Rosemight be
nice for her to have the use of the
luxurious place while he was abroad.
ite

girl

mary

friend,

starlet-model

Colligan, thinking

Rosemary

liked

it

it

so well she

in her entire family,

moved

and they showed

no willingness to evacuate when

Terry Moore with Dave Frame at Mocambo. She and Bob Wagner are quits.

Douglas, Sylvana Manga no on
"Ulysses" set. He, Tony Quinn feuded.

Kirk
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NEVER BEFORE HAS AN INTERVIEW
BEEN SO INTIMATE; NEVER HAS JANE BEEN
AS FRANK ABOUT HER PRIVATE LIFE
By

May Mann Baer

AXE RUSSELL

HOWER ROOM INTERVIEW
little red shorts and a white shirt
work-out with Terry Hunt in his health emporium in the Valley). Next a pair of pink panties and a bra dropped
to the floor, which meticulous Jane retrieved and placed on the dressing table. Then she was wrapping a huge turkish towel about her
gorgeous body. Slipping her black tresses into a rubber cap, she
stepped into the shower and turned on the spray. First, however, she
took off the towel and left it hanging outside.

Jane

was

slipping out of her

(after a vigorous

And

when

—

observed first-hand, that there's nothing, absoJane Russell's glamour department! And further that this was one interview that could never be so arranged
that's

I

lutely nothing false in

happened!!!
could picture Earl Wilson, whose business is writing about ladies'
curves as he sees them in 3-D (through three thicknesses of nylon,
silk, or satin). I could see Earl, at such a vantage point with the
perspiration breaking into little beads on his forehead, trying to concentrate on his note-taking. But with me this was the real thing!
Jane has a breathtakingly beautiful body, (CONTINUED ON pace 64>
as

it

I

Jane keeps figure trim with
rugged exercise and massage.

called Joan Crawford one Saturday night recently
and she was home with her children no date, no
party, no plans for anything social, no man.
This might surprise you, as it did me. In fact, I was
even more surprised in view of my reason for calling
her. You see, I had just spent 45 minutes in a phone
conversation with one of Hollywood's most sought-after
bachelors, who calls me at frequent intervals to rhapsodize about Joan Crawford. And he's not the only one.
There are a dozen others, who, knowing that I know
Joan, call me constantly, asking me to put in a good word
for them with the fascinating Miss Crawford.
"What shall I do, Joan?" I wailed. "I just this second
hung up the receiver on a man who calls persistently
two and three times a week to talk about you! Sometimes he talks for an hour! This has been going on for
three years. My ear's worn out. He's mad about you!"
"I'm so sorry," Joan replied with real concern in her

—

I

—

voice.

"What can

I

do? That must be very annoying.

It

a terrible imposition on you."
"I'll be forced to change my telephone number, or,"

is

"I'll have to subscribe to a telephone servicehandle your calls from these impetuous males!"
"Males? Plural?" asked Jean. "You mean there are
more than one?"
I recited a list of men that sounded like the "Who's
Who of Eligible Males" in Hollywood. "One calls regularly. The others on occasion. They never give up!"
"That's very flattering," Joan said, "but I am really
sorry for the inconvenience to you. Speaking of all those
attractive men did you know it is Saturday night, and
I am staying home alone?"
"No!" I gasped. "Not alone!"
"Quite alone," Joan replied. "I drove to Rolling Hills
for Christopher and brought him home for the weekend.
He took me out to dinner at La (continued on pace 541

I

kidded,

to

—

Joan went dancing with Jennings Lang at Mocambo recently, but she spends most evenings at home alone or with her children.
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the youthful Pier

/*

up

Angeli building

to

a

terrific

letdown in her romance with
the worldly Kirk Douglas?
by

MAUREEN MILLER

HEARTBREAK

Pier chatting with Lana Turner, her co-star in "Flame
Flesh," at a party in their honor in Rome.

And The

FOR PIER?
When sheltered,
in love with

innocent Pier Angeli fell desperately
it wasn't so much the

Kirk Douglas,

made Hollywood

16-year difference in their ages that

raise its collective eyebrows, but the difference in types

between the Younger-Than-Springtime Pier and Kirk,
one of the most worldly-wise, "love-'em-and-leave-'em"
playboys in that cynical town.
Pier and the cagey, attentive but elusive Kirk first met
to co-star with her in "Equilito
brium," one of the episodes in "The Story Of Three
Loves." No one expected anything but professional and

when he went

MGM

shy as a young
fawn, who, she says, was so scared on her first day in
MGM's commissary "that I sit stiff like a rod and cannot
swallow a bite. Finally, when all the peoples came up to
be introduced to me, I get under the table and cry like a
leetle baby."
Nevertheless, soon word seeped out of a red hot rofatherly attention

from him

mance between the two.

to the girl,

"It's

publicity-inspired

and

will

peter out soon as the film is finished," speculated the
cynical. But, strangely enough, it didn't. For when Kirk
to Columbia to make "The Juggler," impulsive, apparently infatuated Pier eluded the vigilant chaperonage
of Mama Pierangeli and held hands with Kirk at lunch
in little Italian restaurants near the studio. And when
Kirk went to Europe for films, Pier and her family followed on vacation to their former home, Rome. Again Pier

went

and Kirk managed stolen moments together, although always accompanied by Pier's mother, (continued on pace 53)

Pier has to

grow up a

lot

before she

is

emotionally mature.

Once

in Rome, Pier lost no time in getting together
with Kirk. Visited him between scenes of "Ulysses."

While making "The Juggler," with Milly Vitale in
Israel, Kirk flew to Italy for rendezvous with Pier.

Slowing up now, Bing made only one film this year, "Little
Boy Lost," which features Nicole Maurey, Colette Dereal.

Bing regards Christian Fourcade, 9, who plays
his son, as the most exciting film newcomer.

rainbows
Many
Crosby's

bound to

have tipped the years
and with a pot

—

colorful life

of

Bing

Bing Crosby's Midas Touch is
stuff his pockets to overflowing
now that "Little Boy Lost" is
the box-office find of the year

of gold

end of most of them.
you believe in odds, it's only once in a decade that
human being comes along and finds that everything

at the
If

a

he touches turns

by

MICHAEL SHERIDAN

to currency!

Such a man is Bing.
Over a long period of time he has discovered unerringly the short cuts to becoming, if you want to coin
a bromide, a Croesus.

Today, that Midas Touch has escaped many people.
But not Bing. And never, in fact, has it been more
apparent than now when his new Paramount picture,
"Little Boy Lost," is likely to swamp, with more gold,
the box-office tills of the movie theatres the world over

MORE

—

and Bing's pockets, too.
mind you, that Bing needs another movie hit,
another silver mine, another gilt-edged gimmick to
make him not only one of the richest men in the nation,
but one of the world's most successful business men.
Bing's personal fortune today and strange as it
seems, the least of it comes from his motion picture
endeavors is variously computed at between $5,000,000 and $10,000,000. Like the Aga Khan, Mr. Crosby
seems worth his weight in gold. But cannily, he refuses to be weighed!
With all this immense wealth, recent stories of how
Bing was forced to sell his 65 race horses to help raise
$1,000,000 inheritance tax on his wife's estate, surprised
many people. He even put on the market his Holmby
Hills mansion and his Summer home at Pebble Beach.
"The tax is close to a million, so Bing has to liquidate some properties," his brother Larry, head of Cros(continued on pace 64)
by Enterprises, Inc., explained,
.

.

.

Not,

—

—

Filmed partly in Paris, "Little Boy Lost"

is

the story of a child of war.

Lovely Nicole plays Bing's French wife in the tender

tale.

FOR BING

had

"// those vicious harpies

as wonderful a

husband

as I

have

they'd stop writing such bilge about

my

marriage," states Mile. Colbert

By GENE MORRIS

nmmn

have been Mrs. Joel Pressman for

"I

j

be at 80!

Paris
J_
is

all

i

ow

write this

down word

word, so there
Perhaps once and for

for

absolutely no mistake about it.it'll be understood, even by those

peculiar reason don't

U

18 years, will

want

who

for

some

to understand."

Her huge eyes glowing, Claudette Colbert leaned
over her chair in her Paris suite, pointing to my
pad meaningfully.
"I have been Mrs. Joel Pressman for 18 years." She
spoke carefully, in measured tones. "If I live that
long, I will be for 80. If those vicious harpies had as
wonderful a husband as I have, they'd stop writing such

J-

m

my marriage. There is no basis
whatsoever, no rhyme, reason, nor accuracy in the gossip
the rumor-mongers are spreading. They have
been, they are, they always will be wasting their time."
She v/aited till I had finished noting down the
words she had spoken with such feeling. Then, her
whole expression changed. She tossed her short, reddishbrown hair in one of her natural, unself-conscious
bilge about

gestures which moviegoers everywhere would
recognize, and grinned broadly.
"Most of the time I never take these things so seriously.
(continued ON pace 62)
It's our friends who do. Nunnally

udette laughs off "her romance with Anton Walbrook."

Visiting orphanage near

Rome

during filming of "Destinees."

Ingrid

Bergman with Claudette and Eleanor Rossi-Drago.

With ex-King Peter and ex-Queen Alexandra

at

New

Year's party where romance started.

GENE S AFFAIR WITH ALY
THERE'S NO DOUBT GENE TIERNEY'S FLIPPED OVER ALY KHAN, BUT WILL THEY WED?
By Denny Shane

International news wires continue to buzz with the
exciting romance of Gene Tierney and Aly Khan, one
of the wealthiest young titled men in the world and
ormer spouse of another American movie star, Rita Hayworth. Will lovely Gene be the next wife of Prince Aly

Khan? The

life of

a princess should not be too difficult

Brooklyn-born Gene since she has been married to
Count Oleg Cassini of White Russian nobility.
There is no doubt that if it were up to Aly alone he
would not lose any time in popping the question to Gene.
But when you are a prince and some one else holds the
purse strings you have to bend to their wishes or at least
take things a little slowly. Aly's father, the Aga Khan,
likes Gene as a person, but frowns upon the idea of
another film actress for a daughter-in-law. He can't seem
for

world-wide publicity garnered
by his son when Rita left him and returned to America.
So upset had the Aga been at the time that it was rumored he was considering making his younger son his
heir. The Aga's health is not of the best at present and
it may be that Aly is playing a waiting game.
The romance started last New Year's Eve when Gene
and Aly were dancing in each other's arms at the fabulous
Maxim's in gay Paris. At the stroke of midnight they
startled the several hundred other patrons at the fashionable night club out of their self-preoccupation by
pausing to welcome the New Year with a long and ardent
kiss. The next day Gene and Aly Khan were headlined
to forget the unfavorable

romantically.

Since then they have been a

(continued on pace

57)

Hi

For months now, Gene's been the only beauty

in Aly's life.

Rita

Hay worth

couldn't hold Aly. Will

Gene be

able to do so?

37-year-old Gregory Peck
While
renewing his youth in an imis

pressive conquest of European
drid,

—

London, Rome, Paris, MaStockholm, Berlin to date Hol-

capitals

—

lywood speculates whether the charms
of the old world cities are wholly rerift in his marriage
Greta Konen Peck, the bride of his

sponsible for the
to

Broadway

struggling

The

film

town

is

days.

wondering

if

the

shy, gentle actor, so firmly a family

man over the years, so deeply devoted to his buoyant little blonde wife
and their boys, has actually becume a
cosmopolitan

sophisticate,

bowled

over by the beauty and romance swirling about him, especially by the

charms

of

Or
want

it

is

to

continue

Audrey Hepburn.
simply that Greg does not
return to Hollywood and
with unsolvable domestic

problems?
Despite his overwhelming love for

home and

it does seem
beyond repair.
In the more than 15 months he has
been abroad he has had an opportunity to take stock of himself and of his

his

children,

that his marriage

is

with Greta. Amid the great capiand varied nationalities he has
had a chance to consider the advantages and disadvantages of marriage
in contrast to the freedom he now apparently seeks.
According to the more discerning
observers along the boulevards, the
(continued on pace 56)
actor's marital
life

tals

•4 Despite love of

home and

seem Greg's marriage

is

sons,

it

doe.'

beyond repa

;

r.
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Colette's legs were not even seen in "Moulin Rouge," her great hit. "John
at once I am a woman. He covers my legs so nobody can see."

Huston sees

Paris

most tantalizing, black-stockinged legs since Marlene Dietrich
first unveiled her miraculous stems to a palpitating public were

THE
in

"Moulin Rouge," and you, you unfortunate people, never saw them!
I, lucky devil that I am, had a private exhibition in Paree, and

But

am

still

fighting for self-control.

The provocative extremities

I've referred to are the sole property

Mademoiselle Colette Marchand, whom you saw in "Moulin Rouge"
as Marie Charlet opposite Jose Ferrer's Toulouse-Lautrec. So realistic
and uncompromising was her performance as the dirty, bedraggled
of

trollop, that

it

historic quality,

was impossible to guess that she possessed gams of
and that she was a luscious piece of tantalizing French

Looking at the
seedy slut in "Moulin Rouge," her hair straggling down her pale and
hungry face, how could anyone have known that Mile. Colette is one
of the foremost ballet dancers in the world?
I had a date to meet Colette at the Theatre de l'Empire in Paris,
where she was starring with Roland Petit in the "Ballets de Paris."
When she introduced herself, I was pleasantly surprised. She was the
complete opposite of the unkempt, emaciated Marie Charlet. Colette
was chic, sleek, tall, blonde and built like a precision instrument
streamlined for speedy action from the top of
iCONtinued on pace 59)
pastry in other important anatomical departments.
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DO YOU LONG TO BE BEAUTIFUL, RADIANT, SUPREMELY HAPPY?
IT'S

SIMPLE, DINAH SHORE HAS LEARNED. THE ONLY REQUIREMENT

IS

THAT—

YOU MUST FALL IN LOVE!
by Fredda Dudley Balling

Shore was always a pretty girl. But she
has become a downright beautiful woman,
and whether she realizes it or not (probably
she does but is too modest to admit it) her secret

Dinah

recipe

is

happiness.

Each year since her marriage to George Montgomery on December 5, 1943, friends have been
saying to Dinah, "I don't know how you do it.
You look younger all the time, but that isn't all.
and you
There's sort of a glow about you
never seem to get tied in knots as so many people
.

.

.

do."

For Dinah has come into
believes that any girl
the world can open the same magic door with

The glow
her
in

is

authentic.

own kingdom, and she

man who

has

fallen deeply in love with you. It's that simple,

and

one key:

fall

that difficult.

deeply in love with the

Love brings confidence, confidence

brings happiness, and happiness brings beauty.

And

not only does the glow show in Dinah's apmanner in which she conducts
her entire life. Right now she's sitting on top of
the TV world with her regular NBC show on Tuesday and Thursday nights at 7:30 EST, which she
pearance, but in the

emcees and stars in delightfully.
In her private life she's secure and serene, the
center of a happy family trio that includes George
and daughter Melissa, born January 4, 1948. In
Palm Springs, where the Montgomerys have a
house that George himself built, Dinah does all her
own cooking. Dinner, family style, is placed on a
huge lazy susan in the center of the round dining
table and guests help themselves. Such a sophisticated group as Mr. and Mrs. Sam Goldwyn, Mr.
and Mrs. Moss Hart, Mr. and Mrs. Richard Rodgers, and other members of the Palm Springs
Manhattan chapter have spent self-congratulatory
hours around Dinah's spaghetti, barbecued chicken, green salad, coffee and apple pancakes.
In Hollywood, as there is in many a social group,
a party-giving cliche has developed.

A happy

trio of

Montgomerys, George,

Melissa and Dinah, arrive in

New

York.

The only way

to give a truly great party, say the self-appointed
arbiters, is to take over the Crystal Room in the
Beverly Hills Hotel, or the Crown Room at Romanoff's. One has florists decorate; one employs
a name band; one selects a menu in French.
When Dinah and George gave their first big
affair, George and one of his friends dug a barbecue pit and roasted a side of beef. Long tables,
covered by red checkered cloths were set out
under giant oak trees, and the music was supplied
by musicians who were also guests. Everyone had
a magnificent time; several astounded hostesses
(continued on pace 66)
asked Dinah how she had

Joan Crawford affectionately greets her hosts
at latest of the fabulous

Montgomery

parties.
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As a switch, our famed Broadway columnist

visits

the land of the stars for an on the spot report

ON BROADWAY
A

ifter cancelling their plane reservations three times in a row, Rita

Hayworth and Dick Haymes boarded
American Airlines Mercury Flight #3
at La Guardia Airport en route to
Hollywood incognito with dark glasses
and glares for any other passengers

who dared

Van Johnson, who's through with

tipsy

audiences, at designer Marusia's party.

The future Mrs. Gene Nelson got a jolt
on learning how Geary fixed insurance.

look at them.

Traveling

under the names of "Rose Spania"
and "Bartley Crum," ex-Princess Rita
and her ever-lovin' beau created less
of a stir than they might have anticipated. No one seemed to care. Declining

to

pose

for

pictures,

they

clammed up and Were incommunicado
for the first leg of the New YorkChicago-Hollywood

flight.

Despite the fact they had two sleepRita a lower, Dick an upper berth,
they spumed the luxurious sleeping
ers,

Humphrey

Bogart, sensitive about his thinning hair, admits to Danton Walker
that his snarling at photographers who snap him without a cap is just an act.

Rosie Clooney, hatless in N. Y., proves
she had last word in first Ferrer spat.

Bob Mitchum,

Mmm

Monroe, Rory Cal-

houn, taking off for location in Canada.

accommodations in favor of sitting up
to coo and neck all the way to Chicago. The Haymes ticket was bought
and paid for by Rita's attorney, Bartley Crum, and was charged to her
account. At Chicago, Rita and Dick
were moved out of their cozy rear
seats and sent forward on the aircraft
because Cinerama producer Louis B.
Mayer and his wife were boarding
the Mercury at that point and had already specified, well in advance, that
they wished to occupy seats 18 & 18A
so Rita and Dick were "bumped"
forward to 8 & 8A. They didn't like
it one bit.

—

Several hours out of Chicago, wingway West, the two lovebirds
finally decided to retire. When they
reached International Airport in Los
Angeles it looked as though their
ing their

clothes

had been slept in. And that's
what happened. Rita and

precisely

Nome, Alaska,
of

ita

13

as
as

a"
ita

e-

Walker,

isn't

same

the

since visit

Dorothy Arnold, et

al.

Dick removed their shoes only, hopped
into their respective berths and were
still sound asleep when the Mercury
glided onto the Los Angeles airfield.
Completely devoid of any make-up,
with her long flowing mane uncombed
and her traveling suit rumpled beyond
description, it was an anything but

glamourous Rita Hayworth who
dashed into a waiting limousine with
her lover in close, hot pursuit They
were trying to duck photographers

who weren't

there

.

.

.

^^ou

could have heard a pin drop
I at Charlie Morrison's Moeambo
when Joe DiMaggio walked in solo to

a large party of friends and
walked right out again when he spotted lovely Dorothy Arnold, his exwife, dancing a mambo with young

join
;-

t-

Michael Rayhill, new screen personality. Joltin' Joe got as far as the edge
of the dance floor, did a double-take
and exited the premises in a hurry.
More than a dozen screen actresses
dashed. to the Powder Room to see if
Marilyn Monroe had come in with

Mm-mm-m

Girl was on
him, but the
location in Jasper, Alberta, Canada.

r_

On the Columbia Pictures set of
"The Caine Mutiny" Bogart snapped
and snarled when a photographer attempted to photograph him without a
cap on. Bogey, very sensitive about
his thinning hair, later admitted with
good humor that his "tough guy" onset antics are nothing more than an act
and he tries to be ornery just to keep
from being bored in-between "takes."
Although he's getting offers to return
to the Broadway stage, he will stick to
Hollywood. "Baby" Bacall Bogart,
(CONTINUED ON PACE 68) Dick Haymes had no thought of arrest and possible deportation for illegal re-entr>
however, may
into U. S. when he and Rita Hayworth made their torrid all-night flight from N. Y.
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by Robert Perkins

"20 Questions" panelists: Fred

Van Deventer, Florence

Rinard, guest

Ann Rutherford

(back) Johnny McPhee, Herb Polesie.

Rathbone was smart.

am
Kim

did very well.

Standout Stewart.

Swanson scored

too.

Mac

Even

no.

Mayo and her husband, Mike O'Shea, engage

in

goonery at premiere. Are they always as crazy as this?

Or

had

it.

A

if it is

beautiful but
Virginia

really

RE movie stars dopes? The answer is
k
fashionable to think of movie queens as

dumb— it's

still

no.

to whisper: "Clever actor, but not a brain in his head,

poor fellow. You know how it is, my dear. The directors
tell them every move. It's all they can do to collect those
fat checks, and head for the swimming pools they call
."
home.
Fashionable, but baloney, my dear that is, if the fun
and intellectual, radio-TV "20 Questions" program is any
criterion (which it is).
.

.

—

The program is the modern version of the old parlor
game, Animal, Vegetable, or Mineral, and it demands a
panel of players with well-informed brains in high gear.
The oldest, most popular panel show, it dotes on the movie
stars who appear on it. Says its spokesman: "Movie-people
stupidity is a colossal myth. We've learned that glamour
and brains go together like ham and eggs. Not a single
film star, who's worked with us as a guest panelist, has
failed to answer at least one subject. Hollywood, we'll certify,

has a high

New York

Jay Jackson, "20 Questions" M.C., checks score with
Producer Gary Stevens. It's on the Du Mont network.

I.

Q."

Rudolph Flesch devoted a chapter in his book, "The Art Of Clear Thinking,"
to the deductive-reasoning aspects of "20 Questions." So
they should know what they're talking about, yes?
Jimmy Stewart is a good example of an intelligent movie
star and one much beloved by "20." (continued on pace 70)

—

University's Professor

MAG GTS

PRIVATE

Listening in on what's going on behind the scenes in television

Mario Lanza's
one of TV's top secrets,
The big news,contract
with a leading network. It will
is

seven-year
break around Thanksgiving Day. His contract allows him
the right to make movies ( one-a-year), concert tours and
operatic appearances in between video performances.
.

.

—the

Theatre in Hollywood, draws more tourists' reaction than
those of filmdoms' Robert Taylor, Clark Gable or Jimmy
Stewart. Is TV the answer to Bob, Clark and Jimmy's
being relegated to second position on the popularity
polls?

A

.

.

.

planeload of Hollywood's top-ranking TV stars will
guest appearances on a new TV program

Richard Hayman, Mercury Records star ("Ruby,"
"Anna" and "Eyes Of Blue"), is penning original ballads
jor the Vic Damone telefilm series which MGM will

which

sanction after he's completed his co-starring role in "Hit

Room Of The

The Deck," with Debbie Reynolds.

Danny Thomas

.

.

—

never alter his nose he thinks he'd
if he did
but he'll nose about on
the Colgate Comedy Hour sporting another's famous
proboscis; a rubber Cyrano de Bergerac "ski- jump" during a comedy take-off of the famous literary character.
will

—

lose his individuality

.

.

latest news, views, doings of video

make weekly

originate from and be entitled

"The Zebra
Huntington" in San Francisco beginning
January 3rd. The 30 -minute Nob Hill variety show will
be sponsored by an airline company and all salaries paid
to the performers will be donated, by them, to one
charitable organization each week 26 local and national
agencies will profit from the telecasts.
will

—

.

^^^ulcy/'

authored by George

S.

.

Kaufman and Marc

mm

he ethel merman story" is being prepared for
I "Toast Of The Town" and will be seen January 17,
1954. She'll be feted on behalf of her 45th birthday which
occurs the day before.
.

Connelly, will be adapted for Dagmar as a telefilm
series. Once an Ann Sothern movie, it was being rewritten for Ann before she became video's favorite "Private Secretary". .
.

.

Donald O'Connor's recent handprints and signature, imbedded in the sidewalk cement at Grauman's Chinese

Life story of Ethel Merman, here
with Gil Roland, is to be telecast.

Johnny Ray wants to follow in Frank Sinatra's footsteps
"From Here To Eternity," and undertake a straight
dramatic role in a video version of Somerset Maugham's
a la

GrouchoMarx amuses George Fenneman with
some inside info on cook book he's writing.

Laraine Day and Cyd Charisse. Dress worn by
Laraine on TV to be copied, sells for $19.95.

WIRE
personalities

"Razor's Edge"

and detectable

Hopeful Bess Myerson

Studious Ruth Gilbert.

Herb Shriner,

G.I. pal

bits of gossip

in the part created in the movies by

Tyrone Power.
Loretta Young's "The Prisoner At One O'clock," from
her "35 Letters To Loretta" series, may get screen treatment starring the talented star, proving Hollywood moguls
are carefully watching video for prospective film fodder. .-.

Dobson, featured on the G. E. Theatre shows,
once appeared opposite Shirley Booth in a Summer
stock presentation of "My Sister Eileen" in a minor role.
Hell soon be co-starred with Shirley in a video production of "Tomorrow The World," the play which once had
Shirley and Ralph Bellamy sharing stellar honors on

James

Broadway.

.

.

The jewelry worn by Dinah Shore on her

telecasts

may

look like very expensive costume baubles, but they're not.
She wears her own precious gems and every piece is a
gift

from hubby George Montgomery.

.

.

—

Groucho Marx's definition of a gourmet "a pig with a
tuxedo on" may wind up being the title of a recipe book
which he'll write, using off-beat cooking hints of his

—

many

celebrity friends.

(continued on pace

Maria Riva,

72)

Danny Thomas, a natural for TV's comedy take-off on Cyrano de Bergerac, calms nervous Marilyn Monroe at benefit.

in Israel for big

company went broke.

Ma

TV

deal,

was stranded when

Marlene Dietrich rescued her.

Imprints of Donald O'Connor, with girl friend Marilyn Erskine,
Chinese Theatre, draw more crowds than any other star's.

at
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SCREEN LAND VARIETY VALUES BY MARCIA MOORE

Joan Vohs, shown in (J) and (5), appears in
"Crazy Legs, Ail-American," a Hall Bartlett
Production, and in United Artists' "Vice Squad."

ALL DRESSED UP
And

Castle, above and (4), may
be seen in United Artists' "I, The
Jury" and "99 River Street."

Peggy
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Barbara Britton, star of TV show "Mr.
Mrs. North," will co-star with John
Hodiak in "Dragon Fly Squadron."

We like the look of slim trousers with
the gracefulness of full
feminine tops
the touch of glittering jewelry.
skirts
You'll like the sensible prices, the manyways to wear these practical separates.
Plaid pedal pushers (J) from G. C. MURPHY'S are $3.98 in wool. They come in
red, blue, black, gold or green plaids. Sizes
10 to 18. With the pedal pushers Joan
wears heavy knit sweater with fringed
shawl collar from GRANT'S. Price is
$10.95. If you can sew, you can duplicate
Peggy's pants and shirt (2). SIMPLICITY
Pattern #4255 for both. Price, 35c. Sizes
12 to 20. Shoes by CAPEZIO. For lounging (3), these satin pajamas with a quilted
look. GRANT'S have them in aqua, maize
or white with black. They're $3.98 for
sizes 32 to 40. Slippers cost $1.99. This
time (4), the pedal pushers are in corduroy with contrast-color piping on pockets and lacings on pant legs. MURPHY'S.
.

.

.

.

.

.

$3.98.

In navy, green, gold and red. Peg-

gy's striped sweater

STORES. Of

is

all-wool,

from
it

McCRORY

comes

in

red,

and green with white
stripes. For sizes 34 to 40, $2.98. (5) For
tea time or any time separates from H.
navy,

blueberry

—

GREEN'S. The

top is of knitted cotton
touched with velvet and brilliants in a leaf
design. The colors heather tones of tan
L.

—

and gray.
taffeta

skirt

With

it Joan wears a
with unpressed pleats and

$1.98.

front button accents. $2.98. In black only.

CAPEZIO

shoes.

(6)

Barbara relaxes

in

blue denims. These, with tight tapered
legs, have red braid trim. $2.98. Her textured knit sweater comes in white, blue,
maize, red and navy. With its own pin,
$5.98.

From GRANT'S. Shoes by HUS-

KIES.

(7) Pearls

neckline

of

this

and rhinestones stud the
jersey

sweater.

$1.98.

Circular felt skirt, $5.98, comes in gray,
red and blue. Both from GRANT'S, end

TO STAY HOME /
For your nearest
to

store,

write

SCREENLAND MAGAZINE,
10 E.

40th

St..

N.Y.C
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Screenland
1.

The long boxy, heavy

knit cardigan

GRANT'S

from

sweater

Continued

Values

Variety

an

is

eye-

catcher for this season's high fashion
styles. The crystal buttons on the blue

trim add sparkle and versatility. We
recommend your wearing it with either
slacks or a skirt. It looks well with

A

both.

2.

winter treat for only

What fun

it

"party"

this

It

organdy

nant finish
chintz

floral

be a hostess in

to

is

apron.

$8.98.

pattern

of

is

with a

permadelicate

— waist

band,

pocket and hem. Black, pink and bluecolors which will dress-up your play-

at-home

clothes.

GRANT'S. For

$1.98.

Make your own net skirt from Advance Pattern #5938. The pattern costs
25c. It is ideal for the cocktail hour and
directly reflects the latest trend from
3.

Use contrasting

Paris.

colors in sheer

The

fabric for the double layer skirt.

pattern comes in only one
it

4.

to

Make

your own waist measurement.

fit

W.

size.

GRANT'S

T.

cobbler

striped

apron, which comes in assorted colors,
costs $1.98.

You

will find this

garment

practical as well as attractive. It can be

worn with or without a blouse; and
stored in roomy pockets.
The wide belt circles a wasp waist.

much can be

5. In

many winter

colors

W.

T.

GRANT

velveteen weskit. It is
the finishing touch to your carefully
chosen separates. Three white buttons
edged in gold, match the KRESGE pin.
features

this

It

comes

in sizes 12-20.

6.

A

check collar and three check
this cobbler apron as a

full

Price:

$2.98.

mark

pockets

distinctive

item.

The

colors are

red,

aqua and mustard with white. You can

buy

it

at

NEISNER BROTHERS

The tie-back

for

and the buttondown back are features for a good fit.
$2.98.

7.

belt

For a must on your shopping list—

"Sanforlan" slip-on zephyr wool
Sold at KRESGE'S for $3.95.
Sizes 34-40. The color range is perfect

this

sweater.
for

your mix-or-match outfits: white,
mocha, blue, yellow and green.

red, navy,

Deborah Kerr's graceful
hands stay lovely with
a program of daily care
you'll

want for your own

By ELIZABETH

f

LAPHAM

FINGER TIPS
* You

don't have to believe in palm-

istry to

away

know

that hands are a give-

you
and
the most luscious figure can't keep
eyes from focusing on those busy and
as to the kind of person

really are.

Even the

prettiest face

expressive extremities.

Stars are so

keenly aware of this that they
point

of

following

a

make

a

regular hand-

glamourizing routine. No once-a-week
refurbishing for them.
lovely Deborah Kerr to
you the "secret" of her famously
beautiful hands and she'd probably
look at you in amazement. She

wouldn't realize that the commonsense program she takes so for granted is still a mystery to many non-

period helps open the pores in the
skin.) Then she (continued on PACE 74)

Ask MGM's

gloves,

like

Night gloves are

Ebonettes,
fine

for

protect.

pampering,

—

our heroine. Notice too that the water
neither very hot nor cold, so that it
cannot shock her hands into redness.
She plunges both hands into the water
and holds them there for a second or
two before she reaches for the soap

tell

Work

But she'd be the first
you that every trick she's
learned, you can learn too.
Your first surprise comes when you
compare the way Deborah washes her
hands with your own technique. Deborah starts the procedure by filling
the wash basin full with warm water
no finger-bowl-size moistening for
professionals.

to reassure

Deborah exercises hands with massage
to

stimulate

circulation,

build

tone.

is

and nailbrush.

(This brief

warm-up

Deborah's beautiful hands, firm nails
superb grooming, good health.

reflect
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HOLLYWOOD ITSELF
[CONTINUED FROM PACE

18]

Imogene Coca and her handsome husband, Bob Burton, walked into the Interlude, which is the Sunset Strip's most
beautiful, if not the most famous, nightclub. This great little gal was pretty quiet

when

she vacationed here, loafing about
the pool and such, so it was kinda news
when she showed up at the upstairs part
of this here club the downstairs is called
the Crescendo.

—

RECORD

All of Hollywood was saddened when
Casey Adams got the tragic news that his
mother and father had been fatally injured in an automobile accident near
their home in Caldwell, Kansas. Casey
was just getting packed to go to Germany
for the picture "Night People" when he
got the call from home. Ironically, his
older brother was killed in an automobile
accident about a year ago. With the ex-

ROUNDUP
The "Jane Pickens Show"
is

heard coast-to-coast,

JANE PICKENS

by

week,

six times a

ception of his 15-year-old sister, his enfamily has been wiped out. Casey
decided the best thing to do was go on to
Germany and he took his sister with him.
It's hard to figure out how such a heartbreaking thing could happen to such a
nice boy.

the ISBC Radio Network

on

Monday through

tire

Friday,

2:45—2:55 P.M. EST.
and Thursday,
10:35—11:00 P.M.

EST.

Jane Pickens, who has
scored personal triumphs in every
field of music, each month will select
the finest in movie and popular recordings for our readers.

VERSATILE

and "It Happened Once Before" for CoDinah Shore's "Choo Choo
lumbia
Train" and "Reflections On The Water"
Karen Chandler's "Transfor Victor
Billy
fer" and "Madonna" for Coral
Eckstine's "I Can Read Between The
Lines" and "It Can't Be Wrong" for MGM
Margaret Whiting's "Waltz To The
Blues" and "C. O. D." for Capitol
Teresa Brewer's "Richochet" and "Too
Young To Tango" for Coral ... Jo Stafford's "Cup Of Joy" and "Living Only
Henri ReneFor You" for Columbia
Hugo Winterhalter's "The Velvet Glove"
"Dare I" and
and "Elaine" for Victor
"Roamin' In The Gleamin' " by Hamish
Vera Lynn's "My
Menzies for Decca
Love, My Life, My Happiness" and "I'll
Bob Santa
Wait For You" for London
Maria's "The Night Holds No Fear" and
"If You Say Goodbye" for
.

.

Movie Music

In

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Lo," from "Lili," and "Something
Les
Money Can't Buy" for Mercury
Baxter's "Julie," from "Take The High
Ground," and "Tropicana" for Capitol
Doris Day's "This Too Shall Pass" and
"Choo Choo Train" for Columbia
Percy Faith's "Song From Moulin Rouge''
Hi,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

and "Swedish Rhapsody" for Columbia
"The Story Of Three Loves," from
film of same name, and "Sweet Lailani"
"Anna"
by Jerry Murad for Mercury
and "I Loved You," both from "Anna,"
by Sylvana Mangano for
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

MGM

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

she the sexiest thing in tights, they

—

and on and on
Took 'em a long time to discover
and we hate ourself for
this gal, but
even thinking this kind of pun everybody's climbing on the bandwagon for
say. Isn't she beautiful

and

on.

—

—

Charisse.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

MGM

.

.

.

Not that Tony Curtis isn't always a
happy guy, but he's really got
something to shout about since U-I
picked up his option and gave him beaucoup de loot over his present weekly
pretty

check. Tony's such a consistent favorite
with the fans that U-I wasn't about to
share the wealth with another studio, so
they've tied him up for a long time. So
he went out and bought himself a Jaguar.
Coincidentally, his new picture will be
"Johnny Dark," a story about a racing
car driver.

Grab Bag
Garner Plays For
"C'est Si Bon"
Dancing" album
and "Soft Warm Lips" by April Stevens
Bobby Wayne's "Miserable
for King
Love" and "His Business Is Love" for
"One-Sided Love Affair" and
Mercury
"For The Longest Time" by the Mar-

Columbia's

"Enroll

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Victor's "Me And
Derby
album with the original Broadway
Mantovani's "Ramona" and "Chicast
Ray Anthony's
quita Mia" for London
"Dragnet" and "If Love Is Good To Me"
Bing Crosby's "Granada"
for Capitol
and "It Had To Be You" for Decca
"Put Some Money In The Juke Box" and
"Rock-A-Bye Boogie" by the ModernMindy Carson's "Daraires for Coral
ling, Darling" and "I Never Let You
Cross My Mind" for Columbia

veleers for

Other Toppers

Isn't

.

.

Frank Sinatra's "From Here To Eternity" and "Anytime, Anywhere" for
Columbia
Ray Bloch's "From Here
To Eternity" and "Re-Enlistment Blues,"
both from film of same name, for Coral
Fred Astaire's "Band Wagon" album
Richard Hayman's "Hi Lilifor MGM
.

.

.

.

.

Tops

.

.

Went to the big preem of MGM's "The
Band Wagon" and you should hear what
people were saying about Cyd Charisse!
She looks like Ava Gardner, they say.

.

.

Don't believe this junk about Ann
Sheridan not coming back to Hollywood
from Mexico, where she's taken a house
that will hold all 15 of her poodles. Ann
loves Mexico, Mexicans, and living the
life of the siesta, but she also loves the
town that gave her the successful career
that made it possible for her to go to
Mexico. See?

Juliet"

GORDON JENKINS' "Fury" and "Aft-

ernoon Dream" for Decca
Sunny
Gale's "Love Me Again" and "Before It's
Too Late" for Victoi
"If You Want
My Heart" and "My Love, My Life, My
Happiness" by the Ames Brothers for
Victor
Guy Lombardo's "There's Always Someone That You Can't Forget"
and "Blue Dancing Shoes" for Decca
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Champ
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Butler's

.

"Ya Ha Bibbity Baby"

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

The town's pretty well divided still on
the Jane Powell -Gene Nelson thing. Some
of the Nelson friends are sticking with
Miriam, who's wonderful. Most of Jane's
friends side with her, saying the gal's
never been happier in her life. Both Gene
and Jane are booked into the Cocoanut
Grove. Evidently it's the real thing with
the kids, but don't ask us to take any
sides in case you were planning to. END

HEARTBREAK FOR PIER?
[CONTINUED FROM PACE

Back home again, Pier confided that
she was moving heaven and earth to get
her studio to allow her to make a film
in Europe. It didn't take a mathematician
to figure out what was the attraction in
Europe. MGM, though, had other plans
and Pier had to rely on "absence makes
the heart grow fonder" while making

'

"Sombrero"

!
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|,

Mexico and numerous
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where he went for location
work on "The Juggler."
At present, Kirk is back in Rome workties of Israel,

;

.[

I

.
|

;e

.„

ing on "Ulysses" with Italian star, Silvana
Mangano. At the end of May, Pier left for
Europe to star in a film with Lana Turner and naturally, to renew her romance
with Kirk. But if she was unlucky

—

I

10

j

;

j

to see the May 28th Hollywood
Reporter before her takeoff, her loveheavy heart must have taken a dive as
she read: "Rome-bound friends of Kirk
Douglas in response to cables, arrive with
special presents for Kirk's present flame

enough

j
.

in

personal appearances in South America.
When asked about Kirk, Pier lost her
customary impetuosity and became very
reserved. She tried, though without success, to hide her youthful ardor.
"The studio does not wish me to discuss
him. I like him very much. He is a very
wonderful person. But there is nothing
to a romance. When I marry it must be
forever because of my religion and the
way I feel about marriage. I think a wife
should be ready to give up everything for
a husband and I'd gladly give up my
career. It would mean nossing to me if
it spoiled me for being a good wife and
mother."
Pier's studio obviously didn't and still
doesn't encourage speculation about a
romance between the two. "The whole
thing is silly," said a spokesman. "Pier
won't talk about it and neither will we.
There is nothing to it. And no use in
talking about it."
But publicity-wise Kirk doesn't go
along with that. He even called syndicated columnists from Europe, asking
them to give his love to Pier! That
seemed a rather roundabout way unless
Pier's phone was out of order
and
that's hardly likely. Nor was he languishing for his lady love. He'd been seen
about with English actress, Jackie Frost,
and with a host of France's and Italy's
lovelies, as well as the sun-bronzed beau-

j

s

I

,,

I

!

—American-made

jj
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lett,

legal
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more than twice her age, who with
light, Greg Bautzer, has squired

just about every glamour doll in town.
The evening before, the little Angeli dined
a deux with the new Latin star, blond
Carlos Thompson, at the Macayo. And
before that she was seen, suitably chap-

j

'

^

girdles!"

While Kirk was disporting himself in
Europe Pier wasn't sitting by the phone
or playing solitaire either. Chaperoned
by her sister Marisa, she was glimpsed
at Ciro's with another unlikely date
man-about-town screen writer Sy Bart-

;

"__
|

fi
I

j,

|

eroned, with Amadeo Barletta, wealthy
sugar king, sampling Havana's night life.
In Mexico, Pier and her mother were
escorted to the bull fights by Miguel Ale-

29]

man, son

of the then President of the
country. Later, she was seen with David
Schine, son of the theatre and hotel magnate and also with Arthur Loew, Jr.,
another wealthy heir to a theatre fortune.
Speculation, naturally, began as to
Pier's intentions. Had she been trying to
show Kirk that two can play at love's
game? Was she trying to tease him with
her desirableness for other men? Or was
she attempting to forget the fickle Kirk
in the ardent glances of other men, equally charmed by her beauty and vibrant,
At
bright-as-new-music personality?
any rate, Pier had shown that she has a

penchant for

men

with money and im-

portance.
All this is far different from the shy,
ethereal child with dovelike eyes who
first set foot in Hollywood a few years
ago. She and her twin sister, Marisa, were
like no other actresses in town and
charmed all who met them with their
beauty, their expressive accents, their
girlish laughter, their complete lack of
affectation, not to mention the fact that
neither wore lipstick or makeup. Naturally, the eligible swains about town
were interested until they discovered
that both girls were chaperoned by
Signora Pierangeli to the point of exasperation. For Mama brought from Italy
the ironclad custom of her native country that until a girl is 21 she does not,
under any circumstances, go out with a
man unless her mother, or some other

—

proper relative, accompanies her.

Papa

Pierangeli,

an

Italian

Kirk Douglas has built an amazing romantic reputation on two continents.

architect,

who

passed away just before his family
left for Hollywood, agreed about the
strict chaperonage. "At home in Eetaly
when my father lived, he did not like
young mens around. So, we were always
afraid he would be coming home and
finding them. And when any mens asked
to see us, we would say no, no, no. When
we came here I liked very much going
out, and I would go out every night if I
could, but Mama doesn't allow this," explained Pier, candidly, the petulance
maternal
against
authority
showing
through her high, tinkly voice. Her tiny
waistline was set off by a black sweater,
her shoulder-length chestnut hair with
highlights of bronze, encircled the clear
oval of her face, while her swirling wool
skirt with its many stiffened petticoats
switched as she moved about.
"Like all Eetalian mothers, my mother wants me to marry someone she considers suitable, one who comes of a nice
family and offers security. She doesn't
care too much about love, and tells me
it will come later if I choose right. But
I do not agree.
J have to marry him, I
tell her, not she.
She is hurt and tells
me I should take her word for it.
"I cannot discuss theese things with her
like all Eetalian parents it is an order.

—

My

friends tell me I am becoming Americanized while my mother is still an
Eetalian. Believe me, I have tried patiently to convince her that I must have
more liberty and freedom. This year,
since becoming 21, I have won a bit more

freedom. My mother doesn't worry about
Marisa for she is more docile. But I'm
not; I am against the constant chaperonage."
And this is the girl who has handed
her untutored heart to Kirk Douglas.
During the past three years that envied
gentleman has been building (even for
Hollywood) an amazing romantic reputa-

Married to Diana Dill,
daughter of a wealthy businessman in the
East, Kirk was divorced in 1950, his two
sons, Michael and Joel, now eight and
five, going with their mother. After the
divorce, Kirk had a long romance with
another socialite, Irene Wrightsman, and
wedding bells were predicted. Friends
thought it would be a good marriage since
Irene had no pretensions to a dramatic
career. For Kirk has stated that he thinks
one movie career in a family is enough.
The chief conflict in his marriage stemmed
from Mrs. Douglas' determination to be
an actress.
Though Irene was reputed to be carrying a torch, Kirk was soon playing the
lush fields of Hollywood. He dated Rita
Hayworth, Marlene Dietrich, Gene Tierney, Evelyn Keyes, Pat Neal, Elizabeth
Threatt. It was noted that as time went
on the girls became increasingly younger.
After a swift romance with a Pasadena
socialite many years his junior he dated
June Haver, Terry Moore, who is barely
out of her teens and Debbie Reynolds,
tion for himself.
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home on

a Saturday night without a date
(even if it were by choice) when you are
such a name as Joan Crawford!
Here is a woman who has achieved the
magic formula of being the glamourous

exciting movie queen "way up there,"
and at the same time she has retained a
rare down-to-earth camaraderie with
everyone studio executive, fellow actor,
prop boy or fan. She is as likely to stop
her car and wave "Hi, Amigo" to the man
who delivers her milk as she would Dore

—

Schary, head of

In Rome to film "The Flame And The Flesh," Pier Angeli gets a big kiss from
Producer Joseph Pasternak, as the director, Richard Brooks, waits his turn.

—

who has just turned twenty and now
Pier Angeli.
Why did each of these romances stop
short of orange blossoms and murmured
What is it that attracts the
"I do's"?
cream of Hollywood to this elusive and
intriguing gentleman? And what is there
about him that makes him quickly discard one for another?
An associate of Kirk's has this to say:
"Maybe I'm jealous, but frankly I can't
understand Kirk. He's far from handsome; his early upbringing on the wrong
side of the tracks has taught him few of
the social niceties and graces; he doesn't
use or need a 'line' as so many other
Hollywood Casanovas do he's got a surly
kind of sex appeal, but he doesn't flaunt it
yet he has romanced enough lovelies
to fill the little black books of five of the
town's eligible bachelors.
"I don't think he's been serious about
any of the dolls he's dated and frankly,
I don't think he's serious about Pier Angeli. At 21 she might feel her heart is
broken, but young hearts mend soon. I
think there'll be an inevitable let-down
for her because Kirk's real love at the

—

—

—

—

moment

woman

is

Maybe

career.

his

will replace

that love

a
not

later

— but

now."
Signora Pierangeli hopes that is correct.
She is bitterly opposed to Pier's interest
in Kirk for many reasons. Kirk is a
divorced man; he is far too old for Pier;
she is not ready to be cast into the role
of stepmother to Kirk's beloved boys; his
reputation as a lady killer of the "love-

'em-and leave-'em" school makes Mrs.
Pierangeli wary of him as husband material.

to

But Mama Pierangeli or not, Kirk flew
London on Pier's birthday and pre-

sented her with a lovely ring.
will

Neither

make any comment

as to whether
significant meaning, but

the ring has any
Pier's friends are hoping she will not rush

Kirk while on this
few glamourous stolen

into marriage with

European

trip.

A

meetings do not constitute the preliminaries for so serious an undertaking as
marriage, and they feel Pier has a lot of
growing up to do before she becomes an
emotionally mature woman, able to cope
with the problems a woman must inevitably face.

end

JOAN NEEDS ANOTHER HOSBAND
[CONTINUED FROM PACE

and now is asleep and I'm sitting
here reading letters."
"But Joan," I was incredulous. "You
don't sit home when you can go out with
," I repeated
several of the big
names on my list, "who are dying to date
you."
"Unless it is someone I really like, or
some one I would like to meet, I would
rather stay home than go out just to be
going out," Joan said. "I will admit that
I get lonesome at times. Any woman does
who isn't in love in love with some really wonderful man. But I haven't found
Rue's,

—
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A man who

love?"
"But these

—

could

make

a

woman

in

MGM

her. I wasn't alone, for there

—

They

aren't really interested

—

me. But one day I keep hoping."
Imagine such honesty to say you were

—

were many

on the set where she was winding up "Torch Song." "That's her up
there," a prop man whispered. I looked
up, and there she stood, poised on the top
visitors

stair of a long flight leading

night club floor. She

down

to a

was costumed

in a
blue sequined leotard
with a full skirt slit to reveal her long,
beautifully curved legs encased in net
hose sparkling with rhinestones. Her
large eyes were luminous and impelling,
against a fine line of glitter which turned
out to be sparkling diamonds on each
eyebrow. There she stood against towering cutouts of modern day musicians,
hypnotized in the ecstatic contortions of
startling

jam

electric

session.

the stairs. The quiet was enveloping, as
though only she were on the stage. Then
the lights swung up, and she ran forward
smiling, with outstretched hand, "Did

you

like it?"

for approval.

," I stammered.
Joan laughed softly, but not unkindly.
"They want to go out with Joan Crawford the movie actress. They don't fool
me. Most of them have sent flowers or

telegrams.

Hollywood, she has not found love with
the right man to bring her the happiness
she hopes for and deserves. Where is
the man to match such a woman?
Joan was on my mind, and a few days
later I drove out to
studios to see

Joan began to sing the sensuous music
and lyrics of "Two Faced Woman" in her
low, sexy voice, and slowly she descended

yet." Then she confided, "Everyone's trying to do a little match-making.
Friends invite me to dinner to meet this
one or that one, but honestly, where is
fall in

fills

And yet Joan Crawford was sitting at
home on a Saturday night. Loved by all

a

him

he?

MGM.

the dreams and longings of
millions of less privileged women, who
see in Joan Crawford drama and color,
and, with her, experience vicariously the
emotional impact of romance and excitement not found in their every day lives.
She is the "Dream Woman" of millions
of men who like to escape every day actuality in the theatre, and be with Joan
Crawford up there on the screen. For an
hour or ninety minutes she "is my woman."
Joan is fascinating for her versatility,
her great beauty and fame. She is inspirational for the good she does, the
many charities to which she contributes,
and the hospital rooms she keeps but forbids to be publicized. She is the devoted
mother, perfect hostess and homemaker,
and at the same time the glamourous,
chic, bejeweled and elegantly gowned
woman any man would love to take dining and dancing.

She

and personal,

Her eyes were searching
Her friendliness was warm
but still she was that strik-

ing illusion that had just held everyone
spellbound.
"The eyebrows," she smiled, with all
of the candor of a schoolmate, "I wore
them to a party last night, just for fun.
Wanted to get a reaction. I got it," she
said. Then she looked around at the set.

"It's been work, but I have loved every
minute making this picture." Makeup
men, hairdresser, unit publicity man, and
a dozen more vied for attention. "I am
so proud. All of this dancing and not
even one sore muscle." She lifted a leg
for the wardrobe women's inspection.
"They are always sewing back the
sequins I dance off," Joan smiled.
The group around her was closing in,
but Joan called, "Why don't you come
out Saturday. I've got the day off before
starting 'Lisbon' at Paramount. Perhaps
you would like to drive with Christopher,
my best guy, and me back to his school."

always doing something for us

— or

for

others.

like

"Christina,

my

sister,"

he continued,

his face coloring ever so slightly with a

"she has boy friends at
She tells Mother about them.
But most of the boys don't like me
around when they want to see her."
Next Joan was giving her secretary last
minute instructions and we were in the

boyish

grin,

school.

Naturally, I was thrilled to accept.
The following Saturday I drove out to
Joan's house in Brentwood. Christopher
answered my ring and escorted me inside. "Mother will be here in just a moment," he said, sitting down to play host
until his mother arrived.
"Would you like a cold drink?" he in-

garage getting into the big blue Cadillac
with Cliqout, her poodle, bouncing and
barking his joy at the prospects of a long
ride. As we drove we talked of this and
that, but Christopher was always well
included in the conversation. Joan was
interested in his plans to go skiing, what
kind of a camera his chum at school had,
and just how to work it, and endless details, that most adults skip over with
their children. Joan was right there with
him.
At Palos Verdes, Joan turned the car

vited.

up the

Christopher went to the small bar and
was about to bring me one when midway
he turned back. "This isn't a company

stopped in front of the school grounds at
Chadwick, who was waiting to see her
but Christina, now a lovely young lady

Mother would want you to have
one of the nicest ones," he said. Then he
explained that Missy C. was detained for
a moment by the policeman at the back

So were a bevy of school chums.
Soon Christopher's roommate came running up. They all said "Hello" to Joan.
Joan, with her arm wrapped around
her daughter's waist, walked to the house
where Christina lives to see some new
arrangement. Christina, I noted, had the
same coat as Joan's. Since she is now

glass.

door.

"My

dog, Chappie, died," Christopher

"He was poisoned, and Mother, you

said.

know how wonderful
with me.

no one

She wants

she
to

else's pet in the

is,

make

she cried
sure that

of 14.

within an inch as

hill

to

Rolling Hills.

When we

two

tall

as Joan, they look

sis'.ers.

A number of school children stood
looking at the car, fingering the initials
"J.C." on the door. "Is this honestly Joan
Crawford's car?" one boy was asking,
when from behind him a rich, low, vibrant voice said, "Yes, it is. I am Christopher's mother. Christopher, won't you
introduce your friend?"
Then there was a long hug and kiss in
fact two or three, and Christopher was
waving good-bye and Joan and Christina
and I were driving back to Hollywood.
Now the conversation was about Christina's activities and her invitation for a
weekend at the home of a schoolmate.
Joan and Tina talked like two close
chums.
"Mother has never never let me down,"
Christina said. "I can remember when I
had to have an operation on my teeth,
she was right there with me. And when

went away to school, I'd get so
And she
I would call her.
would drive out to see me. Sometimes at
the beginning she would take me home."
"The separation was as hard for me,"
Joan said. "How I missed them when
they first went away to school!
"How would you like to go to a picture with me? There is one showing at
the Academy," Joan asked Christina.
"But Mother wouldn't you prefer to go
I

first

home

sick,

out with your friends tonight, since

it's

neighborhood gets

poisoned.
"I

had a touch

of virus so

I

have been

home all week," Christopher continued
by way of making conversation. He is
ten years old, very blond, very handsome,

and very well-mannered. "Tina and I
weekends. We both go to

switch-off

Chadwick at Rolling Hills, Palos Verdes.
The twins, Cynthia and Cathy, they are
just almost seven. They stay home and
go to school here."

Then Joan walked

She wore grey
and a long matching coat. Her hair was in pin curls, but
she looked chic, for she was perfectly
groomed, from top to toe. "Excuse me,
May, I'll go upstairs, comb my hair and
we'll be on our way." Then, "Did Christopher tell you of our tragedy about
Chappie?" Her eyes turned to Christopher's with love and sympathy and
understanding. While she ran upstairs,
Christopher remarked, "The kids at
school just wouldn't believe that Mother
cooks our breakfast and helps us with
our homework, and school work everything. They think she's such a big movie
in.

slacks, a grey blouse

—

star,

they can't believe she
like all real mothers.

is

a

real

mother
"She

is the greatest," he sighed with
an almost shy smile, suddenly becoming
self-conscious in speaking of her. "Every
year she's up for the Academy Award,
but this last year she actually wanted
Shirley Booth to win. She said she deserved it. I remember one time Mom had
virus and I had to be the man of the
house and go and accept an Award for
her. I was so excited I forgot to take a
bow for her when they gave it to me as
M'ss Crawford's son. She works terribly

hard.

I

think she works too hard.

She's

ft

One-time co-star Robert Taylor greets Joan Crawford on her return to MGM for
"Torch Song." She is still the vicarious "Dream Woman" of millions of men.
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range for the forthcoming filming of
"Night People" to be made in Berlin.
As far back as January, 1949, there were
reports in Hollywood that Greg and Greta
had reached the breaking point in their

He left their home in the PaciPalisades and for two days she did not
hear from him.
Soon, however, their life together was
seemingly on a friendlier basis than ever.
With his wife and children he set off for
relations.
fic

England

to

make "Captain Horatio Horn-

Remaining

in England for the
Royal Command film performance, he
put his young sons in school there. It is
on record that he became very fond of

blower."

England.

And

the British liked the Pecks.

Meanwhile, as a "young Gary Cooper,"
having for many film fans something of
the shy but friendly manner of the older
actor, a similar loping stride and the
same intensity and wistful appeal, Gregory Peck began to cut a swath through
European Society circles.
Europe began to discover that Greg
was not the simple, withdrawn, somewhat one-dimensional character he usually portrayed on the screen.
Instead, Europe began to rate him as
a many-faceted, sophisticated man-ofthe-world at home anywhere. It also
realized he was at the top of the heap as
a screen star, in demand everywhere.
Gregory Peck had come a long, long
way from his New York World's Fair
days of 1939 when he was a $25-a-week
barker for a midway roller coaster.
It was in June, 1952, accompanied, as
usual, by his wife and children, that he
found himself in Rome to do "Roman
Holiday," with Audrey Hepburn.
He took a modest villa for the Summer

—

It's not the Continental gayety that keeps Greg Peck, (signing autographs for
Berlin fans), abroad, but rather a reluctance to resume domestic difficulties.

some 25
miles from the Eternal City. But he did
not spend all of his spare time at the
seaside. On many occasions when he had
a respite from Director William Wyler's
grueling dawn-to-dark "shooting" schedule, he would go sightseeing with Greta
at the seashore resort of Ostia,

Saturday

night?" Christina answered.
be with you," Joan replied

"I'd rather

simply.
I talked to Joan for a fast five minutes
after

we had reached home. "You
your

devote

all of

and

your work,"

to

to

life
I

said,

"You are

much woman. Give yourself
The man doesn't have to be
laughed.
Joan laughed, too.

can't

your children
too
a chance.

perfect,"

I

"Don't worry too

much about me,"

she said. "But if you
one that you think is the one, at
least let me know!"
"Dozens and dozens.
Every time I
write your name, the telephone rings!"
"We're back to that," Joan laughed.
find

"I don't

mean

that kind.

I

mean

a real

man!"

My telephone keeps ringing and I keep
wondering about a man who will match
and equal Crawford as a woman!
END

an open carriage.
At other times they would take their
sons, Jonathan, 8; Stephen, 6, and Carey
Paul, 4, for strolls and rides about the
city, Greg making his own snapshots of
the celebrated ruins which figured in his
in

new

film.

Always they would be followed closely
and respectfully— by great crowds of
people. It was understandable.
Gregory Peck, whom they dubbed
"Gregori," had swiftly become the most
popular American screen star ever to visit or make a picture in Rome. During his

—

EX-FAMILY MAN
[CONTINUED FROM PACE
giving him deep inner
conflict. When a man feels the way he
does about family life, a split-up does
not come easily and there is always the
possibility of a reconciliation. Yet, there's
little doubt that Greg wants a change,
notwithstanding his happy years with
Greta.
Although he holds an undeniable fascination for all kinds of women, it must
be remembered there had been only one
love in his life Greta when he first arrived on the West Coast.
Throughout his Hollywood career Greg
remained a one-woman man.
difficulties

are

—

56

—
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Thus, it is surprising that he and his
wife are now approaching the parting
of the ways.
Neither Greg nor Greta is saying anything. There has been no headline-making official estrangement, yet both appear
determined to have complete freedom.
It's not that Continental gayety has
taken such a strong grip on Greg, but
rather that he does not want to return
to Hollywood and resume unpleasant
domestic difficulties.
This fact was strengthened by the sudden departure of Nunnally Johnson, 20th
Century-Fox producer, for Europe to ar-

four-months sojourn he literally signed
autographs by the thousands.
With the completion of "Roman Holiday," Peck went to Paris to join Greta,
who had gone ahead with the children,
to find a Winter home for the family and
to register the boys in the school for the
sons and daughters of the Diplomatic
Corps.
And why not such a school? Weren't
the Pecks Ambassadors of Good Will
to

Western Europe?
Gregory and Greta had a busy Autumn

—

whirl in Paris studying French, shopping, playing golf, going to the races,
visiting the great couturiers and restau-

more than when he

and cabarets.
The weeks sped by, and then
cember the family journeyed to

rants

ritz,

Switzerland,

for

Hollywood.

have made

his life with Greta so agreedoes not have to worry about

He

De-

He would

St.

Mo-

Greta were invited, too. And when Greta
was having her babies at the hospital
what was Gregory doing? He was busy

temperament

with the housework.
All the while he found her very helpful in keeping him on an even keel when
he was inclined to fret over his roles.
With her around, he was never highstrung and nervous. He even took with
inward calm, the passionate love scenes
in his pictures. Although they did not
stir him unduly, he was able to make his
love scenes much more than just two
people grabbing at each other.

she has kept her youth and vitality and

Christmas

the

first hit

last

season.

They had no sooner arrived in St. Moritz than the reporters wanted to know
about the rumors of domestic discord.
Asked if he and Greta were headed for
the divorce courts, Greg said quietly but
with emphasis:
"It doesn't happen to be so."
But the reports persisted. And when
they reached Stockholm last January,
Peck continued to deny them. That
seemed sufficient for his Scandinavian
admirers, most of whom, incidentally,
were already aware that blonde, petite

not go to any party unless

Greg remembers

all

those things that

able.

knows she

He

flaring

up

in his wife.

He

a wonderful mother.
knows, too, that through the years
is

good cheer. The Romans have many recand snapshots of their gladsome carriage rides and promenades about
their beloved city. All these attributes
have kept Greg young and happy, too
just as has his unpretentious California
ollections

—

—

life.

And

yet

.

.

.

—the

there

is

the

new Gregory

worldly sophisticate. And the
indications are that he and Greta are
finished with each other forever.
END

Peck

Greta was of Finnish ancestry.
There are those observers

—

most of
believe that
Gregory Peck's marital steadfastness has
been unconsciously influenced by the

them

in

that
parents.
fact

Hollywood

he

is

—who

the

child

of

them back to himself.
Peck has always had the ability, rare

plays

in actors, to be able to see himself objectively, even to laugh at what he sees.
Perhaps, some of this comes from his

happy private

life.

He

Greta on Oct. 4, 1942,
while playing small parts with Katharine
Cornell's company on the road.
Greta, in those days, was not worried
about Gregory. Nor did she have cause
to worry when, in 1942, after scoring a

was married

to

personal hit in a

Broadway

flop,

called

"The Morning Star," movie producers began bidding for his services as if he were

—well,

Gary Cooper.
The War had drained Hollywood of its
top male stars Gable, Power, Stewart,
Fonda and others. There was Peck who
could boast stage experience. By 1944, he
was making $114,000 a year!
By 1946, he was under contract to five

—

studios to make 15 pictures in four years
and his yearly salary had jumped to
$230,000.

The picture, "Keys Of The Kingdom,"
made him a star overnight. His name had
become a household word. There was a

—
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divorced

Others are as quick to note that Greg
and Greta, like most married couples,
had had their share of disputes, but that
deep down they have an abiding love
for each other, cemented by the tremendous devotion each has for the children.
Greta, too, has been helpful to her husband in his work. He used to study his
roles with her, she holding the script and
impersonating the heroine. Now he speaks
his lines into a recording machine and

hitherto generally

GENE'S AFFAIR WITH ALY

succession of notable pictures "Duel In
The Sun," "Valley Of Decision," "Spellbound," "The Yearling."
Meanwhile, with the onrushing success,
his head was not turned, his feet remained solidly on the ground. Remembering that he had been a modest young
athlete, who in his college days had rowed
on the University of California varsity
crew, as well as an equally modest young
Broadway actor, Greta had no fear her
husband would "go Hollywood."
Her confidence was. well placed.
Greg still liked to wear the same clothes
day after day. Nor did he like parties any

constant twosome, seen in various Eurocapitals, dancing and dining and
Six
quite absorbed with each other.
months after the start of their romance,
the prince escorted the beauty to his
giant castle in Ireland. The people of the
little surrounding village were fascinated
and frankly interested in every step the
rich and famous pair took. The villagers
made no pretense of looking out of the

pean

corner of the

eye.

They

just

stared.

In their refreshingly candid way, the
people of the town openly stationed
themselves at the castle gates as if they
were lined up to watch a parade. Knowing which suite is always occupied by the
prince, they watched the windows for a
clue to the location of the American
beauty. They knew the exact moment in
the morning when her draperies were

miration for women who can speak well
on the spur of the moment. We were
talking about being interviewed on the
radio. She had guested on one of the
same British Broadcasting Company airshows as I. "I was so happy there was
a script to read," she confided. However,
Gene speaks with exceptional fluency
about anything she knows and one of
the great secrets of her social charm is
that she avoids talking about anything

drawn to let in the fresh morning light,
and the precise moment at which Aly
Khan began his electric shave to the
tune of his own gay whistling.
'Twas when the prince grandly bestowed a thousand dollars upon them for
a favored project that the villagers gleefully commented to reporters on hand
that Aly hadn't given them a sou when
he brought Rita to his Ireland estate.
"He seems lighter-hearted and much
more generous this time," they nodded
their heads meaningly.

—

that isn't clear to her.

Instead she listens with interest, concentrates on what's being said. Thus she

Gene's lively interest in
the countryside and her sweet, unselfconscious manner with everyone. It was
quite obvious from their remarks that
they were betting on the side of marriage for these two cosmopolites who invaded their sphere from another world.

They

liked

Many men have raved to me
learns.
about the beauty of Gene Tierney, yet
not one of them has failed to mention
her ingratiating, charming trait of being
a good listener. Powerful as this quality
may be as a weapon for captivating the

my

hearts of all males, it's
contention
that Gene is trying less to flatter male

From Ireland Gene and Aly went to his
home in Deauville, France, where Gene
made news by refusing a movie part in
order to remain with the prince.
Movie producer Paul Graetz flew from
London to try to persuade Gene to play
a leading part in "Monsieur Ripois,"
with French actor Gerard Philipe, being
made in England.
Gene flatly refused. "I am happy," she
told Graetz, "as I am."
Aly Khan, at her side, remarked, "I
have nothing to do with Gene's movie
career."

Gene and Aly were rarely seen in
gaming rooms and nightThey preferred tennis, Aly's
clubs.
Deauville's

horses and his luxurious mansion.

A

far cry, living in this mansion,

from

Gene's experience in England, only a
matter of months before, when a rural
British bailiff had invaded her country

home

to remove all the furniture!
Gene laughed gaily as she told me the

Being a girl who adores green and
growing things, she rented a country
manor to house her tiny daughter, Tina,
her mother, Belle, and herself when she
went to England to make "Never Let Me
Go" with Clark Gable for MGM.
story.

Despite the long daily drive to and
from the studio each day, Gene reveled
in the English country life. "It's the most
beautiful countryside I've seen anywhere," s"he enthused. "We were very
happy in the house, too, among all the
lovely old things with which it was
filled.

she chuckled, "an
"Unfortunately,"
aging officer of the law showed up one
unexpected day and declared he was
there to remove all the furnishings from
the house. The owner," she paused dramatically, "had neglected to mention
Only the
that they weren't paid for!
most earnest pleading persuaded the
tender-hearted old gent to leave us the
carpets and the beds for a few days until we could make some other arrangements!"

With great good nature, Gene resolved
her

strange

experience

philosophically

by quickly leasing an apartment in the
swank Grosvenor section of London, and
bought a handsome black Jaguar auto
for week-end excursions to the country
to make up for city living. "Meanwhile,
I'd fallen in love with some of the fine
58

Everything in Gene's manner qualifies
her to be a Princess if she wishes.

—

in the country house," she remarked, "and I'm trying to track them
down so I can buy some of them for my
New York apartment. I keep that all the
time," she added. "That's home-base for
Mother, Tina and me."
That is the Tierney family the three

pieces

—

generations of women who dwell comfortably and happily together. Though
few people realize the fact, Gene's first
daughter by her former husband, Count
Oleg Cassini, is not well and can't be
with her mother. This is a secret tragedy
in the life of Gene Tierney that makes
her cling ever so closely to her tiny Tina,
her other daughter by Oleg, whom she
takes almost every place she goes. Threeand-a-half-year-old Tina even accompanied her mother to Argentina when
Gene travelled there to make the movie,

"Way Of

A

Gaucho."

Gene's way of mothering her little girl
tells a lot about her. Tina is not turned
over to the impersonal hands of a professional governess or nurse. She spends
many hours of every day with her
mother, even while a picture is shooting.
No attempt is made to conceal the nature
of her mother's work. She's brought to
the studio to say hi and visit when Gene's
hours at home are unduly limited and
Gene's entire attention turns to her baby
when she's present. They are almost like
two little girls together, but not on the
itsy-bitsy baby-talk level.

—

Homeloving as Gene may be by nasame time her excellent international education and the grace with
which nature has so generously endowed
ture, at the

her take her entirely out of the "housewife" category. If she never made another movie, it is impossible to conceive
that she would be described by the use
of that typical audience radio show
classification.
ite"

She's far

more the

type without representing

"socialits

more

superficial implications of artificiality or

snobbishness.

Gene claims

vanity than to listen with intelligent
understanding.
What has all this to do with whether
Gene Tierney will become a princess? It
has everything in the world to do with
whether she can fill the role more successfully than her predecessor. It's no
secret that Rita couldn't hold Aly's attention. She complained bitterly. On the
other hand, to borrow a phrase Gene is
to the manor born. Everything about her
manner, her deportment and her appearance qualifies her to hold a magnetic,
educated and titled cosmopolite if she
wants him.

—

—

Does Gene want Aly Khan? Regard
She has not dated as widely
and indiscriminately as many movie
girls.
Rather she has tended to bestow
sustained attention only on those few in
whom she's been genuinely interested,
despite a telephone that's never long
her past.

silent.
I didn't beat around the bush when I
asked her in London about a supposed
flaming romance between her and her
co-star, Clark Gable. She grinned. "I've
never had a date with him, not even
once," she confided. "He's wonderful to
work with, but I never see him away
from the set."

Furthermore,
that

enormous ad-

checked and learned

said was one hundred per
told Gene during one of our

cent true. I
get-togethers

that a handsome young
American movie star whom she knew
had told me he would like to call her if
only he had her phone number. "How
long is he going to be in town?" she

asked me.
"Only a few days,"

I

told her.

"All right, then," she winked, "you can
give him the number." Gene explained
that she thought he was a very nice chap
and wouldn't mind a casual date, but she
had no desire for anything more.

Rumor

has also had her romantically
with other famous men, Kirk
Douglas for one. Recall, however, that
she put a cool and courteous end to any
such rumors merely by not showing up
in the limelight with the men in question
any more.
linked

But Gene Tierney has made no attempt
enjoyment of Aly Khan's
company, no effort to hide the fact that

to conceal her

that she has

I

what she

he has been her constant companion for
a good many months since I saw her last.
Since she is far too used to the company of celebrated and royal personages
to be girlishly impressed with a name or
a title, one can only estimate that her
romance with the prince is the most exciting and satisfying personal attraction
she's felt since Oleg Cassini, whom she
frankly credits with influencing her
He, too, represented a
tastes greatly.

Permit me the speculation that perhaps she liked very much rather than
loved Oleg.

It's

doubtful that she'd settle

for less than an enveloping love

match

a second marriage. Her behavior
toward Aly Khan, so different from the
casual interest she has displayed toward
for

men

other

since

her

divorce,

looks

She speaks highly of the man from
whom she became divorced almost two

mighty significant to those who know
Gene well. So does Aly's unswerving
attention to Gene. He's a fascinating man
and one with an eye alerted to feminine
beauty. There's only been one beauty
within his range of vision these past

years ago.

many months— Gene

sophisticated,

way

international

of

liv-

ing.

Tierney.

END

into

a

off,

IS

man

for.

She was getting ready

for a dress rehearsal of the exciting ballet, "Carmen,"
the role that zoomed her predecessor,
Renee "Zizi" Jeanmaire, to international
fame in "Hans Christian Anderson."
When I entered, she was pulling her

stockings

curvaceous

her

over

tight

She asked me if they were on
was so hypnotized that I
straight.
I
wasn't able to differentiate between a
straight line and a flying saucer!
thighs.

Naturally,

I

suggested a discussion on

legs.

"Legs, poof! What are legs?" she asked
a delicious mixture of French and
English. "Can they talk? Do they think?
They are only two pieces of flesh with
crazy bones criss-crossing inside. They
are good for walking to a cafe, standing
on a bus, or working in the ballet, on
in

—
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are not afraid to show your affection and
your appreciation with every piece of
warm feeling you have. Yes, my dear,
it is marvelous."
I

agreed. For

was

some inexplicable

reason,

very agreeable mood. I immediately suggested that we talk some
more about legs. I told her that American males were very serious about the
problem of legs. I pointed out that
though the "gam" girls like Grable, RusI

in a

and Monroe had their passionate
supporters, I had every reason to believe that once she had a chance to reveal
her pulchritudinous prizes to the men of
America, there would be a violent resell

alignment of forces.
let me tell you something, darshe replied after looking me
over searchingly for a moment. "You
can go too far with all this business
about the legs. There is more to a
woman than legs. Look at me! Arms,
face, hair, is it not so? I am a body, a
woman, complete." She posed for me,
proving her point admirably, then fell

"Now,

leeng,"

pulled taut.
cut these legs
They could do

I

take your John Huston, who di'Moulin Rouge.' He comes to
He sees me dancing in this stage
'Plein Feu,' I do with Maurice

He

my

on the stage.
that, on the
toes, off the toes, front, back, and sideways. Does he faint? Does he scream?
Does he send for the gendarmes or the

MORE THAN LEGS

her head to the tips of her toes. Her
petal-soft skin was the kind that women
would sacrifice each other for, her deep
penetrating green-gray eyes and piquant,
inviting lips the kind that women, if they
too could have them, would sacrifice any

if

"Now
rected
Paree.

They move

[CONTINUED FROM PACE

body

mean

by themselves?

all

Chevalier.

WOMAN

it

nothing! It would be mad, ridiculous.
I'm a dancer, and when I dance, I have
no arms, no legs. I forget about everything! I give all my mind and all my
body to the music. I am in another
world. And when I act, I am not myself.
I
am somebody else, with other
arms and other legs. I want the public
to know that I am a dancer, an actress,
not just a long pair of sticks.

show,

A

her

chair,

"What would

sees

this

legs

way and

fire-department?
"No. He comes to my dressing room
quietly, and says please, Miss Marchand,
will you come to London to make a
screen test for Marie Charletl I protest.
I am frightened. Why not?
Never have
I acted before, in my life, not even in
French! He persuades me. I fly to London after the show, saying to myself,
oh, you crazy fool. I make the test, come
back to Paree for the next performance,
and try to forget about it. What else,
when I am told that Mr. Huston considers
two hundred other girls for the part?
this day, I do not know exactly
he choose me, but this is not my
point. John Huston sees at once that I
am woman, an actress. He covers my
legs so nobody can see. What an intelligent man, what a great man to hide my
legs from the world and let me play this
bad, tragic Marie. You see, my dear, he
was not so interested in my legs that he
could not see my face. Look at this face.
I
have crazy bone structure, no? Because of it, I can look sad, stupid, sexy
or slimy. Now, do you understand?"

"To

why

a bicycle, or in this game you call bazebul maybe. That is all. Legs, they are
nothing to write about."
But, brethren and sistern, hers are
something to write about! Her legs do
talk, in a language that everybody understands. What enunciation! What vocabulary! No wonder all scenery and
costumes have to be fire-proofed for
every Marchand performance!

"You know," she
time in
for

my

life

I

was

America,
York, San

L

being interviewed

Too anxiously,

in

-j-.

'

said, "this is the first

am

an American movie magazine.

thrilling!"

it

4E£

my

dear.

It

agreed.

I
I

danced

is

"I

in

Francisco and many
other nice places. What a country! All
night, one can find something to eat.
Bacon with eggs, hamburgers on the grill,
these barbecued meats. Extraordinary!
And everything looks so healthy! The

New

fruit juices, the
stores, the A.

everything.

&

It's

how you
P.,

call

.

women, men,

.

.

drug

babies,

marvelous.

"You people are so enthusiastic, much
more than in Europe. When you love an
artist, you applaud, you laugh, you shout,
you huddle him to your big breast. You

"Everything I am I owe to men," Colette Marchand tells author Henry Kaufman,
adding, "Not how you are thinking ... I want you to know I am very good girl."
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She rose and moved to her mirror, a
symphony in feline grace.
"For this John Huston, I would do
anything. Such a genius. And to think

me to play with Jose Ferrer in
'Matador,' when he makes the film in
Spain. I can hardly wait for the shooting
to begin. I tremble and pray, I am so
excited. It may be that he will show my
legs to the public, maybe a little, maybe

he wants

more than

a

for the part

how

it

little,

I

but only because

and

play,

that,

my

it is

dear,

is

should be.

"Everything

am,

I

owe

I

to

men."

forced my eyes off her legs, eagerly
awaiting some revelation. She waved
her finger at me in a "naughty, naughty"
I

gesture.

"Not

how you
want you

boy.

I

good

girl.

ried,

and that

It is
I

are thinking, you bad
I am very
am not marmany men friends,
these women who

know

to

true that

have

that

I

but I am not one of
go around making scandals about love
and marriage or somebody else's husband. It is very foolish, very unnecessary, and I don't like it even if I am
French.

we shook hands and

chatted a moment.
then excused himself, and bounced
away doing a tour jete.
I asked Colette if there was any truth
in the talk that Petit was the cause of a
feud between Jeanmaire and her, resulting in the former's departure from
the company. She waved an accusing

He

finger at me again.
"Oh, no, cherie. No, you don't. You
will not get me mixed up in circles or
triangles or whatever other part of geometry you call it. I give you my face, I

All my life, I hate arguments like a
plague. Always, I hate fights with anybody, even women.
"Please write beautiful things about

And

you want to, after you speak
and hair and costume, of John
Huston and Roland, you can write oh,
yes, this Marchand also happens to have
two legs. These poor things of mine are
me.

my

of

if

face

so used to springing to fife when they
hear music. And when the girls in 'Mou-

Rouge' were knocking themselves
out doing this Can-Can, these legs were
lin

give you my arms, even my legs I give
you, but not my heart. It is mine alone,
all mine, and I will not tell anyone what

dying to join

about love."
She put her hand on her chest as if to
protect her heart from harm.
"In every company, mais naturellement, there is a bit of jealousy perhaps.
But I, at least, am a very peace-loving
girl. If somebody starts a fight with me,
I just walk away, deaf and dumb. I may
think many things, but I do not open my
mouth to say one single word in return.

Let

it

feels

in.

How

loved to get in the back

and dance

until

I fall

I would have
row and dance

down

into a faint.

me show you." She screamed to
Petit, who was limbering up.
"Roland,
watch."

Humming the gay Offenbach music,
she began to dance, kicking her legs high,
twisting
and turning furiously, and,
screaming wildly, ended with a perfect
split.

Colette really can
with the best of them.

"Can-Can,"

and
end

—

"I make no secret about how much I
owe Mr. Huston. I would wait forever to

DOROTHY KILGALLEN'S EXCLUSIVE

do a picture with him, and go anywhere
to do it. But there is another man about
whom I must speak. So charming, so
creative,

Roland

so

sweet,

so

beautiful

is

MOVIE GOSSIP

my

And what an artist. Such
instinct. And such a flair. To

[CONTINUED FROM PACE
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Petit.

theatrical

dance with him in his ballets is an experience like poesy. It is one moment
rich, red wine, the next the most bubbling champagne. To find myself in a
film with both Roland and John Huston
would for me be a glorious dream.

"Come with me.

I

must go and do ex-

ercising before the rehearsal, and you
will have a chance to meet Roland, I

Actually, Cary and Betsy
have commissioned interior decorator W.
Jay Saylor to refurnish their new 22room Colonial mansion in Beverly Hills
and have it ready before Thanksgiving.
Hollywood's top-drawer hostesses are
waiting to see if the Grants will come
out of their anti-social shell and entertain lavishly in the newly appointed
abode. The odds are against it!
scuttlebutt.

.

.

.

If

and when George Sanders files suit
from Zsa Zsa Gabor, he'll not

for divorce

only name Porfirio Rubirosa as "the other
man," but will also claim payment for
the daily trans -Atlantic telephone calls

Zsa Zsa made to "Ruby" in Paris, London and Rome; the jewelry purchased by
Zsa Zsa before she went to Europe and
the various gifts purchased by her and
sent to local Hollywood pals. George got

hope."

She jumped up and gave her Carmen
costume which consisted mainly of a
daring black-lace and yellow-silk skirt
and a provocatively -designed bodice of
black and brilliant yellow an abrupt
tug, smoothed the long stockings which
covered her you-know-whats, picked up
her fan, patted her smart, short hairdo
two or three times, and took me by the
hand. As soon as she came on the stage,
she stopped, twirled, then opened her
arms wide.

—

—

with great passion. All
think only of the stage. To
you, this may look like a barn. To me,
I was little
it is exquisite architecture.
baby when I begin to dance. And what
hysteria the day I was accepted as one
of 'les petits rats' at the Paris Opera
Ballet school. Night and day, we worked
and slaved. Like the French film, 'Ballerina,' it was. And how my heart ached
to be chosen to walk on the big stage of
the Opera house, to look spiritual like
an angel, fresh like a flower, or wicked
like a cupid."
"I love stages

my

life,

I

A

dark, slender man in black tights
started across from the other side of the
stage.

"Roland,"

she

screamed.

They

kissed one another. "Here he is,
darling genius." She led him to me,
60

my
and

Betty Grable, getting lips from Director Jean Negulesco on "How To Marry A
Millionaire," may do one-nighters with Harry James' band, by popular request.

Gabor brush-off and the

the

bills!

.

.

neuritis for at least another month,
thereby postponing the film she was to
of

.

make

Patrice Wymore called off her Errol
Flynn divorce plans because of pending
motherhood. After the birth of their first
child, the Wymore -Flynn lawyers will
once again go into a huddle in an effort

in early

when he walked

.

Hedy

.

.

.

husbands

is

Mrs. Michael Wilding (Elizabeth Taylor) declined to accept any telephone
calls
from her ex-husband, hotel heir
Nicky Hilton, when he called her longdistance from New York-to-Hollywood,
in an attempt to arrange a meeting with
Liz and his newest heartbeat Russell
Lee a beautiful young concert singer.
The Taylor lass wasn't having any of

—

it

.

.

.

MGM

giving

wife

They second-honeymooned

mother's East Side penthouse apartment in
Manhattan before returning to Hollywood where they divided all over again.

—

.

.

.

and her handsome
husband, Vittorio Gassman, are on the
verge of writing the familiar unhappy
Winters

Shelley

ending. Vittorio doesn't appreciate Shelall-American girl attitude toward
her acting career, and Shelley hasn't
paid much attention to his hints that she
become Just a Wife. She's been advised
by legal aides not to travel to Italy with
Gassman and not to take their child with
them anywhere out of the country,
Canada, Mexico and Jamaica, B.W.I, in-

at his

Frank Sinatra gave Ava a Welsh Corgi
pup and she named it Skinny Rebel.
could that he?)

(ISoiv tvho

Kathryn Grayson's secret romance with
a San Francisco stock broker has her
behaving like the heroine of a novel. She
signs hotel registers "Zelma Hendrick"
her real name when she flies up to the
Bay City for weekends away from Hollywood. At the Hotel Huntington she
denied her true identity and even went
so far as to tell a very hep newshound
he was very much mistaken, and further,
she didn't even know who Kathryn
Grayson is!

brass food for thought.

.

.

.

.

.

The senior Bob Wagners are somewhat
miffed at their son Bob Wagner's insistence upon choosing such older fellowactors as Clifton Webb and Dan Dailey,
Jr., as steady pals. The Wagners feel their
boy should enjoy the companionship of
young film players and haven't hesitated
to say so. The situation is touchy at the

moment

.

.

.

Intimates think Debbie Reynolds has

.

The $3,700-a-month alimony Dean
Martin pays his first wife is the reason
she isn't remarrying
.

.

The Polly Bergen-Jerome

Courtland

reconciliation "took" nicely for a while.

in love, became engaged,
and stopped speaking to each
other all before any of the official
Hollywood gossips were even aware that
they had been introduced! And now the
biggest torch being carried in Hollywood
is that being toted about by Lindsay
not for Liz, but for his ex-wife, Diana

say met,

had a

fell

tiff

—

it."

The hard-working young

star

.

.

.

fighting

FDR Jr. represents Worldwide
New York outfit claiming prior

Films, a
rights to

the flicker, and he is expected to wage a
battle royal if it is shown in the United
States
.

.

.

Eddie Fisher's promoters say Mario
Lanza had first crack at recording the
song, "With These Hands," and turned it
down. That's the nicest thing that's been
said about Mario this year!
.

.

.

MGM

line

ing ..

Sometimes life moves fast for the
glamour kids. Liz Scott and John Lind-

Franklin D. Roosevelt, Jr., may be
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., in the
law courts if Young Doug proceeds with
the release of "The Sinner," the controversial film starring Hildegarde Neff.

.

cluded

Linda Darnell confused the eagle-eyed
gossips along the Cannes-Capri grapevine long enough by dating both wealthy
New York brewer Philip Leibmann and
attractive Italian film producer Peppino
A ma to at the same time. She dated Kirk
Douglas when both gents weren't look-

.

musical to be produced in CinemaScope.
Gene Nelson will be her leading man

has indicated she'd like to freelance after
the expiration of her present
contract.
The ever-candid actress, who
claims movie stardom is secondary to a
real happy home life, is giving her studio
bosses food for thought. Better roles in
fewer pictures might be the answer to
the upcoming contract renewal dead-

.

.

Lynn

"had

.

.

—

Sonja Henie returns to the screen
early next year in a lavish Technicolor

ley's

.

of

belonged to one of Hedy's former
Fritz Mandel. After a fast hot
drink, they dove back into the brink and
made for the shoreline in record time.
Mandel, asleep aboard, never had the opportunity even to say hello to his excraft

Debbie Reynolds' frankness on stardom

.

—

.

and Earl Blackwell,
Celebrity Service, went
swimming off the rocks at Cap D'Antibes,
France, and swam out to a small yacht
anchored off-shore. Pulled aboard by a
member of the crew because they were
unable to get back to shore without resting, Hedy and Earl got the surprise of
their lives when they discovered the

Greta Garbo, who certainly doesn't
need the money, is $250,000 richer by
virtue of oil being found on a piece of
Long Beach, California, beachfront property she's owned for more than fifteen
.

.

Lamarr

President

divorce settlement will leave him flat
broke unless the singer can get Marilyn
to accept the terms on a long-range plan.
Her remarrying anyone else would not
interfere with future payments

years

into a cocktail

American Embassy with
Suzanne Dadolle on his arm (Clark
Gable, the stunning French mannequin's
"steady," was in London)
reception at the

Ray

Morrison-Johnnie

.

.

.

.

Marilyn

.

.

Gene Tierney walked out on Aly Khan
in Paris

to straighten out the marital difficulties.
Pat wants a divorce without alimony,
but support for their anticipated off.
spring. It's that cut-and-dried

The

December

.

.

.

Everywhere Harry James tours he discovers a big demand for Betty Grable.
So she may do one-nighters with the
band.

The John Carradines (actress Sonia
Sorrel) celebrated their 15th separation
by hosting a midnight champagne bar-

—

becue at Malibu Beach the next day
they began their reconciliation routine all
over again
.

.

.

Dolores Del Rio will be confined to her
in Mexico City with a painful case

home

Lana Turner let loose with a blast at
Lex Barker when he failed to keep a
luncheon date with her in a London restaurant in fashionable Mayfair. A British
newsman who overheard Lana's derogatory remarks duly recorded the scene
and dialogue for his publication. It made
headlines the next day and was the beginning of the end for the Turner-Barker
idyll. A little investigation uncovered the
fact that the scribe was one of the members of the London press whom Lana offended several years ago when she visited
the English capital with her ex-husband,

Bob Topping ....
Royal Family is proceeding
steam ahead with plans to send
Princess Margaret Rose to the U. S. via
Canada, Bermuda and Nassau on a
"strike up the good will" mission. BuckBritian's

full

ingham Palace

officials

think the visit
61

would accomplish one thing: delight the
American public, which took such an interest in the Coronation. Hollywood stars
and society czarinas are dusting off their
tiaras in anticipation a tour of movietown would be included on Her Royal

—

Highness' itinerary, at her own request,
of course. She's the world's most famous

movie

fan!

Maxwell went from golden
locks to a deep, dark auburn, and from
one agent to another. She tired of the
Marilyn Monroe comparison and movie
bids were getting scarce
Marilyn

.

.

concurrently, and her conversation at
Lindy's during recent months is funnier
unconsciously than Milton Berle's. If a
waiter gets in her way she says "Fore!" If
someone asks her if she wants coffee she

—

—

"S'il vous plait!" and acknowledges all introductions with "charmed"
and "Hodjadoo." Sort of a combination
Ben Hogan, Denise Darcel and Ethel Barrymore, with chopped chicken liver on
the side. Her funnyman husband is slowly dying a little each day from sheer embarrassment

replies,

.

Rome
The only

girl

Tab Hunter would

ously consider marrying
none other
.
.

is

seri-

Lori Nelson,

.

The wife of one of TV's newest comedians (due to make his Hollywood film
debut next Summer) is taking French
lessons, diction lessons and golf lessons

.

Granger

Farley

.

.

left

New York for
Dawn Ad-

in a huff after blasting

dams

because she backed out of a
planned elopement. Pals close to the
young actor say if he doesn't marry
Dawn he'll remain a confirmed bachelor.
Farley also blew a gasket when a neighboring patron in a Gotham cafe called
him "Farfel" the night before he sailed
for Europe. Such language!
END
.

.

.

And

once that's finished, that's it, brother.
I'm going home!
"I have something to say about this
18-month business. I don't see why
Hollywood should be singled out for
criticism. If you're going to exempt oil
people from paying taxes on money they
earn abroad, it's discrimination if you
don't allow people in all professions the

same

right. What's good for one, is good
another. Anyway, Americans have
been taking advantage of this situation
for four or five years now, and it just
isn't fair to make picture people sound
so selfish and unpatriotic.

for

"Now as to Joel and me. You see, my
husband does important work more im-

—

portant

work than

I

do.

He

teaches

medicine at the University of California,
and that keeps him busy continuously
from September to June. In addition, as
a specialist of prominence, he is always
being consulted by patients and doctors
everywhere. Then, there are medical
conventions, research papers, special research papers, special reports. I admire
Joel, and respect both his remarkable
ability and his uncompromising concentration on his work. If you want to put

CLAUDETTE SCUTTLES THUSE RUMORS
[CONTINUED FROM PACE

— the Johnsons are dear
—wrote me about some

Johnson
ours

of

friends
of the

ridiculous stuff he'd been reading. I wish
that I'd saved his letter. He ended it by
saying he didn't care about my coming

but when was I coming
Then, another of our
to him?
friends sent me an item published in a
column of one of those bargain-counter

back
back

to

Joel,

All the European capitals are
buzzing about Claudette Colbert's romance with Anton Walbrook, the charm-

snobs.

ing British star, is what it said. Would
that so-called columnist care to know
that I have yet to lay eyes on Anton Walbrook except in a picture? And that
European capitals have a few other
things to buzz about?
Probably not.
Walbrook and I were set to do a film
together in Austria— a modern Don Juan
sort of thing. It was delayed, and since
I had other commitments, I couldn't do
it.
And that's as close as Anton Wal-

—

that way, he's a star, too, a brilliant
who is making a great contribution
to people's welfare.

it

33]

star,

was acting in English, the others were
emoting in Italian, and the director was
French! What an experience! I'll never
I

forget

it

as long as

"Anyway,

I live.

was approached to do 'That Lady' in Spain the
play Katharine Cornell did on the stage
three years ago and I decided to do it.
It gives me a chance to adorn myself in
some fabulous costumes for the first time
in a long time, and I like the part very
much. In case anybody misunderstands,
let me say right here and now that
after 'Destinees,' I

—

—

same Anton
Walbrook will be in it, too! 'That Lady'
was supposed to go into production in
June, but was delayed until the Fall.
there's a possibility that the

"We have

a marvelous

life

together.

brook and

I ever came."
explained why there were such
rumors. Here she was in Europe for
more than a year without Dr. Pressman,
and it was natural that people would
talk. She looked at me, almost helplessly, as if to say, "what can I do about it?"
She fingered the edge of her chair, then
said brightly, "Maybe if people understood why I came over in the first place,

I

might help." I replied that it was cerworth a try.
"I came over to London to make
'Outpost In Malaya,' a script I thought
well of. I did not, as has been said,
come over purposely to take advantage
of the 18-month provision in the tax law.
After 'Outpost In Malaya,' I agreed to do
this Don Juan film in Austria. That kept
me waiting for months, until I had to
bow out because I had agreed to do
'Destinees' in Rome. That, by the way,
was something! You had to be trilingual, ambidextrous and multilateral.
it

tainly
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in Rome with young Gian-Carlo Pannella was an experience
Claudette Colbert will always remember. But she missed her husband terribly.

Making "Destinees"

I

adore medicine, and half our friends are
from the film world, half from the medical profession. It's a good and stimulating combination. But because we both
take our work seriously, we sometimes
can't avoid situations which are difficult
to bear. I saw Joel here at Christmas.
I can't tell you what it meant to be together. I'll see him again before I go
home. Each visit is a short one, but it has
to be, and I'm not going to complain.
People need Joel. I need him, too, of
course, but I have always made an effort
to avoid making unnecessary demands on
him. Joel is a scientist, through and
through, dedicated to his profession. I

oldest clothes I had." She looked glum,
forlorn, as if she were wearing a gunnysack. "Wore no makeup." She tried to
give her face a blank expression of
course, an impossibility for Claudette
Colbert. I sat down, bewitched and delighted by this impromptu show, wishing
that it could be filmed for all to see.

to be his Achilles heel, his one
weakness. And I'm grateful and glad!"
She laughed at that, asked me to join
her in a Perrier-Cassis, a refreshing
drink on a warm Paris day. I asked her
about her simple outfit a black blouse,
and checkered black-and-white skirt.

seem

—

—

"It's as American as can be. I haven't
done much buying here, though they do
have lovely things. You know there's
such a thing as competition now between
Italian and French designers. Some of

"Blithely,

she
silly

And

that's not

because

I

was

As she poured the syrup into the
glasses, a poodle puppy lumbered in from
the bedroom, and unsteadily made his
way towards the star. She bent over, and
took the dog in her arms. "I need him
she explained.

have three back home, but began to
miss them so, I couldn't resist this one
when I saw him." She handed her new
"I

to

"I love being in Paris," Claudette commented with enthusiasm. She handed
me my glass, took hers, and walked to
the window. She beckoned me to join
her. Her poodle looked mournful when
I put him down and walked over to see
the extraordinary panorama of Paris before us. Claudette seemed lost in reverie.
Her voice was difficult, strangely
husky, when she spoke. "I was three
when we moved to New York. I was
born over there, near the Bois de Boulogne." She indicated the direction with
a wave of her hand. "Frances Goldwyn
always said that there was such a thing
as blood memory, a kind of sixth sense
which stirs your subconscious, mysteriously makes you feel at home in the land
of your ancestors. I agree with Frances.
Even though I have no conscious memory

three years of

my

childhood,

—

—

almost everything that distresses me.
So far, I've concentrated on portraits, but
the other day I decided I'd try landscape
for a change.
I
went out to what I
thought was an isolated spot along the
Seine, not far from Paris."
Her story was becoming a performance. "I had a bandana covering my
hair." She put her hands over her head
to try to give me the effect. "Wore the

I

I

replied,

She waved her hands high to indicate
that it was the end, and, her eyes dancing in merriment, collapsed in her chair.

But what about her other career, as
actress? What, I asked, did her future
look like? Did she, as some thought, bethat she was definitely on the
down-grade, that before long, she would
lieve
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be finished as a star?

have had a long, wonderful career.
been on top for 23 years. I know
that there are few who have been so fortunate, and I also know that it can all
end tomorrow. That's how things go in
this business, and I'm prepared to take
the bad with the good. But I certainly
don't think I'm on the way out. You
must remember that I've freelanced for
ten years now. That has its advantages
and its disadvantages. It means that you
can pick your own roles, but that you
have to sacrifice the security of a weekly

\ epical science is
constantly striving for

"I

DON'T LET

I've

I

"You know how I love to paint. Paintmakes me forget everything well,

a

She

artist!"

have the most peculiar feeling of belonging. I feel as if I understand the French
so well, because I'm like them, because
I
have both their qualities and their
faults. Frances is English, and she feels
the same way in London as I do in Paris."
There was a knock at the door, and a
tall, hardy Swedish masseuse was admitted, and went on to the bedroom to
wait until we had finished. Claudette put
her hand on my arm and looked at me
pleadingly. "Please let me talk about the
adventures of Claudette for a minute."
I told her she could talk about anything
she wanted.
ing

easel,"

like

another that I wasn't Claudette Colbert.
I quickly gathered my things together,
and made a hasty exit. Thus, ingloriously, ended my career as a Paris landscape

closed.

of the

my

away

body else, so that in twenty minutes I
had this crowd of people looking indignantly at me, angrily chanting to one

me, and he sat quietly on
my lap, listening carefully and watching
one eye
affectionately,
his
mistress

companion

put up

said,

'No,'

born in France, either."

like a hole in the head,"

to

"chirping

'Are you Claudette Colbert?'
hunching my shoulders,
trying to hide my face, acting like I was
something out of 'The Hunchback Of
Notre Dame.' And all this in French,
mind you! 'No?' the woman demanded,
'You look exactly like her.' A stern look
was in her eyes. 'People have told me
that before,' I replied, 'but I'm not.' She
stared at me furiously, went away, and
began to stop people. Pointing at me, she
repeated to everybody who came along,
'She says she's not Claudette Colbert.'
Everybody began to repeat it to every-

the Italian creations I've seen are strikI still
ing, but sometimes too striking.
feel that the French can hold their place
for chic.

began

made the motions,
madly. "A woman came up to

girl."

whistling

me,

I

continued,

Stop Corns
Callouses!

pay-check.

But I'm glad

I

did what

I

and heaven knows that there are
plenty of offers from all directions. And
someday, I might get back to the stage.
Sure, I wonder about what's going to
happen, sure, I think about money, but
no more than the average person. Isn't
it true that no matter how you earn your
li/ing, you have to give some consideration to tomorrow?
"But there is one thing I do want to
say about Hollywood. It's thrilling to see
did,

.

the

extraordinary reach of
American films. It's so touching to have
people in the smallest villages of France
and Italy come up to me except when
I'm painting! and, as if they were seeing a dear friend again, wish Madame or
Signora Colbert godspeed. This is a real
tribute to all those who've worked so
hard to make America the entertainment
center of the world."

first-hand

—
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—
Realizing that her masseuse had been
kept waiting far past her appointment,
I rose to go. Claudette rose, too.
"Being separated is no fun. Every
woman who loves her husband knows
just what I mean. There's no exact way
to describe the feeling of loneliness. I've
tried, so have millions of other women.
Poets, novelists, and script writers have

taken a stab at it, but no one has ever
succeeded in capturing completely that

—

—
relentless emptiness

which you

feel in-

Many

side."

interests

She picked up her poodle as she spoke,
began to pat it affectionately. "It won't

public.

be long before we'll be together again,"
she added. Suddenly, she huddled the
dog to her, almost fiercely. She looked
at me, her luminous eyes clouded. Then
she smiled a woman in love, a woman
anticipating the fulfillment of her love.
"No, it won't be long."
END

and most profitable

of his biggest

unknown to the general
has done business with the

are

He

Army and

the Navy. Scientifically, the
Crosby Foundation has produced many

things, via the testing laboratories of Cal-

Tech University,
world to live in.

—

"Mr. Crosby,

to

make

when

this a better

the record

is

writ-

ten," says Dr. Milliken, president-emer-

Cal-Tech, "will be seen as a great
benefactor to humanity. He has given his
money, his time, his influence to not one
but a thousand plans to better life tomorrow. It may be a long time before
many of the results are known, or are
itus of

—

MORE GOLD FOR DING
[CONTINUED FROM PACE

made

to work, but it's no secret that already a great deal of good has been

31]

done."

personal insurance,

other hand, we'll never be rich unless
I can help my fellow beings."

California law, half of a hus-

You've heard all sorts of stories about
the Midas Touch of Bing Crosby. How
one day he will invest $100,000 in a purely speculative business, and another day
refuse a few hundred dollars to help
someone who might greatly benefit from

"Dixie had a

little

that's all."

Under

band's property

belongs to his

legally

and on her death, he must pay inheritance tax on that part of the property
wife,

she wills to him.
Lest you get the impression, however,
that Bing's payment of the tax will leave
a great dent in his fortune, his latest decision about working for a living will set
you straight. Bing wants to take life
easy, so unless he wins a demand for a
casual radio show, he may wind up off
the airways for the first time in 22 years.
"He figures he ought to take it easy,"
explained Larry. "He wants to do a ra-

dio

show

that's

straight music without

any guests or extras. It's easier. He
doesn't want to do the same thing he's
been doing for so many years."
If Bing retires from radio, however, he
may show up on TV, if he can find an
acceptable story idea. But again, his stipulation is— he doesn't want to work too
hard. Being the world's most famous and
richest crooner, ( even ajter paying that
inheritance tax) he doesn't have to. He's
even cutting down on his movie work.
"Little Boy Lost" was his only picture

He

all year.

has just returned to Para-

mount for "White Christmas" with Danny
Kaye and Vera-Ellen.
Has his massive wealth a mint in
good, interchangeable American curren-

—

cy, careful local and foreign investments,
and important world-wide holdings in
everything from real estate to electronic
patents changed Bing?
Has it done anything to the real in-

—

tegral character of the penniless troubador, trying to find himself in show busiwhen a Friday night's check as
ness
.

.

Here's the true story:
"Bing," says a business associate, "is
a generous, a kindly man. But like all
good, successful business men, he is a
tough, careful-thinking, slow investor.
He doesn't like to be rushed or taken!"
Everett Crosby, his astute brother who
handles most of the business details of
the vast Crosby empire, has this to say.
"He would rather lose a small fortune in
a worthy effort, than believe he has been
imposed upon for a minute sum in a
financial aid.

—

careless promotion."

Behind these words lies the long experience of the Crosby firm. Because
Bing's Things are so successful and profitable, almost everyone believes that (a)
he is good for a quick soft touch, and
(b) there is so much liquid money available that anything is worth a gamble.
Nothing is further from the truth. Bing
does not give indiscriminate hand-outs,
nor is he an outright gambler. Every
proposition is screened carefully by Bing,
his business associates, and an army of
experts in every field of production, merchandising, marketing, publicizing.
Bing Crosby has made a fortune in
cattle, real estate, mining ventures, racetracks, television projects, gadgets sold in
drug and department stores, frozen orange juice, and independent moving pictures where he has the first and final
say-so, and invariably ends with the
controlling interest.

—

Today royalties pour in from almost
every Crosby enterprise but the money
often pours out even faster to take care
of a project that might insure peace, increase human health, or provide sustenance for a worthwhile endeavor.
Very few tycoons with the ability to
invest millions in one deal or another
turn a willing ear to others not so fortunate. Bing is one of them. Recently
his two very good friends, lyricist John-

—

ny Burke and composer Jimmy Van
Heusen, who had written the score for
the new Broadway musical, "Carnival In
Flanders," put in a call to Bing in Europe.
"We got bad notices in Philadelphia,"

they said.

"We have

geles for the run

at

Auditorium,

we

money

but

to

make Los An-

the Philharmonic
haven't got the

for the trip."

Cold, hardened businessman Bing Crosby didn't ask what the advance in ticket
sales was. All he was told was that they
needed a mere $30,000 to move the show
to Los Angeles. "The bank balance is
yours," said Bing. "Good luck, boys."
Bing Crosby frequently does things like

His daily mail is flooded with appeals for money for one venture after
another. Some of them get financed, most
of them don't. But all receive considthat.

eration.

Recently someone asked Bing what he
to do with all his money
a question along the lines of "You know
you can't take it with you."
"I've got four boys," said Bing, succinctly, "and I want them to get along.
They've got a couple of centuries or

was going

—

—

more among them to live and let live.
They can do that if Pop comes through."
Chances are that Pop will come
END

through.

.

singer in a band didn't stretch further
than the following Monday?
Not a bit of it!

"Money," he once told

JANE RUSSELL'S SHOWER ROOM INTERVIEW

this writer, "is

a very necessary thing. Most people need
lots

of

it

to survive.

I

need

lots

of

this a better

world

to live in,"

Bing went

on, "I shall be content."

Then he went

my

a

little

—

further. "I can

four boys always exist comfortably on the income from my various
interests. We'll never be poor, but on the

with

6)

25]

—

make

other things other people
thrive. Progress in life comes only when
there is money to support projects which
make such progress possible.
"If some of my earnings can help make

only to

[CONTINUED FROM PAGE

it

with everything stacked perfectly in the
right departments. Jane has a tiny waist,
voluptuous hips and long, shapely legs
not to mention what Jane has always

been famous for. Most amazing is the
exquisite glow and sheen to her skin that

would

set a sculptor into
conflagration of adjectives.

a rhapsodic

Me? What was I doing there? How
I happen to know Jane so well?
I

did

first

met her

a

Birdwell's office

few years ago in Russell
when she was about to

be introduced to the world. It was a
hot day, and I presume at Mr. B.'s suggestion, Jane was wearing a transparent
blouse through which her bra showed.
This left no doubt that this "perfect 38"
had no use for falsies. (Today those jokes
and that publicity sound absolutely corny
to Jane.)

Jane was just out of high school at the
time and told me about being a dental
assistant, about posing for commercial

Tom

illustrator

who

Kelly,

later

was

to

photograph Marilyn Monroe for that
famous calendar. Hesitantly, she admitted she was dating Bob Waterfield,
the football star. She was taking her
tremendous buildup in stride, her roIt was nice
have a career, but Jane actually hadn't gone after it. World War
II was on then and she was far more
interested in Bob and their plans to marry, and if he would be sent overseas.
That was 12 years ago. Jane and I have
been friends ever since then.
Recently I met Jane at "Tail O' The
Cock" in the Valley. Always punctual,
she arrived fifteen minutes late, wearing
a shantung navy blue dress, with a halter
neck and no back and carrying a blue

mance was more important.
suddenly

mink

to

stole!

"I'm sorry," she said, "but they started
a picture layout up at the house at nine

and when

o'clock this morning,

I

tried

they wanted just one more, and
then another and! I brought this stole
with me, because we're going out to dinner tonight with Mary and Vincent Price,
and with my afternoon schedule there's
not a chance to go back home later."
Jane ordered a chicken salad with buttered rye toast. "You should see my
house. The photographers were up there
before we were up! The beds are not
even made yet!"
to leave

—

The "moisture-shield"
new Fresh

is

an

in gentle

extra-effective

astringent. This acts like an
invisible shield to protect your
clothesandstopembarrassingodor

Jane told me about her new picture,
"French Line," which she is making at

RKO.

"It's

(Everything
with Jane.)

the

living

terrific

is

end," she said.
"the living end"

get a load of me in this
"The designer, Howard Greer, has really gussied me up in a
wardrobe that includes 22 changes. I
play a very rich girl. I'm a Texan with
nothing but oil wells. Imagine what that

"You should
Jane

picture,"

would be

said.

—

like

if

were

it

real,"

she

stopped to contemplate.

Speaking of clothes, I asked Jane
whether she invests fifty thousand a year
(a figure tabulated as modest I y a best
dressed star) in clothes?
"Are you kidding?" With an incredulous arch of eyebrows, Jane said, "Go up
to my house and take a look into my
wardrobe. And prepare for the shock of

your

life!

Ice-blue satin

gentle

one rnink

coat,

of the Waterfield
eting.

And
fit

I

Italian
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in

Rome. Deodorant, new Fresh

new deodorant has

moisture -shield

"You'll see some suits, slacks, toreador
pants, blouses and sweaters. You'll see

my

gown, an

to

which, by the grace

keep underarms

bookkeeping and budg-

didn't get until four years ago.

this stole

came along when

in as a necessary

it could
investment in our

financial picture."

In the middle of her chicken salad
Jane exclaimed, "May, I'm sorry, but I
have to run. I am due at Terry Hunt's
for an hour's exercise. Those extra pictures this A.M. loused up my day.

"Could you finish your salad and follow me down and we can talk while I
take my massage at Terry's?"
Of course I would. And since Jane's
house sits on a mountain top, three minutes away, I told her I would take her up
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your life! You apply KOPAL on your teeth, just like enamel on your nails. And presto! Instantly, your teeth
are coated with a sparkling white finish that appears so
pearl-like and natural just like a movie-star smile!
No wonder beauty editors, thousands of smart women
and theatrical people praise KOPAL for covering up
stains, blemishes, even gold fillings
almost like
magic! KOPALis a dentist's formula, completely safe

—

—

and harmless, guaranteed radiant results! Amazing
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"Okay, but you'll find the bed isn't
made," she said and she was gone.
I drove up a few winding roads to find
Jane's mansion perched like an eagle's
nest with full command of the valley and
view. It is a very unusual house with
the entrance hall adorned with two pieces
of rare antique; the cozy den carpeted
with cherry red and comfortable chairs.
And on the desk I noticed (with delight)
a paper which carried my newspaper col-

—

umn. Then the
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know that movie stars'
and span every second,
and to meet one who admits she's a
human being and lives like other people.
I quickly opened her wardrobe door,
and as she had said, instead of a dozen
bouffant evening gowns and enough fur
pieces to go into the fur business, as you
see in most movie queens' homes, Jane's
was practically bare. There were the
outdoor and house-type clothes she had
described. On racks were many pairs of
unusual shoes. Jane loves to collect shoes.
It is

refreshing to
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—
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So You Want to Come to Hollywood?
HOLLYWOOD. ..CAPITOL OF FAME AND FORTUNE

—

aren't spic

her personal hobby.
Jane's housekeeper smiled, while I
apologized for snooping, which I assured
her I was doing on Jane's invitation.
"Absolutely no men admitted" said the
big sign on Terry Hunt's door, where
all the movie stars go to keep their shapes
in trim. I found Janie working out with
weights the secret of her sheen and
glossy figure. One-two-three-four-five!
Jane lifted a heavy bar-bell up and down
It is

seemed effortless, but
weighed 50 pounds!
"If more movie queens would do this,
they'd have better figures!" Mr. Hunt said
twenty times.
Mr. Hunt said

N. Y.

High School Course
at

room

—

$loo

only

big sunken living

with one side all glass and the divans below floor level around the huge fireplace.
Then I entered Jane's bedroom.
Yes, the bed was unmade, as Jane said,
with the grey velvet cover thrown back.

homes

MAKE MONEY

No

on her idea and look into her clothes
closet myself!

It

it

with a pleased look at Jane. Then,
"You've had it, Miss Russell. Go and get
your shower!" Jane motioned to me

"Come

along."

We

opened another door marked "No
admittance," and walked back towards
the showers, and wham! Right into a
life-size autographed picture of Marilyn
Monroe endorsed to Terry Hunt thank-

—

ing him for her curves being in the right
places or words to that effect.
"There's Baby Doll, sweet kid," Jane

remarked without even

a thought of

"My

picture should be there."
woman attendant ushered us to a
dressing room, and Jane immediately
started peeling off her clothes.

A

matter which

way

the shower, every pose
Kelly Calendar!

she turned, under

was worth

a

Tom

Jane stepped out of the shower, briskly
dried herself with the turkish towel, radiating sparks of the natural Russell
charm.

On

the massage table, under a white
"Well, I told you the

sheet, she laughed.

truth about

my

"You seem

wardrobe!"

have worked out your
wonderfully well," I said. "Your
house was in apple pie order. Your housekeeper sang your praises."
to

life

"Don't pay any attention to that," Jane
playing it down. "I've been very
lucky. When I see the kids who hang
around the studios after the day's work,
because they don't have any other life
unless someone asks them for a dinner
date to Ciro's or some Hollywood party
said,

—well!
"I have always believed that every girl
should marry. And marriage should come
first," she continued, "You're made that
way. Your constitution and needs are set
up that way. Of course, a girl has to be
willing to take on the responsibilities of
marriage to make it successful and happy. You can't say to a marriage, 'stay
there until I get through working and
have time for you,' nor can you be geared
to thinking only of yourself.

"Robert and I were not something incidental that happened along the way to
each other. Our marriage is the most important thing in our lives. I was prettyfortunate in the beginning that I didn't
make a picture immediately after 'Outlaw.' For almost three years I was with
Robert getting my chance to be a real
wife, my every thought and action was

around my marriage to assure it a
good foundation. I didn't make 'Young
built

Widow'

until three years later.

couldn't be happy alone. Since I
married Robert, I have never been homesick, no matter where we are.
In the
Army we traveled and lived away from
home, California, for many months. But
"I

wherever Robert is, that's home for me!"
Jane,
through with her massage,
wrapped herself in a huge sheet and en
route to a dressing

room we passed the

steam room.

said,

Jane

"I

never take

don't like to get my hair messed,
besides it gives me claustrophobia. Some
that.

girls

I

take their lunch and stay in there

by the hour."
"Miss
such a

Russell
figure,"

—

doesn't need to with
the woman attendant

murmured.

end

—
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YOU MUST FALL

IN LOVE!

[CONTINUED FROM PACE

mustered up enough courage to depart
from the stereotype.
Dinah gave no answer but in her heart
she knew that her marriage had given
her confidence enough to be herself.
Those who remember the very young
Dinah a few years ago, getting her start

41]

New York, recall that the loveliness of
today was not entirely predictable. The
fledgling Dinah fell madly in love with a
chap who admired her, but whose emotions weren't, by any means, as deeply
involved as those of the dark-eyed belle
in

from Nashville.

The girl who appeared to be his ideal
was sleek, sophisticated, soignee. A classic type, she could sit for hours without
saying a word and yet seem engrossed in
whatever was happening. She could wear
daring clothes and make them seem as
conventional as tweeds for the country.
She could speak her mind with blunt
brevity, and her observations would be
quoted for days.
To Dinah misty with wistfulness and
burning with jealousy, this creature
seemed more goddess than human. Inevitably, Dinah began to imitate her archrival. In every respect in which this girl
seemed enchanting to Dinah, Dinah
sought to duplicate the charm.
This
ity

was

new and
tried

strange Shore personalone evening at a very large

had
She smiled languidly.

party. Dinah, ordinarily effervescent,

nothing to say.

"Oh, please, Dinah," said one friend.

"Come

off it."

A

smart girl, finding a bridge washed
out, simply retraces her steps and makes
a fresh start. Perhaps, thought Dinah,
what was needed was merely a stepped
up version of her natural vivacity. She
bought a more daring dress than she had
ever previously attempted, and she wore
it with what she hoped was an air of
assured ease. Internally, she quailed.

From her college French she remembered a word that haunted her consciousness: gauche. (Pronounced "goash"
it means bashful, clumsy, awkward.)

It's

slip

so peaceful

the country or city

leather booties
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in

when you
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collared with white shearling.

several stunning colors.
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Having diagnosed her own ailment,
Dinah decided to cure herself. She took
stock.
She was not the sophisticated
type, so she would not pretend to be.
She had read that tired old adage "Be
yourself" and she intended to follow it.
The problem was that she didn't know
who she was, or exactly what she was, or

how

in

your feet into these tempting soft-sole

Does

to be herself.

KINSEY

Yet all the time her career thrived.
She was singing at the Steel Pier in Atlantic City one Summer, and she was a
smash hit. Because her dressing room
was so hot, she spent her time between
her own appearances watching the movie,
a modest number titled "The Cowboy
And The Blonde." The male star was a
newcomer to Hollywood named George
Montgomery.
Dinah, sitting through
about nine showings per day, began to
know George better than any boy she
had ever dated.

During the ensuing Autumn, Dinah
to Hollywood, a city which in the
matter of shaking a girl's aplomb is the
atom bomb of shattering experiences.
Dinah, a sensitive and perceptive soul,
looked around her and tried to suppress
the quivering of her spine. She felt like
a canary who has wandered into the pea-

—
—

came

this period

Dinah was asked

women?

...to

Are they
modern American woman
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—

She accepted as usual, stood thrilled as
a novice on the stage side of the curtain
and peeked through a small hole at the
gathering
audience.
When she saw
George Montgomery stride down the
she plucked the coat sleeve of a
friend and whispered, "There he is

American
lessons to the

sing at a tremendous benefit to be given
at the Shrine Auditorium in Los Angeles.

—

way for

The
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that's the

and

man

in the picture in Atlantic

The actor

City.

he's

I

have a crush on ...

even better

.

in person!"

The lovely lady on George Montgomery's arm that night was Hedy Lamarr,

Don't mistake eczema
for the stubborn, ugly
embarrassing scaly ski
disease Psoriasis. Apply
non - staining Dermoil.
Thousands do for scaly
spots on body or scalp.
Grateful users, of ten after
years of suffering', report
the scales have gone, the
"^^^^^^^LJ^^^tu^g
Utt Uft
red patches gradually disappeared and
they enjoyed the thrill of a clear skin, again,
is used by many doctors and is backed by a positive agreement to give definite benefit in 2 weeks or money is refunded
without question. Send 10c (stamps or coin) for generous
trial bottle to make our famous "One Spot Test'
Test
it yourself. Results may surprise you. Write today for your
test bottle. Caution: Use only as directed. Print name
plainly. Don't delay. Sold by Liggett and Walgreen Drug
Stores and leading Druggists. LAKE LABORATORIES. Box
3925 Strathmoor Station, Dept. 1907, Detroit 27, Mich.
' .

a situation to discourage even the most
ardent fan.
One day, early in November, 1942,
Dinah was asked to sing at the Hollywood Canteen.
When she entered the Canteen the first
person she saw was Al Melnick, the
agent, who casually listed a number of
celebrities who would be serving at the
Canteen that evening. Among them was

George Montgomery.
"Do you suppose I could meet George
Montgomery," Dinah blurted.
"He's
cute."

shorthand
in 6

Weeks
.

tions.

George looked down from his vast altigrinned, and told the kid from
Nashville, "I heard you sing at the Shrine
Auditorium not long ago. I thought you
were a little girl about fourteen years
tude,

WRITE 120 WORDS PER MINUTE.
Age no obstacle
LOW COST
.

"He's standing right behind you," said
Mr. Melnick, performing the introduc-

.

l-amous Speedwriting Shorthand. No symbols; no
machines: uses ABC's. Easiest to learn and use. Fast
preparation for a better position. Nationally used in
leading offices and Civil Service; also by executives,
students, etc.
120 words per minute
50% FASTER
than Civil Service requirements. Over 200,000 taught
by mail. The very low cost will surprise you. Also
typing. 31st Year. Schools in over 360 cities in U.S.,
Canada, Cuba and Hawaii.

—

WRITE FOR FREE BOOKLET TO:

old."

Later

evening George asked
the usual Hollywood
date: dinner at La Rue, dancing at Mocambo, the last floor show at Ciro's.
For the date Dinah wore a red wool
dress of intricate cut. It was a "name"
garment, turned out expensively by a

Dinah

the

in

for a date

D ANTON

—

famous designer; every woman who saw
it knew its worth. George was oblivious.
His attitude said more eloquently than
an open declaration could have, "The
important thing is the girl herself, not
her trappings."

When George
member
be.

trek

East

for

9011S East

CO.,
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a

new play

early

next

will go along just for the
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Dinah goodbye

at

dawn

patrol, didn't care to

about going for a horseback

tomorrow morning?
Dinah accepted and the next day
opened the door to George standing in a
splash of sunshine. Dinah's hair was
combed simply and tied back with a ribbon. She was wearing a white shirt, a
pair of blue jeans, and jodhpur boots.
"Gee,
you look wonderful," said
ride

George.
After that, whenever Dinah wore a
simple, tailored garment, George would
say, "I like that," or "That looks great."
He had nothing at all to say about the
frou-frou taffetas and the over-fussy
brocades.

But more than

that, infinitely

more im-

portant than what Dinah was learning
about coiffeur and clothing, was what she
was learning about herself. She says

nowadays,
the

way

I

"How

I

wanted

looked to George was
to look to myself."

She had discovered the timeless truth
the only worthwhile mirrors are

that

the eyes of one's beloved.

END

WALKER'S HOLLYWOOD ON BROADWAY

ride.

MARVEL

of the

How

[CONTINUED FROM PACE

Summer. Bogey

told

her doorstep at four in the morning he
admitted that he wasn't, by nature, a

At Jay and Yolanda Saylor's lavish sitparty for 40 to welcome Don
Loper back from Europe, and writer Sean
O'Shea in from New York, John Payne
and Sandy Curtis asked the other guests
to suggest a suitable honeymoon resort
for them. Places from Las Vegas (where
they met) to Jamaica, B. W. I. to Mexico
and Brazil were recommended, but it was
Reggie Gardiner who came up with the
perfect honeymoon haven. "Stay right
home here in Beverly Hills. Why go away
from the very place you're coming back
to? There's no place like home, especial-

43]

couldn't break through. Not until the
quartet complied with all the signature
requests were they permitted to go on
ahead and enter Ciro's. The police were
unable to do a thing about it.

down dinner

ly for

honeymooners!"

Cobina Wright, Sr.'s elaborate party at
for Connie Moore ( who opened
there two nights later) brought out the
topflight Hollywood stars in all their
finery.
The popular night club was
swarming with celebrities who arrived
early for cocktails and dinner and stayed
late for supper and dancing. Traffic on
Sunset Strip was blocked and sidewalk
gawkers created a near-panic when Jane
Russell arrived with her husband, Bob
Waterfield, in tow just as Rock Hudson
and Piper Laurie stepped out of their car.
Rather than divide their attentions, the
autograph fans formed a line that even
Jane's professional football star-husband
Ciro's

A

notorious

bar and cocktail

located in the heart of

lounge

downtown Holly-

wood (just off Hollywood Boulevard) has
suddenly become the newest "kick" with
the movie colony "off-beats." The socalled "fun" doesn't start until three or
four o'clock in the morning, and the
after-hours joint is packed with Holly-

wood names that would jolt many a
movie fan. Old clothes are worn and it's
an amazing thing to see Skid Row characters getting chummy with Beverly Hills
celebrities, most of whom are adored by
teenagers throughout the world. Unsuspecting Hollywood tourists who saunter
by the doors would be shocked if they
stumbled in around breakfast time
Jose Ferrer and Rosemary Clooney had
their first spat in the ultra -swank Rex,
Inc., hat shop in Beverly Hills
a big rhu-

—

barb over Rosie not wanting to wear a
chapeau picked out by Jose. Other femme
stars in the salon couldn't believe their

The reason Janie Powell couldn't do
anything about the insurance policies she
and

Geary

Steffen

shared,

was

that

Geary, an executive with the Mitchell

The commissions on her policies
were one of his biggest assets at the home
office. The future Mrs. Gene Nelson got
the surprise of her life when she found
himself.

out

.

The John Farrows (Maureen

Insurance company in Hollywood,

May

devised their joint protective certificates

.

O'Sulli-

van) are greatly concerned over their 13year-old-son, Michael, who has his heart

on an acting career and wants

set

The teenager

it

now.

being talked out of

is

it

until he's 18.

Guy Madison

at Ciro's admitted

standard "I'm 28" limit

suggested by a neighboring agent that he
planned to pattern his movie acting career of the future along the lines of a
young Gary Cooper. Guy, one of movieville's quietest and most considerate stars,
thought that remark was out of order,

.

.

.

Virginia Mayo and her actor husband
Michael O'Shea, should have thought first
before releasing all that inane publicity
about Mike taking lessons on '"how to be a
because of Ginny's pending
father"
motherhood. Actor O'Shea must have a
short memory he has two adult children
by his first wife, the former Grace Watts,
and his grown-up offspring, Edward and
Barbara, are somewhat embarrassed by

—

father's

their

their hilarious private party impressions

Mayo-O'Shea publicized parent-

the

hood

.

.

said so

and

the jiight club.

.

.

"Gentlemen Marry Brunettes" disappointed Debbie Reynolds because she had planned her first
European vacation upon completion of
the film. An unexpected bonus from her
studio bosses, however, has Debbie sitting
by waiting. She'll take a whole flock of
new Helen Rose and Don Loper dresses
with her to the Continent and the adof

vance styles indicate she'll be appearing
some pretty orb-popping gowns late in
1954. At the Hollywood-Roosevelt Grill
she walked in on the arm of Bob Wagner
sporting a form-fitting white satin cockin

dress that

would have done
.

.

credit to

.

Before their wedding date had been set,
John Ericson and Milly Coury picked out
a small Beverly Hills bungalow, high in
the hills of Benedict Canyon. They were
about to sign the lease when they discovered the small apartment over the garage
adjoining their home had to be occupied
by a free lance writer according to the
terms of the lease. Rather than have anyone near them, particularly a scribe who
tips off Hollywood columnists on the doings of screen stars, John and Milly
balked, and decided a r ainst moving in.
They'll house hunt later
.

.

.

Hollywood's Ten Best Dressed Actresses are Joan Crawford, Jane Wyman, Barbara Stanwyck, Lisa Ferraday, Diana
Lynn, Eve Arden, Esther Williams, Arlene Dahl, Jane Powell and Jeanne Crain,
and in that order. We won't list the ten
worst dressed off-screen femme stars because their fans would be aghast, but we
can hint by telling you Shelley Winters,
Greer Garson, Mitzi Gaynor, Terry Moore
and Jane Russell are getting careless
enough to warrant consideration for that
particular roster

.

.

.
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Photo of Your Favorite

MOVIE STAR

vard, drove off in his convertible with his
new, white silk suit ink-spattered by the
careless fans. The $250 suit had to be
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HOLLYWOOD

The Page girl wanted
all. The only bids
were those of Cobina

soirees.

come alone

or not at

she accepted
Wright, Sr., Jay and Yolanda
Donald and Valerie Nelson
.

.

Saylor,
.

Residents of Beverly Hills talk about
nothing except the fabulous refurbishing
job done by Doris Duke on Falcon's Lair,
former home of the late Rudolph Valentino. The World's Richest Girl has poured
thousands of dollars into the manston,
long considered a jinx house and her
specially constructed rumpus room, sound
proofed and equipped with every known
game of chance and enough musical instruments to make Xavier Cugat happy,
is destined to be Hollywood's newest favorite party site.
Fredric March and Walter Pidgeon
aren't seeing eye-to-eye on Dore Schary's
shooting script of "Executive Suite." The
film, which also co-stars June Allyson,
Shelley Winters, Barbara Stanwyck and
William Holden, will be done a la "Grand
Hotel" and Pidgeon doesn't like the proposal that all the stars in the epic will be
listed alphabetically on movie marquees,
inasmuch as the March role is a subordinate part. Schary and March may work
out that problem by padding Freddie's
role

.

.

Li a heated discussion in the Polo Lounge
of the Beverly Hills Hotel before he left

South America. Eavesdroppers report

was a business conference indicating
what has long been suspected by Holly-

it

woodites, that Joan and Cesar are joint
owners of several valuable pieces of Beverly Hills real estate

Gloria

.

.

.

Grahame and Cy Howard

slipped

and Sirloin Cafe at BakCalifornia, and hotly denied they

into the Saddle
ersfield,

Buy
Government
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by
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Joan Crawford and Cesar Romero were

for

FILM STAR CENTER

Bo* 2309, Dept. K-ll, Hollywood 28, Colifornio

Page,
"Duke"
Wayne's
"Hondo" co-star, declined party invitations when the various Beverly Hills
hostesses tried to pair her off with eligible
bachelors they wished to invite to "dress

Geraldine

to

Marilyn Monroe

"Red Wonder Vitamin B12" described

so

VIMLETS.
Try them
PENSE. You must be

.

.

The postponement

—

John Derek trapped by autograph
hounds as he left a cocktail party at the
John Morris Art Gallery on Sunset Boule-

up" their

tail

left

of "Farewell

"fatherhood."

anticipated

The laugh's on Ginny and Mike, and Hollywood characters are living it up with
of

like to star in a

remake

he'd

To
Arms" in the role made memorable by
Gary Cooper, but flared up when it was

Allyson Powell

>
\

healthy,
but discouraged because
ha ve failed to ga n those extra pot
which mean the difference betweei
thin,
scraggy appearance and natu
well-rounded
loveliness?
Scientlf
proved when the cause Is due to lack
essential
vitamins minerals, even
tening foods or concentrated liquid C
ories cannot add weight unless your
dally diet contains Vitamins A, D,
Iron.
Iodine,
Calcium, Phosphorous,
Riboflavin. Thiamin,
Niacin, or new
I

June Allyson wishes jormer pals back
in the East wouldn't insist upon mentioning her age as being 37 June prefers the
are just
some things a girl can't take, and her true
age is one of them, in the case of June

look

your best, act your best
weight
Is
riuht.
Are you

feel

.

—
— there

Thin Girls
Doctors agree that you

ON SALE NOVEMBER 10th

-

!

TRUTH about

Learn here the

had just been secretly married. They be-

came

so incensed at other celeb patrons
being so persistent in teasing them, they
ankled out of the place in a huff Cy first

PSORIASIS
IS IT

—

with Gloria trailing behind

SKIN DISEASE

A

or INTERNAL?
Many

medical men now agree that Psoriasis 13
caused by certain internal disorders which, when
treated internally by harmless glandular substances,
can be cleared up amazingly ... so amazingly that
clinical results show this wonder treatment completely successful in an astonishing number of
cases; with even stubborn lesions of long standing
alleviated to an almost unbelievable degree. Called
LIPAN, this new treatment is so different that its
name is registered in the U. S. Patent Office. Guaranteed absolutely harmless, over 8,000,000 LIPAN
units have been sold to date. Ask your druggist for
LIPAN or write direct for free booklet. Or send
for month's supply (180 tablets) enclosing check
or money order for $8.50. SPIRT
COMPANY,
Dept. 8-11,
Waterbury, Conn.
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Clark Gable plunked down $3,000 for
Schiaparelli - designed evening gown
which Suzanne Dadolle Dabadie was
modeling for the famous Parisian designer in her celebrated salon in Paris.
Glamourous Susie got the gown, Clark got
the kick out of surprising her with it.
a

Schiaparelli, of course, got the loot

.

.

.

Peggy Lee and her spouse, Brad Dexbattle right out loud in Hollywood

ter,

night

clubs

—but

it's

purely for laughs

and busybodies who think otherwise are
falling for the gag.

DON'T LET UGLY

Eddie Cantor wishes his daughter Mawould settle down and get married
and skip trying to break into show-

PIMPLES

rilyn

RUIN YOUR L OOKS
Don't neglect an externally caused pimply
broken out skin that nobody loves to touch!
Apply wonderfully medicated Poslam Ointment
tonight check results next morning after just
one application!

—

Poslam contains all 9 ingredients well known
works faster, more effecto skin specialists
tively to help you to a finer complexion. Apply
it after washing skin with non-alkali Poslam
Soap. At druggists everywhere costs so little.

—

business circles. Her new night club act
with two male singers is getting her no-

where

fast.

.

.

alities

.

.
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Nome, Alaska,

12 Weeks You Can Become a

PRACTICAL NURSE

AT AVERAGE COST of $1.74 PER LES SON
Win

diploma in 12 weeks' spare time at
home. Earnwhilelearning. High school
not needed. Physician's endorsement of

this low-fee course

.

.

.

never be the same
now that the small town, hard by the
Bering Sea, has been invaded by Hollywood in the persons of actress Dorothy
Arnold, singer Michael Rayhill, scribes
Lynn Bowers and Sean O'Shea, photographer Peter Perri and this reporter. At
will

the

of

who

Nome

sponsored

a

weeks' visit for the group to the goldladen beach town in cooperation with
Alaska Airlines. Wearing a flock of especially designed Lago gowns and bathing
suits, it was the ex-Mrs. Joe Di Maggio

who was able to show the Nome natives
a thing or two the kind of things that
make Marilyn Monroe, Jane Russell and
Janet Leigh so popular with the movie
going public in Alaska.

—

With awe-struck eskimos serving as
suitable background, it was Dorothy Arnold and Mike Rayhill emerging from the
waters of the Bering Sea, that gave the
Nomites their first taste of life as it is

lived in Hollywood. Spurning any
warmth-giving togs, the two young film
personalities frolicked in and out of the
more than fifteen white (bewere sighted offshore.
Proving there are movie fans scattered
throughout the world, members of tlie
visiting group were constantly being besurf while
logia)

whales

sieged with questions about Betty Grable,
Alice Faye, Elizabeth Taylor, Tony Curtis,

Lucille Ball and Desi Arnaz will soon
hit the high income tax bracket that is
enjoyed (?) by Mary Pickford, Norma
Shearer and other rich movie person-

—

In

that is the opinion
Visitors Association

least

Tab

Hunter and Farley

Granger.

When

Rayhill, Charlie Morrison's newest
singing discovery at the Mocambo, entertained the populace at Nome's Wallace
Hotel in the Bering Sea Club, the requests for songs ranged from "Trail Of

The Lonesome Pine" to "Ruby." Mark
Nome, Alaska, area as Hollywood's
next big vacation playland John Payne,
Clark Gable, Barbara Stanwyck, Andrea
Ring, Debbie Reynolds and Rock Hudson
are but a few of the stars who will be
trekking north to Nome come Spring in
search of fish, game and gold
END
the

—

.

.
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"We play '20 Questions,' along with the
program, at home," Jimmy says. "My wife
and I never miss the show and our
friends always run over for a cup of
sugar just at game time then they forget the sugar, stay to match wits with
the panelists. It's a lot of fun," he added,
waggling his lower jaw in a perfect
Stewart imitation.
Jimmy performed nobly as a guest on
the show's panel, not so long ago. Not
only that, he and Mrs. S. hung around,
played the game some more with the
panel-regulars, for half-an-hour after the

—

—

DANCING SHOES-SUPPLIES
Toe, Ballet, Acrobatic Shoes; Tutus,
Leotards, Nylon & Lastex mesh Opera Hose &
Tights, Practice costumes, Theatrical fabrics.

[CONTINUED FROM PACE

1

off the air. "They were like two
enthusiastic kids," the report was.
"20" (also heard on Mutual radio) has
won citations as the foremost educational
show on the air. It's entirely unrehearsed,
and fast— a stupid-oaf guest would wreck
the show. No denizen of the film capital
has ever thus brought dishonor to the
Least of all,
fair name of Hollywood.

show was

Gloria Swanson.

—

Miss Swanson a few million people are
in on the secret, so here goes is a graduate of the silent-film era, complete with
gilded bathtub, DeMille in puttees, Gloria in the tub.

—

Those days, there was a

45]

premium on

—

looks brains were a handicap which could be overlooked if you
knew someone. Gloria was automatically

rated as a looker and a clothes horse. It's
true that the petite Swanson looks better in rags than most women do in Dior's
latest, but this clothes horse also owns,
and personally operates, a factory that
makes commercial abrasives. You should
hear her talking shop with the abrasive
tycoons!
"On '20 Questions,' " I was told, "Gloria
did herself proud was a credit to the
acting profession. She also broke the
news that she had just started a large

—

dress-making firm."
When Eleanor Steber, the opera singer,
was rushed to a hospital for an emergency appendectomy just before she was
due to be on "20," the show's producer
simply phoned actor Sonny Tufts. Unflustered, Tufts did a spectacularly-good
job.

Sonny, by the way,

Jimmy Stewart went

is

a Yale man.

to Princeton.

These

are dopes?

The regular experts on the show, you'll
be enchanted to learn, are: Jay Jackson,
moderator; panelists: Fred Van Deventer,
the news analyst who invented the game's

radio /TV form; Florence Rinard (Mrs.
Van), a musician; Herb Polesie, radio &
movie producer; and Dick Harrison, a

who just succeeded
Johnny McPhee, now taking graduate
work at Cambridge University. He originally replaced Bobby Van Deventer, who
used grandmother McGuire's name so
there wouldn't be too damn much family
14-year-old student

A

here.

guest star

is

chosen from movies,

stage, television or public

From

the

films

life.

come

such

peachy

guests as Pat Neal, who's not only peachy,
but also witty, and quick on the trigger.

Pat announced her marriage to Raoul
Dahl, magazine writer, member of the
RAF, and the one who coined the word
gremlin. He had become addicted to the
show by way of the Armed Forces Radio
Service, insisted that Pat try to get on
the show.
Wendy Barrie received an ultimatum
from her dear old mother, in Ireland, a
faithful listener via the BBC. "Th' back
o' me hand to ye, darlin', if yer not on
th' show someday," the sweet old lady
said, and meant. Who could resist such
charm? And so sweet, and so strong, her
revered mother ....
"20" likes to say it's a "mental shower
bath, whose refreshing waters are the
questions on things animal, vegetable and
mineral." Using the code A for animal,

V

M

and
for mineral, leave
us peek at some of the
bruisers people have sent in to hornswoggle the experts. Could you have
guessed:
The Augusta National Golf Club (VM) ?
Rip Van Winkle's Beard (A)?
for vegetable,

us

— sorry —let

An Income Tax

Blank (VM)?

Sherlock Holmes' Violin (AVM) ?
The Snakes That St. Patrick Drove Out
Of Ireland (A)?

Funnily enough, these didn't bother the

—

in the least movie visitors
knocked off three of them. What did
stump them, however, were two esoteric
items a clothespin, and a turnip!
Macdonald Carey is so enamored of
"20," that he requests a recording to run

panelists

—

home

he has to miss seeing, or
hearing, a session. "Mac was on the panel
for the seventh anniversary show," said a
spokesman. "He turned in his customary
hangup job, complete with subtle humor.
At a party, afterwards, he was introduced
to over 30 people. Four hours later, when
they were leaving, Mac shook hands
with all 30 and called each by name.
off at

if

That's a feat!"
The official "20"

word on

these quote
Hollywood dopes unquote is that they do
fully as well as any other particular type,
"in fact, our best educators aren't a bit
better."

And

—don't

they're not buttering

—

up the

stars

have to anyone tapped for the
program is tickled pink. After all, "20"
has so-far received 15 million letters
which is quite an audience. Especially
since they don't give fancy prizes, a la
20-room furnished home; limit themselves, instead, to two inexpensive ones
available to those sending in quiz-subjects. If their subject is used, the prize
is a dictionary. If the panel muffs it, an
encyclopedia. To contestants accustomed
to winning refrigerators, these would

seem extremely

dull,

but 15 million eager

beavers disagree.

Movie star guests, same as the others,
get very little briefing before the show
begins. The animal, etc., classifications
are defined, they're told they must guess
the subject within 20 questions (addressed
to the moderator) to win, and are cautioned against speaking except when addressed by the moderator. But if there
is one thing "20" is touchy about, it's even
the mere hint that the panel is ever
tipped off, in advance, about the answers.
Conclusions are reached solely via logic,
deduction, memory and knowledge.
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»
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Ladies— here's yout chance to
get beautiful dresses without

paying a single penny! And
make up to $ 1 00 in a month
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Take your choice of 150
glorious models, given

fit

"We

can document that!" they say
Point to the fact that in sevenand-a-half years, only 33 shows have
grimly.

been

all

i.e.,

you

to

subjects guessed.
"That's proof," they insist, and add:
"any higher average would suggest that
the show was fixed."
Barbara Britton was one of the smart
guests she's movies and TV. She was
watching the show on television, one
night, when one of the animal subject's
description fitted her in fact, she was
the animal. It delighted her so, she called
her agent and told him that she had to be
on the show.
Blonde, lovely Virginia Mayo showed
perfect,

as a

obligation

—

bonus. No
no canvas-

sing—no experience.

It's

our way of advertising
our unbeatable styles.
Everything sent FREE.
Send your name, address

—

and dress size on
card. But hurry!

new

—

lar,

plan

is

post-

This

so popu-

openings are lim-

ited.

FASHION
FROCKS. INC.
Studio M-5027
Cincinnati 25, 0.

up as guest-guesser with actor-husband
Mike O'Shea in tow. Mike sat in the
audience to encourage his wife. Not real-

many kind gentlemen

ly necessary, since

the audience devoted themselves to

in

encouraging her ....

When

"20"

—

makes

a mistake,

it

hears

about it the studio switchboard looks
like an overdressed Christmas tree. One
night the subject was octopus Moderator Jackson said it was a fish. The switchboard was bursting with flashing lights
one represented the Director of the
American Museum Of Natural History.
"The octopus," he said, sternly, "is not
a fish, it's a molusk." They never know
who's waiting to pounce on an error.

—

—

One of the most enthusiastic visitors
was Basil Rathbone. He was dressed in
evening clothes, had an engagement following "20". Basil was in sparkling good
form playing the game, enjoyed himself
hugely, hated to leave after the program
was finished. Looking down at his formal,
black clothes, he turned to Van Deventer,
"I just realized that I look like a
."
folded umbrella
Director Alfred Hitchcock was his cus-

said:

.

.

"DARK-EYES" Dept.F-1'3
3319 Carroll Ave., Chicago

Check Shade:

24,

Black

III.

Q Brown

Address

Town
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.

tomary intelligent self on his 20-appearance though he was restrained, in that
he didn't try to shock anyone. This is
the very same gent who announced, years

—

ago, that actors

were

cattle.

Kim

Hunter, pretty as a picture, and
ten times as smart, was both decorative
and helpful when she sat in. She was
also able to announce that she had just
won the Academy Award for her acting
in

"A

Streetcar

Named

Desire."

Did someone say: "They probably stick
pushover subjects to make it
easy for the movie crowd, don't you
agree?" The answer is no. "The questions are lined up three weeks ahead,"
"20's" spokesman said, "and they stay just
as they are. We barely know ahead of
air time who our guest is going to be.
And we don't cater to any group. A
in a lot of
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if

LETTERING
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DRAWING

when a senator was on,
would be a coincidence, that's all."
Macdonald Carey has been a guest on
"20" on four shows, and they're counting
on more of him. Ann Rutherford, momentarily retired from the flickers, has
political question,

guested here several times.
And speaking of the dreamy Rutherford, let her record represent the movie

bunch. On one show, Ann guessed three
subjects the all-time high for any visiting guest any category. Since there are
only about eight subjects (plus a few
quickies) on any show, this meant that
Ann had, alone, answered almost half
the show's questions!

—

—

Are movie stars dopes?
What do you think ....

END

MAGGI'S PRIVATE WIRE
[CONTINUED FROM PACE

Xavier Cugat will be approached to illustrate the tome, and all the famous
stage, screen and TV stars who'll contribute their favorite culinary suggestions
will be caricatured sporting pigs' snoots.

Marie Wilson had to be talked out of
having a poodle cut to match her new
pet, a miniature white French poodle.
She was on her way to her Beverly Hills
Hotel hairdresser for the new coiffure
when she ran into socialite-columnist
Cobina Wright, Sr., who talked her out of
the idea
said, "I

was a close call, or as Irma
almost had a close shave, didn't

successful cartoonists, illustrators;
layout, lettering, fashion art; design,

several thousand servicemen to get the
proper reaction before the program's
sponsor signed on the dotted line. Now
the comedian insists a group of G.l.'s be
invited to attend every rehearsal of the

reproduction

composition;

color,

WSA

processes; outline of
home
study course; how to sell your work.

WSA TRAINING:
have my own studio now.
Constantly use my WSA trainUSES

ing."
field,

Tavi
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Teichman.

North-

—

Everyone

—

with extra money even while learning.

And many

start

new

careers with

home

study in Art. In our

draw

free

and

profitable

we have shown thousands how
and

for pleasure

illustrated

Get

profit.

the opportunities, tells how our
graduates earn excellent livings in
the fascinating field of art.
Learn about the two complete commercial artist outfits you receive, about the
Life Class Book used
in teaching the human figure, about the handbook

WSA

Your Art

Sell

to

Work."

Write

helpful,

free

for

this

information

No

without

delay.
obligation, simply clip

—

—

comedy

films of yesteryear

.

.

.

TODAY

Name
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Street
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State

the low-cost Trial Plan

.

.

.

Randy Merriman of "The Big Payoff"
thinks his co-star, Bess Myerson, would
be fine in a modernized version of "Lysistrata," the Aristophanes classic, on TV.
They devote most of their spare time
delving through the many former stage
versions of the great comedy hoping to
come up with a treatment suitable for a
30-minute telecast

.

.

.

hard to believe that Warner Ander"The Doctor," didn't make his TV
debut until two seasons ago when he appeared on Kraft Television Theatre. He's
one of the most popular and talented
actors we have today. Even more startllifs

is the fact he made his Broadway
debut in 1917 in the cast of "Maytime."
He's a big bobby-soxer favorite despite
his grey-streaked hair

ing

.

.

.

Art Carney who plays, among other
characters, Reggie Van Gleason's confused father on the Jackie Gleason show,
is actually two years younger than "Mr.
Saturday Night." Approached about starring in a TV show of his own, comedian
Carney wasn't too enthusiastic. Watching
Jackie Gleason work and worry through
each of his programs, must be the reason Carney's settling for his featured
position in the TV Hall of Fame . .
.

For her "White Collar Girl" telefilm
series, Laraine Day (Mrs. Leo Durocher)
wore $300.00 dresses which will be copied
and sold in national department stores
next Spring at $19.95 each
.

.

.

If Joan Crawford has her way (and
who's to say she won't?) the credits for
her "The World And 1" teleseries will
credit not only her gowns, furs and
jewels, but her bra and foundation garments, manufactured by a concern paying her a royalty annually as fashion

For the Peter Lind Hayes and Mary
Healy telefilm series, "It Seems Like
Yesterday," one of the behind-the-scenes
consultants is Grace Hayes, one-time
vaudeville-cafe headliner, and mother of

Studio 171 1-K, Washington 5, D. C.
Rush "Art for Pleasure & Profit" to

me about

Zamah Cunningham, Jackie Gleason's
"Mother" Mrs. Reggie Van Gleason on
"Mr. Saturday Night's" telecast, is being
sought to team up with Patsy Kelly for a
comedy program tailored along the lines
of the old Marie Dressier-Polly Moran

veterans.
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"How

Herb Shriner and his "Two For The
telecast were auditioned before

Money"

showtime

including beginners on first lessons enjoys sparetime painting, sketching or designing.
Everyone can use a hobby that pays off

39 years

.

show. After each performance they then
are his guests for refreshments prior to

.

.

.

Hayes

son,

I?"

.

any situation comedy about showbusi-

ness folk," opines the inimitable Grace

it

Art principles; artists' earnings; age no obstacle, advantages of home study; figure drawing from life; examples of

BOOKLET EXPLAINS:

to

—

for

47]

.

.

.

Peter Lind. A top-ranking star in her
day, her son and daughter-in-law accept
suggestions she makes particularly for
atmospheric music because, "music sets
the mood for every emotion comedy and
tragedy and nothing could be finer than
'Dinah' played softly in the background

—

—

I wonder if sometimes Ruthie Gilbert
wouldn't like to let loose on the Milton
Berle show with a dramatic interpretation of "Uncle Miltie's" bird-like secretary. Acclaimed now for her scatterbrained Maxine, the actress won Broadway raves when she created the role of
the shoplifter in "Detective Story," a
sizzling, crackling drama. When she isn't
rehearsing for the Berle program, she
studies dramatic technique and just in
case her fans won't believe it, she's memorizing "Victoria Regina," "Twelfth
Night" and "Mary Of Scotland" plays
which once starred Helen Hayes on
Broadway determination is one of Maxine's greater assets. It's Ruthie Gilbert's,

—

too!

.

.

.

Johnny Johnston's plan to enter the TV
private eye field has a novel twist he'll

—

be a romantic troubadour-type (complete
with mandolin, guitar and uke) and track
down the criminal-at-large by plucking
strings and singing a song instead of toting a gun and smoking a pipe
.

.

.

Ann

Sheridan

money on TV

in

making so much
is
Mexico City, she plans

Chewing

QumI Chew Improved

formula^

below the Border, six out of every
twelve months. A new TV series, incidentally, based on the life of a fictitious
living

female warden in a women's state prison,
collapsed when Ann thought the idea
good, the script paltry .
.

.

Maria Riva, Marlene Dietrich's daughter and a successful TV star in her own
right, recently journeyed to Israel to

make

a series of films for television. After
the completion of one, the company found
itself without funds, and Maria was left
high and dry. Marlene came to her rescue
but next time she'll think twice about
accepting an offer so far away from home.

Lu Ann Simms and Julius La Rosa are
signed with the Arthur Godfrey Show
through the Summer of 1955 Lu Ann
and Julius want it that way despite the
fact Arthur would never object if they
wished to avail themselves of the many
individual Hollywood film offers they
have. They'll wait

—

.

.

.
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way which guarantees you can lose a>
much weight as you wish
or you pay nothing:
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Laxatives. The Amazing thing is that it is so easy
to follow
simple and safe to lose those ugly, fatty
bulges. Each and every week you lose pounds safely
scientific

—
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until you reach the weight that most becomes you.

Now at
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way

reduce

to

you have the doctors' new modern

— To

mat

acquire that dreamed

about silhouette, an improved slimmer, exciting

more graceful figure. Simply chew delicious improved Formula Dr. Phillips Kelpidine Chewing

Russell Arms is wanted for a stage
revival of the musical, "Gentlemen Prefer

Blondes," scheduled to tour South America next Summer. Russ is being offered
the role of Dorothy's suitor ( the part
played in the Jane Russell-Marilyn Monroe screen version by Elliot Reed) and
will accept only if his actress -singer wife,
Liza Parmer, gets the Jane Russell role
he wants to love Liza onstage as well as
off

.

.
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CHEWING Gl'M REDUCING
Dennis O'Keefe and Mary Sinclair are
being named, along with Dorothy Hart
and Roger Dann, as a prospective "Mister
and Miss" team for a new telefilm series
which will give both sides to various important questions of the day the "they're
not married" angle to such a show would
not restrict the couple to soft-pedaling
their individual opinions. Tentative title
for the show is "His And Hers"
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Same

clown on the
"Howdy Doody Show," will be paired off
with Mr. Muggs, of Dave Garroway's
"Today," during a special Xmas telecast.
Both mute performers will enact a fiveminute pantomime with Clarabell clowning through a comedy sketch as Santa
Claus and the Simian TV star playing the
role of a baby boy (suitably dressed) experiencing his first Christmas morning
under the Yuletide tree ...
END
the
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FINGER TIPS
[CONTINUED FROM PACE

51]

works up a rich soap-lather between her
hands and massages it, over and over,
into her skin. After this comes the nail
brush, not just for the sake of banishing
any grime that has collected, but to help
dispense with scurf skin and stir up
healthy circulation. When you do this
routine yourself, remember that it's important to use a really mild complexion
soap. The most popular one among the

screen stars seems to be Lux, and with
good reason. It's not drying to the skin,
lathers well, has a heavenly fragrance,
is long-lasting because it's hard-milled,
and costs so little it's a bargain in anyone's budget. The nail brush choice isn't
quite so obvious. However, in our own
shopping experiences we've been very
impressed with the brushes that have
those almost indestructible Dupont nylon

They come

bristles.

in

delicate

pastel

shades of pink, blue, green and amber.
You'd never guess the prices start at 10
cents, with none higher than 50 cents.
There are several models too, so you can
have the type that fits your own hand
most comfortably. Some are tiny and

When it comes to manicures, you'll find
Deborah's procedure very much like your
own except in a few all-important details. For one thing, she has learned that
you can't do a good job without good
tools, so her equipment includes the finest
implements. If you're still struggling
along with such essentials as efficient
scissors, steel

new

water, to rinse off every trace of soap,
then towel-dry. Right in these two steps
lies a large amount of the difference be-

tween good and bad hand care. Deborah
relies on a good hand lotion, like Cash-

mere Bouquet,

for preventive as well as
corrective assistance. She uses it just as
conscientiously before she starts any
hard-on-hands undertaking as she does
after the clean-up that follows. This is an
important point to keep in mind. You
won't find it hard to carry out now that
Colgate-Palmolive-Peet have had the inspiration to provide each De Luxe 9-

ounce bottle

of

Lotion with a
dispenser.

Cashmere Bouquet Hand

little

You

blue-and-white pump
down on the

just press

top and out comes the amount of this
lanolin-rich lotion you need. This is a
special offer combination at 69 cents so
it would be a good idea to snare your
own supply while the getting's good.

Another valuable hand-preserving

tip

that you can learn from Deborah is the
habit of wearing gloves. We're not talking about dress gloves this time but
''work" gloves. If you put on a pair of
neoprene gloves before you get involved
with any detergents, furniture polish,
paints, or even hair tints, you'll keep the

your skin, where they belong. We suggest neoprene gloves specifically because they won't stretch out of
shape and get floppy in most household
liquids. Ebonettes, made by the Pioneer
Rubber Company, are neoprene and sheer
enough to let you work comfortably.
They're finished inside so you can slip
them on and off easily but have a nonskid outer surface that lets you handle
wet objects safely. (You'll find them at
your favorite variety store— 69 cents).
natural

74

oils in

and a

cuticle pusher,

fashions.

It's

a safe bet that

Chen

Yu's Singing Copper will be one of the
top favorites this year. Don't be misled
into thinking it's a copper color it's ac-

—

dainty, others are larger and more business-like. Variety and drug stores every-

where have them.
But to get back to Deborah. Once her
hand-washing is completed, this charmer
is careful to take time, and enough fresh

file,

be consoled for this is the moment when
Cutex launches a whole series of new
sets.
Of course they're intended for
Christmas gifts but there's no law that
says you can't take advantage of a good
buy when you see one. Deborah has
found that a chip in polish is best dealt
with by cleaning off the old lacquer and
putting on a fresh coat rather than trying to touch up the offending spot. Like
most busy people she gives herself a
complete manicure and change of polish
only once a week.
Speaking of a change of polish reminds
us that it's the time of year when you'll
be looking for a color to complement the

tually a zestful, clear red. "Singing Copper" was inspired by the tiny copper love
bells of Chinese legend which whispered
to lovers of celestial joy and happiness!
Love bells or not, it's a beautiful, young

Perhaps we should tell you, on the
chance that you may not have used Chen
Yu before, that the nail lacquer is of an
exceptional quality. They make it unusually easy to apply too by having two
finger rests as part of the shape of the
bottle. Clever and practical.
color.

As a final key to lovelier hands, don't
forget that the state of your health has a
lot to do with the condition of your skin
and nails. Brittle nails, dry skin, and poor
circulation are often only symptoms of
deficiencies that can be easily corrected.

Your doctor prescribes

for such

common

conditions almost every day. Chances are
he suggests a high-potency formula like
Rybutol, to be taken as a supplement to
your regular diet. Rybutol capsules contain a fabulous total of twenty-two vitamins and minerals (they're all listed on
the label). This is a great many more
than are available in most popular brands
of "vitamins" which frequently don't supply essential minerals and iron at all. END

YOUR GUIDE TO CURRENT FILMS
[CONTINUED FROM PACE

package into Mexico.

While en route,

Sullivan has a fatal heart attack, which
leaves Ford in possession of the packet.
It contains three sheets of parchment paper with directions to the treasure. Ford
is unaware of his prize possession until
archeologist Sean McClory tries to slug
him for it; nurse Patricia Medina attempts to trick him out of it, and even
alcoholic play girl Diana Lynn makes a
bid for it. Unable to translate the ancient code the directions are written in,
Ford takes McClory in as a partner. The
act is almost fatal, for McClory tries to
seal Ford up in the ruins during an elaborate double cross. Produced by John
Wayne and Robert Fellows, the film is a
fast moving adventure yarn aided by an
off-beat setting. Warner Brothers.

The Diamond Queen
Cernando Lamas and

his friend, Gilbert

Roland, arrive in India seeking a diamond to replace the one Fernando's father accidentally ruined while repairing
Trekking
the crown of Louis XIV.
through the jungle, the Frenchmen accidentally come upon the private bathing pool of Arlene Dahl, Queen of Nepal
and fiancee of Sheldon Leonard, the

17]

Back To God's Country
Dock Hudson and his wife, Marcia Henderson, are planning to sail to Seattle
to sell their giant fur catch

when they

receive orders from the Canadian government to stand by for cargo inspection.

The order comes from Steve Cochran,
who is secretly in love with Marcia, and
knows that if Hudson doesn't sail within
the week the schooner will be frozen in
for the Winter. When Cochran forces his
attentions on Marcia, Hudson vows he
In the ensuing fracas,
broken and he is forced to
travel 150 miles across the north country
on dog sled. Dodging the couple's footsteps during the perilous journey are
Cochran and his men. The chase sequences, set against a glacier background,
are particularly thrilling and provide an
added upbeat to the already entertaining
adventure yarn. Universal-International.
will

him.

kill

Rock's leg

is

'

Great Mogul of India's diamond capital.
Before the queen can pass sentence upon
the intruders, the group is attacked by
some savage hill people whom Fernando
kills by throwing a hand grenade. The
grenades are France's new secret weapon,
and the moment that Arlene and her fiance learn of their existence, the film
narrows down to who can outwit whom
in the diamond-weapon exchange. Miss
Dahl and Lamas make an attractive duo
and successfully handle the fast action
the script calls

for.

Warner Brothers.

The Golden Blade
|_1 ere's another one of U-I's elaborate
'
Oriental fantasies. Rock Hudson is

commoner who comes to Bagdad to
avenge his father's death, but gets sidetracked protecting Princess Piper Laurie
from the attacks of an angry mob. He is
able to quell the riot single-handed because he has in his possession the magic
Sword of Damascus. As a reward for
a

saving his

daughter,

the

Caliph

gives

Rock a commission in the palace guards
where he and his magic sword are called
upon many times to protect the royal
family from the evil plottings of powermad George Macready and his son, Gene
Evans. If you like make-believe served
in a lavish fashion, then this is your
carpet. Universal-International.
PRINTED

IN

THE

U. S. A.
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MOTHER and DAUGHTER BOTH AGREE
THEIR COLOR-BRIGHT HAIR IS A JOY TO
.

MOTHERS
new

color

6 capsules 290

.

14 capsules 504

SEE

I
o

use Nestle Colortint to enrich fading color— to add exciting
to blend in streaked, bleached, dyed or graying hair.

—

?£jt£c

COLORTINT

DAUGHTERS

use Nestle Colorinse as a "must" after each and every
shampoo and whenever hair looks dull and drab. It adds glamorous
color-highlights and sheen—makes hair silken-soft, easy to comb and
manage.

6 rinses 25<?

14 rinses 50£

COLORINSE
• There's no age limit on glamorous hair. School girl, business girl,
housewife, mother
they all look more beautiful with color-bright hair!
Nestle Colortint — more than a rinse but not a permanent dye — is enriched with
.

.

.

Processed Lanolin to leave hair shining soft. Nestle Colorinse- America's largest-selling
hair rinse—removes dulling soap film even in hardest water. Colorinse quickly
rinses in, easily washes out.
Ask your beautirian

Take your choice of 10 glorious shades.

for Professional Applications of Colorinse

and Colortint made by NESTLE— originators of permanent waving
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Sand paper Hands

in 10

Seconds /

Cashmere Bouquet

[oofc /our loveliest"

with

feel

-

Cashmere Boucjuet

/-/amilo^v
HAND

Absorbs Like

—

Lipstick

Talcum Powder
Ail-Purpose Cream
Face Powder

A

Lotion

.

.

.

Softens Like a

Cream

Now in just 10 seconds!
"Sandpaper Hands" are
smoothed and softened to lovely "Caressable Hands" with
lanolin-enriched Cashmere Bouquet Hand Lotion! The secret
is an exclusive, new formula that enables Cashmere Bouquet
to smooth like a lotion while it softens like a cream!
Your thirsty skin seems to drink up Cashmere Bouquet
it dries without stickiness, leaves your hands so caressably
.

.

.

smoother, softer, younger-looking] And of course,
they're romantically scented with the famous Cashmere
Bouquet "fragrance men love"! Treat your hands to
Cashmere Bouquet Hand Lotion today!

!
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DRAMATIC,

EASY EFFECTS
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Frankly,

by

girls

letting
is

can get our man, get friends, win social success, simply

everybody
with gifts

KNOW

made

how

feminine

we

are.

One

sure

way

own hands ... all done up
bows and fixin's you make yourself

with your very

with beautiful

— so personal,

so winning.'

Gift-Making and Bow-Tying are
Easy! Get these two booklets!
One shows how

to put your personality into

high-fashion gifts for dress or home,

made

quickly with exciting

new

Crinkle Tie Craft ribbon crochet. The other

booklet makes you a gift-wrapping expert,

shows dozens of beautiful, easy-to-make bows

and

ties that

put your heart on every

gift.

BE A GIFT

WRAPPING
EXPERT...
with step-by-step
"Gift Wrapping Fun"
booklet

ONLY

10c

LOVE THE GIFT

MAKE YOURSELF

AMERICA'S MOST POPULAR GIFT TIE
SOLD
EXCLUSIVELY IN LEADING SYNDICATED VARIETY
STORES — Make hearts beat! Let Crinkle Tie dress all your
.

activities in

glamour!

.

.

.

Crinkle Tie CURLS,

.

.

so easy with

up into beautiful decorator effects, first try!
Lustrous
rayon Crinkle Tie reflects your taste and skill
Use the
king-size spool for economy and convenience. Get the
Crinkle Tie booklet now, get the extra touch which puts
into all that you do!
.

.

.

.

.

.

Craft
'THE GIFT

VOU
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READY FOR CHRISTMAS
\
OPEN A WHOLE NEW YEAR OF HAPPINESS
BE

THAT CUIUS

Cost, Big Effect.

1flf%

Get the Booklet-Only

|U"

MAKE A
--

CRINKLE

TIE

Ribbon Crochet.
Little

/Wld^ljMVj

new

HOLDS, works

GIFT PER

Exciting

new use

gift ribbon.

TIE:

2308 Logan

Blvd.,

Chicago 47,

Gift

I
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i

I

Wrapping Fun booklet on making

simply!

Crinkle Tie Craft booklet on

enclose 10c

in

coin for

EACH

TV
bows

10c

new ribbon crochet

10c

booklet

I

beautiful

Crochet enchanting

things for dress or

Illinois

Gentlemen: Please send me: (Check one or both)
I

HOUR!

for regular Crinkle Tie

ordered above.

Handbags,

home, so

stoles, hats,

pretzel bowls, belts, runners

— dozens of quick, easily-made
articles in the

new

Crinkle Tie Craft booklet.
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Elizabeth Taylor, star of

RHAPSODY,
an

M-G-M

Technicolor picture,

finds Leg-O-Genic

glamour easy

Cameo

with Bur-Mil

nylons.

If

"SOFT, MISTY STOCKINGS SPELL LEG LOVELINESS...
says Elizabeth Taylor

bur-Qmil

Cameo
STOCKINGS

^»<2e pevudeA. ^yxij^y

"Shiny stockings can make the

loveli-

gauge, 12 denier personally propor-

— the most luxuriously

est legs appear unshapely," says lovely

tioned nylons

Elizabeth Taylor. That's the reason

sheer stockings you can buy! Inci-

Miss Taylor and other

welcome the

M-G-M

stars

permanent
dullness of Bur-Mil Cameo's exclusive
Face Powder Finish. And you'll find
Leg-O-Genic beauty in Cameo's 66
soft, misty,

dentally, they give

wear by actual

Ask

for Bur-Mil

12 denier nylons
styles

40%

longer

Cameo 66

gauge,

$1.65.

Other

up

to

test!

from $1.15

.

.

.

to $1.65.

ALSO MADE IN CANADA BY BURLINGTON MILLS HOSIERY COMPANY OF CANADA, LTD.
MEO, FACE POW

HSH AND LEG-O-GENIC ARE REGISTERED
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Make her Christmas

Screenland
Volume
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RUN FEATURES

FIRST

Movie Gossip By Dorothy Kilgallen

Exclusive

lipstick

TV-LAND

A new

feature by America's best

19

informed columnist

Scenes They Censor Here And Abroad By Henry Kaufman
You'll understand more about censorship when you read

TABU

29

Hayworth By Michael Sheridan

Sadie

In

It

24
this fascinating story

the hands of Rita Hayworth, Sadie Thompson emerges sexiest role of century

Takes More Than Muscles By Vincent Rogers

31

Masculine Burt Lancaster has a tenderness every

Unhappy Lovers By Tom Carlson
What is at the bottom of the

Any

woman wants

in

her

man
33

rumors about Jean Simmons, Stewart Granger?

Girl Can Be Fascinating By Ben Maddox
Just make the most of your potentialities as Julia

35

Adams

has

Audrey's Search For Love By Elsie Lee
Is Audrey Hepburn on the brink of finding the one thing that means most to her?

36

What's Happened To Jeff? By Jack Holland
Much goes on behind the calm, light-hearted
Debra Speaks For Herself! By Mildred Gibson

38
surface of Jeff Chandler

40

have others give the answers for you," says Debra Paget

"It's upsetting to

Bad Boy Makes Good By Al Moritz
The non-conformist streak in Carry Moore keeps him
Hollywood

On Broadway

42
a favorite with audiences

By Danton Walker

Visiting stars can set even blase

New

44

York back on

heels

its

Maggi's Private Wire By Maggi McNellis

46

Listening in on what's going on behind the scenes

television

in

EXCLUSIVE COLOR PHOTOS
Rita

Hayworth and Aldo Ray, starring in "Miss Sadie Thompson"
in "From Here To Eternity"

28

30

Burt Lancaster, starring

She'll love

Jean Simmons, starring

fragrant red

lips

Adams,

Julia

starring

in

in

"The Robe"
"Wings Of The Hawk"

32

34

laden with the

FORBIDDEN PERFUME
Give

it

lipstick

with love

TABU,
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this

much

What Hollywood

desired

Itself

Talking About By Lynn Bowers

Is

6

Your Guide To Current Films By Reba and Bonnie Churchill
Record Roundup By Jane Pickens

14
51

rich with the fragrance of

the "forbidden" perfume. You'll both be

proud of the stunning

refillable case

.

.

with a choice of ten "forbidden" reds,

At The Present Time By Marcia Moore

48

Christmas Close-Ups By Elizabeth Lapham

52

each as indelible as lipstick should be.

On

the Cover, Susan Hay ward, starring in 20th Century- Fox's
"Demetrius And The Gladiators"
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•

LYRICS BY PAUL FRANCIS WEBSTER

•

MUSICAL NUMBERS STAGED AND DIRECTED BY JACK DONOHUE
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what Hollywood

NEW

to

enjoy

MOVIES

itself is

talking about! (CONTINUED)

Ocean and a wave came along,
grabbed him by the shoulder and gave
him such a shove that the shoulder broke
and Rock's in a cast now. U-Fs producer,
Ross Hunter, arranged to have the picture
postponed until Rock recovered. Mr. H.
has an awful lot of faith in Rock's acting
ability; that's why he didn't pick another
actor for the spot to go on with the show\
Pacific

sports, television
MADE IN
GERMANY

Well, you'll just never believe the excitement over Audrey Hepburn's arrival
in Hollywood. By the time she got back
jrom England, most everybody in the picture game had seen this lass in "Roman
Holiday" and they were all hollering

"Academy Award Audrey" fit to kill.
Now, with "Sabrina Fair" as her next,

WONDERFUL

A

CHRISTMAS
GIFT AND

ONLY—

$]98
Get CLOSE-UP Views...
.

.

ALL DAY

.

the

for

time

first

—
—without

famed,
in
concept
eyeglasses

fatigue. Featherweight
Yet
You'll hardly FEEL them!
new, truly powerful optical design

hour after hour

—only

oz.

1

here is a
that gives you greater range than many expensive opera or field glasses and a far greater
field of view than some selling for many times
more!
Has INDIVIDUAL eye focusing for clear,
sharp viewing, whether you're looking at a
play in the first row or a seashore scene miles

SPEKTOSCOPES

away!

are

for

ideal

indoors,

outdoors or distant scenes or close-up viewing.
Special low price
$1.98, a saving of $8.00 or
more!

—

TRY AT OUR RISK

— NO

From now on when you hear

word "Hepburn" you
rine or Audrey? Just

.

— Cermany's

SPEKTOSCOPES a revolutionary
binoculars. Wear them like ordinary

on, she was given the lead in the stage
play, "Gigi," by its famous French author,

Colette.
.

without fatigue!
Here

you can bet all producers' eyes are fixed
on the gal as the hottest of the hots and
people are writing plays and movies for
her like crazy. The youngster, for your
info, was born in Belgium of British parents.
She changed her name and did
underground work in Holland for a spell,
giving ballet performances to raise money
for the Dutch resistance movement. Later

OBLIGATION!

the

Kathaso you know.

Nanette Fabray gets best wishes from

Gene Kelly

at

"Band Wagon" premiere.

back taxes and illegal entry mess cleaned
up with the ole Uncle Sam department,
so he and Rita can live happily ever after
right here in old Hollywood.

gotta ask:

Mona Freeman's real upset over all the
rumors that she and Bing are romantically
inclined. Looks as if she'll have to marry
the boy to quiet people down only she
claims they aren't even interested in each

Meanwhile, Dick's ex-wife Nora hasn't
any grass grow under her feet in the
date department. When Jody and Dora
Hutchinson returned from a six-months
"vacation" in Mexico and opened up their
fabulous two-swimming-pool house in
Chatsworth, Nora came with department

other.

store tycoon Jerry

let

—

yah, when that Rita Hayworth
love she really means it. She's
stuck by Dick Haymes like a foot to flypaper. Well, life couldn't possibly be dull
for them, what with Rita taking French
leave at Columbia to be with Dick in the
East and Dick hoping to get his alimony,
I

Ohrbach to the
the famous Hutchinson parties.

first of

tell

falls in

There's a kind of an interesting combo
of actresses in 20th's picture, "We Believe

In Love." Maggie McNamara and Dorothy McGuire are along for the ride and
they're quite a lot alike both kinda fraCONTINUED ON PAGE 10)

—
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Enjoy at our risk for 5 days. You must be delighted! Otherwise, your $1.98 will be refunded
with no questions asked! Limited supply forces
Send
us to place a limit of 2 per customer.
your check or m.o. for prompt, free delivery.
coupon
COD's sent plus postage. Use convenient
below!

•
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optical
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of
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MAKES THIS

RATE

the first time this
has ever sold for
favorable rate of exis

instrument

The

Germany's need for dollars makes
We're the exclusive distributors
Order today!
of SPEKTOSCOPES in the U.S.A.
INTERNATIONAL BINOCULAR CO., 53 to 59
New York 10, N. Y., Dept.
East 25th St.,
183-N-90.
change
it

and

possible.

International Binocular Co.
Dept. 1 83-N-90, 53 to 59 E. 25th St,
New York 10, N.Y.
RUSH .... SPEKTOSCOPES

at

(LIMIT-2) on 5-day home
are to refund my $1.98

I

You
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I

J
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am
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|
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Payment
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I
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free.
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Rosemary Clooney and Jose Ferrer help make-up artists and hair stylists celebrate at Ambassador Hotel dinner. Rumors about a Ferrer heir died quickly.

I

of

Ann

New Mum with. M-3

Blyth, dressed for "Rose Marie,"
sales lunch.

and Fred Astaire at

MGM

odor bacteria
... stops odor all day long
lulls

PROOF!
New Mum

with M-3 destroys bacteria that cause perspiration odor.

Amazingly effective

protection from under-

arm

—

perspiration odor

just

use

new

Mum

So sure, so safe for normal skin. Safe for
is certified by the Amerclothes. Gentle
ican Institute of Laundering. Won't rot or disdaily.

Mum

color even your finest fabrics.

No waste, no drying
shows active odor bacteria. Photo (right), after adding new
Mum, shows bacteria destroyed!
Photo

(left),

Mum

contains M-3, a scientific discovery that actually destroys odor
bacteria
doesn't give underarm
odor a chance to start.
.

Jane Russell, Gilbert Roland congratulate Delia Russell

on Grove opening.

.

out.

The

only leading

deodorant that contains no water to dry out or
decrease its efficiency. Usable right to the botstay nice to be near!
tom of the jar. Get

Mum—

For sanitary napkins — Mum

is gentle, safe,

depend-

.

able

.

.

.

ideal for this use,

too.

A

Product of Bristol-Myers

. .

Conditions

fair

what Hollywood

itself is

The little McNamara has revoomed since that nice, witty, adult
film, "The Moon Is Blue," showed her off

gile types.

as

it

grooms!

ally

so well.

talking about! (CONTINUED)
"Time Of The Cuckoo" on Broadway
last season
came to Hollywood for a

—

but his loafing didn't last
long. Right off, he went into one of the
vacation,
first

June Allyson's taking dancing lessons
like
crazy from the talented young
choreographer, Bill Skipper. June allows
as how she's aiming for a stage musical
just as quick as ever she gets her stretch-

ing exercises over and can trip over
something light and fantastic. Well, why
not Dick Powell, who is married to
June, has been doing all right on his
own, branching out as a stage and screen

—

CONTAINS LANOLIN!

Rel ieves "shampoo-

dry" hair and dry scalp! Keeps your hair
and well-groomed, all day!

director.

in place. ..lustrous

Fitch Rose Hair Dressing now gives this
amazing double-action care for your hair:

There's a spot 'way in the end oj the
Cocoanut Grove where a large paint-

supposedly Honolulu's Diamond
Head, forms the backdrop. If you look
at the mural long enough, you'll see a
big white ship sailing over the painted
ocean and disappearing behind Diamond Head. Well, what all this leads
up to, besides lending a little atmosphere to this story, is that people were
packed right up to the point of being
run over by this silly ship when Janie
Powell opened up her pipes and sang
for the customers. So if any un-Powell
ing,

1.

FITCH keeps wild, dry hair sleekly

groomed
2.

day!

all

you

FITCH conditions dry scalp as

groom your

hair.

Contains lanolin.

20,000,000-bottles sold every year. Get
Fitch Rose Hair Dressing at toilet-goods
counters everywhere.

F 1 TC H

J3$||PLROSE HAIR DRESSING
and BRILLIANTINE
Also

Famous

a tiny lock swings out

.

Fitch Hair Oil

.

.

.

.
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rings join together!

fans

tell

you that

make 'em read

this girl isn't popular,

times.
She
might call radiant
opening night.

seventy

paragraph

this

over

was what you
and glowing on

Heard the whole score

of

RKO's brand-

new spanking,

sparkling, musical, "The
French Line," with people like Mary McCarty, Jane Russell, and Gilbert Roland

^^^^^^

doing the singing.

diamond

brilliance!

shift,

no

Someone
little

gal

shore

has

in

it

named Monroe.

ment has been

broken
Betcha

for

that

Her apart-

into

a

whole

every policeman on the Bevhills beat has volunteered to stand guard on her property.

flock

of

times.

Saw Judy Garland at the Villa Nova,
the very popular Sunset Strip early and
late spot, about the time the newspapers
said she was supposed to be real sick and
not able to work on "A Star Is Born."
Anyway, she got back in the groove
shortly after and, a~ide from having a big
hassle with Hugh Martin, the guy who
has been so closely associated with her
career, things are going along very
smoothly, and all in all we're apt to see
this picture on the screen before too many
months go by. When the very talented
Mr. Martin parted company with Judy he
took off for New York and the theatre.
Their gain is Hollywood's loss, to coin an
old phrase.
One

of

pened

to

section

is

the best things that's hapthe Sunset Strip night club
the re-opening of the former

Champagne Room of Charley Morrison's Mocambo.
It's
now called the
Larry Finley Club. This Fin!ey is quite
a guy and his radio broadcast, which
goes on until the wee small tiny hours,
is the most relaxed, most interesting of
the personality interview shows we've
ever heard. Larry is such a genial
character that even people with mike
fright forget to be scared.

Young, tall, dark, handsome New
York stage actor Donald Murphy he
was with the great Shirley Booth in

Jecpcrs, even the gals in this town
are getting a li*tle rough. Hate to drop
names in a case like this so I won't.

Bob Cummi'igs, Red and Mrs. Skelton
at big preem of "Island In The Sky."

Marie Wilson and her husband, Robert
Fallon, in a gay mood at the Mocambo.

in

it,

—

No

TV

Loretta." When Miss
Y. saw Mr. M. on film she decided he
was leading man material and so you'll
be seeing Murph pretty often from this
Coast.

To

Miss
but
her greatest is the title song and you're
gonna blow your stack over it. Another
of the songs that'll just purely kill you
is "Wait Til You See Paris." Well, I can't
wait. Gotta go out right now and see the
whole picture and hear that music again!

McCarty has some great songs

THEY LOCK
...for greater

Wow! My chum

Lore eta Young's new film

of

series, "Letters

twist

like ordinary rings

.

.

FEATURE LOCK
rings lock together
in perfect position
show diamonds in full
.

.

view at all times.
At your jeweler
from $50 to 92500

INTERLOCKING

DIAMOND RINGS

4

v$200

FEATURE RING

Free Booklet —
Write Dept. SR-12

CO., INC.. 130 W. 46 ST., N.

Y.

FOR RAIN, SLEET OR

Loretta

^•<^ TREAD %

Young and husband Tom Lewis

at gala N. Y. premiere of

SNOW

-

"The Robe."

But three semi- glamour gals got into a
bit of a rough-and-tumble ct a party
and the husband of one got a large
gash in his arm when he was shoved
through a window, trying to break up
the cat fight. Too bad.

•

.

.

Wl£& OUTWEAR

RUBBER BOOT S TREAD

We got a letter from one of our readers
about an item we p-inted on our actor(CONTINUED ON PAGE 12)

100% fully molded with no seams
to come apart. Sturdy to withstand wear, yet light on your

Transparent.

Deep sharp

feet.

tread.

* Guaranteed by

w

Good Housekeeping

shoe, notion
Gale Storm, Edw. Arnold, Dale Evans
judge Roy Rogers School Safety entry.

.:

LOS

ANGELES

and rainwear counters everywhere

LUCKY SALES CO., INC. NEW Y08K«CHICACO

what hollywood
your hair needs LOVALON

itself is

talking about!

Gar Moore. Seems there's a
confusion in some people's minds
about Gar and Garry Moore on account
of the similarity of their names. Well,
with all due respect and admiration for
Garry Moore, who is one of the top comedy talents, our boy Gar is a pretty famous
character himself. One of his many enterprises in Hollywood is the antique store
singer pal
little

opened

in

Hollywood called Look,

Look, Look.

It

started off with such a

he's

smash that he had to open an annex,
which he calls Look Again. Kinda cute,
huh? Just for variety, he also calls his
stores the Junque Shop of the Stars and,
boy, they're all in there buying some of
the treasures this Gar guy finds where,
nobody knows. There's a stage musical

—

in the

For

gayer,

brighter,

more

looking hair, be sure to use
after

colorful

blends

in

Alan Ladd's going to have to take
one of those guided tours of Hollywood
when he gets back if he ever does.
Straight from the "Saskatchewan" location in Canada this boy went back
to Europe for a small vacation in Swe-

—

off color or gray-

and softens the appeardyed hair. Not a permanent

ing streaks

ance

of

dye, not a bleach

made

in

12 hair

—

Lovalon

is

i

den before going to Spain for "The
Black Knight." It's kinda interestin'
to observe that the olden days are getting a big play again. Along with "The
Black Knight" is another big adventure number, "Prince Valiant," from
the famous comic strip of the same

name which will give that sensational
young guy, Robert Wagner, the best role
of his career.

Had

a real girl visit with one of our

Joan

Crawford,
Winter
wardrobes of her four kids. Joan had
songs for
only
doing the
finished
"Torch Song," made a pilot film for her
new TV series, got everything ship"Johnny
shape for her new
film,
Guitar," at the same time. No, she only
has two hands, just like the rest of us
very

favorite

-people,

who was busy planning

the

mortals.

LOVALON

each shampoo. Lovalon removes

dull film,

oTing for Gar, since his fabulous
was discovered at his birth-

singing voice
day party.

(CONTINUED

a rinse

—

Mala Powers she was on the verge of
death for a long time is a happy kid
again. All well and going around with

—

one of the most attractive men in this
town. And we do mean Gig Young.

i

shades. Select!
the shade for
your coloring.
1CV for 2 rinses
25 1 for 6 rinses

IMMEDIATE
EFFECTIVE
RELIEF

COLD SORES
FEVER BUSTERS

CHAPPED UPS

FREE!!!

Do you want a REAL PHOTOGRAPH
FAVORITE MOVIE STAR?

of your

George Murphy and Pat O'Brien judged
the Roy Rogers Safety awards contest.

Dottie Lamour, William Howard, greet
her hairdresser at beauticians' dance.

Just send 15c for handling and mailing
receive direct from Hollywood a
velv photo and our new 19S3 CATALOG
plus
listing hundreds of stars.
INFORMATION on how to get LIST of

and
I

.

ADDRESSES
ALSO ASK

Clilt Dept.

"DARK-EYES"

.

S-36.

DRAWER 6G9
HOLLYWOOD

28,

III.

enclose 26c (coin or stamps - tax included) for.
PACKAGE of "Dark-Eyes" with directions.

I

Check Shade:

Town
12

-fc

CALIF.

Depf. F-123

3319 Carroll Ave., Chicago 24,

Address

.

STARS and STUDIOS.
FREE BONUS COUPON.

HOLLYWOOD STARS

fc
Montgomery

of
for

D

Black

TRIAL

Brown
In the first-night audience of notables applauding "Island In The Sky" are
Claire Trevor and her husband, Milton Bren, Gordon MacRae and wife Sheila.

What

solves your family

Charge 'em

to

gift

Dad

know?

problem?
I.O.U.'s

wonderful) presents under the family tree? Write
I.O.U.'s! One to Mom, promising you'll
take over some household chore daily —
for 3 months. To Dad your pledge to de=.
liver 20 shoe shines on demand. And Sis?

You'd plant

really different (and

She'll prefer the present to future service;

something glamorous, "grown-up."
But one day you can do her a service — by

get

Evelyn Keyes, Paris-bound from New
York, is planning her own TV series.
Wait'll

you see him

"Torch Song."

in

You'll

helping her to get the sanitary protection
that keeps her confident: Kotex. Those
flat, pressed ends prevent revealing outlines

Joan Crawford's

flip,

I

swear.

We recently had great fun watching
a recording session at Capitol Records,
an album of "Naughty Marietta" which
stars

For mistletoe bait,

Gordon MacRae and Marguerite
The brilliant young conductor-

Formal

Piazza.

composer - arranger concert pianist,
George Greeley, handles his orchestra, his
stars, and the background chorus like
(CONTINUED ON PACE 70)

why

not try

Goo/ess

flattery

lipstick

You, too, can be a Lorelei in your holiday
formal — even if you're built on the lean and
hollow side. A gently draped bodice, a gossamer stole, can make a dream dress perfect for
you. So too, a girl's calendar needs should be
exactly suited to her. That's why Kotex gives
you a choice of 3 absorbencies. Try 'em!

Want
I

I

Add

to winterize

your chassis?

Q

anti-freeze

Change

There's Regular, Junior, Super.

o//

Snow weather sets your teeth a-chattering?
Heed both hints above. Keep your radiator
(circulation) "het up" with such "antifreeze" as outdoor sports, wholesome

H2O and juices. And chapproof your pelt; change to richer beauty
creams. On "those" days, you'll radiate
poise with the comfort Kotex gives: softness (holds its shape!), plus extra protection
meals, ample

to

thaw

all

More women choose KOTEX*
than

chilling doubts.

all

other sanitary napkins
.mm

Which
Romeo &

of these "steadies"

Juliet

does most

Kofex and Kofex

belts

T.

for

O

M

.

REG. U.

5.

PAT. OFF.

you?

Moon

V June

other— that's Kotex and Kotex sanitary belts — and
to keep you comfortable. Of strong, soft-stretch elastic
they're designed to prevent curling, cutting or twisting. So light-

Made
made

;

jli|.

i.

e

Vanda Hendrix gets warm welcome from
Witch

Leisen

at

hair

stylists'

dance.

for each

.

.

.

weight you'll hardly know you're wearing one. And Kotex belts take
kindly to dunking; stay flat even after countless washings. Why not
buy two
.for a change!
.

.
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The Robe

The

most talked-of picture

of

many

years flashes across the giant CinemaScope screen to reveal a beautifully enacted, flawlessly directed and thoroughly
inspirational motion picture achievement.
To Producer Frank Ross, Director Henry
Koster, and stars Richard Burton, Jean
Simmons, Victor Mature and Michael
Rennie go praise indeed for an advancement in screenfare. "The Robe," adapted

from the Lloyd C. Douglas best seller, tells
the story of the man Tribune Marcellus
Gallio (Richard Burton) who crucified
Christ. After a youth of riotous living,
Marcellus, is untouched by his new duties in Jerusalem. He has been told to put

men

to death. His slave, Demeplayed by Victor Mature, begs
him to spare the life of the blessed Master
but to no avail. It is only after Marcellus
wins the robe worn by Christ and touches
it
that the transformation begins. The
moment he puts the robe on, he is a
stricken man. Returned to Capri where
his love, Jean Simmons, awaits, Marcellus
is brought before the authorities.
They
secretly believe him mad and order him
to provide the names of Jesus' followers.
He returns to do this, but is so impressed
with the teachings of Peter and the assurance of Demetrius that he soon learns
Christianity is what he has been looking
for. He tries to burn the robe, but it will
not burn, instead he hears the Lord's
voice and a spirit of peace descends upon
him. Later, when the Emperor Caligula
orders him put to death, Diana (Jean
Simmons) prefers death with the man she
loves and for the ideals she loves rather
than marriage to a heathen emperor. As
they are led away, she gives the robe to
Marciper, "For the Big Fisherman," she
says and goes to death and yet she feels
a new life with Marcellus. Academy
Award performances are given by the cast
with Victor Mature's scene at the foot of
the cross an acting and emotional gem.
20th Century Fox.

three

trius, as

"The Robe," the

first CinemaScope movie, is beautifully
enacted by Victor
Mature, Michael Rennie, Jean Simmons, Torin Thatcher and Richard Burton.

ft

—
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'
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The Brothers Were Valiant

rousing, seafaring adventure yarn
well enacted, lavishly produced and

thoroughly entertaining. It's the tale of
two brothers and their command of a
whaling ship during the turn of the century. Robert Taylor, a quiet, methodical
man, accepts the skipper's post when the

Protects hands

a

magic glove!

crew of his brother's ship reports that he
was killed during a voyage to Jamaica,

Bob marries

Ann

like

his childhood sweetheart,
Blyth, and sets sail for Jamaica to

and trace the brother, Stewart GranHe doesn't have long to look, for
Granger shows up the first day the ship is
in port and announces that he has been
ill with jungle fever, was married to a
native girl, Betta St. John, and knows
where a fortune in pearls is buried. When
Bob refuses to use the whaling ship to
hunt the pearls, Granger incites a mutiny
and almost breaks up Bob's marriage by
intimating that he is a coward. It isn't
try

ger.

I

until the final reels that

both

men

are

were
aided by

able to prove that all the brothers
valiant.

The

film,

which

is

NEW!

includes
some exciting
Technicolor,
whaling scenes, a real rough-house fight,
and some capable support from the late
Lewis Stone, Keenan Wynn and James

Not a

cosmetic... not a

forms an
work.

MGM.

Whitmore.

SCIENTIFIC DISCOVERY BY LENTHERIC
cream— On Hand

actually repels water and dirt...

invisible silky-soft coating that protects

your hands while you

Guards against harsh detergents— Smooth On Hand over your hands be-

My Baby

Walking

Back

fore doing the dishes, gardening and all sorts of chores. On Hand is nongreasy... but it protects the natural oils of your skin from harsh cleansers

Home

and

a peppy, light-hearted musical
that doesn't bother much with story
values, but overly compensates with some
topnotch hoofing and some seat-rockin'

Here's

.

Dixieland jazz. Donald O'Connor and
some Army buddies plan to continue
their orchestral combo in civilian life.

dirt.

Tests among nurses prove effectiveness— Impartial tests among registered
nurses prove that On Hand provides the surest, most effective hand protection. Use according to directions and avoid dry skin before it starts.
You'll find On Hand so effective you won't need to use cosmetic-type

creams

at all.

*contains

AQUASIL

.

.

.

new

silicone marvel of chemistry

WAC

'

Their vocalist,
sergeant Janet Leigh,
however, doesn't go along with their
long-haired ideas and upon her discharge
joins her uncle's traveling minstrel show.
When the O'Connor troupe fails to get
any bookings they try barnstorming the
country, using the $5000 Don's grandfather has left him to study opera. It
isn't until

Don winds up broke and work-

show with Janet that
he meets "Scat Man" Crothers and is exposed to Dixieland music which eventually wins him musical acclaim and the
ing in the minstrel

rest

of

grandfather's

fortune.

There's

bounce and buffoonery in this
Technicolor
treat,
which co-features
(CONTINUED ON PACE 16)
lots

of

dishes. "Better than wearing
rubber gloves!"
...Mrs.

ft.

P.,

Woonsocfcef, R.

PAINTING. "I used

/.

it for protection against paint."
...Mrs. G. Y., fraser, Colorado

gardening. "No bad

typing. "Prevents deep stains
from ribbons and carbons...
keeps my nails from chipping."

from gardening and house

...Mrs. D. D., Bronx, N. Y.

Ofclo.

SPORTS.

"A

cleaning this year."
...Mrs. C. S., McC/oud,

marvelous protec-

tive lotion."
..Miss M. V.

$.,

New

York City

On Hand— 3
"Vicki"

with

is

a

Jeanne

slick,

taut

Crain

and

mystery film
Elliott

Reid.

PARIS

effects

LONDON NEW YORK

oz. bottle. ..enough
for 80 to 100 applications, J .00
No 20% Federal excise tax

current films
Buddy
Garris.

Hackett, Norman Abbott and Phil
Universal-International.

Blowing Wild

Gary Cooper and partner, Ward Bond,
are wildcatting for oil in Mexico
when guerrilla bandits dynamite their
well and chase them off the property.
Broke, the boys migrate to town and reluctantly accept a job with Anthony
Quinn, an oil-rich former partner of
Cooper. Once the boys report to work
it is obvious that Quinn's wife, Barbara
Stanwyck, wants to resume her former
romance with Cooper. He, however, is
more interested in night club hostess
Ruth Roman, and maintains a hands-off
policy to Barbara.

Infuriated, she
to take her spite out on Quinn,

seems

whom

she eventually

kills so that she will be
free to marry Cooper. Unwilling to believe that he doesn't want her, she confesses that she has murdered for him.

Before Gary

is able to react, guerrilla
bandits attack the ranch and oil fields
and in the ensuing warfare Barbara is
killed. Film, which was entirely shot in

Mexico, is a somber, reflective type
drama, which leans heavily on its unusual
locale.

Warner Brothers.

The Big Heat

\A/ HEN Sergeant Glenn Ford is called
* ™ in to investigate the suicide of
fellow policeman Tom Duncan, he believes the widow's story that her husband
was despondent over ill health. Later,
when a cocktail hostess tells him
Duncan was not ill and that he was

that
try-

ing to get a divorce from his wife to
marry her, Ford confronts the widow
with the new evidence. She not only
reports him to his City Hall superiors,

CONTINUED

but informs gang leader, Alexander
Scourby, with whom her husband was
working. Scourby's henchmen are ordered to retaliate and one overly excited
killer rigs Ford's car with a bomb which
kills his wife, Jocelyn Brando. When his

from corrupt
Ford the support he needs to crack the case, he resigns from the force and with the aid of

superiors,

under

orders

politicians, refuse to give

gangster moll Gloria Grahame leads his
own revenge. The film is packed with
taut moments and terse dialogue and was
directed by Fritz Lang. Columbia.

Vicki

A

slick whodunnit, that by-passes the
current private eye trend for the
good old-fashioned methods of police
grilling and third degree, has been turned
out by Producer Leonard Goldstein. The
film deals with the almost maniacal investigation by Richard Boone into the
death of top model Jean Peters. His prime
target is Elliott Reid, a publicity man
who did much to aid Jean's career. Although Boone tries to trump up evidence
against Reid he is blocked by the deceased's sister, Jeanne Crain. Eventually
the cop is proved to be shielding the
killer, who believes the model might have
been his if she hadn't hit the big time.
Movie, which is the last of the "flat" films
the CinemaScopeto be released by
minded 20th Century-Fox, careens along
20th Centuryat a fast, absorbing pace.
Fox.

A

Lion

Is In

The Streets

Dased on Adria Locke Langley's

novel,
starrer traces the
rise of a swamp country peddler to a
would-be politician. Using a big com-

*^ this

James Cagney

covo\
bo"

c o\°

(

fc*P

An old love has turned to hate when Barbara Stanwyck vows vengeance on Fred
MacMurray in "The Moonlighters," a fiery and suspenseful melodrama of crime.
16

pany's obvious shortchanging of the
sharecroppers as a springboard, Cagney
gains the support of the backwoods people
and then launches his campaign for governorship of the state. His betrayal of his
romance with
friends, his backstreet
Anne Francis and his sellout to political
boss Onslow Stevens, all prepare the way
for his own violent shooting by a oneThe
time supporter, Jeanne Cagney.
obvious violence and shocker qualities of
the film have been well tempered by
Director Raoul Walsh with several intimate folksy scenes between Cagney and
his wife Barbara Hale. It's an interesting,
off-beat drama enhanced by Technicolor.
Warner Brothers.

The Moonlighters
exciting
AN intended

melodrama, in which an
lynching victim silently

watches the wrong

man

die for his crime,

by Director Roy Rowland
and stars Barbara Stanwyck, Fred MacMurray and Ward Bond. MacMurray, a
cattle rustler, swears vengeance on the
ranchers who lynch an innocent hobo
thinking it was he. Five years after he
fulfills his pledge he returns to best gal
Barbara Stanwyck, who, weary of waiting, has become engaged to MacMurray's
is

tautly told

Ching. Unknown to
Barbara, the brothers and old pal Ward
Bond, plan to rob the local bank. Ching
is killed in the holdup and Barbara vows
revenge on MacMurray and gets herself
deputized to bring him in. Although she

brother,

In investigating the suicide of a fellow policeman in "The Bis: Heat," Glenn
Ford uncovers a web of corruption with aid of gangster moll Gloria Grahame.

almost loses her life doing it, she accomplishes her mission in a suspenseful, fiery
manner. There are excellent performances by each of the principals and some
unusual 3-D optical effects. Warner
Brothers.

William

Bait

ohn Agar and Hugo Haas are partners
* in a very productive gold mine. The
larger the nuggets, however, the more
I

Haas' greed grows until he determines to
get rid of Agar. Since many suspect him
of murdering a former partner, the old.
prospector realizes he must be cautious
in plotting Agar's betrayal. He finally
decides upon the age-old triangle and
marries Cleo Moore to use her as the bait.
John learns of the scheme in time toprotect himself and the girl. The film,

which was written, produced and directed by Haas, is definitely offbeat and
for adults only.

makes the most of

Independent.

end

you
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the fashion
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fit
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foam-cup contour

Now
The scamp

shell!

a perfect contour for every size.

of a shell (light as a

pliantly firm) stitched in with the

whisper but

famous

Whirlpool stitch gives you a

original

TRUE

dimension look. Doesn't add inches— doesn't
just

adds wonderful curves

to every size

AA

from
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padto C.

Above Low-Cut V-ette-Plus, 3.95
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Only CinemaScope
surround you with so

an array of

you

in

the

could

glittering

stars ... engulf

glamour of the world's

greatest city

...

of Maine's

the excitement

ski

slopes... the

dazzling beauty of a
I

fabulous fashion show.
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Produced by

MUNNALLY JOHNSON
Directed by

JEAN NEGULESCO
Screen Play by

NUNNALLY JOHNSON

1

DAVID

WAYNE^RY

CALHOUN -CAMERON MITCHELL

Based on Plays by Zoe Akms and Dale Eunson and Katherine Albert
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Exclusive Movie Gossip
A NEW FEATURE OF INTIMATE. OFF-THE-RECORD NEWS OF THE SCREEN'S MOST INTRIGUING STARS

Anthony Bartleys (Deborah
Kerr) are just ignoring the rift rumors. She scored a tremendous personal success in the new play, "Tea
And Sympathy" on Broadway and her
Hollywood asking price per film is
now $125,000 for a maximum of twelve
weeks work. She'll return to her native England when she takes the play

The

London

for a limited engagement
back to Hollywood and her
husband Anthony Bartley
to

—then

.

When Anne Baxter

.

.

switched from

Miekey Rooney, who once romanced both Jane and Betty Kean, accepted then
new musical 'twas a matter of billing.

—

declined to play opposite the girls in a

peroxide tresses to natural brownette,
gave up plunging neckline dresses and
skipped the cigars everytime they
were passed around at a Malibu Beach
house-warming, it was John Hodiak's
cue to resume his attempt at reconciliation. Only fly in the ointment is

Mary Healy

Jane and Betty

at

problem which
still remains. Mrs. Baxter isnt budging from her daughter's side. It's an

course

then turned

the

mother-in-law

"Hody" hopes

obstacle

time

.

.

to

hurdle

in-

to

show

.

.

Mickey

Rooney who once romanced both the Kean Sisters

—one
—accepted and

a

Merman

completes
her next movie at 20th Century-Fox,
she'll reconsider her recent decision
never to do another Broadway musical. Noel Coward has a new musical
revue in the works and it's earmarked
for The Merm. Peter Lind Hayes and
as Ethel

time,

of

the male lead in the new Anita
Loos musical, "The Great Caress,"

down

written expressly for the
the

The Lex Barkers with their respective
offspring. Lana likes being a brunette.

.

Kean

A matter of billing and salary

.

As soon

are also being mentioned
share stellar honors in the new

deal.

girls.

snagged

Mickey
"name" which is

Youthful-looking

feels he's a bigger

not what they say in TV circles when
you mention the Jane & Betty Kean
comedy act
.

.

.

Hollywood insiders believe the real
"heavy" in Dick (continued on next pace>

—

as Ethel Merman finishes her next film she'll reconsider her decision
never to do another Broadway musical. Noel Coward has one he'd like her to do.

As soon

Separation rumors are rife about the
Jack Palances and a few other couples.

Exclusive Movie Gossip
Haymes' deportation mess was an executive of Rita Hayworth's studio who
blew the whistle on the crooner to
get rid of him and "keep Rita out of
another scandal." Love had the last
laugh, of course, when Rita announced she'd go wherever Dick went
and proved she meant it by becom-

—

minutes before the young couple said

Tab Hunter and Lori

their "I Do's."

Nelson, who attended the wedding,
helped transport guests to the reception which was held in Pasadena,
when one of the wedding party's limousines broke down en route to
the church
.

.

.

(CONTINUED)

Separation rumors are

now making

rounds in Hollywood involving
Doris Day, Danny Thomas, David
Wayne, Jack Palance and Judy Hollithe

day. All five principals (and their respective mates)

brink
lives

of
.

.

a

deny they're on the
break in their marital

.

ing his wife.

Wanda Hendrix
The John

Ericson

-

Milly

Coury

wedding in Beverly Hills was almost
marred when best man Dick Clayton
accidentally lost the wedding ring several hours before the ceremony was
scheduled to take place at the Church

Good Shepherd. The golden circlet was tossed down a drain pipe
while the groom and best man were
of the

shaving.

It

was retrieved

just thirty

at Stork with Tom Rogers,
uses beauty aid learned from Frankie.

Ava Gardner,

is

in love again

MGM

Debbie

Reynolds' fans and friends

an
contract player, singer
Jerry Lazarre

she
flew to Las Vegas to meet a big producer after the latter ended his "se-

Agent Henry Willson's newest discovery (he made stars of Tab Hunter

cret" romance with another Debbie
Debra Paget. The Debbie Reynolds
studio bosses were in an uproar when
word leaked out about her weekending at the Nevada resort

.

.

.

and Rock Hudson) is actor-singer
Michael Rayhill who'll be groomed for
Farley Granger-type roles. Rayhill
resembles Gregory Peck in his younger days

.

.

.

Setback in his career has friends of
Vic Damone, with Joan Benny, worried.

alike

got a big jolt

when

—

.

Widower Gig

.

I

I

i

I

j
I

j

.

(continued on pace

22)

Gregory Peck, on the set with Rita Gam,
refused to go to lavish French ball.

20

J.

(live
Glamour
and Quality
at

Christmas

EARLY AMERICAN OLD SPICE
FRIENDSHIP'S GARDEN

D. Dusting
F. Liquid

DESERT FLOWER

G. Body Sachet

OLD SPICE FOR MEN

Powder and

Petals in

1.25;

A. Stick Cologne

new

1

Water 2.35;
wrap .25

Toilet
gift

H. Purse Perfume

2.00;

E. Stick

Water

1

C. Dusting

.25;

Cologne and

Liquid Petals

Powder and

Cream Perfume

Toilet

Water

2.35

2.25;

1

in gift

box

1

.50;

I.

Toilet

Water

1

.50;

J.

Purse Perfume and Stick

Shaving Cream, After Shave Lotion, Talcum
M. Shaving Mug, After Shave Lotion, Talcum 3.25;

K. Travel Set: Lather or Brushless

and pressurized Smooth Shave

B. Toilet

.00;

1.50;

I.

Cologne 2.50

After Shave Lotion

N. Men's Shower Soap

Prices plus tax, except on

1

00

Soap and Shoving Creams

a

Tab Hunter and Debbie Reynolds besieged by fans at recent premiere. Debbie
roused ire of her studio when she rushed to Las Vegas to visit a big producer.

Exclusive Movie Gossip
Young and Mala Powers
Big Thing on the

q.

parties they always

t.

are a Great

—at Hollywood

Now

.

let it
.

grow out

—

it

.

acknowledge in-

troductions as though they had just
met, but at various hide-a-ways in
Santa Monica it is a different matter.

Intimates would have you believe
I that if Sharman Douglas doesn't
marry Peter Lawford, she'll remain a
spinster

Lana Turner, who became a brunette for her last film, is described by
friends as "beautiful this way." Lana
had brown hair when she made her
first

(CONTINUED)

I'm afraid to

might be gray!"

Dick Clayton, who gave bridegroom John
Ericson a hard time, with Lori Nelson.

movie, but she says,

"It's

been so

long since I let it grow out its real
color I've forgotten what shade it was.

One
bets

is

.

of

.

.

London's hot

a belle

who

new

bills

singing

herself as

Dinah Kaye. That moniker wouldn't
be inspired by Danny Kaye's tremendous popularity in Britain and the fact
that Danny's trademark number is his
"Dinah" satire, would it now?
.

Giselle Pascal

is

the

little

.

Kirk Douglas is not only adored by
young fan but also by Giselle Pascal.

.

darling

who

alternated her affections between
Gary Cooper and Prince Rainier of

Monaco. With the first brisk breezes
of Autumn she blew them both in favor of a new romance in Rome
Hollywood film star whose initials are
K.D. Guess who!

—

white slipGardner puts
Ava covers
on her front teeth before
little

Ik

A

beauty aid she learned
going on TV.
from Frank Sinatra who did the same
thing before he had his pearlies per-

manently capped
Don't be surprised if you see Anne
Baxter and John Hodiak like this again.
22

Marguerite

.

.

.

(CONTINUED ON PACE

65)

Mala Powers, nibbling at party tidbit,
has romance that's really a Big Thing.

DIAMOND RINGS
V.

H. Pond Co.. Inc.. Syracuse

Please send free copies of '"The Etiquette of the

2.

N. Y.

Engagement and

Wedding'* and "Choosing Your Diamond Ring."' Also 14-page
Bings enlarged
In

show

details.

'Bride's Book*' gift offer and

my

Crescent Jeweler's name.

Name
V* Coral
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$150
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Ring and Federal Tax
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Censorship has always been a

bugaboo to movie producers
and recently two controversial
films

—one

American, the

pther French, brought the

matter to the fore again.

makes

it

What

so difficult

that no two countries, not

is

even two groups of people
within a country, can get

together on what constitutes a

moral menace.
all

What may

right in America,

be
is

taboo elsewhere, what's okay
elsewhere, cannot be shown
here.

You'll understand

more

of

the debatable subject of

censorship

when you

read this

fascinating story

by Henry Kaufman

Martine Carol

in

Of

Cherie."

Caroline

censors

in

the French film,

American

Right: Rice workers
film,

2",

in

"A Caprice

Scene was cut by
and Italian versions.
"Bitter Rice," Italian

take communal bath. Scene was scissored.

American censors had
a

field

day with

SCENES THEY

"O.K. Nero."
Below, Far Right:

Cut scenes from
other foreign

films.

Although French star
Martine Carol's new
picture has caused

much

controversy,

she defends her
country's views on

censorship. "In

general,"

"we have

Paris

she says
a sensible

attitude toward cen-

assume
most pictures to

sorship and

be an accurate
portrait of life."

of

F.

Hugh

"The Moon

Is

Blue"

recent release

The
Herbert's

and the subsequent furor created

wherever

this

comedy

film

highly controversial
shown has again

is

brought the problem of movie censorship to the fore. No two groups
of people ever seem to reach perfect
accord on just what Mr. and Mrs.
John Q. Public and their children
should be permitted to view on the
screen. This can be carried one step
further.

No two

countries on this

earth can seem to get together on
just what constitutes a moral menace
to the movie-going masses.

For example,

in

acceptable

fectly

France
to

it is

per-

show highly

bedroom scenes between
non-married couples, revealing bathintimate

taking episodes, or for gals like bos-

omy Martine Carol to parade her
ample physical charms without benefit of brassiere and, on certain occasions, any covering whatsoever! In
fact, the French attitude to intimacy
and nudity is somewhat incomprehensible to many Americans, though
many
seem

others

among our population

have no discernible objection to these open displays.
On the other hand, however, many
to

American-made scenes of violence,
mayhem, murder and what some
French critics call "rank sadism" are
given the green light by our censors
without the flicker of an eyelash
while, at the same time, they are
severely scissored and sometimes
completely vetoed by French cen-

"Man

The Dark" and "Dethough shown and
well-received by the public, had
some difficulty with the Gallic censors. Another example was the 3-D
Warner Brothers' film, "House Of
Wax." While it was finally passed
for public presentation, it was prosors.

In

tective

Story,"

hibited

to

children

under sixteen.

CENSOR -HERE AND ARROAD

Why? Because
of violence

of the

and

macabre scenes
which were

torture,

considered a bit too much for the
parlez-vous kiddies to cope with.

But when one realizes that none of
these films was considered harmful to

American youngsters, one be-

Jacque,

who was

CONTINUED

currently directing

Martine in a new version of the ancient Greek comedy, "Lysistrata"
the one about the wives of Corinth
denying their charms to their warring

cause

husbands — a

film certain to

even more headaches for

gins to get a conception of. the extent

American censor boards.

problem.
Recently an event which threatened to have a far-reaching influence on French censorship occurred
in the small, sleepy village of Niort,
in the southwestern portion of
France. The story concerns our gen-

understand at all why
Of Caroline Cherie' was
singled out for such an honor, or

of the censorship

erously-endowed friend, Mademoithe Marilyn
selle Martine Carol
Monroe of France and her fabulously successful film, "Caprice Of

—

—

Caroline Cherie." Calling it a "scandalous display of vice," a group of

made open warfare on
Martine and the film and tried to
prevent it from being shown. Soon,
rival factions known as "pro-Ca-

Niort citizens

—

rolinians"

and "anti-Carolinians"

sprang up in the town, both simultaneously declaring that precious

French liberty was at stake. Every
citoyen found himself involved on
one side or the other of the public
fracas. Finally, the mayor and his
council, squeezed tight by the contesting factions, arrived at a

promise solution

com-

which brought

peace back to Niort. "Caroline
Cherie" would be shown, all agreed,
but "not for a few months when
tempers are calmed."
I decided that Mademoiselle Carol,
the subject of all this excitement,

ought to have a chance to express
her ideas on the controversial sub-

"I

don't

'Caprice

should I say dishonor," Martine, who
turned out to be an alluring titianhaired dish, commented. "Caroline
is really quite a sweet and amusing
young lady. As the not too brainy
wife of a general in Napoleon's army,
she inadvertently gets herself involved in a series of improbable adventures, mostly of course with men.
What, my dear, could be more natural? She wears a series of very
flattering and, I suppose, very revealing gowns, but they follow the
trend of the Napoleonic era, and
sometimes there is no point in improving on history, is there? There
is nothing in the least bit vulgar,
crude or offensive in the film. Caroline may not be very bright, but she
keeps her sense of humor always
and never forgets that she is a lady,
no matter what compromising situation she finds herself in."
Martine took a moment out to readjust the position of her curvaceous
gams. As she did, everything else
she owned adjusted itself. She looked
comfortable and inviting! "Dozens
of French films are turned out every
year," she continued. "Many are in
very bad taste pictures about women of the streets, about menage a

—

—

ject of film censorship,

trois,

you know, a three-handed

date to

game

of love, as well as

both in

and made a
call on her while we were
Rome. As we met in her

suite in the

introduced
liant

Residence Palace, she
to her fiance, the bril-

me

French film

director, Christian-

crime pictures.

many hor-

They're unbearable, dreadful, far worse than
many of Hollywood's, I assure you.
These are the (continued on pace 54)
rible

Foreign censors

may

cut scene from "Calamity Jane,"
with

Doris

Day,

Howard

Keel.

Fernando Lamas' slap at Liz
Taylor was too realistic.
in "Cry Of The
Hunted" wasn't approved.

This scene

Foreign censors get their best
licks

in

on the fight scenes.

in "Wings Of
The Hawk" was toned down.

Violent romance

Bob Mitchum arrd Jack Palance
were too rough for censors.
deleted shot from
Blade," with

"The Golden
Rock Hudson.
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hardest role of my life was to play a woman
on the screen and make it stick."

of easy virtue

When

—

came up in the darkened projection
room of Columbia Studios, in Hollywood, this was the
serious but salient remark of Rita Hayworth after
the lights

viewing the rough cut of her latest movie, "Miss Sadie
Thompson."
"If Dr. Kinsey had only seen this picture before he
completed his book," she added, "he might have revised
some of his findings about women."
Rita Hayworth, who, like Marilyn Monroe, often opens
her pretty and piquant mouth to say something
newsworthy, had never given utterance to a more
iUuminating or accurate flip of the tongue and here is why:
In the hands of sultry, laugh -loving, wisecracking
Rita Hayworth, Somerset Maugham's undying

who likes love better than eating,
emerges, not only as Kinsey ammunition but also as
the sexiest, no-holds-barred female film role of the century.
Portraying what her director, Curtis Bernhardt,
characterization of a gal

calls

a "twenty-four-hour-a-day charmer," Rita

is

in

her

element. In clothes that are colorful, tropical and

—

she proves her point that S-E-X, paid for or
unpaid for, is here to stay.
Vacationing on the Riviera, an interested author viewed
daring

the same rough cut that Rita saw that night. And
he had this to say: "Of all the actresses in Hollywood
I can think of no better choice than Miss Hayworth
to play the part of Sadie. She has
(continued on pace 58)

Only a woman who has had an adventurous career

in

love could handle the role of the 24-hour-a-day charmer.

A

highlight of this modern version of the famous play,
"Rain," is torrid dance done by Rita and Henry Slate.
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Burt is just rough
on the outside. Inside
he lives by the
book at all times.

Lancaster's tough—he's BIG—he's got ripBurt
pling muscles and hands that could strangle a

woman

.

.

.

He's no collar-ad for looks. He's got lazy, devil-maybut
care eyes and sometimes he's just plain nasty
ever since Burt Lancaster first strode across the screen,
women have been viewing him with admiration. And
men have been wondering, as usual, what he's got that
.

.

.

different from the man in the street.
After all, in any town in America a girl could see
plenty of men who have as much outwardly to offer
as Burt Lancaster. Why then the adulation for this big
brute of a guy a guy you could find anywhere, meet
any time, and maybe wouldn't like very much if you
is

—

—

did meet

him

—

—

in real life?

except bigness and a feeling of physhis hands could smack
a girl as soon as caress her but aside from appealing
to the adventure-instinct in women, is this altogether
a comfortable characteristic?
But, while the bewilderment of countless boy friends
is natural, the explanation is simple. Women react to
strength in a man but not to indiscriminate uncontrolled strength. The deepest masculine appeal to
women is in a strength from within and it is just this
quality women sense in Burt Lancaster, never better
on display than he is in the hit movie, "From Here To

What's he

ical

got,

power and strength? Maybe

—

—

—

Eternity."

"A

nice guy," say his friends.

rely on, turn to

if

"A man you can

trust,

you're in a jam."

There's always an appeal to

women

in sheer

mas-

Big hands, big shoulders, powerful
arms, big voice
Most women enjoy looking up at
a man; a lot of women, too, react pleasurably to a
sense of the caveman, of brute-force-held-in-check.
Particularly if they can feel that (CONTINUED ON PACE 56)

culine

bigness.

.

.

.

TAK

IT

Burt Lancaster, terrific
in

"From Here To

Eternity,"

is

a

man

of great

masculine strength, but with a core
of the tenderness and sweetness every

woman wants

in

her

man

by Vincent Rogers

Burt, Deborah Kerr before making
much-discussed beach scene in film.

whispered and
More has been
and
about

spec-

less written,

ulated,

the

Jean Simmons-Stewart Granger
union than that of any other couple of their standing in Hollywood.
Most of the rumors have not been pretty: "Their marriage is about to break up."
"Stewart dominates Jean so strongly that
she doesn't dare say anything, at

"He

home

or

her like a child."
"They haven't made a friend since they
came to Hollywood." These and many
more.
To get to the bottom of the rumors was
not an easy matter. The Grangers won't
talk for magazine consumption any more,
supposedly because they have been misquoted too often. It's more likely that
Stewart dislikes reporters because he's not
exactly on the best of terms with the
in public."

members

treats

of the press.

He

attributes this to his wish for privacy, and the fact that his actions have

too often been misinterpreted.
One of his beefs about the press dates

back to the time he and Jean were newlyweds. When he didn't call some of the
columnists three months after he and
Jean had said "I do," they called him to
ask if his marriage was on the rocks. He
denied it then and ever since.
Yet,

some members

of the press give a

different reason for the strained relation-

them and Stewart. They
claim he refuses to cooperate in any way
whatsoever because his attitude won't
leave room for criticism.
Strangely enough, the Grangers hired
one of Hollywood's top publicists to get
favorable mentions, but even he can't persuade them to play ball in the customary
ship between

manner.

With news about the Grangers cut off
from its source, the press has to resort to
their friends talking about them. A typical
reaction from one of them was, "I don't
want to stick my neck out." With their
marriage as shaky as it is, no one wants
to get involved

by

(continued on pace

60>

Preferring to concentrate on food, Stewart
and Jean didn't speak throughout a dinner. ft

Jean is torn between a youthful adoration
for Stewart and a desire to assert herself.

You don't have

to be artificial

or flamboyant to be
definitely

all

woman. Just make the most

your potentialities as Julia

Adams

of

has done and you'll

shine with a special sort of glamour
by Ben Maddox

Julia fascinates

any

Van

Heflin in "Wings

grir*!

Of The Hawk."

Any woman

can be fascinating by studying her responsiveness to life. After watching how well
Julia Adams is doing in Hollywood, I'm fully convinced

been aware of that all along. But there
her than the gayety of youth and a hint

she's

is

more

of true

sophistication.

For one thing her beauty is real. She is someone
doesn't have to be artificial or flamboyant to be
definitely all woman. Her big hazel eyes animatedly
disclose an amazing range of feelings. Her lips reveal
generosity, humor and character. Her hair has a soft
sheen and still is its original warm brown shade. She
wouldn't dream of whacking it off to seem boyish. A
willowy-five-feet-six, she weighs a teasing hundred

who

to

Julia's married
Leonard Sterns,

a screenwriter. 9m

It's

|

hard to believe,

but Julia used to
be a tomboy.

McNally

falls

in

"Stand

At

Apache

River."

can be

^%
to

Stephen

and twenty and her all-around distribution is an exciting improvement on the Venus de Milo. Her walk is
especially graceful, to put

Her voice

it

mildly.

velvety and woos the ear because she
decided to obtain a clear enunciation and shun shrillness or a monotonous tone like poison. She's at home
with herself because she wouldn't be swayed from
making the most of her potentialities. And she isn't
provincial because Hollywood is her headquarters.
Thanks to her studio, she's been sent on numerous
personal appearances in key cities and besides living
up to all expectations she's squeezed in a lot of sightseeing that has expanded her own outlook.
(continued on pace 56)
Julia has a keen mind and
is

"I

want

to get

married,"
beguiling Audrey
Hepburn has said.

And now, with
and public

critics

alike at
is

her feet,

she on the brink

of finding the one

thing that would

The devotion of Audrey and
Greg Peck puzzles everyone.

give her
real

AUDREY'S

life

fulfillment?
by Elsie Lee

"I

Ex-fiance Jim Hanson would
not share her with a career.

| love the life I live, and I live the life I love. But it is my sole
wholehearted ambition to have a career without being a
career woman. I want a husband, a home and children."
These are the words of the most dynamic, startling and colorful
personality to hit the American screen in the last two decades:
a beguiling, hoydenish, winsome brunette by the name of
Audrey Hepburn, who wants to be a great movie star and to
be loved for herself, too!
Not since the advent of Greta Garbo, has a European importation
been welcomed to these shores with such acclaim. Thanks
to one play, "Gigi," and one movie, "Roman Holiday," she has
been deluged with all the superlatives in the book from
both critics and public alike. A great new star is born!
Audrey has been described as "romantic; fey; puckish; whimsical;
demure; mischievous; pert; naive; passionate; captivating;
beguiling; sensitive." Gifted with a long-legged grace, a mobile
face with big, slanted dark eyes, and a rich, slightly clotted
voice, she has brought a breath of new fresh life to the screen.
With the whole world at her feet any girl of 24 should be
a happy girl. But to her closest intimates, Audrey Hepburn is far
from that. After a young life crammed with anguish, heartbreak
and deprivation, she wants more than anything in the
world not to be alone any longer!"
"Lonesomeness is a frightful thing," says Audrey. "It has been
a constant shadow in my life. It has torn me away from all
the things I lovod most, and kept me away from the things I

—

—

With

Cecil B. DeMille at
luncheon given in her honor.

wanted

to love next!"

To know

the actress Audrey Hepburn, Hollywood's newest,
most captivating star, is to know the off-screen girl herself.
During the run of the successful Gilbert Miller production of
"Gigi," Audrey Hepburn was a girl madly, head-over-heels in
love.

It

didn't last long, but

The man was an

it

lasted long enough.

Englishman by the name of Jim
Hanson. His wealth was the wealth of a maharajah, but he
lacked one thing: an understanding Of a girl's professional
ambitions. He couldn't believe that any girl offered millions, an
ineffable English charm, and solid but rather dull, roots
would
prefer a tawdry life in grease-paint, before footlights.
To a close friend, Audrey lamented, "Jim doesn't understand.
He doesn't believe that a career can be
(continued on pace 63)
eligible, stuffy

—

—

Audrey started as
a dancer in Holland.

SEARCH FOR LOVE
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Much

goes on behind the calm, light-hearted surface

of Jeff Chandler and the loneliness he feels inside,
is

beginning to manifest

itself,

now

for he's a

that his marriage

man who needs

a

is

broken up,

home and

family

by Jack Holland

Surrounded by native

girls in

"East Of Sumatra."

Jeff's

been unhappy over his

creep between them again, but the minute he knew
what he was doing he snapped out of it and came to.
"I have found that it's a lot better to think less of yourself and more of those you love," Jeff said seriously.
"You think that self is pretty important until that's all
you have left."
There was no doubt but that Jeff liked no part of the
bachelor's life. For a while he had lived at the studio in

was a real hearthim and Marjorie

was on the surface. He was a restless, lonely guy who
wanted a home and nothing else. He is the fireside and
slippers type and not the night club glamour boy.
For a while, some people thought that there was career conflict in the Chandler household. It was rumored
that Marjorie wanted to resume her career but that

continue to live together in spite of a love? What makes
roots and go their separate ways?
Shortly after Jeff and Marjorie went back together

Jeff didn't approve. Yet, those close to the family real-

and

I

wants to do more worthwhile things.

got another blow recently when Marjorie
Chandler separated.
This was the second time around for these two
likeable people, a previous separation ending in a reconciliation. All seemed to be going well and then suddenly the lid blew off again.
When people began asking, "What happened?" they
ran into a blank wall. It wasn't the usual case of nobody
wanting to talk. Naturally, Jeff wasn't going to discuss

Hollywood

i

roles,

Jeff

the intimate details of a situation that

But even those closest to
shook their heads and said, "We don't get it. We
haven't the vaguest idea why they have broken up."
So how do you define incompatibility? What happens
when a couple very much in love decides they cannot
breaker.
just

them tear up

the first time, he commented about how moody he was.
Being a sensitive person he was given to depressions
and to a desire to be alone at times.
"I had to learn," he said then, "that I couldn't inflict

my moods

on

I had to learn to share a life."
a trip he and Marjorie took shortly

others.

He mentioned

after their reconciliation during
self

lapsing into a

moody

which

silence.

Jeff

found him-

Tension, began to

his dressing room.

He

tried to act happy, but his gaiety

ized that Marjorie was anything but a frustrated career
woman. She liked her work but her home was even
more important to her.

There might have been a basis for career talk when
it

came
It

to Jeff's case.

hasn't been any great secret that he has not been

too pleased with
piest

some

of his roles.

moment was when he

officially

Perhaps his hapdied as Cochise in

a short scene for "Son Of Cochise," and turned over the
tomahawk to Rock Hudson who (continued on pace 59)

SPEAKS FOR
"It gets upsetting to have

others actually giving the answers

^|

can't help but smile

1 way

when

of life," said luscious

longer the quiet

little

I

hear about

my

lonely

Debra Paget, who's no

mouse she was.

could

"I

fill

dozens

Debra Paget

hope chests with all the unfounded stories and items
my family apron strings
about my dateless nights

by Mildred Gibson

lack of a romantic interest
"It gets upsetting to have others decide what your
hopes and dreams are; actually giving the answers for

for you," says

of

.

.

.

.

.

.

my

.

you. For a change, I'd like to speak

.

.

up

for myself.

do not live a lonely, dateless life!
"I am not unhappy. Do you realize there are 10 of us
in the family who live at home? Ten! The other night
when we gave a birthday party for my brother, Frank,
"I

the walls really bulged.

"How

can you be frustrated and desolate with such a

madcap bunch around? Honestly, you should hear my
father snort when he reads some of those items that
describe my cloistered home life. 'Wonder what Debra
Paget they're describing?' he
little

With Dale Robertson, Bob Wagner
party.

"My

private life

not dull

is

Hollywood
and listless."

at

grins.

'Couldn't be

my

girl!'"

You begin to understand her father's point
when you consider '"silent, sheltered" Debra's
after-dinner sport

is

of view
favorite

wrestling!

"We have five television sets at home," she explained,
"because no two of us like the same program. When we
do get together in the living room, I love to try out
some new wrestling hold I've seen on my nearest victim."
The other evening it was her brother, Frank, who
received the latest version of a half-Nelson. The two
were having a great time rolling on the floor, when

Deb's head suddenly connected with the

new wrought-

iron coffee table.

"Oh!" gasped Frank

all

a-twitter, "did

we

hurt the

table?"

There's definitely no special star treatment for Debra.
could there be? We're all actors. We really need

"How
Fighting

off

Dick Egan

Gladiators." She

40

in

became

"Demetrius And The

a blonde for this role.

a system with such a large family; that's why we each
have certain household chores whether we're working
or not. Everybody pitches in and does her share.

HERSELF
"Mother or my older sister, Tela, take turns cooking,
while I always draw the short straw and wind up washing the dishes. But I'm taking care of that. Whenever
I do the shopping, I always come home prepared with
paper plates and cups. That saves an hour of doing
the dishes!"
Seems giving a party, Paget style, doesn't demand a
lot of planning.

"Some member

always bringing home
keep the freezer stocked with ice
cream, syrups and whipped cream," she confided.

friends, so

we

of the family is

just

W|

actually shudder when I read those 'she's ruled
with an iron rod' stories," she continued. "I don't
know of any 19-year-old who could have more freedom
and is so urged to make her own decisions.
"Everyone seems to pick on the idea that mother
accompanies me everywhere. Well, I'd like to explain
that once and for all. My mother grew up in show business. She knows acting like most people do their own
face. I like her to be on the set with me. It makes me
feel assured that she's not only rooting for me, but is
handy to point out some deeper meaning in a dramatic
scene than is at first visible. Some stars have drama
coaches or secretaries constantly with them, so what's
so strange about mother being with me? After all, who
would have my best interests more at heart than she?"
Debra paused for a moment and then smiled, "Well
now, I didn't have any idea of getting on a soapbox."
Her laugh was easy and relaxed. "It's just such a welcome change to speak for myself, instead of reading
what others say I do."
When Deb's at home, there's no end to the whirligig
I

of things to do.

"What really turned into a project was fixing the playroom. It runs the length of the house. Mother and I
gave that floor seven complete waxings until it graduated from a boy's room to a ballroom. But my sister,
Lisa, who injured her back three
(continued on pace 61)

"I don't

know

of any 19-year-old

who has more freedom."

"

The non-conformist
streak

in

Carry Moore, which got

him expelled
from high school

and

fired by

keeps him

CBS,

favorite

a

with audiences
to

whom

he

is

the epitome of the
little

kid in

He's
of

all

made

of us.

a sense

humor pay

off

by Al Moritz

—

Carry Moore was

thrown out of high school. To keep the record straight Garry
Moore was thrown out of two high schools. In fact, he never has been graduated.
Today his radio and television fans love him for his non-conformity, but it was
this same non-conformity, hypoed by youthful enthusiasm, that kept him always

"on the carpet" during his school days.
When I went over to interview Garry Moore in the CBS offices, it actually was
renewing an old friendship. Garry Moore, or T. Garrison Morfit (that's what his
birth certificate shows) was just one year ahead of me at "City," a high school for
boys in Baltimore. In fact, Garry and I had acted together in plays in that high school.

My

No

sponsor or

network executive
can tell Garry

how

to do a show.

memories of the "bad boy" have been very vivid over the number of years
had separated, and I was quite pleased to have the chance to talk
over old times and laugh again over the pranks that kept Garry in continual hot
that our paths

water with the high school authorities.
After the preliminary "how do's" were over, I said to him, "You know, Garry,
twenty years ago we never used the expression 'juvenile delinquent' but I'll bet if
we had, they would have called you 'Baltimore's Public Delinquent Number One.'
For. Garry Moore in high school was certainly at the top of the list of "bad boys."
But then, who's to say what a bad boy is? To define the meaning of the words
"bad boy" you would need the Messrs. Webster, Funk and Wagnalls, plus a few
competent psychologists, and they would probably still find Garry Moore an espe-

Garry's popularity proves that he never underestimates fans.

IVIAK^S

GOOD

cially difficult case to fit into any pigeon-hole. Perhaps under the newer ideas of
education the energy of a bright, fun-loving boy like Garry can be channeled, but
in the boys' high school which we attended, there was strict discipline and no allowances could be made for his bursts of fun. What the faculty of the high school meant

by "bad boy" when they threw Garry out was simply that he was a non-conformist.
refused to behave in what was then considered the correct pattern of behavior.
So Garry Moore was thrown out of high school. In fact, while we were reminiscing, I discovered that he actually never was graduated from high school, and to
make the scandal even juicier, that he was not only thrown out of Baltimore City
High School, but before he entered there he had been kicked out of the- private
McDonough High School for boys.
I think the really great thing about Garry is that this did not dampen his spirits
and his basic ideas of the way he should behave. For he still follows his own set of
standards, no matter what the consequences may be. Nothing has ever been drastic
enough to force him to conform to what was against his own better judgment.
As an example, last year, as many of you know, Garry Moore, his entire cast and
his staff were fired, "lock, stock, and barrel" from the Columbia Broadcasting System. On one morning they were fired and on the same evening they were hired
back, en masse. The entire fracas revolved around Garry's refusal to do a quiz or
(continued on pace 62)
panel show in place of his regular show. He had questioned

He just

—

.

Liz

N.

Taylor shopped in
continued in Italy.

Y.,

HOLLYWOOD OH BR04DWA7
AT WORK OR PLAY VISITING HOLLYWOOD STARS CAN SET BLASE NEW YORK BACK ON

ITS

HEELS

a 40 karat star sapphire, set- in platinum and
surrounded by ten round diamonds waiting to be
picked up and paid for in a Madison Avenue jewelers
the ring, inscribed "Rita from Dick, all my love, eternally
yours" was selected last July, put in work in August
(ajter a deposit was given), completed in September
but up to the time of the Hayworth-Haymes marriage
it hadn't been called for. Maybe Dick, what with all his

There's

.

other troubles,
steep for

MGM's

him

felt

right

the balance of $11,000 a

now

.

.

little

.

.

too

.

Elaine Stewart, one of the nation's most highlyis still not easily recognizable

publicized film players,
when she strolls around

Dag Hammarskjold and Danny
own unique way at U.N. staff party.

Ezio Pinza, Secretary General

Kaye harmonize

in their

town on Park, Fifth or Third
Avenues. It isn't until her name is mentioned that moviegoers do a double-take and spot the glamourous young
actress. Could be because she's such a natural beauty
and so conservatively dressed that she eludes detection.
At the Bon Soir she was mistaken for Ella Raines whom
she least resembles, and again for Ava Norring who
should be pleased with the compliment

.

.

.

Joanne Gilbert, the singer who's making her movie
debut in "Red Garters," left her table at the Baccara,
stepped into the kitchen and whipped up a batch of
chocolate- chip cookies on a dare.

—was forced to eat

—now

Ralph Meeker

twelve of them at one sitting since he goaded Joanne into baking them in the first
dieting

place

.

all

.

to New York after Joan
Crawford decided against having him ghost write her
autobiography. Big story behind her decision. The
"Torch Song" star will wait until 1955 before doing it.

Scribe Kyle Crichton returned

Lisa Ferraday has finally let loose with a broadside,
side-swiping the celebrated Gabor glamour girls sisters
Eva, Zsa Zsa, Magda, and "Momma" Jolie. "I'm not a

—

Rosalind Russell welcomes Ray Milland, a guest at her small
but brilliant party at N. Y.'s Pen & Pencil Restaurant.

Hungry- gabor -ian, I'm

a

Roumanian," said Lisa

at "21."

Gloria Grahame, before leaving on lie de France with Cy
Howard, gave quite a performance in a 5th Ave. dept. store.

Rita Hayworth, Dick Haymes and Jack Entratter, their best
man. There's big star sapphire ring waiting for Rita here.

—

Continuing, she said, "Let's get it straight the Gabors
do not bother me, they bore me. They're Gaboring in

every sense of the word!" The lovely Lisa,

whom many

the chic and talent of the four Gabors
rolled into one, managed a haunting Mona Lisa smile as

say combines

she said that.

all

With the Corinne Calvet-Zsa Zsa Gabor

"feud" now a thing of the past, the F err aday -Gabors
verbal tussle may well be our next page one news in New
York. Round One goes to Lisa in the preliminaries
.

.

.

in the East, Bob Hope, here with Vice President Nixon,
attended National Celebrities Golf Tourney in Washington.

While

The Elizabeth Taylor-Michael Wilding entourage requested private elevator service whenever they trouped
from one department store to another during a Gotham
shopping spree they got it, too, particularly when the
doting parents entered a store followed closely by their
one secretary and their baby's governess. As they approached an elevator, Liz and Mike would step aside to
permit their child and its nurse and the secretary to enter
first
the Wildings would then step in last, ensuring
complete privacy as the lift soared aloft. Other department store customers didn't dare try to get aboard, not
after Liz and Mike saw to it that the doors slammed shut
as quickly as they had opened

—

—

.

There
hand

were

so

.

.

many movie producers and directors on
Kaye Ballard's opening

for singer-comedienne

Blue Angel, it looked as though Charlie Morrison's
Hollywood club Mocambo had transplanted its premiere
guest list to Gotham's East 55th Street. Sam Goldwyn,
Louis B. Mayer, Joseph Pasternak, Arthur Hornblow, Jr.,
Fred Zinnemann, Charles Walters, George Seaton and
Preston Sturges lent an executive air to the proceedings
at the

Chill Williams at Hollywood premiere,
being paged for the N. Y. stage production of "Ulysses."

Maureen O'Hara, with
is

Ann

Sothern, at Stork Club with Dolores Mender, was so
at airport plane for Hollywood was delayed.

mobbed by fans

as the Ballard Ball-of-Fire scored a sensational hit with

She headed for Hollywood—the Mo—with glowing notices and enough "call me" cards

the cafe patrons.

cambo

from the movie moguls to insure half a dozen screen
tests. Bob Hope, Ray Milland, Perry Como, Guy Mitchell,
Jack Benny, Reggie Gardiner, Lou Costello and Roger
Dann were among the many stags (continued on pace 67)
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—

MAG G IS
Listening

in

on what's going on behind the scenes

Maggi McNellis interviewing Audrey Hepburn, Hollywood's
newest star, at the Cafe de la Paix of the St. Moritz Hotel.

Eddie

Fisher's most consistent dating has been with

Marand, the "Wish You Were Here" star
famed musical and it was Hal Block, former
"What's My Line?" panelist, who had to step out of
Patricia's life when Eddie walked in
Patricia

of the

—

.

.

.

Helayne and Red Buttons had planned building a new
home in swank Sands Point, Long Island; that was before
Red and Jackie Gleason began their mysterious feuding.

an elegant mansion on
North Shore and he voiced an
opinion that Sands Point wasn't "big enough" for both.
If Red moved in, Jackie would move out. The Red Buttons have decided to remain in their New York Sutton

Jackie, as everyone knows, lives in

Long

Island's celebrated

Marge and Gower Champion had a few mishaps before their
telecast with Marjorie Trumball, but came thru sensationally.

Place apartment for the time being. Meanwhile, friends
of both ace comedians are trying to get them to patch up
their differences.

for

them

Sands Point may not be "big enough"

both, but the screens of millions of

throughout America are

was nip

.

.

TV

sets

.

tuck over which brought in more shekals
in New York at Carnegie Hall
for a one-night concert the box-office sale or lobby promotion and salesmen who unloaded so many Liberace
recordings the customers had to be separated the boxoffice patrons to the left, the disc-buyers to the right.
When the Liberace fans tried to do both, bedlam ensued
and Liberace took home another heavy bundle of loot
proving he's one of TV's greatest attractions ...
It

'n

when Liberace appeared

—

—

—

TV fans of "The Doctor" Warner Anderson, that is
are going to be mighty pleased with the acting stint
turned

in

by their video favorite

version of "The Caine Mutiny."

Red

Skelton, with son Richard and daughter Valentina, has
He refuses to stay on his diet.

his doctors worried again.

16

in the

Columbia

film

Despite the veteran

Hollywood actors, Van Johnson, Humphrey Bogart and
Fred MacMurray who share the spotlight with Warner
in the famous court-martial scene in Herman Wouk's
celebrated story, TV's "Doc" makes every moment count
in the role of

Captain Blakely, presiding

officer in the

PRIVATE WIRE
in

television

—the

latest news, views, doings of video personalities

Ralph Edwards, here with the Bob Cummingses and Mrs. Edwards, wants to bring "Mr. Hush" and "Walking Man" to TV.

court-martial sequence. With a top role in
ney's

"A Lion

Is

In

The

Laurie Anders

show but she

may

and

By

MACCI McNELLIS

bits of gossip

like the

wide open spaces on Ken Murray's
on her 150 Drs. of shoes

also favors 6 in. heels

Jimmy Cag-

Streets" also to his credit, looks

if the popular TV star will be commuting between
both mediums movies and video and what Anderson
fan will complain about that?

as

—

—

.

.

.

If CBS-TV's early morning show, "Laughtime," isn't
one of TV's most amusing daytime shows, I'll eat my new
Sally Victor chapeau. Those Buster Keaton comedies are
the very end a wonderful way to start the day

—

.

.

.

Wonder if Virginia Field and Willard Parker didn't play
smart when they were suggested for the supporting
roles opposite Mark Stevens and Coleen Gray in "Kiss
And Forget," TV film for Ford Theatre. The pair,
it

married in private life, play husband and wife in the film.
They told their agent they didn't think they were "right"
for the roles in the Ford show because they were "too
much in love" for an acting married couple. The Parkers
indicated their off-screen marital bliss might rub off during the performance and no TV viewer would accept anyone being that much in love. And don't you know they
got the assignments the very next day!
.

Sylvia

Sidney

who made her

.

.

(continued on pace
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Bob Crosby's job on Jack Benny's radio show is a pushover
compared to his chores on his afternoon TV musical jamboree.

Arthur and Kathryn Murray will pay Greta Garbo $50,000 if
she'll do a five-minute guest appearance on their TV show

AT THE PRESENT TIME
1. Vanessa Brown models this pixie-like hat with pony tail effect
kept in place by a gold ring. The front head band gives it a snug
fit. $1. Satin scarf with ballerina motif $1.98. Both from "GRANT'S.

2.

A

3.

Hand

4.

Pure

5.

"Rain Dears" by

At VARIETY

beautiful Art Guild Christmas card.
crafted

leather

belt

at

S.

KRESGE

S.

Co.

for

silk printed scarf, assorted patterns, colors. 79c.

LUCKY

Stores.
$1.29.

GREEN'S.

PLASTICS. To keep you

dry!

$2.

Angora trim sweater. Sizes 34-40. At KRESS Stores for $2.98.
100% Zephyr wool, and comes in green, white, pink and aqua.

6.

It is

7. A teen age bag for $1.25. In plaid, calf or corduroy. GRANT'S.
Both sides open and bag is equipped with coin holder and comb.

8.

McLELLAN'S bunny-fun slippers.

9.

This soft baby sweater which comes packaged with booties and

bonnet

is

available at

KRESGE'S

Red, blue, pink.

98c. Sizes 2-8.

for $1.98. It

comes

in pastel colors.

At KRESS

10.

Aluminum "Dog Leash"

11.

For the young man in the family shirt, tie, cuff links and tie
in one for $2.98. Sizes 6 to 16. White only. W. T. GRANT

belt.

Assorted pendants.

98c.

.

—

pin—all

An adorable Patricia Ann model which can be purchased at McLELLAN Stores for $1.69. In sizes 1-3. Yellow, maize, mint, pink.
12.

13.

A

well-constructed, attractive umbrella for $3.98.

14.

A

bit of ruffle, a bit of lace.

casions.

It

comes in

An

W.

T.

GRANT.

acetate rayon blouse for

sizes 32 to 44.

For

$3.98 at

What the well dressed sportsman will wear!
corduroy shirt in blue, brown, green and red.

15.

W.

KRESS
$3.95.

all

oc-

GRANT.

T.

has this fine

Sizes

S-M-L.

—

16. To be worn as a head warmer or as a long scarf just to keep
you warm! This plaid stole for $1. In assorted plaids. H. L. GREEN.
17.

Another wonderful Art Guild Christmas card.

VARIETY

Stores.

18. An angora hat band which can be worn tied under the chin or as
modeled by Vanessa Brown, tied in back of the head. KRESS'. $1.69.

19.

Genuine Argyle men's socks
69c a pair—or two for

sizes, at

in soft
$1.29.

spun

S.

S.

cotton.

KRESGE

In popular

Company.

Men's leather gloves which come in regular sizes. Fleece lined
or unlined, they are $1.98. In black or brown. McLELLANS.
20.

Screenland Fashion Feature

.

- -

AT THE PRESENT TIME

con™

1. Vanessa Brown models Coro's jet and rhinestone jewelry.
Necklace $5, earrings $2, and matching bracelet (not shown),
She's wearing D'Amico's "Coronation Cut" hairpiece.
$3.

Marxie-ette's rubber "Totes"
Select tassels in school colors.
2.

come
For

in white, navy or black.
$2.98 at leading stores.

Indian Maid moccasin with white bunny fur collar comes
in white, black and pastels. $2.99. 4. Turkish-toe scuff comes
in natural-color Persian print. $3.99. 5. Bunny fur scuff, $2.99,
in black, white, colors.
make these slippers.
3.

HONEYBUGS

6.

Pearl and gold necklace with adjustable clasp, $12.50. The

arrow

pin, $7.50.

By MARVELLA. At

fine stores

everywhere.

The "Jane Pickens Show"
is

heard coast-to-coast,

NBC

on the

six

times a week,

Radio Network

Monday through

2:45-2:55 P.M. EST.

Friday,

and Thursday, 10:35-11 :00 P.M. EST.

RECORD
ROUNDUP
Tops

Movie Music

In

Crosby's "The Magic Window"
and "Cela M'Est Egal—If It's All
The Same To You," both from "Little
Boy Lost," for Decca
Buddy Morrow's "Re-Enlistment Blues," from "From
Here To Eternity," and "Quarter To
Twelve" for Victor
Frankie Laine's
"Blowing Wild," from film of same name,
and "Answer Me, Lord Above" for Columbia
MGM's "Gentlemen Prefer
Blondes" album, with Marilyn Monroe
and Jane Russell
Blue Barron's
"That's Amore," from "The Caddy," and
"Till We Love Again" for
"I'll
Be Around" and "Theme From The Joe
Louis Story," both from "The Joe Louis
Story," by George Bassman for
"You're The Right One," from "The

Bing

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

"I Should Have Told You
Long Ago" by Bob Santa Maria for MGM
Hoagy Carmichael's "When Love

Caddy," and

.

MGM

.

.

.

.

.

Goes Wrong," from "Gentlemen Prefer
Blondes," and "Love Will Soon Be Here"
Capitol
Rosemary Clooney's
"Shoo, Turkey, Shoo" and "Lonely
I"

for

.

.

.

Am

Columbia
"I'll Buy The Ring"
and "Hula Lou" by Danny Kaye for
Decca
"So This Is Love," from film
of same name, and "Julie," from "Take
The High Ground," by Le Roy Holmes
for MGM
Rudy Vallee's "Taps," from
"From Here To Eternity," and "The
Whiffenpoof Song" for Victor

for

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

MGM

.

.

.

BY JANE PICKENS

Kay Starr's "When My Dreamboat
Comes Home" and "Swamp Fire" for
.

.

.

Capitol
Tex Beneke's "Danny's Hideaway" and "Mr. Peepers" for Coral
"Coco Bongo" and "A Foggy Day" by
Sauter-Finegan for Victor
Ray Anthony's "Dragnet" and "Dancing In The
Dark" for Capitol
Perry Como's "You
Alone" and "Papaya Mama" for Victor
Fran Warren's "Shake A Hand" and "The
Angel Passed By" for MGM ... "I Forgot
More Than You'll Ever Know" and
"Anymore" by Toni Arden for Columbia
Percy Faith's "In Love" and "Many
Times"
"Dansero" and "No More
Tears" by Ginny Gibson for MGM
Eartha Kitt's "I Want To Be Evil" and
"Annie Doesn't Live Here Anymore" for
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

EDD7E

FISHER'S "Many Times" and

"Just To Be With You" jor Victor

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Other Toppers

.

.

Stan Freberg's "St. George
"Little Blue
Riding Hood" for Capitol
"Embrasse"
and "Melancolie" by Felicia Sanders for

Victor

.

.

.

And The Dragonet" and
.

.

.

Columbia
Vic Damone's "Ebb Tide
and "If I Could Make You Mine" for
Mercury
Alan Dean's "Why Do You
Pretend" and "Don't Make Me Love Yon"
'

.

.

.

for

MGM

.

.

.

.

.

.

Grab Bag

David

Rose's "Music

bum

for

MGM

.

.

To Love By" al"Beware" and
.

"Who Put The

Devil In Evelyn's Eyes"
by the Mills Brothers for Decca ... Jo
Stafford and Frankie Laine's "New Or-

album for Columbia
"Istanbul" and "I Should Have Told You Long
Ago" by the Four Lads for Columbia
Joel Grey's "Too Young To Tango" and
leans"

.

.

.

.

MGM

Songstress Ann Jeffreys and husband, Bob Sterling, have a wedding party reunion at Stork with songstress Monica Lane and husband, John Springer.

.

"The Ta-Ta-Ta Song" for
Ralph Flanagan's "Peter Piper Boogie
and "Something Special" for Victor
.

.

.

.

.

.
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Here are new

stars

in

parade

a

Claus' helpers have stolen the
and done a bangup job on their gift selecting. Don't
be surprised at their limiting themselves to perfumes, cosmetics and toiletries. They know that these convey
a message that is both personal and
Prices are appealing too,
flattering.

Santa

spot-light again

especially so

when you

consider

how

long these presents will continue to
give pleasure.
The first little angel above has chosen
a gay gift of Richard Hudnut's

perfume,
violin.

all

done up

Gemey

in a frosty

white

No wonder

ly content;

it's

she looks so smugpriced at $1.75. Just

below her, another cherubic charmer

4m

of

gifts

that

should

take

care

shows off Ann Delafield's GlamourEyes Compact. The kit holds everything a girl could want in the way of
eye makeup but it sells for only $2.00.
Next is a Christmasy remembrance
from Houbigant a miniature tree
with a trunk of Swivelstick. The stick

—

perfume comes

famous fragThat attractive

in three

rances, at $1.50 each.

double picture frame is Max Factor's
idea for making complexions prettier
with Creme Puff and a Color-fast liptakes it. The last little angel
almost late because her bundle is

of

gift

in

And

($2.50).

nearly got

Woodbury-Jergens
budding American beauties.
The flight of angels below leads off

of

a

der ($2.00). The men come in for their
share of pampering in the Palmolive
set with giant tube of shave cream
and sturdy flacon of after shave lotion
Cutex gives nail beauty a
($1.79).
boost with a clear plastic suitcase full
of all manicure needs, plus a lipstick

is

set

list

Lentheric's Cream
Sno-Mitten package
Following it is a Nosegay
($1.75).
Bath Set; Dorothy Gray's newest fragrance, in cologne and dusting powwith a
Sachet

stick. $2.35

largest, a fine $1.00

name on your

every

lastly,

the

that

prize

—

away from its angel the
Coty poodle, powder and lipstick. $2.50.

for

By ELIZABETH

LAPHAM

SCENES THEY CENSOR HERE AND ABROAD
[CONTINUED FROM PACE
films that should be looked upon as something of a menace to the public. But not

poor, sweet, well-meaning Caroline. What
was she guilty of? Taking a bath in the
all-together?
What could be cleaner,
mon cher? Or of being a beautiful and

27]

Some

of Gerard Philipe's scenes with
Micheline Presle as they lay together so
passionately in love were poignantly

can't see how anyone who
and who has ever loved could
possibly consider them vulgar or im-

beautiful.

knows

I

life

highly-desirable young woman with absolutely natural impulses and passions?
What could be healthier?" As she asked
these questions, so did her sloe-burning

moral."
"On the other hand," chimed in Christian- Jacque, "1 can't understand why
such a witty, amusing picture as 'La

eyes.

Ronde' has been banned in New York. It's
all tongue-in-cheek and certainly much
less harmful to the public than any dozen

At

this point,

vital

and good-looking

Christian- Jacque (who will become Miss
Carol's husband as soon as her divorce is
final from Stephen Crane, Lana Turner's
ex-spouse) eagerly entered the converHaving directed some of Eusation.

—

best-known female stars Miss
Gina Lollobrigida, Danielle Darrieux, Edwige Feuillere, Antonella Lualdi
in such deliciously frank films as "Fanfan The Tulip," "Adorable Creatures,"
and the about-to-be-released "Lucretia
Borgia," he is easily an outstanding expert on the special attributes of the fair
rope's
Carol,

—

sex in the eternal

game

of love.

"Everyone in the French film industry
was concerned about the outcome of the
'Caroline Cherie' incident," he began.
"You see, in France, only one group and
one group alone has the right to censor
films ours, American, all that come into
the country. It is made up half of laymen
from all professions and half of experts
from the film industry itself. Their decisions are always highly confidential and
are never released to the general public.
Once they approve pictures for release,
no individual or group in any part of
France has the right to make additional
cuts or to ban a showing. There is one
exception, however. Under the law, if a

—

is so controversial that
the public and incites them to

film

be what you

it

or more American gangster pictures I
could name for you. It couldn't possibly
offend anybody over sixteen."

Inasmuch as a couple of scenes in
"Caprice Of Caroline Cherie" showed
Martine nude to the waist in both front
and rear shots, I was sure that both the
enticing French star and her fiance would
have some definite views on the subject
of nudity in films.
It was ChristianJacque who took the lead in discussing
the matter.

"A beautiful body
same class as a

the

art,"

he began.

"If a

to

me

is

beautiful

woman

by nature with a body

is

always in

work of
endowed

of historic pro-

portions, why on earth should she hide
it?
In 'Caprice Of Caroline Cherie,' for

example, there is a very charming scene
where Martine has to jump up suddenly
from her bath and is exposed to the waist.

In another scene, shot from the rear, sh<
shown walking to her bath displaying

is

one of the loveliest backs in existence
Martine is blessed with a heavenly body
and I see no reason why the public shoulc
be deprived of views of it when the storj
of the film and the character she is portraying call for it. I have often said thai
if Martine and I should have a son,
would prefer that he saw a dozen undraped women in the movies to a single
film dealing with wanton killing and premeditated brutality."'
]

Then, grinning from ear to
the following.

ear,

he added

"You Americans have such

magnificent specimens of female beauty
women like Rita Hayworth, Marilyn
Monroe, Betty Grable, Jane Russell and

—

many, many
so

little

others.

of them.

I

And

yet,

resent

it.

you show

Why

a girl

has to stick a rose in her bosom or put
on a heavy string of pearls when she
wears a low-cut gown, I'll never know.
What you give with one hand, you take
away with the other. It is very frustrating!"

That, I said, was a man's point of view.
But how did Martine feel about this
issue? She leaned forward, so that I got

not only a whiff of her perfume, but
also a clearer indication of her physical
gifts.

"Well, generally, I feel as Christian
does, and you'll find that he is expressing the typical French attitude," she explained. "We just don't consider that the
sight of a beautiful nude body is lewd.

However, we think

it

is

vulgar to show

inflames

riot, it

can

yanked on the spot."
I explained to Martine and Christian
how our censorship set-up differs from
theirs how local city and state censor
boards can make cuts, alterations and
can even ban films even though they
have already received the Seal of Approval from the Breen office. They were
somewhat surprised at this situation in
the U.S.A. After revealing some of the
call

—

particular flagrancies our censor boards
watched for, I asked what the French
authorities sought to eliminate from films
they screened.
Martine was the first to reply. "In genThe
eral, we have a sensible attitude.
board looks for things like extreme immorality, unusually brutal violence, and
the re-enactment of crimes recently
committed cases where the individuals
or families involved are still alive. They
also have an eye open for unattractive
portrayals of French nationals.
And
that's about it. To show a tender and
realistic bedroom scene, or an intimate
but humorous love scene, is not considered immoral. It is assumed to be an
accurate portrait of life. I will never
understand why in the United States certain cuts were ordered in the beautiful
and sensitive "The Devil In The Flesh.'

—

54

(

Says French star Martine Carol, "We just don't consider that the sight of a
beautiful nude body is lewd.
But it is vulgar to show complete nudity."

|

complete nudity or to display extremely
revealing clothes on cheap and unattractive

women."

Martine's viewpoint was supported by
other French stars whom I queried on the
censorship subject. Colette Marchand,

whom you saw
who

in

"Moulin Rouge" and

the possessor of an exquisite pair

is

of gams,

had

this

to say:

"Would you

dream of covering up a beautifullymolded statue? It would be ridiculous. In
the same way, I think it is a mistake to
hide the beauty of an attractively-formed
torso. And besides, I think some of the
lingerie displays I saw in shop windows
on Broadway were more immoral than
anything you could see in the nude shows
at Pigalle."

who had made a
on both sides of the
Atlantic, also had some very definite
ideas to offer. "Americans are much too
prudish and puritanical," said Danielle.
"They seem to be afraid of honest emoDanielle Darrieux,

number

of

films

This, in my estimation, is not
tion.
healthy. I found that Americans spend
too much time discussing sex. In France,
we do not talk about sex. In fact, we
never use the word in the same way you

The one word amour covers every-

do.

On
who

the question of nudity, Danijust recently starred in two
delightfully-wicked spoofs on the subject of love, "La Ronde" and Christian thing."
elle

—

Jacque's "Adorable Creatures" — made
do not see any point to
nudity for the sake of sensationalism. I
think it is likely that American censorthis statement. "I

ship

of

French

films

may have some

on this point. I personally do
not care for public display of the human
body, and do not believe it is necessary
except on the rarest possible occasions."
justification

Danielle's
reaction
was similar to
Giselle Pascal's. Mademoiselle Pascal, the
attractive star of the soon-to-be-released

adventure film, "Horizons Without End,"
entered the debate with this comment:
"Films, as an art for the masses, need
some kind of censorship. A man or
woman who buys a book generally has
a good idea of what is being paid for.

But movies are
audience

is

different.

totally

Much

unaware

of your
of the con-

tent of the product they are buying. I
think it important for heads of the
French film industry to guard carefully
against excesses of nudity and immorality,
and excesses, in my opinion, there have

been."

And so the battle of what is good or
bad, what desirable or evil, what moral
or immoral, and what constitutes a danger to the welfare of the young goes on.
In Switzerland, youngsters under eighteen
cannot even attend the movies. In Spain,
kissing scenes are cut from films. For
unknown reasons, "Streetcar Named Desire" has not been released for showing
in Italy. "David And Bathsheba" has not
been approved for Spanish audiences.
Britain, on the basis of unnecessary brutality, cut scenes from "The Glass Wall,"
"Man In The Dark," "The Juggler" and
"Quo Vadis." And Western Germany
sliced the final scene from "Because
You're Mine" because of German sensitivity towards any anti-militarism.

The French censors frown on all scenes
extreme brutality and wanton killing.

of

"Caprice Of Caroline Cherie," the Martine Carol starrer discussed in this examination of the censorship issue, has al-

ready been held up six months by United
States censors

who

are trying to decide

can be shown to
American audiences. On the other hand,
"The Moon Is Blue," which has been
attacked by many of our civic and religious groups as lewd and tasteless, will
certainly have no trouble whatsoever being shown throughout France and most
just

of

how, and

if,

it

Europe.

Perhaps Christian-Jacque, in his suggestion to standardize censorship on a
universal basis, has a good, if supremely
idealistic point that deserves everyone's
careful consideration. But if and when
such a standardization of censorship is

made, on whose moral code would it be
Ours? France's? Switzerland's?

based?

Spain's? And lest we forget, many of the
things that all European and American
audiences could accept would only horrify Asiatic and African film-goers
and
vice-versa.

—

Though the entire question is an extremely difficult one, we all can have
plenty of pleasure out of debates on what
should be censored and who should do the
censoring. And who would dare say that
it is all work and no fun to decide whether
one's fellow citizens should be allowed to
see the splendidly-curved Martine Carol
bathing in the nude?
Martine
trata."

and

co-star,

Director

Raf

Vallone,

Christian-Jacque

rehearse scene for controversial "Lysis(with hands up) will soon wed Martine.

Perhaps Martine

is

possibly be cleaner?

right.

What could
end
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IT

stage with the performers, he could be
seen quietly shaking hands with the
giving admiration from
acrobatic act
one old hand to another.

TAKES MORE THAN MUSCLES

.
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.

—

foot

—

"Burt is just rough on the outside,"
comments one of his directors. "Inside
he lives by the book, respects himself,
and loves his wife. What more can you
ask? I guess it's that innate decency that
shows through that gets the girls!"
Ever since Burt was a kid in the tough
East Harlem section of New York, he's
been winning friends and holding them.

household.
It's possible, of course, that Norma Lancaster who's attractive enough to be a
film star herself is just as well "ad-

—

—

justed" as her husband.

forgets," says Nick, who was
once the small half (physically) of that
old circus act of Lang and Cravat. "Once

seem

a friend, always a friend with Burt." Nick
still works out with Burt, both of them
keeping their bodies as fit as when they
played fairs and carnivals with their
acrobatic act, and Nick's had small parts

their heads.

"He never

of Burt's

.

Wherever Burt Lancaster goes his six
two striding along with easy grace
from Chicago, to London's smartest hotels,
he makes
to a small Pacific island
friends, influences people and sets the girls
to sighing. Yet you never hear even a
rumor that there's a rift in the Lancaster

the male animal might be as gentle as a
lamb under the right woman's influence,

in several

—

—

wood
them

be one couple

to find

—and

The Lancasters

who came

to Holly-

fame and fortune awaiting

who

really didn't let

it

go to

Almost any day you can see Mrs. Landoing her shopping, her daily
marketing, taking care of her children
and making a nice normal relaxed home
for a husband who works hard. With a
home life that is as sane and comfortable
caster

films.

Just what is this inner strength of Burt
Lancaster's which draws the women so
irresistibly, which makes friends out of
men who started out disliking the guy
until they met him?
Says a well-known Hollywood psychologist, "Burt Lancaster is probably one
of the few Hollywood actors who is completely adjusted to his environment. That's
a term that covers a lot of ground, but in
his case it means that he's adjusted to his
lack of formal education and has compensated by a genuine interest in learning.
It means, too, that he's comfortable in
his marriage, enjoys his children, and

to

as

Burt Lancaster with his children, Billy
and Susan, are a happy family group.

equally spontaneous tribute to Ed Sullivan's show. "This is my own idea," he
grinned, "but you know I've been around
a lot of carnivals and circuses and variety
shows, and I want to tell you, Ed, I think
'Toast Of The Town' is the best variety
show I've ever seen."
Except
that at the finish of the
show, when Burt Lancaster stood on the
.

.

.

Any Home

in

Anytown,

U.S.A.,

it's

probably easy for Burt Lancaster to make
that "adjustment" between the world of
fantasy and the world of reality.
It's even more probable that some of
that sane daily living comes through his
screen portrayals, making him the man
who is all masculine strength but with a
core of the tenderness and sweetness
every woman wants in her man.

And

Burt can stand for romance to
of America, it's pretty
obvious that he stands for a lot more
than that to his wife.
END
if

half the

women

likes his wife.

"Unlike many of the people in the entertainment world, Burt Lancaster has
found out how to get along with himself,
and since he's at ease with himself accepts his good and bad points he's able
to live outside himself. He's found the
best kind of security," finishes the psy-

—

—

"The security of
an average man."

chologist.
self for

knowing him-

him anything but the average man. Anyone who's ever been privileged to know
genuine feelLancaster says, "Warmth
natural
not a show-off
ings
and what an actor!"
affectionate
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Take, for instance, the brief appearance
Burt made with Ed Sullivan's "Toast Of
The Town" last August. "From Here To
Eternity" had just opened to rave nothat
tices; Burt's role was well-known
of a tough Army sergeant.
Standing beside Sullivan, on the stage,
Lancaster looked tough and big and his
hair needed combing. In the Summer
heat, his suit was rumpled. Easy to imagine him in uniform, enacting a hard

—

—

boiled

Army

sergeant

.

—

.

.

except

.

.

.

Except, that the tough guy had been
caught by the TV cameras a scant two
minutes before, sitting in the audience
and singing "Happy Birthday To You"
to Fritzi Scheff. Head thrown back, perfectly unconscious of himself and the
audience, paying genuine tribute with the
rest of the crowd to a grand old lady of
the theatre.
Except, that on the stage he made an
56
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eager for more knowledge on a
fond of the fading art of
conversation flock towards her. She
doesn't repeat petty gossip or bog down
in trivialities. Her desire to be well-informed gives her a provocative, satisfying
attitude. And she inevitably decorates
her comments with a flash of kindness and
wit. Above all, though, Julia hears superbly. She doesn't stare off into space or

always

In the opinion of his fellow-actors and
friends, however, this is just what makes

.

ANY GIRL CAN RE FASCINATING
is

subject.

Men

somebody else disturbingly. She doesn't
interrupt or feel pained if another woman
gets into the conversation. She goes on
listening responsively, couldn't be dragged
away until a fellow finishes his point. This
courtesy kills them all because it's so rare.
Her thoughtfulness pays in that when she
is asked her opinion men ache to pay
attention. They claim they are rewarded
with the sense she certainly makes.
at

While

at

work

at

Universal-Interna-

where she is currently making
"Wings Of The Hawk," Julia always keeps
her mind on what she is doing, never
tional,

complains, never gets coy, never flirts.
So it's easy to see why the high regard
for her at the studio carries the weight
of genuine respect. Even the top favorites
she's worked with Jimmy Stewart, Rock
Hudson, Tyrone Power, Glenn Ford, Stephen McNally, Van Heflin -have unani-

—

—

33]

mously praised her as a real person.
"Actors aren't like the boy next door,
but I've learned there's no need to be
scared of them," Julia says. "They've
been wonderful to me. They're so polite
and kind. They're sensitive, so they suspect every woman loves to be treated as
though she's a duchess in disguise and
appreciates consideration. They're original because they have great imagination.
Yet they're down-to-earth, so you're perfectly comfortable with them. Sincere?
I've found those I've worked with absolutely unaffected."
Adapting to the personalities of such
different male stars is just like adjusting
to the variety in masculinity anywhere,
Julia continues. It isn't too difficult if you
realize men are astounded and then vastly
pleased at being recognized openly for

what they

are.

"I'm not at

wish

to

all

remain true

when men
own natures.

surprised
to their

I'm stubborn in the same way. I don't
want to be told I'm not capable of doing
my own thinking!" Her habit of giving a
man the chance to admit what he is has
a double effect. Men beam at the mention
of Julia because her attitude is the alluring reverse of the aggressive nerve they
hate in women. Also, since she doesn't

ignore the dreams a man cherishes, Julia
doesn't suffer from the frustration that
springs from determining to change another human being. Her bonus for refraining from being foolishly too bossy
is the enchanting relaxed air with which
she's blessed.

Of course, she explodes when imposed
upon. She recommends blowing your top
and getting it over with. "Men enjoy and
remember an emphatic stand when you
have just cause for not being walked on."
In her case, it's literally officiousness that
irks her most. "There are people who
fancy they have the most important tasks
in the world, or that they know everything better than anyone else possibly
can. They attempt to herd you, as if
you'd remained a child."
Julia delights men because she uses her
head. She knows it's a personal must
to be immaculate, but she's no fussing
ash-tray emptier, perpetual sofa pillow
smoother, or indignant protector of her
furniture. She early discovered that excellent taste is a nice thing to acquire, but
that it doesn't have to make you tense.
She is stunning in the all red or all black
sheath evening gowns that are so beautifully cut to her figure, and every designer
in Hollywood now longs to create something outstandingly chic for her. But she'll
never become a clothes horse because men
would be appalled.
"The

girl

who spends most

of her time

debating what to wear and shopping, who
a production out of everything she
puts on, and who wants to be seen instead
of contributing what she can to an invitation is apt to have more girl than boy
friends!" Julia exclaims.

makes

She's one actress who happily confesses
she doesn't dote upon being domestic. She
loves to decorate a new abode when she

moves because she has an artistic streak.
But she doesn't flutter at the faintest
reference to a stove, dishwashing, or dusting. She's never going to be helpless, or
run a home badly, because she's remarkably capable. But trotting to a market
and carting back bundles isn't her notion
of heaven on earth. Let's not kid Julia
would far rather be glamourously escorted to dinner at La Rue's than fix a little

—

snack herself.

She early discovered there are worthmen who understand her wanting
to fill her spare hours with more than a
domestic routine. Julia was born in
Waterloo, Iowa, about as far from the
bright lights of fame as she could begin.
Perhaps one of her most fortunate breaks
was the father she recalls fondly.
"My dad was a cotton buyer whose
while

work was

chiefly in the Fall.

He

did

what

he enjoyed the rest of the year. We lived
in small towns in Arkansas when I was
little and I've always kept the memory
of how much fun a natural life is. On the
day the circus came to town Dad was as
anxious to make a project of that whole
day as I was. We'd get up at dawn to go
down to the tracks and watch the train
unload. Then we'd see the tents go up
and marvel. I suppose I've always wanted
to be an actress because I remember
watching the circus so clearly. Life is
something to marvel at, and a girl whose
father takes time to teach her this is getting a solid start, I think.

"I'm not at all surprised when men wish to remain true to their own natures.
I'm stubborn in the same way," admits Julia Adams, "Wings Of The Hawk" star.

"I reveled in the tomboy urge, liked to
play cowboys and Indians rather than stay
alone with dolls. Dad took me fishing. We
had a great many dogs, and he could train

them
about.

to
I

do any trick that

was mad about

we

horses,

thought

and loved

to ride."

She

refers to Little

Rock

as

home, as

they eventually settled there. Her father
died when she was fifteen. She took to
school plays instinctively. She never
doubted that she'd be a real actress, although it was such a far-fetched goal
;he received warnings she was silly whenever she confided her intention. To earn
extra money she worked every Saturday
in a hat shop. She went on to junior
college in Little Rock, joined a sorority
and was duly awed by the handsome boy,
then the athletic hero, and the lad with
the cutest car and snappiest patter. Because she went through each of the normal phases of growing up there are no
gaps in her maturing. She tried out for
every college play successfully. She took
a business course, too, and during her
Summer vacations was a secretary in the
Arkansas State Capitol.

"I'm glad

I

had

to

be practical about
have

acting," Julia says. "But then you
to be practical about everything!"

She was straightforward with her dates

who had marriage

in view.

"You'll get

your heart broken in Hollywood," they
announced. "It's ridiculous for you to
spend so much time rehearsing in plays."
She didn't abandon her hope. Her try
for a career came first, she explained over
and over. She was willing to make her
own mistakes, and profit by them.

On finishing junior college she had
enough money saved to tackle either
Hollywood or Broadway. She flipped a
coin. California came up heads, so she
bought her plane ticket one-way. The
moment she first saw the million lights of

Los Angeles spread below is one she'll
never erase from her heart. She hurried
to the home of an aunt in Long Beach.
Through her she met a girl who wanted to
share an apartment near Hollywood. Julia
landed a secretarial job that permitted
time to study acting from Florence Enright, a distinguished dramatic coach. Up
till then she didn't know she had a midWest accent that would be a fatal handicap in itself. The dozens of diction lessons for which she budgeted ironed it out.
Plenty of persistence and patience are
required after you reach Hollywood and
can support yourself till you get the big
break. Julia saved every dollar she could
working as a secretary, so she could tide
herself over during another chapter of
concentration on her dramatic coaching
and possibly getting an interview at a
studio. Then, her money spent, she'd look
in the papers and take another shorthand
and typing job.
Television was her final springboard.
a hundred aspirants were auditioned for a TV comedy, Julia, Peggy Dow,

When

Raymond, and Marilyn Monroe
were picked. The records indicate Marilyn was dropped before that show went
on, because she needed more acting
know-how.
Paula

A second TV play followed for Julia,
however, and then she was asked to make
her screen debut as the heroine of a B
Western. This led to being set as "the
girl" in six class C Westerns. If you can
visualize being in those six in a total
shooting time of five weeks you can
estimate correctly that Julia's introduction to the movies was a prolonged, hectic
initiation!

To escape from

that rut she searched

new agent as soon as she was rested
enough. He managed to get her the spot
as the girl in a screen test U-I was mak-

for a

ing of All-American

Leon Hart. Neither
57

the football hero nor Julia was called
back for a follow-up interview. Six long
months later the executives at U-I were
frantic for the right actress for the second
lead in "Bright Victory." They had every
test reel stuck on the shelves trotted out,
and that's precisely when and how they
sent for Julia at last. To everyone's bewilderment she was so right for the part
longshe might have been born for it.
term contract went with it, and she's been
climbing steadily ever since.
When she was a secretary she didn't
array herself elaborately, didn't drive an
employer crazy dolling up for the tomor-

A

—

—

rows she was sure were ahead. She chose
laundered blouses and skirts,
avoided costume jewelry, resembled an
actress by no stretch of the boss's imagination. She exerted her taste and intelligence, and couldn't be topped for cheerfulness, loyalty, accuracy, and punctuality. All these traits have come in handy

vamp, who specialized in long, slink-,
velvet gowns, pearls the size of hens' eggs
and the burning of incense in her heavih
draped boudoir, is gone. Theda Bara

freshly

for her as a modern star.
Julia's reticence to talk about her
riage is understood by her friends.

who

introduced the vamp to moviegoer;
'way back in 1914, when she starred ir
"A Fool There Was," would be laughec
off the screen today were she to try tc

repeat that technique.

mar-

Two-

and-a-half years as the wife of a brilliant
young screenwriter have resulted in
stormy weather lately. But he still says
about Julia, "I love her!"
END

Instead we have Rita, and the moderr
character she has given to the role ol
Sadie Thompson, a fiction character whc
is as old as the first vamps themselves:
Dance director of the film, Lee Scott,
couldn't express the characterization better:

SADIE HAYWORTH
[CONTINUED FROM PACE

every thing to disturb a man's senses, and

whatever she does
in the film of

my

also do to all the

From

Somerset

to

Reverend Davidson

story, I think she will

men in the
Maugham

audience."
this

was

praise indeed. In the long life of the
author, and the equally long life of his
masterpiece, "Rain," he had seen many
great and not-so-great actresses reenact
what amounts to practically an immortal
theatrical role. The best were Jeanne
Eagels, on the dramatic stage, June Havoc
on the musical stage, Joan Crawford in
the movies and now Rita Hayworth in

—

3-D, no

less.

a rising young actress today who doesn't want to play Peter
Pan, it is also true that there isn't a
confirmed and experienced player who
doesn't want to get her teeth into Sadie
Thompson. Of all the characters that
Just as there

isn't

have emerged from theatrical
Sadie

Thompson

is

always likely

to

In any guise

encounter troushe is still a

—

woman."
Whatever these arguments amount
never was an actress so right for the

to
title

role of Columbia's "Miss Sadie Thompson," which no matter the trimmings,
you will easily recognize as the saga of
the woman that author Somerset Maugham meant her to be: a lady censorable,

but

still

beloved

— of

—

the leisured

world.

And whatever you may think of Columbia's 3-D Technicolor opus, "Miss
Sadie Thompson," you will admit one
thing, that's sure. The old-time movie

—

—

And, if you like that kind of lingo
which seems to describe the tempo of
the modernization of Maugham's classic
"Rain," Mr. Scott goes on, "When Rita
shows up, on the lam from Honolulu, and
those women-hungry leathernecks get an
eyeful of this slick chick with the freewheeling chassis, the pineapple juice
starts to flow and a luau is on.
"In no time at all, the hot little Marine
gets in the groove with a good
beat, and all the boys want to dance
with Rita. Harlem never saw what goes
on next. That girl she could start a revival of the Bunny-hug!"

combo

—

literature,

looms, too, as one of the

most provocative roles

How

hers,

—

29]

bled seas.

"Rita plays an alluring drifter whc
comes to a South Seas island where U. S.
Marines are based. Sadie is the toast ol
these woman-starved males, and at a gay
party she sings 'The Heat Is On' and
the words do justice and how to the
dance that follows. It's hot, man, it's hot!"

of

all.

make-up of
acts Sadie project into the
playing of the role itself? Quite a lot,
say the experts.
prim and positive
actress is likely to do less with the role
than, say, a light-hearted, understanding
a

far does the natural

woman who

A

woman who, in her own life, has had an
adventurous career in romance and sex.
Says a well-known Hollywood psychol"A woman to be a complete woman
has to have a little of the love-dalliance,
as it might be termed. Sadie Thompson,
who wore her body on her sleeve, can
only be played by a woman with her
heart on her sleeve. That is why Rita
Hayworth, and many of the others who
came before, were so good for the role."
ogist,

psychologist, however, made it
an actress playing the part of
Sadie Thompson did not have to wear her
romantic garb lightly in private. Or be
loose with her morals. Or take even small
flirtations as she would a cocktail. But
it helps!

This

plain, that

"Dr. Kinsey," explains this same psychologist, "recognizes that in every wom-

an there is a trait of the gypsy when it
comes to changing affections. A woman
in search of love, whether she is legally
entitled to it, or merely beachcombing
the flotsam of what is available, and finally settling for the jetsam of what can be
58

Aldo Ray lifts Rita Hayworth through night club window in scene for "Sadie
Thompson." Rita fell in love with Dick Haymes during production of this film.

:

Soon audiences everywhere will see
Rita Hayworth's rendition of the unforgettable Sadie. The fact that she may
give the performance of her life, the ex-

perts say, is not because she has ever
lived the part, but because she believes
in it. It's not hard to believe in Sadie in
any guise. Rain, or shine!
end

WHAT'S HAPPENED TO JEFF?
[CONTINUED FROM PACE
inherited the role. Yet, it was as Cochise
that Jeff received his greatest acclaim.
His career has had the usual false
starts. Just when it looked as though he'd
begin to take in the real acting plums

worthy

—and he one of
actors — he'd get some-

of his ability

is

the town's finest
thing not quite so first-rate. This happens

Being ambitious and wanting to do worthwhile things, Jeff had his
to all actors.

moments of frustration.
Such feelings could, of course, reflect
on his moods at home. A guy who is not
happy in his work is not happy at home.
Then there was the added business of his
being asked countless times for stories
about his marriage for magazines.
Few stars have cooperated as conscientiously as Jeff in meeting the incessant cry for private life stories. After
the reconciliation he acceded to every
request for material on how he saved
his marriage. The spotlight continued to
stay on his home life so much that finally he decided he could not discuss it
any more. The glare of the light got
and understandto be just too much

—

39]

His marriage couldn't take it.
what has happened
to this marriage you have to take a look
ably

so.

To try

to find out

at Jeff.

He

is

probably one of the town's bestHis ready wit, his easy-

liked people.

going attitude, his lack of temperament
have made him very popular on the set
as well as with the public. But much
goes on behind that calm, light-hearted
surface.
It's
the old proverb of still

—

water running deep.
Jeff isn't the kind who is given to loud
outbursts of temper. He is quiet and
self-controlled with the feelings all inside. Yet, he has recognized that in some
ways this is a fault and he has honestly
tried to be less of an introvert.
One of his discoveries about marriage
was learning that there are no separate
kinds of responsibilities for a husband

and

wife.

You

can't delegate obligations

like a catalogue.

He

long ago got over

the idea that just because man is male
he must be the final word.
However, there was never any question
in Jeff's house as to who should be the

Marjorie had always wanted him
assume the major control, especially in
business matters and in the upbringing of
their two children, Dana and Jamie.
When Dana and Jamie are mentioned,
you come to the real sad part of this
marital difficulty. Recently, Jeff had the
two youngsters at the studio with him for
lunch. Their complete adoration for him
and his for them was something to see.
Jeff's whole face softened when he looked
at the two girls. And when he kissed them
with real fatherly affection you could
read volumes in his face.
It was seeing Jeff then that you knew
how lonely he was, how much spark had
gone from him. There was a listlessness
in his voice. He walked slowly, heavily.
boss.

to

No one could for a moment believe, after
seeing him, that he was taking this mariAnd no one could
tal trouble lightly.
fail to understand how deep is his love for
his family.
You can be sure that Jeff and Marjorie
would have taken no such drastic step
as a separation if it hadn't been the only
way not when you know how much they
love Dana and Jamie. And with Marjorie's firm belief that children need a
father's guidance and love and discipline
you can only know that the decision was

—

not arrived at easily.

Maybe this sounds like so much sentimental claptrap. But people too often
forget that stars are human too, with all
their heartbreaks and sorrow just like
you and you and you. Sure, people think
divorces in Hollywood are lightly come
about and that this town is a nest of
unprincipled characters who care nothing
for the sanctity of marriage. But such
is not the case.
Behind every headline
you read of a broken marriage there is
deep heartache. And don't let the columnists or rumor mongers tell you otherwise.

There are some who think that the
Chandlers broke up because there was
not enough respect for individuality in
their marriage. This might have been so
at the time, but Jeff learned as did Marjorie that without the respect for each
other as individuals, possession took over
and any understanding went out the

—

—

window.
Jeff once said that individuality is so
important that people shouldn't get mar-

were too differhe admitted is something that is not always easy to discover
before marriage. So there is the possibility that Jeff and Marjorie are too

ried

if

their personalities

ent. This, of course,

unalike as people, with too

many

con-

and beliefs. However, Jeff
also said that with compromise and tolerance and real love, even this difficulty
trasting ideas

could be worked out. And those who
Jeff and Marjorie know how they
tried to adjust their personality differ-

know

ences.

Neither Jeff nor Marjorie expected,
however, that they would not find changes
developing in their marriage.
They

Chandler and wife after one of their reconciliations.
sincerely to find a happy way of life together, but failed,

Jeff

They

much

tried often and
to their regret.

realized that their fives together would
change as they changed, as their perspectives broadened. After their last reconciliation they were determined, thereanother for
fore, never to take one
granted. They were more interested in
59

Laurence Olivier asked Jean to play
Ophelia in his production of "Hamlet."
Stewart insisted she was much too young
and inexperienced for the part, and urged
her to turn it down. Luckily for Jean and
movie audiences all over the world, J.
Arthur Rank, to whom she was under
contract, thought she'd be wonderful in it
and made her play the part. Overnight it
established her as a star.
Sir

There are other traits that stand in the
of a happy union. In fact, with the

way

exception of both being British, they don't

have too much in common!
Take their relationship toward the people around them, as reflected in the opinions of their co-workers.

Few comments are on record about
Stewart's cooperation on the set. In a town
where praise is the cheapest commodity,
that is certainly indicative of their sentiment.

Jean Simmons and Deborah Kerr watch as Stewart Granger signs autograph
book at Hollywood premiere. Jean and Stewart are unlike in many ways.

remembering the deep love that brought
them together and less interested in judg-

There is no fast solution. How can there
be when the two people are still very

ing each other for shortcomings.

much

But has their marriage finally become
one of judgment instead of compassion?
To find this answer you would have to
probe deeply into the emotions of the two
people involved and this is something no

Hollywood is wondering what this will
do to Jeff. It knows him as a man who

—

outsider can do.

and Marjorie have talked over their
problems at great length. They have
tried to find a common meeting ground.
At this writing, they have not found it.
This, then, is no cut and dried story.
There is no quick and convenient answer.
Jeff

—

in love?

sentimental, romantic at heart, a man
who needs a home and family. It recognizes his intensely sensitive nature. And
it wonders how long he can keep that
smile on his face to cover a deep void
is

.

.

When on her own, Jean mixes easily
with people. In spite of different backgrounds, she talked with most members
of the cast and crew, and showed an interest in

any

subject.

—

She's a sensitive girl just how sensitive was evident the first time she met

Frank Prehoda, her
"The Robe."
Although her part
presence

till

make-up man

on

didn't call for her
fairly late in the picture, she

so much interested in the production
that she came to the set two weeks ahead
of her starting date. One afternoon she
was visiting her friend and co-star, Richard Burton, in his dressing room when

was

inside.

Both Marjorie and Jeff deserve real and
honest happiness. Everyone hopes they
will

As for Jean, nothing but sincere admiration has come from anyone who has
ever worked with her.
When she left 20th Century-Fox after
finishing "The Robe," she'd won a host of
friends. Remarks like "She's one of the
nicest, most cooperative actresses I have
." were the rule, not
ever worked with
the exception.

eventually find that happiness toEND

gether.

Frank walked

in

for the next scene.

your combs

to fix

Richard ready
if I use one of
hair?" Jean asked

to get

"Mind

my

him.

UNHAPPY LOVERS
[CONTINUED FROM PACE

being quoted for publication.
Nevertheless, without mentioning any
names, some of the people with whom the
Grangers have associated painted enough
of a picture to draw some very interesting
conclusions.
The difference in age between Stewart
is of much more importance
than they admit in public, and possibly
even to themselves. When they first met,
Stewart was in his thirties, Jean a mere
thirteen. His attitude was fatherly, hers,
idealistic and submissive. It's never completely changed.
Around him, Jean is given little opportunity to express herself. When they still

and Jean

gave joint interviews, all too often a reporter addressed a question to Jean, only
to have it answered by Stewart.
At first Jean didn't mind. Deeply in
love with her husband, she idolized him
and everything he said. and did. But how
long can a girl with Jean's sensitivity and
intelligence keep up that sort of behavior?
60

"Of course not. But it's only a regular
."
barber comb
Jean didn't mind. She walked in front
of the mirror and slowly moved the comb
through her hair. Suddenly it snapped.
.
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Certainly not forever, and signs of her
become more obvious all the time.
Financial instability and a permanent
state of unrest are said to be other sources
of constant tension.
Stewart has always been an easy
spender. In England he once saved the
equivalent of $30,000 and promptly invested it in a yacht. By the end of the
year he didn't have enough left to pay his
income tax. It took him months to work
himself out of debt again.
In Hollywood, when his pool cracked
after an earthquake, his business manager consoled him with, "You've got nothing to worry about. It's deductible.
Stewart looked at him with a blank expression. "Deductible from what?"
This laissez-faire attitude is harder on
Jean, who was brought up under more

distress

- '

protected, more settled conditions.
Stewart's constant advice to his wife is
another factor that doesn't exactly ease
the situation. It started way back when

.

Trying to play a joke on her, Frank
pretended to be really provoked. "This is
terrible," he burst out. "Why
this
.

comb

cost seventy-five cents

.

.

.

.

.

.!"

Jean looked so miserable that he quickswallowed whatever else he was going
to say. Only after he reassured her that
the comb could easily be replaced and
he was only kidding, would she smile
ly

again.

Another incident between Jean and
Frank showed her consideration for the
people around her.
Both own foreign cars, Jean a Jaguar,
Frank an MG. Having found a common
interest, they discussed their cars frequently.

Jean must have known that Frank was
anxious to try his hand at a Jaguar, and
when the opportunity arose, she promptly obliged.

They were already on the set when she
remembered she'd forgotten something in

her dressing room. "My car's outside. I'll
get it for you," Frank had offered.
"Mine's outside, too. Please do me a
."
favor and use it instead
She didn't have to ask twice.
Not only Frank, but everyone on the
picture agreed that she was unusually appreciative of anything that was done for
her. How different from the impression
created by her husband!
Most of the disagreements between
Stewart and Jean have been confined to
their own home, and only occasionally
has the public gotten a glimpse of the
tension that prevails between them. Once
they were seen eating at a restaurant
without saying a word to each other.
When asked if a quarrel was the reason
for their silence, Stewart quickly explained that they preferred to concentrate
on their food. The explanation was hard
.

.

to accept.

"outspokenness" sometimes
even for his closest
friends to get along with him. The MiStewart's

makes

it

difficult

chael Wildings, for instance.

Stewart and Michael have been pals for
nearly fifteen years. When Michael and
Liz came back to the United States after
they were first married, they stayed with

till they could move into a
of their own. It was during that
time that friction first started.
Stewart did not grow as fond of Liz as

the Grangers

and Debra, "Big

home

Mamoo,"

Michael would have liked. What's more,
he made no secret of it. Obviously, regardless of how close they had been for
years, under those circumstances a friendship between Michael and Stewart could
not continue on the same terms.
A nickname he earned when he still
lived in Bel Air gives another indication
of how Stewart impresses the people
around him. They called him "The Maharaja of Bel Air," and not because of his
collection of hunting trophies in his game
room, next to the pool. His bearing was
responsible for a
prefer to forget.

title

we

are sure he'd

At this time, Jean is torn between a
youthful adoration for a man she admired
from the time she first met him, and a
desire to assert herself as a wife and a
woman. Unless Stewart changes his attitude, an eventual break-up between the
two seems inevitable. Should he take to
heart some of the advice given by wellwishing outsiders, his marriage may yet
be saved.
Only the future will

tell.

END

Mamoo" and

"Little

respectively.

Unlike some think, Debra is no stay-athome. She's traveled more than 20,000
miles in the past eight months on Movietown, U.S.A., personal appearances, and
theatre opening junkets. In true Hollywood fashion it was when the Navy boys
were honoring her at Norfolk, Va., 3,000
miles from home, that she met her new
neighbor, Charles Coburn.
"We'd really met before," Debra reminded. "I made my debut at 12 playing
a fairy in 'The Merry Wives Of Windsor'
in which Mr. Coburn starred. I had
wanted to say hello to him when we first

moved

into the neighborhood, but it took
our meeting at the Naval Base to accom-

plish that.

"Then, he told me, he thought it was our
family who had moved in, because of the
orchid Cadillac. That car of ours is getting to be a trademark. I never have to
give my address, everyone has already
spotted the house because of the car."
still more traveling in her fuDebra has the studio's permission
to launch a night club debut in a few
months. She'll have two boys in the act
and will open in Las Vegas. Clubs are
well aware of her singing and dancing

There's

ture.

talents as witness the

DEBRA SPEAKS FOR HERSELF!
[CONTINUED FROM PACE

months ago and was in a cast, had to
resume dancing for a test at U-I where
she's under contract.
"She couldn't dance on that highly
glossed floor or she might slip again on
her back. It practically brought tears to
my eyes as we poured gallons of water
and lye to get the wax off so the floor
wouldn't be slippery."
Debra takes such things good naturedly.

She

didn't
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One afternoon Vic smuggled her phonograph from her dressing room, and proceeded to convince her television was a
more necessary form of entertainment and
since he just happened to own two TV
stores, promptly and astutely sold her
two sets. He fondly nicknamed her mother

cabling a $6,000
as they learned of

Royal Hawaiian's
offer as soon
her supper club plans.

a

week

"I'm doing it for the experience," then,
she winked, "and the money. It's fabulous the prices you can get. At present,
I have no need for a business manager.
There's just one pocketbook in the household, and everyone shares and shares
alike.
One of these days we want to
buy our own home, we're renting now,
and let Mom and Dad take it easy.

even wince when 20th called

her in for hairstyle tests and then surprised her by dyeing her hair blonde.
"I didn't know they were going to do
it until I was seated in the chair.
Something about a lighter shade cutting down
my jaw line. I was there from 10 a.m.
to 3 p.m.

"Oh,"

she

shoulders, "I

days later

My

shuddered

became

when my

hunching her

so frightened a few
hair turned green.

so dark it's very hard to dye
and some unexpected reaction gave it
the grass color. I got up one morning,
looked in the mirror, and let out a scream.
Only after applying oil treatments did it
simmer down to the blonde shade."
Soon as she completed 20th Century
Fox's "Demetrius And The Gladiators,"

she

hair

is

reverted

to

brunette

for

"Prince

Valiant."
"If I ever dye my hair again, I'd much
prefer the red shade of Jeanne Crain's
which I think is beautiful."
Although Debbie's part is very dramatic
in "Demetrius And The Gladiators," she
and Victor Mature managed to keep
things moving at a rib-tickling pace be-

tween scenes.

When the cast got a little hungry in
mid-morning, eyebrows raised as Deb
ordered her usual breakfast of fried
chicken livers and a bottle of Coke.

Debra Paget with Piper Laurie at charity masquerade ball. Says
get a lot of well-meaning advice from friends. But I'm pretty set in

Debra, "I
ways."

my

"There

isn't

at our place.

much chance

My

baby

for relaxation
Meg, is five

sister,

years old and just at the stage where
she likes to wear my best clothes and high
heels for 'dress up.' My older sister, Tela,
and her family live with us. Her youngest
is just at the crawling age and exploring
into everything. Her older girl is two and
has discovered lipstick looks pretty on
her forehead and nail polish can decorate
the rugs.

"I'm afraid those

who

think

my

private

and listless are in for a jolt.
I get a lot of well-meaning advice from
friends which I listen to, but for the rest
I let it go in one ear and out the other.

life is

dull

I'm pretty set in my ways," she smiled.
Then, rather thoughtfully, she said,

"Everyone is entitled to his own opinion,
but once in a while when I'm the prime
target, I have to blow off steam. That's
END

for sure," she laughed.

asks that alarming question, "Why should
do it their way?" He doesn't do things
because those in authority have said they
should be done. Instead, he applies his
own keen sense of fair play, sprinkled
with his incomparable sense of humor.
When Garry and I were trading memories of high school escapades, I reminded
him of the school assembly that he had
been asked to arrange. Garry and I had
been partners in that prank, so the memory is equally vivid for both of us.

I

Garry had been asked to take charge
weekly assembly period and had
told the faculty members that he would
be glad to do a show if there were no
speeches by the faculty and if no teachers
were allowed to participate. He told them.
"If you want an hour of fun, I'll give it
to you, but it must be an hour of fun
with no school propaganda interspersed."
They agreed, and Garry began to plan for
a real hour-of-fun fest. When the day arrived, a week later, and just ten minutes
before the assembly was to begin, we
found out that the principal was going to
make an address. This was not according
to the agreement, but of course, by that
of the

BAD BOY MAKES GOOD
[CONTINUED FROM PACE
his audiences for a month ahead, asking
for their opinions. When thousands of
letters told him that his viewers did not
want a quiz or panel show from him, he
balked the entire Columbia Broadcasting
System to keep his show the way his
audiences wanted it. It is quite obvious
that Columbia expected Garry to be
frightened into going their way when
they fired him; but since Garry is not
easily frightened and refused to go against
his audience's expressed wishes, they
naturally had to hire him back or lose a
valuable property.

amused by the conwas given by Mr.
Hubbel Robinson (who is Vice President
in Charge of Programming at CBS ) when
I

was

just a bit

servative answer that

asked for his opinion of Garry's behavior.
Mr. Robinson said (and I quote), "Garry
Moore's integrity oftentimes borders on
sheer stubbornness." So even the people
who find him so hard to handle always
admit Garry's integrity.
Today, twenty years after the high
school experiences, Garry still refuses to
conform. He still refuses to be told "what
and how" to do his daily program, by
either the advertising man or the Colum-
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bia Broadcasting System. In Garry's

own

words, he sums it up this way— "I never
underestimate my audience, especially
their ability to understand and appreciate
humor." He will not go along with the
theory that audiences can be led. "I let
the audience lead me. If the advertisers
wish to consider the viewing audiences as
children, let 'em. But they won't do it
on my show!"
The strange thing about this is that
Garry has found out that this sort of horse
sense pays off in the long run. Today he
has a fully sponsored show, plus a waiting
list
a record that perhaps is surpassed
only by the fabulous Godfrey man.
And speaking of Godfrey, Garry's suc-

—

cess in replacing

Arthur Godfrey for his

"Talent Scout" show has been phenomenal. He seems to be the only single person that Godfrey fans will accept as a
replacement.
Certainly anyone who watches Garry's
shows today notices that he is still the
impetuous, fast-thinking, wise-cracking
high school boy; and the reason for this
is that he is the same Garry Moore who
refused to fit into a pattern in his high
school days. Now, just as then, he still

time the faculty evidently felt that there
was nothing he could do about it. Well,
they were right that there was nothing
he could do about the address, but they
certainly never expected what happened.
I'll never forget the moment when Garry came over to me, as we were standing
in the wings of the high school auditorium
stage. I think for the first time in my
life I saw him drooping
crew cut and
all. Even the corners of his mouth, that
usually went up in a broad grin, were
hanging down. I thought that he was
sick. "What's the matter?" I asked.
"He's going to speak and he promised
not to," he said.
"Who's going to speak?" I asked.

—

"Doc Edwards," he

said.

(Dr. Philip

H. Edwards was principal of "City" at
the time.)
I think I drooped even more than Garry, then. I was really upset, and I prac-

moaned, "Well, what shall we do?"
as the words were out of
my mouth, an idea seemed to burst in
Garry's head. Perhaps he needed me to
be crushed before his fast-thinking could
work to save the situation. And, perhaps
if we
had waited a few minutes and
tically

As quickly

thought before
dacity

of

we

started, the sheer auidea would have overus. But, we didn't wait to debate.

his

whelmed
I was wearing

a tank swim suit. Garry
quickly doffed his shoes, took off his socks,
rolled them up, and stuffed them into
the front of my bathing suit. He slammed
a wig on my head, and though I was a
pretty hideous one, I suddenly became a
female bathing beauty!

Dr. Edwards had begun his speech in
front of the curtain. "Fellow members of
."
the faculty and young gentlemen
.

.

Garry said, as he gave me a push
through the curtain, "Go out there, pause
a minute, look back at the curtain and
scream, then start to run.
you."

I'll

be behind

An impromptu chase began through the
whole auditorium.
Garry Moore gets double-earful from Arlene Whelan, Faye Emerson.
comic entertainer for 20 years, he's the epitome of the little boy
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A
in

favorite
all

men.

We
skates,

commandeered bicycles, roller
and finally a rope ladder thrown

from the balcony. He used all the ingenuity he had at his command to organize and carry out this fantastic comedy
on the spur of the moment.
All this time the principal kept on
bravely making his speech, but no one
heard it. The boys in the audience were
doubled up with laughter and practically
had to be carried off in stretchers. Dr.
Edwards was certainly a good sport about
it, and won a lot of admiration from the
pupils for the way he stood up to this
impossible competition.

And

interesting to note that Dr.
Edwards later on, after he had retired as
principal of the high school, in an address
before a national educators' conference,
called attention to the necessity for eduit

is

conform
and he used this incident,
plus Garry's name, as an example to prove
his point. He said that many times boys
who were known as "bad" an 1 problem
cators not to expect all people to

to a pattern,

gathering dust. To compensate, I gave
her a very bad print of Whistler's mother,
and I am sure she enjoys it just as much."
Just as he knew what his fellow students wanted, he knows today what his
fellow audience wants. For if there is

Garry Moore would
your own audience
first. Think of what you'd like to see and
hear and then try to put that on the
television screen. No matter how many
sponsors, advertising men, or network
executives you have to buck, do it!"
This certainly seems to be easier said
than done, but in the long run this has
paid off for Garry, because he has been
a favorite with radio listeners for 20
years and now with TV viewers.
Garry is the epitome of the little kid
any secret

make

that

of success,

this

his

is still

— "Be

in all of us.

Even

his office

decor has the strictly Garry Moore touch.
One outstanding feature, which illustrates
Garry's entire comedy personality, had
me laughing as soon as I was ushered in.
As you open the door to his office, you
see, right in the doorway, on the floor, a
big painted blob, just as though someone had spilled a paint can. It is pink.
Garry's office walls are green. As you
in and sit down, you are facing the
wall where, from the pink blob of paint,
across the floor, and up the green wall,

walk

run tiny pink foot prints.
The boy in high school who chased me
up and down the aisle, while the principal
was making a speech, is still chasing an
imaginary friend up and down the walls
of his office, up and down the air waves,
and through the television screen, into
END
your living room.

boys because of being non-conformists

AUDREY'S SEARCH FOR LOVE

went far in their respective fields and
were lauded for their bright originality
and their newness of approach.

Some
faculty,

other

of

members

the

of

the

however, didn't see the incident

in the perspective that Dr.

Edwards had,

and reprimanded Garry about it. His answer to them was: "But we both won.
Your speech was made and the assembly
was still a complete hour of fun."
Another incident that Garry tells on
himself about his high school days happened when he was sent to the vice-principal's office by the history teacher. He
was sent to be reprimanded, but when he
found that the vice-principal was busy,
he decided not to wait and took matters
into his own hands quite literally into
his own hands, because he wrote a note
to the history teacher which read:
"Dear Mr. Fairbanks: Please allow
Garrison Morfit back into your history
class. Forget his past offenses. Mr. Morfit is one of the lilies of the field.
He
toils not, neither does he spin." (And as
we both laughed over this note, we realized Garry is still using these same lines

—

[CONTINUED FROM PACE

combined with all the things I really
want the love of a fine man, a good,
strong home, wonderful healthy children.
Many times I believe Jim prayed that I
would fail on Broadway so that nothing
was left to me but to become simply a
wife and mother."
People who knew Jim Hanson confirmed this. "Jim is a strange, conserva-

—

tive,

rather

apprehensive fellow," says

that if Audrey became
the toast of the town, no man would
own her, or be able to love her utterly
and completely. Jim's greatest fear was
that a shared possession was no possession at all."
Here, then, was a great young and upand-coming star desperately in love, and
wishing with all her heart that she could
one.

"He believed
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hold onto both the man she loved and
the career that was before her. In New
York there were long conferences, in

which Jim aired
he was back in

his grievances.

When

London,

tending his
million-dollar interests, the wires flew
thick and fast and the long distance phone
lines buzzed extravagantly and lengthily
into the dawn.
"What do you want, Audrey?" asked
Jim. "The limelight or me?"
"Both," said Audrey. "I think both
can happen at the same time. I want to
be an actress and a woman, too."

Jim Hanson couldn't see it. He knew
that his millions couldn't buy the heart of

who was already lost in an art that
closer to her. And Audrey knew
that millions couldn't make up for the
a girl

was

today.)
Actually, neither of these incidents
brought the school officials to the point of
expelling Garry, because the humor in
them was on such a grand scale that it
had to be recognized. Many of the
teachers in the school laughed about the
chase just as heartily as the pupils did,
and Mr. Fairbanks, the history teacher,
couldn't keep a straight face when Garry

handed him the
class so that

He

note.

they were

read it to the
laughing as

all

Garry was sent back to his seat, his
reprimand forgotten.
There finally was a last straw, however,
that got Garry expel
And Garry says
if anyone is curious about what it was
"Tear off the top of your little brother,
enclose a 34 stamp, and send your re1

'

quest to the National Broadcasting Company. If they don't answer, don't be
surprised."

One of Garry's greatest thrills today is
receiving fan letters year after year from
his old high school teachers in Baltimore.
And as for the high school diploma, Garsaid:
"Who wants it anyhow? It
would only hang on my mother's wall,

ry

of the memorable scenes in "Roman Holiday" is the wild ride on the
motor scooter with Audrey Hepburn and Gregory Peck just dodging traffic.

One
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—
In Paradise." Then she had other small
roles in "One Wild Oat," and in Alec
Guinness' "The Lavender Hill Mob."
larger and better part in "Young Wives'
Tale" followed, but this picture, not too
well received in America, did little to
further her career.

A

—

She was in Monte Carlo and thinking
what a far cry it was from the desolation
of the Nazi-occupied Holland a few
years back when she was tapped for her
Cinderella pumpkin.
"I was acting in the English and French

—

'Monte Carlo Baby,' when the
famous Parisian novelist, Colette, saw
film,

me," she told

us. "I

was

terribly flattered

Colette said she saw in me the very
person she had visualized when she
wrote her play, 'Gigi,' which was about

when

be produced on Broadway."
The play was a smash hit thanks to
Audrey Hepburn. Brilliant Hollywood

to

—

was during the making of "Roman Holiday" that the rumors started to
be heard that Audrey and Greg were growing terribly fond of each other.
It

director,
"I

William Wyler, caught the show.

was completely spellbound," he has

He

said.

couldn't wait to test her for the

"Roman Holiday," which
he was shortly to film in Rome with
Gregory Peck as the male star. The rest
feminine lead in

something to which her whole
had been devoted: the theatre.
After a valiant effort on the part of

sacrifice of
life

both of them to work it out, the bombshell finally occurred one night when
Audrey sadly but firmly declared, "The
bubble has burst. Jim doesn't want to
share me with the theatre. We have
broken our engagement."

is that Audrey
statement, "I love
the life I live, and I live the life I love
and I want to get married."

All that

sticks

to

really plain

is

her

initial

.

Certain, too,

the fact that

is

Audrey

make my

she states. "I want to

life

In her sudden lonesomeness young,
rather unsure Audrey Hepburn, comforted but never blinded by the Broadway lights, found many new true and
more understanding friends people who
recognized the gleam of ambition and adventure in a young actress' eyes; people
who knew that a great, bright new talent
should not be dimmed by a doubtful
domestic lure.

But with all her many friends, Audrey
Hepburn's life still lacked one vital element. There had to be someone to guide
her, advise her, listen to her woes as well
as her triumphs. An acting career would
be an empty thing if there were never
anyone to go home to.
While Audrey was making "Roman
Holiday," the Broadway and Hollywood
grapevine listened, looked and did a

sent to boarding school in England.

—

guesswork.

little

A

neat tidbit of gossip

was suddenly something to play with
and dwell upon. What was this rumor
that Gregory Peck and Audrey Hepburn
were busy planning things together
other than their movie careers? In Rome,
so the story went, they were always together, and the dialogue wasn't always
from

a script.

Was

this to

be a great

new romance

between Gregory and Audrey? Those
who thought they were in the know
agreed there was rarely smoke without
fire

and the team

of

Peck and Hepburn

could easily denote a flame being fanned.

Even today people will tell you that
there is a great romance between the
two, but, so far, nothing has come of it.
With "Roman Holiday" the smash hit that
it is, there is no question but that a devotion has arisen between the two stars,
but whether it has gone further than
that is anyone's guess.
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.

Hepburn, having made tremendous strides
in her career, is on a search to complete
her life. "I never want to be alone again,"
plete."

—

.

To understand

this,

all

com-

you have

to

a little of Audrey's past ... a
and something of
of her present
the future that is in store for her.

know
little

.

.

.

Audrey Hepburn was born

May

in Brussels,

daughter
of an Irish father and a Dutch mother.

Belgium, on

4,

1929, the

Her family was fairly well to do, and
when she was a young child she was
"Hitler invaded Poland
ten years old," she told us.

took

when I was
"My mother

me from England back

since that country

seemed

to Holland,

to

be a safe

haven. But a year later the Germans
occupied Holland, and for five years my
family and I suffered indescribably.

was five years before I was able
get a good meal," she went on. "I
saw my older brother dragged away to
a Nazi camp. I managed to hide safely
when the Nazis forced other children to
work in their kitchens. I gave ballet
concerts in secret to raise funds for the
Dutch resistance movement."
"It

to

When

the

war ended, Audrey and her
to Amsterdam, where she

mother went

continued her ballet studies. In 1948 she
returned to England, where she studied

famous Rambert Ballet School.
first acting experience was the
result of a casual visit with a friend,
who went to audition for the London production of the musical show, "High
Button Shoes." Audrey was chosen, and
thus began her professional career. After
that, she danced a solo ballet in two
other musicals, "Sauce Tartare" and
"Sauce Piquante."
It wasn't long before English moviemakers spotted her, and she played her
first film role in Alastair Sims' "Laughter
at the

Her

is

history.

Next step up in the professional career
of Audrey Hepburn is Hollywood proper,
and the starring role in Paramount's
"Sabrina Fair" with

Humphrey Bogart

and William Holden. Next step up in her
private, personal life is up to her and
Hollywood is watching and waiting.

—

One question that is being asked is
whether Audrey will do what Leslie
Caron did add security and peace to her
new life by marrying quickly. Chances
are that Audrey, who resembles Leslie
in many
ways physically and emotionally will do exactly the same thing!
She has been the first to admit that
while her search for fame is successful,

—

—

—

her search for love has not quite ended.
Discounting her supposed romance
with Gregory Peck, there is no question
that Hollywood will be her oyster. She
will find herself

wanted and wooed by

all

the eligibles of the movie world. The
going will be tough and the prayers are
that she will have a good head on her
shoulders. In having so much to choose
from, Audrey Hepburn, it is to be hoped,
will make a wise, careful and slow choice.
Love is one thing, and infatuation an-

—

other.

Surprisingly modest for a girl who has
attained so much, Audrey Hepburn's
whole heart is in her work. She says,
"I have such a lot to learn and I am so
grateful to those who have helped me. I
feel that I must work and study to live
up to the standard they have set for
me, and that I must listen carefully to
those who have more experience than I."

What everyone hopes is that Audrey
Hepburn will listen carefully to all who
have had so much experience in the
othei, and perhaps to Audrey, more vital
field

— the

field

a field
heartbreaks
It is

of

filled

—the

Hollywood romance.

with

pitfalls, disasters,

Audrey is
young enough to be able to afford to
wait and that is what her dearest friends
hope she will do. Wait. The right man,
unknown.

—

in Hollywood,
around the corner.

especially
just

is

not always
END

DOROTHY KILGALLEN
[CONTINUED FROM PACE
Piazza was the

first

New York glamour
jur

She had a
the knees. Then

Norwegian blue

rage,

new

appear swathed in the

to

girl

22]

fox.

that dripped to
along came Marlene Dietrich with a fulllength coat of the precious pelts to really
"guarantee" the fashion. At the Roxy
Theatre premiere of "The Robe" no less
than 37 variations of the fluffy fur were
worn by as many stage and screen celestole

brities

.

.

GIVE YO UR EYES

.

One top-ranking actor won't be talking about an award he received recently
from a group of Hollywood correspondents and studio workers. It was inscribed: "To Hollywood's Outstanding
So-and-So" (only a little less polite in
the phrasing) and was dreamed up to
commemorate his insults and sarcasm,
which they just couldn't bear any long-

Dean Martin and Jerry Lewis stormed
out

of

Riviera

Miller's

Bill

the

From

into
out of the "ordinary".
radiant new loveliness. That's what
.

.

Maybelline does

for your eyes— Mascara
darker appearing lashes
Eyebrow Pencil for expressive brows
and Eye Shadow for a subtle touch of
color. It's so easy with Maybelline —

for longer,

.

.

.

.

just try

it

and see the difference

!

night

Frank Sinatra opened a singing engagement there. Neglecting to phone ahead
for a table reservation, the comedy team
couldn't even manage to squeeze into the
celebrity-jammed opening performance.
Apparently they didn't think anybody
else would be there
.

.

Tin Pan Alley publishers who never
dreamed they'd live to see the day, are
actually indifferent to landing a Bing
Crosby record for a new tune. The
Groaner just isn't holding his own in the
current popular song market and the
grapevine chatter has it he'll retire
next year because he's "had it!"
.

Damone

PREFERRED BY SMART WOMEN THE WORLD OVER

.

.

MASCARA

EYE

SHADOW

EYEBROW PENCIL

late
.

when he
manager, arranger-composer and publicist. The current slump
Vic

cleaned house

fired his agent,

in

his

career has his

friends

worried.

MGM's postponement

of "Hit The Deck"
didn't help any and Vic's long tour of
one-night stands is just a stop-gap booking to keep him in action and voice until
he resumes his movie-making. Meanwhile
he's restless and suffers from insomnia .
.

Myrna Loy's

best friends don't pretend
about the rift in

to believe the denials

her marriage with Howland Sargeant, a
former State Department official. They
say it just isn't going well, from where
they sit, and a legal separation is in the
offing with La Loy returning to Hollywood to resume her screen career
.

.

.

General James Van Fleet went unrecognized at Bruno's Pen
Pencil while
steak diners clamored for Ava Gardner's
autograph. Ava righted the situation,
however, by leaving her table and asking
the general to inscribe her address book
for her

&

.

.

A

fabulously feminine

Roman

sandal

for the breeziest comfort of your

life

.

.

.

.

rich,

Nina Foch,

at El Morocco, escorted by
Blackwell, the Celebrity Service
Prexy, drew envious stares from other
femmes when she strolled in wearing a

Sizes

ribbed velvet printed

4 to 9

in

many

in

colorful gaiety.

3^

stunning shades.

Earl

Perspiration

and odor-resistant PEDI-PURE

Lining for health

and

daintiness.

.

flaming red Ceil Chapman creation. Earl
got his share of attention, too. A pah- of
Aleutian mink cuff links did it!

SHAMPOO

.

WITHOUT WATER!
Dry Way
Takes Only 10 Minutes!

New

WAVE

STAYS IN! You'll

thrill to the

.

.

Teresa Wright must have been kidding
Stork Club. Turned up wearing a
rhinestone-studded monocle. Naturally,
the once-conservative Tessie got yocks
with the Charles Coburn bit
at the

way

.

.

.

Minipoo Dry Shampoo restores beautiful
sheen, without disturbing your wave.

Brian Aherne commissioned W. Jay
Saylor to redecorate the new Aherne
abode in Gotham's East 50's. The twostory dwelling is being done in Venetian
style, complete with an outside balcony.
(For what? calling a gondola?)

QUICK AND EASY! No water, no suds, no drying. With its simple brush applicator, fragrant
Minipoo powder removes excess oil, dirt and
hair odors in just 10 minutes. Leaves your hair
shining clean and fresh!

IDEAL DURING COLDS

wet your

when you

—

don't want to

hair. Perfect for last-minute dates.

A

celebrated Hollywood producer and
his actress wife are hopping mad over
the proposed Broadway play production
"The
novel,
of Stephen Longstreet's
Beach House," recently published in
pocketbook form by Popular Library. A
copy of the script went to their Malibu
home with a note suggesting that the producer and his wife might like to become
financial backers of the stage version. To
add further insult to injury, the anonymous writer also implied the leading
feminine role might be suitable for the
actress. It's the talk of Hollywood because the novel is supposedly a thinly
veiled expose of the producer and his
wife

Restores limp, stringy, oily hair to shining
softness.

Get this marvelous waterless shampoo today!
30 shampoos and applicator brush in every
package. Ask for Minipoo Dry Shampoo— at
all toilet goods and drug counters.

MAKES TEETH
WHITE
At last, a cosmetic for unat-

BEFORE KHD IRES KOPflL

tractive teeth— like a moviestar smile in 3 minutes!

Are your teeth discolored?
Are you smile-shy? Then try
this marvelous new 'den tal-cosmetic' for the thrill of
your life! You apply KOPALon your teeth, just like enamel on yournails. And presto! Instantly, your teeth
are coated with a sparkling white finish that appears so

and natural

—just like

a movie-star smile!

pay postman $3 plus COD
send $3 with order and save).
Try KOPAL as directed — you be the sole judge of how
lovely this wonderful "dental-cover-up" hidesbad teeth.
Youmustbethrilledormoneyback! frostie winters,
270 Park Avenue. Dept. 1412, New York 17. N. Y.

On

.

Gene
from

No wonder beauty editors, thousands of smart women
and theatrical people praise KOPAL for covering up
stains, blemishes, even gold fillings — almost like
magic! kopal is a dentist's formula, completely safe
and harmless, guaranteed radiant results! Amazing
value! 2-3 months supply only $3. Send name and address today.

.

'

'

pearl-like

.

Tierney's

Paris, say

friends,

returning

you wouldn't know the

once-svelte beauty, she's gained so
weight since making the rounds
Prince Aly Khan
.

.

much
with

.

delivery

postage and charges

'

RUIN YOUR L OOKS
Don't neglect an externally caused pimply
broken out skin that nobody loves to touch!
Apply wonderfully medicated Poslam Ointment
tonight
check results next morning after just
one application!

too?

.

.

The wife of one of Hollywood's handsomest screen stars is rapidly drinking
herself into a sad state, despite the children. Their pending divorce has her
greatly depressed
.

An
and

.

.

famed songwritei
Hollywood director take

internationally

a celebrated

Sunday afternoon poolside
luncheons at which the most important
guests are handsome young males from
Santa Monica's "Muscle Beach." The
revels are more than a trifle daring; it's

turns staging

.

.

.

Greta Garbo, approached to help finance Vittorio DeSica's Italian film, ''He

And

furious at the reports that
with him in the flicker. I
Anytime the Great Swede decides to re- I
turn to pictures, she'll be the star and I
the only one
.

She,"

is

—

.

.

More than 50 impoverished noblemen I
sold their invitations to the recent Mar- I
quis De Cuevas clambake in Biarritz
|
but if the host noticed the costumed im- I
posters he didn't have them tossed out. I
When screen stars Clark Gable, Gregory 1
Peck, Lana Turner and Lex Barker didn't I

—

show up

(

although they had accepted
the famed party-giver was

after their fifth spat.

Mary Pickford and Buddy Rogers
changed their minds about installing a

Orson Welles

.

.

complete television studio in their faHills mansion, Pickfair. It
turned out to be too costly a project, even
for one of Hollywood's wealthiest coupies

.

.

.

END

—

MAKE MONEY
ADDRESSING
ENVELOPES
OUR INSTRUCTIONS
REVEAL HOW

-

Xavier Cugat and his wife, Abbe Lane, at the Crescendo. She does not intend
movie career interfere with their blissful marriage.

to let her recently started

I

I

mous Beverly

—

713 EUCLIDflVE

I

I

.

all 9 ingredients well known
works faster, more effecto skin specialists
tively to help you to a finer complexion. Apply
washing
skin
with non-alkali Poslam
it after
costs so little.
!5oap. At druggists everywhere

GLENN GLENWAYfCLEVELAND 3, OHIO

I

she'll "co-star"

—

Poslam contains

|

—

glad to have the additional, though uninvited,
milling
guests
about Merle
Oberon, Elsa Maxwell, Jeanmaire and

Eva Gabor changed her coiffure three
times daily in Hollywood, and her escorts
just as frequently, after calling off her
wedding plans with Jack Seabrook. the
frozen foods heir. At private Hollywood

\

Inside Hollywood at the lowest level
I
with the biggest male movie star names \
taking part in the frolics

Ida Lupino second-honeymooned with
her third husband, Howard Duff, at Lake
Tahoe, sporting a new diamond bracelet
his reconciliation present. This made
Howard's fourth costly bauble to her

—

PIMPLES

with sister Zsa Zsa in the Sanders-Gaboi
estrangement despite the fact Zsa Zsj
indicated, as we go to press, she "stil
loves" George. Are you getting bored

invitations)

(or

DON'T LET UGLY

parties
she and her brother-in-law
George Sanders, did not speak. Eva side;

t

DANTON WALKER
[CONTINUED FROM PACE

who

palms applauding the

blistered their

Ballard ballads

Hildegarde

.

.

denied

Neff

romance

Peck

.

45]

by

talk

Gregory

the

insisting

they

hadn't seen one another for "months."
Two hours after her arrival from Europe
en route to Hollywood she received a
series of overseas phone calls, spaced at
two-hour intervals, from the Dorchester
Hotel in London. Guests at the Dorchester that weekend included Orson Welles

NYLON

Actress Neff and
"genius" Welles are not on speaking
terms process of elimination leaves you
with one guess. It could wind up being
a peck of trouble for the glamourous
actress should Greta Peck, Greg's longestranged wife decide to sue for a California divorce the community property

and Gregory Peck.

—

\jfflke
BRA

—

kind

.

.

Song star Hildegarde took a bow from
her Hotel Plaza Persian Room table the
Marge and Gower Champion
night
opened their personal appearance there
(with a great assist, musically speaking,
Records maestro, Ted Straefrom

Imagine an
all-nylon bra with

true single-needle stitching
at

A

few nights

later.

.

Marge and

across Fifth Avenue to
the Hotel Pierre's Cotillion Room to return the compliment to "Hildy" who
began her long singing stint in that room.
Professionally, it was a nice gesture, but

Gower dashed

one that cost Marge Champion an emerald and diamond-studded clip a fifth
wedding anniversary gift from Gower.
The costly bauble wasn't returned for
almost ten days it had been found
eventually by a Central Park guard who
turned it over to the local police precinct.

each $1.50
white

The incident was not reported in the
the Champions preferred not
local press
having any of that "Movie Star Loses

—

Jewels"

Valuable

kind

Would have made a
ever,

inasmuch as

of

W.

•

n

howthe honest park em-

HOLLYWOOD STUDIOS

and INCHES FIRM

BLONDES!
WasM^kShades

FLESH on Scrawny

Lighter

Skinny Figures
NOT A SUGARY TONIC,

NO
If

you

are

ffeody

FREE STUDIO PHOTO

New Way Quickly
PUTS POUNDS

publicity.

great story,

.

CO.

SKINNY

—

.

GRANT

T.

Full Year
500 S TOR ES
co AST T O C OAS

autograph,

—

.

.

Don't Be

ployee refused any type of reward even
after knowing who the jewelled clip belonged to he and his wife and three
teenage children accepted the Champions' invitation to attend their Persian
Room show and have dinner they did
and were treated royally, with a flock of
autographed pictures going to the youngsters to be passed around to their school

chums

!

.

Guaranteed One

—

—

such a low. low price It's a real
nylon taffeta and embroidered

Grant value
sheer... even the lastex is nylon! Washes and dries in a
wink and keeps its "movie-queen" fit forever! Ask for
"spiral-stitch" at your nearest Grant Store.

MGM

ter).

$]50

.

FISHY OILS,
NO RICH FOODS

skinny, thin and underweight write today for
in normal health may easily gain 5 pounds

WATE-ON. Anyone

Burt Lancaster and his wife, Norma,
all rumors and reports of a rift
between them by going everywhere in
New York together they were inseparable even during all of Burt's interview sessions, something Norma has
never done before. "We couldn't be hapquelled

—

she explained enthusiastically at
the Famous Kitchen Restaurant, as Burt
kissed her affectionately
pier,"

.

Contrary

.

.

to published reports that the

unrelated Hepbums— Katharine

and
never met, they are not
only acquainted but extremely cordial to

Audrey

— have

each other.

A warm

friendship has not

... 10 pounds ... 20 pounds and more so fast it's amazing.
WATE-ON is not a medicine ... it isn't intended to cure any-

new kind of concentrated food
loaded with easier to digest calories. Immediate results!
Growth vitamin D and quick energy dextrose added. Cheeks
fill out, neck and bustline gain .
.
SKINNY underweight
figures that need these extra calories hi out all over the body.

thing. Instead its an utterly

.

Takes only a minute — Brings out Radiant
Lustrous Color— gives hair a wonderful shine!

I

GAINS OF 5 POUNDS IN 7 DAYS REPORTED
Because individuals vary you must try WATE-ON yourself to
see what it may do for you. Each daily dose is as rich in calories
as many a skinny person's regular meals. For men, women,
children, convalescents. If condition persists, see your doctor.

SEND NO MONEY

FJIyI

Eat weight maintaining meals and for extra calories send for
$3.00 plus CCD. postage on arrival on guar-

WATE-ON COMPANY,
230

N.

MICHIGAN

your blonde hair
sensational

(FRESH
gives

it

.

.

.

new

is

growing dork or faded, here's good news.
shampoo that you con make ot home
it), washes hair shades lighter,

"lotion"

each time you use

beautiful

new

lustre

money back. Cash

FREE

Dept.

CHICAGO

1,

and

shine. Called

BIONDEX,

it

a fragrant powder that needs only woter added to it to
soft cleansing lotion shampoo. BIONDEX lotion's
creamy suds work 3 ways: I. It removes the dull, dingy film
that makes blonde hoir dark ond old looking. 2. Brings back
that flattering lightness. 3. Gives hair extra highlights and shine.
Blondex is absolutely safe— use it for children's delicote hoir.
is

become a

WATE-ON. Pay

antee of satisfaction from first bottle or
orders shipped postage paid.

If

A

265

ILLINOIS

Send postcard
880 Broadway,

Trial

Package

to Swedish Shampoo Labs. Dept. 147.
Y. 3, or get regular size at any 10c,

N

drug or toilet goods counter
67

—

Your friends will

"ooh" and "ah"

when the/

receive

a lavish Art Guild

card from you.
They'll

remember

your good lasle
long after the

occasion passes.

,

Because Art Guild
cards are sold in your favorite
variety store where you gel twice the

value for only

St, 10(,

1

5<

or

25t.

ART GUILD OF WILLIAMSBURG, INC.

Danton Walker, with M. C. Warren Hull, during his recent TV appearance
on "Strike It Rich" when he became a "helping hand" for a needy person.

developed between them only because
both actresses are naturally shy and such
a relationship cannot be expected until
they've gotten to know each other betWhile Audrey was "Gigi" on the
ter.
Broadway stage, Katie was "The Millionairess" and both shared some of the N. Y.
drama critics' highest laudatory notices
for their individual performances (although their respective shows were considered unworthy of their talents)
If
Audrey cops an Academy Award for her
.

"Roman Holiday" performance — they'll
have that honor in common — Katie got

FREE

FOR ASTHMA

If you suffer with attacks of Asthma and choke
and gasp for breath, if restful sleep is difficult

because of the struggle to breathe, don't fail to
send at once to the Frontier Asthma Company for
FREE trial of the FRONTIER
a
MEDICINE, a preparation for temporary symptomatic relief of paroxysms of Bronchial Asthma.
No matter where you live or whether you have
faith in any medicine under the sun, send today

ASTHMA

for

this

free

trial.

It

cost

will

you

nothin™.

Frontier Asthma Co. 58-W Frontier Bldg.
Buffalo 1, N. Y.
462 Niagara St.

DFSTROY ^/^/FOREVER

hers years ago for her initial starring
At
screen effort "Morning Glory"
Radio City Music Hall, Katie and Audrey
sat in the loge during a showing of "Roman Holiday" but not together three
rows apart

—

.

.

.

Joseph Cotten and Sonny Tufts were
pretty cool towards each other in the
Stork Club's Cub Room Cotten considers Tufts "too aggressive" and Sonny
thinks Joe is "pretty dull." Take it from
there

—

.

.

ROOT can you be s
FOREVER. Brings relief
J
and sociol happiness. Do not use our method unlil j
d our instruction book carefully and j
you
ned to use the MAHLER METHOD safely and j
itly. Used successful!/ over fifty years.
Only by KILLING THE HAIR
is

GONE

MAHLER'S, INC. Dept. 29-T, Providence

15, R.

I

PHOTO

FREE

Danny Kaye and Brian Donlevy were
an animated twosome at the Men's Bar
at the Waldorf they yakked about baseball while swilling a couple of tall ones:
non-fattening calory-free soda pop. The
diet-conscious pals loaded up on calorypacked peanuts and cheese crackers
neighboring elbow-benders couldn't figure that one out. Neither can I

—

.

.

.

— type

or

TV STAR—Genuine

for framing. Also

dreds of stars.

Portrait

FREE catalog

FREE information

3Vix5

of hun-

for getting

addresses and birthdays, scenes and guide to

ATTENTION
COLLECTORS
FANS
68

Hollywood. Send 15c for handling and mailing
12 for 25c).

STAR PHOTOS,

INC.

™j H'^J,

—

having their dinner there's a six hours
time difference in South Africa. Believe
it or not, the three of them were eating
the same thing, Chicken Paprika!

—

.

.

.

Irene

Dunne graced

the foyer of the

Hampshire House as Irene Rich breezed
through arm-in-arm with Irene Hervey.
Frank Sinatra shouted "Goodnight, Irene"
and the three femme film favorites stopped
dead in their tracks

—

if it hadn't been for
quick -thinking, the trio of
Irenes might not have gotten together
for a bit of jawing the Rich-Hervey duo
hadn't spotted Irene Dunne .

Sinatra's

—

.

.

Bob Hope actually cried—from laughat the Dean Martin and Jerry Lewis

ing

—

which had the N. Y.
Paramount Theatre packed day after day.
When Dean and Jerry told their audience
"in person" routines

that "old ski-nose

—the

Young ankled into Camillo's
on Second Avenue to keep an interview
appointment with a group of Gotham

is

out there with you"

was

thunderous and
comedian Hope took a bow from the balcony using an usher's flashlight to light
up his own face the Paramount spotapplause

—

lights couldn't

of your favorite

MOVIE

—

.

Temporary reliefis NOTenough
UNWANTED HAIR

—

.

—

—

.

.

uncovered a hand-carved necklace of
very old ivory a gift she had received
that morning from Jeanne Crain and
Dana Andrews who were then at the
Culemborg Hotel, Pretoria, South Africa.
Before she ordered lunch she placed an
overseas call to Jeanne and Dana in
thirty minutes she had them on the
phone exchanging up-to-the-minute
news. While Loretta was lunching in
Manhattan, her Hollywood pals were

reach him

.

.

.

Loretta

scribes

and fractured the luncheon crowd

when she removed her mink cape and

Maureen O'Hara, Barry Fitzgerald,
Barbara Stanwyck and Spencer Tracy are
being sought for the New York stage
production of "Ulysses," the highly con-

book by James Joyce which
was once banned throughout America as
troversial

being highly pornographic

— the

/was ever
embarrassed'by P/MPtES/''

epitome

''Who'cf be/fei/e

The pending Broadway
obscenity.
presentation will be given as a "reading,"
of

a

Tyrone

la

Body"

.

.

Power's

"John

Brown's

.

John Brascia, newcomer

to the Hollybe featured in
Irving Berlin's "White Christmas" with
Bing Crosby, Danny Kaye), exited the
ca.st of "Hazel Flagg," the musical which

wood

wen

film

for

ranks

New! Clearasil Medication

(he'll

STARVES

him four Broadway awards as

"1953's finest dancer and new personality" after Rosalind Russell (who's been

doing just fine on the

New York

stage

as the star of "Wonderful Town") tossed
a small but brilliant after-theatre party
in honor of the youthful dancer at
Pencil. Among the many
Bruno's Pen
surprises he received was a batch of introductory letters to most of Roz's friends
in Hollywood. La Russell made sure John
Brascia would get around in the social
swim in a hurry before he went to work
Rosalind apfor Paramount Pictures.
preciates the value of such letters when
she arrived in Hollywood some years ago
as an unknown, it was only with the aid
of a few letters and her own vivid personality that she managed to make a dent
in filmdom. "It's the coldest town in the
world if you don't know anyone," avers

PIMPLES

m%

&

SKIN-COLORED
HIDES PIMPLES WHILE
Doctors' clinical

—

Roz

.

.

Amazing

starving action, clearasil actually
starves pimples because it helps remove the oils
that pimples "feed" on. And clearasil's antiseptic action stops the growth of bacteria that
can cause and spread pimples. Skin-colored to
hide pimples and end embarrassment. Greaseless, stainless... pleasant to leave on day and
night for uninterrupted medication.

Ann Sothern was the reason why an
American Airlines Mercury flight to
Hollywood was delayed fifteen minutes at
La Guardia airport a mob of her film

America's largest-selling
medication.

Read

this

plane connections

.

.

pimple

GUARANTEED

frank story of a doctor's wife

"I

and Teresa Wright, going and coming to
and from other destinations, helped get
her to the aircraft, but only at the risk of

own

specific

because clearasil has helped so

boys, girls and adults.
to
for you as it did in doctor's tests or money
back. 59tf and 98<*. At all druggists. Get clearasil
today. (Available in Canada, slightly more.)

PLEASE!" Richard Todd

missing their

..

many
work

—

tion counter.

new medica-

this

tion especially for pimples really works. In skin
on 202 patients, 9 out of every
10 cases were cleared up or definitely improved.

specialists' tests

.

and TV fans wouldn't let her through the
gate despite the repeated urgent loudspeaker calls for "Miss Sothern, please
report to the American Airlines informa-

prove

tests

WORKS

IT

Did

For Love"

It

in

.

H

ym false

teeth

next month's

TRUE

LIFE STORIES

D0N1 FIT—

DON'T FEEL RIGHT!

Anna Maria Alberghetti didn't think it
amusing at all, when Tallulah Bankhead

—

referred to her as "Anna Spaghetti"
the unpredictable Talloo got her come-

uppance

when

Anna

Maria

retorted,

—

"that will do Miss Blockhead!"
touch and go for a long, long

it

was

minute

Nina Foch intervened with "Girls!
and the trio finally broke down
and laughed. Credit Anna Maria with
being a brilliant wit taking on Tallulah
is something even veteran professionals
until

Girls!"

is

—

try to avoid

.

.

—

.

Gloria Grahame and Cy Howard fumed
and fussed at the costume jewelry counter of a famous Fifth Avenue department
store when the sales clerk refused to accept a check to cover the Grahame-Howard purchases. "Cash and Carry" quipped
the sales girl that flipped the Hollywood
duo who together shouted "Drop Dead"
and stormed out of the premises. They
had neglected to carry any identifications
with them and the sales girl was merely
carrying out instructions it was a real
Academy Award scene for Gloria, who
left the next day for Europe (with Cy)
for "The Good Die Young."
END

—

—

give you

PERFECT

FOR SORE GUMS! soreness due
ill-fitting

plates

relieved!

to

Com-

immediate comfort!
EAT ANYTHING! Komfo Dental
Pads help you to eat hard, soft,
seeded and chewy foods. Eat and
chew anything Komfo helps
make eating and drinking a gloriplete,

—

ous pleasure!

NO

SLIPPAGE
perfectly at

Komfo

!

is soft, fits

times because
mouth temperature keeps it soft
conforming to plate and gum.
all

—

EASY TO USE

no pastes or powcutting, no measuring!
Just place cushion on plate
ders.

FIT!

PERFECT COMFORT!
or your money returned!

moutn temperature

softens

it,

makes it fit
keeps it soft!
NONE LIKE KOMFO! made under
patent by experts in cushioning
.

.

.

ill-fitting false teeth. Soft!

ing!

Sooth-

Comfortable!

LONG-LASTING where other
methods may last for few hours,
Komfo lasts and lasts. One
!

cushion brings days of comfort

and

PERFECT

FIT.

Send $1.00 for 20 Lowers
Send $1.00 for 16 Uppers
or send $2.00 for both

!

No

.

.

.

KOMFO

Dental Pad Co.,

Box 631

1,

Dept. 667

Phila. 39, Pa.

HOLLYWOOD ITSELF

YOU SUFFER

IF

of HEADACHE
NEURALGIA
NEURITIS

t%/iiJki
mtfv

he'd been at it for a thousand years.
Gordon's fascinating to watch he's so
relaxed and knows his recording technique right down to the last quarter note.

—

Between

times, he clowns around with
everybody in the studio and has a fine
time. Nice guy, this Scotsman.

the way thousands of
physicians and dentists recommend.

amazing what can happen to
take Gale Storm, for instance.
Real nice kid, happily married, nice to

a

WHY

is like a doctor's
. . . Anacin
That is, Anacin contains not
just one but a combination of medically
proved active ingredients. No other product
gives faster, longer-lasting relief from pain
of headache, neuralgia, neuritis than Anacin

HERE'S

prescription.

tablets.

Buy Anacin® today

Now

to make a
night club performer out of her. Well, I
can tell you this girl is now being courted
like mad by the movies, who had so little
for her to do until she proved that she
was a real talent in those other two medhims. She's building a beautiful new
home in the valley and nobody could
deserve success more.

KNOW THE TRUTH
nally
about underweight if yo
healthy your daily diet r ust contain
least 12 minerals and vitamins ess<
life

really

someone got the bright idea

Thin Girls
to

It's

girl.

everybody. Got practically nowhere until
TV came along and she started being a
hit on the "My Little Margie" show. Then

I

— OR YOU CANNOT PUT ON

IS

[CONTINUED FROM PACE

TALKING ABOUT!
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Think it's a real great idea that Irene
Dunne, June Allyson and Dick Powell,
Jane Russell, and Loretta Young have.
They're putting an outfit together called
the International Adoption Association to
encourage people to get all the parentless
kids out of orphanages. Hollywood's one
of the most adoption conscious places in
the world, so there.

Cute type Pat Crowley is one of the
most down-to-earth kids you'll ever meet.
She's made four films in the short span of
her Hollywood life. You no doubt will
remember her if you saw the Bill HoldenGinger Rogers "Forever Female." Well,
anyhow, she went off on a flying trip to
Portland, Oregon nice town, that and
when she landed at the airport, a Western
Airlines hostess handed her a telegram
from Paramount, which gave her the news
that she was to hurry back to San Francisco and take off for Honolulu imme-

—

—

WEIGHT.

U. S. Dept. of Health
daily amounts of these essentials.
Don't be discouraged because you haven't
gained those extra pounds for well
rounded loveliness. Remember preparations which contain two or three elements cannot help you if your diet

mends

to be fortified with twelve essentials. VIMLETS contains more than
Thiamine, Riboflavin. Niacin,
Iron,
Iodine, Calcium, Phosphorous.
Manganese, Vitamins A, D, C and B12

needs

twelve:

—new

Red Wonder Vitamin— described
READER'S DIGEST.
for one whole month at

so dramatically in

VIMLETS

Try

our expense for best results. You must
be delighted with your weight gain,
with your dietary difficiency corrected,
you'll feel better, look better, and act
better or return box for refund. Send
$3.00 today for 100 VIMLETS (200
VIMLETS for $5.00) plus desirable

weight chart and fortified diet.
Excellent for men and children.
CHEMEDICS CO., Dept. C42, 77 S. 5thSt., Brooklyn, 11, N.

Lovely Hirlhstone Ring
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Aneatdesign.attractivelooking,

GOLD

made

in 1/40 14k rolled
plate with simulated Birthstooe

— Your Size and

Month

for selling SI. 00 worth of

Kosebud Products. Order
4 boxee Rosebud Salve to
25^ a box or 2 bottles
Rosebud Perfume to sell
at 50^ per bottle. "Easy to
sell at

sell.

"Established 60 years,

end NO Money— We trust you.
ROSEBUD PERFUME CO.

Woodsboro, Maryland.

2

CATALOG
WITH

215 PICTURES FREE!
NEW!
For

the

BEAUTIFUL!

DIFFERENT!
time

first

—

sensational

pictures

of your favorite movie stars in professional
high gloss finish. Special super-duper offer:

20

for

25?

ED EE

5JJj"J™

50

•

for

50<

•

120 for $1

CATALOG with 215 PICTURES
0F STARS wifh y,ur " der

OeLUXE PHOTO SERVICE.
Box 947. Church

St.

Annex,

324

Dept.

New York

8, N.V.

High School Course
at

Home

Many

Finish in

2 Years

Go as rapidly as your time and abilities permit. Course
equivalent to resident school work prepares for college
entrance exams. Standard H S. texts supplied. Diploma.

—

.

V

Credit for H. S. subjects already completed. Single subjects if desired. High school education is very important for advancement in
business and industry ami socially. Don't be handicapped |all your
life. Be a High Sfb«».l nrndimh>. Start your training now. Free
Bulletin on request. No obligation.
AmencanSchool. Dept. H-95, Drexel at 58th, Chicago37

BE A

LEARN AT HOME

nurses are needed in every
doctors rely on them . .
patients appreciate their cheerful, expert care.
You can learn practical
nursing at home in spare time. Course
endorsed by physicians. 55th yr. Earn
High School not rewhile learning.
women, 18 to 60. Trial plan. Write nowl
Practical

community

quired.

Men,

.

.

.

.

CHI CAGO SCHOOL OF NURSING

Dept. 312, 25 East Jackson Blvd., Chicago 4, 111.
Please send free booklet and 16 sample lesson pages.

Name
City

70
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Marilyn Monroe fits perfectly into the beautiful scenery at Banff, Canada, where
she's been on location for "River Of No Return," her second CinemaScope film.

diately. It was a birthday present for
her from her studio, which is right proud

of their

new

DRAW BOB HOPE!

gal.

Sheilah Connolly, the gal who is such
a dead ringer for Liz Taylor, had kind of
bride-y glints in her eyes at the John
Ericson-Milly Coury wedding. The reason
not Geary Stefjen, as so many people
figured, but the brilliant young photographer,
Wally Seawell. Sheilah and
Wally have been romancing for over a
year so maybe something like marriage is
not too far off for this attractive duo. John
Ericson, by the way, is one of MGM's
newest contract stars, but you'd never

have known

it

at their

SHIP—INCLUDING DRAWING
OUTFIT— FOR THE BEST
AMATEUR DRAWING!
Imagine how you'll feel, one day
if you get a telegram reading
"Congratulations. Your drawing
wins you complete 2-year home
study art course!"
soon,

wedding. For some

reason, the studio didn't bother with the
usual publicity fanfare. It was all right
with the kids, though, who are quiet types.
Their close friends, Tab Hunter and Lori
Nelson, were in the bunch. Dick Clayton, former actor, was best man.
END

could happen! You've a chance

It

BOB HOPE.

to win free art training from Art
Instruction, Inc., world's greatest
home study art school, in this contest. All you have to do is draw Bob
Hope's head, five inches high. It's
an easy way to find out if you've
money-making art talent, and it
may start you on an exciting career!
You've nothing to lose everything
to gain. Mail your drawing today!

PRIVATE WIRE
[CONTINUED FROM PACE

AWARD A COMPLETE

WE'LL

$295.00 2-YEAR ART SCHOLAR-

—

Our students not

eligible.

Make copy of Bob Hope 5 ins. high.

Pencil or

Amateurs Only

47]

!

currently

appearing
'Here

amount picture,
by Technicolor

'

ART INSTRUCTION,
500

Bob Hope
Name

debut in "As The Flame Dies,"
for Producer Irving Starr, will soon be
seeing many of her early Hollywood films
on TV a package of her former screen
hits is now being scheduled for release
on the nation's channels beginning late
in January with the notable exception
of "Street Scene" her first major triumph.
We have a hunch the talented actress
would prefer having that classic movie
shown to TV audiences rather than most

INC.,

my

attached drawing in your
(PLEASE PRINT)

contest.

—

-Age_
_Phone_

Address-

-Zone

City
|

Dept. 11243

S. 4lh SI., Minneapolis 15, Minn.

Please enter

pen only. Omit lettering. All drawings must
be received by Dec. 31, 1953. None returned.
Winners notified.

telefilm

Come

the Girls," a Par

Counfy_

_Occupafion_

State-

—

i

!

I

YOUR FAVORITE^*

MOVIE STAR

—

"Inside-Studio" connections make
possible to send you a Large, Glossy,

t

Genuine Portrait— not tiny prints. Newpose straight from "Studio Insiders!" Catalogue also FREE! Send name
est

your

of

handling.

favorite star and
15c
(2 for 25c) MAIL TO:

INSIDE-STUDIO

for

Hollywood

PHOTO SERVICE

Box 1989, Dept. 5-5, Hollywood 28, Cal.

Artificial Fingernails

of the others ...

and

|j

Joan Crawford's decision to wait until
she was fully convinced TV was for her,
has paid off. Her video debut as the
star of "Because I Love Him" for the
Revlon Mirror Theatre was merely sensational. She'll head up her own production outfit she'll produce, star and direct
with direction her
future
telefilms,
greatest ambition. TV will finally give
her the opportunity of doing what Holly-

Permanent Dubonet-Rose Color

to use Viscose Applications may
old leg sores due to venous
congestion of varicose veins, leg swelling or injuries. Send today for a

At dime, drug and
department stores

"Joan

as

billing

Director"

.

.

Crawford,

—

BOOK

and

FREE
NO-COST-FOR-THE-

H.T.

"Mr.

Batons,
Majorette boots,
Skirts,
Drums,
Piston Bugles, Plumes, Feather stickups.
SKATING SKIRTS
Roller or lee.
24-page catalog 15c (applied to purchase)

first

—

Hush" mystery voice contest? and the
subsequent "Mrs. Hush" and "The Walking Man" programs? well, they're due
for a revival on television if Ralph, the
"Truth Or Consequences" originator can
get a little support from his "This Is Your
Life" audiences. Letters and postcards to
Ralph Edwards at NBC -TV, N. Y. 20,

BATON

—

DRUM CORPS

SHORTHAND
IN 6

SUPPLIES

—

.

N. Y.,
fans?

the trick. How about it
This is a "Maggi's Private Wire"

may do
.

.

.

TOWELS
«

A

WRITE FOR FREE BOOKLET TO:
-9

ONLY $100

Money Back Guarantee, Order Now!

MURRAY
©MHH

HILL HOUSE, Dept. 225-B

New York
Dealer's Inquiries Invited

157 East 31st St.,

exclusive!

16,

N. Y.

Largo

Red Skelton has

his

medicos worried

again. He promised he'd stick to a cottage cheese diet didn't. Vowed to cut
down on the number of pratfalls heretofore used in his comedy routines, but
won't. Red agreed to a long rest in the
desert; his version of it was a two weeks'
"in person" engagement at the Sahara in

—

.

Nationally
Fast preparation Tor a better position.
used in leading omces and Civil Service: also by
executives, students, etc.
120 words per minute
50% FASTER than Civil Service requirements.
Over 200.000 taught by mail. The very low cost will
surprise you.
Schools in
Also typing.
31st Year.
over 400 cities in U.S.. Canada. Cuba and Hawaii.

Quincy 69, Mass.

Large Size
Assorted Colors

.

Famous Speedwnting shorthand. No symbols: no
Easiest to learn and use.
machines: uses ABC's,

—

4

WEEKS

WRITE 120 WORDS PER MINUTE.
LOW COST
Age no obstacle

QUINCON DANCE SUPPLIES
7 Foster Street

So You Want to Come to Hollywood?
HOLLYWOOD. ..CAPITOL OF FAME AND FORTUNE
Glamour
Opportunity? Get facts and
where to
who to see

Hollywood

.

.

.

.

—

—

Thrills
Adventure!
inside information. Know
this very
go. Send

NOW,

.

minute, for inside information about Hollywood and
RADIO
TV
the people who make it. MOVIES
and advice on the chances of a HOLLYWOOD CAREER!
Address
Yours for $1
.

—

.

Normort

—601

S.

—

—

.

Vermont, Los Angeles

Jiffy.

Illinois

SHOES— SUPPLIES

DANCING

a

NU-NAILS CO.,

VISCOSE COMPANY

140 N. Dearborn St., Chicago 2,

in

S249 WEST HARRISON STREET
Dept. 30-s CHICAGO 44, ILL.

TRIAL-plan.

Producer-

.

Remember Ralph Edwards'

many

heal

Tap, Toe, Ballet, Acrobatic Shoes: Tutus,
Leotards, Nylon & Lastex mesh Opera Hose &
Tights, Practice costumes, Theatrical fabrics.

couldn't chance

Applied

Easy

—

wood picture-making

Quick-Drying Glue

OLD LEG SORES

\

5, Calif.

size

photo

of

your favorite

MOVIE STAR
FREE!

FREE!

ALSO FREE a handsome catalogue
containing names and addresses of
150 STARS including: various pictures and POSES. Send name or your
favorite STAR and ISc. 2 for 25c to
cover handling and mailing.
Studio of Stars. Box 1278. Studio
Studio City. California

M

9

»

—

HOW EASY

SEE

IT IS

TO

AN ARTIST

BE

FREE BOOKLET
SHOWS HOW YOU CAN

EARN EXTRA MONEY
* CARTOONING
* LETTERING
ic

DRAWING

BOOKLET EXPLAINS:

Art princi-

ples: artists' earnings: age no obstacle, advantages of home study; figure drawing from life; examples of
successful cartoonists, illustrators;
layout, lettering, fashion art: design,
color,
composition;
reproduction
processes; outline of
home

WSA

study course;

how

to sell your work.

WSA TRAINING:

USES

The only thing he did to
please his doctors was to film a dozen of
his 39 CBS-TV shows instead of doing

".
have my own studio now.
Constantly use my WSA training." Tavi Teichman. North.

Jane Powell and Debbie Reynolds have a gabfest during gay supper party. Jane,
currently appearing at the Cocoanut Grove, is a big hit on night club circuit.

Las Vegas.

.

N.

fleld,

J.

Everyone

—

including beenjoys spareginners on first lessons
time painting, sketching or designing.
Everyone can use a hobby that pays off

—

with extra money even while learning.

And

many

careers with

39 years

start

new

home

study in Art. In out

and

we have shown

profitable

thousands

how

to draw for pleasure and profit. Get this
free illustrated booklet which explains
the opportunities, tells how our
graduates earn excellent livings in
the fascinating field of art.
Learn about the two complete commercial artist outiVL^
fits you receive, about the
\S
)
Life Class Book used
in teaching the human figure, about the handbook

^

to

Your Art

Sell

Work."

Write

helpful,

free

without

for

this

information
delay.

No

obligation, simply clip

coupon and mail. GI
approved for eligible
veterans.

^J.

NO SALESMAN WILL CALL

COUPON

TODAY

WASHINGTON SCHOOL OF ART
Studio 1712-K, Washington 5, D. C.
Rush "Art

"live."

If

Red can keep up

this

pace, he'll star in his first independent
movie, "Dear Warden," in a production

set-up with ac or John Wayne. If his
diaphragmatic hernia doesn't creep back
up on him, he'll get through 1953 without further medical attention but his
medical advisers are shaking their heads

—

doubt

in

.

.

.

for Pleasure

&

—

has started a charm
token she was given
of Julius La Rosa, a

bracelet the first
for it was the gift
solid gold "9," her lucky

.

.

.

Eve Arden and Brooks West, another
vacationing Mr. and Mrs. Twosome, have
pencilled in a six weeks' vacation visit

—

South America next Summer that's
Brooks takes a fling at hunting
brown bear in the far reaches of Northwestern Alaska for three weeks without
"Our Miss Brooks"

to

after

Arthur

and

.

.

Murray

Kathryn

will

for a

Some years ago when rehearsals began
new Broadway revue, "Artists And

cheerfully part with a flat $50,000 if Greta
Garbo will agree to make a five-minute
appearance on the Murray's TV show
the Garbo offer tops any ever made to a
world famous celebrity

Models," a very young, handsome dancer
tried out for the chorus but was unable
to get a placement in the show because
he had auditioned, not unsuccessfully,
but too late. His name then, and now,
After having been feais Peter Birch.
tured in many notable New York stage
musicals since, his own troupe is now
offering dance divertissements twice-

For her TV debut on the "Jack Benny
Show," Marilyn Monroe had ordered and
paid for, in advance, an exclusive original dress. It was executed for her while
she was out-of-town on a movie location.
Upon her return to Hollywood she found
she had lost five pounds and the dress

number

.

.

.

weekly on "The Jane Froman Show" as
The Peter Birch Group. The star of
"Artists And Models" was Jane Fro-

man

Profit" to

ten weeks

.

Lu Ann Simms

WSA

"How

MAIL

them

appearance at the famous Palladium,
they will tour through Ireland, Scotland,
Wales, France, Germany and Italy for

.

.

.

.

required

extensive

were made

.

the
in
revisions
at a cost of thirty-five dollars

right places.

— or

.

$7.00 per

alterations

The last-minute

Monroe pound

.

.

.

Name
Age.

Street

City
Tell

72

me about

Zone.... State.
the low-cost Trial Plan

Lucille Ball and Desi Arnaz have reservations for their 1954 European holiday
they'll leave New York for London on
June 4th. After a two weeks personal

—

Screen star Loretta Young's performance as a perfume salesgirl in the "Trial
Run" segment of her "Letter To Loretta"
telefilm series was very effective and for

Qum! Chew Improved

Chewing

formula.

good reason. Loretta spent half a
day behind the perfume counter of I.
Magnin's in Hollywood to absorb and
a very

observe the selling technique of the other
ladies. Any time the screen star
wishes to give up acting, there'll always
be a job waiting for her at I. Magnin's
at the perfume counter, of course. Loretta was responsible for record sales
during her five-hour stint sniffing and
selling the stuff to awe-struck customers
whn thought they were seeing things
a movie star on the wrong side of a department store counter!

V

r

I

sales

Up

.

Wirt

lbs.

Dr. Phillips

Plan

way

—

recommends

—

without starving

without

missing a single meal! Here for you.

Sothern's Hollywood home is so
stocked with secretarial supplies sent to
her by manufacturers and fans who love
she's
Secretary"
that
"Private
her
tempted to sponsor the "Sothern School
for Secretaries" with pads, pencils and
erasers on the house! Actually, charitable organizations are sent the unsolicited supplies which they in turn sell for
much needed cash to continue their
various worthwhile works.

No

—

No

Drugs,

Exercises or

The Amazing thing is that

Laxatives.
to follow

No

Starvation,

—

Each and every week you

bulges.

his hair

from

sil-

very-brown to dark brown for his
"Meet Mr. McNutley" filmed series
his fans are undecided as to whether or
not they like the switch. Some do, some
don't. This corner doesn't. The talented,
distinguished actor has dipped his locks
because the video script required it. In
time it is hoped his absent-mindedness
as McNutley will gradually require premature gray streaks to appear in his
sideburns. At that point, Ray can then
go back to his natural tresses. Here's to
.

it is

so easy

•

simple and safe to lose those ugly, fatty
lose

pounds safely

until you reach the weight that most becomesyou.

Now at

last

way

reduce

to

mm

you have the doctors' new modern

— To

acquire that dreamed

about silhouette, an improved slimmer, exciting

more graceful figure. Simply chew delicious improved Formula Dr. Phillips Kelpidine Chewing

Gum and follow Dr. Phillips Plan.

.

—a

way which guarantees you can lose c/kM
much weight as you wish
oryou pay nothing^-

Ann

it!

Xow

.

scientific

Ray Milland dyed

contains Hexitol, reduces appetite and

Hexitol

is

cinini

This whole-

some, tasty delicious Kelpidine Chewing
is

Gum

sugar free.

BAZAAR:

a new discovery and contains no fat

and no available carbohydrates.
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AMERICAN HEALTHAIDS

Richard Denning and Barbara Britton, Jerry and Pamela North on the
CBS-TV "Mr. And Mrs. North," accepted an invitation to dine at the Beverly Hills mansion of George Burns and

J

318 Marie* St, Newark, N.

CO.

Dept.

CH-970

Just mail us your name and address, and $1.00 cash, check or money-order.
You will receive a 12 day supply of KELPIDINE
(Implored
Formula), and Dr. Phillips Reducing Plan postage prepaid.

CHEWING GUM

CHEWING GUM REDUCING

I

Send me Special 24 day lupply and FREE 12 day package (of $2.00.
if
am not delighted with KELPIDINE CHEWING
and
Reducing Plan, can return in 10 dayl for full purchaia price refund.

understand thai

I

LARGE

Gloria

Swanson added

much glitter
Show Business"
so

Buy

and look slimmer

Defense

Bonds

CROXTON
STUDIOS
STEWART.
Hollywood
S-12
Box 2390

Dept.

P.

28. Calit.

O.

AMAZING NEW PAIIIO
"HUH*

POCKET SIZE

COMPLETE AS SHOWN— NO TUBES
—BATTERIES or ELECTRIC "PLUGINS" NEEDED — Has new Crystal
and speaker-phone! Selective Clear tone. Gets local radio
stations most anywhere you go.
Should last for years! Send SI. CO
and pay postman S3. 99 COD postage or send S4.99 for p.p delivery. GUARANTEED. Available only

Diode

.

by mail from:

MIDWAY COMPANY

DEPT. BHS-12. KEARNEY. NEBR

Dancers Marge and Gower Champion
made a guest appearance with Marjorie
Trumbull, San Francisco's First Lady of
Television on KRON-TV, but had to
talk and sing their way through the interview session. Marge had lost the heel
of her shoe en route to the studio; Gower
had forgotten their special dance music.
With hostess Trumbull tapping out a

U. S.

ILLUSTRATED CATALOG
AND SUPPLEMENT listing

thousands of Moving Picture Stars and
containing ST ADDITIONAL PICTURES
of Popular Stars.
Send name of your favorite star and
only 25c to cover handling charge.

—

.

that you have lost weight

you pay nothing.

SIZE

PHOTO

Not the usual small size but
High Grade Studio Type Photo

FREE!

and glamour to "This Is
when she appeared as guest panelist, she
was asked to repeat on three subsequent
performances within the next four
months and her asking price for guesting goes up accordingly on that program
and all others
.

8x10

FREE

.

.

GUM

I

Dr. Phillip!

—

.

10 days at our expense.

If after 10 days your friends, your
mirror and your scale do not tell you

William Post, Jr., eleven years ago. No
one enjoyed seeing it more than the invited friends it was Grade with Dick
and Babs neck-and-neck who laughed

up the most

Mail the coupon now! Test the
amazing Dr. Phillips KELPIDINE

PLAN for

Allen. An after-dinner film was
run off in the Burns' private projection

room and both Dick Denning and Babs
Britton flipped. The Grade Allen-George
Burns entertainment afforded their guests
was a movie called "Mr. And Mrs.
North," which co-starred Grade and

Money Back Guarantee!
10 Day Free Triail

J.

Grade

it

P hilli P s

Dr

T^educe to a slimmer more
graceful figure the

—

.

5

to

LOOK

10-15 YEARS YOUNGER
Why worry because you have
wrinkles,
lines,
baggy eyes,
double chin, sagging muscles
or other age signs. Be amazed!
A full month's supply of TEENSKIN CREAM for only S2.00.
incl. taxes and postage. Money
refunded if not entirely satisfied.
No C.O.D.'s, please.

HARVEY PRODUCTS

CO., Cept. G-12, 370 7tb Ave.. N. Y. City

1

Don't mistake eczerr
for the stubborn, ugly
embarrassing scaly skin
disease Psoriasis. Apply
non- staining Dermoil.

1

Thousands da for scaly
spots on body or scalp.
Grateful users, often after
years of suffering, report
the scales have gone, the
red patches gradually disappeared and
they enjoyed the thrill of a clear skin, again. Dermoil
Is used by many doctors and Is backed by a positive agreement to give definite benefit In 2 weeks or money is refunded
without question. Send 10c (stamps or coln^ for generous
trial bottle to make our famous "One Spot Test". Test
It yourself. Results may surprise you. Write today for your
test bottle. Caution: Use only as directed. Print nam*
plainly. Don't delay. Sold by Liggett and Walgreen Drug
Stores and leading Druggists. LAKE LABORATORIES. Box
3925 Strathmoor Station. Dept. 2007, Detroit 27, Mich.
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rhythmic beat on the coffee table, the
Champions ad libbed a "glad to be here"
song routine that scored so sensationally
with the Trumbull televiewers, Marge
and Gower intend to keep it "in the act"

—whenever

Gower

Marge loses a heel;
forgets the music, of course
.

.

.

Three of Hollywood's handsomest silver-haired gentlemen are Bill ("Hopalong Cassidy") Boyd, Charlie ("My Little
Margie") Farrell and Charlie Morrison,
ocamb o
impresario of the famous
night club. With the first two, topflight
TV stars, word now comes along that the
MO's Charlie will take the plunge and
spearhead a new video program emanating from the premises of his celebrated
club. Both "Hoppy" and Margie's "father" have been encouraging Morrison
to begin his TV chores early in January, and both have promised to be on

M

hand

for the initial telecast

Imogene Coca's plans

to

.

.

.

go blonde for

one week in-between "Your Show Of
Shows" programs were squelched when
her husband, ex-actor Bob Burton, firmly said "No!" As a gag he bought her a
long, blonde, flowing pageboy wig for her
wear whenever the urge to be
to
"blondie" takes over
.

.

.

Despite the off-the-cuff flavor of the
"Bob Crosby Show" the afternoon musical jamboree starring the personable
Bob Crosby it's the toughest chore
Bing's brother has had to date on TV.
As head man of the session, he does

—

—

solos

and duets, clowns with his musi-

introduces guests
from the audience and in general is responsible for the gaiety and youthfulness associated with the telecast. The
only afternoon he almost "threw the
cians,

tells

stories,

show" was when twenty-four friends

at-

tended and sat out front wearing lifelike rubber masks of brother Bing. Bob
had been told his famous brother might
turn up and he concentrated on some
very special dialogue with which to surprise Bing. He was speechless when he
faced the two dozen Bing-like faces in
the studio. Trouper to the end however,
rapidly
and breezed
recovered
he
through the show without fluffing and so
completely ignored the contrived gagsters, they were finally forced to remove
perspiring
after
rubber masks
the
through same for almost thirty minutes.
It wasn't until the program was over
that Bob found out it was a gag concocted
by Brother Bing who was sitting at
home in luxury watching the "Bob
Crosby Show." Bob fooled Bing by not
breaking up and it's their favorite story
these days in Hollywood
.

.

.

Rosenberg of Reseda, California, had to
abandon the four months work he devoted, in his spare time, to hand-

—

7-4100 has wrought many changes in
the lives of the thousands of Ted Mack
fans who each week in the past have
telephoned their votes in for favorite
amateurs seen on the telecast. Femme
fans of Ted's whose bracelet charms have
been inscribed with the old number,
have kept their local jewelers busy engraving the switch; hand-painted ties
worn throughout the country by thousands of Ted's male fans, have had to
be discarded for newer, more up-to-date
cravats insofar as the first phone number was always emblazoned across their
four-in-hands, and those
big,
bold,
splashy prints can't be altered. The Ted
Mack fan club stationery, monthly newsletters, magazines and other fan club
brochures and mailing pieces have all
had to be corrected with the new change.
The most disappointed fan of all, Bert

of

Pacific

With about another weeks' work left
monumental task was to be
finished, young Rosenberg got news of
the new phone number. He's had to begin all over again at another near-by
boulder. How's that for loyalty?
before his

The day Lynn Loring, nine-year-old
CBS-TV's "Search For Tomorrow" received a medallion and a letter of
thanks from the American Medical Association for her work in the AMA documentary series, "Medicine, U.S.A.," she
wasn't available for comment. She had
star of

played a

and
The change in the famed "Original
Amateur Hour" telephone number—
from LVxemburg 2-3100 to PLaza

Luxemburg 2-3100, into the
a large boulder high atop the
Palisades near Santa Monica.

chiseling
side

girl patient in the series
precisely what she was the

little

that's

very moment her award was being sent
to her house a patient in bed under the
family doctor's care. A combination of
ice cream, green apples and warm soda
pop having caused her indisposition this
day of days

—
.

.

.

Art Linkletter, host of "Art Linkletter's

House Party" has

officially

inter-

viewed more than 20,000 children during
his long career on the air having five
youngsters of his own, ranging in age
from four to sixteen, he's no novice at
understanding adolescents he believes
orphaned children are the least inhibited
and most talkative

—

—

.

.

.

—

Laurie Anders may like the wi-i
i-de
open spaces on the Ken Murray show,
but she also favors very high heels on
her more than 150 pairs of day and nighttime footgear. Her favorite pair of black
patent leather pumps were the gift of
Lana Turner who had them made (size
3V2> for Laurie in Madrid, Spain. The
heels are 6 inches and have removable
leather clamps which can be added
whenever Laurie wishes to be 2" taller
still.
Either way, 6 or 8 inch heels
couldn't be topped even by Laurie Anders for more than an hour not in the
wi-i-i-de open spaces

—

.

.

.

Up-and-coming comedian Joel Grey
has now entered the sweepstakes in the
race to see who will star in a special TV
show based on the life and times of
Irving Berlin, the songwriter. To date,
Eddie Fisher had the inside track. Despite

Berlin's insistence that a motion
picture based on his career can never be

made while

he's alive, he's given the

nod
which would
utilize the talents of a younger man. This
one-time shot as the star of "The Irving
Berlin Story" would certainly establish
Joel Grey as a new TV personality— and
wouldn't that be some pretty keen competition for Eddie Fisher fans to have to
face ...
end
to a special

TV program

Hear and see
gram, "Maggi's
through Friday
TV, New York.
Robert Wagner

is

scenes

latest

of

his

visited by his
film,

mother and father in his dressing room between
CinemaScope Technicolor "Prince Valiant."

20th's

Maggi on her own pro-

Private Wire," Monday
over WABC and WABCSee Maggi on "Leave It
To The Girls" at 7 :30-8 P.M. E.S.T. Saturdays over ABC-TV.

5 GOOD REASONS... why

^LOPAY has
is the

millions of friends...

best-known name
in

window products!

CLOPAY WEAV-TEX DRAPERIES
low cost beauty treatment for your
1
windows! They look and feel like cloth but they're fade, fray, wind tear and
flame resistant. No work, no worries. They swish clean with a damp cloth.
.

.

.

Florals, stripes,

.

moderns, scenics and novelties styled by the style leaders.
WEAV-TEX Draperies ... $1.00 to $1.93.

Only Clopay makes amazing

2.

CLOPAY WINDOW SHADES. Famous

Clopay Window-Shades proudly decorate millions of American windows with
beauty and privacy. Four feature-packed
styles painlessly priced within the limits
of every budget. Only 49c for our economy number to $1 .49 for the very finest
All-Plastic shade, on new one-piece
rollers. 29c to $1.19 without rollers.

3.

CLOPAY CURTAINS

... to brighten

any room! Thrifty beauty your friends
will praise. Choose from gay patterns
that will bring charm and enchantment
windows. Pure plastic that wipes
no laundering, no pressing.
Ideal for kitchen and dinette. Various
Styles from $1.00 to $1.98.

to your
clean
.

4.

,

.

5.

make your bathroom

STORM WINDOWS

do the work

window

Keep

cold out, comTough, transparent
plastic, resists wind, rain and sun. Just
roll
'em up when warm weather
comes and leave them up. They're
self-storing. To fit any opening up to 34

sing with

shades.

fort in, save fuel.

style. Shower Curtains and Window
Curtains in matching patterns that are
unmatched for beauty. Pure vinyl plastic.
Waterproof, of course, and mildew
resistant. An entrancing touch for your
each only a wee $1.98.
bathroom
,

INSIDE

of Storm Windows for
only a fraction of the cost. Clopay
Rollaway storm windows pull donn like

CLOPAY BATHROOM ENSEMBLES

... to

CLOPAY

...

in.

x 68

in.

only $1.98. For oversize

window, only $3.00.

.

We'd

among
up

step
5

&

like to

number you

our friends. So,

to the counter of

10c, variety or

why

not

your favorite

department store

and say "Clopay, please!
Nothing but the best for me."
AT LEADING

5

&

10c,

VARIETY, DEPARTMENT STORES

Before you pay
be sure it's

.

.

.

C LOPAY
the Best-Known

*Some

name

in

low-cost

prices slightly higher

Clopay Corp., Clopay

window

products

Denver and West

Sq., Cincinnati 14,

Ohio

+

m' SNORKEL^

World's

orld's finest pen ~

clean-filling

...from

yet not a costly gift
Sheaffer's

is

universally recognized as the quality pen.

The name

is

.this

craftsmanship and flawless performance. For the finest
a gift that speaks deep

esteem— give

gift

of

its

pen

$750

known

and respected the world over. Yet SheafTer's are priced so anyone can give
.

ONLY

this prestige

kind—

Sheaffer's.

SHEAFFER^S
WHITE DOT

/<5\

Of DISTINCTION

Watch Jackie Gleason (Mr. Saturday Night) on
W.

A.

SHEAFFER PEN COMPANY,

COPYRIGHT 1953,

W. A. S. P. CO.

Fort

Madison, Iowa, U.S.A.

*

In

CBS-TV every

Canada: Malton, Ontario

•

In

Saturday Night

Australia:

Melbourne

•

In

Great

Britain:

London

SONG PARADE RECORDS

PAYING 89c EACH

NEW "Closer Grooved" 78 R.P.M. RECORDS
THIS WEEK'S 18 SONG PARADE HITS
with

OR 17c EACH!

~

DEAN MARTIN

and

others

« *2"

18

SONG PARADE

FOR ONLY $2.98

Now! 6 Complete

Hits

on

PAPAYA

10.

RAGS TO RICHES

EBB TIDE

11.

MANY

CUMPARI
YOU, YOU, YOU

12.

4.

Standard Speed Record

5.

STARRING DEAN MARTIN of THE DEAN MARTIN— JERRY
LEWIS TEAM and JEFF CLARK, formerly of the LUCKY
STRIKE HIT PARADE. ARLENE JAMES of NBC-TV and ED
SULLIVAN'S TOAST OF THE TOWN.

MAMA

1.

2.
3.

1

EH,

13.

VAYA CON DIOS
GEORGE and the DRAGONET

ST.

15.

7.

16.

8.

CRYING IN THE CHAPEL
NO OTHER LOVE

9.

OHI

18.

get 18 Hill Billy songs that are sweeping the country and grooved three on each
side of standard 10-inch records. Play on all
standard record players or phonographs.
Rush your order now for all 18 for a saving
of $13.04. Get all 18 of the LATEST most
Popular Hill Billy Songs! All 18 Hill Billy
Hits for only $2.98. Rush Your order Now!

2.

You

Dean Martin-jerry
Lewis learn brings you the
Song Parade Hits for only
the

17c each song.

players. Recorded by
others. Available on 78

NOTE THE OLD STYLE RECORD

has only one song
side.
The New Improved record has closer
grooves with three complete songs on each side. The
A record puts over 10,000 inches of grooves
h side. You get 3 complete hits on each side.

on each

SQUARE DANCE
SONGS AND GIFT
12

BOOK "SQUARE

DANCING FOR

JEFF CLARK
oj the Lucky
Hit Parade brings
you lor 17c each the Song
Parade Top Hits! Now

YOUNG AND

Formerly
Strike

on the Kate Smith Show!

12 square dances are recorded
on two standard speed records —
on a side. Play on all standard
speed 78 RPM record players. Six
songs have calls: you hear the calls.
The other six are top square dance
music. 12 square dances on two records. Play on all 78 RPM speed 10inch records. The "Square Dancing
For Young and Old" book is easy to
,'i

follow — simplified

^ENE JAMES
appeared on Ed Sullivan's
Toast oj the Town, on
NBC-TV shows with lohn
Conte for Van Camp Foods,
also
with Harry lames,
Sammy Kaye and Ben

Embassy

Miller's

Club.

lustrations.

You

lessons, with

4.
5.

6.

7.
8.
9.

10.

RPM

or

St.,

AMAZING NEW RECORDING PROCESS
puts Grooves closer together. You get 10,000
inches of grooves on 1 ten-inch record You
Reget 3 Song Parade Hits on each side
corded by the famous Jeff Clark, formerly of
the Lucky Strike Hit Parade and others
3 complete newest Song Parade Hits on each
side! You save $13.04. You pay only 17c a
song. Only $2.98 for all 18 You hear 3 songs
without having to change the record.

—
!

—

!

IN THE COUNTRY. Songs voted
most popular all over the nation this week
and you don't get just one hit on one side of
a record and an unknown song on the other
you get 3 complete hits on EACH side.
You get 6 complete Hits on each 10-inch
or
record. You don't pay 89c for each hit
$16.02 for 18 Hits— You pay or.'y 17c a song
only $2.98 for all 18 hits— You save over
$13.00. You can have 78 RPM or 45 RPM

TREATING YOU?
14.

I

WONT

HOME

BE

NO MORE
15.
16.

TENNESSEE WIG-WALK
IT S BEEN SO LONG

NO HELP WANTED
PRIVATE PROPERTY

17.
18.

18 MOST POPULAR
1.

GOD, BLESS US ALU

2.

JINGLE BELLS

3.

WHITE CHRISTMAS
I'LL BE HOME FOR
CHRISTMAS
SILENT NIGHT
ADESTE FIDELIS
WINTER WONDERLAND
HAPPY HOLIDAY
ALL
WANT FOR CHRIST-

4.

5.
6.
7.
8.

9.

CHRISTMAS SONGS S2.98

MAS

IS

I

12.

TWAS

13.

SANTA CLAUS

14.
15.

FROSTY THE
YOU'RE ALL
CHRISTMAS

16.

SILVER BELLS

LET

KISSING

SANTA CLAUS
THE NITE 8EFORE

CHRISTMAS
IS

COMING

TO TOWN

I

10.

SAW MOMMY

11.

MY TWO FRONT

SNOWMAN
I

WANT FOR

17.

RUDOLPH THE

18.

CHRISTMAS ISLAND

RED-

NOSED REINDEER

SNOW

IT

—

—

—

18 MOST POPULAR RHYTHM
1.

2.
3.

4.

records.

5.
6.

GOOD

LOVING

13.

WHY? OH WHY?

14.

SHAKE A HAND
GET IT

BLUES $2.98

12.

11.

ME

&

JUST WALKIN' IN THE RAIN
FEELING GOOD
DRAGNET BLUES

10

THE CLOCK
,
PLEASE DONT LEAVE
TOO MUCH LOVIN'
PLEASE LOVE ME

15.

THIRD DEGREE
40 CUPS OF COFFEE

8.

DONT

ME

17.

CROSS MY HEART
ONE SCOTCH

9.

MERCY? MR. PERCY

18.

CRYING

7.

DECEIVE

16.

IN THE

CHAPEL

il-

New Jersey

3.

MOCKIN' BIRD
FLOP EARED MULE
BUFFALO GAL

4.

OH, SUSANNA

RPM
RPM

BILL

LAWRENCE

formerly oj the Arthur
Godfrey Show brings you
the Collector's Item Hits
for only 17c each on 78

5.

SOLDIER'S

6.

DEVIL'S

RPM

GOLDEN

BROWN JUG

TURKEY IN THE STRAW
45 RPM
Young And Old"

12.

TELL ME YOU'RE
2. BYE, BYE, BLUES
1.

3.

7.

SNOOKY lanson
of the Lucky Strike Hit
Parade brings you the
Collector's

I tern

Record

—

Hits for only 17c each
records.

on 78

SLIPPER

RED RIVER VALLEY
ARKANSAS TRAVELER

11. LITTLE

78

RPM

"Square Dancing For

6.

Sets.

JOY
DREAM

By Snooky Lanson, 8

,

Send any 6 Sets indicated or All 6

8.
9.

plu

CHICKEN REEL

18 COLLECTORS SO!ICS

Name

State

$2.98

records only!

4.

Zone

7.

10.

PLUS BOOK:

5.

Address

—

You get 12 Square Dance Songs by Hap Williams and others
Gift Book "Square Dancing" for $2.98

COUPON TODAY!
Send 78
Send 45

DANCES & BOOK

12

book for

Q

enclose $16.!

YOU'LL EVER KNOW
HOW'S THE WORLD

SONGS

Rush the 18 Top Smash Hit Songs starring Dean Martin, Jeff Clark and Arlene
James and a supporting cast on 3 break-resistant vinyl records. I enclose $2.98,
send postage prepaid.
(I save 90c by sending full $2.98 payment with my
order.) I may keep any six songs and only return 12 for refund if not satisfied.
Send 78 RPM speed,
Send 45 RPM speed.
I enclose $2.98. Send the 18 Hill Billy Songs on Records
I enclose $2.98. Send the 18 Christmas Songs on Records
I enclose $2.98. Send the 18 Rhythm and Blues on Records
I enclose $2 98. Send the 12 Square Dances and Book
I enclose $2.98. Send the 18 Collector's Songs in 78 RPM Speed

I

FORGOT MORE THAN

I

13.

get the 12 square dances

CO., Dept. 182

City

ONLY $2.98

ZAT YOU MYRTLE?

12.

TEETH

YOU GET THE TOP RECORD HIT

only $2.98. Also available on 45 RPM.

Newark,

—

11. IS

45's.

2.

318 Market

HEY JOEI
GAMBLER'S GUITAR
CRYING IN THE CHAPEL
A DEAR JOHN LETTER
FORGIVE ME JOHN
DEAR JOAN
BLOWING WILD
LIGHTHOUSE
MAMA COME GET YOUR
BABY BOY
CARIBBEAN

Hap Williams and

1.

SONG PARADE

I

WALKING MY BABY BACK HOME
SONG FROM MOULIN ROUGE

more than
from the book

plus the square dancing

MAIL NO-RISK

WITH THESE HANDS
P.S.
LOVE YOU
CEST SI BON

You'll get

$3.00 worth of fun
alone.

3.

OLD."

The

17.

TIMES

HEY JOE!
BUTTERFLIES

18 HILL BILLY S0N6S
1.

DEAN MARTIN

14.

6.

HILL BILLY OFFER

of

BY DEAN MARTIN AND OTHERS

HITS

RPM

8.

9.
10.

MINE

YOU BELONG TO ME
ANYWHERE WANDER
TAKES TWO TO TANGO
MY BABY'S COMING HOME
LADY OF SPAIN
KEEP IT A SECRET
HOLD ME. THRILL ME, KISS ME
WHY DONT YOU BELIEVE ME

II

—

Lawrence,

11. TILL

J2.98

etc.

S2.98

WALTZ AGAIN

1

WITH YOU
12.

DONT

13.

14.

GET IN YOUR EYES
TRYING
EVEN NOW

15.

GLOW WORM

1

16.

THE STARS

HAVE YOU HEARD

17. SIDE

18.

LET

BY SIDE

OH HAPPY DAY

K

17

DEC

452759

Z

U53

starring

HOPE MARTIN
ROSEMATOT
ARLENE
DAHL* GLOONEY

AND
THE

MOST
BEAUTIFUL
GIRLS IN

co-stamng

Mllard Mtchell Wlliam Demarest
•

THE WORLD!

FRED CLARK ROBERT STRAUSS
•

wi ,h

Produced by PAUL JONES Directed by CLAUDE BINVON
•

Screenplay by EDMUND

Everybody

will sing

.

.

."It's

HARTMANN and HAL RANTER A PARAMOUNT PICTURE

Torment"

•

•

"Girls"

•

"Ya Got Class"

•

"When You

l.ove

Someone"

•

"Ali

Baba"

•

"Never So Beautiful"

•

"Heavenly Days"

•

"See The Circus"
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22
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Hollywood Facts Of Life By Fredda Dudley Balling

24

Cupid and the stork were busy in 1952, but tnere was heartbreak, too
Arthur Godfrey's Unbelievable Story By Betty Ann Welch
26
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but that's what she

is
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Eyes Have Never Beheld Such Wonders!

SPECTACULAR MUSICAL
OF FLORIDA'S

4 Lavish Water Spectacles!
Breath-taking beauty pageant

in a

tropical paradise

100 top ski-jumpers towed by 8 speedboats!

PLAYGROUNDS

Daredevil

jumps over

12-foot ramps!

Esther's 75-foot dive from a helicopter!

IN

T C
M-G-M

COLOR

N
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Hardly

anything but party talk in the

Hollywood highways, by-ways, and
dead-end streets. For a country town, we
do all right with our little premieres and
the parties after, and then just plain sotimes, for the fun of it. Shirley
Booth's arrival for her new picture at
Paramount, "About Mrs. Leslie," started
a rash of parties like there was no tomorrow. Miss B., who is somewhat of a her-j
mit, had many glamourous guests popping
their eyeballs at her when she arrived at
her first social do, an elegant one tossed
by Leonard Spigelgass, writer of many
screenplays. The gimmick for the affair
was rather novel to say hello to Shirley
and goodbye to Charles Walters, who was
heading to New York to stage the new
cial

—

Muriel Allan, Eddie Mannix and Bunny Allan heap praises on Ava Gardner for
her outstanding performance in "Mogambo," at the film's Hollywood premiere.

Booth musical, "By The Beautiful Sea."
Mr. W. is the gentleman who has just recently directed "Lili" and Joan Crawford's new smash, "Torch Song." It was
quite a sight to see his present star, Miss
C., and his future star, Miss B., yakking
it up like they hadn't seen each other for
a year which is about how long it has
been since they had.

—

Couple of nights later U-I producer
Ross Hunter had a small and delightful
dinner party for our girl Shirl. Angela
Lansbury and Peter Shaw just about
didn't make it because of no baby sitter.
This would have been rather a pity since
Miss Booth finally decided she'd sing for
the gang and, accompanied by Buddy

Debbie Reynolds and Tab Hunter, her escort, are interviewed by Larry Finley
lobby of the Egyptian Theatre where premiere of "Mogambo" took place.

in the

Pepper

— whose
—

"Vaya Con Dios"

is

still

the rage she had the 20 or so guests absolutely enchanted. Another performer

who came on
Emerson

— her

like

Gangbusters was Hope
picture is "Casan-

latest

ova" with a young newcomer named Bob
Hope — (they call them Hope and Hope at
Paramount) Well, anyway, Hope Emer-

—

.

son, that

is

—

is

a great entertainer and

hit the road any mmute
here night club act. Gene
Nelson and Jane Powell, looking ecstatically happy, were part of the audience.
Later Gene danced, after all the furniture
had been moved back out of the way.
Janie begged off singing because of a cold.
(CONTINUED ON PACE 8)
she'll

probably

now with

this

Gene Nelson and Jane Powell, still so
love, at the Buddy Baers' party.

in
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Musical

Numbers Staged and

SAMMY CAHN -directed

by

Directed by LeRoy Prinz

ROY DEL RUTH

Musical Direction by Ray Hemdorf
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~it

what hollywood

itself is talking

about!

Dunn

(CONTINUED)

with

Craig

Hill. Choreographer
Susan Zanuck, doing
an impromptu song or two. Skipper and
Miriam Nelson doing an out-of-thisworld dance. Miriam's about ready to
bust loose with her night club act. Jane
Withers, looking deevine and bright-eyed.
Rhonda Fleming, animated and talking a
blue streak. Jane Morgan, whose bow at

Billy Skipper with

Charlie Morrison's

Mocambo was

quite a

George Nader, good-looking young
man who got terrific raves on his part in
"Letters To Loretta." New boy that the
thing.

host thinks

going to be a terrific star,
Keith Andes, having himself a time. Young Tom Irish visiting with
everybody. John Cobb, singer-dancer,
jitterbugging with Mrs. Conners. Mike
Rayhill, young singer, doing a tango with
Terry Moore. Also in the throng, Louella
Parsons, Sally Cobb, Jeanette MacDonald
and Gene Raymond, Charlie and Mary
Morrison. It was quite a fling.

John

Press agent Russell Birdwell, Anne Baxter and Charles Laughton, backstage after
opening of "John Brown's Body," radiate happiness over audience's enthusiasm.

is

Carlisle.

Probably the biggest party of

all

time

was the one which Bo Roos and Bob Fellows gave for their combined 100 years in
California, a straight 50 apiece. These
gentlemen are old, old pals and business
partners with John Wayne, and just
about everybody in town crowded into
the very gala looking Westside Tennis
Club. There were about five bars and a
whole flock of orchestras and trios and
barber-shop chord singers. The decorations were deevine. Lots of pictures of
early California around in the days

—

when

Norma Shearer congratulates Ty Power
on "John Brown's Body" performance.

it

was

a

cow pasture

in spots.

A

cake six feet long. Honest. Off-hand,
we'd say there was room for about 600
people in the vast tennis club and that
about double that number showed. It
would have been fun to stick around for
all the excitement later, but me and my
date, Jacques Mapes, had to go on to another ball.

Agent Henry Willson, who names boy
actors funny names like Race Gentry,
John Smith, Rock, Tab, Touch, and Rory
had an extremely beautiful party that
wasn't funny but fun. A sparkling tent,
orchestra, a curtain against the swimming
pool so no one could fall in by accident
or design, champagne corks popping like
the bombardment of Fort Sumter. Some
of the town's most attractive youngsters

Janet Leigh, Tony Curtis startled by a

photographer at "Mogambo" opening.
8

were there. Towering over everyone. Rock
Hudson a charmer. Almost as tall and
probably the handsomest young man in

—

—

the world, Bob Kenaston, Jr. he couldn't
miss with such a handsome father and
the beautiful Billie Dove his mother.
Bob's just about set on a film career and
watch out for your hearts, gals. The very

charming Touch Conners and
lovely wife.

Cute, petite

his
actress

very
Molly

You should have seen the fans swarm
around Joan Crawford at the press showing of "Torch Song." Word got out that
the picture was being shown so the
Egyptian Theatre was jammed, mobbed,
and swamped ?iot only with fans, regular type, but also fans actor types who
have large crushes on Miss C. Before the
show she gave a dinner party at the

—

—

John Hodiak went to see his ex-wife, Anne Baxter, in "John Brown's Body," with
Macdonald Carey and his wife. The Careys are expecting their fourth child.

Beachcombers which started out for jour
people and ended up with twenty. Among
the guests were Chuck Walters, who directed the picture, and Nicholas Ray,
who's directing Joan's new one, "Johnny
Guitar," her first Western. Joan's very
high on the idea of the Western deal, but
she's not exactly enjoying tramping all
over the Arizona mountains in boots,
which she did when they were out picking locations.

Coupla nights later some of the same
bunch gathered at her house to laugh and
yak. Nick had his young son, Timmy (his
mother is Gloria Grahame ), there. Joan's
twins, Cathy and Cindy, were having a
high time with their handsome young boy
friend, the dogs, and even the people. Oh,
those twins! They're about the purtiest
kids I ever did see.

Just before Mary McCarty took off for
her engagement at the Mapes Hotel in
Reno a couple of us kids went out on the
town Mel Dinelli, who's just returned
from a year in England to write Burt
Lancaster's new circus picture, "Trapeze,"
was one of us kids. Had a small snack
at LaRue, caught the Walter Gross Trio
at Encore, and the very lovely Dorothy

—

Dandridge at Mocambo, where most of
the night club set was assembled to listen to her sing real dreamy.
Stuart Harris, new young singing discovery, made his debut at the next door
bistro, the Crescendo
backed by Ted Fio
Rito's orchestra and Walter Gross, who
had moved after that paragraph just
above. One of Stu's best numbers, "Tenderly," is Walter Gross' own tune, you
know. We'd been before that to the very
popular new Saratoga Restaurant, where
a snappy pianist, Jerry Marlowe, operates on the 88's. He's the boy who wrote
the "Limelight" score, which you may
not hear for a spell since the picture's

—

still

banned.

Who knows how
Gardner

Guess Frank Sinatra has nothing to get
gray-haired about. He's done nothing but
successful things since "From Here To
Eternity." Next thing he'll do, picturewise, is to co-star with Marilyn Monroe

and Dan Dailey

Escorted around MGM by studio executive Eddie Mannix, Prince Akihito of
Japan meets Ann Blyth and Director Mervyn LeRoy on the set of "Rose Marie."

in

"Pink Tights"

at 20th.

Che Bob Mitchums at gala party at
Romanoff's after "The Robe" opening.

is,

his private life with

Ava

though?

These fellows that get married and then
bust up have it pretty rough. Guy Mitchell, who has really climbed the last
year, parted from his "Miss America"
bride and she wants plenty of loot out of
him as a result. This seems to be a

chronic ailment in the Hollywood matrimonial round-about.

When

Dick Powell decided that the di"The
Caine Mutiny Court Martial" was not his
cup of tea, a young actor just here from
Broadway, Donald Murphy, took off too.
Now it looks as if he'll be one of Mr.
rectorial job of the stage version of

Helen Rose, MGM costume designer, chatting with Greer Garson at premiere of
"Mogambo." Greer is now making "Miss Baker's Dozen," her first film in ages.
9

what Hollywood

itself is

talking about! (CONTINUED)
is that Bing Crosby and
are mighty friendly on the
"White Christmas" set. Bow and scrape to
each other and are as polite as anything.
Friend of ours ran into a character who
was stewing a little bit about having arrived here on the bus to show Bing his
new invention. He was worried about
how long it was taking Bing to see him,
said he'd been in town since ten o'clock
that morning and here it was two p.m.
already and he was getting mighty tired
of waiting around.

Talk around

Danny Kaye

After quite some long wait to get a
of their own, Janet and Tony Cur-

home

have finally made the big leap. It's
been the apartment routine for them up
to now, and they couldn't be happier to
have some ground around.
tis

Geary Steffen and Sheila Connolly at
premiere of "John Brown's Body."
Powell's discoveries, film-wise. Until this
happens, Don's busying himself with TV
programs like "Letters To Loretta" and
Rod Cameron's new show. He's veddy

handsome,

girls.

Some way

to cast a picture! Ida

Lupino

puts herself into the co-starring lead with
husband Howard Duff in "Story Of A
Cop," which is being produced by an ex-

husband

of hers, Collier

This time when Clark Gable comes
home from one of his long stays in Eu-

rope

he'll

return as the re-established

King of the movies. Since "Mogambo"
came out his first really good picture in
much, much too long he's all the rage
again and ready to go. Well, we're ready
for him to do another one like that.

—

—

Mona Freeman has
Whether

Gordon

MacRae wants

to

before

modeling

it

tennis suit adjusted
at fashion show.

Young.

It's been quite a spell since Claudette
Colbert put the dust covers on her Holmby Hills home and went off to Europe.
Nearly two years, it was. Claudette said
she went right on paying taxes just like
she'd never been away. That isn't the
reason she went to Europe anyhow.

It would be kinda cute to see young
Melinda Markey, her mother, Joan Bennett, and her aunt, Constance Bennett, all
in the same show. Might happen too

—

they're talking oj making a stage musical
of the famous "The Women."

Kind

man

of strange thing for Ingrid Bergopera. She debuted in

to be doing

—

Joan At The Stake" at the San Carlo
Opera in Naples. Guess who directed? A
fellow named Roberto Kossellini. She
doesn't sing her role is merely words
with no music, and she was great.
"St.

—

Jan Sterling and Gene Kelly at MGM
luncheon for crown prince of Japan.
10

Master of ceremonies Gene Nelson and Diane, handknit designer, admire Debbie
Reynolds as she models one of Diane's creations at fashion show at Mocambo.

Joanne Gilbert broke up the fashion

show audience

with her strip tease.

emote for the movies or
ing to have enough loot
with

not, he's still goto feed the

fam-

record contracts and such.
does concerts and night club
appearances and radio and TV just like
the movies had never been invented.
This, in a different way, could be said of
Mario Lanza, too. This lad apparently
couldn't care less whether he gets in front
of the cameras or not. All he has to do
is cut a record and sit back and collect
like a slot machine gone crazy.
ily

This

Jean Simmons, one of the stars in "The Robe," and husband, Stewart Granger,
chat with Clifton Webb at brilliant Hollywood premiere of the Biblical film.

with Sterling Hayden, in the

new Joan

Crawford picture, "Johnny Guitar."

all his

man

Don't know when there's been as much
excitement in town as over the huge and
glitteringly glamourous premiere of "The

Kobe" at Grauman's Chinese. The lucky
people who were invited to buy tickets to
the big deal arrived in droves, and cars,
and on foot just any old way they could
get through the mob of fans. Well, it's a
magnificent film. (CONTINUED ON pace 18)

—

There was the greatest amount of curiabout June Haver's return from the
Kansas convent to Hollywood. But the
osity

plain truth was that she wasn't up to the
physical demands of her secluded life.

Most people around here are for the girl
and hope she gets back into pictures and
makes a big success again.
Well, our little mother, Mrs. Vittorio
Gassman, broke in her new night club
act at the break-in spot in San Diego,
The Tops, and it looks like she's a smash
eroo entertainer. It will be fun to see
whether she travels with an entourage,
like the baby and a nurse and all the stuff
because it looks as if she'll be on the

—

road

with

the

dancin'-and-singin'

for

some time.
Couple of wanderers of the globe, Cornel Wilde and his ever-lovin' Jean Wallace and the kids arrived back in town
with another addition to the family, this
time a parrot. The Wildes will settle
down here for a spell.
Scott Brady seems happy and in good
these days who wouldn't? He's
been dating pretty Constance Smith and
on top of that got one of the leads, along

fettle

—

Lori Nelson, young starlet now appearing in U-I's "All-American," models one
of Diane's beautiful exclusive handknit dresses at fashion show at Mocambo.

li'l woman back into the
and back into the family by the time
the curtain descends. The musical, which
seems to concentrate more on specialty

ages to get the
act

numbers than

dialogue, offers Technicolor lensing, Cole Porter music and a

show stopping dance number by Ann
Miller,

who

Other

cast

finally comes into her own.
stand-outs include Keenan
Wynn, Bobby Van, Bob Fosse, Tommy

and James
Sydney directed.

Whitemore.

Rail,

George

MGM.

Botany Bay

A

lan

Ladd and James Mason have

'"^ been pitted against each other in a
hard hitting, seafaring story that fairly
smacks of violence, tyranny and treason.
Ladd is a medical student, who has been
unjustly accused by an English court of
stealing his own inheritance. He and 100
other prisoners are exiled to Australia,
a new colony the British Crown is populating with prisoners.
Their 267-day
voyage is made aboard the brigantine
Charlotte, captained by James Mason.
The skipper immediately takes a personal interest in actress Patricia Medina
and an instant dislike to Ladd. Alan's
quiet authority among the prisoners and

medical knowledge concerning
plagues bring about several thunderous
explosions between prisoner and captain before the boat reaches Australia
and the safe protection of colony Governor, Sir Cedric Hardwicke. Written by
the authors of "Mutiny On the Bounty,"
there are many sequences reminiscent of

his

that film success. Mason's role is every
bit as strong as
Charles Laughton's
Captain Bligh, while Miss Medina is effective as a spirited wench. Ladd's role,
of course, is hand-tailored in the John

Farrow production.

Paramount.

Calamity Jane
r\ORis

^

Day

as

Calamity

Jane

comes

blazing on the screen like a sky
rocket on the Fourth of July. She's a
hard hittin', buckskin wearin' gal, who

So Big
Jane Wyman's

portrayal of a bereaved

daughter forced
teaching school in

New

to

make her way

the rural community

a tender, compassionBased on the Edna
Ferber classic, the film traces Jane's
marriage to a local farmer, Sterling
Hayden, her motherhood, and her griefstricken experience as a widow trying to
make her marsh-drenched farm yield
crops. Blessed with an unyielding nature
of

ate

Holland

is

experience.

and some influential friends, Jane again
makes the farm pay off and with her
newly earned profits sends her son, Steve
Forrest, to college for a degree in architecture. The son's obvious attempts to
break into society and marry into some
"fast money" are weathered by the

—

mother, who knows that "So Big" the
boy's pet nickname is of sturdier material than that. Her faith is justified
when the boy returns home and resumes
his career plans after an unpleasant in-

—

12

terlude with his big city friends. Robert
Wise directed the film, which is sensi-

by Miss Wyman, Hayden,
son's girlfriend, and
new screen find, Steve Forrest. "So Big"
sums up as ever so good. Warner
tively enacted

Nancy Olson, the

Brothers.

Kiss

Eureka!

Me, Kate

Here's a good old-fashioned

musical that fairly drips with lavish
trappings. Based on the Broadway success, the film traces what happens when
a divorced acting team is reunited for a
New York play. To complicate matters,
the wife, Kathryn Grayson, has picked

up

a fiance, Willard Parker, while

hubby

Howard Keel has taken up with chorus
cutie Ann Miller.
also picked up a

Both principals have
bad case of tempera-

ment which seems

to erupt more faiththe
Yellowstone
geyser.
Although it takes a little on-stage disciplining (and a good spanking), Keel man-

fully

then

Jane Wyman and Sterling Hayden make
"So Big" a tender, moving experience.

believes in serenading, shooting and
sassing her men. The object of her affec(Philip
tions is a cavalry lieutenant
Carey), while her chief tormentor is
Wild Bill Hickok (Howard Keel). It's on
a dare from Keel that Doris agrees to go
to

Chicago

comedy

star

and bring back musical
Gale Robbins to appear in

Unfortunately, Doris
the local saloon.
mistakes Miss Robbins' maid, Allyn McLerie, for the star and brings her back
to Deadwood City. The maid continues
the masquerade until opening night
when, panicky with stage fright, she confesses to Doris and the saloon audience
her real identity. It takes Doris' trusty
six-shooter to quiet the irate audience
and to save Allyn's job. In return, the
maid decides to reciprocate by making a
lady out of Doris. The amusing results
and the impossible situations that follow
offer a springboard for some lively antics
and some toe tapping tunes. Warner
Brothers.

Escape From Fort Bravo

William

Holden, a Union cavalry
an Arizona outpost, is kept
busy simultaneously guarding Confederate captives and fighting off Indian attacks. To discourage John Forsythe and
the other Southern prisoners from escaping, Holden makes an example out of
officer at

Doris Day's trusty six-shooter subdues Allyn McLerie just as it does half the
male population of Deadwood City in "Calamity Jane," a lively Western musical.

every straying captive. Forsythe and his
William Demarest,
handpicked crew
William Campbell, John Lupton make
no attempt for freedom until Eleanor
Parker arrives on the scene. Eleanor, a
Southern sympathizer, tells Holden she
has come to the Fort for the marriage of
the commander's daughter, Polly Bergen.
She doesn't tell him that she has also
come to arrange the escape of Forsythe
and his men. Although Eleanor and the

—

men manage

—

successfully to slip out of
the Fort, their escape is marred by an
Indian attack, which finds Holden and
the Southerners joining forces against
their common enemy. Film, which was

"Marry Me Again" is zany slapstick
with Marie Wilson, Robert Cummings.

shot against the stark beauty of Death
Valley, is an off-beat Western that seems
to follow the gaunt, moody pattern established by "Shane". MGM.

Marry Me Again

T he pairing
Cummings

of

Marie Wilson and Robert

some of the seashenanigans. No matter
how much you spruce up the story, producer Alex Gottlieb's got a good oldfashioned slapstick comedy and that
ain't bad. The comedians' antics springboard from their inability to get married.
First, Cummings receives a "greetings"
"

son's

results in

zaniest

—

Eleanor Parker and William Holden in a lighter moment from "Escape From Fort
Bravo," story of Civil War days which for the most part follows a stark mood.

current films

CONTINUED

from Uncle Sam, and then Marie receives
a $100,000 inheritance which causes Bob
to bow out of the picture. In between
various visits to the parson, the
manages to get rid of all the
money plus several scheming sharksters.
The glib goings-on are fast, funny and
their

couple

terribly frantic.

Flight

RKO.

To Tangier

name Tangier immediately images

The

a city of mystery and intrigue, and
Nat Holt production goes right
along with the popular conception. An
emissary from behind the Iron Curtain
is due to arrive at the free city's airport
this latest

with a $3,000,000 letter of credit. Anxiously awaiting his arrival are Joan
Fontaine, fiancee of the plane's pilot
Jack Palance, co-owner of the plane
Corinne Calvet, Robert Douglas and

Marcel Dalio, members of a blackmarket
gang dealing in stolen airplanes. When
the plane crashes, Joan and Palance go
searching through the ruins and discover
there was nobody aboard. Each of the
quintet immediately starts his own private search for the missing pilot and

man. Their obvious involvements with
one another, plus the numerous counterplots and chase sequences keeps one
spinning from problem to problem.
Eventually all the loose ends tie together
and Joan and Palance emerge as FBI
agents
working on the same case.
Paramount.

Paratrooper

C

ngland's

famous

"chute"

boys

are

in this new Alan Ladd
starrer filmed entirely on the British Isles
and laid in 1941. Although he acquits
himself admirably during his training
period, Ladd refuses to comment on his
^"

glorified

past

and stubbornly dodges any comcommander Leo Genn recom-

mission
Tangier, the city of mystery and intrigue, provides the background for "Flight
exciting spy story starring Corinne Calvet and Jack Palance.

mends

To Tangier," an

for him. His attitude not only
puzzles his superiors but pretty air base

Set in war-time England, "Paratrooper," is a happy blending of action and romance, with Alan Ladd as a brooding, troubled hero in love with Susan Stephen.

on Patricia Medina

The tyrannical James Mason has eyes
in

"Botany Bay."

Those Redheads From Seattle

"Those

redheads" refers to Rhonda
Fleming, Teresa Brewer and Cynthia
Bell who play sisters journeying from
'

Seattle to the Yukon to join their father.
When they arrive, they find their father

has been murdered, presumably because
of his attacks on a saloon run by Gene
Barry. Rhonda finds herself falling in
love with the gambler, and finally learns
that although Barry was involved in her
father's killing, it was only as an innocent party. Gay musical in 3-D introduces Guy Mitchell and such rollicking
tunes as "Baby, Baby, Baby" and "ChickA-Boom." The youngest of the Bell
Sisters, Kay, has a few funny moments
as the family's outcast since she is a
blonde. It marks Pine and Thomas' first
whirl at musicals. Paramount.

The Glass

U-i

has

finally

done

Webb

it.

They have taken

the latest inventions and tossed
them into one picture which has resulted
in a story about TV being filmed in 3-D.
The outcome is a timely, tense drama
woven around a video mystery writer,
John Forsythe; a blackmailing actress,
all of

Roberta Haynes is a dance hall queen who helps Rock Hudson rescue his fiancee,
Donna Reed, from the hands of a desperado in "'Gun Fury," Western chase film.

employee Susan Stephen. In a romantic
moment, Ladd confides to her that he is
a former U.S. Air Corps officer who gave
the wrong command which killed his best
friend. He wants no more responsibility.
While on commando tactics, however, he
is forced to assume responsibility when
Germ is wounded. Ladd not only rescues
the men, but saves his own self-respect.
There's a happy blending of action and
romance in this Technicolor movie which
features an all-English supporting cast.
Columbia.

bride-to-be.
The remaining 86
minutes of the film find Hudson vainly
trying to round-up a posse and launch a
manhunt. The sheriff and most of the

the

Kathleen Hughes, and an enamored casting director, Edward G. Robinson. Forsythe has had a slight affair with Kathleen, but has called the whole thing off
because of his wife, Marcia Henderson.
He makes his decision too late, because
Kathleen has swiped a pair of his pajamas
and is demanding $2,500 for their return.
Before Forsythe can make payment,
Kathleen is murdered and Robinson has
persuaded the police to let him and Forsythe dramatize the event on their TV
show. Reluctantly, Forsythe finds him-

way to get married and to begin
a new life in California, when desperado
Phil Carey wounds Rock and captures

town's decent citizens are afraid to get
involved, so Rock turns to a dance hall
queen, Roberta Haynes, a bandit, Leo
Gordon, and an Indian, Pat Hogan. Although each of Rock's compatriots have
an opportunity to kill Carey they each
muff their chance and in the final reel it
is Hudson who rescues his fiancee and
revenges himself. The film, which has a
shortage of major scenes among the two
co-stars, emerges as a tautly building
chase-type Western, set in the 1800's.
Miss Reed and Hudson make a pleasing
team and there's plenty of chance for
Rock to get in the standard number of
"beefcake" and heroic shots. Columbia.

John Forsythe and Kathleen Hughes go
from love to hate in "The Glass Web."

"Those Redheads From Seattle" are Rhonda Fleming, Teresa Brewer and Cynthia Bell, who, with their blonde sister, Kay Bell, find love on the Yukon.

Gun Fury

Rock

Hudson and Donna Reed are on

their

writing a script that piles up circumstantial evidence on him. The powerpacked ending, the televised trapping of
the murder, and the mounting race
against time add to film's documentary
appeal. Universal-International.
END
self
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Esther uses no double for her
water ski scenes in
"Easy To Love," filmed at
the famous Cypress Gardens in Florida.
thrilling

NYMPH

NO MATTER HOW OFTEN YOU SEE ESTHER WILLIAMS AS A
WATER NYMPH, SHE ALWAYS EXUDES A FRESH SPARKLE

singers who sign movie contracts are
Many
never cast in singing
many dani

roles,

cers do everything but dance, but not so with

swimmer Esther

Williams. She's had an unbroken success of swimming roles ever since
she started making movies, back in 1942, in one
of Mickey Rooney's Andy Hardy comedies.
Moviegoers have enjoyed seeing beautiful
Esther so much in her water routines that her

MGM, simply can't omit a swimming
sequence, no matter what the plot of the picture, without causing an uproarious avalstudio,

Adjusting her water skis for dock take-off and spectacular scene. Esther took many lessons, spills.

anche of criticism from fans and exhibitors.
"Easy To Love," Esther's latest Technicolor
musical, again features her in a spectacular
water routine. But, as always, there's a newness to it and you feel as if never before have
you seen this aqua queen perform, beauty in
action being ever delightful to behold.
end

Esther relaxes between water scenes in a life
preserver. Motherhood hasn't hampered career.

As

a change of pace, Esther does clown bit, explodes from box of dynamite, plays with seals.

Very much Mrs. Ben Gage in private life, Esther shields eyes
from photog's flash-bulb as she and her husband have night out.
17
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THE KIND OF MAN
WHO'S OUT OF BOUNDS FOR
ANY KIND
OF WOMAN!
HE'S

what Hollywood
talking about!

itself is

(CONTINUED)

Montgomery Clift did
when he learned

a terrific doublethat his starrer
with Jennifer Jones, "Terminal Station,"
was likely to be changed to "Indiscretions
Of An American Wife." Provocative eh?

take

Danny Kaye has

a brand new
Paramount's "Knock On
Seems the Technicolor camera
graphs Danny's blond hair a
ality in

person-

Wood."
photo-

bright

orange.

Esther Williams was swimming two
weeks after the birth of her daughter.
She was starring in a radio show on the
fourth week, and less than two months
later she had her pre-baby figure back.

The

Gene Raymond is one of the few Hollywoodites to have a commercial pilot's
license. He recently went to Las Vegas
not for gambling but to add 15 more fly-

story of Eddie Darrow,

the forbidden

woman

—

ing hours to his record.

he

Did Bob Wagner draw the attention
when he sauntered into the Beverly Hills

wanted and the dangerous
bargain he dared to

Hotel wearing gray slacks, yellow sweater, blue blazer and crazy red socks!

make

Janet Leigh had to bow out of singing
Jack Mapes' party due to a cold,
so Shirley Booth and Hope Emerson
pinch -hitted. "We may not have hit as
high a note as Janet," Hope admitted,
"but we were louder."
at the

Howard Duff, Ida Lupino and their
daughter, Bridget, are packing their bags
for a month's siesta in Brazil. Seems they
were thinking of a vacation spot, when
they glimpsed a calendar showing the
bay at Rio. That did it, they phoned for
sailing reservations.

MGM

They love Ann Blyth in Ireland.
has counted some 1500 requests from the
Emerald Isle for photos of Ann and her
groom, Dr. McNulty.
Shades

of

Andy Hardy! Mickey Roo-

ney's

new

television format

even

one

man -to -man

boasts not
Instead,

talk.

Mick's father is a policeman who met his
video mother while raiding her burlesque show.

TONY CURTIS
JOANNE DRU

Jane Powell announced she would play
the London Palladium just after friends
learned Gene Nelson would be Europebound for a picture. He'll play a GI who
gets involved in foreign intrigue, with
nary a tap in it.

LYLE BETTGER

sisters

directed by

produced by

RUDOLPH MATE

•

TED RICHMOND

screenplay by

•

MARVIN MILLER

WILLIAM SACKHEIM and GIL DOUD

A UNIVERSAL-INTERNATIONAL PICTURE

Rosemary Clooney and Vera-Ellen play

who

sing

and dance in "White

Christmas," and you should have heard
them scream with surprise when co-stars
Bing Crosby and Danny Kaye did a wild
imitation of them. It was so good, Director Bob Alton decided to film it and
add it to the picture.
END

January 1954

Her fiance, Pierre Galante, back in France, Olivia de Havilland
attends "Ice Follies" opening with Cyd Charisse and Tony Martin.
Tab Hunter and Debbie Reynolds chatting with Marlene Jackson of
"Ice Follies." Tab and Rock Hudson are feuding over Lori Nelson.

^
^

OFF-THE-RECORD NEWS OF THE SCREEN'S MOST INTRIGUING STARS

Exclusive Movie Gossip
Iette Davis

B Broadway

and Gary Merrill are quietly reading

play scripts with an eye to teaming up
for a late 1954 return to New York footlights, in a production to be financed by them. It will be Merrill's first
since his "Born Yesterday" appearance opposite Judy

HoUiday and Paul Douglas; Bette's
ill-fated revue,

first

turn be an important factor in Greg's returning
effect a reconciliation
.
.

The

Hildegarde Neff's most consistent suitor is a famed
Broadway-Hollywood producer -director who'll fly to
Hamburg, Germany, during the Christmas holidays, in
an attempt to make her his next and third wife. Both
Hildegarde and Audrey Hepburn, linked romantically
with Gregory Peck in the, past, are on speaking terms
with Peck's wife, Greta, despite reports to the contrary

—

.

.

to

Santa Monica Set is getting its yocks over filmdom's latest feud the coolness displayed between
Rock Hudson and Tab Hunter. over the attentions of starlet Lori Nelson. Since both actors have the same agent,
Henry Willson, and it's their ten percenter who masterminds the Hollywood romances so heavily publicized to
the delight of bobby-soxers, both Rock and Tab had better patch up their differences before agent Willson has
his newest client, Michael Rayhill, step in to woo the

—

lovely Lori

Greta Peck's decision to file for divorce charging Greg
with desertion and mental cruelty, has their mutual
friends greatly relieved.

home

.

since last year's

"Two's Company" ...

—

not enter into the proceedings because of the Peck youngsters. Intimates further feel that Greta's first move in
consulting her attorneys about divorce measures may in

The "other woman" angle

will

The
clubs

.

.

.

situation gets tense in the various

when Jane Powell and Gene

Hollywood night

(continued on next pacei
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—

.

two weeks

after she left for

home.

She's very wealthy, too, which won't
hurt her standing with practical

Kirk ...

Steve Cochrane

secretly dated

Lady

Mountbatten (descendent of
Queen Victoria) during his Manhattan
whirl and they visited a small, offIris

beat cafe nightly. Steve didn't dig the
reason why until their last night out
on the town before he left Gotham
Lady Iris has a mad crush on the
baritone who is the main attraction at
the East Side night club. Steve did a

slow burn when he. finally saw the
light

.

.

Clifton

.

Webb

cancelled all social

engagements when

his beloved mothMabel, took a turn for the worse.
He never left his Beverly Hills mansion during a
(CONTINUED ON PACE 62)
er,

Clifton Webb, who never left his mother's side while she was so
san Hayward at "The Robe" premiere. Susan has a new interest

Exclusive Movie Gossip
Nelson walk in arm-in-arm and spot
Geary Steffen dating Sheila Connolly,
whom everyone expects will become
the

next

Mrs.

fortable as that'

G.

may

S.

As uncom-

be, picture

Jane

and Gene slipping quietly into a corner booth at the Brown Derby, and
coming face-to-face with Geary and
Miriam Franklin Nelson who were
lunching with their attorneys. There
was no way out no dancing away to
another table, and the quartet of principals in 1953' s most spectacular Hollywood love affair just sat and stared
at each other. Miriam Nelson was the
first to leave the restaurant and she

—

did nothing to hide her tears

.

.

The Lana Turner-Lex Barker
is

tottering

even at

this early

.

Wagner.

(CONTINUED)

A baby by Barker may help

.

.

Judy Garland continued to work her

way through her "A Star Is Born"
assignment despite an aching, impacted wisdom tooth which she kept a
secret from her husband-producer Sid
Luft and director George Cukor. Extraction of the painful molar would
have held up production on her comeback film and Judy wasn't having any
more delays, even at the risk of sleepnights and a possible

less

similar

to

that

Bette

Davis ...

Grace Kelly is trying to forget Clark
Gable by dating most of Hollywood's

idyll

eligible males, but the torch she car-

ries for

days after their wedding, Lana
went into seclusion and wouldn't
speak to anyone not even Lex for
three days. Her friends are worried
and feel her latest marriage is another
mistake if she's to continue her film

—

Delia Russell welcomes Jane Russell,
Jane Powell, Rhonda Fleming to home.

infection

by

suffered

date.

Two

—

career.

greets Su-

ill,

—Bob

"The King" can be seen from

Catalina on a clear night

.

.

.

Kirk Douglas has flipped completely
over Ethel Becher, a beautiful New

York

He

divorcee,

whom he met in Rome.

tried to get her to return to Italy

Gordon MacRae, Joan Welden and Merv
Griffin

on Sheilah MacRae's

TV

show.

when you shop

Buy Beauty ...
bat Bisftop
color

matched

"LIPSTICK DUET"
Blondes! Brownettes! Brunettes! Your
most becoming shades of Hazel Bishop
Long Lasting Lipstick,
smartly packaged together at this great

2

at

BEN franklin, scott
AND BUTLER BROTHERS STORES

glorify

your hair

ic

money-saving price!
only

with

1.10
plus tax

HALO
^
SHAMPOO

$1.50

value

SOFSKIN CREAM
For chapped hands. Wonderful for
washday detergents.

off-

setting

not a creamcannot kwe

do///fij

ioc

soapfi/mf

LUSTRE CREME
SHAMPOO
for glamorous hair
three

ways

lovelier

.

.

.

.

Veto says no

rfr^-

^

.

this magical,
dainty dream shampoo
not soap
not
liquid. Secret ingredi.

.

.

.

.

ents, plus lanolin.

Wonderful

to use!

created by

27c
^m

Kay Daumit

VETO
SPRAY
One squeeze puts
your mind at ease!

economy

size

large size

underarm "0"

Gives

all

day protection against

perspiration and odor.

Try
.

to

39C
59C

shampoo

Cotham fans of Leslie Caron couldn't believe their

eyes

Music Box Theatre to
see Ralph Meeker in the play, "Picnic." Lili looked like
anything but a movie star her lack of make-up, unkempt
hair-do and wrinkled clothes were a shock to the autograph hounds who crowded around her, not so much for

when

their idol arrived at the

—

her signature but for another look. They weren't sure it
was Leslie Caron; she was dressed and looked more like
the character in "So Big" than Jane Wyman did
.

Fernando Lamas

who would

—

.

.

being plagued by a Manhattan florist
dozens of posies sent to his
a while back when they were both
is

like to collect for

—

Dahling Arlene
having a whirl in Our Town. Fernando denies he ever
ordered the blooms, claims it's a mistake. What the florist says in rebuttal is unprintable
.

.

.

Betty Hutton and her dance director-husband, Charles
O'Curran, gave Charles ("Chuck" ) Walters a cool reception when he visited them backstage at the Palace
Theatre where Betty resumed her two-a-day vaudeville
shows. Walters, in town to direct Shirley Booth in the
new musical play, "By The Beautiful Sea," in which

Leslie Caron, at "The Robe" premiere with husband George
Hormel, should have been as dressed up at theatre in N. Y.

VISITING

HOLLYWOOD STARS OFTEN SET
BLASE NEW YORK BACK ON ITS HEELS

HOLLYWOOD ON

Anne Baxter, chatting with MacDonald
Carey's wife, was in a freak accident.

How

does Frank Sinatra feel about his

Ava working with ex-pal Lana Turner?
22

she'll star

after completion of "Mrs.

Leslie's Place," took the slight matter-

...

of-factly

Deborah Kerr's

outstanding success

play, "Tea And
Sympathy," has Greer Garson, Joan
Crawford and Jane Wyman showing
undue interest in play scripts now being submitted to them in between
Hollywood film commitments. Only
Joan Crawford, of the trio, would
seem a likely prospect to attempt an
acting debut on the Broadway stage.
It's something she's longed to do for
years and years

the

in

stage

.

.

.

Holden declined

Bill

all

and any

bids to private parties during the

York

filming of "Sabrina Fair"

New

and he

wouldn't go out on interview appointments with femme reporters unless a
studio representative

and

went

along. Bill

wife Brenda Marshall are
fighting the separation rumors and he
his

—

played it safe right down the line
wouldn't even sup with Audrey Hep-

burn unless director
along

.

.

.

Bill

Wyler tagged

(continued on pace
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End that pasty rouged look forever!

new creamy no

Get this

BROADWAY

streak

makeup

liquid today!

It's true! It's new! You've never guessed how
glorious and lovely, how radiantly beautiful your
skin can look until you've tried Heather Natural
Glow, the new creamy no streak liquid that's so easy
never smears or streaks. Just apply a
to use
drop or two with the convenient applicator cap.
Smooth it on with cotton or fingertip. Instantly
your skin glows with a new rosy youthful look.
.

.

.

Get new Heather Natural Glow today!

Never before so much beauty magic

for so little!

NEW

Here's all you do. Just apply
3 dots of Heather Natural

Glow

in a triangle under your
eyes, using exclusive applicator cap.

ONLY

49<

Now blend in with fingertip
or cotton, for non-smearing
lasting beauty. So easy, so
flattering, so natural

WHY
PAY

I

HEATHER

For
Truly
Lasting
Loveliness!

Terry Moore puts on the charm for the
boss of Columbia Studios, Harry Cohn.

NATURAL GLOW
Blends as naturally as a blush
Four high-fashion right shades

MEDIUM

•

GERANIUM

•

DAYTIME

•

OR-AMBER

MORE?

CUPID AND THE STORK

WERE BUSY

IN

HOLLYWOOD

IN 1953,

BUT THERE WERE HEARTBREAKS TOO

HOLLYWOOD
FACTS OF LIFE
By Fredda Dudley Balling

The stork, probably

Hollywood's most popular two-

footed personality, did very well for himself during

1953 and obliged

many

parents by delivering exactly

the sex ordered. (No reference to the Kinsey Report,

another city-shaking first edition, is intended.)
Esther Williams and Ben Gage had their daughter, in
October, to round out a family of two sons; Liz Taylor
and Michael Wilding acquired their son in January, as
did Michael and Maggie Rennie in March. Lucille Ball
and Desi Arnaz welcomed Desi IV on January 19, as
the most publicized infant ever born.

On January 5, Phyllis Thaxter and James Aubrey
became the parents of a little brother for daughter,
Susan, who is seven.
Mr. and Mrs. Freeman Gosden ( of "Amos 'n Andy")
celebrated January 10 by welcoming Linda, 7 lbs., 6
oz. Their son was born in 1949.
Vittoria Gina Gassman (jumping the gun by a full
month) leaped into the world on February 17, to the
delight of Shelley Winters and Vittorio Gassman. Incidentally, Vittoria made alphabet soup out of astrologers who had predicted her debut on St. Patrick's day.

Collapse temporarily halted
Vivien Leigh's film career.

Washington's birthday was chosen as his own by
Preston Sturges, Jr., son of the director and his wife,

Anne.

March ushered in a daughter for Colonel Robin Olds
and Ella Raines, and April supplied daughters to Erie
Jolson Krasna and producer Norman Krasna, to Angela Lansbury and Peter Shaw, and in Rome to
Marta Toren and Leonardo Bercovici.
Remember the wonderful pictures taken of Mary
Hacker Swope by her father when the youngster was
only a few hours old? Her father, John Swope, acquired another camera subject on May 18, when Dorothy McGuire presented him with a son, Mark, who
weighed in at 8 lbs., 2 ounces.
Another May acquisition was Duncan Paris West,
adopted by Eve Arden and Brooks West to supply
their two adopted daughters with a brother.
In West Palm Beach, Florida, Judy Canova and
Philip Rivero were impressed by Miss Diana who
checked in on June 2, and on June 17, Ruth Hussey
and Bob Longnecker telephoned all their friends to
talk about the daughter they
(continued on page 57

Rosie Clooney's marriage to
Jose Ferrer was no surprise.

—

—

>

Linda Christian and Tyrone
Power had second daughter.

Ill

/

Kirk

Douglas was busy

playing

field,

romantically.

Esther Williams and Ben Gage
got wish: a sister for the boys.

Romantic highlight of year was Ann
Blyth-Dr. James McNulty wedding.

European spies

Gene

The Gregory Peck marriage seems

Tierney will be a Princess.

ended by Greta's divorce action.

insist

The Haymes-Hayworth marriage was
stage-managed by a publicity man.

Lana Turner and Lex Barker were
married with flashbulbs popping.

Is Marilyn Monroe, or is
she not, Mrs. DiMaggio?

Romance of Jane Powell,
Gene Nelson rocked town.

Ill health interrupted June
Haver's convent novitiate.

Marriage of Frank Sinatra
and Ava Gardner was shaky.
25

by Betty Ann Welch

SHOW BUSINESS HAS NEVER KNOWN THE LIKES OF SO UNUSUAL A GUY

Several attempts have been made

in the past to analyze that "something"

which Arthur Godfrey has that brought him such resounding success. That
he and his story are slightly phenomenal in the highly competitive world of
show business is evident when you take a good look at this man. First of all,
to find out what he is, perhaps we can eliminate a few things that he isn't. He
is not a comedian. He is not a singer. He is not a musician. He is not a salesman
(in the traditional sense of "pitchman"). But being able to do all of these things
moderately well and at the same time being absolutely an average human behas brought him into almost individual touch with each person in his
The viewers sympathize and participate through him in everything
that he does. So that, starting with no great talent in any one direction, he
ends up being just about the greatest comedian, singer, musician and salesman.
"Godfrey" vies with "Eisenhower" as a household word in this country, but
what kind of a person is he really, and how did he get where he is today? Millions of people want to know "The real inside story of Godfrey." But very
ing,

audience.

'few

know

it.

The story

starts very humbly, and it is Godfrey's simple background and
hard-working rise to fame that possibly hold a clue to his great
appeal to the people whom he knows so well the average Americans.
Arthur Godfrey started with nothing but the clothes on his back he started
out on his own at the age of 14, joined the Navy when he was 16, worked his
way up as a professional entertainer through announcing on the radio, being
a disc jockey on a morning show, appearing in vaudeville as "Red Godfrey
And His Talking Banjo," and leading his own orchestra. Godfrey worked
hard and has never lost touch with the knowledge of how hard and stoney

his slow,

—

was the climb

Godfrey

is

to fame.

He

hasn't forgotten the days

doing what we'd all like to
it just as we'd enjoy it.

do, enjoying

Has no great
tion, yet he's

—

(continued on pace
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talent in any one direcour greatest entertainer.

ARTHUR GODFREY'S
UNBELI EVAB LE
'When

I

was broke, nobody ever gave me anything.

Now

that

I

have money,

I

don't need to

buy anything.

It's

given to me.'

HERE ARE TWO DECIDEDLY DIFFERENT
VIEWPOINTS ON DORIS DAY, REVEALING

HOW HOLLY WOODITES

HONESTLY FEEL ABOUT HER OFF-SCREEN PERSONALITY
by Meg Morgan and Tom Carlson

WHAT THEY

LIKE

AND

DISLIK
Hollywood

Day because she's become such a perfectionist
with others, she's prone to expect perfection, too. Waitresses
in the studio commissary find her difficult to please. She'll send food back
to the kitchen because, "it isn't cooked properly." Sometimes she sniffs
doesn't like Doris

that, in dealing

suspiciously and asks, "Are

Her

clothes sense

is

you sure

it's

fresh?"

good, but she has such definite likes and dislikes it frustrates
they try to create something original for her. Once she

fashion experts when
says "no" there's little hope of dissuading her. She's such a meticulous
housewife, her standards challenge the servant situation. As one departing
domestic put it: "Miss Day is nice to know and difficult to work for. She even finds
dust where there ain't no dust!"
Hairdressers, make-up artists, wardrobe women and her set crews believe
she's changed. Director Michael Curtiz, who discovered her, believes she's
changed. "Hollywood is filled with ungratefuls," generalized the man who gave
Doris her big break in "Romance On The High Seas." Recently he wanted her for
"The Jazz Singer," but she refused the role. So instead of remaining
and Peggy Lee played the part.
friends, they became "friendly"
She was easy-going, cooperative and skeptical of no one when she first arrived
in Hollywood. Life to her was one long irresponsible ball. According to
(continued on pace 55)
co-workers, she's gradually grown contradictory, provocative

—

—

Guest of gobs on the Juneau. She's reluctant about appearing at benefits. Many feel Doris is contradictory.

With husband Marty Melcher,

who

is

her manager.

She's a perfectionist ; doesn't gossip, smoke, drink; hates flattery

Admits she's no great actress wants to be herself.
;

In England for "Personal
Aly joined her.

Gene understands Aly

Affair."

better than ex-wife Rita.

OTHER'S
GENE TIERNEY WOULD BE HAPPY AS ALY KHAN'S PRINCESS
by Louis Reid

Will

glamourous Gene Tierney be
Moslem Prince Aly Khan?

the next American bride of

Is the exotically beautiful screen star, famed as Hollywood's bestdressed woman, destined to move upward in rank from a
countess to a princess?

—

—

According to European indications, it is as certain as the blue of the
Mediterranean or the black and red of the roulette wheels at Monte Carlo.
Aly and Gene have been inseparable for months. As far
back as last January Paris believed their marriage was imminent.
When last Spring she began to sport a diamond ring which Aly put on
her finger, bets were even laid concerning the date of the altar march.
Any day now is the word along the boulevards and on the
Riviera. However, announcement of marriage plans has been put off
"for a while," it was said, because the Aga Khan, Aly's
fabulously wealthy father, does not want his son to marry too soon
after his much-publicized marital break-up with Rita Hayworth.
The French, the English, the Swiss; yes, and the Americans, too
those in Hollywood especially are confident Gene could and
would make a brilliant go of a marriage with Aly.
Why? Because Gene Tierney has always wanted to be a princess.
What is more, Aly is convinced she not only is to the manor-born,
but to the manner-bred. She has the cultural, the chic and swanky and
social background for the role.
Her full name for more than ten years was Countess Gene Eliza
Taylor Tierney Loiewski-Cassini. She was formerly the wife of
Count Oleg Loiewski-Cassini, noted Hollywood and New York dress
designer and suave scion of the Italian-Russian nobility.
(continued on pace 5<"
Gene is also a super-sophisticate an essential

—

At party on

Riviera. Both
enjoy the gay social life.

Brooklyn-born Gene always
yearned to be real princess.

—
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A

BACK

MAIN!

"OF ALL TRICKY PROBLEMS, THIS ONE

DYNAMITE—FOR THE FUTURE. BUT

IF

LOADED WITH

IS

THERE'S GOOD REASON TO RENEW

THE ROMANCE, THEN YOU HAVE YOUR WORK CUT OUT FOR YOU"

by Janet
once tried to get a

I

And

"If a girl wants a man back,
she shouldn't play hard to get."

man back when

a

romance blew up.

of all the tricky problems to handle, this

is

one

—

for the future.
is potentially loaded with dynamite
Of course, this happened when I was in high school, I
had fallen for the campus idol, the most in-demand man

that

at school.

I

can

still

when he asked me

remember how very breezy

I

felt

for the first date.

—

But then came "the break-up and all because a boy
whom I had gone out before came by to see me. My
campus idol happened to see him come to the house and
got mad. I wanted to explain the situation and try to get
him back, but I knew I had to be very cagey.
Since I had never believed in calling a man, I made no
attempt to reach him by phone. Instead, I made it a point
to be where I knew he would be. Yet, I wasn't obvious
about it because any man hates to feel he's being chased.
I tried to be^juite normal. I, at the same time, dressed as
well as I could and was as attractive as possible.
I finally did meet him. I explained that I hadn't invited
with

"If

you can't say, I'm sorry, the ro-

Imance

isn't

important,"

says

Janet.

I feel

this

—

—

—

I've

had broken romances

I have now found happiness,
strongly about this matter."

"Tony and
so

I was sorry he had misunderstood.
time he had mellowed sufficiently to be able to
listen to me logically, and we started going together again.
This was my one and only experience in trying to get
a man back, but it did teach me a lot. Not that I'm therefore setting myself up as a final authority on the subject.
I'm certainly not. My business is being an actress in
such pictures as "Prince Valiant." I am consequently
merely stating what my beliefs are on the subject and
if they happen to be applicable
well, that's fine.
When I wanted to get this man back I made one mistake I didn't ask myself if it was right for us to be
together again or not. I wasn't thinking of much else
except that I wanted to go out with him again. If this
had happened to me later, I'm sure I would have asked
myself a lot more questions before making any move. And
I think these questions are ones any girl should ask before setting out to win back any man.

the boy over and that

By

since

(continued ON PACE
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Janet, clowning with Don, says problem
that caused rift should be discussed.
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ALAN LADD,

IN

HOME

KEEPING COMPLICATIONS OUT OF CAREER AND

HAS FOUND PEACE OF MIND, HAPPINESS

LIFE,

by Mary Sherwood
At industry dinner with his wife, Sue.
"Hollywood has been very good to me."

W^^ou hear a lot

about the movies

—much of

it

good, a lot of

it

—

But movies have been good enough for me and
movies will be good enough for my children."
This simple and direct statement of one of Hollywood's most simple and
direct stars characterizes much of Alan Ladd's sane and sincere
philosophy. Like any parent, who wants the best for his
offspring, Alan could pay no better tribute to the vocation he chose
for himself than that he would like them to follow in his own footsteps!
Yes,- those words tell a lot about Alan Ladd a man who can
achieve the top in Hollywood, stay at the top for ten years with no
slightest sign of dropping in popularity, and come through all the
hurly-burly of filmdom the fantastic, jittery, up-and-down maelstrom
and still be gracious and grateful enough to say "Hollywood
has been very good to me!"
So many other stars have dimmed and vanished like candles in a
wind. What is there about Alan Ladd that rises above the
rest? He'd tell you himself: I never let it get me!
To the Ladds because to think of Alan is to include Sue Carol as a
matter of course Hollywood and the making of pictures is
a business, and they've treated it as such.
They never went overboard. Not in any way. Life is simple, and
based on the fundamentals that matter whether you live in California,
New York or Europe. In homes all over the world, the father goes
to work every day, the mother takes care of the house and the children.
The Ladds have never seen any reason why life in Hollywood
should be different. Alan Ladd goes to work at a studio; Sue Carol
Ladd plans the dinner, does the marketing, manages the routine
of her children, and makes home a pleasant place for a tired husband.
"Everyone has always tossed a lot of words around when it
comes to Sue Carol and her place in Alan's life," says one friend.
"The truth of the matter is that he says she made him what he is
but
J

bad.

—

—

At the top for ten years, Alan (with
Jane Wyman), has often been honored.

—
—

—

she says she's just a consultant.

"And

^

that's true!

Anyone who

Alan knows sex-appeal by

itself

thinks Alan

means

Ladd

little; it's

(continued on pace

a way of

life
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Alan gets involved only on screen as
with Snsan Stephen in "Paratrooper."

that counts.
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IT'S

TRUE

Rome.

Cina

Lollobrigida's

Roman coun-

trymen call her a poem in moThe French call her 5'5", fullypacked figure a chef d'oeuvre, a work
of art. A young Russian and to this
day nobody knows how he managed
to smuggle the letter through the Iron
tion.

—

Curtain

—wrote

the following:

"Tzina" Lollobrigida
is very cold.

"Siberia

I long to come to sunny Italy to make
your acquaintance. In your presence,
I am sure I will never again be cold
even in the most freezing temperatures." A 65-year-old Swede, Ernest
Lindstrom by name, walked most of
the way from Sweden to meet Gina.
He made this statement upon his ar-

"Gina

is

my

wife and I preforget it,"
Dr. Milko Skofic.

fer that no

remarks

Rome. "I came to Italy to
meet her because I saw her in a picture and

man

rival in

beautiful

woman

way around

in the world.

this globe to

marry her."
Fans from many parts

If

for

necessary,

I

me

she

is

the most

would walk

be in the same room with her.

of the

I

half-

must

call her "The Golden Bosom"
The Rome Daily American refers

world

for splendidly-obvious reasons.

her as "sort of a moving version of a historical novel's book
And a Dutch critic, under the kind of extreme emotional
duress which often results in a heart attack, ended his praise of
her charms with the following comment: "Here is an incomparable
package of glorious womanhood. Gina has the urgent physical
appeal of Marilyn Monroe, Rita Hay worth and the late Jean Harlow
combined with the flawless beauty of a Hedy Lamarr."
Fortunately for 150 million Americans, particularly the mascuto

jacket."

Roman dish of potent
anatomical force, already considered Europe's Queen of Perfect
Pulchritude, will be paying our shores a visit around the first of
the year. Luscious new star of the Italian cinema, Gina is probably the most perfectly formed creature Europe has ogled since
Aphrodite. Her challenge for the title of Number One International Pin-Up Girl is a formidable one. In the six years since this
Roman tidbit was chosen Miss Italy, she has become one of Europe's
biggest box-office attractions. Having won the French equivalent
of the Oscar for the best 1952 performance by a foreign actress,
she must be able to act as well as radiate heat. Millions of fans are
clamoring for more and more of this fabulous new product Italy is
exporting for the edification of filmgoers in every part of the world.
There is no question that her extraordinary (continued on pace 67)
line half of the population, this tantalizing

"THE WIFE INCARNATE, BEAUTIFUL, APPEALING,
ALWAYS FERTILE"—THAT IS THE LUSCIOUS LOLLOBRIGIDA
by Gene Morris

WHAT THEY SAY ABOUT GINA

IT

DOES SEEM THAT THE TRIANGLE OF ROCKY, GARY

AND GISELLE

IS

OF FAR GREATER IMPORTANCE AND

OF DEEPER CONSEQUENCE THAN FIRST SUSPECTED
Paris

Ever

since his arrival in France last Spring for the annual

Cannes Film Festival, Gary Cooper's private life has
been a public football gleefully tossed back and forth among
front-page headline writers, tidbit columnists and the international cocktail

set.

Gary's marriage to his attractive Rocky over after 17
years?
And is it over because of vivacious and popular French
film star, Giselle Pascal?
The naked facts which caused a sensation with international journalists and gossip-hungry cosmopolites, and which
are provoking deep concern among the vast legion of Cooper
Is

fans, are these:

Gary came
Rocky and
in

to

Europe

in April for

an indefinite stay.
remained

their 15-year-old daughter, Maria,

Hollywood.
Virtually the night

From

Gary

arrived, he

met Miss

Pascal.

the very beginning, the two spent considerable time

together at receptions, restaurants, parties and sightseeing
both on the Riviera and in Paris all of which hundreds of

—

photographers graphically recorded.
Numerous people who saw them together said they were

matched and predicted transatlantic fireworks.
In June, Rocky and Maria suddenly appeared in Paris
and an announcement was made that the Cooper family was
going on a two -month holiday in Europe. After a good- will
tour of major continental cities, the Coopers spent time together at Antibes, Biarritz and other famed resort spots. On
her trip, Rocky met hundreds of personalities in the interperfectly

national film set.

Rocky and their daughter, Maria,
Europe, but when they returned

visited

home

Gary

in
he stayed.

At Moulin Rouge Ball with Giselle Pascal, French
.1

II

*

film star.

But, she never once

met Mademoiselle

In August, Rocky and Maria were

Pascal.

(continued on pace
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His wife and daughter did not meet Giselle while in Europe.

Before Gary she had long
time romance with prince.

THE

ROMANCE
"Who could be indifferent to his warmth?"
Giselle has a
brilliant

mind,

is athletic, too.

GARY
AND
by Henry Kaufman

was so much fun to show him P^aris.
Really a big boy, but complete man, too."
"It

39

by Paul Benedict

,4,

Mm

SI

HAUNTING PAST

Provocative Paulette is currently
in Lippert's "Sins Of Jezebel"
and "Paris Models," Columbia film.

HOLLYWOOD HAS ALWAYS KNOWN PAULETTE
GODDARD AS A SELF-ASSURED PERSON, BUT NOW
IT

WONDERS

IF

SHE IS SO SURE OF HERSELF

Goddard, once voted possessor of the most
body in the world, is noted in Hollywood
as a person whose legal astuteness matches her figure.
Her quiet and effective divorce from two former
husbands, Charles Chaplin and Burgess Meredith, which
caught the film town napping, added to her reputation
as an independent, completely self-assured person.
Hollywood was ready to bet its last swimming pool
the gorgeous Goddard could take care of any legal situation in which she was involved.
Now it wonders if she is so sure of herself after all.
It is because she is doubting whether her Cuernavaca
divorce from her third spouse, Broadway star Burgess
Meredith, obtained four long years ago, was strictly on
the up-and-up.
Paulette raised the doubt in New York when she
recently filed a countersuit in Supreme Court to Meredith's legal demand for a 50-50 split of the $400,000 of
folding money she is said to have earned in California
during the five years they were married.
If she wins her action and her divorce is ruled illegal,
she will sue Meredith for a new divorce this time in
the United States and name Broadway dancer, blonde
Kaja Sundsten, whom he married in 1950.
The legal situation has for many observers the complications of a French "problem play," but it also has
the distinction of an unusually provocative personality
in its leading feminine role.
"Buzz" Meredith, in his new courtroom role, contends
that the shapely Goddard doesn't have a leg to stand on
so far as the validity of the Mexican divorce was concerned, because she "took too long to make up her mind
about challenging it."
If the Supreme Court rules in her favor and that
Meredith can be "legally stopped" from daiming half
her California property, Paulette may quit America and

Paulette

Erich Maria Remarque, well-known author, the
reason Paulette will spend more time in Europe?

Is

beautiful

—

—

Paulette was once a protege of Charles Chaplin.
They kept their marriage a secret for six years.

—

—

live abroad.

Reports continue that the actress is planning to divide
her future residence between London, Paris and Switzerland with occasional visits to New York and Hollywood.
Paulette Goddard, Hollywood remembers, always did
like to travel. The film town recalls that she took
Chaplin as her second husband in far-off Canton while
on a trip around the world. Of course, this time Paulette's desire to live in Europe could be prompted by
the fact that Erich Maria Remarque, the well-known
author with whom her name has been linked romantically, resides there.

Paulette and Burgess were

wed on May 21, 1944, in
home of film producer

Surprising as

the garden of the Beverly Hills

legality of

David O. Selznick, and

it seems, Paulette now questions
her divorce from Burgess Meredith.

it

was

(continued on pace
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With George Fisher

at formal affair. "Michael hates to put
on a dinner jacket, yet has most marvelous disposition."

OF

IVIY

HUSBAND

While Michael was in England and

I was in Hollywood, he painted a portrait of me from a photograph. The picture hangs in our baby's room, and I love it.
Now I shall paint a word-portrait of him:
He is six-foot-one in height; he weighs around 165
pounds. His eyes are blue, an aqua-blue, my favorite
color; his hair is brown with a little gray in it let's call
it salt-and-pepper.
He's very muscular; I don't mean
muscle-bound, but strong and lithe.
He has the world's most marvelous disposition. I must
be a very trying person to live with, at times, but
Michael never lets me feel that I am. I never flare out
at people, but once I let fly at Michael. That was when
I came home completely exhausted, knowing we both
still had all our packing to do for our trip to England, a
thousand nagging errands, and 36 hours before our plane
took off. There was Michael in. his bathing suit, lying

—

quietly beside the pool.

—

"Oh, Michael with all we have to do!" I reproached
him. That angel-man gave me a sympathetic smile,
jumped up, kissed me and agreed with everything I said
so heartily that I found myself laughing.

As

to clothes, he's the casual type.

He

With her parents, who idolize Michael. "I must be very trying at times, but Michael never lets me feel that I am."

loves blue-

jeans,
slacks.

hang outside, sports jackets,
hates to put on a dinner jacket, a dress shirt

sports shirts that

He

and a black tie. I tell him it's no more trouble to put on
a dress shirt than any other kind, and what's so terrible
about a dinner jacket? But it's a mental thing with
Michael. He thinks he can't tie a bow tie, and that
formal clothes are uncomfortable. But when I ask him
to, the darling struggles into them, even if he doesn't
like

it.

dress for Michael. He never goes with
wouldn't interest him and he'd be embarrassed; but if I am uncertain whether or not he'll like
a dress, I send it home on approval and show it to him.
If he doesn't like it, he says so, honestly, and I return
it, because, after all, he is the man I wish to please. But
if I am really mad for a dress and he says "No," he'll
see that I'm disappointed. "Keep it if you like," he'll
say, "you are the one who has to wear it." If I keep it,
I never put it on when I'm with him.
The first time I saw Michael, I was working with
Robert Taylor in a picture we made in England. Michael
was doing a film on the same lot. I thought him divine
and chased him all over the studio, (continued on pace 64)
Naturally,

me

to shop;

I

it

4?,
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BOLLYWOOD ON BROADWAY
Anne Baxter had a narrow

escape

while crossing Park Avenue against
the traffic lights when her cloth coat
billowed out and caught onto a passing car's door handle. Had the garment been heavier she'd have been
seriously injured. As it was, her coat
was ripped in half and she suffered a
few minor bruises on one arm. The
shock was enough to force her to can-

luncheon appointment and return to her hotel to recover from the
cel a

incident

.

.

.

Designer Don Loper

told such hi-

larious stories at Bruno's

Pen &

Pencil Steak House during a dinner

party in honor of Hildegarde Neff,
that the actress had to excuse herself
and go to the Powder Room. She split
the sides of her dress from laughing

and had to have the attendant sew her
back into her gown—a Don Loper
creation, naturally. Because of a maritime strike, the star of "The Sinner"
and "The Man Between" had to go to
Halifax, Nova Scotia, to sail to Germany on the Queen Mary, and left
New York one day ahead of schedule.
She missed a call from Cole Porter,
then in Hollywood, who wanted to
sign her for the musical comedy ver-

—

of "Ninotchka" the one-time
Greta Garbo movie. Hildegarde won't
return to these shores until late in
1954, but composer Porter has indicated he'll wait for her

sion

.

.

.

Millionaire Shepherd King, at Danny's
Hideaway, now likes exotic Nejla Ates.

After his sensational performances in 20th's "The Robe" and "Demetrius And The
Gladiators," Victor Mature, with his wife, left for picture-making in England.

During the Bogart-Bacall sojourn
New York, oldtime pals of Lauren
Bacall were amazed at the change
that has taken place in the stage

in

struck, ex-usherette they once

knew

Lauren is now very
glamourous, very chic and very difficult to reach even by telephone, so
her former friends report. They always knew she was long on talent and
full of determination, but to possess a
as Betty Bacall.

Rarely

seen

in

the

Johnny Weissmullers

night
visit

the
the Stork.

spots,

memory

short

her

.

.

is

something new for

.

Marlene Dietrich is the main finanbacker of her husband's poultry
farm in Southern California. Her Hotel Sands checks in Las Vegas will be
made out to "Marlene Seiber" she's
still Mrs. Rudolph Seiber, although up
until the time she went to the West
cial

—

Coast to prepare (continued on pace
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CBS-TV

will

go for

—Ray

it

—and

we hope Arthur God-

ABC -TV

comedy show
by a reunion routine, songs and
dances, with them both. They appeared together on
Broadway in the musical revue, "Three To Make Ready"
(Ray was starred, Arthur was among those featured),
before Arthur began his rapid climb to fame. Ray
would dance, Arthur would sing "The Old Soft Shoe"
number from the musical. It's something to look forward to
frey

is

willing

Bolger's

will be highlighted

.

.

.

Marlon Brando has been suggesting designs jor the
hand-wrought silver jewelry that Wally Cox has been
executing in time jor Christmas presents.

An

expert

making costume
feminine friends, and unu-

silversmith, Walby's favorite

accessories for his favorite

hobby

is

He ran out of ideas,
however, and his longtime chum, Marlon, was called in
to help with suggestions.
For those pieces made by
Wally, but designed by Marlon, they'll be signed "W.C./
M.B." Collector's items for sure!

sual cufflinks for his male pals.

.

.

Henry Fonda gave up his plans to enter the TV field
Montgomery and the latter's sponsors, are
now sighing with relief. The Montgomery TV show has
little competition, but Henry Fonda on TV, with a sima la Robert

Conrad Nagel, Dir. Henry Koster, M. C. Maggi McNellis, Mrs.
Koster on lobby telecast at the N. Y. premiere of "The Robe."

.

ilar format,

—

could be considered

(continued on next pacei
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MAGGI S PRIVATE WIRE
By

MAGGI McNELLlS

LISTENING IN ON WHAT'S

GOING ON BEHIND THE SCENES
IN

TELEVISION—THE

LATEST NEWS, VIEWS, DOINGS

OF VIDEO PERSONALITIES

Robert Montgomery with his wife and
daughter Elizabeth at the Stork Club.

45

—

MAG GTS PRIVATE WIRE

Benny has ordered a

niversary, Jack

60-carat sapphire ring for his beloved
CONTINUED

Mary Livingstone and

Fonda, the "Mister
Roberts" star, will continue to make
guest appearances only until next
September, at least

tion takes place Valentine's

keen

rivalry.

—

.

.

.

Milton Berle and his fiancee,
Ruth Cosgrove, are having a
hard time denying the rumors they
were secretly married in a Mexican
border town last Summer. And, Red
and Helayne Buttons are giggling at

were wed February

the presenta-

Day —they

14, 1927.

carats instead of 27?

Why

60

.

.

.

.

That's because

February 14th will also be Jack's 60th
birthday. Luckily for Mary, she knows
he isn't "39"
.

Angora kittens named "Put," "Tee"
and "Tat." The new canine has been
named "Coo" and follows Imo everywhere she goes but growls at Bob, if
he doesn't call him by name first

.

Ozzie and Harriet Nelson have given
their oldest son, David, the "go

ahead"

signal to prepare for a career in law.

remain with the Nelson TV show
Summer of 1955, then withdraw from the program. Brother
Ricky will remain with Ozzie and
Harriet, of course, and young Rick
He'll

Imogene Coca's husband, Bob Burton, -presented her with a new French
poodle as a surprise gift, but Bob got
a bigger surprise the same day three

—

James Daly, new star of "Foreign Intrigue," checks European
location sites on map with Sheldon Reynolds, the producer.

until the

Milton Berle and fiancee, Ruth Cosgrove, with Joey Adams at
Danny's Hideaway, have hard time denying secret marriage.

the separation reports. If anything, his
TV success has insured his marriage
he was always a worrier about not

being the Great Big Provider. They
couldn't be happier, insists Red
.

.

.

You haven't seen anything until
you've gotten a look at Jackie Gleason sporting a pair of Bermuda length
shorts they come just above his
knees and in pale blue fiannell He's

—
—

adopted

this version of tropical attire

home" hours, complete with
matching smoking jacket
for his "at

.

.

.

Video Vensuses who are gracing
your TV sets with bright highlights in
their hair are now being called "Sunshine Girls"

—that's

what hair

stylist

Michel of Paris names those jeweltone streaks in TV tresses these days

—"Sunshine!"

.

.

.

supposed to be a surprise and we
hate to have to reveal it first ( who
sez?), but for their 27th wedding ant's

I

Florence Pritchett, of "Leave It To The Girls," at gala party celebrating the
show's return to television, in the Gold Room of the Sherry-Netherland Hotel.

Eloisc McElhone and Maggi McNellis with their mates,
William Warwick and Clyde Newhouse, are happy foursome

at the soiree given by Martha Rountree, "Leave It To The
Girls" producer, for cast and friends after premiere show.

has his future career already planned.

He wants

to

remain an actor

.

.

.

Ann Simms

has decided against
sessions with her
dentist in order to have her teeth
capped. Shell wait until a later date,
or, as it is expected in video circles,
until she answers the call of Hollywood, two or three years hence ( with
Arthur Godfrey's blessings, natural-

Lit
I

tackling

iy)

•

long

•

Eve Arden and her actor-husband,
Brooks West, may adopt another child
within the next six months. It will be
an American-born youngster, and not
an orphan in Germany as has been
erroneously reported elsewhere
.

.

.

Rosemary Clooney lost out on a TV
when word got around that she
and Jose Ferrer were awaiting their
firstborn. Both Rosie and Joe denied
they had a date with the stork, but
series

admitted they

(continued on pace
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Maggi watches Martha Rountree open a gift she received at the "Leave It To
The Girls" party. Maggi acts as moderator on the popular television show.

SCREENLAND FASHION FEATURE By MARCIA MOORE

ashion a la carte
Bambi Linn and Rod Alexander, featured dancers on

NBC-TV "Show
G. C.

MURPHY

Of Shows,"

at Sardi's.

Co. dress for junior

Hildegarde Neff fright) stars in "The

and "The Sinner." She wears rayon

from GRANT'S. About $14

Bambi wears

sizes. $7.88.

Man Between"

taffeta dress

in red, slate blue, black.

Hildegarde Neff and Mike O'Shea at Bruno's Pen and

Pencil Mike's on ABC-Radio and TV. Hildegarde

wears

McLELLAN'S jewel-trimmed

cardigan, $3.98.

ashion a la carte

(CON'T)

Georgiann Johnson and Tony Randall

teamed as husband and wife on

NBC-TV

"Mr. Peepers," at Danny's

Hideaway.

Georgiann models

dress from

GRANT'S

and moire-faille

skirt.

Mike Wallace and
Cobb, busy with

with jersey top

Under

$18.

his wife, Buff

TV

and

radio,

on

one of their rare free evenings.
Buff wears Lydella Fashion

with jersey
cotton skirt.

top, patent leather-print

GRANT'S. Under

$18.

RITA
LIKE

MAY NOT LOOK

A "HOME-AND-FI RESIDE

BUT THAT'S EXACTLY

WHAT

GIRL,"

SHE

IS

MR. and MRS.
DICK HAYMES
of Connecticut

by Ronald Rattigan
The happy Haymes family

meg

Dick

Haymes packed up

troubles in his old valise

all

his

when he

married ravishing Rita Hayworth.

No
short

longer

is

ble, himself,

Blues" or

swimming pool and

Those back income taxes, the

ali-

of previous wives, the

regiment of ever-eager creditors hovering over him? They're minor headaches now to a man whose torrid romance with the movie queen has been
climaxed by a trip to the altar and a
mutual resolve that this— the fourth
marriage for each will be their last.

—

of deportation to his

native Argentina, because he allegedly

McCarran Act when he

flew to see Rita in Hawaii last

Sum-

mer, holds no fear for Dick.
"I'll

follow

side girl" as her attorney Bartley C.

Trou-

hang.

earth,"

and exclusive country domesticity.
She is, basically, "a home-and-fire-

really Mr.

Got Plenty Of Nothin'."
With the fabulous redhead as his
happy bride he's letting the world go

violated the

Nothing will

Up in the hills above Greenwich,
Conn., the Gothic country home with

singing the "Deportation

Even the threat

us.

a few

"I

mony demands

never separate
ever separate us."
will

who

the crooner,

months ago was

—

Dick, Rebecca, Rita and Yasmin. In the Nutstate they hope to live without fanfare and enjoy a normal routine.

Dick

Rita declares.

anywhere on
"Our careers

private lake the

two have rented for the modest price
of $450 a month, represents, they are
sure, the "happy ending" neither ever
found with previous spouses.
Rita will vary her life as a Connecticut housewife, accompanying Dick
on his night club tours. If, as happened recently in Philadelphia, he cuts
short an engagement because Uncle
Sugar wants to attach his salary for
back income taxes, it merely means
for them hopping a plane to some
other town out of a particular state's
jurisdiction.

As

movie contract has
less than two years to run. She plans
to visit Hollywood once a year for picfor Rita, her

—

making. After that well, she
just hasn't decided about her career.
It may well be that Rita, now 34,
permanently for quiet
settle
will
ture

Crum, of 39 Broadway, once told
Prince Aly Khan, her playboy third
husband.
Aly's retort

—

"but she doesn't look
home-and-fireside girl" was
one that might have occurred to many
men who have glimpsed her in the
flesh or on the screen.
That Crum wasn't talking idly is
proved by their reported simple life
in Greenwich. There Rita is very
much the wife-and-mother, reading
stories to Yasmin, her three-and-ahalf-year-old daughter by Aly. and
Rebecca, eight, offspring of her marlike

—

a

riage to Orson Welles, combing their
braids at bedtime, mending their
clothes.

At the same time she
the

new man

is

attentive to

her home.
The 35-year-old Dick, on his part,
is enjoying a triumph in his new role
(continued on pace 70)
of stepfather.
in

51

—

Whenever
can't

you analyze a success story you
help being impressed with the fact

that nice things like success don't just "happen."

They're almost always the result of careful planning and preparation. The wonderful success of

Columbia's young
of the sort of thing

she's the only

May Wynn is a perfect example
we mean. May has "arrived"

young

girl in

"The Caine Mutiny"

playing with a cast that includes some of the biggest male heart-throbs in Hollywood. But all this
didn't

happen overnight.

followed

it

—to

stardom.

May had
So,

a plan and she

when you want

to

your own "public," take a tip from May
and make yourself a plan to lead you to a success
of your own.
Planning for beauty-wise success is really a
"star" for

three-part procedure. First come the essentials
for cleanliness, second are the basic preparations

The frequent use of

a brand new, especially formulated leg
lotion helps Columbia's May Wynn cut down on stocking runs.

May knows

that all-over cleanliness

is

the

first

and most important of several steps necessary

in a true beauty's routine.

and improvement, and

for skin-preservation

last

but far from least, the glamourizers. You can't
skimp on any one of the three if you're really sincere about wanting to achieve greater loveliness.

Taking

first

sidering the

things

first,

problem

let's start

of cleanliness.

by con-

off

No,

it's

not

enough hot baths. You
could bathe twice a day and accomplish almost
nothing if you forget to use soap and a good brush
or worse still, you could roughen your skin to
an appalling extent by just being careless about
the kind of soap you did use. What you obviously
need then is a good soap, plus a good brush, plus

just a question of taking

—

a special cleanser to deal firmly with trouble spots.

Choosing your soap

easy enough because you
play "copy-cat" and

is

know you're safe if you just
use Lux the way so many
delicate
too.
is

a

complexions.

The question
little

HERE

stars do.

you know, and was designed

milled,

IS

You'll like

what kind

the

It's

to

hard-

pamper

fragrance

brush to use
harder to answer. Ideally, you should
of

of a

A PLAN TO HELP YOU ACHIEVE

THE REWARD OF GREATER LOVELINESS
By Elizabeth Lapham

have three brushes; a long-handled bath brush,
a nail brush, and a complexion brush. Prophylactic brushes come in all three varieties and more
shapes and sizes than you can imagine. You'll
undoubtedly like some better than others because
they are planned to suit individual preferences.
The important thing is that they are superior tools
capable of making a thorough job of banishing
grime and scurf skin. Your next requirement in
the cleanliness department is some means of dealing with blackheads, and with those roughened
areas that almost everyone has on elbows and
heels. For these Helena Rubinstein has concocted
Beauty Washing Grains a friction wash that
leaves you glowing. The formula is composed of
tiny granules that you put to work with a minimum of water, and massage into trouble spots.
Once your skin is in condition you'll only need
the Beauty Washing Grains about twice a week,
but it's a good idea to use them for daily treatments in the beginning.
Lest you think that's enough of a sequence to
follow for perfect cleanliness, we'd better remind
you right here and now that (continued on pace 73)

—

Just a slight touch of the right perfume adds the
final filip to our beauty's "formula for perfection."

—
slow sip from her drink. She knew that
I wanted to talk about Gary, and came
straight to the point without making it
necessary for me to pry.
"In French we say very simply, beaucoup de bruit pour rien, a lot of noise
about nothing," she began. "The newspapers, particularly the French ones,
have played up our friendship to such
proportions that the whole thing has
alarmed me. I like Gary. Of course I do.
He's one of the most charming men I've
ever known anywhere. Who could be indifferent to his warmth, his kindness, his
simplicity and that smile? Though many

don't think so because he

favorite, with Henry Kaufman, is greeted by
the International Catholic Film Society at reception in Paris.

Giselle Pascal, French screen

members

of

THE ROMANCE OF GARY AND GISELLE
[CONTINUED FROM PACE

scheduled to go back to Hollywood.
They were scheduled to go alone. Gary
was staying in Europe, and no one knew
for

how

long.
facts. What do they add
only circumstantial evidence

These are the

up

to?

Is it

which, when examined carefully, will
prove absolutely nothing beyond a harm-

between a lonely man and
a charming woman? Or do they clearly
indicate after meticulous analysis that,
sad as it will make their host of friends,
Gary and Rocky are at the end of the line
after 17 years of going it together? And
that as soon as Rocky painfully steps off,
less friendship

Miss Pascal will jump on?
For a proper perspective on this puzzling situation, we must first get an answer to one question.

And what in her obviously appealed
Gary? I made it a point to find out.
I met Giselle Pascal for the first time at
a crowded reception being given in Paris
to honor her film, "Horizons Without
End," which had been awarded a prize by
the International Catholic Film Society.
She was even lovelier than her photographs a warm, charming and beautifully-poised young lady. She was tall,
cal?
to

—

slender, graceful as a reed; impeccably
gowned in a smart but simple creation of
tea-rose colored satin which she wore
under a black silk moire coat which billowed to the floor.
tight crop of short
brown curls circled her sun-bronzed face
on which there was hardly a trace of

A

Just

make-up.
I watched her receive person after person with remarkable self-assurance, im-

It is

parting a genuine feeling of appealing

who is Giselle Pascal?
true that it would make news if
Gary were seen in public with just any
girl. But is Giselle Pascal just any girl?
Definitely not!
She

is

reckoned

unquestionably a woman to be
with in every department

brains, beauty, education, chic

and

—

talent.

She's an outstanding athlete even flies
her own plane. Probably 30 now and not
too well known as a film star beyond the
borders of France, she had a great romance for seven years with Rainier III,
the reigning prince of the Principality of
Monaco. For three of those years, because
of her devotion to the Prince, she retired
from films to shelter him from criticism

die-hards who muttered darkly
about the bond between his Royal Person and "that film actress." The couple's
eventual hope was to be married once
opposition diminished. Last year, the
Prince was prepared to risk everything
to marry Giselle, but she, afraid that one
day he might resent what might develop
into another Wally Simpson-Duke of
Windsor drama, refused to accept him.
With an admirable display of will power,
she turned her back on him forever and

from

brought their romance to an end.
And then, as everyone now knows, the
French girl who won the love of a prince
met a box-office king in Cannes. What
in Gary obviously appealed to Miss Pas54
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sincerity
her.

to

I felt it

ted for a

everyone who approached
very strongly when we chat-

moment and when

she pleasantly agreed to a rendezvous at her Paris
apartment the next day to talk privately.
As I admired her, I kept thinking to myself: how interesting that the fumbling,
awkward, shy but perceptive Gary should
be attracted to such an assured and sophisticated

My

woman.

glimpse of Mademoiselle Pasran out of her lovely garden
apartment the next day with a greeting
astonished me. Here was a completely
different aspect of her personality, a complete antithesis to the worldly sophisticated woman I met the afternoon before.
Garbed in a plain but chic pink frock of
cotton and flat green
slippers,
her
scrubbed shiny face bearing a radiant
smile, she was a simple, lighthearted and
endearing gazelle. She looked no more
than 20 to me, and there was something
very American, almost tom-boy, about
her. How refreshing, I thought, after
some of the high-powered, highly-perfumed European film stars I had met. It
was already clear to me why Gary found
this piquant French girl so intriguing.
In the best American tradition, Miss
Pascal offered me a highball, sat down
beside me with a cigarette, and took a
first

cal as she

is

slow, he

is

He

has many
qualities I find appealing; a sense of humor and great understanding being two
of them."
Before continuing, she threw her long
athletic legs over the arm of her chair
and puffed at her cigarette. "That I admire Gary Cooper the actor, that I find
intelligent as

he

is

sensitive.

him pleasing as a man, yes, yes, certainly. Why deny it? Or why deny that we
enjoy each other's company? It was so
much fun for me to show him Paris. He's
really such a big boy as well as a complete

man. He has such enthusiasm.

I

with enthusiasm."
asked her to give me the real facts

like people
I

on their meeting.
"It was an accident," she began. "They
were looking for a French actress to sit
beside Gary at the official dinner, and
just by chance, I was selected. I was
thrilled, mais oui. Name one woman in
her right mind, from the age of eight to
eighty, who wouldn't jump at the chance
to spend an evening next to this idol of
movie idols.
"After the dinner was over Gary asked
to join some of his American friends
for some dancing. Naturally, everywhere
Gary went, the photographers went,
snapping pictures of us. After that, we
spent quite a bit of time together at
Cannes you know, dinners, receptions

me

—

and
I

all

that sort of thing."

reminded her that they were

also seen

together quite a bit in Paris.
"That's true," she replied quickly. "I
to return to Paris to prepare for a

had

new

picture.

Gary had

to

come back

to

receive one of the several awards being
given by the French film industry for the
best international film performances given during the year." Giselle suddenly
threw back her head and laughed. "I
have a very amusing story to tell you

about Gary," she said. "Do you want to
hear it?" I said of course I did.

"Gary speaks practically no French and
understands even less," she started. "The
night these prizes were awarded, I was
sitting beside him. Everybody was hanging on every word, and when his award
for 'High Noon' was announced, there
were wild cheers and tremendous applause. I was so busy applauding that I
didn't bother to look at Gary. Then, I
turned to congratulate him and to my
horror I realized that Gary was beaming
and applauding just as he had for all the
others. I frantically whispered to him to
stop applauding for himself. When he understood, he turned red as a ripe French
tomato.

Though Gary was

terribly

em-

was so wonderfully
nobody minded." She
laughed again at the memory, but it was
a laughter born from warm understanding and not derision.
Then suddenly her whole mood
changed. Her sparkling eyes became serious and she fixed her gaze directly on
really

barrassed,

it

charming

and

me.
"There is absolutely no romance between Gary Cooper and me. There could
not be. He has a lovely wife. I haven't
met her, but everybody says she is lovely.
He has a daughter of whom he is extremely proud. I did meet Maria and with

tremendous pleasure. Gary and I are
friends, good friends, I hope. But there is
no romance." She spoke the words slowmeaningfully.

ly,
I

demanded

to

know

if

a

romance would

be possible if Gary were not married.
Miss Pascal was startled by the question. She looked away from me for a moment and there was a pause. Then, speaking softly, she said, "1 just don't know
what to say. I've never thought about it.
But I guess I could not absolutely dismiss
the possibility of a romance with Gary if
he were not married. Who knows what
the future will bring? Or what will happen in life? Or what the heart will

want?"

Who knows what the future will bring?
Does Gary? Or Rocky?
I saw Gary and Rocky in Rome, where
Gary was the recipient of one of the
greatest public ovations ever accorded a

movie star. Both looked wonderand publicly, at least, seemed as
happy and gay as newlyweds.
visiting
ful,

But close friends have known for years
their marriage has been hovering
near divorce and that both of them have
been profoundly distressed by it. Three
important factors have so far kept it go-

charming and sweet, you hate yourself

their great love for Maria, their
deeply-rooted religious faith, and the respect they have for one another. Some of
these friends explain that though Gary
and Rocky desperately want to bring contentment and peace to the other, Hollywood life has somehow wrung the meaning out of their marriage. They explain
further that Rocky's coming to Europe
had been planned long before the CooperPascal headlines began, as a sort of trial
vacation to restore that indescribable essence which marriage needs for success.
Did their experiment work? Probably
not. Will another effort be made for the
sake of Maria? Everybody hopes so. If
not, is there a place for Giselle Pascal in
Gary Cooper's life? The French actress
refuses to rule it out specifically, and
though Gary also insists that he and Miss
Pascal are just good friends, he too has
made it a point not to commit himself
irrevocably on the possibility of a more
meaningful relationship between them.

Paris" with Ray
her jormer favorite
dance director, LeRoy Prinz, disagreed
on a dance, they shot the number her
way when she returned to the studio
several days later. Jack Donohue, who is
her current favorite dance director, will
direct her next in "Lucky Me."
Rumors to the contrary, she insists there
was never a feud with Gordon MacRae.
His nonchalant indifference on their sets
was obviously annoying, especially to her.
But even when he played golf on his lunch
hour and held up production, instead of
telling him off, she told him nothing. Instead, she sent word to the front office.
For her next picture, she thought, it
would be nice to have a tall leading man
"for a change." When they cast her in
"Calamity Jane," the studio asked to bor-

that

ing:

At this crucial point, none of the three
principals in this human drama has an
inflexible idea as to what the outcome
will be. Or where the flights of the heart
will take them.
Gary, Rocky and Giselle are three intelligent human beings. Each has the
good sense to know that life must very
often be a compromise. Each is prepared
to accept the final decision with the hope
that it will bring happiness to all.
end

for

having questioned her motives!"

She has a quiet way of getting her way.
She got her way and separated the team
of Doris Day and Gordon MacRae, when
she

made

Bolger.

"April

In

When she and

row Howard Keel from
him. Several months

MGM— and

got

Gordon asked
for his release from Warner Bros, and got
what he wanted, too. She still insists
there was no Day-MacRae feud!
Her reluctance to give her own time for
benefits and other worthy causes, makes
her a target for criticism. She has her
reasons, that perfectionist bugaboo for
one, which makes impromptu singing next
later,

On one occasion she did
agree to appear, but everyone waited in
vain. One side says it was deliberate. Her
side insists there was a misunderstanding
and she wasn't notified. It's certainly
to impossible.

possible.

WHAT THEY

LIKE

AND DISLIKE ABOUT DORIS

[CONTINUED FROM PACE

and inconsistent. She's the one who makes
or breaks the rules. Her rules.
Her personal publicists rarely know
where they stand, or what stand to take.
They can't keep up with her taboos. Like
the time she decided, "pictures in bathing

29]

on a
beach." Like another time, she said: "interviewers have over-publicized my marriage. Magazines have used too many
home-sittings and pictures illustrating my
personal life. I don't want any more."
suits are undignified, unless you're

All future requests, therefore, had to be
refused. Editors fussed and writers fumed.
But when the family was offered a week-

Las Vegas in exchange for a layout
had a change of
heart and mind. They not only posed all
over the place, she posed in a bathing
suit, too! Weeks went by before her studio
succeeded in pacifying the injured parties
and smoothing down ruffled feelings of
those who believed they had been "taken."

end

in

of publicity pictures, she

In the midst of the chaos, guess
couldn't have been more surprised!

Her

friendships are flexible. She

warm and

are the direct results of his efforts and
wisdom. At any rate, something or someone has obviously influenced a basically
friendly and expansive person.
Hollywood doesn't like Doris Day because in remaining remote and dispassioned from a great industry and its people, her sense of loyalty seems to have
become remote, too. In return for the
greatest rewards a town can offer a
stranger at the gates, time, talent and allout interest should be reasonably available. Or so it's generally believed by
those who add up the score.

MEG MORGAN

who

waxes

then suddenly
without provocation (or so it seems) she
transports herself into another world. Says
a prominent actor who's worked with her
in pictures and on radio and who knows:
"Doris Day is wonderful when you can
reach her. But sometimes she's so preoccupied she doesn't even know you're
there. She'll dash into her dressing room,
slam the door and you wonder what's got
into her. Several minutes later she's so

What Hollywood

Likes
Doris Day!

ingratiating,

—

One moment Doris is warm and ingratiating; the next she's in another world.

Her change in attitude and personality
stems from her third marriage, studio
associates insist. What is considered to be
a "hands off" attitude on the part of Marty
Melcher, is a constant source of annoyance. General instructions are always to
"clear through Marty" on anything pertaining to Doris. He is her manager; her
brilliant career and her great new contract (they say he'll produce her pictures)

About

Hollywood

likes Doris Day because
never gone Hollywood. She's retained her original warmth and enthusiasm, there isn't a neurotic bone in her
body, she'd rather laugh than eat and
she loves to eat! She's perfect proof that
it's possible to remain soft and feminine
and still acquire Hollywood fame, fortune
and happiness without resorting to ex-

she's

—

55

—

—

hibitionism, or hitting the hot headlines.
Because she likes the role of Doris Day
better than any she's played on the screen,
she insists on remaining "in character" in
her private life. Photographers try to
trick her into sexy poses. Salesladies try
to plunge her into plunging necklines.
Publicity men try to change her into a
kidding!" she
glamour girl. "Are
exclaims, affixing each with a pair of
beady blues. Utter disbelief is in her
voice. They stop trying.
She doesn't enjoy drinking or smoking,
so she doesn't indulge. However, guests
in her home are offered stimulating liquid
refreshment and cigarettes. She has a terrific sense of humor, but off-color stories

YOU

to her, are completely humorless. Steve
Cochran knows. He told one on the set

once and for a second or two he thought
he was in Alaska!
She never gossips, but being a woman
and therefore only human, she'll listen to

—

it

in

much

the curious

listens to a fairy tale.

wood

manner a small girl
She avoids Holly-

and because she has no set
glamourous friends, stories about

parties

circle of

other actresses intrigue her. "Some day,"
she sums it up kiddingly, "I must learn to

behave

like a

movie

star!"

she's out in public or at home
rearranging the furniture, she's so

Whether

scrubbed looking her intimates refer to
her as "Miss Sparkle Plenty." She's a
sweater girl who likes to wear sweaters
and not because she thinks you'll like
what she does to a sweater. She doesn't
know the Joneses, but refuses to keep up
with anyone but the Marty Melchers.
They only have one servant, so everyone
pitches in and helps. "But what will people think?" an executive once asked her.
"I can't be bothered," she answered, "besides,

I

don't

know

people!"

She knows that according

to

Hollywood

standards, she isn't a beauty. "Anyway,"
she says, "if nothing comes out from within a girl has nothingV If Hollywood
cameramen didn't scream their heads off
she'd go without make-up and show her
freckles. She likes her natural looks and
because she thinks it's a sin to go against
nature, she never tries to improve on it.
When a famous artist pleaded to paint her
portrait, instead of swooning in typical
fashion, she switched: "But I already
know what I look like and if I forget
I can always go to the movies!"
She loves singing, acting and making
recordings, but if her success depended
on driving ambition she'd be the most
successful failure in Hollywood! Scoring

—

KEEP

IT

in volley ball excites her ego more than
seeing her name in lights. She'd rather

putter in her garden than flutter at a

Hollywood premiere. Rather than bask

that should start and end in a tireless
cooker!
Like that time she was about to do a
dramatic scene for "Calamity Jane." Director David Butler cautioned her: "Now
don't be nervous, Doris." She smiled back
at him and quietly answered, "I'm never

nervous. Nothing is that important. If I
weren't happy and relaxed in my work,
I'd stay home and plant petunias." She
would, too, because staying home with
her husband, son and pet pooches, is what
she does most and loves best.
She doesn't consider herself a fatalist,
but at the same time she works on the
theory that, "if something is going to happen, it will. There's nothing one can do
about it but hang on tight and believe it
will all work out." And for her it always
does! She's amused and therefore amazed
when she hears another actress carrying
on because she lost a role. To her, a role
in a picture is like a bus "if you miss one
another will come along eventually and
take you to the same place. So why make
yourself miserable?"
She rarely attends her own previews,
but not for lack of interest. For one thing,
flattery embarrasses her and the usual
back-slappers who congregate in theatre
lobbies on preview nights, she can "live
without just fine." She's never seen at
smart fashion shows and never misses a

—

month-end
always
things

the boss of his own home in every
way off the beam! It happens that
Alan hates talking on the phone," he
finishes, "so Sue takes most of the calls
and right away everyone thinks she runs

way

is

him!"
Probably one secret of the happy married life of the Ladds is that they never
let life get too big for them. They keep it
56

sale

at

Saks Wilshire.

She

buys the best because, "good
good people not only wear

like

better, they last longer."

Hollywood

likes Doris

Day because she

has the courage of her convictions and
nothing could ever influence her to be
anything but "herself" which is a very
individual self. In a town that needs representation, she's one of the most repre-

—

sentative of

all.

—TOM CARLSON

SIMPLE!

[CONTINUED FROM PACE
isn't

in

the spotlight, she prefers to bathe in the
sun. Because she started out as a teenage bandsinger, says she: "If I never see
the inside of a night club again, it will be
too soon!"
As far as she is concerned, each person
is entitled to live as he likes, think what
he thinks and work out his own salvation
in his own way. As far as she is concerned
about herself, she believes negative
thoughts produce negative results. Or in
other words, "We create our own problems when we don't think objectively."
She believes that pressure is something

35]

with no undue complications.
Their budget includes countless small
charities, so many little "helping hand"
anonymous gifts to people less fortunate
than themselves, that oddly enough, it's
quite possible that one of Hollywood's
simple,

top stars doesn't have enough money for
his own expensive pleasure.
The fundamental things of life are en-

Alan Ladd and James Mason study lines
for scene in the thrilling "Botany Bay."

and clear-cut to Alan and
you have it, you help others; if
you don't have it, you work hard to get
it. Left over from Alan's poverty-stricken childhood is a sort of fear of losing
money to this day, he hates to carry

tirely simple

Sue.

If

—

much with

him.

The Ladds' household is overflowing
with love, affection and fun. Perhaps it
this wonderful, natural,

is

complete fami-

more than anything else, which
has kept Alan Ladd at the top for ten
years. After the world of daily makebelieve at the studio, what better adjustment could any man have than a pleasant
ly

life,

home, a poised and gracious wife, and
his well-behaved children?
With only five weeks to transport his
family to England for the shooting of
"Paratrooper," there was never any question of leaving the children behind.
"We're too close a family to be apart,"

says Sue Carol

Ladd with

a smile. "If

anyone isn't home for dinner, the house
seems incomplete and Alan and I so
rarely have outside social engagements

—

that the children are actually insulted if
we have to be away for just an evening.
Obviously, we couldn't think for a minute of going to England and leaving the

kids behind!"
In England or Hollywood, the Ladds are
just the same. Except that in England
the children learned more history and
the realization that there are other ways
of life than their own. The older Ladds
are as uncomplicated as ever and making friends right and left in their temporary home.
Life as a whole is simple to them, and
even more than that, the things which go
to make up life are equally simple. Romance, to Alan Ladd, consists of the

—

woman who

has gone forward with him

to success, step

by

step.

has been a simple thing
to Alan Ladd, because he never took it
big. He likes dogs; he has dogs in his
home. He likes children; he has children
and while the girls may go to private
school, "Public school is best for boys,"
Success,

itself,

—

he says, firmly.
Always he and his wife have underand
standing for people and things
Like the time when Alan
situations.
wasn't working in a picture, and his

—

.

.

.

how

.

."

there are children they are a part of the
home, too. For a long while, until the

Ladds found their permanent home and
Sue had to superintend the details, they
lunched together every day.
Like any good wife, it is Mrs. Ladd who
carries out, personally, such details as
moving, furnishing, sending the children
to bed and transporting the whole family
to a foreign country to be with her husband.

She

Why

likes

it

way — and

that

Alan Ladd

so does he.

on top after ten
years in a cut-throat, hazardous business which is founded on the whims of
everyone
from
employer to movie
Ginger

Rogers and husband, Jacques
Bergerac, were a May-December union.

young

daughter

pocket

soberly

refused

her

money because "we must econo-

mize until you get another job."
There's the simplicity of emotion which
can make a man, noted for his "tough
guy" roles, shed a few genuine tears when
a favorite dog dies
whose idea of
marriage and a wife are based on a mother "who always pulled us through some.

.

.

is

Because he knows that sex-appeal
doesn't mean very much by itself; it has
to be a part of an entire home and way
Because continuity, stability,
of life.
achievement are more than words to him.
These, to Alan Ladd, are the realities
life.
The make-believe world only
enables him the better to enjoy his reali-

of

—

and his realities have been so satisfying that he can say, with truth, "The
film business has been good to me. I
couldn't ask anything better for my
children!"
END

HOLLYWOOD FACTS OF
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had added to the family nursery already
holding sons Robert, Jr., and John.
August 23 will be the day celebrated
by the second son, fifth child, born to
Charles Chaplin and Oona O'Neil. The
Chaplins are living in Lausanne, Switzerland.

Taryn Stephanie was the name selected
by Linda Christian and Tyrone Power
for their second daughter, born on September 13. Romina had a word for her

new

sister:

"Pooty"

—a

reference to the

young lady's lovely face.
As this report goes to press, Robert
Newton and Vera Budnick are checking
every flight for arrival of their first, and
waiting around the same airport are Nancy Olson and Jay Lerner in anticipation
of their second. Not far away are the
Dean Martins, also hoping to acquire No.
2 to round out the family quartet.

Due at the sunset of 1953 is No. 1 for
Patrice Wymore and Errol Flynn, and
No. 1 for Joyce Holden and Dok Stanford.
second child for Patti Behrs and
John Derek is just getting ready to round
home

still

patron?

ties

year,

LIFE
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Brahms

will

be of interest to Lana

and Lex Barker, Rita and Dick Haymes.
Because bitter and sweet were born
twins, there were some tragedies. The
Barry Sullivans lost their expected third
child on May 4, and the second son (third
child) of Barbara Britton and Dr. Eugene
Czukor lived only two days in June. In
July, Janet Leigh and Tony Curtis were
heartsick

when

the stork cancelled his

February date with them, but they were
assured by doctors that they might confidently pin their hopes (and eventually
diapers) on the future.
No recap of 1953 would be complete
without a record of some of the more
serious aspects of Hollywood life. There
was Vivien Leigh's tragic emotional
breakdown in March which forced her to
relinquish her role in "Elephant Walk"
and fly home to England. Fortunately
she made a quick and complete recovery
and returned to the London stage in October, co-starring with her husband. Sir

A

Laurence Olivier

plate.

tion.

in

"The

Sleeping

Prince," their Coronation year produc-

June Haver

become a grandfather twice in FebDaughters Mary and Kathryn,
married in a double wedding in Febru-

Hollywood in February to enter a convent in Kansas preparatory to becoming a nun. However, the
rigid and strenuous convent life proved
too much for June's health, and in Octo-

ary 1953, are vying for the honor of namfirst grandson after the beloved
comedian and No. 1 alumnus of UCLA.
Virginia Mayo and Mike O'Shea will be
dueting lullabies during 1954, and unconfirmed rumors suggest that, late in the

ber she returned to her mother's home
in Hollywood to regain her strength and
ponder the delicate decision of her future.
On the lighter side of life, the kid with
the mischievous grin and a quiver full of
arrows could have made Mona Lisa seem

Probably the most elated of all anticipators for early 1954 is Joe E. Brown, who
will

ruary.

ing the

slouch in the enigmatic department
during 1953. What love was up to, this
year, was strictly a puzzlement.
Firstly, you might say love was a puzzlement to little Pier Angeli who started
the year so in love with Kirk Douglas,
a

.

The Ladds' idea of marriage is for husband and wife to be together. When

left

and

ended

in

Though

disillusionment.

fond of Pier, Kirk realizes the age
difference between them is a great barrier. But more than that, Kirk is a very
experienced sophisticate whose flirtations
on two continents must have made Pier
realize there could never be anything between them. Still picture-making in Europe, Kirk, like the proverbial sailor, has
had a girl in every capital.
still

Another puzzlement, this time to Holis the Marilyn Monroe-Joe DiMaggio thing. Speculation continued all
year as to whether or not they are married, and just not telling. Married or not,
Marilyn certainly deserves the year's
prize for garnering the most publicity and
for showing the world she can act, too,
in "Gentlemen Prefer Blondes."
Hollywood preferring a white satin
wedding above all other fetes had to
content itself with but two, yet these were
lywood,

—

transcendently

—

lovely,

sweetly

and blessed with the likelihood
nence.
girl,

of

solemn,

perma-

Flickerdom's

Ann

favorite bachelor
Blyth, became the bride of Dr.

James V. McNulty (Dennis Day's brother) on June 27, and brilliant newcomer
John Ericson took Milly Coury as his
bride on September 12, 1953.
Probably the two most photographed
weddings of the year were those of Lana
Turner and Lex Barker in Turin, Italy,
on September 7, and of Rita Hayworth
and Dick Haymes in Las Vegas on September 24.
However, the favorite romantic device
of the year was the secret wedding. In
June, Canadian actress Alexia Baycon,
21, revealed that she and Alexander Korda, 59, had been married in May.
Also in June, Ethel Merman and Robert
Six announced that they had been married on March 9 in Mexicali.
On June 11, British actress Audrey
Dalton and UCLA student James Brown
confided to friends that they had been
married since January, but the best kept
secret of all was that of Joyce Holden
and Dok Stanford who announced on
September 17, 1953, that they had been
married since June 16, 1951.
Further

on the romantic front
Peggy Lee's marrying Brad
Dexter on January 4, then filing suit for
divorce from him on September 24.
Grant Withers (once wed to Loretta
Young married Estala Rodriguez (known
professionally as Estelita) on January 31
activities

consisted of

)

in Reno.

The Valentine month witnessed the
marriage, on the 7th, of Ginger Rogers
and Jacques Bergerac in Palm Springs,
and Valentine's Day was a gala event in
the life of Joe E. Brown when he gave
away two daughters in marriage. Mary
Elizabeth-Ann married Stephen Fair. Jr.,
and Kathryn Frances married Armond
Lloyd Lisle. The weddings were celebrated at a high nuptial mass at St. Martin of Tours church.

On February

20,

Dee Hartford

(real
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name: Donna Higgins) married Howard
Hawks and sailed to France for a continental honeymoon, and on April 20,
Donald O'Connor passed out cigars to
celebrate the "arrival" of a

new

father

because his mother, Mrs. Efhe O'Connor,

had become the bride of Earl C. Kincaid.
The merry month of May was made
merrier by liltin' Martha Tilton who
chose the 3rd as date, Las Vegas as place
for her marriage to test pilot Jim Brooks.
On the 4th, in London, Robert Donat
married Renee Asherson.
On May 22, Mary Anderson and celebrated cameraman Leon Shamroy chose
Tucson, Arizona, as the scene of their
wedding.
In June, Jeanne Cagney and Jack Morrison were married at the Village Church
of Westwood, David May (Ann Rutherford's ex) and Rita Rend, who is Mrs.
Mervyn LeRoy's daughter, were married
in Reno, Nevada; Frank Borzage and Juanita Scott were married in Las Vegas on
the 16th, and on June 1, Gloria De
Haven and Martin S. Kimmel were married in Pittsburgh. Lina Romay finished
the month in a flourish by marrying Jay
Gould III, grandson of the railroad tycoon.

July was another month during which
picture personalities made nuptial
throughout the world like this:

July

13,

in Durant,

news

Oklahoma, Rose-

mary Clooney married Jose

Ferrer.

July 14, in the Little Brown Church in
The Valley (San Fernando) Coleen Gray
married Lt. Commander William C. Bidlack, an efficiency expert for Lockheed
Aircraft Corporation.
Also July 14, Barbara Bennett and Bob
Randall were married in Las Vegas. Bob
was the younger brother of Barbara's
second husband, Addison Randall who
was killed in a picture-making accident
,

in 1945.
In Beverly Hills, on July 19,

Jimmy

Ritz

married Judy Lee, while the groom's
brothers, Harry and Al, served as attendants.

Far away in Hamburg, Germany, Peter
Lorre and Annemarie Stoldt were married on July 22.
August belonged to the younger generation. On the 8th, Sandra Burns (adopt-

ed daughter of Grade Allen and George
eloped to Las Vegas with Young
Wilhoite III. There had been no parental
objection to the marriage and invitations
had already been engraved for a large
wedding on October 3, but the sweethearts decided that the fuss and feathers
of a formal ceremony and a great reception represented too vast an undertaking. Joan Benny went along to serve as
Sandra's Las Vegas attendant, and hinted
that when the time came she would
choose the same sort of wedding.

Bums)

On August 22, Barbara Ruick and Bob
Horton also Las Vegas-ed their romance.
The late Fall was notable for the marriage of Ann Rutherford and Bill Dozier,
an expected union, and that of John
Payne and Sandra Curtis, long anticipated. Totally unexpected was the Las Vegas wedding of Rebel Randall and Glenn

Thompson

(oillionaire),

their

trip

to

Mr. Thompson's family, and
Rebel's desperate, non-stop drive back to
Los Angeles to file suit for annulment
and five hundred thousand dollars in
damages.
The bustups were not as shocking this
year as they have been in the past; in
nearly every instance the final rupture
came after many attempts to work out a
satisfactory marriage solution. Anne Baxter's farewell to John Hodiak came on

Texas to

January

visit

27.

On February

3,

Tony Helen

Jaeckel divorced Richard Jaeckel but
they reconciled in the late Summer and
the marriage seemed to have a chance to
survive for the benefit of their two sons,

Richard Anthony and Barry Louis.
Donald and Gwen O'Connor separated
the 12th of February, after a stormy 9
years of marriage, and Gwen secured an
interlocutory decree on June 16.
Dean Martin and Jean Bieggers separated briefly just before Valentine's Day,
but made it up and will soon be parents
for the second time.
In April one of the wonder marriages
(everyone wondered hoio it ever hap-

pened in the first place) of Hollywood
ended when Donald Siegel divorced Viveca Lindfors after 4 years of wedlock.
Something unique in divorce actions
was that filed against the two members
of a night club act when Mrs. Leslie Hall

and Mrs. Barbara Dell divorced Huntz
Hall and Gabriel Dell respectively. The
two former dead-end kids are now playing the bottle circuit.

June was kind to one alienated couple:
a reconciliation between Joan Bennett
and Walter Wanger was revealed when
they applied for passports for themselves
and their two daughters, Stephanie, 8, and
Shelley, 4.
Aside from this chime, June was rough
on the musical note. Singer Kay Starr
divorced radio orchestra leader, Vic Schoen; Ginny Simms divorced Bob Calhoun
without having celebrated even one wedding anniversary; Diana Lynn shed architect John C. Lindsay.
In Juarez, Mexico, on June 6, Ann
Rutherford divorced David May II, after
11 years of marriage, seven of which had
been spent apart. The divorce was congenial, making way for the marriage of
David to Rita Rend, and that of Ann to
Bill Dozier.

Martha Raye, living in Miami Beach,
divorced Nick Condos in June; in Las
Vegas Ingeborg Karen Lorre and Peter
Lorre made a three-year separation final.
Again this action was taken to clear the

way

Hamburg

for Peter's marriage in
Stoldt.

to

Annemarie

Beetsy Wynn secured her long-expected divorce from Keenan Wynn on June
29, but the town vibrated slightly when
Eleanor Parker separated from Bert
Friedlob.
Jeff and Marjorie Chandler separated
again in June, and little chance of reconciliation remained. Phyllis Hill's marriage to Jose Ferrer was ended at Juarez
on July 6, Bela Lugosi was de-wifed by
Mrs. Lillian Lugosi on July 17, and Susan
Hayward announced her intention of filing suit for divorce from Jess Barker on
July 23.

Lillian Conway divested herself of Tom
(brother of George Sanders) on the same
day Betty Reilly was writing finis to her
marriage to bandleader Charlie Barnet.
July saw the termination of the stormy
Billy Eckstine marriage. Married in 1942,
the Eckstines separated in 1951, reconciled, rifted, finally concluded that the
hammering baton on the music-holder
,

meant

"stop."

No one was astonished when Lucille
Ryman announced her separation from
John Carroll after eight hectic years, but
the town almost fell apart at Jane Powell's romance with Gene Nelson which
climaxed in her divorcing Geary Steffen
on August 6.
Another off-again on-again rift was
solidified when Julie London filed suit
against "Dragnet's" Jack Webb. Helen
Forrest became a bachelor girl again by
dropping Paul E. Holahan.

As the year wore out, Nora Haymes
secured a divorce from Dick in Los Angeles, Dick secured a divorce from Nora
in Las Vegas, the U.S. government favored permanent divorce from Dick, Actors' Equity suspended him, and the only
bright spot

Jeff

and Marjorie Chandler, after many tiffs, were one of the many marital casuof the past year. It did not have the fireworks of other breakups.

alties
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was

Rita's smile.

Wisenheimers in Hollywood had some
ideas about wrecking crew activities likely to take place during 1954 in Hollywood.
The scoop was that Deborah Kerr ?*V

i

I

,

J

;

I

!

I

I

Tony Bartley would take it to a judge,
and the same might be said of Gail Russell and Guy Madison. The Eleanor Powell and Glenn Ford marriage was said to
contain a large question mark, but intimates insisted that the Fords were no
different from a couple living in Duluth:
the weather alternated from season to
season.
After a long estrangement the Gregory
Peck marriage seemed beyond repair
when Greta finally filed a divorce suit.
When finances are set divorce will come
for Susan Hay ward and Jess Barker, and
things had deteriorated to such an extent for Ava Gardner and Frank Sinatra
that Frank allowed himself to be quoted
as saying, "Neither of us wants to continue these silly quarrels. In case this is
the end, both of us will try to under.

stand."
It seemed reasonably certain that Guy
Mitchell and Miss U.S.A. of 1952, Jackie

Loughery, would end it all in court, but
viewers of the international scene believed that Zsa Zsa Gabor and George
Sanders, exhibiting the ultimate in sang
froid would continue their complex marriage.

No one would bet that Arlene Dahl and
Fernando Lamas would marry, but continental spies insisted that King Clark
(Gable) would bring home a bride named
Suzanne Dadolle, and that Gene Tierney
would become the Princess Aly Khan.
Mingled with the hi jinks and hilarity,

I

:

expired on January

Originally he had

For four minutes

for a kidney ailment.

he had

during surgery

25,

lain lifeless while

surgeons made

a chest incision, massaged the heart, and
so restored physical function for six days.
Yet the actor's faculties were not called
back. He never regained consciousness.
of Steve Hannagan in NaiKenya, Africa, on February 5, was
a desolating blow to everyone who had

The death

robi,

ever

known

him.

Another incomprehensible

fatality

was

A

the death of Richard Dix, Jr., 18.
student at Santa Barbara State College, he
had been working in a logging camp during vacation, was to have left for school
the day after a load of logs shifted, pinning him beneath the load.
The dark angel was especially busy in
reaping the lives of some of the most
competent of the theatre's character actors: Ivan Lebedeff, 58, died in March;
William Farnum, 76, died after long illness, as did Roland Young, 65; Big Bill
Tilden, 60, who was voted, in 1950, "The
all-time tennis great" and who taught
many Hollywoodites their tennis, died in
his sleep on June 5; Chris-Pin Martin,
59, the Pancho of the Cisco Kid films,
expired from a heart attack on June 27.
Herbert Rawlinson, 67, died in July, as
did Maude Adams, 80. In the Fall, Francis Ford (brother of John Ford and a
veteran of 33 years in pictures) passed
away, as did Nigel Bruce, 58, and Porter

was the inescapable heartbreak
which belongs to every year. However,
some of the losses came wrapped in circumstance which seemed sad beyond reason. Early in January Judy Garland's
mother, Mrs. Ethel Milne Gilmore, was

Hall, 65.

found dead of a heart attack on the parking lot at Douglas Aircraft Corporation
where she was employed. A young woman who loved life and who was working
because she wanted to be of use in the
world, she would have chosen some less
easily misunderstood manner of exit if
she had been given a choice.
On February 1, Alan Curtis, 43, died

children, Susan, 13, and Robert, 9), both
expired of heart conditions in May. Mrs.
Leo Carrillo died in July, desolating the

there

i

for the second time.

Irene Bordoni was a Spring casualty.
Mozelle Britton Dinehart (ividow of Alan
Dinehart who died in 1944) and Lillian

Wehmhoener MacMurray (wife of Fred
MacMurray and mother of two adopted

to whom she
for 40 years.

husband

had been married

And so the lights dimmed and the curtains closed to mark the end of a play.
Opening on January

1st:

That great

spectacle, 1954.

end

Guy

Mitchell

States," failed

and wife, "Miss United
to

stay united in

—

1953.

the magic name of Khan ah
Allah!
The highlight of the recent Paris social
whirl was Aly's dinner at the Pre-Catelan in the Bois on the night of the Grand
Prix. The party climaxing the racing season, in which Khan horses appeared, not
too luckily, was hailed as the tops in a
long list of Aly-sponsored feasts.
The elderly Aga was on hand to foot
the bill one of Himalayan proportions
for present were 180 guests representing
the elite of the international set and of
.

.

.

—

Hollywood.
Conspicuous at the long, tree-banked
tables over which Aly and Gene, and the
Aga and his Begum presided, were such
figures as the Archduke Ferdinand of
Hapsburg, the young Duchess of Devonshire, Marshal Juin of France, Bing Crosby, Gary Cooper and Merle Oberon.
Paris, it was said, had never seen so

many beautiful and exquisitely gowned
women at one sitting, and there were

—

souvenirs for each of them elegant
scarves from the ateliers of Christian
Dior.

The echoes of the party had scarcely
died than Aly was off to America to dispose of some of his father's thoroughbreds at Saratoga's yearling sales. Gene
did not accompany him here, thus avoiding field day headlines, and Aly no sooner
added nearly $20,000 to the paternal
bankroll than he hurried back to France

MADE FOR EACH OTHER?
[CONTINUED FROM PACE
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attribute in the spectacular

enough

in

ently, for

haute-monde
which Aly travels. She would be a
graceful, welcome figure wherever this
set assembled be they tycoons and playboys, princes, princesses, dukes, duchesses, lords and those currently reigning
kings and queens of Hollywood who are
temporarily on the loose.
Rita Hayworth, her glamourous prede-

—

because she could not, or
did not want to, adapt herself ultimately
cessor, failed

to Aly's world, his

mode

of living.

She

obtained a divorce from the Prince last
January and in April was awarded $48,000 a year from her ex -husband for the
support of their three-year-old daughter
Yasmin. (To date, Aly has not forked
over a red cent.)
Rita and Aly traveled extensively,
danced many an hour away, but not

to suit the tireless Prince apparhe said she was "a homebody"

and a wet blanket domestically, although
a "fireball" on the screen.
Also, Rita has as

much money

as he,

and Aly does not believe girls should
have as much money as boys not even
when his money gushes from the bot-

—

tomless pockets of a doting father.
Gene Tierney's stunning beauty, her
charm and stylishness and her appearance at Europe's most fashionable places
made it practically certain that sooner or
later she would meet up with the roaming,

roving-eyed Aly Khan.

When
became

moment

arrived they
at once the Big Item in the Euat last that

ropean newspaper columns and among
the gossipers of the avenues and spas.
The gorgeous Gene was one thing. But

and her.
There was a new party coming up

—

the
gala opening of the fashionable Sporting
Club at Monte Carlo on the Riviera.
There, again. Gene was a stunning companion for the man who has resumed his
career as Europe's "most eligible playboy." They were acclaimed the most scintillating couple on the floor.

The 40-year-old Aly enjoys himself
spending Pop's money. He lives luxuri-

—

ously wherever the mood calls him in
his Neuilly home on the outskirts of
Paris, on his Irish estate, in his lavish

Chateau l'Horizon overlooking the Mediterranean at Cannes.
Always the fortune of Aga Khan is the
controlling factor.

—

Gene, now 32 years old only one year
younger than Rita Hayworth and. Like
59

—

born in Brooklyn is wise enough
that marriage to Aly Khan could
be an expensive thing, for the world
knows he is not only broke, but heavily
Rita,

to

eager ears at the increasingly spectacular
of the Gene Tierney-Aly Khan romance. Because Oleg Cassini was still designing her chic wardrobe, the film town
had been inclined to think Gene was contemplating making up with her former
husband who had been the first man in

know

news

in debt.

The only person who can line his nest
and keep him on friendly terms with the
restaurateurs and shopkeepers is his fa-

From

her

reports the old Aga has
not yet tired of that assignment.
ther.

Perhaps one reason for his continued
reluctance to withhold funds from his
money-spending son is the fact that he
has become fond of Gene. However, he
was also fond of Rita, but that did not
help the girl financially a bit.
Gene, in her to-the-manor-born manner as a prospective Princess, possesses
the background, the diplomacy, the sure
social tact, to keep her relations with the
Aga firmly in an entente cordiale.
It is difficult to picture Gene commenting as did Rita at the time she walked
out on Aly in September, 1952, that he
spent too much money, while she had to
"work for the two of us."
Meanwhile, Aly Khan is said to be still
chagrined about Rita Hayworth leaving
him. Added to his new-found love for
Gene, he would like to recapture his prestige by marrying another Hollywood star.
After what she has termed a "pretty
rough time" in Hollywood, Gene is currently having a whirl for herself. When
she filed suit for divorce from Cassini in
January, 1952, and asked for the custody
of their two daughters, Daria, nine, and
Christina, four, she was a lonely and
wretched girl.
She wondered

she would ever be
able to care that much again for a man.
The screen suddenly proved a stimulating tonic the screen and Paris, that is.
While sojourning in the French capital
she got a chance to make pictures in
if

—

South America and London. The assignments took her away from unhappy
scenes and memories.
The romance with Aly started in the
Fall of 1952 in Buenos Aires, where Gene
had gone to make "Way Of A Gaucho."
By the time she had returned to Paris
for her next picture it had become so
serious that a trek to the altar was looked
for as soon as her divorce from her husband was final.
Gene rented the apartment in the
French capital that the Louis Jourdans
had been occupying, and sending for her
mother to join her, she announced she
was in no hurry to return to America.
The action convinced Hollywood she was

come home soon.
The romance was going full tide last
New Year's Eve. The gay Riviera set at
not planning to

— the

—

gayest in Europe got a big
eyeful when as the clock said midnight
at a swank night club, Prince Aly took
the lovely green-eyed Gene into his arms
and kissed her ardently for a full minute.

Cannes

orchestra, appropriately, struck up
"Let's Start The New Year Right," and
Aly and Gene danced in the new year.
They were for even the most blase visit-

The

ors a

most affectionate couple, and there

were people who recalled how Aly's
kisses were reportedly described by one
of his admirers shortly after the
up of his marriage to Rita.
60

break-

life.

Such notions were rapidly dissipated,
however, when Gene received her final
divorce. Hollywood realized she had no

all

intention of leaving her present environ-

ment.

Europe
The

her.

is more exciting than ever to
social life of the Continent ap-

peals to her, and when the Summer is
over in Paris and Britain and the Riviera,
there is the Winter fun at St. Moritz to
give her new adventure. Living in Switzerland is no novel experience, however,
for Gene. She went to finishing school in

Co-stars
set

of

Greek
was said

Gene Tierney, Leo Genn on
"Personal

Affair"

in

England.

actress Irene Papas, from Rome,
have asserted that Aly's kisses
"speak for themselves."
to

Throughout the night-long celebration,
Aly and Gene basked in what some
guests called "the benevolent gaze" of the
old Aga as he peered at the couple
through his thick glasses and the hazy
smoke. Others thought the look he gave
the pair was "inscrutable."
Whatever his inner feelings were about
them, no one was the wiser not even in
the confidential, confessional atmosphere
of a New Year's Eve.
This much is known, however. The
Aga tossed the party and presided over
a table of fourteen, to which Gene and
Aly occasionally repaired between dances
for a draught of bubbly water.
Upon returning to Paris, Gene hardly
had time to unpack her luggage than she
flew to London to work on the picture,
"Personal Affair," opposite Leo Genn.
News that she and Aly were devoted to
each other preceded her, and there was a
rush of newspapermen to the London

—

airport.

They wanted to know
was reasonably frank and
"Of course,

I

all,

and Gene

friendly.

see a lot of Aly Khan,"

she told them. "I am a single girl and I
go out with lots of men. I like him very

much."
Aly, it was noted, also turned up in
London by plane on what he called a

business trip.
What had, hitherto, been only romantic
conjectures, prefaced by "My word!"
"Oh, I say!" on the part of the reporters
now became to them definite hints of
early wedding bells.

Then Aly and Gene bobbed up

in Ire-

land for a "quiet" holiday at the Khan
farm in County Kildare, where Aly and
his father raise horses. "Quiet" meant
they were not talking publicly about marriage.

At Curragh House, which Aly had
bought and furnished for Rita soon after
their ill-starred union, he declined flatly
to say whether he planned to make Gene
his second bride from Hollywood.
By then Hollywood was lifting its expressive eyebrows and bristling up its

Lausanne in her teens.
Meanwhile, Gene exulted in the pleasure her new diamond ring from Aly gave
her. Though it was not as big as the Ritz,
it was a dazzler.
When the eyes of observers lifted to Gene's face it was startlingly apparent she wore no lipstick.
Aly, it seems, likes his girls free of
Or, rather, he wants to be free of it

it.
if,

and when, he kisses them.

Gene received her uncontested divorce
decree from her 41-year-old husband on
April 9. Married June 1, 1941, at Las
Vegas, Nevada she was madly in love
with him at the time they separated on
their 10th wedding anniversary after having previously separated in 1946, only to'

—

—

reconcile in 1947.
In the divorce action, she testified
Count Cassini preferred the tennis court
to courting her. She said he never contributed to the support of their two children. Under the decree, she asked for no
alimony, but she was awarded their custody. Under the terms of the property
settlement, Cassini agreed to pay $63 a
week for the support of the youngsters,
plus 10 per cent of his annual earnings

over $10,000.
Gene Tierney belongs to Fifth Avenue,
the Rue de la Paix, and Mayfair and
smart cafes, just as she once belonged to
select girls' schools and debutante parties.
She was once one of New York's important debs.

She has traveled far since her early
Hollywood days when she was a lonely,
bewildered girl, fresh from the Broadway hit, "The Male Animal." So little
versed was she in the atmosphere of Hollywood that she was cast in a succession
of Oriental characters. The film producers believed because she had an exotic
beauty she was most suitable for exotic
parts native girls in hula skirts and
Chinese robes. She longed to have a real
American role. She has played many

—

since those days.

So enraptured

is

she with her

new Con-

tinental life that only some wonderful
picture opportunity that she really wants

could tempt her to leave Europe now.

"Prince Aly

charming," Gene devery
Let's say he's had un-

is

clares. "But," she insists, "it's just a

nice friendship.
happiness in his

life

and so have

I."

Gene, above all, craves happiness, and
she is finding it with Aly Khan.
END

—

HOW TO GET A MAN BACK
[CONTINUED FROM PACE
then, but each time I found it was to our
mutual advantage to call it a day. This
whole matter, therefore, seems to depend
on what the relationship between the girl
and the man is and how these questions
are answered: "Am I sure I want him
back? Is this right for both of us?"
Naturally, consideration must be given
to the problem that caused the break-up.

—

after thinking it over, you think the
matter cannot be solved, then what is the
sense in making your life unhappy by
pursuing a hopeless goal?
If,

In answering this question, you have to,
of course, be honest with yourself. And
if

you honestly

man—or

in the

find that there
in yourself

be adjusted or reconciled,

is

a quality

—that

it's

cannot

better that

you face the parting bluntly rather than
go back together and have to face the
problem again in a few months.
If, on the other hand, you have decided
that there is a reason for the romance to
be renewed, and if there is enough desire
on both parts to make the necessary concessions and changes, then you have your
work cut out for you.

Some
pride.

indulge in false
can't bring themselves to say,

girls, at this point,

They

'Tm

sorry," even if they know they are
at fault. In such cases, it hardly seems to
me that the romance is important enough,

because
the least

if it

were,

it

who makes

wouldn't matter in
the first move to-

wards renewing the association

—the man

or the girl.

There are those young ladies

who

are

want the man back
but only when they see him out with

has a chance to resume a romance is the
one who can keep her dignity and emo-

Once a

another girl a couple of nights later. This
piques them. Their pride false pride
is hurt because he is not sitting at home
pining over the broken love affair. So
they start out on a campaign of re-conquest. This will only wind up in trouble.

—

Then there are the girls who really want
him back. They cry and carry on — and in
so doing, lose their dignity, their selfrespect, and their real pride. I can only
feel that if a girl's integrity, ideals, and
sense of honor are shaken by a man she
can't really want him back. The girl who

girl

is

man

sure the

has the

—

qualities she wants and I can't emphasize
that too much she can campaign in several ways. She can do as I did and just

—

happen

to be where he is and try to be as
attractive as possible. There are always
places at school where the students meet.
Not that she should be obvious in what
she's doing or that she should hang

around

street

true
This

And

when she
not

is

At all times,
remember to keep her

corners.

though, she must
self-respect.

this

finally does

the

time

holds

certainly

meet the man.
any tearful

for

pleading.
Once the meeting has taken place the
girl should say she's sorry
if she really
is— and if the man was at fault he should
do the same. She also should ask herself
if she really understands why he did what
he did or whether she merely reacted
too quickly and impatiently. Once she

—

—

knows

—

—

honestly she should tell him she
understands.
If the meeting doesn't come about soon,
however, I don't feel that a girl should go
into hibernation. Nor should she accept
just any date to make the man believe she
really didn't care. If she does go out on
dates, though, I think it would be unwise
to be over-gay, to put on a front. It's far
better to be normal about it all. Putting
on an act for him, or for yourself, gets

you no

place.

attempt to make the man jealous
a false way to begin any new association

Any
is

— at

least in

my humble

opinion.

I

can't

imagine any boy's wanting to go with a
girl just because she is attractive to other
boys. This is silly. If he did feel this way,
who would want him? It is during this
waiting period that a girl should never do
anything for effect but only what she
wants to do.
There is an advantage, however, in going out with other men. She might be
better able to know if she really wants the

—

man

back.

Any broken romance is

usually

a sudden thing. The girl will go through
the stages of thinking she hates him and
then of indulging in self-pity and high
dramatics. By going out with other men,
she can find out whether this one certain
man really matters to her. Comparison is
a fine way to see him in the true light.
This matter of dating can also tell a girl
whether or not what bothered her before
about the man really mattered. And
that's, after all, the primary problem to
solve before there is any attempt to win
him back.
In some cases, it's the man who makes
the first move to start again. I've known
girls who have secretly been pining away
for a man and who will, for some strange
reason, suddenly play hard to get when he
does call. They think this is the time for
great independence. If such girls honestly
wanted to make up, they'd be idiots to

play hard to get. They'd just be cooking

husband, Tony, cutting capers
during his recent "All-American" film.
Janet's

own

up a nice cliche.
However, there are some boys who are

their

amount of trickery.
As an example of what I mean, I usually
put more on Tony's plate at dinner because I know that no matter whether I
give him a lot or a little he's going to
leave about the same amount of food on
his plate. If I give him more, he eats more.
certain

tional balance.

firmly convinced they

—
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used to girls' fawning over them. In such
cases, perhaps a little independence might
not be a bad idea. I don't know, though,
about this. I can't subscribe to any theory
that involves being dishonest about big
things. Maybe little things can have a

goose, to fix

This

is trickery, I grant you, but it is not
on an important matter. I'd never play a
game with him on anything involving our
love for each other.

The girls who play independent just to
be playing a game are often the ones who
have convinced themselves they are deeply in love and wanted the man back but
who find, after a while, that what they
felt was merely possession. If you want
the man and get him and then find the fun
is

over, you're not in love at

merely possessing. Love
pletely.

Possession

fills

fills

it

all.

a

You
life

are

com-

only for a few

moments after the conquest is completed. To know how you feel, though,
I guess you have to make the move first
to get him back.
Once the romance has begun there is
brief

not time to relax. There has to be a conscious effort to keep the romance alive so
it will lead to marriage
and even when

—

marriage results, you still have to work
at it. That wonderful, uplifting feeling of
unselfishly being in love can only remain
if you don't repeat the same mistakes that
caused the trouble in the first place. You
have to remember what it was that caused
to act the way you did and made him
do as he did. But don't think that from
then on there will be no more arguments.
There will and they can bring about
deeper understanding of each other.
Any argument, of course, brings unhappiness. I don't enjoy arguing in the least.
But Tony and I, knowing how much we
love each other, only have the desire to
solve our problems. We try to correct
them and, thereby, to understand them.
In such respects, arguments can be

you

—

healthy.
It seems to me that unhappiness can
often be healthy in people's lives. From
that unhappiness you learn to understand
the reasons and to find a ray of light. Out
of that discovery can come growth which
brings you a notch closer to a firmer re-

lationship.

It's

vitally

important to find

the reason for the unhappiness because
otherwise it will happen again and again
and will get worse each time. Not that I
think it's possible to find the answer the
first, second, or even third time, but eventually, if ycu want to, you'll find the solution.

Tony and I have had discussions and
have thought, at the time, that we have
solved all we knew about the problem.
But it has taken us several more discussions to get right at the core. We have
learned the hard way that you can't
change and be good over night. It takes
a lot of little steps, some unhappiness, and

many

experiences before the solution is
complete.
For example, I've been trying to change
61

my nervousness. I know now that I have
made progress only since I tried to find out
what made me give in to nerves. If someone did something wrong to me and I
happened to be physically tired, I used to
blow up. Afterwards, I'd die a thousand
deaths for having done it. I know that
even if the other person were wrong to
begin with I was still at fault for having
blown up. I have been given several
chances to overcome this fault and each
time I overcome it a little more.
When Tony and I first got married
rumors about our breaking up appeared
constantly in the papers and would upset
us terribly. Now these reports, which still
go merrily on, don't bother us. Recently,
I was reading all the fan magazine gossip

columns and every column but one had
Tony and me breaking up. That one said
that we had solved our problems beautifully and that if any couple would be
happily married fifty years from now it
would be Tony and me. A year or so ago,
I would have called those columnists and
raised cain, but this time

just called the

I

one who had seen our side. And I really
thanked him!
Because Tony and I have now found
real happiness, I feel very strongly about
this matter of winning a man back. A girl

must know within

herself

chance for happiness,

if

if

there

is

a

he's right for her

and she for him. Otherwise, she may win
him back only to gain a life full of sorrows
and unhappiness.
END
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week-long seige

of bedside sitting

his ailing parent

.

.

20]

with

She feels his talents as an actor
have never been properly exploited in
Hollywood
screen.

.

Bob Mitchum has consulted his lawyers
again (his time to see what can be done
to prosecute a small-time radio commentator in San Francisco who instigated the
Moore romance

up

.

.

—

consent of his parents and she always
brings her twins along with her. At weekend parties at Santa Barbara, it's a different matter the Hayward youngsters
stay home something else again with
Mr. & Mrs. Robert Wagner, Sr.

—

—

.

.

.

Pat Denise, once billed as Patrice Denisova of the Ballet Russe, will be given a
major screen buildup after she has been
seen by film fans in "Knock On Wood,"
the Danny Kaye starrer. She dances again
opposite Danny in "White Christmas" and
will follow up that assignment with the
62

A famed film star now in the East, deserted her psychiatrist in the midst of a
crucial course of treatments, and he's
frankly worried stiff. Says she may crack
up any day, which will make it tough on
her husband and the kiddies
.

.

Danny

of the best kept secrets is

.

.

getting divorced after a brief marriage

— and

D^ve Barbour, her ex-husband

whom

she

happy

little

to

is

group

.

.

.

a groun of cinema performers have organized a panel to tour the country and
debate the Kinsey Report on Women
.

leading role in Donald O'Connor's next

movie

.

.

.

Sieve Forrert, Dana Andrews' brother,
so good in "So Big" with Jane Wyman,
gets eqi;al billing with Howard Keel in

"Seven Brides For Seven Brothers" and
at the

Susan Hayward has been dating young
Bob Wagner at Palm Springs — with the

.

Oh, come on, now! Joan Blondell and
Surprisingly enough, Susan Hayward has
been dating Bob Wagner in Palm Springs.

the latter

.

film star expects to settle down in Chicago for a year's run and she won't be
resuming her screen career until late in
1955
.
.

reported returning as soon
as she's legally free of Brad! They've
been making the nightclub rounds in a

items.

Bob, in a swivet over the matter, also
wanted to know how he stands should he
fly to (he Bay City and personally tend
to the newscaster with a little roughing

—

—

—

Mitchum-Terry

of

—

is

—

.

Smith's touring production

.

Hollywood's most talk-making trio stars
Peggy Lee. Brad Dexter from whom she

The Montgomery Clift-Libby Holman
romance is the talk oj New York. She's
known him since he was a teenager and
any marriage plans they may have can-

.

Alexis

.

"Wonderful Town" in the role originally
essayed on Broadway by Rosalind Russell
has Hollywood bidding for her services
before she takes to the boards on a 40week cross-country jaunt. The former

.

.

not be taken too lightly. Monty has always preferred older women his Hollywood romances with youthful glamour
girls were strictly publicity fodder

.

even been linked ivith the future plans of
Princess Margaret and Capt. Townsend.
A Montreal realty firm, however, claims
the farmland property has been earmarked for sale at the request of the
screen comedian

After their firstborn, Rita will insist upon
Dick being co-starred in her return to the

.

first

significance of international interest. Danny denies any part in the matter and professes complete amazement that he has

—

raising a large family of their own as
many as four or five children according
to the newlyweds. Rita's studio biggies
are tearing their hair out over her pending motherhood schedule of "one a year."

.

the

One

.

—

in the least. His
table reservation received by
the Sands Hotel, Las Vegas, for Marlene 's
opening night as a cafe performer

was

Kaye's part in the real estate deal involving a farm of 700 acres in Central Canada. The property is supposedly being
purchased by Capt. Peter Townsend,
Britain's Princess Margaret's beau, and if
it's true, the arrangement has romantic

Hayworth and Dick Haymes plan

Rita

end the whole thing

to

him

.

MOVIE GOSSIP
[CONTINUED FROM PACE

Her decision

or so.

didn't discourage

isn't

hiding the fact he's miffed

.

Marilyn Morrison Ray put the bite on
Johnnie Ray for a cool $100,000 with payments to be spread out over a longer
period than first anticipated. And Marilyn, a smarter cookie than most folks suspected, gets her settlement loot tax-free,
and another trek to the altar will not
affect the agreement. She still gets paid.

idea.

Marlon

Brando's early "retirement"
plm has hit a snag he's up for the film
version of "Pal Joey" ( in the role originated on the Broadway stage by Gene
Kelly) and subsequently, "Picnic" the
play that made a stage star of Ralph
Meeker. The Brando threats to quit making movies get space every time and
those in the know find it amusing reading over their morning coffee. "The Wild

—

—

One"

.

likes

money

too

much

to quit.

Shelley Winters' cafe stint was heavily
publicized as her "night club debut" but
former New York pals can remember
when she performed at the now defunct
La Conga, in the heart of Times Square,
in a condensed version of a musical comedy. She was featured, then. She's starred

now

.

.

.

One of the most famous and best of
the female thrushes is in hock up to her
earrings none of her closest friends even
suspect she's in financial straits

—

.

Marlene Dietrich broke
young Hollywood admirer
twenties.

It

off

—a

.

.

with her

lad in his
ivas a big thing for a month

George Sanders got

his

eral pieces of mail sent to

hands on sevZsa Zsa Gabor

p

Her address

in Paris.

in

Gay Paree was

the town house of Porfirio Rubirosa and
it lessened Zsa Zsa's demands when she
and Sanders conferred with their attor-

neys in Hollywood. Their on-again,

off-

again divorce plans remain unsettled and
a last-minute "second honeymoon" may
pave the way for a final reconciliation.
At this point, no one seems to care very

much what George and Zsa Zsa do about
marriage

their

—

getting monotonous.

it's

Nancy Walker, who went to Hollywood
"Lucky Me" with Doris Day,
returned to New York a very disillusioned, unemployed actress. Doris Day's
illness postponed the film and the Walker
lass had trekked to filmdom without a
to co-star in

guarantee. No work, no pay. Others, disappointed when the movie didn't get rolling, took other film assignments and the
job of recasting the Day film had to get

under way all over again. Marge and
Gower Champion had nixed an earlier
bid to cancel their Eastern night club persona] appearances for a co-starring slot
in the musical. Instinct caused the Champions to decline the offer and they completed their cafe engagements coining
more money and finding more new fans

than they have won to date with their
many screen roles
.

.

Greta Garbo turned

.

down

Sir

Alexan-

der Korda's plea that she play the suicidal heroine in "The Deep Blue Sea," so
he has given up plans to film the successful

New York-London

other actress

He

play.

feels

no

equipped for the role.
What's wrong with Margaret Sullavan
is

who

created the role in the
production, Sir Alexander?
.

If

a friend's ex-steady wants to
date you

Grab

the

guy

—

Get the facts

Be

sly

you've been green-eyed about
him— tho' as Sally's beau he was "mustn't
touch." But they've broken up; and now
you hear the "all clear" (you t-h-e-e-n-k).
Listen again. Get the facts— from Sally. Is
she still torching for him? Then he's st
off-limits,
unless you'd like being the
town's meanest moll! You're all clear, confidence-wise, when you rout certain days'
discomfort with Kotex. For softness unSecretly,

limited,

Kotex holds

its

shape.

Broadway
.

.

Hollywood starlets now feel they're just
not living if they're not dating one or
more baseball or football players. The

DiMaggio-Monroe

stories have inspired
the girls' passion for sports page "names."
Is

Actors and musicians have been moved
down a notch or two in their estimation,
and agents don't rate at all.

Hedy Lamarr's decision to cut short her
European filmmaking, if the starring role
in the forthcoming Broadway play, "Wait
For Tomorrow," was revised to suit her,
had nothing to do with her admiration
for Magda Lupescu, on whose biography
the script is based. It's an income tax
matter with Hedy, and success on the
New York stage would eventually insure
further Hollywood screen work for her
and help lessen the burden of paying up
back taxes long overdue. The glamourous Lamarr is no longer socko at the boxHer career needs

office.

a shot in the

O

Who
I

I

A

rates best with Brain

first

aid for

backache

Boy

.

—

you're alert, save the conversation from
bogging down. But on calendar days, you
need never get a line— the telltale kind.
Trust those flat, pressed ends of Kotex. And

napkin gives extra protection.

the report that one of the most

talented of Hollywood's song-and-dance
men was picked up by the Los Angeles

high heels, ruffles and all. The
studio a major one kept the matter off
the police blotter, but they all know it's
only a question of time before the tragic
story hits the front pages. It's his second
offense
END
police,

—

—
.

.

.

.

Gi"gg/er

More women choose KOTEX*
than

all

other sanitary napkins
T.

is

.

the intellectual type
and you're
smitten, but chatter-shy. Don't fret. Days
before your date, start scanning the newspapers; get a line on world topics to show

He's

this

Sad

—

School-girl slump

Before those shoulders droop again, here's a
posture plan you can really stick to! Put a
strip of adhesive tape across your shoulders:
good reminder to keep 'em on the square.
And next time you need sanitary protection,
remind yourself to try all 3 absorbencies of
Kotex. There's one just for you
Regular,
Junior or Super.

Q Paper doll

Charleston whiz

she getting

Skiers'

Want
Ask

Sis

H. REG. U. S. PAT. OFF.

to get "certain" facts straight?
See a

librarian

Read "V.P.Y."

Hazy about what happens and why — at "that" time? Read
"Very Personally Yours"— the new, free booklet filled with
easy-to-understand facts, plus lively illustrations. Hints on
diet, exercise, grooming
do's and dont's a girl should
knoiv. Send for your copy today. FREE! Address P.O. Box
.

.

.

3434, Dept. 314, Chicago 54,

111.
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PORTRAIT OF MY HUSBAND
[CONTINUED FROM PACE
I

was

and he treated

16 then,

the hall

me

like a

remember I was always in
when he came out of his dressing

little girl,

but

I

room, or lingering at the entrance to the
commissary as he went in or out. He must
have fallen over me 20 times a day, but
it did me no good. He simply didn't see me.

When

I

grew up and we met

again,

it

was a

different story.
What attracted me at first

were

looks and his charm; afterward,

came
sense

his

good

when

I

know him well, it was his divine
of humor and fun. His humor is

to

always directed at himself. If an unkind,
though riotously funny, story is told about
someone, Michael immediately caps it with
a funnier tale that makes him out to be
twice as dim-witted or fuzz-brained as the
first man. Somehow he manages to do this
without offending even the teller of the
tale.

the practical. When
the nursery, he was
suddenly smitten with the ambition to
build cabinets or shelves along one wall.
He ordered lumber, tools, paint and gadgets and spent a few evenings poring over
a book of instructions. Then he went

He has no gift for
we were decorating

around measuring. Finally, he looked at
his lumber, his tools, his book of instructions and me. "Now really," he said, "I
haven't the faintest idea how to build
anything. Whatever made me think I
could?" Then he forgot the whole thing.
As to tastes: Michael likes music, but
doesn't understand the classical type of
thing, and I doubt if he'd enjoy the ballet.
I've

never asked him to go.
both like painting, and

We

I

am

tre-

mendously interested in sculpture. Since
we have been married, Michael has also
become interested in it, and when we have
time, we hope to go in for it together.
We read a great deal. Michael is an
omnivorous reader: autobiography, comic
books, history, Mickey Spillane, law,
newspapers,

current

sports, politics.
it,

even

On

if it's

events

magazines,
read

If it's in print, he'll

only a label on a

tin.

he loves boxing. Sometimes I wish we had never had a set in the
house, for when he's watching this sport,
no one can make him hear a word! He
says he doesn't care for wrestling, but once
in a while I creep into the room and find
television,

him spellbound before some

wrestlers.

I cry, and he tells me that he
just turning the dial looking for a

"Aha!"

He

can't

imagine

wedding-night supper.

what

Michael

else to order!

Bacon and eggs are his favorite dish. He
cook and wouldn't attempt to try.
Since bacon and eggs are my one culi-

can't

nary triumph,
likes them?

isn't

it

fortunate that he

We took the baby to England to see his
grandparents. He is the most important
thing that ever happened to us, and for
64

plan ahead in

can't

life,

but

if

work out well for us, we'd like to
send him to school in Switzerland when
he's about 12. There he would have to
learn to speak French, German and Italian,
languages which should be an advantage
to

him whatever he may do.
will leave him free to choose

We

his

own

profession or career, but hope he will
choose to be a doctor or a lawyer, or something more solid than acting. Neither
Michael nor I feel that acting is the ideal
precarious, for one thing.
career.
It's
Michael's mother was an actress for a
short time. She didn't want Michael to be
an actor, although she made no objection
when he became one. It was entirely ac-

Michael says, and merely a matI think the luck belongs
Have I mentioned
to his audiences.
that he is my favorite actor?
cidental,

ter of luck; but

.

.

.

As to my career, Michael feels that I
should work as long as I wish to do so.
He's proud of me, but never tries to interfere. He doesn't read the script of any
picture I am to do, or discuss it with me.
He says that by this time I know what I
am doing and so does my director; why
should my husband confuse me? He sees
all my pictures, but makes no criticism;
after

all,

finished,

Of
is

all

when he

sees

it

the picture

is

what could anyone do?

my

films,

his favorite.

my

latest,

"Rhapsody,"

You know why? Because

am late for a concert and he thinks
so true to life! Seriously, though, he
believes it is my best work to date.
it's

to order in a restaurant. It's a family
joke that we had pea soup, bacon and eggs

couldn't think

We
things

in

what

for our

manners.

was

People say that the way to a man's
heart is through his stomach, but those
people never knew Michael Wilding. He
isn't interested in food.

nine months he's taken up all our attention when we weren't working. We hate
to miss any of his baby tricks. When I
brought him home from the hospital I was
so ill I had to have a hospital bed, and
wasn't allowed to leave it, but Michael was
up every five minutes, it seems to me,
running in to have a look at the baby to
be sure he was all right. My husband left
the studio early in order to see his son
take first solid food. We count that day
lost when we can't play with the baby
together. We don't spoil him; how can you
spoil a child who is only nine months old?
I don't believe Michael will spoil him
when he is older, for both of us want him
to grow into a nice boy, not a brat, and
then into a fine man. Most little children
try to imitate their fathers, and if our
son does so, he'll be considerate, charming, thoughtful and possessed of beautiful

new

station.

43]

it I

is always prompt, and I am always
Michael doesn't approve of my tardiness; he says it's rude to keep people
waiting, and I know he is right. I try to
hurry, but can't seem to manage it. When
we are going out to dinner, he is ready on

He

late.

the dot.

am

into my room where I
dressing-table, trying to
lipstick. He looks at his watch.

He comes

sitting at

put on

my

"We have

my

exactly two-and-a-half minutes to get to wherever-it-is," he will say,
sternly. This completely throws me. My
hand begins to shake, I get into a dither,
and my lipstick goes all over my face.
What a mess! I have to start all over again,
and we are even later.

Michael Wilding helps Joan Crawford
to coffee during "Torch Song" break.

I suppose Michael has faults, but I can't
think of any. There's nothing about him I
would change except that I wish he
wouldn't be cross with me when I'm late.
Did I say I'm in love with the man?
The value of money is an open book to
my husband; he knows what we can afford and what we had better do without.
He simply doesn't need money the way
other people do. He doesn't care for

clothes,

never notices what he's eating,

hates big parties, and belongs to no clubs.
He spends money only to buy presents for
me. I am just the opposite, but for his
birthday this year I bought him a Cadillac convertible, saved the money from my
allowance, doing without all sorts of extravagances, but it was worth it!
We are both essentially lazy people; we
love to lie around, reading, looking at television, playing with the baby and relaxing.
Isn't it fortunate that one of us isn't the
energetic type? I often think with a shudder how terrible it would be if Michael
were one of those hearty souls who pop
out of bed in the rosy dawn, crying:
"Come, let's have a round of golf before
breakfast!" or "How about a nice hike up
to Mount Wilson?" or "Why don't we build
ourselves a patio and barbecue?"
When we entertain, we like to do so informally, with a buffet dinner in the house,
or a supper beside the pool, according to
the season. We don't plan a program and
herd our guests through it; that's too exhausting, and as I have said, we are the
lazy type. Sometimes we play cards, but
not often. Occasionally, we like to play a
game in which we paint a mental picture
of someone. One of the players leaves the
room; the rest agree on the subject of the
portrait; the player comes back and proceeds to ask questions. For example:
"What color does the subject remind you
of?" This can lead to confusion, for I
might say, of an exciting person: "Vivid
scarlet," and Michael might answer: "Velvet black." Strange as it may seem, however, it is possible to guess who it is before too long.
The guests who play this game with us
are usually the Richard Burtons, the
Stewart Grangers, Tony and Deborah
Bartley, the Marshall Thompsons.

We

live in a

thought

modern house. Everyone

we would want an

English-style,

timber and brick or stone place, so that
Michael's collection of antiques would be
at home in it. But we both like modern
things. Michael sold all his furniture in
London, and we looked until we found a
house that suited us. I chose all the colors,
but we had a decorator to help us.

right

Traveling with Michael is always exWe are both as nutty as a fruitcake: we lose our tickets, suitcases are
left behind, or we take the wrong ones
into our cabin, and the ones we need are
in the hold of the ship.

by reading these

citing.

Did

I tell

you we

like the

We

from POPULAR LIBRARY
A

haunting, perceptive

tale of

young

lovers trapped in a

world of violence and corruption.

ears!"

The nicest thing Michael ever did for
me was
marry me!
END
.

bestsellers

go

I

I'm told that I see Michael through rosecolored glasses, and that this isn't a clear
portrait of my husband, but that's not
true. The other day a friend warned that
I would give Michael a swelled head if I
let him hear me talk about him. Michael
overheard and played it straight. "On the
contrary, old boy, my head appears to be
shrinking," he asserted. "I put on my last
year's hat and it came well down over

my

new

same things?

adore animals, and so does he.
around gathering up the creatures.
now have four cats and four dogs.
I

your

start

.

By

.

the author of "All Quiet

on The Western Front"

and "Arch

of

Triumph".

35c

ARTHUR GODFREY
[CONTINUED FROM PACE

26]
» Story Ot

SacrM And

Prolan.e

low

he hardly had a penny and no one would
lend him a dime. He says,
broke, nobody ever gave

"When

I

was

A memorable

me

anything.
Now that I have lots of money, I don't
need to buy anything. It's given to me.

novel of faith

and passion — the story

of a

Ironic, isn't it?"

And pinching pennies has become second-nature to the man who at one time
didn't have the pennies to pinch. Even
now with a farm worth millions, his two

marine and a nun marooned

Cadillacs,
and several airplanes, he
doesn't throw his money around. He gets
a nickel's worth for every nickel he

the Far Pacific

on a Japanese-held island in

during World War

II.

25c

spends.

And this brings us to the core of his
appeal as an entertainer. Godfrey is "the
average American." He pinches his pennies so do all the rest of us. He enjoys
having an airplane to fly who wouldn't?
He likes to try to ice skate and does about
as well as any of the rest of us. Arthur
Godfrey is doing what we'd like to do and
enjoying it just as we'd enjoy it. And his
audience listens and applauds, agrees or
disagrees, just as they would with a
friend who lived next door.

—

—

The popular author

and "Duchess Hotspur" scores
again with this

—

Success has had its drawbacks just
like the "poor little rich girl," Godfrey
can no longer enjoy the privileges that
come from absolute freedom of movement. He can't lose himself in a crowd
he can't wander unrecognized through the
streets. This has been an actual handicap for Godfrey, because he used to draw
a lot of inspiration from his direct contact with the public. Now, since TV has

made

his face familiar to all the nation,

he can no longer ride on the subway or
bus unrecognized and listen to what people are interested in. He can't go, un-

of "Kitty"

new novel

of a high-spirited girl

the

wrong

from

side of the tracks

and her courageous
small-town bigotry.

fight against

25c

POPULAR LIBRARY
The reading

habit of the nation

ON SALE AT ALL NEWSSTANDS
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—

—
known,

shop and swap gosBecause he
now can't handle this important part of
his contact with the people, he has five
writers who do it for him. They can mingle in crowds and hear the comments and
the opinions that Godfrey no longer is
sip

appreciated and they

into a barber

"one

man

to

new medium

required ex-

perience from the legitimate theatre, and
he added to his staff Al Moritz, whom
Variety had just designated as "one of
the most excitingly promising young talents."

He brought

in

Harry Rogue,

of

considerable stage background, as choreographer. And he added to his staff two
Broadway stage managers the O'Brien
boys, Chet and Snookie.
After surrounding himself with the best
people he could find, he has had the courage to try new ways to run his shows. At
the present time the Godfrey show is introducing to the system a new "twist"
never used before. This came about because of "The Operation." With Godfrey
on the farm and the cast in New York,
it was necessary for Godfrey to be at all
rehearsals, but how could this be possible
with him an invalid on the farm and the
cast several hundred miles away? Well,
with Arthur Godfrey's drive and CBS's
millions, nothing is impossible. A tele-

—

vision sending tower was built on his
farm, at the cost, by the way of $65,000.
crew of eleven technicians and camera-

A

men were moved down

to Virginia

and

the rehearsals began.
With the cast seeing Godfrey on their
monitor TV screens in the theatre and
Godfrey seeing the cast on his set at the
farm, rehearsals could continue with the
"boss" overseeing everything, as it was
conceived and done. This also brought
about the use of the technique of the
"split-screen" so that it is possible for the
television audience to see Godfrey on the
farm and the cast in New York at the
same time, or each segment individually.
And here's a real scoop for you! Mr.

Godfrey has been talking, very hushhush now, of his plans to do a show with
segments of the cast all over the country,
and using this technique to build them
all into one big show.
As one of the writers said, "Oh, Arthur
can do it, but I think he'd better be care-

He can carry this split-screen technique too far. Arthur may be on the farm
and the cast may be in New York, the
orchestra in Alaska, but the audience may
be in the movies."
Before this "new look" in the show, the
program was plotted in free-for-all conferences which emphasized the closeness
between Godfrey and his staff.
Every Thursday morning, with the big
Wednesday night show finished and "slept
on," Arthur Godfrey would get together
ful.
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—

He

has two secretaries one personal
social. His social secretary, Mary
Ann Van, says "Sometimes he's just real
sweet" and a good illustration for the
kind of thing she is thinking of is the real
friendship he has shown for some of the
people who work for him. For instance,
his co-pilot for his

DC-6 had

to

move

to

Florida seven years ago because of his
wife's health. Godfrey bought a home
for them, taking a mortgage on it. On the
tenth year that the pilot was with Godfrey, for his anniversary present Arthur
gave him the deed to his house and he

cially evident

ized that this

work the harder

and one

able to get for himself.
And in discussing his staff, we come to
one of the most important aspects of Godfrey's success. He has learned to surround himself with a staff of high calibre.
He is a smart businessman, which is espe-

when it comes to his staff,
which includes such well-known radio
writers as Chuck Horner and Hank Miles,
Charlie Slocum and Andy Rooney. From
radio also he brought the music and lyric
writer, Lyn Duddy and Joan Edwards.
When Godfrey went into TV, he real-

all

for him.

another."

had charged him no

interest

on any of

the previous payments.
These are the things which can't be for-

Arthur Godfrey

is

now one of the most
men in the nation.

powerful, wealthiest

even while we remember that
Godfrey is now one of the most wealthy
and powerful men in this country. He
gotten,

owns
with a representative group of his associates. This group directed the policies
and made the decisions for the format for
the next Wednesday night show that is,
in theory they made the decision, and
surprisingly enough, quite often they ac-

—

tually did.

The group would get together and
throw ideas back and forth words flying
thick and fast and no holds barred! A
cross-section of the staff, selected by
Godfrey, included Will Roland, Larry

—

Puck (producer) Bob Blyer (director)
two of the writers, probably Chuck Horner and Al Moritz, and two representatives of the cast, often Janette Davis and
,

,

Tom

Lockard, one of the Mariners. From
these people came the ideas for the next
Wednesday show. Many times these conferences turned into a battle royal with
Mr. Godfrey acting as moderator.
Though most of the time the show
would be set by unanimity of opinion
still it has happened that a small group
of the whole stood up for an idea that
finally won out, or that Godfrey had an
idea that he wanted to try even if nobody else believed in it as he did.

And

the opinions of the listeners and

viewers have never been neglected. Doreen Partin, who has charge of Godfrey's
office staff, makes up from the mail of
the preceding week, a complete "vote
sheet" of the letters coming in pro and
con for the show with quotes from any
and all letters which she feels would be
interesting to the production staff. These
reports are carefully read by Godfrey
before he meets with his staff and are
considered before any final decision is

—

reached.
So the Godfrey that his staff knows is
a Godfrey who listens to what each one
has to say, but never hesitates to exert
his own power as the "boss." He will
direct the director, and write for the
writers, and he always has the final word.
He is approachable, is "Arthur" to most

who work on his show, but he is as human as any of them, and has moods and
likes and dislikes that must be considered. His staff doesn't think of him as "a
being of eternal sweetness and light." He
is the "Arthur" who works with them to
try to put out the best entertainment
they can devise. If he "pulls his rank,"
it

is

understandable.

If

he doesn't,

it

is

interest in the frozen fruit indusbank, in a real-estate develop-

try, in a

ment, in farming and ranch lands, and
(it's been rumored) also a few oil wells

on the side.
Groucho Marx ribbed Godfrey on his
growing power, in a letter which read
something like this
"Dear Arthur Godfrey: I have never
met you. I have never had the pleasure
of speaking to you.

In fact,

all

I

know

Arthur Godfrey. We
are very happy that your operation was
a success, and we welcome you back to
the network, or should I say, your netis

that your

name

is

work."

And, of course, though it isn't true that
Mr. Godfrey owns the CBS network, it
would be a sad day indeed if he ever

went over

to

NBC. The crash

of '29 in

Wall Street couldn't compare to what

would happen at 485 Madison Avenue!
And whether Mr. Godfrey owns the
network or not, his policy is the policy
of the network, not the network's policy
The greatest example of this is his

his.

recent public spat with a doctor in Washington, D.C. Riaht or wrong, the point
remains that what Godfrey had to say
was no concern of the network. If Godfrey said it, Godfrey said it. And as far
as the network was concerned, the only
man who could reprimand Godfrey was
Godfrey.

Editor's Post Script
has there been more fuss and
furore than that caused by the unfortunate Godfrey-La Rosa incident. Sim-

NEVER
ilar

misunderstandings have occurred be-

fore in show business and, after much
display of temperamental fireworks, have
died down and been forgotten. We hope
the same will be true of the "battle of
humility." The American public, always
quick to take the part of the underdog,
naturally favored singer Julius and his
desire to get ahead. To them he was representative of the average young man
eager to succeed. Arthur was automatically cast as the villain of the piece intent
on stifling the ambition of a promising
young singer. Such of course was not the
case, as Arthur later proved. As we erect
an R.I.P. over the squabble, let's keep in

mind if it had not happened La Rosa
would not be as famous nor as well paid
as he

is

today.

END

IT'S

TRUE WHAT THEY SAY ABOUT GINA
[CONTINUED FROM PACE

appeal has also had a profound effect on
of filmdom's outstanding connoisseurs of female attributes. Errol Flynn,
who chose Gina as his leading lady in
"Crossed Swords," had this to say: "What
a department store this lovely is! She has
everything you could want on every floor,
and plenty of overstock, too." Humphrey
Bogart, soon to be seen with Gina and
Jennifer Jones in John Huston's "Beat
The Devil," was overheard muttering these
lava-soaked words: "This gal is molten

some

What an ingot! She burns me, burns
me, burns me. Look at me, I'm a crisp!"
And John Huston himself had this point
to make: "In any serious discussion of
Gina's talent, you can't ignore her bosom.
That, my friend, is an extraordinary talent
to have and to hold. In fact, every time
I recall Gina to mind, I must confess that
even her elbows seem to be bosoms."
But the most revealing comment of all
comes from Gina's fortunate husband, a
handsome Yugoslav physician named Dr.
Milko Skofic. "She is every man's ideal
come to life. She is the epitome of woman,
caught at that moment when her beauty
ore.

—

and femininity are at their zenith rich,
and ripe. Her greatest appeal is with
married men. They see in her the wife in-

full

carnate, beautiful, ever-appealing, always
I have heard it said that my Gina
has had a positive effect on the Italian
birthrate. With our pressing population
problem, this is not good for Italy. But for
you Americans, it is a much different

fertile.

My

wife has a magnetic effect on
married couples which is nothing less than
historic. She does not break up homes,
destroy marriages and cause discontent
between man and wife. She builds homes,
strengthens the marriage institution, and
restores passion and romance to couples.
Who else do you know who has this same
thing.

effect?"
It was my honor and privilege to have
a private sampling of this pulsating work
of art, who has this magical effect on the
marriage institution. To be absolutely
honest, the sampling was not exactly private. Her husband was there all the time.
In fact, it was he who first appeared to
greet me in their handsomely-decorated
terrace apartment overlooking Rome.

am

Dr. Milko Skofic," he said in excellent English, smiling charmingly as he
gave me a complete once-over. "Gina
Lollobrigida is my wife, and I prefer that
no man forget it. That includes Errol
Flynn and Humphrey Bogart and the man
who walked all the way from Sweden to
ask Gina to marry him. He could have
saved himself a great deal of shoe-leather
if he had written me first. I would have
told him point blank that though I am
very broad-minded, I have no intention
of sharing my wife with any other individual. With the public collectively,
yes. With another man, never. As for the
"I

stories

you have heard about

my being

on

all the time, they are exaggerated.
sometimes must be away for fifteen or
twenty minutes. And I do not, as reports
indicate, kiss my wife passionately between every take to remind everyone that

the set
I

I am around. Believing in variety, I sometimes only press her hand to my lips or
give her a warm hug. I am not what you
would call a jealous or possessive husband."
Just at this moment, the 25-year-old
contender for the glamour throne made
her entrance. Beautiful? Oo, la, la! None
of her photographs and none of the array
of adjectives tossed out by critics and
fans really did her justice. She is an
alabaster statue come to life. From the
top of her lustrous brown hair to the tips
of her exquisite feet, she is a study in
perfection. Her dress of simple classic
lines, following every contour of her symmetrical body, was demurely buttoned to
her neck. But she packed more wallop
fully covered than a dozen bosomy maidens of international fame wearing their
most daring strapless gowns. Her features
are classically wrought. Her lips are lush
and inviting and her complexion satiny
smooth. Her enormous brown eyes are big
enough to take a swim in, and are they

limpid! Bogey was right. What an ingot!
This "Italian doll" as she was joyfully
called by Bosley Crowther of the New
York Times after he caught her in the
French film, "Fan-Fan The Tulip," radiated enough heat to change the climate of
Siberia.
I asked Gina if she had read the Bosley
Crowther comment. She looked at her
husband, giggled slightly and then nodded

mischievously.

I

then inquired

she

if

YOU SUFFER

IF
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knew

"doll" meant in the Runyonesque
wicked look gleamed
sense of the word.
in her eyes. "Oh, sure I know," she replied
in a deliciously-flavored English, flickering her real two-inch black lashes. "It's
doll can
the same as puppa in Italian.
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The

ing this 'Beat

on location

Devil'

in

southern Italy, there were many stories
about how we were having a wild romance. Now how was this possible with
my Milko with me all the time? When

we were back

in England finishing the
Betty Bacall comes from Hollywood
to visit Bogey. We were all introduced to
her. When my turn came, I politely said,
'How do you do, Mrs. Bogart?' She looked
me up and down with her green eyes, not
saying anything. Then she slowly turned
to Milko and said 'I hope you kept an eye
on them because I can tell you that I was
very good in California.' Well, I am always
very good. Even if Milko were 5,000 miles
away, I would be good. I only like to be
bad with him." She bestowed a tender
smile on her mate.
film,

"You have no idea how good it is to
come home after working all day, making
passionate love before cameras and com-

used to

call

her Lollofrigida or Lollofrigi-

But once they found out that she
was naturally shy with anyone not her
husband, and was not a snob at all, everyone became good friends. I repeat, friends.
I am in a position to know because I was
on the set most of the time." He winked
at his wife. Gina winked back and that
tantalizing gleam appeared again in her
magnifico eyes. "After all," he said with a
smile, "a doctor must learn everything he
daire.

can about human behavior."
Before long, we Americans will have a
first-hand opportunity to learn everything we can about Gina and, of course,
her physician-husband who will accompany her to study human behavior. But

—

before anyone comes to a final conclusion
as to who will take first place in any
international glamour competition, this
reporter suggests a close perusal of the
following paean written by an outstanding

Italian writer about the fabulous Gina.

would be easy to say that she is too
he wrote. "When nude, they
drape her with a shawl, pile up her hair
on her forehead, thus accentuating the
shadows on her eyelids; the heart of the
"It

beautiful,"

public opens to her,

men

naturally liking

her more than women. To the men, in
fact, is dedicated that air of innocence
which arouses in them a desire to win her
for their own. If I were to see her in a
costume film, I would see in her a splendid
figure, divided between pride and surrender, adventurous and distinctive, the
earrings of drop-pearls seeming to blossom from her dark curls like buds of night
jasmine."

Forewarned is forearmed, Marilyn, Jane
Ava and Lana! To arms and to all

—

Rita,

other valuable attributes of the female

anatomy!
It's going to be a very

warm Winter.

END

ing in and out of bathtubs absolutely
nude," Gina continued. "I love home-life.
like to

I

sew and cook and tend

to

my

flowers and shrubs out there." She
pointed to the greenery which decorated
the terrace. "Also I enjoy painting, singing and reading."
little

"She does not smoke, drink, play cards
or take drugs," Milko interrupted to report. "And I am not wicked with other
men," Gina went on to say. "You see, I
have no vices whatsoever."
Milko looked at her in mock sternness.
"You have one very important vice and
you had better not forget it," he said.
Gina looked at him quizzically. "And his
name is Milko Skofic!" Gina laughed
loudly at his little joke, and her well-appointed attributes accompanied her with
endearing heartiness.
"I

men

hope when

characteristics,

that

I

come

to

America, you

will not think only of
I

and

will

my

keep

physical
in

mind

know

that there is more than a
to a house," Gina then com-

bedroom
mented as she seductively crossed her legs.
"I admit that I have no objection to an

honest appreciation of my bodily characteristics, however. When I disrobe completely as I do in 'Beauties In The Night,'
and slowly walk to my bath, it would be
foolish for me to go to all the trouble if
it gave no one pleasure. After all, I risk
exposure to influenza, pneumonia and all
kinds of unspeakable danger. I wish to
give pleasure. If one person likes my
smile, another my eyes, someone else the
way I walk or speak, another my nude
back and someone else every single curve
of my figure, that is absolutely all right
with me. I am very democratic and am
glad if I have many things to offer for
each and everyone of you to choose. Is
this not true, darling?"

—

Her darling her husband, not me
nodded in solemn agreement. "Everything Gina says is true," he explained. "As
I have often said, I believe that her appeal is that of the fecund wife, happy and
fulfilled in her own home.
Out of it,
Gina is really very quiet until she is relaxed. When she first met Bogart and
Flynn and John Huston, they did not
understand her. They could not see how
a woman who, when she was before a
camera was a Latin volcano, could, when
she was by herself, be so demure. They
68

PAULETTE'S HAUNTING PAST
[CONTINUED FROM PACE
the third marriage for each.

Her

husband was Edward James,
a Nashville, Term., lumberman. Marrying him in New York City, while she was
still

first

in her teens, she divorced

him

in a

year.

Her marriage to Chaplin was unconfirmed for years until she obtained a
divorce from the comedian in Juarez,
Mexico, in June, 1942. At that time she
revealed she had married Chaplin in
1936, and that they had separated in 1940.
By the time Burgess Meredith and
Paulette Goddard crossed each other's
path and decided they were "inevitably
destined for one another," both had risen
to high esteem as actors.
Within a month after their wedding
she told friends that "this was the right
marriage."
"Burgess and I are congenial," she said.

"We have

so

much

in

common.

We

like

study together, and he takes
great pride in my screen career."
To Hollywood it was apparent she was
no longer under reserve about her marital life, as she was during the six years
she was wed to Chaplin.
She said she decided upon marrying
"Buzz" after she went overseas as a USO
entertainer during the War.
It was, she said at the time, no sudden
impulse, however.
They "had known
each other three years and had seen each
other almost daily during his two-year
assignment to Los Angeles as a member
of the Air Force."
Meredith had starred in such plays as
"Winterset," "High Tor," "The Star Wagto laugh, to

"The Playboy Of The Western
World" and "Liliom." For a time he was
commuting between Hollywood screen
roles and Broadway. He played the role
of Ernie Pyle in "The Story Of GI Joe"
on,"

after his return to civilian life.
Then he was cast in the film

"Second

Chorus." Paulette Goddard was a leading
figure in the picture. It
sight for both of them.

was love at first
She admired his

41]

quiet force, his skill at realistic portrayal.
For him, Paulette was a brunette with
a "zing" personality— vibrant, shrewd,
naturally gay, unfailingly cheerful. And,
of course, very easy on the eyes.
Congeniality reigned with them for a

few brief years.
But in less than five years after an
Air Force private, named Love, had driven the officiating chaplain to their wedding ceremony in the Selznick mansion,
they were admitting their marriage was
on the rocks.
A continent then separated them. In
New York, Meredith made no secret of
the fact he and Paulette were separated.
in
She,
Hollywood, admitted she
wanted a divorce and had asked him for
one.

The hitch

in the final

break was in the

property settlement.
By the middle of April, 1949, she had
established legal residence in Cuernavaca, and had filed action for a quickie
divorce.
Paulette, however, as close-mouthed as
during her marriage to Chaplin, gave
out no details on the reasons for the splitup.

Meredith was not as reticent. He merecommented that the marriage failed
because of the distance between them.
"I was usually working in New York,
she in California," he said.
Paulette Goddard kept her beautiful
mouth shut for six long years, it is remembered, while everybody guessed
whether she was actually married to
ly

Chaplin.

The world knew she was a protege of
Chaplin, but it was anxious to know if
she was also his bride.
Paulette would not tell. She would not
say "yes" or "no" until she was forced
into it by court action. Then, she just
said "yes," she was Mrs. Charles ChapMerely that and nothing more.
Chaplin also refused to confirm the

lin.

marriage.

The long-awaited news of it was not
revealed until a divorce decree was
awarded her in June, 1942, on the
grounds

of "incompatibility."

secretive was her court action
against Chaplin that an entry of the decree was ordered removed from the record by the Mexican judge who issued it.

So

Hurrying from Juarez to New York,
Paulette was still as hush-hush as Army
intelligence.

Though

reporters

camped

on her hotel doorstep pleading for the
"inside story" of the divorce, she would
not talk.

Her reticence concerning her life with
Chaplin has continued through the years.
Returning from a European trip last Fall
aboard the liner Nieuw Amsterdam, she
parried queries at 6:30 a.m. at the ship's
Hoboken pier as to what she thought of
the Government's threat to bar the
comedian's re-entry into the U.S.

"His works speak for him," was her
cryptic

comment.

With her mother she went on a world
tour as a guest of Chaplin. When they
reached Canton the young actress and
her comedian mentor were married. No
members of the press were on hand, no
one in far off Hollywood was the wiser.

Back

California,

in

— because you lack a
HIGH SCHOOL DIPLOMA

Paulette was as-

signed to bigger and better parts. It was
found that she imparted a gay, mischievous, gamin-like quality to pictures
which was appealing to movie fans. She
played a prominent part in Chaplin's
"Hard Times." She was the original selection for the role of Scarlett O'Hara in
"Gone With The Wind," but bowed out
when filming of the picture was post-
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poned too often.
At the same time she was winning adrepute

ditional

one
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Asked to explain the remark, Paulette
smiled and said:
"There is nothing greater on the screen
than Chaplin off the screen." Then she
added: "That's pretty good, don't you
think, so early in the

morning?"

It will be recalled that U.S. Immigration officers on the Mexican border last
October were ordered by the Justice Department to check on Paulette's divorce
from Chaplin if moral turpitude were involved in either their marriage or divorce.

Chaplin had just returned to his native
England for the premiere of his latest
picture, "Limelight." Because he never
became an American citizen, the Justice
Department had ordered that the comedian be detained if and when he tried
to re-enter this country.

With her brilliant success as an actress,
her shrewd business sense which has
enabled her to make unusually advantageous contracts for herself, and her
popularity as a personality, she enjoyed
life to the full.
have fun just living," she would say
probably still says.
Within her radiance, Meredith also was
"I

—and

"She's good to me," he said.
seemed for a time that the

It

Goddard-

Meredith union was to be one of the hap-

Hollywood-Broadway alliances.
The Cleveland-born, Amherst -educat-

piest

of

ed Meredith,

who once ran

a haberdash-

was a reporter in Stamford, Conn.,
a salesman at Macy's in New York and
an ordinary seaman with the Munson
Line, had become an important figure in
the theatre.
ery,

Eventually forming his own film producing company, he made and acted in
five pictures,
including "Diary Of A

Ziegfeld, Jr.

None

The

stage-struck high
school girl persuaded Uncle Charlie to
speak to his good friend about her. Uncle
Charlie agreed, and she was hired by
Ziegfeld for the musical show, "Rio Rita."
pert,

pretty,

She was only 15 years old, and her role
was simple but eye-filling. It called for
her to perch on a prop moon and smile
at the audience. As "the girl on the
moon," Paulette attracted attention. It
was not long before she was on her way
to Hollywood to work in some comedy
shorts for Hal Roach.
She was busy with these assignments
for a few years. Then Chaplin announced
he was planning to make a picture called,

"Modern Times."

He also stated he was "looking for a
beautiful girl" for the film. He wanted,
he specified, "not an actress, but a beautiful girl." Paulette applied, and landed
the job. She was on the way to fame
and fortune. She knew it. So did everyone else in Hollywood.
"Modern Times" W23 two years in production and througho" the period Paulette's photos were given wide publicity
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enthusiastic.

Goddard was born June 3,
1911, at Great Neck, L. I. Her uncle,
Charles Goddard, was a prominent resident of the town. More important, he
was a good friend of the late Florenz
Paulette

Will
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Chambermaid," which featured Paulette.
of the films clicked in a big

way

and Meredith called it
a Hollywood day and returned East.
The Hollywood farewell was to result
also in a farewell to his marriage to
Paulette Goddard. Being vital personalities, neither was to rest long on past
laurels. Or, for that matter, on past memat the box-office,
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In 1950

Bur gess Meredith was married

His new bride, Kaja
Sundsten, made her debut on Broadway
in the revue, "Peep Show." They are the
parents of a two-year-old son.
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in appearance through
the years. Maybe she is still a girl who
would like to go on forever.
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continues luminous in the Hollywood
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and Rebecca stood near with adoring
glances toward their mother who said her

MR. AND MRS. HAYMES OF CONNECTICUT
[CONTINUED FROM PACE

with tears in her eyes.
in the day Yasmin, curious
about her mother's activity, had asked:
"I do's"

51]

Earlier

He tucks the
many a meal

children in bed, he has

with them, insists they
have a well-balanced diet. He plays with
them, reads to them, and in return, gets
from them a response which would do

any real

credit to

The paternal

father.

attribute, of course,

no

is

experience for him. He has three
children two girls and a boy by his
second wife, Joanne Dru.
Connecticut a continent's span from
Hollywood would seem to be providing
an old-fashioned Louisa May Alcott setting for the new life of Rita Hayworth

new

—

—

—

—

and Dick Haymes.
Hollywood and Broadway, while understanding, are somewhat incredulous.
Two questions are uppermost: How could
Why did it happen
it have happened?
this spectacular union?

According to some Hollywood observers,

Dick's appeal for the beautiful

bomb-

by his marked resemblance to a younger and thinner Orson
Welles, who was her second husband
from 1942 to 1948.
It all started last March. Rita was coming East by train for the world premiere
of "Salome" in New York. Dick was on
the same train, planning to give his somewhat sagging career a lift with some new
recording, television and night club work.
They met each other casually. But
their response to each other was not
casual. They fell for each other like a
ton of gossip columns. It was LOVE and
no mistake, no misinterpretation.
For Dick here was an extraordinary
shell

was

set off

.

personality

— gorgeous,

sparkling,

.

.

of vigor,

Their love affair got hotter in the ensuing months. It became Big News in the
land. For a time there was nothing like
Rita Hayworth's latest entanglement to
chase war and taxes and the high cost of
living from America's mind.
As bandleader Duke Ellington said last
Summer when the couple visited a New
York night club where he was dishing up
his

own

—

last

September

23.

They claimed permanent residence in
Nevada, but said they would move directly to the East. "All my work is in
the East," Dick explained as he prepared
to move into Rita's suite at the Sands
Hotel.
reporter asked him if he had
ever tasted any of Rita's cooking.

A

"Who would marry

Rita
her cooking?" he asked.

Hayworth

for

we

Mommy?"

The ceremony was

in contrast to the

to Aly at
on the Riviera in 1949.
"I feel wonderfully happy," said Rita.
"I'm married to the man I really love.
It sounds so wonderful to be called Mrs.
Haymes."
Since their marriage financial trouble
has not harassed either Dick or Rita.
Dick, however, knows he has to keep

French wedding

lavish

star's

his villa

crooning, if only to placate the Internal Revenue Bureau and meet his ali-

mony payments to Nora and Joanne.
And Rita is still seeking an adequate set-

I'm getting Dick Haymes and
that matters. It's enough that

tlement for Yasmin from Aly and his
fabulously wealthy father, the Aga Khan.
She refused to accept a $1,000,000 settle-

this time," she said.

that's all

are you doin',

frills

She wanted a wedding with "no
"After

"What

"Getting married," replied Rita.

all,

love each other."

Dick, too, voiced his feelings about his
betrothed.
"I love this girl so much I will do anything in the world to protect her," he
said. "I only thank God that I have her
and her love to inspire me to work and
take care of all my troubles."

On September

24th in the Gold Room
of the Sands Hotel in Las Vegas the actress and the singer were married, while
nearby tables were noisy with the movements of unheeding gamblers. Yasmin

ment when Aly stipulated Yasmin be
Moslem princess.
Meanwhile, Joanne Dru wants her children to be near their father. She is
strongly opposed to any action which
would bar him permanently from the

raised as a

country.
Significantly, during his marriage to
Joanne he was once named the Ideal Fa-

ther of the Year.
It

may

be, judging from Connecticut
Dick Haymes will earn the title

reports,

a second time.

end

pyro-

technic.

For Rita, here was a fellow
buoyancy and charm.

let a creditors' committee control his finances and thus disperse the creditors
camping on his doorstep.
"At last after so many difficulties,"
sighed Rita as she and Dick got a marriage license in the Las Vegas courthouse

sizzling stuff: "It looks real real."

But in their sudden rapture Rita and
Dick could not afford to be careless or
impractical. Both had to face the fact
that not only was he broke, but still a
married man.
And while reporters wore out typewriters recording the progress of the ro-

mance, the couple proceeded like novelists to make love triumphant over every

DANT0N WALKER'S HOLLYWOOD ON DROADWAY
[CONTINUED FROM PACE
for her night club debut, she hadn't seen
her husband in more than six months .
.

Nora Eddington Flynn Haymes canNew York vacation trip because
Rita and Dick Haymes were living in
nearby Connecticut and she didn't want
to add to their problems by creating any
celled a

Now

44]

that

Frank Sinatra and Ava Gard-

ner have called it a day, Gotham pals
have stopped wondering about what
would happen when Ava reported on the
set of
film in

"My Most

Intimate Friend," the

further interest in herself.

which she's to co-star with Lana
Turner. It was Frankie, you will remember, who once tried to break up the
Turner-Gardner friendship

G? ace Kelly is the pretty daughter of
wealthy John Kelly, president of the At-

at

.

-

lantic City, N.

J.,

race track.

Until she

went to Hollywood she had never missed
an opening day at the track. Next season
she'll be on hand, as of old
her followup film to "Dial M" will be made on loca-

—

tion at the Atlantic City racing grounds.

obstacle.

final for a year.

He signed a pre-nuptial pact which
safeguarded all of Rita's income and
property from possible attachment.
He agreed to a plan of his lawyers to
70

Ray Milland had
his

new

a

.

Barbara Payton and Tom Neal tiffed
La Guardia Airport before embarking

They took separate planes
with La Payton following on another flight. She missed seeing
her ex-husband, Franchot Tone, by a
for Pittsburgh.

— Neal went

first,

matter of minutes as he arrived from
Canada with his long-time girl friend,
Betsy Von Furstenberg
.

Dick got a job crooning at a Las Vegas,
Nev., hotel. It enabled him to fork over
$8,000 cash and $100 weekly alimony to
his estranged wife, Nora Eddington Flynn
Haymes, in exchange for his freedom to
obtain a quickie Reno divorce. Nora had
already obtained a divorce from Dick in
California, but that would not become

.

.

.

hard time keeping

film director's contract a secret

during a party at the Carlyle Hotel.

He

finally spilled the news to his pals but
asked them to keep it quiet for a while.
They did for almost twenty-four hours.

—

Charlton Heston couldn't be talked into
braving the Broadway critics with a limited engagement of his production of

"Macbeth" on the New York stage despite
the fact he was such a success in the play
in Bermuda. It was too big a gamble.

Orson Welles got the brush from most
former Broadway stage associates
when he returned from his long European trip his reported friendship with exKing Farouk being one of the reasons
of his

—

.

.

.

Shirley Booth, Tallulah Bankhead and
all voiced the same opinion
over the way they were photographed in
"Main Street To Broadway." It's the last
time any of them will make brief appearances in films, even for charity the

Helen Hayes

—

consensus being that such unflattering
photography can do them more harm professionally than if they declined to pitch
in and help in the first place. Being three
of Broadway's and Hollywood's most generous performers, they've never refused
to do their bit in the past for any worthy
charity, and they've all donated their
services individually for more than twen-

ty years whenever called upon. "Main
Street To Broadway" will discourage other stage greats Katharine Cornell, Al-

—

Lynn Fontanne and Eva Le

fred hunt,

—from appearing on the screen.
And that's a great loss to theatre-lovers
throughout the world — those who've nevGallienne

seen these extraordinarily
stage personalities
er

.

.

talented

New York

after a spat with Donald O'Connor and
flew right back to Hollywood after he

telephoned long-distance and patched up
their misunderstanding. Three Gotham
swains, anxious to entertain the provocative Marilyn, were left at the gate,
waiting. She forgot to tell them she decided to go back to the West Coast and

Donald

.

.
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Damone went into hiding
he returned to Gotham from

the minute
the West
Coast. He's very unhappy over the way
his career didn't zoom him to the top.
The Eddie Fisher competition is too big
to fight so Vic is now studying dramatics
in a great big way for TV and films

Vic

.

.

.
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Queen

Elizabeth's surgeon, Sir James
Paterson Ross, lecturing before a group

New

York Hospital medical men, noof
ticed a beautiful blonde volunteer worker
standing in the rear of the auditorium
and spoke to her at the end of his discussions.
The Royal Family's doctor
thought the young lady looked familiar
and said so. The volunteer worker admitted he might have seen her if he
went to the movies. It was Nina Foch.
Nina, assigned to impersonate Queen
Fredericka of Greece, in the film story of
her life, because of her striking resemblance, followed the Queen around on
her first American visit late in the Fall
to study her characteristics
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Dolores Gray, the Broadway star, is
looking forward to sharing stellar honors
with Fred Astaire in MGM's "French
Quarter" (to be filmed in New Orleans)
but Director Vincente Minnelli and the
Gray gal have never been very friendly
dates back to the days of his marriage

—
to

Judy Garland

.

.

.

MGM

And isn't
competing with itself
y announcing another musical film with
he French touch, "Montmartre," co-starring Leslie Caron and Cyd Charisse, parCyd was removed from
'French Quarter" to make way for Dolores Gray? At the Stork Club, Cyd and
Tony Martin wouldn't comment on the
ticularly

since

switch in her film commitments, but
eavesdroppers hinted that Cyd didn't like
oeing taken away from Fred Astaire
lot after their "Band Wagon" success

—

.

.
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—
ter with the

New York

press.

delight
his many video fans, but hard-boiled reporters haven't the time to be impressed.
With his pending movie plans for a Hollywood film version of "Dragnet," he'd be
ivise to start cultivating Manhattan scribes
he's given "the Webb treatment" to in the
Invitations to "meet Jack Webb"
unanswered during a recent attempt
whip the Fourth Estaters into a group

past.

roent
to

for a last-minute

Jack Palance, scheduled

His vague,

manner may

so-called disarming

—

Dempsey

to portray

has invited the "Manassa Maulshare his Manhattan apartment
with him. The ten-room living quarters,
long occupied by the Palances, overlooks
Central Park, and Palance has installed a
completely equipped gymnasium in one of
the guest bedrooms. Palance will train
and get into shape under the supervision
pugilist,

er"

to

Dempsey

of

right in his

own home. For

outdoor workouts, Central Park.

cocktail reception.

Jack

in a film biog of the celebrated

END
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hoped it was true. Either way, Rosie had
to be dropped as the singing star of the
proposed show

The

.

.

.

long, hoped-for guest appearance
Gaynor on one of Charlie Far-

of Janet

"My

Margie" shows, has bit
the dust. The anticipated reunion of this
famous acting team, which would have
been a gem of nostalgia they were the
rage of Hollywood in 1927 in "Seventh
Heaven" has been cancelled. The former
screen queen has decided to remain in
rell's

Little

—

—

retirement

.

.

Peter Avramo, of "Date With Judy,"

is

quietly preparing a future career as a
ballet dancer. He wants to create an original ballet for TV and eventually form a
ballet troupe. He'll star in both, of course
all of this when he's 18

—

.

.

.

His CBS -TV bosses are trying to convince Red Buttons he should do something about his pepper-and-salt gray hair.
With color TV on the way, it is suggested
he might try to recapture his former carrot-topped tresses. To date Red is still
saying "no!"
.

.

Mickey Rooney hopes

be Donald
O'Connor's stiffest competition on TV
within the next six months, if he can find
the right comedy format. Mickey might
stand a chance if he'll do just what Donald has always done be himself. A dancing and singing Mickey Rooney would be
very welcome on TV
to

—

.

.

.

"Chips Off The Old-Block-Head," an
ad-lib, thrice-weekly, fifteen minute telefilm, is in the works. It stars Hal Block,
former "What's My Line?" panelist
.

.

.

Patrice Munsel's husband, Bob Schuler, is preparing a video series to star his
actress-singer wife, in which she'll portray singing greats of the last century
classical as well as popular and the
latter-day song stylists will include Jenny
Lind, Nora Bayes, Anna Held, Grace

—

Moore and Gertrude Lawrence

.

.

Robert Cummings and his wife, Mary,
Europe next Summer and gather

enough material, including moving pictures, for a book, several magazine articles and 26 video shows in which both
Bob and Mary will act as comment.

.

.

John Henry Faulk,
72

let

after his

"Leave

—

—

.

.

It

Sheridan's proposed telefilm series
more than $100,000 annually
and for seven years, at that. Then the
rights to the filmed properties revert to

—

her

.

.

.

MGM

won't part with a package of
Greta Garbo films unless they're rented
for two years at least. The asking price
is $1,000,000 per film, per year, and in-

"Queen Christina," "Camille,"
Christie" and "Conquest"

cludes

"Anna

.

Kilgallen, Ceil

Elhone

.

.

girl in

.

.

Cary Grant wants $17,500 for a single
appearance on "Your Show Of Shows";
Betty Hutton will settle for $12,500 for a
guest shot on the same program, but
Judy Garland, already offered $50,000 to
guest on the Kathryn Murray program,
would take $10,000 for performing on the
Sid Caesar-Imogene Coca comedy hour,
if, and we mean if, the entire "Your Show
Of Shows" format can be written around
her comeback movie, "A Star Is Born."

|

No one sings "I Believe" quite like Jane
Froman. If she ever tires of "With A
Song In My Heart" (which seems unlikely), her next theme song could very
well be "I Believe" and none of her fans
would object
.

.

.

Former singing

TV

(those lucky
enough to own the latest in fox stoles)
who isn't panting for color TV to arrive.
Faye Emerson's pale pink Leo Ritter
original fox stole has to be seen in color
to be believed. Your reporter went and
had one made up in pale blue, and other
gals who are joining the fashion parade
with the latest in furs include Dorothy
isn't a

-

.

Chapman and

Eloise

Mc-

stars

Rosemary Lane,

Lee Wiley, Nan Wynn, Shirley Ross and
Libby Holman are all getting video bids
from George Jessel, who hopes to be able
to revive interest in their careers.

La Rosa is planning the erection
room "beach house" in a remote section of Fire Island, New York
Julius

of a seven

hopes to have it completed by the Spring
of 1955 in time for a future honeymoon.

—

Julius?

.

.

.

.

more than 45,000,000 people
watching "I Love Lucy" every week, and
their MGM film, "The Long, Long Trailer" due for release early in the Winter,
With

Lucille Ball and Desi Arnaz, in 1954, will
be the comedy team with the greatest
number of audience viewers ever commanded by two personalities in the history of show business. Between both
mediums, people everywhere will "love
Lucy" in 1954
.

.

.

Joan Caulfield as a brunette

is a future
prospect. The "My Favorite Husband"
star hopes to do a telefilm series to be
produced by her husband, Frank Ross,
based on the popular "Spitfire" series
which once starred the late Lupe Velez
in the movies
.

.

jt

I

|

.

I El

Robert Q. Lewis turned down an offer
to make a series of TV films based on
former Harold Lloyd hits. Robert Q r
would prefer something a little more
original. He thinks the comparison (al- I
though most of his younger fans never ft
saw Lloyd pictures) would be harmful.
1

;

;

it

!

~

Kathryn and Arthur Murray will soon
tour the nation with Murray dancers,
making personal appearances Coast-toCoast in search of

new dancing

talent.

The units

will also be, in part, actual experience for winners who will compete in

various cities during the course of the
scheduled tour. It's the Murrays' plan to
get out to meet their public and at the
same time help exploit their studios while
helping young amateurs find jobs in show
business
.

.

.

Mercedes MacCambridge,

Academy Award winner,

.

will tour

ators

Girls" TV appearance, wouldn't
go of his dancing partner, producer
Joan Sinclair, during Martha Rountree's
elegant soiree at the Sherry-N etherland.
Joanie had to rumba, tango, waltz and
jitterbug for a solid hour before they
paused did we say paused? for a bit of
light refreshment. They were off and at
it again in a matter of minutes with John
Henry claiming Joan was as agile with
her feet as she is with her mind. They
didn't miss a dance

To The

There

,

.

47]

Ann

will net her

one-time

featured in Joan
Crawford's "Johnny Guitar" movie, now
has a bigger, ready-made audience by
virtue of her "Studio One" appearances
than she had after her Oscar-winning
performance in the film, "All The King's
Men." She'll return to TV after the Crawford opus is completed, but will continue
to do two movies a year in between video

assignments

.

.

.

1

Ruthie Gilbert, Milton Berle's "private
secretary," just bought a new mink coat

-.
\

—

out of her earnings during last Sum- >
mer's cow-barn circuit theatre tour. She'l!
take to Summer theatre work again dur-e m
ing the coming warm weather months. t»unless "Uncle Miltie" decides to make ^
vaudeville personal appearances with his ^.
entire TV troupe during June, July and!;
August. Either way, Ruthie's salary hase|;
quadrupled during the past two seasons h
and whether she takes to the Berle unil
tour, or Summer stock, she'll have twc
mink coats, a year from Xmas.
ENI
;

.

.

.

Hear and see Maggi on her own pro
gram, "Maggi's Private Wire," Monday
through Friday over WABC and WABC
TV, New York. See Maggi on "Leave I
To The Girls" at 7:30-8 P.M. E.S.T. Sat
urdays over ABC-TV

'

f

1

fsa

FORMULA FOR

CHEW IMPROVED FORMULA

PERFECTION

CHEWING GUM!

[CONTINUED FROM PACE
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REDUCE

never get to first base as a beauty
unless you include proper care of your
teeth in your program. Use a reliable
tooth paste, like Ipana, and use it regularly. We suggest Ipana because the

you'll

[formula is intended to be used with massage as well as a brush, and the massage
,idea is no gimmick but a proven aid to
dental health.

Daintiness is so much a part of cleanliness that it's easy to forget that you can
be very, very well washed and still not
stay dainty. In other words, don't make
i

t

you can improve your glamour-rating without the
[help of a deodorant or anti-perspirant.
Use it daily. Choose one made by a firm
with a long-standing reputation for dependability. Etiquet, for example, is
made by Lehn and Fink Products Corporation, which should be enough of a
recommendation to satisfy any doubting
Thomas. What's more, you can get Etiquet in a liquid spray-on version, in a
cream formula, and in a Deodorant Stick.
the mistake of thinking that

on

Getting

the subject of skin,preservers brings us to Lentheric's new
chemical marvel and we do mean marJvel. What you ask for is "On Hand," but
what you get is a new lotion that looks,
feels, and acts like no other lotion you
fever used before. The reason for all this
|uniqueness is that On Hand contains a
I

to

—

compound

that repels water and
;h.arsh detergents so that your hands are
protected almost as completely as they
would be if you were wearing gloves.
silicone

(

Because

On Hand

is

a scientific formula

not a cosmetic it is sold with no
Federal tax.) Three ounces, enough for

find

to
Reduce

jfrom the weather. The Holeproof Stockis a soothing balm that atytacks the problem with the realistic in,.:ention of saving you money
in stock
$ ngs. In eliminating the causes of snagged
stockings it supplies the incidental bonus
of smoother, and therefore prettier, legs.
vatfKfs a pleasant lotion to use; a smoothing, soothing blend that has a lanolin and
bure olive oil base. Actually, the formula
Is adapted from one used in hospitals to
teep the skin of bedridden patients in
^normal condition.
And finally, we come to the glamourhhi Ijzers; the make-up that helps you "wrapaniup" all these preliminaries into the one
!u| "leat and lovely package that is the new
sou. The excitement in this department
Is concentrated on Houbigant because of
heir new Translucid series of lipsticks.
(k
|n it you'll find eight different shades deigned to tie in with new fashion colors,
P" 3ut
even more important is the re•""'"ijfamped Translucid formula. Now it gives
'ou a non-drying, chap-proof color that
lings, without sacrificing the deweyheen you want.
END

ing Saver

—

a slimmer more graceful figure the way

—

recommends

—
NOW —

without starving

Here for you
which guarantees you can

missing a single meal!

way

tific

weight as you wish

-

Dr.

without

a

scien-

1

much

as

lose

YOU PAY NOTHING! No

or

Drugs, No Starvation, No Exercises or Laxatives. The amazsimple and
ing thing is that it is so easy to follow

—

Each and every
week you lose pounds safely until you reach the
J*
12
weight that most becomes you. Now at last you
have the doctors' new modern way to reduce
supply
only
to acquire that dreamed about silhouette, an improved slimmer, exciting, more graceful figure. Simply
chew delicious improved Formula Dr. Phillips Kelpisafe to lose those ugly, fatty bulges.

—

dine Chewing

Gum and

follow Dr. Phillips Plan.

wholesome, tasty delicious Kelpidine Chewing

REDUCES

Hexitol,

new

discovery

and

appetite

is

This

Gum

sugar free.

contains

Hexitol

is

a

and no available carbodelicious gum and reduce

and contains no

fat

Enjoy chewing this
Try it for 12 dcys, then step on
the scale. You'll hardly believe your eyes.' Good for
hydrates.

with Dr. Phillips Plan.

men

too.

MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE!

10 DAY FREE TRIAL!

Mail the coupon now! Test the amazing Dr. Phillips KELPIDINE CHEWING GUM REDUCING PLAN for 10 days
at our expense. If after 10 days your friends, your mirror and your scale do not tell you that you have lost
weight and look slimmer you pay nothing.

AMERICAN HEALTHAIDS CO.,
Just mail

of

80 to 100 applications, sells for $1.
But there are other extremities in addition to hands, that need special attention
n this plan for perfection. Consider legs,
for example. In these Winter months particularly, they take a lot of punishment

to

Phillips

us your

KELPIDINE

name and

CHEWING GUM

Dept.

and $1.00

address,

CH-169, 318 Market

(improved Formula), and Dr.

NAME

.

You

or money-order.

cash, check

Phillips

Reducing

St.,

will

Plan

Newark, N.

J.

a 12 day supply

receive

postage prepaid.

ADDRESS.

-STATE

CITY.

O

Send me Special 24 day supply and FREE 12 day package for $2.00.
understand that
with KELPIDINE CHEWING GUM and Dr. Phillips Reducing Plan,
can return in 10 days
I

I

if

I

am

not delighted

for full purchase price

refund.

SENT

ON APPROVAL -MAIL COUPON NOW!

DON'T MISS

He Won't Want Me Now!
In the February issue of

Large size

TRUE

LIFE Stories

photo of your favorite

MOVIE STAR

PoffCARDS

FREE!

FREE!

;

il

;

MAKE MONEY.'/

SPARE

FULL

ALSO FREE a handsome catalogue
names and addresses of
150 STARS including various pictures and POSES. Send name of your
and 15c. 2 for 25c to
STAR
favorite

TIME

containing

utsiite

UNDO, WATERTOWN, MASS.

cover handling and mailing.
Studio of Stars, Box 1278. Studio P
Studio City. California

cata l

w ?tS 215 PICTURES FREE!
NEW

!

DIFFERENT

high gloss

fii

20 for 25 «

BEAUTIFUL

!

—

Make Money and Friends as a
>

sensational pictures
ovio stars in professional
Special super-duper offer:
ie

}

i

-

•

50

for

CD EE CATALOG
OF

50<

•

120

for $1

with 215 PICTURES
STARS with your order

OeLUXE PHOTO SERVICE.
Box 947. Church

St.

Annex.

Dept. 325

New York

8, N.V.

|

PRACTICAL NURSE

LEARN AT HOME-EARN WHILE LEARNING

rpCC
mcc

Nationally recognized resident school of
practical nursing now offers approved
training mt home to women and girls to nelp fill
waiting demand for nurses. Thousands needed at
once. High school not necessary. No age limit.
Sample Lesson Free. Rush name on postcard."

Post Graduate Hospital School of Nursing
6B14 Auditorium Bldg.. Chicago 5. III.

All" for

Capitol

"When

Plunk

I

.

.

My

Guy Lombardo's

.

Guitar" and "Would

Frank
Be Wrong" for Decca
"A Girl Called Linda" and
Bernie
"Golden Violins" for London
Wayne's "Zsa Zsa" and "Passionata" for
Lu Ann Simms' "I Just Can't
Coral
Wait Until Christmas" and "I Dreamt
That I Was Santa Claus" for ColumIt

.

.

.

Chacksfield's

.

.

bia

RECORD

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Grab Bag
Peevey's "I Want A Hippopotamus For Christmas" and "Are My
Ears On Straight" for Columbia
Don
Cornell-Alan Dale- Johnny Desmond har-

ROUNDUP

Gayla

.

The "Jane Pickens
is

S/ioic"

heard coasl-to-coast
week,

six times a

NBC

on the

by

.

Radio Network

Heart" and

...

Friday,

Woman

"Vicki" by

.

.

.

Anniversary Show" album for Decca

MGM
.

.

album

Alfred

.

of

New-

man's "Love Theme" and "Village Of
Cana," both from "The Robe," for Decca
.

Betty Hutton's "Betty Hutton At The

.

.

Palace" album for Capitol

.

.

.

.

.

Hamish Menzies

Nelson

for

"Home

Lovin'

"Bridge Of Sighs" for Mercury

.

.

.

Man" and

JohnAbout Me
When I'm Gone" and "An Orchid For The
Lady" for Columbia
Nat King Cole's
"Lover, Come Back To Me" and "That's
nie Ray's "Please Don't Talk

.

.

.

.

.

.

Decca

"Martin

Riddle's

Things" for Columbia

.

.

June Valli's
"Mystery Street" and "Don't Forget To
Write" for Victor
"Soft

for

.

.

.

.

Jimmy

Palmer's

and "Mama's
Mercury ...

Shoulders"

Goodbye"

.

.

Gone
end

Art Moon-

"Mogambo," from film of same name,
Richard
and "Off Shore" for MGM
Hayman's "Joey's Theme," from "The
Little Fugitive," and "Off Shore" for
Mercury
Emil Newman's "Theme
From Island In The Sky" and "Family
Theme," both from "Island In The Sky,"
Victor's "Glenn Miller"
for Decca
album, featuring tunes from Glenn Mil-

ey's

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

ler film

.

.

.

.

.

Other Toppers

MARIO LANZA'S "Call Me Fool" and
"You Are

My

Love" for Victor

.

.

.

Les Paul and Mary Ford's "The Kangaroo" and "Don'cha Hear

"My

Them

Bells"

My

Love" and
"You're Fooling Someone" by Joni James
Vaughn Monroe's "1 Know
for MGM
For Sure" and "The Fiesta" for Victor
"Tipica Serenade" and "Cafe Paree"
by Henry Jerome for
Gordon
Jenkins' "Theme From Seven Dreams"
and "Secret Love" for Decca
Mary
Martin and Ethel Merman's "Ford 50th

for Capitol

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Love,

.

MGM

.

.

.

74

.

.

.

1

"Someone" and

Kane
Theme" and "Make Believe That You're
Arthur
In Love With Me" for Capitol
Godfrey's "Wait Till The Sun Shines Nellie Blues" and "Don't Tell Me The Same
.

Georgia Gibbs'

Grayson's

.

Strange" and "The Friendly

Is

.

"Kiss Me, Kate"

.

I

and Thursday,

Kathryn

.

Paul Winchell and Jerry Mahoney's "A

10:35—11:00 P.M. EST.

Movie Music

I

"I

Cow

Jan August's "Cow

Polka" for Mercury

in

I

.

.

Blues" and "Martha" for Mercury

2:45—2:55 P.M. EST.

Tops

I

.

Think I'll Fall In Love Today" for Coral
Pee Wee Hunt's "Oh" and "San" for

JANE PICKENS

Capitol

Monday through

My

monizing "Heart Of

.

|

Recording stars Eileen Barton, Mel Tornte, Bobby Sherwood, Don Cherry among
celebrities at Danny's Hideaway toasting Tex Beneke's record of same name.
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Kiss-proof Lips/
can't melt
"good-bye"

Bid

more

and see your

to lipstick

beautiful than ever before.

decked

a clear,

in

a color that

because
contains

rich color of

more

is

J

smear

can't

.

.

lips

See them

your choice

—

alive than lipstick colors,

—no grease. LIQUID LIPTONE
no grease — no wax — no paste
Yes,

.

.

just

pure vibrant color. Truly, Liquid Liptone

will

bring to your

color-beauty that

lips

.

is

almost too attractive!

makes the sweetest
because
leaves

kiss

it

NO MARK

on him

'

for

.feet

%1
Think of

it!

lips for his
lips

Not even a

— or

alone and one make-up

day

I

,

star.

screen

scenes-

.

^

~,

leaves your

stays true to your

usually suffice for an entire

will

on Your

Lips

— they

stay delightfully

and smooth, protected against dryness and chap.

Go To Your

Favorite Store

Now

Select your most flattering shade

when your

look
will

It

e

or evening.

Feels Marvelous
soft

tiny bit of Liquid Liptone

for napkin or tea-cup.

^LiP^P^S^G
tip
^

K

agree that

lips

wear

this

— see

how

stunning you

greaseless color. I'm sure you

Liquid Liptone

is

the most important

discovery since the beginning of time. $1

Please Try LIQUID LIPTONE at

plus tax,

My

charm

OR

Invitation

.

SEND COUPON

.

Once you experience the greater beauty of liquid color and
know that your lip make-up will stay on, no matter what your
lips touch — I'm sure that you'll thank me for this offer. Choose
from the

list

of shades.

Check coupon. Send

it

at once.

for generous Trial Sizes

PRINCESS PAT, Dept. 4161
2709 S. Wells St., Chicago 16,
Send

I

I

Jewel — Sophisticated ruby

Q
Q Medium — Natural
Regal

— Glamorous

brilliance.

— very flattering.
— ravishing

true red

Gypsy — Vibrant deep

LIQUID LIPTONE

III.

the shades
checked below.
enclose 25c coin for each one.

Trial Sizes of

rich

red

.

burgundy

.

Cyclamen — Exotic pink — romantic
Orchid — A cooi fuchsia pink.

for evening.

English Tint— Inviting coral-pink.

CHEEKTONE- "Magic" natural color

and

CHEEKTONE

.

.

.

New

"magic" complexion glow. Touch

cheeks and see a

soft,

natural blush

color actually seems to

it

to your

—so natural that the

come from within the

skin. $1

for cheeks.

Miss
Mrs.

Address—
City

State-

1

Chew Jmpwved formula

Qum

Chewing

Keduce
5

ft

lbs

wtek

^educe to a slimmer more
graceful figure the

way

—
— without

Dr. Phillips recommends

without starving

Now

missing a single meal! Here for you

—m

way which guarantees you can lose a
much weight as you wish
or you pay nothing!
No Drugs, No Starvation, No Exercises or
Laxatives. The Amazing thing is that it is so easy
simple and safe to lose those ugly, fatty
to follow
bulges. Each and every week you lose pounds safely

scientific

—

—

until you reach the weight that most becomesyou.

Now at
way

to

you have the doctors' new modern
reduce
To acquire that dreamed
last

—

about silhouette, an improved slimmer, exciting

more graceful figure. Simply chew

delicious im-

proved Formula Dr. Phillips Kelpidine Chewing

Gum and follow Dr. Phillips Plan.

This whole-

some, tasty delicious Kelpidine Chewing
contains Hexitol, reduces appetite and

Hexitol

and no

is

a

new

discovery

and

is

Gum

sugar free.

contains no fat

available carbohydrates.
this de-

12
with
step

J> r -

rw

on a

r

DAY
then

SUPPLY

ou'U

ONLY

eve your

AMERICAN HEALTHAIDS

Money Back Guarantee!
10 Day Free Trial!
Mail the coupon now! Test the
amazing Dr. Phillips KELPIDINE

318 Market

St.,

CH-23

CO.. Dept.

Newark, N.J.

Just mail us your name and address, and $1.00 cash, check or money-order.
(improved
You will receive a 12 day supply of KELPIDINE
Formula), and Dr. Phillips Reducing Plan postage prepaid.

CHEWING GUM

CHEWING GUM REDUCING
PLAN for

10 days at our expense.

If after 10 days your friends, your
mirror and your scale do not tell you
that you have lost weight

you pay nothing.

and look slimmer

ADDRESS.

CITY_

I

-STATE.

me

Special 24 day supply and
understand that if am not delighted with

Send

Dr. Phillips

I

Reducing

Plan,

I

can return

in

FREE 12 day package
KELPIDINE CHEWING

10 days for

full

for $2.00.

GUM

and

purchase price refund.

Amazing

offer to

new Dollar Book Club members

Any Three
Up

to '15.30 Value
IN PUB. ED.

for only

THE OUTLINE
OF HISTORY
H. G. Wells
greatly enlarged, up to date

New,

edition,

1,300

pages. The whole
exciting story of

mankind
earliest

from

times

to

own day. More
than 200 maps
our

and

illustrations.

One of the most
acclaimed books
of

the

tury.

20th

Cen-

Pub. ed.

$3.49.

THE DEVIL'S LAUGHTER— Frank Yerby.
Newest hit by the author of "A

HAMMOND-DOUBLEDAY WORLD ATLAS AND
GAZETTEER. A huge 9%" by 12W volume.
Brand-new! Covers U. S. and all foreign counfull-page, fulltries! 90 up to date maps, 32
color.
etc.

Latest boundaries,

population figures,
of valuable facts

154 photos plus 94 pages

,

on the world's people, industries, customs, etc.

Why

TA

the Dollar Book Club

i

Makes

this

Amazing

not even have to take a book every

the wonderful values in
book entertainment which you enjoy as a member of the Dollar Book
Club. If not delighted when you receive the 3 books of your choice,
return them without further obligation. Otherwise, pay only $1.00 for
all three, and continue to enjoy

month you may buy as few as 6 per year.
Accept This Introductory Offer Now!
When you mail the coupon you will

HIS

offer

is

made

to

strate

member's bargain

privileges!

Save up to 75% on the New Books
(Compared w/fh pub. editions)
Imagine the very same best-sellers

—

costing S3. 00 to $3.95 in publisher's
editions come to Dollar Book Club
members for only SI an incredibly big
saving averaging up to 75% on each
selection. These savings are possible because of the huge printings made for
nearly a million members!

—

Take as Few as Six Books a Year!
Membership in the Dollar Book Club
requires no dues of any kind. You do

MAIL THIS COUPON

Offer

demon-

1

Doubledoy Dollar Book Club, Dept. 2PWG, Garden City, New York
Please enroll me as a Dollar Book Club member. Send me at once
the 3 books checked below and bill me ONLY SI FOR ALL 3. plus
a few cents shipping cost.

;

be sent ANY 3 BOOKS YOU CHOOSE
FROM THIS PAGE FOR ONLY §1,

The Devil's Laughter

plus

The Outline

receive regularly the Club's Bulletin, which describes the forthcoming
$1 selections, also occasional extravalue books up to Si. 49. Buy only the

Q

The Silver Chalice
Story of America in Pictures
Wild Animals of the World

—

books you want.

!

Atlas

of History

Also, send my first issue of The Bulletin, telling me about the new
forthcoming one-dollar* selections and other bargains for members.
I may notify you in advance if I do not wish the following month's
selections. The purchase of books is entirely voluntary on my part.
only six a year. I pay
I do not have to accept a book every month
nothing except SI for each selection I accept, plus a few cents shipping cost (unless I choose an extra-value selection).

will

—
—

Queen's Gift

Hammond- Doubleday World
Me Again. Stranger

Kiss

few cents shipping cost. Two
books are your gift for joining, and one
is your first selection. Thereafter, you
a

Send No Money — Just Mail Coupon!
When you see your introductory
Three-Book package and think of the
book bargains you will continue to receive from the Club
you will be delighted to have become a member
If
not, return all books and your member-

Woman Called Fancy." Fiery story of
Jean-Paul
Marin and the tawnyhaired beauty he adored, in a world
gone mad with the wanton excitement of the French Revolution.
"Flaming story of action, passion,
revenge. "-Chicago Trib. Pub. $3.50.

NO-RISK

GUARANTEE:

books within 7

days,

If

not

delighted,

return

all

and membership will be cancelled.
TMease
Print

Mr.

Mrs

1

M iss
Address

ship will be cancelled, without further
obligation! Mail the couoon now.

1

DOUBLEDAY ONE DOLLAR BOOK CLUB
Garden City, New York

I

City

&

Zone

State
•In Canada $1.10 plus shipping. Address Doubleday Book Club (Canada),
105 Bond St.. Toronto 2. Offer good in U. S.
Canada only.

&

!

Imagine in CinemaScope!

Screenland
Volume

Fifty-Eight,

Number

TV-LAND

Four

1954

February,

—

RUN FEATURES

FIRST

Imagine in CinemaScope!

Exclusive Movie Gossip By Dorothy Kilgallen
Off-The-Record news of the screen's most intriguing stars
Zest For Living By Gene Morris
Ingrid Bergman's gusto is sparked by exciting plans
Why I've No Time For Love By Frederick Worden
"Men just don't fit into my scheme of living," says Jean Peters
Tony's Letter To Bob By Tony Curtis
Tony tells Bob- Wagner what to expect while co-starring with Janet Leigh

19

23

Ingrid's

The Taming Of Tarzan By

Elsie

26
28

Lee

31

Half of Hollywooc feels Lana Turner will never change spoiled Lex Barker

Impassioned Iceberg By Vincent Rogers
I

33

Rock Hudson's fiery screen personality is apt to mislead you
Live Like A Movie Star By Louis Reid
Terry Moore doesn't want to lead the domestic life

Want To

35

'.

If I Had A Second Chance By Ruth Cummings Rowland
Howard Keel admits he'd make drastic changes if he had the climb
Behind Every Woman There's A Man By Jean Hagen
A frank confession of the part men have played in Jean's life
No Wonder I've Cot An Ulcer! By Robert Perkins

36
all

over again

38

Imagine

in

CinemaScope!

40

"Even now, I'm not relaxed, but I'm better," says Ed Sullivan

On Broadway By Danton Walker

Hollywood

42

New York
Wire By Maggi McNeil is

Visiting stars can set even blase

Maggi's Private
Listening

Do

Women

in

back on

Does resentment of

heels

45

on what's going on behind the scenes

Hate Or Envy

its

in

Lili St.

MAGIC OF

television

By Dee Phillips
Cyr come from women who'd

Lili?

52
love to

be as daring?

WIZARD!

EXCLUSIVE COLOR PHOTOS
Janet Leigh and Bob Wagner, starring in "Prince Valiant"
Lana Turner, starring in "The Flame And The Flesh"
Rock Hudson, starring in "Magnificent Obsession"
Terry Moore, starring in "King Of The Khyber Rifles"

28
30
32
34

Imagine

in

CinemaScope

HOLLYWOOD SCENE

THE

6

Itself Is Talking About By Lynn Bowers
Your Guide To Current Films By Reba and Bonnie Churchill
Record Roundup By Jane Pickens

What Hollywood

14
51

FOR FEMMES ONLY
Up And Fly Light By Marcia Moore
Beauty By Elizabeth Lapham

48
54
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Imagine in CinemaScope!

Imagine in CinemaScope

Screen Play by

HARRY KLEINER
Directed by

Based on a story by W. SOMERSET MAUGHAM A JERRY WALD
CURTIS BERNHARDT- A BECKWORTH CORPORATION PICTURE
•

•

Production

—

what Hollywood

itself is talking

about!

(CONTINUED)

\

forbidden

J

lipstick

TABU
A

—

steady duo, Mitzi Gaynor and Jack
at the Women's Press Club gala.

Debbie Reynolds gets around here
with Bob Neal at Lincoln-Ford party.

cause she hadn't made a picture for so
long.
Anyway, Joan hardly had time
to change from her blue jeans and boots

but they might just as well be in the jungle as far as the fans or studios finding

Bean

.

.

and gown for
the huge tribute Hollywood paid its No.

them

is

concerned.

into elegant furs, jewels,

star at the premiere of Joan's new picture, "Torch Song." Another big night in
1

Hollywood.
Still

fragrant
red lips

laden with the

FORBIDDEN PERFUME
Now the exciting scent of Tabu

another big night was the premiere

MGM's

"Julius Caesar," which jammed
Wilshire Blvd. up around the Four Star
Theatre fit to kill. The biggest reception
was accorded Louis Calhern, who portrays Caesar, by some hundred stars and
several hundred fans. Through a smart
maneuver on the part of the publicity
department of MGM, everybody hollered
"Hail, Caesar" as Mr. Calhern majestically approached the microphones. Needof

It's getting more and more fashionable
for the young stars to be complete hermits, except when they're working. So

indelible as lipstick should be.

who?

Each shade

Kelly,

a

mood

of

.

.

creates and holds

its

own. See them.

lipstick

—

indeed.

—

Marlon Brando who is just
sensational as More Antony, was conspicuous by his absence. He is not the preem
type, you know.
less to say,

becomes part of you
mingled
with your words. ..mingled
with your kisses. And Tabu
excitement is translated into
color. ..ten forbidden reds
.

With U-I's top producer, former actor
Ross Hunter, a bunch of us paid a night
visit to the studio back lot to watch the
big scene which is the ending of "Magnificent Obsession." It's a Swiss village
square with all the flags and all the gimmicks for a carnival. Rock Hudson and
Jane Wyman drive up in a sporty foreign
car (spelled Simca) and he describes to
her (on account of she is blind in this
picture) the witch-burning festival which
is celebrated every year to bring on the
snows. Well, just wait until you see this
in Technicolor it is utter, sheer delight.
R. & J. make a veddy handsome couple

Audrey Hepburn and Grace
that's who. Audrey has a little

Well,

apartment and Grace has taken a house,

Gary Cooper lingered in this town just
enough to tip his cowboy hat to his
and child, having come from Euwhere he'd been for six months
whizzed off to Mexico City to make
new picture, called "Garden Of Evil."

long
wife
rope
then
a

The

little

character

who made

gest, wildest splash at 20th's

"How To Marry A
guessed

it

the big-

premiere

Millionaire"

was

of

— you

— Marilyn Monroe. Looking like

TABU

$]50
Plus Tax.

Save the case,
plated with 24-carat
gold. Refills, 75c
Plus Tax.

PARIS

•

NEW

YORK

Rhonda Fleming and her husband, Dr.

Bachelor host

Hugh O'Brian welcomes

Hugh

Nora Haymes

to his shindig at Capri.

Lew

Morrill at

O'Brian's

party.

-k
ly)ecause Eddie Cantor
this

is

more than

all

in

New

more than

just his fabulous

showman, the human — who
Lady

is

just the world's greatest living entertainer,

show-business

story. Here's

carries almost as big a torch for

Cantor the

man — the

America as that Liberty

York Bay. Rub the black grease-paint off that eye-popping face and he's

red-white-and-true-blue underneath.

Warner Bros
PRESENT

,

STARRING

i—

Keefe Brasselle^Marilyn Erskine
Watch him soar

to stardom's

heights - as Eddie Cantor!

WITH
ALINE MacMAHON and

SCREEN play BY

WILL ROGERS,

Musical

Numbers Staged and

and

SIDNEY SKOLSKY

Directed by LeRoy

Prim

•

ALFRED
SIDNEY SKOLSKY

by R.y Heinoori

produced by

Jr. AS

HIS

directed by

Musical Direction

JEROME WEIDMAN, TED SHERDEMAN

•

E.

GREEN

DAD

*

Up" came

It

what Hollywood

itself is

talking about! (CONTINUED)

across so well they've tripled

Romeo chores to which Jer gloats,
"Dean may always get his girl, but at
least now I get a chance to be a lover.

his

Who's

this

Clark Gable, anyhow?"

Piper Laurie, after ruining $100 worth
of nylons getting in and out of auto racers

"Johnny Dark," has decided on an
economy wave. She now uses leg make-

for

up.

Bud Abbott and Lou Costello's famous
On First" baseball routine had to

"Who's

be revamped for the boys stint in England. Bud told us, "Instead of
we made it an orchestra, Who is

baseball,

the lead-

What's the piano player, and

er,

know

is

the

drummer."

I don't
Incidentally, we

at NBC watching Bud rehearse
the call came through that Lou had
collapsed at International Airport and
their TV and film would have to be postponed. In a matter of minutes, Abbott
had some of his show business friends to
help out and his TV show was still very

were

when

much
Husband Tony Curtis and "Prince Valiant" co-star Robert Wagner buss Janet
Leigh at Hollywood Women's Press Club silver anniversary party at the Luau.

dream of all time in a fabulous gown,
M.M., accompanied by a studio press
agent because her boy friend was out of
town, got acclaim like she was the lady

"Springtime For Henry." He went off
again to St. Louis for a Winter stock engagement.

president of the U.S., was escorted out
the back of the theatre by twelve stal-.
wart policemen. She told a close chum of
hers later that she was just scared to
death of making the personal appearance. Betty Grable, who is a scaredy too,

The sneak preview of "French Line,"
the Jane Russell-Mary McCarty-Gilbert
Roland RKO musical was about the
greatest thing since the advent of widescreen. The fans cheered like at a patriotic parade and the admiration society,
via enthusiastic reaction cards, points up
the fact that this column has been hol-

the

—

just didn't get

up nerve enough

to

show.

Van and Evie Johnson spent a weekend
in Palm Springs as the guests of the
veddy

chic and social Louise Celestin,
liked the surroundings so well that
they've rented a house for the full season.
It's a small number, at least for their
family, and they plan to have no help at

—

just roughing it for them. Van comes
in for pictures or whatever he has to do.
This place is really Hollywood In The
all

Sand and the season opened with the colorful Golden Nugget Ball and the new
Beachcomber's Restaurant, which is an
offshoot of the famous one in Hollywood.
In

fact,

it

looked like the one in Holly-

wood because everybody who ever goes
to the one in town was at the P.S. version.

—

about for some time that Miss
McC. is going to be one of the top movie
stars of any day. Her chum, Jane Withers they've been friends since they used
to make moppet movies together took a
trip to Las Vegas to hear Mary's new act
at the Flamingo. Jane, incidentally, is a
pretty happy gal these days, having dates
like every night with various beaux and
lering

—

living

—

it

up

in general.

on.

There were a considerable number of
huddles between her attorney, Greg Bautzer, and Jean Simmons while Stewart

Granger was off in England making a
There was also considerable conjecture around these Hollywoods about
why Mr. B. was so busy he didn't see
much of his supposed heart interest, the
beautiful young Mari Blanchard.

picture.

There's a young gal at Columbia, being
kept under wraps temporarily, who has
all the photographers going crazy trying
to use up film and burn up flash bulbs on
her.

Her name

is

While Ricardo Montalban was earning
the money for it in Columbia's "Saracen
Blade," his mother-in-law, who is Loretta

Young's
their

mother,

by

was busy decorating

new home. Then he goes

ico for a picture

Now that the John and Chata Wayne
fracas has calmed down, except for Mrs.
W. still driving her dusty pickup truck
and getting traffic tickets enough to raise
the police force's pay, the Duke has
picked up again with Pilar Pallette. a

now Marilyn Novak and

the reason they're so eager is that she's
a kind of blonde Jane Russell or something like that there. Simmer doion, boys,
your turn's coming.

which

his brother-in-law,

is

to

to

Mex-

be directed

Norman

Foster.

—

beauty from Peru not Mexico, country
former frau. Nobody looks for the
big boy to get married again for some

of his

Gary Merrill had to depart from the
side of his ever-lovin' Bette Davis, who
is residing way up in Portland, Maine, to
come to Hollywood for the picture, "Wit-

To Murder," but he was
hurry back to the snow and ice
ness

as quick as ever

fixin'

of

to

Maine

he finished same.

Fernando Lamas flew

New York

like the wind to
to see his Dahl, Arlene, per-

forming in Jose Ferrer's production of
"Cyrano de Bergerac." Miss D. scrammed
her television show because she was unhappy about something or other.

Guess who came to town briefly? Edward Everett Horton, who has practically

made
10

a lifetime career out of the old play,

time, though.

Bob Taylor hosted a farewell party for
himself before taking a large barge to
Egypt and his new picture, "Valley Of
The Kings." First girl to arrive at the
shindig was Barbara Stanwyck. Now
that's

what

I

call real

friendly.

It

will

probably be a happy thing for Eleanor
Parker, who co-stars with Bob, to have
a time away from Hollywood. She took
a very dim view of the breakup of her
marriage to Bert Friedlob.

You may not think of Jerry Lewis as
the lover-boy type, but don't let him fool
you. His one romantic scene in "Living

Lita

Baron and Rory Calhoun were among

guests at "Millionaire" premiere party.

Greer Garson in new role as lecturer
on Shakespeare at London University.

Men

When

Rosie Clooney's sister, Betty, was
here for a visit she had a big time on the
Paramount lot watching her famous kin
shooting in "White Christmas." It was a
kinda lonely thing for Rosie when both
Betty and the new groom, Mr. Jose Ferrer, departed for the East on the same
plane. Rosie had to stay here to finish
the picture.

found Sue extremely attractive in
the clear, bracing outdoors where it*
wasn't noticeable, but indoors where
the air was heavier and contacts closer,
her trouble became all too apparent.
Admiration turned quickly to indifference
the penalty a girl usually
pays when she is guilty of *halitosis
(bad breath).
.

After

Walker coming

to

which meant Nancy
Hollywood from New

York, then going back because the new
Doris Day picture, "Lucky Me," was post-

poned

— the Broadway

comedienne
brought baby, nurse and all out with her
on the second trip and settled down in
her Hollywood home, for a busy Winter.

.

And one

of the worst things about
it is so easy to offend
without even realizing it. Halitosis
absent one day,
comes and goes
and you may
present the next
never know when. So why rely on
halitosis

a false start,

.

is

.

.

.

lesser precautions

.

.

.

—

the bacterial fermentation of proteins
are always present in the mouth.
And research shows that your breath stays
sweeter longer depending upon the degree
to which you reduce germs in the mouth.

which

No
septic.

— but

tooth paste, of course, is antiChlorophyll does not kill germs
Listerine kills bacteria

lions, gives

you

Is

septic offers such a record of proven

it

any wonder Listerine Anti-

septic in recent clinical tests

performance.

averaged

no tooth paste can possibly do.

times
stopping
bad breath odors than the
chlorophyll products or
tooth pastes it was tested

Listerine instantly kills bacteria

against?

No Tooth

by mil-

lasting antiseptic pro-

tection against bad breath.

when Listerine Anti-

Paste

Kills
. . .

Odor

Instantly

Listerine Antiseptic does for

—

road tours with a new theatre repertory
company that's touring the West Coast.
(CONTINUED ON PACE 12)

You see, far and away the most
common cause of offensive breath is

that

Bacteria Like This

seems a little worrisome that Don
O'Connor has been acting up a bit and
failing to show up for interviews and such
but he always was a forgetful boy and
never meant anybody any harm. This is
probably one of the reasons Don's not
able to make up his mind between Marilyn Erskine and his ex, Gwen. Meanwhile, Marilyn's making the rounds with
some of the other eligible males between
It

—

millions
stops bad breath instantly,
and usually for hours on end.

Listerine

.

. .

you what

— by

more

at least four

effective

the most widely used antiseptic

in

in

the world

LISTERINE STOPS BAD BREATH
4 times better than

any tooth paste

what Hollywood

itself is

Ginger Rogers learns workings of PayAs-You-See TV from Dr. L. Ridenour.

Long-time duo, Claudette Thornton and
Robert Stack, at auto dealers' party.

Lori Nelson and newcomer Race Gentry
the Hugh O'Brian affair at Capri.

Aldo Ray and Jeff Donnell, a devoted
pair, as ever, at Lincoln-Ford party.

at

Ava Gardner,

again living with her sis-

ter in her cute little

canyon house

—

it's

pink and white and looks like a birthday cake has been veddy, veddy quiet
since the big storm with Frankie. Well,
one thing it's done for Frankie his career has never looked lovelier. As for the
all

SUPER
COLOR
INSE

—

—

beautiful Miss G.,
thing applies.

may we

say the same

There should be a lot of pretty music
coming out of
and Esther Williams
in her new picture, "Athena." The boys
who wrote the famous "Trolley Song"
for Judy Garland are back at it for Miss
Swim Suit Hugh Martin and Ralph
Blane are the ones who will put the notes
down on bar paper.

MGM

—

Noreen Super Color Rinse
is

temporary but completely

effective...

safely

and

Adds glamorous
easily, without

color,

making a
fresh until

next shampoo. Try on your

Noreen

see

how

it

makes

really blends

in

beautifies gray

color,

dull hair exciting,

unwanted gray,
and white

hair.

or

Choose

from 14 lovely, inexpensive shades.

At cosmetic counters everywhere
Also professionally applied
in

beauty salons.

Available

12

in

Canada.

your

know

that one of the old
is back in the cinema swim after three years as an Army
Major. One of his new projects is an
Abbott
Costello pic, "Fireman Save
Child." Tom never gets old, that boy.
It's

permanent change. ..stays

talking about! (CONTINUED)

nice to

favorites,

&

Tom Brown,

My

The rift between Zsa Zsa Gabor and her
George Sanders was as loud as the mainsail on a schooner ripping in the wind.
George, according to Zsa Zsa, helped himself to some of her possessions AND the
butler, which left her with a lot of spicey

comments to make, but no help in the
kitchen. Seems a shame that these two
had to part they had so much fun fight-

—

ing.

The

efforts of Jess

Barker

to reconcile

with Susie Hayward might as well have
been saved since Susie ain't about to do
any reconciling, although she has a kindly
feeling about him as far as letting him
see the kids is concerned. Meanwhile,
Susie is off to Mexico to be in the picture, "Garden Of Evil," with Gary Cooper. Nothing like a vacation to clear up
the domestic smogs of Hollywood.
Well, look who's doing a night club act
awreddy. Ronnie Reagan, no less. He's
not only going to make with the patter
and the songs-and-dance routine, but he's
going to be master of ceremonies any
time he's called on. Ronnie has the easy,
smooth manner with the audiences and
he should be an all-fired success at this

new

routine.

June Haver decided not to be a recluse
very long. Just to get back into the swing
of things, she re-decorated her apartment house, slimmed down to her Hollywood weight, lightened her hair, then
stepped out at a banquet.

—

Just to catch you up to date there is
nothing new in the Aldo Ray-Jeff Don-

women

millions of

romance to report. But they're still
going around and about together, between Aldo's trips up thar to Crockett,
Calif., to see his family, which numbers
up practically to a dozen brothers and
nell

sisters.

Hear nothing but wonderful

about

stuff

the young comedian-actor Jack Lemmon,
the boy who swiped the show from Judy

Holliday in "It Should Happen To You."
all for Hollywood, bless his heart,
and he and his wife, Cynthia Stone formerly a New York television actress
have bought a house, their first. Jack's
so excited about it he says the refrigerator makes ice cubes and the stove gives
out with heat to cook on. There's a June
baby on the way so who could ask for
anything better happening to you.

Jack's

—

—

Young Robert Francis, the boy who's
make you young girls' (and

going to

some

of

you old

girls')

— when

a lot faster

hearts beat quite

you see him

in

"The

Caine Mutiny," got hisself right into another picture at Columbia, a thing called

"The Woodhawk" and I want to tell you
he's going to be a doctor in same. This
tall youngster is probably one of the most
attractive males to hit this town since
Gary Cooper first rode in on his horse.
Sarah Churchill, with a small strike
against her for having a beef you should
excuse the expression in a hamburger
joint on the Strip, got herself all right and
roger with the press, then called her illustrious parent, Winston, in London to explain that she had not really done anything to injure international relations. It
was all a misunderstanding, really.

—

—

Larry Parks made his return to the
screen via television in a Ford Theatre
drama called "The Happiest Day." This
is pretty good news and a happy day for
Larry, who finally got himself all straightened around with everybody concerned.
Good actor, that boy nice fellow too.
Shelley Winters also debuted in television, via the same Ford route in a corn-

—

—

use

Audrey Totter and her husband, Dr. Leo
Fred,

at

Lincoln-Ford

dealers'

Tampax

party.

Don't believe you're different.

edy called "Mantrap," suitably enough.
Shell sorta threw her weight around in
her Las Vegas night club engagement but
she was a nervous girl.
Well, the Bogarts are off again, after
being in our midst for a short spell.
Bogey and his Betty are practically right
now in Rome, where the man of the house
is making "Barefoot Countess."

Barbara Stanwyck's the newest one to
get a night club act together. I tell you,
with all these guys and dolls out on the
road entertaining the customers in the
flesh, the citizens of Hollywood have to
start traveling to see their favorite stars.

MGM

so interested in Elaine Stewart's younger sister, Eleanor, that they're

Some

HTHTH

women have
Tampax sanitary

these

been using

fftlffifl

for more than 20
miUJJ
years— and appreciating its advantages
every minute of the time. Here are the

protection

reasons

it's

so popular:

Comfort.

There's no possibility of
chafing or irritation with internally-worn
Tampax. Actually it's so comfortable the
wearer doesn't even feel it, once it's in
1.

place.

Security.

2.

Tampax

What a sense of security
No bulky ridges, no

gives you!

outlines.
What's even more
wonderful is that Tampax actually prevents odor from forming.
tell-tale

Convenience. Tampax

3.

is

giving her a screen test just about the
time you're reading this under the hair
dryer.
END

of

carry, easy to conceal (a

supply
dispose

slips right in

the purse )

easy to

,

of.

Fastidiousness. Tampax

4.

easy to

is

whole month's

tionably the most
sanitary protection.

is

fastidious
It's

unqueskind of

simple to insert

changing takes only seconds
and
the user's hands need never even touch
.

.

.

.

.

.

the Tampax.

Get Tampax
ter in

at any drug or notion counyour choice of 3 absorbencies:

Regular, Super, Junior. Economy size
gives average 4-months' supply. Tampax
Incorporated, Palmer, Mass.

Judy Holliday arrives at celeb-filled
affair given by Lincoln-Ford people.

At the "So Big" premiere Joan Evans
and Kirby Weatherly greet a friend.

by the Journal of the American Medical Association

Keefe

Brasselle's

perfect

in

It

characterization

is

"The Eddie Cantor Story."

Should Happen To You

a zippy, fun-proof comedy costarring not-so-dumb blonde Judy

Here's

and man - about - town Peter
Lawford. Judy's a model who has a yen

Holliday

fame and rents a billboard to pubTycoon Lawford needs the
same space to advertise his father's soap
products, and opens negotiations with
Judy. But when business man meets
blonde, he becomes enamored and swaps
seven billboards for her one. With Judy's

O'Brien, in the title role of "The Bigamist," watches as his two wives,
Ida Lupino and Joan Fontaine, each professes her love for him in a court trial.

Edmond

madcap pace that keeps
both audience and players reeling from
the fun impact. Lawford's at his "wolfish"
best, and you'll like newcomer Jack Lemmon, too. Columbia.
film along at a

for

The Eddie Cantor Story

licize herself.

plastered over New York, she becomes a celebrity without ever accomplishing anything.
smart promoter,
Michael O'Shea, signs her to a contract
and starts cashing in on all of the publicity, much to the annoyance of Judy's
true boy friend, Jack Lemmon. When the
model's publicity bubble bursts and Jack
walks out, she does the only sensible
thing and hires a sky writer to advertise
her love for him. Especially tailored for
the Holliday talents, director George Cukor and author Garson Kanin push the

name

A

14

Iavishly produced,

nostalgically played,
the story of "Mr. Show Business"
himself finally comes to the screen. Unlike "The Jolson Story," many of the
songs and latter sequences in Eddie Cantor's life are already familiar to audiences.
The real surprise in the film, however, is
the marked attention that has been paid
to duplicating not only the comedian's
singing delivery, but his actual speaking
voice. Keefe Brasselle sustains an almost
exact impersonation for the entire 90
minutes of the Technicolor film. The story
traces Eddie's career, which began when
he was 13 years old and about to be sent
to an orphanage, much against the will of
his aged grandma, Aline MacMahon. The
youngster's enterprise helps him win an
j

amateur contest and a contract with Gus
Edwards, which keeps him out of the orphanage. His years as a child star, his
courtship with Ida (Marilyn Erskine) and
of course, the birth of their five daughters are all duly recorded. His decision
to continue his career, even against doctor's orders, and the rewards he reaps
climax the film. A surprise appearance
by Eddie and Ida themselves, plus a token shot of Will Rogers, Jr., provide an
added element to the Sidney Skolsky
production.

Warner Brothers.

Easy To Love

Mgm's

favorite

mermaid, Esther Wil-

swim gear this time
Cypress Gardens, Fla., where she plays
an aquacade star at the famed resort. The
establishment is run by Van Johnson, a
fast-talking, quick thinking gent, who has
made Esther into an athletic star, and
then used her name to endorse everything from TV to lipstick. When Van's
liams, takes her

to

swimming gold mine threatens

to quit to

Martin and Lewis are occupied with a
race-track

fix

in

"Money From Home."

marry her aquatic partner, John Bromfield, the boss decides to break up the
romance by taking Esther to New York.
The move only complicates matters, for
nightclub singer Tony Martin then joins
her list of admirers and follows her back
to Cypress Gardens. It isn't until Johnson almost loses the gal that he literally
swim" and wins her back.
The film provides fine family fare and a
new medium for Esther who does several
tricky sequences on water skis. MGM.
"gets in the

Paris

Real

star

of

this

Model

Come The Girls" chorus boy
Bob Hope romances Rosemary Clooney.

In "Here

opens in Paris with Eva Gabor
buying the specially-made gown
and charging it to a boy friend. Copies
of the dress reach America, where Paulette and Marilyn use it for man-bait purposes. Eventually the gown lands in the
sales bracket of Barbara Lawrence, who
wears it the night her shy fellow pronettes,

blithely

Although the gals and the gown
dominate the screenplay, there are some
entertaining performances by the males
who are Cecil Kellaway, Robert Hutton,
Leif Erickson, and Tom Conway. Columbia.
poses.

Marilyn Maxwell -

Paulette Goddard starrer is a dress
and the various gals who wear copies of
it. The film story, which is shot like vig-

Money From Home

H

oney Talk Nelson (Dean Martin) is a
race happy character, who's willing

Tweed
above

.

.

.

all

one fragrance

the

others ... to

wear

anytime, anywhere.
Tweed Perfume
3'/2 oz.

from

2.00

/

NEW YORK
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When not-so-dumb

|

57.50

Bouquet Tweed 1.50

pn'ces plus 'ox

blonde model Judy Holliday rents a billboard to publicize herself she nearly loses her true love, Jack Lemmon, in "It Should Happen To You."

to
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LONDON
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WOMEN!

current films
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here's how to get lovely
dresses given to you as a bonus
without 1< of cost to you! And

LADIES

to $100 in a month by
wearing and showing

make up

them to your friends.
Take your choice of 150
glorious styles. It's our
way of advertising our
[charming frocks and un-

No

beatable values.

canvassing

required—no expe-

Ann Sheridan and Zachary

dience needed.

Scott play a quarreling married pair following Glenn
Ford on a terrifying trek through jungle wilds in "Appointment In Honduras."

|

Everything sent.
without cost or

1

obligation. Simjply rush coupon
f

your last dollar on a "sure thing."
His good intentions are paved with a high-

below. But hurry!
This new plan is so

to bet

popular, openings

way

of gambling debts. When Sheldon
Leonard buys up all of Dean's markers
and orders him to either pay them or

are limited.

'fashion FROCKS, IMC.

agree to

The broke Dean and

his veterinarian
cousin, Jerry Lewis, immediately leave
for Maryland to try and persuade horseowner, Marjie Millar, to scratch her entry so that Leonard's favorite can win.

Cincinnati 25, Ohio
you live in Canada, mail/
coupon to North American
Fashion Frocks, Ltd., $
2163 Porthenais,

If

MM

Montreal, P.O.

fix a race, there's little choice.

J§

Naturally, the boys wind up doublecrossing Leonard, shocking the turf owners with their unorthodox riding, and
falling in love with Miss Millar and lady
veterinarian Pat Crowley. Picture's one of
those crazy mixed up Martin-Lewis specials that tickles your fancy and stretches

your credulity.
Paste This Coupon on Postcard

FASHION FROCKS,

—

Mail Today

I'd like to be one of the women who get the
chance to make up to $100 in a month for wearing

and showing Fashion Frocks. Without obligating me,
I

need

Name
A ddress

WITHOUT

COST.
.

!

.

City

Zone

State

Age_
Canada, mail coupon to North American
Fashion Frocks, Ltd., 2163 Parthenais, Montreal, P.O.
If

I.

16

you

live in

The Bigamist

INC., Dept. 0-2027 Cincinnati 25, 0.

YES.

please send everything

Paramount.

!

Ida Lupino ar.d CollierYoung
are back at their favorite stand providing the public with off-beat film
drama. This time their camera pries into
the life of bigamist Edmond O'Brien, who
along with his first wife, Joan Fontaine,
tries to adopt a baby. Their petition is
investigated by Edmund Gwenn, who un-

Producers

—

covers wife No. 2 (Ida Lupino) and a
baby already fathered by O'Brien. The
marital mess winds up in court with each
wife still professing her love. The legal

entanglements are skilfully side-stepped,
with the judge withholding his decision
at the film's conclusion, leaving the audience to make up its own verdict. Directed by Miss Lupino and authored by
Young, there's topnotch trouping by all
of the principals,

who

are

somewhat ham-

pered by a flash-back technique that the
story requires. Filmakers.

Appointment

In

Honduras

Glenn Ford has a fabulous fortune to
deliver to an overthrown Honduras
president.
To cover his disappearance
from the freighter he's traveling on, he
uses the escape of four convicts as an
excuse to begin his jungle trek. He is
'

also forced to take

married couple,

along a quarreling

Ann

Sheridan and Zachary Scott. The party soon divides itself
into a traitorous, fighting group,

number keeps dwindling

as

it

whose

faces the

untold wilds of Central America. The
film eventually boils down to a terrifying 79 minute chase, with Ford jointly

SCREENLAND
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FRANK, INTIMATE, OFF-THE-RECORD

NEWS OF

THE SCREEN'S MOST INTRIGUING STARS
BY AMERICA'S BEST INFORMED COLUMNIST

Gardner's temperament kick is the talk of Holly
wood. The latest accolade bestowed upon her uncooperative behavior: "She's worse than Frankie"

Ava
i.

.

.

.

Marilyn Monroe's new dress is another reason why the
boys can't help gawking in her direction: it's black taffeta
with colored fish painted all over the material and a skirt
or wiggles
of black tulle over it. When Marilyn walks

—

—

it

looks as

the fish are

ij

swimming

.

.

.

Betty Hutton gives her two little girls, Candy and Lindsay, a
great big hug on their arrival in New York for visit with her.

Movie Gossip
The Aga Khan has handed Ali Khan an ultimatum: "If
you marry Gene Tierney she will never be permitted to

my

house." Ifs nothing personal against Gene; the
is simply tired of bis son's predilection for
Hollywood actresses, thinks it's high time he married an
Oriental princess who would be approved and loved by

enter

old ruler

his people

.

.

.

set-back in Mary Murphy's promising career is
blamed, in part, on her quiet, hide-a-way dinner dates
with Bing Crosby which she denies. Mary admits know-

The

The Groaner "slightly." Cafe owners in Long Beach
and Laguna claim it's a deeper attachment, and that
they are inseparable, especially on weekends at the
ing

shore

.

.

.

Jack Bean tried out three engagement rings on Mitzi
left hand, before they settled on
It was a matter of size
not of the

Gaynor's third finger,
the one she preferred.
ring, but of the

Diamond

—

Solitaire, (continued on next pace)

Although Jane Powell, Gene Nelson, here with Tab Hunter and
Debbie Reynolds, have split, he'll stage her London show.

Exclusive Movie Gossip

(CONTINUED)

None of the Rita Hayworth-Dick
Haymes crowd would be surprised to

cree that the players are not to frequent certain Sunset Strip cafes and

learn that Rita has decided to give

and two public beaches
(one in Santa Monica, one in Malibu)
are decidedly "off limits." Further re-

Hollywood the brush in favor of braving the New York stage in a new mushow.

sical

She's seriously weighing

offers to tour the countryside in a special

vaudeville act

—

—to

be shared by

Dick Haymes in leading theatres
and subsequently topflight cafes. The
Broadway musical venture would follow these personal appearances. The
Haymes-Hayworth household is badly
in need of cash and her Columbia Pictures bosses have refused to advance
her any more money until she's finished films being lined up for her. The
nightclub-vaudeville dates would insure her and Dick a bundle of ready-

made

The

loot.

tempting

This

is

.

.

offers are very,

very

.

one

of those

Who's-Gonna-

Believe-It stories, but intimates say

Michael Wilding irks Elizabeth Taylor
by "sitting up until all hours of the
night reading Sherlock Holmes"
.

.

.

drive-ins,

strictions

imposed upon these contract

actors concern several

young
and non-professional glamour

starlets
girls

no

longer considered "suitable" as dates

male stars of tomorrow. The
have been photographed and linked romantically with

for the

ladies in question

as

many

as four actors within

the

same week, and no matter how moviegoers look at these reputed "romances," they're beginning to suspect
there's something odd about the duplication of toothsome twosomes. One
such young lady (related to another
studio's top brass) is now considered
"the Kiss of Death" in movie circles.
When a newly arrived Hollywood
male dates her and he's always very
young, very handsome, that's her kick
he's immediately blacklisted by top

—

—

level Hollywood hostesses and agents.
That gets around quicker than a Beverly Hills brush fire
.

.

.

A

major film studio has lowered the
boom on its unattached, "eligible"
males. The newly issued orders de-

Ginger Rogers refused to "age" in
her last film, "Forever Female," and it

Marie MacDonald gets a kick out of Jerry Lewis and Phil
Silvers when they start cutting up at Cocoanut Grove.
20

Roy Rogers and son Dusty wowed them
at

Holy Family Adoption Center benefit

was

uncertain,

from the

first

day's

would ever
be completed on schedule. The Rogers
display of temperament set a new record for on -the- set explosions. Rumors
along Hollywood and Vine have it
she'll do no more than one picture a
year from here on in IF the offers
come through,
(continued on pace 22)
shooting, that the picture

Ann Blyth poses with an awed youngster in the photo booth
at the Holy Family Adoption Center's third annual benefit.

INGRID'S

1

INGRID BERGMAN'S GUSTO, VIVID

AND GESTURE.

IS

IN

WORD

SPARKED BY EXCITING PLANS
Rome

had not expected to find Ingrid Bergman looking
I so stunning. She had, as all the world knows, been
through a great deal. The scandal that provoked such
I

a violent reaction less than five years ago, caused her

profound grief. In that period of time, she had undergone a painful misunderstanding with her daughter,
Pia, a second marriage, a custody suit, and the birth
of three children not to speak of a whole new mode
of life. I told Ingrid that, though I was delighted by
how wonderful she looked, I still couldn't help but be
surprised. She was more beautiful than ever, her blue
eyes glistened with life, her movements were charged
as if by an electric current.
"Perhaps it's the kind of life I lead," she replied
with a laugh. "I've become so Italian that sometimes
I can hardly believe it myself." As she said it, J could
almost believe it. Her blonde hair was cropped short
in an attractive Italian mode. For a moment, one
might take her for a Milanese or Florentine beauty,
particularly when she talked with typical Italian gestures. But only for a moment. With Ingrid's tall and
slender frame, her uninhibited, direct manner of
walking and moving, she could be no one else but
(continued on next pace)
who and what she was.

—

Ingrid and Roberto,
son Robertino, twins
Isabella and Isotte.

>

"I love
Ingrid,

working with Roberto," says
on location site with husband.

Ingrid,
Italy,

INGRID'S ZEST

that after lunch, I simply must have
went on. "Did you ever hear of such
a thing in Hollywood? That's why I couldn't ask you
to drop by before five. I wouldn't have been up to
siesta?" she

receive you!

succumbed to the Italian way of livHere, you pause for breath. In fact, here you take
time to breathe deeply. You don't have to be running
"I've willingly

ing.

around from one place

You

to another, frantic, to

know

don't have

to- be active, active,
day and night to know that
you're really in the swim." Ingrid made frantic little
gestures with her hands to describe what she meant.

that you're alive.

Colbert came
a good time."

FOR LIVING

"Do you know

my

"When Claudette
here we had such

who's made four pictures in
checks recording of her voice.

active every minute of the

remember how

They

talk

questions.

me a hundred
And are Isabella

and coo and cluck and ask

How

is

Robertino's health?

and Isotte developing properly? Wonderful people I've
never heard of clip their photos from the papers and
send them to me with warm greetings. They love the
children so and casually tolerate me because I just
happen to be their mother!"
Ingrid asked me if I'd like a cup of coffee Italian,
of course. I said yes and as she rose to summon a maid,
I had a chance to study the apartment. Most of the

—

furniture

was modern

—large,

simple wooden chairs

and long, comfortable-looking sofas. There were many
paintings, mostly modern, and a beaver-board, filled

adoration for children I've seen here in Italy. When I
first came here, of course people stared at me and
bothered me. But now? I walk down the street or go

with photographs of the children, leaned against a
book shelf. Several of the awards Ingrid won in her
notable career were matter-of-factly lined on a halfhidden shelf. On the ledge behind the sofa where Ingrid had been sitting, she had put several colorful
Swedish troll pixie-like figures which, accox-ding to
legend, helped ward off evil.
Ingrid's zest for living, so vivid in every gesture she
made and every word she spoke, was heightened because she was in the midst of some exciting plans. She
was, of all things, to perform the leading role in an
opera this December! Yes, the Ingrid of "Casablanca,"
"Gaslight," "Saratoga Trunk" and "Notorious" in an
opera, and at one of the most demanding opera houses
in the world the San Carlo in Naples. She was so
immersed in her plans that she spent a solid hour telling me about them as we sipped coffee.
"When people hear that Ingrid Bergman is going to
do an opera, they faint. Who can blame them?" Ingrid
asked. "But don't worry, I don't sing! The opera,
written by the French composer, Arthur Honneger,

People politely say, 'Buon giorno, Signora
Bergman-Rossellini,' and without further ado, ask me
about the children. And if I'm with the children! Oh!

and called 'Joan Of Arc At The Stake,' calls for huge
choruses, trained solo voices and a large orchestra, but
the role of Joan is spoken.
(continued on pace 58

I felt in America. If I wasn't going
with things to do, I felt completely left out. Now,
I'm relaxed and I'm sure it's good for me."
But didn't the Italian way of life mean big families,
I asked?
And hadn't I heard rumors that she was
again expecting the stork? Ingrid laughed heartily.

"I

mad

ttl know where that began," she said. "I was in
I Capri awhile back and one day I put on one of
those short, billowing jackets which anybody might
take for a maternity type. Before I knew it, everybody
was whispering, 'Oh, oh, Bergman's wearing that jacket again,' and giving one another that knowing look.
Right away reporters were calling, columnists were
predicting. Everybody was all set for me to have
another baby but me!
"Everybody loves babies," Ingrid went on, after we
lit up cigarettes. "But not very often have I found the

—

shopping.

—

—

so nice to see my friends,"
says Ingrid, with George Sanders.
"It's

With son Robertino. "I've succumbed to
the Italian way of life," states Ingrid.

Complete Rossellini family includes Renzo, Roberto's son by former marriage.

"MEN JUST DON'T FIT INTO MY CURRENT
SCHEME OF LIVING." SAYS JEAN PETERS
by Frederick Worden

Watch

out, Jean Peters. All work and no
make a girl mighty sorry someday.
Why do you work so hard, Jean? Is it solely

love

because your 20th Century-Fox contract keeps
you hopping from one picture to another? Or is
it some inner compulsion that forces you to work
because you're afraid of being left with time on
your hands?
Is it an over-active ambition, developed to
compensate for fear of losing your heart, that
drives you at such a pace?
With one breath, Jean Peters says, "There's
no time and no room in my life for love and ro-

mance.

Men

scheme

of living."

simply don't

fit

into

my

Japan's Shirley Temple, Tomoko Matsushima, visits Jean on set.
Though against romantic entanglements, Jean loves children.

current

Then, in the next breath Jean contradicts herwith a statement like this: "I constantly have
to fight emotional entanglements. I suffer from
a great big overdose of 'romanticism,' and once
I feel I'm falling for a guy, I take a strong hold
of myself and get away fast. I'm such a perfecself

tionist

when

it

comes

to people, especially

that I'm afraid once I get to
well,

I'll

discover he's not

what

know
I

a

men,

man

want him

too

to be.

Then disillusionment

sets in. I guess I prefer to
with my illusions.
"Keeping busy all the time is a kind of selfprotection for me," Jean freely confesses. "That
way, I can keep my mind
(continued on pace 58)
live

HNIO
Negulesco, Brazzi,
Webb, Dot-

Jean, C.
tie

McGuire, L.
Mag Mc-

Jourdan,

Namara

attend

With Rossano Brazzi in "We Believe In Love." Says Jean, "I
love the way Italians stare openly at a woman. It is so frank."

TIME FOR LOVE

!

I

TONY'S

TO

TONY CURTIS TELLS BOB WAGNER WHAT TO EXPECT WHILE CO-STARRING WITH WIFE JANET LEIGH

Dear

because a day on the set with Janet is like working
out with the Los Angeles Rams. Brother, she'll murder
you with that energy. She never sits down, or relaxes.
In fact, I use to poop out just watching her.

Bob:

get,

Of course I'm off my rocker! Straight out of my
Hungarian mind! What I should be doing is writing you
a poison pen letter. But here I am green as grass with
envy and there you are the luckiest hombre in Hollywood. So? So I'm merely sticking out the well-known
neck to help your luck along yet! Pardon me while I

As everyone knows, Janet
isn't

—

why

—

—

the experience

ol'

boy.

gone on your new leading
beyond my control a bit
of prejudice is bound to creep into this letter. Nevertheless, we men have got to stick together, too! Despite
what the experts say, I say it's a woman's world all the
way. What do you say? Now you know why I'm letting
down my crew cut to give you these following inside
tips about Janet.
To start out with, Bob, may I suggest that you throw
away your little black book. Or at least put it on ice!
You're going to need every good night's sleep you can

As you know, Bob, I'm

lady, so

due

She's

is

still

temperate, Bob, and

capable of getting out

When

she is you'll know it and you'll know
has anything to do with you. Unless I miss
my guess, however, if she happens to look a little grim
around the edges when you work with her, it'll be my
fault and not yours. That look can only mean one of
three things, Bob. Either I wouldn't eat my breakfast,
didn't put away my paints, or I forgot to park the car
right. It can happen here!
The following would never affect you, but it still gives
you an insight into Janet's character. You know she can
spot a phony, detect a falsehood and think so fast, she
mentally edits what you have to say before you've said
it.
So after two-and-a-half years of marriage, wouldn't
you think I'd know better than to try and deceive my
child-bride? Maybe I just like to live dangerously!
of sorts.

my

head doctor.
So now we've had the jokes. Seriously speaking, I do
envy you, Bob, and I do think you are the luckiest because you're working with my old lady in "Prince
Valiant." Remember me Houdini Schwartz! My twoton Jenny and I made that picture together, which is
why I envy you and your good fortune. I know what's
in store for you and can only say
you'll never forget
go see

temperamental.

real

to circumstances

if it

So now for the gruesome

details.

You know we have

a business manager and, naturally, Janet believes one
should accept advice when he seeks it out. Me, too

except it would happen that I saw a wonderful suit at
Cy Devore's in Hollywood. We were on a strict budget
and the man said mustn't touch, (continued on pace 62)

—

3
Tony warns Bob relaxing
Janet.

out with
"She'll keep you hopping."
is

"You'll never forget the experience of working with her."

"When you do those

love scenes with Janet,"
writes Tony, "please don't kiss her too hard."

29

HALF OF HOLLYWOOD FEELS

LANA TURNER WILL NEVER

CHANGE ALREADY SPOILED

LEX BARKER

INTO BECOMING A

GOOD

HUSBAND AND FATHER
by

Elsie

Lex, used to his

Lee

own way, has

wealth, social position.

THE TAMING
OF TARZAN
^

am not
I

return

tionships,

a happy

—

when

everything.

unless

I

love someone.

To

—and be loved in

love

the most important thing in

Personal relathey are successful and complete, have to come first. Before

Even a

Not so long
whose playing

man

believe

I

ago,
of

is

life.

BS

'Wi

career."
it

was

Tarzan

in these enlightened

off

words that Lex Barker,

the screen in dress clothes often reflects

much

To Lana, Lex
bly

is

dashing, terri-

amusing, always exciting

dread of solitude in
whirlwind courtship and

of the character of his role in the films, explained his

the sea of humanity.

The statement followed

his

marriage to Lana Turner.
What did Miss Turner have to say in response to this eloquent and obviously sincere analysis of the inner working of his mental and physical
make-up? She was, with typical Lana candor, equally explicit and revealing:
"Lex, I think, is the kind of man I have wanted for a long time. I know
him to be sincere, kind, generous to a degree, and never without a sympathetic ear for someone else's problems and worries. And what woman
today hasn't always a problem of some kind?
"Unlike other men I have known," Lana goes on, "Lex shows that he
isn't always thinking of himself
but that he is always ready and eager
with advice and help whenever and wherever it's needed."
All this, of course, sounds like an ideal relationship. Lana loves Lex,
Lex loves Lana. Lana understands Lex. Lex understands Lana. And that
.

.

.

isn't all:

That inherent male

trait of the

strong protecting

(continued on pace

64

i

"Unlike others I've known. Lex
doesn't think only of himself."

woman today hasn't always a
ilemof some sort?" declares Lana.

lat

31

Clowning with Piper Laurie during pause
"The Golden Blade." Rock's great love is

in

production of

still

his career.

A

flaming scene with Piper. He may seem impassioned, but
Rock is not governed by his emotions, but logic.

actually

IMPASSIONED
ICEBERG
by Vincent Rogers

IN

A world where romances run hot one day and cold
the next, one actor stays at even temperature. Zero.

He is Rock Hudson who, on the screen, looks as if he
would gobble up any young girl, but doesn't disguise
that he finds her- off-screen prototype hard to swallow.
Girls who have been cursorily dated by Rock Hudson are quick to say, "He's shy and uninterested to
the point of inarticulateness."

And

go on to say, "Rock would rather talk
and when a girl is bold enough to remark on the fact, he pats her arm softly and says,
'Baby, being an actor is a fulltime job, and I'm workthey'll

shop than

flirt,

Yvonne De-

them find that after a little gentle work at
thawing, Rock has a heart that beats like any other
man's.
All four of

What, then, is Rock's purpose of exploiting the iceberg touch whenever he's in the company of the other
sex? Is it that women really leave him cold? Is it
is so wrapped up in his career that he would
rather embrace a script than a pretty girl? Or is it
that when it comes to women Rock is just plain

that he

—

—

out-and-out blase?

the other hand, take a girl

who has gone

out with

to all these questions is "No!"
"That seeming coldness of Rock's when he's in the

him many times because, from

company

the first date, they liked each

er sex," reveals a close friend,

— glamourous

"is merely a protective veneer.
Although he doesn't explain it
to strangers, Rock makes no
bones about the fact that women
have hurt him twice and that
he still feels the scars."
In ample confirmation of this,

other

on

sight

Yvonne DeCarlo.
She says, "You have to know
Rock very well to really understand what he's like. He may
seem impassioned, but actually
an iceberg in disguise."
that as it may, Rock Hudson in his familiar guise of a
knight in icy armor needs thawing out. That he can be, is evi-

he's

Be

*

girls like

Carlo, Piper Laurie, Jill Clifford, and Betty Abbott.

The answer

ing all shifts.'"

On

denced by his steady dating with

Cautious Rock, hurt twice by women, admits he still feels the scars.

of

members

of the oth-

—

was a recent statement to an interviewer by Rock himself. "It's
no secret that
heels in

I fell

head-over-

(CONTINUED ON PACE

66)

"He's an iceberg in disguise," says
Yvonne DeCarlo who's dated him.

TERRY MOORE DOESN'T

WANT TO

LEAD THE DOMESTIC

LIFE

by Louis Reid

Terry

Moore,

pretty face.

aware
Tyrone Power and Terry in her lat"King Of The Khyber Rifles."

Then, bang!

of her physical allure, assigned her to the part of the co-ed in

"Come Back,
est,

Little

Sheba" who has a torrid

Terry, from then on,
It

was just another young actress with a
Hollywood producers suddenly became

until a year ago,

was

with a college athlete.
wherever she went.
the screen, Terry loved

affair

a celebrity, recognized

was great fun being a movie star. On or
went with the life.

off

the adulation that

Terry,

who made

explains, "It

the leap from starlet to star with her part in "Sheba,"

was the

about playing

first

time

I

had a

There were restrictions, however,
She started out wearing sweaters

TO LIVE

and

I

was happy

to her uninhibitedness.

Terry asserted, but
wouldn't let her wear them. She "had to wear
blouses and a bra strapped down to lessen the curves."
Because she was portraying a well-bred college girl she could not do
the obvious things like casting sly glances or using a sultry voice. She
was told merely "to think sexily."
"The only way I could get the idea over was with my eyes," she said.
Terry liked even better her role of the stormy, unrestrained daughter
of Fredric March in "Man On A Tightrope."
The picture, filmed in Germany, gave her an emotional part with
drama, romance and tragedy all neatly blended.
(continued on pace 66)
Director Daniel

Modeling glamour gowns at charity
fashion show. Gene Nelson is m.c.

really sexy part,

it."

Mann

LI KE

A

in the picture,

IF
"I shouldn't

HAD A

I

have worked so long

in the plane factory," he regrets.

Dancing with Ava Gardner at party. "I'd try to
understand people better. I was often wrong."

I had my life to live over again, I wouldn't make
I the same mistakes! And yet, the guy who never
makes a mistake, never learns anything!"
Those words came from Howard Keel, the six-foot-

VII f

didn't

have the sense to realize

down and

give

more time

self learn a foreign

When

to

my

—French,

language

sports.

"Kiss Me, Kate" and "Calamity Jane."

ized then that a lot of songs I

Howard suffered through
was always a desperate struggle to survive, yet one wonders how he would win success any differently if he were given a chance to live
In attaining his solid success,
It

his life oyer again.

"Well," he answered, turning the question over in his
mind, "isn't it too bad we don't already know all the
answers as we're starting out? If I had just known
then, what it took me years to learn, I would have
avoided a lot of mistakes I made. But, who can be so
smart? Not Keel! He had to learn the hard way!"
"But knowing what you do know today, if you had
to live it all over again, what would you do differently?
Let's start with your high school days when you were
."
one of the football stars
.

"Hold

it

right there!"

his blue eyes.
all

the pretty

.

He answered

with a twinkle in

"I'd still play football.

girls,

but I'd do something

I'd still fall for
else, too,

which

When

at the time.

studies! I'd

I'd settljj

make myl

Italian, Spanisri

you're young, you think nothing's so important al

four handsome star, now being seen in the biggest roles
of his career in the high-powered Technicolor musicals,

lean and hungry years.

36

I

With his wife at swanky premiere
He'd love her even more if possible

Well, they are important, but in their place

was

New York

and studying singing, I real
wanted to sing wer*
written in a foreign language. So what happens? I ha<
to learn the pronunciation of words. It was difficult anu
took time. I could have saved myself a lot of that time]
if I had buckled down in high school.
I wish younft
people would realize that, because what you skip even
tually has to be made up! Between pictures, now, I tr
to learn French and Italian. So many movies are bein;
made in Europe and Mexico that it's almost a must t<
speak a foreign language! But who could tell Keel, th
I

in

football player, the basketball player, the baseball play
er, that there was something else besides winning a gam
and the smiles of the bobby-soxers in the front row!
And then there was Mr. Keel, aircraft worker, whos<
thrilling baritone voice was still undiscovered as far a
Hollywood was concerned, although he was just a
handsome and talented in those days as he is today
"As I look back," he said in reviewing the variou
aspects of his career, "I shouldn't have worked so lonj

j

NOW REACHING THE PEAK OF A BRILLIANT CAREER. HOWARD KEEL READILY
ADMITS HE'D MAKE DRASTIC CHANGES IF HE HAD THE CLIMB ALL OVER AGAIN
By Ruth Cummings Rowland

Sure, it meant 'eating money/
should have tried to do other
things, too, which were in line with the singing and
acting career I wanted. For example, I should have tried
to do some work in Little Theatres. I should have tried
Education shouldn't stop just because
to read more.
aircraft factory.

3ut I

"'•

^

had

responsibilities. I

you're out of school!

I

know now

that

I

put too

much
know

emphasis on making money, and as I look back, I
something always turned
[ wouldn't have starved
always did turn up
something
of
fact,
matter
up. As a
when I was in New York and broke. But these are the
things you see when you look back on your life. At the
.

1 time, all I could think of
lere

.

.

was making enough money

him the

straightforward, unpretentious, completely hon-

man he is, who can never quite believe he's
considered a "heart throb" and that he's now a topest kind of

flight star.

His tastes are still very simple. He still enjoys wallpapering his house or any of his friends' houses, although he will admit he can't do it half as well as his
mother does the job. She's an expert, and taught Howard how to make all the patterns come out evenly, no
matter how involved they might be.
"He's a guy who takes everything so seriously," one

"Almost too seriously!"
a hangover from his early (CONTINUED ON pace

of his friends said recently.

to live!"

Howard, in

quite forgotten the hard years of poverty, those years
of deep depression. It is this link to his past that makes

spite of his brilliant success, has

never

This

is

63)

BEHIND
EVERY
by Jean Hagen

WOMAN
THERE'S

reading
One thealways
background

woman" to be found
man's success. Sometimes I'm willing to agree with the author's premise, but sometimes I have to smile.
Such a situation isn't at all unique. The simple truth is that everyone
who achieves any degree of success is indebted to a great many indiis

stories about the "little

of a great

in

A MAN

viduals either directly or indirectly.
If there is always a woman or a group of women standing in ghostly
phalanx behind a brilliant man, the reverse is also true. Behind
every woman who reaches the goal toward which ambition has started
her, there is a man or a series of men.
To be frank and personal, I can name six men, offhand, who are or
have been strong influences in my life, who have guided my destiny
to what, with my latest role opposite Red Skelton in "Half A Hero,"
I consider some measure of success.
The most powerful influence of all was that exerted by my wonderful father. Very early in life he provided me with a sense of
personal security. You see, he was born in Holland and didn't come
to this country until he was twenty-five. He made the journey to
enable him to study opera with American teachers, because he hoped
to become an opera star.
However, he is now and has always been mechanically inclined.
Give my father a length of string, a gnarled log, a plane and a set of
carving knives and he can build a harp. Or reasonably exact facsimile.
All the rest of the children with whom I went to school were native
born Americans, and their parents were too. Therefore, my father
was a figure of romance and adventure. Oh, the stories he told me.
(Nowadays he insists that most of them were exaggerations or com-

what imaginative child could object to that?)
about his boyhood, when he spent his Summers
sailing boats on the Zuyder Zee, and when he spent his Winters skating
on the frozen canals. I knew the story of Hans Brinker and the Silver
Skates long before I was old enough to read the English translation.
As I grew up, I knew exactly at what time the yielding earth first
brought forth its Spring tulips in Holland, and when the ice began to
crack in the canals. From my father's rollicking songs I had learned
plete fabrications, but

He

38

told

me

stories

HERE

IS

A FRANK,

PERSONAL CONFESSION OF THI
PART MEN HAVE
PLAYED

IN JEAN'S LIFE

Jean, with Patricia,

who, she

feels, will

3'/i

and Aric, now

be a future

influei

about village festivals and one of
pair of

wooden

my

first

Christmas presents was a

shoes.

I was nurtured within a tradition; I felt myself to be part
and glamourous history. Psychologists now know that this

of a long
is

an ex-

cellent experience for a child.

with other advantages. How he could play
us children to gather around the living
room on blizzard-dark nights and sing. My sister was an alto, I sang
soprano, my brothers proved to be, luckily, tenor, baritone, and bass.
Naturally, because of his classical background, my father taught us
dozens of Wagnerian choruses long before we realized that we had

My

father provided

the piano! There

were

me

five of

been introduced, painlessly, to great music.
In another of the

arts,

my

father served his children well.

He

loved

and he had brought some
of his favorite canvases with him when he came to America. We
grew up in constant sight of the work of gifted artists.
In brief, my father provided us with what we came to realize in
later years was an excellent cultural education. Actually a cultural
education isn't as overpowering a thing as some people would like to
make it seem. My father not only supplied the situation, but he supplied a definition: he said that fine music and fine painting, a knowledge of history and legend, and a feeling for the Tightness of close
family life were avenues to greater life happiness.
My father was not an easy, indulgent man. He set high goals for
us. If I brought home a report card on which there were six A's and
one B, he would place his forefinger on that B and inquire earnestly,
"Why is this?" For a girl who hoped to become an actress, this early
and understood the painting

of the period

"The most powerful influence of all
was exerted by my wonderful father."

was the best possible training.
Not only did he expect us to excel in anything we undertook, he
wanted us to undertake anything that caught our interest. I remember that the little girl who lived next door to us could turn the most
astonishing cartwheels I had ever seen.
When she swooped around, she was as rigid as a broomstick (and
not much thicker) and she could continue to turn for what seemed
to me to be hours. I was impressed.
"You could do it, too," my father said.
I shook my head. It looked like a minor miracle to me.
Carefully he explained the technique. "Anyone can do it. I can
do it," he announced, and only the peremptory call of my mother
(continued on pace 60>
from the kitchen stopped him from trying it.
association with a perfectionist

With screen husband, Red Skelton, and
son,

Jean relaxes with Director Don Weis between scenes of
'Half A Hero." She is married to agent Tom Seidel.

Hugh

Corcoran, of "Half

Lunchtime in the MGM commissary finds
Jean sharing a table with Janet Leigh.

A

Hero."

I

HAVE AN ULCER

EVEN NOW.

I'M

NOT RELAXED, BUT

SAYS ED SULLIVAN

I'M BETTER."

An ulcer
S

Lauren Bacall, Humphrey Bogart. "RememW[ didn't want to be a performer," insists Ed.

is

!

By Robert Perkins

the badge of office (worn out of sight) of

laborers in the television vineyards.
And the biggest, best-known badge belongs to the
i

named Edward Vincent Sullivan.
Edward Vincent is also Ed Sullivan, the Broadway

laborer

columnist, and producer, master of ceremonies,

man

of

work, of the Sunday evening CBS "Toast Of The
Town" program.
Why should ulcers be an occupational hazard connected with signing beauteous dancers, or saying: "Our
."? Bing Crosby is supposed to have said
next act is
that any smart dog could be an emcee, especially if he
could manage to point to the next act. But it ain't true.
Ed doesn't have time to bark, because his is a nervewracking, tension-loaded grind subject always to the
whims of a stop watch, plus the violent explosions that
are part and parcel of a mixture of art and business.
Part and parcel of this ulcer-loaded trade is the need
to be ever on your toes, lest you miss a timely anything
for the show. "I dig up acts," said Ed, putting his tired
toes on a fancy coffee table in his hotel suite, "decide
what to pay them, what to do with them as well as
supervising rehearsals, and a few odd chores. But my
conscience bothers me I've never offered to sweep
all

.

.

—

—

—

up.

.

.

."

There's no conceit here. "Our program has succeed-

we have a marvelous
Mario Lewis, my co-producer,
Johnny Wray, the director, and Ray Bloch, the musical
(continued on pace 67)
director, are all top-notch men,
ed,"

Ed went

on, "mainly because

organization back of

it.

Surrounded by gorgeous
Toastettes. "We have a
marvelous organization."

1

I

Traveling through the East for Dick Haymes* singing dates in principal cities, Rita Hayworth and Dick busily denied to th
press that he was on the payroll of Rita's Beckworth Corporation. But it certainly isn't Dick's money that pays their expense

BOLLYWOOD
Though calmly sipping a drink here, Zsa Zsa Gabor wasn't so
serene at "21" party when a guest gossiped about her mother.

01

and Dick Haymes heatedly denie
RitathatHayworth
Dick was on the Beckworth Corporation pay
'

weekly

roll for $1,000

—the Beckworth organizatio

being owned by Rita. Confirmed or denied, it's still
fact that all the Haymes- Hayworth travel and living ex
penses in the East were paid for by the Beckworth Cor
poration, and the amounts totalled in the thousands
.

.

Vanessa Brown, the "Seven Year Itch" star, has bee
besieged with lecture offers ever since her discourse a
Clark University, Worcester, Mass., on "Sex On Broad
way."

Vanessa, one-time Hollywood "innocent," can

stop her sex appeal campaign that began almost a yea
ago. It should be pointed out, however, that her planner

"talks" will not only be intimate

mostly concern Hollywood
tures will

stars.

and revealing, but
Could be Vanessa's

wil
lec

—the motion picture industry doesn

boomerang

like the idea

and Vanessa's return

a long, long

way

off

.

.

to

Hollywood may be

.

Leslie Caron finally took a hint and stocked

up oh a
before leaving New York for Paris. Her
bosses were getting worried over Leslie's

new wardrobe

MGM

local

sloppy appearances at the swank spots. She was almost
unrecognizable at Idlewild Airport as she departed for
Gay Paree looking like a big-time movie star. Autograph
hounds, who had followed her around town, got the surprise of their lives when they saw the transformation
from Lili to a femme fatale. The Caron fans hope she'll
continue with her new chicness so do the
executives who peeled off a roll of bills to foot the glamour

—

costs

.

.

It's hard to believe rumors that Eleanor Parker and Robert
Taylor are in love, with Ursula Thiess still in the picture.

MGM

.

T>rod Crawford got the brush from local stage and
screen stars when he arrived from England. Dinner
party and cocktail soiree invitations were few and far befor the actor who was once so popular with his

tween

Crawford went pub-crawling on his own,
but avoided the more elegant places in New York so as
not to run into other Hollywood visitors
fellow-players.

.

.

.

Greer Garson disappointed so many of her fans and
Gotham stopover en route to Europe
when she insisted upon wearing the same white blouse
and black skirt everywhere she went on her nightly
rounds of the E\ Morocco-Stork Club-21 circuit. Rather
than appear in a fetching Helen Rose gown, she adopted
friends during her

Vanessa Brown's lectures on sex may boomerang as far as her
screen career goes, but she's

still

popular with servicemen.

AT WORK OR AT PLAY VISITING HOLLYWOOD CELEBRITIES CAN

BROADWAY

SET EVEN SOPHISTICATED

"The Queen," Joan Crawford, can put the social hex on anyone
who takes pot shots at her as Mike and Liz Wilding found.

—

NEW YORKERS BACK ON

THEIR HEELS

black-and-white ensemble and even the fact that
girls at several of the night clubs wore almost
identical "uniforms," didn't stop the glamourous Greer
from wearing hers
the

checkroom

.

.

.

There's no love lost between Joan Crawford and the
Michael Wildings (Elizabeth Taylor) and La Crawford's
justified claims that Mike and Liz went just a little too
far during the filming of "Torch Song" with their printed
remarks about "The Queen Of Hollywood," will, in time,
react unfavorably for the Wildings. The Wildings have
already slipped, socially speaking, in Hollywood. Taking
crack shots at the Queen that's Crawford can only lead
to one thing trouble. In New York the Wildings found
themselves missing out on several top social affairs and
the reason their invitations were not forthcoming was
traced back to the hard-working Joan Crawford, who let
it be known the Wildings were
(continued on next pace)

—

—

—

•»3

.

CONTINUED

her return from Paris (where the
plastic surgery was supposed to have
taken place)

BOLLYWOOD ON BROADWAY

.

.

.

Edward G. Robinson and Geraldine
Brooks were, among the many celebrities on hand at the Little Studio art
gallery on Madison Avenue when
Gary Merrill walked in with a canvas
painted by his wife, Bette Davis. Art
critics Robinson and Brooks auto-

Lund's feelings in the matter and has
been carefully avoiding another runin with the actor
.

.

.

Steve Forrest met Jennifer Jones

Club
handsome young actor left
for Europe. It won't be their first and
final meeting. Having had "So Big"
for the first time at the Stork

before the

not for sale, was exhibited for one
hour only and its merits were praised
by David Wayne, Eleanor Parker,
Fredric March, Louis Jourdan, Maureen O'Sullivan and Nanette Fabray

screened for herself privately, Jennifer was so impressed with Forrest's
on-screen performance in the Jane
Wyman film she immediately sent
word out to her agent that she wants
young Forrest in her next movie. To
date, Mrs. David O. Selznick has always had her own way in the matter
of casting on her pictures

The Steve Cochran- Monique Van
Vooren merger will not come off. Dur-

lene Dahl and Fernando

matically bid for the Davis
in fun, then seriously.

oil

The

—at

first

painting,

.

ing their hectic courtship in

.

Gotham

they were inseparable, but the minute Steve dated another beauty on the
side after a date with Monique, the

Van Vooren lass did the same thing.
The whole thing blew up when they
ran into each other at a Greenwich
Village cafe with other dates after
saying goodnight to each other a few
hours earlier
.

John Lund

.

.

and his beautiful

wife,

Marie, are fighting the separation
rumors. Instead of ignoring them,
Lund gets fighting mad every time the
reports start.

had

to talk

On

a few occasions pals

him out

of socking a local

newshound every time they met. The
The Monique Van Vooren-Steve Cochran

scribe,

thing blew up after some unique dates.

stories

who began
as

fact,

circulating

was tipped

off

the

on

.

The Broadway Buzz had

.

.

it that ArLamas had

decided to end their highly publicized
romance when Arlene flew East to
appear opposite Jose Ferrer in the
Broadway stage revival of "Cyrano de
Bergerac." The reports of a rift circulated like wildfire when Earl Blackwell, president of Celebrity Service,
met The Dahl at the airport and they
embraced affectionately. Earl and Arlene are old friends dating back to
the days when she was Mrs. Lex Barker. Further, it was "Cupid" Blackwell who introduced Ginger Rogers to
Jacques Bergerac; Olivia de Havilland
to Pierre Galante. In the case of Dahl
and Lamas, Earl didn't introduce them
to each other, but he has certainly
been on hand to help keep this romance going. He's Arlene's steady escort in Gotham (continued on pace 731

—

no longer welcome at her Brentwood
estate. Gothamites "got the message"

^sa

^

.

.

.

Zsa Gabor stormed out

of

an

elaborate cocktail party at "21"

when another

guest loudly proclaimed

Gabor (Zsa Zsa's
mother) had undergone
plastic surgery for a face lift. Zsa Zsa,
hurling a few insults in her native
Hungarian tongue, picked up a champagne cooler at the same time, but
apparently thought better of the idea
and flounced out instead, neither denying nor confirming the statement. If
it's any consolation to Zsa Zsa, "Mama
Jolie" never looked better these days,
with or without a face lift, ever since
the fact that Jolie

celebrated

Margaret O'Brien, with George
should soft-pedal the "glamour"

Jessel,
antics.

Jennifer Jones and David Selznick have
their eyes on a new leading man for her.

L

Ioretta

Young and Tyrone

Power, once co-stars when Ty was

Maggi McNellis

the Number One Box- Office star at
may team up for a series of video

20th Century-Fox,

shows based on their individual experiences with movie
fans through the years. The shows' format would have
both stars recreating various episodes their most embarrassing moments, the most humorous, the most surprising incidents relating to their meeting and talking to
their fans. The series, now at the talking stage, would be
filmed in Italy and sent back to the U.S. for televising
after Ty completes his cross-country tour in "John
Brown's Body." The telefilms would have to be made in
Rome sometime early next Summer before Ty begins
making some full-length films for his own movie company there, and Loretta goes before the cameras once
again for her "Letters To Loretta" TV series which con-

—

tinues indefinitely

.

.

.

Donald O'Connor, by failing to show up for appointments with top-flight press people, particularly after
apologizing and making a new appointment, then breaking
that one without any explanations, is in trouble with the
very people who have been his greatest friends. Whatever
Don's problems are, and he has
(continued on next pace)
Lucille Ball
schedule to

and Desi Arnaz take time out from their busy ^
do their bit on the City of Hope telethon.

^

MAG GPS PRIVATE WIRE
By

MAGGI McNELLIS

LISTENING IN

ON WHAT'S

GOING ON BEHIND THE SCENES
IN TELEVISION

AND DELECTABLE

— NEWS,
BITS

VIEWS

OF GOSSIP

Donald O'Connor, with Lauren Bacall at
rehearsal, is in bad with the press.

TV

Gilbert, Wally (Mr. Peepers) Cox, Milton Berle and
Taliulah Bankhead, a riotous quartet on Berle's TV show.

of the Nelson

several apparently, he really must get himself straight-

guest appearances on TV,

ened out with the many scribes he's offended

a thirteen weeks stint on "Your

Ruth

.

.

.

Ozzie Nelson sees to it that 17-year-old son, David, a stai
TV show, has normal high school boy's life

may

depart for

New York

Show Of Shows"

for

the

if

matter of billing and salary can be straightened out.

Joan Crawford has had more bids to make TV films
than any other major screen star since her memorable
performance in "Because I Love You" for the Revlon
Mirror Theatre. In Arizona, on the rugged location for
her latest picture, "Johnny Guitar" a Western type film
she got lonesome for her two youngest daughters, the
twins, Cathy and Cynthia. So the kids they're seven
years old were packed up and transported to Sedona,

—

—

—

—

Arizona, for a weekend with their devoted mother. They
hardly recognized their glamourous Mom in her specially

—

Western clothes. Joan's fabulous boots she had
a dozen pairs custom-made in more colors than there are
tailored

—were

duplicated for the two Crawford youngmatching colors. Upon her return to the Crawford mansion in Brentwood, California, in time for the
re-telecast of "Because I Love You," Joan invited a few
of her more intimate friends one hundred in all to a
lavish dinner party to follow the second showing of the
Revlon production. The Crawford guests attended the
black tie affair, with hostess Joan and her twins greeting
the invited guests in pale blue party frocks complete with
matching cowgirl boots .

in Jello
sters in

—

.

Greer Garson broke the souhd-and-sight barrier on her
"Toast Of The Town" and "What's My Line?" guesting.
A flock of video offers came flooding her way before she
left New York for Europe. She's had to turn them down
said no to her too.

—MGM

June Allyson has been quietly taking ballet lessons
of the best, young choreographer- stage stars,
Bill Skipper, with an eye toward a Broadway musical and
a very but very- secret TV deal which hubby Dick Powell
would not only direct, but also produce. He won't appear
in it, however. According to Bill Skipper, June has developed amazing techniques in the difficult art of the
ballet and her emergence as a TV star, one equipped to
dance ballet, is something to sit back and wait for
from one

—

.

.

.

—

.

''"Pony Martin again had to change his private telephone
-*- number at home after he inadvertently gave his number to Art Linkletter during the course of his visit on the
Linkletter show "House Party." Thinking he was out of
camera range and not on the microphones, Tony reeled
off his

Kathryn Murray

has offered to pay $25,000 to Gene
Nelson and Jane Powell for a ten-minute guest appearance on the Arthur Murray TV show. A medley of
songs and dances made famous by them in their individual films before they teamed up in the recent "Three
Sailors And A Girl" would be worth the hefty fee, says
hostess Kathryn Murray. But
hasn't given Jane
the nod to do TV and besides" they want her to tone down
the romance with Gene. Gene, who has been making

MGM

home number. His telephone never stopped
week that followed

ing during the

Marion Marlowe

.

will

remain a

.

"Little

ring-

.

Godfrey" but Lu

Ann Sims may

follow in the footsteps of Julius La Rosa
by striking out on her own. In the case of Lu Ann, she

be given the complete support of her discoverer,
Godfrey, in her planned personal appearances at leading
vaudeville theatres and night clubs throughout the country. The Sims career as a solo performer away from the
will

Godfrey program will be "guided" by Godfrey himself.
is still committed, contractually, to the Arthur
Godfrey Corporation and he will pass final judgment on
the theatres and cafes bidding for her services. The Lu
Ann agreement with Arthur Godfrey has another eighteen months to run without options!

Lu Ann

.

.

.

Fame" on

West Coast was being considered for a
For those not "in the know" it was
Groucho Marx who helped Feneman get his own show
the

—

national network.
rolling

.

.

.

"Hopalong Cassidy" Boyd is another TV favorite
hand at something new on TV something
new for him, that is. A fifteen-minute musical program
in which he'll sing and dance, in white tie and tails and a
black silk topper, with nary a hint of his "Hoppy" characterization. It will be a one-time appearance for Bill as
a song-and-dance man and one we'll all be waiting
Bill

—

who'll try his

Rutherford, former screen star, is planning a TV
series to he produced by her Very Own Bill Dozier. As
soon as Bill completes the first group of Ella Raines filmed
programs for Motion Pictures for Television, Inc. the
telefilms are called, "Janet Dean, Registered Nurse" he'll
concentrate on Ann's video project. This will give the
newlyweds some time together. They haven't had much
of a honeymoon since their wedding what with Ann
guesting on major TV shows in New York (first one was
"Leave It To The Girls") and Bill so busy with the Ella

Ann

—

—
—

—

Raines productions out on Long Island at the Marion Parsonet studios

.

.

.

—

to see

.

.

.

Pearce, stage, screen and TV comedienne, fractured recent viewers with her hilarious night club
routines on such shows as "The Stork Club" and "This
Is Show Business." The one prop she used that garnered
the biggest laughs was a moth-eaten raccoon coat given to
her by screen star Debbie Reynolds, (continued on pace 72

Alice
>>

I

Donald Woods, the "Orchid Award" emcee, is seen on
TV by more people each week than the personalities
who are honored on his show the reason being more
than twenty motion pictures he made in past years in
Hollywood, which are now travelling the channel circuits.
The "Orchid Award" host couldn't be more unhappy over
this. There's no stopping the film showings either and so
he just has to compete with himself. On one night, three
of his early pictures were shown consecutively on the
same channel while he appeared on another in "Orchid
Award" ...

—

Groucho Marx and George Feneman, the "You Bet
Your Life" team, deny they'll split, with Feneman going
his separate way. They share a contract with their sponsor that ties .them together for the next two years. Rumors about Feneman leaving Groucho started when the
privately -produced Feneman show, "Your Claim To

Gleason forgets about calories when tempted by
sweets in Pump Room of Chicago's Ambassador East Hotel.
Jackie

Tyrone Power and Loretta Young, who have appeared together in films, may do new TV series.

Tennis players Diana Powell, Charles Farrell, Ed
Gardner, Mrs. Don Budge choose their partners.

Terry Moore, currently starring
in the 20th

Century-Fox

Of The Khyber

Rifles,"

this attractive vacation

Sold at most

^

VARIETY

film,

"King

models
wardrobe.
Stores.

United Air Lines for luxury travel!

1.

GRANT'S nylon topper for elegance!
KRESGE'S luggage for style! Coat
about $25. White, coral, blue, pink,

The

beige. 10/16.

train case, $3.79.

large bags about $5.

comes

in blue

and brown.

Romper check bathing

2.

W.

T.

The

Luggage

GRANT.

suit

32/38. $5.98.

Red, pink, blue, brown. Bathing cap
69<f.

3.

BEN FRANKLIN, SCOTT

GRANT'S

Matching top

terry cloth shorts $2.98.
$1.98 in blue or red

Sun

with white.

glasses

BEN FRANKLIN, SCOTT
4.

Wide

29tf.

Stores.

stripe long sleeve shirt

in red, green, maize.

GREEN.

Stores.

32/38.

$1.98 at H. L.

McLELLAN

has

these pedal pushers $1.98. 12/18.

5.

Seated comfortably in a United

Air Line plane, Terry wears a check
long

sleeve tailored shirt.

GREEN'S.

Red, green, maize. 32/38. $1.98.

6.

For sun-worshipers!

GRANT'S

2-piece play set for $2.98.
colors with

Jewel tone

B-cup proportioned

shorts 10/16.

Beach towel

BEN FRANKLIN, SCOTT

top,

$1.98.

Stores.

Skol sun tan lotion.
Photos by Erwin Lang

Up And

Fly

^1

'
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SCREENLAND VARIETY VALUES

(CONT'D)

9.

Terry

at United's ticket offic<

in a percale print dress,
7.

Wavy

stripe sailcloth whistle-

patent leather belt. In black,

back shorts! Whistle tied to

back pocket. 12/18.
Assorted colors.

green or red with white. $3.98

$1.59.

McLELLAN'S.

12/20—16%/24%. MURPHY'S.

In white only, a sleeveless

10. In charcoal, black or navy,

middy with

tapered pants with embroidered

$1.98.

8.

sailor collar.

Sizes 12/18.

scroll; fitted

Sport denim walking

bodice with

A

tie shoulder.

Sizes 12/18.

combination

outfit for $4.98.

shorts with saddle stitch trim
$1.98, 12/18.

Matching boned

top $1.00—12/20.

Mix

or match

1 1

.

Denim pants

in black

and

pink or black with white
10 to 18. Man-tailored

with a choice of colors

$2.98.

VARIETY Stores. Belt 59&
BEN FRANKLIN, SCOTT Stores.

shirt $2.98. 32/38 in white, gold,

at

red,

brown, black.

GRANTS.

Orher Toppers

TONY BENNETT'S "Why Does

It

Have

To Be Me" and "Stranger In Paradise"
Jackie Gleason's "Goldfor Columbia
en Violins" and "Mystery Street" for
.

.

.

Capitol
Columbia's Liberace album,
"Concertos For You"
Fran Warren's
.

.

.

.

.

.

Could Have You Back Again" and
"It's Anybody's Heart" for
"The
Jones Boy" and "She Was Five And He
Was Ten" by the Mills Brothers for
Decca
Eddie Fisher's "Oh! My Papa"
and "Until You Said Goodbye" for Victor
Al Martino's "Sweetheart Of Mine"
and "Before" for Capitol
"Under Paris
Skies" and "I Love Paris" by Georgia
Gibbs for Mercury
Jill Corey's "Robe
Of Calvary" and "Minneapolis" for Columbia
"Stranger In Paradise" and
"Heart Of My Heart" by the Four Aces
Tony Martin's "Stranger
for Decca
In Paradise" and "I Love Paris" for VicDinah Shore's "Changing Parttor
ners" and "Think" for Victor
Jan
August's "Petite Ballerina" and "Prince
Igor" for Mercury
"Midnight In Vermont" and "Why Tell A Lie" by Jerri
Adams for Columbia
Vera Lynn's
"Don't Leave Me Now" and "You Won't
"If I

MGM

RECORD

.

.

.

.

.

six times a

week,

by

JANE PICKENS

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

on the iVBC Radio Network

Monday through

.

.

heard coast-to-coast

is

Friday,

.

2:45—2:55 P.M. EST.

.

Forget

Me"

for

.

.

.

.

and Thursday,

.

.

.

The "Jane Pickens Sfcow"

.

.

.

ROUNDUP

.

.

London

.

.

.

.

10:35—11:00 P.M. EST.
Grab Bag

Changing Partners" and "Y'AU Come"
for Decca
Frank Sinatra's "South Of
The Border," from film of same name,

and "I Love You" for Capitol
Artie
Wayne's "Bellisima," from film of same
name, and "My Hymn To Her" for Mercury
Bill Lee's "Soothe My Lonely
Heart" and "Shenandoah," both from
"Escape From Fort Bravo" for
"Joey's Theme" and "Coney Island," both
from "The Little Fugitive," by Eddy
Manson-Norman Leydon for Columbia
Le Roy Holmes' "The Lately Song,"
from "Three Girls And A Sailor," and
Victor's "Glenn
"Brazil" for
Dave Rose's "Joey's
Miller" album
Theme," from "Little Fugitive," and
"The River Seine" for

Bing

As Ann Blyth phones hubby, Fernando Lamas,

Tops In Movie Music

.

Alfred Newman's album of "The Robe"
for Decca
MGM's "Kiss Me, Kate"
album, starring Kathryn Grayson, Howard Keel, Ann Miller and Andre Previn
.

.

.

Richard Hayman's "Sadie Thompson's
Song," from "Sadie Thompson," and
"Drive In" for Mercury
Leo Diamond's "Sadie Thompson's Song," from
.

.

.

"Sadie Thompson," and
for

Ambassador

.

.

.

.

.

"On The Mall"
Bing

Crosby's

'

.

in

.

.

Crosby

has another solid hit
Partners" for Decca.

"Changing

.

.

.

.

.

MGM

.

.

.

MGM
.

.

.

.

.

.

Les

Elgart's

album

"Sophisticated

Columbia

Swing"

Snyder's
"Swinging On A Star" and "Star Eyes"
for Decca ... "I Can't Believe That
You're In Love With Me" and "Boogie
Woogie Maxixe" by the Ames Brothers
for Victor
Vaughn Monroe's "Guessfor

.

.

.

.

.

Bill

.

"Redwood Smoke" for Victor
Bing & Gary Crosby's "Down By The
Riverside" and "What A Little Moonlight
Les Baxter-Betty
Can Do" for Decca
ing" and
.

.

.

.

.

.

and

"Magdalena"

"Brazilian

.

Reilly's

MGM

Bernice Parks'
"Fas-I-Nay-Shun" and "Blue Reverie"
for Mercury ...
end

.

.

.

.

Baion" for Capitol

.

.

.

Director Le Roy and Howard Keel, on
"Rose Marie" location, eavesdrop. You'll be hearing an album of this great musical.
51

Shortly after
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Lili St.

Cyr startled Hollywood with her sensational night club act

at Ciro's, she

was signed to make

films.

By Dee Phillips

Dale Robertson woos

Lili

in

do

women

ENVY
LILI?
beautiful
When
ceased undressing

Lili

St.

Cyr

in burlesque

and night clubs and pulled
up by her G-string to Holly-

theatres
herself

wood eminence, she sharpened the
critical reaction that has long been
(manifest among the womenfolk of the
country.

1

ijpatra.

She can afford to be patient and
toward her own sex, because

tolerant

she attracts the ardent approval of the

opposite one.

Like

all

the temptresses of the ages

stage and on

off

—she

knows she

rouses the envy, even the hate,

of

women.

No

girl,

— of women

allure

Now

broad philosophy of

to be controversial

life

apt

is

among most women.

that she has transferred her

art to the screen,

making two G's a

week cash money

in the process for

her Technicolor debut in RKO's "Son
Of Sinbad," she has said farewell to
burlesque.

done my bit for burlesque,
served my time that leaves me
out," she said at her last burlesque
engagement in Los Angeles.
To the films she now brings the
sizzling dances which once served to
heat drafty burlesque house stages.
But there are, of course, exceptions
in her routine. Not a bump or a grind
does she offer in her screen imper"I've

—

I've

DOES RESENTMENT OF

UNINHIBITED AND EXOTIC
ST.

LILI

CYR COME FROM

SHAPELESS

WOMEN WHO'D

LOVE TO BE AS DARING

AND

EXCITING AS SHE?

sonations.

no matter how convincingly
she conveys her innate demureness,
can expect to win the ayes or the
eyes

Lili's

an eyeful.

Blonde, long-legged Lili, however,
merely shrugs her shapely shoulders,
smiles her sultry smile, conscious that
her physical charms continue to be
enthusiastically appreciated by MEN.
Something of a philosopher is the
34-year-old Lili, who has trained herself in the wiles of Carmen and Cleo-

—

Lili only hopes it is envy rather
than hate that her particular specialty
creates in her sisters.
A buxom bundle of bare skin is
Lili St. Cyr, and she insists she was
neither nude nor lewd when she gave
night club and burlesque customers

—

if

she makes physical

her stock-in-trade.

What

something does Lili
less triumphant
clothes-shedding queens seem to lack?
It will come as a surprise to her
(continued on pace 69)
feminine
possess

certain

that

other
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we saw
When
Of The Rue

dancer Allyn McLerie in "Phantom
Morgue," we couldn't help realizing
what a good thing most of us miss by not paying 1
more attention to the way we look below the knees. A 1
dancer's legs and feet are her "fortune" as far as we are 1
concerned and most of us let it go at that. Our com- 1
placence is a crime of sorts and would prompt any proJ
fessional to ask "how stupid can you be?" To be sure.
|
the phrase is just another wise-crack, but stop and think I
a minute and you'll have to admit it's true. It really isn't (
very bright not to "put your best foot forward" particularly when it's shod in an open shoe and attached to a
leg that is substantially displayed because of the newlyI

—

shortened skirts!

There are things you can do
and they'll pay off in two ways.

to

improve the situation

look prettier
because you've beautified the localized territory. Second,
you'll look prettier because you've removed the discomforts that cause so much fatigue and its resulting care-

worn

First, you'll

expression.

So, let's get

down

to the business of foot health, as a

few common-sense proFor one, be sure
to give yourself the benefit of a daily soap-and-water
treatment. For some unaccountable reason, there are
more pores to the square inch on the soles of the feet
than on any other part of the body. Use a good, mild,
starter.

Oddly enough,

cedures can

make

just a

a world of difference.

"Phantom Of The Rue Morgue," treats rough spots
with cream saturated cotton Cellophane-taped on overnight.
Allyn, in

'

we

we do

complexion soap like Sweetheart and work it into an
abundant lather. Massage the lather between your toes

Caesar.

But don't think that's all
immensely important. After
you've done your best with a towel, smooth on a bit of
Fresh Cream Deodorant, then sprinkle on a liberal dusting of one of the Dr. Scholl Foot Powders, before you
dress. After that, please, put on a jresh pair of stockings
and be sure they're the right size. This all may sound

The trick is to make the pedicure as thorough
your regular manicure. Don't skimp on the preliminaries. Remember too, that you're supposed to trim
toe nails straight across if you intend to avoid hazards
like in-growing nails. Make sure that the cuticle is neat,
and be careful to take off all the old nail polish before
you put on a fresh coat. For this, you'll find that Q-Tips
cotton swabs, on the new longer length sticks, are espe-

conscientiously,

there

is

to

it;

then rinse.

the drying

is

elementary, but we wouldn't be putting it down again if
there weren't still far too many foot ills that can be attributed to the neglect of just these few essentials. Of

undo the accumulated miseries of
only wish you God-speed, and
tell you that your greatest help will probably come from
the innumerable, and very specific remedies that are
available almost everywhere in the Dr. Scholl foot-health
aids. No one else seems to have concentrated quite so
effectively because no one else has a useful preparation
course,

if

you have

years of neglect,

to

we can

—

or appliance designed to cope with

almost every foot

problem.
Once you've accepted the fact that maintaining foot
health is an important part of your essential beauty routine, you're well on your way toward raising your whole
glamour-rating. At this point you can put some beautifying tips to really good use. Cleopatra, you know,
tinted the soles of her feet with henna to charm Julius

know

In 1954

don't go quite that far, but

that a good pedicure with nail

make-up

is

a valu-

able asset.
a job as

cially helpful.

Then use

a nail lacquer that will last until

your next pedicure. The Dura-Gloss formula seems to
have licked this particular problem very neatly.
To improve the looks of your legs you first have to get
used to the idea of grooming them. This means de-fuzz-

them regularly so that they look attractive all the
time and not just on special occasions. If you're not very
handy with a razor (and many women aren't), you can
do the job with Imra, a smooth white cream depilatory.
It only takes a very few minutes and, of course, completely eliminates any possibility of nicking yourself. If,
on the other hand, you are handy with a razor, you'll be
cheered to know that Dorothy Gray has a new lotion
called "Hosemetics" that does double-duty because you
can also use it in place of shaving soap and water. Hosemetics primary purpose, however, is to keep your legs
smooth and chap free, and in that (continued on pace 74)
ing

mons and

will soon begin a courtroom
charging Denise with defamation
of character, among other things. The
legal fireworks are scheduled to explode
late in February, unless the matter can
be settled out of court

battle

.

.

.

The advance reports on Ed

"Archie''

Gardner's new MPTV telefilms series,
"Duffy's Tavern," are all raves. "Archie"
comes to TV with his hilarious comedy
antics AND more sex appeal than anyone expected, least of all Ed Gardner.

Paramount Pictures want him for their
"Big Telecast Of 1954" the new annual

—

make with every

musical they'll

top star

on their lot, and that includes Crosby,
Hope and Alan Ladd
.

It

may

.

.

not be very glamourous, but

if

and when Marilyn Monroe becomes Mrs.
Joe DiMaggio she'll be the wife of the
vice prexy of a large and very profitable
macaroni factory and one of its biggest

—

shareholders

Marilyn Monroe welcomes King Paul of Greece to 20th Century-Fox Studios as
Queen Frederika and Studio Chief Spyros Skouras complete a happy foursome.

DOROTHY KILGALLEN'S
EXCLUSIVE MOVIE GOSSIP
[CONTINUED FROM PACE

Gene and Betsy Kelly continue

deny

to

separation-but-no-divorce rumors,
but some of their more intimate jriends
insist this is one Hollywood marriage that
can't possibly last through 1954

the

.

.

.

—

escrow would amaze you

.

.

Bob Wagner and Lawrence Harvey

Jack Dempsey was dropped

.

.

.

Marlon Brando created quite a sensation at a gala ball held at the Hotel Plaza
in Gotham by being so un-Marlon Brandoish. He came with Movita, neatly attired in a conservative blue suit, danced
dutifully with all the ladies at his table
and surprised observers with his ability to glide from samba to tango to waltz
with the footwork of a professional. He
was sweet to the photographers, too

—

.

.

.

Those who have heard Jose Ferrer sing
since he started studying seriously say it's
remarkable he warbles like an opera
star. Along the Ferrer Front it should
also be reported that the movie career of
Mrs. Ferrer (Rosemary Clooney) has
been to most of her fans disappointing ...

.

The stork cancelled the scheduled visit
Jack Palances the very day his

to the

in the

—

friends have organized a pool to which
each have contributed $100 on the duration of her marriage to Lex Barker. The
total amount of the money being held in

Terry Moore, who has been paired off
with Scott Brady, Nicky Hilton, Rock
Hudson, Howard Hughes, Wally Seawell,
plushier Hollywood night spots, actually
prefers to make her nightly rounds in
nearby Reseda, a small Valley community, with a pair of studio employees (fl«
assistant art director and an electrician)
whenever her One and Only, a soon-tobe-divorced script writer, leaves town for
business conferences in New York

,

22]

option to star in the film biography of
.

.

.

Martha Raye is seriously thinking about
resuming her screen career in-between
TV commitments her return to the Hollywood kleig lights would take place early
in June. Her ex-husband, Nick Condos^
is something else she may resume with.
Her West Coast pals hope it isn't so. They
blame Condos for her lack-lustre movie
work of some years back

—

.

.

—hit

—

a snag

when

relatives of the

Lupe Velez cautioned producers Bill
Pine and Bill Thomas they would be unable to depict Lupe in the film without
official family approval. There are more
than twenty persons related to the fiery
actress, who took her own life after a
tragic love affair that followed her divorce from Johnny
late

.

.

.

—

—

—

If Marilyn Maxwell and Jerry Davis
haven't married by the time you read
this, they will
any edition. They'll probably elope

—

.

A
Several of Lana Turner's more cynical
56

ise

.

.

.

The fracas that occurred in Hollywood
between Sarah Churchill and a waiter at
one of the Sunset Boulevard Strip's more
popular meeting places, Hamburger Hamlet, caused the cancellation of a very elegant cocktail soiree which was to honor
the actress. The Prince and Princess
Alexis Thurn-Taxis, who had planned
hosting the affair, junked the party on
short notice. The British Colony in Hollywood the Stewart Grangers, the James
Masons and the Cary Grants, among the
many felt their fellow-member, Sarah,
was within her rights to behave as she
did at the all-night eatery. Most of the

—
—

Beverly Hills "regulars," however, felt
otherwise about the matter and the cocktails-and-canapes camp has been divided
ever since

.

.

.

refreshing, to say the least, to find
new up-and-coming screen actor
with the unusually simple name of John
Smith. In a town seething with contrived monickers such as Rock, Rory, Tab
and Race, this is really a departure. Funniest gag along the Mocambo-La RueIt's

there's a

Romanoff

has

circuit

groomed
kept under wraps
Naked
actor being

.

.

another young
is being
Stark
his name
it

for stardom,

—

—

.

.

The attempts to film the life story of
Johnny Weissmuller now too fat to play
himself

.

.

former secretary-companion to DenDarcel served the actress with a sum-

Steve Cochran won't marry until early
next year no matter what you hear to
the contrary and his new wife will not
be Monique Van Vooren. Steve has his
bride already picked out she's a nonprofessional, currently in Rome, Italy,
and the ex-wife of a titled nobleman. His
rivals consider him very lucky she's not
only very wealthy, she's very beauti-

—

—

—

—

ful ..

.

Corinne Calvet presented her hairdresser with a pure bred Angora kitten

— as

soft and white as ermine and just
about as expensive. The Calvet gift card,
attached to the specially designed Kitty
Kat Krib, informed the hairdresser the
feline was to be named "Zsa Zsa." Any
questions about whether or not these girls

are

still

at it!?!

.

.

.

Magda Gabor, Zsa

Zsa's older sister

—

there's also Eva, the youngest was screen
tested by several studios. The test that

proved to be the best was the one in
which Magda wore a platinum wig. If
she's willing to go "Gabor Blonde,"
will give her a one-picture deal. It's the
best offer she's had to date. Unlike Zsa
Zsa and Eva, Magda wants to concentrate
on drama which accounts for her indecision to switch from her natural auburn
tresses to bottle blonde for a one-time
movie contract

MGM

.

.

©

With Maybelline soft Eyebrow Pencil, draw
narrow line across upper eyelids, at base of
lashes, adding short up-stroke at outer

.

corner. Soften line with fingertip.

Shirley Booth managed to get through
her second film, "About Mrs. Leslie,"
despite a severe attack of bursitis that
plagued her from the first day of shooting. She's been rehearsing for her return
to the New York stage in the musical "By
The Beautiful Sea" (directed by MGM's
"Chuck" Walters) scheduled to open next
month, with a doctor in attendance
.

.

Next, use short, light upward strokes of the Maybelline

Eyebrow
Taper

Pencil, to form beautiful, expressive brows.

lightly at outer end. Soften effect with fingertip.

©

Apply smooth Maybelline Mascara from base to tips oi
upward. (Hold a few seconds to set
"up-swoop.") For an extra touch of mysterious eye beauty,
blend a bit of Maybelline Eye Shadow on upper lid.
lashes, brushing

.

The world's smartest women depend on
Maybelline soft eye make-up for heart-stirring

The British are betting Princess Margaret Rose will announce her engagement

—to someone— before May
Kaye

1,

1954.

beauty. Today,

let

Maybelline magic bring out

the unsuspected loveliness of your eyes

!

Danny

among the very
the name of the man of her
choice, even before Buckingham Palace
officials are given the information
expected to be

is

first to

know

.

.

.

There's nothing platonic about the relationship that exists between Montgomery
Clift

and Libby Holman, once the great-

est of the torch singers.

Despite the dis-

Holman was
making headlines when the Clift boy was
too young to read them) they're insepparity in their ages (Miss

arable in New York. Their immediate
plans call for a joint vacation in Europe
this

Winter

.

.

learn SHORTHAND
IN 6 WEEKS,

.

Bob

Neal, the dark-haired young Texdescribed appropriately,
as very oilwealthy, has gone overboard

an

As

who might be

Debbie Reynolds in the most luxurious manner. He ordered a lush mink
coat for her from one of New York's top

by Fay Nemirow

for

furriers
in two

the

and had

it

made-to-order for her
putting Debbie in

weeks—that's

Mink

of Condition in record time

.

.

.

New York

Forest Hills,
"Speedwriting

enabled

me

into my chosen
field of advertising.
After
completing my course, I
secured a highly paid position
with an agency in
which I earned two salary
to

enter

much

talked about
Hollywood starlet, has been linked romantically with Geary Stefjen ever since
his divorce from Janie Powell. The one
who adores her the most, however, is Barbara Hutton's young son, Lance, who arranged an introduction to her through his
ex-step-father, Cary Grant
with the
current Mrs. Grant (Betsy Drake) not
liking the idea one bit

—

.

.

.

A casting report that baffles this department has Danny Kaye supposedly
reading a screen treatment of the Harry
Lauder story with a view to doing the
movie early in 1955. With all the theatrical biographies available, why Harry
Lauder? In the first place, there aren't a
handful of American moviegoers under
the age of 40 who even know who Lauder was. In the second place, his material was Positively The Corniest. I should
think it would be easier to get movie fans

excited about the Life of

Sonny

Tufts, end

FAMOUS ABC SH0R1HAHD,®
120 WORDS PER MINUTE

increases in one year."

Speedwriting—and
Sheila Connelly, the

Did!

I

ONLY SPEEDWRITING—

can qualify you at
or through classroom instruction for a well-paid secretarial
position in
6 WEEKS! That's because it's an
Shorthand
has no symbols, requires no machines! Most accurate and dependable, too! With Speedwriting
start taking dictation the very
first day!
No need to spend months mastering a whole "foreign
language" of hooks, curves and curlicues.
(

home

ONLY

—

WEEKS,

YOU

EARN $10
Don't

ABC

to

$15

MORE

Per

TYPING AVAILABLE

Week

sad experience with symbol shorta better job and more pay.
Don't worry about being too young or too old.
Over 200,000 graduates have proved that the
Speedwriting Shorthand is the easiest,
quickest way to qualify.
let a

Classroom Instruction

hand keep you from

in

over 400 Cities

in U.S.,

ABC

Canada, Cuba,

& Hawaii
(Consult

— 50% FASTER than
Speedwriters
everywhere—
and

local

directory)

120 Words Per Minute

Service requirements.
Positions
in Civil Service
leading business firms.
Civil

Top

in

FREE: Write TODAY for FREE booklet
which gives full details and FREE sample lesson that shows you how easily, quickly

YOU

School of Speedwritinq.
Dept. 6'J02-4. 55 W. 42nd St.
New York 36. N- Y.

send me without
your new booklet with

Please

Home Study

can be a Speedwriter.

or expense
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obligation
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|TT77y7

New York

36, N. Y.

.State.
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[CONTINUED FROM PACE
"I'm excited about doing

it.

I

love Joan.

her all my life. I suppose all
actresses do, but I love her for what she
did, what she was, what she represents.
And very important to me is the fact that
my husband is going to direct it. I enjoy
working with Roberto, and he has some
terrific ideas on staging it. Naturally, I'm
I've loved

a bit scared, particularly when I realize
that I'm probably the first actress in history to portray Joan on the stage, on the
screen, and now in an opera!"
I asked Ingrid what she missed most

about America. The animation slowly
disappeared from her face. "Pia, most of
all," she said after a pause. There was
another pause. I was anxious to keep the
conversation going, so I quickly said, with

an

effort at lightness,

"What

little

things,

things?"

silly

"There are

little

things, silly things."

She brightened with the memory of them.
"Like banana splits, very gooey. And
drive-ins. There's a restaurant here they
call the California where you can get

banana splits, and don't think I don't go
there from time to time to satisfy that
urge."
And did she miss Hollywood?
"Why should I miss Hollywood when

Hollywood

is

body's here or
here to make
desperately I
Arc' filmed in

a film.

wanted

I

was making 'A Trip To Italy' with
George Sanders at the same time. In between work, Jennifer and I had a lot to
talk about. We're old friends, you know."
Just then Rossellini came in with little
Robertino. Ingrid rose, walked over to
the door, kissed Robertino and her husband a dark, heavy-framed man of Ingrid's height. She led father and son to
me to be introduced. The handsome 4year-old lad with blond hair and blue
eyes examined me carefully, extended his
hand, said "Buona sera," then quickly
asked to be excused. "He's really a mixture of Swedish and Italian," Ingrid said,
looking after him.
She then took her husband's arm.
"We've been talking about the opera,"
she said to him. Rossellini smiled, and in
soft-spoken, accented English, he briefly
described some of his ideas for staging
the mammoth musical work at the San
Carlo Opera House.
After Rossellini left and she had mixed
me a Campari soda, Ingrid turned to me

—

same
58

my

feel,

You

—

To

and 'We Are Women,' which
me. Beyond the opera, I have no definite plans,
but I'll only do a picture that really inItaly'

I've just finished, all interested

terests me."

She

sat thoughtful for a

moment,

silent-

her cigarette. I thought to
myself, can this be the woman who confessed that she didn't think she could live
through the torment she had to undergo
only a few years ago? With a feeling of
admiration for the way she had reconstructed her life, I rose to go. I told her
how glad I was to see her so happy.
"No one is completely happy," she said
in gentle reproof. "In this life," she said,
as she rose, "you have to pay for everything you have or want." I agreed that
she was right.
"Somehow, having lived in Italy for
several years now, I think I understand
more about living," she went on as we
ly puffing at

remember how

I

said,

what should I
begin to think
you are incapable of growth. This role is
a challenge to me, and that's why I look
forward to it. The films I've made with
Roberto 'Stromboli,' 'Europa '51,' 'A Trip
begins to

"You

see, this is

how

it

must

don't want to play the
kind of parts over and over and
life.

I

WHY

to

picture last year, we had such a good
time. Then Jennifer Jones was here to
make 'Beat The Devil' for John Huston.

and

One

over.

—

My

reply was,

want

'I

don't

want

respect.

I

love.'

"That's what we all want, isn't it?" she
asked. I answered with a nod.

Then as we said good-bye, that smile
came again, that smile which radiated
like a beam of sunlight on a gloomy day.
It was no less marvelous than it had
ever been.

Nor was Ingrid Bergman any

less

tiful.

beauEND

coming to Europe? Everybeen here or going to come

have 'Joan Of
France, in the very places
Joan knew. Nobody would even think of
such a thing. So we made the picture in
Hollywood. Now, dozens of films are made
on location in Europe. Why couldn't the
trend have begun a little earlier?
"It's so nice for me to see so many of
my friends over here," Ingrid went on
after I lit another cigarette for her. "When
Claudette Colbert came over to make a

be in
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say, useless, sterile.

walked towards the door. "I think it
might be the same for Pia. I don't think
Pia will ever completely understand what
I did and why I did it unless she has a
chance to see me and know me in this
atmosphere.
"I'd love her to come to Italy and stay
as long as she wants to not only for my
sake, but for her own. There are so many
beautiful things here that people for centuries from every part of the world have
discovered for themselves and are the
better for it. You know, Pia's 15 now.
Quite a lovely young lady," Ingrid said
with obvious mother's pride. "I'm sure
that one day, she and I will overcome
this misunderstanding. I tried too hard
to be Pia's friend. I wanted her to think
of me not only as her mother but also as
her pal. Her father used to say to me,
'Your child will have no respect for you.'
.

INGRID'S ZEST FOR LIVING

I'VE

NO TIME FOR LOVE

[CONTINUED FROM PACE

open and clear for the work I love so
much. This little girl is steering clear of
if
you
all involvements of the heart
know what I mean."
I did know what she meant, but then I
really didn't. I knew that Jean didn't always feel this way. It was only after her
great success in "Take Care Of My Little
Girl" that she really opened her eyes to
the brilliant film career ahead of her.
Then and there, Jean deliberately pushed
aside anything and everything that might

—

possibly interfere with success.
couldn't seem to get through my noggin why a talented and intelligent young
gal like Jean, late of Canton, Ohio, and
Ohio State University, should be so afraid
of love. Or why her attitudes on men
should be such a contradictory melange
of starry-eyed romance and half-baked
flippancy.
Just what was she trying to prove?
I

herself knows from her study
psychology at Ohio State, a woman

As Jean
of

whose two main passions in life are work
and clothes is a woman looking for an
escape from herself. Jean falls into this
category and fully realizes it. Clothes
represent the second of her main inter-

my

one real extravagance," she
tells you. Jean knows style, however, and
has the courage to buck innovations if
ests.

"It's

she doesn't think they're right for her.

Her

taste in clothes is simple, but always
ultra-smart.
We had a date for dinner while she
was in Rome making Jean Negulesco's
"We Believe In Love" with Clifton Webb.
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Dorothy McGuire, Maggie McNamara and
Louis Jourdan. When I picked her up at
her hotel, she was wearing a charming
green, grey and white-striped cotton
frock, over which she casually threw a
handsome white wool sweater embellished with jewels and pearls in oriental
motif. She told me that dress and sweater were strictly California-American, but
she didn't have to tell me that her dainty,
gold-thonged sandals of leather were
strictly Italian.

As we walked through Rome's crowded
kept glancing at the girl considered one of the most important young

streets, I

Hollywood. I wanted to get some
insight into her real personality. I wanted
to know more about Jean Peters, Woman,
not Jean Peters, Movie Star. Sauntering
stars in

down

the Spanish Steps, we chatted
about Rome, Hollywood, films, people.
And I kept studying Jean's face, particularly her dark flashing eyes. They revealed much: that Jean had great determination, that she was a young lady who
not only knew what she wanted in fame

and fortune, but knew how

to get

what

she wanted.

Hardly a soul that we passed in this
ancient and worldly city realized that the
girl beside me was a famous Hollywood
personality. With her long turquoise and
silver earrings, dark brown hair cut in
cowl effect and her marvelous black eyelashes, she could easily have been mistaken for any of the large number of
attractive Roman girls that gracefully

walked by.

AMAZING NEW DlsrnVERY

seemed to read my thoughts.
"Don't you think that I blend perfectly
with the Italian background?" she asked.
I told her that I had been thinking exactly the same thing. "I'm very often
Jean

CURLS

without wetting your

she added. "I'm
really of Welsh extraction, but there's a
great similarity in type with the Latin

mistaken for
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the February issue of

when

was a
mother
who had the chore of supporting me and
my younger sister, Shirley. Mother ran a
successful tourist cabin business in Ohio
all by herself, and the three of us got
along splendidly with no men around to
tell us what to do.
"Since that time, I've always had a
was

well-developed sense of responsibility,"
Jean went on as the Italian waiter served
the Hungarian goulash and the Austrian
lager. "Each of us had specific duties to
perform and part of mine was to look
after Shirley. All my life I've had to work
hard for the things that mattered to me.
I put myself through college, too.
Even
now in my Hollywood house, we're all
females. My great-aunt runs the place
for me, and now, with Shirley going to
the University of Southern California,
she'll be joining the menage too."
Point One that Jean was trying to
prove: the female of the species is equal
to the task of caring for its own without
any handouts from the so-called 'supemale.
"I'm full of insecurities," Jean went on,
"and they make me painfully introspective.
I spend a lot of time alone just
thinking things out. I carefully and meticulously analyze every situation that confronts me and that includes men, love,
romance and marriage. I'm always weighrior'

—

•
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Learn commercial

at our table, Jean
about her inner con-

father died

.

Read

"I'm distrustful of males, and for
that reason I'm leery of marriage." She
said this without the slightest effort to
soften the impact of her words. "All my

girl
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varian-type beerhouse and that, here in
Rome, Italy, we were going to dine on
Hungarian goulash, guzzle Austrian beer
while a small orchestra played American
jazz. This Peters gal certainly loved con-

very

MAGIC CURLEHS

Society Editor, Caroline Trotter, writes
"Your curlers are all you claim for them. Having fine, problem
hair, never had anything more satisfying after a shampoo
at home and when dry, I follow simple directions enclosed
with curlers. Result looks as though I had naturally
curly hair
no more hot dryers for me. A boon, especially to business women who must be ready lor any emergency. They save time, money and freedom from hot dryers."
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to talk freely

Dip

else like it
lovely halo of soft ringlets or Lustrous

play-

ing opposite Rossano Brazzi, a top Italian
star who had a brief Hollywood fling a
few years ago, I naturally asked Jean for
her reactions to the attractions of the
Italian male.
"Wow!" was Jean's explosive reply. "I
love the way Italians stare openly at a
woman. It's so frank and direct that a
girl can't possibly be offended. She feels
so wanted, so beautiful that she'd be a
fool if she didn't feel pleased and flattered. I'm one gal who enjoys this admiration, and don't mind flirting with
them a bit only when I'm sure I'm not
going to be bothered," the cautious Jean
Peters quickly added.
Jean led me to a restaurant she had
discovered the night before in Rome's
more Bohemian section. I was a bit surprised to find myself in front of a Ba-
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ing and evaluating. I never seem to be
able to accept things for what they really
are. And until I can, I'm afraid I'll keep
putting up barriers around my emotions.
I envy a girl like Jeanne Crain. Do you
know why Jeanne's been able to work out
her life so perfectly? She has inner security." Jean Peters' husky voice soft-
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DRUM CORPS

As the evening wore on, Jean's comments on men and marriage were more
and more edged with flippancy. Some of
them were amusing, some intelligent,
some impossible. These were her stiff requirements for a husband:
"A guy who'd never talk to me in the
morning for at least two hours. I hate
happy people in the morning you know
the kind that run around singing and
chattering and doing things. I'd cheerfully murder them. My husband would
have to prepare my coffee for me and
bring it to me in bed. Once I've had my

—

coffee, I'm a bit

more

civilized.

"A man who'd stay up all hours of the
night making intelligent and witty conversation on a wide variety of subjects.
I hate to go to sleep at night and detest
night clubs, but I'd love to stay home and
go on hour after
I

"A husband who's kind, considerate,
Someone who'd make
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up for

all of

my

deficiencies

and who'd

complete all of my half-finished tasks
without a murmur.
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too."
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mean. What a conversationalist!
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it,

wish

Point Two that Jean Peters was trying
to prove: she was not a pushover for romance, by gosh. She could keep herself
from falling hook, line and sinker for
some guy, no matter how right he was
and no matter what the cost.

listen to brilliant talk

DANCING SHOES-SUPPLIES
Tap,

BATON

had

"I

"The guy wouldn't have

UR FAVORITE^*

MOV

STAR

de-Studio" connections make
it possible to send you a Large, Glossy,
Genuine Portrait—not tiny prints. Newest pose straight from "Studio Insiders!" Catalogue also FREE! Send name
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your f; vorite star and 15c for
handling. (2 for 25c) (VIA L TO:
I

INSIDE-STUDIO
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to be President
United States. He could be anything, as long as he was doing what he
wanted to do, something which gave him
complete satisfaction. He could even be
an actor, though I'd just as soon he
of the

AMAZING NEW

POCKET

E

"Most

I

of

all,

my

husband must have

human dignity and complete selfassurance. He must be strong enough not
dignity,

only to take care of me, but to take care
of himself. He must be at peace with
himself and with the world. He must be
able to lead and dominate me. If he had
to beat some sense into me now and
again, why that's okay with me. I'm
pretty tough. After movie bouts with
Widmark the Wolf and Brando the Brute,
I'm used to a bit of violence."
If such a mortal exists, Jean is going to
have to spend the rest of her life tracking him down!
That's Jean Peters revealing what she
calls her "complex personality." It seemed
to be complex. When she discussed her
youth, she spoke with pride about how
she, Shirley and their mother got along
without the guidance of men. Then later,

she

blandly

stated

that

the

man

she

would marry had to be the dominating
type. She said that there was no place
for love in her life, and yet admitted that
she lives in dread of emotional entanglements. And then, just as we parted that
evening in Rome, she commented wistfully, "If you don't find the great love of
your life sometime before you die, there
doesn't

seem much point

to living."

Jean's "complex personality," in spite
of the obvious contradictions, is not very
complex. All her bravado, all her selfassertion camouflages a heart that really

yearns for love. The moment Jean is off
guard, the moment she lets her reserve

down, a man a good deal different from
the ideal she describes, will march right
up and take full and complete possession. Deep down, Jean knows this better
than anyone.

Maybe when Jean

Peters,

Woman,

gets

equal billing with Jean Peters, Actress,
she'll become the great star she so desperately wants to be.

Some

"He'd have to be athletically-inclined.
love to swim. My pool is my pride and

about baseball and com-

pletely at home on a horse. He'd have to
join all my sports activities with enthusiasm.

weren't.

Box 1989, Dept. S6, Hollywood 28, Cal.

mad

I'm

joy.

of the greatest in the business

have discovered that there's more
star than Stardust.

to a

END
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She said, "Let Jean. Her bones are
young and flexible."
So I tried. I wasn't much good at first,
but my father insisted that I practice until I was almost as good as the girl next
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DRAWER
Hollywood

I

was a student
work out

in dramatic
in the

gym-

28.

M

CALIF.

And
happy

my

father instilled in me the
belief that, up to a sensible point,
so

could do anything I set about doing if
I had been taught the proper method, and
if I stuck to it.
I

my

father believed in himIncidentally,
well as in his youngsters. I remember on at least one occasion after I
self as

39]

had broken my arm (J did it often), that
he was determined to set it. He had read
a book because he was always reading
a book on some new topic and he assured my mother that he could set the
bone as well as any doctor. I agreed with
him, but my mother insisted upon sending for a man with an M.D. degree.

—

My
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three brothers were important facmy development. My eldest broth-

tors in

(who was lost in World War II)
was the most courageous person I have
ever known. I remember a long-ago afternoon when he was tinkering with a
jalopy which he had bought with his own
money. Something went wrong and the
motor caught fire. I had been watching
er

T

my

energy into one channel, my
know there was anything
except The Theatre, and I

him, but I was of no help; I stood rooted.
glanced about for something to use to
put out the fire, found nothing, so
reached into the flames, bare-handed,
and tore the connecting wires free. That
ended the fire, but his hands were badly
burned. "Saved an explosion, though," he

ounce

said.

One of the first things I noticed about
him was his well-rounded ability to talk

He

My

younger brother taught me two
things: patience (ask anyone with a little
brother!) and philosophy. I learned that
This
is as terrible as it seems.
lesson was provided one Christmas morning when our entire family descended to
the living room to open our presents and
discovered the room knee-deep in discarded ribbon, torn paper, scattered boxPauly had
es, and confused presents.
awakened shortly after the reindeer had
pattered off the roof, and he had crept
downstairs and into the living room
where the gifts were piled around the
Christmas tree. He opened every single

nothing

package, and then

—exhausted,

—slipped back to bed.

At

first

no doubt

we thought

our Christmas was ruined, and

shed

I

However, it began to seem
funny after a few minutes and it has now
passed into family lore to be handed
salty tears.

down to our grandchildren.
I knew from the time I saw my
movie that
like the

I

wanted

to

average high school student,

Our high
newly out

of ridicule

school dramatic coach

I

if

I

was

tune with high
school students, a perceptive human being,

of college, in

and a resourceful teacher. He

on

I

insist-

ed on tryouts for each part in each play
we produced. He brought all sorts of unlikely people into the drama club because
he could overcome their shyness and inspire them to try for something they
might have wanted, but under ordinary
circumstance would have been too timorous to attempt.

And

then, abandoning the old practice
awarding a lead here, a secondary role
there on the basis of just desserts for
hard work, or a relative on the school
board, he gave the roles to those whom
he considered best equipped to play them.
Sometimes this professional plan caused
trouble, but he seemed to have anticipated that. At any rate, he ignored it and
of

earth

thought of

me

troduced

agent, a chap

best friend, Pat Neal, ina young actor turned

to

named Tom

my

alter

terrible

along fine."

hope that this teacher knows now that
was he who started me on the road to

I
it

an Academy Award nomination,
for "Singin' In

Time went
Lake Forest

last year,

The Rain."
and I went with

on,

it.

To

College, to Northwestern
University, to a series of radio jobs in
New York, and finally to parts in Broadway plays. I was the sincere type: seri-

ous-minded, hard-working, pouring every

hides pimples while

it

works

outlook.

He seemed

to have an outlook in a
dozen different directions. He was a fisherman; he was a hunter; he was a cam-

era enthusiast. He seemed to read all the
daily papers, and to be conversant with
the classics as well as current fiction.
It took just two months for me to decide that Tom Seidel was to be my tutor
and partner from that point on. I began
to enlarge my horizons at once, and if
listen to this:

it,

we went

fish-

ing on our honeymoon in Canada, in spite
of the fact that I had broken my leg in
a backstage accident and was bundled up
in a cast.
Tom only laughed about the problem of
carrying me from car to cabin, from cabin to canoe, from canoe back to cabin,
and so on for weeks.
I'll never forget the thrill of catching

my

first fish:

a bass.

I

understand

now

wasn't magnificent as bass go, but
when I hauled it out of the water, I expected Jonah to wave from the fishy
mouth. Tom says I told everyone in Canada about that fish. I, who hadn't known
a month earlier that fish weren't manufactured in cans.
Tom taught me the joy of forgetting the
seriousness of ambition occasionally, and
refreshing myself in the excitement of
outdoor sport for fun's sake alone. It's
one of the most important lessons in life,
that

I

it
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Doctors' clinical

never appreciated the genius
until

I

tried to

friends.

nothing easy about any of
this," I announced in some exasperation
to Tom one day.
"Makes a person appreciate the skills
"There's
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of his fellow beings, doesn't it?" he said
humbly.
A good teacher, my husband.
I have been infinitely lucky to have
known the men about whom I have written. Furthermore, I am confident that
some day I'll take further lessons from

another lad. I think it is safe to predict
that my education will be advanced by
my son, Aric, now a year and a half old.
I suppose I might as well start to learn
END
about football right now.

prove

Amazing

make

my

three-year-old daughter,
Patricia. I never understood what can be
done with makeup until I tried to take
some candid character studies of my
portraits of

tests

improved
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I

cases cleared up

tion especially for pimples really works. In skin
specialists' tests on 202 patients, 9 out of every
10 cases were cleared up or definitely improved.

Through photography, he taught me
that an actress should learn something of
the technique of the truly gifted people
who make the finished motion picture

10

.or definitely

think.

cameraman

my

SKIN-COLORED

those loft buildings
without windows? I was like that. My
life had one purpose only, until Tom
came along and served as architect to

it is.

to hide

PIMPLES

ness discussions.
Have you seen

of a

eagerness.
"You'll be a good one," he observed
matter-of-factly. "Don't be shy about it.
keeping
It's a job, like anything else:
books, keeping house, nursing, or teaching. Be a good workman and you'll get

He never

seemed at loss for conversation, whereas
I became speechless as soon as the talk
veered away from the usual show busi-

what

"You're planning to be an actress, aren't

Seidel.

to a variety of different people.

was lucky enough to get a series of
good parts. One day he said to me,
you?"
I gulped and tried

STARVES

in capital letters.

it

One day my

stuck to his plan.
I

New! Clearasil Medication

didn't

you doubt
first

be an actress, but

would have been afraid
had admitted it.

of

career.
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ment."
"Today!"

shrug-

bantered

Mrs.

Sam

Spade.

"But what about the dentist? You said
you were going to see him today."
"Yes, I know," I added uneasily. "But

you

see, I got tied

up

at the studio

— so

I

couldn't make it."
"Yes, I see," said Janet quietly. "But
tell me this. When I called up his office
to talk to you, why did the dentist say
you were in the chair and couldn't come

phone?"
See what I mean, Bob? Was my face
red, and it sure served me right! Janet's
faith and trust in people is part of her
religion. She's such a perfectionist she
expects perfection, within reason, from
others, too. Anything less than honesty
just doesn't go with her. This applies to
the sets where she's working wherever
she happens to be.
Now I know her innate good taste
would prevent her from calling anyone's
bluff on the set, if he were trying to put
anything over on her. But believe me
our girl would let him know she was
aware of it in her own way. Like that
time she was working with an actor who
was determined to look out for you know
who.
Now Jan's the most cooperative actress,
she has great respect for her fellow actors
and works real hard which is why she's
so good. Well, this eager beaver had a
little habit of doing scenes one way at rehearsals and another when they'd shoot it.
He also managed to upstage Janet at the
same time, too. No, she didn't get hysto the

—

—

—

terical she's not the type. Neither did
she call names.
Each time this guy pulled his little
stunt in front of the camera, Janet merely
stepped on his foot! No one saw her do
it and she remained what she always is
a lady. Our friend caught on fast and
stopped behaving like a sizzling ham!

shooting and if you
your dressing room, may-

start

coffee in

know that my wife takes
hers straight and piping hot. And if
you're anything like me and forget little
things little things like not pulling out
the plug on the percolator, don't worry,
Bob. It will be pulled out. Cluttered ash
trays are something I never see. If this
happens to you, too, step right up and
meet Agnes the ash-tray-emptier. You're

—

a

doomed man!

Oh

yes, you'll probably start missing
and think there's a kleptomaniac on your set working overtime.
Please don't call the Chief of Police. I
things, Bob,

called the insurance
.

State

I

be you'd like to

3'/2»5

of hun-

addresses and birthdays, scenes and guide to
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came home making

I

the nonchalant type. The new suit was
on my back!
"Oh, I got this suit at the studio," I explained hastily. "They gave it to me
wasn't that nice!"
"They did!" exclaimed the little wom-

my

company once when

overcoat disappeared from the back

29]

my car. A few days later I had to
them back. Meticulous Mable had
merely hung my coat up which is what
seat of
call

—

do to anything of yours
catches it lying around loose!
Because she's so thoughtful
she'll

if

she

herself,

Janet appreciates the thoughtfulness of
others. So if you want to start out solid
man, take a tip from the Curtis Secret
System. It's good to know the princess
has quite a sweet tooth and not for that
two-fifty a pound stuff either. She goes
for those super-market specials, milk
duds and chocolate-covered raisins! Keep
well-stocked with the stuff my friend and
she'll flip.
I

don't

know about

you, Bob, but I like
out and relax on my lunch

to stretch

hour. While we were making "Houdini"
I did it just once
the day Janet wasn't
working. During the other lunch hours
we played catch! No fooling! So dig out
the old ball and glove and oil up that
right arm. And about lunch, if you prefer a hamburger and orange pop instead
of spinach, don't say I didn't warn you.
Oh yes, if you're a scrabble hound, or a
crossword puzzle fiend, bone-up boy,

—

bone-up!
Being an old married man myself, I can
appreciate some of the problems you must
be facing at this stage of your career,
Bob. Now just in case the girl friend is
giving you any trouble, you can step
right up and confide in our own Beatrice
Fairfax. All my friends come to her for

and

advice

she's

really

terrific.

Dean Martin and Jerry Lewis turn

Even
to

Jan

when

they need an objective, unbiased
point of view. Of course they rib her by
calling her "Little Mother," or "Mother

Machree-Leigh!"
Jeff Chandler, another great friend of

where the big guy
climbs on Janet's lap, rests his head on
her shoulder and pretends like he's her
"little boy." Maybe it doesn't sound so
funny to tell, but it's sure an amusing
sight to see. Poor Jan, all you can see of
her is her feet!
Normally, I'm not a betting man, Bob.
But I'd like to give you ten to one odds
on a sure thing. I bet by the end of your
first working week, you'll be bringing in
all your cast-off clothes for the boys'
home that Janet sponsors. She doesn't
talk about it much, but it's very close to
her heart. You know, sometimes I suspect that she snips a few threads in my
sweaters and sox. I just couldn't wear
ours, has a gag routine

—

'em so thin

— so

fast!

be working on "Beachhead" and
"Johnny Dark," while you're working
with my favorite wife. When I can't call
for her, would you do me a favor, Bob?
I'll

You

see, I

worry about Janet when she
Of course, I don't want

drives her car.

her to know this, as she's very sensitive
about her driving! Just see that she
warms the car up before she takes off for
home. And if you can guide her through
the gates without dislodging them, 20th
and I will be very grateful to you!
As I said in the beginning of this letter, you're in for an experience, Bob.

You'll never forget

know you very

it

and while

well, I'm sure

it

I don't
couldn't

to a nicer guy. Oh yes, I almost
forgot to tell you that my pals have been
giving me the business. They keep reminding me that my wife will do hot love

happen

with what-a-man Wagner.
can resist him, they say.

scenes

woman

IF

No

—

—

Tony

HAD A SECOND CHANCE

I

[CONTINUED FROM PACE

days where there wasn't much humor in
trying to earn a living. He has learned
the value of a dollar, even though he is
frank enough to say that his early desperate need for money somehow shut out
so many things that would have enriched
his life. He knows that now. He didn't
at that time.

could only have been more re-

"If I

laxed, a little more philosophical, I would
have saved myself a lot of grief, a lot of
discouragement. I wish I could have
laughed at things a little more, but I
couldn't. I was high strung, nervous and

tempered.

quick

found

I

guess

some people

me

a little tough to get along with.
had a second chance to live my
life, I would make an effort to understand
people better. I wouldn't make such
quick, snap judgments. I was wrong plenty of times, but learned, and you only
learn by making these mistakes, that other people have problems, too. I found out
that when you tried to understand other

And

if I

people's problems, it paid off in their
friendship and thoughtfulness.
Then,"
he laughed a low rumbling Keel kind of
laugh, "yes sir, Keel was a guy with a
temper, hot as a firecracker! But no more.
."
You get older
wiser
.

.

.

.

.

Of course, there was Howard Keel, that
Broadway singing star! "If you had it to
do all over, what would you do with that
part of your career?"
"I wouldn't sing in the same show for
two years, not unless I created the role!"

he said.
"But

wood.
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whole incident was very
Not long before his opening in

This

ironic.

London, Warner Brothers made a

it

.

Howard for the lead in the same "Oklahoma" and turned him down.
never forget

"I'll

he

it,"

"But

I

couldn't take

"Sure, sure," admitted Howard, "but do
you know what happens to a singer who
stays in a show too long? Remember I
wasn't a big name like Pinza. After a
while, agents don't bother to think about
you anymore. Talent scouts are rushing
around trying to find new faces. Yours
has become 'old hat' by the time two
years are over. You have to learn to take
a chance when you're struggling for a
So, after

my mind

that

I

two years,
would have

made up
to make a

I

change. Another company of 'Oklahoma'
was going to open in London. It was a
lucky break I could go along with it!"

His intuition about not wanting to play
the role in "Oklahoma" on Broadway any
longer, and his desire to open the show
in another locale, paid off handsomely.
He was the hit of London! His success
opened a new career for him. It was while
in London that he was cast in "Small
Voice," which, in turn, attracted Holly-

Be

.

about

'big

.

.

it!

out.
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tionally

never play a role

my

guns;
myself to be talked into

"But

didn't believe

I

wouldn't allow

it."

I've heard," I told

him

timidly,

"that actors have been known to make
mistakes about what parts they should

and should not play and it's happened a
hundred times that the one part an actor
at first turned down, was the one he
scored a hit in!"
"Sure, I know," he said seriously, "but
when I read a script, I get a feeling about
a character and when I go against my
better judgment

.

.

.

against

dis-
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"You see
things always have a way of working out
and
it's no use eating your heart out
peo!"
ple are what they are
"Tell me more about re-living your
"I'd

.

WANTED!

where Keel

gets replaced.' I've
always been grateful that
waited
until I could make the picture." He sud-

in!

ordered.

I

Nome

against my playing it. I broke my leg at
the start of the picture and thought,
'here's

III.

Send me booklet on lying beautiful bows.
Send me Crinkle Croft booklet.

.

But eventually things worked
said before, you worry and
worry and worry and it doesn't do any
good at all. Eventually, our verbal agreement was dissolved by mutual consent
and I played opposite Betty Hutton in the
movie version of 'Annie Get Your Gun.'
But it still seemed that everything was
take

King

.

everyone waits for the
break' and here it was and I couldn't
it

.

Economy!

not at that
a three-pic-

.

time. You see, I had made
ture commitment with the man who had
made "Small Voice." He'd taken a chance
on me, and I wouldn't pull out of the
deal, even though we didn't have a written contract between us. Sure, I was upset

Prepared
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it
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said, recalling

the incident. "I stayed at an $18 a day
room at the Beverly Hills Hotel and discovered to my chagrin that I had the
magnificent sum of $15 in my bank account! I can tell you, I moved out of
there in a hurry!"
After "Small Voice," he received an
offer to play opposite Ethel Merman in
"Annie Get Your Gun." This was the biggest chance he'd ever had.

kle in his eyes.

ing to keep eating?"

YOU WANT TO
BOWS LIKE THIS

IF

test of

MGM

meant steady work for you.
Didn't you say you had to keep work-

career.

YOUR FAVORITE VARIETY STORE HAS

go along with the gag and pretend
You know that I'm not. But
Bob I was just wondering. Could I ask
one more teeny weeny little favor? When
you do those love scenes with Janet
please don't kiss her too hard!
Good luck and you've got it!
I

I'm upset.

I

feel

emotionally ... I know I'm not going to
be good in the part. All my life, when
I've stuck to what I believed, I came out
okay, but when I've allowed myself to be
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full-time and all hers, or none at all."
Will she have that in Lex? Only time
will tell, say the cynics. What Hollywood
knows is that Lana Turner, at best, will

have her hands full with Lex Tarzan Barker, and that he will need to be tamed
if the marriage is to last.
And what all
Hollywood is wondering is: Can Lana
tame Lex? Opinion is divided into two
camps, and here are some of the opinions:

"They'll never be able to get along together," remarks one studio executive,
sadly. "I don't know why Lana is so fool-

hardy. She's had three unhappy marriages
knows she'd like to settle
down, for Cheryl's sake as well as her

—everybody
own.

"Lana's looking for a

man—to

take care

of her emotionally, to

be a devoted husband and father and what does she do?
She marries a spoiled guy who's only
loyal to his own whims!"

—

An

old friend of

of the first things that attracted Lex Barker and Lana Turner to each
other was their similar sense of humor. They always had fun and laughs together.

One

talked into something that I didn't bewell I didn't come off. They'll
lieve in
probably say that Howard Keel is difficult, stubborn and all that, and if they
can convince me that I'm wrong, then
swell
but if I can't be persuaded,
then I'm going to stick to my guns, be.

.

.

.

.

.

me!"
Suddenly

lieve

we were

interrupted by the
gay, happy voice of a piquant little girl
who had spied Keel across the room and
rushed madly into his arms. She was
blonde Patty Kate, the four-and-a-halfyear- old daughter of Kathryn Grayson,
Howard's co-star in "Kiss Me, Kate."

"Oh, Uncle Howard, Uncle Howard,"
she exclaimed, as she climbed up on his
lap, her head against his shoulder. He

down
He was

looked
face.

ard Keel

.

.

fondly, a warm smile on his
a completely different Howgentle, whimsical, com.

by the little girl.
"Do you know what I was in school
yesterday?" she asked him. "I was a kan-

pletely enchanted

garoo!"
Intrigued,

he gave her his complete

"What are you doing now, Uncle Howard?" she asked turning her eyes toward
me.
"I'm doing an interview," he explained,
"about what I would do if I could live
my life over again. And do you know
what I'd like to be, Patty Kate, if I did
live my life over. I'd like to be a kangaroo, too!"

END

THE TAMING OF TARZAN
[CONTINUED FROM PACE
the weak looms importantly in Lex's personal pattern of human behavior. It's a
trait that unquestionably has grown to its
full strength in long, perilous, breastbeating journeys through Tarzan country.
Only Lana is not weak, and Lex's wellnurtured protective nature which he be-

—

women cannot live without
men—may easily lose impact. It

lieves all

their

in
is

perhaps something he has yet to find out.

But it is when Lana talks again, too,
that the picture changes somewhat. "I
also," she says, "find him dashing, terribly amusing and always exciting."

—

Other

women have

thing about

discovered the same

Lex Barker, a debonair,

hail-

fellow-well-met type of individual who,
despite many unsuccessful and disillusioning romantic experiences, still allows
his gay, will-of-the-wisp mind to rule his
heart. Like all stalwart denizens of the
jungle be that jungle a seething city or
a teeming African hole the male animal
is prey for play.

—

64

—
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For one thing, Lex, as all his closest
friends will tell you, has always a quick
eye for a pretty figure. For instance, just
one week before his late, not very lamented marriage to Arlene Dahl, Lex was
lunching at a midtown Manhattan hotel
with a publicity man when his eye caught
the walk of a bustling hostess. Long before the luncheon was even over, Lex had
gotten her telephone number, her name,
address and, as rumor has it, most of
her measurements.

—

This may easily be Lana's greatest
problem with Lex. She may find that
sort of behavior even if it has no harm-

—

—

more predatory than
human. Mr. Barker's new wife, over the
long years of trying to make one marriage after another hold, has shown that
ful

after-effects

she isn't a woman to be trifled with. An
"I'm-faithful-to-you-in-my-fashion man"
is not the kind of husband Lana wants.

"Lana," says one of her closest and
dearest friends, "wants a whole husband,

feels dif-

"Arlene wasn't the girl for him. She
couldn't stand up to him. Lana Turner's
different. She's had enough experience
and unhappiness to give her plenty of grit
and determination, and she won't let him
get away with a thing. Lex will find he
can't pull the wool over her eyes," says
his friend, "and he won't be able to do
as he pleases without considering Lana.

She won't

attention.

Lex Barker's

may

well be the making
of Lex," he says. "I like the guy, you
understand, but just the same he's a little
too used to getting his own way.

"This

ferently.

him!"

let

On

certain points, everyone is agreed.
Lex is no angel; he's a spoiled boy with
wealth, social position and two marriages
behind him. He's blase, used to his own

way, and his sense

of

humor verges on

rowdy vulgarism. Arlene Dahl

couldn't

take it.
Lana, however, is a girl of a different
stamp. Despite her fragile beauty, she's
a down-to-earth experienced woman who
has learned much from her past marriages. Lex Barker will never call her a
"hick" and get away with it; Lana would
be quite capable of pushing his teeth in

he tried it.
For Lana, this may well be the end of
her marital road. If Lex does not take
his marriage equally seriously, Lana is
quite capable of turning him into a good
husband and father before he knows what
if

hit

him!

One thing
men! She

is

is

a

sure:

Lana understands

woman who

can cope with

all men. She
knows, too, how to handle the spoiled
little boy that exists in all men ... IF
she wants to.
Can she tame Tarzan? Half of Hollywood says she'll never be able to do it;
the other half says of course she can, because unquestionably in this marriage,
Lana may want to take the pains and pa-

the earthiness that exists in

tience to
fact,

she

make
is

it last.

At

reportedly

this writing, in

having another

child.

No one doubts that, if she wants to
hold Lex, Lana has more than enough
personal excitement, and mental
fire,
ammunition to subdue even the most difficult of men, let alone a Tarzan who is
END
easily intrigued by novelty.

was

I

desperate
for love...'
"I believed his promises, but he had

lied,

lied, lied!

"I

was young.

I

Then, one night,

knew

my

little

world collapsed.

When I found out what
it

was

the end of

of life or love.

he'd done, I realized

my dream."
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love while I was still in high school. I
thought the world of the girl, and had
planned my entire future around her. She
seemed to see eye to eye with my plans
for both of us and then crash!
it was
all over. Like that."

—

—

What Rock Hudson didn't
how far the romance had

reveal was
progressed.

They had been going steady for almost
two years. And one day he said to her,
"Let's get married.
I'll

good hands.

I've got

do anything to make

stick

it

—dig

AFTER

BEFORE

•

—
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—

—
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selves injected into a dazzling glamourous world from a small town background,
was scared stiff at the transition. What

would happen when he was

beautiful, rosy future.

mare came.

The

girl

Then the nightsaid she couldn't

take the gamble. She wanted more security than Rock could offer her. Oh, she
still loved him, but she wanted to eat
regularly, too.

Many

years were to elapse before Rock

had forgotten

this first girl sufficiently to

be interested in a

new

one. This time the

happened to be a movie star, well at
the top, and always in the limelight.
"Suddenly one day I faced matters,"
says Rock, "and I found that a wife who
girl

earned as much money as she did could
never give her husband any feeling that
he was completely, emotionally and economically a whole husband. If I flopped, I
thought, what would happen? Perhaps
that girl in high school was right after

Two down, and what to go? The answer came to Rock Hudson with startling
clearness. "Be a success, have money in
the bank, earn people's respect by doing
a good job well, and then think of a wife,
a family and the real future." That be-

to

meet

all

the biggest names in show business, the
top executives, the exciting women of
there for

How would he

him

to talk

Truth of the matter,

act,

what was

about?"
is

that

Rock Hud-

son flopped lamentably at the first parties
to which he went. He was a small town
boy meeting for the first time big city

He

people.

mannered

offered good looks, a nicelywas no dia-

poise, but there

logue to go with it.
"Rock was frightened as he had never
been frightened before," says one of his
earlier friends, "and he's still frightened
But he's learned a lot. He's learned to
stay frozen until he can provide some

warmth."

The myth that Rock Hudson is uncomfortable in the presence of women is best
exploded by the fact that his nearest and
dearest friend in all Hollywood is Bud
Abbott's niece, Betty. This pretty blonde
script girl is his constant and most devoted companion.

When Rock was in the hospital nursing
a broken shoulder, she flew from England to be at his side. In Hollywood, he
drives her to work every morning, picks
her up at the end of the day.
Together they go to parties, shows, cook
each other's meals, listen to records unThey
til the wee hours of the morning.
are seldom written about, never photographed together but this has been going on a long time.
It's in her company that the man Hollywood calls an iceberg really unfreezes
with no romantic connotations. And
that's the way Rock would like to have it

—

his philosophy.

romantically speaking, Rock
Hudson is going to look before he leaps.
He's had more than his share of love disappointments by wearing his heart on his
sleeve. Playing Mr. Iceberg he feels will
provide a strong shield that only a real
flame can penetrate.

Today,

Y.M.C.A.s

of

it rather well:
"Mr. Hudson, like all young men who
suddenly and unexpectedly find them-

Hollywood?

came

arrangement with

The National Board

psychologist explains

— anything."

all."

to All

Yet, it isn't only women that has
brought about that need of a cold protective armor. A well-known Hollywood

ditches, sell door-to-door, drive a truck

The girl seemed to fall in with his plans,
and Rock spent nights dreaming of the
Ears that stick out can ruin your looks and spoil
your chance at romance.
Now you can instantly
reposition even the most awkward-looking ears with
amazing new "Ear-Beautifier" the" wonder-working cosmetic that actually keeps "obvious" ears
flattened in place.
Used by leading movie stars
and models.
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—

at the

moment. In

his book,

it's still

too

soon to love anything but his work, end
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—

She also found travel broadening
her sweaters suddenly became too

She

believes, at 24, she has

all of

tight.

outgrown

adolescent roles. Hollywood is not arguing with her now that she has shown she
can play young women of dynamic, if not
irresistible, come-hitherness.

Like the vital person she is, Terry discovered some time ago that she had a
certain irresistibleness for men in general.
It

P.O.

WANT TO

was thought

brief marriage to
star,

Hollywood that her
Glenn Davis, football

in

would make her disillusioned about
But Terry is not bitter

the male sex.

35]

about men, just a

bit

bewildered.

"Men always amaze me,"

is her comment. "I get to like a man and think he's
nothing but a good friend. I'd like to keep
Then suddenly I find he
it that way.

wants

to get serious."

She met Davis in 1949 on a double date
when the former Ail-American halfback
at West Point was engaged to Elizabeth
Taylor. She was only 19 at the time. The
romance began to be serious to Hollywood observers when she went to Honolulu with her mother in the Winter of
1951 to watch Davis play basketball.

On

Feb.

9,

1951 Terry,

who

is

of the

Mormon

Glenn in the
Saints in Glendale, Calif., and they left for a two- weeks
honeymoon in Mexico City and Acapulco.
In less than two months the marriage
was on the rocks. The couple separated
and Terry remained out of the Hollywood social whirl for ten months while
she took stock of herself, of marriage, of
her future as an actress. In March, 1952,
she sued Davis for divorce, charging
Church

married

faith,

of the Latter

Day

cruelty.
to

Her only comment on the breakup was
declare that if Liz Taylor had to make

a mistake in marriage why couldn't it
have been her first boy friend. (Liz's
second boy friend was Nicky Hilton,
whom she married and divorced.)
Philosophizing about marriage, Terry
made one uncommonly pert remark.
"Film marriages," she said, "are like
footballs they get kicked around."
"Any place else in the world," she
added, "you can have two people who are
physically attractive, marry and expect

—

to

stay that

Not

way

for

the rest of their

Hollywood, though. There,
physical attractiveness isn't enough."
lives.

in

At her divorce trial Terry
Glenn "made a wreck out

testified that

of

She

me."

ask friends

PIMPLES

if

they thought she

could

really act and when they said "yes,"
called them frauds, she told the court.

he

Davis did not contest the suit. She
asked no alimony.
Terry received her divorce from the
28-year-old Davis last April 17th. Friends
felt she and handsome Bob Wagner had
been waiting eagerly for the decree and
would announce their engagement.
Both Terry and the 23-year-old Wagner, son of Robert Wagner, Sr., millionaire Detroit steel manufacturer, were in
Tampa, Fla., making "Beneath The
Twelve Mile Reef" when news of the
divorce decree was published. However,

no announcement

of

an engagement was

plenty of men
friends during the six years she has been
making pictures. She likes "to party," is
"always in the middle of a party," she
says. She likes people. And people like
her. She loves the exciting, glamourous
off-screen life of a movie star.
Terry doesn't want to become domes-

Bernard Shaw that feminine allure

more potent when the

You know what? She wants

ticated.

live like a

movie

star,

to

and agrees with
is

concealed
rather than openly revealed. No, she
doesn't care for Bikini bathing suits.
figure

is

"I feel I have never been married,"
Terry declared shortly after the bust-up.
"If Glenn had liked or understood Hollywood it would have lasted. People are
always making passes in this business.
The biggest stumbling block in love is
that one usually expects too much of

She was born Helen Koford on Jan. 7,
Los Angeles. Her mother, Mrs.
Luella Koford, a former actress, trained
her in acting. Following some radio work
and a few performances in the Pasadena

others."

Playhouse, she
distrust

and hus-

band-changing are too common in Hollywood, she has hopes for her own happiness.

"Maybe

someone who thinks as
I do," she admits.
"Wanting the same
things, seeking the same things together
is wonderful. But I don't trust many men
and most men don't trust women."
I'll

find

until

made then or since.
Terry Moore has had

be a

Though she believes

my

of

I

There is so much to contend with in
the film town, she said, that a marriage
partner "just has to be one who understands."
Particularly, when the wife wants to
star.

was Ashamed

now with the Los
Angeles Rams, was insulting. He would
said the football star,

1929, in

made her

debut opposite Glenn Ford in "The Return Of
October." She owes her screen start to
Columbia's Harry Cohn, who was enthusiastic about her screen tests.
film

"There's so much money in pictures,"
she admits, candidly. "Unfortunately,"
she adds, "you have to think about money." Especially when, like Terry, you
want to live like a movie star.
end
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and cooperative down

"We worked

to the last detail.

a long time to sign

Truman, but when we

garet

did, I

Mar-

knew

could simply turn her over to this group,
and that everything would go off without
a hitch. This is our success-secret." Ed
asked that tribute herein be paid to
"Toast's" stage manager, Ed Brinkman.

I

It is

so done.

.

.

.

"Early in the history of our show," Ed
said, lighting a cigarette against doctor's

orders,

One

of

"we went through two directors.
them had a compulsion to yell

'Quiet, Please!' every so often. He knew
nothing of stage, or vaudeville he was
also a small tyrant. I took him aside and
suggested that yelling had gone out with

—

silent films

—he brushed this off lightly.

"A performer
confused

if

naturally feels that we're
we're down to yelling since

—

competent people are relaxed. Then, two
weeks later, our director-hero took up
yelling where he'd left off. I told him
that if he was trying to tighten up our
stars, he was doing a dandy job, but,
while I appreciated his efforts, if he didn't
cut it out fast, I was going to toss him
out on his directorial ear. He actually
sneered at me, suggested that I didn't

Do you know something?

dare.

I

did

dare!"

Mario Lewis and Ed each
year

lost

—
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"But after we latched onto Johnny
Wray," said Ed, lighting his second cigarette after his French poodle (Ed's pal,
but a bit of a tattle-tale) had left the

-

Beautiful
in

1
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"Toast" things
were far from smooth and another director, not much better than numero uno,
also bit the dust with his ear.
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A

cute gag, but unless you're loaded,
don't hire these kids to handle your intimate banquet. This Leddy is no gag,

however. As Ed says: "Mark (J.) Leddy
signs up all our talent for us. He's a
veteran agent, and the other agents' fairhaired boy and prexy."
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"Does he know show business?" Ed
then answered himself, "yea &
verily! If Mark J. signs a dog act, he invariably knows, personally, the dog's
parents and distant relatives. He sets
what he calls 'slow traps' for elusive
talent, never fails, and then has knowhow about our running order. We never
have hassles with other agents, thanks to

Of Ed himself, an associate confided
that Ed merely digs up wonderful acts,
never misses a timely show or situation,
produces, directs, checks lighting, suggests scenic designs, helps with the choreography, and knows what music is good.
This expert adds that Ed has good taste
and a flair for showmanship. Ed's ulcer
which does him out of lunch and is
painful as the devil affects neither his
disposition, nor his massive energy.

—

—

How

did a one-time sports
showman, boss of
TV's sole, hour-long, variety show?
writer

in aitch

become

a top

Calif.

thing that rouses Ed and his ulcer
to white-heat, is the insinuation that he
used his column at the start of things
as a blackjack, to induce people to perform for him. Grab a stout catcher's
mask, and ask Ed.

—

.

.

.

happened by way of accidents,"
Ed said, "back when I was sports columnist on the old Graphic. I was elected
"It all

to provide

entertainment for the paper's

We had a gossip columnist named Walter Winchell, who lined
up talent for me. Incidentally, I think
Rudy Vallee sang his 'Stein Song' for the
first time at one of our dinners."
Winchell was hired away by Mr. Hearst,
so Ed had to hunt up his own talent. He
was now 28 his ulcer about the same
all-sports dinners.

EASY TO LEARN AT HO
fill the need for Trained Practical Nu
yoar community or travel. Wayne Training Plan, welcomed by doctors, preparesyou
for experience at home in spare time. Many
earn while learning. NO HIGH SCHOOL
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Help
in

—

Wayne School

of Practical Nursing. Inc.,
2525 Sheffield Ave.. Desk AD-65. Chicago 14

68

—

—

—

was more an auditing job," he says,
"than anything else. I had to work out
"It

—

complicated routines first an act, then
dancing, then' a star-appearance and list
them on slips of paper I held in my hand.
It was a rough evening
CBS' first remote-TV job and me so busy sorting out
my slips of paper that, paradoxically, I

—

age.

Again, by accident, Sullivan was

—

—

—

was quite relaxed.
"Remember, I didn't want to be a performer I was a newspaperman, not an
actor. Even today, I'm not too relaxed,
but I'm better than I was then, when I

—

raised my eyes, praying for help or a nice
easy death. I couldn't smile I looked as
though rigor mortis had set in too long
ago. I've seen some of the kinescopes of
those old programs," he groaned, "looking up, imploring help from heaven!"

—

Microphones, Ed recalls, defeated those
experts with radio mikes, the networks.

"They didn't know what to do with a
mike when a camera was focused on a
performer who, in radio, talked into a
mike which, naturally, was put directly
in front of his mouth.
"Now a camera was peeking at the artist

this gent."

One

thousands of Movinpr Picture Stare and
containing H7 ADDITIONAL PICTURES
of Popular Stars.
Send name of your favorite 6tar and
only 25c to cover handling- charge.

Dept.

it.

kicked into the Broadway-column spot,
vacated by Louis Sobol, another one lost
to Mr. Hearst.
"This all took place," Ed explained,
"before the unions had anything to say
about benefits it was simpler, then. I
was asked to put on a charity show and
I had to emcee, as well. Brother, I was
scared witless and it was no secret!"
This led to shows put on at the N. Y.
Paramount Theatre, and Loew's State, on
the Great White Way. Then Ed was
hired by the N. Y. News to do a Broadway column. His heart belonged to sports,
but the brass decided otherwise. In 1947,
the paper decided to televise their famed
Harvest Moon Ball and Ed was it.

— so

(i.

e.,

when a girl sang down in one
front of the stage note how sports

—

now uses vaude terms with
aplomb), we had her sit on a railing, with
expert

concealed mike also sitting on it. Again,
fastened six mikes to an iron pipe,
overhead and out of camera range. But
all the action couldn't take place in one,
so we used any means we could think of
perhaps a bouquet of flowers, with
early-flowering microphone in the cena

we

—

was careless, a mike
tumble out of its flowery hiding place! They were in books, in bottles, under trees
anything might be a
."
mike in disguise.
But such headaches didn't stop Sullivan
& Co. from building a good show that got
even better. Rodgers & Hammerstein
braved the microphones under foot and
overhead, and sat down to talk about
their new show, "Oklahoma!" It was
timely, and interesting to people interested in learning which was Hammerstein's favorite lyric ("Surrey With A
Fringe On Top") and how "Surrey" was
ter.

If

was apt

the singer
to

—
.
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With the best of assistants, it's still a
job that ulcers vote most-helpful-to-ulcers. Ed found that TT he called an act,
they figured it was a squeeze play involving the Sullivan column in a newspaper with the largest circulation in the
U. S., plus syndication. The problem,
then, was to find the perfect agent Mark

.

.

written (to the actual clip-clop of horse's
hooves)

"Martin & Lewis were on our first
show," said Ed, "at the princely wage of

They get $1,500 for sneezing, nowadays, but our talent budget was then
$1,250 total. Monica Lewis, related to
Mario, was paid $50 on later shows she
got $3,000. We gave the first preview of
$150.

—

—

'South Pacific,' as well as the first biographical program based on Oscar Hammerstein's life."
With today's more elaborate and expensive "Toast," the Sullivan ulcer takes
even more of a beating. To introduce an
aquacade-type show, Ed dove off a high
springboard into a pool zowiel says that
dripping ulcer. The "Icecapades" had to
be done outside, so Ed took off in a speedy
tizzy for the ice did an eight-minute

—

—

with Donna Atwood and then back
own theatre to continue the panting ulcer tagging along.

stint

to his

—

Ed's untheatrical idea is to introduce
acts and get out of the way. "And getting the show itself off in time," he says,
"is great for ulcers. I usually have about

four-and-a-half minutes to play with all
through the show. Sounds like a lot, eh?
Not when it's an hour's program, that
must come out on the nose, or else."

Ed

is

kept informed of the time

— the

acrobat fluffed a stunt, repeats it to get it
right where's that four-and-a-half minutes?
"The last five minutes are really tough,"
Ed says. "I've made stretch-allowances
for applause, and they've really stretched.
Some kids who've traveled 6,000 miles to
sing for us, can't be robbed of an encore,
even if time is short and there's a closing commercial, a Safety-Congress spiel,

—

—

and credits for next week's show. And
haven't been late more than three

we

times in almost six years!"
Teamwork saves the day

—even the per-

formers get the group-spirit feeling about
producing crowd and informality is not the Madison Avenueagency approach to a Top-5 production
such as this, running to a cost of $60,000

—

this informal

YOU
GET MANY

an hour. Mimi Benzell, the singer, had
such a good time working with this crew
that, when she heard they were aching to
sign Margaret Truman, Mimi and agenthusband, Walter Gould, got to work on
it, and the deal went through.

r

L0VELY THINGS'

1

Mthou!

And, following a "Toast" engagement, a
dancer named Nancy Crompton
was working in Buffalo. There was a kid
on the Buffalo bill, she phoned Ed, who
was spectacular. In fact, organist Ethel
Smith had flatly refused to follow him on
the bill. Ed signed the boy and Johnnie
Ray has been doing okay since then.
Tony Martin called the other day he'd
seen an act that was just right for "Toast."
It's
really something when your perballet

Over 300,000

—

!

ucts as a reward for introducing a few

—

friends or relatives to the

famous

SIGNET CLUB PLAN. You

help

them, because they get EXTRA

formers act as free talent scouts!
Edward Vincent Sullivan also sells his
sponsor's automobiles. People visiting

VALUE without
ence

extra

cost.

easy, no experi-

It's really

dealers, actually say: "Ed sent me"— and
then buy a car. Sponsors hate that sort
of thing.

necessary. Send

Coupon today

for

newl954Catalog.

No

Other sponsors aren't the

—they're

re-

necessities for their homes this easy
way
without money You select what
you want from our catalog showing hundreds of well -known "name-brand "prod-

—

vious

women have

ceived luxuries, conveniences and

least bit enjust trying to figure out

obligation.

ACT NOW!

—

how

their stars can come down or up
with exactly the same type of ulcer (not)
enjoyed by Ed.
As for Ed, he's anxious to be helpful.

He

says:

give my ulcer to the
."
asks me for it.

"I'll

who

.

first

.

person
END

SIGNET CLUB PLAN
265 Third
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Please send
thing

I

need
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Address

Town
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State

detractors, but

word

for

if

you ask her she has a

it:

"Imagination."
Believe it or not, she fails to specify
her sex appeal, her exotic, earthy personality with its abundance of curves in
the right places as her really victorious

and the
charmers

"Now

gossamer

in quality of presentation.

clothes,

them what they wanted.
And what they wanted, obviously, was
to see Lili as nearly naked as the law
allowed. Such success could only stem
from well, from imagination.
She built up a big following and a big

—

bankroll as a daring dancing daughter of
Eve.
"I didn't mind playing in burlesque,"
she once said. "I got more than twice the
money I get at night clubs, and the audiences were warmer."

Today, referring to her palpitating past,
she maintains proudly that just as she
shed her clothes with neat abandon she
also "was the first stripper to get dressed
on stage, the first to take a bath on stage

career with a long blonde

commented.

veil.

"My costumes have become more
mained

vivid beauty, she offered her patrons
a subtle air of intelligence and good
breeding. But ... all the time she gave

my

talent
consistent."

seems

to

elab-

have re-

—

There's a lot of this talent, too five
nine of a comely chassis that would

feet,

Venus, a distinct flair for smart
and the gift to re-create vividly
history's most infamous sirens.
startle

"My

first

siren

was Eve

for

more rea-

BE YOUR OWN
MUSIC TEACHER
^

Send for Free Book Telling How Easily
You Can Learn Piano. Guitar, Accordion,

Way

a natural. And I mean natural. The
characterization was a success simply because of my lack of funds. At any rate,
my costume consisted of long hair and a

was

leaf."

ANY

IT'S EAST to learn music
home. No tiresome "exercises."

teacher,

just

of Lili's career has

—

been spent in
them. Conse-

exotic costumes or out of
quently, she has a real passion for clothes.
"I love clothes," she said, "but I don't

RIGHT

B/

*t! k
'

-

at

No

OUT

for Free Book and free
Lesson Sample. No obligation.
Mention your

/>fif\

favorite instrument.

Mail Coupon
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Just

below.

SCHOOL OF

for the sirens of history.

Much

START

*

playing simple pieces. Thousands now play who never
thought they could. Our pictured lessons make it easy
as A-B-C to learn to play popular music, hymns, classical and any other music.
Only a few cents a lesson.
Over 900.000 studentsl
(Our 56th successful year.)
FREE BOOK and LESSON-SAMPLE. Find out
why our method can teach you
quickly, easily, inexpensively.
Write

*

Since then Lili has done considerable
In addition to
Carmen and Cleopatra, she has brought
back to life exciting moments from the
lives of such sensational temptresses as
Salome, Delilah, Aphrodite and good old
Sadie Thompson.

Instrument This Easy A-B-C

WOW
A
'

sons than one," Lili grinned. "I didn't
have much money for costumes, so Eve

fig

serve East of Mississippi River only

L_

I'm floating around a camera in a

But Lili will have a hard time persuadmale admirers it was "imagination"
that raised burlesque from an all-time
low low in box-office receipts as well as

A

my

We

pantomime the great

a fig leaf," Lili slyly

orate, but

—

to

of history."

"I started

wig and

virtues.

ing

first

MUSIC. Studio 362

Port
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Washinoton.

N.

Y.

FREE BOOK
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like

our modern dress.

I'd like to

drop

out of this world and re -live the days of
two thousand years ago. Clothes were
graceful and exotic then."

why

has devoted so
Which may be
much time to proving that beauty is ageless and forever desirable. After spending six undraped years in burlesque and
night clubs, she decided late in 1951 to do
a switch and dress.
Lili

She had suddenly come

much

can look

girl

to the belief a
sexier dressed than

undressed.

Reaching Las Vegas, Nev., she arranged
with Tom Douglas, millionaire Hollywood
decorator, to prepare a new night club
act for her. It called for her to take a
bubble bath in a gargantuan champagne
glass wearing black lace panties, brasnet stockings and a picture hat.

siere,

Then she was

A

to

emerge

to get dressed.

Appropremiere on the

strip in reverse, so to speak.

priately, the act

Strip—at

Ciro's

had

its

swank night club

in

perience, but lends itself to act-swiping.
"One thing sure, audiences at burlesque shows are a good deal freer with
appreciation than those in night clubs.

As

for movies, well,

you never know

—

ablutions."

such a set-up often
brings out the small boy in a grown man,
of

she said.

"There was the time I got as far as one
shoe on and one shoe off," she recalled.
"A ringside crew-cut chappie had swiped
the shoe as a souvenir and 'Carmen' was
forced to limp lopsidedly off stage. Since

Ironically, Lili who never got into trouble when taking off clothes in her old
striptease routine, was promptly arrested
for "lewd and indecent exposure."

Police raided the act at the opening
performance as Hollywood luminaries
were draped around the room. The celebrities were not missing a thing. Neither
were the cops. There was just one difference the law was shocked.

—

was quickly acquitted of the charge.
jury decided that her bubble bath was
high art and any undue exposure of herself was purely accidental.

—

Lili St. Cyr has never sought to conceal her past as a part of the questionable burlesque side of theatrical life. Indeed, she asserted, "burlesque has a lot
of good things to offer."
"But often there is definitely no principle involved," she said. "One of the

in burlesque.

70

the

Lili has no idea what to expect from
her movie audiences. In fact, she's rather

has come a long way from the days
Pasadena where as a little girl recentarrived with her mother from her na-

it

New York

former Broadway dancer, he created
and staged many of her dances.
Her second husband, whom she recently shed, was Armand Orsini, a former
civil engineer who gave up his career to
open a coffee shop in West 56th Street,
New York, and act as Lili's manager.
Orsini met Lili in a New York night
club. He came in for an aperitif and

maAnd

not unusual in night clubs, either.
is a reason for the
for material," she said.

"We have to come up with a completely
new act weekly without rehearsal. You
just start off cold and ad-lib your way
through a new act. It's a wonderful ex-

to

find in

A

"Of course, there

demand

contrast

you

Lili has been married twice. Her first
husband was actor Paul Valentine. He
sued for divorce in 1948 charging he got
to see Lili only when she was performing in a Los Angeles burlesque theatre.

simile."

common

set

out at the Florentine. It caught
talent agent, Miles Ingalls,
saw the act, and within a matter of
months Lili was a headliner in burlesque
and night clubs.
"I wasn't even thinking of pictures," she
said. "Then one day I got an offer to
appear in 'The Miami Story.' And my
movie career had begun."

but annoying, examples

to Lili, this stealing of

definite

"However, I still fondly remember one
night at a swank club when a couple of
men got carried away enough to yell:
'Take it off!' And then there was a loud
whistle. I was really surprised at that but
pleasantly amused."

on.

and billed herself as 'Exotic Lily.'
"She had the cooperation of the theatre, too. The only thing we had in common was our height. Well, the customers
were annoyed when they realized they'd
'been taken in by an unreasonable facAccording

in

burlesque. Men who go to clubs are usually escorting their wives or girl friends
and find it difficult being audibly appreciative of an act like mine.

tried

of lack of principle was the girl who studied my act from the wings, dyed her hair
blonde, duplicated my setting and props

terial is quite

is

Changing her name from Marie Van
Schaak to Lili St. Cyr she was for the
next two years a very busy model. Then
she answered a show girl call by Nils T.
Granlund (NTG), night club entrepreneur, and spent the next three years at
the Florentine Gardens in Hollywood.
Meanwhile, she started working on the
idea of re-creating historic sirens. She

A

desperate

"This

whoop-and-holler

Minneapolis, she spent her time
studying ballet. When she completed
school she went to work as a waitress.
But her good looks were too much for
that kind of job. Jack Powell, a top
photographer, spotted her and immediately talked her into becoming a model.

ing her bath.
One main issue was whether she climaxed her act with a bump and a grind.
bump, one witness said, is a pelvic
propulsion, while a grind is a circular
movement of the hips without any accompanying action of any other part of
the body.

flattering,

shoe pilfering friend. Acin the audience are re-

most men

served, she said.

ly

For a week she posed demurely in
body covered up to
her chin while witnesses testified they
did or didn't see too much of her dur-

is

tually,

Lili's

tive

court, her celebrated

—

night club patrons get as exu-

all

Lili

Lili

it

Not

berant as

in

A

most

sort."

surprised to find herself in pictures. The
startling thing about her new career, according to some observers, is that it took
Hollywood so long to recognize Lili as
screen material.
Whatever her work, she names the
price. And always it is a fancy one. Her
one ambition in life, she has said, is to
make a million dollars. Though she hasn't
made a definite financial statement she
has reached the happy position of working only when she wants to.

Hol-

lywood.

{

derella' the

if

you're appreciated or not unless you're
offered other parts."
Lili said she never found her act easy
to do in a night club, usually because of
the physical limitations of the place. Most
night clubs use the dance floor as a stage
and "it's difficult to reincarnate Salome
or Carmen," she said, "while pulling the
plug out of the bath and finishing one's

The intimacy

had made a two-reel short of 'Cinday before I've often wondered if this was a coincidence of some
I

"I love clothes,"

"but

don't

like

enthuses Lili
our modern

St. Cyr.

dress."

stayed to admire.
with her.

He

quickly

fell in

love
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.

LOVE FOR LYDIA
byH. E.

BATES

The most tender novel about
young love ever written
the
bitter-sweet story of a young
girl's first awakening to love
.

.

.

created with a poignance you will

never forget. Lydia's emotions
will

come
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by

25c

and
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25<
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A
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25c

hard-boiled thriller. Jim

way through
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RELIEF
the way thousands of
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Anacin
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The blonde dancer, reportedly, is to
marry Tom Douglas, but he has denied he
is engaged to her. However, she is said
to be wearing a $12,000 diamond ring
which he gave her.
Both Douglas and Orsini are deeply interested in Lili's career.

got nervous when I was on
stage, but only because he wanted me at

"Armand

a doctor's

like

is

as to what she had in
with an engineer, Lili replied:
"I never talk shop with my husband."

common

That is, Anacin contains not
just one but a combination of medically
proved active ingredients. No other product
gives faster, longer-lasting relief from pain
of headache, neuralgia, neuritis than Anacin
tablets. Buy Anacin® today I

my

best," she said.

engineer,

"As a former

interest

his

in

my

civil

career

amazed me."
Lili likes her new movie life, finds it
"wonderful" to be able to wear the "kinds
of ensembles all women dream of."

is

"The only thing wrong with the movies
there is not enough room for self-

expression.
"I've always been a firm believer in
self-expression," said Lili with just a
hint of her alluring Carmen smile.
END
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Martha Raye, who's proven she can do
anything on TV sing, dance, cut comedy capers with the best of them will
emote in a straight dramatic role on a
pending "Danger" telecast. She'll play
the role of a former musical comedy star
charged with a 20-year-old murder. The
flash-back technique will be used in
which she will have the opportunity of
displaying her celebrated legs in a song-

—

and-dance routine

—

.

.

.

to TV of Charles "Buddy"
but a matter of months he'll
star in a filmed show in which he'll once
again front an orchestra, presenting a
cavalcade of song hits through the years
that will bring back such past favorite
song stylists as Ruth Etting, Lee Wiley,
Ethel Shutta, Helen Kane, Adelaide Moffett and Bernice Claire. It will be a gem
of nostalgia, interspersed with present
day singers such as Jack Russell, Bill
Lawrence, Vic Damone and Bill Hayes

The return

Rogers

Easiest terms.

FREE BOOK— Send your name today

—

.

REMOVER

COLOR PHOTOS

It's Thrilling to

when they both appeared in the musical,
"Best Foot Forward" late last Summer
in Dallas, Texas. The seedy looking garment, more than twenty -five years of
age, was presented to the comedienne by
Debbie as a gag but it's a gag gift that
is paying off in laughs on TV. Despite its
age, the coat has been insured for $1,000
by La Pearce because there's no way of
duplicating it. Alice has promised to lend
the coat to Debbie if and whenever she
needs it for a comedy routine on TV
guest appearances

—

is

.

There have been so many gag "This

.

Is

Your Life" shows privately taped for
birthday parties honoring Broadway and
Hollywood personalities, that few video
stars can be deeply moved by the genuine telecasts. One of the funniest ever,
was done so professionally for Marilyn
Don't mistake
for the stubborn, ugly
embarrassing scaly sk'
disease Psoriasis. Apply
non- staining Dermoil.
Thousands do for scaly
spots on body or scalp.
Grateful users, often after
years of suffering, report
the scales have gone, the
red patches gradually disappeared and
they enjoyetl the thrill of a clear skin, again. Dermoil
Is used by many doctors and is backed by a positive agreement to give definite benefit in 2 weeks or money is refunded
without question. Send 10c fstamps or coin) for generous
trial bottle to make our famous "One Spot Test". Test
It yourself. Results may surprise you. Write today for
your
test bottle. Caution: Use only as directed. Print name
plainly. Don't delay. Sold by Liggett and Walgreen Drug
Stores and leading Druggists. LAKE LABORATORIES, Box
392S Strathmoor Station, Dept. 2207 Detroit 27, Mich.

Erskine's birthday, that the fifty-some
guests at the party given for her in Hollywood, thought they were hearing a rebroadcast of an actual show. It's suddenly
become the rage in New York, too. Incidentally, many of the "This Is Your Life"
viewers have been writing to the programs' sponsors suggesting a surprise
show featuring the life of Ralph Edwards. He's flattered, of course, but
turned the idea down cold when news
about his fans' letters leaked out
.

.

.

The perennially active Ray Bolger's
West Coast telefilm show, "Where's Raymond?" is the home base for more gags
than an Abbott and Costello movie studio
set.

up

Ray's entire professional
of "having

fun on the

life is

made

between
stretches of gruelling comedy-dance routines.
He's finally met his nemesis cn
the "Where's Raymond?" studio premises
cast members Richard Erdman and
Allyn Joslyn are right up there with Ray
when it comes to cutting up. They get
so noisy on occasion, there have been
complaints from the actors on the "I Love
Lucy" set half a block away. It isn't
clear yet, just which is more exhausting
for Ray his actual performances or those
"relaxing" hours in-between rehearsals
with side-kicks Erdman and Joslyn
set,"

—

—

—

.

.

.

Hillary Brooke, of the "My Little Margie" show, took advantage of the three

months vacation from the show, went to
England, tossed off a few movie roles and
saw Paris and Dublin after shopping
sprees. She returned in time to walk on
the "Margie" set, pick up her script and
continue in the TV series. Her chocolate
colored poodle, "Barnabas," is getting as
famous as she, having appeared on the

show many

times. She's trained the dog
so that he can be taken into restaurants
even those that prohibit canines guar-

—

—

anteeing the owners "Barnabas" won t
budge. He doesn't not after she drapes
a napkin over him as he lies on the floor.
He won't move until she gives him the
word "Boo!"

—

—

.

.

.

Myrna Loy, in Hollywood for a spell
from the social and political pleasures of
Washington, D. C, has been combing TV
series offers out of her hair faster than

you can say Dragnet. The one-time
screen star is willing to do an occasional
show but isn't anxious to get into a working schedule that would consume most
of her time. She considers the TV roudemanding. ClaudHollywoodite who
is being courted by East and West Coast
video producers. After an eighteenmonths carefree sojourn in Europe, she's
admittedly spoiled and "kind of lazy at
tine for actresses too

ette Colbert is another

the moment." This is not to say the Colbert talents will not be shown on TV
from time to time she'll make guest appearances, of course the idea of a week-

—

—

show, "live" or filmed, just doesn't
appeal to her
ly

.

.

.

ageous) person selected would be given
a cash bonus of $500 plus an all-expense
round-trip to Paris for two
.

There's a new idea for a panel show
making the rounds of West Coast TV
producers offices, and one that merits attention. It's called, "Made To Order," and
personalities suggested for it include

Edith Head, Paramount 's glamourous
dress designer; Wally Westmore, head of
the studio's make-up department; Terry
Hunt, who takes pounds off high-living
stars in Celebrityville; a plastic surgeon
and a dental specialist. From head to
toe hair styles and manicures to wardrobe and pedicures, with teeth capping
and facial plastic surgery part of the
transformation offer, a contestant chosen
from the audience would be completely
transformed over a two-months period.
The estimated costs of such an over-all

—

change would normally set any Hollywood star back at least $10,000. In addition to the glamourizing treatment on
"Made To Order," the lucky (and cour-

Now

.

.

Hollywood has discovered
talented young actor-comic,

that

the very
Jack Lemmon, New York, his home town,
will probably not see him around for
some time to come. His successful screen
debut opposite Judy Holliday in "It
Should Happen To You" set Hollywood
on edge and TV grabbed him for "The
Marriageable Male," one of the Ford Theatre's dramas in which he'll co-star with
Ida Lupino. He has a dozen other major
video program offers standing by ranging from a guest appearance on "I Love
Lucy" to "The Red Buttons Show" ... end

Hear and See Maggi on her own program, "Maggi's Private Wire," Monday
through Friday over WABC and WABCTV, New York. See Maggie on "Leave It
To The Girls" at 7:30-8 P.M. E.S.T. Saturdays over ABC -TV.
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D ANTON WALKER'S

HOLLYWOOD ON BROADWAY

[CONTINUED FROM PACE

with the approval of Fernando. This bit
of intelligence should end the DahlLamas rumors for once and for all because it's straight from the Lamas' Dahling

.

.

.

Mario Lanza's white convertible had
been parked for ten days at the Tavernon-the-Green without the unpredictable
singer ever reappearing to claim it. The
Tavern owners couldn't contact the "missing" Lanza and the custom-made car just

remained "parked." It disappeared overnight and when last seen, was travelling
at a fast clip en route to Boston with an
unidentified blonde young lady behind
.
the wheel
.

.

The Peter Lawford-Judy Holliday goshide -a -way dating
in Hollywood and New York. Instead of
dining at leading restaurants and cafes,
they'd hot-foot it to off-beat bistros—
routine that always leads to tongues wagsip is a result of their

ging. Hand-holding and cheek-to-cheek
dancing away from "the mob," although
purely platonic and in this case it's nothing else but can only resolve itself into
one thing, Big Talk about Little Things.
If Lawford doesn't remain a confirmed
bachelor it won't be Judy Holliday who'll
be responsible but instead, a wealthy
widow in her early fifties

—

—

—

.

.

.

—

another reason for it you
couldn't help but notice the singer in that
garb whenever a photographer hove into

—

—

Guy went into his act the waddle
walk, the flashing smile and twirling cane.
It got more laughs than Guy anticipated
but less publicity than he had hoped
sight,

.

Shoes

Scholl's

Super- Soft Dr.
Zino- pads are more than

Signature seekers

fell

over them-

all

Get a box today. For FREE
sample in size wanted, write
Dr. Scholl's, Chicago 10, I1L

DrScholls
Zino-pads

.

.

selves at the Hotel Plaza when longtime
screen favorite Richard Arlen checked
into the hotel with his wife, Maggie.
Celebrities, who got the brush from the
group of fans, included Sir Alexander
Korda, Elsa Maxwell, Frank Lloyd Wright
and Sharman Douglas, proving you've got
to be a movie star, past or present, to
really rate with the movie-going public,
especially the young fry who have an uncanny knack of deciding who's who in
their books
.
.

Mitchell arrived in New York on
a cold, cold day sporting a straw hat with
a bright red silk band and his flaming
sports jacket was something right out of

.

Greta Garbo lunched with King Paul
and Queen Fredericka of Greece at the
Colony. A special screen was put up
around their table to ward off the stares
of other diners. Stewart Granger wasn't
introduced to Their Majesties or Garbo
although he hung around several hours
hoping. He did a slow burn when actress
Nina Foch strolled in and was taken to
the Royal couple in a matter of minutes
and remained for the rest of the afternoon
.

or Tight

ever the world's largest -selling
foot reliefs, for no other method
does so much for you.
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No wonder

LARGE SIZE

your favorite
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1 We include FREE CATALOG, decopBj rated with newest stars, lists 100's of
names, tells how to get their home
•addresses. Send name of YOUR FA-

iVORITE

and your second choice with
only 10c to cover handling.
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HOLLYWOOD SCREEN EXCHANGE

1

Robert Wagner

Box

1

150— Dept.
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fp^HIGH SCHOOLS
No

classes to attend. Easy spare-time training covers big choice of subjects. Friendly \
instructors; standard texts. Full credit for^
previous schooling.
Diploma awarded.
Write now for FREE catalog!

WAYNE SCHOOL
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Catalog
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Sheffield Ave., Chicago 14, Illinois
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Guy

"Those Red Heads From Seattle"—
song-and-dance costume if ever you saw
one. Guy's explanation for it was that he
flew East from Las Vegas for a few hours
and was en route back to Hollywood via
American Airlines Mercury flight and
didn't have time to change. Hep news-

Elsa Schiaparelli, the famous Parisian
dress designer, took second place in the
matter of top honors for the best dressed

woman

at Bruno's Pen &
Gypsy Rose Lee walked

Pencil,
in

when

wearing a

black satin suit with matching cartwheel

The neckline, cut to a new low, had
steak diners dropping their sirloins for
higher stakes a closer look at The View.
It was Mme. Schiaparelli who insisted
hat.

—

FREDERICK'S

of

4742 W. Washington

HOLLYWOOD
Blvd.,

Los Angeles 16, California

I

.

"99 River Street," in

which Evelyn Keyes

co-starred with John Payne. Todd
didn't like the way the audience reacted
to La Keyes' performance and said so
right out loud. The Todd-Keyes romance
will culminate in marriage for sure
is

.

Ray Milland sported dark

glasses

.

.

and

sat in a far-corner table at Toots Shor's
after the announcement that he and his

wife had separated. He declined to accept
telephone calls or speak to a topflight
gal who approached his table for
further particulars on his estrangement
from Mrs. Milland. Feeling he had given
out all the information necessary, Milland clammed up on any further discussion about his private life, and asked the
femme scribe to please leave him alone.
Nearby diners reported that Milland

news

seemed

to be

by

distressed

very

much broken-up and

the attention his marital
statement to the press created. His companions at the restaurant, all male, included two agents, a manager and one of
his TV show sponsors. But Milland and
his wife, Mai, are now reconciled and
their friends couldn't be happier. It was
their fifth separation during a long marriage but each time just when things
all

—

looked blackest they got together again

Her devoted beau, Fernando Lamas, joins ArleneDahl in reading congratulatory messages backstage following her New York appearance with Jose Ferrer in "Cyrano."

"Gyp" never looked

better.

The ensem-

ble worn by "Gyp" was a Schiaparelli
creation and with the designer, the customer always comes first, even in sartorial

sweepstakes

.

.

.

Eleanor Parker couldn't be reached for

comment on her new "heart interest," but
word got around she was hopping mad
over the circulated report that she and
Robert Taylor had suddenly "discovered"
they were in love. At her Manhattan
hotel suite she was "out to all callers"
except to Bert Friedlob, her ex-spouse,
who telephoned to wish her happiness
with Bob Taylor. That was the first indication La Parker had that she and Tay-

—

lor

were "in love"

Leave
unusual.

it

to

.

.

.

—

.

.

.

.

to

soft-pedal her grown-up glamour antics
she dresses like a woman of the world,
but behaves like a teen-ager. The clothes,
make-up and conduct do not go together

—

.

.

.

Gig Young came to New York to help
publicize Joan Crawford's "Torch Song,"

MGM

but his erratic behavior had
executives wishing he had remained in Hollywood. They cut short his visit and managed to get him out of town by simply
stopping all his hotel charges. When visiting

movie

tariffs, it

stars

makes

have

to

pay

a difference

.

their
.

own

.

Biggest surprise was Cary Grant, here-

incommunicado when he was in
York. He went all out to make
friends with newspaper writers and was
tofore

New
Mike Todd,

the famous

Broadway im-

presario, created a fuss at a Lexington
Avenue theatre during the showing of

a veritable

Good

Hollywood

.

.

Will

Ambassador from
END

.

Richard Jaeckel to do the

He spurned

lavish hotel

modations in favor of a

accom-

single, cloister-

type room at the West 63rd Street

YM-

CA. When phone calls came for Dick he
had to use the telephone in the hall, and
all his out-going calls were made on the
pay-station hard by the showers. When
he wasn't in the gym or "Y" swimming
pool, he could be found in nearby Central Park horseback-riding, ice-skating
and playing ball with total strangers. In
two weeks he shed fifteen pounds. He
never once was solicited for an autograDh and in future trips to New York
he'll make the "Y" his headquarters.
Carleton Carpenter,

who

left

Hollywood

quietly after being let go by MGM, resumed his Broadway stage career by
signing for a featured role in "John Murray Anderson's Almanac." Since his re-

turn to

—

former West Coast pals including DebReynolds, who wrote letters, sent
telegrams and tried to telephone him
at his former Times Square hotel hangout. Carp just didn't want any of it. He
checked out of his hotel, rented a small
furnished apartment without a telephone
and attended rehearsals every day. Even
his producers didn't know where to locate
him they had to leave messages for him
with a telephone answering service.
Strange doings for a talented young star.
His friends are very much concerned
about him
bie

Margaret O'Brien has been cautioned

.

Gotham he was unavailable

to his

WALK

IN

BEAUTY

[CONTINUED FROM PACE

way

give you the incidental bonus of
longer wear from your nylons. The system is to use it after bathing. Though
the formula is emollient, it's neither
sticky nor greasy. Just smooth the lotion
into your legs and pay particular attention to heels and dry patches of skin
where nylons are apt to snag.
There are foot and leg exercises that
you can do to tone laggard muscles and
improve your posture in general. One of
the simplest asks you to do nothing more
complicated than to raise up on tip-toe,
putting the weight on the outside edges
of the foot. A second exercise can be done
sitting down. For this one you put a pen?

53]

on the floor; then reach out with your
bare foot and grasp the pencil with your
toes. A third is designed especially for
your legs. In this one you can even lie
down on your back. First raise both
legs straight up, then move them alternately as though you were walking. Make
each "stride" as long as you can you'll
discover a whole lot of muscles you didn't
even know you had. But there will be
times when what you want most is to
cil

—

—

rest

your hard working extremities. For

a real fatigue-banisher, try lying down
with your feet propped higher than your
head. Just a few minutes in that position
can make a world of difference.
END

NEW

PARIS-LINE COTTONS WITH
200-INCH EXTRA-FULL SKIRTS
(2 for 7.85)

that flatter your every

move

• • •
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Copies of Higher Priced Styles
BLACK BINDING TRIM
onal

in

cleverly conceals

line

smart diagside

zipper

roomy pocket! Added attraction

and

in

bow-tie sleeves and black patent-leather-

Washable, color-fast fleur-de-

like

belt.
lis print.

Colors: Blue (as shown) or Green; each

on Beige ground.

N-2366

-

Misses' Sizes: 12, 14, 16, 18,20
3.98 (2 for 7.85)

- Half Sizes: I6V2,
I8V2, 2OV2, 221/2, 24V2
3.98 (2 for 7.85)

N-2367

Florida Fashions, Inc., Orlando, 400 Florida
Check One:
CASH ORDER
am enclosing payment plus
25 cents for postage and handling. (No postoge
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m®l what You Can
Do with Your OLD
Rugs and Clothing

Mm Lovelier Rugs for less
3 Million Women Have Made
the Thrilling Discovery that the seasoned wool and materials in their worn rugs,
carpets, clothing are valuable and can be

We Promise

VER

.

.

of 52 colors,
regardless of colors in your ml
Any width up to 16 ft., anjl

Why

pay

.

.

IT'S

EASY

for costly materials

more usable wool,

etc.,

.

.

IT'S

Early Ameri
Oriental Del

Florals, Ovals,

Embossed

We

—

SENSIBLE

Tweed Blends,

Solid Colors,

.

IT'S

Guarantee

:

Chicago,

than you realize?

You, too, can get luxurious new rugs this
money-saving way by sending your worn
materials to the Olson Factory by Express
or Freight at our expense.

Mail

Coupon
or Post-

card

Than

Ever!

—*

™

to please or|

Orders completed in about
You can't get Olson Rugs in
thru agents, only from Factorl

when you have

colors.

l|

your materials. Our 80tt

FUN

Finer

Si

Your Choice

.

Scientifically Reclaimed by the Olson
Process: shredded, sterilized, merged, pickered,
carded, bleached and blended with new wools
then respun, redyed in newest shades and
woven into lovely, deep-tufted new Two-Sided
Broadloom Rugs with the beauty of luxurypriced wool rugs at about Y2 the cost.
.

a Pleasant

You'll say, "loveliest Rugs I e^

CO.-

State-

New

York,

San

Fr|

o ^

"

Invisible human
hair or durable nylon,
single or double mesh, with

or without elastic. Every shade
conform to every hairdo.

in styles that

Tomorrow, an hour

or two after you dress
see how soon it becomes disarranged.
Next morning, take 10 seconds to put on a
Venida Hair Net. Notice how your hair stays in
place all day long, without a single recombing.

your

hair,

VENIDA RUBBER-TIPPED
[synthetic}

Once yoo experience this wonderful feeling of protection
and assurance, you won't be without a Venida Hair Net
any hour . . any day Fully guaranteed,
. .
.

BOB PINS

!

.

Venida Hair Nets are sold everywhere.

THE RIESER COMPANY,

8

Venida

INC.,

NEW YORK

18,

N. Y.

rules the waves

Safety ends can't catch or scratch.

more chipped teeth or broken
Greatest improvement in fifty

No

nails.

years.

to

new

members.'
Dollar Book Club

ANY THREE
SEUEB8

Yours
for only

OT THESE BESI
Top Fiction
The Story of America in Pictures
480 pages, nearly 500 vivid pictures
with narrative text, spread the whole
thrilling story of America before your
eyes— its discovery and early strug?a gles, its leaders and accomplish'\3 merits, right up to Korea and President Eisenhower.
Pub. ed. $7.50

Thomas Costain's Greatest

OP TO

$17.45

Hits!

VALUE

(N PUBLISHERS' EDITIONS

Illustrated Books!

DeLuxe Volumes!

Hit!

The Silver Chalice is the inspiring story of the young sculptor
assigned to make a decorative
case for the cup Christ used at
the Last Supper. Amidst the corruption of Rome, he pursued his
holy project, diverted only by
two women— one good, one evil.
Pub. ed. $3.85

The Outline

H. G. Wells'

of History

New,

enlarged 2-volume edition brought up-to-date, 1,312
pages. The whole dramatic
story of mankind from earliest
times to our own day. Over

200 maps, illustrations.
One of the most acclaimed
works of the century.
Orig. pub. in

one

$5.00

vol.

Hammond-Doubleday World Atlas
A huge 9%" by 12'A" volume. Brandnew! Covers the United States and all
foreign countries! 90 up to date maps,
32 full-page, full-color! Latest boundaries, population figures, etc. 154
photographs plus 94 pages of facts on
the world's people, customs, etc.
Wild Animals of the World
by William Bridges & Mary Baker.
272 pages, 252 pictures, -100 in gorgeous full color. Intro, by Roy Chapman
Andrews. Called the most beautifully
illustrated wild animal book published.
Fascinating reading! Big 7V2" by 93/4".
Pub. ed.
Kiss

Me

Again, Stranger
Latest best-seller by the author of "Rebecca" and "My
Cousin Rachel." All the suspense, drama and romance
for

which

du

famous— in
of eight
stories.

a

Maurier

single

is

volume

unusual
Pub. ed. $3.50

thrilling,

AN AMAZING BARGAIN I
CHOOSE

page for only
$1.00 when you join the Dollar Book Club!
This introductory offer is made to demonstrate the
wonderful values you enjoy as a member.

Save Up to
Frank Yerby's Greatest Hit!
The Devil's Laughter is Yerby's most colorful
novel since "The Foxes of Harrow." It's the
fiery story of Jean-Paul Marin and the tawnyhaired beauty he adored, in a world gone mad
with the excitement of the French revolution
"Rich, violent!"-Boston Herald.
Pub. ed. $3.50

any 3 books on

75%

on

women wanted

the same man: ravishing, unscrupulous Lady Anne Stuart,
who enjoyed only the thrill of

conquest; and her servant,
lovely Sylvia Hay, in the full
flood of first love. Exciting romance of early Carolina.

Pub. ed. $3.75

cook book ever published. 1,137 recipes! Plans
your meals, guides your shopping, makes meal
preparation a pleasure. 640 pages, 16 full
color plates, many other helpful pictures.
Pub. ed. $4.95

.

.

Mail Coupon

.

.

.

Now

.

.

— Send No Money!

Receive any 3 books you choose from this page
for only SI, plus a few cents shipping cost. Two
books are your gift for joining, and one is your

you will receive reguClub's Bulletin, which describes the
forthcoming SI selections, also other bargains
for members.
If not delighted with your introductory ThreeBook bargain package— return all books and your
membership will be cancelled. But mail coupon now.
first

Meta Given Makes Mealtime a Joy
in The Modern Family Cook Book
Brand-new, revised edition of the most useful

larly

Doubleday One Dollar Book Club,
Dept. 3PWG, Garden City, New York
Please enroll me as a Dollar Book Club member. Send me at once the 3 books checked below
and bill me ONLY SI FOR ALL 3, plus a few
cents shipping cost.

the same new books costing up to
S3.95 in publishers' editions come to Club members for only SI each! Occasionally, extra-value
selections at $1.49 are offered. All are full-size,
hard-bound books! In addition, the Club frequently
offers other desirable books
useful homemaker
volumes
beautiful de luxe books
books of
cultural value ... at special Club prices which save
you up to 75%. But you take only the books you
want— and you don't have to take one every month.
You may buy as few as six books a year!
.

Queen's Gift by Inglis Fletcher
beautiful

d

New Books

Mail This Coupon

—

Imagine

.

Two

this

selection. Thereafter,

the

DOUBLEDAY ONE DOLLAR BOOK CLUB, Garden

[~]

The Devil's Laughter
Kiss Me Again, Stranger
Queen's Gift

The Outline of History (Set)
Modern Family Cook Book
Story of America in Pictures
The Silver Chalice
Wild Animals of the World
Hammond-Doubleday World Atlas and Gazetteer
I

^

[J]

I

Also send my first issue of The Bulletin, telling
about the new forthcoming one-dollar* bargain
book selections and other bargains for members.
I may notify you in advance if I do not wish
the following month's selections. The purchase of
books is entirely voluntary on my part. I do not
have to select a book every month— only six a
year. I pay nothing except S 1 for each selection I
accept, plus a few cents shipping cost (unless I
choose an extra value selection.)

me

NO-RISK GUARANTEE:
books within

7

If not delighted, return all
days, and membership will be cancelled.

Mr.

Mrs
Miss

(Please Print)

Address
City and
Zone No

State

•In Canada. SI. 10 plus shipping. Address Doubleday
Book Club (Canada* 105 Bor:d St.. Toronto 2.
Offer good in U. S. A. and Canada only.
.

City, N. Y.
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The Best News
Of The Year!

time on the BIG, BIG screen
America by storm! Now
in M-G-M's howling, hilarious comedy!

For

the

first

since they took

It's fun on a honeymoon with
Lucy and Desi driving a house-on-

wheels into hilarious adventure!

"THE LONG,LONG
TRAILER"
with

"Ma"

Kettle

MARJORIE MAIN

KEENAN WYNN i
Produced by

Directed by

Based on the Novel by

Screen Play by

•
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ALBERT HACKETT

FRANCES GOODRICH
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PICTURE

itself
Ava Gardner

is met by Producer Joe
Mankiewicz on arrival in Rome for film.

—

nn
kA iss Number One

" may

call

her

at the box-office

(you

Ava Gardner) was

in

such a swivet to get out of town (and
away from Frankie?) that she postponed
treatment for a back ailment until she got
to Rome. Entered a hospital there prior
filming "The
Barefoot Contessa."
to
Frankie, in the meanwhile, stayed in Hollywood and had a few friendly dates with
Jean Simmons, whose man was still in
England. F.S. took himself an apartment
and it looks as if he might stick around
for a time.

Number One at the box-office—
John Wayne, who else? —is a much happier man now that all the big divorce is
Mr.

SUPER
COLOR
INSE

That one, the glittering premiere of Joan
Crawford's "Torch Song," and the Sadler's Wells Ballet company engagement
were the big events around town. All the
attractive young U-I kids were at the
"Miller" preem and a lot of the attractive
older kids. Jimmy Stewart got a fabulous hand from the fans and, kind of
embarrassed when he was complimented
on the way he played the famous ork
leader, said, "Well, as one Glenn Miller
fan to another, what can I say?"

behind him. John's getting re-acquainted with his children (by his first marriage) and flipped through his role in
"The High And The Mighty" with a light

Jane Powell, who is having more fun
than she ever did in her life and dating
all the eligible bachelors, was with producer Ross Hunter. Ludmilla Tcherina,
the gal who broke up with Robert Taylor before he broke up with Ursula
Thiess, had just landed in Hollywood for
her American screen debut in "Sign Of
The Pagan." The lovely ballerina created
quite a stir she's a real beaut. Rock
Hudson brought Julia Adams, Jeffrey

—

Hunter and Barbara Rush were together,
naturally, being married. Jeff Chandler
and Marilyn Maxwell made a striking
couple, and Don O'Connor seemed to be
alone, roaring around in the lobby acting
like he was looking for someone.

The premiere of "The Glenn Miller
Story" was a pretty fancy affair, all right.

The party which Joan Crawford hostessed at Romanoff's was a beautiful thing.
She arranged for her guests to be picked
up at the theatre after the big, flashy premiere of "Torch Song," and driven to the

Lucille Ball and Desi Arnaz
at 13th anniversary party at

ers'

heart.

Noreen Super Color Rinse
is

temporary but completely

effective. ..Adds

safely

and

glamorous

easily, without

permanent change. ..stays

color,

making a
fresh until your

next shampoo. Try on your

Noreen color...
makes dull hair exciting,
really blends in unwanted gray, or
beautifies gray and white hair. Choose

see

how

it

from 14 lovely, inexpensive shades.

At cosmetic counters everywhere.
Also professionally applied
in

beauty salons.

Available

6

in

Canada.

cut cake

Mocambo.

Lauren Bacall, Cary Grant at ProducGuild banquet for Darryl Zanuck.

At

last

the might
magnificence

all

and

of The Unconquerable*

and

their

Seven Days

of daring that forged
the American Frontier.
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what Hollywood

itself is

Jane Wyman chatting with Fred Koehner
and friend at banquet for D. Zanuck.
restaurant.

The

-private room,

was

entire-

decorated in white chrysanthemums,
grapes, and candles as centerpieces. Jeffrey Hunter and Barbara Rush, George
Nader with Virginia Gray, Mr. and Mrs.
L. B. Mayer, Scott Brady, director Nicholas Ray, Mel Dinelli and a gillion others.
Joan, after working all day on her new
ly

picture,

"Johnny

Guitar,"

didn't

Marilyn Erskine and Tab Hunter dated
the premiere of "Julius Caesar."

for

Krams and Ed

recited

some very funny

poetry to Jan Sterling and Paul Douglas,
Mary Castle and John Smith, boy genius
Dick Morris, who is writing about 90 television shows, including "Letters To Loretta" and Ann Sothern's show. You're
going to flip over this Purdom lad, mark
my words.

even

bother to go to bed that night because of
the early morning call the next day.
Ida Lupino doesn't seem to be too upset over the last break with Howard Duff.
In fact, she's been around with a lot of
escorts and it looks as if the Duff hour
is completely over with her.

There won't be any fooling around at
on "The Student Prince," now that
they finally gave up trying to woo Mario
Lanza back for the picture. Ann Blyth's
got an early Summer date with the stork
and she's the romantic interest opposite
the veddy handsome young British star,
Edmund Purdom, who replaced Lanza.
Eddie and his very cute wife were given
a small party by art director Arthur

MGM

talking about! (CONTINUED)

Casey Adams is back in town from the
Germany location of 20th's "Night People" and getting ready to tour in a
club act. Casey not only plays the
and sings but he writes tunes and
great comedy sense. He's on the

night

piano
has a
fence
about whether to keep up his acting, or
give it up for the other side of the business writing music.

—

Every year the guys and

gals

who

deal

—

columnists the
Screen Publicists Guild throw a thing
they call their Panhandle dinner, where
they are free to poke a bit of fun at the
press the people they have to be nice
to the other 364 days of the year. This
time they put on another whizzeroo of a
show, with Lena Home creating a great
out

publicity

to

the

—

—

New Mum with M-3
Mils odor bacteria
stops odor

...

aU day long
Amazingly effective— just use daily. So sure,
for normal skin. Safe for clothes.
Gentle Mum is certified by the American
Institute of Laundering. Won't rot or discolor
so safe

even your

finest fabrics.

No waste, no
new Mum is

drying out. Delicately fragrant
usable, wonderful right to the

bottom of the jar. New fragrance. Get a jar
today and stay nice to be near.
j
For sanitary napkins — Mum
dependable . . ideal for this use,
.

A Product
8

is

gentle,

too.

of Bristol-Myers

safe,

Shelley Winters and Terry Moore at the banquet given by the Screen Producers'
Guild for Darryl F. Zanuck, studio head of 20th Century-Fox, at Statler Hotel.

Jack Carson plays hands off at Ciro's
at Guy Mitchell's "Red Garters" show.

Ruth Hampton, Susan Cabot dress for

straightened out
before Susie came back. Gary Cooper's
wife and child paid him a visit on the
same location, starting the reconciliation
rumors all over again.

cause practically all of the Warner Brothers picture was shot on location out in

getting

situation

that

Guess Hollywood won't be seeing Rose-

mary Clooney

for

Jose Ferrer in

some time

—she

New York where

joined

he had

shows going and when last
heard from they were planning a delayed
honeymoon in Europe.

U-I's

musical

showcasing new talent.

NEWS
wears

the desert.

best. ..costs less!

Arlene Dahl has sold her house in Hollywood and taken an apartment. When
last heard from, practically nobody expected that she and Fernando Lamas
would become Mr. & Mrs. Lamas.

several stage

but
Shirley Booth wants to do, now
that she has finished her second Hollywood film, "About Mrs. Leslie," is a
comedy with of all people Martin and
Lewis. Wouldn't that be a hoot?

What

—

—

Those cute, nice married folks, Tony
Curtis and Janet Leigh, are in a real
whoop-de-do tale of derring-do, "The
Black Shield Of Falworth," at U-I.
They're never as happy as when they're
working together and take a dim view
of pictures that

directions

on

take them

off in different

location.

Palmer rented
Errol Flynn's house, way off up in the
hills, when they came to Hollywood for
Mr. H.'s role in "The Talisman," but
Hollywood saio very little of them be-

Rex Harrison and

Lilli

new ceramic factory
much of an event
you that when the fabu-

The opening of a
doesn't sound like

we can

tell

lous ceramist, Sascha Brastoff, unveiled

new establishment he had nothing but
excited celebrities viewing the modern,
all-glass and pastel-walled building. The
big reception was held in the part of the
factory where the pottery workers were
actually mixing the clay and putting it on
to cook in the big electric kilns. Zsa Zsa
Gabor, looking like a piece of delicate
porcelain, was with the attractive Wally
Seawell, boy photographer. Jane Withers.
Don Taylor, Gary Merrill (here for a picture while Bette Davis stayed in the
his

East), George Montgomery (Dinah was
working) and a gillion others looking
bug-eyed at the beautiful place and some
of them even asking the boss -man for
jobs in such plush surroundings.
(CONTINUED ON PACE 16)
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stays on

• • •

stays creamy
•

••longer!

America's longest lasting

— creamiest

lipstick! Stays

after eating,

smoking, even

kissing.

So rich

in

on

creamy

lanolin. Stay Fast with

"Moisturizing Action" keeps
lips soft as a rose! Choose from
the latest, loveliest colors.

WHY PAY MORE?
Spike Jones and Jerry Lewis plan skit
for Muscular Dystrophy benefit show.

Jimmy Durante surrounded by
geous

Gabors,

Zsa Zsa,

Eva,

the gor-

Magda.

Stay Fast

in

a golden case,

only 59< or 29f plus fax.

p.

Fnce upon a time the

was a beautiful young

Her fair complexion with
the dew-moist texture

was the

of a rose

...

talk of the countrysid

1

1

Naturally, she wore
> ,

/

(
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U

F
Foundation

Miss Sadie Thompson

..the

only liquid tint

Rita Hayworth has forsaken her

make-up that's cream-misted

gowns and sexy songs

slinky

for a topnotch

characterization in this Somerset Maugclassic. Stranded on a heat drenched
tropical island, inhabited by 300 woman-

ham

•••to give skin a soft,

hungry Marines, Miss Sadie spends most

fabulously sheer look.

of her time wilting in the heat, barging

around

For a story-book

in ill-fitting clothes

and giving

out with an easy line of chatter, which
especially attracts Sgt. Aldo Ray. Rita's
lure for the Leatherneck prompts Island

owner and would-be reformer Jose Fer-

Sheer Beauty Foundation!

wondrous shades s

/-/-

rer to order her deportation back to the
States where she's wanted for question-

'

ing.

/^fM^/c

1.25 and
1.75 plUS taX

./^new YORK

PARIS

LONDON

Unfortunately, his motives are not

for her regeneration, but for his personal
satisfaction,
and when Rita becomes

aware of this she winds up on a boat
headed for Australia to await the arrival
of soon-to-be discharged Sgt. Ray.

How

Learned

I

SHORTHAND
6 Weeks

battlin' Rita that

comes

across.

Co-

—

No

The Glenn Miller Story

Jimmy

Stewart's warm-hearted portray-

al of the great orchestra leader and his
desire to present something new in pop-

Symbols No Machines,
Uses ABC's

in

when

Sgt.

"Miss Sadie Thompson."

touring with Ben Pollack's
he reaches Denver, Miller gets in touch with college girl friend
June Allyson, who, after a long distance
he's

company.

When

courtship, winds

Mrs. Miller

lumbia.

in

Speedwr/i/xg shorthand^

Hayworth captures Marine

Aldo Ray

The

Jerry Wald production, which has been
updated from the earlier version, is
packed with powerful performances and
tinted in Technicolor. It's a really gaudy
'n'

Rita

ular music, traces Miller's pre-fame days

who

up
talks

as his bride. It is
Glenn into resum-

ing his studies with music teacher Leo
it is from this association

Mostovoy, and

that the first notes of "Moonlight Serenade" are born. Before he can introduce
the melody at a Boston ballroom, Glenn
and his orchestra have a bus break-down
and they're stranded. Simultaneously, his

by Miss Dorothy Dixon
Rose Bud, Arkansas
"Although I have studied other
shorthands, with Speedwriting I
can now say I am really getting
somewhere fasti My employer is
very much pleased with my improvement.
My present speed is
120 words per minute and I can

—

my notes much faster
I would advise anyone to take Speedwriting."
transcribe

than before.

No

"Foreign Language" of Symbols

—

with

Over 200,000 men and women have learned shorthand the
Speedwriting way at home or through classroom instruction in schools in over 400 cities in U.S., Canada, Cuba,
Hawaii. Today they are winning success everywhere in
business, industry and Civil Service. Speedwriting Shorthand is easy to master yet it is accurate and speedy.
120 words per minute. Age is no obstacle. Typing also

—

—

available.

_____
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TODAY

FREE
FREE

Write
for
and
Bives full details
son that will show you

—

how

School of Speedwriting

31st Year

'

I
I
|

oc
Ne
Please send

book which
sample leseasily and

Quickly YOU can be a Speedwriter. Mail
the coupon NOW.

me

details

Home Study

and

FREE

sample lesson.
Classroom Instruction

.Zone

Stare.

Robert Taylor, as Lancelot, and Mel Ferrer, as King Arthur, lead their men into
battle in "Knights Of The Round Table," MGM epic film of the legendary romance.

James Stewart pays tribute to a great
musician in "The Glenn Miller Story."
wife,

now

Are you
in the

pregnant, goes to the hospital,

and the music debut

Hearing of the Millers' misfortune, George
Tobias, ballroom operator, rehires Glenn
and from the moment he steps on the
platform he's on his way. The band's top
numbers, Miller's discovery of current
music greats, and the orchestra leader's
is

cancelled.

If
I

death are all biographed in this
touching tribute. Universal-International.
tragic

Knights

Of The Round Table

All

the pageantry and lavishness of
Sixth Century England have been recaptured in this elaborate enactment of
.

King Arthur and his knights. The good
by Mel Ferrer, is seeking to reunite his country to its former
splendor, but is meeting with staunch opposition from his step-sister, Morgan, and
her husband, Modred. Before he can put
his plan to a vote Arthur barely escapes
being murdered twice. Foiling both plots
king, portrayed

is

Lancelot

(Robert Taylor),

ports the king in the

war

who

know?

your hero's cronies leave you cold —
Hold your

I

Q

fire

Demand a showdown

Though your new Sigh Man's

may

old friends

— seems

be sterling characters

to

you

they could do with plenty of polish! Of
course, you could ignore the guys. Yet
wouldn't it be nicer to try winning them
over, for his sake? (You'll boost your
rating!) And win yourself an A for "assurance" at problem time, with the comfort of Kotex. For Kotex is an old friend

you

trust for softness that holds. its shape;

absorbency that saves panicky moments.

sup-

that follows,

How to

but angrily denounces Arthur's pardon
for Modred. While storming from the
court Lancelot arrives in time to save
Lady Guinevere (Ava Gardner) the
king's betrothed from being abducted.
Although the two fall hopelessly in love,
she marries the king, which leaves the

cut a

gabby phone

O Drop dead

I

I

A wolf

call

needn't put

Q Knit
all

Q Cashmere

wit

your cash

Just put your wit to

L] Thank her

Connie's got you hooked — for hours. Just
when you're expecting a Very Important Call
Wriggling off the line would be easy, if you
knew her better. But try this: At the first
semicolon, thank her for calling; say you'll
see her soon. To free yourself from calendar
dilemmas (such as which absorbency of
Kotex to choose) — try Regular. Junior, Super.
You'll find the very one you need.

What can't a sharp dresser do without?
You

belle short?

fj Disconnect

cashmere!

in

knitting your

own

sweater wardrobe: those new, long, bulky
jackets that copy-cat your beau's. Nylon
and wool; won't stretch; wash easy. So,
for a "purl" of little price — needle up!

But on certain days, bulk's what you don't
want — napkin-wise. Choose Kotex. Those
flat pressed ends

And Kotex

prevent revealing outlines.

Which
Romeo &

Made
made

all

other sanitary napkins

of these "steadies" does
Juliet

for each other
to keep

More women choose KOTEX'
than

gives extra protection.

Q

Kotex and Kotex

— that's

most

belts

for

Q

you?
Moon

Kotex and Kotex sanitary

you comfortable. Of strong,

'n

belts

June

— and

soft-stretch elastic

.

.

.

they're designed to prevent curling, cutting or twisting. So light-

Jack Leonard and Jane Powell in gay
musical,

"Three Sailors And

A

Girl."

weight you'll hardly know you're wearing one. And Kotex belts take
kindly to dunking; stay flat even after countless washings. Why not

buy two

.

.

.

for a

change?
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MYRNA HANSEN,
appearing

Miss United States,

in Universal-International's

"FORT LARAMIE" Color by Technicofo

current films
CONTINUED

First

of

choice

Miss U.S.A.

...and

you!

knight free to wed the fair Elaine, Maureen Swanson. The ensuing reels unfold
a series of heroics and counter feats that
are enough to satisfy even the most bloodthirsty adventurer. The principals turn in
peak performances, but somehow the real
star is the majestic splendor surrounding
them. MGM.

Three Sailors And

A

Girl

Iane Powell, Gordon MacRae, Gene
Nelson and 300-pound "kewpie," Jack
Leonard, breeze through this Technicolor
tuner with a happy abandon that's downright
contagious. Jane's a promising
young singer in an unproduced Broadway
show. Gordon, Gene and Jack are the
"angels" who back the production with
the back pay their shipmates have given
them to invest. Although the show is a
flop in its out-of-town opening, the sail-

some nautical know-how into
the musical and it winds up a Broadway smash. There're plenty of pop tunes
ors inject

Jane and Gordon, some showy
dances from Gene, plus some real yaks
from Leonard, Sam Levene, Veda Ann
Borg and Archer MacDonald. Roy Del
Ruth directed this enjoyable musical.
from

Warner Bros.

Beneath The 12-Mile Reef
T"he underwater beauty and treachery
' that daily faces sponge divers off the
Florida coast is excitingly captured in
CinemaScope. Aging Greek diver Gilbert

Roland promises his son, Robert Wagner,
that on their next trip out he can make
his first dive. They decide to invade the
English divers' territory where they know
the rich sponge beds lie. They are discovered and their cargo shanghaied. Anxious to get their load back, they invade
"Conch" territory, but end up losing not
only their spoils, but Bob's heart to Terry
Moore. It is then that Roland makes his
fatal mistake of deciding to go to the 12mile reef. When he is killed, his son not
only faces making his first dive, but in

For

name

of nearest store,

write-.

DREAM

STEP,

35 N, Fourth

St.,

Columbus, Ohio

Bob Wagner, Gilbert Roland as sponge
divers in "Beneath The 12-Mile Reef."

bar and go to Mexico with her.
hitch

Only

Dick's wife, Evelyn Scott, coof the grill who has to sign the

is

owner

sale papers.

Although Egan would

just

as soon leave the country without the
money, Beverly's a little more greedy and
finally decides to masquerade as the wife

and forge the signatures. Unfortunately,
snoopy Percy Helton overhears the plot
and manages to foul up the transaction,
the trip and the romance. The picture,
which provides several innovations to the
"eternal triangle," is a Russell RouseClarence Greene production, and features
Beverly, Dick and Percy in one of the
slambangiest fight scenes yet staged on
the screen. U.A.

Richard Todd, Glynis Johns in swashbuckling Highlands tale of "Rob Roy."

the death trap that has captured both his
father and brother before him. The bobby-sox appeal of Terry and Bob, the eerie

underwater beauty, plus the natural adventures of the diving profession, provide
an all-round family attraction. 20th Century-Fox.

Rob Roy

The

Highlanders' fight against the op-

the ministers of King
a springboard for Richard Todd to leap from adventure to ad-,
venture as the clan's leader. In an effort
to defeat his popular appeal, an amnesty
is extended to all clans, esccept Todd's.
This forces him to leave his beautiful
bride, Glynis Johns, and to hide as a
fugitive, but even under the brand of an
outlaw, Todd manages to make himself
heard and to have his holdings returned.
The beautiful Technicolor lensing, coupled with the star's exciting, derring-do,
makes for a gusty swashbuckler. Disneypressions

George

of

I offers

RKO

Bad For Each Other

"Bad

For

surgeon Charlton Heston is much
interested in turning his doctor's bag in for a satchel full of greenbacks, than he's willing to admit. While
on leave from the service, Heston drops

with

Ann Robinson, Charlton Heston.

Army

Wicked

to see Ray Collins, owner of the mine
which he worked to earn money for
his schooling. The attractive young medico interests Collins' wayward daugh-

by
in

Liz Scott, who immediately starts
pulling strings to get him discharged and
into a plush job with a society physician.
Though her plotting works, Heston secretly believes he should be doing more
important work helping mine doctor, Rhys
Williams. Still in a quandary, Heston's
decision is made for him, when a mine
explosion occurs, and he rushes to his

ter,

friend's

The

aid.

film

is

somber

stuff,

Columbia.

tensely enacted.

tense

film

The

minute Marlon Brando and

arrives in

town

spoiling for a fight,

which

thwarted only after the state militia is
called in and the indignant townspeople
take up arms. It's a wild weekend which
finally simmers down with Brando buzzing off on his scooter mumbling something about "that chick sure got to me."
The Stanley Kramer production about
today's youth is definitely in the off-beat
class.
It's loaded with good character
portrayals, be-bop talk, and moody photography. Columbia.

is

Give

A

Girl

A

Break

The youth and talents of Debbie Reynolds, Marge and Gower Champion,
Bob Fosse and Helen Wood help to zing
backstage musical along at a fairly
pleasant pace. Gower's a stage director
who decides to cast an unknown actress
in the star role, and then spends the rest
of the film trying to decide whether the
part should go to Debbie, Marge or Helen.
Of course, each "audition" gives way to
a lavish production number, with each
aspirant out to top the other. Net result:
Utter confusion, until Miss Wood decides
to return to hubby Dick Anderson, Marge
snares Gower, and Debbie nabs the role.
Film's well stocked with songs, slapstick
and specialty numbers. Stanley Donen
directed. MGM.
end
this

The Wild One
his

mo-

torcycle brigade whirl into town, they
start terrorizing the populace. Their hopped-up speed races down the main street
cause an accident in which one of the
'

broken. Pinned down by
lets out their pent-

gang

this delay, the

Woman

is

more

cyclist's legs are

up emotions on

Cocktail waitress Beverly Michaels is
a gal who doesn't mind taking orders
as long as they come from her good-looking boss, Dick Egan. Once she attracts
Egan's interest (and how can she miss

Each Other"

the town folks, particuWhile Brando is carrying
on a mild flirtation with waitress Mary
Murphy (daughter of Robert Keith, the
larly the gals.

town's sole policeman), real trouble is
brewing. An outlaw motorcycle group

with that slinky white wardrobe?) her
next step is to persuade him to sell the
,

Beverly Michaels is a drifter in love
with Richard Egan in "Wicked Woman."

his motorcycle gang, Marlon Brando terrorizes a whole town in "The Wild
One," but finds time between brawls for a flirtation with waitress Mary Murphy.

With
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A direct

what Hollywood
talking about!

challenge

itself is

(CONTINUED)

Paid one of our periodic calls on the
night club circuit, just to see if there
was anything new. Newest thing was
the appearance of Eartha Kitt at the
Mocambo. Even the birds were crowded

young girl singer's endue for a second
stand there when she comes back in
"New Faces," which you will see before
too long on the movie screens. The entrance of the glamourous Marlene Dietrich
caused, as usual, the most terrific stir in
the bistro. This was just before she went
to Las Vegas for her night club debut.
all

through

this

gagement and

she's

Went on to Ciro s to see Johnny Ray,
who is not nearly as weepy as he used to
be. Ran into that cute red-head Betty
Lynn—who's Ray Bolger's girl friend on
his "Where's Raymond" TV show —with
her best beau, actor Harry Bronson. Betty and Harry are on the verge of a merge,
but don't tell them I said so.

who

to the woman
doesn't use Tampax

you what happened, but the
proposed act that Judy Holliday and
Peter Lawford were putting together is
no more just nothing. They aren't even
Can't

tell

—

Are you always serene, confident, perfectly poised
no matter what time of
month it is? Or do nagging doubts on
"certain days" make you feel con-

seeing each other, period.

strained, uncertain, embarrassed.

ran when a motorcycle officer stopped
him for going 70 miles an hour on one of
our boulevards. Bob saw his chance,
stepped on the gas, and outran the officer.
Later, he said he thought the policeman
was a bandit. Well, that's a likely story.

.

.

—

.

Have you ever worried abovit odor?
With Tampax

sanitary protection

wouldn't have

to.

Tampax

prevents odor by
exposure to the air.

ternally,

is

worn

you
in-

preventing

Have you ever worried about ridgelines? There are no belts, no pins, no
bulky external pads with Tampax. Nothing can show because Tampax is invisible, once it's in place.

Even

Hollywood is wondering and
what made Bobby run.
That's Bob Mitchum, of course, and he
talking

— about

Jane Russell wasn't able

York

for

the

big,

to

splashy

go to New
opening of

The Dean Martins at Muscular Dystrophy show staged by Martin and Lewis.

RKO's "The French Line" which they
held aboard the beautiful French liner,
Liberie. But Mary McCarty, who costars with Jane, was there for the festivities, since she was knocking them dead
at the Plaza with her comedy antics. Ever
since Mary appeared on "This Is Your
Life" when they dramatized Martha
Raye's career, she's been besieged with
television offers not merely as a comedienne-singer but as a dramatic actress.

—

The most interesting trio, thinking
back on the Joan Crawford "Torch Song"
party, was Miss C, seated between Jerry
Lewis and his wife, Patti. Jerry kept
Joan in stitches and when Jerry got off
on a comedy routine in that knocked-out
voice of his, most everybody at the other tables stopped talking and listened to

Has chafing ever bothered you?
You can't even feel Tampax once it's in
place. You even wear it (without giving
it

a

second thought) in tub or shower.

Tampax has

other advantages. For example: it's easy and convenient to dispose of user's hands need never even
touch the Tampax. But why hesitate?
Get this doctor-invented product at any
drug or notion counter. Your choice of

—

3 absorbencies: Regular, Super, Junior.

Month's supply goes

in purse.

Tampax

Incorporated, Palmer, Mass.

Accepted for Advertising
by the Journal of the American Medical Association

Joan Evans, Van Heflin and Pat Crowley, at the first anniversary of the Sands
Hotel in Las Vegas, about to bury the time capsule filled with film mementoes.

AL.ENTINI

TORY
Elizabeth

MacDonald

ne Allyson.and Dick Powell, married eight years,

still

Saint Valentine's Day had its living symbol, such
Mother's and Father's Days have, there isn't any
ubt whom Hollywood would choose as its favorite
as

mantic twosome, not just of this year but of every

For if ever a man and a girl went around looking
each other with their hearts in their eyes, those two

ar.

e

Dick Powell and June Allyson.

After eight years of marriage, too.

After all those
ophesies that their marriage didn't have even an out-

chance of success.

In spite of the differences in

behave

in that special

way which

their personalities

is

more

indicative of courtship.

some couples
honeycircumstances too, which

which would have

set

as dissimilar to gritting their teeth before the

moon was

over. In spite of
could have sent their marriage crashing, they are still
not only together but together in that special way which
is usually more indicative of courtship than marriage.
And if it took any particular doing June and Dick
would be the last to know of it, or to be able to offer
any contrived technique as their secret for those hap-

py years

together.

(continued on pace
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The

reports that

Mary Pickford and Buddy Rogers

Hollywood and place Pickfair, their fabulous Beverly Hills estate, on the open
market for sale, then embark on a two years' world tour,
were met with heated denials. The false rumors began in
Rome and spread to Paris and London before snowballing
across the United States. They came to an abrupt stop
in Hollywood with the Rogers-Pickford declaration that
the stories were ridiculous, but not before such notables
as Lucille and Desi Arnaz and Jack "Dragnet" Webb
were reported bidding for Pickfair, lock, stock and pres-

were planning

tige value

.

.

manently closed

.

.

.

to desert

.

The Communist-tinged expose that so embarrassed
not yet officially ended. Lucille
faces further questioning in the not-too-distant future.
She's been cleared 100%, but former associates who were
not available for comment months ago have been located
and will be called to Washington, D. C, for cross-examining so that records can be completed and the case perLucille Ball last year

Hollywood quaked when word leaked out that anoth
scandal was due to rock the town.
nationally fame
singer (still under contract to a major studio) was abo

A

to face paternity charges for

an alleged indiscretion L

volving a Los Angeles teenager. The youthful, unmarrii
singer, a favorite with the bobby sox brigade, won t)

backing of his studio officials and the matter was hush
up with an out-of-court settlement. Fifty percent of tl
actor-singer's weekly paycheck is being deducted un
he has squared himself with his film bosses. He was s
ready in hock up to his talented tonsils before this esc
pade added to his woes
.

.

.

is

Watch for

revived interest in the mysterious disa
pearance of the late Glenn Miller. Producers
"The Glenn Miller Story" are hoping that recently u:
covered evidence regarding the plane "accident" in whi
the popular musician lost his life, will not be made pub

Exclusive

Movie
Gossip
READING BETWEEN THE LINES OF
INTIMATE GOSSIP ABOUT THE
OFF-GUARD ACTIVITIES OF THE STARS
Jane Powell, having an uproarious time dancing with her dz
Jacques Mapes, later saw ex-hubby Geary Steffen on flo

20

while the film based on his career is being shown in theatres coast-to-coast. This is a switch, because normally film
makers encourage that sort of publicity-promotion timed

with the release of their pictures. In this case the procedure is reversed they're frantic with worry. It's Hollywood's biggest "inside story"

—

.

.

.

Marlene Dietrich's opening song number
Hotel Sahara personal appearance in Las
"Baubles, Bangles and Beads" a tune from
way musical, "Kismet." The New York show

—

during her
Vegas, was
the Broadwhich stars

Alfred Drake, was originally produced many years ago
with Otis Skinner. The show's plot once served as a screen
vehicle for Marlene and Ronald Colman with Marlene por-

Ava-less Frank Sinatra in animated conversation with foreign
star, Bella Darvi, at Producers'

Dinner for Darryl Zanuck.

Zsa Zsa Gabor entering theatre for West Coast premiere of
"Torch Song." Behind Zsa Zsa is her escort Bundy Solt.

harem favorite and Bagdad dancing queen. It
was not one of the glamourous Dietrich's great successes,
nor did it add any luster to Ronald Colman' s reputation
traying a

.

Bob Mitchum's evasion
while driving at 78 m.p.h.

of the

won

.

law when he was stopped

the (continued on next pacei

\
i
Charles Boyer greets Ginger Rogers at Pen & Pencil in Manhattan at champagne supper in her honor. He's on B'way stage.
All is again well between Mercedes McCambridge and Joan
Crawford after feud. They chatted at Joan's Romanoff party.

Man-about-town Nicky Hilton Jr. is still playing the field with
success as seen by his Ciro's date with Georgine Leopold.

1

—

.

Exclusive Movie Gossip
CONTINUED

support of his fellow-players and stuWin or lose, the
executives.
"Mitchum Case" will start the ball
rolling in defense of film players who
are always heavily exploited for minor
and major infractions of the law. Gail
she
Russell's unfortunate example
had the book thrown at her when she
was picked up for drunken driving
dio

—

Hollywood
pay the price

another case in point.

is

citizens feel they should

their mistakes, but the matter
should be private and not Page One
copy

for

.

.

.

If Nora Haymes ever

collects all the

I combined alimonies and child support payments due her from Dick
Haymes and Errol Flynn, she'll practically be the richest woman in Flickerville

.

.

all

is

the time.

behaving more odd-

He

sits

around

his

house day and night, eats gobs of spaghetti, drinks wine like water and
broods for hours on end. He hasn't
sung in months and won't even oblige
his agent by considering the concert
and personal appearance offers that
are

still

rolling in.

A minimum work-

ing schedule could net

him

$500,000 for 40-weeks work.

close to

At

this

writing he won't even listen to the of-

At
weighed

medical check-up he
in at 225 lbs. stripped and his
blood pressure was abnormally high

fers.

which she's featured, was of Oscar
Her performance in the
film is another matter and many of
her scenes in the Western will be

proportions.

.

Mario Lanza
ly

Elizabeth Taylor, with husband Michael Wilding, and son Michael Jr., at the Villa
in Rome. All the rift rumors, apparently, were utterly unfounded.

Borghese gardens

his last

.

—

snipped the explanation for this being that Mercedes was "miscast" to
begin with.

And

testing that

went on before the

went

after all the screen

into production

.

.

film

.

Marilyn Monroe and Joe DiMaggio
have been having "differences of
opinion" and one

of

West Coast, Marilyn

is supposed to reher dating to mutual friends of
both, and this regime is beginning to
tell on her. It's hard to believe, but

strict

she's the loneliest girl in

movietown

—

her success and fame haven't brought
her much happiness. One of the Hollywood males she used to date secretly before DiMaggio stepped into the
picture was Freddie Karger. Matter of
fact, it was after a tiff with Karger that
she switched to the baseball star
.

.

.

her closest of

friends can be heard hinting that all

not well in the romance department. When Joltin' Joe isn't on the

is

Guy

Mitchell

is

doing his best to

keep from taking a property

ment beating

settle-

(continued on pace

69)

.

Why the Hollywood Women's Press
Club didn't nominate Doris Day as
1953's Most Uncooperative Star, has
half the population in the film colony
surprised and disappointed. There
are those however, who remind the
anti-Day crowd that she's been very
ill.
But Doris' detractors retort that
the "award" is long overdue

—

.

.

.

Sunset Boulevard

scuttlebutt has it
another film femme, Mercedes McCambridge, is also in line for an un-

popularity award of sorts. Her temperament on the "Johnny Guitar" set, in

Jeff Chandler,

date.

Bob

Debbie Reynolds and her
Song" preem.

Tevis, at "Torch

Jane

Wyman with

Coburn

at

guest of honor Charles
Masquers Club formal dinner

22

I

Everyone is rooting for Judy, and on the first day of "A
Star Is Born" she was welcomed on set by Jack M. Warner,

Steve Trilling, William Orr, Producer-hubby Sid Luft,
Jack L. Warner, Director George Cukor and Winton Hoch.

COMEBACK
on the sick list and holding up the film's production.
Before the picture began Judy was getting about
twelve hours sleep a night without benefit of sleeping
pills.
She has been getting plenty of rest ever since.
There's no doubt that she's taking it easy, playing it
carefully for the long haul. She's not playing any games
with herself this time.
To date, Judy has been so conscientious about the picture that she even came to work one day with her jaw
swollen twice its normal size. To some gossip-minded
individuals, this was immediately transformed into a
nice little tale about Judy and her husband, Sid Luft,
having a hassle. The actual facts weren't nearly as hair-

—

raising.

Judy had to have some teeth extracted. The operation
was so serious that she couldn't be given just ordinary
gas. She had to go to a hospital for the job and was also
given an anaesthesia stronger than gas. The next morning, though, she came to work. This scarcely sounds as
though she were up to the kind of antics that put a halt

to

by Jack Holland

her screen career for a time, not too long ago.

Judy is approaching her picture with serious intensity.
The mere fact that this is her production, along with that
of her husband-producer and Warner Brothers, who will
release the film, should

make

it

clear to all concerned

Judy wouldn't waste time on her own package deal.
After all, it was she and Sid who took the whole idea of
"A Star Is Born" to Warners for possible production.
And Jack Warner, a smart individual, would certainly
that

not have invested the hard, cold dollars of his studio into
any deal unless he had been certain that Judy was per-

okay again and that she was

really anxious to get
work.
Judy's role is probably the most difficult of her career.
"I've never worked so hard in my life," Judy has said.
"This is not only a trying part, but I also have to sing
and dance. The picture will be worth all the work,
fectly

back

to

though,

One
was

I

hope."

of the persistent

still

rumors, of course, was that Judy
'continued on pace 56>

much, much too over-

by Michael Sheridan

what's

happening
HAS BETTY GRABLE LOST INTEREST
HER CAREER OR HAS SHE BEEN LOST

Siiii

Wi'm

IN

THE SHUFFLE?

^^tars may come and stars may go,
4v but there is one actress in Hol-

actresses, Betty

lywood who
go on forever.

her mother, Lillian Grable. She
"You know, even I'm baffled. My

—

—

she wished it could
A star who can proudly
say that not one of her pictures has
ever lost money at the box-office. She's
Betty Grable, and few other stars who
have been at the game as long as she
can say the same."
These are the words of one of Hollywood's most popular men, Louis Shurr,
who has discovered more talent than
probably any other talent agent in the
business. Although he doesn't handle
her,

Lou

if

thinks that

when

it

comes

to

One night

is

IN

"the greatest."

this writer

was

talking to
said,
little

when she was seven. Then
when she became a big star many years
girl started

found

hard to believe that a
had become a mature
woman and the whole world of show
business was still in front of her."
What Mrs. Grable was trying to say
is that (a) few child actresses ever succeed in later life, (b) her daughter was
revealing none of the wear and tear of
later

child

I

it

actress

—

a long life in a

hard game. Betty today

Betty and

Harry James on

their recent joint p.a. learned
that each is still big box-office.

4k
looks just as

young

as she ever did,

and her legs are still "The Legs." That
was five years ago and today the picture hasn't changed.
But now, as talented as she ever
was, as youthful as she ever looked,
as popular as she has ever been, Betty

Grable has a new philosophy in life.
'Tve had my chance," she says, "and
I've made my way in the job of being
a performer. I've been at it a long

and

time,

like to try

I

now

think that

other pastures.

come more interested
ple's

I

I would
have be-

in other peo-

success than a continuance of

my

own."

Behind these words

lies Betty Graadmission that she has lost interest in her own career. She will tell
her most intimate friends that she
feels that she has gone as far as anyone can in the making of movies, and
that no matter how good or original
a new script might be it will still be

ble's

—

the

same

One movie

thing.

after

another.
First

and

Betty Grable

last,

is

a

As far as she is conand where the trust and the

good trouper.
cerned,

millions of a studio are involved, the

show must go on. But in the last few
months Betty has begun to wonder:

how

long, as far as she
can the bonanza last?

is

pasty rouged look forever!

concerned,

Get

dog

of a

movie out
and

disdain

.

.

.

of the
left

makeup

liquid today!

It's

ble, acting, dancing and laughing in
one mediocre-to-fair and occasionally
top musical comedy after another.
Often her talented efforts have pulled

a

streak

true! It's new! You've never guessed how
glorious and lovely, how radiantly beautiful your
skin can look until you've tried Heather Natural
Glow, the new creamy no streak liquid that's so easy
never smears or streaks. Just apply a
to use
drop or two with the convenient applicator cap.
Smooth it on with cotton or fingertip. Instantly
your skin glows with a new rosy youthful look.

Truth of the matter is that audiences have never tired of Betty Gra-

critical

new creamy no

this

.

mire of

her bowed

.

.

Get new Heather Natural Glow today!

with public accolades.
But Betty Grable has never won an
Academy Award, and there are many

Never before so much beauty magic

Hollywood who wish that the long
years of her being a good scout and

for so

little

in

—

industry exists,
everyone will remember Betty Grable
as a bright, shining example of popular stardom.

49WHY^
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HEATHER

and the successful acting career, of
Betty Grable, there's no question.
Pointing up the fact that she may have
lost considerable, if not all, interest
in her own personal career exists the

For
Truly
Lasting
Loveliness!

NATURAL GLOW
Blends as naturally as a
Four high-fashion right shades

MEDIUM

•

GERANIUM

•

DAYTIME

•

OR-AMBER

blvslt

Plus

Tan

PAY MORE?

JJ

But that strange things are happening in the happy domesticated life,

57>

ONLY

Now blend in with fingertip
or cotton, for non-smearing
lasting beauty. So easy, so
flattering, so natural

that as long as the

record of the last few months.
For a long
(continued on pace

NEW

Here's all you do. Just apply
3 dots of Heather Natural
Glow in a triangle under your
eyes, using exclusive applicator cap.

competent entertainer might have
produced more honors rather than
all the riches. Yet, there's no question
a

1

ZSA ZSA'S

George Sanders stole march on
Zsa Zsa by filing for divorce.

"."yXv/^i

m
Zsa Zsa's unpredictable didoes
keep Hollywood breathless.

Wherever she

is,

whatever the fates hold

for her, Zsa Zsa Gabor
life is as

an exciting individual whose

uninhibited as her

by LOUIS REID

28

is

comments

FANTASTIC BEHAVIOR!
It

was Hollywood's

cent enchantress

belief

Zsa Zsa Gabor, the efferves-

who makes even gorgecus dames

Zsa Zsa

Hot or

is

like life

cold, their

on the slopes of an active volcano."
romance has affected him physically,

hard on the eyes, would never lack a piquant word about

resulting in a "run

love and marriage.

and inhuman treatment."
The news was not surprising to Hollywood. But the
film town is mindful that if a courtroom battle is fought
it will make that of the John Waynes look like a pillow

Her own marriage to George Sanders, that is.
However
when George, certain their love had at
last become thoroughly chilled, beat her to the deep
freeze in filing for divorce, Zsa Zsa had nothing abso.

.

lutely nothing

.

—

—

she

was always ready with provocative comment

how much George

on

loved her and she loved George.

One reason why newspaper presses have been so hot
in the last five years was the breathless bulletins the
blonde beauty was forever issuing about their tempestu-

—the

ous love

"Never in
but he will

separations and reconciliations.

my

life

"We

have

I

loved a

man

didn't

left

me,

love each other very much.

But

in ten years,

who

knows?"
Eventually, George,
"as cold as

an

whom

ice box,"

was

her mother once termed
with

to declare that "life

The Sanders were either hating or
loving each other, depending on mood.

bust-up had a Con-

Rome and Paris
and London and the Riviera, in addition to New York
and Hollywood. Its characters include many headlined
members

Its

settings

embrace

of the international set.

Finally, the

two

stars of the

drama themselves possess

the sophisticated glamour of world celebrities

—

glamour
suave and glittering comic opera traditions
of old world capitals and castles.
Meanwhile, as the couple consult their attorneys and
make ready for the announced final positively last
round of their on-again-off-again marriage, it is revealed that no property settlement is involved.
"There is no property to divide," said George's Hollywood lawyer, Martin Gang, while Hollywood raised its
most quizzical brow.
(Continued on pace 66'

—

Or,

"We

thing, this particular

tinental flavor.

reflecting the

so crazily," she

have a fight. He just
be back because I love him."

once asserted.

condition," he said, as he sued

fight

For one

to say.

In other days, despite the continuous reports of their
rifts,

down

for divorce charging "cruel

Her dates with Porfirio Rubirosa convinced George marriage was over.

With Nick Ray

at opening.

she's for wedlock, against

it

One day
the next.

IS

Nothing Bob says can apply to
best girl Claudette Thornton.

P

GIRLS!
by

ROBERT STACK

AS SEEN BY THIS MARRIAGEABLE GUY, THAT'S ONE OF THE TRAITS

The other evening
girl

who

I

had a date with a very

attractive

lived in the very correct section of Pasade-

and I looked forward to being with her because we
planned to take in a concert at the Hollywood Bowl and
then attend a reception honoring the pianist who was
headlining that night's program. It would be something
pleasantly different, and the concerto we'd hear was one
na,

I

and we started our drive down
the Freeway toward the Bowl, she said, "You know,
Bob,

I

I

called for her

rarely go out with actors."

don't go to movies, so

were

your

I

can't tell

Then she added,

"I

you how good you

she capped this
suppose you're out with
me tonight because you couldn't get a date with Terry
Moore."
in

last

THE

WOMEN MEN

self-respecting

man

bridling at this kind of talk,

can't

and

at

DON'T MARRY

be blamed for
that particular

moment, I was no exception. In a few short moments
she had put me on the defensive and ruined what otherwise might have been a nice evening, and although I
carried on with my part of the bargain and saw our
date through to the bitter end, I must confess that it was
something of a strain to remain a gentleman throughout

particularly liked.

When

Now, any

IN

picture."

Finally

brilliant conversation with, "I

it all.

Now, I'm not one to complain long and loud about
such a fiasco, because a repetition of the whole thing can
be readily avoided by never calling the girl again. Yet
the blunt fact remains that this girl and her sisters under
the skin follow a typical pattern which we bachelors pro
tern gradually have become aware of, and they give us
(continued ON PACE 58)
very plain guiding posts for

Try not to be conscious of your
body, even if like Claudette's.

Be neither a selfcentered careerist,
nor a phony sophisticate, warns Bob.

M

ACTRESS. WIFE

AND DEVOUT CHURCH WOMAN, JANE

RUSSELL HAS INSPIRED SUCH DIVERSE PRESS

COMMENT, YOU REACH THE INEVITABLE CONCLUSION—

THR
by Dee

Sexy

Phillips

pictures of Jane Russell have overrun the nation's
her deep religious convictions have been written

press,

about and editorialized on, her home life with Robert Waterfield,
the complete boss, has been noted ip big, black print, and her
completely uninhibited shenanigans at the studio have caused
no end of misunderstandings. All this has only led to the question of not who, but what is Jane Russell!
The answer is really very simple Jane Has Three Heads.
She will explain the three sharply contrasting personalities
with a naive, "I need all of them. One takes the steam out of
the other. If I had only one of these lives I'd go stark, staring

—

ignorant!"

—

So, take your pick of the following three gals and if you
can understand all three, perhaps you'll find them all delightful. At least you'll begin to understand the gal who wears her
three heads so well.
The first Head is the most flamboyant and colorful one. This
is the working Jane. Unpredictable, roaring, impatient, under-

With her Actress Head high, versatile Jane joins Arlene Dahl and
Marie Wilson in a singing trio at the Screen Writers' Guild award
dinner. At right, her Home Head relaxes at the Waterfield piano.

standing, loyal,

human, protector

of the "little ones," forget-

—

maddening, and lovable these are the traits for which she
is known.
And yet, as Jane says about herself seriously, "I
usually don't take a stand unless it's for something basic. When
I say 'no' I mean it. I believe in peace and quite often I'll take
ful,

the line of least resistance."

Her co-workers would stand with

their

mouths agape

at this

statement. Yet, they will admit gamely that she has, on occa-

—

taken the line of least resistance but only when she was
do otherwise. These people who love her, yet could
kick her some times, know that Jane will scream long and
sion,

too tired to

loudly and quite often in their defense.

when she says what she thinks of
but she doesn't really see herself as others do.
For instance, on being called unpredictable Jane speculates,
"I'm not unpredictable. People just don't understand that I
like things, ideas, and conversations stripped to the bone. I
don't have the time or patience for all
(continued on pace 55)
Jane

is

really being honest

her working

self,

1954
WHAT ONCE SEEMED JUST A FAR-FETCHED DREAM OF
HOLLYWOOD GLORY TOOK ELAINE STEWART OUT
OF A MONTCLAIR BOX-OFFICE, UP TO THE SCREEN

Tom Carlson

by

Everyone

loves a rags-to-riches story, and everyone loves

the one about the girl from the small

town who makes

good in the big, and sometimes bad, city. Such a girl is
brown-eyed, auburn haired Elaine Stewart, to whom the
magic wand of Hollywood fame and fortune has given the
Cinderella touch.

One pf the newest of the young movie stars who seemingly
can have her pumpkin and eat it, too Elaine, nevertheless,
is sufficiently frank to confess that it wasn't always that way.
In fact, Hans Christian Andersen might have woven this fable
of the girl with the twinkle of far-fetched dreams in her

—

pretty eyes.
in Montclair, New Jersey, on a night when
were dark and dismal, and very few people were
on the street. The only bright note was the marquee and lobby
lights of the local theatre where Elaine, still in high school,
worked as a cashier.
The tall, handsome police officer ambled over to the boxoffice. "Any hold-ups tonight, Elaine?"
Behind the glass and brass grill-work, Elaine grinned. "Just
my career. Nobody tonight said, 'Why aren't you in pictures?' "
It all

began

the skies

wait till you're through," said the police officer, "and
walk home with you."
A few minutes later, as they ambled comfortably along
towards the little home that her father and mother kept so
well and sometimes with such difficulty in making ends
meet Elaine talked, as she always did in those days. She
wanted security for the children there were four others besides herself. She wanted to see her mother work less hard,
her father worry less.
"Don't worry," she said for the hundredth time, and
"I'll

I'll

—
—

squeezed the police
it

—

officer's

arm

affectionately,

Brown-eyed, auburn haired,

was a model TV acand "Miss Everything."

Elaine
tress

"I'll

make

(CONTINUED ON PACt

yet."

MGM

71)

studio head Dore

Schary is proud of his newcomers Elaine, Dewey Martin. p>

"I

worked hard and

out

all right,"

I guess everything turned
says the pride of New Jersey.

LIVE WITH

Roy and Dale at Hollywood fete. "Turn your ups and downs into inspiration," advises
Roy, who with Dale, has been sustained through their darkest hours by this belief.

36

TROUBLES
By making friends with
sorrow Dale and Roy
have found tranquility.

Struggles and

sorrows. Don't ever forget

them!

"LIVE WITH THEM! MAKE THEM A
PART OF YOUR LIFE!"
For then, and only then, can you achieve
you enjoy
all the bounty the years can bestow.
the true tranquility which lets

It's

sort, of

strange to think

of

Roy

Rogers saying these words, isn't it? After
all, you see Roy and his beautiful wife,
Dale Evans, decked out in dazzling Western regalia, riding into the horizon or the
rodeo ring with a yippy-ay-aye, singing

With Trigger.

Roy

is

close to whatever concerns him very deeply.

up a storm of applause, laughter, good
American fun and excitement.
Roy's famous. Roy has a
family that are as fabulous as
they are photogenic. He's master of a new
Roy's

rich.

home and
yacht,

owns

a fleet of autos, and, as every-

one knows, has a stable full of fine steeds
headed by the redoubtable Trigger.
No one's to deny that here is a very
lucky man. And you're especially aware
of it when you visit the Rogers' ranch in
the San Fernando Valley outside Hollywood, where the family has gathered together all of the ingredients of good living
into nine glorious acres.

Roy and Dale was a day of
And yet
remember most vividly those few
moments when Roy spoke those

Visiting

dazzling disclosures for me.
yet,

I

brief

.

.

.

words, in one of the tiny rooms in the
"guest house," which once served as
nursery for their beloved daughter, Robin
Elizabeth.

The

visit

had come

after dinner,

which

the Rogerses call "supper," and which

is

set for six o'clock straight up, the better

every member of the family
around the bountiful board. The food was
placed, family style, on a sort of "Lazy
Susan," four feet across, fastened by a hub
to the center of the regular table, which is
a huge circular affair.
Actor George Montgomery designed and
to include

made

this table for them.

"Lazy Susan" a

spin,

By

giving the

and stopping

it

at

the desired item, one can simply help one's
self to fresh vegetables, broiled meats,
salads, hot biscuits,

icontinued on page

64>

"FEMALES MAY HAVE INVENTED

MARRIAGE TO TRAP THE MALE
IF

FOR
With three of

I'M

SO. I'M

SEX.

TRAPPED FOR GOOD,

A PRETTY CONTENTED HUSBAND"

his four kids.

"They're quite a bunch," he says
proudly. Tony's been wed
16 yrs. to Katherine DeMille.

VILLAIN'S

/V

VIEWS ON
by

ANTHONY QUINN

Rome

Any

guy who opens up

I've lived with Katie DeMille Quinn for nearly 6000
days and nights. You know how it is, you talk, sometimes you argue. You have fun together. You share
disappointments and sorrow from time to time. You go
through a thousand important and silly little experiences together. You think that after all this time, you
know the woman her thoughts, habits, likes and dislikes. But friends, you're wrong. You don't know from

nothing!

Katie's talk

few days ago, a short time before Katie and I were to celebrate our 16th anniversary,
we were sitting and gabbing away. I don't know how
it happened,
but before I knew it, we were talking

as well as.

—the work you're

tronomical, not female

—

doing, politics,

Freud, even Einstein, but not your marriage.
heck does a husband know about it?

What

in

—

Case

in point. Just a

religious theory. Suddenly, I

^

Where

some of her ideas?
never heard them from her
before. I sat there, my big mouth wide open. Was I
listening to Katherine DeMille Quinn, the gal I married in 1937. I asked myself? I thought. "Pal. this is
where you came in. You've got to start all over again
from the beginning with this dame." It shook me.
I thought about that incident a lot. Then it came to
me, one of those quick-as-a-flash things. Thank God.
Katie had her own ideas. If she didn't, she probably
couldn't live with me"or maybe I with her. Marriage
unites two people, but if each one doesn't keep some
individuality, watch out. I want my wife to be my wife
and all that, but I'm glad that she has ideas of her own.

world the
inside story of his marriage is a darned fool.
You're better off talking about a dish you crave gashis trap to tell the

Tony and Kerima

was looking

at the

woman

goggle-eyed.

They were

did she get

fine ideas, but I'd

good, stimulating talk.

She's intelligent
say so with a bit of bloated male
pride, being a darned attractive gal. She's got sense and
is

if

I

may

When you come home to her. you don't
face one of those dull, roulette -wheel type of conversa(continued on pace 6i>
tions, the tired "Hello, dear, did
she's sensitive.

in the Italian film, "Cavalleria Rusticana."
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HAD TO BE BAD!

Kathleen uses her wiles on Edward G.
Robinson in U-I's "The Glass Web."

Co-star John Forsythe congratulates Kathleen on
symbol of stardom nameplate on dressing room.

—

WOMAN" HAS WON OUT FOR KATHLEEN HUGHES—
THE FACE ON THE CUTTING ROOM FLOOR UNTIL SEX ENTERED HER LIFE
BEING THE "OTHER

by Jon Bruce

rr hadn't

IFrevealing

been for a

tight skirt

and an equally formhave been

blouse, this story might never

written.

This is the saga of a girl whose curves melted into, and
gave a provocative emphasis to, a skirt and a blouse. She
did for
for

them what

all girls

would

like to

be able to do

them.

Her name is Kathleen Hughes.
In case you aren't familiar with the young blonde sex
queen of Universal-International, you might recall her in
a brief scene in "It Came From Outer Space." This was
a bit role she begged for simply because it was U-I's
first 3-D picture. Once audiences got a gander at the
Hughes curves, whistles rent the theatres. This brought
her to the attention of the studio and she was promptly

—

cast again in a vixenish, form-fitting role in

Web."

Now

the

town

is

"The Glass

yelling like crazy over this

new

discovery.

But she's no new face to movies. She had played a
boy-friend stealer, a second lead with Ann Blyth in
"Sally And St. Anne," and nothing happened. Before
that she had been under contract to 20th Century-Fox
and had appeared in fourteen pictures. In six of these
she was cut out entirely, and she had her name on the
credits in only three. In all of the pictures she was a
long-haired brunette, demure, and innocent and who
wore flat heels because she didn't want to look tall.

—

Then Paul Henreid interviewed her when she left 20th
and she won out over fifty girls for the part of a real
witch. It was Paul who saw in Kathleen a real hunk
of luring femininity. It was he who advised her to cut
her long tresses and do a blonde dye job on them. The
picture was "For Men Only" and as far as the men are
concerned they'd like to have Kathleen for themselves

—

only.

Kathleen

is

quite

amazed over the discovery that

she's

a real sexy number.
"I just

never thought

I'd

be the type to be considered

sexy," Kathleen said in her disarmingly frank manner.
"And frankly I love it. I love posing for cheesecake. I

did a lot of modeling

when

I

was freelancing and

I

did

pose in a couple of U.S. versions of Bikinis.
"Sexy roles are all right with me because I know they
can do a lot towards making a star out of a person. I
have always believed that personality is as important as
talent in the movie business. So that brings up the
question: what kind of a personality am I? I don't
know yet, but I do know that it wasn't until I started
playing alluring bad girls that I began to be noticed,
so I certainly wouldn't mind being typed as the 'other

woman.' Look what it's done for me already."
Kathleen is an even more intriguing personality because she is a full-fledged bachelor girl. She lives in an
apartment by herself except for (continued on pace 67)
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Elaine Stewart who's getting "the treatment"
Nowwhenever
she
New York
help exploit her
it's

visits

to

she isn't available for around-the-clock
interview appointments, she's considered "difficult" by
third-rate scribes. In order to cooperate to the fullest
degree (and her N. Y.
bosses can vouch jor it) the
fair Elaine did more for "Take The High Ground" than
she was required to do and she did it with a temperature of 102 without complaining once. In battling a virus
infection, in order not to miss appointments, she endangered her health to an alarming degree and was finally
forced to cancel a heavy schedule of press commitments
when she collapsed and had to be bedded for a week
latest picture.

If

MGM

—

.

It's

.

.

no secret that Marilyn Monroe's dramatic coach re-

ceives $250

more per week than the

Mmm-mm Girl gets —
Guests of honor Ginger Rogers and Jacques Bergerac with Pen
& Pencil host John Bruno and Charles Boyer at midnight fete.

HOLLYWOOD ON
but

isn't it

news

that

estate investments

some very shrewd New York
the "River Of No Return"

made by

real
star,

Joe DiMaggio, are already paying off
handsomely, and that if her property holdings continue to
increase in value, she'll be clipping coupons within three
years hence? This is strictly for the Marilyn-laughs-last
department
at the suggestion of

.

.

.

Hollywood names. A bon
voyage soiree for Ginger and Jacques (who left the next
day for Paris), it turned out to be a sparkling reunion for
the "Forever Female" star and lots of her former West

frantic with fun, hectic with

Coast pals now residing in the East. Charles Boyer, Mary
Martin (both starring on the New York stage in "Kind Sir"),
Gloria Swanson and Ethel Merman were among the many
who met young Bergerac for the first time
.

Credit Earl Blackwell, president of Celebrity Service,
with top honors as a party host. His elegant midnight

champagne supper party honoring Mr. and Mrs. Jacques
Bergerac (Ginger Rogers) at Bruno's Pen & Pencil, was

Silvana Mangano,
1

Italy's reply to

.

.

Marilyn Monroe,

is

team up with Yul Brynner, the "King And
the first Italian CinemaScope production. "Ju-

slated to

I" star, for

Fellow columnist Maggi McNellis helps Danton Walker and young aides to

man phones on

telethon he ran for

The Lighthouse.

Among celebrities on Walker's
on WATV-Newark were Eddie

hour Lighthouse benefit
Fisher and Caesar Romero.

I6V2

BROADWAY

fact that Van and Evie Johnson didn't argue once during
their N.Y. visit was no doubt due to Roz Russell's influence.

The

VISITING STARS SET

GOTHAM ON

ITS

HEELS

dith And Holophernes," Technicolor Biblical spectacle to
be directed by Jean Negulesco. Shooting begins late in
June, in Rome. Meanwhile, the Mangano agreement to
do the film, provides her with a round trip, all-expense
visit to New York prior to production with an undisclosed amount of cash to be put at her disposal for shopping in Gotham. Manhattan dressmakers are already
whipping up creations for her Hattie Carnegie, Carrie
Munn and Mimi Tuthill, among them. Cocktail receptions
and formal dinner parties have been scheduled in her
honor with leading stage and screen stars earmarked to
attend. The one American screen star Miss Mangano has
requested her film producers to arrange for her to meet

—

is

John Wayne

.

.

.

Arthur Murray dance instructors devised that vacuum
cleaner dance which Debbie Reynolds features in RKO's
"Susan Slept Here." The brains behind the unusual choreography, a young, newlywed couple employed by the

Murray

Studios, were sent out to Hollywood to coach
Debbie in the dance, with all their expenses paid. A belated honeymoon, compliments of Arthur Murray. On
the Hollywood end of the deal, Debbie and other RKO
stars tossed an informal supper party for the two dance
teachers. If readers, anxious to get to Hollywood, have
any ideas for fUmdom's dancing stars, get busy this may

—

be the opportunity

.

.

,

Robert Taylor and Phyllis Kirk were an unexpected
twosome at the Colony Restaurant, as were Eddie Fisner
and Nina Foch at another nearby table. It took Keenan
Wynn, however, with two very
(continued on next pacei

The Grable-James p.a.
act may reach Gotham.

•13

.

.

HOLLYWOOD ON BROADWAY
young

mammoth

dark glasses) to really upset

Comedian Wynn saw

onlookers.

wear an

wearing

(both

ladies

Gotham

sunrise

but wouldn't admit it to
claimed her brief visit

—

CONTINUED

blonde

Toughest assignment to get, according
to newsmen, was a daytime interview
with the star he was never available
until after sundown and never after

fit

dinner.

Spectators

.

.

Betty Grable and Harry James re-

identical pair of sunglasses

throughout

.

to

who

ceived 70% gross in their

appreciate that sort of thing found it
highly amusing, but most of the so-

business appearances together in Chicago before returning to Hollywood.

customers stared and glared at
the entire eve-

They'll repeat their "in person" en-

cialite

Wynn & Company
ning

.

.

.

Should
of the laughs in
MostHappen
To You" were ad
"It

libs

by Judy Holliday on the set. They
were written into the script. Too bad
the hilarious banter exchanged by
Judy and Mary ("French Line") Mcduring the latter's Persian
Room personal appearances, couldn't
have been recorded. From her ringside table at the Plaza Hotel, Judy let
loose with a steady barrage of quips
that had other patrons, as well as
Mary McCarty, rolling on the floor.
The McCarty exit line, as she finished
Carty,

her

act,

was

a

direct

invitation

to

to return to the Persian Room
"every night. I can use you in the
act." It literally tore the house down

Judy

.

.

On

his last visit to town, Clark Gagave most oj the major night clubs
a big play, and he was spotted in as

ble

many

as five

and

six different cafes

nightly

but never with

a

friends

numbering

than

less

party

of

eight.

gagement

in the East during the
Spring and early Summer if they can
swing the same financial deal. To date,
Gotham theatres are not accepting
those terms. The lone exception is the
Palace Theatre where Judy Garland,
Danny Kaye and Betty Hutton played
long engagements. The Grable -James
act would have to guarantee to play
for a minimum of sixteen weeks beginning Easter Sunday at the Palace
in order to get the booking. Nothing

definite yet. Meanwhile the Harry
James household denies rumors the
stork is on the wing again
is

.

.

.

Sid Caesar has been undergoing hospital checkups weekly in between
TV shows, trying to help medicos de'

termine the reason for his rapidly reduced weight. His Hollywood friends,
greatly concerned, flooded his hospital
room with gifts and flowers daily.
Joan Crawford's nightly long distance
telephone calls did much to cheer up
Sid and his wife that, plus her steady
supply of mammoth chrysanthemums
which she had dyed shocking pink by

—

Arthur

S.

Brooks

.

.

Joan Fontaine planed into town
discuss doing a

Broadway

.

to

show
anyone. She
was to shop
stage

and see

friends, including her ex-husband, Bill Dozier, the TV producer

now wed

Ann

to

Rutherford.

What

Miss Fontaine doesn't know (until she
reads it here) is that her play conference with top executives of the Theatre
rant,

Guild, at the Pavilion Restauwas relayed almost word-for-

word by

interested eavesdroppers. The
Theatre Guild plans to produce a musical version of "Jane Eyre" on Broadway early in 1955 starring Miss Fontaine but only if they can come to terms
regarding salary and a leading man
.

.

When Jose Ferrer revived his celebrated "Cyrano de Bergerac" for two
weeks at the City Center (with Arlene
Dahl playing Roxanne), an unexpected
"extra" appeared in the cast during
a

This gay gathering ot famous faces at Pen & Pencil includes
Charles Boyer, Gloria Swanson, Jacques Bergerac, Ginger
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show-

first

florist

—Ralph Meek-

matinee performance

er, star of "Picnic,"

the

Broadway

hit.

Ralph once served as assistant stage
manager to Ferrer's "Cyrano" back in
1946 during the original run of the
play in New York. His impromptu
appearance on the stage of the City
Center didn't "throw" Ferrer one bit
but it did catch Arlene Dahl offguard for a breathless moment. She
almost missed a cue an entrance line
promptly supplied by Meeker saved

—

—

the scene

.

.

.

(continued on pace

74)

Rogers, Van Johnson, Ethel Merman and Earl Blackwell, prexy
of Celebrity Service, who threw the party for the Bergeracs.

Lucille Ball and Desi Arnaz were so impressed with thf
during the filming of their new
movie, "The Long, Long Trailer" completely
modern, it has living room, dining room, bed room, bath,
kitchen and a tiny nursery for the two Arnaz offspring
they decided to shop around and price one. They wasted
a lot of time doing so. The day they finished the film, the
i

trailer they lived in

MGM

—

wrapped in yards of Cellophane and bright pink
was presented to the "I Love Lucy" stars. A
bronze plaque proudly proclaims the fact "Lucy and Desi
live here" and it hangs side-by-side with the long, long
trailer,

ribbons,

trailer's license plates

Julius
ring

—he

.

.

La Rosa has given up wearing his high school
now sports a handsome star sapphire set in

platinum and diamonds.

whom

.

it's

As

from.

a gift but he isn't telling

It's

for the discarded school ring, that's

home with his mother who wears it occasionally as a
keepsake. The only time Julius reverted back to wearing

at

laggi is joined at the ABC microphone by her husband, Clyde
Vewhouse, and Keefe Brasselle, of "The Eddie Cantor Story."

his old ring

graphic

was

the day he

He

sitting.

was scheduled

doffed the

new

for a photo-

bauble, donned the

MAGGPS PRIVATE WIRE
LISTENING IN

ON WHAT'S GOING ON BEHIND THE

TELEVISION SCENE

By

MAGGI McNELLIS

own boyish self in cashmere sweater and
Dorothy McGuire and Julius declined to
comment on his Christmas gift to her. They wouldn't
confirm nor deny the reports she found a pair of diamond
and star sapphire earrings in her Xmas stocking set in
old

and was

his

sports shirt.

—

platinum, too

.

.

.

Janette Davis continues to be one of TV's best dressed
talents despite the fact she spends most of her
earnings helping to send her brothers and sisters through

young

school.

clothes

She has a natural knack for selecting practical
and she's able to work magic with accessories
.

.

.

in Oakland, New Jerequipped with a special studio for
filming a TV series. They make all their popular recordings there and also tape their radio programs with all
the comforts of home. Prospective TV sponsors have
given them the go-ahead sign to pilot any TV show ideas
they may have, but to date the Paul-Ford act hasn't
gotten around to it. If they're stuck for ideas. I wonder
how many Les Paul-Mary Ford fans would like to see a

Les Paul and Mary Ford's home
i

sey, is completely

telefilm series of the celebrated entertainers just being
themselves at home by the fireside? Fans who -would,
should write their favorites and let them know
.

;y

%

Conrad Hilton is trying to get his ex-daughter-in-law, Liz
Mike Wilding, to do telefilms at all his hotels.

Taylor, and

.

.

The on-again, off-again Ann Sothem-Richard Egan
(continued on next pace
romance may have culminated
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.

MAGGIS PRIVATE WIRE cont'd
in marriage by the time

you read

this.

popular
star of "Private Secretary" will never
again waltz down the aisle because
actor Egan was the closest 'Ann has
ever come to finding her "ideal mate."
If she doesn't marry, she'll devote all
of her time to raising her young
If it

hasn't, intimates feel the

daughter and concentrating on TV
with occasional movie appearances
.

.

Comedian Joel Grey's favorite singis Patti Page and he doesn't seem
he's really
to care who knows it

er

—

smitten with the "singing rage"

Conrad
aire

.

.

.

Big social event in TV circles was the wedding of Uncle Miltie Berle and Ruth CosMiltie's daughter Vicki shared the spotlight with the bride and groom.

grove.

Hilton, the multi-millionhotelman, and ex-father-

in-law of Elizabeth Taylor, is leaving
no stone unturned in an endeavor to
get the lovely Liz and her second
spouse, Mike Wilding, paired off for a

which the glamourous Hollywood married couple would

version).

and TV,
en
.

//

Robert Q. can have that
seventh heav-

too, he'll be in

the Hilton hotels throughout the world giving wardrobe, travel
and educational tips on what to do
studio bosses
away from home.

MGM

TV

be the answer to Gene Nelson's career problems still on the
downgrade ever since the Jane Powell "incident." Interest will be revived
will

—

in his talents

say the idea is not for Liz, but the
determined Hilton is not to be put off
so easily. This project bears watch-

own

ing ..

June).

frey

Gang

when

a

telefilm

series

video variety

is

company may produce. This
news inasmuch as Diana Lynn was

once linked romantically with producer Dozier before he wed the Rutherford lass

.

.

.

he's offered his

show during the

coming Summer months (after he
turns from the London Palladium

.

The "Godfrey Clause" which Robert
Q. Lewis has in his TV contract (it
allows him to leave his own show in
order to pinch-hit for Arthur if and
whenever he's needed) may be expanded to include personal appearances by Robert Q. heading a God-

in

role

telefilm

telefilm series in

visit all of

ideal for the leading

feminine

which Dozier's Cornwall Productions

.

.

Lynn might be

Sally Forrest, screen star,

rein
is

being mentioned as Gene's possible
TV dancing partner
.
.

.

Rutherford, happy as Mrs. Bill
AnnDozier,
gave her complete api

proval to the suggestion that Diana

Mr. and Mrs. Brooks West (Eve
Arden) will adopt their fourth and
last child sometime late in September
It will be a boy about eighteen months
old. An additional wing is being built
onto their Beverly Hills home and it
will comprise four separate bedrooms

mam-

(each with private bath) plus a

moth playroom, for use by the
dren as they grow and grow
.

.

chil
.

unit in vaudeville houses

country beginning
May. The touring unit would

throughout the
early in
triple

salary.

Robert

Q.'s

It isn't

however, that

already

high

TV

the matter of money,
makes the pending

project so attractive to Godfrey's personal stand-by he just likes the idea

—

meet his public in the
Another hoped-for assignment
for Robert Q., along about February
1955, is the secondary male role in the
of getting to

flesh.

forthcoming musical comedy version
of "Gone With The Wind," which is

—

for the New York stage
the part of Ashley Wilkes (played by

earmarked

the late Leslie
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Howard

in the screen

Arlene Francis is gifted with pate at
Frank Di Lello's Baccara Restaurant.

Edith Adams, of "Wonderful Town" and
TV, with stage co-star George Gaines.

Jack Webb, Mary Martin and Donald O'Connor are awarded
'53 Sylvania TV Awards for outstanding performances.

"Happy Anniversary" says the cake about to be cut by Dinah
Shore and George Montgomery, who've been married ten years.

A

specialty shop featuring custom-

made jewelry and
men and women is

sports clothes for

—

in the works one
branch in Beverly Hills, the other in
New York. The creations will be the

personalized designs of Jerome Thor
(with an assist from his wife, Sydna

—Jerry will work out his ideas,

Scott)

approve them and leading
manufacturers will execute same. Mrs.
Thor hasn't a piece of jewelry in her
fabulous collection that wasn't designed for her by her husband. As for
her clothes, most of her coats and
dresses, made in Europe, were first
whipped up on paper by Jerry

Sydna

will

.

4

.

.

The Jackie Cooper-Peggy Ann Garner romance

is

on

ice

—he's

re-

the

sumed again with Janis Paige now
that the Paige lass has terminated her

dating with Hollywood producer Bert

formerly wed to Eleanor
Parker, once reported romancing with
Jackie Cooper. Had enough? ...
Friedlob,

Art Carney fractures his "Jackie
Gleason Show" pals in-between rehearsals of the telecast by giving out
his take-off of Wally Cox as Mr.
Peepers. Those who've seen it including Wally Cox say it's a brilliant
satire and Mr. Peepers himself keeps
asking Art to do it at private parties
around town. To date Wally Cox
hasn't come up with an impression of
Art, but friends say he's working on

—

it

.

.

—

.

Perry

Como

has decided he won't
back to their natural
dark shade he'll soon vie with Jeff
Chandler in the pepper 'n salt tresses
department looks real dreamy, of
course. Loyal Como fans apparently
wouldn't care if the talented Perry
tint

his locks

—
—

—

were

as bald as a billiard ball he'd
be their singing favorite. Ray
Milland, on the other hand, dipped his
hair in dark brown dye for his "Meet
Mr. McNutley" telefilm series and the
still

results are in

from

his fans.

4-to-l,

they'd prefer to see their sigh guy

—

with his natural silver locks
the
touched-up hair looks it, they aver.
Other males who take care of their
hair include Milton Berle, Ralph Bellamy and Adolphe Menjou. For various reasons,

it's

best for

them profes-

grey hair. Red
Buttons, one-time carrot-topped star
claims it's been so long since he's had
sionally to

ward

off

naturally red hair, he's forgotten what
shade it actually was. He'll stick to

the closely-cropped greying crew-cut
.
despite the nearness of color TV
.

.

Hollywood's Tab Hunter and Van
Johnson are up

for a series of

telefilms (but not together, oj course),

Jim Jordan,
at the

Bon

Jr., son of Fibber McGee and Molly, and a TV name in his own right,
Soir with two dancers of the Donald O'Connor show, which he directs.

as are June Allyson and Jeanne Crain.
Sheldon Reynolds, the "Foreign Intrigue" and "Sherlock Holmes" producer will supervise the programs for
the quartet. Pilot films of each will
be made during the next six months in

New York

at

(continued on pace

72)
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SCREEN LAND

ne touch of color to brighten up your home!

We

low you gay and useful selections offered
y the Variety Stores. At

who

och,

appears in

Nina

left,

MGM's "Execu-

ve Suite," relaxes comfortably in a

narming corner. Printed Crash "Short
pinch-pleated tops,

is,"

lica top
i

Brass lamp,

colors, $1.98.

i

end

In sol-

$2.98.

For-

$7.98.

Throw

table, $9.98.

pillows

green, red, grey or copper, $1.98. All

rom W.

GRANT. New

T.

household

:ems dress up a familiar room!

.

A

ak

bright floral picture in a solid
13"

x

16" frame, $1.89.

—many

O-CEL-0

.

nany

sponges

From

sizes.

Ready-mix

.

19c to

.„.

Stores.

BEN

Stores.

Paint roller and paint pan tray,

4.

51.49.

KRESGE

S. S.

The Skotch Kooler
or cold. $7.98 at

lot

J
IS.

Plastic

combined.

CG.

Sold

98c a rolL

most

W.

Wrought

keep food

to

GRANT'S.

shelving and edging

McCRORY

jat

iron

magazine rack,

IB.

.

dish

paint, varnish stain

Brushes from 15c. At

prices.

j

The

quick dry enamel at bargain

TIANKLIN and SCOTT

5.

colors

63(r.

At most Variety

lop, 39c.

md

At KRESS.

Stores.

—brass finish
$2.98.

At GRANT'S

4-piece cannister set 79c.

jmos design. S. H.

9.

|by

Lace paper

doilies

MILAPACO.

Cos-

KRESS.
and place mats

100 in a box.

Bold, at most of the Variety Stores.

1

10.

From

Hdles in
U25tf.
!

S.

H.

many

Wrought

holder.

A

KRESS

Co., 15"

lovely colors

—2

can-

for

iron candlestick

buy

for just 69p.
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SCREENLAND VARIETY VALUES (CONTINUED)

1.

Venetian blinds

from

S.

H.

to 36"

For 18"

and 40"

$3.98;

2.

white or eggshell

in

KRESS. Blinds

Wrought

are six feet long.

widths—$2.98;

3. If

iron cylinder, finished in black

The lamp

for only $3.98 at

lamp for

LIN and SCOTT

McCRORY'S.

A

chenille bath

5.

H.

KRESS

Shades

mat and

BEN FRANK-

in assorted colors.

seat cover.

has this set for 98c.

It

match bathroom

in various colors to

accessories. Requires

tone! This milk

$2.19 at the

Stores.

4.

5.

—a white parchment

you prefer the old-fashioned

glass boudoir

comes

39"—

widths—$4.98.

to 43"

with a contrasting brass base
shade!

37" to

no ironing!

Satin tufted design wastebasket

from

McLELLAN

tive pink

and

Priced at 79^.

6.

Attractive pitcher, 59<i

to

meet

all

In decora-

Stores.

blue.

with glasses

,

needs. Glasses range

from

McLELLAN'S.

IOC to 19^. Green only.
i

7.

A

plaid pillow

made

Chromspun

of

for-98('.

For your bedroom or living room. Keyed
to all decorating plans.

8.

Stores.

are hand-painted.

Available

at

The

price

Artificial long

stem

In red, pink or yellow.

CRORY

Stores.

This set

10. Elegant glass vase, $1.19.

15^.

just 49<\

seat cover in blue,

green, rose, wine or gold.

KRESS.

is

S.

H.

roses,

Mc-

Stores carry these.

8

50

Co.

BEN FRANK

Colorful details

McLELLAN

The bath mat and

KRESGE

S. S.

Decorative ceramic doe from

LIN and SCOTT

9.

At

More Of Your Amor" and

"I

Had To

Kiss

You," both from "Latin Lovers," by Car-

Ramires

los

for

MGM

.

.

.

Other Toppers
"I'd Give My Life"
and "Granada" for Columbia
"The
Game Of Love" and "Let Me Love You"
by Bill Darnell for Decca
"Mystery
Street" and "Theme From Eight O'Clock
Walk" by Melachrino Strings for Victor
Teresa Brewer's "Our Heart Breaking
v
Waltz" and "Bell Bottom Blues" for Coral
"Martin Kane Theme" and "Love"
by Charles Paul for
Ted Straeter's "Most Beautiful Girl In The World"
album for
"Ask Me No Questions" and "If I Never Get To Heaven"
by Billy Williams' Quartet for Mercury
George Shearing's "Tiempo De Cencerro," two sides, for MGM
"The
Creep" and "Just One More Chance" by
the Three Suns for Victor ... '7 Get So
Lonely" and "I Couldn't Stay Away From
You" by the Four Knights for Capitol
Jerry Vale's "And This Is My Beloved"
and "Two Purple Shadows" for Columbia
"Dragnet Polka" and "My Song For
You" by the Tune Toppers for

JRANKIE LAINE'S

I

.

.

RECORD

.

.

MGM

.

.

.

MGM

The "Jane Pickens Show"

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

is

heard coast-to-coast
six times a

week,

by

JANE PICKENS

.

.

.

ROUNDUP

.

.

.

.

.

on the ISBC Radio Network

Monday through Friday,
2:45—2:55 P.M. EST.

.

.

,

.

MGM

.

.

.

and Thursday,

Grab Bag

10:35—11:00 P.M. EST.

Deacon Andy
Tops

Movie Music

In

ordon MacRae's "Soothe My Lonely
Heart," from "Escape From Fort
Bravo," and "High On A Windy Hill" for
Capitol
"Face To Face," from "Three

7

!

.

.

And A

and "Poppa Piccolino" by Dolores Gray for Decca
Damita Jo's "Sadie Thompson's Song,"
from "Sadie Thompson," and "Face To
Face," from "Three Sailors And A Girl"
for Victor
Les Paul and Mary Ford's
"White Christmas," from film of same
name, and "Jingle Bells" for Capitol
Les Baxter's "Love Theme From The
Robe" and "Manhattan" for Capitol
"Little Fugitive," two sides from film of
Sailors

Girl,"

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

same name, by Richie Andrusco-Ricky
Brewer-Eddy Manson for Columbia
"From Here To Eternity," from film of
same name, and "Starlight Serenade" by
Stanley Black for London
"Salute To
Glenn Miller," two sides from "The Glenn
Miller Story," by the Modernaires for

.

.

.

.

What

.

.

.

.

.

.

"That's

.

MGM

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

"Denisse" for Victor

.

Columbia's Doris Day at swank Hollywood party chatting with Marie Wilson.
Doris has hit in "Secret Love" and "Deadwood Stage," from "Calamity Jane."

.

.

"What

It

Was,

sides, for Capitol

.

"Diggin' " and
Stan Freberg's

"C'est Si Bon" and his "Dear John And
Marsha Letter" for Capitol
Brucie
Weil's "Poppa Piccolino" and "Bimbo"
.

for Victor

.

.

.

Eileen Barton's

.

.

"Away Up

There" and "Don't Ask Me Why" for
Coral
"The Wonder Of Wonderful
You" and "You Made Me Love You" by
Broc Peters for Columbia
"Tell Me
What Happened" and "Just A- Wearying
For You" by Danny Davis for
Columbia's "Kismet" album with orig.

.

A

Rainy Day Is
For," from "Easy To Love," and "Tick
Tock Boogie" by Barbara Ruick for
Stan Kenton's "Tenderly," from "The
Torch Song," and "The Creep" for Capi"Man" and "Woman" by Rosetol ..
mary Clooney and Jose Ferrer for CoJerry Gray's "Salute To Glenn
lumbia
Miller" album for Decca ... "A Little
Coral

..

.

Griffith's

Was Football," two
Buddy Morrow's

.

.

.

.

MGM

.

.

.

Broadway

cast, starring Alfred Drake
Perry Como's "I Believe" album for
Victor
Joni James' "You're My Everything" and "You're Nearer" for

inal
.

.

.

.

.

.

MGM

.

.

Bing Crosby and Barbara Logan in his
first TV film.
He finally succumbed.
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to Delight
—any man—how he likes a woman to wear
Askhera man
you "long." What he actually
hair and
he'll tell

i

means

is

that he admires that soft, natural, utterly

inine look that

is

fem-

the special prerogative of un-cropped

It's undoubtedly this very pronounced masculine
preference that's behind our national favorite the shoulder-length bob. Because the style prevails year in and
year out with such unfaltering success we asked one of
its most enchanting devotees, Sally Forrest, to come help
us show you some lovely new adaptations for Spring 1954.
For a real beauty like Sally, we naturally wanted a top

hair.

—

hair-stylist and that's just what we got in Maurice Grey,
a master of his profession if there ever were ( he'd just won
an award the very week before he did Sally's hair for us).

Maurice, being a superb craftsman, would have loved to
give Sally a new version of an Italian hair-cut, as a complete and refreshing change from the long hair she's worn
so consistently. For this style, he would have cut and
shaped her hair to a 3-inch length and then arranged it
with a center part and soft curls to frame her pretty face
and forehead. Of course, this was not to be, but Maurice
had his little flight of fancy anyway. The lovely styles he
did evolve for Sally are the very ones you see in our
photographs. There you can see how he fixed her hair in
a casual arrangement first. The second hair-do is a ro-

mance-inspiring style in which the hair is waved away
from the face, with an interesting formation of curls at
the back and a soft bang framing her forehead. (Another
version that Maurice suggested would have the hair
combed softly to the face, with a wide wave on top.)
For evening, Maurice evolved the asymmetric line that is
so remarkably becoming to Sally and such a dependable
device for achieving a feeling of formality.

Whichever arrangement you

favor,

remember

that

it

can only be effective if the hair is shining clean and
properly groomed. To be sure, Sally's very beautiful
blonde hair had the benefit of Maurice's personal ministrations at his Madison Avenue Salon, but all is not lost
simply because you don't live within commuting distance

New York

address. Make like a hairdresser yourneed be, and see if a carefully thought-out hair
beauty program doesn't produce some dramatically
of that
self,

if

pleasing results.
Start, as a professional does, with a shampoo preceded
by a really thorough hair-brushing. Chances are, you've
skimped on that preliminary brushing. Don't, because it's
an important help in ridding your scalp and hair of dandruff, dust, and the like
it also gives an assist to your
circulation. The next step is to give your hair a rinse

—

(with a spray,

if

possible).

Then

(CONTINUED ON pace

73)

A LOVELY STAR
AND A TALENTED
HAIR-STYLIST

PLOT

NEW

BEAUTY

FOR YOUR
SPRINGTIME

HAIRDO
By
Elizabeth

For formal occasions Sally's hair is brushed in
an asymmetric style with fullness on one side.
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In a romantic arrangement Sally wears her hair
with casual bangs and a formation of back curls.

Lapham

a

lywood, a fledgling starlet who still
couldn't quite believe that the success
she had dreamed of was hers at last. All
her inner gayety came out of its cocoon
then, in spite of her inherent shyness.
But now that success was really in her
frightened her as much as it
For in June's world the
wonderful things had never lasted.

grasp

it

thrilled

her.

Then she met Dick. Just meeting him

—

her hard Dick Powell, the star she
had been so crazy about when she was a
kid. She had seen every picture he'd
been in. She was so excited she couldn't
breathe, as if she were still one of his
fans instead of being a part of the Hollywood picture herself. Then almost immediately she realized this was more than
just a girl idolizing a movie idol. A girl
needn't have known love before to rec-

hit

ognize

June Allyson with her two children, Richard, three, and Pamela, five. June
has recovered nicely from recent appendectomy and will return to work soon.

For ostensibly, neither one of them has
stopped being the other's complete opposite just as they were when they first fell
in love. June is still the wide-eyed impressionable girl she was when she came
to Hollywood. Dick is the same courtly,
sophisticated guy who was the suave
singing idol of the thirties, and as ready
now as he was then with the inevitable
wisecrack that is his way of covering up
his emotions.

They haven't changed a bit, outwardly
anyway. Dick masking his love for her
with the kidding nicknames that would
send any girl but the one he married to
packing her bags and looking up lawyers'
telephone numbers. June wearing that
vulnerable heart of hers on her sleeve
and not even trying to disguise the fact
that Dick's is the name engraved on it.
No wonder Hollywood said a couple like
that could never make a go of marriage.
No wonder people still can't figure it out,
long after they had to swallow all their
dire predictions of calamity. And
right down to it, maybe no one is

come
more
surprised than June and Dick themFor nothing that had happened to
them before could have left either one of
them with any tendency to take anyselves.

thing, especially happiness for granted.

Of course, looking in from the outside
Dick Powell's life seemed pretty marvelous. He had all the things that most
people want money, good looks, a personality that charmed everyone, and
above all success. But Dick knew the
biggest thing of all was lacking and that
was the love he thought he had found so
many times, only to discover a wife and
a home and children weren't meant for
him after all. No one knew how deeply
that disappointment had cut into his
heart, for Dick isn't one to talk about the

—

things that are really important to him.
June doesn't talk much about the time
before Dick came into her life either.
5-1
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But when she does you

realize

how

shal-

lowly the ghosts of her past are buried.
She isn't Mrs. Richard Powell then, mistress of one of Hollywood's loveliest
homes. She isn't June Allyson, the fabulous movie star

who

still

somehow man-

ages to look like a kid who has just
parked her roller skates outside. She
isn't even Pamela's and Ricky's proud
and adoring mother. All the success that
has come to her, all the love, are momentarily crowded out by the stark realism that for her took the place of childhood. Again she is the six-months-old
baby whose father deserted her mother;
the child who never knew the security
of a lasting home; the little girl barely
entering her teens whose back was broken in the same accident that killed the
stray puppy, which by some miracle, she
had been allowed to keep.
It wasn't a life to put dreams in any
girl's heart or stars in her eyes. But it
was sometime during those months, when
no one but herself thought she would
ever walk again, that June found the
determination that was to build a new
life for herself, and the courage to make
it

possible.

Her childhood set the keynote for her
success. Being June with all her talent
and good looks and drive, it was inevitable that she would find a compensation
for the drabness of her growing years.
But until she met Dick love was something she read about in novels and saw

Now suddenly it became
but the reality only made it the
more fantastic. For enduring love and
happiness were just words to June then.
Neither of them had proved lasting
either to her or to those around her. if
ever there were a girl without security,
either emotional or financial, June was
in the movies.
real,

that

when

it

comes.

—

VALENTINE STORY
[CONTINUED FROM PACE

it

That was when the fears really came
back, not only to her but to Dick too,
knowing how emotionally involved he
had become with this wide-eyed kid who
was so completely different from any
woman who had been important to him
before. It was a situation any scenario
writer could have gone to town on
girl falling in love for the first time, and
reaching for the stars she had been
afraid to believe in before; and a man
who thought he had found love more
times than he wanted to remember, only
to lose it with an inevitability which left
him disillusioned and cynical. Only it
happened that June and Dick were writing this story themselves and not quite
daring to believe they were writing it
for keeps. They wrote it straight, and
with their hearts, and there weren't any
romantic furbelows.

girl.

Since this is a love story, we won't go
into the events that brought June to Hol-

Even that day they became engaged
there wasn't any of that honeysuckle-inJune aura about them. June had just
been to the dentist and Dick was driving
her

home when suddenly

for a red light

as they stopped

Dick slipped the ring on

her finger. Her mouth was so numbed
with novocaine she didn't even feel it
when Dick kissed her. And to this day
June is still a little nettled about that.

more than made up
They're not romantic as
romance is generally thought of by the
very young. They don't go jaunting off
to Sun Valley in the season or to Paris
or Rome or the Riviera or even to New
York. The one time Dick felt June needed a rest and persuaded her to go to
Hawaii for a few weeks, they were both
miserable until they were home under
their own roof top again. Just homebodies to the core
that's the Powells,
who still would rather be with each
other than anyone else in the world.
Their secret, if there is one, is probably
just as simple as that.
But

for

their marriage

all

that.

.

.

.

Both June and Dick were brought up
made them recognize the
true values in life and hold on to them.
They know that love and happiness aren't
just miracles that happen to the favored
few, but have to be earned like any other

in a school that

success.

Their personalities are still as apart as
But that's unimportant when
a man's and a girl's hearts are set on the
the poles.

same course, and if that course has ever
wavered no one but the two of them

where so many other marriages fail.
Maybe that's what Hollywood has come

vertible into the

know about

it.
Still, it's obvious their
marriage hasn't always been clear sailing. There was the time, in the very beginning of their marriage when June's
career suddenly began zooming, just at
the time when Dick's seemed suddenly
at an end. It took doing for both of them
to overcome a matrimonial hazard like
that, especially in Hollywood. There were

know about them. Maybe that is why
they are the most envied young married
couple in Hollywood today. Maybe that's
why Saint Valentine's Day, for all the
fun and the gags and the presents they
give each other, isn't really different from
any other day in June's and Dick's
scheme of things. For feeling as they do
about each other, how could they pos-

melts at the sight of the soft light in the
window. By the time she hits the door,
the Studio Head has disappeared and she
walks in as Mrs. Robert Waterfield, wife
and mother.

other bad times too, just as there are in
any marriage. But it is indicative of the

sibly

Powells that they always showed their
devotion to each other most at the point

all

to

cram more love

no matter

how

special,

into

any one day,

than they do into

the other three hundred and sixtyfour days of the year.
end

Hollywood

Hills after a

hard day of working and screaming, she

"All day long people

come

to

me

for

Jane explains, "so when I get
home I want to be told what's going to
happen. I never make a dinner date or
plan a party. Robert decides what we'll
do and how we'll do it. Then he tells me.
It's a relief to go home and just be taken
decisions,"

care

of.

was a square at math, so he handles
all the business and money mess. When
I want something I ask if I can have it.
"I

If

JANE HAS THREE HEADS
[CONTINUED FROM PACE
the niceties. What I mean is so plain to
I get impatient with all the palaver."
Here's a typical story of Jane. You can
draw your own conclusions about her

me,

predictability.

One

of the passionate dislikes of her
studio life is the gallery sittings. No star
really enjoys them, but to get the impatient Jane to sit still for two days in a

row takes a

lot

of

The

maneuvering.

usual studio schedule for these sessions
goes something like this: 10: 30 make-up
and hair-styling; 12: 30 lunch; 1: 30 porLa Russell is invariably
trait gallery.
late, so everyone more or less expects her
to arrive about eleven. Consequently the
whole day's schedule is shifted for her,
and all appointments are carefully arranged at later hours. At this rate, she is
seated in the gallery about 2:45, which
leaves only two hours for some thirty-

—

—

—

six pictures.

Well, lo and behold, the

first

day

of the

Jane showed up at 10: 10 for hair
and make-up. At eleven the studio publicity girl got a roaring call from Jane.
"So I'm ready where is everybody? Drag
me in this early and nobody's ready!"
sittings

—

Whereupon

the

publicity

rounded up cameraman,
robe woman,
lery

ahead

etc.,

gal

electrician,

sexy shots: "The sexy

of

stuff is a necessary evil in this business.

Except for the

first

pictures taken of

me

when

I

was a nineteen-year-old green-

horn,

I

think they have

conformed

all

more or less to good taste."
But by the way in which she lowers
her head when she says that, you know
she has memories of the times she refused to wear costumes that left little to
the imagination, and then finally, under
pressure, gave in and wore them.
Jane has all the tactics of a field marshal.

She can sneak up on her

she can scare

it

to

objective,

death with a burst of

cannon fodder, she can woo the enemy
with logical and loving phrases, or she
can barter like a central market green
grocer. If Jane were put in the United
Nations she would at least confuse her
opponents, and there is a sneaking suspicion that she might bowl them over
sufficiently to get some sorely needed
concessions

— especially

families, children,

Which brings us

those

and people

regarding
in need.

to another Head. Jane's
a complete switch from the
Studio Head. When she steers her con-

Home Head

is

'Yes,'

—

fine.

If not, I

know

don't have to worry
about anything but keeping the kind of
home going that we both want.

33]

on the subject

Robert says,

we

can't afford

it.

I

"I feel very deeply about the home,"
Jane said firmly. "I've been called oldfashioned, but to me the home is the very
basis of security and life. Maybe I can
explain it this way. Let's say we have
two circles one big (that's the world)
and one little (that's the home). Now, a
man is trained throughout his whole lifetime to turn outward towards the world.
It is his responsibility to the world to
prove how happy and well-off his family

—

is.

"Now, a woman, on the other hand, is
turned inward to her own little circle
the home. She has been reared to think
first of her responsibility to the home. So
even though she works too, a woman is
instinctively more interested in her home
and in her normal position in it. She expects her man to be disinterested in the
little details of keeping that home the
way they both want it because he has

—

the outward responsibility to the world.
But as he is her security, she, in her instinctive inward-looking, will give him
the things any man needs most. And any
man needs the inner security of knowing he is needed, depended upon, and

madly
ward-

getting all to the galwho swept in like a

of Jane,

tornado. By lunch time they had finished twelve pictures, a Russell record.
Promptly after lunch, Jane returned to
the gallery.
The publicity girl was watching the
well-behaved and prompt Miss Russell
with suspicion, especially when it was
discovered that Jane had forgotten to
bring one wardrobe change from home.
The publicist said casually, "Oh, well, we
can take it on tomorrow's sittings."
Whereupon the new Jane remarked, "I
don't want to work tomorrow. I've made
other plans. I thought we might get it all
done today!" This was what Jane had
planned at 10:10 in the a.m., but she
didn't let the others know until she'd decided the timing was right. Well, they
finished all photos that day mainly because they love this very "predictable"
dame. But they weren't the same for
days.
Even her attitude about sexy pictures
for publicity purposes has its unpredictable side. Jane has a few cryptic remarks

—

Jane Russell does a sensational bubble bath sequence in "The French Line," her
Technicolor musical for RKO. She doesn't care whether people like her or not.
55

—
looked up to. If that's old-fashioned. I
think we'd all better start getting back
to the eighteen-hundreds."
Jane is not particularly domestic in
terms of mopping the floor or whipping
up a batch of cookies, but she'll always
make a good home wherever she is because of her beliefs. Jane's Home Head
needs to be taken care of, babied a bit,
and allowed to mother. It also needs the
feeling of appreciation for her qualities
as a woman and Robert obviously fills
that need.
Jane's other Head which has had so
much written about it is her great and
sincere faith in God. Being a forthright
woman she has felt no hesitancy in discussing this very root of her life. Jane's

—

—
—

entire

can be

background and belief
in, "Whosoever beFor where she may not be strong

religious

summed up

lieving."

in

.

some phases of Christianity, she has a
would lead prominent ministers

nothing

"My
"gives
all

me

phases of

mood
lose

shake Jane's belief.
Jane explains quietly,
the perspective and balance for

will

ever

religion,"

my

will get

it

my temper

it

life.

me
will

When

out of

I'm in a

it.

whip me

When

I

into shape

in a hurry. And when I'm forced to make
a difficult decision, prayer is my simple
answer. God is the pattern, the warmth,
and the light. He is the reason for my
being alive and for living the way I do

or should. My religion is the Hope in
the world. Without it we'd be in the Dark

And my kind of hope would make
an optimist out of a Dorothy Parker
Ages.

character."
Well, there she is. Take your pick of
one or all. The Studio Head that says,

"Aw, everybody knows I yell and scream
because I have to they know it's just
wind." Or the Home Head that says, "I'm

—

a 'bring

him

his pipe and slippers
quiet' kind of woman."

and

Or

faith that

keep the kids

to sigh in longing. It is a blind, childlike
faith that "All things do work together
for good to them that love God." And

the Religious Head that, like all of us,
must surely feel, "There is no good thing
in me lest He makes it."
END

JUDY'S DIFFICULT COMEBACK
[CONTINUED FROM PACE
weight. To see for myself I went out to
the studio to watch her do a scene. And
what a scene! She was getting out of bed
and was wearing very, very short pa ja-

ma

tops.

— and

There was ample view

of her

should settle
any talk about Garland's excess pulchritude. This gal has a figure!
Judy has about thirty-two changes in
the picture, including some leggy outfits,
so this should make it obvious that she
has to be cutting a trim outline in this

legs

this scene alone

production.

Judy has thinned down to a neat packShe has been watching her diet very

age.

intently and she has seldom looked as
well as she does now.
There were many problems connected

25]

with the picture that caused talk. The
film, for one thing, went into production
and then was halted after two weeks
shooting. This started the rumors going.
The shooting was stopped because it
was suddenly decided to make it in CinemaScope. This meant a complete changeover in almost all departments. And so
when everything was once again in shape,
the cameras rolled again.
Before production began, Judy, Sid,
and director George Cukor spent weeks
making countless tests to be sure that no
detail was left unsettled. There was, too,
the much-publicized story of Hugh Martin, who had been signed to do the arranging for Judy's songs and who was
reported to have quit the deal in a con-

siderable huff.
that episode.

This

is

the real story of

Hugh had one idea for the songs and
Judy had another. They compromised
and recorded some numbers both his way
and hers. Ray Heindorf, the musical director, was then called in and he sided
with Judy. Hugh thereupon left the picture. He did not, however, as reported,
walk off the set dramatically.
On the set Judy has been anything but
temperamental. She has been in a gay
mood, often kidding with members of the
crew. It's true she had a case of nerves
the first day she came in to record a
song, but after she had done the number
the musicians applauded her. She was
okay from then on in. Her voice, by the
way, has never been better. She'll rip
your heart out when she sings. And wait
until you hear her give out with "The
Man That Got Away!"

Judy wouldn't indulge

in

temperament

now

because, after all, with Sid as producer she wants to do all she can to help
him. Then, too, she, loves working with
George Cukor. Cukor directed most of
MGM's top stars but somehow had never
worked with Judy, so this is quite an
occasion. He's not a director either to
take any fancy carryings-on. He's painstaking in detail, demands hard work,
and is not given to playing second fiddle
to any star. This Judy has recognized
and has respected him for his attitude.

Then

there's the matter of Judy's reac-

James Mason. She
him thoroughly. She
really raised eyebrows when she began
calling the austere star, "Jimmy." As far

tion to her co-star,

seems

to

enjoy

anyone can tell, no other star who
has worked with him has ever managed
to get that informal with him.

far as

There's no truth to the many rumors
that Mason's part has been cut down to

almost nothing in favor of building up
Judy's role. She insisted that his part be
given its real importance. In fact, he has
a little more footage than she has. A lot
was also made of various stars' turning
down the role opposite Judy. The facts
are that it was offered to only one actor

—Cary

Grant

— who

didn't

feel

he .was

right for the part.

Another member of the cast is Jack
first day he came on the set
he and Judy threw their arms around
each other in a happy embrace. She and
Jack had worked together some years ago
in vaudeville. She was eleven at the time.
And this was the first time they had been
Carson. The

together since.

Judy

more

interested in her career
but that
doesn't necessarily mean she's all pictureminded. She intends to go out on another personal appearance tour after the
picture is completed. She likes playing
to an audience. She will never forget the
closing night, for instance, at the Palace
Theatre in New York. She had been
there for nineteen weeks and that last
night she came on the stage at ten and
didn't leave until twelve-fifteen. She had
half the audience crying. You don't get
such thrills standing behind a camera.
As for Judy's personal life, from all indications everything seems to be in shape.
Judy's past marital experiences have
is

now than

she ever has been

—

been anything but happy. Both David
Rose and Vincente Minnelli were brilliant men but they were more interested
in their own art rather than in Judy's.
Sid is not only concerned with her career
but he's actively engaged in all she does.
They have many interests in common too.
In addition, he's a strong man on whom
Judy knows she can depend. In the past,
Judy often felt left out of things and she
had no one to whom she could turn.
She and Sid recently bought a new
home in Holmby Hills. While it was being redecorated they lived at the Bel-Air
Hotel, although Judy's children stayed at
the new house since their wing didn't
have to be redone. Every evening after
work Sid and Judy went to the house
to see the children, spent most of the evening with them, and then returned to
their hotel.

When Judy had any time off she was
helping build the patio at her new home.
Her feelings about the house reflect themselves in her new calm and relaxed attitude towards life. She is not trying to
escape reality. She wants to live a full
life. The way she spends her time on the
set between shots kidding with the crew
or with fellow actors is further indication that tension-ridden Judy has begun
to take, at long last, a good, earnest look
at life and find it needn't be always an
emotional crisis.
You can almost place bets now that "A
Star Is Born" will be finished, that Judy
will do an unforgettable job, and that the
picture will be a resounding hit. In the
same way, you can get the feeling that
Judy may not make many more pictures.
In fact, some think that "A Star Is Born"
may be her last one. There's too strong

a feeling in Judy about returning to direct contact with the people, to go back
to the kind of business which gave her
her start. It's to be hoped that she will

not completely turn her back on movies
because the industry can use her great
talent.

Judy, from all indications and from all
available facts, has a new lease on life.
It is also to be hoped that she has her
heart settled in a firm kind of happiness.
That has been long overdue in this great
but confused star's days.
end

WHAT'S HAPPENING TO BETTY GRABLE?
[CONTINUED FROM PACE
time now, Betty has been barnstorming
around the country with Harry James.
It's no secret that when she married the
"Young Man With A Horn" Betty felt
that one day the tables might be turned
that Harry would be the star, and Betty merely the loving wife and devoted
mother.
But the bottom fell out of the band
business, and it's hardly to be disguised
that a nation-wide public who was ready,
able and willing to be entertained and

—

amused and

thrilled,

suddenly found that

could take a band or leave

it

it

well

alone.

What happened is old news. The pubwho once cried and laughed and be-

lic

came limp with the musical antics of the
biggest band names in the country turned
apathetic. They'd rather dance to the
radio, to the small

manent orchestra

town, local and perthat new thing

— and

them had hoped he would do.
Could all this past history have inspired what is happening today between
Betty Grable and Harry James? It's possible. Both are fantastically rich. Both
have made a signal success of their individual careers. And, wonder of wonders,
there never has been any clash of temperaments, through one achieving one
thing and the other failing at another.
This girl, this Betty Grable has been in
Harry James' life more than a star, a
successful wife, a mate to turn to in dark,
dismal moments. All her friends will tell
you that in need, Betty's the most woneither of

derful friend in the world. And that's
exactly what she has been to husband,

Mr. James.

One night, Harry said: "Well, it's happened again. They cancelled out in New
Jersey.
Things are getting tough for
bands,

Up

television.

About everyone from Harry 'Young

Man With A Horn" James

Guy "Sweetest Music This Side Of Heaven" Lombardo died a miserable death. And Betty
Grable shot up to new heights in the
to

movie business, and Harry James did all
right on his own but not as well as

—
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I

guess."

her ears in movie commitments,
Betty said, "I know I'm an attraction.
Will it help if I give up the new movie,
and come along. I'll just sit around."
Harry grinned, patted her on the shoulder. "The music's the same," he said.
"Let's not change the tune."
Betty got it straight. If Harry James
to

couldn't go along on his own, backed up
by a long and fruitful career in the band
business, he was. not going to rely on
gimmicks. He'd rather quit. And between
the two of them it has always been that

way— live and

let live. Neither has ever
intruded on the other when it has come
to building up separate careers, or weathering the bad until the good came along.
There was one night that this writer
remembers. The Harry Jameses are good
friends of Claudette Colbert and her
husband, a brilliant ear and throat specialist. They had driven rather hurriedly from the Del Mar racetrack where
their stable of horses had been given a
home, prior to winning a lot of nice, if
sometimes small purses.
It was a dark, dismal night, and the
rain had given the streets a coating like
wax. There was a crash, a rapid turning
of the wheel, the car side-slipped and
skidded towards the oncoming traffic.
Betty hit the windshield.
Four hours later Dr. Joel Pressman,
Claudette's husband, looked at Betty's
disfigured, almost pulverized face. "You'll
have to have a new nose," he said, not

too jocularly.
And Betty, through the bandages, the
clotted blood and the pain, managed to

need

she said, "I'd
surgery for this
girl if it means picking up an option."
Actual truth of the matter is that Betty's face was in such a state that a little
facial surgery would have improved her
looks. No nose is ever perfect. No chin,
or eye-line, or neck can't be done over
with good effect.
But Dr. Pressman was not a facial surgeon, and Betty was not a guinea pig.
She got well pretty quickly and she
emerged from the bandages and the hospitalization as she always was Betty
grin.

"If

I

rather quit.

No

that,"

facial

—

Grable.
It

was an

incident

that

emphasized

Betty Grable's great quality: a total and
utter absence of any artificiality. At no
time in her long time career has she ever
resorted to aids that might prolong her
57

ence responded to their efforts Betty and
Harry know they are still big box-office,
together and individually. But does this

mean

that Betty has decided to retire

from the movies after she makes the oftpostponed "The Pleasure Is All Mine,"
the musical she agreed to do for Columbia right after 20th Century-Fox dropped
her? Up to now it has almost seemed as
though Betty were sorry she had signed
to do this picture. This is the only film
commitment she has, however, and after
that, then what?
"Perhaps Betty thinks that the end is
in sight for her," says one friend. "She
may well feel that the face has become
too familiar, the figure monotonous. But
Joan Crawford never looked better in
tights than she did in 'Torch Song,' and
while she may not be old enough to be
Betty's mother, at least Joan shows that
the old

war horse

still

has plenty of vim

and fire in it."
Whatever you may believe about Betty
Betty

Grable

musical,

may

retire

"The Pleasure

Is

after
All

Grable, one fact is inescapable. She is
perennially youthful. It's hard to even
think that the star of 1933 is going as
strong in 1953. It's even harder to believe that she may still be on top ten
years from now!
The fact that her home studio dropped
her contract means little in the future
of a player who has sustained popularity
with press and public alike for ages! Today, in the Hollywood studios, product
has become more important than talent
and the fact that CinemaScope means
more at the box-office than many of the
stars is a point not to be ignored.
Betty Grable is only one of the stars
being lost in the shuffle. But don't get
the picture wrong, because Hollywood
knows just what is happening with Betty
Grable. "She's just sitting tight," say the
experts, "and when she emerges from the
confusion of what she really wants to do
Betty will probably prove that she's
bigger than ever."
END

—

—

doing
Mine."

DON'T BE OBVIOUS, GIRLS!
movie business, or accentuate her
already good looks.
If Betty quit tomorrow, she would have
no regrets, hardly any problems. She has
never hidden the fact that she would
rather be Mrs. Harry James, and the
mother of two darling girls, Vicki and
Jessica, than the biggest star in all Hol-

[CONTINUED FROM PACE

life in

lywood.
"We're like

them!
Before

hope

sisters," she told this writer once. "We have a wonderful time together, and sometimes I think of what

would have happened if I had been a star
first and a mother last. I think I must be
the happiest woman in the world because I have never allowed my professional life to intrude on my private
world."

Probably what Mr. and Mrs. Harry
like more than anything in the

James

However,

looking elsewhere.

I

suppose

that in their own feminine self-assurance, they'd never give us credit for
catching on to these obvious facts about

we go any

further,

I

certainly

won't sound as if I'm
trying to answer that constant stream of
this article

magazine

articles

in

which Hollywood

bachelors are cussed and discussed by
their female counterparts. I'm not. I'm
just shooting off my big mouth. I'll be
sorry, I'll bet, because I don't think for
one moment that what I say will change
anything whatever, unless it makes me
the most dateless guy in town!
Take one of the most common types
of obvious gals who, because of her

30]

assorted strategies, makes men run like
scared rabbits in the opposite direction.
She's the girl who's overwhelmed with
her face and body beautiful. Her make^
up, her hairstyle, her clothes and her
jewelry are the last word. She's familiar
with the trademark of every couturier,
she's on speaking terms with all the
chic milliners, and her knowledge of
beauty preparations and perfumes is
really fabulous. What she doesn't know
about the world of high fashion isn't
worth bothering with.
When she spends a day at the beach,
she wears a Bikini suit that she hopes
will mesmerize the men and annoy the
women. She's fully aware of the impression she is creating, and she does

world, after their home life and their
studio or theatre life, is horses. It has
been an infectious hobby, and something
that even Vicki has picked up. They
have never stood in the way of her looking over the Racing Form and picking
some selections usually with luck.
They fly all over the nation to catch
good racing, even if their own horses are
not running. Vicki loves this, although

—

she can't always go with them because
of schooling. One .day she took a fork
from the kitchen drawer and poked the
racing form and Betty, startled, said:
"What on earth are you doing, darling?"
"Oh," said Vicki, "I got tired of picking winners. I thought I'd like to pick
win, place and show."
That night Betty turned to Harry and
said, "Do you think this racing business
is bad for the children?"
Harry grinned. "We have girls, re-

member. No chance

for

any bookmakers

in the business."

Recently, for the first time in their careers Betty Grable and Harry James appeared in an act together. They played
a week at the Chicago Theatre, in Chicago, and a week at the Michigan Theatre in Detroit. From the way the audi58

Bob
a

Stack, a champion skeet shooter, instructs Paula Raymond how to handle
Bob has always favored girls who are not bored with his favorite sports.

rifle.

Fabulous fashion for '54: Chandelier earrings,
tipped with crystal raindrops

she knows to accentuate it. The men
hopefully wonder how the suit can possibly stay on when she gets into the
water, and she toys in the breakers just
to whet that hope. The women nourish
all

the

desire
process.

On

that

she'll

drown

in

the

the other hand, during a recent trip
wearing that same

to France, I saw a girl
kind of Bikini suit.

She walked with
not inviting attention, completely
unaware of the picture she created. On
her the suit looked fine, and never once
did you have the thought that she wasn't
properly dressed for a swim. That same
evening, playing against her own magnificent figure, she wore a high-necked
dress, and she accentuated her charms
four times as much as at the beach.
Doing the most with yourself is an
admirable trait, but when it becomes
the most important thing in a girl's life,
she winds up a pretty one-sided character. All she knows and has time for are
her own personal demands of her longtime project, and trying to steer her into
any other channel of conversation is a
futile move.
Just the thought of the
maintenance cost of such a wife is enough
to frighten away the wealthiest of bachease,

underarms

have no odor

elors.

Next on the list is the career girl, and
guess the Hollywoods are full of them.
She has the most fantastic one-track
mind in existence, and she collects and
directs all her thoughts into this one
channel. Take her to a party, and she
immediately cases the place for all the
important people. If she doesn't know
them, she'll ask you to introduce her, or
she'll take matters into her own hands,
make a beeline for her victim, and by
some ruse or other engage him in conI

underarms
cant stain
x

versation.
If she has heard that a producer present is in the throes of casting a picture,
she really rains her attention upon him.
She employs every wile she has at her
command, draws him out with questions

about his movie and remarks what a
wonderful plot it has, and then adds she
has been dying to act in just such a film.
She's just as charming with the press
people, and laughingly hands them little
newsy tidbits she's been saving for such
an occasion.
What she fails to realize is that, in
following this campaign, she puts herself
in direct competition with her escort,
who's in the same business. She'd be
much wiser if she'd develop the protective angle in the man, and let him do
all this groundwork for her.
And believe me, it would be received much more
effectively if he spearheaded everything

this

Adoisture -Shield

/a

for her.

to

Every actor knows and

is on to the
nice to the "little people."
In this category she includes the grips,
electricians and the so-called lesser important workers behind the celluloid
scene. Yet these "little people" are onto
her after she utters her first sentence,
since they're hardened craftsmen who
have seen her type come and go in the
many decades they've put into their
jobs. What she should do is to respect
their
real
importance, not patronize
them, and it takes a seasoned expert to
do this.
(CONTINUED ON NEXT PACE)
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too short to cope with games,
I see it, and in this category is the enterprising girl who has
your date with her planned down to the
Life's

from the way

without once having conShe meets you at her door
and announces: "We'll have cocktails
at the Polo Lounge at the Beverly Hills
Hotel, and then we ought to go to
Romanoff's for dinner."
detail

last

sulted you.

Before you have a chance to open
your mouth with a little suggestion of
your own, she continues with: "Then
there's a wonderful show at Ciro's, and
if we watch the time, we can catch the
late show at the Mocambo." She does it

alone

you begin to
you'd be a flatfoot hick if you
didn't go along with her preplanned
schedule. So, disenchanted, you have to
go along with her notions.
all

so matter-of-factly that

feel that

As

a rule,

it's

the

man who

the

in

likes to

do the planning and be the protagonist
in his relationship with a woman. What's
worse, the program this kind of girl has
outlined causes you to spend about $70.00
more than you had planned, and it
knocks your personal budget for a loop.
Maybe, since she's doing all the planning, she should be handed the tabs for
the evening. One such treatment would
cure her!
Hollywood doesn't have a corner on
the next kind of obvious creature. She's
the one with a smattering knowledge of
everything. Just mention any topic, and
she's off. She has just listened to the last
Bob Hope show, which makes her a
comedian and critic. She has caught a
disc jockey's half-hour session, and she
can declaim about the latest with the

world..
and
hungry
for love..."

songwriters, the musicians, and the hit
tunes.

She barges into groups of assorted
professional people, and rattles on about
what's what in their fields. What she is
actually doing is playing a vast game of
bluff, covering her insecurity by her incessant chatter, but unfortunately, her
listeners are plainly aware of this.
I
cover my own insecurity by not talking,
presuming that what people don't know
about

me

won't hurt me!

Another kind of girl who gets up my
dander is the vague thing who's bored
with life and can't raise a glimmer of enthusiasm for anything. I take great pride
in ordering a dinner well, for instance, because I feel this is a man's job. Yet it
can be pheasant, breast of guinea hen
under glass, or cherries jubilee, but she
doesn't make a comment except to say
that the champagne isn't chilled enough.
She's casual with her mink stole, drags

and drapes

it,

but she never takes her

eagle eye off it for a moment. It's all a
pose, of course, since she thinks this disinterest falls under the classification of
great sophistication.

You

can't help but get the feeling that
eminently preoccupied with herself, and that she feels that you're lucky
to be out with such an experienced lady
of the world. You begin to think just
she's

Your true sophisticate
the opposite.
praises a good hamburger as much as
a grenadine of beef, she's fun to be with
because her wealth of living shows up
in her generous personality and her
60
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New! Clearasil Medication
and she has a sense of humor
which makes the evening genuinely re-

tolerance,
freshing.

Among
who

girls

the briefer classifications of
are open books to men are

the numbers who have been

are sexy, so they all
Marilyn Monroe. They

told they

begin

copying

effect the

same

walk. And I
needn't point out to you that a copy is
still an imitation, no matter how well
the impersonation may turn out.
Every city has its professional lady
artists or writers who dote on being
called Bohemians. To me they are, for
the greater part, merely poseurs who
are rarely truly creative, but who revel
in the so-called pseudo-intelligent, free
As a rule, they dress to extremes,
life.
their houses are a mess, and they've
been known to use bacon for bookmarks!
Only a male Bohemian could possibly be
interested in them!
Finally, there's the most lethal type of
obvious lady. She's completely marriageminded, and she uses the most effective
weapon she knows a happy example.
You may have tickets for the fight, but
she insists you have dinner with her
friends Bill and Ginni, since they're such
a great couple and live so happily in
their rose-covered cottage. Besides, she
points out to you, what could possibly
be more wonderful than a good-cooked
hair, the sultry face, the

—

dinner in idyllic and harmonious surroundings?
You arrive at Bill and Ginni's and they

you warmly. Naturally, they've
been primed, and Ginni is in complete
cahoots with your date. The kiddies
swarm around you and very soon start
calling you Uncle Bob, and Bill invites
you to sit down, take off your shoes, and
enjoy a round of cocktails while the
girls prepare the dinner.
It's
all
so
domestic that you feel like purring.

/

STARVES

greet

PIMPLES
SKIN-COLORED

hides pimples while

works

if

agree that this is a
to be put before
you, especially after a series of the other
types of women I've mentioned, and
that the chances of your going for such
a future are mighty good. Yet I repeat
that it's the man who wants the idea to
be his own, and not to be sold into it by
observing others.
I'm not a foe of domesticity and nobody likes children more than I do. I
hope to get married soon and have a
family of my own. When I do, I'll be
I'm the

first

to

mighty potent example

ready for it of my own volition.
Who can guarantee that I might not
turn right around and marry one of the
ladies I've mentioned in this article? If
I do, I hope she won't have a copy of this
to hold over me. All I'll be able to
answer will be: "Of course that isn't you.
It was six other women some Sunset
Strip casanova told me about!"
END
Doctors' clinical

tests

prove

this

new medica-

tion especially for pimples really works. In skin
specialists* tests on 202 patients, 9 out of every
10 cases were cleared up or definitely improved.

A VILLAIN'S VIEWS ON MARRIAGE
[CONTINUED FROM PACE

you have a good day,

supper'll be ready

in a minute, don't bother me because I'm
watching television" kind of dialogue.

Marriage may be an institution invented by females to trap the poor male sex,
as many helpless husbands will be happy
to testify. If so, I'm trapped for good. I
may be a tough character, a wise guy, a

most of my pictures. I may
men and rough up women, but don't

villain in
fight

I'm a pretty contented husband, and don't beat up my
family more than once every three days.
let all

that fool you.

with Katie,

I've had sixteen years of it
and we have four kids, ranging in age
from 18 months to 12 years. Sometimes
I feel more like an institution than a
husband and father. At least, when I

face this sizable cast of characters I'm
able to get everybody's name straight

quite a feat in

itself.

get down to some hard facts
about this thing called marriage. Why

But

let's

has ours kept on comparatively even keel
for all this time? What does marriage

mean

to a

Joe like me?

Katie had a highly promising career
ahead of her when we met. She could
have gone ahead to be one of the top
stars Hollywood has ever had. She voted
against it, because she preferred to star
as wife and mother. She made that decision, and if anybody thinks that I protested, they're nuts.

I

was pretty happy

Katie never really wanted a
career very badly, she confesses. As the
adopted daughter of Cecil B. DeMille, she
about

it.

Amazing

starving action, clearasil actually starves pimples because it helps remove the
oils that pimples "feed" on. And clearasil's
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just drifted into films naturally,

and

after

we

got married, drifted out just as natSo right at the beginning our
marriage was free of those murderous
"career vs. marriage" tensions.
That in itself is a very important point.
The most difficult problem in a marriage
is the ego, and when you have two people working in such an ego profession as
pictures, you're living in boiling lava.
urally.
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between two Hollydoesn't exist, and if

Katie hadn't so willingly made her decision to bow out, I'm sure we would have
had our share of difficulties from the
very first. Hitched life depends on the
extent to which two people can sublimate
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mean that I've tossed away
prerogatives as head of the family.
Not on your life, brother! Coming as I
do from a Latin background, I'm a believer in male domination of the home.
For me, it's got to be that way! Katie,
who's part Italian, seems to have just
enough Latin blood or more likely, the
patience and love to fall in with the
tradition. This doesn't mean that I go
around shouting orders, make everybody
salaam low before they can talk to me,
drink the baby's milk if I'm in the mood,
or go off for weeks on a tear and let
Katie and the kids go wander hungrily
through the streets looking for something to eat.

TO BE
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and you can't do it
when you're in the kind of work that can
easily make you lose your balance and
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who hasn't been in this world
very long. She hasn't said much about
what she wants for the future, but she
makes herself plenty clear about what
she wants for the present, bless her.
Christine is 12, looks 15 and has a
powerful will that pretty much proves
she's her father's daughter. She's been
getting all kinds of violent love letters
from several Sicilian boys she met when
I had the family down there on location.
To my dying hour, I'll never forget Christine's meeting with Greta Garbo in Hollywood six or seven years ago. Garbo
came into our house it used to be hers
and Christine answered the door. These
two queens regally stood looking at one
another for what I thought was a solid
year. It was Garbo who finally made the
first move. Christine wasn't playing second lead to anybody, not even to the most
glamourous star the film world has ever
Valentina,

—

—

seen.

Kathleen

gregarious, fresh, exuShe's cheerful, has a
great curiosity and a fantastic imagination. She's a great pal for Duncan, number three on our list. Right now, Kathy
wants to be a painter, and it goes without saying that her family will give her
all the encouragement she needs.
is 11,

berant and cute.

Home-loving Anthony Quinn, with member of Italian cast, discusses "Ulysses,"
on location in Rome. Tony co-stars with Kirk Douglas and Silvana Mangano.

of

Proof of that is that the whole shebang
Quinns is here in Italy with me. When

came to Rome to do three films, I
could have come by myself and had myI

ball. A lot of guys would have
done just that. I didn't want it that way.
I wanted the family to share my experiences. It doesn't happen every day that
an American family can spend some time
in a country as beautiful and interesting
as Italy, and I couldn't quite see myself
making films over here and sending postcards every other week saying "wish you
were here," while I was out doing the

self a

some pretty guide. Or telling
somebody else's kid how much she reminded me of my own six thousand miles
away. I wondered about shifting the kids
from the States and putting them in
sights with

school in a foreign country, but Katie
liked the idea. She said the children had
more to gain than they could possibly
lose, and the kids seem to agree with her.
They're in school now and can spout Italian like the natives.
I'm one of those guys who loves his
work. I love every phase of it even taking baths. (I spent a vihole day taking
a bath in a washtub for "Cavalleria Rusticana," with that curvaceous Kerima
soaping my back, over and over, oh, so
tenderly. You call that work!) I seem to
have enough drive for a half-dozen peoI'm happiest
ple.
I thrive on activity.
when I'm busy. Even if I'm supposed to
be on vacation, I'm always doing something writing, painting, or just plain
thinking.
I just finished a staggering schedule
that no American actor to my knowledge had ever undertaken. I was in
three pictures being shot simultaneously
in three different places! That's what being drawn and quartered really means. I
worked on "Ulysses" with Silvana Mangano and Kirk Douglas here in Rome. Inbetween, I flew down to Sicily for "Cavalleria Rusticana." Then I dashed over
to Civitavecchia, about 40 miles from
Rome on the Ligurian Sea, to carry on
with Linda Darnell and Valentina Cor-

—

—

—
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in "Forbidden Women." I had to
keep my centuries straight, too. I had to
go back about 2,600 years for "Ulysses,"
to the Nineteenth Century for "Cavalleria," and then come back to the present
for "Forbidden Women." And to top all
this off, I worked on a film script which

tese

I've already sold.

For quite a while my schedule was one
picture from six in the morning until
noon, another from one until eight. Then
I went home to eat and catch up with
Katie and the children. After supper, I
worked on my script. A couple of hours
of sleep, and I was up at five, raring to
go for the day's work.

have accomplished all this
without Katie? Of course not. Marriage
and family forced me to look at life realistically.
I know that I have to work,
that I can't sit around just waiting for
an inspiration to strike like lightning.
Could

I

My

marriage has made me a better man
as it has made me a better actor. Why?
Because it made me learn my trade by
work, work and more work, day after
day, month after month. It's given me
purpose as well as energy.
But there's more to it than that. Katie
understands. She understands not only
the problems of Tony, the actor, but of
Tony, the man. Having been in the thick
of the game herself, she knows everything there is to know about what a performer goes through. And having lived
with me, she knows what I am and why
I do what I do
I hope!
Katie says that
people, caught by my intensity and enthusiasm, begin to feed on it like parasites and suck mental and moral support
out of me. She feels that this is unfair to
me because it drains me of my energy.
She may be right about that, but that's

—

the way I'm built. I find life exciting, and
if I'm to live, I have to live intensely.
There's a fire in life and a fire in me, so
I feel the burn in both directions. I can't

do anything about

it

and wouldn't

if

I

What about our
isn't much

is

—

studio schools, the lack of time for relaxation or play. Duncan reflected on this

two and one-half minutes, then,
with great dignity, announced his important decision. "Dad," he said, "I'm not
ready for a movie career. I'll wait until
I'm an older man of
thirteen." Did
that remark make me feel like a dodderfor a fast

.

.

.

ing old fool of 95!

Katie and I try to give the children the
basic rules for living, the important ingredients, so to speak. You can't have

anarchy any more in family life than you
can in a country, and the laws we've set
up are based on a common goal, for the
common good, in which everybody in the
family has the right to develop as an individual and is entitled to his day at
court.

But we don't stop there. Katie and I
had our dreams from the time we met.
They were good dreams then, they are
now. We've been lucky to realize some
of them, and the others still give us inspiration. We want each of the kids to
have their dreams too, their own which
give them that fascinating feeling that
whenever they want to, they can fly high
and higher.
They're quite a bunch, these four. And
16-year-old hitch with Katherine DeMille Quinn is quite a healthy run. I've
loved gabbing about her and my marriage. But hold on a second.

my

.

What'd you

.

.

Yeah? Really?
You don't mean that! I had no idea you
thought things like that. What do you
say, Katie?

know?
All right, all right. Any guy who opens
his trap to tell the world the inside
story of his marriage is a darned fool.

up

could.

There

eight and is my chief comHollywood stardom. Bill Goetz
wanted him for a leading role in a pretty
important picture. I put it up to Duncan, explaining all the rigors and hazards
of Hollywood life the long hours, the

Duncan

petitor for

kids?
I

can

An

all-star cast.

tell

you about

What

in

heck do

7

know about

it?
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brightening the adjacent tables and chairs,
the tennis court and the swimming pool.
He'd seemed to know the story of every
tree, bush and flower, and how it grew.
A piece of newly hoed dirt was testimony to what he'd been doing when he'd
entered the kitchen, clad in grimy jeans
and sneakers, just before supper time.

But as he
was gone,
quietly, he
believed you
make them

spoke of his
Roy's voice

little

who

girl

Then
About how he
broke.

spoke on.
live with your troubles,
a part of your life, hi.s
fingers strayed to a copy of Dale's beautiful book about the baby.
I saw
the
prayer which she had written:
"Is it Your purpose, God, to heal my
baby? ... If that isn't Your will
then give me the strength to meet it,
Lord. Strength to face the future and
to finish what Robin has started in all
our hearts in this house, strength to get
."
her message across to the world

must

.

.

Roy Rogers and his wife, Dale Evans, both in Western garb, as they attend a
premiere. There are no two more religious people in Hollywood than Roy and Dale.

LIVE WITH

YOUR TROUBLES

[CONTINUED FROM PACE

and other culinary delights thereon.
The Rogers home is full, by the by, of
delightful means of waiting on yourself,
symbolically, helping yourself.
a gay group it was, gathered at
this table that night. Roy, at his regular
head-of-the-family post, asked the blessDale; Cheryl, their beautiful 13ing.
year-old; Linda, cute and blonde; Dusty
and Sandy, a couple of freckle-faced
"Lone Ranger" fans; Roy and Dale's

and,

What

manager. Al Rackin, and

And

seemed

it

to

me

I,

all

responded.

that even

Baby

Dodie, the infant they adopted just after
Robin Elizabeth's death, looked sweetly
serious in her high chair for just a moment, as the words of the grace were
spoken.
Oh yes. Everyone eats together at the
Rogerses. This family that prays together,
stays together.

As much

as possible,

each

shares food and fun and chores and chatter
and problems.
The meal continued, amid talk of
Cheryl's date for that evening; Roy's
fatherly interest in whether the lad's
father was delivering them to the party,
and returning them; Dale's explanation to
the boys of what they could take on the
upcoming yacht weekend, meanwhile
spooning green baby food into Dodie's
little -bird mouth; and much laughter on
.

.

.

all sides.

Yet

knew

that each of them, the girls,
the little boys, and Roy and Dale themselves, might have seen in the very sight
of Dodie at that table, a reminder of a
time so heart-breaking as to forever still
I

any such merriment and light-heartedness.

Dodie's place, not so long ago, was
occupied by Robin Elizabeth.
Born September 25, 1950, she died in
August, 1952. Robin was a lovely little
blonde. But very soon after her birth,
doctors told Dale and Roy their baby was
a Mongoloid a little human being whose

—
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body and brain were malformed from the
very beginning. Delicate and prey to
every slight ailment during her brief
months on earth, the family all knew
that "such children, if they mature in
body, usually are imbeciles."
And as Dale herself has written,

"We

asked
what do you do with a Mongoloid baby?"
The world has since learned that Dale,
Roy and their boys and girls chose gladly
to keep Robin with them. They bought
the San Fernando Valley ranch, in fact,
so that they might have room for a special
nursery for her, close to them. It was in
.

the

.

.

little

few steps
she died.

two-room guest house, just a
away from the main house, that
Yet,

in this spot, at the

is

it

very last a virtual hospital, that Linda
and Cheryl now have their living quarters.
It

was

shortly

after

ended that Roy and

the

meal had

stepped into these
quarters, as part of the "conducted tour"
which every visitor is eager to take.
Anyone who's ever seen a room occupied by growing girls can conjure up
a picture of what the interior looked like:
Photos of movie stars, toys just a shade
outgrown but kept for sentimental reasons, dresses over chairs which Mother,
soon, will order properly hung up. The
sweet disorder of youth.
"This," Roy said, "is where our Robin
lived,

I

you know."

You knew

that,

saw not the room

at

as

it

that

moment, he
it had

was, but as

been, fitted with the pastel prettiness of a
nursery, and a little crib in this corner,
over which hovered sorrowing parents
and sisters and brothers, and an endless
parade of doctors and nurses.
Roy had been the proud master of
his own little bit of land, up till then.
Enthusiastically, he's shown me the vegetable gardens, the berry patches, the out-

door barbecue pit with Western decor

.

.

.

They mourned Robin, of course. They
But Dale and Roy do it in a
still do.
positive way, through the religion which
was always in their hearts, but which has
been so strengthened since her death.
In every room of the rambling ranch
house, you see printed and framed
prayers, happy prayers and inspirational
religious pictures. They mingle so naturally with the furnishings which are, of
course, very Western in their mood. On
the big desk in the study, which boasts
oil paintings of Roy and Dale in full
regalia, there's a Scripture; in the living

room, where deer heads attest to Roy's
hunting skill; in the dining room, everywhere are indications that here is a
group which makes religion an every day

happy affair.
Of course, Dodie's room,

in the

house

a family gathering
place, this new nursery, so of course part
of my tour was to see the good night

itself, is

a delight.

It's

ceremonies.
She's adorable, this "Baby Doe." Yet
the fact that they chose her, of all the
babies they might have had, is typical of
Dale and Roy's new creed. Dodie is an
Indian infant, with big dark eyes, coal
black hair, lovely deep tan complexion.

Some might

"But she'll grow up to be
from others she's reared
with ..." "Aren't you afraid?" And,
"With four youngsters already, and the
say,

different

so

tragic

experience of the

fifth,

why

did

you immediately take on the care and
of a strange new child,
died? She'll be a constant
reminder of Robin, her same age, and

responsibility

when Robin
all."

The answer
that sorrows

lies

in the family's belief

must be turned

into constructive reasons for new understanding
of the meaning of life. They must help
you recall the dark days that must be
interspersed among the bright ones, the
better to appreciate life, the better to

learn the lesson of selfishness.
The joy of this family, each member,
in caring for and cuddling this little
Indian doll, the knowledge of the happy

—

she'll have
where it might have
been a drab one, in an institution gives
just an inkling of the practical results
life

—

of the "trouble into joy" belief.

Roy, who's not a particularly talkative

person, continued our tour of the ranch
with the sort of simple, homey comment
that most heads of the house make while
showing folks around.
dogs,
I inspected the Weimaraner
taupe colored animals with odd topaz

either side of the Roger's acres.
Dale, who'd been finishing up a sewing
chore on a confirmation dress, came out
of the house just then, to join us.
The air was perfect, a warm -cool combination that wafted the scents of flowers

and Roy's especially favored hunting hounds. One had a litter of new pups,
and there was a long pause while Roy
fussed over the sad- faced mother and
her squirming charges.
Then on we went, to say "Hi" to the

and

eyes,

the noisy chickens
and the picturesque geese, the lambs and
the cows, and the new quarter horse
Roy's thinking of showing.
"I can't keep most of my horses, in-

German Shepherds,

cluding Trigger, at this place. They're all
over in North Hollywood at my stable,"

Roy

said, I

here

is

a

thought a

man who

bit wistfully.

For

loves to be close to

—

him deeply his
concerns
family, his work, his religion.
As we looked over the thriving acres
of corn, tomatoes, fruit, vegetables and
berries of every sort, I recalled remarks
that Roy was probably "strictly a city
cowboy." No one, seeing him pause to

whatever

notice a browning leaf, to inspect a setting
hen, to size up the coat of a placid Bossy,
or hearing him declaim on the variety,
type and growth of the plentiful trees,
could call him anything but a fellow who
considers any but rural life a virtual

imprisonment.

We

had just left the refrigerator house,
replete with dozens of eggs, whole carcasses of meat and worlds of sausages, all
the result of butchering on the place, and
crocks of beautiful butter.
I'd remarked that they could eat well
without going to market for a long spell.
Roy laughed, and then began commenting on how fine the locality was for the
youngsters, since they can all attend nice
public schools nearby, and have plenty
of fine playmates among the neighbors.
Some of their neighbors, by the by, are
owners of similar large estates. But many
more live in the modest bungalows recently built across the road and on

and the

\fj EYEFULS

good outdoors.
on the
pool, the house, the lovely gardens, and
all of the grounds which bespoke the
pleasantest kind of living. Living which
costs much, to be sure. But living which
represents such a good investment of
dollars you've been lucky enough to earn.
And it was of luck, and earning, that
Dale and Roy were speaking, just then.
"Hollywood, the public, our friends
everywhere, have all been so wonderful
to us. We feel grateful, and lucky," Roy
fruits

A

full

moon

great,
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And then my eyes strayed to an object
that was, at first glimpse, the one false
note in the entire picture.
Just ahead, beyond the sleek convertibles and the spiffy station wagons and
the plain business autos assembled under
the shelter, was the most dilapidated old
f\

truck one could imagine. A 1930 Dodge,
I later learned, though the license was in
the early 40's.
"What on earth ..." I began.
Roy grinned.

t

a
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mixed up. Or when I'm maybe

annoyed about a business matter, or, well,
you know, just feeling downright ornery.
"It's good for me, too, when I'm tempted
to feel too optimistic, or
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or worse, self-satisfied."
The 1930 Dodge does that for Roy because, you see, it is the car which brought
a nearly penniless lad from Ohio to Caliduring depression days.
All
fornia,
through the hand-to-mouth months that
turned into years, when this fellow with
the nice face, nice voice, and nice manners
was aiming toward a spot, any spot, in
show business, the truck was his mainstay. It was his headquarters. Actually,
it often was his home.
With success and fame achieved, there
are some who want to do away promptly
with anything sometimes, even friends

Send \04
new
gorgeous
book of
for

daring

"That's my car that takes me back to
yesterday, or rather, a whole lot of yesterdays. That's my best way of keeping
on an even keel, whenever things seem

C.O.D.

Calif.

2nd
2nd
I

enc. $1

|

dep.

selfish,

—

who remind them of days of poverty and
obscurity. Roy doesn't think these folks
nor one which
makes for real happiness. Just as he
believes, "Live with your troubles," so
he believes, "Remember your struggles.
Keep every part of your life, your ups
and your downs, forever with you."
But don't just keep them as souvenirs,
or as a means of perpetuating your sorrow. Turn them, always, into inspiration.
Roy's done that. He thinks everyone can,
if they'll do a little thinking about it.

have the right idea

at

all,

For some, I thought as I drove from
hope and happiness, sorrow

castle of

material out of
richer, stronger
possible.

which they have
life.

And
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the scene for surrender. Dreams disappear. Hope becomes hopelessness. Instead of a day-to-day drama of new
doing, new living, life becomes lifeless.
For Roy and Dale, sorrow has been the
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children right in the ward of hospital.
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ZSA ZSA'S FANTASTIC BEHAVIOR
[CONTINUED FROM PACE

Zsa Zsa, herself, had a terse

comment

insists, "nevaire bought
and he was seeing ozer

"George," she

me any

zing,

Rubirosa
said she

on the matter.

That Sanders meant business was evidenced by a letter which exclusive shops
in the Hollywood area, where Zsa Zsa
has charge accounts, received when the
divorce action was filed.
"I have separated from my wife Sari
G. Sanders, also known as Zsa Zsa Gabor,"
it read, "and I am not responsible for any
debts she may incur."
Zsa Zsa flew into Hollywood a few days
later for a conference with her lawyer,
Greg Bautzer. There was a hint she
would file a countersuit for divorce.
There was also a suggestion a reconciliation might yet be reached, though it
is recalled their other quarrels never got
to the legal paper stage. Zsa Zsa by now
had discarded her unaccustomed reticence. She said she "wasn't surprised by
anything George does," adding:
"He does whatever his psychoanalyst
tells him."
The celebrated 34-year-old Hungarian

is a very rich man, Zsa Zsa
had visited the Aga Khan and

Begum
"When I

his

in Paris.

Aga I lost a diamond
bracelet, the Aga," she said,
"gallantly replied that he, too, had lost his

heart off

women."

29]

told the

my

heart."

Back
Gabor.

to

Europe went the ebullient
for a part of August she

And

and the 45-year-old Rubirosa, Minister
from Santo Domingo to Paris, vacationed
in the village of St. Paul de Vence, a few
miles back of the Riviera.
Asked by newsmen there if she intended to divorce Sanders, she said: "It's
not certain not certain at all."
But it was as certain as the moonlight
over the Mediterranean that she had
remained on friendly terms with George
Sanders, as with her two ex-husbands

—

—

also

One

I

me

of

gave up a

"if

George

is

worth

it."

-

all

that loving?"

For two years there was comparatively
smooth sailing. Then in November, 1951,
the marriage hit the rocks after a squabble over a radio program.

She refused to go on the program because she considered the script ridiculed
their union. He didnt think so. The disagreement led to an estrangement and to
Sanders' classic remark that he had been
"discarded like a squeezed lemon."

A month later she was declaring George
was pining for a reconciliation but that
she hadn't decided whether to kiss and

I'm not leaving George.
But I will tell you I am going to try to
give my marriage another chance. I don't
know whether we will work it out or
can't say

make

up.

Hollywood followed

not."
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accuse

Zsa Zsa Gabor and George Sanders
were married April 2, 1949 at Las Vegas,
Nev., after an off-and-on romance during
which she vowed to marry him "if I have
to hit him over the head."

George."

Europe."

can't

philosophic morsel of hers con-

"Who needs

She added she thought Farouk was

While Hollywood was recalling that

His third

cerning romance is:
"A girl should make a man think that
is all she wants."
She has called Sanders "cynical." His
reply was:

"greatly maligned." She was not asked for
further details about Farouk, but she
refused to be pinned down about "leaving

in

Danielle Darrieux.

certainly

wonders

King

The blonde bombshell confessed she
had been "silly" about George.
"If I hadn't been silly about him I
could have married one of the richest men

star,

fact, gave up
about $300,000 in alimony from Hilton
when she married Sanders. There are
times, she has recollected, when she

Farouk."

"I

whirlwind romance and marriage to
Babs Hutton left Zsa Zsa stunned.
Rubi was married three times before.
His first wife was Flor de Oro Trujillo,
daughter of the dictator of the Dominican
Republic. The second was the French
his

fortune when I got him."
Zsa Zsa, as a matter of

talk started

saw

if she planned to wed
Rubirosa. This was, of course, before his
page one marriage to the Woolworth
heiress. Zsa Zsa said sharply:
"I don't want to ever marry again."
Rubirosa seemed to have the inside
track to Zsa Zsa's heart for a time, and

"You

about George and me separating," she
said. "I went out with other men in Paris,
of course. I went out many times with
I

her request.

marrying him for money.

She admitted she had been seeing Porfrequently and explained that he
and her husband were entirely different.
"Ruby's Latin and George is English
English and cold," she said.
George, in Paris, was disturbed when
he learned his gorgeous blonde wanted to
call the whole thing off.
While he was reported finding life without Zsa Zsa as austere as a Sunday in
London she hurried back to Hollywood.
And guess what? She was as unpredict-

Rubirosa.

at

She was asked

fectly miserable.

firio

Porfirio

home

outspoken actress on the subject of
marrying for love.
"One day I think it's a good idea,"
she once declared. "And the next day
I don't.
Look at me. I married George
for love. And when he's away I'm per-

seeking a divorce.
"I have not been happy with George
for a long time," said the opulent actress.
"It has not been the best marriage."

all this

by filing for divorce first. The
two separated for the last time October
20, and he moved out of their Hollywood
his wife

was multi-millionairess Doris Duke.
Zsa Zsa Gabor has been called the most

At the time she was trying to decide
whether to give George a cold or a warm
shoulder. Arriving in New York from
Paris, she refused to deny reports she was

why

October 26 to see Zsa Zsa. In a matter
George Sanders stole a march on

of days

film

beauty made news last Summer when
she was dating wealthy Porfirio Rubirosa,
handsome ex-husband of Doris Duke,
who has since married Barbara Hutton.

able as ever.
"I don't know

Beige, Turkish diplomat, and
Conrad Hilton, American hotel magnate.
Moving on to Deauville a few weeks
later, Zsa Zsa had an important announcement to make. She said she was ready to
marry Rubirosa.
Rubirosa breezed into New York on

Zsa Zsa Gabor with her daughter, Constance Francesca, who is now four. Despite Zsa Zsa's worldliness and quest
for true love, she's a devoted mother.

their battles with

the absorption of historians, learned in
January, 1952 that Zsa Zsa was chafing
because George wouldn't change his way
of living or give up his own apartment.
"Everytime we have words, or even
when we don't, he goes there and stays,"
she said.

They were loving each other and hating
each other, depending on their moods.
Once on a television show she declared
she "wanted George made over the way I
want him to be."
But Zsa Zsa never got her wish.
Their first domestic rift continued
through the Spring of 1952. And both
asserted their marriage would end as
soon as possible.
She announced she was starting a new
life.
A woman doesn't need a man, she
declared, and she "would give her career
ten years and then marry some nice
doctor or lawyer but no actor."
She also asserted she was "through with

—

love."

you don't

"If

fall

get hurt," she said.
i

in

love,

you don't

"My mother

told

me

Hungary to pick a marriage over a
career," and she was convinced her marriage to Sanders broke up because "I'm
too good, too sweet, and I let him walk
in

over me."

She said she loved him, that she gave
marriage everything, but he said
he wanted a divorce because they'd be
happier as romancers than as mates.
Zsa Zsa then revealed George had told
her he "would hold my hand through this
their

terrible ordeal of getting a divorce."

She arrived in New York and the war
communiques continued. And she denied
she had ever said in Hollywood, or anywhere else, that she was "through with
love."

hope I don't look like someone who
is through with love," she said with firmness. "There are plenty on the waiting
"I

list."

was a successful wife,
adding that "only my husbands are not
She

insisted she

successful husbands." Sanders who is 47,
incidentally, is Zsa Zsa's youngest husband. She doesn't like a man her age, she
said, because they are "too dumb."

The bundle of Hungarian paprika went
on to London to make scenes for "Moulin
Rouge," stayed there several weeks and
then returned to New York because she
was "dying to see my impossible husband."

She

really didn't think Sanders

"im-

was Ashamed

I

possible." Quite the contrary.

"We're absolutely made up," she trilled.
"Both our love and our work are shared
fifty-fifty and when we're mad we're
mad together. He's so wonderful. George
doesn't trust me. Or, rather, he is jealous.
This is the way a husband should be, because he has nothing to worry about. I

of

mu

PIMPLES
until

.

.

.

love only him."

But

life

for

them continued stormy,

though with the years Sanders became
more suave. He seemed to drop his detached, cynical air, Hollywood observers
noted, after he played the role of the
diplomat in "Call Me Madam."
By the early Winter of 1953, however,
the milk-and-honey phase of their marlife reasserted itself. But then, they
were separated by the Atlantic Ocean.
She cut short a personal appearance
tour to promote "Moulin Rouge" to fly

ried

to the bedside of Sanders,

seriously

ill

from food poisoning in Naples. He had
collapsed while working on a film with
Ingrid Bergman.
Five days later she was back in New
York happy to state there was no rift between her and her husband.
"George is terribly homesick for America
and me," she confided, adding that
George had phoned her and told her he
was so much in love with her that life
meant nothing unless she joined him.
Sanders eventually returned to Hollywood. And it was Zsa Zsa who then took
up temporary residence in Europe
residence that brought Porfirio Rubirosa
to the status of a devoted admirer.
Now Zsa Zsa and George are divorcing
at last.
Maybe.
Whatever the fates hold for her, she is
an
exciting,
newsworthy individual.
Wherever she is, whatever turns up, you
will find her always ready with a racy
comment on life and love.
Why, no sooner was Dr. Alfred C.

—

—

—

—

Kinsey's scientific study of sexual behavior in the human female published
than Zsa Zsa told the world:
"Shame on Dr. Kinsey. He should have
talked to me and gotten the truth." END
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her two pet white mice. Yes, you read
that right.
She loves the things because they're so soft and cuddly, as she
puts it. She keeps them in an over-sized
brandy glass. At her mother's house she
keeps three cats and a duck,
"I'd always wanted white mice," she
explained with wide-open eyes. "The
studio had a white rat they had used
in a picture and they were going to
destroy it but they gave it to me instead.
When it died recently I acquired the two
white mice."
There is no connection between Kathleen's dates and the mice. This should
be taken as hasty reassurance. As a
batchelor girl she can date as often as she
likes but she still takes a dim view of

—

the

life of

single bliss.

"Really, a bachelor girl's life

is

very

sad and dull," she sighed. "I'd much
rather be married. But I wouldn't have
time to be married now, I guess. I'm
at the studio all day and with the nightly
rehearsals for a show I get home around
eleven at night, so you can see that I'd
not be too good a wife at the present.
Besides, I've just started a new seven
year contract with the studio. I'm so
excited about what has happened so far
in just the last year. I had my first star
billing, my own dressing room with my
name on the door, and I have my own
chair on the set with my name on it.
These are the first symbols and the start
of what I hope to accomplish in the
future.
"Yet, I would give this all up if I met
the right man, but I must confess that I
can say that safely, because I feel there's

NATIONAL PHOTO COLORING SCHOOL
83S Diversey Pkwy., Dept. 4433, Chicago 14,
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—

.

no chance

of

my

meeting him in the near

future."

Kathleen finds that living alone is a
good idea for her because she is, by
nature, untidy.

"With no one around

me

I

get as cluttered as
"I

my place

to

that's
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I'

be in love," Kath-

me

to

marry them and

I

iac

As she quietly but
succinctly put it, "Why should I? The
best things in life are free."
It's not too surprising that Kathleen
turned to acting for her career. Her
uncle, F. Hugh Herbert, the noted playwright and screen writer, used to take
her around all the sets when she was
young and she consequently grew up in
the camera atmosphere.
"I used to think, though, that I wanted
be a nurse or a reporter," she grinned.
"But that was only because my cousin
wanted to be in those professions. Then,
one day when I was thirteen, I went to
see a movie called 'Mr. Big' with Donald
to

"I

enjoy

don't

mantic

men,"

aggressive, overly rosays Kathleen Hughes.

always

make her happy.

ADDRESSING
ENVELOPES
OUR INSTRUCTIONS REVEAL HOW

Vity

to

Kathleen doesn't feel that a guy has to
spend a lot of money on her on a date to

MAKE MONEY

68

wonderful

Kathleen does date she loves to
go to a movie. She'd go to one every
night if she could. She doesn't care a
hoot about just plain dinner dates and
she doesn't care to go dancing too often
because of the crowded floors.

^•B
Book

—

When

bvaipvw NEWEST Fifth
B m »1 m <m Avenue styles keep
you smart throughout
B1
pregnancy. Dresses
FREE

Kathleen is definitely an out and out
romanticist. Several times she has fallen
in love or thought she had. To her, it's
something like falling in love with love.

refused. Then when they married later
I was furious with myself for not having
said, 'Yes' to them. Maybe I'm really
afraid of marriage. I don't know. That's
something I have to figure out some day."

MATERNITY

LANE BRYANT, Dpt. 853,

I

secret."

asked

COMPANY
Chicago 2,

men I don't
don't care at all for those who
drink a lot nor do I enjoy the aggressive,
overly-romantic men. I'm afraid I'm not
too subtle in letting them know that I'm
not interested in them that way. Nor do I
like men who get too serious right away
and want to get married.
"I
enjoy dating Hollywood actors,
though, because I'm in constant contact
"There are some types of

leen said honestly. "I'd like to be more
cautious about love but I guess a heart
rules the head in my case. I know I've
gone out with several men who have

Easy to use Viscose Applications may
heal many old leg sores due to venous

and

self.

"It's

OLD LEG SORES
BOOK

man instead of with
several at a time. I go with men I know
pretty well because I'm too tired at the
end of the day to want to take a chance
being with someone I don't know and
around whom I can't relax and be my-

with them and we have something in
common. I'd even be happy to marry one
star I know whose name shall be kept

PHOTO

FREE

incenyou're

by yourself. I love to cook, but I can't
do much on a hot plate. And there is
no reason for me to cook. I love breakfast but I rarely get up in time to fix
one and I usually have dinner dates or
else I dine with my mother at her home.
"Although I date a good deal I usually

like.

TOWELS

| +%

much
when

go with only one

Not?

Send your birtbdate. Get your person-

ppCCfor

But, really, there's not

tive to being too domestic

When I came out I decided I
be an actress because everyone
in the picture seemed to be having such
O'Connor.

wanted

to

fun.

"My uncle did everything he could to
discourage this ambition. But I went right
on looking for the breaks. A scout from
20th Century-Fox saw me one night in a
play at the Geller Workshop, a little
theatre in town, and asked me to the
studio for an audition. I was lucky enough
to be given a seven years' contract.
"My uncle was at the studio then doing
a screenplay and I was afraid to tell him

my

He had once said to me
would want me, but least
My mother decided I should
tell him about the audition anyway. Surprisingly, he was very happy about it
and even directed my test for me.
"Then when I left 20th he was absoabout

call.

that no studio
of all 20th.

lutely against the move. And yet in the
nine months after I left 20th I earned
more money on TV and in the Paul Henreid picture than I had made while I was
at the studio. Also I was in a Warners
film and had the second lead in 'Thy
Neighbor's Wife.'
"Looking back on those days at 20th

I'm amazed at how much I've changed.
While I was there I was an overgrown
Alice in Wonderland. Now look what's
happened to me." She smiled broadly.
"Isn't it wonderful!"

The guys

in

Hollywood have

cast

more

than a few wolfish looks in Kathleen's
direction but she pays little attention.
She may have switched from the demure
young thing on the screen to the vixen

but she's

still

confused about which type

really Kathleen Hughes. For example,
she'd love to wear daring dresses but she's
afraid to. She'd love to settle down to
is

domesticity but she's not out of the impulsive, romantic stage yet.
She has
contrasts all right, but what provocative

DON'T LET THOSE "DIFFICULT

contrasts!

This Kathleen Hughes bears watching
and that will be a pleasant task.
end
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nine
from Jackie Laughrey after
months of wedded bliss (?). Mrs. Mitchell
wants out of the marriage and her detheir

mand

for half a million dollars isn't

mak-

any too popular with Guy's Hol-

ing her

studio wag sent
Jackie a telegram inviting her to audition
for a top role in "Gold Diggers of 1954."
Her lawyers are trying to trace the culprit

lywood

One

friends.

down and the things Jackie had to say
when she first read the wire were vivid,
to say the least

.

.

.

London put in several years as
Mrs. Jack Webb before she extracted a
promised $500,000 payment from the
"Dragnet" star she also shared the lean
years with Webb in their happier days.
Not so with Jackie and Guy Jackie rode
the gravy train from the honeymoon
on
Julie

—

—

.

.

Chi-Ches-Ters
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FREE — Illustrated

spent most of his time in his bungalow at
the Garden of Allah crying his eyes out
and being just downright miserable.
Wouldn't see pals or take phone calls from
anyone. He finally admitted he hated
night club work and wanted only to sing
at teenage benefits because it gave him a
chance to be with kids his own age. Teenagers, his own age?

trying desperately to

is

persuade tennis star Gussie Moran to cancel her engagement to Edward Hand and
wait for him to be freed of Ida Lupino.
But the romance experts figure Gussie as
the impatient type
.

Suzan Ball

is

still

.

.

having her troubles

—her latest leg break isn't setting properand her doctors are in a quandary as
what to do. The courageous young star

has resigned herself to the brutal fact that
she may have to face amputation within
the year. It's one of Hollywood's saddest
stories

.

.

OA£AI

r^FWwmW

.

Johnny Ray must be one

of the

.

the way thousands of
physicians and dentists recommend.

confused fellows in all Hollywood. During a recent singing engagement there, he
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managed
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prescription.
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Anacin is like a doctor's
That is, Anacin contains not
just one but a combination of medically
proved active ingredients. No other product
gives faster, longer-lasting relief from pain
of headache, neuralgia, neuritis than Anacin
tablets. Buy Anacin® today I

to take
home hefty salary
but they were the only lucky

.

.

NOT

will

insists

MGM

(that's a name
be changed) is being

by every major hostess from SanBarbara to Laguna. The young Englishman who'll star in "The Student
Prince" ( with Mario Lanza's singing voice
dubbed-in) has completely charmed the
film colony. His keen sense of humor
more American than British talent and
good looks have his studio bosses lining
up more future movie jobs for him than
any other young actor they have under
contract. Howard Keel, Vic Damone and
John Ericson may get lost in the shuf-

.

.

.

lionized
ta

fle

.

.
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DIRECT TO YOU. ..EASY TERMS

.

turned in favor of Jane
Powell now that she and Gene Nelson
have made The Great Decision to go
their separate ways. There's hope for a
reconciliation between Nelson and his
wife, Miriam Franklin, but none for Janie
and her ex Geary Steffen. That marriage is over for keeps, as it was before
the Powell-Nelson "incident." Fan reactide has

—
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able her studio has once again given the
"go ahead" signal to resume touting her
as their top attraction. The sex-appeal
campaign will continue, however, and
she'll no longer appear as "the girl next
door." Debbie Reynolds inherits roles
originally scheduled for Janie before
things started popping
.

.

.

If Tony and Janet Leigh Curtis aren't
proud parents before the end of 1954,
they'll adopt a baby girl. Anxious for a

large family, they'll continue to raise a

Joliet.

III.
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was so favor-

tion to Jane's recent film
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most
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and paying star salaries to Tab Hunter
and Marilyn Erskine. The latter pair

The
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There's no love lost between Ann Sheridan and Phil Harris ever since she
guested on his TV program. Last minute
script cuts and changes, too little camera
rehearsals (Annie Pie suffered through
some of the worst possible video photography ever) and Phil's generally indifferent attitude towards his guest, created
this tempest in a TV studio that fanned
out until the Santa Monica and Malibu
Sets were openly taking sides. Mary McCarty walked out on the same show for
the same reasons, with Eartha Kitt pinchhitting at the last moment. There are
those who say Harris balked when his
wife, Alice Faye, was turned down by
sponsors and program executives for the
spot later assigned to the Sheridan lass

YOU SUFFER

IF

An artistic theatrical venture, sponsored by the American Theatre Arts, Inc.,
lost $25,000 when they tried to tour their
production of "Our Town" in West Coast
tank towns, charging Broadway prices

Edmund Purdom

to
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to stimulate interest in her fading career
than if she had employed a battery of press

i

Scholl's Zino-pads. Thin, soft,
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A West Coast lawyer's reference to
Dorothy Lamour as a "has been'" did more

j

painful callouses, burning or
•-.enderness on the bottom of

—

family of at least four two boys, two
girls
via the adoption route with each
new addition spaced every two years. At
adoption age, the youngsters will be under six months

PHOTO SERVICE

Box 1969, Dept. S7, Hollywood 28, Cal.

DANCING SHOES-SUPPLIES

agents and photographers to land her
on the front pages in the hopes it would
flush out picture assignments. She is not
only now considering three different film
offers, but cafes across the country are
bidding for her services with weekly fees
ranging from three to seven thousand dollars. Her biggest bid to date is the El
Rancho Vegas in Nevada—a flat $6500
weekly plus all expenses for herself and
family with a four weeks guarantee. That
"all expenses" clause would make her
salary pure velvet she'd clear more under those terms than if she accepted a
rival Las Vegas hotel's offer of a weekly
$7,000 paycheck sans an expense account

—

.

.
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Hollywood

wondering whether or not
Jacques Bergerac will become a film star,
now that his wife Ginger Rogers has
teamed up with him in a series of movies
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dle of her own money in the foreign film
set-up. Income tax-wise, any profits from
the venture will have to wait until 1955
she can't afford extensive earnings until
then. Ginger is optimistic as well as

—

shrewd

.

.

columnist, flew to Europe to see Barbara
Hutton about the biography a women's
magazine had commissioned him to do,

but the millionairess refused to talk to
him. Jennings has his revenge; he persuaded Igor Troubetzkoy, her most recent
ex-husband to "tell all;" returned home
with material that will make Barbara
turn purple. Her other husbands, including Cary Grant, will also be "documented" in Jennings' sizzling story
.

Julius

La Rosa, who has coined

.

book
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successfully over fifty
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MAHLER'S, INC. Dept. 30-C, Providence

.

as

much

.

and when Gary and Rocky Cooper

decide to go through with their divorce
action, the community property settlement angle will make a confusing issue.
Rocky was independently wealthy when
she wed "Coop." So what do they do

about that?

J
i

•

/^Y^yr^

1

15, R.I.

peated Italian marriage in Hollywood.

ing schedules require it (he's a TV producer-director) but are together every
chance possible. At Earl Blackwell's Pen
& Pencil party for Ginger Rogers and
Jacques Bergerac they jointly scoffed at
the rift rumors.

Lisa Ferraday had a five day whirl in
with Gene Nelson before he
left for Europe. She promised him his
first date in Manhattan upon his return,

New York
too

.

.

.

Mickey Rooney's new tune, "Alimony
Blues," should be an automatic success in
Hollywood he's mailing copies of the disc
to all his ex-wives, which puts it into the

—

hit class

immediately

.

.

.

Errol Flynn, suffering from
hobbling around with a cane.

arthritis, is

con-

If his

improve soon, he'll hasten
to Jamaica, B.W.I. with Patrice Wymore
(and the new Flynn addition) for a six
months rest cure
dition doesn't

.

.

.

.

as $8,000 for a one-night's singing engagein Milwaukee, Wisconsin, will double that fee for his role in Paramount's

.

Lana Turner, with new hairdo and hubby Lex Barker, at premiere. They re-

.

Dean Jennings, the ex-San Francisco

If

Destroy/ SItp^/Forever
social happiness.

couldn't

to do, she

aged very nicely abroad. When the first
Rogers-Bergerac movie, "Twist Of Fate"
is completed, it will be shown in Europe
for six months before it's released here
a sure indication that Ginger has a bun-

greats

cover handling and mailing.
Studio of Stars, Box 1278, Studio C2
Studio City, California

you hove read our

What she

upcoming "The Big Telecast Of 1954."
He'll have to work four weeks, however,
before he departs with the $16,000 for two
songs in the filmusical which will star TV

FREE!

and

in Europe.

West Coast producers

ment

Large size photo of your favorite

FREE!

made

to be

QUINCON DANCE SUPPLIES

is

The Sidney Linnets (Rita Gam) are
bored with the separation rumors. They
go their separate ways when their work-

There are those who will tell you Piper
Laurie has decided to become Mrs. David
Schine (he's heir to the hotel fortune)
but not until late in 1955, after his Army

—

discharge

.

.

.

Pilar Pallette, the Peruvian beauty who
to become the next Mrs. John
Wayne just as soon as she's legally free
from wealthy Dick Weldy is sporting a
new diamond necklace: a blue pearshaped diamond of ten carats set in a pendant of clear white baguette diamonds

plans

—

—

and platinum. The bauble
she insists she bought

it

cost $50,000

herself!

.

.

and

.

One of the reasons for the Andy and
Delia Russell split was Andy's loyalty in
standing by Mario Lanza through the
worst of his troubles. Delia objected.
Now Andy admits he's "had it." He no
longer speaks to the beefy tenor
.
END
.
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CINDERELLA 1954
[CONTINUED FROM PACE

Even then she knew there was a spot
show business. She had

for her in her

an usherette at the theatre,
graduated to being cashier. She saw the
being changed each week and
bills
sometimes she felt that maybe she was
as pretty as some of those stars everyone
talked about and paid money to see.
That night she told the police officer,
"It may take me ten years to become a
star. I may be a model first, an extra
next but you watch, someday I'll be in
Hollywood with the rest of the stars."
It is a matter of record that the police
officer didn't take her too seriously. He
had heard other kids talk like that before.
But he was a wonderful friend because
he had always had a willing ear, a ready
smile to keep the young fires kindling.
Cops are not always tough. This one
wasn't. He had a soft tender spot in his
started as

—

—

—

heart for the young Elaine, whose bright
young mind was cluttered with the stuff
o' dreams.
After graduation, Cinderella Stewart
started her ride. She worked steadily,
and not dishearteningly, in a doctor's office in Montclair. She came to the atten-

Harry Conover, one of the top
model agents, and was quickly signed.
Soon she began to appear on the covers
of national magazines, and then one wonderful, exciting day in Long Beach she
was chosen "Miss See."
For three years Elaine shuttled between TV and magazine covers. Then
Paramount's successful producer Hal
Wallis set eyes upon her liked what he
saw, and quickly signed her. The picture
was "'Sailor Beware."
The little girl from the small town was
tion of

—

35]

on the way up, up, up.

Her face was
getting as familiar in the magazines and
on movie posters as Marilyn Monroe. In
less than six months she was signed by
Studios, and even the foreign press
took cognizance of her existence. They

MGM

quickly dubbed her "Miss Everything."
After several introductory roles in
which she scored with critics and public
alike, she made her first real big hit in

"The Bad And The Beautiful."
Movieland had accepted Montclair's
Miss Stewart. Today Elaine can't always
believe that it all really happened. In
the course of just a few years she has
made more movies than she can count
on the fingers of both hands. Other
studios are bidding for her services, and
as a charming young actress who, in-

—

Your friends will

"ooh" ond "ah"
when Ihey

card from you.

I

your good taste

—

guess everything turned out

remember

They'll

long after the
j

deed, has about everything she's getting
better and better with each new role.
"When you have a dream deep down
in your heart," she told this writer, "a
dream that isn't made of just Stardust in
your eyes, you have a good chance of
making it come true. At least, as long as
you work hard at it. I did work hard,

and

receive

a lavish Arl Guild

)

occasion passes.

Because Art Guild
cards are sold in your favorite
variety store where you get twice the

5{, 10(, 15<

value for only

25c,

or

ART GUILD OF WILLIAMSBURG, INC.

Lovely Birthstone Ring

all

A neat design, attractive looking.
40 14k roUed
"»
plate with simulated Birthstone

right."

V

made

Yes, certainly everything has turned
out all right for Elaine Stewart who
speaks German fluently, is partial to rare
steaks, enjoys badminton and dancing,
and has a flair for interior decorating.
As for that Montclair police officer, he
remembers all those conversations, and
those long walks home, with affection.
He still loves Elaine very much. For, if
you must know, Police Officer (now retired) Ulrich Steinberg happens to be
Elaine's own father.
END
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"When you have a dream deep down in your heart," says
that isn't made of just Stardust, you have a good chance

Elaine Stewart, "a dream
of

making

it

come

true."
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I

j

Street

City

D. C.

Age
Zone
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"I couldn't

bear to
until

I

MAGGI'S PRIVATE WIRE

live

.

.

[CONTINUED FROM PACE

heard you

the Marion Parsonnet Studios on

Long

Producer Reynolds feels the
films should be made as far away from
Movietown as possible if he had his
way, he'd have the foursome trek to
Island.

that day..."

—

London

or Paris

.

.

Red

Skelton and David Rose had
secret plans to make a personal appearance tour of leading nightclubs and
vaudeville theatres in a miniature "musical with comedy" but the project fell
through. TV rights weren't forthcoming
for the idea

.

.

original Ziegfeld stars as might be available today being asked to play themselves in the shows
.

in

.

.

47]

.

.

Gypsy Rose Lee, one of the great wits
show business, is listening to TV pro-

ducers about headlining several variety
shows for production later this year.
Gypsy would act as Mistress of Cere-

monies and contribute an occasional
song or "reading" to the proceedings
and those readings would be culled from

—

the works of Thomas Wolfe,
O'Neill and John Steinbeck
.

Mae
Jan Miner as "Julie Paterae"
of

CBS

Radio's "HILLTOP

HOUSE"

Don't miss this heart-rending
story of a woman who gained
courage through the miracle of a
famous radio program.

West's planned

read "The Letter That Meant

Delilah, brought forth a storm of protest

proceeding with original
will concentrate on a
telefilm series based on her greatest sucplans,
cess,

in

Frue Life STORIES
MAGAZINE

La West

"Diamond

Lil,"

in

which

she'll

again portray the provocative "Belle of
the Bowery" in different comedy situations each week with several songs
added in the usual Mae Westian man-

—

newsstands

drama,

true-to-life

Listen To "HILLTOP HOUSE,"

starring Jan Miner, daily

CBS Radio

on the

and

tion! Instead of

by Jan Miner

-For

of Troy, Camille

from women's clubs throughout the na-

The Most To Me"

sale at

programs, in

acters in her cast of celebrated heroines,
but the announcement that she would
impersonate Marie Antoinette, Madame

Pompadour, Helen

now on

TV

which she would portray famous women
in history down through the ages, has
hit a snag. The buxom actress had hopes
of including fictional and factual char-

network.

Bernard Sobel, former Florenz Ziegwhose recent memoirs,
"Broadway Heartbeat," were published
by Hermitage House, has been approached to work on a series of scripts
feld press agent,

for video dramatizations of his biography.
Tony Curtis, Don Taylor and Robert

Cumrnings are being mentioned to play
in the proposed telefilms. The
glamourous Ziegfeld era would be re-

See your local newspaper

Sobel

for time and station.

vived for the program, with as

many

.

Eugene
.

Betty Lynn, Kay Bolger's redheaded
made a switch in her affections from Dick Clayton (John Ericson's agent) back to Donald Buka, her
first "steady"
leading lady,

—

.

Pattee

.

.

Chapman who

plays Miss Duffy

on the Ed "Archie" Gardner "Duffy's
Tavern" telefilm series, has the longest
fingernails of any video actress extant.
Measuring three full inches in length
she's not before the TV cameras,
she has them trimmed down to a mere
two inches during her working weeks.
Her nails grow so fast she has to keep
measuring them so that their length is
consistent for all sequences in the filmed
series.
Ironically enough, Pattee was
offered the co-starring role in a TV
adaptation of "My Sister Eileen" (in the
role originally created by Shirley Booth
on the New York stage more than a
dozen years ago) but had to decline it
when her "Duffy's Tavern" shooting
schedule overlapped the "Eileen" rehearsal period. For those who remember, the point is obvious. Shirley Booth
created the character of Miss Duffy on
"Duffy's Tavern" years ago on radio
while she was married to "Archie"-Ed

when

Gardner

.

.

.

(sponsored by ALKA SELTZER)
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Design Smart Fashions
LEARN AT HOME-SPARE TIME
Fascinating field. Design own wardrobe at
considerable saving. Gain experience designing for others. It may lead to thrilling career
even a shop of your own some day. Basic
"learn-by-doing" course under guidance of
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•point for a career. Send for free booklet, "A
Career in Fashion Designing."
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—
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635 Dlversey Parkway

Dept. 4433.

Chicago

14, III.

write.

LINDO,

WATERTOWN, MASS.

Ella Raines, popular screen star, signs contract for telefilm series called, "Janet
Dean, Registered Nurse." Edward Madden, v.p. of Motion Pictures For TV, looks on.

Earn
Steve Holland and Irene Champplay Flash and Dale in the new
telefilm series, "Flash Gordon" (based
on the King Features comic strip), descended upon the ice rink in New York's
Rockefeller Plaza in their "Flash Gordon" costumes on a dare, they donned
their skates and with the aid of several
instructors managed to get to the center
of the rink. Neither Flash nor Dale
(who can do anything in Outer Space on
their show) had ever been on ice skates
before. It's to their credit they didn't
tumble once while hundreds of their
young fans swirled around them. Actors
Louis Jourdan and Claude Dauphin, in
New York en route to Europe for their
own "Paris Precinct" teleseries, started
a conga line and managed to get Flash
and Dale off the ice without mishap. It
was Jourdan and Dauphin, expert skaters, who floundered and fell several
times after Flash and Dale took off in
their "space ship" a rented limousine

When

lin,

who

—

If

.

.

and when Edgar Bergen and Ken

Murray

get around to filming their

series called,

gen will be responsible for the show's
scripts, and Murray will appear on the
program. Based on recent historical facts
and figures, the telefilmed series will
have such notables as "Wrong Way"
Corrigan, Florence Chadwick, Admiral
Richard E. Byrd, Gene Tunney and
Eleanor Roosevelt making guest appearances. How many Edgar Bergen fans
realize that Charlie McCarthy's side-kick
has been writing radio-TV shows for
years? At the termination of his CBS-TV
contract, Edgar would then join the cast
line-up of "Where Were You?" with
Murray, during the filming of the second series of 39 films. They will do 117
thirty-minute programs in all
END
.

.
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Hear and see Maggi on her own program, "Maggi's Private Wire," Monday
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DESIGNED TO DELIGHT
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comes the shampoo itself which, in this
dry hair era, might well be Conti. As you
may know, Conti is made with a combination of pure castile and pure olive oils
so you can be sure of getting the gentlest
treatment for those treasured
lathers abundantly
and cleanses most efficiently but it is always wise to follow the experts' procedure and use two applications a ten
ounce bottle sells for less than a dollar
so your budget won't feel any strain.

possible
tresses.

The shampoo

—

ready to decide on
a change of hair color or perhaps all you
need to do is to perk up the original

At

this point you're

shade. In this scientific age of ours either
alternative is easy to accomplish. In fact,
it's easier now than it ever was because
the Nestle-Lemur Company has branched
out from its specialty of supplying permanent hair tints to beauty salons and
has come up with a new product called
"Colorhair," for home use. There are a
number of reasons for getting excited
about Colorhair so we'll list them for you.
First is the fact that Colorhair conditions
the hair as it colors second is the fact
that the activator controls and regulates
the development of color so that you're

—

sure of a uniform result in a minimum of
time (hair can't be over-done or underdone) third is the wonderful advantage

—

having everything you need to work
with right in the Colorhair package, even
to plastic mitts, mixer bottle and dualpurpose applicator. The formula itself has
both lanolin and lecithin compounds to
give added softness and lustre. Enough
of

In general, it's best to pick a color
a shade or two lighter than your
own natural hair an easy enough selection with a range of ten Colorhair shades
to choose from. The price, by the way, is
said?
that

is

—
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Now it's time to set your hair, and
here again, it's only common-sense to
copy the professionals and use a good
wave-setting lotion. One that you can
get just about anywhere is the Dr. Ellis'
Wave Set, a new formula that contains
processed lanolin. It does all the things
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hair,

hair).

This

PSORIASIS
is

no longer
a heartache

may seem

Learn

combed out and
one final trick that you
can borrow from the hairdressers and
that is to treat it to a mist of spray -on
hair net. The newest to arrive on cosmetic counters is Richard Hudnut's Spray
And Stay the very same special formula
preparation which has been used exclu-

Avenue

Salon.

It

your hair "body" and keep it
smoothly in place even when the weather
will give

rainy.
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ANTON WALKER'S HOLLYWOOD ON BROADWAY
[CONTINUED FROM PACE

If

and when Deborah Kerr decides to

take a vacation from her "Tea

And Sym-

pathy" starring role on Broadway, Joan
Bennett and Jane Wyatt are standing by
hoping to be selected as her replacement.
The play, a smash hit, dealing with a

theme (too controversial as film
fodder) has established Deborah Kerr as
one of the finest actresses ever to come
out of Hollywood to appear on the New
York stage. She'll win many of the top
honors accorded distinguished players
each year in New York, before the season
delicate

over. Miss Bennett has a slight edge
over Miss Wyatt for this acting plum insofar as the play's producers recall the
impressive acting job turned in by Miss
Bennett in the touring company of "Bell,
Book And Candle" several seasons ago.
Added to that, Joan Bennett is still a
bigger "name" although, in this space, the
lovely Miss Wyatt still leads in the matis

ter of talent

a

.

.

hair-do

Silliest

many

.

to

moon was

Manhattan

hit

the

bizarre

worn by Barbara Payton
deep

— the

in

coiffure

a

front

remainder platinum. It
created no end of talk along Gotham's
cafe circuit none of it complimentary
the

red,

—

.

.

—

unknown

"sing" to the dubbed-in
~

will
.

.

.

For some unexplained reason Greer
Garson has been taking diving lessons
(breathing tube, fins and all) at a New
York hotel swimming pool under the supervision

of

This establishes
for the longrumored battling duo. The ever-on-tap
presence of Roz Russell might have been
a deciding factor the "Wonderful Town"
star has always been Evie and Van's best
friend. She's settled many a dispute between them by a mere flick of an eye-

during their entire
new record of

visit.

sorts

—

.

.

.

.

Mickey Rooney didn't like it one bit
a group of show business pals kidded him about the report he was all set
to star in a Broadway musical based on

when

a

brow

.

.

the career of Johnny, the Philip Morris
page, who soon celebrates his 20th year
with the cigarette company. Rooney
ducked his pals in a huff at Sardi's and
no amount of pleading could induce him
to return
.

.

.

A new commercial helicopter service
New York airports (carrying up

between

Wally Cox, TV's "Mr. Peepers," escorted dancer Marilyn Genaro of "The King
And I," to a small dinner party hosted by
Marlon Brando in honor of Movita. Two
days later Miss Genaro visited Brando on
the "Waterfront" set in Hoboken, New
Jersey, and the following night they were
dancing cheek-to-cheek at the Hotel Pierre's Cotillion Room. Movita and Wally
Cox were nowhere in sight. In less than
ten days, the youthful "King And I" dancer was offered a screen test by "Waterfront" director Elia Kazan. She declined
the offer, with thanks, to remain in the
chorus of the Yul Brynner show. She's
back to dating "Mr. Peepers," and Movita
and Brando have also resumed their dueting, but for a while there it looked like
a Hollywood-type scenario
.

.

.

to 40 passengers)

had

to cancel

a celebrity -laden inaugural

plans for

when

flight

the visiting Hollywood stars, invited to
make the flight, insisted upon remuneration for participating in the event. The
implied endorsement of these screen stars,
it was felt (by their agents), was worth
up to $3,000 individually. The planned

junket was junked

Diana Lynn, free

.

.

.

of her

"Moon

Blue

Is

commitment in London, is being
groomed for the new Elmer Rice play,
"The Winner," due on Broadway late in
April. Steve Cochran flew into town to
read for the male lead before Scott Brady
was contacted. Now the race is on between them, with Brady favored over
Cochran by Diana Lynn herself
stage

.

.

.

.

Authentic New York locations will be
used for the movie based on Bing Crosby's autobiography, "Call Me Lucky," just
as soon as The Groaner gets around to
giving his approval to the young actor
who'll be selected to portray him in the
film. The "Jolson Story" technique will
be used Bing will record the songs, an

sound track

44]

around the edges

Katy Jurado slipped quietly into Gotham to meet novelist Louis L' Amour (he
came all the way from Mexico City after
meeting her parents there) for a 24-hour
shopping spree. A wedding in the offing?

.

.

.

Bob Wagner handed out cigars to total
strangers at a local restaurant ten minutes after he learned he had become an
uncle. He even lighted one up for himself but after several puffs gave up and
very discreetly left his table returning
twenty

minutes

later

slightly

green

A phony posing as Mickey ("I, The
Jury") Spillane passed out bouncing
checks in Third Avenue and Greenwich
Village bars amounting to more than $500.
He managed to elude the police as in a
Spillane movie for weeks. Another check
for $100, offered by a patron for cashing
purposes at the chic Bon Soir in Greenwich Village, had local gendarmes rushing into the cafe. It was a mistake this
time Spillane himself had offered his
personal check to pay his bill. The incident created no end of embarrassment to
all concerned ...
END

—

—

—

champ swimmer Florence

Chadwick. "Mrs. Miniver" as an MGMusical mermaid seems an unlikely prospect

The daily practice sessions
were held early each morning before the
general public was permitted to enter the
pool. Attendants reported the Garson figfor the future.

ure as being very trim despite an obsolete

swim

suit

.

.

.

The Johnnie Ray-Susan Zanuck "romance" strictly a long distance telephone
courtship has met with the approval of

—
—

Susie's father, Darryl F. Zanuck, the 20th
Century-Fox boss just so long as it remains as is. Zanuck does not approve of

—

his daughter's constant dating of every
eligible male in Hollywood, nor of her

attempts to become a professional
In New York, the "Cry"
crooner called the Zanuck heiress (then
in Las Vegas) as often as ten times a day
and he'd call collect, which should give
readers a fair idea of the stability of this

futile

actress-singer.

new "romance"

.

.

.

Evie and Van Johnson, in town for another fast and furious fling of theatre going and shopping, didn't argue once
74

Victor Mature and his wife arrive in New York from Southampton on the Queen
Mary. Vic, who made a movie in England, returned home several pounds lighter.
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Amazing New Easy Way Can Quickly
Put Pounds And Inches of Firm
Solid Flesh on Scrawny Figures
No Cramming with Sugary Tonics,
No Fishy Oils, No Drugs,
No Overeating
At

The All-In-One

Last!

Concentrated Meal of Easier
Digested, Body-Building

Calories You've Long Heard

Was Coming!
For Men, Women,
Boys, Girls and Convalescents

WATE-ON
drugs, no

entirely safe, contains no
stimulants, nothing but a brand new
is

concentrated food formula that's

EXTRA RICH

in easier to assimilate calories, fortified with

other proven weight building elements.

DOCTORS

you are skinny, thin and underweight mail the coupon foi this latest discovery
modern medical science. It's called WATE-ON and anyone in normal health
may quickly gain 2, 4, as much as 5 lbs. in a week
then 10 pounds, 20 pounds
and more so fast it's amazing! Not a medicine, not intended to cure anything.
Instead WATE-ON is a new and different formula that's pleasant to take as directed
and is loaded with concentrated calories so prepared as to be far easier to be used
by the system in building wonderful body weight. Cheeks fill out, neck and bustline
gain, arms, legs, thighs, ankles, skinny underweight figures fill out all over the
body into graceful curves that draw admiring glances. WATE-ON also improves
the appetite, gives quick energy, guards against fatigue, sleepless nights, poor
endurance, low resistance. Also makes for better digestion of fats that put on
weight naturally. Try WATE-ON today.
If

of

.

Your recommendation
and approval is invited.
Write for professional

popular since you put
on those extra pounds!

More Than Many a Meal
in

Daily Dose

Each daily dosage

is
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many
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meal. Mail the coupon.

rich in calories as
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samples.
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WATE-ON
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FIRST

so loaded with super calories that putting on pounds and inches of firm flesh
a cinch. WATE-ON gives quick energy, improves the appetite, helps the healthy
system digest and absorb weight building fats. Contains bone building vitamin D
plus red vitamin B12 which has a remarkable ability, proven in clinical tests on
children, to cause weight and growth gains. If your doctor has been warning you
that your underweight condition can lead to fatigue, loss of sleep and low resistance, send for new WATE-ON today.
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SEND NO MONEY
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ON APPROVAL coupon below to send for your
new WATE-ON. On arrival pay $3.00 plus C.O.D. postage
Mail the
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AND

FILL
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LOSE APPETITE

DAY

the greatest weight building formula ever developed!

generous size bottle of
or $5.50 for double size

on the guarantee if the first bottle doesn't increase your weight to your satisfaction
you need do to get your money back is return the empty bottle. Now today
mail the coupon. Youngsters get mother or dad to order for you.

all

.

AT MEALTIME

Many

skinny people have
smaller than normal
stomachs. Halfway thru a

meal they're full, have
no more appetite. Take
concentrated

WATE-ON

for the body building
calories missed.

WATE-ON

works wonders putting
on healthy weight.

WATE-ON
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CO., Dept.

294,

N. Michigan Ave., Chicago 1,

In

CO., Dept. 294,
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N.

COUPON TODAY
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1,

III.

Canada: 320 Jones Ave., Toronto b, Ont.
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return
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I

the empty bottle.
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Elizabeth Taylor, star of

RHAPSODY,
an M-G-M Technicolor picture,
finds Leg-O-Genic glamour easy
with Bur- Mil Cameo nylons.

Your shining moments
call for misty dull stockings
And

says Elizabeth Taylor. "There's no

breathlessly sheer 66 gauge, 12

Cameo nylons

doubt that when your stockings shine

denier

— you don't," says beautiful Elizabeth

luxury. These new, ultra-twist

Taylor. Miss Taylor relies

Cameo nylons
screen and

off.

for leg

Cameo

only nylons with Face
veil

your

on Bur-Mil

glamour on the
stockings, the

Powder

Finish,

legs with misty dullness.

assure better
actual test.

.

.

Cameos

and longer wear by
for Bur-Mil Cameo

66 gauge
$1.65. Other full-fashioned and

stockings.
.

fit

Ask

are a practical

Full-fashioned

seamless styles from $1.15 to $1.65.

ALSO MADE IN CANADA BY BURLINGTON MILLS HOSIERY COMPANY OF CANADA, LTD.
BUR-MIL, CAM ZO AND FACE POWDER FINISH ARE REGISTERED TRADEMARKS OF 9URLINGT0N MILLS CORPORATION,
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Doctor's deodorant
discovery* safely

STOPS ODOR

^tm

S3

Ml DAY

itself

HONG
New Mum

with

1 31

M-3

^0

won't irritate normal skin
or damage fabrics

m i

M

,J

ft

tnn

Most

arresting

new

couple in Holly-

wood is Fred MacMurray and June
Haver. They met at a party, both having

M-3
this
ly

tested

New Mum with M-3

under

arm. Active on-

under

tested

few hours against

odor

arm.

bacteria.

Still

against

this

active

odor bac-

arrived with other dates, but they left together and, when last heard from, were
inseparable. Both have had enough tragedy in their lives to last a long while and
the romantic-minded in our hills and flatlands are very alert to what progress this
friendship will make.
Well, we'll see whether this happens or
Joan Crawford, always interested in
the role, as well as the picture, has offered to play d small part in one of the
Cecil B. DeMille epics. Mr. DeM. took her
at her word and offered her the role of
the girl who discovered Moses in the bullnot.

Actual underarm tests by doctors prove

Mum

with

M-3

new

protects against bacteria

—

far longer
that cause perspiration odor
than the ordinary deodorant tested.

rushes for his "The Ten Commandments."

.

*Exclusive deodorant based originally on doc-

tor's discovery,
2.

Stops odor

M-3

clings to

now

All that's happened so far with Terry
Moore, since she wore the white fur Bikini bathing suit on her Korean tour, is
that all the boys are flocking around to
date her and everybody wants her for
roles in pictures. If she'd gone to Korea
in a Mother Hubbard and sunbonnet, she
might just be Miss Oblivion by now.

When the Hollywood Women's Press
Club gave out their annual awards for cooperative and un-co, there was a big
storm about Esther Williams getting the
uncooperative one for the second straight
year. You should have heard the howls
that went up about it. But these are the
gals who write you your stories about the
stars and they should know who does and
who doesn't want to talk. Dale Robertson, the male "winner" with Esther just
nothin', in true Oklahoma
party, celebrating the event
and particularly the cooperative award to
Roy Rogers and Dale Evans was a real

didn't
style.

say

The

—

the glamourous Joan will indeed buy this.

humdinger with Virginia Mayo (second
place), and Michael O'Shea, Cary Grant,

Lex Barker and Lana Turner, still a
Mocambo.

Jeff

Her name
1

Marilyn Monroe and Joe DiMaggio beam
happily after San Francisco wedding.

is

Bythis. So we'll see whether

contains long-lasting M-3.

all day long because invisible
your skin— keeps cm destroying

odor bacteria a

full

24 hours. Just use daily.

3. Non-irritating to normal skin. Only leading
deodorant containing no strong chemical astringents—will not block pores.

Won't rot or discolor fabrics — certified by
American Institute of Laundering.
4.

5.

Delicate

new
6.

Mum

new

fragrance. Creamier texture—

won't dry out

in

the

jar.

— ideal for
Mum today.

Gentle, safe, dependable

napkins, too.

Get new

sanitary

NEWMUM.
cream deodorant
with longlasting

M-3

A PRODUCT OF BRISTOL-MYERS

6

brunette, caused stampede at

That ever

lovin'

Donnell,

Aldo Ray and

pair,

share

a

private

joke.

AN

11-DAY,

EXPENSE-FREE

VACATION for TWO

yiflll

Or One of 35 Other Prizes!
(2nd)Diamond-studded
(3rd)Crosley

TV

Lucien

Piccard

wrist

watch.

(4th)Solid gold bracelet from

set.

Marchal of 5th Avenue.

(5th)Pedigreed French
Poodle from Wilson (makers of Ideal Dog Food).
(6th) S

1

00

(7th $

1

)

(8th-

U. S. Savings Bond from Doeskin Tissue.

2th)Elgin

1

Holder Set.

Lauren Bacall joins Humphrey Bogart in
Rome where he is at work on a picture.

nicer people.

This duo bears watching.

California.

American Compact,

Lighter,

4th)Crosley

Radio.

V.I. P.

She and Debbie Reynolds were
both working at RKO and made arrangements to share the jormer Joan Fontaine
dressing room so they could cook their
own lunches. These two as cooks are
bow."

really fun.

You never

get

much

to eat

but they provide a million laughs.

Clark Gable and Spencer Tracy were
reminiscing the other day. and came up
with a fact we didn't know. "We have a
Spence
lot in common," they agreed.
played the tuba in the school band while
Gable did some hot licks on a trombone.

Every gal in town

is

mad

at

(31st-36th)l 6 oz.

Tabu Cologne by Dana.

ENTER THIS EXCITING CONTEST!
Just name the Gayla Golden Jubilee hair
style! \ ou can win a luxurious 11-day,
expense-free, vacation for two in enchanting
Hawaii! \ou ll fly bv Northwest Airline
Stratocruiser to and from romantic Honolulu,
stay at the palatial Moana Hotel on Waikiki
swim
Beach ... eat exotic foods
dance
and relax under the stars! Hurry! Enter
today
you can be one of the lucky winners!
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

. .

Bob Wag-

gible bachelor

this

an

eli-

World's Foremost Beauty Authority
John Robert Powers and his famous
Powers Models have selected Gayla
hold -bob as the perfect bobby pin.

HERE'S ALL YOU
1. Suggest a name

hold-bob"
World's Largest Selling Bobby Pin

a rare thing, finds his
'CONTINUED ON PACE 10)
is

To mark our 50 years of hair-accessory
leadership, we introduce the newest,

/I

la

HAVE TO DO!
"Golden

for our

Jubilee" hair style.
2. Print the suggested name on a plain
piece of paper. Each entry must include
the top of a

Gayla HOLD-BOB bobby

pin

card or Gayla Hair Net envelope, 25
words or less, telling why you prefer this
Gayla product, your name and address,
and f.He name and address of the store
where you purchased the Gayla product.
Submit as many entries as you wish, but
each entry must consist of only one name

suggested.
3. Mail entry to

decided to soft-pedal romance and concentrate on his career. He
( at

JOHN ROBERT POWERS

.

ner, since he's

hasn't had a date in two months
writing), and Hollywood, where

created by

(15th)Luxite

Gowns, Negligees, Slips.
(1 6th)Sportswear Separates by Tabak of California.
(1 7th)Leather Makeup Case filled with Max Factor
Cosmetics.
(1 8th)Shoe Wardrobe (3 pairs) of Grace
Walker shoes.
9th-24th)Three Pairs of Luxite
Hosiery.
(25th-30th)Two Pairs of Harms Gloves.
of

( 1

Lori Nelson wears one dress and 12
sunsuits and swimsuits in "The Big Rain-

THIS
HAIR STYLE

Lipstick

(13th)Lady's Suit by Rosenblum of
( 1

Wardrobe

Lingerie

NAME

00 Jantzen Sports wear Wardrobe.

most startling bobby pin creation! It's
the new, improved Golden Jubilee
Gayla hold-bob bobby pin with new
Flexi-Grip, the patented, exclusive
Gayla scientific design that makes the
world's best bobliY pin even better!

CONTEST, Gaylord

Products, Inc., 1918 Prairie Ave.,
Chicago 16, III. Make sure your name
and address and that of the store are
legible. Entries with insufficient postage
will not be accepted.
4. John Robert Powers and his staff will
be the judges and their decisions will be
final. Entries will be judged solely on
basis of originality and aptness. In case
of ties, duplicate prizes will be

awarded. All entries become the property of Gaylord Products, Incorporated,
and none will be returned.
5. Contest is open to all except
employees of Gaylord Products, Incorporated, their advertising agency, and
Contest is subject to all
Federal, State, and local regulations.

their families.

1954. All
be postmarked on or before
midnight of the closing date and received not later than July 7, 954.
7. Winners will be notified by mail
within a month after the closing date.
A complete list of winners will be sent
to persons sending a stamped selfaddressed envelope.
6. Contest closes June 30,
entries must

Enter Todav!

It's

Fun.. So Easy to Win!

1

Also available
in 25c cards

^

'

B8LD-B0B
sown wss

MAIL
THIS ENTRY
BLANK TODAY!

"CONTEST"
Gaylord Products, Incorporated, Dept.
1918 Prairie Ave., Chicago 16, Illinois

PW-4

Here is my Gayla Contest entry. I am enclosing my name suggestion for the Golden Jubilee hair style, the top of a Gayla
hold-bob hobby pin card or a Gayla Hair >»et envelope. 2.t
words or less telling why I prefer this Gayla product, and the
name and address of the store where it was purchased.

Terry Moore eats Oriental style at gala
costume party given her by 20th Century.

.

Zone

.State.
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^low-poke Sally

what hollywood

be oh-so-late

for dates

— until

itself is

talking about! (CONTINUED)

she discovered

Lentheric's

Powder Pac,
the pressed powder that's

on in seconds!

It's powder

and foundation all in one.

Cream-misted with
gentle

Lanolair*

.

.

.

for

a wonderfully sm-oo-th mat

finish. Now Sally's

ready

and radiant when her

a-courtin

___Je^t Sheer Beauty Powder Paoror[

-—now in pretty pink

n-gold compact

— can't

i
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plus lax
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YOU SUFFER

IF

OJifAJ
wWmt
get

spill!

shades

§11

FMf

of HEADACHE
neuralgia
neuritis

WHY

decision rather hard to take.

The biggest hoot in town is the fabulous
portrait which artist John Morris made of
Jerry Lewis as Whistler's Mother. One of
Jerry's writers had it made for our funnyboy. It's done in an exact replica of the
original, with Jer sitting profile in the
rocking chair with the white lace cap on
his head and it's so subtle that you have
to do three double takes before you get it.
Jerry fainted three times when he saw it
and has completely re-arranged his paintings at home so this gets the best spot in
the house, focal-wise, over the fireplace.
The butcher, the baker, the mailman, the

milkman and anybody
the house

is

else

is

Martel,

1953's

Miss

Uni-

now Mrs. Ronnie Marengo.

by

Anocin is like a doctor's
. .
That is, Anacin contains not
just one but a combination of medically
proved active ingredients. No other product
gives faster, longer-lasting relief from pain
of headache, neuralgia, neuritis than Anacin
tablets. Buy Anacin® today I
.

—

first,

the fabulous

—

The introduction of the fabulous young
comedienne-singer, Kaye Ballard, to Hollywood in an amusing musical called,
"Great To Be Alive," had the whole town
talking and raving and the agents banked
up solid trying to sign her for pictures.
The opening night audience, which had

—

Marge and Gower Champion, Joanne

Gil-

to

good

laughing so hard, made it a big occasion
in the town. Miss Parsons calls Kaye a
female Jerry Lewis. And you know some-

Jer.

of

has been made into a movie), she doubled between the stage show and the Mo
lot of folks didn't get to see her when
she made such a smasheroo here before.

Paul Douglas, Joe Pasternak, Ross
Hunter, Judith Evelyn, Louella Parsons,
and similar fine-haired type characters
practically smashing the furniture from

who comes

led to the picture

Mocambo's had a long parade

prescription.

New

verse,

at

acts recently

the way thousands of
physicians and dentists recommend.

HERE'S

Christiane

Marin

true

love comes

ilooK

June Haver with Ned
John Wayne's costume party.

Pretty-as-ever

Lynne

Carter and his Four Carriers. Lynne's
one of the best female impersonators
you've ever seen and his precision act. in
the fashion of Kay Thompson and the
Williams Brothers, had Hollywoodians
gasping. Then came the return of the
veddy clever Billy Daniel (the dancer,
not the singer) with Lita Baron. Then,
when Eartha Kitt came back to town with
the musical show "New Faces" (which

bert,

Kaye winged back to
some night club engagements and moves to this Coast for
thin'?

She's right.

New York

to fulfill

pictures and television right soon.

Another funny one

that's scheduled to
Jackie Gleason. He's making a picture called "Who He?" which he
will direct, write, and star in. He's a very
solid man on the Hollywood scene and
it'll
be nice to have this funny fellow

move West

is

Style Craze Puts

HUNDREDS

OF
EXTRA DOLLARS
In

Your Pocket!

FLEXICLOGS sweep

nation! $1,250 in one
months! These spare time records of some of our dealers show you your
big opportunity with FLEXICLOGS! New
hinged wooden sandals that flex with your
foot are breaking sales records everywhere.
Colorful models for men, women, children
j
plus complete accessory line will triple your #
*
profits. No experience, no investment. Get FREE Sales Kit and Sample Offer now!.

month!

$900 in 3

SEND FOR FREE OUTFIT!
I

|

FLEXICLOGS, Box
New

|

I

|

10

39- W,

Holstein, Wisconsin

Please rush
j

FREE Sales Kit and Sample Offer without obi igab'on

Name

.

Address

City&Zone

At Wayne's shindig, Fred MacMurray
State

sits

one out with British Mara Lane.

The Johnny Weissmullers, with Duke
Wayne, really dressed fancy for party.

Plumed-hatted Jeanne Crain and Highlander Red Skelton at Wayne's gala.

Are you
in the

around, busying with pictures, television,
and those wonderful musical arrangements he makes for records.

When Susan Hayward returned from
making "Garden Of Evil" with Gary
Cooper in Mexico City, she had to face
the bother and hassle of the divorce from
Jess Barker. While she was away, this
guy just up and moved back into her
house without permission and it was a bit
of an ugly mess. Everybody's with Susie
on

this.

Two surprise

reconciliations

— Gene

Nelson and his wonderful wife, Miriam,
and we sincerely hope it works this time
and that he appreciates what a truly great
person she is. The other Ginny Simms
and Bob Calhoun. Hollywood hopes
it will really continue to be surprised by

—

know?

tonic, try —
Q Shreds and patches

good Spring

For a

Sulphur and molasses

I

|

Has Spring turned the gang into social
sluggards? Get 'em stirring — on a Hobo
Hike. Boys to be rigged in old, beat-up
togs; girls in jeans 'n' jackets with gay,
sewn-on patches. Bring a kettle. Have
everyone tote a can of eats, for stew; then
use the emptied tins instead of plates. It's
fun! And instead of being a mope-at-home
on trying days — choose Kotex. See how
comfortable you can be with this softness
that holds

shape!

its

these two sticking together.

One of the first steps in Gail Russell's
getting back on the right track, perhaps,
so at
is the divorce from Guy Madison

—

they can be friends. Guy is truly,
really concerned with Gail's problems and
has tried very hard to help her out. If
she'd just get over being scared of the
cameras, Gail might very well get back
into the picture business; but at this
point, she's more nervous about facing

Which would improve

least

I

I

Clothes

harmony

Vocally, these hopefuls

Should you use an antiperspirani
I

|

Before bathing
I

I

tike a

Q

—

duet?

this

A harp

may

_j Ear muffs

rate.

But

to style-

sharp eyes, her outfit's off key. What's wrong
with that newsworthy print ? Nothing — if she d
worn an "urcbusy" hat! Follow the single
feature plan, costume-wise. Just as in buying
Kotex you select the one size that does most
for you: Regular, Junior-or Super.

Instead of bathing

bunny

underarm moisture

baffles you, do you
use an antiperspirant properly? After bathing, towel your armpits pronto. Then apply
the dryer -upper quick like a bunny — to
close your pore "doors" before perspira-

If

But in sanitary protection,
what you need — and get
(non-fail!) with Kotex. Those special flat
pressed ends prevent revealing outlines.
tion

starts

absorbency

!

is

More women choose
than

all

KOTEX

other sanitary napkins
tG

U

.

S. PAT.

Have you tried new Delsey* toilet tissue — the only one that's
and firm and soft — like Kleenex* tissues? Each tissue
tears off evenly— no shredding, no waste. And Delsev's
double-ply for extra strength. Don't you think your family
deserves this new, finer tissue? Ask for Delsey at vour
favorite store. If not on hand, have them order it for you.

fine

Barbara Ruick and her husband, Bob
Horton, beam happily at big premiere.

.

OFF.

what hollywood

itself is

talking about!

(CONTINUED)

Charlie lives in town several days a week
while working before the cameras, then
races back to his delightful Palm Springs
home and his beloved Racquet Club. One
weekend there, two of Hollywood's most
eligible bachelors were around having fun
Howard Duff (who practically makes
the R.C. his home) and Fernando Lamas.
The Argentinian doesn't seem to be too
awfully lonesome without Arlene Dahl,
who went to New York to pursue her
career in the theatre. You should see the
gals flock around this boy! And he really
turns the charm on them.

—

Donald Murphy, one of our favorite
actors and people, was spending a vacation in his beautiful Santa Fe, New Mexico, home when one of his "Letters To
Loretta" TV shows went on. The Santa

Fe switchboard was clogged up with calls
to Don, telling him to get back to Hollywood as fast as he could the offers for
parts were pouring like martinis at a

—

cocktail party.

Everyone at Warners' drops around to see Judy Garland on the set of "A Star Is
Born." Guy Madison, in "The Command," visits Judy and co-star James Mason.
those machines than

Garbo ever was.

When handsome Ted

—

—

"Sign Of The Pagan." What's kind of unusual is that the French Consul in Los
Angeles gave a most elaborate formal reception for her in the Crystal Room of the
Beverly Hills Hotel with all of Hollywood's elite there to gasp at this beauty's
beauty. Hugh O'Brian has been one of
her favorite dates in Hollywood. The
Taylor hour is definitely over.

Briskin, father of

Betty Hutton's two cute daughters, came
out on one of his periodic trips to Hollywood (he runs the Revere Camera and
Tape Recorder enterprises in Chicago),
his steady date was the beautiful Ursula
Thiess. Teddy's business interests keep
him pretty well tied down to the cattle
town, but he'd rather be here close to
the beautiful gals which very definitely
includes his two youngsters.

—

One of the most beautiful women to
grace Hollywood ever is the Parisian
ballerina, Ludmilla Tcherina. She's the
gal Robert Taylor was so off his rocker
about a year or so back. Mile. T. is making her American screen debut in U-I's

—

still raving about the beauand large party which Harriet Parsons gave at her home for two hundred

People are

tiful

Nancy Walker, doing a big comedy part
"Lucky Me" with Doris Day at Warners, was overjoyed when her husband,
David Craig, was able to join her in Hollywood. Nancy's a very happy gal these
in

days, with the very good-looking singervoice coach, David, and her young baby
gal and hopes to spend more and more
time in this section of the universe.

Wm. Demarest meet
Of Round Table" opening.

Marie Wilson and
at "Knights

people, right in the midst of producing the
comedy, "Susan Slept Here," for RKO.
The real eye-catcher was a flower-laden
gondola in the swimming pool with a very
real looking mock-up (this is airplane

When Howard Hughes decided to heck
with the censors' jrowns about the Jane
Russell sexy dance in "The French Line,"
he cut out the best number in the show,
the title song "The French Line" which
musical comedy star Mary McCarty sang.
This was a great pity because it was the
high spot of the film. Now that Mr. H.
has decided more or less to conform to
the censors' wishes, the number is slated
to go back in anyway, we hope so because it's about the best number we've
ever seen done in a picture. People are
puzzling over Jane's attitude about this
dance, since she consented to wear the
costume and do the number and didn't
begin to squawk about it until all the
publicity broke that it was too hot for

—

celluloid.

One of the happiest guys we know to
pick up his career again is the handsome
Charles Farrell, whose television show,
"My Little Margie," is a big. big success.
12

Kirby Weatherly and Joan Evans, who are such great friends of Joan Crawford's,
share a Sahara Hotel table in Las Vegas with Mercedes McCambridge, who isn't.

The Cocktail

Veil 'Si

— inlerprelotion

by John Frederics

w
Greg Bautzer, who gets around to all
the dolls, now dates Mari Blanchard.
talk for model) of Jane Russell sitting in
same. It was so crowded with people you
could hardly see the people, but they
were really gasping over the handsome
young Robert Kenaston, Jr., who is the
son of former star Billie Dove. Young
Bob is probably the handsomest man any-

where

in the world

and

you'll get

underarms

your

have no odor

look at him in 20th' s "Bridges At
Toko-Ri."
first

Buddy Pepper had a likewise crowded
and fun party in his attractive Laurel
Canyon house. Buddy

—

underarms
cant stain

gets real red-faced

embarrassed at his or anybody else's
parties because everybody always insists
on his playing his all-time record breaking

"Vaya Con Dios," so

he's written

some

new

tunes, just for a change of pace.
Among Buddy's guests was Lisa Kirk,
who got up and sang and sang and did
the kids love it! Jane Withers, with Matt

—

Applegate, has bloomed so since she quit
carrying the torch for Bill Moss this gal
has a repertoire of the funniest stories
you've ever heard. Real ones. Going into

—

television, this girl

Hollywood took

k $

*

is.

a very

dim view

(CONTINUED ON PACE
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only

FRESH has

this

Moisture -Shield "-foimuia
to

keep underarms

For sure protection, and for long-lasting

this

you can trust safe, gentle,
new Fresh Cream Deodorant.

underarms dry.

protection,

Fresh has a special "Moisture-Shield"

formula. Tests

in

a leading university

laboratory show that
to

Popular
cort

at

Debbie Reynolds' latest esopenings is Richard Anderson.

180%

other
Fresh

is

new

Fresh has up

greater astringent action than

leading cream deodorants.

It's

astringent action that keeps your

• Trust your loveliest clothes to Fresh.

•

It's

fluffier!

• Fresh

is

Never

sticky or gritty.

guaranteed not

effectiveness

— or

• Be lovely to love always
every day.

also manufactured and distributed in Canada. Fresh is a registered trademark of

to lose

its

your money back.

— use Fresh

The Pharma -Craft Corporation

Prince Valiant

A ll of the pageantry,
*^ orful backgrounds

chivalry and colKing Arthur's
court are skilfully incorporated into this
action film. The story, based on the book
and popular comic strip, faithfully traces
the maturing of 'Prince Valiant (Bob
Wagner) as a man and as a knight. Honored knight Sterling Hayden takes young
Valiant under his wing to teach him the
various skills a member of Arthur's court
must master. The friendship between the
two becomes sorely strained, however,
when both fall in love with Janet Leigh.
The triangle is further widened when her
younger sister, Debra Paget, admits her
love for Prince Valiant. Following some
knightly adventures, several rough and
tumble tournaments, the romance is
straightened out, with Janet and Bob
paired together and Hayden and Debra
betrothed. James Mason is particularly
effective as a villainous knight determined to thwart Valiant. Film's presented
with the usual lavish CinemaScope treatment. 20th Century -Fox.
of

—

Red Garters
Robert Wagner, Janet Leigh, James Mason and Barry Jones in 20th Century-Fox's
lavish CinemaScope film, "Prince Valiant," based on the popular comic strip.

Here's a topsy-turvy musical that spoofs
movie cowpokes and punctures ye old
code of the West. Rosemary Clooney,
Jack Carson, Guy Mitchell and Gene
Barry sing out that life should be more
like the movies and then set about showing you their remedy. The sky suddenly
becomes a Technicolor yellow, the houses
have only fake fronts, and every time
there's a hanging the whole town celebrates with a barbecue. Sound strange?

Then

you'll probably feel as perplexed as

Mitchell who wanders into this
strange set-up looking for his brother's
murderer. You see, even if your brother
is a no good varmint, the law sez you
gotta revenge his death. Eventually, Guy
discovers Barry's the villain, but instead
of winding up at each other's throats, the
fellows skip the shootin' and wind up
smoochin' with Pat Crowley and Joanne
Gilbert. It plumb shatters the code.

Guy

Tyrone Power, a half-caste British captain in charge of the Empire's Khyber Rifle
Unit, comes upon the sleeping villain, Guy Rolfe, in "King Of The Khyber Rifles."
14

Guy
"Red

Mitchell and Rosemary Clooney in
Garters," razzle-dazzle musical.

EVERY PASSIONATE MOMENT OF THE
STRANGEST ADVENTURE EVER TOLD!

To help her tribe, Rita Gam submits to
bandit chief Michael Simon in "Saadia."

Nudging the romance along are Clooney,
Carson and Indian maiden, Cass Daley.
It's

a razzle dazzle musical that's staged

Broadway production.

like a

wacky

and,

still,

wildly

It's

weird,

entertaining.

Paramount.

The Long, Long Trailer

With

newlyweds Lucille Ball and

Desi Arnaz piloting a honeymoon
trailer you can be sure you're in for a
fun whirl. Desi has an assignment in
Colorado with an engineering firm, and
Lucy thinks she can care for her groom
more appropriately if she has her own
home on wheels. The newlyweds break
almost every rule of the road, narrowly
escape getting killed when Lucy over-

I

I

at, mired down
mud, and eventually wind up planning
to divorce each other. The entire 90 minutes of the film belong to the Redhead

loads their trailer, get shot
in

and her favorite Cuban, with only brief
appearances allotted to Marjorie Main and
Keenan Wynn. Director Vincente Minnelli has beamed the movie for broad antics

and rib tickling response.
(CONTINUED ON PACE 16)

MGM.

with

LEE

J.

COBB

•

MAMIE Van DOREN

•

BART ROBERTS

and the MISS UNIVERSE BEAUTIES
Keefe Brasselle tries to make time with
Mitzi Gaynor in "Three Young Texans."

Directed by

JOSEPH PEVNEY

• Screenplay by

JOSEPH HOFFMAN

•

Produced by

HOWARD

CHRISTIE

IS

current films

CONTINUED

Lucille Ball and Desi Arnaz honeymoon
a trailer in "Long, Long Trailer."

in

Roberts) who not only wants to start the
Indians on the warpath again, but begin
,

a romance with Taza's love, Barbara
Rush. In his effort to wreck the peace,
Naiche murders a white family. Although
he is apprehended by Cavalry Capt. Gregg
Palmer, Taza persuades the officer to let
him deal with his brother in Apache
style; he also persuades him to let him
"police" the renegade Indians including
Geronimo. The agreement is a mistake
Cecille

getting

Brown agrees
prefect

of

to help Dennis O'Keefe
police drunk in "Drums

smuggle rifles aboard his ship by
Of Tahiti," 3-D Technicolor film.

which eventually causes a split in the
tribes with Taza and his group lining up
with the victorious whites. U-I.

clash in an exciting knife fight.

Saadia
Ferrer's a white doctor who's
buried himself in a French Morocco
village,
ruled by progressive Cornel
Wilde. The two enjoy a staunch friendship, until native girl Saadia (Rita Gam)
is taken ill and is called to the duo's attention. Upon her recovery, Ferrer assigns her to his hospital and the perfect
triangle is formed. The doctor is especially hopeful when Saadia defies native
rituals to risk her life to save his precious
serum. But woman-like, the young native declares her love for Wilde, which
leaves the doc with his tablets and test
tubes. The desert drama is beautifully
photographed in authentic Morocco settings, but at times wanders along like a
travelogue. The cast is competent, the settings spectacular and there's plenty of
derring-do for the most avid adventurist.

ab-

sorbing entertainment, packed with action
and adventure and beautifully photographed. 20th Century-Fox.

AAel

'

It's

*

Taza, Son

Hudson steps into the moccasins
recently vacated by Jeff Chandler as
Cochise. As the Apache warrior's son,
Taza, he is pledged to bring peace between his tribe and the white man. Opposing Rock is his brother Naiche (Bart

Rock

—

.

Of Cochise

Hell

Below Zero

Ladd stashes away his six-shooter
in favor of a harpoon hook. In an
effort to help his girl friend Joan Tetzel
find the mysterious reason for her father's disappearance, he joins an Antarctic whaling expedition. Before the culprits can be uncovered another murder
occurs, a boat is rammed and sunk and to

Alan

cap the powerful finish a fight is staged
on the treacherous confines of an iceberg.

MGM.
Of The Khyber

King

Rifles

The

CinemaScope lenses have been
"
trained upon India this time, and the
mounting warfare that existed between
British colonial troops and the rebellious
Afridi tribesmen during the year 1857.

Tyrone Power, a half-caste British capcharge of the Empire's Khyber
Rifle Unit, while his native brother heads
tain, is in

the opposing tribes.
fighting

off

ambush

When Ty
attacks,

isn't

he's

busy
even

busier trying to spurn the advances of

tempestuous Terry Moore, daughter of
Col. Michael Rennie. As garrison leader,
Rennie assigns Power to guard his daughter against kidnap threats of warrior Guy
Rolfe, but as a doting father he considers
Ty unsuitable for his young'un. The situation remains status quo until Power
proves himself when the opposing forces

Below Zero," Alan Ladd puts away his six-shooter in favor of a harpoon
hook and helps Jill Bennett and Joan Tetzel search for their missing father.

In "Hell

Though Ladd's name

is

only one familiar

Doubk-Crosser!

to film audiences, originality of the story

and the authentic location scenes more
than compensate. Basil Sydney, Stanley
Baker and Joseph Tomelty are co-starred.
Columbia.

Three Young Texans

Moral

of this movie seems to be: "He,
gets there firstest, gets the mostest." In this instance, it's Jeffrey Hunter,
who robs a train of a $50,000 Army payroll to keep his father and some outlaws
from doing the same thing. Jeff intends
to return the money as soon as his father
gives up his wild scheme. Unfortunately,
Jeff's sidekick, Keefe Brasselle, finds the

who

money's hiding place and refuses to reit.
Film evolves into a tug-of-war
between the two principals with Jeff and
turn

Rock Hudson and Robert Burton in tense
moment in U-I's "Taza, Son Of Cochise."

Gaynor not only victorbut cashing in on the reward for

girl friend Mitzi

ious,

Brasselle.

It's

ard fare.

20th Century-Fox.

a pleasant cast, but stand-

Drums Of

Tahiti

rNENNis O'Keefe may be an 1877 gun

*^ smuggler, but he's got some pretty
modern ideas. He simply "buys" himself
a bride (Patricia Medina), and inserts his
own divorce clause in the deal effective
as soon as the Tahiti prefect of police
(Francis L. Sullivan) gets off his trail.
Sullivan, a jolly, but suspicious individual, suspects O'Keefe's sudden trip to San

—

Francisco is to purchase guns for the Tahiti natives who in turn will train them

upon him and

O'Keefe
that he is go-

his police force.

dismisses the idea and fibs
ing to the States to get married. The
gendarme makes the trip with him, determined to see the knot tied about the gun
smuggler one way or another.
hurricane, a volcano and several catastrophes
interrupt the story line, and leave the likable cast to "talk-out" the unfinished
plottings. The final score finds missions
unaccomplished all the way around, except for Miss Medina who does manage
to hold on to her man. Columbia,
end

A

Sue blamed Marge for dancing half
the night with Joe while she stood
on the sidelines. She blamed Joe,

kills

But Sue was wrong. She had
only herself to blame
but she
would be the last to suspect why.

just for

.

.

.

instantly ...

by the

.

.

on end!)

.

Proved

Listerine Clinically

Nobody wants
with anyone

.

.

bad breath
instantly. (And not
minutes but usually for hours

too.

.

germs

millions! Listerine Antiseptic stops

to spend an evening
guilty of halitosis (bad

Four Times Better Than Toothpaste

And it's so foolish to risk
offending this way when Listerine
Antiseptic is such a pleasant pre-

Toothpastes don't do for you what

caution.

tests

No Toothpaste Kills
Odor Germs Like This
Germs are, by far, the most common
cause of halitosis. They're troublemakers because they start fermentation of proteins in the mouth. That's
why research shows that your breath
stays sweeter longer, depending upon the degree to which you reduce
germs in the mouth.
No toothpaste, of course, is antiseptic. No toothpaste kills germs as

and leading toothpastes. The results: In an average of test after tesr,
Listerine Antiseptic stopped bad

Listerine does. Listerine Antiseptic

antiseptic in the world.

breath).

Listerine does.

Recently, this was

dramatically proved in scientific

made on

Listerine Antiseptic

breath four times better than the
toothpastes

Don't ever "double-cross" yourby taking a chance on your
breath. Every morning
self

.

every night
date,

.

make

.

.

.

before every
it a habit to
.

gargle with Listerine,
the most widely used

A

Product of Ths Lambert

Company

LISTERINE STOPS BAD BREATH
4 times better than any toothpaste!

SCREENLAND

April 1954

Virginia Mayo and Mike O'Shea admire cufflinks given Keefe
Brasselle made from contact lenses he wore in "Cantor" film.

James Stewart and his wife are besieged by fans as they
leave the theatre after "The Glenn Miller Story" premiere.

READING
LINES

BETWEEN THE

ABOUT THE STARS'

OFF-GUARD ACTIVITIES

of Frank Sinatra and Ava Gardner during
European get-together, both must have known spark was gone.

By the glum look

Winters- Vittorio Gassman marriage
With the Shelley
on the rocks, Hollywood suspects Shelley
definitely

resume with Farley Granger just as soon as she's
free from Gassman. She dated Farl in Rome when she
walked out on Gassman in a rage

will

.

Gene Nelson's

gifts

to his wife,

.

.

Miriam, while trying
powder blue con-

to effect the reconciliation, included a

vertible

.

.

.

Debbie Reynolds and Walter Pidgeon, veteran overseas
entertainers of our troops, were not available for com-

Movie
Gossip

ment on the Terry Moore incident. Those in the know,
however, claim both were indignant over the amount of
personal publicity garnered by the enterprising Terry and
her publicity men. Other members of the Terry Moore
unit were equally uncommunicative about the matter.
Hollywood itself wasn't talking for publication but the
"off the record" opinions were sizzling

—

—

.

.

.

Parade Of 1943" has been dusted off, re-edited
and given a spanking new title "Change Of
Heart." It stars John Carroll and icontinued on next pace>

H

it

—

No modern

Lex Barker'll

film in offing,

do another Tarzan. Lana insists he work.

surprise to everyone, was not extreme mental cruelty but mother-in-law trouble.

Exclusive Movie Gossip
Hayward and

Susan

continued

features

Gail

Patrick and Eve Arden.

Susie

Hayward

either.

She

isn't!

Don't think
happy about it

is
.

.

.

The storm over Bikini that Terry
Moore stirred up in Korea had great
effect at the box-offices wherever her
recent films were being shown and her
20th Century-Fox bosses were very

lined divorce from Conrad Hilton a
few years back. The story persists,
however. Her erratic behavior, hitting an all-time new low for taste and
tact, during the Porfirio RubirosaBarbara Hutton page one wedding,
reminded a few West Coast personalities that Zsa Zsa must be very

deeply troubled personally to have behaved as badly as she did. Her sisters,
Eva and Magda, were admittedly
greatly embarrassed by Zsa Zsa's
stormy outbursts over Rubirosa, while
the oldest Gabor,
sides with

the

Gabor

Mama

Jolie,

.

1

took

Zsa Zsa. Publicity made
(continued on pace

22)

pleased indeed. A sizeable bonus, in
the form of a snazzy new convertible
and a breath of Spring mink stole
greeted the actress upon her return to
Hollywood. The ermine panties-andbra costume that created such a stir
strictly a publicity stunt despite

was

the denials of studio execs, but the

young actress had her studio's "unofficial blessings" to wear the front-

Now

planning a return
to "entertain" our troops again, Terry is
angling for "official" approval of the
(rented by her
self -same costume

page item.
visit to

Korea around Easter

from the Western Costume Company
in Los Angeles) from her studio and
U.S. Army top brass. Insiders say her
request is likely to be refused, by
Washington, D. C, at least
.

.

.

Zsa Zsa Gabor refused to confirm
or deny the report she had spent some
time in a "rest home" after her head-

20

Gene Nelson, rehearsing song and dance number with Bob Hope for Bob's NBC-TV
show, wooed his wife back with many gifts, including a powder blue convertible.

j

SHOE CREATIONS

Here's a scintillating fashion line-up
of star-studded values for Spring!

Connie Shoe Creations

in fine

calfskins or shiny black patent

.

.

.

touched with grosgrain or white —
the season's newest accent.

So slenderizing, so

flattering,

so downright amazingly priced.

Who

but Connie could bring you

such style

and value

6

for a low, low

95
and

7

WOHL SHOE COMPANY

95

•

SAINT LOUIS, MISSOURI

•

A Division

of

Brown Shoe Company

—

famous it also made Zsa Zsa
what she is today: most unlady-

sisters

like in

Exclusive Movie Gossip

her behavior

.

.

MGM's upcoming

Marilyn

.

(CONT'D!

Lawford's favorite hideaway

a patch of private beach at SanBarbara, complete with natural
is

ta

Erskine,

who

at Universal-International.

ment and barbecue pits. The rugged
weekend parties he stages there are
the talk of Hollywood and the envy

kine

most Beverly

hostesses,

Hills

so

fabulous are the reports of the merry-making there
.

.

.

—

—

—

.

portrays

lass,

who

floors

her

The Ersflickerville

pals with fabulous dialect stories at

private parties, will be coached by
Gregory Ratoff for her cafe stints.

Marilyn's biggest ambition is to snag
the top feminine role in the screen
version of "South Pacific"
.

Donald O'Connor surrounded himself with a retinue of yes-men and
stooges had 12 of them at his Hotel
Sahara, Las Vegas, night club opening. It was reminiscent of the old days
of Frank Sinatra the difference here
being that the O'Connor entourage
didn't use strong-arm measures as the
Frankie Boy mob did. Donald is con-

.

in

caves equipped with camping equip-

of

.

"The Eddie Cantor
Story," is being groomed as a potential
night club attraction by Ross
Hunter, the "Wonder Boy" producer
Ida

Peter

"Hit The Deck"

.

.

Jane Powell is all aglow these days.
She insists she's never been happier.
Her "Student Prince" assignment is
her best in years, she feels, and between Jack Mapes and Pat Nemey
she's finding it easy to forget Gene
Nelson and her marital upset with
Geary Steffen
.

.

.

sidered a lonesome, very confused boy

by

his closest friends

.

.

.

Jane Withers, fully recovered from
her bout in the divorce courts, has
taken a new lease on life and a small
house in Westwood Village. Her constant escort these days is handsome,
young Matt Applegate. There's also a
lot of interest in Jane's career
she

—

—

may resume

it

in a great big

way

in

Mother-in-law trouble, not "extreme mental cruelty," was the rea
reason behind the Jane Wyman-Fred
die Karger divorce. In a final attemp
to save their marriage, Freddie tool
Jane to Palm Springs for a few weeks
holiday. In order to get back to Hollywood to visit his mother on the q.t,
Freddie had to resort to a little white
lie
he said it (continued on pace 60>

—

Marlene Dietrich, of the daring gowns,
goes to other extreme on arrival in N.Y.

Chandler and Marilyn Maxwell being
interviewed at "Glenn Miller" premiere.
Jeff
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Can

it be that Dale Robertson, with wife at Ciro's, is giving the photographer there
a hard time, too? He was voted most uncooperative star by Women's Press Club.

COLEEN GRAY
says

My

Crescent

is

so Beautiful"
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Duke cannot forget the nasty accusations against

The

friends.

$500,000 settlement should help heal Chata's sea

by Louis Reid

memories of the sizzling divorce battle between
John Wayne and his brunette Mexican-born wife,
Esperanza Baur, linger on in Hollywood haunting alike
those who were embroiled in the sensational case and
those who watched it from the sidelines.
Though Wayne, himself, has not suffered any loss of
his popularity as the nation's No. 1 box-office star and
Hollywood has been consistently sympathetic, he is unable to banish from his mind the nasty revelations of the

The

—

Battling

Duke

and Chata didn't
speak at trial.

trial.

Always firmly on the side of virtue in his screen roles,
always the good guy, the typical American he-man hero,
John Wayne is still disturbed by the courtroom accusations of Esperanza.

Most startling in her testimony in Los Angeles SupeCourt against her strapping husband was her charge

rior
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to Latins,

-tial

Duke may wed Peruvian

Unsavory headlines pursue Gail Russell

Pilar Pallette.

in

new court

case.

John Wayne Divorce Case
THE LURID HEADLINES AND THE MUDSLINGING STILL HAUNT THOSE INVOLVED

John spent most of one night at the home of actress
Gail Russell, estranged wife of Guy Madison, and that
that

Duke bought

Gail an automobile shortly thereafter.

The 46-year-old actor was able to fend off with a good
show of nonchalance Esperanza's testimony that he was
rougher in his home life with his wife than with cattle
rustlers on the screen.
Her allegations that he beat her, that he drank to excess, that he attended a wild strip-tease party and came
home with an incriminating bite on his neck did not,
seemingly, upset him unduly.
But her mention of Gail Russell enraged him bitterly
and its recollection endures. It was the kind of searing accusation that, his friends say, he will never be able
far

—

will,

it is

said, Gail Russell or

Guy Madison. Guy,

rift, is still

deeply devoted to his wife.

"Why

did she have to drag Gail's name into it?" angrily asked Big John. "There was absolutely nothing

between us."
The average American family, he said, "dislikes
read this sort of stuff. God knows, I tried my best
prevent

to
to

it.

"I offered a big settlement, as

good as

she'll

ever get,

before the trial got underway. I have four children that
I would have given my right arm to protect from all this.

never pretended to be a saint, but an awful lot of
were told about me and my friends."
The immediate reaction to the linking of Wayne's name
"I

lies

with the beautiful, brunette, 28-year-old Gail Russell,

was

to forget.

Nor

despite their

a bitter desire

court.

by the actor

to

have his own day in
(CONTINUED ON PACE

56)
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By Peter Sherwood

HOLLYWOOD

IS

LEARNING THAT FOREIGN

Why

is

"Other

WOMEN

SENSE A MAN'S NEEDS FASTER

the

Woman

Usually

FOREIGN

Womanhood,
is

seething

in

Hollywood today,

—and the reason has

nothing to do with Dr. Kinsey. Both
the once-married wives and the
much-married stars are starting to
discover that purely American glam-

our is not enough when it comes to
capturing and captivating the modern
male and being able to hold on to

—

him!

—

They will tell you that Marilyn
Monroe, Jane Russell and Ava Gardner notwithstanding the modern
vamp is a product from overseas, a
deadly import when it comes to the
lives, loves and emotions of the woman at home.

V,

—

As

woman

the

for

abroad,

the

things other people think about her

are curt, concise and conclusive. She's

dynamite! Truthfully, however, in this
respect Hollywood wives and stars are
no different from men and women
anywhere in America.
"Why should they think otherwise,"
asks a Hollywood producer, "when
many a girl in Gopher Gulch or New
York City found to her dismay that
the foreign girls had her beat a mile
at snapping up the G.I. boys from

home?"
Well, the situation hasn't changed.

Currently, Greta Peck,

Rocky Cooper,

Mona Freeman, and a number

of oth-

can sympathize fully
because
they, too, have found the foreign woman to be truly fatale.
No small wonder, then, that all Hollywood is asking the same question:
Why do the American wives fail and
the foreign girls hold such appeal?
A husky accent, perhaps? How irers

.

.

.

Clark Gable could

more attentive

to

not

have been

Suzanne Dadolle.

Ursula Thiess

home

loving,

is

a beauty, but

Bob Taylor found.

resistible is the appeal to the conceit
of

man when

no?"

a beautiful girl whispers

"You weel teach me

shyly,

And even though

may be no more

Eenglish,

the film star

literate

than to be

able to say, "Settle it with my agent,"
the answer is he weel teach her
Eenglish, yes.

—

In a matter of hours, he has become
convinced that he is a rare combination of the brains of Einstein and the
teaching ability of a college professor,
and he quickly believes his new little
friend

is

the

(continued on pacf

64>

love with Paris and its
especially a Schiaparelli
model named Ghislaine. Gary Cooper is
smitten with actress Giselle Pascal.

Bing Crosby
lovely

is in

ladies,

Hildegarde Neff, German actress, showed Gregory Peck how devoted a

European woman

is.

The Audrey Hepburn rumors

did not disturb her.
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Bridegroom Joe, with Bobby Bragan
and Walter Winchell, is for her career.

needed that Marilyn Monroe
Were anyoneproof
of the nation's hottest
is

topics of

still

conversation,

you have only

to consider the public

The beautiful 25-year-old blonde bombshell who
has made time stand still in Hollywood at sex
be America's champion en-

chantress with a collection of masculine hearts extending across the continent.
the incredible fact is she has always
But
been true to just one guy.
Moreover, it is a steadfastness that has endured
.

for

.

.

two years and gives every indication

of last-

ing.

The one-time

art

other men. She
girl at all.

strictly a

For

interest in her marriage to Joe DiMaggio.

o'clock, could easily

At a premiere with the Bogarts. Marilyn is really a homebody, despite'her allure that men admire and women envy.

model did not go around with

is

not a night club

girl,

not a party

You know what? Marilyn Monroe

is

homebody.

something you're born with," but
one shouldn't add to natural sex, 'cause
"that's what attracts the men."
A neat and for Marilyn a satisfying philosophy.
She happens to be so amply endowed with curvaceous allure that she doesn't need to aid nature
in her appeal.
Of course, she likes MAN. But for her there
has always been only one. She long since confided to friends that she wanted to marry Joe D.
"I'm sure I'm in love with him," she said. "I like
him better than any man I've (continued on pace 58>
she

her, sex "is

insists
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I

Wyman the number one hit-andTalented protagonist of one Academy Award
winning picture, and a round dozen of equally good pictures, Jane has
yet to prove that she is a star of top caliber and one the public is never
tired of paying good money to go and see.
Today, if you listen to the Hollywood and Vine underground, Jane has
reached the crossroads of her career, needs a new strong hypo to reach
|n Hollywood, they

are calling Jane

miss girl of the movies.

—

and finally stay there.
"Her career," says one informant, "has been like her private romantic
life
all ups and downs. No girl ever deserved better breaks than she has
gotten, only Janie just doesn't seem to grasp the better opportunities and
hang on to them or make them pay."
After her flawless performances in "Johnny Belinda" in which she
didn't speak a word, and in "The Lost Weekend" in which she had plenty
to say, a top motion picture critic enthused, "Miss Wyman has reached
the top. She joins the class of Garson, Crawford and Dunne. She is now
a dramatic actress the likes of which the whole industry can well be
the top

—

—

proud.

Although she won an Academy Award
Jane never became big box-office favorite.

"The ladder has been a long and hard one to climb," he went on, "but
she has mounted each rung with intelligence and a heart-warmingly inspiring effort to make the grade. In this critic's opinion she has succeeded
in all her aims beyond even her wildest hopes."
Sad truth is that this critic has since changed his mind, and so have a
lot of other people. Pictures that followed her initial successes have not
fulfilled either Jane's hopes, or the hopes that everyone has had for her.
To know what is happening to Jane Wyman is to go back to her personal and private story the saga of a girl who has tried valiantly to mix
studio and home harmoniously but failed lamentably often miserably
to do so.
Wasn't it Ronald Reagan who said, "In the break-up of our marriage,
(continued on pace 57)
if I have to cite a co-respondent it will be 'Johnny

—

"Magnificent Obsession," with Rock
Hudson, may be the hypo Jane needs.

—

Even Jane's marriage to Freddie
Karger went on rocks within a year.

^

by Paul Marsh

DANNY'S
PRIVATE
LI

He needs an

Dena

audience; loves to perform.

Curran Theatre
what she knew would be the most
exciting experience in her young life. It was her first visit to a theatre, and even more thrilling, it would be the first time she would
ever see her famous father, Danny Kaye, give a full-length performance of his comedy routines which have made him the master
in

Kaye, aged seven,

San

sat in the audience at the

Francisco, awaiting

in his field.

When Danny

stepped out on the stage, there was a roar of apand because the audience knew that belly-buster would follow
rib-tickler, the laughter began even before Danny opened his mouth
to utter a syllable or warble a note. As soon as he began his opening
number, the laughter grew and delighted shrieks punctuated the air.
Danny was on his way, and the audience was loving it with one
plause,

—

notable exception.

She was Danny's daughter, Dena, and a look of utter disbelief swept
over her face. This in turn gave way to crying, and as the audience's
verbal reaction grew to Danny's antics, her wails of anguish took on
more volume. She studied the people around her, puzzled and incredulous, and by the time Danny finished his final number and
Dena was taken backstage to see him, she was weeping profusely
from the depths of what seemed to be a broken heart.
Danny, upon seeing the apple of his eye in such a piteous state,
swept her into his arms and tried to console her as he searched for
the cause of her great unhappiness. At first, only sobs were her
reply, and then gradually, the true cause came out. "I don't want
people laughing at my Daddy," she said, brushing away her tears.
Danny tried to explain that all the people laughed because he was
doing funny things on the stage for them, but at this crucial moment,
Dena found this difficult to understand. It took her three days to

come

to the realization that all this

Danny and his lyricist-wife, Sylvia Fine,
occasionally battle and wind up laughing.

was

acting

(continued on pace
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IF

YOU WONDER WHY MEN LEAVE HOME.
LOOK AT THESE VERY BASIC FACTS
by Robert Cummings

ARE YOU BORING
YOUR HUSBAND
"2

A woman can lose a man by too much emphasis on chilMary Cummings reached a balance as wife, mother.

dren.

Some guys have all the luck. Like me, for instance. I
have Mary. And you can take it from me I'm never
bored with her.
Mary is that rare kind of wife who is always able to
keep a husband interested. She has most of the qualities
that I think are necessary in any woman if she is to be a
good mate.
She has a real brain, for one thing. She has an extremely logical mind and she's anything but a flighty,
jellyfish personality. She has strength, with moral stamina,
and she can meet any crisis with calmness and serenity.
I can still remember how she took over when my mother
was dying. Mother had been in a coma and didn't recognize anyone. At the time I had to leave on location for a
picture and I was wondering if I shouldn't simply cancel
the contract, but Mary pointed out that I would do mother
no good by remaining at home.

—

—

"You

mother by staying here," she said, "so
you to do is to make the picearn the money to take care of her and of the

can't help

the only unselfish thing for

ture and to

Bob's

new Warner

picture

is

"Dial

M

For Murder" co-starring Grace Kelly.

Why just stay here and worry?"
She assured me she would handle all the details. While
I was away, mother died. Mary managed all the necessary
arrangements and did so without any hysteria or any franfamily.

tic

wires to me.

Then there was the time Mary was waiting for Patricia
to arrive. I wanted to be with her when the baby came
but I had already signed to do a New York play and again
I was uncertain as to the course I should take. Mary insisted I go ahead and do the show, and she stayed home,
had the baby, and then three weeks later arrived in New
York with Patricia.
Mary runs our house even to being my business man-

—

ager and handling all legal and financial matters. When
our house was being built she was actually the contractor.
She would go out in the coldest weather, sit by a fire, and
check on the building. She made certain that we weren't
gypped by unscrupulous men and that there was no waste
As a result, she saved a tremendous amount of money in
the construction of the house.
(continued ON pace 67)

Audrey has denied that she and co-star Gregory Peck
were romancing during filming of "Roman Holiday."

Before Stardust got in Audrey's hair she
was engaged to wealthy James Hanson.

practically standard procedure in Hollyfor a new feminine star to declare that
she is completely disinterested in romance, and
then in almost the next gasp to announce her
engagement. But it was not so with Audrey

It

is

wood

Hepburn.

Audrey came

into the limelight already en-

gaged, and just before she stepped across the

magic threshold of fame she first closed the door
on romance.
She became engaged to James Hanson, a
wealthy young Englishman, some time before the
Stardust had settled in her short wispy hair, but
unlike others before her in a similar situation,

she took stock and decided on a saner course. As
it turned out, she seems to have come to stardom
eligible but unattainable.
Since that time less than a year ago, when she

and Hanson

called off their

engagement

after a

series of adult talks about their respective fu-

Audrey has had only to flick her eyelashes
her name became coupled with his
print. Everyone in Hollywood was waiting for

tures,

at a
in

man and

her to fulfill the time-worn formula, but so far
she has failed to come up with the post-stardom

engagement announcement.
Having been engaged once, it was assumed by
those who cover Hollywood that Audrey was an
easy prey to romance; but (continued on pace
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AU
TRU
by Mark Flanders
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Audrey

is

one

young

actress who's completely dedicated to her work.

AUDREY HEPBURN. HERSELF. EXPLAINS

WHY

During rehearsal for Ed Sullivan's "Toast Of The Town."
Audrey won't marry until she proves herself as an actress.

Cole Porter, Audrey and Irving Berlin at a premiere. The
rigid schedule she adheres to allows little

time for romance.

ALL THOSE

ROMANCE RUMORS ARE UNFOUNDED

Audrey, greeting mother,

Baroness Von Heemstra, on

U.S. arrival, hasn't followed usual pattern of newcomers.

Sharing popcorn with Phil Silvers at "Ice Follies." The men
who've come within her orbit are friends, nothing more.
37

by Ruth Cummings Rowland

FOR A GUY AS YOUNG AS HE AND

AS NEW TO THE GAME.
ROBERT WAGNER SPEAKS WITH

AMAZING AUTHORITY ON TRAITS OF THE
FEMALE OF THE SPECIES
"I

found Terry Moore to be a very serious girL

don't think anyone

knows how well read she

I

is."

WOMEN in Bob's life
W^^entlemen prefer

blondes or brunettes or redheads

\ji when they're interesting to be with."
A dashing young man in his suit of shining armor,
Robert Wagner looked every bit the swashbuckling figure straight out of a medieval romance. But he was very
20th Century indeed when discussing modern women.
For this was lunch hour, and Bob left the Middle Ages
behind on the set of "Prince Valiant" as

we

repaired to

Century-Fox commissary for physical nourishment and mental stimulation.
Bob had laughed at my opening question, "Do gentlemen prefer blondes?" and after giving me his first
answer, repeated, "Do gentlemen prefer blondes? Of
the 20th

—

course they do when the blondes look like Marilyn
Monroe. Who wouldn't!"
"You're just like all men," I answered. "They all

look like Marilyn. But who
specific cases but specific!"
He laughed again. "Well, then, if you're going to be
serious about this! I think blondes are beautiful! Now
look at Janet over there. Isn't she one of the most beautiful blondes you ever saw?"
Of course Janet Leigh, Bob's co-star who was seated
across the room, looked like a dream in the gorgeous
pale blue brocade gown which swept the floor, wearing
on her shoulder-length golden hair an exquisite head
piece of pearls fashioned like a crown one of those
costumes which embody all the splendor of the Middle
Ages. No one could have made a more decorative Princess than did Janet. But then again, it's great if you're
a blonde who looks like Janet! The question was still
prefer blondes

when they

does, except Marilyn. I

want

—

—

unanswered, and when

came more

I

went on

to protest,

Bob be-

serious, returning to his original idea that

coloring matters

little if a girl is a good companion.
"Every guy has a different idea as to what he considers beauty in a girl. I have my ideas, too. Of course
the first thing that intrigues any guy about a girl is a
pretty face and figure! But if she turns out not to be
an interesting personality when you get to know her,
then you soon forget about how pretty she is!"
"But what do you call 'interesting?' A girl who keeps
quiet and lets you gentlemen talk? Or a girl who talks
and tries to impress you with how much she knows?"
"I admire a girl who talks ... if she has something to
say! That's great with me! But the girl who talks about
the new hat she's bought when playing a game of tennis
doesn't win friends. If she wants to talk about hats,
there's a time for that with her girl friends. Girls should
be serious about entering into a game of sports. Nothing
can be more frustrating than to be with a girl who talks
about everything except the game she's playing. No
man likes that! And men don't admire girls who make
mean cracks about other girls and then 'darling' them
all over when they happen to meet them.
Girls who
talk about themselves incessantly are apt to get pretty
boring. Sure, I like girls who talk a lot ... if they've
got something interesting to talk about. I admire both
men and women who are straightforward, unpretentious
and honest. I hate phoniness of any kind. I can't cope
."
with subterfuge at all
"Subterfuge is an art in which women excel," I said.
"Look at Eve, and all the trouble (continued on pace 6S)
.

.
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DAWN ADDAMS'

kk

RESERVATIONS ARE ASTONISHING!

THINK
MARRY,
BUTI

I'LL

by

May Mann

Dawn

Addams is a provocative, exciting girl with a
amount of feminine restraint that brings
her suitors young and old. On both sides of the world
news columns report her romances one by one and today
she never

pens to her romances before they reach the altar stage.
"Every girl should be married once," Dawn replied
with a light little laugh. "It is just different, I guess,
with me. Between the men in my life and me it's always the unspoken, the inference, never the direct thing.

At twenty-three, Dawn concentrates sharply on the
business at hand whether it be a new picture or a new
man. But always before the strains of Lohengrin she
quietly slips away and you read of her in another
country making a new picture or with a new conquest.
Her attitude towards her acting is disciplined and intelligent. But as a femme fatale whose personal life reads
like a heroine in some novel, something always hap-

I don't know what would
If it had been the question
have happened."
Then, with that innate candor that bewilders most
people who meet her for the first time not to mention
what such behavior must do to a mere male she said,
"If you want me to be very serious, I will be.
"I can't think what it would be like to get married
and sit back and not have some aim of my own. If you
marry at the stage where work has not yet become a

—

certain

it

is

the conclusion that while

Dawn

tarries,

—

—

marries.

—

—

40

—

—

—

With Paul Gregory. Dawn
believes she couldn't combine work and marriage.

part of you or where you are
stabilized in
self.

And

still

trying and not quite

—then you have no security within your-

it

until

you have you

can't feel secure in

relationships with people either.

You can have

your

friends,

but to put some poor guy into the middle of your formative career to pull him around by the apron strings
is unthinkable. I like and respect men too much to do
that to any one of them.
"We all have small tragedies connected with our work.
How you handle them often depends upon the amount
of experience you've had. When you're just starting
out on a career you are not sure of yourself and get
discouraged easily. Such a state of mind doesn't lend
(continued on pace 66)
itself to a happy marriage.

—

a
"

by William Lynch Vallee

IVIAIM
network's
NBC
Tune," had

OR NOTE

"Name That
Roy Campanella, the

television quiz show,

as

a

guest

Brooklyn Dodgers' ace catcher.

The

first

pitch to

him was

a curve in the shape of

—

to do was name it
snap for anyone old enough to hum.
"Roy recognized the tune," said Red Benson, the
show's emcee, "and you could see that he was straining
to say its name. Then I realized that he had a mental
block it was the word Yankee! Being a loyal Dodger,
Roy simply couldn't say 'Yankee Doodle Dandy!'
Contretemps such as this are a weekly event with
quizmaster Benson, who takes them in his (fast)
stride. Fast is the word for his show. "I wish I had
time to laugh at that!" he said when a guest pulled a
whopper on a recent show and kept the show moving on its merry way with no time out, in sharp
contrast to a certain panel show, whose panelists
spend more time congratulating each other than they
do on the contestants.
Merely one reason why Red Benson is interesting.
Another would be the fact that he's one of the new
crop of performers. The new crop first harvested by
radio, with newer strains developed by TV. Red and
the others like him are miles away from the sideshow-barkers-turned-emcees of vaudeville days.
Mister Benson, for example, was a psychology
major at Ohio State University. He's intelligent, literate, has varied interests, can even enter and leave
a drawing room as smoothly as Basil Rathbone can.
On the other hand, Mister B. isn't one of these
college campus heroes who thinks he knows more
about show biz than the Shuberts. Red, as you'll
hear, has labored long and hard in radio, the theatre,
and TV not to mention sojourns in a dozen assorted
fields
with practically the sole exception of under-

the melody and

all

Roy had

—

—

—

Margaret Truman appearing on TVs "Name That Tune."
Red proudly boasts he never had a contestant freeze up.

—

taking.

"As the best people know," said Red (born Norman, if you'll pardon the expression), "on our show,
the contestants win by identifying the tunes which
Harry Salter plays, Vicki Mills and I sing. The song
titles are disguised in Chinese, Icelandic, and worse.
Naturally, on an ad-lib snow, accidents happen.
"Such as the time a contestant, puzzling over an
apache-dance song, was told it (continued on page 72)

Red, clowning with vocalist Vicki Mills, says, "An em- w
cee should be able to do anything anyone else can do."

^

"AS

AN EMCEE," SAYS RED BENSON.

FUN."

IT'S

"THERE'S

NO

SUBSTITUTE FOR HONESTY, SINCERITY

AND GOOD

THE HAPPY BLENDING OF THESE THAT MAKES THE "NAME THAT TUNE" QUIZMASTER TOPS

Audrey Hepburn and Mel Ferrer seem to be taking the script of their N.Y.

play, "Ondine," seriously, with off-stage romancing.

HOLLYWOOD ON
No

one in Hollywood will be surprised if June Haver
and Fred MacMurray are Mr. and Mrs. before the
end of Summer they'll only be surprised if they
aren't. In New York, a famous topflight society hostess
is telling her friends she will be the next Mrs. MacMurray and no one else. This could well be the reason why
Fred cancelled plans for a Gotham whirl with Cary Grant
at the very last minute

—

.

.

.

The Audrey Hepburn-Mel Ferrer romance, reputed to
be strictly publicity fodder for their joint appearance in
the Broadway stage play, "Ondine" is anything but.
With his Mexican divorce decree (from his ex- wife Fran
Pilchard) in his pocket, he's been proposing to the lovely

—

Audrey once-a-week

.

.

.

The Corinne Calvet-John Bromfield announcement
they'd divorce brought a flock of film offers to Bromfield,

The Queen Mary steamed
to

Mature en route
"Betrayed" in Europe.

in carrying Victor

Hollywood after working

in

MGM's

but none to Corinne whose career is at a standstill since
her studio dropped her. She stands to lose more than just
no picture bids and her fan -following has hit
a husband

—

MGM

produci new low. Stacks of mail, however, have
he rated big with
ers reconsidering the Bromfield talents
the fans after the release of "Easy To Love." Two nightclubs, three TV shows and a straight play are awaiting
Corinne in New York, but it's Hollywood she really
wants

—

.

.

.

Iana Turner

is still

smarting at the unflattering com-

ments she drew in Gotham because of her dark hair
and added weight. The results are to the good however.
She'll revert back to being a blonde and shed fifteen
pounds. Manhattan scribes were merely being honest.
They like Lana!
i

Hayworth-Dick Haymes fans travelled all the way
up to Greenwich, Connecticut, to remove the payment
•notices posted on the door of the Hayworth-Haymes home
by the local sheriff. They weren't trying to help Rita and
Dick out, they were strictly bent on amassing "collector's
Rita

items"

.

.

—

erys (Dinah Shore who first introduced the song on an
Eddie Cantor radio show years ago). Eddie said he'd make

another movie this year, possibly a remake of "Make Way
For Tomorrow." "Banjo Eyes" wants to go dramatic before he's

"much

.

.

.

1NGRID Bergman, coming out of hibernation, ordered a
complete new wardrobe from Don Loper, who has
expanded his dress designing activities to Europe. Loper's
Beverly Hills workrooms are burning the midnight oil to
complete the initial order by April 15 (at which time it
is expected Mrs. Roberto Rossellini will personally supervise last-minute alterations after a stopover in

York)

—

first

indication

her daughter Pia

.

.

Bergman

will visit

New

Hollywood and

.

David Wayne's personal success in the New York stage
"The Teahouse Of The August Moon" (for which
we predict David will win every drama prize in 1954 as
the year's best actor) has his former Hollywood studio
begging him to return at three times his former salary.
David will, of course, but not until late in 1955
play,

—

.

.

.

.

Eddie Cantor, who couldn't get to New York for the
premiere of the film based on his life, arrived a week
later and headlined a special charity show at Alan Gale's
Celebrity Club.

He

didn't sing

any

of the

Burt Lancaster, in Hollywood, wasn't so sure he'd sign
with fiery Italian screen star, Anna Magnani,
in the film version of Tennessee Williams' "The Rose
Tattoo." In Manhattan, author Williams said Burt would
to co-star

.

The

Duchess

of

Windsor

set a

new

style in Paris with

Oriental ensembles, brought them to New York with
(continued on pace 69>
her. Now the fad is catching on

BROADWAY

Also homeward bound from England are
Jeanne Crain and hubby Paul Brinkman,
talk of Aly Khan when Gene Tierney
flew in with her mother and daughter.

.

famous Can-

tor songs. Instead, he did a comedy version of "Yes, My
Darling Daughter" that drew raves and yocks from the
star-studded audience including the George Montgom-

No

older"

Leslie Caron, appearing in "Ballets de
Paris," has N. Y. balletomanes raving.

W ^truce

It Rich" remains one of the few TV shows
whose audiences respond generously to contestants
on the program letters, gifts of money and offers for jobs
always pour in after each telecast There have been so
many employment offers made to some of the unlucky
guests on the show, that Warren Hull is as busy after
each broadcast accepting offers as he is while handling

w

his

—

master of ceremonies chores bejore the cameras

.

.

Ann Sheridan undertook the starring role in "The Wed
ding Of Kitty O'Dare" for Ford Theatre against her
medicos' wishes they felt it would be too taxing for her
after her serious illness. Annie proved them wrong, herself right. Getting back into action was the best possible

—

Ed Gardner, ogling Martha Hyers and Pattee Chapman,
changes fedoras for color TV. His famous hats cost $75.

MAG GTS

PRIVATE
medicine for her. She hasn't had a sick day since she
once again donned the video greasepaint
.

.

.

That Black Diamond mink coat Ann Sothern used as
wherein she dragged it
on the floor, went to sleep in it, washed dishes and did
her office typing while wearing it was out of her personal wardrobe. The precious pelts, valued at $8,000,
really took a beating on that telecast and her insurance
company agent, visiting her on the set, almost had a
seizure during Ann's mink-mauling routines. He needn't
have worried, however. Why should he? A mink coat
costing $8,000 should be able to stand up under any treatment, and this one did

—

a prop on "Private Secretary"

—

.

There's no

.

.

rumor that Milton Berle's bride,
Ruth Gilbert as Max on
Berle show. The Cosgrove Ruthie has no

truth to the

Ruth Cosgrove,
next season's

will replace

aspirations for a professional career

.

.

.

Marlene Dietrich and Brian Aherne may be among
those present in Jean HershoWs TV version of his 16year-old radio show, "Dr. Christian." The glamourous
Marlene would portray a rival medico
with Aherne cast as an associate
.

.

—a

lady doctor,

.

Arthur Godfrey's hospital bills to date, including his
expenses while recuperating from that hip surgery, have
passed the $18,000 mark
.

.

.

Heflin
giving TV producers a hard time by
Van
turning down every bid offered him. Van could reis

tire for the rest of his life

Aldo Ray fractured the glamourous panel of "Leave It To The
Girls," of which Maggi is a member, when he guested there.
46

declined.

The more than

on the income he's already
forty

(continued on pace

70)

j

Donald O'Connor's comedy show 4s one of the biggest clicks
of the year, nosing out

some veteran showmen

in popularity.

Yul Brymrer, David Wayne and Ed Sullivan took part in the
19-hour benefit telethon for Cerebral Palsy seen on ABC-TV.

an

WIRE

ON LATEST NEWS

By

LISTENING IN

MACCI

AND GOSSIP OF WHAT'S
GOING ON BEHIND TV SCENES

McNELLIS

CALL BOARD

P

5

£3 *TJ*

H

Among

stage, screen, TV and radio celebs who gave their all
on longest charity telethon were John Daly and Herb Shriner.

Jack Benny is very happy about daughter Joan's forthcoming
marriage to Seth Baker, a 26-year-old New York stockbroker.

Betty Johnson's laughter can only mean that Sam Levenson is
funny telling yarns backstage as before the camera.

Rita Gam, back from Moroccan location of MGM's "Saadia," at
the Pen& Pencil with her TV director-husband, Sidney Lumet.

just as
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NG BLOUSES
SCREENLAND VARIETY VALUES

With woolen wardrobes back

BY MARCI A MOORE

thoughts

in mothballs,

are turned to lighter wear. Nothing says Spring like
colorful, casual, comfortable blouses.

Our

vivacious

model

TV

work, ap-

is

Diana Herbert, who, besides

pears in the Broadway show,

A

1

floral print

wide assortment

match
tons

for

on a white background, a

any mate! Designer's choice

Only

collar.

wears

GRANT. A

This in a

blouse in crisp cotton.

of colors

and wing
Diana

2

"Wonderful Town."

this

McCRORY'S.

$1.98.

nylon

of gold but-

from

blouse

Delicate ruffle on neckline and front.

For only

Sizes 32 to 38.

or
4

$1.00.

classic shirt goes well

slacks*.

A

And

it

$2.98.

of stripes.

McLELLAN

with a

sleeves.

32-38.

Choose from a fun-loving collection

The

T.

sheer bodice with delicate embroidery

and stitched pleating. Three-quarter length

3

W.

Stores.

skirt, suit, shorts

can be washed and ironed in a

jiffy.

more fem-

sleeveless dotted swiss blouse with

inine appeal than an expensive bottle of perfume!

In an assortment of soft checks with a sparkle of

rhinestone buttons.
5

$1.98, S.

All gleam and glimmer

dot Peter

Pan

collar.

fabric in white, pink

32-38.

The

price

H.

KRESS.

—pearls

In 32-38.

and rhinestones

Spun rayon "Washbasket"

and blue. This comes

is right, $1.98.

Sold at

W.

T.

in sizes

GRANT.

49

Crisp cotton cover-ups for

morning or evening wear
keep you looking your
prettiest

for

work,

rest or playtime.
1

Crinkle crepe

duster modeled

by Monica Lewis.
$2.98 in red, gold,

aqua

pique trim. 12-20. GREEN'S.
2

Embossed cotton duster

from

McCRORY

S3.98. Colors:

green, orchid.
3

Check or

Stores, for

pink, blue,
Sizes 10-18.

paisley print

one-piece "coveralls,"
$2.98.

Sizes 10-18, in

red, black, green.

GRANT'S.

Other Toppers
Shirley Harmer's

You Love Me"

"If

and "Won'tcha' Love Me"
.

ROUNDUP

.

.

for

Lou Monte's "Darktown

MGM

Strutter's

Ball" and "I Know How You Feel" for
Victor
Julius LaRosa's "The Big Bell
And The Little Bell" and "I Couldn't Believe My Eyes" for Cadence
Georgia
Gibbs' "Somebody Bad Stole De Wedding
Bell" and "Baubles, Bangles And Beads"
for Mercury
Sammy Kaye's "Y" and
"Bella Bella Donna Mia" for Columbia
Bob Santa Maria's "I Really Don't
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

by JANE PICKENS

.

.

.

.

.

Want To Know" and "The Big Dream"
Eartha Kitt's album "That
Betty Madigan's "Call Me Darling" and "My Heart
for Victor

.

.

.

Bad Eartha"

The "Jane Pickens Show"

heard coast-to-coast six

day 2:45

—2:55

.

thru Fri-

Capitol

—

Thursday 10:35

.

MGM

.

.

.

and "You're
Frank Si.

.

.

Johnnie Ray's

.

"Why

Be Sorry" and "You'd Be SurVic Damone's
prised" for Columbia
"The Breeze And I" and "To Love You"
Phil Harris' "I Know
for Mercury
An Old Lady" and "Take Your Girlie To
The Movies" for Victor
Should

EST and

P.M.

for

album "Songs For Young Lovers"

natra's
for

Monday

.

.

Tommy Dorsey's "Granada"
My Everything" for Bell

times a week on the IS'BC
radio network

.

Dancing With You"

Is

is

for Victor

I

.

JJ P.M.

.

EST. Also on ABC-TV network

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

9:15—9:30 P.M. EST Sundays

Grab Bag
Edwards' "Wall Of Ice" and
"There Was A Time" for
Louis Armstrongs' "The Gypsy" and "I
Can't Afford To Miss This Dream" for
Tommy Leonetti's "And Still I
Decca
Love You" and "I'm Available" for Capi-

Tommy
Tops

Movie Music

In

and Ann Blyth's Album,
"Rose Marie," from the film of the
Victor Young's
same name for
"Love Theme From The Glenn Miller

Howard Keel

MGM

.

.

.

Story" from film of the same name for
Decca
"Scat Man" Crothers' "Walk.

.

.

My

Baby Back Home" and "Honeysuckle Rose" from "Walkin' My Baby
Back Home" for Decca
Gene Kelly's
"Ida Sweet As Apple Cider" from "The

in'

.

.

.

Eddie Cantor Story" and "The Daughter
Of Rosie O'Grady" for Victor
Doris
Day's "Lost In Loveliness" from "The
Girl In The Pink Tights" and "What
.

.

.

Every Girl Should Know" for Columbia
George Tzipine's "Song Of The Land"
and "Flight Of The Albatross" from
"Song Of The Land" for MGM
Rosemary Clooney's "When You Love Someone" from "Here Come The Girls" and
"My Baby Rocks Me" for Columbia
Victor Young's "Selena's Waltz" from
"So Big" and "The Moonlighter Song"
from "The Moonlighter" for Decca
Tony Bennett's "My Heart Won't Say
Goodbye" from "The Girl In The Pink
Tights" and "There'll Be No Teardrops
Tonight" for Columbia
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

tol ..

.

MGM

.

.

.

.

Ken

Kings" for

album "Keyboard

Clarke's

MGM

.

.

.

Patti Page's "Cross

Over The Bridge" and "Johnny Guitar"
Mercury
Paul Britten's album
"The Wonderful Waltzes Of Richard

for

.

.

.

MGM

Rodgers" for

.

.

.

Hugh Shannon's

album "Hugh Shannon Sings And Plays"
Robert Maxwell's "Sol"The Doll Dance" for
Freddie Martin's "996" and "Time
Alone" for Victor ...
end

for Atlantic
feggio" and
.

.

.

.

.

.

MGM

The great

love

team

of the silent era, Greta

Garbo and John

Gilbert, scorched the screen in

MGM's

"Flesh

And The

Devil.'

"Love has always been the backbone
of

motion pictures," said a top studio

executive, in thinking back over the
past

30 illustrious

Goldwyn-Mayer
true!

Love

dient

you

picture.

years of Metro-

And how

history.

common

ingre-

will find in almost

every

is

the one

With the current celebration

of the 30th anniversary of

moviegoers

recall

the

MGM, many
famous love

scene between Greta Garbo and John
Gilbert

in

an early

"Flesh And The
in

MGM's

MGM

success,

Devil." Current stars

Jubilee

productions

are

upholding the old traditions of love
triumphant, and the kiss

what
52

it

used

to be.

is

very

much
end

1954 kiss between Carlos Thompson and
Lana Turner in '"Flame And The Flesh."

Maureen Swanson, Bob Taylor in jubilee film, "Knights Of Round Table."

Ann Blyth and Fernando Lamas are two
a love triangle in "Rose Marie."

of

Judy Garland and Fred Astaire
love

story

of

1948,

"Easter

in a
Parade."

FOR A
By Elizabeth Lapham

you see on these pages may need addthem estimate the number of
their admirers, but the important difference between the
way they star for their public and the way most of us star

The

lovely girls

ing machines to help

our own is that they take their obligations seriously
while we tend to be either too lazy or too timid to make
the most of ourselves. One of the answers to the challenge, of course, is to get busy and take advantage of the
new short-cuts to beauty that have been developed just
to help you out of such a situation. After all, it's Spring,
and no time to be missing any opportunities for romancefor

sparking.

The most obvious
make-up that's right

first

step to take

for the

is

to

new season and

choose

new

the clothes

you plan to wear. It's a proven fact, you know, that no
costume color need be unbecoming any more. Complementary lipstick and nail polish shades make the difference. This year,

when

there's a little bit of everything in

the fashion picture, you'll undoubtedly

want more than

one new make-up color to see you through. Fortunately,
there's a whole new crop to choose from. Helen Neushaefer, for example, has brought out two perfectly lovely
shades in lipsticks and matching nail polish. "Smart
Look" is a zestful red young, and wonderful to wear
with navy blue, grey, green, black, and this year's favorite, white.
"Neu Glow," the second Neushaefer debu-

—

Phyllis Kirk, starring in Warner Brothers'
that a new hair-do gives beauty an

feels
54

"Crime Wave,"
important

lift.

heady pink

—a

plenty of character for

all

tante,

if

is

a

you plan

to go

in for

clear,
its

any

light

accent that has

true pinkness.

of the exciting

However,

new

fashions

orange or lemon, you'll be grateful for Jacqueline Cochran's "Orange Poppy," a vibrant orange-red
that's available in cream rouge and dry rouge as well as
lipstick. "First Robin," Lentheric's newest shade, has no
rivals for top honors when it comes to a flattering color
to wear with either light or deep tones in the pink to coral
range. But last year's fabulous success "Red Lilac" continues to be the all-time favorite among lipsticks with real
honest-to-goodness lilac in the color blend. Surely, no
one could feel defeated by any fashion color with a roster
of lipstick shades like that to choose from.
With the selection of your brightest color pick-ups
taken care of you'll want a new complexion-flatterer to
add tone and glow to your skin. The latest of all is Lanolin Plus Liquid Make-Up
a formula that's designed to
give your complexion a beauty treatment as well as
beauty. All the beneficial Lanolin Plus esters and cholesterols are right there in the liquid to help keep your
skin soft and smooth while it's being enhanced by the
make-up. The complexion shades are carefully chosen for
in tones of

—

five different types of skin.

Remember

that a

make-up

of

kind can be just as valuable in toning down unattractive characteristics in a complexion as in adding more
this

When you see Grace Kelly in Warners' "Dial M For Murder
you can tell she is meticulous about grooming her hair.
-'

TAKE A LESSON IN BEAUTY FROM THE YOUNG STARS

ideal

qualities.

It

takes care of

many

skin problems.

Your next point of attack should be your hair. Try
some new hair-dos and step-up your grooming program.

You have no idea how much your appearance will improve until you try it. Everything you could possibly
need comes right in the Hair Beauty Kit made by "42"
Products, Ltd. (and if you run quickly you can take advantage of the special-offer price of $1.00). To help you
with the new hair-dos the kit contains a complete Hair
Styling Course, with new designs by famous Hollywood
stylists.
Then there's a remarkable arrangment called
"Sho-Curl Twin-Care Brush" a grooming implement
that has a comb in the center with removable brushes on
either side. In addition, the kit holds a supply of "42"
Lathering Oil Shampoo and "42" Sho-Curl. The shampoo
is made with best-for-your-hair natural oils, and the
Sho-Curl is a welcome anti-tangler and hair dressing that
contains a bonus of beneficial lanolin. What more could
you want, unless it's a cute little pocket accessory that's
as new as today's newspaper a grooming aid called
"Wisp Stick." Wisp Stick is tiny not much larger than a
folder of paper matches. Inside the ivory plastic case is
a cake of a new formula that you can stroke on your hair
anywhere, anytime, to control unruly behavior. It's such
a clever answer to the problem of stubborn ends and
continued on pace 7D
stray wisps that you may have a

—

—
—

1

A

liquid make-up helps give natural-looking beauty like
Terry Moore's in 20th Century's "King Of The Khyber Rifles."

Jean Peters likes to match her perfumes to her moods. She's
"3 Coins In The Fountain," a 20th Century-Fox film.

in
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"

"I saw somebody lying on the couch. 1
was just about to shoot him, but my
mother grabbed me and said:
" 'Don't shoot, that's your husband.'
She said Wayne was "flopped on the
couch" and she asked him if he had broken the window.
"He just mumbled," she testified. "He
was very intoxicated."
Esperanza said John told her he had
spent the night at Gail Russell's home,
that he had left the studio party with Miss
Russell, "just the two of them, and went

her home."
Mrs. Wayne said that a few days later
a friend informed her that John had given Gail an automobile and that she asked
her husband about this.
to

She

testified that

Wayne

said he

had

given Miss Russell "the down payment on
a car."
"I asked him why he'd give anyone the

down payment on
some

With the fusillade
and Chata finally

of cruelty charges and counter charges between John Wayne
over, Duke is surrounded by autograph-seeking well-wishers.

GHOSTS OF JOHN WAYNE DIVORCE CASE
[CONTINUED FROM PACE

When that day came he denied all of
Esperanza's charges. In turn, he accused
his wife of a love affair with Nicky Hilton, hotel heir

and ex-husband

of Eliza-

beth Taylor.
He accused Hilton of being Esperanza's
house guest while Wayne was making a
picture in Hawaii. He also charged her
with excessive drinking and wild outrebuttal appearance, Esperanza
denied each charge.
Nicky Hilton was subpoenaed to explain a week-long stay at the Wayne
home during the absence of the actor in
Honolulu. And to add to the turbulent
drama, the name of actress Betsy Von
Furstenberg, said to be the current romantic interest of Franchot Tone, also
a

was projected

into the case.

Hilton and Betsy were sweethearts at
the time. And Esperanza, it was stated,
had been asked by Betsy to house Nicky
while he recuperated from injuries received in an automobile accident.
Along with these developments, Gail
Russell threatened to sue Esperanza for
charging that John Wayne had spent the
night with the young actress.
Meanwhile, the movie industry exerted
pressure on both sides to end the trial
quickly, even though trials involving Hollywood stars seldom hurt their box-office
appeal.

With dramatic suddenness the Waynes'
trial ended. The case was a standoff, a Mexican standoff, it has been called
in Hollywood. It ended in a draw— a divorce decree for both John and Esperanza. She and her attorney were reported
"very happy" with the abrupt settlement.
Under its terms John will pay his wife
divorce

$500,000— $50,000 a year for the next 10
years. He will keep their $140,000 home,
one of the chief issues in the pre-trial
skirmishes. It is expected, however, he
will sell the place soon.
56

The Waynes came into the divorce
when they were not able to agree
upon a settlement. Seeking separate
arena

maintenance, Esperanza asked originally
for $9,000 a month alimony a sum John

—

called "fantastic."

In no time at all the flashing-eyed
senora and her stalwart husband were engaging in a fusillade of charges across the
crowded courtroom charges of drunkenness, violence and misconduct.

—

bursts.

In

25]

Then in a hectic surprise moment of the
turbulent scene, Esperanza accused John
of having kept romantic trysts with Gail
Russell.

While eyebrows were lifted and the
courtroom became so hushed that one
could hear a name being dropped, Esperanza testified how she almost plugged
John with a bullet when he came home
late following a studio party he had attended with Gail.
It was the day they finished the picture,
"The Angel And The Bad Man," in which
John and Gail co-starred, Esperanza said.
"Usually I went to these parties with
Mr. Wayne," she told the court. She said
she asked her husband if he were taking
her this time.

"He

said no," she testified. "He said
time he didn't want me to go with
him, that the party was just for the picture crew."
Esperanza related that John "never did
call, or return," that "we waited dinner
for several hours." She said she began to
worry that something had happened, an
accident, perhaps.
She said she called the restaurant
where the party was being held and was
told "everyone had left by 6 p.m."
"Hours went by. I became more nervous and worried. Finally, early in the
morning I heard a crash like glass being
broken. I was afraid someone was breaking into the house.
"I grabbed a gun. I went down the hall."
this

Mr.

Wayne

wrong

told

in that

were
between them.

a car unless there

sort of relationship

me

—that

there

was nothing

he wasn't running

around with Miss Russell."
Gail, in a statement, gave her version

of

the studio party.
"John took me home after the party,"
she said. "He had celebrated too much
and apologized to my mother for his condition. He called a taxi. My brother
helped him into the taxi and he left about
1 a.m.

"The next morning he sent my mother
a box of flowers with a note of apology
for the inconvenience he might have
caused her.
"I was separated from Guy Madison at
the time and was living with my family."

Wayne continued to be bitter at his
wife's action in mentioning Gail Russell.

"Why
kid's

did she have to drag that poor
into this?" he repeated. "I

name

never had anything to do with Miss Russell except to make a couple of movies
with her. True, we had a party at the end
of the picture. Every studio and company does. Everybody was there from
technician to star."

John asserted he came home at 2 a.m.
and broke in the front door, "not because
I was drunk but because I had no key
and my wife refused to open the door.
"I'm no saint," he added, "but this is
ridiculous."

As

to the

Duke

down payment on

a car for

"The poor kid went to
work for us on a loanout from Paramount.
She was getting practically nothing. She
did such a good job in our picture that we
tried to get her some of the loanout money but Paramount said no. So Jimmy
Grant, who directed the picture, and I
chipped in $500 apiece and gave it to her.
Chata knew all about it. Jimmy and I had
discussed it half a dozen times."
According to Esperanza, life with John
Wayne was six years of smashing fists and
Gail,

said,

crashing missiles, with alcohol the real
villain in their marital affairs.

She said he had hit her with everything
from the back of his hand to upholstered
pillows during their marriage.
added, they always kissed and

But, she
up.

made

Esperanza Baur, former Mexico City
screen star, was Wayne's second wife. His

first

wife, also a

Latin-American beauty,
of the Dominican

WHERE DO

was Josephine Saenz,

Republic, who divorced him after 11 years
of marriage, and was given custody of
their four children.
"I tried every way possible to make a
go of our marriage," he said about his life
with Esperanza.
At present Wayne is seen much in the

company
ress.

Peruvian actconfidently believed in Holly-

of Pilar Pallette,

It is

wood Pilar will be wife No. 3.
The stalwart 6 foot, 4 inch product of
Main Street Wayne was born Marion

—

Morrison in Waterloo,

la.,

— and

one-time

football star at the University of Southern California where he was known as
Duke Morrison, is definitely big time

headline material.
He draws headlines because of his persistent appeal for Latin- American women,
because he can boast a $500,000-a-year
income, because of such box-office winners as "The Quiet Man," "Hondo," "Flying Leathernecks," "She Wore A Yellow
Ribbon" and other pictures.
Down deep, according to his friends,
Wayne wishes the headlines were not so
big or black. The divorce trial publicity
is part of the price he is paying for his
popularity.

The headlines are a part of the bitter
memories he carries of the courtroom battle in which he and his wife were embroiled so spectacularly.
In that battle Gail Russell made bold
headlines, also. They came back to haunt
her a month after the trial when she was
arrested on a drunk -driving charge.
Ordinarily, such a charge would have
attracted little or no attention. Now she
made new headlines.
Gail happened to be driving her car in
Santa Monica when she came behind a
police prowl car that stopped at a red
light, and honked her horn. "Sounded off
on the horn," the officers said. There was
an investigation and the officers said the
actress was intoxicated.
She was taken to jail, and a few hours
later a man appeared with $250 bail. The
man was Guy Madison. His rush to the
rescue gave new emphasis to his remarks
last February when he and Gail separated after four years of marriage and
three of courtship.
"I'm heartsick over our separation," he
said then, "but somehow we can't seem to
make a go of it. I'm still devoted to Gail.
And anything she needs from me she'll
always have."

He also said he appreciated the
derful years she made possible."

"won-

"It was a strong and honest emotional
experience. I still believe Gail and I will

get back together.

emotionally

I

involved

never expect to be
with any other

woman."

—

Gail's brush with the law which is
scheduled for a court decision soon, for
she pleaded innocent to the drunk-driving charge occurred just as she had returned from a rest in a Seattle sanitarium.
She had gone to the sanitarium to seek
peace from the turmoil of mind and spirit
occasioned by the mention of her name in
the Wayne divorce trial.
Divorce trials can be such ghostly affairs.
END

—

GO FROM HERE?

I

[CONTINUED FROM PACE

Belinda?" It meant that much to Jane.
And wasn't it Jane who retorted, "I'll
still

make my mark

in

Hollywood

if

it

me!"?
This could very well be the crux of the
whole trouble. Perhaps in her determination to make good Jane overlooked the
fact that it takes more than being a good
actress and hard worker to become a No.
1 box-office favorite. There are those
things which the public has come to associate with movie stars glamour, fire,
publicity. These alone have made more
stars than even Hollywood cares to admit.
Forty years ago Jane Wyman, then
called Sarah Jane Fulks, was born in a
cheerless house in St. Joe, Missouri, of
parents who were then far from young.
She was still a baby when her older
brother and sister married, left home, and
her father fell pitifully ill.
"Laughter had little place in the Fulks
home," recalls an early teacher of Jane
Wyman's, "and her mother was so strict
that parental fondness seemed missing,
too. Jane grew up in drab, severe clothes,
kills

—

wore lank hair instead of softening curls."
It was a house of tears, especially when
a favorite brother died and Jane felt she
didn't have a real friend in the world. In
those formative years, however, she took
on a mind of her own, a will to do things
that were not always approved by parents and relatives. She prayed to God
that she might find her two feet and stand
solidly on the uneven ground of her ambitions to shine in the theatre.
Today Jane possesses the same conviction that somehow, somewhere, she will
make good in the field of her endeavor.
But the going has been tough, is still
tough. Although she thinks in one direction, the turns have been bad ones
long and exciting life complicated and
often interrupted by false decisions in
career, failing romances in her private
life. All of which have made her unhappy.

—

—
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In one of the studios where she has
worked, the doctor on the lot is also a
good psychologist. He once said to Janie,
"You know if you had waited to gat married until you had reached real maturity,
you might have achieved almost everything you desired. Perhaps your husbands
were not good for you."
There were many of them, these husbands. There was the first one whom she
married almost when she was a child, and
whom she would rather not talk about.
And way back in 1937 there was Myron
Futterman, a prosperous manufacturer of
children's clothing. After that Ronald
Reagan, and still after that, Fred Karger
a man with music in his heart but very
little desire to further the ambitious aims

—

of his actress wife.

That marital venture started in 1953,
and collapsed in the same year. In the interim, Jane had been wooed, so the story
goes, by many attractive men Bob Taylor, Billie Seymour, Lew Ayres.
What perturbs Hollywood is that Jane
Wyman, with all her fine talents and personal sensibilities, may never achieve a

—

real niche in either her

away from

work

or her life

the cameras.

"Brought up with unhappiness," says a
former secretary of the star, "she finds it
hard to believe that she will ever be
really happy either in her work or in
her own home. She faces everything in
life with a cautious, almost defeatist attitude believing that a human being is always on his own and can rarely depend
on the help of others."

—

—

If

that

Jane

is

true,

Wyman

girls in

it's

not a correct attitude.

one of the most popular
Hollywood, as well as one of the
is

most gifted, and there is practically no
one from top studio executive to the

—

—

lowliest grip who wouldn't like to see
her shine in everything she attempts.

Leave

it

to a

prop

man

at

Warners' to

rather a sage remark, "Jane Wyhas never really grown up. She is a
child who, once hurt, believes she can be
hurt again and again. Acting is in her
blood, and she is ready to spill pints of it
to get what she really wants. If she wants
to get where she thinks she wants to get,

make

and

man

pill.

she'll

have

to forget all of the past,

and

only for the future."
The trouble with Jane Wyman, though,
is that she lives merely for the present,
live

in so doing

swallows

many

She doesn't look ahead

a bitter

far

enough

can be sugar-coated
ones, too. In a sombre moment she once
said, "Where am I going?"
Her best friends could tell her: Far and
UP, if she forgets the misses and remembers the hits. On the other hand, her
worst enemies if she has any can say,
Nowhere if she doesn't work a little less
and live a little more!
end
to believe that there

—

—

—

A MODEL TO FOLLOW
[CONTINUED FROM PACE

ever met." And she meant it sincerely.
Since she met the former Yankee Clipper in February, 1952, she had dated no
other man. She had had no romantic interest in any other male.
"We're just good friends," she used to
parry questioners, smiling her best inscrutable smile all the while, "just good
friends." And then when asked concerning his interest in her, she struck her interviewer out by replying:
"We haven't got around to baseball

—

yet."

An

increasingly astonishing fact about
Marilyn is that women like her. They are
now ready to admit her unusual physical
charms. But more, they are impressed by
her integrity, her innate honesty.
Marilyn considers herself lucky. Her

unhappy childhood
lived in orphanages

during

which she

and 11 different fos-

homes has apparently left no marks of
frustration or cynicism upon her. Before
she was born her father was killed in an
auto accident. His death was such a shock
ter

to her

mother that she spent a lifetime

in

institutions.
its part when Twentieth
put her under contract
three-and-a-half years ago and let her be
her natural, beautiful, sexy self, thus
making possible the Marilyn Monroe leg-

Luck played

Century-Fox

end.

But even had she not become established as the nation's "most sizzling heat

wave," she would have been the same
honest individual. A model of models, on
or off the screen, as it were.
Long before cameras were pointed at
Marilyn and Joe together, the glamour
queen had demonstrated how vividly a
lens can bring out the beauty and shapeliness of a girl.

when

she posed
in the nude for an art calendar it took her
no time at all to zoom to the top as Hollywood's sexiest number.
She became the hottest thing in the film
town since be-sweatered Lana Turner
moved over from a soda fountain into the
focus of studio magnates.
The reason Marilyn posed in the nude,
she explained, was because the wolves
were at the door. They were not human

So

vividly, indeed, that

—then.

She was having difkind of studio attention that would send her onward and up-

wolves either

ficulty getting the

ward along the glory road.
She was four months behind in her
rent, and often she didn't have enough

money even
It is
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to eat.

not on record there was a general
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scramble for dark glasses when the calendar began to decorate restaurants, barber
shops, garages.

"I'm not ashamed of it," Marilyn said.
nothing wrong."
As a matter of fact, she declared, she
has been criticized more for wearing
clothes than for taking them off. In those
"I did

days women were critical.
"But men appreciate what
I dress to please them," she

I

said.

Return."

"That

"Try as you may, you can find no
structural defects in Marilyn."
At any event, Marilyn Monroe doesn't
have to be the bundle in Joe DiMaggio's
arms to get her name in the paper. She's
got a sure-fire way. She poses for pictures.

She was working in the film, "Don't
Bother To Knock," when she met Joe.
She had pictured him as a fellow who
would be dressed sportily. But Joe was
garbed in the conservative blue he has
favored throughout his life, when they
were introduced to each other in a Hol-

lywood restaurant.
"I thought he was very nice," she said.
He had no line either, as she had expected
he, in common with most ball players,
would have.
She took him home in her car to his
hotel because he asked her to drop him
off there. Next night, he asked her to
have dinner with him. She agreed. And
that became their practice for every night

New

in the Cine-

No

wear, and

long and lean look is not my type. Clothes
should follow the body."
With her 37-inch bust, her 23-inch
waist and 34-inch hips, her tight frocks,
her panther-like walk, her low, throaty
manner of talking, she has been tagged
"naturally sexy."
Describing Marilyn as extraordinarily
gifted with physical magnetism, famed
choreographer Valerie Bettis said:
"That kind of girl is born, not made."
And the operators of a Hollywood modiste shop, patronized by the screen's
fashion seekers, said:

until he returned to

Marilyn and Rory Calhoun
maScope film, "River Of

York.

"Naturally, I became interested in baseball," she declared, her eyes reflecting the
frankness of her words. "I couldn't very
well be around with Joe and not learn
something about the game."

Once, when it was suggested to her that
the 38-year-old DiMaggio might be too
old for her, Marilyn replied as sagely as
the Empress Josephine could have done:
"Age doesn't count where love is concerned. I don't care what age a man is if
you love him and he loves you."

Meanwhile, Joseph Paul DiMaggio,

who

saw

service in 1,736 baseball games as a
of the Yankees, has become a
successful telecaster since he hung up his
uniform and retired as an active player.
Television has proved a nice green pasture for him. Though he is not TV's biggest attraction as he was baseball's he
has managed to garner almost as big a
salary, $100,000 annually, as he made with
the Yankees.
His earnings at baseball compare favorably with a movie star's, far that matter.
From 1936 when he came up to the Yankees from the San Francisco Seals until
he called it a day at the end of the 1951
season he drew $750,000 in salary and
World Series prize money, and another
$250,000 for subsidiary activities.
He was the highest-priced player in
Yankee history.
Shortly after their first meeting he took
Marilyn and his son to a Bel Air swimming pool for an afternoon's outing. There
was a jolting aftermath.
Joe's ex-wife immediately demanded
full custody of their son. There was, according to Dorothy, one too many persons
in the scene and she didn't mean Joe or
Joe, Jr.
When the swimming-pool episode was

member

—

—

backed up with such compelling newspaper comment as: "Joe, Jr. thought pop's
actress friend, blonde and bosomy Marilyn Monroe, was a 'real doll.' " one can
understand why there were fireworks.
She couldn't do less, Dorothy fumed,
than seek full custody of Joe, Jr., after
noting that both Joes went swimming
with Marilyn. She said she didn't think
the boy ought to be hanging around the
Bel Air pool listening to the conversation
of those who frequent the place, though
no information was offered as to what the

was about.
"Such things are not conducive

chatter

to a
proper father-and-son relationship," Dorothy said. "Naturally, I want little Joe to
see his father, but I think it would be better for all concerned, particularly the boy,
if the meetings were at my home."

Under the divorce settlement granted
DiMaggio has partial cus-

his wife in 1944,

tody of the boy.

Terming "utterly ridiculous" his exwife's charges, he declared he was wholly
unable to get her view of the swimming
pool incident.
"I never have and I never will take my
son into places that wouldn't be proper
for a boy of his age to enter," Joe said, as
he explained how the incident came

about.

"We had lunch at the Bel Air pool and
went swimming. He saw Miss Monroe for
about two hours. There were at least a
dozen other children swimming there at
the time. All persons there were respectable, there was no drinking, and I certainly don't know what's wrong with being at a pool."
Later, Dorothy viewed the affair more
calmly. She only wanted to keep the boy

out of "glamour spots."

What constitutes a glamour spot, one
might ask? Obviously, a place where girls
of glamour, with a capital G, can be seen.
The occasion was the first when DiMaggio was asked if he was thinking of
marrying Marilyn Monroe.
He was as neatly evasive as if he were
ducking a too-close inside pitch.
"She's a wonderful lady and a very
good friend," he replied.
As for Marilyn, she thought Joe was as
"wonderful" as when she met him in the
Hollywood restaurant on that memorable
night.

She gave him her exclusive

attention,

meeting she was
wholly devoted to bandleader Freddie
Karger.
When Joe and Marilyn were married
they proved that they'd meant every
word they had said about each other. And
Hollywood proved to be right in calling
Marilyn strictly a "one-man" woman, end
before

as

just

their

DANNY'S PRIVATE LIFE
[CONTINUED FROM PACE

and that people responded the way they
did because her father was such a wonderful comedian. Yet during those three
days,

Danny was

indeed for a

depressed, a rare sight
is usually riding

man who

the crest of the wave.
This story, fortunately, had a happy
ending, because Dena gradually began to
get the feel of what was going on, and by
the end of the week, she was something of
a little critic all by herself, discussing the
various things she had watched her Daddy do on the stage. The proof that she
had become fully acclimated to the world

show-business came when she asked
Danny, "If I walk out on the stage, Daddy, will people laugh at me?" She did,
however, take a bow with her father, and
she loved it!
Danny Kaye in person is everything
you'd expect him to be, but this is only
the beginning of an understanding of what
makes him tick. Watch him work on the
set, he exudes a tremendous personality,
and you see a real dynamo in action. In
"Knock On Wood," one of his newest cinof

ema

epics,

go back to the kind of parts I played in
'Up In Arms,' 'On The Riviera' and "The
Secret Life Of Walter Mitty.' It's a good
I

I

think, for 'Andersen.'

modern, atomic spy comedy and
first

a
the

It's

it's

was ever written strictly
Needless to say, I'm having fun

picture that

for me.

doing

Since Danny is one of those people who
won't talk too much about himself, other
than accounting straight and terse pieces
of news about his work or the plans that
lie ahead, we cornered the person nearest
to him and put the more personal questions about his private life to her. Naturally she is Mrs. Danny Kaye, a vital yet

winsome and most

attractive lady.

You

like her at first glance.

"Danny," she began, "is like Mercury
because his moods change so rapidly. He's
either ecstatically happy, or in the depths,
but never in between. He's creative and
brilliant, with a natural technique as a
singer, dancer and comedian.
let him know
you want very much for him to do
something, and he'll go out of his way to
dawdle, procrastinate, and to find a hundred other things that he insists he must
do at that particular moment. Then
switch your tactics, pretend you don't
care if he does or doesn't do what you
ask, and you achieve your desired results
in record time. Dena can handle him best
in this department because she teases

"He's a great tease. Just

that

right back.
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follow-up,

that they have seen celluloid greats perform for decades.

it."

Danny's not alone in enjoying doing
his zany brand of comedy. On the day
when he was filming scenes in which he
reveals the identity of the spy-ring leader,
he rattled off long sentences studded with

such tongue-catching names as Gromek,
Brutchek, Shaslik, Papinek and Brodnik
without a hitch, and completed his sequence in one take. Members of the crew
broke out in applause, which is really
quite a compliment when you consider

"Planning menus for him is a really
simple procedure until he gets on his food
binges. As a rule, he prefers fowl as his
entree, or he doesn't seem to be interested
in food at all, and then suddenly he develops a great passion for Chinese, French
or Italian dishes. Then our own cook must
go international, or we visit all the foreign restaurants in this area until the passion wears

off.

Danny's greatest component is
his charm. He has more than his share of
it.
Far from possessing even the smallest
tinge of temperament, he's dependable,
punctual and patient. He goes out of his
way in an effort to please people, and a
responsive audience will keep him going
on until his clothes are wringing wet.
"Because he's not temperamental himself, he bridles against it in anyone else.
"I think

he's quite a contrast to the

hero of "Hans Christian Andersen." He
plays a ventriloquist unwittingly embroiled with a gang of European spies,
and indulges in one of his happy pastimes
of wearing weird costumes, wigs and
beards to his heart's content.

Trying to pin Danny down for an interview, when he's on the set, is like trying to keep a handful of frolicsome puppies still. It just can't be done. You ask
him a question, and he rattles off a fast
answer. Just as you're jotting down the
last of your notes, you look up, and he's
gone. You next see him running over a
tune with Mrs. Kaye, who writes all his
music under her maiden name of Sylvia
Fine. Then he bounces over to the makeup mirror, slaps on a zany wig, dons a
long gold-buttoned coat, and steps into
the next sequence.
"I

chose 'Knock

On Wood' because

in

it

In "Knock

On Wood,"

Kaye, his co-star

is

a modern, atomic spy comedy written especially for Danny
Mai Zetterl ing, making her American screen debut.

lovely

59

He

can't abide pretentiousness, and he
loathes 'armchair generals' who go off on
a lengthy dissertation when they don't
know what they're talking about. And,
because he's as honest about all things as
he is, he's equally at ease with a king and
queen as he is with a cook.
"He is absolutely great in a crisis. When
a friend is in trouble, he is the calmest,

most sympathetic person you'd
He seems to know exactly
what to do, and goes at it with a certainty that is most assuring. There is one
exception however Dena. When she is
ill or unhappy, he goes to pieces, and he's
completely miserable and upset until she's
sanest,

ever meet.

—

all

right again."

In passing, Mrs. Kaye brought out a
point about Danny that seemed of considerable interest. She referred to him as a
"bad rehearser" who cannot audition and
because of this was almost thrown out of
"Lady In The Dark," the New York musical in which he first achieved big time
notice. He needs an audience, and when
he and Sylvia run through her musical
numbers for his movies, he doesn't warm
up until she starts laughing. Then he
really goes at it. If there's no reaction
from her, he just "walks through" the

number.
Danny, who has made 12 pictures in the
15 years in which he's been in motion

—

—

or less than one a year is
changing that status temporarily by doing
three movies in one year. After "Knock
On Wood" and "White Christmas" with
Bing Crosby, he's scheduled for "Huckleberry Finn," with Gene Kelly at MGM,
and then returns to Paramount for his
second film for Dena Productions, a company in which he is connected with veterans Norman Panama and Mel Frank.

pictures

The

firm, you'll note, is

named

after his

daughter.
It's doubtful that he'll travel abroad as
much as he has in the past. He'll play the
London Palladium, of course, since it's one
theatre that's really dear to his heart, but
now that the American public has proved
that it will support his live shows, he'll
stick closer to these shores. And although
this year is the exception, from now on he
plans to adhere to his policy of doing one

movie a year, since he feels that you can
do harm to a career by appearing too often
in screen vehicles.

Ask Danny what

his personal plans are,

and he gives you a searching look simply

because he hasn't any at the moment.
Having traveled as much as he has in the

make his Hollywood
his headquarters for the time being,
to devote his free time to golf at the

night.

coast

The

It's
.

.

Big

Talk,

coast-to-

.

past, he's content to

home

and
nearby Hillcrest Country Club. He's a
whiz at the tee, and plays in the 70's. Yet
tomorrow he's just as apt to announce to
Mrs. Kaye and Dena that it would be nice
to go to Lake Louise or Honolulu, and
they will all pack up and be on their way.
"It's more fun that way," he says, "and
your plans don't get upset so easily."
At home, Danny loves to entertain, and
puts on whole shows for his servants. At
parties, he is invariably called upon to
perform, and Sylvia says that much of his
best material has been inspired by things
he has done spontaneously in somebody's
living room. He is unfailingly obliging
about this, as he is about camp tours, and
record

his

of

benefit

appearances

for

worthy causes is indeed impressive.
He and his wife have been news for
gossip-minded columnists for years. Danny used to deny angrily every rumor of
impending separation and once feuded
with several top columnists because of
their prediction of a Kaye marital collapse. Now, after 12 years of such prophecies which never have come true, Danny

takes such talk in his stride.

He
ists

admits he and Sylvia give columncause for talk, since they seemingly

However, what the writis that their arguments
are more like battles of wit, and that both
wind up laughing hysterically when one
fight like tigers.

ers don't

know

or the other puts over a telling point.
Sylvia usually wins all the battles, and
Danny laughs as he describes them as
"tension relievers."

By

the

same token,

his greatest booster

and severest critic is Sylvia. "I'm like
every wife with a husband," she reports.
"Dealing with Danny, I need the tact and
diplomacy of the State Department. I used
to be much more direct until I discovered
that with Danny it's imperative to pick
the right time and place.

"I'm a combination now of wife and
business partner, so naturally under such
an arrangement I have to soft-pedal wifely prerogatives. Danny listens to everything I have to say, but doesn't necessarily do it, since I'm not always right. Show
business is a matter of opinion, and you
cross your fingers and trust to luck!" END

Hollywood sorely missed the usual lavby Sonja Henie when
she returned to town after her Reno divorce stopover. She was so busy with new
production plans for her ice shows that
she didn't have time to be social or unish parties tossed

dertake the hostess "bit." When business
is involved, Sonja couldn't care less about
the cocktail-canape crowd so it shouldn't
have surprised anyone to begin with. The
famous Henie jewel collection, incidentally, may be auctioned off late this Summer. She doesn't need the money just
wants a change of bangles, baubles and
beads. Paulette Goddard will undoubtedly be first in line at such an "ice

—

...

sale."

Eddie Fisher dated Terry Moore for
publicity purposes, but his real heartbeat
is model Jerilyn Johnson. Eddie's agents
and managers allow him to date Jerilyn

once-a-week only

—

and then only with
promise they'll duck photogs and
newshounds. A fine romance, this is!

the

The doggie industry is figuring on another bonanza within the next two years
this time in sales of Skye terriers.
They're starting to replace French poodles as the "vogue" pooch, hili St. Cyr
and Ann Blyth already have ordered

—

...

theirs

Pals say the long-time feud between
Costello is all over
at last, but Jerry Lewis and Bud Abbott
have yet to settle their differences of
opinion

Dean Martin and Lou

.

.

.

Pat Crowley, who stole the honors in
"Forever Female," made a tremendous
impression on diners at the Pen & Pencil
in New York by being so unHollywoodish. She struck everyone as the shyest,
quietest and most normal representative
of the acting profession to appear on the
scene in simply ages, and it was a charm-

—

ing sight to see

.

.

.

Ursula Thiess's two children by a forare the reason she and Bob
Taylor failed to make the altar march
early this year Bob isn't too enthusiastic
about the patter of little feet, never has
been

mer marriage

—

.

.

.

Those rift rumors concerning Doris Day
and Marty Melcher are blamed chiefly on
Marty intimates claim he "talks too
much," which makes his actress-wife
nervous. Their spats, overheard by neighbors and reported around Hollywood, only

—

DOROTHY KILGALLEN'S
EXCLUSIVE MOVIE GOSSIP
[CONTINUED FROM PACE

was an emergency business trip. Janie
found out and filed for her divorce ten
days later

.

.

.

Hugh O'Brian and Buddy Hackett
the new white hopes of U-I — they'll

are
re-

place Abbott and Costello on that studio's
list

of forthcoming

comedies

SO

A

pearances of Johnnie Ray.

raft of video
cancellations was the first step in the
campaign to halt the swoon singer's ca-

began when one of Johnnie's
old flames sent out Christmas cards with
Johnnie's picture on them (but not the
pose he mails to his fans) The anti-Ray
mob also spread the word around about
reer.

.

.

.

.

.

Jerry Lewis, at first amused by Audrey
Hepburn's imitation of him at parties, is
letting it be known the novelty is beginning to wear thin
.

.

.

It all

.

.

Parent-Teacher and religions organizafile complaints to
TV producers about the scheduled aptions are beginning to

strengthen the stories they'll separate

22]

the member of the cast of the Broadway
musical, "Almanac," to whom Johnnie allegedly sent a box of roses on opening

The Tyrone Powers and the Michael
Rennies are so inseparable, Hollywood
hostesses have to allow for four places instead of two whenever they invite one or
the other couple to dine. And the unpredictable quartet are just as liable not to
show up at the last minute as they are to
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•
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•

EMERAUDE

•

"PARIS"

•

MUGUET DES BOIS

arrive in sports attire

when

tions stress "black tie"

.

.

friends, and it is by no means out of the
question that they will eventually wed,

the invita-

.

because

—

tranged wife, Greta, while he's filming
"The Purple Plain" in Ceylon. He sent
her a set of sapphires (set in a gold filagree necklace) that weigh more than four
hundred karats
.

.

it is

apparent that

when

evident in her
terization. This

.

"Roman Holiday"
charm

is

it is so effortless.
trying to sell herself. She

Director-Producer Rouben Mamoulian
hot after Greta Garbo for the screen

"A Song To Remember"

.

.

—

films

another matter

is still

.

.

.

Audrey

.

.

complete with "things to do today" pages,
would startle his fans daring is hardly

—

the

word

for

it

.

.

.

.

.

Mamie Van Doren and Tommy Morton

The Dempsey-Van Doren
romance goes back to 1950 when she was
a hoofer in a Broadway nightclub show
really prefers.

that starred Jackie Gleason. In those days
she was known as Joan Olander
.

.

.

If and when Patrice Wymore Flynn files
for a divorce from the dashing Errol, her
terms will be (1 ) complete custody of
their child, (2) tax-free alimony of $25,000

fifty

percent of their

community property holdings

in
B.W.I. No "names" will be
named by Patrice in exchange for these
stipulations

Jamaica,

.

.

.

Humphrey Bogart

has

made West Coast

editors so mad they've got "definitely not
wanted" notices about him tacked up in
some of the city rooms ...
end

on the picture in Rome. How could he
have escaped being impressed by such a

indefinitely.

The

the Peck marriage sithowever, have never been revealed, but as far as Audrey is concerned
light was shed on her true relations with
Greg soon after she arrived in Hollywood.
It was learned that not only had she
made a friendly phone call to Greta Peck
to relay Greg's greetings, but that she had
fulfilled a similar request from him by
phoning members of his family in San
full facts of

uation,

Francisco for the same friendly purpose.
Much had been made for a brief time
over Bing Crosby's attentions to Audrey.
After all, what could have been more
natural than her succumbing to the wellknown Crosby charm, especially since he

was the most

As

AUDREY'S TRUE LOVE
[CONTINUED FROM PACE
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was before they had come to know
better. Moreover, the Hollywood
scribes had not taken the trouble to evaluate the real facts of her engagement to

mount had already arranged for her to
come to Hollywood on another assign-

Hanson.

man who loved me to ask him to share
me with my career," Audrey told me on

that

her

well-endowed Englishman had
courted her for two years before Audrey
consented to the engagement, but even

The

prelude to a possible marriage
did not prevent Audrey from taking stock
when a less mature girl her age might
have lost her head in the first dizzy onrush of success.
It is true that "Roman Holiday" had
not been released, but she had been highly acclaimed for her role in "Gigi" on
this solid

Broadway, and in talks with William Wyler, who had directed her in the picture,
she had certainly been led to believe that
"Roman Holiday" had turned out to be
something special for her. In fact, Para62

and Gregory Peck

refreshing personality, the gossips asked.
It had been generally accepted in Hollywood that Greg and his wife, Greta, had
hit a real snag in their marriage. The
assumption had been based largely on the
fact that Greg had been in Europe for
well over a year and that he had taken
assignments that would keep him abroad

are not forthcoming so he's contracted
with Sol Lesser to do more. Lana insists

he work

arise about her

are cooing in the more public Hollywood
but it's still Jack Dempsey she

joint

Lex Barker thought "Tarzan's African
Legend" would be his last jungle epic, but
the offers for modern dress screen roles

would

—he who had worked with her for months

annually and (3)

.

isn't

just being

Paul Douglas and Jan Sterling at the
Stork Club while on Gotham vacation.

.

Bob Wagner's memo pad-address book,

is

At a time when her name was on
everyone's lips because of her "Roman
Holiday" hit, it was only natural that talk

spots,

Tab Hunter is miffed at his agent and
the movie moguls who insist he remain a
blonde. Tab thinks his fans will accept
him more as an actor with brown tresses
instead of the studio-tinted blonde locks
he's required to feature

charac-

of the film colony.

.

Fernando Lamas is one oj the jew Hollywood males who advocates the use of
lipstick. He wouldn't be caught dead before the cameras without it makes his
flashing smile all the more pearly. However, what it does to him in 3-D color

is

Audrey.
But with a charmer like this, everyone
who came to know her insisted that there
just had to be a favorite man somewhere
in the background. However, no one
could discover him. Audrey stuck to her
job with Spartan self-discipline and refused to be seen around the night spots

version of the best-seller book, "Lelia,"
while Merle Oberon would part with her
eyeteeth for a crack at the same role
based on the life and loves of George
Sand. It was Merle, you'll remember,
who portrayed the lady-who-loved-Chopin-while-wearing-men's-a 1 1 i r e in the
film,

man

doubly effective

because
is

a

charmed by Audrey he stays charmed.
This has certainly been true during her
stay in Hollywood while making "Sabrina
Fair." The girl conveys to anyone she
meets that same regal charm that was so

Whether there's a divorce pending or
not Greg Peck isn't forgetting his es-

ment.
"It

was

just too

much

to expect of a

the set of "Sabrina Fair" at Paramount
Studios when I quizzed her on her romance with Hanson. "He and I had long
talked about what had happened to me
since we became engaged and I decided it
wasn't fair to marry him and then have to
leave him from time to time on account
of

my

work.

"I feel a girl

must be completely sensi-

ble about a step as serious as marriage
because to me it is a very serious step. It
would also be unfair to have children as
long as I have not carried out my hopes
for a career to a successful completion."

She and Hanson remain very dear

eligible

male

in

Hollywood?

turns out, Bing was impressed.
He had taken Audrey to a dinner party
at the home of Billy Wilder, who was directing her in "Sabrina Fair," and for
some time after this, the groaner was very
attentive to her on the Paramount lot,
it

where he was making "White Christmas"
on a sound stage adjoining the one where
Audrey was working.
Bing started visiting her on the set, an
unheard of thing for him to do.
"But there was no romance between
Bing and me," she told this writer. "He
is delightful company and I only had one
real date with him.

I

like people

who

light-hearted and witty because
plenty of austerity in my life."

I

are

had

The reason why a romance didn't floubetween Audrey and Bing, is prob-

rish

ably because she didn't give

it

a chance.

one young actress who is dedicated
to her work, and while she is busy on a

She

is

picture, social life is strictly taboo. She is
of such a single purpose that she wouldn't
consider having a date at such a time.

Michael Butler's arrival in town caused
another flurry of romance rumors to fly
around Audrey's queenly head. But after
he was here for a week and she hadn't
once shown up in public with him, everyone had to conclude that Audrey was determined to stick to her routine of work.
She had met Butler in Chicago while
touring in "Gigi" and he couldn't have

been more

Outlining

'I

attentive.

upper

lid

©

Butler visited her on the set of the picture while he was in Hollywood, and Audrey was very gracious to him, but in her
boundless tact she was able to make him
understand that she could not entertain
him socially. They are friends still, as are
all the other men who have come within
her orbit.
Audrey's director, Billy Wilder, even
arranged for Groucho Marx to escort her
to dinner at his home one night during a
lull in the shooting schedule. She showed
the same delight in Groucho's company
as she had registered for other interesting male companions, but on this occasion

With Maybelline soft Eyebrow Pencil, draw
narrow line across upper eyelids, at base of
lashes, adding short up-stroke at outer
corner. Soften line with fingertip.

Next, use short, light upward strokes of the Maybelline
Eyebrow Pencil, to form beautiful, expressive brows.

Taper lightly

©

The world's smartest women depend on
Maybelline soft eye make-up for heart-stirring
beauty. Today,

no romance rumors resulted.
Whether Audrey succeeded in giving
Hollywood a true picture of her personality is still questionable. Other than being her natural

seem

self,

let

Maybelline magic bring out

the unsuspected loveliness of your eyes

!

in fact, she doesn't

have made much

to

at outer end. Soften effect with fingertip.

Apply smooth Maybelline Mascara from base to tip of
lashes, brushing upward. (Hold a few seconds to set
"up-swoop") For an extra touch of mysterious eye beauty,
blend a bit of Maybelline Eye Shadow on upper lid.

effort in that

The people who worked with

direction.

her on "Sabrina Fair" have only one answer for this integrity! They used the
word often in talking about the elfin

—

young
It

star.

is

plain that those

who

profess not

to understand her

have not taken the
trouble to look at her past. The expectation that she was bound to follow the
usual pattern of romances set by other
young feminine newcomers to pictures is
precluded by the very nature of her
childhood.
It would not be far-fetched to say that
Audrey was born to maturity. She was a

child of the second marriage of her aristocratic
mother, Baroness Ella Von

Heemstra, and the world in which she
arrived in 1929 in Brussels, was a threatening one.
Later, 'when she was ten, Audrey's
father, who was an intense
politically-minded business man, were
also divorced.
This alone would have been enough to
leave a profound impression on an intelligent child, but there followed the grim
war years during the German occupation
in the Netherlands. Even then Audrey
had a sense of values, and helped with the
underground movement by giving dance
recitals to help raise funds in fighting

mother and

Nazism.

During this time she saw one halfbrother, Alexander, deported to Germany
and another one, Ian, had to go into hiding away from the family because of work
for the resistance forces.

Audrey and her family were often
without enough food, and were under
constant surveillance by military police.
"This
to

the kind of life that teaches one
oneself," she told me. "And

is

know

my

mother made the lesson complete by
teaching me good common sense in facing
the situation realistically.
"If I said I couldn't do a thing, mother
insisted that other girls had done even
harder things. This kept me going when,
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eighteen,

at

shows a week

I

in

was doing twenty-one
London in three differ-

"I

I

was growing

Tolls," in

reticence

which
Gary

—

was said—
Cooper was

it

grew

make people happy by bringing them
warmth and a better understanding of

I am,"
have simply gone too

their problems through the characters I
portray, then I feel I will have suc-

breached to such telling effect that the
set had to be closed to visitors.
And even with the end of the filming of
"For Whom The Bell Tolls," and the
withdrawal of Miss Bergman from Mr.
Cooper's life, seemingly that reticence
never returned. Perhaps Mr. Cooper had
acquired a taste for the continental touch,
for only recently Giselle Pascal, longtime
and intimate friend of the Prince of
Monaco, was credited with touching Mr.

I

far in a serious venture to sacrifice it now
by assuming any other obligations until I
am the star I feel I must try to become.
This is a necessity to me, not for the sake
of becoming a grand success, but to help
bring to others some of the joy I missed

as

The Bell
the

ent theatrical jobs.
"Perhaps these facts about how
up will explain why I am what

she went on.

"So far I feel I am only a publicity
and I must prove myself. If I can

star,

up.

ceeded."
This, then, is Audrey Hepburn's real
love her career, and to those who don't
understand her sidetracking of real life
romance the answer lies in her remarkable unselfishness, which ironically is
helping her better to find herself.
END

—

of

Cooper's heart.

THE "OTHER WOMAN"
USUALLY FOREIGN?

WHY

IS

[CONTINUED FROM PACE

only

woman who

gence.

appreciates his intelli-

Every mistake

in

grammar be-

comes, in his mind, a proof of her wit,
and every time she widens her eyes and
says trustingly, "I not onnerstan', but you

weel explain, no?" he feels protective.
But the allure of the foreign woman is
more definite than a matter of appealing
accent and need for instruction in the
difficult world of America. For example,
there was Ursula Thiess and her prominence in Bob Taylor's life. Why did he
prefer this

German-born

film star to the

charming and accomplished Barbara
Stanwyck?
Dr. Arnold Gruber, internationallyfamous psychologist and technical adviser on many European-made movies
with American stars, points out one basic
factor in all these situations. "Before we
can say that the foreign woman is always
the 'other' woman in luring away the
affections of the American man from the
women he might naturally select for his
wife," he remarks, "we must remember
that all human relationships depend upon
the people involved and on their particular combination of hopes and fears, successes and frustrations.
"It seems to be true that the foreign

woman is more adept than the
American woman at sensing the needs of
born

the man," he concludes. "Perhaps because
the foreign woman's background of experience has taught her that she can only
live by and through the will of men, she
automatically studies the man's desires
rather than her own, and in giving full
expression to them, hopes to be able to
gain her own desires without bringing
them into the open."
This is definitely a point often cited by
the American G.I. in explaining his marriage to a foreign girl. "She makes me
feel I'm a man," he says, repeatedly.
"She looks up to me; she depends on me;
she recognizes her place in a man's life."
On the other hand, pretty young Mona
Freeman is a healthy, ambitious, allaround, American girl. She can cook and
she can sew, and she, too, doesn't look on
man as her equal, but rather as her superior. For a long time it seemed that
she was the number one girl in Bing
Crosby's life.
Then one day, and it is now no longer
a secret, Bing put in a hurried long dis64

Throughout these excursions into the
land of romance, Mrs. Cooper has stood
fast, armored by her position as mother of
Gary's beloved young daughter and buttressed by her own deep religious convictions.

27]

tance call to Paris, to the famous salon of
Schiaparelli a stone's throw from the
Ritz Hotel. Only he wasn't ordering any

—

clothes for his new picture.
"Give me," said Bing, "Ghislaine."
Madame Schiaparelli, who is very strict
in allowing gentlemen to talk to her
sultry, beautiful high-fashion models, felt
that a long-distance call from Hollywood
was an exception. Bing and Ghislaine
talked for hours over a period of time.

—

And Mona,

so the story goes,

had no dates

with "The Groaner" from then on.
What the Hollywood grapevine learned
was that Bing was anxious to get Ghislaine to give up her modelling work at
least for a time and come to Hollywood
to make a screen test, and consider a

—

—

career in the movies.

"And I'll be around to advise you,
baby," said Bing, in typical vein.
Romance or career? No one quite
knows yet, but Bing Crosby like many of
the other Hollywood stars has a good eye
for talent, and an equal eye for a pretty
girl. While he may not do much about
the latter, he still is a man who likes to
be in good and young company. And
when that happens, everyone prognosticates that something serious is in the
offing.

Unquestionably, the normal childhood
training of foreign girls is widely different
from that of the average American film
star. Barbara Stanwyck, for instance, says
calmly that she cannot boil an egg but
Ursula Thiess is the true German hausfrau, who knows how to cook, bake and
sew.
This makes it all the easier for her to
remember Bob Taylor's favorite dishes,
chat in cozy woman-to-woman fashion
with Bob's mother and it's still only too
true that the way to a man's heart is

—

—

through his stomach!
But aside from their enchanting hesitant accents and their domestic accomplishments, foreign film stars have, too, a
certain grace and polish which creates
havoc in the American male. Greta Peck
is the most recent Hollywood wife to dis-

cover

Rocky Cooper might have

this.

—for

both women lost their
temporarily—to Ingrid Berg-

warned her

—

Greta Peck has chosen differently.
Gregory's initial encounter with
Ingrid Bergman in "Spellbound" grew an
initial combustion which exploded subsequently in a number of different direc-

From

husbands
man.
Hollywood

tions—all foreign.

There was Hildegarde Neff, who has
been in and out of Gregory's life and

And there was Audwho showed him a holi-

love several times.

rey Hepburn,

in Rome.
Nor are all the fatal women European,
as John Wayne can testify. Most im-

day

portant

woman

—

remembers with hushed

voices the fiery love scenes of "For

Whom

is

Pilar Pallette,

things in

—

life."

was not hard

to understand Pier
Angeli's appeal for Kirk she looked up
to him. The difference in age between
It

—

them was

a matter of course in

thinking,

where young

European

are often
married off to older, established men.
Even the giants of the industry are not
different from other men when it comes
to the foreign women. Clark Gable, vacationing in France, found the perfect
companion in lovely Suzanne Dadolle.
Parisian to her fingertips, Suzanne put
a figurative ring through The King's nose,
and led him from night club to night club,
from party to party. For her sake, Clark
Gable always noted as a man's man, allowed himself to be seen each evening in
dinner jacket or tails, was photographed
on dance floors wearing a proud smile
while Suzanne showed off the latest creations from the Paris couturiers.
The list of foreign women who have
provided interest, solace and spice in the
girls

—

American film stars seems endThere was Lya de Lys, credited as
the first disruption to the Stanwycklives of
less.

Taylor marital
still

in his life

23-year old Peruvian beauty on the brink
of a divorce.
.Kirk Douglas is another one to fall for
the pretty dark eyes. Long time escort of
Irene Wrightsman and other Hollywood
beauties, the day came when Kirk turned
to the simple life. The answer was Pier
Angeli, years younger than he, but imbued with all the traditions of Europe in
her approach to men.
"American men," she said softly to the
press, "seem to me like boys. It is natural
that after enduring the terrible war
years in Italy I should be used to more
decision, more maturity. Our boys are
men, because they have endured the hard

bliss

several years ago.

There was Hedy Lamarr and Marlene
Dietrich, and even farther back, there was

Greta Garbo who co-starred with Bob.
But with the number of films being shot
in faraway romantic spots about the
world, and the consequent increased
travel of our male film stars, Hollywood
wives and hopefuls may well look to

youre

their positions.

No longer does a Hollywood woman
compete on her own home ground, where
there is the pressure of public opinion,
established lives and routines, and all the
other habits of life which make a man
think twice before throwing his cap over
the windmill.
Now it is the American woman who is
competing, on foreign ground, against a

widely different view of romance and
marriage, and
worst of all
against the
cruel shortage of men in the foreign
countries where war has left nearly five
women to every one man available.
And it is time that the American
women assessed their romantic values on
a more basic plane or Hollywood bids
fair to become as man-less as Europe! end

not

—

—

fit

—

to be a

THE WOMEN

IN

BOB'S LIFE
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she started with Adam!"

"She must have been a

woman

without

a sense of humor," Bob said kiddingly.
"And to me a sense of humor is a very
important part of a girl's charm!"
"Like the humor Debbie Reynolds
has?" I asked. "That kind of humor
young, effervescent humor?"
"Yes," he answered seriously. "Debbie
has a wonderfully gay sense of humor.
She is great fun to be with. Never a dull
moment. Her wit keeps a guy on his

—

"These horrible words tumbled

through

my

mind.

I

could hardly

The one person I really
trusted was accusing me of being a
tramp What could I do ? Whom
believe

it.

!

toes."

"What do you consider the next important

mother!

—next

humor,

I

"Well," he answered after a pause.

"I

requisite

to

could

I

turn to for help?"

mean?"
like a girl to

be serious,

too.

read "I

FOUGHT TO KEEP MY CHILD

Everyone

hasn't the talent for flinging off bright
wise cracks, one right after another like
Debbie can, and be hilariously amusing.

When

Terry Moore and I were in Florida
making 'Beneath The 12-Mile Reef I
found Terry to be a very serious girl, interested in reading everything from
pohtics to novels and discussing them all
with an intense interest. I don't think

the dramatic, poignant, true-to-life
story of a brave young

woman's

gallant struggle to fight her

back to respectability.

True
it's in

Life
STORIES

anyone knows how well read Terry is!
Only recently she enrolled in one of the
night classes at U.C.L.A., taking a course,
I believe, in History of the Theatre. You
get to know people pretty well when
you're on a location with a motion picture company. And location trips can be

rugged and

difficult.

particular trip

and

As

happened

it

was a pretty tough one,

thought Terry was
sport. So did everybody.
cheerful, happy and with
mental display."
Continuing the discussion
I

women Bob

said,

part in 'With

this

A

"When

I

Song In

a

wonderful'

She was so
no temperaof

Hollywood

played a small

My

way

True

TEENAGER

I

EOUGHT TO

KEEP

mi

life
MAGAZINE

Heart' in

which Susan Hayward starred as Jane
Froman, I had the opportunity of watch-

now on

sale at

all

newsstands

CHIIO

1*1

MSRRIJGf OF TERROR

..!

.

!

ing Miss Hayward's work. She is a perfectionist, drives herself, without ever
losing her femininity. I think this is a
great gift when a girl can be such a perfectionist and yet so beautiful and charming at the same time."
"In other words, Bob, you think it's a
great art not to let your ambition show?"
"Yes, I do! There's something brittle
about ambition. There's got to be, especially in this business where there is
such keen competition and the stakes,
when you 'make it,' are high. But when
an actress can be completely feminine at
the same time that she is ambitious well,
I think that is an art, don't you?"
"How did you like Barbara Stanwyck?
Did you find her the perfectionist you
did Susan Hay ward?"
"I certainly did," he answered. "I had
always been a very great fan of hers,
thought she was a terrific actress. When
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met her while we were making 'Titanic,'
I found she was not only a fine actress,
but what a swell person besides! Everyone on the picture was crazy about her!
She's great fun, yet in spite of her important position on the screen, she's unpretentious, gracious and a wonderful

r
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Recital Costume. Pastel Shades. Child's. 2 to
12, $3.95; Adults. Sm., Med., Lg. $4.75
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DRUM CORPS

friend!"

SUPPLIES

"What about Audrey Dalton? Didn't
you play opposite her in 'Titanic'?"
"Well, Audrey is quite different in personality from the others we've discussed.
She has that English reserve. But once
you know her, you find she has a very
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Robert Wagner
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then got on the subject of clothes,
since they say women dress to intrigue
men, and to make other women envious.
"Do you have certain preferences? I
mean are you always conscious of what
a lady wears?"

AMAZING NEW nflniA

—

know it fits well, looks
well, the color's okay, the girl looks real
sharp in it you know, doesn't hide too
attractive, I just

—

much

he said with a funny smile.
"Lucky me!" he said, glancing over at
co-star Janet, "to have two such beauti."

.

.

ful gals in

one picture

Debra Paget.

— Janet

Leigh and

By

the way, this is the
second picture with Debra Paget. Now,
she's a girl who takes knowing. She's
quiet, reserved and very cute. She's very
straightforward, too."
"Then you're all for the straightfor-

American girl! You're
Gabor type
glamour, allure and plunging neck-

ward,

outdoor

definitely not the Zsa Zsa
all

.

.

.

lines!"

"I

I

D- Scho/ls Zino-pads

BATON

Bob thought a moment and then he
answered the profound question. "Well,
no but I do think girls look very nice in
sports clothes sweaters and skirts and
things. I don't know why something is

my

wouldn't narrow

much," he said

horizons that
glamour. I

"I like

gaily.

think Zsa Zsa Gabor is terrific! And on
her, plunging necklines are very becoming. I don't know her, but I've seen her
on the screen. And by the way, what gent
wouldn't want to meet a Gabor?" he
asked mischievously.
He smiled. "I've got to get back to the
set," he said, as he saw the assistant
director coming toward the table to inform him about the next scene. "I've enjoyed this luncheon
but will you excuse me? I've got to rush so I can make
a phone call before I get back to the set."
And then he looked at me with a half
serious, half mischievous look on his face.
"... a phone call to my best girl!"
.

"B

.

.

b

.

.

but,

Bob

.

.

.

.

.

this

whole con-

versation has been about girls

—the

ones

you admire and you didn't say. ."
But he was gone, laughing gaily.
END
.
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"I have been in love. Like all women,
visualize in the man I adore, the possibility of a husband. But I have never,
I
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unless it is now, reached the point where
believed that I could combine work and
marriage. And yet now with Vittorio
Massimo, a prince from one of the oldest
families in Rome well, perhaps this is
the time."
Of English - Irish - American descent,
I

—

—

Dawn was

HOW TO

Northland Publishing Co.,

MARRY,

[CONTINUED FROM PACE

Calif.

BUT—"
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"I was playing in 'Charley's Aunt' in
London when the Charles Feldman
Agency offered to send me to Hollywood
to test for Roxanne in 'Cyrano de Bergerac.' But I couldn't accept it. A second
offer came when the play finished its run.
The cable guaranteed my expenses and
stay in Hollywood for three months. My
father was in America, and I had lots of
American ties. Being eighteen and free,
I was quite able to take the gamble of

raised by her dashing father,
Captain Jimmy Addams ( once married to
Arlene Judge, a former companion of
Barbara Hutton and a member of the
international set) and her grandmother.
Her mother died when she was a very

to a certain point.

little girl.

it

"I think the

reason

I

first

wanted

to

become an actress is due to my English
training, which forbids you to show your
emotions. In acting, I could be all kinds
of people and give vent to all kinds of
feelings. I began working at the Royal

Academy

of

Drama

in 1949.

My first play,

'French Without Tears,' was for the Cambridge University players. I called myself
Vicky Addams, because my real name
was Dawn, and everyone thought I had

made

it

up.

coming

to

bilities

I

Hollywood.
could

not

Had

I

responsi-

have accepted so

readily.

"To make a career, one has to be selfish
You have to consider
before anything else when you are try-

ing to establish it. My father says, 'There
should be a touch of a squaw in every
woman.
wife should be able to pitch a
tent wherever her man belongs.' But I
did not feel that way. Not then. I eagerly
signed a contract with MGM. Later I
made 'The Moon Is Blue' and a succession
of pictures here and in Europe.

A

"The first time I fell in love," Dawn
"was in 1951, while I was making
'The House Of 13' in London. The leading man in my life was Anthony Steel.
says,

New
His films, although they are not exported
to this country, make him a tremendous
favorite in England. It was the first time
had a wonderful
I was really smitten.

themselves involved by being other than
casual friends. So we parted on a friendly
basis.

We

Summer

together.

knew

it

would

Two

a film.

by Tony.

"I got hurt

"Tab Hunter and

Instinctively, I

He'd been married.
a moral coward. There

fade.

You

create

man

—

a very honest relationship for we both
knew that it was not in the books for us
to think of marriage. Just as he returned
to America, I

was on

my way

to Madrid.

Our wires

passed, just like our planes
did over the Atlantic. There were 6,000
miles between us. Our future was left
open to circumstances.
are still

We

friends."

Of her romance with Farley Granger,

Dawn says, "It was a case of two people
who meet at the wrong time. Farley was
His freedom of
to him. It
no use for two people like us to get

establishing his career.

movement was very important
is

involved share

two characters

disappearing. Rather than tell the truth,
most men are afraid women will not accept it.
"Then I met Claude Dauphin, great star
of the Paris theatre and arts. He was one
of the most wonderful and understanding

have ever known.
"I was going through the period of trying to forget Tony. Meeting Claude in
Paris was right for me, although at the
time I didn't realize it. I did not even accept his invitation to see his play. Three
months later we met at a party in Hollywood and he was very charming. During
the next four months I got to know him
and learn his wonderful qualities. Then
our work separated us and we corresponded for a year. I got to know him
still better through his letters.
We had

so

actors

your own emotional

I

worked together on

something which no one can evaluate.

Man, in a way, is
comes a time when he's afraid of how a
romance will end. He knows if it continues he will want to marry, so he starts

men

I

life is

in a story.

If

confused, you

associate the character you are portraying with yourself, and in so doing can
f. '1 in love with the story's hero and the

Stack,

Peter

CLEAR UP

PIMPLES
Science Finds New Substance That
Penetrates Pimples
Clears Skin

—

Now

at last science

has discovered a

portraying him."

Bob

Medical Discovery Helps

new substance with
Lawford,

Richard

Anderson, Nicky Hilton, and all of the
rest were nice men Dawn enjoyed dating

on occasion. But Vittorio, he's different!
"I was making a film, 'Mizar,' in Rome,"
Dawn said. "Everything was new and
strange to me. One day a very charming
man in blue jeans arrived on the set to
visit. He was en route to Capri. For a
lark he played an Arab extra in the picture. He was Vittorio Massimo. We became acquainted, and I discovered he had
a wonderful sense of humor.
"One day he invited me to join a party
of people at his house at Circeo on the
There were many people there
coast.

Sunday afternoon. I remember Anna
Magnani was telling one of her famous
stories entertaining everyone. But, from
the heat and the work on the picture, I
had a slight headache. I went inside to be
quiet. Vittorio came in and hovered over
me solicitously. Then he said, softly, 'I
want you to marry me. Will you?'
"I was so surprised, I couldn't reply.
"I promised him I would only be in
America for a short time to make a picture and then I would return to Europe
with my answer. But now I have an offer
to make another picture here. Again I
must decide which comes first marriage
or a career. I wonder what I will do." END
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germs
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New
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Clearoxin dries ons.
tightens pores, helps
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etrates thru pores to
kill

germs
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lies.

Amazing Medical Tests prove astonishing
powers of Clearoxin with Clorpactin WCS
50. Doctors' tests on patients prove Its effectiveness on skin disorders. Used by U.S.
Government Hospitals and world famou3
institutions. Now available for first time

—

for

home

use.

S-Oay Skin Clearing Actipn. Within 3
days you must see Clearoxin tighten .pores,,
dry up oils, kill germs inside pimples and "^^»»
skin start clearing, or your money back. 2
way Clearoxin treatment includes one bot.

ARE YOU BORING YOUR HUSBAND?
[CONTINUED FROM PACE

—

She is also a tolerant person and this
any man likes. Even in religion, she has
no dogmatic tendencies. She has instead
a great respect for anyone's religious beliefs,

faith or color.

And

yet she does

without los-

ing one ounce of her femininity. She is
always all woman. She has the necessary
physical attributes to make herself an enticing

woman.

Although she has had three babies she
has a marvelous, a seductive figure.
She is very neat and clean and is very
orderly. She has a fine eye for dressing
her particular figure and for making her-

still

self

mass of energy, but Mary can keep right
up with me. In fact, she can surpass me
at times. This is a wonderful trait because nothing can annoy a man more than
a

all this

physically desirable.

And

yet there

is

no great fuss about acquiring glamour or
femininity. She doesn't even do a thing
with her hair. It is naturally blonde without being artificial in the least. And she
has a beautiful face without having to
take unto herself loads of cosmetics. She
is also the right height for me. There is
tremendous vitality about her too. She's
rarely ill and has enormous recuperative
powers on the few occasions when she
does get tired. I always thought I was a

tle of Clorpactin WCS 50 plus Jar of speskin colored medicated cream. Both
only $1.25. Large size $1.95. Get Clearoxin
at your drug store, today.

cial
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woman who is forever wilting.
This may sound as though Mary

It's harder for me to walk out,
though, because I like to rationalize too

mood.

much.
extremely tolerant of my ecI'm a nut about vitamins,
proper food, and exercises simply because an actor has to keep in condition.

Mary

is

centricities.

—

^^^SBBfc

clearoxin

does

exactly what I want her to do at all times.
But it's not so. And if it were, I probably would get very bored with the setup. I don't think any husband wants a
wife to indulge him to the point where
she becomes a vacuum. Mary is, for example, not always patient with my moods.
This is good for me. Whenever I'm in a
nasty mood she simply walks out and
leaves me alone. I get furious at the time
but later, after I've had a chance to cool
off, I apologize to her. This may be what
she had in mind all along. I might add
that I try her tactics when she gets in a

**SBm8SB
|ga
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man I
me for

married." She never ridithe habits or tries to make

me

do things differently.
Mary and I are happy and interested in
each other because, in addition to the
qualities already mentioned, we are mated
well physically. A man and woman must
be attracted to one another physically if
a marriage is to succeed. Nothing can bore
a husband— or wife faster than a mate

—

who is not physically attuned.
Some wives become bores

16983. Dept. SS, Hollywood 46, Calif.

because of

their romantic attitudes. There are those
who like to curl up on their husbands'

and smother
The man may like this
while, but it can become too much

laps at the least provocation

them with

kisses.

for a
of a good thing. He may be the type who
wants to do the pursuing, who may like
it if his wife is a little hard to get.
I don't think most husbands, however,
like a wife to be so attentive that she becomes possessive. Mary has a saying that

— "Hold

open
an animal too
tightly. He can't wait to get away. But if
he's let alone he'll come back soon, wagging his tail and wanting to be petted.
When a woman has the attitude of
"You're mine," a husband can want to get
away. He feels a trap is being set for him
and he instinctively wants to escape. The
It's

close with

like holding

true of a woman who is held too
closely by a man. In either case, a little
indifference, the granting of a little personal freedom, will pique the other to
such an extent that he'll come back wagging his tail and wanting to be petted.

same

of your

Montgomery

cules

hands."

TO PLAY TH E PI A NO
a complete Home
Instruction Course presenting the
amazingly different, surprisingly easyto-learn Jlelograf piano playing method.
Play music by note this modern way. Surprise and delight yourself and friends.

M

seems very true

Jjh/.

f

Now ...

nine o'clock calls while makFor Murder" and "Lucky
ing "Dial
Me," I'd get up about three or four hours
early to take the exercises I have assigned myself. Mary doesn't take the exercises and she doesn't use vitamins the
way I do, but she always sees that I have
them on hand. As for the eccentricities
themselves, she simply says, "That's Bob

When I had

—the

192 MOVIE, TV, RADIO STARS PHOTOS
SPECIAL! For Limited Time Only

FREE!

—

—

:

is

A good many wives bore their husbands by spending too much time talking
about the drudgery of their household
chores. Well, a man has to realize that
house work is boring. It's like running a
subway. It's a dull, underground kind of
work. He can help his wife by seeing that
she has modern implements and timesaving devices to make her work easier.
But if she starts screaming about how
hard she works all the time she's going to
wind up with a roving husband.
Where some wives go wrong emphasizing the house, others make a mistake by
devoting far too much time and attention
to the children and at the husband's expense. I know of one case where the wife
has spent so many years concentrating
only on her children that she has suddenly realized she no longer has a husband.
Mary even emphasized our children too
much at one time. She used to stay home
with the children instead of going with
me to important functions and, as a result, I stayed home too. She worried and
fussed about them whenever she did go
out, even though they were with the
nurse and were perfectly all right. She

—

—

MAKE MONEY
ADDRESSING
ENVELOPES
OUR INSTRUCTIONS REVEAL
HOW

GLENN GLENWAY "IveundI.ohk;

saw her mistake and has balanced
her duties as mother and as wife better.
finally

I

68

think wives should go out with their

husbands, relax, and forget the children
if they're assured that they are being well
taken care of and if there is no illness.

Too many women forget that there's a bit
of the baby in the best of men.
Men are also bored, I believe, by wives
who gossip. They get to the point where
they won't even tell their wives any of
their business for fear it will be repeated.
Mary is not a gossip in the least. She
never goes to bridge parties or to cocktail
parties with the "girls." She hasn't the
time even if she were the kind of person
gossip is anything
to enjoy blab fests.

A

but a good companion.
Then there are the wives who complain
about not having enough to wear and
about the sad state of the financial department.
Some wives wail that they are practically naked while they have ninety

—

dresses in the closet.

No husband

likes to

hear this chatter. However, he has to be

broad-minded enough to recognize the
fact that a wife's wardrobe is a problem
to her. Styles change rapidly and all kinds
of accessories are needed and if she
wants to be a credit to her husband she

—

has to look well.

Sometimes a man doesn't

realize

how

many

clothes his wife needs. The better
she dresses the more chance he has of
getting ahead in his job as strange as it

—

may

seem.

she looks attractive he'll be
invited to important affairs where he can
If

meet new people, form new contacts, and
improve his own business. But a wife has
to

know how

doesn't

to buy wisely so that she
wreck her husband's bank account.

The wife who complains about finances
should take care of them herself and
she'd soon learn how short a distance a
dollar can travel. Mary handles all the
bills. I couldn't begin to take care of the
money since I leave for the studio before

—

the stores open and get home after they're
closed. Mary, naturally, complains about
finances within reason. She tells me where
I'm spending too much money, where I'm
buying things I don't need. And you know
something she's usually right. But she
never discusses finances in a nagging way.

—

No man can be changed by nagging.
He's just going to be so bored sitting in
the verbal draft he'll disappear for good.

—

said and done, that
men can be boring to their wives too
and for the same reasons. I guess the
only sure cure for boredom is to develop
an active interest in the person you married, his likes, dislikes, habits, eccentricI realize,

after all

is

what-have-you. And then face those
with tolerance, understanding,
compassion, and love. No man can remain
bored for long in the face of an active as
well as a quiet display of love. He'll be
happy to stay romantic as long as he's
given enough hints that romance is welcome. And he'll even go along with the
clinging vine if it comes from stock that
is so good that it will not collapse in an
emergency.
The husband who gets bored is usually
the man who has found that he has become just one more of his wife's collections like her washing or sewing machine or her new TV set. Then he wants
to go out and start collecting little items
on his own.
end
ities,

qualities

—

—

HOLLYWOOD

ANTON WALKER'S HOLLYWOOD ON BROADWAY
[CONTINUED FROM PACE

with such film starlets as Lori Nelson,
Lisa Gaye, Claudette Thornton and
Gloria Christian but it's Elaine Stewart
who digs the fashion trend the most. Her
jewel-encrusted toques and high mandarin collars are threaded with real gold

—

and platinum

.

.

SECRETS
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elopement. Universal-International studio

employees deny they're on the alert for
such a merger between Rock and his
long-time girl friend, but a few of his
closer friends admit they "hope it's
true".

.

.

YOU ARE
PUSHED UP

.

MGM

Marlon Brando is rounding up his New
York cronies to help launch the Gotham
singing career oj Tomiko Akari, daughter of the Japanese Ambassador. Marlon
has even asked his "Waterfront" producers to try to fit her into a sequence
in their next made-in-Manhattan film
.

.

.

Mary McCarty, the "French Line"
comedienne, whose title song production
number in that
way for Jane

film

was deleted

to

make

controversial costume-and-dance bit, established herself as 1954's best night club
performer at the swank Hotel Plaza Persian Room in New York. Merely sensational for looks and talent . .
Russell's

Speaking of Rita, as we were a while
back, she's miffed at singer Jo Ann Greer
whose voice it was you heard singing
those "Miss Sadie Thompson" songs. The

Hayworth voice-dubbing was one

of

Hol-

lywood's best kept secrets, until the film
was released in New York and the critical patty-cakes given the "Hayworth
singing style" made Miss Greer sit up
and take notice. It also made her take
to the road for a series of cafe and
vaudeville engagements as "The Voice
of Miss Sadie Thompson."
She's been

Blue Angel in Gotham

for the

.

.

.

Doris Keith, a glamorous Gotham model, dated Jack Webb secretly
until Betty Towne found out about it. Webb flew
back to the West Coast at the insistence
of Miss Towne who expects to be the
next "Mrs. Dragnet" but not until he
kept a farewell date with the Keith
cutie ...

—

—

—

French

model Suzanne Dadolle
doesn't become Mrs. Clark Gable by the
time you read this or April 15, the very
If

—

—

she never will. En route to Hollywood, Gable told local friends he planned
to see a lot of Grace ("Mogambo")
Kelly upon his return to Hollywood, unlatest

less Mile.

Dadolle arrived upon the scene

from Paris

.

.

.

Linda Darnell's mysterious ailment
(the type that felled Mala Powers for so
long a time ) may hasten her plans for retirement from movie work. Two years
ago she told the El Morocco-Stork Club
"regulars" she'd quit films "in 1955".
.

A New

York

.

travel agent has reserved

an elaborate hotel suite in Ocho Rios,
Jamaica, B.WJ. at Abe Issa's fabulous
Tower Isle, for "a Mr. and Mrs. Rock
Hudson" said reservation to be effective
May 15. This intelligence should further
substantiate the Gotham rumors that
Rock and Betty Abbott are preparing an

—

— TO

PADDING TO
HERE ONLY!

Brando-type

of garb. Carp sports
jackets with mouton collars,
dungarees, loafers and bright-colored
socks.
The get-up, somelhing Brando
wouldn't wear off-screen these days, is
right out of "The Wild One." It's a disconcerting sight to see in such places as
Sardi's, during the after-theatre crush
lately,

HERE!

\

PADDED "Push-Up" BRA

#157

leather

Push-up pads stitched Into bottom of cup only.
Add thrilling curves and "cleavage". Sheer net
top. Nylon. Black; White. Sizes 32-36, B-cup. $5

.

.

highly

.

booked

Carleton Carpenter, former
star
now appearing in the Broadway revue,
"Almanac," is causing talk along the
Times Square area by his Marlon-come-

No

sooner had Zsa Zsa Gabor arrived
New York from Las Vegas than
she was spotted at the Colony Restaurant
dating Prince Henri de la Tour d'Auvergne, one-time contender for the hand
of Barbara Hutton, before her highly
publicized (thanks to Zsa Zsa) marriage
to Porfirio Rubirosa. Another Babs Hutton
suitor,
David Pleydell-Bouverie,
escorted Magda Gabor to the Stork Club
the same night. Little Eva, the youngest
of the Gabors, holed up in her Fifth
Avenue mansion to avoid the press

back in

.

.

.

White

Home

and her husband, Lennie

Hayton, sold their Beverly Hills estate,
bought a Manhattan dwelling, and are
now trying to purchase the Paris town
house formerly owned by the late Countess Dorothy Di Frasso. Lena will star
in a series of French musicals to be
financed by Ginger Rogers. La Rogers,
isn't
due to return
Hollywood) until 1955

incidentally,

Gotham

(or

The names

some

of

stripes. Sizes 32 to 33. Special price!

f —— — —— —
i

Lena

'ANGEL STRIPES" Blouse

-470

Scoop-neck rayon and acetate Taffeta: Jewelled
buttons; dolman sleeves. Red or Black with

I

#157
£-470
#470

J

Q

I

@ $5.00. SizeSiie_
Siie
@$
3 88.

enc.

payment

.

.

best kept secret in the
romance department is beautiful Marilyn
Hall, the Copacabana dolly in New York.
They met during his last trip here and
have been burning up the long distance

—the telephone and tele-

wires ever since
graph kind
.

get-

edgy with each other, according to
Broadway pals. It's felt they need a vaTheir
cation away from one another.
commitments throughout 1954 make this
impossible, however.
Could be there
won't be any joint bookings for the boys
ting

in 1955,

if

they don't take a breather

I

dep.

enc. $1

I

Name

I

I
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I
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MONEY BACK GUARANTEE

PHOTO

of your favorite

of Billy Eckstine's

Dean Martin and Jerry Lewis are

.

FREE

Bob Wagner's

.

,

I

.

—
—

.

-Color.
Color _
Liolor
Send C.O:0.

^

Calif.

to
.

partners" in his new business
venture a golf school in New York's
Harlem are eyebrow-raisers. Two of
Hollywood's top femme stars who are
investing their hard-earned cash in the
Eckstine project are doing so under assumed names. "Mr. B." hopes to be able
-to start a national chain of golf schools
before long
.

COPYRIGHT 1954
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"silent

.
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FREDERICK'S of Hollywood,
4742 W. Washington Blvd Los Angeles 16.
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Despite the printed rumors, Rock Hudson was never entertained by, nor did he

—type

or

TV STAR

—Cenuine

Portrait 3!'z«5

FREE catalog
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for framing. Also
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setting
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COLLECTORS
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Hollywood. Send 15c for handling and mailing
(2 for 25c)

Design Smart Fashions
HOME-SPAM

LEARN AT

TIME

Fascinating field. Design own wardrobe at
considerable saving. Gain experience designing for others. It may lead to thrilling career
even a shop of your own some day. Basic
**learn-by-<ioing" course under guidance of
qualified teachers provides excellent starting
point for a career. Send for free booklet,

—

"Adventures

in

Dress Design."

NATIONAL SCHOOL OF DRESS DESIGN

835 Diversey Parkway

Dept.

4434

Chicago 14.

111.

SHORTHAND
WEEKS
IN 6 WORDS
PER MINUTE.

WRITE 120
Age no

obstacle

.

.

.

LOWEST COST

No symbols: no
rarnous Speedwriting Shorthand.
Easiest to learn and use.
machines: uses ABC's.
Nationally
Fast preparation for a better position.
used in leading offices and Civil Service: also by
120 words per minute
executives, students, etc.
requirements.
50% FASTER than Civil Service
Over 200. 0C0 taught by mail. The very low cost will
surprise vou. Typing available. 31st Year. Schools
in over 400 cities in U.S.. Canada. Cuba and Hawaii.

WRITE FOR FREE BOOKLET TO:

PSDRIASIS

S

(GCALY SKIN TROUBLE)

D€RmOIL
Prove it yourself no matter
long you have suffered
or what you have tried.
Beautiful book on psoriaand Dermoil with
sis
amazing,
phototrue
graphic proof of results
sent FREE. Write for It.

how

Don't mistake eczema
for the stubborn, ugly
embarrassing scaly skin
disease Psoriasis. Apply
non- staining Dermoil.
Thousands do for scaly
Spots on body or scalp.
Grateful users, often after
years of suffering, report
the scales have gone, the
red patches gradually disappeared and
they enjoyed the thrill of a clear skin, again, Dermoil
Is used by many doctors and is backed by a positive agreement to give definite benefit In 2 weeks or money is refunded
without question. Send 10c (stamps or coin) for genevous
trial bottle to make our famous "One Spot Test". Test
it yourself. Results may surprise you. Write today for your
test bottle. Caution: Use only as directed. Print name
plainly. Don't delay. Sold by Liggett and Walgreen Drug
Stores and leading Druggists. LAKE LABORATORIES, Box
3925 Strathmoor Station, Dept. 2407, Detroit 27, Mich.

Large size photo of your favorite

r

15c,

2

Ava Gardner hopes to edge out Mary
Martin when the Broadway musical version of "Saratoga Trunk" (once a screen

.

.

.

Eartha Kitt, the "New Faces" star, is
expected to be one of 1954's newest sensations when the 3-D version of the musical revue hits movie screens throughout the nation. Eartha expects it, too
that's why she cancelled her trip to the
altar with cafe star, Sammy Davis, Jr.

—

FREE!

.

dling and mailing.
Studio of Stars. Box 1278, Studio C3
Studio City, California

mink

Had

stole

an engagement present.

as

it

.

on

Avenue

.

New

.

starring Ingrid Bergman and
Gary Cooper ) is out of the talking stage
and nearer production. MGM has given
vehicle

Ava

show

some

—when

New

York, only

When Roz

TREE!
rntc

PHOTO
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ILLUSTRATED CATALOG
AND SUPPLEMENT listing

thousands of Moving Picture Stars and
containing 87 ADDITIONAL PICTURES
of Popular Stars.

Send name of your favorite star and
only 25c to cover handling charge.
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Hollywood
Box 2390
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28, Calif.
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NEEDED NOW
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NaFREE SAMPLE LESSON. Then
for
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decide.

recognized school offers you approved pro-

lional training at home. GET FREE LESSON and
FULL INFORMATION. RUSH NAME AND ADDRESS
ON 2c POST CARD to

POST GRADUATE HOSPITAL SCHOOL OF NURSING
6B44 Auditorium

Chicago

Bidg.

It's Thrilling to

5. Illinois

COLOR PHOTOS
At Home!

Fascinating hobby and

NATIONAL PHOTO COLORING SCHOOL
©35 Diversey Pkwy,, Dept. 4434, Chicago 14,

shows he's been sought for during the
past year were written expressly for him.
He refused to star in Robert Sherwood's
"Backbone Of America" for NBC-TV
despite the fee of $12,500 for the one performance. Could be Van is thinking
about taxes

III

HAIR REMOVED

have
cut"

GROWS

plication HAIR
BACK.
Priced at only $2.00. Triple Size
$5.00. Rush your name and address.
Enclose check, cash or
money order or we will send
C.O.D. plus postal charges.

.

.

Clift

isn't

in

.

Broadway

Russell leaves her

"Wonderful Town," for the
star role in "The Girl Rush," her first
movie musical for RKO, she will still
have an interest in "Wonderful Town"
stage

click,

—

—

a ten percent share of the profits for as
long as the musical runs on Broadway

and on tour

.

.

.

Greg Bautzer may be named in the
Jean Simmons -Stewart Granger pending
divorce

Greg

is

Avenue

—

action this is really a story!
Jean's legal adviser. A Fifth
attorney has been drawing up
on behalf of Granger for the

papers
pending blow-off

.

.

end

.

Lucille Ball and Desi Arnaz are
financial sponsors of the new Spring

Steve Allen now has as many pairs of
spectacles as Robert Q. Lewis he loses as
many as three pairs a week from small
fry fans who swipe them from his pocket
when Steve isn't looking. Guess Steve
Robert Q.'s trick of
hasn't learned
anchoring his extra pocket pair down
with a large safety pin, pierced through
the pocket from the inside of his
.

New York

1

7,

N. Y.

Julius

.

.

.

La Rosa's

.

.

fee for singing three

.

is

now

.

Bing Crosby's limited TV shows
filmed weeks and weeks in advance of
their showing have been scheduled as
follows:
The Easter show will be followed by a July 4th program; a Labor
Day, post-vacation production; a Thanksgiving Day telecast and a "White Christmas" jubilee which will become traditional for the Crosby talents for as long
as he plans to stick around the channel

—

the

By-

ington filmed show, "December Bride."

.

,
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songs on any one TV program
$1200— or $400 per ballad

circuits

.

GEM CO.
Dept. C-521

locks shorn to a tight "butch

his
.

—

BELOW the skin surface. It is
harmless, ODORLESS and leaves
the skin soft, smooth and lovely
to touch. Not a painful wax. We
guarantee that we will refund
your money if after the third ap-

St.,

.

Jo Stafford's gowns, made-to-order for
her TV shows, cost $1500 apiece every
stitch, bead and sequin is hand-done. The
costumes are made in record time, too,
which accounts for their high cost.
They're executed within a week, just in
time for those musical interludes starring
Stafford vocalures. She orders the type
gown best suited for the songs she's
scheduled to sing a week later

Unwanted, superfluous hair removed immediately from Face,
Arms, Legs, with HAR-OUT
REMOVER. Yes. you can actually remove hair above and

25 East 46th

.

Eddie Fisher is going to have to let his
closely-cropped hair grow out for a pending Hollywood film, while Julius La Rosa
is being propelled into a barber's chair to

jacket

Jnsknm

1

.

—

vocation learned at home by average man
or woman who is artistically inclined. Work
fall or spare time. Modern method brings out
natural, life-like colors. Many have earned
while learning. FREE BOOKLET telle how to
get started doing this delightful home work
for photographers, stores, individuals, and
friends. Send today for your cow. No obligation.

70

.

8 x 10 SIZE

FREE

Send

Montgomery

MAGGI'S PRIVATE WIRE

Indianapolis 17, Indiana

Not the usual small size but
High Grade Studio Type Photo

f-

stage debut

.

.

Gloria
Stroock
(Geraldine
Brooks'
equally beautiful and talented sister) and
Dave Gar ro way are a romantic two-

[CONTINUED FROM PAGE

Doris Day

.

styles keep

LARGE

Dept.

make her

their O.K. to

in the

Fifth

you smart throughout
pregnancy. Dresses
S2.98 up: also supporters, undies.
Everything £or Baby, too. Low prices.
FREE Book sent in plain wrapper.
LANE BRYANT, Dpt. 853,

.

designed and executed in
York at a cost of $3,000

MATERNITY low
NEWEST

.

Julia Adams and movie executive
Charles Simonelli are at the elopement
stage of their romance. He decorated her
soft, white shoulders with a rare, pink

25c to cover han-

for

ever win a date with, Joan Crawford.
Just before she left Hollywood for New
York en route to South America, Rock
lost out on a dinner party invitation to
the Crawford manse in Brentwood, the
same day Rock's press agent released the
news the star of "Johnny Guitar" was
enamoured of the he -manly Hudson
charms. Friends of the Queen of Hollywood can tell you this is how not to win
her favors

millionaires, vieing for
Eartha's attentions, are greatly encouraged by her decision to wait they're still
very much in the running

FAC -SIMILE AUTOGRAPH PHOTO,
also FREE catalogue listing hundreds of STARS, plus information
how to get list of STARS addresses.
Send name of your favorite STAP
and

—

Two Manhattan

MOVIE STAR
FREE!

—

.

.

.

Joni James,

the

MGM

Records

star,

numerous TV appearances as
the major reason why she was chosen the
credits her

best female vocalist of 1953, having edged
out runner-up Patti Page in the sweepstakes. With three gold records, each
signifying a million-seller, in her possession ("Why Don't You Believe Me,"

"Have You Heard" and "Your Cheating
Joni hopes her newest disc,

Heart")
"You're

My

Everything" will be her

big click during 1954.

first

On

three out of
every four video appearances she makes,
that's the song she features.

Betty Hutton will not only come to
in a great, big musical
she'll

in

of

way

TV

Summer,

this

also be co-producer of the series

which she'll star, under the direction
hubby, Charles O'Curran
.

John Payne

will be a

the frozen North

,

.

rugged he-man in

when he

begins his

own

adventure series to be filmed in the far
reaches of Northwestern Alaska from
Nome to Point Barrow. The project will
be financed by the actor himself, and all

—

profits

from the venture

for his children

.

.

will go into trust

.

format. He couldn't be happier with the
prospects of an immediate production

schedule of same

For the projected
telefilm series, Pat

Buttons
blonde

Carroll,

side-kick,
.

.

"Tillie

The Toiler"
jormer Red
go

will

platinum

.

Fannie Hurst, distinguished novelist
lecturer, is being groomed for her own
video
Monday-thru-Friday,
day-time
series, by NBC
.

.

.

Steve Holland, who plays the title role
Gordon," will be one of 1954's
biggest bobby-soxer dreamboats, with
fifty fan clubs already boosting their
in "Flash

favorite

.

.

.

Gene Autry and "Champion" toured 50
with the Autry rodeo in a record
six weeks. Gene couldn't decide whether
it was the long hauls between towns, or
those treks to the bank to deposit bales of
"green hay" that exhausted him the most.
We think it must have been the bank
visits
he's one of video's few millionaires. Bill "Hopalong Cassidy" Boyd is
cities

—

another

.

.

.

who was once married to Nanette Fabray
who now dates socialite-producer Jeff
Jones, once the reported swain of Phyllis
Kirk. Any questions?

Mickey Rooney

came up with an
comedy idea for a telefinally

original situation
film series it's called, "Hey, Mulligan."
It took The Mick two years to uncover the

—

.

.

Intimates of Danny Kaye say he won't
touch TV this year. We think he will.
.

your hair needs LOVALON

.

Dean Martin and Jerry Lewis have
plans to produce a package of 39 telefilm
shows featuring unknown talent. The
young hopefuls will run the gamut from
songs to dances to drama, with Jerry
supervising the cameras and Dean directing the talent. They're dead serious about
this effort, too
.

.

.

Ed Gardner,

the "Duffy's Tavern" star,
Archie for the next three years
in black-and-white, and color too. In
the former he wears a pearl gray fedora;
in tinted TV it'll be pale pink. In either
case as the color may be the fedora
will serve as his trademark. Should, too.
His hats cost $75.00 each

—

will be

—

—

.

.

.

For

The canned laugh tracks used for most
of the filmed comedy shows will be obso-

—

before the end of the year Bing
Crosby, Eddie Cantor, Groucho Marx and
Fred 3IacMurray (due for a situation

lete

comedy

Kirk, who added so much
glamour to the "Leave It To The Girls"
panel recently, prefers writer Dave Tebet,
Phyllis

.

series

of

own

—"Big

gayer,

brighter,

after

colorful

LOVALON

each shampoo. Lovalon removes

dull film,

blends

in

off color or gray-

and softens the appeardyed hair. Not a permanent

ing streaks

ance of

Joe
Small") will pioneer that trend. The boys
got the idea from Loretta Young, who insisted the recorded laughs be dropped
from her "Letters To Loretta" filmed
series ...
end

shades. Select

Hear and see Maggi on her own program "Maggi's Private Wire," Monday

25c for 6

through Friday over WABC and WABCTT, New York. See Maggi on "Leave It
To The Girls" at 7 :30-8 P.M. E.S.T. Saturdays over ABC-TV.

RING

his

more

looking hair, be sure to use

dye, not a bleach

made

12 hair

in

— Lovalon

a

is

rinse

i

the shade fori
your coloring.
10c for 2 rinses
rinses

Can Be

Y^ours!

Engagement ind
Wedding ring to match

Beautiful

10-k rolled

in 1/40

Gold plate, set with
attractive brilliants,
and fullv guaranteed
For Selling $2.00
worth of Rosebud

FOR A ROSY FUTURE
[CONTINUED FROM PACE
trouble keeping the men in your
from snitching it.
For the final touch to your re-vitalized
good-looks you'll want to add the most

little

life

—

potent glamourizer of all a lovely fragrance. Opportunely, Shulton has a new
limited edition set of their delicate Desert
Flower scent that should keep you supplied for a while (at a bargain low of
S1.50). The set has a big three and onehalf ounce of Desert Flower Toilet Water
in a handsome bottle decorated with a
design in real gold, and a small pursesize of the new Desert Flower Hand and
Body Lotion. You probably don't need to
be reminded that the Desert Flower fragrance is one of the most appealing floral
blends around.
Of course, if you're one of those people
who gets a special satisfaction from being a full step ahead of your competition
you're just naturally going to have to add
the newest source of fragrance to your
collection. (Notice that we didn't say the
newest fragrance, for we'll tell you about
that next). Coty is your benefactor in
this instance and the proud creator of

"Creamy Skin Perfume." The formula

is

really a trail-blazer for it's quite unlike
anything that anyone else has to offer.

Products. Order 8
Rosebud Salve to
25e a box OR

sell at

55]

Rosebud Perfume to
50c a bottle. Send

sell for

—

In the first place it's a liquid tinted a
natural-looking skin tone. The consistency is about the same as a fine hand
lotion. But this is perfume. You stroke
it on your skin with its own applicatortopped container; then rub the cream into
your skin with a finger tip. The cream
disappears in about a split second and
leaves you with a long-lasting fragrance.
You can get Creamy Skin Perfume in
most of Cory's top fragrances. It's inexpensive and practical.

Now, if you really crave the perfume
that no one else has, the big news is
Lentheric's "Adam's Rib." It's supposed
capture all the enchantments and
mysteries of the Garden of Eden in the
blend you can decide for yourself
whether or not it has succeeded. All we
know is that it's a definitely seductive
conspiracy composed of wonderful floral
overtones built on a base of soft, woodsy
characteristics. Since a perfume always
has to be worn if it's to have a fair test,
we're pleased that Lentheric has put
some of this devastatingly potent witchery into one-dram pursers. They should
be available at your favorite department
or drug store perfume counter by the
time you read these lines.
end
to

—

NO money— we TRUST Ton.
ROSEBUD PERFUME CO.
Box

58.

Woods bo ro, Maryland.

High School Course
at

Home

Many

Finish in

2 Years

Go as rapidly as your time and abilities permit. Course
equivalent to resident school work prepares for college
entrance exams. Standard H. S. texts supplied. Diploma.

—

Credit for H. S. aobjects already completed. Single subjects if desired. High school e do cation is very important for advancement to
business and in doe try and socially. Don't be handicapped all your
life. Be a High School graduate. Start your training now. Free
Bulletin on request. No obligation.

lAmerican School, Dept. H-45, Drexel at 58th, Chicago 37
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FOR ASTHMA

suffer with attacks of Asthma and choke
and gasp for breath, if restful sleep is difficult
because of the struggle to breathe, don't fail to
send at once to the Frontier Asthma Company for
a
trial
of the
a preparation for temporary symptomatic relief of paroxysms of Bronchial Asthma.
matter where you live or whether you have
faith in any medicine under the sun, send today
for this free trial.
It will cost you nothing.
If

you

FREE

MEDICINE,

FRONTIER ASTHMA

No

Frontier Asthma Co.
462 Niagara St.

243-W Frontier 3.:
Buffalo 1, N. Y.

—
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America's Finest

MAN OF NOTE
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tiUKLtlf!
•Control Wheel
to chonge refill

was about someone being dragged all
over the floor. The man thought hard,
then burst into a beatific smile as he
yelled: 'Black Bottom!'
"And the lady needing help who was
told that the song had to do with an antique in the parlor ("Old Spinning
Wheel"). That was all she needed to
know, she had the answer it was:

—

—

® Gold-Plated
• Smartly Designed
Curls lashes

quickly, easily,
sensationally.

At

Choin, Variety, Department and
Drug Stores or designate your favorite store.
leading

oil

CORP.

•

Filth Ave. •

260

Mew York

N.Y.

1,

CORNS
also Calluses. Quick, easy,

and economical. Just rub
on. Jars, 35^, 60^. At your

druggist. Money refunded
if not satisfied. Moss Co.,

Rochester, N. Y.
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HAIR
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Now changeatreaked, gray, gray- c

jt

n

ing or drab hairto a newlustroua
youthful-looking color, try Tintz

y

^*

sults.

It's

No waiting for reeasy to use no messy

—

gpii

Your choice of

CREME SHAMPOO
HAIR COLORING
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13

natural appearing
.

.

.

once worked with
Margaret Truman," Red added, "and I
was literally bowled over by her good
looks. Her photos don't half do her justice!
As I remember, I said something
about her pretty blonde hair. 'It's always
been that color, too!' she said quickly,
and grinned at me."
Red and I spoke of mike fright, and
psychologist Benson snorted. After he
I

"A microphone
and strange surroundings scare people
sometimes but they have no business
being scared. These same people aren't

finished snorting, he said:

—

the least bit frightened when they pick up
a telephone and say: 'Hello, this is Eddie's Egg House,' or what have you.
Properly-handled, radio and TV are as
friendly as your phone.
word of warning if you're going on the air, better be
sure your emcee knows his stuff."
Such as Dr. Benson, who boasts that
he's never had a contestant freeze on
him. His easy-as-telephoning secret? "I
listen," he says, "that's the answer.
poor emcee asks a question, then ignores
his victim while he works up his next
question the deserted subject naturally
gets the chills. But if the victim is engrossed in a two-way conversation with
an interested quizman, he forgets his
stage fright."
Red also notes that: The first 30 seconds count the most.
The contestants
themselves should be the meat of the

A

—

—

mixing. Won't
m
f
wash or rub out.
"/^-/y

MfiMvtmm

'Grandpa!'
"All fluffs aside,

A

Creme Shampoo-Tint today. It'a
a new hair coloring that re-colora
hair at home as it shampoos. Takes
only 17 minutes.

—

GET TINTZ AT

YOUR DRUGGISTS NOW.

.

.

.

show they should be encouraged to be
the comics.
Red feels he's a good
.

.

.

—

picker of contestants an important item.
"Children make the best contestants,"
he says, "but you must remember that
they're so brutally honest, they're certain
to spot anything phony. I'm wondering
what we can offer kids 10 years from now
since they're a step ahead of us to.

rffiee
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is alternately sponsored by a watchband (Speidel), and a
toothpaste ( Amm-i-dent) Red wears one
of the bands, will bare his teeth on demand. Or, you may see for yourself
Monday evenings, NBC, at 8:00 (EST),
when he opens his mouth to warble:
"Mar Toro Doost Me Daram" (Persian
.

for "I Get

One way

A

Kick Out Of You")

of singing the title of the

in question without giving

LEARN AT HOME
Practical nursea are needed in every
community . . doctors rely on them . . .
patients appreciate their cheerful, expert care.
You can learn practical
nursing at home in spare time. Course
endorsed by physicians. 55th yr. Earn
while learning. High School not rewomen, 18 to 60. Trial plan. Write nowl
.

quired.

Men,
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-State

-Age-

tune

away the an-

swer. Of course, if you are a Turk, he
won't fool you with: "La Zoom, Tango
Yeah E Ke" ("It Takes Two To Tango").

More?

"Tru Etha Me-Et Eke"
("Why Don't You Believe Me?"). BurIcelandic:

mese: "Am' Yeh Goo-Goo-Ney" ("Just A
Gigolo"). Egyptian: "Tah Lee Lee Schwa
Yee Sway Sway Yah" ("Cuddle Up A
Little Closer").

Of course, Mark Antony

crooned that

one to Cleo long before

last

Benson aired

it.

.

.

.

"Many people do our

"UN

Red.

and

translating," says

foreign students

secretaries,

journalists

—

reduce the results to

I

phonetics. Languages that involve tones
are tricky, but I luckily have a trick ear
involuntarily pick up any accent I'm

—

close to."

—

Red one of the first
horn-rimmed glasses

his

to capitalize on
is also emcee of

—

a six-year-old radio quiz ("Take A
Number," Mutual radio network). But,
as

Red

says,

TV

does more for a perto. And color
to Red's admiring

former than radio can hope

—according

television

—

press agent, Hal Golden was developed
solely to let Red's fans see his auburncolored locks. Locks which once had Red
all keyed up, because: "No one would
call me Red until I started it myself
." Could be that
still don't see why not.

—

.

.

—man & boy—Norman Benson has had a
deal more than red hair to his
In my 20 years of interviewing
the great & near-great of movies, radio &

great

credit.

TV,

I've

seldom met a more interesting,

or better-grounded gent than Red. The
assembled data in this article should partially

my

prove

claim.

.

.

...

Come over

here and I'll introduce you
to Red. Reader, this is Red Benson, you
two should like each other. You'll find
that

Red

is

far

from

prissy, tells

wonder-

fully-funny stories, makes a party go.
He's 35, has a round, amiable face, and
has worked at every trade there is. Elevator operator, professional hypnotist,
bandleader, actor (Shakespeare), fireman,
canary salesman, window trimmer, prizefighter, light-opera singer, hat manufacturer, vegetable huckster, and more.
As you heard, Red's not a wise college
boy who knows more about the entertainment world than Variety he's had it.
His family had moved to Philadelphia,

—

making it easier for fate to see to it that
Red became a star of the Horn & Hardart
kid radio show (along with Kitty Kallen
and Ezra Stone). This was 1933, and
events led to a scholarship to a

York drama

school,

New

which Red bypassed

—

in favor of nightclub work practice, not
theory, or, "Quee Nee See Sah E En Dou
May," the Zulu for accentuate the positive.

In addition to the jobs listed previously,
also been a magician. He knotted a handkerchief around my wrist so
tight it hurt then flipped it off (still
knotted) with one quick move. He
dropped a penny (my own, not a trick
one) into my palm, ordered me to close
my hand, and when I opened it (without
further contact with Red The Great), the
penny had become a nickel. My reaction,
and probably yours too why work, if you
have tricks like that up your sleeve?

Red has

—

—

Red casually pulled a lighted cigaret
out of the air, looked at it, scowled, said:
"Not my brand!" tossed it aside, grabbed
another from the air, said: "That's better!" and went on talking. "I'm not master-of," he said, "but I know many trades
which is at least a help in dealing with

—

a demon fighter
the ring...

in

a coward when

came

to

it

women

2L

Paris "Baby" James was a fighter
until he

who had never known

met Laine Brendan, a wild and

twin-edged savagery of

love.

A

lovely artist

and weakness. No holds barred. No punches

A

Book

On

why

did they all

THE GIRL
To

find

IN

to

Read... To Thrill

to... To

human

pulled.

Remember...

Sale at Neivsstands now!

ONLY 25<

condemn...

THE SPIKE-HEELED SHOES?

outlhe bitter secret of this lonely high school senior who made the one

unforgivable mistake, read this compassionate novel. Told with
tenderness, cruelty and stark realism of youth, this

bring you new understanding of an

old,

is

all

the

one story that will

oft-whispered problem.

Daring, rewarding, fast-moving right

down

who taught him

moving, realistic study of

to the last

page and paragraph

ONLY 25f

For Top-Flight Reading Enjoyment, Ask Your Newsdealer
For These POPULAR LIBRARY Bestsellers-Just 25<
4

.

.

fear...

the

strength

TV

contestants." He absentmindedly bent
a spoon completely out of shape opened
his hand and showed that it had only been

—

twisted in illusion.

—

Back there Red went to Ohio State
University, tackled the legitimate stage,
then became a radio announcer in Philly.
"It was too big," he says, in line with the
experts' advice, i. e., get your radio or TV
start with a small-town station. Red quit
Philly, got a job in

Reading

with a

(Pa.),

radio station where he swept up, did the
accounting, wrote, directed, produced,
acted, and "sort of began to unfold."

The budding

star

moved

Jersey

to

and WAAT. Time out for war & the
Navy, but afterwards, instead of returning to WAAT, he decided he had faith in
Red and attacked New York City. He
was now a married man, having wed
Fleurette, who gave up a medical course
to latch onto an obvious magician. Red
& Flippy have two little Benson burners
named Susan (11), and Stephen (4).
The time was 1946, and Red's New York
attack a success—night clubs, radio jobs,
and a TV comedy show that was being
heard by a vast audience of 2300 families.
Red called his new, disk-jockey job, with
City,

New

WINS, a

York's

Assorted

step up.

TV

shows followed, with such
snazzy names as: "Phrase That Pays,"
"Red Benson's Almanac," "Sing For Your
radio

&

"Julie

Supper,"

And

"Prince

Red,"

Charming," and "Take A Number" (still
going strong, with Prince Charming, on
Mutual's radio network).

"Name That Tune" came Red's way a
year ago. "A big network TV show such
as 'Tune'," he says, "has done more to
build up my name than 17 years of other

media."

Red is an old-fashioned critter who still
reads books and fast, as is proper. Loves
.
science fiction, as well as heavy stuff.
Is a convert to high-fidelity record reproduction, finds his workshop comes in

—

.

.

handy, here. The workshop is in their
He's
newish Great Neck, L. I., home.
a home-movie addict has miles of film
.

.

.

—

movie stars (Flippy, Susie &
Does some art work not
Steve).
Raises
enough to worry Winston.
Does the Sunday Times
tropical fish.
of his pet
.

—

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

(tough) crossword puzzle in its entirety,
each week is a no-dictionary man.
.
Plays the "Take
Number" quiz show
himself as it rolls along (by not looking
at the answers until the contestant has
answered, then checking his & their answers).
Admits he's a good salesman
also admits he's a sucker for another

—

.

.

A

.

.

.

—

WHAT HOLLYWOOD

Terry Moore and Susan Zanuck, daughter of the studio head of 20th Century-Fox,
admire the cute Oriental outfit worn by Mitzi Gaynor at a gala costume party.

good salesman

—

attention all mailing lists.
Likes boating & fishing.
Has written tunes that have been published, such
as "Rosalinda," "Slap Her Down Again,
Pa," and "He Asked You," among others.
When I saw him, he was clutching a
recording Eileen Barton had made of one
of his tunes was afraid someone might
When I
steal the priceless treasure.
asked him if he could cook, he exploded:
"I'm a great cook! Sensational on the
range! Also, I'm a depression cook cheap
but filling dishes." Nowadays, Red can
afford to create exotic sauces of course
favors garlic & onions. Would like to eat
sea food, but can't get to like it calls
himself a meat & potatoes guy. Sums up
his culinary versatility with: "I'm a facile
cook who is aware that the single ingredient that marks the Cordon Bleu chef
.

.

.

.

.

.

—

.

.

.

—

—

—

—

is

love.

.

."
.

When

he was asked what marks distinguished the good emcee, Red answered: "The Utopian emcee the perfect
such should be able to do anything anyone else can do, whether it be singing,

—

—

dancing, wise-cracking, ad-libbing, carpentry, weaving, figure-skating, or what
have you." He also thinks the superemcee should know what to leave out
( same as the editing which makes all good
writing better).

Getting personal about it, he added:
"As an emcee, I'm not Red Benson I'm

—

playing a role."

END

ITSELF IS TALKING ABOUT!
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fact that the big, brawny Mike Hammer's
alter ego, smallish and spindly Mickey

spread their bread-and-butter with mud.

Spillane took some below -the-belt cracks
at the town that has now made two of his
beat-em-up whodunits into pictures. On
the "Ring Of Fear" location in Phoenix,
the brilliant author really cut loose on
what he thinks of the picture business.
Well, they all learn sometime not to

Well, now that Marlene Dietrich's made
a night club sensation (first Las Vegas,
then a tour of the country) in her undressed dress, Paramount up and wants to
cover her from neck to ankle in old-time
clothes for the re-make of "The Covered

74

Wagon" with Alan Ladd and Guy Mit-

Who's for Dietrich in a bunch of
old petticoats? And who's for her in the
chell.

gowns?

glamourous

beautiful,

Don't

crowd, boys.

Same

studio's looking forward to the
debut of Julius La Rosa with
Rosey Clooney in "Here We Go Again."
That fellow Godfrey, who wanted the
young singer to be
what was that
word humble?
certainly gave La

screen

.

—

.

.

.

.

.

—un—because Hol-

Rosa the biggest boost of his career
intended favor type boost

lywood had practically never heard

him

of

before.

While Rhonda Fleming was making the
"Jivaro," which means high
winds or some such the biggest forreal wind Southern California's seen for
a long time blew up and tossed all her
umbrella tables into the swimming pool.
Just then a large tree fell down, landing
on the pool. Then her hundred foot television antenna came down with a crash,
cracked in two and sprinkled all over the
ground. Felt just like she was back working on the set.
picture,

—

—

Everybody's talking about the shiny
black leather, close fitting pants that Jan
Sterling designed and had made for her.
Since John Wayne's ex, Chata, quit
driving around in her panel truck (this
was after all the divorce proceedings and
also after she failed to get any sympathy
for her shabby transportation) she started driving her Cadillac again, looking fora house on account of she had to give up
the beautiful big ranch which the Duke
let her live in while she was hurling
verbal brickbats at him. Talk is big John
has another heart interest and her name

—

isn't Pilar Pallette.

Jane Powell looked very happy at Ross
Hunter's party for Kaye Ballard. Jane
was being given attention like she never
had from Pat Nerney, who thinks she's
pretty special.
END
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Record Roundup By Jane Pickens
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ROMANCE...
RAFTURE...

In

thrilling color by

1

TECHNICOLOR
with all the romance of Paris,
St.

Moritz and the French Riviera

and

the popular music of the
worlds greatest composers!

M-G-M's "Rhapsody"

starring

ELIZABETH TAYLOR
VITTORIO GASSMAN
JOHN ERICSON
LOUIS CALHERN
in her ?nost

daring role as a gilded girl obsessed with insatiable desire!

30"

*\

Screen Play by

FAY AND MICHAEL KANIN

AUGUSTUS GOETZ

—

Music Conducted by Johnny Green
-

Directed by

•

/Mia

RUTH

• Adaptation by
AND
Based on the Novel "Maurice Guest" by Henry Handel Richardson
Piano Solos Played by Claudio Arrau • Violin Solos Played by Michael Rabin

•

CHARLES VIDOR

•

Produced by

LAWRENCE WEINGARTEN

AN M-G-M PICTURE

—

NEW!
Doctor's deodorant
discovery* safely

STOPS ODOR
All DAY
New Mum

with

M-3
Dawn Addams set an April date for her
marriage to Prince Vittorio Massimo.

won't irritate normal skin
or damage fabrics

tives since the discovery of rice.

While on

the trip, however, her new groom beat the
drums for his spaghetti business and
wouldn't it be a hoot if Marilyn's trip
made the Japanese switch to that stringy
stuff? Kidding aside, one of the big reasons Mrs. DiMaggio wanted to go to the
Orient was to see the troops in Korea. Up
to now she's never been able to. She allows as how this was her great ambition
after she became the fans' darling

—

The

lift that June Haver's
close friendship with Fred
has made everybody in this

had

for both of them.

New Mum with M-3
under this
active
arm.
against odor bacteria after 24 hours.
tested

Deodorant without

M-3
this
ly

tested

Still

under

arm. Active on-

few hours against

Actual underarm tests by doctors prove

with

M-3

new

—

.

marriage between
them. You'll remember June's only marriage was a n n u 1 1 e d then she went
through the tragedy of her fiance's death.
Everybody hopes these two can make a
happy life together. Before Fred and
June got together, every eligible bachelor
in town was pursuing June, but she
lot

of obstacles to a

stayed pretty

much

to herself

.

.

.

Marilyn Monroe's extended junket to
Japan was the greatest thing to the na-

When Susan Hayward came back from
Of Evil" location in Mexico
had to face the divorce with Jess
Barker and then when the decks are
cleared on that hassle she has a nice
switch in store the Biblical story, "The
Galileans," with bachelor - around - town
Jeff Chandler co-starred.
the "Garden
City, she

—

Eyebrows are up a little higher and ears
little more on the alert since Bob
Taylor and Eleanor Parker got around to
seeing each other. Seems Bob learned to
do a fantastic belly dance in Egypt, where
are a

now

clings

contains long-lasting M-3.

day long because invisible
to your skin — keeps on destroying

Stops odor

M-3

all

odor bacteria a
3.

playing the saxophone in an obscure little
joint in Santa Monica. June's expected to
resume her career now, but there are a

*Exclusive deodorant based originally on doc-

tor's discovery,
2.

town happy

Fred's even taken to

protects against bacteria

far longer
that cause perspiration odor
than the ordinary deodorant tested.

1

her

—

odor bacteria.

Mum

in

MacMurray

'

full

24 hours.

Non-irritating to normal skin.

Use

it

daily.

Only leading deodorant containing no strong
chemical astringents— will not block pores.

Won't rot or discolor fabrics — certified by
American Institute of Laundering.
4.

5.

Delicate

new

Mum

new

fragrance. Creamier texture

won't dry out

in

the jar.

6. Gentle, safe, dependable — ideal for
napkins, too. Get new Mum today.

sanitary

NEWMUM
cream deodorant

with longlasting

M-3

A PRODUCT OF BRISTOL-MYERS

Susan Hayward (on location with Gary Cooper in Mexico, above) returned to
Hollywood for her divorce trial, then possibly a film with Jeff Chandler.

...

Ava Gardner,

star

of

M-G-M's CinemaScope
production

in color,

•KNIGHTS OF THE
ROUND TABLE",
wears Bur-Mil Cameo
nvlons ivith exclusive

Face Powder Finish.

says Ava Gardner. "Shiny stock-

Miss Gardner and other

M-G-M

ings can

wear Bur-Mil Cameo nylons. With

—

make legs appear unshapely
rob them of glamour." When your

Cameo's exclusive Face Powder Finish,

60 gauge, 15 denier nylons are not
only lovely to look at they give up
to 40% longer wear by actual test.

stockings have a soft, freshly pow-

you're sure of a misty dull loveliness

And they

dered look, you

know

your Leg-O-Genic

that

you look

best. That's

why

ALSO MADE IN CANADA BY BURLINGTON MILLS
HOSIERY COMPANY OF CANADA, LTD.
euft-MtL, CAMEO, FACE

POWDER AND LEQ-O-GENIC

TRADEMARKS OF BURLINGTON MILLS CORPORATION.

I

REGISTERED

that won't wear

Cameo's

off,

stars

won't wash out.

delicately sheer,

high twist,

—

cost only SI. 50 a pair.

full-fashioned
styles

from SI. 15

to SI. 65 a pair.

BUR-MIL

Cameo

Other

and seamless Cameo

the stockings with exclusive

Face Powder Finish

what hoiiywo&d

J^Qafih

Sprang. f

itself

is

talking about! (CONTINUED)
"Valley Of The Kings" was made, with
Samia Gamal the gal who wrote the
book on this art as his teacher. Doesn't
sound like our boy he's always been
kinda on the dignified side.

—

—

—

Hottest new kid in town is young,
blonde dancer Sheree North, who just
might be 20th Century-Fox's answer to
Marilyn Monroe. Sheree made
the
her Broadway bow in the musical "Hazel
Flagg," her television bow with Jack
Benny on Bing Crosby's debut television
show. Well, when that kid hit the TV
sets all over the country that was it and
20th didn't lose a second signing her up.
First thing she'll do is "There's No Business Like Show Business" with Ethel
Merman, Donald O'Connor, and Dan DaiWhether the controversial "Pink
ley.
Tights" will be done, with Sheree as replacement for Marilyn is up in the air.
Sheree's twenty-one, and her greatest
love is her little daughter, Dawn, who is
a fast sixteen years younger than her
cute, pretty mother.

AWOL

The party

that

columnist Mike Con-

nolly gave for Tallulah Bankhead's birthday was the cotton -pi ckin' end. He could
have made a fortune if he'd put up

bleachers and sold tickets to the fans. But
was a strictly private clambake for
the Hollywood stars to ogle the fabulous
Tallulah, who held court like it was going
out of style. Even such youngsters as
Marion Davies and Mary Pickford surveyed the great gal with a considerable
show of awe. Tallu had a rough time, but
she made it taking the spotlight away
from Zsa Zsa Gabor, who isn't exactly a
shrinking violet at a party. Z. Z. made a

this

—

Her dress by Junior Accent.

Lana Turner and Lex Barker deny those
rumors theirs isn't a happy marriage.

noise during the floor show, but our
birthday girl out-shouted her. One of the
most colorful characters at the party was
the British star, young Laurence Harvey,
who was bleached and bearded for his
part in "The Talisman."
lot of

it's an omen with Rock Hudson
time he starts a new picture he
breaks something. Ribs, shoulders and
now with the start of "Bengal Rifles" he
ups and breaks a toe! Rock's explanation, "I'm just awkward."

Guess

—every

—

Before the James Masons went off on
a four-month safari to Canada, where
he'll do Shakespeare, there was a bit of
acid in the air around their house seems
the private drive into their house was
named after her— Pamela. Since it cost
Mr. M. about thirty grand, he sort of felt
it should have been named James Drive.
Speculation on their marriage lasting is

—

running very high.

Dan Dailey was like a kid at a free cirwhen he was asked, along with Nina

cus

Warren (daughter of the Chief Justice of
the Supreme Court), to go to Aspen, Colorado, for the annual ski festival called
the Winterskol. Dan is one of the most
enthusiastic skiers in the country (and
one of the best). They and this writer
arrived at the heavenly ski resort an old
mining ghost town which has been restored in a beautiful snowfall to watch
the town parade, get on the ski slopes, go
to the ball where Dan crowned the Ski

—

—

Queen. He was so in love with the town
and the people that he allowed he'd stay
until Aspen asked him to leave. Aspen
wouldn't ask him to, so he stayed until
his studio called him back to the Holly woods.

When Bing Crosby asked for Grace
Kelly to star with him in "The Country
Girl," his reported city girl, Mona Free-

HIs suit

"Botany" Brand "SOO"

tailored by Daroff.

9

—
Latin wife for Lana Turner, it
him long to hit the publicity
route. Then, when the switch was pulled
and he traded Lana for Arlene, more
publicity. Talk was he already had his
eyes on the new gal star-type naturally
before he said goodbye to her.

he

what Hollywood

itself is

talking about! (CONTINUED)

left his

didn't take

—

—

Nice friendly meeting when Diana
Lynn returned from almost a year in

London. She and her ex, John Lindsay,
dined at the fancy new Italian restaurant,
Abruzzi's, which he designed. Diana
seems to be much more calm about her
career and her home life since the London trip.
Well,

who knows what

goes

—the

Gary

Coopers have finished their new, small
house which cost them only a half a mil.
what with all the modern gadgets and
glass walls and things. In the meanwhile.
Mr. C. is off again to Mexico. He landed
here for a fast week between "Garden Of
Evil" and the new picture, "Vera Cruz."

When

the

Jerry Lewis and Dean Martin are enchanting Eva Gabor above, but in their
next film, "The Big Top," it's sister Zsa Zsa they'll have to reckon with.

man, took quite a dim view

of it. But the
that Grace's real romance
Eastern fellow who stays out of the

scuttlebutt
is

an

is

limelight.

Kirk Douglas came quietly back to
town from umpteen months in Europe
and got all moved in to a new house before anybody could say boo to him.
Started a real American type picture,
"20,000 Leagues Under The Sea," for Walt
Disney right away.

Two old-time chums, Tony Curtis and
Gene Nelson, are having fun polishing up
their dancing for the picture they'll make
together at U-I, "Three Gobs In Paris."
Hear Tony's going to sing in it, too. Nobody seems to know whether the reconbetween Gene and Miriam Nelson is for real, but she's busy picking up

ciliation

her dancing too.

Fernando Lamas doesn't let any grass
grow on the pampas with romances. When

Sheree North, with John Smith at Mocambo, rates high
both as a prospective new star and as a popular date.
10

home town

of

Hollywood

let

big blast against the brash
conduct of Terry Moore, she let it ride
thinking any kind of publicity was good
publicity. But it got a little too much for
the gal so she hired a real smart press
agent to take the sting out of the columnists' critical comments and to build up
some good will for the girl. The course,
forth with

its

according to some of her critics, should
include some lessons in manners.

With all the talk about Ava Gardner
and Vittorio Gassman seeing each other
in Rome, and Farl and Shell taking up
where they left off after the big volcano
hit

the

Gassman marriage, people

are

wondering just where and what gives
with Ava and Frankie. If Ava latches
onto the tall and handsome Vittorio, she's
out of the fat and into the fire.
end

Joan Taylor's a glamour girl on a date with her husband,
Glenn Roberts, but she's an Indian maid in "Rose Marie."
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Ride Clear Of Diablo

When

Audie Murphy learns that a
bunch of cattle rustlers have murdered his father and brother, he packs up
his Stetson and six-shooter, sets out to
hunt down the varmints. His main suspect is a laugh-happy killer, portrayed by
Dan Duryea. But jovial Dan, the murderin' man, disclaims the killing and
points an accusing finger at the town's

Murphy refuses to
crooked sheriff.
acknowledge Duryea's clues, for he's interested in the law officer's good-looking
daughter, Susan Cabot. Eventually, however, he's forced to face facts and cleans
out the town with a spray of bullets.
Technicolor film is a rather average sagebrush saga, but the performances are so
livery that you find yourself overlooking
several discrepancies. Universal -International.

Knock On

Danny

Elephant Walk

Wood

Kaye scampers through

this

Technicolor potpourri with a happy

that's downright contagious. As
a night-club ventriloquist, Danny finds
that every time he gets engaged, his dummies seem to come to life and declare
all of the hidden thoughts lurking in

abandon

Kaye's subconscious. After three such
episodes, in which he always winds up
breaking a dummy, he agrees to go to
Switzerland to see a psychiatrist. And,
ooh la la! What a doctor. It's Mai Zetterling who conducts the couch sessions.
In between doctor's appointments, Kaye
is plagued by a series of top foreign
agents anxious to get their hands on his
newly-repaired dummies in whose heads
valuable secret documents have been
hidden. Of course, this added complication provides a springboard for several
Kaye impersonations, innumerable disguises and even a couple of ballads. Picture,

whose main drawback

is its

length,

provides a free rein to the irrepressible
Danny, so is chuck full of clowning and
cavorting.

Paramount.

Hell

Elizabeth Taylor soon learns her new
husband, Peter Finch, is completely
dominated by the memory of his late
father, who, to show his defiance against
nature, built his India castle in the paththe elephants travel. For centuries
the pachyderms have used the route on
their way to the river. The threat of these

way

ever at hand. Only Dana
Andrews, overseer of the plantation, can
understand Elizabeth's anxiety about her
surroundings and her husband's playboy
responsibilities.
his
attitude
towards
When an epidemic of cholera kills off
owners, natives and animals, the eleanimals

is

phants, tired, sick and thirsty, stampede
the house, tearing it to the ground.
Elizabeth, ready to leave her husband

and accompany Andrews to America,
suddenly realizes in the turmoil that her
husband has emerged a leader. She has
renewed respect for him, and he realizes
his marriage means more than following
the feudal memories of his father. Good
acting, paired with the colorful background of India, make this attractive
screen fare. Paramount.

White

Fire

Scott Brady has no idea what adventures await him when he takes a fourday leave from his American merchant
ship. Brady heads for London to see his
brother. There he learns the latter has
been convicted of murder and will be
executed in three days. In between falling in love with Mary Castle (who looks
like Rita Hayworth), and getting mixed
up in a gang of jewel smugglers, he finally
sees his brother has been trapped by cir-

cumstances.

The lawyer who defended

be the head of the
smugglers. Brady brings them to justice
and frees his innocent young brother at
the eleventh hour. Lippert Release.
his brother turns out to

Creature From The Black Lagoon
Anothbr

science-fiction monster makes
debut upon the screen with the appearance of a man-fish creature amid the
wilds of the Amazon. When an imprint of
the monster is uncovered by Antonio
Moreno, a band of scientists, headed by
Richard Carlson, Julia Adams, Nestor
Paiva, Whit Bissell and Richard Denning,
'"^its

And High Water

All stops have been pulled out in this
underwater adventure yarn in which
an atom bomb is exploded, submarines
crash into one another and a breathtaking sea-air fight is staged. Geared to
show off the panoramic potentialities of
the CinemaScope lens, the film presents
Richard Widmark as a submarine skipper
assigned to rendezvous with scientists
Victor Francen and Bella Darvi. The
latter have joined other international
citizens in trying to stop evil forces from
using a U.S. airplane to explode an atom

bomb on Korea and then blaming

this

country for the feat. The duo board the
submarine and order the captain to follow
a freighter believed headed for the plane's
secret airbase. It isn't until he realizes
that his own country is being threatened
that Widmark stops making like a spectator and joins the fight. Film, which
speeds along at a lightning pace under
Samuel Fuller's rugged direction, explodes one taut episode after another. It's
shocking, suspenseful and spectacular.
20th Century-Fox.
12

Irrepressible Danny Kaye's thoughts give his lovely psychiatrist, Mai Zetterling,
cause for concern in Paramount's hilarious Technicolor film, "Knock On Wood."

He was a
lesson to
her

Eleanor Parker rankles her husband,
Charlton Heston, in "The Naked Jungle."

makes an expedition to the site. While
trying to study the beast, several members lose their lives. Still, the creature
does have human qualities which are
by its treatment of Miss
Adams. The 3-D lensing, the jungle setting and the monster all add up to a good
evidenced

time.

Universal-International.

The Naked Jungle
as a mail order bride,
happily surprised when the husband
she has never seen turns out to be handsome plantation owner Charlton Heston.
But Charlton, rankled at her directness,
completely isolates her from his love and
sets out to show her the hardships she
will have to endure as the wife of a South
American rancher. Heston's plan boomerangs when Eleanor becomes impressed
with his leadership and kind-heartedness
towards the natives. Eventually they are
forced together by the imminent danger
of an invasion of man-eating ants. The
rest of the film deals with the daring and
unbelievable attempts to stop this invasion. Footage has thrills for most discerning moviegoer. Paramount.

Eleanor Parker,
is

Alaska Seas

A

laska and its salmon industry provide
'"^the setting for this familiar tale of the
North in which the town's leading scamp,
Robert Ryan, manages to commit all types
of crimes without anyone stopping him.
Ryan's best friends are Jan Sterling and
Brian Keith, who take a lot from him because of their friendship, and also because
Miss Sterling can't make up her mind
which of the two men she loves. Eventually, Ryan's actions get out of hand and
Keith and Miss Sterling join in the slambang housecleaning. Paramount.

Top Banana
Qlenty of gags, gals and gimmicks have
'
been crowded into this former stage
musical which has been transplanted to
the screen exactly as it was presented on
Broadway. Phil Silvers as the Top Banana
or head comic in TV is a hard-driving,
brash boss who insists on running the
entire show, cracking the whip over
everyone from his writers to the gal who

— but

certainly learned something that
evening. And that was: Never to accept an evening's invitation to dance
unless she had danced before with the
man who asked her. He seemed very
fond of her and almost monopolized
the entire evening, but by the end of
the party he was almost revolting to her.
He would be the last to suspect why.

She

One

of the worst things about

tosis is that

it

.

Is it

any wonder Listerine Antiseptic

in recent clinical tests averaged at least

four times more effective in stopping
bad breath odors than the chlorophyll
products or tooth pastes it was tested
against? With proof like this, it's easy
to see why Listerine "belongs" in your
home. Gargle Listerine Antiseptic

hali-

.

.

Proved

Listerine Clinically

and you may
present the next
never know when. So why rely on
lesser precautions when Listerine Anti
.

lasting antiseptic

Four Times Better Than Tooth Paste

without even realizing it. Halitosis
absent one day,
comes and goes
.

you

protection against bad breath.

so easy to offend

is

Listerine kills bacteria by

millions, gives

.

every morning
before every date.
.

.

.

every night

.

.

.

septic offers such a
.Instantly

record of proven
performance.

No

NO iohut..".

tooth paste,

of course, is antiseptic. Chlorophyll
does not kill germs

Listerine
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LISTERINE ANTISEPTIC STOPS

BAD BREATH

4 times better than any tooth paste
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DOCTORS' TESTS

current films

PROVE PIMPUS

CONTINUED

CLEARED UP
or definitely improved

in

9 out of

10 coses

New! Clearasil Medication

'STARVES' PIMPLES
SKIN-COLORED... Wofes pimples while

it

works

prove this new-type medication especially for pimples really works. In
skin specialists' tests on 202 patients, 9 out of
every 10 cases were cleared up or definitely improved while using cllarasil.
Doctors' clinical

tests

Amazing starving

action, clearasil actually starves pimples because it helps remove the
oils that pimples "feed" on. And clearasil's
antiseptic action stops the growth of bacteria
that can cause and spread pimples. Skin-colored
to hide pimples and end embarrassment. Greasestainless
pleasant to leave on day and
night for uninterrupted medication.

less,

.

.

.

America's largest-selling
medication

...

pimple

specific

because clearasil has helped so

The going's tough for leathernecks Tony Curtis and Frank Lovejoy on a special
assignment to invade enemy lines and locate hidden mine fields in "Beachhead."

reads the commercials.
troupe, he acts
a psychiatrist's

more

Away from

his

from
couch. He's plagued with
like a fugitive

an option-dropping sponsor, unproductive
gag men, and innumerable imaginary
problems. Silvers is able to cut through
most of these with brisk, breezy abandon.
It's typical family fare, with Silvers, costar Rosemarie, and the original Broad-

way cast unleashing a torrent of slapstick
shenanigans at gun fire pace. United
Artists.

Beachhead

A

hard-hitting wallop has been packed

into this World War II drama in
which Leathernecks Tony Curtis and
Frank Lovejoy are assigned to invade

many boys, girls and adults. GUARANTEED
to work for you as it did in doctor's tests or
money back. Only 594 and 98(*. At all druggistsGet clearasil today.
|Wi

Now

Clearasil

also available in

Canada

Guaranteed by
Good Housekeeping,

(slightly

mors)

Lovely Birthstone Ring:

—
GOLD

A neat design, attractive look jng,
made in 1/40 14k rolled
plate with simulated Birthstone
eet

—Your Size and
for selling $1.00

Month

worth of

Rosebud Products. Order
4 boxes Rosebud Salve to
Bell at 25tf a

box or

2 bottles

Rosebud Perfume

to sell

per bottle. ""Easy to
"Established 60 years.
Money— We trust you.

at 50(f
sell.

NO
ROSEBUD PERFUME CO.

Send

Woodsboro, Maryland.

2

M COLORS HAIR
IN f?

MINUTES

Now change streaked, gray, gray
ing or drab hairto a newlustrous
youthful-looking color, try Tintz
Creme Shampoo- Tint today. It's
a new hair coloring that re-colors
hair at home as it shampoos. Takes
only 17 minutes. No waiting for re
suits. It's easy to use
no messy

^Jt— ma_
Wf^^ ^
//JKf
~

CREME SHAMPOO
HAIR COLORING
14

—

mixing. Won't
wash orrabout
Your choice of 13
natural appearing
colors

.

.

.

GET TINTZ AT

YOUR DRUGGISTS NOW

Having wed Elizabeth Taylor after saving her from suicide over frustrated love,
John Ericson becomes fearful when her former flame returns in MGM's "Rhapsody."

Japanese
tact

Their objective

lines.

Eduard Franz and learn

is

to

con-

his radioed

if

message outlining Japanese mine fields is
accurate. Although Lovejoy and Curtis
easily make contact with the patriot and
his daughter,

Mary Murphy, smuggling

the duo out presents new hazards. Not
only are the Marines faced with enemy
skirmishes, they also become hostile to

one another over Miss Murphy's affecFilm, which was shot entirely in
the Hawaiian Islands, features taut, terse
action, plus Tony's most dramatic portions.

United Artists.

trayal to date.

Rhapsody
Cpoiled

announces she's going to Germany to
pursue a music career, but, actually, it's
violin
after.

playgirl, Elizabeth Taylor,

virtuoso
Vittorio,

Vittorio

Gassman

she's

an intense young student,

eagerly accepts
osities,

all of Elizabeth's generbut upon his graduation forsakes

her for a career on the concert stage.
Heartbroken, Elizabeth tries suicide, but
is stopped by another conservatory student, John Ericson. He persuades her to
remain at the school and eventually the
two are married, but it takes a return
visit

by Vittorio

to

make them

WESTMORE

b rings you

realize just

how

precious their marriage is. Besides
obvious appeal of its stars, film offers an
old world charm, and topnotch violin and
piano solos. It's in Technicolor and Charles

Vidor directed.

MGM.

Gypsy Colt
Woung Donna Corcoran

complesoii
is

broken-

hearted When her parents, Ward Bond
and Frances Dee, are forced to sell her
favorite
horse,
Gypsy.
A two-year
drought on their farm makes selling the
pet mandatory. After many escapes from
his new, wealthy owner, the colt is
shipped five hundred miles from Donna
and any hope that he can come home to
her is thwarted. She, however, doesn't
know the spirit of Gypsy and the rest of
the footage shows the horse's amazing
trek homeward to his little owner. When
the rich buyer and his hard trainer
finally track the horse down, even they
are touched by such devotion. They allow
Gypsy to stay with Donna. Story is wellhandled and is a matinee must for the
younger set. MGM.
END
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movie
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alluring your
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PROVED

how

complexion can be!

giant-screen close-ups

in

where make-up must be perfect to keep
skin looking perfectly

WESTMORE

smooth.

Made for

you and stars by Westmore brothers,
most famous make-up artists, originators of liquid make-up. SEE the thrilling
difference: Dot on creamy Tru-Glo,
blend in evenly, pat
all types of skin
in

—

liquid

off with tissue. For

many

shades.

make-up

WESTMORE
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creamy powder make-up
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FOR INSTANT BEAUTY,
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carry Party Puff as

do on the set, at play and evePowder and base all-in-one.
stars
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PROVED BEST

ipstick

movie close-ups where lipeven after kissing,
eating, working under lights. Non-drying!
stick

At

Frances Dee, Donna Corcoran, Ward
Bond and new horse star in "Gypsy Colt."

stars

True-Glo all-day make-up shows

*

all

in

MUST NOT SMEAR,
variety

and drug

stores.
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Ich muss

Tampax haben

M
it

Je desire

Tampax

Quiero

Tampax

I

(A

b

They all mean

i want

Tampax
Yes,

women

Capetown
to

all

"We
of

it

can't teach our child the beauty of unselfish love without being an example
ourselves," says Virginia Mayo, to which husband Michael O'Shea agrees.

— from
from Sumatra
want Tampax and

over the world

to California,

Saskatchewan

—

only Tampax. This modern internal sanitary protection is not only sold to millions of

American women, but

it's

dis-

tributed in 75 other countries as well.

could this product — unknown
— have achieved such outstanding popularity in such a relatively
short space of time? Because Tampax
is really what women want. They like
the way it eliminates belts, pins and
bulky external pads. (It's worn internally.) They like the fact that it can't
be seen or felt, once it's in place. They
like its easy disposability, and they particularly like the way Tampax prevents
odor from forming.

How

25 years ago

Tampax was invented by
consists of

a doctor. It

compressed surgical cotton

throwaway applicators. It can be used
by any normal woman. And whether
you live in Paris, France, or Paris, Kentucky, you can get Tampax at drug or
in

notion counters in 3 absorbency-sizes:
Regular, Super, Junior. Tampax Incorporated, Palmer, Mass.

Accepted for Advertising
by the Journal of the American Medical Association
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I sit here with Mike and our
newly born daughter, Mary Catherine
with Duke, our somewhat jealous
little bulldog, standing by warily
can still scarcely believe what has

—

—

happened.
Mike and I, like other parents, have
hopes and dreams for our baby. We
are both the common sense type and
feel very strongly that you can't force
a child to be anything. We must let
her be an individual. Advising and
training a child with love is the only
way.
Of first concern with us is her religious training. We both believe in the
Proverb: "Train up a child in the way
he should go; and when he is old he
shall not depart from it." We realize
that each parent, no matter how he

have blind spots in raising
But if we can fill our child
with the spiritual and moral strength
needed to live a good life, we've given
her a firm foundation with which to
face the world. So her religious traintries, will

a child.

ing will be of

Then comes
a child

how

first

importance.

the hard part: teaching

to live

by being an exam-

ple of the right way.

We

can't teach

a child honesty by saying, "Don't do
as

I

do, do as I say."

We

can't teach a

and then pick up the
phone and beg off an engagement with
a lie. There isn't room for even a white
lie in the face of an innocent child
waiting to be moulded by its parents.
We can't teach our child the beauty
of unselfish love without being an example of it ourselves. Even the thrill
child not to lie

of growing, giving and gratitude are
without point if our child doesn't see
these values in us. It is both frightening and wonderful to have the chance
to help a tiny little bit of humanity
become an individual with strength

and

integrity.

sound carried away,

If I
I

On

am.

the other hand,

it's

I

because

have

also

same reasonable and unreasonable
fears and hopes of other mothers. I
the

know when
was

brought her home I
would smother

I first

Hurry! Hurry! Hurry!

V2 Price Sale

terrified that she

in the night.

I

spent half the night

myself I was being ridiculous
and the other half going into the nursery to see if I was being ridiculous.
When we realized that I was pregtelling

nant

we

also realized that

we

49

P

didn't

have room for a nursery in our home.
So we started looking at other houses.
But we found that real estate prices
were sky high and invariably a nice
house had no grounds, or that lovely
grounds had a small house. We also
love horses and our home had the
grounds for them so we stayed put.

We

drew up plans

Regular

size

now

49*

put the nurs-

to

98'

ery on the ground floor and a bedroom
and study upstairs. The plans looked

CRlftM

V

plus

was
about remod-

lovely and the race against time
on.

We

found out a

lot

We

found that the
be reenforced with
concrete to take the weight of the second floor.
Oh. after the concrete pouring in the
foundation of the living room, naturally they had to put in a new floor.
Then because of the second story, we
had to put in a new ceiling. And the
ceiling had to be beamed for reenforcement because of the floor above.
Toward the end of the remodeling,
I was getting a little annoyed. You see,
the workmen always started work at
seven a.m. and I was constantly sleepy
eling at that time.
entire house

had

to

They worked right outside
my bedroom door at all times. Then,
of course, there were big mistakes and
little problems that made the whole
project much more expensive than we
anyway.

had planned. We really didn't know
we had that much money to spend!

Come

to think of

Mike and

it,

we

it's

I

life

for a child.

Perhaps

a final step in maturity that only

comes to a man and w ife when they
become a mother and father.
end
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longer-lasting

LASTING
IT FADE-OUT!
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applied

you day and night!
Don't trust "morning-glory" deodorants
whose protection fades when you
need it most! Use ETIQUET and stop
daily

it

protects

deodorant fade-out.

>j<

Checks both perspiration and
odor

didn't!

both have found new
reason for working harder at our careers. I was glad to be back at work
on "The Talisman." Now it isn't just
for ourselves but for Mary Catherine.
It's stimulating to want to do better
and better work so that you can provide a better

LG

iquet
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^

Guaranteed harmless to

>}c

Exclusive formula protects
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you
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THE INSIDE NEWS BEHIND THE NEWS, TOLD BY
AMERICA'S BEST-INFORMED COLUMNIST

Shelley Winters Gassman

is

after all the divorce hoopla

likely to

come out on top

—so many former friends

have rushed to her defense. Insiders say
Shelley has evidence that will rock Gassman back on his
heels and into a "no defense" divorce settlement, although
of Vittorio's

the tempestuous actress admits her financial

her insistence that Vittorio marry his youthful leading
Anna Maria Ferrero, were strictly for publicity pur-

poses. Friends expect Shelley to recover from the broken
marriage and after "Executive Suite" is released she'll
be bigger than ever in Hollywood

—

.

awarded

and two apartment houses
Diana, back in town
without a place to live, rented a lavish apartment from
Lindsay. Their dinner date was strictly a business deal
and he made no concessions for his former spouse
.

One

oj

the screen's biggest stars,

.

she

files suit.

No

other person

is

rumored about

make

it's

to

when

headlines

involved,

.

.

Curtis and his studio bosses are not seeing eyeto-eye these days. One member of the UniversalInternational Top Brass department claims Tony is suffering from that old bugaboo star complex. The studio
is very unhappy about Tony's attitude
he's beginning

Tony

—

to

divorce her musician husband, will

their house, furniture

as part of the divorce settlement.

demands and

lady,

.

—

Piper Laurie and Dick Contino are together again but
rumor's been wrong before in heading her to the altar!

merely a

matter oj politics. She'll claim he's responsible jor the
pinko tag that has hounded her in recent years
.

.

.

turn

down

studio players.

and

—

him with lesser known
Next step will be Tony asking for script
approval. Despite the fact the young star

roles scheduled for

directorial

has worked like a truck driver ever since he hit stardom,
his current attitude can be the beginning of The End. A
"suspension" may be the answer. It's cured many a difficult situation between studio and player
.

.

.

When Diana Lynn

returned to Hollywood from her
European whirl, her first date was with her ex-husband,
John Lindsay. You may recall it was Lindsay who was

Gene Tierney has been the talk of Hollywood since she
returned from Europe to resume (continued on next pace)
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.

Exclusive Movie Gossip
her film career.

now

No

icontinuedj

longer careless about her appearance,

composed and taking a sensible view of
her romance with Aly Khan. If they do marry, it'll be
on her terms, and she'll continue to work in the good ole
U.S.A. whether she becomes a Princess or not

she's

svelte,

.

.

.

Clark Gable has given Flickerville something to talk
about since his departure from the
lot. He's reported as having snubbed old, old pals and a couple of
West Coast scribes who really helped put him up there
with The Big Ones. "The King" is very haughty these
days and isn't having any of the old rah, rah, rah comradeship huddles that used to be part of the Gable legend.
Despite the boost in his career that "Mogambo" gave him,
tailor-made vehicles for His Majesty aren't in the offing

MGM

Walter Winchell is interested to hear from Dorothy Kilgallen
that he has big competition from a Chinese gossip columnist

. .

t3>

Van Johnson's new, lofty ambitions are causing Any talk of John Wayne-Pilar
much bickering between Van and his wife, Erie. Pallet te split-up isn't true.

Arlene Dahl could very well become a

Princess. Prince

Christian of Hanover has been a persistent suitor
since

word leaked out

hour was over

.

.

that the

Dahl-Fernando Lamas

.

—

Gabor

to watch this year she'll outZsa Zsa and Magda, by remaining
quietly in the background. Eva, the youngest, and easily
the most talented of the Gabors, works as hard at studying dramatics as Zsa Zsa does at trying to make headlines. Magda, the eldest, seems to go along with Zsa
Zsa for the ride, no doubt .

Eva Gabor

smart her

—

Gene Tierney

now

is

taking sensible

^view of the Aly romance.

is

the

sisters,

.

.

Harry James and Betty Grable have been having
concerning Buddy Rich, the James band
drummer. Harry is all for cutting down on the number

squabbles

—

of

Rich solos when the James -Grable troupe resumes

its

A

through.

saddened young lady while married

unhappy

to the

personal appearance schedule this Summer. Betty disagrees. She feels the drummerman has a following of his
own (which he has) and should be featured as part of the
overall act. Well, at least it's a novel reason for a hus-

crooner, she's reported twice as

b and -and -wife spat!

Gail Russell's probation lasts for two years on her first
drunk driving charge. She's forbidden any alcoholic beverages, can't enter any of the Hollywood bars and has to

biggest hushed-up scandal in Hollywood concerns
an important studio boss and a contract player under
his banner, one of the most promising new actresses. The
star-to-be in question is objected to, not by Mr. Movie
Mogul's wife who knows all but by their grown children.

The

herself of him.

getting

—

.

Lex Barker

making noises

is

.

.

like a

husband,

now

that

things are beginning to break for him, professionally.

The DiMaggios' trek

—that's

.Mrs. B.

to

with

business

baseball

Japan was for
Lefty

O'Doul.

—

Lana Turner

felt

Chums who have
fast trying to

rallied to her aid are

cheer her up.

report to her probation officer during that time. Talk that

she and her ex-husband, Guy Madison, will remarry
talk. She would, he won't

just that

Since
The things a former cook of Rita Hayworth's has to say
about Dick Haymes are not to be believed but they have
the Santa Monica Set in stitches

nowhere

since she freed

—

.

.

is

.

the DiMaggio-Monroe marriage, Dorothy Arnold

—for the time

(the ex-Mrs. Joe) has faded into limbo

and Joe were divorced nine
years ago she managed to keep her name in front of the
public on that score. But her plans for a tour of the
night clubs, Coast-to-Coast, have fizzled. Cafe operators
are no longer interested in the "ex-Mrs. Joe DiMaggio"
being. Despite the fact she

New importation, Bella Darvi, star of "Hell And Dressed for new role, Tony Curtis
High Water," at N.Y. premiere with Plato Skouras. greets Janet Leigh, Dean Martin.

she shouldn't accept

the Brazilian Film Festival bid because of his career

and

wed Marilyn
Dorothy will again make headwhen DiMaggio makes another try at having his

since he
lines

.

.

.

because they'd already traveled so much. At least that's
what the lady said to the South American officials. However, when people call Lana at their house and ask for
Miss Turner, Lex asks them if they mean "Mrs. Barker!"

him six consecutive months out of
every twelve. She will object to Marilyn Monroe as being an "unsuitable" stepmother, and the legal fireworks
are earmarked for explosion before July 4th

spite of the cautious press praise of Marilyn Cantor's

One of the all-time greats in Hollywood history, an
actress of distinction since the days of silent films and

IN
new

night club act, cafe patrons, including

Marilyn's "best friends," say the youngster

The Cantor monicker
her at this point.

for the Big Time.
liability to

isn't

is

some

of

ready yet

considered a

son, Joe, Jr., live with

.

been

brooding

ever

since

the

Mexican decree went

.

—

—

one of Hollywood's richest citizens is a confirmed alcoholic. At a midnight soiree honoring Tallulah Bankhead,
she had to be literally carried out and taken home in one
of her many limousines. A very sad case
.

This has been Marilyn Month in Hollywood. Pals of
Marilyn Morrison, the ex-Mrs. Johnnie Ray, say she's

.

.

.

if Van Johnson ups and announces
from screen acting, (continued on pace 721

Don't be surprised
his "retirement"

21

SHE DIDN'T

WANT TO

FALL IN

LOVE— UNTIL
SHE MET THE

WHO MADE

MAN

HER

CHANGE HER MIND

WHAT

Mitzi with fiance Jack Bean. "Jack
I are confident we can take the
bitter with the better," says MitzL

and

by

Mitzi

Gaynor

MARRIAGE

MEANS TO ME
think
WHEN
excited about

my

coming marriage

I get very
going to be just
wonderful all brand new and completeness. I want it
and yet I can't help wondering about making this allimportant step.
I

of

it.

I

know

it's

—

Maybe it's because
What will I do

heard and
happens? What do I do if
that doesn't happen? How serious will the trial and
tribulations be? Is the first year the hardest? Then,
too, a lot of my friends have warned me that the minute
theatrical people get married, the bets start. Ten minutes after the ceremony, the bets are five to one on the
marriage lasting six months. If you've had a spat and
are slightly formal at an opening, everybody speculates
on the community property set-up.
read.

I

know

that there

of all the things I've

if

this

must be strength and understand-

ing and a solid foundation before marriage so that the

marriage cannot be shaken by outside elements.
I always think of Jeanne Crain and Paul Brinkman
as the ideal answer to gossip. I've never seen them unhappy. There is a complete divorcement between career
and marriage. Theirs is a working thing with all the
gear shined up and functioning with three-in-one oil.

With them

as

an example, I've bolstered myself sufmarriage is up to the two indi-

ficiently to realize that

viduals.

And my

individual

man

is

everything

I

ever

wanted in a man. Of course, I really didn't know what
I wanted until I met Jack, but I guess that is the way
with women.
It was a February evening of last year that my date
rounded up an extra man for my cousin for a Cocoanut
Grove opening. Everything was fine until eight when
my cousin called to say she was too ill to go out, and I
was left with the dubious honor of two escorts. Jack
Bean leaned on the buzzer at eight-ten and after explanations sat down and was quietly charming. At the
Grove, we were left alone for a while; after a lot of
laughs and a few dances, I realized I hadn't stopped
enjoying myself since the start of the evening. I hadn't
to use any funny bits, or be ultra sophisticated, or
even say "twenty-three skidoo." I didn't even know I
was having a good time until mother broke up our

had

threesome over scrambled eggs and coffee

in

my

kitchen

at 5:15 a.m.!

So two days later I had a terrific and hasty opening
an emergency appendectomy, (continued on pace 67'

night

—
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Alan needed police escort
at Paris "Shane" opening.

EUROPE WILL MISS THE ALAN
LADDS, BUT MILLIONS

OF AMERICANS ARE
GLAD TO HAVE THEM BACK

HOME AGAIN
by Hank Kaufman

DOING WHAT COMES

NATU RALLY
WhatWhy,thetoday,

secret of

is

Alan Ladd's universal appeal?

more than ten years at the
does Alan find himself more in demand than ever?
Riding the crest of the popularity wave following the
smash success of "Shane," with three fine pictures recently completed in Europe, rugged, tight-lipped and
soft-spoken Alan is not only in the prime of life but
after

top,

at the height of his career.

Alan is one of the best-liked people
Alan will be the first to admit,
his remarkable success isn't due to his being the greatest
actor in the world. "I'm not the guy to play Hamlet,"
Alan says. "I'm not out to dazzle the public. I try only
to be as natural and sincere as possible, and I hope
that's what comes across. I'm not interested in making
pictures with messages. I want to^give audiences good,
clean action stories which please and entertain them."
During his recent year in Europe with Sue and the
children, the Ladds were welcomed and warmly embraced wherever they went. Few Americans, on or off
the screen, have ever had such an enthusiastic reception.
Take the Paris premiere of "Shane," for example. The
Ladds were in England at the time, where Alan was
shooting "Hell Below Zero," a whaling epic with Joan
Tetzel as co-star. The Ladds crossed the Channel to

The

secret

in films.

is

that

Certainly, as

join

numerous

man

film big-wigs in paying tribute to that

Hollywood, Adolph Zukor, who, celebrating his Golden Anniversary with Paramount, was
special guest of honor at the gala event.
"Now, as many American stars can tell you," related
a close friend of the Ladds, "the French are not the
people to stand up in excitement at the sight of a movie
star. They're much too reserved, much too blase, for
that. As a matter of fact, that's one reason why a lot of
the Hollywood stars enjoy vacationing in this wonderful
city of Paris. They feel they can be themselves, do as
grand old

of

they please, go where they wish without feeling they're
going to tie up traffic and cause public disturbances.
Well, Alan's too modest to

you about what happened
I can
I was
there. Alan was almost torn limb-from-limb by an
over-eager and adoring French public. And they weren't
all women, plenty of men, too. Even the protection of
several husky French gendarmes couldn't diminish the
ardor of the crowd clamoring for a peek at their screen
idol. Nobody was more astonished at all this hullabaloo
to

him

tell

at the 'Shane' premiere here, but

than Alan."

—

(continued on pace

62)

an and Sue see
3 e
to

European tour
an education
t Alana, David.
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EACH MAN SHE HAS KNOWN, HAS

kk

IN HIS

OWN WAY, MEANT SOMETHING

SPECIAL TO PIER ANGELI

THEY'RE

ALL ALIKE!

by Peer Oppenheimer

love.

Angeli, only twenty-one, expresses the worldand sophistication of a much more mature
woman when she says, in contradiction to the cliche
"Men are not all alike." For Pier, who has worked with
a succession of top leading men, some of whom she has
come to know intimately, has had a unique opportunity
to observe and judge them. Her own life, personally and
professionally, has taught her that each man is decidedly
different from all the others not only in personality, but
even more so in the influence they've had on her.
Just what did each of these men mean to her?
First there was Gino Laurini, who played her sixteenyear-old lover in "Tomorrow Is Too Late," the film that
won Pier recognition, stardom, and a chance to get to
the United States.
Pier was eighteen when she made the film, and by
American standards very young and immature. Sixteen
year-old Gino, although very
(continued on pace 54)

she first met John Ericson, Pier spoke little English,
but she immediately felt he was like a big brother to her.

Today Pier thinks of Gene Kelly as one of her close friends,
but when they were co-stars in a movie he had her in tears

Pier

liness

—

Knowing Kirk Douglas brought Pier a new maturity,

— according

When

26

to

—the

filmdom talk

heartbreak of

first

plus

—
ALDO RAY

—FORMERLY JUST A PRIZE FLUKE

SPEAKS FROM EXPERIENCE

"DON'T

DO IT
THE
WAY
I

DID!"

by Gladys Hall

talking about Aldo Ray.
They're oh-ing and ah-ing over the job he does
as Sergeant O'Hara in Columbia's "Miss Sadie Thompson." They're chuckling and slapping their thighs over

They're

the things he says, and the things he does, when guesting on TV. They're recalling (and are their faces red!)

they said "It's a fluke," when in his first picture,
"Saturday's Hero," husky-voiced he-man Aldo was
hailed a "find," was touted as being star material in the
rough and tough tradition of which living legends Gable,

how

Tracy, Cagney, Bogart are made.

What but

a fluke could

turn this small-town constable into a movie actor in less
time than it took any one of his famed film "forebears"?
And how does a fluke become, so to speak, not a fluke?
Aldo Ray's answer to that is, "I'm an exception to the
rule. Don't ever do it the way I did it, or you'll never
get there, is the advice I'd give to aspiring actors."
Chances are you never would get there if you should
try to do it the way Aldo did it. For the way Aldo did
it shattered precedent, was against all the rules and
regulations prescribed for and followed by his fellow
stars both now and in the past.
In the first place, Aldo didn't care which can be a

—

With

all

he says

the acclaim Aldo has for "Miss Sadie Thompson,"
co-star Rita Hay worth who packs the big jolt.

it's

It

was

sword with a two-edged blade. If your indifference to a
career is an act, it flops. If you really mean it, it can be
a come-on. Aldo really meant it. Aldo never says or
does anything he doesn't really mean. That's Aldo for
you. But Aldo was in a position to mean it. Before he
made "Saturday's Hero" Aldo had won the primary elec-

known

home

(There

—

town, Crockett, Calif. If
being an actor didn't suit his book, he could go back to
Crockett and the campaign he knew would end in a
tion for constable in his

landslide victory.

And that is precisely what he did do.
Aldo felt pretty good when, after "Saturday's Hero"
was finished, the studio bigs said to him, "Stick around,
kid, think you've got a future." He felt good, but not
"I'm not basically inclined to being an actor but I
never felt," Aldo explains, "that I couldn't be an actor.

Never do anything
living

it

I

don't feel capable of doing.

Like

up, for instance, in the girl department. That

is

one department, the girl department, I do not excel in!
I still haven't fathomed the mystery of Woman. However, I never would have run for constable of Crockett
or parked my dogs in front of a movie camera if I hadn't

when Aldo met

of all

was going

I

to win.

How
An

a climate, a feeling.
the elements involved.

shrugs,

Jeff

DonnelL

"it's

do

I

know?" Aldo
summary

intangible

"I'm not surprised I'm an actor because, in addition to
practice of never doing anything I don't feel capable

my

always expected to be in the public eye."
an arrogance, virile and exciting, in this big
young man.) "But in politics, not movies. To be a good
politician, however, you have to have some of the dramatic in you and so, although a movie career was not a
thing I'd hankered after, or had to have, there were
monetary advantages, so I thought then, and I felt okay
when they said 'Stick around, kid;' not so okay when
of doing, I
is

they added, 'But you've got a lot to learn, got to carry

some

surprised.

love at first sight

They're "going very steady, but can't afford to marry."

"A

spears.'
lot to learn.

Carry some spears.

"NO.
"Sure

I

had a

lot to learn,

and

still

actors begin at the beginning, study.

have. Sure,

But

young

I've already

sounded the warning not to do it the way I did it. I've
said I'm an exception to the rule which, the school-books
tell you, proves nothing. I'm an exception because acting

is

neither in

my

blood nor

(continued on pace
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CLOSE HARMONY
by Peter Sherwood

Whether

way into Tony
way into Cyd's

riage,

consequence now. The important fact is
that theirs is one of the few marriages in show business
where the harmony and rhythm have gone on uninter-

Cyd

Martin's

heart

Charisse danced her

life,

or

Tony sang

his

is of little

The success

of the

Tony Martin-Cyd Charisse mar-

many Hollywoodites

will tell you, is due to the
thoughtfulness and generosity that exist between the two
of them in emphasizing how much they think of one an-

other.

In the matter of day-in and day-out

ruptedly.

is still

the wooer, and Cyd. as a grateful and

not just one opinion of the happy personal life
of the Tony Martins, but something that all Hollywood
knows to be true. And here are some of the facts:
Says Cyd: "I am one of the luckiest of all women, because I'm married to a man who constantly demonstrates
that I am always on his mind. A shopping addict from
way back, Tony feels that any day that he can't bring
something home to please me is a day lost."
Says Tony: "I am one of the happiest of all husbands,
because I'm married to an appreciative wife. Many men
are content to remember anniversaries with flowers, a
birthday with a suitable gift but it's much more exciting to do something about the days in between."

cipient,

This

is

—

is still

gifts,

Tony

warm

re-

the wooed.

Not so long ago a reporter asked Tony, 3000 miles

away on a singing appearance, what he did to keep the
home fires burning. "I'm never anywhere but at the end
of a long distance wire," he grinned, "and Cyd knows

I

where to find me at every hour of the day and night.
But she doesn't have to look, because I grab the phone
j

first."

What makes Cyd Charisse so happy today is the utter
completeness of Tony's attention and devotion. He has
three loves: his wife, his children, his home.

—

He

is

often

engaged in doing something for one no matter how
away he is more frequently for (continued on pace

—
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MARILYN AS A HOUSEWIFE

Before her marriage Marilyn had completed work in
"River Of No Return" with Rory Calhoun for 20th.

32

Marilyn and Joe, basically so very
their love.

much

alike,

never made a game of
prefer* a quiet life.

Accustomed to adulation, both now

%A#hen Marilyn Monroe announced,
lTW "Marriage is my main career
from now on," she pointed up the fact
that the girl behind all the ballyhoo is
a wonderful human being. Being top
box-office means far l»ss to Marilyn
than being a wife to Joe DiMaggio.
Now that they're back from their extended honeymoon to Japan and Korea, where Marilyn visited the troops,
the DiMaggios are settling down to
blissful domesticity.
It's

typical of Marilyn that she isn't

moving

a swanky estate in Beverly
become a social leader.
Though she and Joe have a new house
in the Hollywood environs they've
decided to make their real home four
to

Hills to try to

hundred miles away from the lavish
whirl of movietown. The moment
Marilyn is through with work she will
head north. Her husband has his roots
in San Francisco beside the Golden
Gate, so that's where she is building
her life as a wife. By plane the trip
takes less than two hours, and once
she reaches her destination Marilyn is
in another world. The steep hills, brisk
air, and cosmopolitan atmosphere of
San Francisco enchant her as much as
she fascinates her new friends. Actresses have held a special place in
this gay city from its Gold Rush days,
and with her genuine personality undisguised Marilyn has been adored
since her first visit with Joe's big
family.

The Marilyn the DiMaggios know,
however, is not the movie queen. They
have no doubt about her ability as an
actress, nor has anyone who knows
Marilyn in person, for her convincing
portrayal of a blonde bombshell is
proof.

She

dolls

up

in those attention-

and lent her
by her studio for official personal appearances. But she doesn't cling to
that movie glitter the minute she can
stealing clothes designed

she leaves it entirely behind
her like any girl coming away from
(CONTINUED ON PACE 66
a job.
relax;
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Jimmy knows how

to

pick good films for himself, the latest, "The
Far Country," at U-I.

by Michael Sheridan

HE'S

GOT
ING

He married

Gloria

McLean

in 1949.

EVERYONE KNOWS JIMMY'S A HIT

IN

MOVIES.

HE'S AN EVEN BIGGER
HIT AT

HOME WITH THE STEWARTS

Genial, easy-going James Stewart is a
man who has made a flawless, allround success of his life. He has reached
heights, personally

and professionally, that

not even he dreamed were possible. Never
running before he could walk, Jimmy, by
the cautious processes that are a part of

make-up, has managed to exutmost out of life mostly hits

his integral
tract the

—

and very few

A

hit in

errors.

about every movie he has ever
long ago lost count of how

made (he has

many), Jimmy, at forty-five and after almost two decades of acting, attracts top
box-office grosses and critical acclaim

with

consistency. Everything
been right from a happy
movie career to an even happier

unfailing

—

he's touched has

and
and

full

fuller private life.

Romantically he was one of Hollywood's
enigmas for years. It was no secret that
he held women in awe, thought that each
and every one he ever came across was
something out of this world. Too beautiful
to be real. Or too real to have what he
wanted in a woman a dreamlike quality
which wouldn't dispel his belief that most

—

women are goddesses.
He had all Hollywood

on tenterhooks
he made the plunge. Ex-college pal
and roommate Jose Ferrer once said, "He's
the cagiest man I've ever known. He's
cagey with cars, with scripts and with
women. When he does marry, she'll have
to talk a very good script."
It was a whole ten years later before
Jimmy enlightened his old friend on the
kind of woman he had finally chosen. In
typical laconic fashion he described her.
"Name's Gloria. Guess you'll like her all
right. Must meet sometime."
until

Jimmy's very proud of Michael and Ronnie, Gloria's sons by a former
marriage. The Stewarts also have twin girls, born three years ago.

And

that

was

all

(continued on pace
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WILL

HEDY
TAKE

TO
TEXAS
WHETHER HEDY LAMARR FACES
REAL HAPPINESS OR JUST

ANOTHER CHAPTER OF MARITAL
DISCORD DEPENDS

UPON THE LADY HERSELF

by Mary Fraxer

Hedy must now blend her continental tastes and
film career with Howard Lee's Texas background.

36

There

was great consternation

in

Made-

one of Houston's swankiest cafes
when Howard Lee, native of Texas, asked
for a wine list so that his beautiful wife,
Hedy Lamarr, could follow her usual continental custom of wine with her meals. The
waiter looked askance, the Texas Big Rich
customers at nearby tables were shocked.
Surely Mr. Lee knew the state's liquor law
that no mixed drinks may be served any place
save in private clubs, where members have
the makings stashed away in lockers, and no
wines except the "light" type with mild alcoholic content may be ordered at restaurants.
Nonetheless, Howard requested a wine list,
while Hedy waited expectantly. Finally,
Madeline Bigelow, the chic owner, offered to
give the Lees a bottle of wine from her own
private stock. Even an attempt at joking
about the fact that the cafe was housed in
the mansion in which Howard had grown up,
line's,

and that Hedy was the new landlady, did not
restore serenity. Hedy asked her husband
"who she must see" to get the wines with her
meals which she has enjoyed always in Europe, in Beverly Hills, in Acapulco, in

New

York, in any of the international gathering
spots where she has long twinkled as a leading luminary. Mixed drinks? She wouldn't
touch them. But wines! They were civilization

itself!

To many, the
some, annoying.
souls,

it

is

incident

But

significant

to

was amusing. To
a few perceptive

(continued on pace
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RHONDA FLEMING

—

NO HIDING BEHIND DARK GLASSES FOR
SHE'S ONE STAR WHO LIKES TO MEET HER PUBLIC

She Doesn't Want

TO BE ALONE!
by Leone Matthews

M^%ark

glasses are silly, and all this nonsense about wanting to be alone is
even sillier! The public is my boss, and
they're entitled to see the girl they 'employ.'

mm

—

it's fun to be recognized."
Those are the forthright words of one of
Hollywood's most beautiful stars, Rhonda

Besides

Fleming.
easy
It's easy for her to talk, you say
for her to appear in public constantly when
she is acknowledged as Rhonda is to be as
lovely off the screen as on. But is it easy?
.

.

.

—

—

—

Hollywood is full of beauties and many of
them are regularly voted the most uncooperPhotographs of their
homes, children even their pets
aren't allowed. They don't turn up for schedative in the business.

families,

—

uled press interviews, don't like to give autographs, and take great pains to be rude when
they go on public appearance tours.
Once, Rhonda Fleming will admit, she was
a little bit that way herself. "All the big
names in Hollywood say they find the constant publicity, photograph-taking and autograph-giving such a bore," remarks one of
Rhonda's friends, "and when Rhonda first
made a name for herself, she thought that
was the only correct way to behave."
She quickly learned differently, however.
The bigger they come, the simpler and more
cooperative they are, Rhonda decided, and
because she had theatre in her blood, it wasn't
too hard to accept the public outside the theatre as well as inside.
"Actually," says one Hollywood producer,
"Rhonda had everything in her favor. Her
mother had been on the stage and bequeathed
a sound knowledge of show business to her
daughter. Rhonda's grandfather was a theatrical producer in Salt Lake City. And Rhonda herself was born and brought up in Los
Angeles and Beverly Hills, so she could see

—

—

the theatre world in action.
"It's probable, I think, that she would have
flowered as a public personality much sooner, but for her very early marriage," he finishes. "She's got the right approach to her

career, but she lacked the right approach to

being a woman off the screen."
Today, Rhonda says frankly that no girl
should dream of marriage before her early
twenties. "I don't regret (continued on pace
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Rhonda's gained, and rightfully, the reputation
who works at all phases of her job.

of being a star

Often rumored about
to

marry

—

it

was said she

would wed Rock Hudson,

—Vera's

for instance
still

single.

Marriage

is

a

serious step, she thinks.

—

A frequent date of Vera's is Richard Gully and she hastens to say that
she isn't speaking about him when she sounds off on obvious approaches.

40

says 'war'
VERA-ELLEN THINKS ANY GIRL CAN SPOT

THE TYPICAL APPROACH EVEN BEFORE

IT

BEGINS

one of Hollywood's most-dated
girls, Vera-Ellen is an authority on the typical approaches men use. You
can spot the man by his approach long before

Being

bachelor

—

begun it, she says furthermore,
you want to get technical about it, there

he's really
if

are seven approaches

—

all

deadly!

"What are deadly approaches

to

not be for you," she says, "but

me may

bet you
recognize each and every one in your own
life.
For instance, there's the considerate
type who leads off with, 'You poor thing, how
I'll

you must be! Why not come to my place
tonight for a quiet dinner?' Consideration for
tired

is his bait. He also collects records and
you're not too tired, you must hear his

you
if

collection.

He

just

happens

to

have an unre-

album that would make a great ballet.
He wants you to hear it at his place. He's
so considerate he points out that you won't
have to dress to come to his apartment and
leased

—

he also has his

dancers'

feet'

own

'massaging of the aching

technique, his

home-made remedy

own

special

for sore muscles.

And

he can cook! The boy usually
learns to cook at least one good meal to bolster his routine. In my case, he has read the
publicity on my being too thin, so I have to
to top

it off,

try his special

out-of-this-world spaghetti

sauce.

"Of course," grins Vera, "you don't always
this considerate character, because
under proper conditions this can sound like
heaven after a hard day of dance routines. It
would to me after a day of rehearsal for my
dances in 'White Christmas.'

resent

"The crown for consideration,

of

course,

goes to the boy who just has to stop by his
place for one reason or another and after he

—

Richard Anderson is also often seen with Vera at parties and premieres
in Hollywood. You'll see her on the screen next in "White Christmas."

has you inside he just happens to have a seven-course dinner going (CONTINUED ON PACE 69)
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.

seeing "I Married

mount

A

Witch," a Para-

film she starred in years ago

Fredric March. She had the
movie screened for herself and a few
close friends at the offices of Motion

with

Pictures for Television.

and

It's

the second

time she's seen herself on the
taken her all this while to
recover from witnessing her first "I
last

screen.

It's

Wanted Wings"

—

.

.

own petunias on
Tudor City terrace and grow
tomatoes, string beans and onions as
well. When James Stewart visited
Clarke, plant their
their

them, he brought along three avocado
trees but despite the Hestons' "green
thumb," nothing much has happened
in that "grove"
.
.

.

While Mona Freeman and Lance

.

Fuller are romancing in Hollywood,

Cesar Romero packed up and deserted New York for another year
leaving a trail of broken hearts behind
him. Monique Van Vooren, the "Almanac" player, misses him the most
.

Debbie Reynolds, dating
lately, can't clip

.

Bing Crosby has been slipping into
town very quietly for medical checkups in nearby Philadelphia. If the
Freeman lass and Crosby aren't wed
by June, they'll never march down
the aisle (with

Max Anthony
Charlton Heston and his wife, Lydia

hair for "Peter Pan."

doesn't

want

one another).

to wait

Mona

any longer. The

EAST COAST OR WEST, WHEREVER THEY MAY BE

HOLLYWOOD ON
Debbie

Reynolds has a

flock of

summer

theatre offers to star in
may give
"Peter Pan."

MGM

her approval to accept, but only if she
to have her hair
promises

NOT

would be the first "PePan" on record with a full head of
hair. Reason for the clause in their
pending agreement is that Debbie
may have to be called back to her
studio for retakes and on her a wig
doesn't look good. The Copacabana in
New York is bidding for her singingdancing talents for a two weeks stint
at $10,000 per. Debbie has nixed it—
perhaps she's remembering the fiasco
suffered by Janie Powell when she
stormed into the Copa

clipped. This
ter

—

.

.

.

Humphrey

Bogart ordered three
New York en
route to Italy. Lauren Bacall Bogart
approved the tinted tresses first, then
had them air-mailed to Bogie in Rome.
They're costly items $300 apiece

new

toupes while in

—

.

.

/ //

.

reconciliation of the Gene Nelsons is at that maybe-maybe not stage. Wit
Miriam's resumption of her career as a choreographer she may work in New Yorl

The
Veronica Lake
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finally got

around

to

The Dick Widmarks were on hand for
"Hell And High Water" bow in Gotham.

—STARS

Guy Madison,

Command,"

One

MAKE NEWS!

in New York for "The
had a "preferred" date.

of the biggest

screen

version

of

song

"New

hits in the

which faces the Bering Sea

Faces,"

readying accommodations for such screen notables as
Rock Hudson, Mamie Van Doren,
Race Gentry, Kathleen Hughes, Debbie Reynolds and Robert Wagner.
From New York, John Hodiak. Ralph
Meeker, Audrey Hepburn, Robert

is

"Guess Who I Saw Today" written by
Elisse Boyd. It's a straight ballad, so
haunting that Shirley Booth who is
busy with her newest Broadway mu-

BROADWAY

"By The Beautiful Sea," may

sical,

take time out to record it along with
other off-beat tunes from former stage
hits.

The Booth

would be done
that flexible.

—

as a comedy song it's
"Tangerine," "I Didn't

Know What Time
alleged

"romance" between her and

the Fuller youngster
plant

—his

fessional,

is

real interest

a press agent

a non-pro-

is

a private secretary in Rese-

da, California

.

.

.

It

Was" and

engagements followed by a starring
role in an upcoming Broadway musical to be produced by Rita Allen.
Another former movie talent, singerdancer Dick Foote, will also appear in

same production

.

A

.

.

Broadway

Wayne, Rosalind RusRoger Dann and Joan Diener, all
due for mid(continued on pace 561
sell,

"Si-

.

.

pals

of

.

Dawn Addams

become Princess Vittorio
Massimo in Rome on June 27. Along
Park Avenue it's said she still hankers
for Farley Granger and would rush
back to New York if he'd merely give
her the nod once again
.

At

.

.

the Hotel Plaza Persian

Room,

Marlene Dietrich drew stares when
she removed her mink wrap but ringsiders were disappointed. Her dinner
gown had long sleeves and a high
neckline, and wasn't in the least trans-

Hollywood

.

Preston, David

ports she'll

hattan at the time

.

the

are inclined to discount the re-

parent

.

in

is

Booth album would feature. The star
of "About Mrs. Leslie" is also considering an album of "readings." Her
first choice would be Dorothy Parker's
"Big Blonde" a classic

special formula was flown West
Hollywood from the local salon of a
famous cosmetic house so that Howard
Keel's hair could be dyed red for his
role in "Jupiter's Darling." The new
color process was tried out on several
MGM starlets who were visiting Manto

Arctic region,

are some of the other songs the

—

she'll
Peggy Lee has told friends that
not marry again "for at least five
years." That's not what her escort,
Hal March, has been hinting. The Lee
talents, wasted in Hollywood, will be
given a boost in a series of night club

the

am"

however,

version,

Keefe Brasselle has found "Eddie Cantor Story" a big boost to national fame.

.

.

.

Nome, Alaska,
a

is

summer junket
stars.

preparing
of

itself for

Broadway and

The Wallace

Hotel,

At "Hell And High Water" preem were
Sloan Simpson and singer Eddie Fisher.
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MAGGI'S PRIVATE
THE LATEST NEWS, VIEWS, DOINGS OF VIDEO PERSONALITIES AND DELECTABLE BITS OF GOSSIP

Boniface Tony Mele hovers around table at his Theodore's restaurant where
Imogene Coca, Jane Morgan, George Jessel and Al Bernie relax from TV chores,

Rita

Gam

visit

the art gallery

44

and Oscar Hammerstein
it's

the

II at the Little Studio.

So many celebrities

new happy hunting grounds

for autograph fans.

Webb of "Dragnet"
and Dorothy Towne at directors' gala.
Actor- Director Jack

Margaret Truman, Paul Winchell and
may go on ten-week tour.

Jerry Mahoney

WIRE

By

MAGGI
McNELLIS

Bruce Weil, seven-year-old charmer, literally has Maggi
McNellis eating out of his hand at a backstage TV party.

Don't

be surprised if Margaret Truman and Paul
Winchell (with Jerry Mahoney, of course!) concertize a
two-hour program of songs, comedy-drama sketches and

dances and tour the countryside. In the works now is a
schedule which would take the streamlined act into large
and small cities from Coast-to-Coast late this Summer
for a minimum of ten weeks. Pending the success of the
program and its popularity is assured since the WinchellTruman fans are so numerous the "in person" package

—

—

may be earmarked for engagements in London, Paris,
Rome and other European capitals late next Spring
.

Moniea Lewis gives a hearty welcome to Julie Harris, young
Broadway star, who guested on Monica's ABC-TV show.

.

.

Colonel Tim McCoy, star of many an early and exciting
western and former Adjutant General of Wyoming, begins his show business comeback with a new telefilm
series called, simply enough, "Tim McCoy." The granddaddy of all the old movie cowboys, the real McCoy will
teach his younger video audiences Indian sign language.
Watch for this to be the newest craze of The Younger Set
.

.

Helayne Buttons, Bed's second wife, isn't any too happy over the professional activities of his first spouse,
Roxanne. The latter, who has been appearing in vaudeville and burlesque houses throughout the country, bills
herself as "Roxanne, the former Mrs.

Red
.

Red

Buttons."

and Helayne are pretty miffed over the entire
there's nothing they can do about it
.

thing, but

.

Albert's TV career got a further boost when he
made two appearances with Loretta Young in "Letter
To Loretta." The Albert talents will be restricted solely
to TV from now on, with only a rare Hollywood film

Eddie

assignment being accepted.

Broadway

A

plays, feeling

national tour of

TV

He's already declined five
is

Summer

entire cast of "Jamie"

his best

theatres

medium

is

.

.

.

pending for the

—Brandon de Wilde, Ernest Truex,

Polly Rowles and Cathy Nolan.

The program's script
preparing a three-act version of
the popular show, utilizing the best of this year's programs.
Other video shows that may follow (continued on pace 64)

writer,
is greeted by Dick Kollmar and artist Clark
Bailey at Dick's Little Studio, mecca for art-loving stars.

Helen Hayes

Don

Ettlinger,

is
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Jeff Donnell, a

champ, has some super gestures for communicating ideas to Jack Haley, John Barrymore,

Jr.

and Rose Marie.

The Stars Shine

ON "PANTOMIME QUIZ" YOUR
MOVIE FAVORITES PROVE THEY'RE BEAUTIFUL

BUT ONE THING
DEFINITELY HOT

IS

SURE: THEY'RE

DUMB

by Robert Perkins
"Pantomime Quiz"

Corinne

is

Mike Stokey's brain

child.

Calvet made odd signals with hei

hands, slumped to the floor and wiggled
like a fish. Then she hopped up, did a quick
hula, signaled again, finally pretended to
drive a car in full view of a fascinated au-

—

dience of millions.
Was the luscious Corinne off her rocker?
Missing a few buttons? Flipping her chic lid?
Not in the least. And the audience ap-

plauded the low time-score she had just

made for her team in the TV game of "Pantomime Quiz" (Du Mont network; Tuesdays,
8:30 PM, EST).
Star guesser Bob Alda has trouble
with Wanda Hendrix's Indian call.

Mike Stokey's modern version of
with Hollywood and Broadway
luminaries teaming up to work out such
This

is

charades,

stumpers as: "Take your shoes off, Baby,
you're running through my mind!"
"Corinne is one of our pets," says produceremcee Stokey, "and is smart as two whips

whose intelhave always been sold short." Corinne
<s but one of a long line of the Hollywood
iamous who have made their television debuts on this program, which has spent six of
its seven years in Hollywood.
Two pretties who first winked at a TV camera on "Pantomime Quiz" are Barbara Britton and Gale Storm. Mrs. North (Barbara) is
an ex-regular on the show, with a reputation
for throwing herself into the game, with My
Little Margie (Gale) rating in the same upper brackets. Then there were the reel-life
detectives vs. the real-life ones. "We teamed
up three male Los Angeles detectives," said
Mike, "and a lady one (continued on pace 58'
as are the rest of the film stars,

lects

more than

There's

To make your dreams a

reality ... a

planned future which

includes precious things for your new home lovingly
stored in a fine chest to be yours always. (1) Left, a modern

Lane Company, with
limed oak, a modern
Another
style
in
an
double door console, with an interior drawer and an adjustable shelf, also by Lane. A third style, the modern
lowboy in limed oak, has a full-length drawer in the base.
The chests are, of course, all cedar lined. (2) For sheer
beauty and utmost enjoyment, a Luxite gown and negligee
chest in blond finished oak, by the

automatic tray.

of billowy

nylon Tricot. This set in exotic Hibiscus pink,

Lagoon blue and white. The negligee, trimmed with imported French lace, retails for $19.95. Sizes 32-38. Gown,
$10.95. 32-40. (3) This sumptuous gown, also by Luxite,
for $24.95. Double layer skirt and fine floral embroidery.
In exciting palm green or Waikiki rose. Sizes are 32-38.
(4) Scarfs fry Baar and Beards. The silk polka dot one for
$2.00. The sari, a combination of colors, for $1.00. (5)
Wear-Right gloves of durable cotton, in classic lengths.
(6) Another Luxite sheer print shortie gown, $10.95. 32-38.
Matching bedjacket, $5.95. S-M-L. Both in rose spray,
carnation, or blue violets! (7) In this modern cedar chest,
by the Lane Company, in blond oak with its automatic tray
and polished finish, gather a treasure of luxurious blankets,
lively linens.
From Martex, we have a fine selection of
bath towels, guest towels, wash cloths, dish towels and a
bath mat-seat cover set. All wonderfully priced and in an
array of colors. (8) Holmes and Edwards sterling inlaid
.

silverplate.

.

Romance

pattern illustrated.

And

this lovely

A

fifty -two

piece service for eight, $84.50. (9)
light weight
blanket by North Star. In black and summer colors. (10)

'Clover" pattern on

comb

percale sheets and pillow case

HOPE
set;

(11)

in this

CHEST

and "Queen Elizabeth" bedspread and door knocker
from Bates. (12) Westinghouse automatic electric

blanket. (13) Fitted Springcale combed percale sheets and
matching pillow cases from Spring Mills, Inc. In artistic
tones. (14) Satin comforter with a touch of sachet, Claire
Green. Barbara Ann Scott, world renowned ice skater,
starring in "Hollywood Ice Review," wears lounging
clothes by Del Mar, slippers by Capezio.

SCREENLAND FASHION FEATURE BY MARCIA MOORE
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of "The Gypsy Was Wrong," an emotional
gem, which she couples with "Old Shoes
And A Bag Of Rice," a truly sentimental

Tony Bennett, who already
ballad
has had three of his songs sell over a
million, may have his fourth coming up
with "There'll Be No Teardrops Tonight,"
a song by the late Hank Williams. It's
paired with "My Heart Won't Say Goodbye," one of the hit songs in Broadway's
"The Girl In The Pink Tights." Tony's
riding mighty high these days and this
latest release will raise him still higher
Dependable Perry Como continues to
brighten our lives with "Wanted" and
.

ROUNDUP
by

JANE PICKENS

.

.

.

.

.

"Look Out The Window," his latest disc
Les Paul and Mary Ford
for Victor
have a delectable platter in "South" and
"I Really Don't Want To Know," with Les
taking the honors on "South" and Mary
.

The "Jane Pickens Show"
heard coasl-to-eoasl

is

six

.

.

Others
doing likewise with the ballad
have recently recorded "Melancholy Me,"
but Eddy Howard's version for Mercury
is the best yet. He backs it with the appealing oldie, "I Wonder What's Become
Of Sally" ...
.

times a week on the
radio network

Monday

day 2:45—2:55 P.M.

NBC

thru Fri-

EST and

Thursday 10:35—11 P.M.

Grab Bag

EST. Also on ABC-TV network

9:15—9:30 P.M. EST

Suntlays

Jackie Gleason, in a serious mood again,
conducts his symphonic orchestra for
"Tawny," the rotund comic's newest alOriginally, Jackie
bum for Capitol
composed it for a ballet sequence on his
Columbia's
TV show. It's magnificent
exotic "Kismet" album, with the original
Broadway cast, is superb. Virile Alfred
Drake and tantalizing Doretta Morrow are
co-starred. A musical digest called "Music
From Kismet" also has been released as
an album by Columbia with Percy Faith
conducting. "Stranger In Paradise," "Baubles, Bangles And Beads" and "And This
L My Beloved" are among the favorites
And, in
in the colorful musical score
collecting beautiful music, be sure to get
MGM's album of "The Wonderful Waltzes
Of Richard Rodgers," with Paul Britten
and his orchestra featuring such delights
as "Oh, What A Beautiful Morning,"
"Lover," "Falling In Love With Love" and
"I'm In Love With A Wonderful Guy"
Eileen Barton, Johnny Desmond and the
McGuire Sisters ( of Artluir Godfrey's
programs) all get together for a Coral
recording of "Pine Tree, Pine Over Me"
and "Cling To Me," nicely styled and arranged so that no one is neglected
.

.

.

.

Tops

in

Movie Music

Doris Day's Columbia album of "Calamity
Jane," featuring the Academy Awards
tune, "Secret Love," and "Deadwood
Stage," continues to attract and may well
wind up being the most successful album
she ever recorded
Victor's Glenn
Miller album, "Limited Edition," a terrific collector's item in itself, has had
added demand because "The Glenn Miller
Story," co-starring Jimmy Stewart and
June Allyson, is such a box-office smash
Columbia's "Red Garters" album
presents Rosemary Clooney, Guy Mitchell
and pert newcomer Joanne Gilbert in
songs direct from the sound track of this
roguish Western musical. You'll especially enjoy Rosemary's singing of "Good
Intentions" and Guy's warbling of "A
Dime And A Dollar." Rosemary, by the
way, joined with her gifted husband, Jose
Ferrer, to make a special record of "Man
And Woman," also featured in "Red Garters"
Ray Bloch, on the Coral label,
offers the theme song of the film, "Vicki,"
and couples it with the entrancing "Donkey Tango." Mild-mannered Ray wields
the baton on the TV shows of both Ed
Sullivan and Jackie Gleason
Thanks
to the release of the new CinemaScope
musical, "New Faces," Eartha Kitt's name
is now tops among recording stars. Her
Victor album, "That Bad Eartha," is having a brisk sale, as are the three songs
she recorded months ago and are now included in "New Faces," namely, sexy
"C'est Si Bon," "Uska Dara" and "Santa
Baby." Jo Stafford teams with Liberace
in a highly-styled recording of "Indiscretion," taken from the new Jennifer
Jones-Monty Clift co-starrer, "Indiscretion Of An American Wife." It's backed
by "April And You" with Jo supplying a
velvety vocal and Liberace a nimble fingering of the piano. Columbia is also re.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

leasing a record of instrumental music
taken directly from the sound track of
"Indiscretion Of An American Wife," with

Franco Ferrara conducting

.

.

.

Other Toppers
Bing Crosby and Guy Lombardo combine
talents for a Decca extra-special, "I Get
So Lonely" and "Young At Heart," both
sides being ideal for either listening or

dancing.

The Lombardo fans shouldn't

feel their

Guy

is

merely an accompanist

for Bing, because he does get equal recTony Marognition with each number
tin is in vibrant voice for Victor's "Here"
.

.

.

and "Philosophy." The former, a romanbeautifully arranged, with
makes sense.
"Philosophy," in a lighter vein, is a frothy,
novelty number, contrasting perfectly with
"Here." Henri Rene and his orchestra actic

ballad,

an adult

is

lyric that really

company Tony

Lovely June Valli has
given Victor another hit with her singing
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Beryl Davis, Jane Russell, Connie Haynes and Delia Russell are a newly-formed
quartet specializing in religious songs. Their first recording is "Go Lord."
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Miracle of Sprin

—

4 V2-0Z. Len-

theric bouquets

for $1.25.

Coty's

Emeraudc

Solid Cologne

"Twistick." $1.25.

busy young beauty

like Marjie Millar

always on

is

the look-out for short cuts to glamour.

She

new personality with one picture
From Home," starring Martin and

credit,

to

her

is

a brand

"Money

how

Marjie believes in looking well groomed no matter

She has her beauty program thought out

is.

for all her activities

and takes with her exactly what

Marjie buys her cosmetics in small packages, favors

—

Body

Coty's Parisienne
Vanity (lipstick,

cream powder
compact) $1.65.

Shulton's Desert

particularly those items especially

nomical

&

Lotion Purse Dispenser at $1.00.

she's

going to need for the occasion.

cleansers

Charm

Rose Hand

Lewis, and another on

the way, the Hal Wallis production of "About Mrs. Leslie."

rushed she

Tussy's

made

and creams she buys in large
and transfers small amounts

for travel.

Her

—more

eco-

size

miniature

into

Flower Special.
Toilet

Water

& free

flacon Lotion. $1.50.

Westmore's Party
Puff, dainty cream-

travel jars.

powder compact

A

typical outdoor girl, Marjie

tans she tans evenly.

A

makes sure

if

she

all

ex-

that

good suntan lotion covers

for $1.00.

posed parts, a slight amount of foundation of exact skin

Maybelline's

shade goes over that, for glamourous body make-up.

Mascara in con-

Cream

venient plastic

A

peep into Marjie's handbag

miracle of neatness. (Can

we

lining.

She

any time shows

it's

a

make-up and spare the
compressed pow-

carries a creamy,

der compact with her always for touch-ups, but takes
along loose powder in her vanity for glamour make-ups.
She transfers a small amount of liquid foundation into a
purse-size flacon or

empty perfume purser and takes

with her in case her

make-up needs

ning, she favors a cake

case.

$.35.

say the same?) She uses a

small cosmetic kit to hold her

handbag

at

it

refreshing. For evemake-up, especially under bright

Etiquet deodorant,

Lehn

&

No

Revlon's Lip Kit
three shades of
lipstick.

Petals

There's always enough perfume in her purse atomizer

Marjie over a weekend; a pocket stick cologne goes

to last

along for all-over body use. There's usually a container of

scented talcum in her overnight bag.

A

cream

liquid

perfume she considers indispensable, especially for decollete evening gowns. A touch to arms, shoulders, neck,
hands, and there are

bound

to be

some charming compli-

ments forthcoming.
It

$.59.

tax.

$1.00.

Shulton's Liquid

lights.

softly

Fink's anti-

perspirant.

much

really doesn't take

time and that

touch of glamour pays dividends! So

with you this

dom on

Summer

and, like Marjie,

the social scene

if

little

why not take
groom

not the screen,

end

it

extra

along

for star-

Cream

Per-

fume. Friendship's
Garden scent. $1.25

—
It was Gene, his voice soft and gentle.
." (He called her Annie
"Annie Roonie
Roonie because of the way she wears her
.

.

hair.)
."
Yes
"Mind if I come in?"

".

".

.

.

.

.

.

All right

.

.

."
.

Half seriously, half comically, yet full of
humility, Gene went on his knees. "Annie Roonie, won't you please forgive me?"
And he explained why he'd been so upset.
How could she help it? After that they
got along even better than before.

And

then came Kirk Douglas.
to be a wonderful person
to work with. To rehearse their scenes
ahead of time, he met Pier at seven every
morning, though they didn't have to report to the studio till eight. He helped
her in every possible way with the script,
diction, and trapeze work. ( A born athlete, he quickly mastered it like a pro-

Kirk proved

fessional.)

To show her gratitude, she taught him
a few words of Italian, but not enough to
compose the note she received during the
scene when he delivered a letter supposedly from her husband. Instead of the
note the prop man had prepared, Kirk
had written just one word on the slip of

Returning to her native Italy for "The Flame And The Flesh," Pier enjoys the
sunshine of Naples with Carlos Thompson, who appears with her in the movie.

"THEY'RE NOT ALL ALIKE!"
[CONTINUED FROM PACE

26]

pleasant and cooperative as a person, was
too inexperienced to help Pier with her
acting. Both leaned heavily for advice on
the director, Leornide Moguy.
Pier was still very emotional then. Her
first scene in the picture took place in a
church, where Gino was supposed to kiss

Pier felt like having the brother she had
always missed.

But in spite of Leornide Moguy's
fatherly helpfulness, Pier couldn't get
herself to do the scene. As Mr. Moguy
grew more insistent, she began to cry. In
desperation he asked the electricians to
soften the bright lights to help Pier overcome her shyness. Somehow he coaxed
her into the scene, but from then on he
dreaded the love scenes as much as his
young protege did. It was good for Pier
that Gino was as immature as she. He
understood her hesitancy, and did not expect her to be worldly-wise.
Her next leading man was John Ericson, who played opposite her in "Teresa."

ing of Granger at first made Pier feel uneasy, awed, as unsure of herself as during

her.

He was
In his

friendly, cheerful, uninhibited.
felt relaxed, could

company she

giggle or be serious.

When

they

first

knew no Eng-

met, Pier

She still remembers the day he
brought her a box of candy. She was embarrassed because she didn't know how to
thank him in English. He didn't give her
a chance to stay embarrassed very long.
lish.

By application and demonstration, John
quickly taught her the most essential
." he said as
"We are walking
."
they went into the studio. "Walking

phrases.

.

.

.

The two had fun working
ing together.
54

For the

first

.

together, be-

time in her

life,

MGM

When
cast her in "The Light
Touch," Stewart Granger was the next
man in her professional life.
Still a relative newcomer, the thought
of working with an actor with the standher first picture. But Mr. Granger proved
an understanding, down-to-earth sort of
fellow who quickly managed to make her
feel confident

and

at ease.

Her next leading man, however, had her
in tears again!

Gene Kelly starred opposite her in "The
Devil Makes Three," which was filmed in
Germany. Gene was charming, pleasant,
affable. Together with the others of the
cast, they went dancing almost every
night. They had a wonderful time.
In front of the cameras, Gene is a perfectionist, and not just about his own performance. For that reason he likes to help
his co-stars in every possible way, so
much so that Pier thinks he's one of the
most outstanding persons she's ever met.
finished when they
scene. From habit,
instead of at him as

The picture was half
came to their first love

—

Pier looked down,
the script called for and as he had expected her to do. "Why don't you look at
."
me as you're supposed to
Gene
snapped so harshly that Pier broke into
tears and fled to her dressing room. She
cried for two hours, till she heard a knock
on the door.
.

.

paper which he handed her, "Carina"
which means "You're so nice."
When the picture was over Kirk gave
her a little golden charm showing two figures Pier and himself swinging on a
trapeze. She has always cherished it in
memory of their wonderful association
an association which, through publicity
and gossip columns, grew to the proportions of an earth-shattering romance.
True it was that Kirk and Pier were good
friends. They saw each other in Europe
last year when both were picture-making there. But on her return to Hollywood, when Pier was asked if her romance with Kirk was over, she replied.
"It never began."
Of Ricardo Montalban, Pier's leading
man in "Sombrero," she says, "Oh, he's
so much fun! We never had a dull mo-

—

—

i

."
ment
They were in Mexico on location together, and Ricardo's knowledge of the
country and people made this one of the
.

.

most fascinating trips she has ever taken.
Most actors, due to their emotional
work, are temperamental, moody, unsettled. Not Ricardo. Nothing, absolutely
nothing, could ever upset his perpetual
good mood. He showed Pier how a person can get along with others under any
condition.

Her most recent leading man is Carlos
Thompson, with whom she co-starred in
"The Flame And The Flesh." Pier was
impressed by Carlos' South American
charm and manners and his worldliness.
He is entirely different from anyone she
has worked with before. But at the same
time, he and Pier have much in common

—similar backgrounds, upbringing, a na-

tural love for acting, for creative things,
for beauty. While they worked together,

Pier became very much interested in a
book Carlos had written, and which he
hopes to have published soon.

No

doubt, in his

way

an influence on her
all her leading men.

Carlos will have
as, indeed, had
end

life,

i

!

i

could Annie's beauty bring her love?
Her Trouble

Was Too Many Men

25 c
Annie Lingen was

beautiful.

The women hated

her and secretly wished that Nature had been as

GENTLE ANNIE

good to them.
important

MatKinlay Kantor
Author of
7f

TOUCH

And the town's

men

loved her.

three most

No one was

prepared

for the violence brought on by Annie's

Mf

extraordinary beauty. The town couldn't forget
her,
".

.

.

and neither
ingenious

.

will

.

.

you after reading this novel.

enough romance

and gunplay and rough
the reader's appetite

justice

.

.

.to satisfy

."
.

.

New York HERALD TRIBUNE

On sale at

be sure not to miss these other great

all

newsstands

.

only

25c

POPULAR LIBRARY EAGLE books!
lSt

t

She hoi Kothino fc

Nfc

Bert

Her

fw 25 c

THE G-STRING

THE G-STRING MURDERS

MURDERS
Gypsy Rose let

by Gypsy Rose Lee

25c

He was a new kind of killer— a "Stripper Strangler." His maniacal
weapon— the G-String. He already had one grisly murder to his credit.
Who would be next? Could it be the incomparable Gypsy RoseFirst Lady of Burlesque? Don't miss this taut, suspenseful thriller
,4r>"

Bort ftvitt's Return To Arapahoe

Touched Ofi A tonae War

"

«

GUNMEN'S GRASS

GUNMEN'S

BRASS

by Lewis Ford

25c

Bart Pruitt was determined to ranch on the Grasslands,
even though death barred his way.

Lewis Ford

And when

the Sheriff sided

against him, he simply drew his six guns and
laws. This tense novel really brings the

for pure excitement and

made his own
Old West to life

down -right reading enjoyment,

ask your newsdealer for these new

POPULAR LIBRARY EAGLE BOOKS-just 25c
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the femmes who followed him everywhere he went. Park Avenue hostesses
considered him their "prize catch" at

—

lavish supper parties being a bachelor
but it took the Duke and Duchess of
Windsor to really set him up. The titled
couple left standing orders that Hodiak
had carte blanche to visit them whenever
he felt like it at their Waldorf-Astoria
suite, that he was to be invited to all
functions to which they received invitations, and that he might bring any young

—

lady he wished with him. To date Hodiak
has been stagging it.
.

.

pals of actor Donald Murphy
on the Broadway stage opposite
Shirley Booth in "Time Of The Cuckoo")

Former

(last

amazed to find that the successful
young actor hasn't forgotten them. Unlike
most actors who go to Hollywood and
register solidly, young Murphy was first
with the news to his friends in the East.
He tried to fly to New York for a reunion
are

with his actor friends the night Shirley
in nearby New Haven in
"By The Beautiful Sea" but a last minute
TV commitment with Loretta Young on
"Letters To Loretta" prevented it. He

Booth opened

stayed in Hollywood but sent a mutual
friend

instead,

chums could

On
a

a belated honeymoon in Paris Rosie Clooney and Jose Ferrer meet up with
French actor Pieral, made up as Toulouse-Lautrec.
it's
familiar figure

[CONTINUED FROM PACE

summer

vacations from their current
stage plays, have been invited to join the
Alaskan caravan. The Nome Visitors
Association with the aid of Bob Renshaw,
a legendary figure in the Nome area, is

scheduling gold-panning expeditions,
whale hunts (via amphibious aircraft)
and brown bear stalking hikes for the
glamourous visitors. In June, Alaska will
be enjoying twenty-two hours of daylight the invited celebrities will be trekking to the Great Northwest to see that,
if nothing else.

—

.

Hurd

.

one-time screen star
("The Portrait Of Dorian Gray"), scored
such a tremendous personal success in
the off-Broadway production of "Bullfight," he received several lucrative bids
to return to Hollywood but declined them
Hatfield,

43]

"Johnny Guitar," have been bid-

ford's

New York stage services of
Sterling Hayden. This will be good news
to the Gotham Hayden fans, but unhappy
news to the ex-Mrs. Hayden. Having
received custody of the four Hayden offspring, the former Betty De Noone was
ding for the

awarded 55%

also

of

Hayden's annual

In New York his stage salary
would not equal his film paychecks. She's
earnings.
all

keeping him in California, with

for

the support of a court order
sary.

.

.

.

if

neces-

former Hollywoodites who have indicated
they'll be sticking around the Times
Square stages include Celeste Holm, Mel
Ferrer, Vanessa Brown, Franchot Tone,
Gig Young and John Forsythe.
.

.

Black and pink shirts and ties for fashionable males, first introduced by the late
Florenz Ziegfeld a generation ago, are
getting a big revival play in New York
with an assist from Charlton Heston,
Milton Berle, and Ralph Meeker.

.

.

Several Broadway producers who attended a sneak preview of Joan Craw-

Lisa Ferraday has been dating both
male stars of the hit Broadway play, "Oh
Men, Oh Women" Franchot Tone and
Gig Young on alternate nights. The
show's leading lady, Betsy von Furstenberg, once engaged to Tone, didn't like it
one bit. The Ferraday lass, who has more
real chic and glamour than most, took it
in her stride. She even invited the youthful Betsy to come along one night for

—

—

supper. It was to be Tone's treat. From
then on the lovely Lisa had no more
trouble with Miss von Furstenberg.
.

.

It's well known what gentlemen prefer,
so gentleman that he is, Guy Madison's
constant date in Gotham was Joan Diener,
the beautiful blonde singer of "Kismet"

fame

—they

were inseparable.

.

.

.

The sixteen years

difference in their
a thing in the Rose-

ages doesn't mean
mary Clooney-Jose Ferrer household. At

Barberry Room Rosie said, "When
I'm forty Joe will be fifty-six but he'll
still look forty!".
the

—

.

.

New

York stage
He'll stick to the
until he feels he's ready to return. Other

56

mation on progress of his career.

—

DANTON WALKER'S HOLLYWOOD ON BROADWAY

all.

so his Broadway
some first-hand infor-

just

get

Lynn Bari, once wed to Sid Luft (Judy
Garland's husband), will resume her legal
actions to try to force Luft to establish a
trust fund for their child. A battery of
Manhattan attorneys are preparing the
papers to be filed late this summer (presumably just in time for the world premiere showing of "A Star Is Born" which
Luft has produced)
.

.

.

Jerry Lewis, in town for his annual
Copacabana engagement with Dean Martin, brought along the hilarious John
Morris painting which depicts Jerry as
Whistler's Mother.

Jerry explained that

Hollywood painter Morris was beginning
a series of portraits in which screen stars
would be portrayed as famous old master

He denied

Dean
was
saving that for Marilyn Monroe. Dean is
earmarked to be "Little Boy Blue".
paintings.

would pose

as,

the report that

Lady Godiva

— Morris

.

.

Frank Sinatra flew to Gotham from his
Miami engagement, tried to book air pas-

Rome for a quick trip to visit Ava
Gardner, but had to cancel at the last
minute for "Pink Tights" rehearsals.
sage to

.

John Hodiak, Henry Fonda and Lloyd
Nolan of "The Caine Mutiny Court Martial" hit play, have been the most feted
actors to hit New York in years. The
unattached Hodiak had to move about
from hotel to hotel in order to stave off

.

Bella Darvi went everywhere in New
York with the Richard Widmarks during
the "Hell And High Water" premiere but

—

her heart wasn't in it she rushed back
to Hollywood without her baggage.
.
.

Marlon Brando took his suspension from
Century-Fox (for refusing to do
"The Egyptian") very lightly went everywhere in New York smilingly and
with a rare sense of humor. Brando
20th

—

baffled headwaiters in the brassier night-

he usually never attends)
table given him and
being profuse in his thanks. At the Latin
Quarter he sat behind a post and never
protested once (he had arrived late for
the final show).
clubs

( places

by accepting any

.

.

Gordon MacRae huddled with the play
producers of "The Pajama Game" for the
starring role originally scheduled for Van
Johnson. When changes were not forthcoming in the show's dialogue and songs,
Gordon declined the role, which went to
another actor. It would have been Gordon's first Broadway musical since "Three
To Make Ready"
.

.

.

Bette Davis attended a performance of
'"The Immoralist" (starring Louis Jourdan and Geraldine Page on the stage of

The reconciled Gene Nelsons may pack
up and leave Hollywood for at least one
if Mrs. Nelson
the former
( she's
Miriam Franklin) decides to continue the

year

resumption of her career as a choreograHer greatest success on the Red
Skelton TV show has Broadway stage and
TV producers interested. A former
dancer herself, her staging of dance routines professionally might very well lead
her right back to the New York theatre.
If the Champions,
Marge and Gower,
sign for the musical version of "Gone
With The Wind"—it'll be called "Scarlett
O'Hara" on Broadway you can be certain Miriam Franklin will be the show's
pher.

choregrapher.

.

.

.

TWA

—

TWA
.

Seven-year-old

Brucie

An

leaped to show business fame with his
initial recording of "God Bless Us All,"
was swamped with autograph fans in
front of Lindy's. The crowd
thick around Brucie when a

woman walked up

to a

of Marlborough and Billy De Wolfe,
with the latter dead-panning his way
through a funny story. He had the titled
nobleman roaring with laughter. De
Wolfe, starring in the smash hit musical,
"Almanac," at the Imperial Theatre, con-

matronly
policeman stand-

lishments, near

rateur

who

.

New York

operates a

swank

the major

all

of

Duke

was very

—

orb-popping twosome at the Men's
the Waldorf-Astoria were the

Bar

ing nearby and said, "It's positively
shameful that such a young boy should
have to face such a crowd and all this
excitement. And furthermore, I wish you'd
have someone pick him up so I can see
what he looks like!" Kirk Douglas passing by at that moment stepped in and
offered to boost Brucie which he did.

Arthur Maisel, a

.

who

Weil,

wood.

.

.

Katharine Hepburn slipped through the
gate at Idlewild Airport in order to board
her
flight to London earlier than the
other passengers she almost didn't get
to London doing that. The plane she insisted upon boarding was ready to take off
for Italy and wasn't a
airliner to
begin with. The fuss it created only drew
attention to the actress whose attempt at
privacy made her look silly.

.

sen, in addition to his other eating estab-

.

Thompson".

—

the Royale Theatre) with husband Gary
Merrill. The Merrills were seated behind
the Paul Douglases (Jan Sterling) who
in turn were sitting directly behind the
temporarily reconciled David Oppenheims (Judy Holliday). During intermission it was Paul, Judy and Gary who
jammed the lobby the three hadn't been
together since the days they were appearing on the New York stage in "Born Yesterday." That play sent the trio to Holly-

—

just won't lei Kila Hayworth
the Salami Hook. While Kita's "Salome" was playing at a nearby theatre
his
Floridian
Delicalessen ballyhooed
"Salome Salamis" in its window. Lately
he's been featuring "Salamis a la Sadie

theatres,

off

Duke that if and when he
returns to Hollywood he'll do so as a

fided to the

straight dramatic actor.

Thelma

Hitter,

.

incidentally,

to live in Forest Hills,

.

.

Long

continues

Island, with

her family and does her daily shopping in
the local meat and grocery markets. Only
her neighbors recognize her; no one else
does because she looks just like Thelma
Ritter.
end
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THE STARS SHINE BRIGHT
[CONTINUED FROM PACE

— we called them 'Three eyes and an eyelash!' "

On

the reel-life side were

How-

ard Duff, and a new boy named Jack
Webb. This was pre-Dragnet, and the
rumor is, that one of the genuine dicks
suggested a TV show based on actual police cases, with results familiar to you.
When Eve Arden and Helen Parrish were
both on "Quiz," Eve drew: "Out of the
frying pan, into the fire," she made one
quick gesture, and Helen answered instantly. It was a three-second deal the

—

fastest

on record.

The mental gymnastics of the movie
crowd on "Quiz" have done much to do

away with

the old-fashioned idea that
they were a bunch of dopes. Kirk Douglac is one of the keen-witted actors who
excelled at the game. "Champion" hadn't
even been released when he appeared
with the Stokey set. Barry Sullivan is
rated as one of the game's fastest— officially, he has a "lightning-fast mind."
"Bob Alda has to leave us soon," said
Mike, "and I don't know how I'm going to
He's show-wise, knows
replace him.

—

everything I never worry about a show
that Bob's on. As you probably guessed,
I'm very high on Alda." Connie Bennett
is another whiz at this business. Her perceptive response to signals makes her
valuable to a team, they say. And on your
TV set, you can see for yourself that she's
a glamourous personality who's perfectly
willing to let her hair down clown, hula,
act silly, anything.

—

" 'Pantomime Quiz' began on the Coast
seven years ago," said the personable
Stokey. The movie bunch took to the
"Quiz" show, especially since it calls for
acting. From first "Quiz" gang Eve Arden, Joan Davis, Jack Carson, Kay Kay-

—

Danny Thomas, Hans Conreid, and
one of the Firestones to today, it's been
a main topic of conversation on most
movie sets, between takes.

ser,

—

Mike Stokey, who automatically uses
the signal-gestures he invented for the

47]

show, has made a study of charades, the
poppa of his little gold mine. "I couldn't
believe, 'way back, that no one had adapted the game on TV (they hadn't). Gents
hiding behind luxuriant whiskers, acted
out charades at the turn of the century,
it's that old, but the fact that the game is
slightly intellectual may have scared off

would-be adaptors. The New "5[ork Public Library is kept busy supplying our
charts to everyone from ministers to kids,
but 'Pantomime Quiz,' isn't stuffy."
Take the first-anniversary show, when
comic Ben Blue presented Boss Stokey
with a whipped-cream cake smack in
the face. Maxie Rosenbloom and Benny
Baker helped themselves to cake, eating it

—

Stokey's puss. When he could see
again, the basically-unselfish Mike reached for a large piece of cake and started
off

for

Danny Thomas—to

share, as a good

host should.

A man such as Walter Slezak, who
speaks seven languages, can worry about
thinking in French and lousing up his
team, but it was Slezak who brought
home the bacon with "Take your shoes
off, Baby, you're running through my
mind." Oddly enough, professional pantomimists aren't usually too hot here, because they're accustomed to a smooth
routine, not think-on-your-feet and fast.
An exception was Buster Keaton, whose
"The Face On The Barroom Floor" was
the face to end

all

barroom- floor

faces.

"We know,"

said Boss Stokey, "that this
show has helped a couple of careers. Vincent Price, for one, was unhappily wed-

ded

to a life of

movie tragedy. Working

with us gave him a chance to show off his
capabilities as a slapstick man, and he
landed a comic role in 'Champagne For
Caesar.' And Hans Conreid found us the
opening wedge to the big-time career that
was his just due. Hans is wonderfully
rabid about the game, even tried to browbeat his team into learning an Indian sign
."
language.
.

.

John Barrymore, Jr. is an important
Stokey regular. He comes by his Shakespearean bent naturally (his pa did a slick
"Hamlet" bit), is very sharp, also gets
more fan mail than anybody else on the
show. Young Mr. B. isn't quite sure what
sort of acting he favors, but does write
fair poetry, and is working on his autobiography (at age 21), to be titled "Born
Dead" which he literally was, until
mother Dolores Costello breathed into his
mouth and restored life. And a twist
John is a superb athlete, leaps six feet up
during the game warmups and does handsprings on stage.
"Did you happen to catch Dorothy Hart
when she was working on the gag definition of burlesque?" asked Mr. Stokey, referring to a stumper that called burleycue
"legal burlesque: dancing put to writhing." By the way, those "stumpers" are
the quotations and gag sayings which you
can and do send in, to win prizes. Mike
went on: "Dorothy didn't make it before
the two-minute time limit was up because, she said later, she'd never seen a
real burlesque show!"
Adele Jergens, a prize "Quiz" gal who
would most likely have made good with
legal writhing, is respected for mental
speed on this show. Jeff Donnell is another of their champs has some super
gestures for communicating ideas to her
partners in pantomime. The maaad Jerry
Lester is currently replacing Jackie Coogan, who couldn't leave the Coast for New
York. Lester whistles, mugs, does a topnotch job. Coogan is a long-time hero,
who doesn't hesitate to use his toupe to
illustrate a point, even to switching it
backwards. He's the one who added an
ad-lib footnote to a stumper about a ship's
propellor and a "crazy, mixed-up squid"

—

—

(octopus), saying that
"Farewell To Arms."

it

was

definitely

For variety's sake, the show taps talents
from varied fields such as heavyweight
boxers Maxie Baer and Lou Nova. Their
second match took place in the Stokey
ring. It was a clean fight—nobody wuz

—

Two

robbed.
ers,

cer,

of America's top songwrit-

Hoagy Carmichael and Johnny Merwere teamed up, deliberately fed a

stumper consisting of a line from a song
they'd written. If you're thinking that the
boys were being pampered, forget it—
they couldn't guess it! Only once was
anyone tipped off as to the stumpers, and
it was strictly a gag shared with the
viewers.
stranger on one of the teams got

A

every stumper!
fact that the

reader!
science,

and

all

Then Mike revealed the
a professional mind

man was

Even so, he wasn't relying on his
and Mike finally admitted to one
that the gent was actually reading

answers, not minds.
The show has been TV-debut for quite
a few, such as Lucille Ball, Liberace,
Charlie Ruggles, Bob Stack, and many
others in an atmosphere where star billing doesn't count. Speaking of TV debuts,
the William Morris agency swore that
Walter Brennan wouldn't work on television for love nor money. Sooooo, Walter
called Mike, asked if he couldn't please
come on the show, he liked it so much!
He cleaned up with a pantomime that involved an imaginary blunderbuss, which
he filled with powder from a horn, shot

—

reeled like a drunk. The Morris office
doesn't believe it.
Movie stars are people, after all, even
as you and I; they have the same foibles,
same worries. "Alan Mowbray turned up
for a show, complete with typical Mowbray sneer," said Mike, "but after the
fast-and-furious, pre-show warmup, the
off,

still

sneer warmed up to a grin, and he was
cackling like mad by the time we went
off the air. Nigel Bruce, on the other
hand, was scared beforehand, but he told
me, later on, that he'd never had so much
fun."

They have

a soft spot in their hearts for
Gleason, that wiry, cocky, longtime actor. When James first stood up to
act out a stumper, he took his time,
thought for all of thirty seconds ( the time
limit is two minutes). Then with onetwo-three gestures that brought the right
answers from his team, Gleason worked
out this stumper: "Turn the fan off,
Grandpa, you're too old to be blowing

Jimmy

your top!"
Gleason and Lee Tracy had a lot of fun
with a running gag. Tracy would be assigned to the Leading Men team. Then
Gleason would appear as one of the Character (actor) Men. Thi Gleason upper lip
would start to roll up, followed by a
snarl: "What's this guy Tracy doin' on
the Leadin' Men? He's older 'n I am!"
As for stumpers, one might be: "When
is an extrovert not an extrovert?"
The
answer: When he's Mike Stokey. Watching Mike on TV calm, assured, bubbling
over with quips you'd label him an extrovert. "But," he admits with a shy grin,
"I'm basically an introvert." And so he is.
Prexy Stokey was born in Shreveport,
Louisiana, in 1918, went on to Texas and
California, graduated from Los Angeles
City College, where he was a dramaradio major. He was an NBC staff announcer, has done considerable radio and

to
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stage directing, took his charade-idea to
TV, since it obviously wouldn't operate
via radio.

"Pantomime Quiz" is currently in New
York, which Mr. Stokey likes very much,
but, for real living, well.

.

.

.

East or West, the Basic Introvert is
happy as long as he's surrounded by the
charts (of signals) he originated. The
Stokey credo: Keep signals at a minimum; do words in 1-2-3 order; basic signals used only to get past common, uninteresting words. That should help you
if you play "Quiz" at home. Mike's finishing a book titled, "Pantomime Quiz At
Home," listing 150 of the best stumpers
used on the show, which will also come in
handy for your games.

"Pantomime Quiz's" sincerest fans are
deaf mutes all over the country, who
write enthusiastic letters of praise. Actually not surprising, eh? They can read
lips, and really appreciate the players'
gestures, which are almost as good as
their

own

skilled communication-signals.
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WILL KEDY TAKE TO TEXAS?
[CONTINUED FROM PACE

in that

"Will

it

poses an important question—
take to Texas?"

Hedy

Will this beautiful woman, whose life
and loves have for two decades told a
tumultuous story to an ever-fascinated
public, really find the happiness she has
sought so long, in this fifth marriage to a
man rated a "No. One Eligible" by the
a man
glitter sets across the country
who, despite this, is a fixture in one of
the brand-newest areas of this New
World of ours?

—

Can Hedy's Old World

culture, plus her

continued ambition to shine on the movie
screen, blend with plans to make a home
and family life in the roistering, boisterous, albeit luxurious, background of one
of America's last golden frontiers?

Hedy

thinks that indeed she can.

Shortly after she had stepped from the
plane onto Texas soil, she said that the
first thing she had to do was to "find a
nice lovely home so the children could
come from the West Coast."

Those who watched Hedy and Howard
together

with

remembered the other beauties

whom Howard had

dazzled the

.

.

.

hazel eyes and silver-black hair, have
made him a natural for highly headlined

romances.

But the aura

of adoration

and rare hap-

Shamrock Hotel apartment
where Mr. and Mrs. Lee lived until they
found a house, told at once that this was

piness in the

This

"different."

black,

now

tall girl

with the once

russet, hair cut in casual Ital-

ian style, wearing the equally casual
sports clothes, talking in the husky, accented voice, was someone very, very special in his life. And an observer could see
that he was hoping, praying almost, that

new

wife and his beloved
Texas would get along famously.

his

beloved

—

When
movie

talk turns to Hedy's plans for
making, she neatly side-steps by

saying that settling down into her new
home is her major and immediate problem. But she never denies that she hopes
to star again, either. She smiles radiantly,
and says that Howard has given her a
beautiful diamond bracelet and a stunning new auto, and that the children
"adore" their new stepfather.

had a good time in Europe last sumwhen you are so far from the
one you love, it is not so good," she confides with an honest candor.
"I

citi-

June Haver,
Dorothy Malone, singers Margaret Phelan
and Betty George, Georgette Windsor.
Born to one of the state's largest fortunes,
his good looks, enhanced by deep-set
zens not so long ago

37]

mer. But

"I left

finished.

Rome
It's

the day

my

as yet untitled,

picture

and

I

was
play

three famous women of history in it, a
blonde, a redhead, and brunette. I flew
back in one of the worst crossings in
years. I couldn't wait. But when the
plane landed in Boston, when it couldn't
get into New York, there was Howard to

meet me, and everything was wonderful!"

A week later, on December 22, they
were married in a Queens County judge's
chambers, en route to Idlewild Airport
and a Hollywood-bound plane. Apparently by mutual agreement, they went on
to spend Howard's first Yuletide away
from Texas, amidst Hedy's friends and
family.

And

then, less than a

moved

to Houston, to

month

later,

they

Howard's sumptu-

ous suite in the Shamrock Hotel, then to
the house they found together.

Hedy and Howard had first met a year
and a half before when she had visited
Houston as the guest celebrity at the
town's elaborate horse show. She was
separated from her fourth husband, Ted
Mexico's

Stauffer,

Howard had

tiffed

resort hotel owner.
with the local beauty

whom

he'd been seriously dating. And
before anyone could say "Howdy, pal,"
he was beauing Hedy to all the fancy
"do's" attendant to the annual event.

Then each went separate ways. Columnists noted they were together intermittently in New York's cafe society circuit; at the pool of the Beverly Hills Hotel
where Hedy made her home after the
final split-up with husband No. Four;
even, once, in Houston, where she paid an

—

unannounced

visit.

Spring of

Hedy went

make

'53,

a picture, her

But

then,
to

since 1951.
everyone said, "It's all over."
first

the

in

Europe

to

And

And besides, said "everyone," how could
they have possibly considered marriage?
There was Howard, member of a family
singularly conservative for Texas, a man
who loved good times, yet who tended to
his vast oil and hotel interests faithfully,
a

man who had never been

sufficiently

interested in international gayety to make
even one trip to Europe though his unlimited bank account could have afforded
it as readily as Mr. Average Man can plan
a jaunt to a nearby beach.

—

Hedy's background, "they" continued,
at odds with Howard's.
Married in her teens to the far older Fritz
Mandl, immensely wealthy European
manufacturer, she had early learned the

was completely

ropes of life in top social and cultural circles of the Continent. Coming to Hollywood in 1938, she had had three unhappy
marriages, with writer Gene Markey, with
actor John Loder, with Ted Stauffer. She
had become a big star, a symbol of unearthly beauty. She had, also, become a
symbol of unhappy beauty. The widely
chronicled auction of all her possessions,
including old wedding rings, had seemed
to say, "This girl has suffered. This girl

wants to forget

.

.

."

early in 1954, there she was in
Houston, Texas, breathlessly happy and
married to the "man of her dreams."
Yet,

True
arrival,

to

her promise, shortly after that
set out to find

Hedy and Howard

a home. Daily, delighted citizens saw them
driving through the streets of River Oaks,

most exclusive

of the residential districts.

They saw them

strolling

through the

nearby shopping center, as

Hedy

shops where

if

sizing

up

could buy clothes and

children's togs and groceries and household goods.
They dined in out-of-the-way spots.
One night, they chose a small spot far out
on the highway called Charcoal House.
As they shared a sizzling steak, an old
friend of Howard's, apparently one who
seldom read the daily papers, stopped to
say "Hi." If he knew the woman with his
childhood pal was a famous screen star,
he didn't let on. They were completely
unmolested. The owner spent the evening
wondering if Hedy liked it, or whether
her calm manner concealed a touch of,
maybe, yearning for the recognition she
knows so well. Here was another strange
phase of her new life in Texas.
Then, soon after, came an incident
which pointed up in a different manner,
that question of, "Will Hedy, can Hedy
possibly take to Texas?"

Hedy and Howard had slipped into a
small movie theatre to see one of the rare
European films which the town exhibits.
Onto the screen flashed a trailer for the
forthcoming picture.
"The most daring scenes since 'Ecstacy' " the trailer fairly shouted. And the
keen-eyed members of the audience who
had spotted them wondered how Hedy
felt, remembering that picture of so long
ago, the notoriety that followed her nude
bathing scenes in it, the break-up of her
marriage that came soon after.
About the time "Ecstacy" was filmed,

first

Howard was
nickname

young beau gaining the
"Sheik" which old friends

of

use;

would I come all the way to Texas, if 1
were planning to go right away again?

"We

will go to Europe, together, in the

Spring.

Howard has never been

there, and
have a beautiful time! But before that, I must get my new Texas home

we

pavements become grassy meadows 'neath your
grateful feet!

Of

finest supple leathers,

in

See Honeydebs

at shoe shops

will

in order ... in perfect order!"

Hedy's husband smiles briefly.
squeezes the hand with the exquisite
diamond on the third finger, left.
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"Don't you think I'll have a wonderful
guide?" he asks, apparently referring to
the proposed trip across the Atlantic.

studded,

many

a

courting the rich Texas girl
whom he eventually married and who is
the mother of his lovely 16-year-old
daughter.
Would the hot light of publicity in a
"home town" sort of city that considers
his ex-wife and family "their own," prove
uncomfortable for the Lees? Or, would
time temper things, lead them into pathways of peace and contentment, make
them "part of the regular crowd."
In answer to questions which might
have a bearing on this very matter, Hedy
asks her own question, "Why do you ask
me if I am going to make more pictures?"
with a slight edge to her voice. "Why
still
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Alan proceeded

to

explain the r2ason

for the strange British attitude. "You see,
the story of 'Paratrooper' was a true one

based on actual incidents that occurred
in England during the last war. It seemed
a blow to British pride to have an American playing the lead role in this tale of
British heroism an American hero in an
all-British regiment. I told them frankly
why I was glad to play the part, particularly that it gave me, personally, a chance
to prove what I had always known:
that when people work together toward
a common goal in which they believe,
nationality isn't important. Before long,
we were getting along famously, and I'll
always be glad I did that film."

—

—

Sue and Alan told me that the children
had collected so many souvenirs and gifts
during their travels, they had absolutely
no idea how they were going to cart it
all back to California! When I asked
Alana what she considered her favorite
gift,

she breathlessly replied, her eyes

When Alan went

of the

wide with excitement, "My new black
stallion, Key, that Daddy got me in Spain

Ladds

lives."

for Christmas. He's so beautiful.

to Canada to film "Saskatchewan," David and the rest
went right along with him "to bring history into their daily

DOING WHAT COMES NATURALLY
[CONTINUED FROM PACE

The next time Alan returned

to Paris

for another visit after the completion
of his third English film, "The Black
Knight," a colorful swash buckling Columbia release in which his leading lady
is lovely, exotic Patricia Medina, I called

him. We made a date to breakfast together in the Ladd suite at the famed
Hotel George Cinq, so we could talk over
some of the interesting events that occurred during the Ladd trek through Europe.

Our date came

at a particularly

happy

time for Alan and Sue, because for the
time in several months, the entire
Ladd clan was reunited. The two older
children, lovely blonde Carole Lee. a
student at UCLA, and "Laddie," a strapping, handsome sixteen-year-old, had
joined the two younger children, Alana
and David, for a joyous holiday stay with
first

beaming parents. The temperature
had dipped well below freezing in the gay
French capital, but inside there was that
warm, pleasant atmosphere of home one
feels with the Ladds no matter where they
their

are.

As we sipped our large cups
lait and munched on delicious

But then we began to think more about
and realized that this might be the
chance of a lifetime to give the kids the
'

62

—

decided to say yes to the offers;

we

worked it out so that the older kids
would spend as much time with us as they
could, and the younger ones would stick
with Sue and me all the time. And I
would be working at the trade I know
best, so that I

could underwrite the entire

been a most heart-warming experience for all of us," Alan continued, "in
any number of ways. First of all, not
only have the children made many wonderful friends everywhere, but so have
we. Take the English, for example; they
turned out to be the warmest and friendliest people you'd ever in your life want
to meet. Working with them was a rev"It's

elation.

Such consideration,

politeness
and friendly cooperation are things I
won't forget for a long, long time."

we were joined
Alan always lovingly calls
his dark-haired and pretty wife, wearing
a handsome wine-colored satin housecoat
with a huge embroidered initial "L" on
by

Susie, as

a front pocket. "It wasn't like that at
the beginning, was it, dear?" she remarked. Then turning to me, she continued, "When Alan first arrived at the
studio to begin work on 'Paratrooper,'
there was much resentment about his

appearing in an all-British film. Alan was
very unhappy about it. He's the kind of
person who can't bear to have an enemy
in the world, and it bothered him. But
he continued to work quietly and conscientiously as he always does, pursuing the
job he had been assigned to do in the

most

effective

can't

Since Alan dislikes flying, their travels
took place by car most of the time. And
that was quite a job. In fact, the only
solution was to use two cars to transport
the baggage, gifts and souvenirs, plus
an entourage which most of the time inall

cluded Alan, Sue, the four youngsters,
Jean Martin of Omaha (their charming
tutor) and their beautiful dachshund. In
this manner, they covered England.
Wales, France, Belgium, Switzerland,
Austria, Italy and Spain, and Sue was
trying to persuade Alan to cover Norway,

Sweden and Denmark.
"Because I was working
time,

I

didn't get to see as

so much of the
much of Europe

I wanted to," Alan commented. "Do
you know that you are now looking at the
only man who's been to Oxford and never
saw it, even once? I used to drive through
Oxford twice a day on my way to location.
When I left early in the morning the sun
wasn't yet up, and when I passed through
again on my way home it was always
night. And we worked seven days a week!

as

excursion.

Just about this time

of cafe au
croissants,

those famous French breakfast rolls, Alan
quite naturally began to talk about his
family. "Family and home mean more to
Susie and me than anything else. We're
lost when we're not together. We feel
like a part of us is missing when the
family has to be split up for any reason.
When I was first approached on the idea
of making a couple of films abroad, Sue
and I immediately said no dice. We
couldn't see taking the kids out of school
at this crucial point of their lives, particularly Carole Lee and Laddie.

it,
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rounded education we might otherwise
never be able to afford with a family as
large as ours a chance to bring history
and geography into their daily lives, a
chance to see how other kids live, how
they're alike and how they're different.

We

I

wait to get back to our ranch where he'll
be waiting for me." Alana reflects the
Ladd enthusiasm for animals, especially
horses and dogs.

way

possible."

"However, Susie and I discovered a
unique way to see some of the most wonderful places in Europe. Instead of doing
our sightseeing during the day, we took
quiet drives late at night, after midnight
sometimes. You'd be surprised at the
unforgettable impressions you get of a
city like Paris or Rome when everyone
is asleep and all is tranquil and serene.

The monuments, churches and landmarks
take on another significance. You ought to
try it sometime," Alan said, that warm
smile appearing on his boyish countenance.
Europe will miss Alan and all the
Ladds, but millions of American fans are
glad to have them back.
There's no doubt about the solid basis
of Alan's universal appeal. Alan is first
and foremost a simple, down-to-earth
human being. He is a family man and a

devoted husband, who just happens also
to be a Hollywood movie star.
end
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is

Terry Moore

afraid of love?
What lies ahead for Terry Moore-this lovely
young actress with the magic box-office
appeal ? She's got everything But behind her
!

triumphant rise to stardom stands a

shadow— a shadow of divorce and a
marriage that couldn't work. Will this
tragedy color her career and keep her

A

from living the one story that
ends with "for keeps ?"

read
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only "country store for TV stars." Sooner
or later everyone comes by to visit, to
look, to buy, to meet loyal fans

MAGGI'S PRIVATE WIRE
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suit include the Danny Thomas show,
''Make Room For Daddy," "Life Of Riley,"
"Topper" and "Private Secretary"
.

.

.

.
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the most celebrated of
outs.

The

unknown

gallery,

all

celebrity hangspecializes in

which

painters, has

among

its

many

Faye
Emerson, Dorothy Lamour, Ginger Rogers and Arlene Dahl. Talented, undiscovered artists are given an opportunity
to show their wares under the supervifinancial backers such notables as

Liberace will resume his concert tour
during the warm weather months and ten
percent of the proceeds will be donated
to the aid

and assistance

of polio victims

— one

of the Liberace Enterprises. His
personal appearances draw such heavy
crowds wherever he plays that the Standing Room Only sign is usually hung out
weeks before Liberace arrives in whatever city he's booked
.

.

.

Ed Madden,

the Motion Pictures for
Television executive, predicts there will
be one million color TV sets in American
homes by November, 1955
.

.

.

David Niven, Charles Boyer and Dick
Powell have decided to withdraw from
their Four Star Theatre series they've
"had it." They will continue to go their
separate ways on stage, screen and TV,
but we'll be seeing their joint Four Star

—

Theatre efforts for the next three years
since they completed fifty-two films.
.

The

.

Little Studio, a small art gallery in

Carlton House on New York's
Madison Avenue, has fast become one of

the

new

TV producer Richard Kollmar.
Lovers of art flock to its premises, and
they include many of TV's top stars. The

sion of

daily turnout of video personalities

TV

is

also

fan and autograph seekers greatest bonanza. If Arthur Godfrey isn't approached for his signature on the way
into the Little Studio, the autograph
hunter nabs him on the way out. Nine out
of every ten TV performers who visit the
gallery comply with their fans' requests.
In a single day Robert Q. Lewis, Jackie
Gleason, Lucille Ball, Desi Arnaz, Patti
Page and Eddie Fisher were seen scribbling away and all within an hour's time
at that. Dorothy Lamour dashed into the
Little Studio with Earl Black well, president of Celebrity Service, in tow, after a
rehearsal for "Toast Of The Town" and
wore her complete TV makeup. When
she wasn't busy signing autographs she
explained the fine points of TV makeup
to her fans. All in all, the chic Little
Studio may very well become New York's
the

of

quarts of milk daily

.

.

.

Academy

that the

Television
its yearly

of

Arts and Sciences has made
awards I'd like to present my

mys

.

Holland, the handsome Flash
TV channels, consumes three

Steve

Gordon

Now

.

own Em-

to the following:

Perry Como for his superlative talent
and down-to-earth charm. We've yet to
meet anyone who doesn't like him personally, appreciate him as an artist
.

.

.

Jane Froman, for a shining example of
it's like to be a great TV star in
every sense of the word and for producing
nostalgia and stirring the emotions.

what

.

.

Eddie Fisher's youthfulness and talent
with a special citation for the undisclosed
donations of his time, money and efforts
to the worthy charities he never declines

.

.

.

Wally Cox and his "Mr. Peepers," a
wise, witty and wholly enjoyable combination

—TV

teamwork

at its best

.

.

.

Ella Raines for being "Janet Dean, Registered Nurse," a glowing performance,
a vibrant personality in a telefilm series

endorsed by the nursing profession itself.
For the dignity and beauty that is both
Ella Raines and Janet Dean
.

.

,

Charles Farrell for being a gentleman;
for setting the pace in TV for "middle
age," and for proving there's no such a
thing as a "has been"

.

.

.

Faye Emerson for that "million dollar
personality" that makes her still that onein-a-million Faysie. For beauty, honesty
and a sense of humor without par . .
.

Skitch Henderson for being one of the
around (see above!)

luckiest guys

.

.

.

Ed "Archie" Gardner

for letting "DufTavern" remain one of the funniest
shows on TV and one that appeals to the

fy's

entire family

.

.

.

Joan Crawford because she brings her
ageless beauty and glamour, her proven
talent and all the Stardust that is Hollywood's to TV. For her showmanship beever

—

fore and away from the cameras
the star, always loyal and true
.
.

.

Gale Storm for proving you can be a
successful career girl as well as a wife

and mother. For versatility envied by
many, applauded by most and for the
deep respect accorded her by her TV
associates

.

.

.

Danny Thomas, who'll never make us
blush with off-color material when we
"make room for Daddy," and because he's
spirited, sincere and so funny
.

.

.

Loretta Young for her innate charm,
well-bred looks and selection of "Letter
To Loretta" as TV material
.

.

.
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No wonder

At the TV "Emmy" Awards Dinner in Hollywood comedian Danny Thomas carries
on some horseplay with Shirley Temple Black Maggi votes, him a winner too!

—

soothing, cushioning, protective
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foot aids, for no other method does so many
things. When you get Dr. Scholl's, you have
no matter
the best your money can buy
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George Burns and Grade Allen just
because they're George and Gracie, that
couple next door! For a career and pri-

show busi-

vate lives that are a credit to

Robert Q. Lewis turned press agent on
ABC-TV's "Name's The Same"
by sending a letter around to all his pals
and we quote verbatim:
"This revelation is bigger than all of us
incredible, shocking, fantastic and in-

4I#

behalf of

—

CORNS

BUNIONS

CALLOUSES

SOFT CORNS

—
Gertrude Berg, the dearly beloved Mrs.
Goldberg as institutional around some

dubitably subject to increpation (steady

houses as the kitchen stove and just as
For her "Yoo Hoo, Mrs. Bloom"
which makes us laugh whatever the moment, whatever the problem

"There IS more than one Tallulah
Bankhead!
"She is Tallulah Bankhead of Youngstown, Ohio. She's three years old and already is a show-stopper
Coast-to-

—

vital.

.

.

.

.

Ann Sothern, whose long, serious illness she overcame with a minimum of
complaints and an ever-ready smile during those many agonizing months. For her
"Private Secretary" which isn't to be
missed

.

.

.

Sherman Billingsley for "The Stork
Club" show and a chance to see others as
the viewers might like to see themselves
and for the "Autumn in New York" musical

theme

.

.

.

Martha Raye, who proved she's never
been away only resting up to prepare
for TV. For some of the biggest laughs
ever heard on a telecast

—

.

.

.

D-Scholls Zino-pads

yourself, dear).

.

Photo of Your Favorite

MOVIE STAR

.

Coast.

"Miss Bankhead of Youngstown appeared on a recent 'Name's The Same'
telecast and gave the panelists, including
Basil Rathbone, long famed as Sherlock
Holmes, an unutterably difficult time before they guessed her identity.
"No other Tallulah can make that statement.
"Miss Bankhead, in fact, gave the panel
a much more difficult time than did Mr.
A. Pig of Decatur, 111., and Mrs. L Kick
of South Plainfield, N.J., who were coguests on the same show.

FREE
and

sincere effort to help
their forthcoming

comedy

TV

unknown
series.

tions at air time (10:30-11:00 p.m.,

talent in

istered a slight

greatness, their unselfishness in

.

.

.

TV
—she'll make 39 films for TV a year

Joan Crawford's "The World

And

I"

series

—will

preclude her appearing in more
than one Hollywood feature picture every
year. The fabulous Queen of Hollywood,
has hit her stride in TV
.

.

.

how
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"The telecast was reported to have been
accompanied by some strange manifesta-
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handling

shudder from the direc-

tion of Beverly Hills.
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Algonquin Roundtable in New York
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"More than one Tallulah??? Really,
Dahling!
Robert Q."
end
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PEEKING

IN

[CONTINUED FROM PACE

Marilyn

is

Domestic with a capital D.

Even the room boy in the Japanese hotel
where Marilyn and Joe spent part of their

honeymoon said, "This is the first time I
came across a guest who does not dirty
the room. She never fails to empty the

33]

pulsive step the headlines implied. She
didn't giggle at it, as one newspaper absurdly said. It was the family gathering
she and Joe intended. And it was exactly
what you'd have predicted from their
dating.

Neither ever made a
Marilyn's name had never
mentioned in any gossip column
courtship.

Marilyn took enormous pride in furnishing the apartment where Joe courted
her. After being farmed out as a ward
of the county to a dozen families as she

their

grew up, and then worrying about whether she could pay her room rent as she
began in pictures, her progress to this
apartment was one of her chief goals as
a bachelor girl. She didn't lease it until

none

she could afford it. Then, with some
decorating advice from Jane Russell, she
collected the pieces she really wanted.
The French Provincial dressers, the rose
divan and chairs upholstered in linen
blended with the prevailing shade of
ivory. She had a fireplace, but not a
single picture of herself except for a
portrait director Jean Negulesco painted

disagreeing.

of her.

During Marilyn's and Joe's "disappearance" act right after their marriage, they
went house-hunting in Beverly Hills arid
will soon move Marilyn's precious possessions to their new home. A stove is a
source of infinite delight to Marilyn. She
can't conceive of a woman not wanting

become

to

spirit enthralled

There was nothing "Hollywood" about

ash trays."

a

good cook, and

she's well

on

the road, herself.

Her wedding was anything but the im-

Marilyn's impact on GI's in Korea was
the greatest since Ike made his tour.

game
been

of love.

linked with any actor. She and Joe had
of the stormy wea.her most film
stars encounter, because they're so much
alike. If they hadn't clicked so superbly,
if they'd fought, they would have called
the whole thing off at the moment of

Each had matured enough

emotionally to know the responsibilities
of marriage, as well as to count on real
companionship as a necessity.

They discussed marrying soon after
they met, for neither of them ever had
a date with anyone else from the night
they were introduced. Marilyn waited a
year and a half, though, to be positive she
was ready. During that time she never
gave one interview about Joe. They never
kissed in public. They fell more and more
in love with the real selves they discov-

ered in each other. Marilyn had never
seen a baseball game when Joe finally
came along, and the sports hero had never
been impressed by movie princesses.

Marilyn devotes a
ting fixed

lot of effort to

get-

up

for a stunning stellar apShe's never found the gilding

pearance.
process a breeze, but she doesn't want to
let down people who gape at the Monroe
Legend. Yet it's equally true that Marilyn
prefers to wear no make-up at all, usually
uses only lipstick. Her complexion is so
fresh she doesn't need to coat it, thanks
to the pains she takes to eat correctly,
and to the long walks and regular sleep
she prefers to dissipation.

She doesn't deck herself with gorgeous
jewelry. She's fond of the handsome
wrist watch Joe gave her during their
engagement, but proudest of her plain
gold wedding band.
She isn't clothes-crazy. Joe will never
have to wait impatiently while Marilyn
putters from one elaborate ensemble into
another. She has acquired smart taste in
her off-screen wardrobe by watching
what the famous designers of her studio
prescribe. She went through high school
owning only two middies and two skirts.
The monotony appalled her. But though
she appreciates each luxury she has now
and is bad at bargaining, she'll never
throw money around foolishly.
In Hollywood she's getting along very
nicely without a personal secretary, cook,
or retinue of any sort. One of her thrills
is driving Joe's Cadillac convertible. She
knows he's earned it. Someday a swimming pool of their own would be fun, but
there's no rush.

Joe admits he was a gawky kid when
he first joined the Yankees, as Marilyn
confesses she felt a million miles from
movie stardom when she first saw the
outside of a studio.
66

The Yankees

which suited Joe

dignity,

ON MARILYN AS A HOUSEWIFE

stressed

him.

fine.

The team

He never

got into

any beefs. During his thirteen years with
them he earned $704,620. He'd finished
running bases in the World Series with
his unusual, gazelle-like lope, shortly before he met Marilyn, and he'd become the
television commentator on the Yankees'

home games.
Some columnists have

predicted that
Joe won't understand Marilyn's situation
as a star. That is ridiculous! She's always
been most grateful to her fans, and always
will be, and Joe has the identical sense of
appreciation. He'll never be irked by her
legitimate duties as a star. He has written
several books on baseball and declares
that it depends on its fans, that there is
an essential bond between the ball players

and

their fans in their desire for the inside facts about every phase of the sport.
He sees the parallel now in Marilyn's case.

Marilyn took a suspension from 20th
Century-Fox when she balked at acting
Some snide rumors
in "Pink Tights."
claimed she was attempting to maneuver
a huge pay boost. Her rise to the top has
been so quick she still wasn't making

much

over a thousand a week.

It

wasn't

more money she wanted, she explained.
She's anxious to be in good pictures, and
she

felt

that being cast in a rewrite of

"Coney Island," the old Betty Grable hit,
was not the story to please today's moviegoers.

and I don't like
is good for me,"
While Marilyn admits she'd

"I've read the script
I

it.

don't think

she says.

my

part

like a "salary adjustment" she's more interested in getting a good script so she
can make a good picture. Just before

she took off on her trip to Japan and
Korea, Marilyn suggested that "maybe
with a few changes the script could be
fixed."

She
for

will

World

accompany Joe to New York
program during the

television

his

Series,

and having an apartment

there in addition to their California
will

keep her

housewife.
Francisco is
to

have

will

homes

seventh heaven as a real
Their new home near San
where the children they hope
in

grow up

in the future. Joe's

twelve-year-old son, Joe Jr., will spend
half his holidays from his military school
in Los Angeles with them because he and
Marilyn are genuine friends. She stayed
with Joe's sister Marie when she visited
San Francisco before her marriage, and
his sister Betty was her matron-of-honor
at the wedding. At last she has the warmhearted family circle she's dreamed about
all her past life.

Marilyn has done a remarkable job of
educating herself since graduating from
high school. She's bought good books,
good records, has studied art as inconspicuously as she's kept on taking dramatic coaching. Albert Schweitzer is the
man she'd most like to meet now. He's
giving his medical skill to the lepers in
a French colony in Africa. If you've read
his philosophy, you know why Marilyn
considers him so important. And if you
have any of Emerson's Essays around
within easy reach, you'll be able to share
the philosophy that helped get her where
she is today as Joe's loving and loved
wife.
END

—
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WHAT MARRIAGE MEANS TO ME
[CONTINUED FROM PACE

Jack and I are so much alike and yet
so unalike that it's a comfortable feeling,
even though exciting. He is quite levelheaded and I am very impulsive.
We're both sensitive and little things
are important to both of us good and

And although everyone

else in town
showed up or sent flowers I found much
to my surprise that I was quite piqued
lhat I hadn't heard from one Jack Bean,

Esq.

And

slowly it grew. It wasn't love at
but it started strong and has
built from a firm foundation.
I don't think any girl realizes what
emptiness has been until she falls in love.
Then all things become clear. For the
hunger in every woman is for fulfillment
fulfillment
warmth, safety,
the
of
security, and loving and being loved. Love
brings the understanding of all the things
you've missed and didn't know about

work

And

much

profit.

finer in

my

NEW!

have a little boy and I will give him a
crew cut like Jack's. And I will
hope that he grows up to be the man his
father is. All I want for any of my kids
is to grow up happy and know their place
in the world.

To share the

responsibility

and the pleasure of being alive.
When Jack slips the ring on the third
finger, left hand and accepts the responsibility for me, I want to accept the same

ness world.
And as a person, marriage means, to
me, being ready with the final "I DO" and
really beginning to work a work, how-

for him.

The

responsibility of a wife is
a subtle thing but just as important.
Yes, when I was very, very young I
thought that marriage was a "can't and

—

with very compensating rewards. A
cannot afford to let down with
herself. She can never allow herself to
become fat or untidy or careless in the
ever,

woman

have-to" thing with chains on it. I know
now that marriage is a chain reaction of
"Can and Want to." I'm a very lucky girl.
in a
I got my knight in shining armor
tweed suit and a crew cut!
END

can't
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also plan to take time out from
career to have children. I would first like

be everything to Jack. I know
now that to make a man happy, a woman
has to be everything to her man. She has
to be sweetheart, girl friend, mother, confidante, and a great believer. She has to
create a sanctuary that will be his answer to the trials of the fast paced busi-

living.

al

I

I

to

important to her

NU-NAILS CO.,
5249 WEST HARRISON STREET
DEPT. 30-E CHICAGO 44, ILL.

do feel that an
emotionally secure married life will give
me a reason for doing perhaps something
one's

before.

have anything more
than her husband.

At dime, drug and
deportment stores

make

being happily married can only

—

school of loving and

Permanent Dubonet- Rose Color
No Polish Required

bad. We can go through a two-hour
stretch of being very polite and slightly
formal and yet protest that there is
nothing wrong. Two hours later the snit
will be exposed and invariably it is about
a tiny little thing that suddenly seems
silly. But Jack and I are confident that we
can take the bitter with the better.
I know that in the career department

first sight,

want

Hollywood
Artificial Fingernails
and Quick-Drying Glue

—

When he finally called he said that he
had been out of town-^and wanted a date
and was sorry he had put me in stitches.
So we dated at first once a week and then
twice. And finally I found that I was
waiting for his funny phone call.

I
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the fight against man's crudest enemy
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—
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in all the

"Doing over a house, or adding to a
feminine wardrobe is usually purely the
woman's job," says Cyd, "but not at the
Martin house. Tony is always part of
everything, and he is just as thrilled at
contributing a dozen unusual ash trays as
getting himself a new suit. And he can
pick a hat for me to wear with the same
success that he picks a song hit to sing."

and, last year, the Society was able to
allocate 15,000,000 of your donations to

.

Martin family.

warm, sultry colors
of Cyd herself; a handsome dining room
set bought by Tony because he thought
Cyd was working too hard in finishing the
house they had bought; and loads of records that don't particularly excite him
but that he acquired because he thought
they would thrill Cyd.

thanks, in part, to
are being saved
your donations to the American Cancer

*

of the

Degas that Tony bought because

was painted

ALL the same, there have been victories.
Thousands who once would have died

Strike

members

loves:

thousands of these will die needlessly
through cancer that could have been
cured if treated in time.

generous

three

In their handsome, sprawling ten-room
California-Colonial style house, there's a
rich, overflowing evidence of a husband's
attentive appreciation of the woman he

•*

28, CALIF.

Today, Cyd Charisse, with a happy
married life to insure and inspire her, is
making good strides as an actress too.
Once a dancer with the Ballet Russe, Cyd
had a slow start in the movies. She was
beautiful, bewitching, but there was
something lacking. She was still primarily the ballerina. And Hollywood had yet
to see what else she had on the ball. Cyd
had not yet proved to her producers she

was

star material.

In eighteen movies in ten years, from

"Something To Shout About" to "The
Band Wagon" and "Brigadoon," Cyd has
acquitted herself with merit. Tony, meanwhile, was climbing quicker and higher
than ever before. But no studio was fighting for Cyd's services. It is in the last
year that Cyd Charisse is demonstrating
that she can be a good actress, too. Cer-

Peace

is

for the strong!

For peace and
prosperity save with

U.S. Defense Bonds!

no one who saw Cyd in her dynamic role in "The Band Wagon" can have
any doubts she faces an exciting future.
To a close friend one day, Tony said, "It
won't break Cyd's heart if she never wins
an Academy Award. She would rather
have a complete life than be a success in
one department. That's probably why she
is without temperament. She studies hard,
is easy to work with, and her ambition is
well proportioned. She neither wants nor
asks too much of one thing."
tainly

Why Cyd

Charisse has proved such an
Tony Martin is easy to understand. No doubt the problems she
faced in her early marriage to her dance
teacher, Nico Charisse, taught her much.
Her handling of her second, successful
union shows that she has gained in maturity and understanding without having
ideal wife for

Will
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It
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No
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CINCINNATI

25.

OHIO

„

any trace

of bitter

When Cyd

memories.

toured in the Ballet Russe
there was no time to see the world outside. It was traveling, rehearsals, performances all the time. But once married
to Tony, and on their European honeymoon, Cyd had good opportunity to see
something of the world outside of show
business and the strict ballet regime.

Both Tony and Cyd can look forward

new and even bigger successes

to

ahead.

In Hollywood, they manage to live as
quietly as any two stars can. True, they
go to night clubs and dance, but the
know-it-alls, who gaze on a movie marriage and expect the worst, are dumbfounded. They don't throw drinks at one
another, are never seen having a spat, and
neither ever dates someone else when the
other is away.
Chances are it will always be that way,
and the Tony Martin-Cyd Charisse marriage may well go down in Hollywood
history as one of the best matched ones of
all. The very fact that their union hasn't
the headline excitement or punches or
publicity stunts of others may well make
it dull for everyone but themselves.

Says Cyd, "We both knew we were
for one another when we found out
that we disliked Roquefort cheese, naps,
sardines and hot baths."
Says Tony, "It couldn't fail when I also
discovered that, like Cyd, I enjoy black
coffee, shows, caviar and French poodles
and that, together, we'd always find
time to eat a hot dog."

meant
.

—

In less

humorous

vein, Mrs.

Tony Mar-

acknowledge that she is one of the
happiest married women in Hollywood
today because her husband works hard at
keeping it that way.
They both love Nicky Charisse, now
twelve ( Cyd's son by her former marriage), Tony Martin, Jr., going on five;
the lovely home they planned together;
the number of friends they have in common; and being together as often and as
tin will

long as they can.
And Mrs. Tony Martin sums it all up
rather conclusively when she says, fervently, "It should have been Tony right
from the beginning."
END
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THE LADY SAYS "NO!"
[CONTINUED FROM PACE

begging in the deep freeze. Then the real
is up to you!"

freeze

So much

for the first approach.

But the

others?

"Another approach," Vera points out,
the man who combines business with pleasure at all times. He starts
out by inviting you to a party but he
never asks you to any place that is not
filled with important names and sizable
business contacts. When he saw the small
print in the income-tax law his life began, for he sees no reason not to take his
social life off his expenses as business
because he's working all the time. He
estimates the qualitative value of each
party's invitation. When he decides it's
worth its weight he then plans to take the
proper date and work his way through
"is that of

—

the evening, systematically picking up
business contracts. He has a little black
book. It is not filled with names of dames
it is filled with likely prospects for
whatever business he is engaged in at the
moment. This boy would ask for the
guest list before accepting an invitation.
He makes little written notes on witticisms and conversations for later use, and
he really doesn't enjoy the party until the

—

when he can

dropping
names casually to all and sundry. One
date with this social worker can make a

next day

girl feel like

start

a business asset!

"But the boy who can make any gal
home and wonder if she's lost her
knack is the career boy. He approaches
you with vehement admiration for your
talent and then asks to have lunch with
you at the studio, of course, and maybe
'I could meet your agent too.'
He sees
you only as a rung on his ladder of success. He is smooth, believable, and shows
great concern for your career. He invariably wants to be in the same business you

go

41]

"I would like to explain," Vera adds,
"that in regard to the next character
am a great admirer of a good-sized bicep.
However, the perennial athlete carries
the whole thing too far. He starts out by
saying, 'I like you because you're the
outdoor type like me.' He hasn't an ounce
of romance in his soul only old baseball scores. This is the boy who thinks
up a night tennis game followed by a
little badminton for a good night out on
the town. He always plans this after I've
had a full day in dance rehearsal. He
isn't interested in theatre, movies, or
clubs. He is quite sporty when forced to
dance he dances like a two-year-old
filly coming down the home stretch. If
you're smart you will not suggest dancing.
He likes you only in jeans, a horse's tail

—

—

hair-do and no make-up. With him
you'd have quite a honeymoon! In Hawaii
he'd ride the surf all day and you'd have
to swim out with his lunch. If you want
mountain climbing you'd have to reach
the top. You can't stop half way, or
you're not a good sport. Married to this
sport would be, to say the least, a frustrating

build-up to the boss. Then if the boss has
daughter, watch out you've had it.

—

a

"Unless you're strictly a clinging vine,
male can drive you mad.
His approach is, 'You need someone to
look after you.' Look after you? He takes
over. He completely dominates any and
every phase of your life. If you have a
modicum of confidence you'll find yourself quivering like jelly over the simplest
of decisions. This boy will leave you muttering reassurances to yourself, 'I do
have an IQ of 103 I really do have an
the aggressive

—

IQ of

"The other extreme is the shy one.
He'll always say, 'Whatever you want is
fine with me.' He doesn't have an opinion
of his own on anything. You even have
supply the conversation. He's more
a sponge a dripping sponge. He
absorbs every little thing you say and do
and agrees. He always leaves the evening
up to you. Where would you like to go?

to

like

—

Where would you like to
the menu comes he waits

eat? And when
for your order.
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are anyway. So this pseudo-intellectual
has a fifty percent chance of fooling most
women. He has a smattering of knowledge about everything. He can discuss
for five minutes painting, books, music,
science, ballet, parenthood, horticulture,

hate him because you never get a chance
to finish a sentence. If you say, 'The
international situation is
you're
through. He takes over and talks for
hours on the situation. Mention rare
roast beef, he has a secret recipe handed

r
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down from India, where to kill a cow is
sacrilege. He never makes a mistake. He
would rather

lose the few friends he has
than to admit he could possibly be wrong.

Actually, when you get a close look at the
pseudo-intellectual you'll find he has
adopted this personality in lieu of having

been born with one of

103.'

long after the
occasion passes.

"But the one who can really wiggle in
before you realize it is the intellectual.
His approach is to let you know fast that
he's from the brains department. We

sation is sprinkled constantly with halfcaste quotes from Thomas Wolfe, Shakespeare, and Proust. To know him is to

one

remember

your good taste

All your favorite

mean. The up-and-coming salesman is
who suddenly finds you irresistible
until you just can't help giving him a
I

receive

card from you.
They'll

life.

know what

Private secretaries will

when they

a lavish Art Guild

—

and architecture. But when he runs into
an expert he'll find him exceedingly dull
and limit the conversation to his fiveminute ability. He will know a few words
of every language to impress you with
his faculty to read menus. His conver-

are.

Your friends will

"ooh" and "ah"

his

very own."

—

Don't get the girl wrong, though these
are just the extremes which she considers
deadly. And Vera-Ellen, as all Hollywood
and in particular the male population in
Hollywood knows, is a girl who has a
good time on a date.
"Actually," laughs Vera, "give me a
man with a little bit of any of these approaches and I'd be happy. But there
ain't no such man
and that's why I'm
single!"
END
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HE'S GOT EVERYTHING
[CONTINUED FROM PACE
Jose ever found out about the attractive
Gloria until he met her. But one thing
was certain. After all those years of being

DON'T LET THOSE "DIFFICULT
DAYS" COME BETWEEN YOU
Get

quick,

safe,

long-lasting

relief

known

as Hollywood's "most eligible
bachelor," Jimmy had picked for himself,
in the good-looking Larchmont, N.Y., di-

from
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vorcee and mother of two young sons,
another sure-fire bet.
Jimmy Stewart married Gloria Hatrick
McLean in August, 1949, in the Brentwood Presbyterian church. And the man
who had been known to be only in love
with acting, re-emerged in Hollywood life
as a husband— and the father of two

tional

—
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sons.

of the many girls whom he had
escorted around town in past years said to
this writer, "None of us thought Jimmy
would ever get married. Oh, he was close
enough a few times, but somehow he always seemed to hold back, as if he were
waiting for something. Just what, not

One

Reputable Products Since 1884

even Jimmy seemed to know."

The ideal woman?
Jimmy answered that

question in typ-

Stewart fashion. "The right woman!"
That he finally found her there's no

ical

two sons by
marriage, they added
twin girls in 1951. "A big family right
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was over eight-year-old Michael, who
up his room. Jimmy, when it first happened, didn't go for
It

doesn't enjoy tidying

said Gloria, reissue of it
probably he'll never have to make
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his
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go
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"Just wait till he gets into the army,"
said Jimmy, darkly, and didn't speak to
Gloria for a whole three minutes!
Yes, they are extraordinarily happy together, all six members of the popular

James Maitland Stewart

.

—

give

me

good directors.

If I

have rough

it

family, Beverly

isn't

the independ-

ence, the security, the wealth that both

—

parents have it's something else, too. It's
their love for one another, always shining within the house like a bright, golden
flame.

Riches? He was always meant to be a
millionaire. If he isn't one already, he will
be this time next year. You see, Jimmy is
getting fifty percent of the profits of his
latest

movie.

Money,

in fact, has never

been a touchy
Stewart. He has spent
it freely, and perhaps not always practically. Now he has found the best way
to use his money: on three attractive
women, and two handsome boys. Now
there will really be something to show for
the spending!
Yes, it's a long road that Jimmy has
travelled towards stardom and the surrender of his bachelorhood. He's an astute
thespian and picker o c the right kind of
material to keep his career alive and kicking. How well he did it shows in the past
years when he has stepped from one Academy Award contending picture to an-

Jimmy

matter with

other.

No story would be quite complete on
Hollywood's number one contender for
"the man who has everything" title without this charming true anecdote.
In his handsome Beverly Drive home, a
man looked out cf his bedroom window
and his mouth fell open. "Hey, Mary," he
shouted. "Come here. I think the circus
has come to town."
Mrs. Benny hurried over. "Don't be
silly, Jack
that's the Jimmy Stewarts out
for an airing with their dog."
Hollywood's favorite comedian scratched his head. "Some people you can't figure out," he sighed. "A few years ago the
only thing that guy was married to was a
golf ball."
END

—

THE WAY

particularly to my taste. This being so, I
don't want to study things I don't want
to know about. I am not the Art-forArt's-sake type. I don't work for Art's
sake. What do I work for? Money. And
to be treated decently. And to feel that
what I'm doing contributes, in some
measure, to others. If people are entertained, made happy by a picture, a performance then, yes, you're doing something worthwhile.
"If I've got anything to give, let them
get it out of me, I thought, as they got it
out of me, thanks to director David Miller, in 'Saturday's Hero,' by continuing to

And

Hills, U.S.A.

[CONTINUED FROM PACE

of your favorite

35.

I

over with."

a happy family that lives in

"He'll snap out of

FREE

Oe pt.

it's

it

handsome, two-story, ivy-covered
Stewart home in Beverly Hills. At the
end of a day's work, Jimmy shoots up the
stairs to dangle the twins, Judy and Kelly,
in the crook of each arm. Michael and
Ronnie are not far behind. And often
Gloria doesn't hurry to join them. She
realizes it's a man's moment.
As far as anyone recalls, Gloria and
Jimmy have had only one small quarrel.

laxedly, "and
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edges

smooth
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need

that

me

smoothing,

let

them

way.
"Start small, bang your head against the
in a big

wall, I thought, for years!
I just didn't want to be
Aldo says, "in that kind of a
puddle. I never want to be a little fish in
any kind of puddle. I would far rather be
a big wheel in a little town than a little
wheel in a big town. And that goes for

"Furthermore,

a

little fish,"

Hollywood,

too.

"Back in Crockett I, as constable, could
be a big wheel one with a future, too, for
from constable of Crockett to congressman in Washington, D.C., was my goal.
Not so tough a goal to make, either, if

—

"Pat And Mike" in which, with
cinema greats Katharine Hepburn and
Spencer Tracy, Aldo again came in for his

MGM's

all sharp. As a congressman,
moreover, I would give people something
good. Give them something good or nothing at all is the motto I'd like to live by
whether in Hollywood or in the more august environs where Congress sits.

you're at

share of the salvos. "Let's Do It Again,"
which he was co-starred with Jane
Wyman and Ray Milland came next and,
currently, actor Ray is on the receiving
end of greater critical acclaim for his Sergeant O'Hara in "Miss Sadie Thompson."
Next comes "Battle Cry."
in

"So back to Crockett I went, wound up
campaign, was elected constable and
went to work with never a backward
glance, Hollywood way, nor a twinge of
regret that the 'fluke,' " Aldo laughs, "was

my

first

me

he

was

"The Marrying Kind," that
Aldo first met Jeff Donnell, the girl he
wants to marry.
"Jeff tested Judy's role with me," Aldo
says, "and, yes, it was love at first sight
for me but not for her. For her, it was

year from the time I made my
picture, they called me back, offered
full

Judy Holliday's
'The Marrying Kind.'

the co-starring role of

husband

— appropriately — when

testing for

just that!

"One

was

It

in

—

they have this much confidence in me I'm sure enough I thought,
to gamble. Matter of fact, in a big production like 'The Marrying Kind,' there's
not much of a gamble for the actor. You
"Well,

if

sight. In the girl department, as
previously stated, I do not excel!

second

have been 'going
are now going very steady but

"However,
steady,'

know

and

Jeff

I

—

not even engaged. Can't be.
to get married.

the best of everything, in material
manpower, is going into it. You
know the chance of success is 95 to 1. In
other words, to do it the big way, to hold
out for the best way is the way, I still
contend, for a fluke to become not a

potential was, as I've
rather more than intimated," Aldo laughs,
"what attracted me to the idea of a movie
career. It hasn't worked out that way.

fluke."

I'm

and

in

"The

it was Aldo's way, that's for sure!
When, a year after he made "Saturday's
Hero," his one and only picture, Columbia
Pictures again "introduced him to the
public," this time as a star, there were
orchids, pretty much share and share

Academy Award winner

can't afford

still

ried

on far

than

less

I

am

besides being in love (and

Holli-

am

day and one-shot actor Ray.
"The Marrying Kind" was followed by

also sensible.
responsibilities.

Jeff

My

making. But

am

I

and

father

sacrificed everything for his family.

mother

I

is

in love)

I

both have
a

workman

"When we marry,

Reducer'
magic wand, the "Spot Reducer"
obeys your every wish. Most any part
of your body where it is loose and flabby,
wherever you have extra weight and inches,
the "Spot Reducer" can aid you in acquiring
a youthful, slender and graceful figure. The
beauty of this scientifically designed Reducer
is that the method is so simple and easy, the
No exerresults quick, sure and harmless.

No

steambaths, drugs or

laxatives.
Thousands have, Iost weight this way In hips, Abdomen, legs, arms, etc. .The same method used by many
stage, screen and radio personalities and leading reducing salons. The "Spot Reducer" can be used in
your spare time, in the privacy of your own room.
Underwriters Laboratory Approved! Two weeks
It is
after using the "Spot Reducer," look In Ihe mirror
and see a more glamorous, better, firmer, slimmer
figure that will delight you. You have nothing to lose
but weight for the "Spot Reducer" is sold on a

—

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE

ALSO USE

IT

FOR ACHES AND PAINS

TRY THE SPOT REDUCER 10 DAYS
FREE IN YOUR OWN HOME!
Mail

this

coupon with only

(I

for your

Spot

Reducer on approval.
plus delivery

we

•CAN'T SLEEP:
Relax

Spot

with

electric

Reducer.
See
how soothing Its gentle massage can be.
Helps you sleep when
massage can be of
benefit.

MUSCULAR ACHES:
A handy helper for
transient relief of dis-

comforts that can be
aided by .gentle, relaxing massage.

—

Pay postman $8.95
or send $9.95 (full price) and

postage prepaid.
Use it for ten
your own home.
Then if not delighted return Spot Rec'u :er for full purchase
price refund. Don't delay! You have nothing to lose
except ugly, embarrassing, undesirable pounds of FAT.
ship

days

in

—

MAIL

don't

COUPON NOWI

want

Jeff to

If

come

down and clobber her if she wants to do
them. Basically, however, and happily for
me, she doesn't care about a career too
much.

"What we want
down and have a

to get married, settle
big family of children,

is

yep, lots of them. I want a ranch to raise
family on, a real ranch, couple of

my

thousand acres, in northern California.

"Meantime, we'll just bide our time as
we're biding

now — going

to dinner, in
together; going to the
movies, the theatre, watching certain TV
it

modest places,

see.

Week-

we

go to football games, do a lot of
swimming, go picnicking in the mountains or on the desert, take long drives.
ends,

"In time, I may get the money that, for
the sake of those dear to me, I have to
have. It may be, of course, that some day
the Pot of Gold will no longer be at the
end of the rainbow in Hollywood. If so
I'm going to quit, going to fly the coop,
with Jeff under my arm, back to Crockett.
Otherwise, I'll stay where I am, make
remembering, however,
more pictures
that after each picture it's still," Aldo
laughs aloud, "a fluke!"
end

—

MOST ANY
PART OF
THE

BODY WITH
Relaxing

cises or strict diets.

I

So

roles that are just right for her
along, I don't intend to put my foot

work.

=

Like a

even

that their sacrificing days were over.
they are, and so they must remain.

J«

LOSE WEIGHT

possible,

if

signed my contract with
Columbia Pictures I made up my mind
I

WI

Reducing Specialist Says:

(

sacrificed,

When

more.

shows we think we should

financial

driving the same old car I owned
back home. From a beach house, which I
rented while making 'Saturday's Hero,' I
moved into a nice apartment then into a
room in a private home where I'm living
now. Of course I know that men get mar-

Well,

alike, for

I

who

My

hhbhh

•

Soothing

Penetrating

Massage

TAKE OFF UGLY FAT!
Don't Stay

FAT— You

Can LOSE

POUNDS and INCHES SAFELY ""^lth "1
1

—

Take pounds off keep slim and trim with
Spot Reducer!
Remarkable new invention
which uses one of the most effective reducing
methods employed by masseurs and turkish

baths— MASSAGEI
REDUCER you can now enjoy the
RELAXING. SOOTHING massage in the
privacy of your own home! Simple to usa
just plug
in, grasp handle and apply over most any part of the
body stomach, hips, chest, neck, thighs,
arms, buttocks, etc. The relaxing, sooth*
ing massage breaks down FATTY TISSUES, tones the muscles and flesh, and J
R CO., Dept. B-527
the increased awakened blood circulation • 318 Market St., Newark, N. J.
carries away waste fat
helps you regain
?leaie lend me the Spot Reducer for
m

With the SPOT
benefits of

—

—

SENT

ON APPROVAL

BODY MASSAGE

—

and keep

FIGURE!

a firmer

and more

GRACEFUL J

most

like

dayi

10

having your own private mas-

enclose $12.98.

•

nerves that can be helped by massage!
The Spot Reducer is handsomely made of

« City

weight aluminum and rubber and
truly a beautiful Invention you will be
UNDERWRITERS
thankful you own.
AC 110 volt*.

9 postage

light

period.

I

enclote

SI.

I

seur at home. It's fun reducing this wayl
It not only helps you reduce
and keep
slim
but also aids in the relief of those
types of aches and pains and tired

—

trial

upon arrival I will pay portman only
$8.95 plul pojtage and handling.
K
may return SPOT REnot delighted
DUC ER within 10 day. lor prompt
refund of full purchaie price.

T

Your Own Private Masseur at Homo •
When you use the Spot Reducer, it's al- •
•
I

Send DeLuxe Model

• Address
•
•
•

State
here

SAVE POSTAGE—check

if you enWe pay all
and handling charges.
Same
money back guarantee applies.
I enclose 512.98.
Send DeLuxe Model
m

close

S9.95 with coupon.

LOSE WEIGHT OR

MONEY BACK
71
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PSORIASIS
no longer
heartache
a

DOROTHY KILGALLEN
[CONTINUED FROM PACE

21]

is

Learn how hundreds of
thousands of users have
found Siroil tends to remove
psoriasis crusts and scales on
outer layer of skin. Light
applications help control recurring lesions. Siroil doesn't
stain clothing or bed linen.
Offered on two weeks
satisfaction or money
refunded basis. 21 years
of successful results.
Write for free booklet

He's reached the stage where he feels
he'd rather be a studio biggie an executive or producer-director. "Brigadoon"
may be his final film portrayal. His pending decision is the cause for much of the
bickering that goes on between him and
his wife, Evie.

—

.

Sahara in Las Vegas $53,000
to provide ice for Sonja Henie's figure
eights during her night club engagement
there.

AT ALL
DRUG STORES
Siroil

Laboratories,

Inc.,

.

.

Zachary Scott insists he will continue
wear a gold loop in his left earlobe
the bauble is permanent. He had his ear

—

to

Dept. SS-22, Santa Monica, Calif.

pierced.

MAKE MONEY
ADDRESSING ENVELOPES

—

OUR INSTRUCTIONS REVEAL HOW

"y - u
GLENN GLENWAY CLEVELAND

3,

-y

-

OHIO

NEW TOWELS

LARGE

S I Z
NEW—

n_.
Assorted Colors.
Seconds. Supply limited so
for prompt _
order
4 Wash Cloths with order
delivery. FREE

NOW

12

—

TOWEL SHOP,

Dept. 276,

Box 881,

St. Louis,

Mo.

POSTCARDS
r**~ u AT HOME
MAKE MONEY.'/ SPARE OR

FULL TIME

333,

.

Steve Cochran is concentrating on
Movita now that she and Marlon Brando
have called it quits. This will last until
Marlon and Movita resume again. They've
"quit" five times in as

many

years.

.

.

Grace Kelly's newest admirer (Grace
around) is a Hollywood star, old
enough to be her father.
gets

Joan Bennett, wishes her daughter,
Melinda Markey, wouldn't, but apparently she intends to become deeply smitten
with Nicky Hilton.
.

.

Victor Mature is losing his "battle of the
bulge." He's now thirty pounds overweight, and it's rough going. Medicos
are puzzled, because the Mature diet control is medically supervised.
.

WATERTOWN, MASS.

.
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NEWEST

.

Fifth

styles keep
you smart throughout

LANE BRYANT, Opt. 853.

Indianapolis 17, Indiana

High School Course
Home

Many

Finish in

2 Years

Go as rapidly as your time and abilities permit. Course
equivalent to resident school work prepares for college
entrance exams. Standard H.S. texts supplied. Diploma.

—

Credit for H.

sable,

.

.

Avenue

pregnancy. Dresses
S2.98 up; also supporters, undies.
Everything for Baby, too. Low prices.
FREE Book Bent In plain wrapper.

at

Audrey Hepburn (no mink, no

no pancake, no diamonds) looked more
like a Girl than a Star at the Stork Club
a few nights after her opening in the
Broadway play, "Ondine"

MATERNITY book
h

subjects already completed. Single subjects if desired. High school education is very important for advancement in
business and industry and socially. Don't be handicapped 'all roar
life. Be a High School graduate. Start your training; now. Free
Bulletin on request. No obligation.
S.

American School, Dept. H-55, Drexel at 58th, Chicago 37

Eddie Fisher's managers are in a swivet
over the singer's decision to take off for
Hollywood whenever time allows, for a
fast fling of the Sunset Boulevard glamour spots with such pretties as Debbie
Reynolds, Terry Moore, Debra Paget and
Lisa Gaye.
.

.

photo may bring you
as much as $200 from advertisers.
Big demand for pictures of boys
and girls 6 months to 18 years
old. let your child, too, have this
wonderful opportunity to be pre-

Your

child's

sented to the nation's leading advertisers. (Not a contest). Send
ONE small photo for our approval
(Only One). Print child's full name

and age and parent's name and
address on back. Picture returned
in 60 days if not accepted.

SPOTLITE
5864. SM,

72

Magazines

ALL AGES -ALL TYPES

—

upcoming MGMusical.

.

.

rounds of the more famous cafes

on

his

in

Gotham

ates no

is

a conversation piece

—cre-

end of talk with the usually blase

customers.

Such head-swiveling!

.

.

.

If British star Michael Rennie files for
divorce, two of his very best friends

—
couple —

THIS IS BECKY HANF
Her picture has already
earned $200 from a

celebrated Hollywood married
may have to testify. This could well be
the divorce mess of the year
.

.

.

national advertiser

PHOTO DIRECTORY

Hollywood Blvd.. Hollywood. Cal.

One

by-liner

.

.

—

While Ted Briskin once wed to Betty
Hutton was celebrating his divorce from
Joan Dixon with Merry Anders along
Hollywood's Strip, Joan was being dined
by Bill Guasti, recently divorced from
Gloria Lloyd. Briskin really gets a message from Hollywood cuties. Before he
got around to the Dixon belle, Ursula
Thiess was "it" for as long as time and
Robert Taylor would allow

—

The

Leslie Caron-Geordie

vorce

The Behind -the -Iron -Curtain newspapers are blossoming forth with a new

yet

isn't final

—at

.

.

Hormel

least her

di-

Holly-

wood chums would have you believe
Leslie may decide she made a mistake in
allowing him to sue her for divorce.

.

.

Fernando Lamas has been lone-wolfing
at the Racquet Club in Palm Springs
and sounding off about all the publicity
it

his former Dahling, Arlene, garnered
during their courtship. Coincidentally
enough, during those same weeks Fer-

nando was stalking the tennis courts miles
away, Arlene let loose with a blast or two
about the Lamas love of publicity while
she was under the hair-drier at the Beverly Hills Hotel beauty salon.

Judy Garland's "A Star Is Born" cost
more than $4,000,000 to complete. The
funeral scene alone, filmed in front of the
Church of the Good Shepherd in Beverly
Hills, upped the budget an additional
$175,000, despite the fact that thousands of
tourists jammed the highway to watch the
cameras and the stars go through their
paces.
They were unpaid extras but

—

director George Cukor insisted upon hiring enough people to be on hand for the
important scene, so five hundred professional extras were paid to be among
the mourners
Rival producers who've
seen the uncut version of the movie say
it will be one of the year's great films, and
the finest performance of Judy Garland's
ever!
.

.

favorite Joni James is now
studying the harp seriously. She'll take
to the strings when she's featured in an

Jukebox

Farley Granger's constant companion
For Calendars • Billboards •

columnists.

.

.

wute,

UNDO

—gossip

China signs his chatter "Walter Win."
This should be of great interest to Walter
Winchell and all the Hollywood stars who
make Table 50 at the Stork Club in New
York so gay, giddy and gossip-ridden.
in

.

cost the

It

feature

.

.

.

.

Whether Sheree North got the Marilyn
Monroe role in "Pink Tights" or not, her
stardom is assured in Hollywood. She'll
be groomed for the long-awaited film
based on the life of the late Jean Harlow, and that should do it! This, incidentally, will be very bad news to Mamie
Van Doren, who has been studying old
Harlow movies in her spare time in
order to "bone up" on the famous Harlow
personality and walking wiggle.
end
.

.

Hear Dorothy on "Breakfast With
Dorothy And Dick," 8:15-9 A.M. and on
"Dorothy And Dick," 6:15-6:30 P.M. E.
S.T. Monday through Friday over WOR.
See Dorothy on "What's My Line?" over

CBS-TV

10:30-11

P.M. E.S.T. Sundays.

"He stood there, tall and proud, and
the fierce, hurt look in his eyes made me cringe.
For two long years he'd kept his love for me. And

I

—in one reckless, throbbing moment— had
thrown it away for an older man's passion."

read

"TEENAGER WITH A PAST!"

the intensely hitman, true-to-life story of a

young girl yearning for love, and the
tragic inistake that all but ruined her life.

IT'S

IN

True Life

stories

Magazine
Now On

Sale At

All

Newsstands
"5

—

SHE DOESN'T WANT TO BE ALONE
[CONTINUED FROM PACE

my own

early marriage," she adds with
a smile, "but I have a special reason
my son, Kenny! He's my biggest fan,
and without him, I wouldn't have had as
much reason to work at my career and
.

.

.

try to advance."
It was during those earlier days when
Rhonda was working to further her career

that Hollywood kept a speculative eye on

common

Hollywood;
about it.
Rhonda Fleming was just another beau-

Beauty

her.

is

nothing

there's

in

exceptional

tiful girl.

Too, Rhonda had had it easy. There
was none of the rags-to-riches story
about beauty coming into its own. Bred
for a career in the theatre, the movies
talent scout saw
came looking for her.

A

her on a Beverly Hills street while she
was still in school, and after convincing
Rhonda that he was not just a fresh guy
trying to pick her up, he tied her down
with a three-months contract.

Rhonda spent those three months being
too busy with school activities to do anything with the movies! To this very day,
she behaves as though that career might
end at any moment. "I believe in property as an investment for that rainy day,"
she says. "I already own an office building,

and I'm hoping

to

buy an apartment

house, too."

But

if

Rhonda was

39]

house in order, and you'll soon find out
that your career will take care of itself."
And it was David who said to me,
"Here is a girl who one day will be a big
star, because she is uninhibited. She feels
that the life of a movie star should be
public property and she would like to

—

shine in the minds of strangers as much
as she would like to satisfy herself."
Today she is happier with Dr. Lew
Morrill than she thought she could be
with any man. For a while, after the
break-up of her marriage, she was wooed

by

a hotel heir, a

handsome French

res-

and many actors, including
John Payne. But, in a man, Rhonda de-

taurateur,

manded

stability.

"As an

actress," she told us, "I

am

do-

ing my best. But when it comes to being
a wife first and a woman second, I insist
I'm a perfectionist. I would want to give
a long marriage everything that I would
want to give a short movie role. And if
my husband wasn't happy, I would give
up the films for him."
Thanks to the complete understanding

between Lew

Morrill, doctor,

and Rhonda

Fleming, actress, there never has been a
question of sacrifice on her part. Today
it's a completely different Rhonda who
appears in such pictures as "Those Red
Heads From Seattle" and "Yankee Pasha."
Of all husbands, a doctor can best un-

derstand the hectic rush and strain of a
movie career. Rhonda and Lev/ have
scant time for entertainment, it's true, but
neither of them is ever irritable with the
other over a broken engagement, a party
missed unavoidably, or a ruined dinner.
A friend and colleague of Dr. Morrill's
points out that much of Rhonda's emergence into the limelight is due to the
sympathetic understanding and positive
physical help a doctor is qualified to give
his wife.

Rhonda puts

simply. "There aren't
don't meet their bosses
face to face every day at nine in the
morning. In my case, the public is my

many

people

it

who

my best, before the cameras,
the audience who buys the
tickets. The players who hide from thenfans and slink out the side entrance of a
theatre or store, don't know how much
they miss in not meeting the public.
boss.

but

do

I

it's

up to me to show them I'm grateshe says, "by letting them see what
they're buying! I only wish I could meet
everybody everywhere who's ever liked
me in any of my pictures and tell them
how important that liking is!
"It isn't important just because it insures my future financially," she smiles.
"The reason it's so important to me is that
"It's

ful,"

everyone

when

she's

wants to know, personally,
done a good job. And every-

one wants to say 'thank you.'
say 'thank you' to everyone.

I'd like to

do that if you walk around
of dark glasses!"
can't

And you
in a pair

END

pretty casual about

her early screen career, her marriage at
sixteen failed to give her a mature perspective on her future. "She was far too
young," says one of her friends. "She was
too young for everything home, marriage, baby, even career. And everything
was too easy or so it seemed. Rhonda
began to feel that she didn't want to be

—

—

in pictures.

"No public appearances, no interviews,
no sharing of her intimate life with her
fans," adds her friend. "Rhonda felt she
was entitled to live her private life in
private and on top of that, she was inwardly bewildered, completely out of her
depth, in every phase of her life."
It's
sometimes hard to believe that
Rhonda Fleming, who photographs more
beautifully and more youthfully than
most of the younger, stars in Hollywood,
is the mother of a boy of twelve. "Kent
is more like a brother," she once told me,
"and if we both believe the same thing,
I'm sure the affection is no less acute."
For a long time Rhonda was not happy
with her private life. She had married a

—

successful interior decorator,

Tom Lane

but his mind was on his work. "He was a
genius at furnishing homes, but he couldn't quite completely furnish my life. He
was wonderful with the main things, but
sometimes the little accessories were
missing."
of them made a brave try, but it
work out.
Once this writer was having cocktails

Both
didn't

with David O. Selznick, who did so much
advance her career. With us, and
Rhonda, was Jennifer Jones. And we
heard Jennifer say, "You put your private

to

74

Rhonda's husband, Dr. Lew Morrill, thinks she should relax completely after
she leaves the studio at night and not bring the day's problems with her.
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Amazing New Easy Way Can Quickly
Put Pounds And Inches of Firm
Solid Flesh on Scrawny Figures
No Cramming with Sugary Tonics,
No Fishy Oils, No Drugs,
No Overeating

At

Last!

The All-In-O ne

Concentrated Meal of Easier
Digested, Body-Building

Calories You've Long

Heard

Was
For Men, Women,
Boys, Girls anJ Convalescents

WATE-OX
drugs, no

entirely safe, contains no
stimulants, nothing but a brand new
is

concentrated food formula that's

EXTRA RICH

in easier to assimilate calories, fortified

with

other proven weight building elements.

DOCTORS

you are skinny, thin and underweight mail the coupon for this latest discovery
modern medical science. It's called WATE-ON and anyone in normal health
may quickly gain 2, 4, as much as 5 lbs. in a week
then 10 pounds, 20 pounds
and more so fast it's amazing! Not a medicine, not intended to cure anything.
Instead WATE-ONisa new and different formula that's pleasant to take as directed
and is loaded with concentrated calories so prepared as to be far easier to be used
by the system in building wonderful body weight. Cheeks fill out, neck and bustline
gain, arms, legs, thighs, ankles, skinny underweight figures fill out all over the
body into graceful curves that draw admiring glances. WATE-ON also improves
the appetite, gives quick energy, guards against fatigue, sleepless nights, poor
endurance, lo»v resistance. Also makes for better digestion of fats that put on
weight naturally. Try WATE-ON today.
If

of

.

Your recommendation
and approval is invited.
Write for professional

popular since you put
on those extra pounds!

More Than Many a Meal
in

Daily Dose

Each daily dosage

'

rich in calories as

is

STARTS PUTTING

Gosh, Jean, you sure are

samples.

as

many

a

Amazing new

WATE-ON

ON WEIGHT

.

.

FIRST

skinny person's regular
meal. Mail die coupon.

SEND NO MONEY

— Test at Our Risk

ON APPROVAL coupon below to send for your
new WATE-ON. On arrival pay $3:00 plus C.O.D. postage
Mail the

FOLKS WITH SMALL

STOMACHS WHO
QUICKLY

AND

FILL

UP

LOSE APPETITE

DAY

the greatest weight building formula ever developed!
It's so loaded with super calories that putting on pounds and inches of firm flesh
is a cinch. WATE-ON gives quick energy, improves the appetite, helps the healthy
system digest and absorb weight building fats. Contains bone building vitamin D
plus red vitamin B12 which has a remarkable ability, proven in clinical tests on
children, to cause weight and growth gains. If your doctor has been warning you
that your underweight condition can lead to fatigue, loss of sleep and low resistance, send for new WATE-ON today.
is

generous size bottle of
or $5.50 for double size

on the guarantee if the first bottle doesn't increase your weight to your satisfaction
you need do to get your money back is return the empty bottle. Now today
mail the coupon. Youngsters gat mother or dad to order for you.

all

.

AT MEALTIME

Many

skinny people have
smaller than normal
stomachs. Halfway thru a
meal they're full, ha\ e

no more appetite. Take
concentrated WATE-OX
for die body building
calories missed. WATE-ON
works wonders putting
on healthy weight.

WATE-ON
230

CO..

Dept.216E,

N. Michigan Ave.. Chicago 1,

Canada:
320 Jones Ave.. Toronto

MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY
WATE-ON
In

CO., Dept.

21faE,

230

N. Michigan Awe., Chicago 1,

Send one bottle WATE-ON. I'll pay S3.00 plus C.O.D. postage on arrival on
return
guarantee
must be satisfied with first bottle or money back when
the empty bottle. (Cash orders mailed postage prepaid.)
I

I

Put X here

if

you want double size for $5.50.
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III.
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b. Ont.

III.

Canada: 320 Jones Ave., Toronto b, Ont.
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Ben Franklin
ND SCOTT STORES

^LOPAY

You'll

welcome

the vivid colors

and modern textured

effect of these

handsome Clopay Weav-Tex draperies
.

.

.

and

for only $1 .98 a pair.

They

look and feel like luxurious fabric
..

.

will

not fade, fray or tear.

So easy

to care for, too

wipes clean

Other

in

plastic

.

.

seconds!

draperies

from 98c and up.

English

Garden

Get Clopay

Plastic

Draperies at

Clopay's long-lasting
shades of treated fiber
are available

89c

.

.

.

in

for

only

bonded

plastic for $1 .29.

Choose

from a selection of beautiful pastels for every
room interior. (Other
shades from 29c and up.)

vary

due

to local

conditions

BEN FRANKLIN STORES

—

ANY ONE OF THESE CHARMS OR BRACELETS AS A

Q)Mm, Hfotto/uM

Your own Zodiac

Uncut

sign.

blrthstone.

$1.50

School diploma
and seal.
$1.50

genuine
$2.50

Typewriter;

Picture frame; for

Tiny wedding band

his photol

$2.50

In ring box. $3.50

Wedding cake; carrlage Inside. $3.50

ually rings!

Automobile: wheels
turn around! $3.50

Tiny camera: bel-

Stork and bundle

Exquisite

lows open!

fromHeaven! $2.50

baby shoes.

Four

Birthday greeting;
cake Inside! $2.50

clover

leaf

$3.50

In horseshoe. $1.50

GOLDEN MEMORIES CHARM
668

Fifth Ave.,

New

Golden

Traditional three
wise monkeys. $1 .50

CLUB, Dept.

York 19, N.

of Item

Name

Price

of Item

Price

As

my FREE

gift

Bracelet
enclose

—

$..

I

I

Send C O D. plus postage
and small delivery charge.

as full payment. You pay
all delivery charges.
me as a member of the Golden Memories Charm Club
and send me an additional charm each month, for which I
will pay postman. I need purchase a total of only tour charms
to earn the free gift you are sending me, and I can cancel my
membership at any time after purchasing four charms.
I

i

I

Enroll

Name
Address

...

Zone

City
in sending

sheer listing
events in my

my

days
(where)
Clubs
.

.

State

additional charms. I am attaching
Birthplace and ether Important
life. For example Childhood Events
SchoolCourtship
Marriage (date)
Honeymoon

As your guide

.

me

Blrthdate.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Children
Trips
Pets
.

.

.

.

.

.

Occupation

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Hobbles

Favorite Songs

.

.

.

.

.

Prizes,

Awards
etc. We will use our best Judgment In choosing
the most appropriate charms for you from our famous collection. However, if you wish to limit the cost of charms to you,
.

check your price limit. All prices plus delivery.
$1.50 each
$2.50 each
$3.50 each

Q

of
$3.50

Lovely young danclng couple.
$2.50

Bar
and

Faith, Hope and
Charity.
$2.50

House; symbolic of

of music; note
staff.
$1.50

happiness.

$1.50

Miraculous medal:

Mustard seed :sym-

protects you. $1.50

bol of faith. $2.50

Alarm clock: hands

American

move around!

ameled.

$2.50

CM)

Clio/mi

flag-

I
$3.50

Insignia: Army,
Navy. A. F. $2.50

Telephone; dials I

Handsome Cocker

$3.50

Spaniel dog. $2.50

beautiful Star
of David.
$1.50

St. Christopher
medal.
$1.50

Spinner;

reads

LOVE YOU.

LOVE YOU.

A

GOLD-FILLED BRACELETS

en-

Top

$1.60

The Story of Your

for joining send

I

act$1.50

pair

PWG-6

the charms (and bracelet) Indicated below:
NOTE: Charms and bracelets are shown
actual size, and all prices include Federal tax.

Name

bell;

TO NEW MEMBERS OF THE

$1.50

Bottom

Center $2.50

Life in

$3.50

Charms!

Y.

me

Please send

little

roller turns! $3.50

GIFT

tJOW you can glamorize your life with member, you may buy as many charms
** your own exquisite "Golden Biogra- as you wish for your bracelet, but your
phy" prepared Just for you by the Oolden sole obligation Is to purchase a total of
Memories Charm Clubt Yes, you can only /our at exclusive Club prices.
wear on your arm a gleaming bracelet Charms are sent C.O.D. to your home
of exact jewelers' reproductions of fabu- unless remittance accompanies order.
lous 14K gold charms retailing at up to
Mail the Coupon TODAY!
$50.00 each! And every charm will be
So—don't wait another minute! Be the
sterling silver, heavily gold-plated
first in your city to wear a "Oolden
not costume Jewelry but precious silver
Biography" bracelet telling the story of
you will cherish always!
.

.

.

A

FREE Charm or Bracelet
For Joining Our Club!
To get you started, we will send you
any one of the charms or bracelets shown
above FREE with your purchase of any
other charm or bracelet of equal value

—

I.e.,

a $3.50

charm or bracelet

the "high spots" of your
coupon right away!

"four

life.

Mall the

£ife Story

Told Charmingly!

free

with a purchase amounting to $3.50 or
more, etc. Then, once a month, we will
send you the "Oolden Biography" charm
most appropriate to an important event
of your life as described by you! As a

Golden Memories Charm Club
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Hollywood's
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Mystery
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By Jack Holland

Girl

Even to herself Eleanor Parker

is

the least

known

29

Piper Laurie's question and she answers

"Who'd Want To Marry Me?" By
She Thinks For Herself! By
Debra Paget,

Elsie

from her own experience

it

Beverly Linet

Scott Brady says he's moody, temperamental

My

26
Marlon Brando

is

Date Too Young? By Ruth Rowland

Girl
It's

4t

movie city

star in the

Behind the Brando Headlines By Robert Downing
A new light on the many-sided character that

Can A

31

— but

he does think of marriage

Lee

33

Hollywood's never-been-kissed

may

girl,

surprise you

2 Husbands By June Allyson
There's satety

35

numbers, says June, as she

in

tells

about

pair of sweethearts

a

My Turn To Tell You By Bob Wagner
Bob answers Tony Curtis's open letter to him

Now

36

It's

Taking
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A

Second Look At Love By Fredda Dudley
Gene Tierney frankly tells the truth about herself

—and

40
Aly

She Followed Her Heart To Happiness By Elizabeth MacDonald

42

Greta Peck finds that she and Greg are closer than ever before

Hollywood

On Broadway

By Danton Walker

—

wherever they may be

East or West,

44
stars

make news!

Member Of The

Family By William Lynch Vallee
Bud Collyer is so popular with TV-viewers he's

Maggi's Private Wire By Maggi McNeills
The latest news, views and doings of video

46
a constant house guest

54
personalities
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Tony

Piper Laurie and

Scott Brady, starring

Curtis, starring in

"The Law
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Debra Paget, starring

June Allyson, starring

"Princess
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in

vs.

"Johnny Dark"
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Billy

30
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LANA TURNER
EVEN MORE EXCITING NOW AS A BRUNETTE

M-G-M's sensation
filmed in the pleasure-haunts

of Europe in color by

Technicolor!

CO-STARRING
with

Tl
Screen Play by

HELEN DEUTSCH-

Directed by

Produced by

RICHARD BROOKS-JOE PASTERNAK
AN M-G-M PICTURE

Buy one jar— get another

John Ericson turns tables on wife Milly
Coury who came to studio to surprise him.

«3

Pert U-I starlet Susan Cabot at a gala
Hollywood banquet with John Epstein.

Item

T:
:

Jj

-3

buzzing the gossip circles

Korea a

is

wheth-

Monroe came back from

er Marilyn

worried about the threat
as the movies' hottest
blonde. About the time she departed on
a note of refusal (the "Pink Tights" incident), Twentieth Century-Fox latched
to

her

little

throne

onto a little gal right in Marilyn's league
glamour. None other than Sheree
North, who made such a big splash on
the Bing Crosby and Ethel Merman television shows. The largest question mark,
however, is whether the studio is trying
to give Sheree the same kind of buildup
that Marilyn got when the famous calendar became front page news. Seems some
rather innocuous amateur films were
made of Sheree several years ago when
she was broke and suddenly the news
of this past incident in her then nonexistent career became very big. Figures,

To introduce you

for

to the doctor's deodorant

discovery* that safely

sim ODOR

—

ALL DAY LONG

doesn't it?

New Mum

with M-3 won't irritate
Gene Tierney and Aly Khan were singing practically the same aria, although in
different keys, when they hedged about
marriage plans. Gene, in Hollywood,

normal skin or damage fabrics

We want you to try wonderful new
Mum, the *exclusive deodorant based
originally

on a doctor's discovery, and

now containing long-lastingM-3. That's
why we offer you, absolutely free, a
bonus jar of new Mum when you buy
the regular

39<5 jar.

New Mum

stops odor all day
because invisible M-3 clings to
skin — keeps on destroying odor
teria a full 24 hours — far longer
the ordinary deodorant tested.

long

your
bac-

than

Non-irritating to normal skin. Won't
rot fabrics

— certified

by American

In-

stitute of Laundering. Creamier, deli-

cately fragrant, won't dry out in the
jar.

Today, take advantage of new
Special Offer. Get a free bonus

Mum's

jar while supplies last.

NEW MUM
cream deodorant with
long-lasting

M-3
Van Johnson and Dewey Martin

A

PRODUCT OF BRISTOL-MYERS

await birth of her

first

child,

entertain

Ann

Blyth, temporarily in retirement to

between scenes of "Men Of The Fighting Lady."

or

*

From halfway across the world,
young

girl

a lovely

goes into the Ceylon jungles

...to battle

plague and savage elephants...

and to learn of her own secret passions—
from her husband's best friend

eotoKBY

Produced by

TEGKNIGOLORj

IRVING ASHER

•

Directed by

WILLIAM DIETERLE

Based on the Novel bv Robert Slandish

•

•

A Paramount

SeceenpUy by
Picture

JOHN LEE MAHIN

—

lipstick of

wSiat Hollywood itself

is

talking about! (CONTINUED)

maintained that she wanted to see the
Prince face to face before pinning herself
to the mast. He, in the meanwhile, delayed his trip to Hollywood from Europe,
with the statement that he really didn't
have any definite plans about marrying
anybody. Gene's ex, Oleg Cassini also
somewhat of royal blood was supposed
to be unhappy about his and Gene's
daughter having a new step-father.
Complicated, no?

—

—

Seems nice to have the Alan Ladd boy
back in the Hollywoods. The family returned from nearly two years in Europe,
where Alan was plenty busy making
films. They're about as glad to be back as
Hollywood is to have them here.
some kind of a travel
she went to the Brazilian Film Festival, on to the Argentine
one,
stopped off in several Central
Jane Powell

record too.

American

set

First,

Mexico City, and
her newest and
perhaps most serious romance, Pat Nerney. These kids were beaming and glowing at each other even before Jane went
off on her trip and the eyes of Hollywood
are upon them, you can bet.
countries, hit

finally arrived

—to

home

Dahl and Fernando Lamas,
Hollywood figured were pfft,
showed up at mass together, completely
confounding a tremendous segment of the
local population she had been keeping
Arlene

whom

all of

—

rumor pot boiling with her dates with
Rudolph Schirmer.
the

Marge and Gower Champion have
do before they pencil in that longedfor nursery occupant is to star in the
musical "My Sister Eileen," then go out
on a road tour. By 1955 they hope to settle down.
All

m

50

s

l

Invitations are written ... or
spoken. Spoken invitations are
less formal, often more compelling
especially when one's lips
.

her pictures. She did, however, re-sign
with H.H. for one picture a year, in spite
of all the adverse publicity over "that"
dance in "French Line."

The

vacation Joan Crawford had
was pure, concentrated fun
with not one personal appearance or
business conference. From Texas, our
first

in six years

glamour

chief

girl

went

to

New York

for

mad

whirl of theatre, parties, and yaks
with her fans, who were way out in the
street in front of the Hampshire House to
greet her. Joan's next ventures will be
almost entirely in television.
a

to

LIPSTICK OF

.

Dick Contino receives good wishes of the
Keenan Wynns backstage at Mocambo.

Jane Russell's finally got her wish
freedom from her contract to Howard
Hughes, who has had the say about her
career ever since she became an actress.
This paved the way for a family ambition
to be realized. Now she and husband Bob
Waterfield have formed their own company and he'll be the producer of some of

Astrologer Carroll Righter, who is conby a great many stars before they
will even open a window, was visiting
like mad with Lady May Lawford at the
star-gazer's birthday party for Craig Hill.
Seems Righter predicted that Petey Lawford would get married this year but he
predicted it way back about three years
ago. Lots of newcomers in the crowd at
sulted

—

this

shindig,

like

John

Russell,

John

Carlyle (young Indian boy who will be
seen in "A Star Is Born") and a new
whom Universal-International
fellow

.

beckon enchantment

in the invitation.

If yours is the invitation of
let it be spoken from
scented with TABU
lipstick
scented with the

romance,

lips subtly

.

.

.

"forbidden" fragrance.
TABU lipstick is yours for
conquest ... in ten, indelible,
wonderful shades of red.
Dangerous, yes. But Inviting
!

Save

the case,

plated with 24-carat
geld.

Refills, 75i.

Plus Ta*

With Gary
PARIS

•

NEW YORK

in

Thompson
Motorama show.

Mexico, Carlos

escorts Mrs. Cooper to

The Mickey Rooneys, en route to Gotham,
stop at famous Pump Room in Chicago.

THE PERFECT GIFT

FOR THE MAN ON THE CO.

ALL the grooming aids a man
needs fo look well, keep comfortable.

'MOST WANTED" BRANDS -Full

Aqua Velva
Borbasol Shaving

Chap

SMART

ZIP

of the toiletries

SIZE"— Takes up

no more room in your luggage
than your favorite novel.

waterproof simulated alligator with pockets
each item.

to hold

The newest, smartest travel kit. Contains the famous
products everyone knows and trusts.

A

perfect gift for

Farr Nail File
Fosta

Comb

Gillette

CASE —In

Cream

Stick

Curadi
retail sizes

most men want, chosen by special survey.

COMPACT "BOOK

.

DAD-SERVICEMEN-AMY MAN!

TRAVEL KIT
Available at better drug and department stores or write:

Guest-Pac Distributing Co., 17 East 42nd

Street,

New

York 17.

Razor

Gillette Blue Blades
(In Dispenser)

* Listerine Antiseptic
• Odo-Ro-No Spray Deodorant

* Pepsodent Dental Cream
• PRO Tooth Brush
(In Plastic

Container)

Trip-Suds

Vaseline Hair Tonic

§

erase
soon

Darcel

what hollywood

be seen co-starring in the Hecht-Lancaster production
Artists — Color by

to

"Vera Cruz," (Released through United
Technicolor) says, "No other girdle at any

price gives me the
support, comfort and freedom of an invisible Playtex Girdle.'"

talking about!

itself is

(CONTINUED)

under contract. His own name is
Colby Bennett, but U-I re-monickered
him Rand Saxon. There's a bit of a war
going on about this name and it's anybody's guess who's going to win.
just put

Hollywood

For some reason, there's a big to-do
about the European tour which "Fingers"
Liberace is making about this time.
Seems a group of people are going with
this piano player and they'll tour in a
fleet of Cadillacs, we presume equipped
with candelabra. As they tour according to the press release Liberace him-

Stars

—

Recommend

self will

move from

—

Cadillac to Cadillac

each day, thus allowing his fellow tourers
to become better acquainted with him.

PLAYTEX
Living Girdles
Hollywood stars can afford any girdle— and still they
insist on Playtex/ Why? Because no girdle does as
much for your figure or fashions as invisible Playtex.
Playtex slims, trims and smooths away inches —
without a seam, stitch or bone.' It's all latex— absolutely
invisible under the sleekest sheaths, skirts, slacks.

Washes in seconds— pats dry with a towel/ At department stores and better specialty shops everywhere.

Anybody

for

Europe?

Dick Contino's return to Hollywood
(he was very big at his Mocambo engagement) brought out all the hep kids
and also pointed up his romance with
Piper Laurie, who was ringside about
every night. Dick got a very warm welcome on his first West Coast appearance
and some movies are in the offing.
said for Julius La
night club engagement here-

The same might be
Rosa's

first

Greg Bautzer was
at Ciro's.
around frequently with his best girl, Mari
Blanchard no matter how many times
he strays away with other dolls he always comes back to this chick.
abouts

—

Several years ago, director Michael
Curtiz was asked his opinion of a young
British actor. The opinion was not exactly encouraging. Currently Mr. Curtiz
is directing this lad in "The Egyptian."
His name is Edmund Purdom, and he's
the boy who stepped into this important
role

when Marlon Brando scrammed.

Jeff

Chandler and

his

wife,

Marge,

formally said adieu to their marriage via
the courts. But, not like some of the partings in this town, Jeff provided very
nicely for the future of his wife and kids
property
insurance
via
settlements,

and a fat chunk of alimony that
keep him working like anything to

policies,

will

PLAYTEX

.

.

,

known

....

playtex® Living® girdle (with garters)
playtex Living panty girdle (with garters)
playtex Living panty brief (without garters)
playtex Fabric Lined girdle
playtex Magic-Controller*

.

$3.95

.

3.95

as the

.

3.50

girdle

.

5.95
7.95

Extra-large sizes, slightly higher
U.S.A. and Foreign Patents Pending

©1954

10

Canada: Playtex

Ltd.

in the
SLIM

tube.

(Prices slightly higher outside U.S.A.)

International Latex Corporation
In

everywhere

.

.'.
.

PLAYTEX PARK
Dover
PLAYTEX PARK
Arnprior, Ont.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Del;

Hostess Rhonda Fleming welcomes guest
Bob Stack on his arrival at her party.

(

Marge and Gower Champion
in

"My

will star
Sister Eileen," then go on tour.

meet the

bills.

Good

boy, our Jeff.

Shelley Winters delayed her lone return from Rome, where she made a picture with her Vittorio Gassman in spite
of their tempestuous separation and upcoming divorce. She had a chance to appear on the stage in London in a role
that is right up her alley that of Seraphina, the tortured heroine of "Rose Tattoo," the Tennessee Williams play that
will one of these days be put on the

—

screen.
Shell,

Know who may

be in that part

maybe.

But she wouldn't have been if she
hadn't corrected that insidious
trouble* that came between them.
Don't let *halitosis (bad breath)
put you in a bad light, and don't trust

practically like a honeymoon house. During one of their romantic, or domestic,

to makeshifts to correct it. Trust it to
Listerine Antiseptic, the extra-careful
precaution against offending. Use it
night and morning, and always before

hassles Ida took a suite at a local hotel.

any date.

The new Brentwood home which Ida
Lupino and Howard Duff moved into was

When

next heard from, she had moved
back into their apartment, which Howard
had been occupying, and he moved into
her hotel suite. Now that they're all
under one roof, it makes it much less
confusing.

Van Johnson's departure
ropean

for

a

Eu-

without the family, gave rise
to the recurrent rumors thai all was not
well in the menage. But, like all married
couples, they have an occasional flare-up
and then it quiets down. This writer
wouldn't want to risk any dough on
either

film,

end

of this bet.

While those crazy boys, Dean Martin
and Jerry Lewis were on location for
"The Big Top," they whiled away their
leisure time

making

their

own

(CONTINUED ON PACE

version of

57)

Listerine instantly stops bad breath,
and keeps it stopped for hours, usually
... 4 times better than any tooth paste.
No tooth paste, of course,
is

antiseptic.

does not

kill

Chlorophyll
germs but

—

Listerine kills bacteria by
millions, gives you last-

ing antiseptic protection
against bad breath.

A

Product of
The Lambert

Listerine Clinically Proved

Four Times Better Than Tooth Paste
Is

it

any wonder Listerine Antiseptic

in recent clinical tests averaged at least

four times more effective in stopping
bad breath odors than the chlorophyll
products or tooth pastes it was tested
against? With proof like this, it's easy
to see why Listerine "belongs" in your
home. Gargle Listerine Antiseptic
every morning
every night
before every date.

No Tooth Paste

.

Kills

.

.

Odor Germs Like This

.

.

.

.

does what no tooth paste
does instantly kills bacteria, by millions
stops bad breath instantly, and usually for
hours on end. Bacterial fermentation of proteins which are always present in the mouth is
by far the most common cause of bad breath.
Research shows thai breath stays sweeter
longer depending on the degree to which you
reduce germs in the mouth.
Listerine Antiseptic

—

Company

LISTERINE ANTISEPTIC STOPS
4 times

BAD BREATH

better than any tooth paste

Filmed in Germany, "Carnival Story" offers Anne Baxter her long-awaited chance to play the role of femme fatale,
and she makes the most of her opportunity. George Nader, above, pursues her, as do Lyle Bettger and Steve Cochran.

Carnival Story

The
*

honky-tonk, danger, and momen-

tary glory that nightly face a carnival

performer have been captured in this
Anne Baxter-Steve Cochran starrer. Film
traces

stakes

of a down-and-out
show when it moves its
entertainment - hungry West

the success

American

tent

to

Germany. Particularly

affected

by the

former pickpocket Anne
Baxter, who joins the show and under
the watchful tutelage of high diver Lyle
Bettger becomes the star attraction. Anne
and Lyle get married, but through the
jealous plottings of circus barker Cochran, Bettger is killed. Covering the fatal
accident is photographer George Nader,
who offers Anne her first insight into the
world outside of show business. Although
circus

folk

is

overly long, movie offers some topnotch
performances and some equally exciting
behind-the-scenes footage. RKO.

Saskatchewan

A

lan Ladd joins the Canadian Mounted
Police and succeeds in not only
tracking down his man, but a whole tribe
of warring Sioux Indians. It's during one
their rampages that Ladd rescues
Shelley Winters and brings her back to
the fort with him. Here, they learn the
American Sioux have crossed into Canada and are trying to persuade the peaceof

12

loving Cree Indians to join
nihilating the white

man.

them in anThey almost

succeed when the Mounties' new inspecRobert Douglas, orders the Crees disarmed. Unable to protect themselves from
the aggressive Sioux, the tribe is about to
submit to the coalition, when Ladd, aided
by Shelley, breaks regulations and rearms them. Film is absorbing and actionpacked. Universal-International.
tor,

Ma And

Pa Kettle At

Home

Percy Kilbride and
brood churn up
plenty of chuckles and heart appeal in
Ajiarjorie
their

Main,

ever-lovin'

Family's
Brett Halsey
tries for a college scholarship and writes
an essay on his "lovely American home."
this latest of the Kettle series.

main

occurs

crisis

when son

When Alan Mowbray and

Ross

Elliott,

judges of the competition, decide to pay
a visit to the Kettle homestead

first-hand

Ha

1

s

and see

e y's surroundings, the

family is thrown into a tailspin. The situation springboards into all types of comical endeavors, but it takes Marjorie's
robust frankness to straighten things out.
One of the better of the Kettle series with
lots of

hokum and homespun happenings

interwoven.

Universal -International.

Should a college candidate plan
to

n

Hay

make —

while the sun shines

Headed

|

A summer conquest

autumn ? Betsome greenery now: (unless

for the ivy halls next

ter start hoarding

your Dad has that Midas touch!). Get a

summer
Or

Maybe

toting trays at a resort.

Or working in an office, or
hospital. Helps you get those college "extras"
without a whimper from Pop's wallet. On
certain days, job-holding's no chore when
you choose the napkin that holds its shape.
Kotex gives chafe-free softness: made to

wBBBmf/ 1 /
Alan Ladd and
"Saskatchewan"

job.

salesclerking.

stay soft while wearing

!

Winters find
place of action.

Shelley
a

Riding Shotgun
csx as the title implies, Randolph Scott
• is a stagecoach guard, who rides various lines in his effort to find the outlaw
who has implicated him in a number of
crimes. When Scott does locate the nogood critter, James Millican, he not only
doesn't enjoy revenge, but gets further
involved in the gang's deeds. While Scott
and Millican are settling their differences,
the rest of the gang rob Randy's stagecoach and pile up circumstantial evidence against him. Although Sheriff
Wayne Morris issues a warrant for his
arrest,
Scott
evades
detection
long
enough to flush out the real ringleaders.
The film has been hypoed with lots of
comedy overtones and plenty of slambang action which should appeal primarily to the cap pistol set. Warner Bros.
I

To remedy fuzzy forearms, use
I
I

A

Q

razor

Waitl You're

down forearm

A

tightener

Q

—

Sandpaper

in for stubble trouble if you

mow

fuzz with a razor. Instead,

why

not bleach it — with a good hair lightener?
(Then, long time no see!) You can foil unsightly outlines, too, at "that" time
to
If

not asked to the Big Dance, try a
Trip to

|

Grandma' s

Gay

—

Kotex. The secret?

It's

those

— thanks

flat,

pressed

Try Regular, Junior, Super Kotex
learn which size best suits you.

ends.

to

Crying towel

fray
|

Let the lucky bid-winners have their day

—

there's always another dance just

around
the corner, mourner! Meantime, round up
the Uninviteds (you're not the only one)
Have music,
ample samples ( refreshment - wise ) How
about a home permanent party ? And to
banish calendar blues ... be confident with
all

stage a gay fray that night.

.

Dangerous Mission

The

treacherous precipices of Glacier
National Park provide an exciting setting for this 3-D chase thriller. Victor
Mature. Piper Laurie, Vincent Price and
William Bendix are starred. Piper plays
the key witness to a night club murder
who is afraid to testify and hides out at
the resort. Both a gang henchman and a
detective learn of her whereabouts and
turn up at the park. Their identities are
not made clear until the final reel when

Kotex.

You

get extra absorbency, for extra

protection; poise

More women choose KOTEX'
than

all

other sanitary napkins

!

REG

.

U

.

S

.

PAT. OFF.

tried new Delsey* toilet tissue? It's the onlv one that's
and firm and soft— like Kleenex* tissues. Each tissue tears
evenly — no shredding, no waste. Delsev's double-ply for extra
strength, too. And now Delsey is available in your favorite

Have you

fine

bath towel colors: pink, yellow, green, blue — as well as white.
Ask for Delsev where vou buv Kleenex tissues.
•

i

Noreen Rinse
in their

with careers
public

the choice of

is

women who take pride
women

appearance... happy, successful
in

and

life,

business, the professions,
society. ..all

determined

to look their best.

current films

Noreen, simply, easily applied, gives

CONTINUED

the hair distinction with
It

new beauty

Mature
Bendix

doesn't over-do, but retains

the natural look while

imparting fresh color
lustre...

the aid of Ranger William
in rounding up Price.
breath-

solicits

A

taking chase results with the principals
clinging and slipping along the glacier
cliffs. Off-beat setting and unusual camera tricks add greatly to melodrama.

and

blending out

distressing imperfections

RKO.

Choose from 14
glamorous shades
to

The Golden Mask

keep your hair

A

n interesting travelogue narrative has
been incorporated into the opening
sequences of the film which makes for an
added moodiness in this tale of Africa and

faultlessly lovely.

the search for the lost tomb of Marcus
Manilius. Heading the expedition are Van
Heflin, Eric Portman, and the latter's
daughter, Wanda Hendrix, who are after
the remains of the mask of Moloch, said
to be worth millions. Jeopardizing the
trio's every move are a group of desert
bandits and a couple of cut-throats,
Charles Goldner and Jacques Brunius.
Packed with suspense and intrigue, the
picture offers above average entertainAt cosmetic counters
everywhere.

(30<: or

SUPER
COLOR
RINSE

beauty salons.

Available

in

values.

Dob

Hope, a

r

Also professionally applied
in

ment

United Artists.

60()

Canada

Casanova's Big Night

"

tailor's apprentice,

With Maybelline soft Eyebrow Pencil, draw
narrow line across upper eyelids, at base of
lashes, adding short up-stroke at outer
corner. Soften line with fingertip.

Next, use short, light upward strokes of the Maybelline

Eyebrow

Pencil, to form beautiful, expressive brows.

Taper lightly

lover

such as his idol, Casanova. He gets a
chance to prove his puckering power
when Hope Emerson mistakes him for the
Great Lover and hires him to test the
faithfulness of her son's fiancee, Audrey
Dalton. Proof of the girl's infidelity will
be Hope's return with her hand-embroidered slip. Making sure that the wouldbe Romeo does return with liras, not the
slip
is creditor Joan Fontaine. From the
moment Hope hops on a gondola and
floats into Venice, the script has him
scrambled up into all types of impossible

—

—

©

wants to

alter his position to full-time

situations.

mixed

In

up, that

become so

fact,

.events

Hope

invites the audience

own conclusion, and then offers
both a happy and an unhappy ending.
It's rather standard movie fare, sharpened primarily by flashes of Bob's razorto pick its

like wit.

Paramount.

at outer end. Soften effect with fingertip.

Apply smooth Maybelline Mascara from base to tips of
(Hold a few seconds to set
"up-swoop.") For an extra touch of mysterious eye beauty,
blend a bit of Maybelline Eye Shadow on upper lid.
lashes, brushing upward.

The

world's smartest women depend on
Maybelline soft eye make-up for heart-stirring
beauty. Today, let Maybelline magic bring out
the unsuspected loveliness of your eyes
!

Joan Fontaine and Bob Hope cavort
throughout "Casanova's Big Night."

Beat The Devil
MARILYN MONROE

director John
Huston love to spoof the conventional, and in their latest collaboration
they've set their sights on the Interna-

Humphrey Bogart and

20th Century for Production

in

"RIVER OF

NO RETURN"
Cinemascope

Bogart's a soldier-of-fortune,
who has agreed to help cut-throats Robert
Morley, Peter Lorre, Marco Tulli and
Ivor Barnard get their hands on some
uranium land in Africa. The nervous
tional Set.

land-grabbers read hidden meanings into
Bogey's every action, and when he makes
a play for married woman Jennifer Jones
they start sputtering "double cross." Jennifer, a gal who has a lively imagination,
invents all types of tales on the importance of her husband, Edward Underdown, and when she stumbles on the
word uranium, she immediately gets everyone's attention. Even Bogart's wife,
Gina Lollobrigida, makes a play for poor
ole Edward. With all this marital musical
chairs going on, the crooks and the uranium eventually become a secondary interest. United Artists.

New
This
'

top

b rings you

Faces

transferred to the screen with

The

WESTMORE

Broadway revue has been
its

inal stars presenting their stylized
rial.

Color by Technicolor

orig-

mate-

film's theatre-like staging

may

prove a handicap, but to the moviegoer

who likes his bill-of-fare bright
zany, he'll get more than his money
popcorn's worth. 20th Century-Fox.

and
and

Rose Marie

Moving

along at a pleasant, placid pace,
"Rose Marie" steps before the cameras for the third time. It has been loaded with top film names in hope of over-

shadowing

its

now

familiar

plot.

proved

5Q$*

Ann

Blyth is the orphan adopted by the
Northwest Mounted Police: Howard Keel
is her would-be protector, and Fernando
Lamas, the French trapper she falls in
love with. Supplying the chuckles are
Bert Lahr, a Mountie who never gets his
man, and Marjorie Main, the hotel keeper assigned to make a lady out of Ann.
Musical highlights include the perennial
favorites,
"Indian Love Call," "Rose
Marie" and "I Have The Love." The film
is lavishly mounted with beautiful outdoor scenery, CinemaScope lensing and
Eastman color. MGM.
END

in

c ' ose-u P s

giant-screen

by movie

alluring your

PROVED

where make-up must be perfect to keep

in

giant-screen close-ups

skin looking perfectly

—

Made for

smooth.

you and stars by Westmore brothers,
most famous make-up artists, originators of liquid make-up. SEE the thrilling
difference: Dot on creamy Tru-Glo,

!

RE
WESTMORE

^
/jpL
•

blend in evenly, pat
all types of skin
in

—

off with tissue. For

many

shades.

make-up

^/tytt//?^

creamy powder make-up
FOR INSTANT BEAUTY,

r

movie
nings.

WESTMORE
59**
and

_

^

29<t

carry Party Puff as

do on the set, at play and evePowder and base all-in-one.
stars

Iiss-Tested

M P s,kk

PROVED
BEST in movie close-ups where lipPRO
MUST NOT SMEAR, even after kissing,

stick

working under lights. Non-drying!
eatir
eating,
At

no mood for Howard
songs in "Rose Marie."

how

complexion can be!

Ml

^1*

in

.

Rk

WESTMORE

Blyth's
Keel's love

.

True-Glo all-day make-up shows

liquid

Ann

stars

*

all

variety

and drug

stores.

Prices plus tax. Slightly higher in

House of Westmore,

Inc.,

New

Canada.

York 11

•

Hollywood

What made
her think she

was

different?

and my friends are conno other star can match the
and zip of Debbie Reynolds.
Other stars take a back seat when it
comes to portraying today's American

So

Why

don't the producers of Hollywood give Debbie roles that take full
advantage of her talents?

girl.

Thanks

far as I

cerned,
sparkle

that

for

fans get tired of reading about some of
these young stars who are always getting
into trouble and who are always thinking
just of themselves.

Mary Tompkins

Marie Ann Belot
Arnold, Pennsylvania

East Paris, Maine

Guest talks frankly
to hostess
BETTY: Oh

Sue, isn't that

a package of

Tampax? Do you use it?
SUE: I certainly do. And what a relief it
was to get rid of bulky external pads
with all their problems. Haven't you

Tampax yet?
BETTY: Oh no, I

What in the world is happening to John
Derek? He is one of my favorite stars,
but I never seem to be able to find any
of his movies at my theatres. I say, more
John Derek pictures, particularly after
that fine job he did on TV in "Place In

wear

anything internally.

SUE: Listen, my dear, I used to think
Tampax wasn't for me either. Ann was
my good angel in that department; she
told

it was invented by
and used by millions of women
and I've been using it ever since.

.

.

.

Honestly,

it's

wonderful!

IT'S TRUE! Tampax sanitary protection
can be used by any normal woman. It's
made of pure white surgical cotton in
disposable applicators
eliminates chafing. .odor. .. disposal problems. Actually the wearer doesn't even feel it, once
it's in place. Can be worn in shower or
tub, or even while swimming. Month's
supply goes into purse. Get Tampax at
any drug or notion counter. 3 absorbencies: Regular, Super, Junior. Tampax
Incorporated, Palmer, Mass.
.

.

Laura Jean Cook
Metter, Georgia

Drum
Elizabeth, New

Estelle

Jersey

What's Elaine Stewart got? Sure, she
can act, but so can Julia Adams. Besides,
Julia

is

Was Mitzi Gaynor ever married to
Humphrey Bogart? I say no, but my
mother

insists

she was.

Joan Sheridan
Wash.

really pretty.

Seattle,

Betty Morris
Topeka, Kansas

moment it is unwhether and when Mitzi's going
to be married to Jack Bean but you can
be certain that she was never the bride
(You're right. At the

certain

me all about how

a doctor,

I'm one of those Charlton Heston fans.
think he's one of the most wonderful
stars I have ever seen acting on the
screen. We fans really enjoy seeing him
and reading about him.
I

The Sun."

tried

couldn't possibly

wonderful story on

Roy Rogers and Dale Evans, "Live With
Your Troubles." I was very much surprised and pleased when I saw it. We

would enjoy your fine magazine even
more if you would print a story about my
favorite movie and TV actor, Dan Duryea. I hope to see a story about him soon.
I

of Bogart.

I

Mrs. Harriet

Timmons

Hart, Michigan

—

—Ed.)

have just seen Audrey Hepburn and

what all the shouting is about.
She's scrawny. I'd take Marilyn Monroe
I

can't see

.

.

_

TO OUR READERS:
editors of Screenland plus TV-land feel that the motion picture medium
entitled to the freedom of expression guaranteed by the Constitution of the United
States, and that, furthermore, it is the responsibility of our motion picture producers

We, the

is

to see that our movies are decent and moral.
Freedom of expression under our laws does not mean the liberty to misuse such
freedom, and to avoid such instances, the Motion Picture Production Code and Advertising Code was voluntarily adopted many years ago. Changes in the Motion
Picture Production Code may be necessary from time to time, but the fundamental
principles of the Code must not be scrapped or forgotten. For more than two decades

and distributors

the system of voluntary self-control has served the motion picture industry well in
its production of the finest in entertainment. The guiding principle has always been
to keep movies within the realms of decency and of good taste. Within these limits
of good taste and morality the motion pictures produced in America can deal honestly
and faithfully with American life; nothing in the Code has ever prevented the making
of superlative
^py
Accepted tor Advertising
by the Journal of the American Medical A.-sociation
IS

motion pictures.

— The

Editors,

Screenland plus TV-land

AN
any day. Marilyn

11-DAY,

EXPENSE-FREE

a better actress, too.

is

love to see her do "Born Yesterday"
on the stage. This beauty can act everyone else right out of Hollywood! She's so
modest about her abilities too.

VACATION for TWO

I'd

\/{fin

Ann McDonald
Youngstown, Ohio

When

is

Tony

to wake up to
Tony Curtis? When I saw

everyone going

the talents of

in "Beachhead,"

I

said this

boy can

act!

Claire Barnett
San Francisco, Cal.

mother keeps telling me what a
wonderful picture "Camille" was, with
Greta Garbo and Robert Taylor. I've
never seen Miss Garbo and am not interested in her now, even if she once was a
great actress. But if the picture was as
great as everybody says, why don't they
do it over again? I think Susan Hayward
and Rock Hudson should star with each

My

for they are the greatest stars
in America today. Other people can have
their Montgomery Clifts, I'll take actor
Rock Hudson. As for Susan Hayward,

other in

it,

she should have had an Academy
a long time ago she is tops!

—

TV

(3rd)Crosley

set.

Lucien

Piccard

wrist

watch.

(4th)Solid gold bracelet from

Marchal of 5th Avenue. (5th)Pedigreed French
Poodle from Wilson (makers of Ideal Dog Food).
(6th)

$100

U. S. Savings

Bond from Doeskin

Tissue.

NAME

THIS
HAIR STYLE

(7th)$100 Ja ntz en Sports wea r Wardrobe.
(8th-

1

Holder Set.
California.

Lighter,

Lipstick

(13th)Lady's Suit by Rosenblum of
(Uth)Crosley

Wardrobe

Lingerie
(1

American Compact,

2th)Elgin

Radio.

V.I.P.

created by

(15th)Luxite

of Gowns, Negligees, Slips.

JOHN ROBERT POWERS

6th)Sportswear Separates by Tabak of California.

(17th)Leather
Cosmetics.

Walker

(1

World's Foremost Beauty Authority
John Robert Powers and his famous
Powers Models have selected Gayla
hold-bob as the perfect bobby pin.

Makeup Case filled with Max Factor
8th)Shoe Wardrobe (3 pairs) of Grace

shoes.

( 1

9th-24th)Three Pairs of Luxite

Hosiery.

(25th-30th)Two Pairs of Harms Gloves.
(31 st-36th)1 6 oz. Tabu Cologne by Dana.

Award

Janet Pearsall
Dallas,

Or One of 35 Other Prizes!
(2nd)Diamond-studded

Texas

ENTER THIS EXCITING CONTEST!
name the Gayla Golden Jubilee hair
style! You can win a luxurious 11-day,
Just

two in enchanting
by Northwest Orient

expense-free, vacation for
If they film "Gone With The Wind"
again, Elizabeth Taylor should be in it,
I think. She is such a good actress.

Jamie Druce
Appleton, Wis.

Hawaii! You'll fly
Airlines to and from romantic Honolulu
stay at the palatial

Moana

.

.

Hotel on Waikiki
dance
swim

Beach
eat exotic foods
and relax under the stars! Hurry! Enter
. . .

today

...

. .

.

.

. .

.

.

.you can be one of the lucky winners!

HERE'S ALL YOU HAVE TO DO!
1. Suggest a name for our "Golden
Jubilee" hair style.
2. Print the suggested name on a plain
piece of paper. Each entry must include
the top of a

Gayla HOLD-BOB bobby

3. Mail entry to

The other night I saw Dianne Foster in
"Drive A Crooked Road." She is really
something! Who is she and where is she
from?

I

think she

is

very talented.

hold-bob"

Brooklyn, N. Y.

World's Largest Selling Bobby Pin

(Dianne Foster, whose real name is
Dianne Laruska, was born in Edmonton,
Canada. She appeared on the radio in
Canada before going to Hollywood and
signing a contract with Columbia Pictures. You'll see her next in "Three
Hours To Kill" with Donna Reed and

To mark our 50 years of hair-accessory
leadership, we introduce the newest,

—Ed.)

JH

When

most startling bobby pin creation! It's
the new, improved Golden Jubilee
Gayla hold-bob bobby pin with new
Flexi-Grip, the patented, exclusive
Gayla scientific design that makes the
world s best bobby pin even better!

we

going to see more of Jeff
Richards and of pretty Charlotte Austin?
I have been waiting a long time now for
a new picture starring Charlotte, too
long. Wake up to her many abilities,
are

Enter Today!

It's

Fun. .So Easy to Win!
MAIL
THIS ENTRY

ilso available

in 25c cards

Hollywood!

BLANK TODAY!

Perrie Sullivan

Denver, Colorado
Richards will be in "Seven Brides
For Seven Brothers" and you can write
him at MGM, Culver City, California.
Charlotte Austin will be in "Gorilla At
Large" for 20th Century-Fox.— Ed.)
( Jeff

Address your letters to The Editor,
Screenland plus TV-land, 10 East 40th
Street, New York 16, New York.
We
cannot promise to answer every letter or
to publish every one, even though we
should like to do so.
END

CONTEST, Gaylord

Products, Inc., 1918 Prairie Ave.,
Chicago 16, III. Make sure your name
and address and that of the store are
legible. Entries with insufficient postage
will not be accepted.

Leslie Allen

Dana Andrews.

pin

card or Gayla Hair Net envelope, 25
words or less, telling why you prefer this
Gayla product, your name and address,
and the name and address of the store
where you purchased theGayla product.
Submit as many entries as you wish, but
each entry must consist of only one name
suggested.

4. John Robert Powers and his staff will
be the judges and their decisions will be

be judged solely on
and aptness. In case
of ties, duplicate prizes will be
awarded. All entries become the property of Gaylord Products, Incorporated,
and none will be returned.
5. Contest is open to all except
employees of Gaylord Products, Incorporated, their advertising agency, and
final.

Entries will

basis of originality

their families. Contest

is

subject to

all

Federal, State, and local regulations.

6. Contest closes June 30, 1954. All
entries must be postmarked on or before
midnight of the closing date and received not later than July 7, 1 954.
7. Winners will be notified by mail
within a month after the closing date.
A complete list of winners will be sent
to persons sending a stamped selfaddressed envelope.

"CONTEST"
Gaylord Products, Incorporated, Dept.
1918 Prairie Ave., Chicago 16, Illinois

PW-6

is my Gayla Contest entry. I am enclosing my name suggestion for the Golden Jubilee hair style, the top of a Gayla
hold-bob bobby pin card or a Gayla Hair Net envelope, 25
words or less telling why I prefer this Gayla product, and the
name and address of the store where it w as purchased.

Here

Address ...
City

Zone.

.

.

.State.
1954 G.P.I.

^| No, it isn't Mitzi Gaynor's
wedding day she's modeling a
wedding gout, v a fashion show.

—

It's

ftas

for sure: Jack Bean
eyes only for Mitzi!

ROMANCE
in

Always together: Byron
^ Palmer,
Ruth Hampton.

the air

JUNE'S BUSTIN' OUT ALL OVER!

^^onstant

as the return of Spring each year is the swing
thoughts of romance and dreams of weddings. And just like
everywhere else, Hollywood's a town where the words June and
bride seem to go together. Constant twosomes like Mitzi
Gaynor and Jack Bean, Byron Palmer and Ruth Hampton, Joanne
Gilbert and Danny Arnold are among those rumor has heading
for the altar. Hollywood, like any other town, regards its
dating couples with the eager eye of the hopeful mother, speculating
on weddings-to-be. Already well-wishers have headed June
Haver and Fred MacMurray, for instance, to the altar only to have
a denial issued from both sides! Possibly by the time you read
this some of these couples will be bride and groom. If it isn't
true don't say it's Hollywood's fault you can't blame a town for
trying. But then, you can't really be sure what's in the
heart of a woman either, not in Hollywood or anywhere else!
to

—

—

—

—

Marriage minded? Danny Arnold
rates with

Joanne

Gilbert.

SCREENLAND

Iana Turner and Lex Barker

will

June 1954

deny

it

—but

—at

least for

Lana's closest chums say they know,
B
positively, that she's asked for a divorce
a while

.

.

.

Dan Dailey is devoting the next three months to romancing Sheree North jor publicity purposes only. It's
an order from his 20th Century-Fox studio bosses.
Sheree? She's concentrating on her career more seriously
than she is on any studio-contrived publicity linking her
with Dan or even Bob Wagner, who's scheduled to follow
Dailey in the romance department. At twenty-one Sheree
supports her five-year-old daughter, Dawn, and her
mother. Sheree's father has been missing since before

—

—

New York hostesses eagerly pursue John Hodiak but when he
was "What's My Line" mystery guest, Dorothy didn't know him!

UP-TO-THE-MINUTE NEWS BEHIND THE NEWS

ON THOSE RUMORS EVERYBODY'S WHISPERING

.

.

.

Exclusive Movie Gossip
her birth and she won't disclose his name, hoping some
day to find him. As for her own teenage marriage, Sheree
separated from her young husband shortly after the birth
of Dawn and took a job in the dancing line at Larry
Potter's old supper club in Hollywood. During those
days she couldn't get past any of the studio gates. Now
that she's heading for stardom she's the hottest property
in

Hollywood

.

.

.

Advance word on "Magnificent Obsession" has it that
Rock Hudson and Barbara Rush will cop all the notices on

Wyman picture. Producer Ross Hunter, who
begged his Universal -International bosses to let him remake the movie which once starred Irene Dunne and
Robert Taylor, may be in line for a Thalberg or Academy
Award come next year's Oscar sweepstakes
the Jane

.

Gail Russell went
When
drunken driving charges

.

.

on the first of those
wasn't ex-husband Guy
Madison who came to her defense, but an actress- chum
who insisted upon remaining anonymous. This will come
as a surprise to no one who knows the inside story on
the break-up of the Russell-Madison marriage
to court
it

.

Lana Turner and Lex Barker have been denying those rumors
of trouble, but once more talk of a serious rift is bobbing up

.

.

Hollywood's Screen Writers Guild made itself unpopular with some of Hollywood's top names when it
tried to crowd 750 people into the Crystal Ballroom of
the Beverly Hills Hotel. Topflight (continued on next pace)

Unknown

last year, Sheree North (with
Vie Orsatti) finds times have changed.

Julius La Rosa's Giro opening brought
out his West Coast fans en masse.

Exclusive Movie Gossip

Connie Smith's frequent date for dancis Hugh O'Brian.
Is it romance?

ing

CONTINUED

stars who arrived dressed to their capped teeth, only to
be turned away, have blacklisted any future SWG functions. They're that furious!
ill en route home from Korea, ill
and as we go to press is still ailing. The
DiMaggio clan in San Francisco is hoping Marilyn's being
indisposed means the flapping of the Stork's wings

Marilyn Monroe was

after her return,

.

.

Perry Como managed to
forty-eight hours

—

remain incognito

for

.

more than

when he hid out in Palm Springs for
new record for the singer. Usually

and this is a
he can't go anywhere without being recognized after the
a rest

first

three minutes!

.

.

.

Corinne Calvet, divorcing John Bromfield, dates Jeffrey Stone,
plans a change of personality and a fight for better roles.

The Grace Kelly-Ray Milland

ended with
between Mai and
Ray Milland. Beverly Hills hostesses cattily blame Miss
Kelly for keeping the rumors flying
talk hasn't

that highly publicized reconciliation

.

.

.

Susan Hayward's film producers weren't one bit unhappy about the spicy testimony in the Hayward-Jess
Barker divorce hearings. The fact that Susie sleeps in the
raw, and that Barker chased her across the lawn to the
poolside where, she alleged, he tried to drown her in the
pool won't do her any harm at the boK-oflice her studio

—

—

feels.

Janis Carter

has her husband-to-be already picked

—he's crowding sixty-five, but loaded with greenbacks— and they'll march down the aisle in Santa Monica
out

Hint: the groom-to-be

is

current wife.
a topflight studio executive
.

.

son's

.

Edmund Purdom is the latest British actor to be accused of becoming too large in the helad for Hollywood.
The people he used to be very nice to! when he first hit
Hollywood and Vine are now
(continued on pace 22)
Ralph Edwards, Delia Russell, Beryl Davis and Jane Russell w
toasted Connie Haines after the "This Is Your Life" show.

^
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it points to marriage nobody knows, but Rock Hudmost constant companion is script girl Betty Abbott.

Whether

just as soon as he's unhitched from' his

rvymph

How

to look
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in three-

easy-on-the-eye lessons ...
of course

!

And

all

all
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Exclusive Movie Gossip (CONTINUED)
getting the jrosty stares from him,

and the cracks

he's

been making about Hollywood itself are anything but
flattering. For such a small town, that's the kiss of death
as far as The Very Big People are concerned. Purdom
has become "this year's Rex Harrison" in the eyes of the
West Coast scribes, and the anticipated success of "The
Student Prince" and "The Egyptian" will, of course, only
make matters worse unless Purdom reverses his mood.

Preview audiences in Hollywood gasped throughout the
The Devil." Many of the preview cards

screening of "Beat

recommended that the stars of the film join Alcoholics
Anonymous, since the customers felt the top players
couldn't possibly have given such performances unless

they were drugged, drunk or didn't give a darn

Peggy
after
She's

.

.

.

Lee has recovered, mentally and physically,
the break-up of her marriage to Brad Dexter.

now composing

original music night

and day

—com-

she were on a deadline. Intimates
claim she's keeping herself busy until the time comes for
her to resume her film career. Her "Jazz Singer" experiences taught her a lot and she doesn't intend repeating
any of those mistakes
posing, in fact, as

if

.

.

.

You'd be surprised if you knew who gifted Bella Darvi
with that powder blue Cadillac Coup de Ville complete
with all the extras including air conditioning. And 20th's
rising new starlet has just moved into Marilyn Monroe's
old apartment
.

.

.

Joseph Kennedy, former U.S. Ambassador to the Court
James, checked very carefully into Peter Lawford's
life and activities before giving his consent to the marriage

of St.

Whether she wears her crown on her head or her finger, as
Keenan Wynn suggests, Debbie Reynolds is always tops.

his daughter Pat and the handsome film star.
Several top figures in the film industry were telephoned

between

by Pat's father and asked some very pertinent
Peter didn't like that one bit when the news
leaked out. The beautiful, wealthy and charming Pat

direct

questions.

cancelled her six -months' tour of Asia

own

she got as

—

screen star

.

.

.

Garland and Sid Luft got into a long, loud hassle
on the "Star Is Born" set, and intimates say it continued in their car en route to their Beverly Hills home.
At home, the argument reached such proportions that the
Beverly Hills police were called in (continued on page 58)

Judy

WM^
tella

when

She flew back to California, joined Peter
and went on to New York where they announced their
engagement. The front page news of the betrothal left
two prominent ladies torching one of them another exAmbassador's daughter, the second a famous stage and
far as Tokyo.

i

''F$

Darvi, dating Brad Dexter, has the
busy figuring out her big romance.

Barbara Stanwyck congratulates

Jane Powell headed

Back from

Brazil,

for Mexico,

Rhonda Fleming, New York.

Bob Stack on

his

"High And Mighty"

acting.!
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Starring in
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Hollywood's mystery
EVEN TO HERSELF ELEANOR
PARKER IS THE LEAST KNOWN
STAR IN THE MOVIE CITY

I F you were to conduct a poll on
is the least-known star in Hollywood?" you'd probably get "Eleanor Parker" for an answer nine times

"Who

out of ten.
She's actually so little known that
even those who work with her fail to

recognize her at times.

"When

I

was

making

'Scara-

mouche,' " Eleanor says with a

warm

walked into the commissary
at MGM and overheard someone I
knew say, 'That must be a new foreign
import.' Some of my good friends
smile, "I

—

me either probably
because of the red wig I wore. This
sort of thing goes on all the time.
When I cut my long hair nobody knew
me. When I changed my hair from
blonde to red it was the same story.
"For that matter, I don't always recognize myself when I see my own still
pictures. Even to me, they look like
Ingrid Bergman, Pat Neal, Myrna
Loy, Joan Fontaine, and Eleanor
Powell at various times. I never look
like me. Frankly, I think all this is
wonderful. What woman doesn't like
a little mystery about herself?"
Eleanor is right about that. Men,
didn't recognize

too,

And

are intrigued by the unknown.
it isn't only in her appearance

that Eleanor

She

is

is

a source of confusion.

also pretty

much

of

an un-

known

quantity as a person to the
majority of Hollywoodites.
"I'm not even mildly inclined to be
and heaven knows I'm not
snobbish," Eleanor remarks. "But I'm
just not a party or premiere or night
club girl and never have been. I stay
a recluse

rather

—

close

to

a

small

group

of

Swim

Suits

by

by Jack Holland

friends.

don't like cocktail parties

I

very much because I don't believe you
can ever get to know anyone at such
functions. I'm simply lost there because I don't like small talk. I don't
I don't like to gossip, or
people my troubles. I've had plenty of people say to me after they began to know more about me, 'I didn't

get personal,
tell

know you were
friendly.

snooty.'

I

—warm

like this

and

always thought you were

Me?

probably the result of my
former shyness. One day I woke up
to the fact that shyness was a form of
self-centeredness. You think everyone is looking at you and judging you
and this is certainly thinking only of
self.
I'm not shy any more. I have
since become interested in other people first and myself last."
During the time she's been in Hollywood, Eleanor has grown in many
ways. And she's still changing or
wanting to change things about her"This

is

—

Yours

self.

"To go into the slightly ridiculous
first," Eleanor laughs,
"I'd like to
stop smoking. I can if I make up my
mind to it, but it's a matter of convincing myself that I really want to

Then

stop.

habit.

I

.
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quietly.
"I

used to talk very

little
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away
with saying what's on my mind at
cently I've noticed

I

get carried

times. This is all a part, I'm sure, of
losing the aforementioned shyness and
of gaining an inner sense of security.

used to be mixed up. I even thought
was kind of crazy in some ways
and then I came to the conclusion that
what I thought was crazy was really

now

I

solved
I

face

them

them

—and

once

to the best of

just forget them.

I

my

I

have

ability

believe in releas-

I

ing the past.

I

today with hopes and plans for the
future to look forward and up with
hope and optimism. I believe I must
accept every problem, every sorrow,
every disappointment as a challenge
that will help me grow. I'm firmly

normal.
"I've
I

changed most radically in that
my problems and

stopped evading

—

I

believe in living for

York

convinced that out of every sorrow
there comes good if you don't fall
apart and if you don't spend your time

—

feeling sorry for yourself."

Eleanor has, of course, had her
problems. Not too long ago her marriage of several years to producer
Bert Friedlob came to an end, and she
was faced with the painful readjust(CONTINUED ON PACE 64)
ments that
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IMLAIMD

SCOOP

BEHIND THE

BRANDO
HEADLINES
by

M

WIarlon Brando

ROBERT DOWNING

has been making headlines

Or you might say Marlon has been mak-

again.

ing headlines

—as usual.

easy to write such a comment about
Brando. Too many writers are inclined to size
up Marlon simply as an oddity then they go to
work on the boy with purple prose, no adjecIt's

—

tives barred.

True, Brando is unique. He's an original. And
thereby hangs the tale of his great success and
the reason for his enormous appeal. He is also
a natural. But there is not an ounce of affectation, artificiality or hypocrisy in Marlon's makeup.
I

have known Marlon Brando for several
I remember the day he came to the first

years.

Broadway production of "A
Desire." That was in 1947.
When Marlon joined director Elia Kazan and
the "Streetcar" cast that day he wore levis, a
sweat shirt and gym shoes. His hair was rumrehearsal of the

Streetcar

pled,

Named

and he needed a shave. Obviously, Bran-

do's concentration

was already focused

intently

on the role of Stanley Kowalski. But he was
cordial and entirely un-self-conscious in his

A runaway from Hollywood and "The Egyptian,"
Marlon refuse* any personal defense of himself.

warm-hearted greetings to each member

new company. No one gained

of the

the impression

from Brando that he considered himself a "leading man."
I was stage manager for that original New
York production of the play, and I am happy to
report that throughout the many months that
Marlon played Stanley at the Ethel Barrymore

Theatre in Manhattan, he did not change toward
any member of the company. Neither the sensational personal reviews the drama critics gave
him, nor the fantastic attention the young actor
drew from magazines and the general public
altered Brando's relationships with his colleagues nor his sincere efforts to do his best

work

at the theatre.

cannot say that Marlon was a model of consistency in his performances during the two
years he played "Streetcar" on the stage. He is
a severe critic of his own acting. Often Brando's personal dissatisfaction with his work upset him to such an extent that he seemed to
shrug away entire scenes and mumble his lines
almost inaudibly, or substitute grimaces and
I

gestures to cover his tern- {continued on pace

No one has ever dented

his abilities as

64)

an cctor—

but a veritable tempest rages about the person!

I

Can
a. gfirl

by Ruth Rowland

IT'S

PIPER LAURIE'S QUESTION

AND SHE ANSWERS

—

IT

FROM HER OWN EXPERIENCE

"A

I look back," Piper Laurie says, looking back
from the advanced age of twenty-two, "I think my mother
was very wise in allowing me the freedom she did in the
matter of dating. She flattered me by trusting me implicitly,
and I kept her faith. There was never any trying to 'sneak'
out to go dating. I didn't have to. She did however insist
upon meeting the young man
and I was always pleased
to have her meet him."
Piper believes that early dating helps to overcome natural shyness. "I learned to have poise," says Piper. "I
learned to relax and be myself, and not try to impress the
opposite sex by being something else. It's only normal for
a girl to want the company of young men, to want to dance,
go to parties, to be attractive, to get crushes! This is all
.

.

.

part of being a teen-ager!"

Piper's a girl with a good head, as well as a pretty one,
on her shoulders. She is very much aware of this changing
society we're living in, of the world situation and its effect
on young people. With juvenile
(continued on pace 62

It's

hard to believe that the beautiful Piper, whose

dates include

Rock Hudson, Dick Contino

and Carlos Thompson, was once called a "square."

"WHO'D WANT
TO MARRY
by

IVIE

?"

"T

BEVERLY LINET

I alk about women?" Scott Brady shouted over the phone. "Why
does everyone want me to talk about women? I'm no authority. Not me!
Let's talk about individuality and how about this for an angle?

He

SCOTT BRADY SAYS HE'S

MOODY, TEMPERAMENTAL,

—BUT HE JUST

JEALOUS

CAN'T HELP WISHING FOR

A WIFE AND CHILDREN

travels fastest

who

travels alone."

had a chance to change his mind.
can you make it?"
"Where?" I asked not too brightly.
"Up here," he shouted as if to say, "Girl, time's a'wastin'."
"Right now," I shot back. I was beginning to get with it.
"Ha," he chortled, "you'll never find the place." Obviously Scott didn't
think much of a girl's ability to find her way around without a male
hand to guide her. I told him so.
"Okay," he laughed. "No sense putting you reporters off. Go
up Laurel Canyon into the Hills as far as Lookout Mountain. There's a
"Fine,"

"O.K.

said before he

I

How

fast

Wait for me there. You can't miss it."
At the appointed time Scott came by driving a sleek Cadillac. "It's
mine," he informed me at once. "Paid for right down to the
last spark plug." He had the little-boy pride most men get about their
automobiles, and I was beginning to think Scott's bark was
worse than his bite.
He was dressed all in black from head to toe. A (continued on pace 66.
schoolhouse.

Scott has reached a point of
conflict:

his love of single

freedom comes to blows with

marriage

responsibilities.

although he's often seen
rith
t

jm

a varied and long

dates,

he sometimes

evening

at

list

likes

home

rd he does the cooking!

Debra's dance scene* in

Of The

Princess

Nile" fell victim to

the cutting-room scissors at the
insistence of the

Breen Office

of the Motion Picture Producer*'
Association.

But Dehra says she

doesn't agree with the censors!

thinks for
BY ELSIE LEE

HERSELF!
"D
People say

a woman's late thirties and early forties are
the 'dangerous age,' " remarks a well-known Hollywood

producer, "but we're keeping our fingers crossed on Debra
Paget. She'll soon be twenty-one. And where Debra's concerned, Hollywood is beginning to think her dangerous age

already here!"
does Hollywood hold its breath and wonder about
20th Century-Fox's popular young star? The answer is
simple: Debra is coming of age but is she really "of age"
in her ability to decide her own life, her own thoughts and
feelings? Debra is a problem even the movie industry
is

Why

—

—the

doesn't often face

Her mother, Mrs. Margaret
is

on the

set as well as at

of a brilliant

young

star

—

Griffin,

Debra's constant companion and

adviser,

problem

with a will of her own and a determined mother.
Her mother has built a careful armor about the girl, but
as Debra reaches twenty-one, her pattern of a kissless and
a dateless stardom is becoming outmoded. What will happen as the Debra of today breaks out of yesterday's design
of living? Already there have been stories later denied
of Debra's dates. And there was, too, the dance in "Princess
Of The Nile" which was deleted by the Breen office. But
Debra herself loved it, unlike Jane (continued on pace 68

home.
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BY JUNE ALLYSON

THERE'S SAFETY

IN

NUMBERS, SAYS

JUNE, AS SHE GIVES THE

LOWDOWN

ON A PAIR OF SWEETHEARTS

If you get along wonderfully with your husband
home, and then with the man you work with
when you're away from home for the day, you and
I are in the same very happy position.
As my true husband, there's Richard. I realize
how lucky that makes me. Pleasing him is my main
aim, as Mrs. Dick Powell.
And then there's Jimmy Stewart. Teaming with
him as his wife, for the third picture at a third stu-

at

fortunate casting for me. It calls for my most
convincing performance at my job.
Adjusting to my real and reel husbands has meant
a rapid shifting of my mental gears, so neither will
be conscious of my adapting to them. No two men
are ever identical. You can't treat them as if they
were.
When I first played opposite Jimmy a few years
ago, I figured out how I should react as the wife of
a famous baseball hero. Until then I was barely
aware of the World Series. Then I had to respond
when he portrayed a marvelous musician in "Trie
Glenn Miller Story." This wasn't such a dive into
the unknown, for Richard is my private idea of
Mr. Music.
dio, is

Now, however, I've just finished at Paramount
where Jimmy has proved stupendous in "Strategic
Air Command" and wouldn't you guess both Richard and Jimmy are absolute fools about flying,
while my problem is I dread stepping into any sort
of a plane? I definitely feel too far away from it
all at ten feet up!
"So go ahead act!" Richard
finally said. "You have to be an inspiration to men

—

—

as

modern

as

we

are about

(continued on pace 7n
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"Modesty must have made you tone down
those things you wrote about

your bride, Janet Leigh. You merely said
she's sensational, terrific, great.
still

Well, I

can't believe she's for real.

.

.

."

BOB WAGNER'S OPEN LETTER
TO TONY CURTIS

NOW

IT'S IVTV

TURN

Dear

Tony:
few months ago you wrote an open letter
to me which appeared in Screenland Magazine.
Twentieth Century -Fox was about to produce
"Prince Valiant" at the time and you somehow
found out that a certain lovely lady and I were going to play opposite each other.
I believe you said you knew her, or had worked
with her or what to as it you said? Oh yes you
said she was your wife! No coaching from the audience please I'll think of her name in a minute. 1
For some remote reason you believed you were I
rather well-informed on said subject, so you told 1
me what to expect and even gave me a few inside I
tips. Considering that columnists had tried to pro- 1
mote a feud between us and don't ask me why 1
I think this was a darn nice gesture.
Now I'll cut the comedy. I believe I'm better as I
a straight man, anyway and this, my friend Tony,
is straight from the heart. Modesty must have made
you tone down those things you wrote about your
bride, Janet Leigh. You merely said she's slightly

A

(Below: the

letter you're reading.)

—

—

—

—

—

—

sensational, terrific, great. Well, I

And now

my

still

can't believe

tell you a
few things about our favorite wife!
As you know, we've seen each other at the same
parties in the past. But so typical of these affairs,
people seldom get a chance
(continued on pace 38

she's for real.

it's

turn to

ri

NOW

IT'S

MY TURN TO TELL YOU

.

.

(CONTINUED)

to become better acquainted. So we'd wave across the
room and that was about it. Period. I've admired you
and Janet on the screen. I've often thought what a handsome couple you make. Once again, that was it. Period.
Now you've made many more pictures than I, so I know
you can appreciate my pre-production concern. "Prince
Valiant" was to be my biggest and best role to date and
I was also going to work with
it was quite a challenge.
a new leading lady, so I was naturally curious. Everytelling me how much I'd like Janet. In fact, so
many kept plugging for her I began to be a bit dubious!
Have you ever planned what you'd say and do under

one kept

—

certain circumstances?

Me

too!

I

had

my

little

welcome

.

it

teas

Tony

says this

and Tony says

that

me was

a good-luck telegram from you know
does she do it, I asked myself. May I say I
soon found out?
When you're strange to a studio lot and Janet was.
you're really on trial until people get to know you. It's
so easy to slip off a pedestal while everyone on a set
watches and waits to see what you're about. Janet must
have been aware of this, but she didn't show a sign.
Instead, without waiting for formal introductions, your
best girl walked up to every member of the cast and crew
and put out her hand. She had everyone eating out of it
too, long before the picture was finished!
Well, Mr. Curtis, it didn't take me long to discover that

waiting for

who.

How

she spoke of your love for animals
"I don't see

how such a

fragile-looking female does

it

all!

speech all prepared for the first day of shooting when
Janet and I would meet. So you know when and how it
happened? At six in the morning we ran smack into each
other in the makeup department! It shouldn't happen to
Lassie. No human being can possibly be at his best at
who
this unearthly hour. Before that first cup of coffee
feels human? But I guess it can happen here. I mean I
know it can because Janet is beautiful proof. Sparkling
like dew on a diamond, she really was an encouraging

—

sight for half-closed eyes!

—

Her sweater and slacks were perfectly pressed and
they didn't sag or droop. Her perfume wasn't too strong
for that early hour and of course, her good humor was
so contagious the whole makeup department came to life.
You know I have never understood women who don't
take pride in their appearance. No wonder you're so in
love with Janet! When I got to my dressing room, there

you'd placed

me

in one

I

Curtis even realized

it,

heck of a spot. I don't think Mrs.
but your name automatically be-

came part of every conversation. It was Tony says this
and Tony says that. She spoke of you as a husband, actor
and all-out champion for your fellow man. She spoke of
your devotion to your parents and brother Bobby, she
spoke of your love of animals, your deep sincerity and
warm, enthusiasm for life.
Must be kinda nice to have one special girl feel that
way about you. All of a sudden while I was thinking how
lucky you are, another thought struck me. This is a tough
man to follow, I admitted to myself. Even if it's only for
eight hours a day, how am I going to live up to him? All
of which reminds me
I haven't had a chance to thank you for giving me a
break when you had every right to hate the sight of me.
You were in Hawaii making "Beachhead" most of the
time we were shooting. But when you returned I noticed
you only visited our set a few times. The way Janet had
missed you, I couldn't help wondering why or how you
could stay away. Finally, I had to ask Janet about it,
but she made some convincing excuse for you.
Well, it seems some joker told you I was ill at ease in
front of the camera when you were watching. You supposedly said you'd stay away if such was the case, because you certainly didn't want to upset me. Naturally
it wasn't true and I didn't know a thing about it until
recently. Instead of blaming me, you had the good sense

—

j

[
I

*

^

J
.,

and kindness to give me the benefit of the doubt. This I
appreciate, Tony, more than I can say.
Of course you did come right to the set the day you
returned from Hawaii. This didn't upset me either just
made me a little green with envy around the edges!

—

j
,

|fl

s
f|

".

.

.

she spoke of your devotion to your brother Bobby

it

must have been a

ball with

.

."

When you and

Janet greeted each other it was really
touching. Both of you stared like two people in a trance

and

I

remember you

finally said to

her

—"Janet, you look

dream." She did too. As the princess
wearing a long gardenia-blonde wig and flowing gown,
she was out of this world. Later she said "Tony likes
like a beautiful

—

me

as a blonde.

one."

What

a

If it

pleases him, I'm going to remain

girl!

You'll agree I'm sure, Tony, that

(continued on pace

I

"...

.

you and Janet working together again in 'The Black Shield Of Falworth.' "

68)

SCREENLAND EXCLUSIVE

Taking:

a.

second look
at love
BACK

IN

HOLLYWOOD ONCE MORE, GENE TIERNEY FRANKLY AND
HONESTLY TELLS THE TRUTH ABOUT HERSELF

—AND ALY

BY FREDDA DUDLEY

Cene Tierney
is

trying to

her. She's
I've

the

more

is

in

Hollywood

a dinner-guest acceptance fror

more glowing than evei
met her fo
At that time Gene and he

poised, lovelier,

known Gene

first

back and every hostess

elicit

for eleven years, having

time in June, 1942.

j

J

sister, Pat,

were

living in a tidy, glass-enclosed bird

cage on a mountainside, amply chaperoned by a whit

German shepherd dog weighing some two ounces les
than a Brahma bull. When he trotted across the roon
Gene gav
monster to the Tyrone Powers and they had to bu
a twelve-room house surrounded by an acre of grounc I
so that will give you some idea. There is a rumor thi I
the dog had nothing to do with this purchase, but I
doubt it.

the house shuddered and shook. Eventually
this

I

This hound was a frustrated conversationalist. As w 1
he turned his head from side to side, tennis I
match style, fixing his concentration upon one speake I
talked,

after the other.

Then there came a

ghastly

momerl

when, after Gene had told a funny anecdote about he
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Roccamorra.

meeting with the Prince Aly Khan

took place in South America a couple of years
ago.
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was,

foreshadowing

"That

gentleman

dangerous."

her

parquet

the going too rugged, and transferred his business activ-

floor.

Bear in mind that Gene was nineteen at the time, less
than two years out of Miss Porter's School in Farmington, Conn., not calculated by age or experience to mana g e a situation that would test the aplomb of any hostess.
Gene proved to be supremely equal to the occasion.
Staring at her pet as if from a great distance, she told
him, "So you're a critic? I have news for you. You make
ME ill, too. Shall we withdraw to the den, everyone?"

—

souls

—

1

is

her

Hollywood experiences, the canine turned his head away
from us and was extensively although neatly ill on the

Proud, somewhat secretive as all sensitive, intellectual
must be, harking back to her New England and
'V® Swiss school days, knowing her own intensity and her
tendency to go to extremes, but laughing at those extremes that was Gene in those days,
is ft
When Oleg Cassini joined the army, Gene went along
s^p to Fort Riley with him and lived the life of the typical
khaki wife of those days. She cooked, kept house, marjoan keted, entertained the Colonel's wife at tea, and bore
N"**'

present,

the

first

daughter, Daria. After the war, Oleg tried to

get a start in the designing business in Hollywood, found
ities to

New

for picture

York. Gene moved with him and commuted
work.

Then, after ten years of marriage, the Cassinis were
divorced.

Gene

said then,

among

other pertinent things,

"Marriage is a Cadillac: a wonderful way to move
around the world, a proud and comfortable vehicle. Yet
isn't essential. Sometimes it's more sensible to walk
where you're going, or to take a bus. I shan't marry
it

again until I'm positive that a Cadillac answers my
transportation problem."
At about this time Hollywood itself revamped its
transportation practice: it took to the air. Pictures were
made in South America, in England, France, Germany,
Austria, Spain, and Italy.

"Way Of A Gaucho" took Gene to South America
where she discovered that French was, in many countries, the language spoken second
(continued on pace 70>

She followed Her hean
BY ELIZABETH MACDONALD

W

That gives with Greta Peck anyway? She's one Hollythe movie colony completely baffled.
During the first trying days after her return from Europe,
without Greg, she was really wonderful, all Hollywood
agreed on that. Most wives would have raved and ranted.
And frankly, no one would have blamed her for being bitter,

wood wife who has

or even vicious. But now, why Greta was acting as if they
were disloyal when people so much as hinted that Greg was
at fault in any way!
Greta's friends began resenting having their sympathy
swept away by her calm attitude that nothing was wrong.
After all, those stories in the newspapers and magazines just
couldn't be brushed aside. The names of the girls Greg had
been linked with Julienne, the Parisian model, Veronica
Pasanne, the twenty-one-year-old journalist, Jane Griffiths.
Hildegarde Neff and Audrey Hepburn were on everyone's

—

—

When Greg suddenly started
up

kicking

his heels, Greta understood. His

road to success hadn't been easy.

There had never been much time for
fun and she knew repressions like
that

42

can't

be bottled up forever.

IM
AND NOW, AFTER THE DIFFICULTIES OF LAST YEAR, GRETA PECK
FINDS THAT SHE AND GREG ARE CLOSER THAN EVER BEFORE

—

tongue everyone's except Greta's. Greg's was the only one
she mentioned.
"Greg is working so hard," she told her would-be consolers. "But he always finds time to telephone home. You
should see the toys he has sent the children."
It didn't take long for her friends' pity to turn into exasperation. Was she just plain stupid or was she completely
without pride, holding on to a man whose interests were
plainly elsewhere?
Then suddenly, Hollywood opinion veered into another
direction.

The new

attitude came when casually, without any fanGreta let it be known that her oldest boy, nine-yearold Jonathan, was leaving for Europe to spend his Christmas
vacation with Greg. Greg had asked if he could come, since
he had some free time before starting (continued on pace 72
fare,

Judson, Rita Hayworth's first husband, inherited
ED $250,000
and offered Rita and Dick Haymes a slice of
to tide them over their present financial woes. Dick
and Rita declined the generous offer with thanks.
it

.

Bermuda

.

.

theatre critics raved about the stage per-

John Barrymore, Jr., in "The Man" at the
Bermudiana Theatre. Within a week he had four offers
to appear in Broadway plays, six TV shows and a batch
of long-term radio contracts but not a single Hollywood
movie bid!

formance

of

.

.

.

Tyrone Power and Linda Christian are again at the
they are unable to work out their dowill take a six-month leave from his
husbandly chores and star in a stage version of Barnaby
Conrad's "Matador," last year's best-selling book about
the bull -fighting profession. Ty would be dressed as a
matador, and the play would be given as a "reading" a la
battling stage.

If

mestic problems,

Ty

"John Brown's Body"

.

.

.

Martha Raye, who's now

living in nearby Westport,
forming a producing firm of her own
with her former husband, Nick Condos, and will star in a

Connecticut,

series of

is

Hollywood films

theatre screening, not

later this

TV

.

.

.

Summer— they're

for

Shirley Booth congratulates Lisa Kirk after her opening at the
Persian Room. Every celebrity in town came to hear Lisa.

HOLLYWOOD ON
Jinx Falkenburg and Peggy McCay with
Mary Pickford, sporting a $2,500 hat.

Still The Queen to Cothamites, Joan Crawford
was asked for autographs wherever she went.

Jack Palance and his wife are happy
couple dining at the Harwyn Club.

Danny Kaye with N.Y. State boxing chairman Bob Christenberry. Danny's all het
up over the critical acclaim accorded his newest comedy, "Knock On Wood."

EAST COAST OR WEST,

WHEREVER THEY MAY
THE STARS MAKE NEWS!

BE

Farley Granger, back from Europe, has
new style for men in New York.

started a

When The Queen
wood

arrived in

New York

—that's Joan Crawford, no one else—

from Hollyalong Cen-

life

Park South took on a new meaning for the permanent guests living at the Hampshire House. Hordes
of Crawford fans caused traffic jams in the street and
blocked the sidewalk fronting the hotel. The lobby was
tral

with droves of youngsters equipped
with cameras and autograph books. When La Crawford
wasn't stopping traffic every night at the Broadway
show shops Roz Russell's "Wonderful Town," Audrey
Hepburn's "Ondine," Margaret Sullavan's "Sabrina Fair,"
Jeanmaire's "Girl In Pink Tights," Roger Dann's "The
Prescott Proposals" and Franchot Tone's "Oh, Men! Oh,
Women!" sheer bedlam would ensue at Twenty-One,
the Stork Club, Bruno's Pen & Pencil, the Colony and
in constant turmoil

—

—

Harwyn. Whenever The Queen would arrive everything stopped! For a movie star once considered "all
washed up and box-office poison," the star of "Johnny
Guitar" proved once and for all she's Hollywood's forethe

most example

of glamour.

she received so

was

"afraid to

At her Hampshire House

suite

many
lie

flowers that she told all friends she
down, you'll think I'm dead!" Shortly

before Joan returned to Hollywood, Mike O'Shea and
Earl Blackwell hosted a party for her at the Harwyn Club.

—

An

advance birthday party Joan was proudly telling
everyone she'd be forty-six the following week it drew
just about every celebrity in New York; among those
wishing Joan a happy birthday were Franchot Tone,
Monty Clift, Joan Blondell, Farley Granger, Maggi McNellis, Eddie Fisher, Betty Furness, Roger Dann, Patricia
Neal, Thelma Ritter, Joe Cotten, Danny Kaye, Roz Russell

and hosts

of others

.

.

—

.

Farley Granger sported a black turtleneck sweater in
House and sat chatting with
friends for more than an hour before the headwaiter
came to his table and advised the young star he was
not properly attired for so staid a (continued on pace 741
the men's grill at the Carlton
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—

BY WILLIAM LYNCH VALLEE

the
that
television
of the astonishments
Onea pet
TV personality can almost become a member
of

is

fact

your family
Movie people are accustomed to being idolized and
mobbed by autograph -seekers, but never have they
of

.

.

.

achieved the really intimate status enjoyed by, say, video's
Red Skelton, Sid Caesar or Bud Collyer.
This is because the TV stars whoosh .through windows
and walls right into your living room, are your constant
house guests.
In view of this, you'd do well to consider an ideal candidate for

TV

man-who-came-to-dinner-and-stayed-on

—namely, Bud Collyer, emcee-plus.

46

Why Bud? Because he happens to be a man of genuine
charm, integrity, and enthusiasm, lie's a family man
wife and three youngsters. He's also a Sunday School
superintendent in Greenwich, Conn., where the Collyers
live.

When Bud

work (only seven times a week), you'll
"Beat The Clock" (Saturdays,
7:30-8:00 p.m., EDT), on NBC radio's "Break The Bank"
(Monday through Friday, 10:45-11:00 a.m., EDT), and
ABC-TV's "Quick As A Flash" (Thursdays, 8:00-8:30 p.m.,
EDT).
This is a busy schedule that serves to point up one of
find

him

many

gets

on: the

CBS-TV

things distinguishing Bud.

Actors are customarily

"SEND FOR BUD COLLYER"

IS

THE SOS TO TV

PERFORMERS. BUT NOT TO VIEWERS, FOR HE'S

ALREADY PRESENT

—RIGHT THERE

THE LIVING ROOM

IN

RAIVI I LY
late-sleepers, but

Bud

arises every

morning

at 7:30, rain

or shine, to drive the kids to school. As he says: "That
way, I make sure I'll get to see them every day."

Bud

all of his fan mail and answers every letter
hear from people all over the country," he
says, "and it's the only way I can tell what the audience

reads

himself.

at

home

"I

is

thinking."

"Here's a letter

I

Which makes

sense.

got a kick out of,"

Bud

says, lifting

one from a pile. "It's from an old gentleman who said he
and his wife had celebrated their fifty-sixth wedding anniversary with a trip to New York and a visit to 'Beat The
Clock.' He- says here that they were due to compete on
the show, but that time ran out before they were called,

little too old to make a second trip. But
they'd enjoyed themselves even so, and to me the best of

and that they're a
everything.

I

liked that.

."
.

.

The Collyer mail doesn't usually run to love letters,
which is odd, considering that he's tall, wavy-haired, and
handsome and has the whitest teeth. He does, of course,
get the customary mail from hard -up people who insist
that they be put on the show instantly. He can only tell
them that contestants are chosen from the studio audience.
"If I sneeze on the air," says Bud, "I find my mail heavy
with cures from goose grease to skunk oil. The lady who
wrote about the skunk oil insisted that it be heated in a
spoon over a match and only over a match." He laughs,
and adds, "I think just the idea of hot skunk oil chased
the cold out of me!" Bud pencils a notation on a slip, clips
it to the letter being answered, and his secretary types out

—

—

the reply.

"One man wrote

that he couldn't stand it any longer.''
"He'd taken it once, but when it had happened three times, he had to take pen in hand, and correct
us on a 'Clock' saying. The one about: 'Be kind, Sweet
Maid, and let who will be clever.' I looked it up in Bartlett's, the researchers checked other sources. 'And let who
will,' was right according to one; 'and let who can' was
correct by another. So take your choice. The fact remains, sayings are so scarce, the show has to repeat them."
Mr. Collyer's friendly attitude toward people who take
the trouble to write him is also evident in the way he
handles flustered contestants on "Beat The Clock." "I like
people, basically," he says, which is the complete answer.
"On 'Beat The Clock'," says Bud, "we don't try to make
monkeys out of people. We avoid stunts that might get a
person laughed at. I also make a point of looking up a
contestant who failed on his first try, talking to him after
the show. I've found these people a bunch of good sports,
who say it was a lot of fun, even if they didn't win Rox-

Bud

recalls.

anne, or a

"We

TV

set.

that over half of our stunts are not toocontrived, or don't involve special apparatus. That's so

All stunts are tried in

advance so Bud knows how they're done.

see to

it

people at home can do the stunts at parties. I got a big
bang out of seeing two kids, wait- (continued on pace 621
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A PEACH AT THE BEACH
\

The new look

in

swim

suits

promises

Mamie Van Doren

a season of compliments.

wears "Baby Doll" by Catalina. This
suit,

a blend of cotton and orlon.

Pique saw-tooth edging.

$13.95.

32-36. Turquoise, pink, corn silk.

Mamie
2

is

in U-I's

"Yankee Pasha."

Bright white elasticized Laton

taffeta

by Rose Marie Reid. Fully

shirred, adjustable to the

body

lines,

modeled by Elaine Stewart. Boned
in

bra with graceful drape. $19.95.

10-18.

3

Blue, yellow, black, pink, brown.

Another Rose Marie Reid

bengaline,
glass

fit.

worn by Jan

Hour-

an array

of colors.

Elaine models this suit by Brilliant. Sells

for about $11.

Sizes 32-38.

It is of

The

Laton

MGM's

In frosty pink, ice blue

by Jordan.
glasses from

Sizes, 32-38.

Ben

taffeta Lastex.

colors: shocking pink, lilac

blue. Elaine appears in
5

Sterling.

Petal bra edged in pearls. $25.

Sizes 10 to 16 in

4

suit, of fine

and

light

"Brigadoon."

and charcoal,

this

Price, about $9.

Orion suit

Sun

Franklin; Scott Stores. 98c.

Here Jan, whose next

film

is

models a Celaperm Lastex
sells for

about

The

$11.

or blue with white

"The High And The Mighty
suit

by Jordan.

color choice

gingham check.

"Check This," a swim

suit

£

brown check

The new fashion touch

for

summer

swim wear deserves the "blue
store, write

ribbon."

Fashion Dept.,

Screenland Magazine, 10 E. 40

50

Sizes 32-38.

In 32 to 38.

Royal, red, green or

For nearest

black, red

by Catalina

Acetate and Lastex knit for body
sleekness. $7.95.

is

St.,

It

N.Y.C

"

Cosmetics that

glow, add a faint blush to

will give her a

her cheek, a delicate luminosity to her skin are the

ones a young bride should use on that all-important day

MAKE UP FOR TH
An

new make-up

enchanting

that might

have been devised especially

DuBarry's Fair-and-Peachy

for brides is

of this lovely picture go

.

Into the

making

DuBarry Flatter-Glo creamy -flowing

foundation and light-as-a-kiss face powder, both in the
Fair shade; Bloom, a

new

concept of rouge and a

new

new

texture that spreads on like a blush; and Peach-Pink Lipstick,
lustrous and color-lasting.

Make-up,

$1.10,

Lipstick, $1.10

eyelash

boon

A

of

make-up

to brides.

floral

Face Powder, $1 and

and

Vogue Products

DuBarry Flatter-Glo Fluid
$2;

Hollywood

that's

offers

Lash-Kote, a liquid

genuinely waterproof.

Lash-Kote

is 25<>

for

Y8

fail

is

perfect for a bride.

form cologne

prices plus tax.)

BY YSEULTE SIMONE

at $1.25.

Now

A

fluid oz

perfume, like Coty's Muguet des Bois

and romance,

$1.10;

$1.50.

(Lily of the Valley), age-old symbol of
love

in solid

Bloom

real

-

!

BY YSEULTE SIMONE

|n Hollywood there is a scheme of make-up which
I make-up artists refer to as the "young bride's"
make-up and it is precisely what I would recommend
wedding ceremony.
Dolores Dorn, Warner Bros, starlet now appearing
in "The Bounty Hunter," posed for a few pictures for us
illustrating this natural type of make-up and I am sure
you will agree that she looks lovely. The secret is
that she has used the cosmetics to highlight her own
for a

beauty rather than for artificial effect.
Choose foundation and face powder in shades just a
little lighter than your complexion. Apply foundation
first in tiny dabs over neck and face and rub it in until
there is none left on the skin surface. Next, apply a
little cream rouge, blending it lightly into the skin with
fingertips. Then pat on face powder generously. Whisk
away the surplus with a fresh cotton or clean puff.
Your lipstick should be in the same light tone as your
rouge. Blot lips well, then apply a second coat to
center of the lips. Blot again to be sure you'll leave
no lipstick on the bridegroom when the time comes.

Brush the powder from your eyebrows and, if they
it, darken them ever so lightly with a sharp eye-

need

brow

pencil, using short, light strokes in direction of

Apply a touch of mascara to lashes
and while still damp brush them out with a clean mascara brush to give them a soft, full look.
Remember that final touch of fragrance. Here again,
no exaggeration ... a light floral perfume, youthful and
fresh so that as you pass down the aisle you'll be as
sweetly scented and lovely as the bouquet you carry.
the hair growth.

Of TV's feminine players of Scrabble, the best and most consistent winners are Faye
Emerson and Dorothy Kilgallen, according to Maggi. As for herself, she keeps mum!

Songstar Lucieime Boyer joins Vanessa
Brown, Courtney Burr at Hotel Plaza.

MAGGI'S PRIVATE WIRE
Fisher's

Eddie

these days

former

is

pastime

favorite
to try

to help his

Georgie

classmate,

school

dates,

Eddie

can't

accept

he suggests Georgie

.

.

.

given

.

.

for the

himself

crooner sweepstakes. If he doesn't
make it, he'll concentrate on movie
and stage work. Doesn't want to have
to go on singing for his supper in
.

.

.

Ben Lyon and Bebe

Daniels, their

daughter, Barbara, and son, Richard
are filming a new TV series in London
for release in the U.S. later this

Sum-

They will soon return to New
York and Hollywood for personal apmer.

Visitors-to-be

and
54

:

Bebe Daniels, Ben Lyon,
Barbara and Richard.

their children,

in

England

.

.

.

Forsythe, currently

time film greats in Hollywood, will

months to become
TV's biggest drawing card in the

night clubs

Handsome John

.

.

has

the resumption of their

with David

be held in trust for her

Damone
Vicanother
six

new movie

Company. Both Ben and Bebe, one-

It's a toss-up as to who is TV's best
Scrabble player: Dorothy Kilgallen or
Faye Emerson on the distaff side,

.

a

singing

.

males

make

the outskirts of

co-starring on the

adopted children, Christina,
four
Christopher, Cathy and Cindy

Dave Garroway or John Daly

London and

home on

video careers on British Broadcasting

Joan Crawford's telefilm series,
planned for release after Labor Day,
is owned by Joan herself. After initial
costs have bee% paid, all future profits
will go to Joan; her earnings from the
series will

fashionable

TV

Shaw, make the grade singing on

—when

pearances before flying back to their

Wayne

New York

stage

"Teahouse Of
The August Moon," purchased a new
hi

"Red Garters"
a table at

star

Mocambo

Joanne Gilbert shares
with Michael Rayhill.

Soon

to

in a new show on Broadway, Jackie Cooper and Peggy Ann Garner
weekend at Charles and Lillian Brown's Hotel at Loch Sheldrake, N.Y.

appear

relax during a

Hollywood just so they could visit
with old friends before the birth of

By

home
for

it

MAGGI McNELLIS

their

in Stamford, Connecticut. Paid
out of his TV appearances
.

.

.

k

Jeffreys and Bob Sterling
of their "Topper"

had several

series shot

in

New York

instead of

.

.

.

Liberace next plans to take over the
Harp field. He spends two hours a
day practicing on a miniature stringed
instrument specially constructed for

him

Anne

baby

in the

shape of an

L

.

.

.

Charlie Applewhite, Texas' answer
to

Eddie Fisher,

is

actually embarras-

sed about all the publicity he's received as "another Eddie Fisher"
the youthful singer wishes people

wouldn't make comparisons. The reason? He's an Eddie Fisher fan
.

.

.

that Joan Caulfield and Barry
NOW
Nelson have clicked with

their

"My

Favorite Husband" series, they
will make a full-length screen version of the popular video program a
end
la "The Long, Long, Trailer."
.

.

.

Tops In Movie Music
Be sure to get Doris Day's "I Speak To
The Stars" and "The Blue Bells Of
from

Broadway,"

her

latest

musical,

"Lucky Me." Don't be surprised if "I
Speak To The Stars" turns out to be
another Columbia smash like Doris' "SeDecca's "Glenn Miller
cret Love"
Story" album, direct from the film's
.

.

.

RECORD
ROUNDUP

sound track, is still selling faster than
any other album, although Victor's
"Glenn Miller Memorial" album is not

Dean Martin's "Hey
The Wine" and "I'd Cry
Like A Baby" for Capitol shows he can
do lots more than just be straight man
You'll enjoy Norfor Jerry Lewis
man Brooks' "3-D Sweetie" for Zodiac,
a cute novelty number, which is backed
by "Candy Moon," with Norman soundfar

behind

.

.

.

Brother, Pour

.

.

by JANE PICKENS

.

ing less like Al Jolson than usual
Rosemary Clooney sings "Brave Man,"
from her film, "Red Garters," and "Tomorrow I'll Dream And Remember," a
haunting ballad imported from Sweden,
.

.

waxing

MGM's Rene

Touzet and his orchestra,

Columbia

.

.

NBC

the

Jane also appears on the

.

"The Continental,"
from "The Gay Divorcee," and "Tenderly," from "Torch Song," in sparkling
fashion. "Tenderly," you will notice, is
done in a bouncy rumba-mambo beat
Gene Kelly's "Song And Dance Man,"
an Extended Play MGM delight, features,
in song and sound, "The Daughter Of
Rosie O'Grady," "Ida! Sweet As Apple
Cider," "Moonlight Bay" and "Let Yourself
Go!"
MGM's Tommy Mara is most
impressive singing "Without A Word Of
Warning," from "Two For Tonight," and
commendable on the reverse with "More
Than Ever"
Stan Kenton's arranger,
Pete Rugolo, now has his own band
recording
for
Columbia
and plays
"Laura," from the film of the same name,
.

.

radio network on

Thursday 10:35—11:00 P.M. EDT.

ABC-TV network on Sunday

in Latin tempo, play

.

is

heard coast-to-coast on

.

for her latest

for

The "Jane Pickens Show"

.

9:15—9:30 P.M. EDT.

evening

.

.

.

.

tribute to the great Stan
of 1940
.

.

Kenton band

.

.

.

never heard it played before
and couples it with "Early Stan," a jazz
as you've

and

arranged

La Rosa, who's been making so
much dough and progress since Godjrey
gave him the boot, has an excellent waxing for Cadence in "Have A Heart" and
Julius

"When You're In Love." His movie debut
Billy
is now somewhat in doubt
.

.

.

Eckstine's "Lost In Loveliness" and
"Don't Get Around Much Anymore" for

MGM

sung,

a

Get

"Don't

yet,

Around Much Anymore,"

Other Toppers

.

.

"Lost In Loveliness," from "Girl In Pink
Tights," is true-flavored Eckstine, richly

Duke

Elling-

ton tune, also fits Billy's style note for
note
Johnnie Ray's eccentric style is
changing for quieter and better results as
you'll hear with "Destiny" and "Such A
.

.

.

Night" his latest for Columbia
"Won't
You Forgive Me" and "Somewhere There
Is Someone," by Lou Monte, Victor's
promising new discovery, are two appealingly styled and sung ballads
Dependable Georgia Gibbs is solid all
the way with both "I'll Always Be Happy
With You" and "My Sin," her current
.

.

.

.

.

are two of his finest recordings.

.

Mercury click
"Come Along With Me"
and "It's Easy To Remember," Sarah
.

.

.

Vaughn's current release for Mercury,
Teresa
deeply in the groove
Brewer's "Jilted" and "Le Grand Tour
De L'Amour" for Coral is a two-sided
hit
One of the better Calypso tunes
is "Hold 'Em Joe" by Harry Belafonte
for Victor. He backs it nicely with a
folk song, "I'm Just A Country Boy"
is

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Grab Bag
Arthur Godfrey's "Soft Squeeze, Baby"
and "June, Spoon, Moon" are typical
tongue-in-cheek tunes for the easy-going
wag
"Crazy Mixed Up Song" and
"Lonesome," by Peter Lind Hayes and
Mary Healy for Essex, are an entertaining coupling well worth having, "Crazy
Mixed Up Song" being one of the year's
best novelty numbers
Joe "Fingers"
Carr, with a grand assist from the CarrHops, whacks out "Until Sunrise" and
"Humoresque" on his upright ragtime
piano for a wonderful Capitol disc
You'll stop fuming about Frank Sinatra's
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

antics,

we

.

.

hope, after hearing his de-

lightful Capitol

Lovers" ...

album, "Songs For Young
end

Fashion's newest

what Hollywood

summer look -the sophisticated "baby dress" by Madeleine Fau

itself is

talking about!
[CONTINUED FROM PACE

another

11]

Their film is
called "The Biggest Flop On Earth" so
you can guess the name of the one they
satirized without too much brain-strain.
circus

picture.

DRY

Prior to her return to active show busiLogan gave the town some of
its best entertainment at private parties.
At the veddy social Frank Tack's, this
Scotch miss gave out with numbers as if
she were a juke box, followed by Eileen
Farrell, the opera-recording-radio star,
ness, Ella

who was

Hollywood

in

tossed

Ella

herself

a

briefly.

underarms
have no odor

Then

birthday shindig

that just wouldn't quit. One of the most
spectacular birthday gifts Ella received
was from Liz Whitney, who walked in
with the largest bottle of champagne a
gal could carry it was almost as big as
Ella. One of the nicest and most attractive gals at the party, and the center
of attention, was the very courageous
Boni Beuhler, all done up
mink and

—

m

evening dress. The boys flock around
this wonderful gal, who hopes to be
walking before long.
Attracting

underarms
cant stain

much

attention as the
ballet stars when the Ballet Theatre paid
Hollywood a visit, was the 1927 vintage
Rolls Royce which showed up in front of
the Philharmonic Auditorium. Swarms
as

of curious people flocked around the car,
which is owned by the extremely handsome Charles Davis, of the fabulously
wealthy Hawaiian Davis family. Charles,

a talented singer-pianist, spent some
three thousand dollars bringing the old
car back to life and it commands more
attention than the new Mercedes-Benz
that Gary Cooper recently imported from
Italy.

—

you it's easy for Guy Madison to
around town with his various dates
because practically nobody recognizes
him in his city clothes. Guy, slim and
trim, usually wears the conventional
Tell

get

dark blue suits, white shirts, black ties
a far cry from his Wild Bill Hickok
garb, so it's like he had on a disguise.

was

sad thing that Hollywood
a woman filed suit against
Suzan Ball for an automobile accident
which occurred before Suzan lost the
It

heard

a

when

only

fight and had to have her leg amputated.
However, Suzan's learning to walk again
and should be Mrs. Richard Long by the
time you read this. She'll go right along
with her career, too.
END
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Fresh
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underarms dry.
• Trust your loveliest clothes to Fresh.
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Never

sticky or gritty.
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effectiveness for

its
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Some

EXCLUSIVE MOVIE GOSSIP
[CONTINUED FROM PACE
to quell the riot.

The

who

private nurse

had been on the sound stages of "Star Is
Born" every day, quit and walked out. It
looks as though Judy is headed for more
stormy weather, and her biography has
been full of it.
Virginia Burroughs, one of
bo's close friends, arrived in

Greta Gar-

Hollywood

and took the town by storm with her
lavish parties most of them tossed in
honor of handsome, young Michael Rayhill who is being groomed for starring
roles on the Universal-International lot.
There's no fanfare on the Rayhill grooming, but screen tests are said to have
proven the actor to be a combination of
Gregory Peck and Rock Hudson. He'll
be called in for immediate work if and

—

when Tony

Curtis decides to take a sus-

Meanwhile, Piper Laurie, Lori
Nelson and Joanne Gilbert have been

pension.

casting appreciative glances in Rayhill's
direction
.

.

.

Phil Silvers, the "Top Banana" star,
and Judy Lynn, who sang in the same
film, were at odds over the comics' over-

22]

up-to-date on Rita Hayworth's troubles
in her new marriage to Dick Haymes.
Some of Aly's friends thought His Highness still would have taken her back if
he could have gotten her, before Gene
Tierney, that

is

.

.

.

Cleo Moore and Melinda Markey are at
looking-daggers stage, all because
they both think Lance Fuller is a dreamboat
.

brass

.

ment

.

.

The only tiffing Lucille Ball and Desi
Arnaz admit to concerns the offer made
Desi to star in the soon-to-be-produced
film about Marco Polo. Lucy feels they
are such a great success together neither
one should do anything alone
.

.

.

MGM

Joni James, the
Records star, received $10,000 for a single week's singing
engagement at the Town Casino in
Buffalo. Shelley Winters has only been
offered half that fee for a similar engagement, because she's now considered "a
risky booking"
.
.

a famed

.

Debbie Reynolds has shifted her attenFlynn no kin to
Errol and both Tab Hunter and Bob

—

—

Wagner

couldn't be more chagrined. The
boys are worried, since Debbie has always been the perfect foil for their cafebarbecue-premiere doings
.

.

at

tions to Dr. Michael

the

.

top

the

of

steamship company were put on the carpet trying to explain how a movie company incorporated the firm's name into
the title of a questionable nicker. The
highly controversial film has caused the
shipping concern no end of embarrass-

.

.

a youthful New York
the belle Marlon Brando

Mars,

Janice

songstress,

prefers

.

.

is
.

MGM

is tempting Eleanor Holm Rose
with an offer for her life story the early
part, anyway. They want it as a screen
vehicle for Esther Williams; who else?

—

.

Tone

Franchot
tickets

to

a

bought

different

.

Mona Knox

Broadway show

every evening to keep her busy until he
finished his chores in the play, "Oh, Men!

Oh, Women!"

.

.

.

Audrey Hepburn in New York.
But La Lynn had nothing to worry about,
the lovely Audrey is thoroughly smitten
with Mel Ferrer and doesn't care who
knows it. The Silvers-Lynn duetting has
resumed and may wind up at the altar

tures to

.

.

Gilbert Roland's long-lashed romantic
glances are aimed at Patricia McCormick,
the lady bullfighter ...

John Hodiak has been playing the field,
speaking from Claudette
Thornton to Natalie Schaeffer to Nina
Foch despite the rumors that he hopes

—

romantically

—

to reconcile

with

Anne Baxter

.

.

.

Three of Red Buttons' writers are ready
pack up and head for the booby hatch.
The funnyman's temperament is just too
to

exhausting to take. The trio of script
writers have already announced they will
not be part of the comedian's pending
Hollywood movie assignment
.

.

.

Singer Guy Mitchell offended some of
the best people in Houston, Texas, during
what was supposed to be a goodwill
junket to that city to arouse interest in
Paramount's "Red Garters" premiere. His
only quotable bit of chit chat at a chic
soiree in the Hotel Shamrock's Cork
Club was, "Where are the dames?"
.

.

.

Kathryn Grayson's contract for her
singing stint at the Sahara in Las Vegas
had a clause stipulating that "anyone
upsetting her emotionally is to be evicted
from the room." But it turned out she
didn't need the protection even when exhusband Johnny Johnston ringsided with
his newest bride, Shirley Carmel
.

Aly Khan had

New York

.

.

and Los

Angeles newspapers flown to him daily in
the South of France in order to keep him
58

A

worried Dick Haymes, out for an airing in New York with Rita and Brutus,
an uncertain future. Rita insists she'll stick by him no matter what.

faces

saying no to all
stage
producers. His intensely practical reaction to the legitimate theatre is "too
much work for not enough money"
.

Clark Gable

offers

made

is

still

1

him by Broadway

to

.

.

Ralph Meeker was all set to quit the
and take over the starring
role in "The Pajama Game" in the part
cast of "Picnic"

ISIS BRA

declined by Van Johnson, but the producers couldn't meet his salary and billing demands. He's continuing his singing
and dancing lessons, hoping for the second male lead in MGM's forthcoming

Gene Kelly-Dolores Gray
Voodoo and witchcraft

filmusical
rituals in

.

.

for a

"LOVLEE"

figure

.

dim-

New

York, Chicago, San
Francisco and Hollywood are becoming
popular with film players. The "sticka-pin-in-a-doll" sessions are drawing
standee gawkers Coast-to-Coast
cellars

lit

in

.

.

.

Hildegarde Neff has a fatal fascination
married movie actors. The latest to
fall under her spell is a British flicker
for

star

who makes most

Hollywood

.

.

of his millions in

.

rhymes with "nice-is". one
you'll see why! Every Grant

I'sis

Van Johnson's

a source of concern to his chums.

His
constant bickering in public with wife
Evie isn't helping make his life happier.
Intimates say their battling out loud concerns a very famous stage and screen

whose name would make your

actress

eyes bulge

...

Arthur

Since

Godfrey

La Rosa, the youthful

fired

.

Stitch in cotton, ny-

is

visit

W. 17 GRANT CO.

Julius

broidered

sheer. (Right) Spiral
Stitch Strapless in
cotton broadcloth. A-

your nearest Grants today!

REPLACEMENT GUARANTEE

1

emnylon

lon taffeta or

featuring I'sis bras in more styles, designs
and fabrics than you've ever seen in one place
before. For more in fit, fashion and flattery,

store

B-C cups; each $1.50

YEAR

505 stores coast to coast

•

singer's earnings

to date have passed the $200,000 mark,
with more to come from Hollywood
screen assignments
.

(Tap Left) Spiral

. .

wearing and

recent dizzy spells are

new,

safe,

All-ln-One

.

capsule discovery for
Danny Kaye

flunking of turning producer early next year the stage show to
be a Broadway musical with Irving Berlin songs and Danny in the show as the
star. The plot would be based on the life
and times of Antoine, the celebrated
Paris hairdresser
is

—

.

.

.

Miriam Franklin held out on the reconciliation bit with Gene Nelson just
to teach him a lesson, but there will
never be anyone else in the world for
her, and What Can You Do About
Love?
.

.

Monique Van Vooren stepped out

of

the cast of the Broadway musical revue,
"Almanac," the week before the show's
producers, Harry Rigby and Michael
Grace, made a picture deal to have the
show produced on film a la "New Faces"

and "Top Banana." When Monique heard
of the pending Hollywood version she
tried to get back into the cast, but producers Rigby and Grace weren't having
any of it, and the Van Vooren lass is now
shopping around for another crack at
Movietown ...
end

ASY REDUCING

thing after another to reduce, spent dollars, and you're
still too fat? Here is a new wonderful capsule that helps
you take off pounds and inches of ugly fat, easily and
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—
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ROAIVIIIM'

O'BRIE
Americans

Rome these days say
many movie stars
as in Hollywood. Among

in

there are almost as

on hand there

the visitors from Hollywood are

EdSan
Juan. Eddie's in "The Barefoot Contessa" with Ava Gardner and Humphrey Bogart but on the days he is
off, the O'Briens go roamin' in Rome!

mond O'Brien and

Eddie and Olga review the travel tips given them
by Rossano Brazzi, another co-star in "Contessa."

his wife Olga

—

Lost at the start! But luckily they learn the police in Rome
speak English, French, German and Spanish besides Italian.

Americans get together wherever they are. Some GI's
recognize Eddie and ply him with questions about home.

Legend says that a coin thrown into the Fountain of
means the tosser will come back to Rome again.

The Roman Forum has particular

Trevi
6J

he

appeared as

Casca

in

the

interest

to

Eddie, for

movie of "Julius Caesar."

Charlton Heston's

marriage survive?
.

.

.

even though he and his lovely wife

live

a world

apart? Is their love strong enough to bridge the

2000 miles between Hollywood and Chicago
movies and television?
Find out how
couple

this

.

.

glamorous and successful young

made marriage and

their conflicting careers

pay double dividends.

read:
"I

Married

in the exciting

An

Actress"

June issue of

Silver Screen

Magazine

only 15c

Now on

sale at newsstands

—
not easy to grow up, to go graceinto dating without being selfconscious and awkward. Piper, like millions of other girls, found this out the
It's

fully

hard way.

why

to me," Piper explains,
important that young people
how to get along with the opposite

"That's
is so

"it

know
sex, know how

to act,

what

to say.

wasn't considered very popular in
high school. I guess I was too shy. I
didn't know the glib, bright things to
say. Sometimes if you were a girl with a
"I

you wore your boy

'personality'

friend's

You might

sweater.

look awful in it,
but you were popular! Well, I didn't
wear any boy's sweater. One day, a girl
who was considered 'the end' and one
who belonged to the 'right' crowd came
over to me in school and said very
seriously, oh, very very seriously, 'Rosetta,

we

think you're awfully cute, but

you

don't have much of a personality!'
"She didn't explain what she meant
by a personality, and I never knew just

what kind of a personality I didn't have."
The qualities that make us so irresistible as teen-agers are not the qualities
that are necessarily attractive in maturity.

Certainly Piper Laurie

is

proof of that.

As a teen-ager, Piper didn't date often,
and when she did she dated sensibly.
Chandler's been a friend of Piper Laurie's for many years, but there's
no hint of romance to the friendship. Dick Contino's her most constant date.

Jeff

"It's healthy, normal and right that
young people of fourteen and fifteen
should want to date. It's good for them
to have fun like school dances, playing

—

records, going to the movies.

CAN A GIRL DATE TOO YOUNG?
[CONTINUED FROM PACE

delinquency at so high a rate the matmuch freedom in dating has
to be considered, says Piper.
ter of too

think parents must have confidence
in their child. I think a child must have
respect for his parents. And if there has
been the proper kind of home life, then
I feel it is not wrong for girls and boys
to date early in their teens. It is so important to know the secret of getting
along with people. You only learn this
by being allowed to go out, to mingle.
They say this is a man's world! Well,
girls, go on out and learn about them,"
Piper advises laughingly. "If you can!"
"I

Piper likes to remember the first time
she heeded this kind of advice and
started to learn about men.
"I

my

was eleven years old when

I

had

And do you know what we did
when we got to his house? We sat on

shy.

the floor and read all his comic books!"
Piper didn't have another date until
two years later. At the age of thirteen,
she ran headlong into a young man who

was considerably bolder than Irving.
"He invited me to a birthday party.
We had dinner at his home and played
games like Spin-the-Bottle. It was then

me

he could kiss me. Before
I could answer, and before I could get
over my excitement at the prospect of
really being kissed ( you see this was the
first time) he took me in his arms, bent
me way back a la Rudolph Valentino and
kissed me! I was terribly disappointed.
All I could feel was an awful kink in my
back. And you know I don't even remember his name!"
he asked

"Of course," Piper continues, "there
all kinds of characters in the world.
There are many teen-age boys who are
rude, disrespectful and most unpleasant,
and if a girl is too young she doesn't
know how to cope with them. I never
ran into this sort of unpleasantness, because first of all, I always wanted my
parents to meet the boy. And if a boy is
willing to meet your family, you can be
sure he's not rude or wild or anything
are

29]

if

—

date with a fascinating member
He was eleven, too.
was probably the happiest moment of

like that.

person

I

think you attract the type of

you are

adolescent years,

yourself.

During

my

can honestly say I
never bumped into one of those 'reckless,
I

ruthless, villainous males!'

Maybe

little

Rosetta Jacobs was too 'square.'
"I suppose," Piper concludes, "all those
girls who are so popular in high school
get married and live happily ever after!"
And the ones they thought were
"squares"
they turn into beautiful
and glamourous movie stars!
END
.

.

.

first

of the opposite sex!
It

MEMBER OF THE FAMILY

life when he asked me to go to a
movie with him, and I don't suppose I

my

shall ever get that

having a young

same

man

again
I'm in love with

ask me for a date! His name was Irving,"
she said, sighing a little, though she
hadn't seen the object of her childhood
affections for years.

"One day he asked me to go to the
movies with him! I was ecstatic! My first
date! And my mother said I could go.
She knew Irving's family. Well, it was
unforgettable. We went to the movies,
then out for a sandwich and a Coke, and
back to Irving's house. I don't think we
did much talking. We were both rather
62
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thrill

ing in line for a

Sunday night broadcast,

doing a stunt we'd used the night before
a suitcoat-swapping deal."
The screen-door stunt is more complicated, but is so popular, it's a regular fea-

—

The name comes from the first such
stunt built around a screen door and a
balloon a package had to be snatched up
before the door could close and break the
balloon.
"Like plots," says Bud, "there are only
so many basic stunts. We spend four
ture.

—

hours every Thursday at Liederkrantz

Hall (CBS studio), with a gang of actors
hired to try out the stunts, to make sure
they're workable. Some of the letterwriters gripe about tough stunts, but we
know they're not merely possible, but are
probable. I also have to know how these
are done, because a contestant will sometimes attack one with a totally different
approach. His way might be better, or
might handicap him too much. One thing
for sure, we don't award prizes to the
losers if we did, it would cheapen the
winners' rewards.

—

"I've decided," he went on, "that the
contestants' ability moves in cycles. The
they're so
best are the newlyweds.

Why

know. On the other hand,
people who've been married for five
years, or so, are apt to be quite nervous
on the show. But the couples who've
been married for thirty-five or forty years
breeze through things perhaps because
they're used to life's squalls."
You've probably taken Bud's easy hancapable,

I

don't

—

the "Clock" festivities pretty
much for granted right? Actually, he's
carrying an awful lot in his head and no
script to help. Must remember to say
this, must not say that. Every stunt has
to be sharply etched up-top in Mr. C,
and there are always the slipups, the possible double entendres dreaded, even in
dling

his sleep,

—

by every emcee.
a Williams graduate, has a law

is

degree from Fordham. He switched from
lawyer, to singer, to actor (Superman was
his role for twelve years), to radio announcer ("Cavalcade Of America").
the former Marian Shockley, who used to be a big-time radio actress. The Collyers have three children,
Patricia, Cynthia Ann, and Michael (ages
sixteen, fourteen, twelve). The family is
at the mercy of one Siamese cat, two

His wife

Up

5

to

w:ek

lbs.

«**

Dr

•sr*

French poodles.
At the start of
sometimes known
movie-queen June
married Stu Irwin,
tinued on and up,

and two miniature

his

career,

the

as

Collyer.

and

Bud was

brother

of

When June

retired,

Bud

.

as before, but

minus

—

—

—

—

!

—
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[Send your songs or poems today. Music
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.

does get into so many of the
nation's homes every week, you'll be glad
to know a few more nice facts about him.
First, he doesn't call lady contestants
dear, or darling, a la night clubs. And
he's the kind of pal who helps radio-TV

Since

—

con-

references to June. Now June is making
a comeback via the TV show in which she
co-stars with Stu. "They're doing nicely," says Bud, of whom June is the sis.

Reduce to a slimmer more graceful figure the way Dr. Phillips
without missing a single
without starving
recommends
a scientific way which guarantees
meal! Here for you NOW
or YOU PAY
you can lose as much weight as you wish
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and safe to lose those ugly, fatty bulges. Each and every week you
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Now at last you have the doctors' new modern way to reduce to
acquire that dreamed about silhouette, an improved slimmer, exciting,
more graceful figure. Simply chew delicious improved Formula Dr.
Phillips Kelpidine Chewing Gum and follow Dr. Phillips Pliin. This
wholesome, rasty delicious Kelpidine Chewing Gum contains Hexitol,
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Enjoy chewing this delicious gum and reduce with Dr. Phillips
12
Plan. Try it for 12 days, then step on the scale. You'll hardly
DAY
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is

canaries, one parakeet

ter of.

CHEWING GUM!
REDUCE

of

—

Bud

CHEW IMPROVED FORMULA

Records, copies, copyright furnished.

Bud

newcomers

no

quietly,

fanfare.

have helped many new writers

their first success. Let us try to help you.
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—
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Picture yourself learning to be a moneymaking professional artist, in spare
time at home! It can be. In 40 years

Faced

with his crime, he admits, "When I was
starting, a couple of producers called me,
out of the blue, gave me work. When I
asked how come, they said that Charlie
Cantor (actor), and some others, had put
in a good word for me. I'm simply passing the favor along."
Here's final proof that Bud is a superemcee. When Jan Murray's "Dollar A
Second" was newly on the TV-air, Jan
ran into a spot of trouble on the show,
promptly yelped, "Warm up Bud Coll-

We
find

we've taught

many

of America's great-

— by mail. If you have talent,

est artists
we can give

you

the

same

start!

VsaW^i

yer!"
"I was watching that night," says Bud,
with a big grin, "nearly fell out of my
chair laughing when he (Jan) said that.
He's a swell guy, and we've talked a lot
about his show since then. He's really
caught the spirit of it, is doing a marvelous job."
As indeed Jan is, but, even so, when
things got all snarled up on a recent Sunday show, what do you think he did? He
looked at the camera, and yelled, "Send

Bud
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were hurled, and the customary
Brando questions were traded in the open
market: is he wilfully unreliable? is he
jectures

BEHIND THE BRANDO HEADLINES
[CONTINUED FROM PACE

27]

confused, neurotic, an escapist?

porary

loss of concentration.

But

in fif-

Broadway stage managing,
have seldom worked with a player who

teen years of
I

accepted criticism in a healthier fashion
than did Marlon; and I have met few
actors more devoted to their profession.
Backstage at the Barrymore, we were
familiar with Brando's "eccentricities"
long before they were publicized in magazines and gossip columns. His casual
habits of dress; his "Bohemian" apartment; his unusual pets; his motorcycle;
his "entourage" of admirers; the manner
in which he figuratively tweaked the
noses of pompous interviewers and the
overly curious all these characteristics

—

were part and parcel of the young

man

we knew—and whom we came to love.
I cannot recall that many writers of
that

era

—

Marlon spoke of his plans his hopes.
He reviewed his fondness for travel;
earnestly stressing the fact that he felt he
had learned much about people and the
world during his trips to Europe.
I next saw Brando in the basement
chapel of the Hoboken Church of St.
Peter and St. Paul, where my own acting was done for the film. I was impressed again, as I had been during our
days together, with Marlon's
approach to his work. Although he conveys utter naturalness on screen, Marlon
is a "thinking" actor at all times.
A few days after we finished "On The
theatrical

Waterfront," Brando was in headlines
again; this time because of his flight from
"The Egyptian." And once more the con-

tions.

For me, evaluating the recent Brando
headlines in view of long association with
the actor, I should say that a new dimension has come to light in the many-sided
character the public has come to know
as Marlon Brando. This freshly-viewed
quality has always been latent in Marlon's make-up. I have a notion that
whatever lies behind Marlon's latter-day
decisions, there is also to be found a
very special kind of personal courage.
I

believe the greatest chapters of The
to be written.
END

Brando Story are yet

mentioned Marlon's humility,

his affectionate attitude toward his coworkers, his loyalty to friends, his quick
defense of the under-dog, his personal

generosity, or his unruffled good nature in
some very trying situations of the type
that occur in the backstage world. But
those things are true, too, and should be
part of a portrait of Brando the person.

After Marlon went to Hollywood, I saw
infrequently. When I did run into
him, it was only briefly— and there was
little opportunity for me to learn if his
experiences in pictures had changed him.

him

had read and discounted most of the
yarns that were printed about him. But
had a hunch that Marlon hadn't
I
I

changed, basically, despite his great sucone can never be certain.
Still

cess.

I do not pretend to be able to sit in
judgment, to say that Marlon is clearly
wrong or right. But I do think I have
one of the answers to the Brando ques-

—

HOLLYWOOD'S MYSTERY GIRL
[CONTINUED FROM PACE

accompany such a sharp break in a life.
"It was fortunate that two days after
I got my divorce I had to leave for Egypt
on location for 'Valley Of The Kings,'
Eleanor comments. "I was gone two
months and I worked constantly so all
this

was

me

in the readjustment.
a great help to bury myself in

helped

It

my

work. It forced my mind off personal
problems. With all that there was to
cope with on a location in Egypt there
just wasn't much time for me to concentrate on myself."

25]

It was while she was in Egypt that rumors started about a romance between
her and her co-star, Robert Taylor.
"Bob and I both expected there would
be romance talk Egypt is supposed to be
a romance background and we were

—

—

only surprised it didn't start sooner,"
Eleanor grins. "But this time the old
bromide is truly true I assure you we're
just good friends. We don't date at all.
Bob dates Ursula Thiess and I go out
with several different friends."
Lighting a cigarette she hasn't yet

—

—

announced that
it was
Kazan would shoot Budd Schulberg's
new script, "On The Waterfront," in the
New York area, I received a call from
Shortly after

Elia

the director's office asking
to play in the film.

me

to

stand

by

Naturally, I was elated to work with
Kazan again and with other old friends:
Karl Maiden and Rudy Bond from the

—

—

original "Streetcar" cast and, of course,
with Brando, who stars in the picture.

was a damp, raw day when I was
to location in Hoboken, New
Jersey, for my first work on the movie.
Looking for Kazan I ran into Brando.
He wore a typical longshoreman's outfit,
complete with leather jacket and high,
laced shoes. A wardrobe man was "agIt

summoned

ing" Marlon's shoes for the camera;
daubing them with paint that quickly
caked to resemble mud. Brando's face
looked strangely different beneath his
"pancake" movie make-up. I discovered
that both his upper eyelids had been
puffed out with putty just beneath the
brows, to give the effect of a countenance
that had survived several brawls.
All at once, Marlon looked up. He recWith a shout, he flung his
arms around me in a rough-and-tumble
bear-hug. He clapped me affectionately
on the back and I had no doubt of the
genuineness of his greeting, and very little doubt that this was indeed the Brando of pre-Hollywood days.

ognized me.

—

G+

of romantic Egypt brought rumors of romance when Bob Taylor
All unfounded, says EI!
and Eleanor Parker went there for their new film

The background

.

.

.

—

to stop smoking and
smiling softly she says, "Let's just say for
the record that I'm not now in any serious romantic frame of mind. The only
things I'm concentrating on are my children and my work, the things I really

made up her mind

love.

"I spend a lot of time with Susan,
Sharon, and Richard," she beams. "They're
five and a half, three and a half, and
one and a half. And if I do say so myand very well
self, they're good children
behaved. I don't think I spoil them at
least, I hope I don't. I have little use for
this progressive business, the modern
psychology in the bringing up of youngsters that stresses the theory of 'Let them
express themselves.' I don't think I overstress discipline either. I try to reason
with them. I don't just say 'No.' I give
them reasons for the things I ask of them.
I think I succeed in looking at my children objectively and yet I know I give
them all the love and attention and affection they should have."
Eleanor is a most accomplished mother
but she would be the last person to say
that she is domestically inclined. The
business of cleaning the house, washing
the dishes, and the other chores of the
housewife hold no interest for her.
"'I love the home circle," she went on,
"but I'm better at managing a household
than I am at doing the actual duties. I
don't care much about eating. I can be
perfectly content with a cheeseburger
and a milk shake at a drive-in. All the
fancy foods and steaks give me no great
thrill. I think it will be delightful when
the day comes when you can just take

—

—
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difficult to keep on an even keel
Hollywood and not to go off balance,"
she says sincerely. "You have to keep a
level head and your feet on the ground.
It's quite a temptation to think you deserve all the attention you get, and to be
impressed by the concern everyone has
for you. Stars are made to feel important by the exaggerated attention shown
them night and day. You have to remember that once you start believing
your own publicity, you've had it.
"This doesn't mean you have to think
you're nothing. It's silly to be falsely
modest. You have to have pride in what
you're doing and feel that you're contributing something. You have to believe
you're worthwhile. But, at the same time,
you have to remind yourself constantly
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that this business can get along without
you any day. There is no such thing as
the indispensable star."

See now why Eleanor Parker is the
mystery girl? Her un-Hollywood philosophy, so atypical of a movie queen, and
her unpublicized private life combine to
keep her pretty much in a class by herself in this town of extroverts and head-

And when a girl doesn't
recognize her own photographs, you
know the movie star in her is a mystery
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liked most in a girl was a good sense of
humor. A girl who could be kidded and

"WHO'D WANT TO MARRY ME?"
[CONTINUED FROM PACE

kid right back.
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Between

color to

fit in with his Cad. Rather from
ankle. His toes were quite bare.

head to
I was scarcely seated

in

the

Caddy

when Scott said, "Look, why don't you
just observe instead of asking silly questions? A man can't answer how he lives,
he just lives."
He pondered a moment. "And don't
ask any questions about why I'm not
moody, temperamental,
I'm
married.
jealous and extravagant. And I need a
wife like I need a hole in the head. Besides who'd want to marry me?"
I made a rapid mental note of a few
dozen girls who swooned at the mention
of his name.
"I've got a career to think of. Things

are just starting, really. Up to now I
haven't had a role you could call a role."
Abruptly he stopped the car. We were
near a playground and a couple of five-

year-olds were making like Tarzan on
the swings and jungle bars.
The tough bachelor watched them with
a wistful look in his eye. "Look at those
little devils," he smiled. "Not a care in
the world. Must be nice to have a couple
of those."

Then he caught

himself, laughed sharp-

and maintained that he was a lone

ly,

man

once again.

After three or four turns on up the
hill, the lone traveler and his companion
stopped in front of a house almost lost
in the isolation of the Hollywood Hills.
It was one of those low modern designs
with a huge picture window looking out
upon the patio. Inside the furnishings
were completely contemporary. Wrought
iron lamps, trim lounge chairs, a TV console, and a phonograph that, of all things,
had a nostalgic scratch.
He made big gestures showing me the
place, then collapsed in a chair and remarked, "This place is okay, but you
should have seen the place I had in
Westwood. It was completely decorated
by the designer at 20th Century -Fox."
And then a little sadly, "But I had to
move. Some pretty straight-laced, prudish people owned the apartment house.
Well, sometimes I don't feel like going
out. So I'll call up a girl and invite her
over for dinner. I'll cook and we'll play
some records, watch TV and just spend

tuna fish, cream of split pea soup made
with water, and beer.
"You eat rather casually," I remarked.
"Darn right," said Scott. "A wife would
make a big production out of it. Me? All
Eat when and
I need is a can opener.
how I want to eat. I send my clothes to
the laundry when I please. I've got
enough to let 'em pile up. Get up when
I please and go to sleep when I please."
He had mentioned a wife. But before
I could say a thing
the phone again.
He was out of the room in a flash.
.

.

I was very happy for him and said so
and then settled down to find out what

watched the commercials. Ones
were loaded with pretty girls. Scott
made quite a to-do about some of them.
I must confess I never did get a direct
answer to any question, but I think I
can make a few observations.
Scott is a guy that doesn't like to be
caged in. And yet, although he'll deny

Scott thinks of girls.

it

minute later he was back. "Friend
of mine in the fight game. He managed
get

to

for

couple of hard-to-get tickets
coming up next

a

me

for a big fight

week."

But

I

lost

him.

He was

at the

phone

wandered into the living room
There was a gleam in his eye
on top of the gleam as he dialed a number. A half a dozen calls later and he'd
again.

I

after him.

tracked down Kim Novak, who
was busy shooting stills at the studio.
Scott Brady of
"Hi, Honey. Scott
finally

.

.

.

course.

"Do you like fights? Great! I've got a
pair of seats for the big fight Thursday.
Figured we could get together and make
a night of it.
"Oh, can't make it? Well, okay. Talk
to

you soon."
Scott hung up and smiled. "That's the

I

got the idea.

what they had

it.

says

And

I

I,

'I

love to cook. Crazy
have a companion

He

liked girls

who

He

kept on being annoyed while he

"How

opening cans.
It

seemed

I

about some lunch?"

was going

to

have some

this

word

for word," Scott said.

most

dates.

"Take

66

dished up canned

boned turkey,

responsibilities

in just about every

such contest that's ever been, matrimony
wins by a knockout.
END

They

cost

you

money and

are usually a waste of time.
they're not deductible. Now how

And
about

my

making some scrambled eggs?"
I said. But he
the kitchen already. This was a

"Too soon after lunch,"

was

in

"Liz who?"
"Liz Whitney."
I

remarked that

I

knew

of her.

"Liz may be a blue blood," Scott said,
"but she's no snob. For instance, some
columnist made the remark that she was
getting so fat she could fit into Andy Devine's blue jeans. You know what Liz
did? Invited the columnist and everyone
else to a huge formal party and then
turned up in Andy's blue jeans!"

lunch.

He

married

And

said

"I don't like

" 'That's

strode on out to the kitchen and started

and

to blows.

tactics, promotions for future dates
or apologies for not being able to accept.

for dinner.'

shocking,' says she, 'it's sinabsolutely sinful, for a single man
to entertain young ladies so late in the
evening. We'll have to ask you to stop it.'
"So I moved," Scott finished abruptly.

come

ary

like to

ful,

freedom

to say without diversion-

Scott made some scrambled eggs and
answered the phone again. He chatted
for awhile and asked about several people, Liz Whitney included. When he hung
up he asked, "Know Liz?"

" 'Sure,'

•

with his dying breath, the thoughts of
marriage, wife, home life and children
appeal to him. He makes a production of
squiring around as many lovelies as he
can, and yet he protests his reputation
as a wolf. He likes girls who like the
same things he does, are as direct as he.
It seems to me, and Scott Brady will
deny it from the rooftops, that Mr. Brady
is
at a point every man eventually
reaches.
The point of conflict where single

kind of a girl I like. No hedging. No
playing coy. She's got a date. Booked up.
And she says so right off. Doesn't waste
any time. Direct. I was direct too. Didn't
ask her what night she could make it.
I'll call again. If she's free, fine. If not
some other time."

"So the landlady comes up to me and
it appears that you are
entertaining young ladies in your apart-

about

We

that

A

continuation of lunch.

ment.'

pening to us?" Scott asked Marie.
"We're becoming great friends."
He went on about the virtues of friendship and finally hung up.
Another fact: Scott was the kind of
guy who admired a girl who accepted
friendship as easily as she would accept
moonlight, roses and romance.
And then he turned on the TV set.

.

a quiet evening.
says, 'Mr. Brady,

I

bites the phone rang again.
"Just about to call you," said Scott.
They chatted. It was Marie Windsor,
gathered. "Hey, you know what's hap-

It

Scott laughed uproariously at the story.
was obvious that one of the things ho

Even the mail can be
Scott

much

interesting, but

prefers to use the telephone.

"my
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me

denied
satisfied. I

nothing. But I wasn't

longed for excitement, glamour,

For one

thrills!

reckless, terrifying

my wish... and
my life."

night I got
it
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Russell for Jane agreed with the censors
who took similar action on a dance she
What Debra's
did in "French Line."
is unknown, but Debra
spoke out for herself and called the dance

mother thought
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There used to be pictures of Debra at
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panied by her mother and Debra's own
statements that she has so much fun at
home with her family that she has no time
for men. But Hollywood no longer believes her, and the reason is plain. Sex
has entered the picture, and physically
Debra has all the attributes of exciting

young womanhood.
All through the history of show busithere runs the problem of the
parents of young stars: how much influence should they exert in the lives of
their gifted children? Debra Paget is not
the only young star whose parents have
been sincerely concerned over her develness,

opment.
There are Debbie Reynolds, and Joan
Evans, and Pier Angeli and Elizabeth
Taylor, Betty Grable and Lana Turner.
And the place of the parents with all
these stars has depended upon the per-

—

sonality of the individual girl.
What is the truth about Debra Paget's
relationship with her mother? Hollywood
is

Photo of Your Favorite

MOVIE STAR

beginning to wonder

Mrs. Griffin

if

hasn't played altogether too large a part
in Debra's decisions.
It's a charming picture for Debra to
have been so completely engulfed in the
bosom of her family but, say the marriage experts, it's the worst possible

—
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partner," he elaborates. "We've learned
that in our society, marriages will be
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Will Debra's mother direct her daugh-

Hollywood 28. Cat.

important choice, as she
has directed every other decision? Signs
ter's life in this
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say she will not that Debra is beginning
to think for herself. Debra has a new glint
in her eyes, these days. Debra speaks
softly of "love at first sight;" she looks
demure and fingers a huge diamond ring
on the appropriate finger, but "it's all a
big secret, just yet."

On

one thing, everyone

who knows

her

agreed: Debra Paget is a thoroughly
normal, healthy and beautiful young
woman with considerable talent. No such
girl can remain forever under parental
domination.

is

Already Debra is trying to think and
act for herself. There are hints that Mrs.
Griffin is finding her baby a budding

young woman, with a

One

will of her own.

of Debra's studio hairdressers con-

fides, "I

could be sorry for Mrs.

Griffin.

She may be heading for a terrible breakup which will make both her and Debra
Paget unhappy.
"Everyone is different from everyone
she says. "Debbie Reynolds, for
instance, has a family that always helped
else,"

and encouraged her to live a perfectly
normal healthy life. And Pier Angela's

—

family did the same thing, actually but
since they had the European idea, it
seemed as though Pier were held down.
Mrs. Pierangeli did was to inthat her daughter was to grow up
along the lines they'd have followed if
"Still, all

sist

they were

still

it

mal and accustomed
background.
"Mrs. Griffin
finishes

the

is

—

and Pier underwas something nor-

in Italy

stood that, because

for

her,

with her

completely different,"

hairdresser.

"Sometimes

I

wouldn't have known Debra had a voice
at all except that I heard it when I went
to the movies!
"Perhaps Debra's mother knows best
for Debra, despite what other people believe," she points out. "Perhaps the reason
she took more hand in Debra's affairs is

—

that

Debra needed and wanted

it

that

way."

But as Debra
steps toward her

takes her

first

unsure

own

independence, Hollywood is hoping the Griffin family will
help her to be self-sufficient to know
how to behave, and when to behave,
while she is still young enough to learn
these lessons thoroughly. For all Hollywood is hoping Debra will become the
successful star everyone expects her to
be.
end

—
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IT'S

MY TURN TO TELL YOU
[CONTINUED FROM PACE

actresses are often too self-centered. Sort
of an occupational ailment, I guess.
both know, however, that Janet is that
rare exception who really knocks herself
out being thoughtful and considerate.
Even down to getting the correct spelling

We

of

every crew member's name,

when

writing them thank-you notes. So help
me, I don't see how such a fragile-looking

39]

female can find the time to do it all!
On the set she worked like a jet engine.
Even when she had the flu she refused to
hold up production. During one big fat
rescue scene, two hefty hams holding her
captive actually left black and blue
marks on her arms. Another time, she
was almost overcome by smoke but
wouldn't complain. Mrs. Victor McLag-

who was visiting her husband, sent
over a bottle of smelling salts just as
Janet was passing out. And there was
that horrible moment when a horse
backed into her and sent her sprawling
into a pile of rubbish. She burst out
laughing!
If I may say this, Tony, I don't think
even you are aware of certain extenuating circumstances. I mean, you were
away at the time and Janet being Janet,
I'm sure minimized everything in her letters to you. Her grandmother was very
ill, as you know. At the end of each hard
day, Janet rushed home to cook dinner
for her grandmother and then sat at her
bedside singing songs that had soothing

everyone but your favorite
housewife that is. Janet washed the cups
and put everything in order again. In
fact she always seemed to be doing what
needed to be done. It's my guess that
your home must really be a home.
their coffee,

len,

When

was finally finished,
you said, Tony. Working with
Janet is an experience one can't forget
and I won't. Then something happened a
few weeks later which I'm sure you'll
appreciate too. A magazine ran a pictorial spread on "Prince Valiant" and my
name was omitted from the copy. It
would have been helpful to have it in,
but I honestly wasn't upset. Then I happened to meet one of the magazine's staff
it

the picture

like

members

effect.
I

was

didn't

in music.

know

We

all

girl!

told

I'm convinced there must be some rare
hundred-year-old quality inside of the
girl you married, Tony. Otherwise, how
could anyone so young and modern have
such "mellowed appreciation for character
in others? Her other grandmother, for
example. "She's in her eighties," Janet
explained with great feeling, "she's been

before,

I

don't believe

er.

How

about

it,

Tony? And you know

..

basinful of hefty
ltd/

illiii

my number

hard or soft
throom founashable d«ds

>lou

Always,

Bob

your advice

in

planning

SCREENLAND

Editor, Screenland, 10 East 40th Street,

want

action" deter,
.......iiWl!

one choice for a
leading lady! I'm sure you won't fight me
on this, chum— and in case you see her
before I do, how about putting in a good
word? In the meantime and until we
meet again, my best to you both.

who'd be

Plus TV-LAND

Paste the ballot below on a postal card and mail

I

that

together a couple of time but that's the
way things are in Hollywood.
Anyway, the important thing is to remain friends, I believe. And I believe we
always will. Someday I think it would be
great if we could make a picture togeth-

blind most of her life, and she's such an
inspiration to me because she's always
helped herself." In my book, Tony, that's
pretty nice thinking.
Yes, my friend, you really called your
shots in that open letter to me. Janet did
teach me how to play Scrabble. I do have
one of those Sunbeam coffee makers in
my dressing room, and that's where the
gang gathered between takes. Of course
everyone walked out after they'd had

In Screenland

me

"Broken Lance." I know how busy you
two always are and it must have been
a ball with you and Janet working together again in "Black Shield Of Falworth." As you know, we did try to get

others.

We want

He

We haven't seen each other since the
picture finished and I'm sure sorry. But
I've been to New York twice for the
studio and now I'm getting ready to start

knew

so typical,
she never gave into her feelings around

HELP!

a party.

As I said
she's for real.

I'm told, her first ambition was to
become a musical therapist. For days
after losing her grandmother there was
pitals,

a hurt look in Janet's eyes.
she was grief-stricken, but

at

Janet had written them a letter of protest in my behalf. Now how about that

that Janet had majored
After singing around at hos-
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Covertly, Gene studied him, thinking,
"That gentleman is dangerous. He has,
in abundance, that fatal and indescribable
fascination that people call charm."
He was the Prince Aly Khan.
He telephoned Gene several times after
their first meeting and asked her to be
his guest at dinner, at the races, at the
theatre. Gene said no thank you, and
after awhile the maid explained to the

persuasive male voice with the British
accent that Miss Tierney was not in,
would not return until late.
Gene returned to Hollywood briefly,

then moved on to England to make
"Never Let Me Go" opposite Clark Gable.
As Fate would have it, the Prince Aly
Khan reached England at approximately
the same time. Again he asked for a
series of dates; again he heard "no" with

you

nothing.

365-W Frontier Bldg.
Buffalo 1, N. Y.

went

that

to Paris to vacation.

night she had reached

film

role,

and

At a party one
a

condition

of

boredom when a friend,
Liz Whitney, danced by in the arms of
monumental

Prince Aly. Called Liz over her partner's
shoulder, "We can't figure out why you
won't give this guy a date when we
think he's so terrific."
What is a girl to do? Gene danced with
Aly and agreed to see a play with him.
After that initial evening there were
the tracks to watch Aly's
trips to
thoroughbreds run, and trips to the Irish
ranch where the colts and fillies that will
carry the racing colors of the Aga Khan
are born, broken, and trained.
Gene
It was a breathless experience.
decided that it was time she polished her
horseback riding form; she hadn't ridden
( except in some of the "Way Of A Gaucho" sequences) since school days "and
even then I wasn't the best rider in the
world."
Back in Paris, Gene and Aly spent
long afternoons on the antique-hunting
expeditions that Gene adores. During
one of these shop-prowling experiences,
Aly spotted an antique bracelet with
matching earrings that he bought, over

Gene.
On Gene's birthday, November 19, one
of her gifts from Aly was a dazzling

protest, for

MBMS HAIR
IN 17

MINUTES

.
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Gene began
of her

Even

to

RIGHT
so, this

wear

it

on the third finger

hand.

awakened speculation

as

whether Gene would become the third
Princess Aly Khan.
When reporters
placed the question, both Gene and Aly
smiled and said "No comment." They
had no comment in Paris or in London.
Gene had no comment in New York, or
upon her arrival via air in Hollywood.
At luncheon, just before Gene started
work on "The Egyptian," I asked her
what she had missed most while she had
been overseas. She thought about it for
several moments before she said, head
tipped to one side, "Actually, I don't reto

member anything
seemed unchanged

New York
me when I re-

specific.

to

turned. Yes, there is a new building going up here and there, but the New
York essence is unaltered. The same is
true of Hollywood. I hadn't been here
two days before I felt I had never been
away. Of course I'm just now seeing
'From Here To Eternity' and 'Singin' In
The Rain,' and I haven't played Scrabble
and I don't know some of the great newcomers, like Marilyn Monroe, or Terry
Moore, or Robert Wagner, but essential-

nothing has changed."
this observation quizzically. Then, with the abrupt sunshine
of her blithe moods, she added, "But
I'll tell you what I began to miss the
instant I settled in California: my beau!"
Will she marry him? When Gene gets
ready for that important step, she will
do it in her own time and under conditions of her choice. There are sevly

She contemplated

Gene completed

Angeles

lO Large Size
Assorted Colors
XLOrder

to friends.

urbanity.

J.CHAS.
McNEIL
A.B. MASTER OF MUSIC
510-V

Spanish and Portugese. Furthermore,
the social life was more akin to that of
Paris than it was to any other place in
which Gene had lived. At a formal party
one night she met a lithe, dark, vivid man
to

to be supremely popular
with the entire guest list, and who made
it a point to turn those with whom he
had started the evening as a stranger in-

Anacin is like a doctor'*
prescription. That is, Anacin contains not
just one but a combination of medically
proved active ingredients. No other product
gives faster, longer-lasting relief from pain
of headache, neuralgia, neuritis than Anacin
tablets. Buy Anacin® today I
.
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who appeared

with

HERE'S

TAKING A SECOND LOOK AT LOVE

YOU SUFFER

!F

ring consisting of a multi-carat center

diamond surrounded by smaller

stones.

which might indicate
permanent "no" from Gene. First of
all, she is fundamentally American, with
the American girl's independence of
spirit and unassailable conviction that she
eral considerations

a

entitled to her husband's first loyalty
(no matter what his family ties) and to
his respect for her status as a proud, inis

and competent human being.
In favor of the match are the facts that
Gene was intensely happy during her
school days in Europe (her formative
years were spent in the midst of an ancient culture which she grew to love and
understand) ; that she is a natural hostess,
competent to preside over parties large
or small with royal graciousness; that
unless all the usual indications are awry
she is deeply and sincerely in love; and
that, .as she said several years ago. marriage is a Cadillac, a wonderful way
to move around the world.

telligent,

—

'

Whichever way Gene may decide
during these months she is taking a

—

thoughtful second look at love all Hollywood is hopeful it will be the right
decision for her.
end
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HUSBANDS
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We

jets.

good when we're high in

feel

the sky."

Hmmm,

thought to myself. I'd walked
three-and-ahalf-year-old son would be suggesting I
bravely take off into outer space with
him in a cadet suit. I quickly changed
In the new movie with
the subject.
Jimmy I do not shiver ridiculously at
every mention of planes, I hope!
Jimmy, for all his small-town start and
into that.

I

Any moment my

air, is a city man. He and Gloria
and their four children want to be close
to the schools, fire department, and the

casual

English

stores, so their lovely

far

out

the

like

home

isn't

farm Richard and

I

The Stewarts live with exquisite
Everything is done well in their
home. There is a sense of dignity, and
tradition, and still they are informal.
picked.
taste.

Gloria,

who

teaches

serves dinner

Jimmy had

his

Sunday

School,

But then
housekeeper do the same

by

candlelight.

back during his bachelor days, so he's
just discovered the right wife.
Luckily for both Gloria and

me, both
men are passionate fixers around the
house. We're two women who were all
thumbs until we slowly saw we'd married jewels with their hammers and saws.
Now we can paint and putter with some
flair ourselves, for neither of us wanted
to be a dummy in those male eyes.

—

Richard, Jimmy,
miles ahead of me on
the architecture, decoration, and management of a home. Jimmy studied engineering at Princeton, and was graduated
as an architect, so he had the professional
training.
Richard and Gloria had the
All three

of

them

—were

and Gloria

money and good

taste early.

I've

been

busily catching up. I adore our home so
much, am so thrilled when Richard asserts I've added a clever touch, that I'm
the one who doesn't want to travel.
Nevertheless, we intend to do about
half as much traveling as the Stewarts in
the future. This summer Richard and I
are going to Europe at last.

When I think about how much I'll be
packing for him I can't help comparing
him to the conservatively dressed Jimmy.
Richard always has liked a lot of handsome things to wear, but has sweetly
said my bluejeans and slacks and sweaters were all right for me. Gloria always
looks stunning in the latest fashions,
being a male Richard in this respect. But
Jimmy, though he buys the best clothes,
hangs onto the same things for years. His
favorite sport coat is a cashmere jacket
he's had for nearly twenty years.
Both Richard and Jimmy have a contagious humor. They are discerning, and
kind, in their observations.
But they
don't have any stuffy streak, which
counts a lot with me. Jimmy's dry wit is
sort of a sitting-around-the-countrystore-stove

philosophy.

He's

a terrific
story-teller,
remembering
anecdotes
about various people I wish I'd met. He
doesn't object to my laughing loudly,
though he just crinkles his eyes and his
mouth himself. Richard's taught me to

your hair needs LOVALON
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enjoy laughing wholeheartedly. Jimmy's
tales about his bachelor life are so funny.
When he lived two doors away from
Garbo he considered tunneling to her
backyard, and then coming up to meet
her with "This is so unexpected!" on his
lips.
He also had a housekeeper, he
claims, who censored his years alone
with a stern hand. She read scripts sent
to him before he found them, and rejected those she didn't like. If a voice
was too seductive on the phone no message ever reached Jimmy. At midnight
she'd hand guests their coats with the
that it was 12 o'clock! He
couldn't fire her, he insisted, because she
did not choose to go. Knowing how easygoing he wants to be, I could sympathize
with that predicament. No wonder he
wound up on friendly terms with her
he didn't want to hurt her feelings!

wry comment

Husbands and wives should seldom
visit each other at work, the Powells and
the Stewarts agree. On the last day of
shooting on all of my pictures Richard
usually shows up, and I do the same on
his. I took our two children with me to
the final day on "Susan Slept Here."
Richard was doing a love scene with
Debbie Reynolds when we arrived. Suddenly he was so bashful Debbie broke it
up by saying, "Are you kidding?" When
she welcomed me she added, "I hope he's
not this way at home!" Richard almost

For

gayer,

blends

dull film,

ance

of

dye, not a bleach

made

in

1

2 hair

three films with Richard,
When we see the rushes of the
too.
previous day's work he pays little attention to himself; he's too anxious to note
the over-all effect. Jimmy won't even go
to see how he's done because he is too
embarrassed to look at himself!

I'm never embarrassed with Jimmy
because we know we're only acting. With
Richard there's always the feeling of pretending to be someone I'm not. That's
why love scenes are more difficult with
your real husband, in a studio. How can
Richard believe I'm this fictional character? How will an audience accept us
when we've been married away from this
story? It's a spur to be more convincing,
but then I get fidgety. I haven't the
aplomb of either Richard or Jimmy.

and

for all their likenesses

are superior husbands,
I know Gloria Stewart
doesn't want to be an actress, but if she
did I'm positive she'd be great opposite
in

differences,

my

estimation.

Richard in his next picture. My husband
is so busy both producing and directing
"The Conquerors," with John Wayne and
Susan Hayward, at RKO, that he can't
tell me when he'll get back to acting
again. I'd love to land the role of his next
leading lady either with him before or
behind the camera.

—

down on my memo
can subtly suggest this to him
straightforwardly tonight!
END
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blushed, and exclaimed, "My children
are watching me!" We departed. Gloria
Stewart, who is such a magnificent wife
for Jimmy away from his movies, visits

him
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SHE FOLLOWED HER HEART TO HAPPINESS
[CONTINUED FROM PACE

"The Man With A Million" for J. Arthur
Rank. It was as simple as that. And
it would be so good for both of them
MARVEL CO. 906-S

to see each other again, Greta pointed out.
Especially for Greg, whose Christmas

East St. New Haven, Conn.

otherwise would be a lonesome, dreary
affair.
She didn't say anything about
facing her own Christmas without Greg,
and now without Jonathan too. Nor did
she suggest the alternative that Greg
could just as easily fly home for the holidays and make it a real Christmas for
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Hollywood
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found new adjectives for Greta. Words
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m
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Be Sure to Read:

"DESIRE WAS

TOO STRONG"

the revealing story of a woman who was
own good.
It's in the current issue of
TRUE LIFE STORIES Magazine
Now on sale at all newsstands

t

the

time

first
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sensational

pictures

of your favorite movie stars in professional
high gloss finish. Special super-duper offer:

20

for
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FREE
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50

for
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•

Frances Goldwyn and

120 for $1

CATALOG with 215 PICTURES
OF STARS with your order

DeLUXE PHOTO SERVICE,

Dept. 330
Box 947, Church St. Annex, New York 8, N.V,

echelons.

women

like these we are talking about now. It's the unknowns married to celebrities, the non-professional
wives of Hollywood's most successful
men, the producers, the directors, and
the stars. And of them all, it is the
wives of the stars who are the most
tragic. They are the women who have to
spend their lives in the backwash of their
husbands' popularity, the women who
It isn't

w TS 215 PICTURES FREE!
For

like

themselves
with in their husband's organizations.
There are wives like Brenda Holden and
Frances Dee McCrea who willingly gave
up their successful careers when they
married.
Then, of course, there are
women like Sylvia Kaye and Edna, the
first Mrs. Red Skelton, who have contributed almost as much to their husband's careers as those talented zanies
have themselves. Not to speak of women
like Rocky Cooper and Gloria Stewart,

wood top

CATA L

DIFFERENT!

Wives

whose social backgrounds are glamourous enough to impress even the Holly-

too passionate for her

NEW!

there are wives in Hollywood who
under a different category alto-

who once were stars
and who are forces to reckon

it

.

portant to understand the rest of that
unchartered sorority of which she automatically became a member, that group
officially known as Hollywood wives.

Virginia Zanuck,

Our "Inside-Studio" connections

.

to

gether.

MOVIE STAR make

.

woman

came

come

YOUR FAVO R

of course lies in the sort

Greta was when she first
Hollywood as the wife of its
most spectacular new star, Gregory Peck.
And to really understand Greta, it is imof

Now
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Hollywood 28,

Rock Hudson

The answer

have no importance beyond their husband's fame.

They are the women who

low in the movie colony's uncompromising caste system that dinner
figure so

1

LEARN AT HOME

parties invariably find them seated
their host's visiting relatives or

nurses are needed in every
doctors rely on them . . .
patients appreciate their cheerful, expert care.
You can learn practical
nursing at home in spare time. Course
endorsed by physicians. 55th yr. Earn
while learning.
High School not rewomen, 18 to 60. Trial plan. Write nowl
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;
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community
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Men,
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36, 25 East Jackson Blvd., Chicago 4, III.
Please send free booklet and 16 sample lesson pages.
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72
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among

mem-

bers of that other below-the-salt-group,
otherwise known as Hollywood husbands. They are the women who get

?

,
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Things like that do devastating things
the ego.
And Hollywood wives
wouldn't be human if they didn't try
to

to bolster

up

their shattered self-esteem

one way or another. Driven by their
need for recognition they are the women
who demand the biggest emeralds and
throw the most lavish parties. They
are the women who buy the most exin

pensive clothes.

But Greta Peck was never one

of

women.
She was never

in

these

the one

who went

for Adrian originals or fabulous jewels
or lavish entertaining. She was always
content to stay in the background, in

home she

the

loved and the only attenwas the love of her

tion she ever craved

husband and children. For Greta Peck
was always a woman so well resolved
within herself that she never felt the
need to show off or attempt to push herself into the limelight.

Not that she hasn't suffered during
year alone. But any tears she
shed are a secret between herself and
her pillow. Not that her pride hasn't
taken more than one blow. But Greta's
inherent calmness has always prompted
this last

her to count ten in moments of emotional
distress.

But being Greta, you may be sure
that this time she didn't count ten just in
numbers.
years,

Instead she counted it in
the ten years of her marriage.

It had been a good marriage, hers and
Greg's, for the most part anyway. Not
that there hadn't been problems before,

none as devastating as this last one of
course, but devastating enough while they
lasted. But they had all been weathered
in due time.
Greg had always come
back to her, just as when he was a
young, exciting actor, he had married
her instead of the fascinating actresses

and glamourous society girls who made
no secret of their interest in him.
There were other things she knew too
because generosity strengthened
knowledge, she could understand
why that serious-minded, intelligent
husband of hers had suddenly started
and,
that
just

kicking up his heels like a young colt
let out to pasture. Success hadn't come
easy to Gregory Peck. He had to fight
every step along the way!

Nor did

it

bother her

when

people

called her a fool and worse. Instead of
taking their advice she followed her own
heart and in following it she found
peace and happiness again.
It's

faster

new happiness, even more
new rumors that keep coming

that

than the

and

faster,

which

makes even

the most cynical feel certain that Greta
and Greg are closer together than they
have ever been before, even in the first,
early days of their marriage. And somehow Hollywood isn't surprised at all that
in the stories about Greg which drifted
over from Europe, the names of all the
lovelies have disappeared as completely as though they had never existed

mauled and pushed around and even
knocked down sometimes in the mad

young

rush of fans to get at their husbands.

at

all.

END
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HOLLYWOOD ON BROADWAY
[CONTINUED FROM PACE
dining room. Farley apologized, left the
premises and after a quick purchase in a
nearby haberdashery, returned to his
table wearing a solid black shirt and tie.
Next day seven regular customers appeared in the restaurant wearing identicredit the screen star
cal shirts and ties
with starting a new vogue for males in

—

Manhattan.

.

Katharine Hepburn ankled into Sardi's
wearing a shimmering sheath of pale
green bugle beads, an original creation
designed for her by Mimi Tuthill. A white

mink cape-stole was the

finishing touch.

took a while before anyone recognized
and the unpredictable screen star
floored
everyone with her newlyacquired glamour. Didn't last long, however; the following day she was seen
strolling along Madison Avenue in an
unpressed slack suit with her hair flying
).t

her,

in the breeze.

.

afford to wear. She remains an everglamourous Hollywood personality on her
frequent visits to Gotham.
.

.

Kathryn Grayson instructed her New
York attorneys to have her salary at the
Sahara in Las Vegas deposited as a trust
fund for her five-year-old daughter, with
the proviso it can never be touched by
Johnny Johnston, her ex-husband and
father of her child.
.

.

Jimmy Cagney stole into town without
any fanfare in order to pick up a script
of a new play earmarked for the New

—

York

stage late this year it's a comedy
based on the experiences of Leo Durocher
and the New York Giants. There's a role
in the production for Debra Paget if she's
interested the part of Mrs. Leo Duro-

—

cher (Laraine Day).

A

.

soon-due uranium strike in Alaska

.

Mary Pickford drew stares from the
appreciative and glares from the envious
when she lunched at the Hotel Pierre
wearing a jeweled hat by Rex of Beverly
Hills. Designed for her exclusively, the
gem-studded half-hat is insured for
$2500 contains peridots, baroque pearls,
onyx squares and zircons a lid in a million and one only a Mary Pickford could

—

45]

—

has the sale of geiger counters in the
Nome district zooming. In Manhattan,
Monty Clift was making preparations for
a long trek to the Northwestern reaches
of Alaska as the ringleader of a group of
prospectors who planned a six-week
camping trip to the Arctic region and
Monty wasn't inviting a single friend

—

from show business. When his movie
bosses got wind of his plan he was forced

Uranium or no, his
weren't having any of it. Monty

The day Ingrid Bergman and Gregory
Peck were voted the two most popular
foreign film stars in Germany, Greg's
wife, Greta, arrived in Gotham from Hollywood and telephoned him long distance
to congratulate him. She was misty-eyed
but happy as she told her friends the
long-waited Peck reconciliation was in
effect.

.

.

Crooner Ken Remo, whose

first record"Mexico," made a small mint for
Records, went into the touring production of "The King And I" (with Yul
Brynner and Patricia Morrison) after
signing an exclusive movie contract with

ing,

MGM

Universal-International. He'll be groomed
for singing star roles in forthcoming Ross

Hunter U-I musical films and
site Marilyn Erskine.
.

cast

oppo-

.

Tallulah Bankhead refused to deny or
confirm the report she was returning to
Hollywood movie-making in the Vivienne
Segal role in "Pal Joey," but she did tell
Stork Club regulars she wants her autobiography, "Tallulah," filmed within the
next eighteen months while she still has
the energy to play herself.
.

.

Ray and Mai Milland went into hiding
when they arrived in New York en route
to

Europe

for their "second

honeymoon"

—

the Big Reconciliation wouldn't
accept telephone calls from anyone and
ducked photographers every chance posafter

sible.

.

.

to cancel everything.

bosses

doing a slow burn over their refusal to grant him permission.
is still

.

More

than

five

hunched

.

paintings,

sculptures and illustrations from American notables were sold in New York for
the New York Cardiac Home among the
contributors whose artistic endeavors
brought the highest prices were Jimmy
Cagney, Jose Ferrer, Red Skelton, Cornel

—

Wilde and Henry Fonda.

.

.

Rosalind Russell was offered $50,000 to
appear at a Las Vegas night club after
departing the cast of the Gotham musical
hit, "Wonderful Town." She declined the
bid a new record high for salaries in
that gambling town— in order to rest up
for her return to Hollywood films. Her
medico insisted she add fifteen pounds
to her weight before rehearsing her first
film musical, "The Girl Rush." During
the finale of her closing night in "Wonderful Town" Roz broke down and cried.
Carol Channing replaced her in the starring role at the next performance.

—

.

.

Lisa Kirk, the "Kiss Me, Kate" stage
jammed the Hotel Plaza Persian
Room when she began her fifth singing
engagement there every celeb in town
turned out for the Kirk display of talent,
star,

—

Charles James gowns and Harry Winston
Joan Crawford, Franchot Tone,
Jennings Lang, Marlene Dietrich, Maria
Riva, Gloria Swanson, Earl Blackwell,
Nina Foch, Henry Fonda and John
Hodiak were among the glittering array

Rita Hayworth Haymes flared up in
the lobby of the Hotel Madison when
she read a report that the censors in
Oklahoma, banned "Miss
McAlester,
Sadie Thompson" without bothering to
see the film after viewing a trailer of the
film. What she had to say about film
censors as she tore out of the hotel is
something you can't print in a family

magazine.

.

.

Harold Lloyd's daughter, Peggy, isn't
keeping it a secret that she adores Harry
Crocker, who in turn is devoted to Greta
Garbo, who only has eyes for Gaylord
Hauser. The latter is too busy writing
books and building houses to take the
time out to propose to the ever-glamourous Garbo.
.

.

There wasn't a star from Hollywood

New York who

didn't partake
anniversary celebration of
Leslie Caron's "Lili" at the tiny TransLux Theatre on Gotham's Lexington
Avenue. The first film ever to play one
full year at the theatre, "Lili" celebrated
with a six-foot birthday cake. Among
the screen stars on hand were Jose Ferrer
and Rosie Clooney, Mel Ferrer and
Audrey Hepburn, Louis Jourdan, Eva
Zachary Scott, Janet Blair,
Gabor,
Rhonda Fleming, Dane Clark, Jackie
Cooper, Dolores Gray, John Barrymore.
visiting
in

the

first

jewels.

Alan Kirsch tells Jane Russell ("Big
Rainbow") of Cerebral Palsy drive.

of

Broadway-Hollywood

notables.

.

.

For the Picture No Artist Could Paint:
Lori Nelson and Cleo Moore being mobbed for their autographs at Le Ruban
Bleu while Greta Garbo goes unnoticed

.

.

.

END
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But she wouldn't have been

if

she

hadn't corrected that insidious trouble*
that

came between them.

Antiseptic instantly kills bacteria ... by
millions
stops bad breath instantly,
and usually for hours on end.

Don't let *halitosis (bad breath) put
you in a bad light, and don't trust to
makeshifts to correct it. Trust it to
Listerine Antiseptic,

the extra-careful
precaution against offending. Use it
night and morning, and always before

any date.
Lasting Effect

You

see, Listerine instantly stops

bad

breath, and keeps it stopped usually for
hours on end
four times better than
tooth paste. It's the extra- careful precaution against offending that countless fastidious people rely on.
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.

.

No Tooth Paste

Kills

Odor Germs

Like This... Instantly

You
mon

and away the most comcause of offensive breath is the
bacterial fermentation of proteins which
are always present in the
mouth. And research shows
that your breath stays sweeter
longer, depending upon the degree to which you reduce germs
in the mouth.
see, far

No tooth paste,
is

Listerine Clinically

bad breath.

Proved

four Times Better Than Tooth Paste

any wonder Listerine Antiseptic
averaged at least
four times more effective in stopping
bad breath odors than the chlorophyll
products or tooth pastes it was tested
against? With proof like this, it's easy
to see why Listerine belongs
in your home. Every mornevery night
ing
Is

it

in recent clinical tests

of course,

.

.

.

.

.

.

before every date, make it a
habit to always gargle Listerine, the most widely used
antiseptic in the world.

antiseptic. Chlorophyll

germs but Lisby milgives you lasting anti-

does not
Listerine Antiseptic does for you
what no tooth paste does. Listerine

septic protection against

—

kill

terine kills bacteria
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for
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has everything,
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Tony and Janet Curtis, Jean Peters, Bob
Wagner came to see "Prince Valiant."

To introduce
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Another "Valiant" star, Debra Paget, came to premiere alone. Also there, were Fred
MacMurray and June Haver, who deny they're wed yet — but the future looks sure!
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Penny Edwards' press conference anto devote all of her
time to the making of religious films was
taken lightly by her movie colony friends.
They felt it was nothing much more serious than a bid for page one publicity.
Lew Ayres, on the other hand, quietly
proceeded to schedule his round-theworld tour during which he will film
religious ceremonies and lecture on tolerance. He'll begin his year-long trek in

nouncing her plans

NEWMUM

The hoped-for reunion of Sid Caesar
and Imogene Coca in an RKO musical
film was canceled because Sid and Imo
failed to agree on the financial and marquee billing terms

London, a

la Billy

Graham

.

.

.

Ball-Desi
turned down a
starring role in the "Marco Polo" movie
now being filmed in Spain. With no role
in the film for Lucy, Desi decided it
wasn't his dish of tea
All

is

well

in

Arnaz household

the

Lucille

— Desi

.

.

.

Olivia de Havilland wants to remake
"Camille" with Rock Hudson cast as
Armand. If you remember the Greta
Garbo-Robert Taylor version, you'll ap-

—
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Actually Fade

Dorothy Kilgallen's Exclusive Movie Gossip

(CONTINUED)

Premature
Dry-Skin Crow's -Feet

Anne Baxter fusses over daughter Katrina before enplaning

.

do with penetrating Lanolin Plus Liquid,
the wonder-working pure lanolin plus
that is giving softer, younger looking
skins to millions of women every day.
Lanolin Plus Liquid performs its miracle
by helping to replenish your skin's con-

.

.

Dick Stabile serenades Debbie Reynolds
and Dick Contino, a new duo, at Ciro's.
of the other, according to the boys in the
locker room. Add Fernando Lamas and
Carlos Thompson to the list of Hollywood males who do not object to well
publicized "feuds." You'll be reading
about them in the near future
.

Ava Gardner and

Mario
Cabre (featured with her in "Pandora
And The Flying Dutchman" a few years
ago), gave Frank Sinatra cause for worry
when they dallied in Spain after she completed "The Barefoot Contessa." Frankie
has never fully recovered from all the
publicity Mario rated when he pursued
Ava so sensationally with poems, posies
and pearls

stantly diminishing supply of cholesterols,
So
esters and other vital lubricants.

Lanolin Plus Liquid,
softer, and those
unwanted, dry-skin wrinkles softened the
very next morning after your first use of
it. For an improved skin tomorrow, start
with Lanolin Plus Liquid tonight. It's
$1 (plus tax) at all cosmetic counters.
quickly effective

N. Y. for home.

preciate why the De Havilland-Hudson
casting strikes us as an odd bit of moviemaking. It's hard to imagine anyone topping the Garbo performance, so why not
just revive that?

Lake your dry skin much, much
softer and you'll see those dry-skin
crow's-feet at the corners of your eyes
become much less noticeable. This you

you'll find

in

is

your skin

.

.

.

June Haver's "friendship ring" from
Fred MacMurray is set with emeralds,
pearls and diamonds. A matching clip
has been ordered a wedding present,

—

perhaps?

.

.

.

Now it's Pier Angeli who's on the same
publicity kick as Terry Moore a different date every night and always a cameraman to record it for the fans

—

.

.

.

Montgomery Clift and Marlon Brando
draw unemployment insurance in New
York between pictures they both live on

—

such tight budgets they are forced to try
to get along on their New York State Unemployment Insurance allotments of $3C
a

week

.

.

.

Steve Cochran will go blond for his
starring role in "Macamba" the film version of the Lilla Van Saher novel

—

.

.

.

Dick Contino's lacey-fronted evening
Piper Laurie presented him with several before they decided to go their separate ways. The accordionist will next be linked with Mamie
Van Doren, although the beauty he really
shirts cost $60 apiece.

prefers

is

Debbie Reynolds

.

.

.

.

Tab Hunter and Bob Wagner both work
out at the same Hollywood gym on the
same afternoons under the same instructor but rarely

.

bullfighter

acknowledge the presence

Janet Leigh and Tony Curtis are anto make their joint debuts in a
Broadway stage play "The Facts Of

gling

Life"

—

— in

late

December

.

.

(CONTINUED ON PACE
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Gel-Acquainted Bottles
ONLY 25i EACH
I

Send Coupon Now!-

j

LANOLIN PLUS
Dept. I6IB. 30 W. Hubbard

Gentlemen:

St.,

Chicago

10,

in cash for

enclose-

I

the following guest-size bottles of:
12 -facial

bottle

Lanolin

25*

Plus Liquid

Guest- size bottle Lanolin
Plus Liquid Cleanser. 2 5*

Week-supply Lanolin
Plus Hand Lotion. .25*
3-shampoo bottle Lanolin Plus Shampoo.
25*
One week supply Lano-

NOTE:
Enclose $1.00

and get

all

Lanolin

five

Beauty

Plus

.

lin

Plus For

Aids.

The Hair . 25*

GET ALL 5 FOR ONLY ONE

DOLLAR— See

Box Above

Name
Addr
_2one_

City-

We

pay postage and Federal

tax.

Maggi McNellis and her WABC guest, Mel Ferrer, during interview at the Plaza's
Persian Room. Mel's two children, Christopher and Mela, seem awed by it all.

Jan Sterling
."You could
Paramount's "ALASKA seas" says
buy the most expensive of girdles and still not get the
comfort and control of Playtex.'"
star of

.

.

To look best in 1954"s

revealing

summer fashions

Hollywood Stars
recommend

PLAYTEX
Living Panty Brief
You can
year

s

see for yourself that this

summer

silhouette

is

slender

why now, more

as a stem. That's

than ever, you need a Playtex Panty
Brief to trim

away

extra inches/

Without a seam,

stitch or

bone,

Playtex slims you in complete free-

dom. Made of a smooth latex sheath,
Playtex is invisible under the most
revealing fashions. And,

it

washes

in seconds, dries with the pat of a

wear again, right

towel, ready to

away. At department stores and better specialty

shops everywhere/

TOP DESIGNERS— LIKE TOP STARSPRAISE playtex;

SCHN'JRER

EM1IO

of

CAPRI

OWEN

DE GRAB

playtex^ Living® panty brief (without garters)
playtex Living panty GIRDLE (with garters)
playtex Living girdle (with garters)
playtex Fabric Lined panty brief
playtex Magic-Controller* panty brief
.

• U.S.A.

and Foreign Patents Pending

( Prices

©1954 International Latex Corporation
In

Canada: Playtex

Ltd

...

.

.

$3.30

.
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3.95
4.03
6.95

slightly higher outside

PLAYTEX PARK

PLAYTEX PARK

.

.

.
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U.S.A.)

Dover Del;

Arnprior, Ont.
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Shirley Booth

Bob Ryan's

D

taunted by an unbearable guilt complex when he learns
that the medical equipment used on him
in a careless speed boat crash was needed
much more desperately to save the life of
a prominent physician neighbor. The doctor dies, and Rock attempts to comfort
is

widow, Jane Wyman, who in trying to
avoid him rushes into the path of an
automobile. The accident causes her to
lose her eyesight, and sends the once
spoiled playboy into the field of medicine
where he dedicates himself to serve Jane
and her daughter, Barbara Rush. The
women's eventual discovery of their Good
Samaritan and Rock's operation on Jane's
eyes provide the framework of this tenhis

der,

moving melodrama. Up-dated

its

for to-

maintains
warmth and charm. Universal-Inter-

day's moviegoers, the story

heading back to his mountain
aura, however, does
not last longer than the ride back from
town, for Jane discovers what Howard
really wants is a handiwoman to attend
him and his six brothers. Her wedding
night is spent cleaning the cabin, cooking and trying to stop a fight among her
brothers-in-law. The next morning, however, she instigates a reform; no bathno clothes; no manners no food. The
boys find they like "women's ways" and
get Jane to show them how to get themselves brides. Although their romantic
nip-ups spread more chagrin than chivher and

Magnificent Obsession
ock Hudson

still

retreat.

is

The romantic

—

alry, the results are

highly satisfactory

and most amusing. Lots of good-natured
by-play served up with a hearty helping
of Johnny Mercer- Gene dePaul tunes.
Best numbers: "When You're In Love"
and "Sobbin' Women." MGM.

national.

About Mrs.
Seven Brides For Seven Brothers

Chirley Booth

is

Leslie

a sophisticated night

*^ club singer

cook Jane Powell, courted her, married

who meets wealthy manuRobert Ryan, and upon his insistence rashly gives up her job to accompany him to California on a vacation. The
couple rent a beach house and Shirley is

Rock Hudson vows

Wed

LI

ere's

a robust and lively musical that

backwoodsman Howard Keel
coming to town to "fetch himself a bride."
In less than two hours he's spotted town
'

Jane
10

has

Wyman

to help the blinded

in "Magnificent Obsession."

facturer,

to

Powell

backwoodsman Howard Keel
is

disillusioned on

is

the "other woman" in
"About Mrs. Leslie."

life in

introduced to the servants as Bob's wife,
Mrs. Leslie. At the end of the vacation,
the couple agree to go their separate
ways, but plan a similar meeting for the
following summer. These romantic rendezvous continue throughout the years as
Bob becomes a Washington big shot and
Shirley forsakes her singing to buy a
dress shop and eventually a boarding
house. It is only through some news coverage that she learns who "Mr. Leslie"
really is. Film, which is told with flashbacks,

and

is

slowed down by

this process,

the topnotch acting and directing that injects pace and glosses over several story incongruities. Hal Wallis produced. Paramount.
it is

Johnny Guitar

%A/hen

Sterling Hayden (Johnny Gui" * tar) blows into a deserted Western
cattle town to keep a five-year-old ren-

dezvous with Joan Crawford, he finds her
engaged in a life-and-death struggle with
Mercedes McCambridge and the other
local cattle barons. Joan, working with
the railroad officials, has staked out her
saloon on the proposed rail site and refuses to budge. Further flaring the fight is

after a two-hour whirlwind courtship, Jane

wedding night

in

"Seven Brides For Seven Brothers."

COLUMBIA PICTURES

WARWICK PRODUCTION

presents A

ALAN LADD
Tell
JOAIHETZEL
Basil

Sydney

Screen Play by

•

Stanley Baker

ALEC COPPEL and MAX TRELL

Adaptation by

RICHARD MAIBAUM

8ased on the novel "The White South" by Hammond Innes
Associate Producer George W. Willoughby

•

produced by IRVING ALLEN and

ALBERT

R.

BROCCOLI

•

Directed

current films
CONTINUED
Scott Brady's attention to Joan instead of
the smitten Mercedes, who hysterically
accuses them of murdering her brother.
Her accusations remain unproved until
Scott robs the bank and takes everyone's
money except Joan's. This, plus the fact
that one of Scott's henchmen is found
wounded in Joan's saloon, convicts Crawford to a hangman's tree. Sterling Hayden manages to rescue her and keep her
out of reach of Mercedes and the various
posses, until the fight dissolves to a gun
duel between the two women. Well enacted, rough, gripping fare emerges as
sort of a female version of "Shane." Republic.

Dial
[J ased on the

"

M

For Murder

Broadway

hit, this

Techni-

color suspense thriller blithely traces
Ray Milland's preparations to murder
Grace Kelly. Ray, who has married for

Longer lasting

money, discovers that his wife has had an
with American mystery writer
Robert Cummings.
When Cummings
again shows up on the scene, Milland
fears that Grace will leave him and that
he'll lose his claim to her fortune. Although he hires someone to do the murder for him, the plot fails and it is Grace
who kills in self-defense. Quick to seize
upon his wife's hysterical condition, Mil-

affair

Etiauet

land

with no

deodorant
fade-out
Etiquet

longer-lasting

is

.

.

.

rearranges

the

evidence,

so

that

Grace becomes the perpetrator and stands
trial for murder. An impossible block of
evidence is compiled against her, and
every alibi smashed. Yet director Alfred
Hitchcock cunningly manages to snatch
his heroine from the gas chamber in an
ending timed to the split second. It's a
tense, taut thriller.

Warner Brothers.

The Student Prince
There's a gay lilt to this light opera
favorite, and it's put there by the enthusiastic performances of Ann Blyth, Edmund Purdom, Edmund Gwenn, S. Z.
Sakall and Louis Calhern. The familiar

applied daily

you day and night! Don't trust "morningglory" deodorants whose protection fades when
you need it most! Use Etiquet with no

it

protects

deodorant fade-out!

• Checks both perspiration and odor — effectively!
• Guaranteed harmless to fabrics.
• Exclusive formula for longer daintiness protection!
© SAFE and SURE
You'll also like Etiquet in a
plastic spray-on bottle
.

.

.

and handy Etiquet

stick.
Sterling Hayden's rendezvous with Joan
Crawford hits snag in "Johnny Guitar."

...at

His funniest/

KNOCK oftftOD
Choreography by Wdn3Q.\ Ki'dd
Words ai»d Music ty

Written,

Sylvia
A

Reduced and Directed by

mm*mM frm

ftramount ffchjre

THEY BUILT A DREAM OF SPEED
AND DARED THE WORLD TO FOLLOW!

fowl

current films
CONTINUED

Ray Milland
in "Dial

M

plots Grace Kelly's death
For Murder," tense thriller.

story of Purdom, the young prince sent to
school in Heidelberg, who falls in love
with Ann, an innkeeper's niece, has been
given lavish treatment in this CinemaScope production. Colorful costumes, expanded comedy scenes and several new
songs have been included. Among the
new numbers are "Beloved" and "I'll
Walk With God," which are sung by
Mario Lanza, with Student Prince Purdom mouthing the words. It's an auspicious debut for the actor, who easily manages to hold his own in the top talent
line-up assembled by producer Joe Pasternak and director Richard Thorpe.

MGM.
Lucky

Me

Day provides a breezy blending
*~ of mayhem and music in this tale of
a superstitious singer who charts a rather
r\ORis

hectic course for her vaudeville cronies.
Phil Silvers, Nancy Walker and Eddie
Foy, Jr. When the quartet's show closes,

STARRING

TONY CURTIS
PIPER LAURIE

DON TAYLOR
PAIN KFIIY.II Ku P.HASF.SinNFV Rl AHKMFP. RUTH

HAMPTON

they brazenly invade a swank Miami hotel and try to mooch a free meal. Their
plot is discovered and they are threatened
with imprisonment, until Doris intervenes
and suggests they work off the bill. With
the exception of Nancy Walker, the group
is assigned to kitchen duty. She becomes
a maid and in the course of duty sweeps
up the information that Robert Cummings, a successful Broadway song writer, is about to produce his own show.
From here on in, film becomes one long
audition with the gang first trying to convince Cummings and then, later, his backer Bill Goodwin, that they are made for
"big time." Light-hearted film is loaded
with "Hit Parade" fodder, especially
"Love You Dearly" and "I Want To Sing
Like An Angel." Warner Bros.

The River Of No Return

Marilyn

Monroe, a dance hall singer
the primitive Northwest, finds
herself facing an even more primitive
audience, consisting of drunks, brawlers
in

and gambler Rory Calhoun. The only delife is her time spent
with motherless youngster Tommy Rettig, for whom she has been caring. This,
however, is brought to a close when the
boy's father, Robert Mitchum, is released

cent aspect of her

I

|

j

MARILYN MONROE
20th Century Foi Production

in

"RIVER OF

NO RETURN"
CintmaScope

from prison and takes his son back to
their newly-purchased farm. It isn't until Rory and Marilyn are married and are
on their way to file a gold mine claim
that she sees Mitchum and his son again.
The two men take an instant dislike to
one another, which is heightened when
Rory steals a horse so that he can get to
town to file his claim. Stranded, Marilyn
remains with Bob and the boy until an
Indian attack forces them to take refuge
on a raft, floating down the River of No
Return. The natural hazards encountered
on the raft, the grandeur of the scenery
plus the couple's budding romance make
for an absorbing and action-packed film.
It's an interesting pairing of Mitchum and
Monroe that's bolstered by an entertaining and off-beat script. 20th Century-Fox.

Color by Technicolor

WESTMORE

b rings you

h
!

Brigadoon
Scottish bagpipes, spritely dances and
enchanting pastoral landscapes provide a gay, yet haunting mood to this
Broadway musical now brought to the
"
'i

•
|

Gene Kelly and Van Johnson,
two American hunters lost in a Scottish
glen, chance upon the village of "Brigadoon." Although the quaint townsfolk
seem afraid, Fiona Campbell, played by
Cyd Charisse, welcomes them and invites
the strangers to the festivities of the day
her sister's marriage. Kelly and Cyd
dance an elaborate ballet in a field of
heather and soon know they are in love.
It is then that he learns this is no ordinary town. It comes to life only once
every one hundred years. Although he is
strongly drawn to the bonnie lass, he
watches the town disappear in the mist
for another century and returns with
Johnson to New York. Finally, Kelly
goes back to Scotland since he knows
there is where his true love is. His love

screen.

—

awakens the town long enough

for

f]

proved

alluring your
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how

complexion can be!
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skin looking perfectly

smooth.

Made for

you and stars by Westmore brothers,
most famous make-up artists, originators of liquid make-up. SEE the thrilling
difference: Dot on creamy Tru-Glo,

WESTMORE

blend in evenly, pat
all types of skin
in

—

off with tissue. For

many

shades.

make-up
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creamy powder make-up

$]_*

FOR INSTANT BEAUTY,

r

movie
nings.
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and
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carry Party Puff as

do on the set, at play and evePowder and base all-in-one.
stars
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stick
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giant-screen
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liquid

Bob Mitchum disarms frightened Marilyn Monroe in "The River Of No Return."

in

close-ups by

him

Cyd. Highlights of the film center around the gathering of the clans and
the wedding ceremony. Spectacular color
photography lends a never-never-land
feeling to the picture. MGM.
END
to join

'.

common

'

all

variety

and drug

stores.

Prices plus tax. Slightly higher in

House of Westmore,

Inc.,

New

Canada.

York 11

•

Hollywood

20th Century-Fox
presents

The continuation

of the

greatest story of love and
faith in the history of

entertainment! The soulsearching drama of what

happened

to

4k

"The Robe" and

Demetrius— who

defied

the word of God for the

wanton smile and
arms

willing

of the high

priestess, Messalina,

V

and met the most

awesome challenge
the

human

of

spirit...

on

the blood-drenched sands
of the

CO lor

Colosseum!

Produced by

Directed by

by

FRANK ROSS

DELMER DAVES

In

starring

\

i

i

the

Wonder

of

4-TRACK, HIGH

FIDELITY

Based on a Character Created by
llrwrl C Dounln^ in VV THF RORF"

STEREOPHONIC SOUND
co-starring

MICHAEL RENNIE DEBRA PAGET
ANNE BANCROFT JAY ROBINSON
•

•

with

BARRY JONES

•

WILLIAM MARSHALL

As a thank you for big party he hosted for her in N. Y., Joan Crawford entertained
for Mike O'Shea, Motion Pictures For Television publicity chief, in Hollywood.

The

star in these Hollygoing to be none other than

next major

woods
that big,

is

handsome guy Rock Hudson.

"Magnificent Obsession" is the picture
that's going to do it for him. The whole
town is amazed at the fine acting job our
boy's done in this film and it couldn't
happen to a nicer actor. The preem of
"Magnificent" was the big event in Hollywood, with all the importants in the
business turning out just as if it were
another Academy Awards night. As a

reward for Rock's hard work and fine
performance, producer Ross Hunter is
taking Rock to Ireland for his next pro-

man

little

couldn't

resist

letting

loose

with a quip. "There," he said, "goes my
future and the future of millions."

—

Meaning

and of course, all the
for him, the latter being
practically a million alone.
people

his fans,

who work

If you want to hear loud yawns and
snores in Hollywood, bring up any one of
three subjects the tasteless exhibitionism of Zsa Zsa Gabor and her playmate
Rubirosa; the romantic antics of Aly
Khan and Gene Tierney; and the tangled
affairs of Dick Haymes and Rita Hayworth, 'ollywood's 'ad it as far as they
are all concerned.

—

law and Haymes being in the pickle he's
she hasn't received any support for
the two little girls. To add to her troubles, a fancy Beverly Hills market is trying to collect from her a fantastic grocery
bill that Dick ran up.

in,

Ah, these boys when they get on foreign
Humphrey Bogart gave out with
some salty remarks about the sexy foreign type gals he encountered in Italy
soil!

whilst

but

it

making "The Barefoot Contessa,"
was left to Bob Mitchum at the

When that Candlelabra fellow, Liberace,
accidentally let the piano lid fall on Jimmy Durante's schnoz, during a Colgate
Comedy Hour rehearsal, the irrepressible

Dick's and Errol Flynn's mutual exNora Eddington, is the gal who has
suffered most on this marriage merry-goround. With Flynn out of reach of the

to make the biggest
publicity-seeking gal
named Simone Silva, who shed part of
her attire and caused a couple of photographers to fall into the Mediterranean.
Although these "incidents" often happen
miles away from Hollywood, we usually
get the blame.
(CONTINUED ON PACE 72)

Carol Beery, daughter of late Wallace
Beery, and her bridegroom, Don Hayden.

Joe Kirkwood, TV's Joe Palooka, and his
wife at premiere of "Prince Valiant."

Janet Leigh and James Mason share an
umbrella on an unusual California day.

duction.

18

wife,

Cannes Film Festival

splash

with

a
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.

.
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.
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Chip-Pruf Cutex, America's best-wearing nail
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word
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1
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Cutex Duo Vanity Stand with Pearl Cutex and Stay Fast Lipstick, 98<\
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Prices plus tax
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Screenland TV-LAND
new
You review the movies
contest
w ho knows

YOU do!

We, the editors
of SCREENLAND plus TV-LAND, want to publish in
each issue your reviews of current movies. Send us your
review of a new film you have seen within the past month —
it must be a new film. Send as many reviews as you like,
each one separately. Limit your review to less than 300
words and be sure your name, age and address are plainly
written.

would

the movies best?

We will publish those we deem best. Much as we

like to,

we cannot promise

to

answer

all

your

letters.

you do not win a cash prize, try again!
Address your review to: Review Editor, SCREENLAND,
10 East 40th Street, New York 16, N. Y.
If at first

1st PRIZE

'50.

2nd PRIZE

'25.

3rd PRIZE

...and

5 prizes

10.

of

$

5

each

BY GENE MORRIS

HER EXPERIENCES AS A WIFE

MAY SEEM UNREWARDING, BUT
STILL

kk
I

AVA GARDNER SAYS,

couldn't

live

without beings married
u

a

iND which man inside this house is not dirty? Who?
Name him for me. Which of the men inside would you have
play the prince for

The

biting

me?"

words came from the

inviting lips of

Ava

Gardner. Director Joe Mankiewicz called "cut" and Ava
and "Bogey" Bogart, her co-star, walked off the set, after
doing a highly -dramatic scene in "The Barefoot Contessa." But the air still seemed to be filled with the powerfully charged dialog that Ava had spoken with such
remarkable conviction. What she said so furiously about
men was spoken as a woman, a distressed and troubled
woman whose failure to establish a secure relationship
with a man has left her bitter and discouraged.
As Ava, dressed in a striking black, gold-embroidered
slack outfit, rested on the sidelines, she seemed small and
wistful. How like a lost child a worldly woman with a
bruised heart can be! That Ava is worldly, no one who
knows her cares to deny. That she is lost, no one knows
better than she.
Fortunately, she has had to work like a slave on "The
Barefoot Contessa," a film that will have even greater
audience appeal than Joe Mankiewicz's "All About Eve."
Ava has had to learn Spanish, has had to learn to dance,
has had to tackle the most difficult and mature role she
has ever been lucky enough to (continued on next pace)

"I'm a very womanly ivornan and I don't think

it's

possible

to be a complete person without marriage," says sultry Ava.

"

"I

COULDN'T LIVE WITHOUT BEING MARRIED" (CONTINUED)

Nevertheless, being Ava. she
has sought pleasure whenever she has
had a chance to relax. The urge for
excitement is as much Ava as her
splendid brunette beauty and her
electrifying appeal for men. She goes
to considerable lengths to satisfy her
whims. She can be as tempestuous in
her language as she is impetuous in
her romances with men she finds attractive. But the painful situation she
is in with husband Frank Sinatra and
her genuine loneliness have not been
assuaged either by work or play, and
never will be.
Naturally the gossip which is inhave.

—
Ava as heavy
—has spread

evitably as thick around

smoke

around

a

fire

wildly in and from this sophisticated

and cosmopolitan Italian capital. Reports had it that Ava was having an
extended romance with handsome
Rossano Brazzi, who has an important role in "Contessa;" was breaking
up the engagement between Lucia
Bose, sultry Italian star, and comedian Walter Chiari; was dining much
too often with the good-looking, young
Chilean star in European films, Octavio

Senoret;

was

practicing

bull-

with a wide assortment of
Spanish and Mexican toreadors; was
doing Rome's few night clubs with
fighting

princes, counts, millionaires,

and mere

acquaintances who just happened to
be around and had a few laughs to
offer; and to top it off, was having
wild parties in her charming house
right in the heart of the Eternal City.
Etcetera, ad infinitum.

Against this smoky mixture of much
and little fact, however, picture Ava quietly sitting home with
Beatrice Gardner, her sister-companion, ignoring maids, cooks and telephones nights on end, gorging on
southern-fried chicken which they
themselves prepared. And listen to
the poignant story of the gift Frankie
sent to Ava, as told by messenger
Lauren Bacall, who brought it along
when she came to Rome to join Bogey.
"Frankie called me several times,"
Baby Bacall drawled in her inimitable manner. "He kept asking me anxiously if I would take a present over
I
kept saying, 'Of course,
to Ava.
fiction

why

not, darling,'

wondering whether

he expected me to fly a piano across.
The day I caught the plane, Frankie

appeared with a medium-sized box.''
Lauren, arms akimbo, her head tilted,
almost shrieked, "A cocoanut cake!
Get that! 'Ava loves cocoanut cake.'
Frankie said. 'I had it made specially
for her.' Of course I took it with me.
I balanced that precious piece of pastry for six thousand miles across land
and sea and over mountains and valleys, and I got it to Ava safely!"

Ava wept when she

got "that pre-

cious piece of pastry."

There's a remarkable parallel between Maria, the "Barefoot Contessa,"
and Ava, the "Box-Office Queen."
Both came from extreme poverty.
Both rose from financial and emotional insecurity to fabulous success

world-renowned film personalities.
Both found no peace for themselves
in love. Both had little faith in thenrelationships with men. What hapas

pens

to

Maria,

the

extraordinarily

beautiful girl born in the

filth of

Ma-

has given Ava much food for
thought about her own future.
drid,

Asked whether the

parallel

had

when

she decided to do the
film, Ava laughed. "Of course it did.
How could I escape it. I understand
Maria. I know her very well." She
paused. "Perhaps too well. She's real
and she's realistic. She learned very
early in life that you mustn't dare let
struck her

much from men."
Suddenly, Ava sprang up from her
chair and grabbed a cigarette. "And
who taught her that cruel lesson?"
The question hung in the air until she
lit her cigarette. "Who else but men?"
Ava spoke slowly, feeling her way
with her words as she nervously
walked back and forth.
"They took advantage of her sensitivity. They took advantage of her
poverty. They took advantage of her
defenselessness. They took advantage
of her desire for love." She stopped
for a minute, then went on. "But you
yourself expect too

Of a

reconciliation with Frankie,

says, "J honestly don't

Ava

know. I'm confused.

You've heard the expression, 'What
will be, will be.'
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What

else can I say

•
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R TA
you

T
lets
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• • •

never burn

Be sun safe. ..sun sure. ..with Tartan. There
in

see

how

it

goes.

All the hurts left in

woman

never destroy her capacity
or her need for love." She sat down

a

"Isn't that just like a

again.

»

no better suntan lotion

is

the country today. Wonderfully easy to apply.

will

not dry the skin. Put your trust

in a

"lets you

tan-never

to coast.

Ask for Tartan Suntan Lotion

*

i

greaseless. .Tartan

.

.

.

suntan lotion that can say

burn' "... preferred by millions from coast
or Tartan

when used according to directions
Made and guaranteed by McKesson & Bobbins

Cream Suntan

At

Lotion.

drug and cosmetic counters
in the U. S. and Canada.

atl

woman?"

and grinned broadly.
She
Ava has a warm and meaningful grin.

winked

Since she obviously

felt

pretty

down

on Twentieth Century men, would she
have preferred life in the days of
King Arthur with which she became
familiar during the making of MGM's
"Knights Of The Round Table?"
Ava let out a whoop. "I should say
not! Let that thought perish right out
of your masculine mind this second,"
she commanded with mock imperiousness. "All that bowing and scraping and horses and trappings and
ceremony! All that going off to wage
battle in honor of fair ladies couldn't
camouflage the naked fact that males
weren't one whit better then than
they are today.

—

worse

if

Maybe

they

were

that's possible.

"And that brings me to something
Ava continued. "I think women

else,"

are raised all wrong, particularly in

America. We expect too darned much
from life, particularly from men.
There's much too much romance, too
many illusions. It all looks so rosy
and beautiful, so heavenly from a
distance. Then, in the close-up, you're
in it but good. You wonder just how
it
happened, why nobody prepared
you, why nobody had the courage to
tell you the truth, why nobody explained just what you were really

up

and what you could do
make a sensible and satisfying life

for

against,

to

yourself.

"Some people asked me the other
day what advice I would give on marriage."
Ava's eyes were wide in
amazement. "Asked me!" She shook
her head in disbelief. "I thought they
were joking! Now I ask you, what do
I know about marriage? What could
I

possibly advise

anybody

who

some good advice."
However, Ava still

feels

is

on the
could use

else

subject? I'm the one

marriage

essentia] for her.
"I

couldn't live without being

Bathing

suit

mar-

Trunks by McGregor in Bates
Surf Scooter by Ideal Toy Corporation . .

by Rose Marie Reid

disciplined fabric

.

.

.

3-Way Radio by Sylvania

.

.

.

.

Skotch Kooler by Hamilton
Sports car by Sunbeam-Talbot Alpine
Beach towel by Martex
.

.

.

.

.

I want the things marriage gives
woman. I want (continued on pace 58)

.

.

.
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WHY WOMEN LOVE

TIMES HAVE CHANGED, AND TODAY

WOMEN WHO ARE

IT'S

THE

MARILYN'S STAUNCHEST CHAMPIONS

BY ELSIE LEE

"AA
WmARiLYN
life!

Monroe? She was

the greatest surprise of

—

my

always thought
For a long time I

All the publicity about that calendar

I

she was just a cheap little siren.
wouldn't go to see any of her pictures, or let my husband go,
either! But when I finally did see her why, she's just sweet!"
Those are the words of a Brooklyn housewife. But all over
America other housewives are agreeing with her. Marilyn
has conquered the hearts of American women as thoroughly as
she has conquered American men. A year ago women called
her "that awful Monroe girl." But today it's different. Why?
"She got married," says a studio technician, cynically.
"When she left the studio and became Mrs. Joe DiMaggio, all
the women in the country figured she wouldn't be
making those sexy pictures any more. Now that she is settled
down as a married woman, they can afford to say
Marilyn's okay."
But the change had started long before the wedding
ceremony, and Marilyn's marriage was the home run rather

—

MARILYN

IVIOIMRO
than the batter-up in the game of winning feminine approval.

When did it start—and why did it take so long for the
women of America to change their minds about Marilyn?

"I think we've been held back by all the publicity,"
says the principal of a girl's school. "It was a shame that Marilyn
Monroe was hailed as a siren. I don't believe that women
really feared her effect on their men but (continued on pace 58)

—

Between the time Marilyn
first modeled (above)

and her role in "River Of
No Return" (left)
.she's become Glamour
Girl

Number One.
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Who
needs a
private

ife?
ESTHER WILLIAMS BELIEVES
SHE SHOULD SHARE HER LIFE

WITH THE PUBLIC —AND WHEN
INTEREST CEASES SHE'LL

THAT

IT'S

TIME TO RETIRE

Esther's bathing suit

of California in

26

is

by Cole

the new "Cute Tamata"

motif; she wears Cutex's

Tamata" shade
Esther's in

KNOW

nail polish

MGMTs

new "Cute

and

lipstick.

"Jupiter's Darling."

^

Gossip used to upset Esther and Ben;
note they

know

that's penalty of

fame.

Gov. Walter Kohler holds goddaughter

Susan Gage for photogs after baptismal.

Publicity

edding.

almost snafued the Gages'
Yet she

still

believes in

it.

BY MAXINE BLOCK
til

rom the time
interest in

my

life

fans

first

demonstrated a budding
I've been perfectly willing to share

me and my affairs,

with them.

I

think

it's

a pity for people in pictures

and put up iron gates to close out the
rest of the world. They miss all the wonderful experience
and enrichment of knowing all kinds of people."
Filmtown's most honored mermaid Esther Williams sat in
her handsomely decorated, blue-and-red Early American
studio dressing room between scenes of MGM's "Jupiter's
Darling," discussing, with deep conviction, her private feelings
about an actress's public life.
"Let me just give you one 'f'r instance,' " she began. "Before
our baby, Susan Tenney, was born, our good friend of
years and years Governor Walter Kohler of Wisconsin told me,
'I just know you're going to have a girl!
And I want to be
her godfather.' Ben and I were both thrilled and honored, and when
the governor recently phoned that Mrs. Kohler and he would
be in Los Angeles for a day, we rushed around making plans for
to wall themselves in

—

—

—

—

the christening.

"We'd put
It's

not that

that

off

we

having our boys, Benjie and Kimmie, baptized.
considered it cheaper by the dozen merely

—

we wanted them

meaning

of this

be old enough to understand the
lovely sacrament before they (continued on pace
to

60i
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When Dick went on location for "Saskatchewan"
Hugh CP Brian and Shelley Winters, Suzan visited

with

him.

Preparing dinner for Dick one evening at

home, Suzan met with the accident which
took her to the hospital for her operation.

But

suffering

only

deepened

their

love.

In her hospital bed, shortly before Suzan
celebrated her twenty-first birthday, she
said, "Z

can go on acting.

I will

be able to

play golf, ride horseback, dance, swim."

LiMAXiNG Hollywood's nicest love story, Suzan Ball
Richard Long on April 11, when they were
married in El Montecito Presbyterian Church in Santa
Barbara. There was an audible gasp from the assembled
guests as Suzan entered the church without her crutches
[(•and walked firmly down the aisle, with but a slight limp,
tpn the arm of her father. She had practiced walking only
six days without her crutches, and she put them aside
tardy a few minutes before the ceremony.
Later Suzan said, "I always knew I would get married
Without crutches, although no one else did." It was but
Jjone more example of the matchless faith of the girl the
whole movie colony admires as one of its bravest.
In the traditional way of weddings, there was something
)ld, something new, something borrowed, something blue,
fhe something old was Suzan's grandmother's antique
amond earrings; something new, her wedding gown of
vhite rose point lace over pink satin; something borrowed
vas a handkerchief; and something blue the ribbon on
jjbecame Mrs.

True, they'd been seen together in public, and vague
romance between Dick and Suzan had appeared in columns from time to time. But their friends
and even their families hadn't taken them seriously. Dick's
hints about a

I

•j

Suzan's petticoat.

When
irst

the announcement of their prospective wedding

appeared in

print,

Hollywood was stunned.

own mother heard about it on a radio broadcast. His sister Barbara, who is married to Marshall Thompson, read
it

in a column. Suzan's father

was

told about

it

by a

who had heard

or read it somewhere. In a way,
as a surprise to Dick and Suzan!

came

—

Dick
in the

still

in

summer

uniform
of 1952,

—

first

friend,
it

even

became conscious of Suzan
in "Yankee Buc-

when he saw her

caneer," at the Ernie Pyle Theater in Tokyo.

After the show, one of his pals asked him

how

he'd liked

remember what it was all
about but the girl who played the lead was wonderful!"
Although the picture was made by Universal-International, the studio to which Dick was under contract before
the picture. "Frankly,

I

don't

—

he received his president's greetings, he had a "detached"
sort of attitude toward the film industry, and actresses as
well. As to any other G.I., they were intangible. Any
thought of ever meeting Suzan didn't even enter his
mind.

(continued on pace

62>
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FERNANDO LAMAS BELIEVES THE GREATEST THING IN LIFE IS TO LOVE
SOMEONE COMPLETELY AND UNSELFISHLY. BUT WHEN A MAN FINDS
HE'S BEING FOOLED OR IS FOOLING HIMSELF, IT'S

Time to Cal
BY JACK HOLLAND

R

regardless of what you may read elsewhere in
gossip-hungry items, Fernando Lamas is an honest
man emotionally and otherwise. Pretext and phoni-

—

ness have no place in his scheme of things and you
can include the affairs of the heart in that.
Recently the debonair Latin American star, who's
currently appearing in "Rose Marie," has been quite

—

He has spent much of his time alone and he
has had plenty of time to think about a lot of things.
Being an emotional man, one of the problems he has
tried to figure out is romance and its somewhat
cataclysmic effects on a person who is of a basically
ill.

sensitive nature.
"I've heard of people who are happy because
someone loves them," Fernando says quietly. "I

don't believe this

is

real happiness.

I

think you're

happy only when you love someone very much. It
is real living and loving when you plan things to
make the person you love happy, when you're careful of her feelings, when you can give the best of
yourself without expecting anything in return.

"I'm very emotional. I jump in feet first. Sometimes I'm very unselfish in my relationship with
others and sometimes I'm not. But I still say, it's the
greatest thing in life to be able to love someone
completely and unselfishly.
"I believe that basically men and women look for
the same qualities honesty and sincerity in someone they can love. Women, however, have a tendency to look for a healthy, sane, open, giving love.
They also like the feeling that they're being protected and men should put their protection first and
foremost in their minds. They should defend them
at all times. If women can't feel that men will protect them, their love goes out the window.
"As for men, I can only speak for what I want in
a woman. I look primarily for tenderness and understanding and I admit that (continued on pace 65>

—

—

—

"It

is

hard to face reality, but a man shouldn't get
he stops being a man," says Fernando.

into a spot where

I

Chris

is

the pride

Rush —trouble

is,

and joy of

Jeff

they're so often

Maybe Terence Michael Murphy

Hunter and Barbara

away making movies!

is

a bit young to give

Already Glenn Ford's son Peter
of his

pop—

Pete's

is

taking

becoming expert

up

the hobbies

at picture taking.

—

Like father, like son

can

mug

Jerry Lewis's youngest, Ronnie,

right back at his old

Award winner

Bill

man

just like

Holden gets away from

it

an expert.

all in his

backyard gymnastics with his sons Peter and Scotty.

Dads are

all right, says

Ann Widmark,

Dick's daughter,

but they never

manage

Dena Kaye

only eight years old, but she's seen her

name

is

to button

in lights as title of

you up as mothers do.

Danny's producing company.
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HOPING

AS ITS NUMBER ONE STAY-AT-HOME,

Jean and Casey Adams

JEAN PETERS, COMMENCES DATING

the movie, "Niagara."

BY CONSTANCE WHITE

New Mexico

Jean went on location to

Bob Wagner

in 20th's

''Three Coins In

for her role with

new movie, "Broken Lance."

The Fountain" took her

-;

Rome.

-1

:
=!

to

1

-

-i

-I

n

first

met when they appeared together

But

their

dating began

in

very recently.

On

A recent spring evening in a Hollywood bistro, a lovely
dark-haired, hazel-eyed girl dined with a tall, athleticlooking young man. Quietly engrossed in each other's
company, they were unaware of the interest they created,
especially for the Hollywood columnist who had
stopped in on his evening rounds of news-gathering.
The next day the columnist reported this item with a
great deal of excitement. For the girl in the restaurant was
Jean Peters, on her first date with Casey Adams.
Subsequently there were other dates in other places. There

was immediate speculation

as to whether these dates
are the beginning of a serious romance. But the columnist
that night was impressed, and understandably so, that
he could report having seen Jean Peters out in a
public eating place on a date. Any date!
Before this, Jean's name has been linked with that of a
man's only on a theatre marquee. This state of singleness has
not been for a lack of interest in Hollywood males. Actors
who have worked with Jean or met her on studio
sets have described her with words such as "intelligent,"

Bob Wagner, for one, met
Twentieth where they are both under contract and
reported, "I've never met another girl in Hollywood
who is more fun to talk with than Jean." But Bob, like all
the others, got no further than this casual encounter.
For Jean Peters, since her arrival in Hollywood seven
years ago, has most often been described (continued on pace 67
"talented," witty," "lovely."

her
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EVERYTHING HAPPENS
HE'S

A GUY

WHO

LIKES PEACE

ROCK HUDSON FINDS

TO ROCK!

way

Rock muses. "Just when

—

LIFE ERUPTING

QUIET, BUT

AROUND HIM

BY DICK PINE

ever since I was born, I guess,"
I think things are most peaceful
bam! something happens to me. When I was six months
old, there I was in my mother's arms, probably feeling
safe and smug, the way babies do. And d'you know what?
It's been this

AND

—

—

be peaceful (that word again!) after the holiday celebrations.

Well, he

was

made

it

to the airport without incident

sitting placidly in the plane, waiting for

when

it

and

to take off,

the plane sitting next to his suddenly burst into

Mother fell down right on top of me and broke my leg!
"Of course I don't remember anything about it, although Mother still gets the shudders over it. But a man

flames for no apparent reason and with much resulting
excitement. "Surely I had nothing to do with that" he
reassured himself, trying to conquer a slight uneasiness.

who

gets off to that sort of start in life ought to be care-

ful.

Yet

Later on, during the flight, he noticed a blonde aboard
the plane. But they didn't become acquainted and he for-

it

seems the more careful

I

am, the safer

I feel,

more certain Fate is to deal me some sort of wallop.
guess I'm the original 'innocent bystander.'
"If there's a wrinkle in the rug, it's my toe that finds it.
If someone spills a tray of drinks, I'm the one who gets
the full benefit. Of course, my being so big may have
something to do with that. There's more of me to get in
the
I

way than there is of most people."
This Rock is a man who, although he enjoys fun and

the

bright lights as well as anyone, also enjoys peace and quiet

and often goes deliberately in search of them. He should
know by this time that these are the occasions on which
he should watch his step.
Take last winter, for instance, after the holiday hoopla
was over. Rock reflected that he hadn't seen his eightyfour-year-old grandmother in some time and decided to
take off for Mobile, Alabama, to pay her a visit. It would
36

got

all

about her until
his grandmother's house at seven in the

He reached

morning and the phone was ringing. A New York newspaper was calling excitedly, long distance, to say that a
report had reached there that Rock had eloped with Mari-

Monroe (naturally this was before she actually did
elope with Joe DiMaggio ) and the paper was sure that she

lyn

was there in Mobile with Rock at his grandmother's house.
He was still struggling to convince them that he was only
casually acquainted with Marilyn and that he was not concealing her when the doorbell began to ring and the local
press swarmed in, vastly agog over the same rumor and
just as unwilling to be convinced that it wasn't true. They
were sure Marilyn must be in the house, hiding under
something.

"We know

she was on the plane

(continued on pace

38)

EVERYTHING HAPPENS TO ROCK!
with you!" they accused. Then Rock remembered
the unidentified blonde he had observed across the
aisle. She hadn't resembled Marilyn in the slightest
and he didn't even remember whether she had gotten off the plane at Mobile.

"Rock, dear," his gentle grandmother protested,
all these people? I thought we were going
to have a nice, quiet visit. Do things like this go on
all the time in Hollywood?"
Rock was trying to explain that "things like this"
hardly ever happened to him, except when he was
seeking peace and quiet, when the phone began to
ring again. This time it was long distance calls from
papers in New Orleans which had somehow got the
idea that the newlyweds ( they were calling him that
by this time) were on their way to that Southern
city and they wanted to know whether the wedding
had taken place yet, where the pair would be staying and how soon they could take pictures.
Talking on the phone, Rock could see from a window local reporters lurking behind every shrub and
curiosity seekers milling about the house in droves.
Naturally the excitement died down almost as suddenly as it had flared, but Rock decided he had bet-

"who are

come home anyhow.
"I thought Grandmother had had enough of my
'peaceful little visit,' " he says. "No telling what

ter

might have happened

38

if I

stayed there."

Things happen to Rock almost as surely when he
be what he calls "grand" as when he tries to
be peaceful.
A few weeks ago a New York show of special renown played Los Angeles and Rock and a date detries to

cided to attend in style.

"We were really going to 'do' this one," says Rock.
You know— a regular romantic evening! I got all
dressed up in a new suit and we went for dinner to
a smart restaurant for an enormous steak to end all
steaks, drenched in a stupendous sauce.
_
"The waiter arrived, carrying the platter with the
triumphant flourish that a good waiter uses when he
brings you anything that grand and that expensive.

—

So what happened? With the final flourish, the waiter tripped and catapulted steak, sauce and all the
trimmings
head.

all

over me, beginning with the top of

He wound up

flat

on

his face at

my

my

feet.

My

"What happened next?
memory is a blur of
agitated people wielding mops, cloths, brushes. I
was whisked to the gentlemen's room where more
people appeared with more rags and

was cleaned,

my

face

was washed,

stuff.

my

My

clothes

hair

were

subjected to the most energetic treatment.
"Presently, breathless, dinnerless, but reasonably

even if smelling strongly of cleaning solvents,
date and I went on to the theatre. We were going to see that show or else! We had dinner after

tidy,

my

Rock's learned that the times he should

worry about most are those days when
world seems to be peaceful and

By

the show.

And

this

that time

we were

reminded him

all

the

quiet.

nearly famished."
he took Piper

of the time

Laurie to a premiere. They were to go on to a party
afterward but when they left the theatre they made
the horrid discovery that somehow Rock had backed
up against a wide stripe of wet white paint. "What
to

DO?" he
But

wailed.

Piper, an imperturbable girl

if

you ever saw

"Think nothing of
right on our way and Mother will

one, said, with only a tiny giggle,
it.

My

house

is

fix it."

Mother did, too. While Rock took a distinctly informal pose, face down on the divan, Mother got at
him with the paint remover until he was as good as
new and that evening, too, was saved.
"I'm pretty lucky about getting clean-up jobs," he
observes.

Rock also felt pretty "elegant" a year or so ago
while he was working in England and was presented
to the Queen at a "command performance."
"It went like this
I think," he says, wrinkling a
brow. "She said, 'I understand you are making a
picture over here.' And I said, 'Yes, your Majesty.'

—

She

T hope you

will come back soon!' and I
hoped so, too.
"Then I back off and got clear away from there
and instantly I was submerged in people who demanded to know what she had (continued on pace 60>
said,

mumbled

that

I

His swimming mishap brought Betty Abbott flying.

The glamorous,
brilliance

is

witty Jean of today

is

a star whose

almost equal to that of her husband.

But when she became Mrs. Stewart Granger, Jean was
a starry-eyed teenager, worshipping his every word.

mm

STEWART GRANGER KNOWS HOW TO HANDLE JEAN SIMMONS
BUT THE SOPHISTICATED JEAN OF TODAY

IS

A

CHANGED CREATURE FROM THE SHY GIRL HE MARRIED

BY MIKE CONNOLLY
Tongues on both
tic

sides of the Atlan-

started wagging about the marriage

Jean Simmons and Stewart Granwhen Granger went to England
this Spring to make "Beau Brummell"
for MGM. He went alone. And, while
he was there, he saw a great deal of
his first wife, Elspeth March, and their
two children James, who is nine years
old, and Lindsay, who. is eight.
of

ger

This isn't to infer that Jimmy, as
Stewart is known to his friends, will
break up with Jean to go back to his
first wife and their children. True, the
last person Jimmy spoke to in London
before he returned to Hollywood and
his present wife was his first wife, Miss
March. Also, the night before that he
had taken her and their daughter,
Lindsay, to the opening of a play, Edgar Wallace's "The Frog." And then,
after he had taken off on his flight
across the Atlantic back to Jean, Elspeth and Lindsay spent their last
night in

London

in the fashionable

Mayfair apartment that Granger always maintains. This is in addition to
his

Hollywood home.

Just before driving to

London Air-

Granger had remarked to one of
his chums: "I'm still terribly fond of
Elspeth," and on arriving at the airport he had phoned a final goodbye to
Elspeth and Lindsay in his apartment
After the phone call he told a reporter,
"Of course I saw a good deal of my
former wife and my children while I
was here. Why shouldn't I? But now
I am longing to get back to my wife in
America. Incidentally, she may be
coming over
(continued on pace 64)
port,

TAKE BOGART'S WORD FOR

IT

.

.

.

He knows about

WOMEN
BY HANK KAUFMAN

Several months ago eye-filling Italian
Pampanini aroused Humphrey Bogart's

actress Silvana

when, in a
magazine article she declared that Bogart, Gary Cooper
and Clark Gable were too old to be convincing lovers.
Now Bogart, defender of the rights of man, was not one
to stand idly by and let this crushing statement pass unchallenged. When they met at lunch in Rome, Bogey arrived with ammunition tucked away under his arm
huge photograph of his wife, sexy Lauren Bacall, whom
he calls Betty, and their two handsome young children.
"Signorina Pampanini," he began, "this is the kind of
work I do, and I'm fifty-four. What do you think of it?"
All that his bosomy companion could murmur at this point
was a soft, "Che hello how beautiful." Bogey ended the
argument decisively with, "The next time you pick on a
man, make sure you know what you're doing. Better still
what he's doing."
At fifty-four, Bogart has enough film projects lined up
to make your head spin. And they're none of them simple
studio jobs. Nothing easy for Bogart he's either off in
the wilds of the African jungle, as in "African Queen,"
roughing it in the barren Italian hills as he did for "Beat
The Devil," riding out a typhoon in "The Caine Mutiny,"
or safari-ing it in primitive, mysterious India, as he will
soon be doing in the film "The Man Who Would Be King,"
ire,

—

—

—

—

1

Silvana Pampanini said he was old

—but

Bogart's unexpected answer floored her!

2 Even

a

be fair

3

good friend

game

like

Ava Gardner can

for the Bogart wisecracks.

After eight years of marriage, his wife
still isn't

sure he has a serious nature.

Gina Lollobrigida came within range of
his withering fire in

"Beat The Devil."

^

after he finishes

work on

sion of the stage hit,

Had enough,

his next project

"My Three Angels"

—the
for

film ver-

Paramount.

yet?

So natural and effortless an actor is Bogey, no matter
what type of role he essays, that it's difficult to realize that
he is emoting when his concise, hard-hitting portrayals
grab hold of you. And who cares anyway? Bogey the
character is as famous in his own right as Bogart the actor.
He's also a connoisseur of

women. "You may not be-

lieve this," says Bogey, "but the first thing

woman

I

notice about

her face. If the face interests me I'll give the
rest of her the once over. Take Ingrid Bergman for example. I worked with her all through 'Casablanca' before
I realized she had a wonderful figure to go with that fascinating face. There's a woman! And besides, there's too
much emphasis on bosoms today. With all the fuss caused
by the Monroes, the Russells and the Lollobrigidas, you'd
think that bosoms were just invented yesterday. It takes
more than a well-stacked front balcony and a prominent
back porch to make an actress. Somewhere in between
there's got to be just a hint of talent."
When I asked Bogart to name his five favorite young
women he began with a, "Well, let's see there's Lauren
Bacall, and then, hmmm, Lauren. Bacall, and then
Oh.
I must have got carried away for a (continued on pace 68
a

is

—

—

"W
Robert

Q.,

want most

to do," Robert Q. Lewis told
help kids get the breaks I got 1
was lucky, and I want to pass my luck along."

That

me,

I

"is to

horn-rimmed and

sport-shirted, sat behind

the big, cluttered desk in the library-TV room-office of
his five-room apartment overlooking the river on Man-

Upper East Side. It's a comfortable, luxurious
brown and gold, one wall lined with hundreds of
books and records. Framed theatrical announcements and
hattan's

room

in

posters hang on the walls, a gorgeously-colored Indian
is mounted over the couch, and a score
totem poles are displayed on the bookshelves. Completely equipped for work or play, even
down to an electric pencil sharpener contributed by a
friend to the "man who has everything," it's the Ivory
Tower of a New Yorker whose interests range the world.
"There are so many young people with talent, kids who
deserve and need that one break," Bob went on. "Take
for instance Fred Elton. I was looking for an accompanist

feather headdress
of his favorite

<4|

At 33, Robert Q. Lewis has what he wants

most from

his life

—

All the cast of his

Roy

success in his work.

TV

variety

show are adept

at clowning:

Bloch, the orchestra leader, Jan Arden, Earl Wrightson,

Lois Hunt, Robert Q. himself, Jaye P.

Morgan and Lee

THEY CALL HIM THE MAN WHO HAS EVERYTHING,
BUT ROBERT
IN

Q.

LEWIS

IS

MOST INTERESTED

PASSING HIS LUCK ALONG TO OTHERS

The
stands -Tor Luck
BY FRANCES ABLER

Vine.

i

j

f

go along on my Las Vegas night club venture a couple
years ago. During rehearsal one day I asked our or-

he knew of anyone who
'ould suit me. One of the station page boys overheard
ue, buttonholed me later, and asked for a chance to

taestra leader,

ty out."
Bob grinned.

Archie Bly,

if

—

"Of course, I groaned inwardly who
has time to waste? But I listened to him,
nd the kid was good. I hired him and took him along to
I think
»as Vegas. Now he's on a daytime TV show.
smeday hell be a great song writer."
There was Bob Cone, too, now one of the writers on
le "Robert Q. Lewis Show" (4:30 P.M. EDT, CBS-TV
etwork). While Lewis was airing his patter over
;veral years ago, he noticed a stranger in the control
oom goggling at him. The next day the same lad, who
eemed to have nothing to do with the workings of the
rogram, was still staring with eager absorption. Curious,
lobert Q. asked about him and found that he was a
wouldn't?

r

Who

WHN

casual visitor, a vague acquaintance of one of the control

room engineers.

Now intrigued for real, Mr. Spectacles made a point of
asking the boy whether he could do anything for him.
He realized that he had led with his chin when the goggler asked to be allowed to submit a test script. "Oh Lord,"
thought Bob, "what have I let myself in for?"
But he had hit the jackpot again. He had found a mine
of talent.

almost always by accident that you find talent,"
on, his eyes looking very brown and serious
behind the big horn- rims. "I say I've been lucky, because
I've always known, as far back as I can remember, what
I wanted to do. I'll bet half the readers of SCREENLAND
know too. I can't tell them how to grab the brass ring,
but if you think it would help, I'll tell them how I did it."
Bob leaned back in the desk chair and closed his eyes,
sending his thoughts back to the beginning of things. He
was born, he said, on April 5, 1921, (continued on pace 71
"It's

Bob went

j

BY WILLIAM LYNCH VALLEE

ed and the
Ted Mack spins the Wheel
of Fortune, symbol of the
''''Original

A

quiet,

man, Ted

Amateur Hour."

unassuming outdoors
is

logical

unquestionably the

Bowes replacement,

but no one
the pontifical

is

more unlike

major than

he.

Paul Winchell got his start on Major Bowes' "Amateur Hour.

V era-Ellen was only

a kid

when she won

audition.

EVERYONE LIKES TED MACK, GUIDING HAND OF THE "AMATEUR
HOUR," FROM HIS SPONSORS TO THE DOG WHO CAME TO DINNER

^Ted Mack's

"Original

Amateur Hour"

broadcasts old ... as of April 10.

The equivalent,
4,000th birthday

in

human

.

.

is

now

1,001

.

terms, of a spry oldster's

—on the basis of TV contracts calling for

and renewable if all's well.
And all is well with Ted and the eager amateurs displayed over 115 NBC-TV stations, Saturday evenings at
8:30, EDT. "There are just as many talented amateurs
today," says Ted. "as there were twenty years ago."
It was twenty years ago when the late Major Edward
Bowes took to radio with the program and his: "The
Wheel of Fortune spins. Around, around she goes, and
."
where she stops, nobody knows.
The wheel stopped on the winning jackpot number for
the program itself Bowes units swarmed over the entire
U. S. after the show became a top radio favorite. After
the major's death, Ted Mack, his right-hand man, took
over, and the show went on television.
Eight hundred thousand hopefuls have been auditioned
by both regimes. Of the fifteen thousand who reached the
air, some have fallen by the theatrical wayside, many
have done well or fairly-well a select few made the very
top, such as: Frank Sinatra, Robert Merrill, Mimi BenzelL, Vera-Ellen, ReginaResnick, Stanley Clements, Jack
Carter, Teresa Brewer, Frank Fontaine, Ray Malone,
thirteen weeks,

.

.

—

—

Larry Storch, Paul Winchell, Dave Barry, et al. Some of
showed up for broadcast No. 1,001.
Three-time winners on the half-hour "Hour" compete
on June 19 at the show's Annual Championship finals at
Madison Square Garden the highlights to be televised.

the old grads

—

Cash scholarships run up

to $2,000 for the top

money.

Pet Milk, the sponsors, reports that the amateur show
is their best salesman, with Mr. Mack the idol of their
customers. Which suggests something everyone knows
the amateur story, but how many viewers are up on the
life and times of Ted Mack? Is that his real name?
Ted Mack was born William Edward Maguiness, February 12, 1904, in Greely, Colorado. The family moved to
Denver, where Ted graduated from Sacred Heart High,
worked as a theatre usher, fell for the saxophone playing
of the Six Brown Brothers (remember, Dad?)
then had
to do his saxophone practising in a closet because his father, a railroad brakeman, worked nights and slept days.
For economic reasons, Ted became a Denver stockyard
hog caller during summer vacation from law studies at
Denver University. He understandably jumped at an
offer from a cowboy orchestra
a hot bath, and he was
ready, saxophone in hand. Since Ted was the only member of the band who'd been within four feet of a cayuse,
he was also the only untroubled musician aside from the
bass player who stood up anyway after a press agent
had decided that the band should parade to the theatre
in San Francisco on their fiery steeds.

—

—

—

—

—

Ted's orchestral career

—out

of the

saddle

—

included
musical greats to-be. In 1926, after he heard that a rival was beating
his time with his childhood sweetheart, Ellen Marguerite
Overholt, Ted dropped everything to go back home and
marry the girl. Together, they organized a band Marguerite, its manager and Ted's
(continued on pace 70)

work with Ben

Pollock, alongside

many

—
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MARCIA MOORE

'

keep you looking fresh and meticulous through
warm months, make this a cotton-cool

The

'miner!

styles are pretty

and the prices

pleasing,

tubbable cotton dresses will give you
tew outlook in planning a vacation or a stay-atne wardrobe. Opposite: Happy-go-lucky Karen
andler, sharing the spotlight with Eddie Fisher
-nderful,

a guest appearance on "The Eddie
her Show," an NBC-TV production. Karen
!oral recording star who has just completed
J-I short, "The Four Aces Sing," with
*ing

itt

is

Here, she models the prettiest
with row upon row of frivolous ruffles;
rhinestones that sparkle along the neck
Dennis.

ssy" dress
1

The

or gold print.

.

jce is

A

in white with a blue,
range is from 9 to 15. be purchased at W. T. GRANT.

and back. This comes

in front

j»

and

$7.98

size

may

it

striped cotton percale with a horizontal stripe

item worked across the top of the yoke and two bands
oss the skirt. The shirtwaist bodice has a
ndl skirt

—your

ist

and large two-tone buttons down to the
waist nipped in by a ribbon-thin

$2.98.

t.

It

has a

full

notched collar with

vs tied at the shoulder.
or pink with black.

1

The

little

colors are gold,

12 to 20.

S. S.

KRESGE.

rhe popular "squaw" dress has made rapid fashion
vs

among young and

lian

tradition

old alike. Based on American

—this dress has been gracefully adapted

meet 1954 requirements. Here, a version with
sticized waist, neckline and sleeve, from S. H. KRESS
It comes in red, gold and green; and the price
|2.98. Bright bands of desert-color braiding circle
jrt and top of bodice.
3. Karen wears this cotton
iback which comes in the following combination
colors: blue and red, blue and beige, grey and pink,
WLe and lilac All with the bright scattered floral print on a
• jjished cotton.
The waistline pared to a minimum, and
bodice softly draped. Trim tucks accent the bosom. This

K

I

;old at

the

W.

T.

GRANT

Co., for $7.98.

In sizes 9-15.

Rosebuds bloom on white cotton. This flower-garden print
'•jlffh touches of leafy green comes in rose, blue and maize.
ide, three-tier swing skirt with black trim emphasizing the
nortance of each tier. Jet buttons lead to below the
.

I

istline

—interrupted by a thin black

belt.

Wide

•f -the-shoulder neckline and short puff sleeves.

Ifaes- 12-20.

For

$2.98.

From

H. L.

GREEN STORES.

The
is

surprise story

is

the shoe story and the happy ending

the wonderful selection of footwear from

W.

T.

GRANT.

your favorite materials and colors,
are now available at budget-low prices. Step into the
walking picture this Summer, in style, comfort and ease.
Play shoes, in

1.

Denim

all of

play shoes with criss-cross laces which

tie

around the ankle. This in solid charcoal and faded blue
or red and white stripe, as above. Cushioned crepe sole.
$1.99. Also a match for mother and daughter (sizes 11-3).
2.

For cool comfort,

this

mesh shoe which comes

in all

white or a combination of blue or brown with white.
spectator heel and a slim buckle strap.

A

For

—

gabardine for

$2.99.

A

slip-on comfort with a thick crep

and hand lacing for the moccasin effect. The wic
striped elastic band for support and a colorful contras
5. A gem to clean because this sandal is of "Federan

sole,

a plastic

calf.

Just use a

damp

cloth.

The

colors ai

white, red with panama, beige with brown, egg shell wi1
turf-tan.

The

Only

$1.99.

A

truly important, smart accessor

back in style again! This editic
is sail cloth with a thick cushioned crepe sole.
So sol
you feel like you are walking on air. It is in white, fade
6.

"kiltie" tong is

blue and beige (ash blonde).

Summer

wear a well-constructed plastic-type sole.
The skimmer pump or the sailor pump with an elastic
striped vamp insert which also retails for $1.99. In char-

7.
is

and white insert or marine blue with
blue and white, or brown. A good work or play shoe.

Either in

coal with a black

denim or red and white or royal and whii

In charcoal

3.

longer, harder

50

Just $1.99.

4.

This
fully

lined.

This shoe for just $2.9

smoothie, an all-leather sandal whic
With adjustable straps and cushions

with foam rubber for foot comfort.
all

Retails for $2.9

white, saddle tan or multi-color.

step with shoe fashions

from W.

T.

Keep

GRANT Compan

by

YSEULTE SIMONE

• Prince Matchabelli presents a special edition entitled "The
Magic of Perfume." Here, in booklet form, you learn
how to use perfume, and why, and nestling under the leaves
lies Wind Song a high-keyed new note in perfume, combining light with rich floral notes in an exciting floral bouquet.
1 dram, $2.50.
• Noa Noa Tahitian for "so very fragrant" is the exotic,
heady new fragrance created by Mme. Helena Rubinstein.
Gauguin's vivid colours interpreted in a rich perfume series,
arrayed in amber and bamboo in lovely Tahitian design.
Perfume, $17.50 ounce, Cologne, $2.25, $3.75, $8.00.

—

—

Perfumette, as pictured, $3.00.

• Evening in Paris, Bourjois' historic fragrance, a woody, mossy
blend, with singing, soaring top note, has a

25th Anniversary celebration.

Shown here

new
is

dress for

its

the gracefully cut

and tapered perfume bottle, .66 ozs. $5.00.
• Escapade, a thrilling new perfume by Shulton. Dry, floral,
semi-Oriental, this is a typically modern, around-the-clock perfume.
Fresh with warm lingering undertones, it's casually sophisticated yet
purely feminine. The whole series elegantly clad includes perfume,
% oz. $15.00, Toilet Water, ZV2 oz, $1.50, Stick Cologne Concentrate, $1.00. Perfume Miniature Package, $2.00.
• Adam's Rib, Lentheric's new, subtle combination of flower
and spice, primitive but discreet, is a lingering fragrance that
seems to improve with the wearing, revealing excitingly
warm, sensuous undertones. The series, in finest
crystal bottles adorned with 24 ct. gold, includes
Perfume, $3.00, $10.00, $18.50. Toilet Water,
$2.50, $4.00.

(All prices plus tax).

DOES YOUR PERFUME SUIT YOUR PERSONALITY? WHAT ARE YOU REALLY LIKE?

Pra.sra.nce to

a star

Perhaps by

BY YSEULTE SIMONE

studying the stars you

may

discover that you

your moods
your hidden depths. Then choose the scent that is
yours by right. There's enchanting innocence about Pier
Angeli, of "The Flame And The Flesh," yet she is
are not unlike one or another of

them

in

Idealistic, she loves a quiet home life,
devoted to friends and family. For those like her, the
sweet distillations of floral bouquets like Patou's Joy, Tussy's
Charme Rose, Matchabelli's Wind Song, Gourielli's
Something Blue, Evyan's White Shoulders. Mai Zetterling,
who's in "Knock On Wood," smolders, yet there is definite
aloofness about her. The ice must be broken to find
the generous warmth that lies beneath. Hers is a quick mind,
a certain stubbornness. For those like her the modern
blend, aldehyde, with brilliant top note over woody or
mossy base: Faberge's Act IV, Shulton's Escapade, Coty's
L'Aimant, Dana's Platine, Carven's Ma Griffe.
Elizabeth Taylor is sensitive, artistic, creative, easily moved
to tears or laughter; a creature of unaccountable moods,

exceptionally mature.
is

impractical; a lover of beautiful things,

Liz

is

in

and

all

animals.

"Rhapsody." For those like her, a heavier,

spice-laden perfume that suggests a richness and a rareness:
Chess' Yram, Ciro's Danger, Lelong's Passionnement,
is warm and honest,
improve herself. She has a
sense of humor, this star of "Yankee Pasha." For those
like her, a fruity blend, clean, fresh, like Cheramy's
April Showers, Monteil's Laughter (Rigolade), Cochran's
Shining Hour, Ayer's Golden Chance. Grace Kelly,
For Murder," is a feminine blend of
of "Dial
sweetness and sophistication, ladylike and fastidious. A
good companion, capable of great love. For those like her
a blend of precious woods and mosses with cool touch
of leaves: Bourjois' Evening in Paris, Chanel's Bois des lies.
Lentheric's Tweed, Avon's Forever Spring, Hudnut's
R.S.V.P. Rita Gam, of "Saadia." is an exciting personality,
individualistic, smart, daring, quicksilver-like. It is hard to
believe she once was shy, self-conscious. For those like her

Gray's Golden Orchid. Rhonda Fleming

energetic, always trying to

M

a vibrant scent like:

RITA

GAM

Charbert's Fabulous, Lanvin's

Pretexte, Angelique's Gold Satin, D'Orsay's Intoxication.
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biggest Hollywood story of the
month broke right under my nose at

a private party thrown by night club habitues Dorothy and Harry Jameson in
their home above the Sunset Strip. Jane
Powell and Miriam Nelson, whose friendship had broken up (to put it mildly!)

when Jane
am's

made
pened

started going out with Miri-

estranged husband, Gene
up, right then and there!

Nelson,
It

hap-

like this:

Gene and Miriam had met

that after-

noon, to discuss their ill-fated attempt at
(Previously, Jane Poa reconciliation.
well's fling with Gene had broken up
and Jane was now dating Pat Nerney,

Mona Freeman's ex-husband). Anyway,
Gene and Miriam decided

it

was no

go.

decision at this afternoon
meeting Miriam called her friends, Doris

After

their

Day and Marty Melcher,

to

tell

them

In order to cheer her up, Doris
and Marty invited Miriam to accompany
them to the Jameson party.

about

it.

was standing near the front door of
the Jamesons' fabulous mansion when
Dorothy Jameson greeted Miriam exactly at the moment Miriam spotted Jane
Powell off in a corner of the living room
with Pat Nerney! Miriam paled but said
I

—

not a word, determined to brave it out.
She hadn't known Jane was coming to
the party; Jane hadn't known Miriam
was coming.
The party went along great guns.
Among those present, besides Miriam,
Doris, Marty, Jane and Pat, my date Joan
Crawford, and myself, were Tony and
Sally DeMarco, Marie Wilson and Bob
Fallon, Ida Cantor, Katy Jurado and Bert

Abbe Lane and Xavier Cugat,
Dorothy and Joe Pasternak.
And Spike Jones and his wife, singer
Helen Grayco. I set Spike and Helen
Friedlob,

apart in this story because they, quite
accidentally, were the ones responsible
for bringing Miriam and Jane together.
Spike had gone out of the living room
with Pat Nerney to admire the view' of
Hollywood from the Jamesons' front terrace, leaving Jane and Helen together.

Jane and Helen sauntered into another
room and were well into the room before
they noticed Miriam standing there alone.
After the initial shock, Helen said, "You
know Miriam, don't you, Jane?" Miriam

and Jane were hesitant at first. Then
their smiles broke through, like sunshine
in the rain, and they started talking.
That's as much of the meeting as I can
tell you about. I wasn't in the room when
it happened and Helen and Jane refused
to discuss the Jane-Miriam conversation.
But Miriam herself, when I phoned
her at her home next day, told me, "The
whole messy thing is water under the
bridge. Jane's with Pat now, and Gene
and I are going our separate ways. Let's
just say it's over and done with and
we're

all

starting

anew

again!"

on the subject of the
must tell you another
noticed that Joan Crawford's

While I'm

still

Jameson

party,

incident:

I

I

jeweled cigarette case was engraved
"Forever and Forever" and that the magnificent hunk of jewelry matched her
jeweled compact, which was engraved
"And a Day." I said, "Forever and forever and a day is a long time, Joan. What

do these trinkets commemorate?" Replied Joan, "Greg Bautzer gave them to
me a long time ago. My, wasn't THAT
forever and forever and a day a short
weekend!"

Speaking of Spike Jones, he threw the
It was a kiddie
the children of Hollywood's
stars.
Most of the stars brought their
children,
others delegated nurses or
housemaids to tend their images. Once
again, Janie Powell and Pat Nerney were
together, and Pat was busying himself
being very much the proud father to his

nicest party of the month.

party,

for

own Mona Freeman Nerney,
little

Suzanne Steffen

Jr.,

and

to

("Sissy," they call

and Geary StefSissy wore the CRAZIEST ruffled
panties I've ever seen and Mona, who
sports glasses because her eyes are weak,
was a doll through it all.
Jerry and Patty Lewis' two, Gary and
her), daughter of Janie

fen.

Ronnie, were

noon

too,

little gentlemen all afterand Evie and Van Johnson

looked on proudly as their two, Schuyler
and Tracy, joined in the fun.
Spike had Cecil the Seasick Serpent
and others in the cast of TV's "Time For

Beany" on hand to entertain the kids,
and Cornel Wilde and Jean Wallace sang
the kiddie songs and enjoyed the "Beany"
antics

as

much

as

did their

offspring.

Joan Crawford took charge of the Betty
Grable-Harry James children, Victoria
and Jessica, who had been brought to
the party by a nurse, and mothered them.
Joan also looked on proudly as her own
twins, Cathy and Cynthia, paraded in
their very exclusive, very expensive Nei-

HOLLYWOOD-

Janie Powell and her Suzanne were

among

the mother-and-

child guests at Spike Jones' party for filmdom's
54

younger

set.

—

Other guests at Spike's party Cornel Wilde and his Jean
got as big a kick out of the proceedings as the children.

I

I

man-Marcus dresses, which Joan had
bought for them during her recent visit
to Dallas.

Cary Peck, Greg's son, cried and wanted to go home, until Greta told him that
Peter Cottontail was coming to the party,
whereupon Cary buttoned his lip. Bridget
Duff, daughter of Ida Lupino and Howard
Duff, got temperamental too but the last
I saw of her she was wide-eyed and dryeyed over a seven-week-old lion cub
that Clyde Beatty had sent over from the
Beatty Circus with ITS nurse to Spike's
party!

j

Cutest kids at the party: Dusty and
Sandy Rogers, children of Dale Evans
and Roy Rogers, wearing cowboy outfits exactly like those worn by their parents, who also looked on proudly as the
kids stuffed themselves with candy, cake
and soda pop.

I

Another nice affair was the opening of
the Beatty Circus itself. Esther Williams
and Ben Gage were there, minus the

newcomer

to the family,

i

Esther said, "It's late for the boys to be
up but I made them sleep five hours this
afternoon to prepare for it. I also gave
them butch haircuts. How do you like
my barbering?" I said I approved. "They
won't sit still for haircuts," Esther said.
"So I said, 'No haircuts, no circus.' That's
how they got their haircuts.
"Gosh, they've been good boys today,"
Esther continued. "Benjy especially. He's
so thoughtful for a four-year-old. Know

J\*St B

Comediennes long for serious roles

what he did just now, before we came
into the main tent? We were standing
looking at the sideshow when a girl came
up and asked me for my autograph. After
I gave it to her and she had stepped aside
Benjy ran after her and said, 'Thank you
for asking my Mommy to sign her name.
Is it because you like her in the movies?'
The girl said yes and blushed and I

trapeze any more, and I'm so sorry, because she's such a nice lady!" exclaimed

but

Mmmm's

desire'll

too,

really rock you!

Susan Tenney

Gage, but very much on hand were Kim
and Benjy Gage. 1 sat with the Gage
*>
family through most of the show.

|

After Miriam and Gene Nelson decided
a reconciliation was off came a surprise!

—

blushed too!"
Just then we heard Kim, who was sitting on his dad's lap, making a racket.
"What's the matter, Kimmy?" asked
Esther. "I can't clap for that lady on the

S&EE

KTT

Kim. "I lost my cufflinks!" The cufflinks
for Kim's Buster Brown shirt had fallen
down between the grandstand seats into
the sawdust. We searched but couldn't
find them. Kim still insisted he couldn't
applaud the act without his cufflinks.
Esther was in no mood to argue. "Holler
instead!" she hollered at Kim over the
din of the circus band. So Kim hollered!
Last thing I remember about the Gages,
Clyde Beatty was in the center cage surCONTINUED ON PACE 57)
(

by Mike Connolly

Sometimes the best
scenes

in

the movie colony

take place far

away

from the studio sets and
the eye of the

camera

Esther Williams went to the circus with her fellas— hubby Ben Gage and their
Benjy and Kimmy— after Esther had acted as lady barber for the two youngsters.
55
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DOROTHY KILGALLEN'S
EXCLUSIVE MOVIE GOSSIP
[CONTINUED FROM PACE

The on-again, off-again romance between Merle Oberon and Dr. Rex Ross is
off again. He's been dating Melinda Markey consistently although Melinda's
mother (Joan Bennett) doesn't conceal
her disapproval of the duet

.

.

8]

hostesses because she's now considered Flickerville's Number One Femme
Fatale
Esther Williams may not film
the life story of Eleanor Holm after all

wood

.

cost

.

Buttons show. The writers, directors,
producers and supporting players come
and go so fast the star can't learn their
names before they head for the exits. It's
one reason why the Red Buttons Hollywood musical film has been shelved
.

Henie

Sonja

MGM

.

.

will

marry

Holm

just as soon as she

Norwegian

divorces Winthrop Gardiner. She'll retire from the screen at the same time
.

too

.

.

.

Scooping around: Arlene Dahl vows
she will not remarry until 1956. She'll
"concentrate on her career"
Eddie
Fisher's biggest Hollywood crush is Jane
Powell
Marilyn Monroe DiMaggio's
weekly allowance has been cut to $25.00
Grace Kelly has been dropped from
the guest lists of several leading Holly.

.

.

.

.

.

.

loot to get

first

.

—

.

my

..

.

—

.

.

Gene Kelly would have his best friends
believe he has to work hard to make ends
meet— says he can't afford to build another bathroom at his Beverly Hills home.
(Kidding, of course!)
.

John Wayne and Pilar

make

a Thanksgiving
her native Peru
it

.

.

much

an
husband, Art
Rock Hudson bought a fourJarrett
karat diamond ring for himself but
Lana Turner and
never wears it
Elizabeth Taylor are no longer chumit'll

O.K. from Eleanor's

.

Television has never seen anything like
the turnover of personnel on the Red

millionaire Kjell

.

.

.

.

Lana Turner is startled by photogs as
she and Lex Barker arrive at premiere.

.

Pallette plan to

Day wedding

in

the Marlon Brando-"The Egyptian" page
one publicity looks like just that pub-

—

.

licity

Clark Gable and Virginia Grey have
their long, long romance. If
there is to be a fifth Mrs. Clark Gable
this year, the Grey lass seems to be lead-

resumed

ing the field

.

.

.

.

Cecil B. DeMille is being touted as the
possible master of ceremonies for next
year's

Academy Awards TV show. If they
Bob Hope, and won't try for

can't get

Donald O'Connor again (obviously!),

.

20th Century-Fox won't admit

.

.

it,

but

it'll

be the master showman who'll be passing out the golden statuettes
.

.

.

The Ames Brothers, famous on records
in night clubs, are being groomed as
a quartet of comedians for a remake of
the Marx Brothers' classic, "A Day At
The Races"
and

.

.

.

Peter Lawford wants to form a TV producing firm in London and Paris his
potential backers may include Lana Turner, Ava Gardner and Judy Garland

—
.

.

.

Farley Granger's next big page one rowill involve Hildegarde Neff if
she's willing to be "romanced." Meanwhile Farl remains in New York dating
dancer Jeanmaire, singer Kaye Ballard
and actress Betsy von Furstenberg

mance

.

.

.

Good bet: Shelley Winters' first Hollywood fling after her Italian film-making
chores are completed will be with Greg
Bautzer
.

.

.

Jack Webb stands to clear over $1,000,000 with the film version of his

TV

—

"Dragnet" and the ex-Mrs. Friday, Julie
London, hopes to share in the profits during the next seven years. Proceeds to be

banked

Webb

for the

offspring

.

.

.

The Barbara Stanwyck-George Nader
dating has taken a serious turn
inseparable
.

.

— they're

.

After success in the Hollywood Geller
Workshop Theatre, where hubby Clark
Smith was a director, Marian Lloyd Dix
left for New York to seek a TV career.
On a whim, while making the rounds of
producers' offices, she wrote a short whodunit and won a "first story" award
from the Ellery Queen Magazine con-

—

Elizabeth Taylor smiles dreamily as she dances with hubby Michael Wilding during
supper party at Romanoff's. A few days later Liz injured her knee in an accident.
55

test!

end

Fobulous fashion lor '54: Chandelier earrings,
tipped with crystal raindrops
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rounded by fifteen lions and tigers and
Esther was shouting excitedly to Ben,
Kim, Benjy and the world at large:
"Look at that tiger chase his tail Kim,

—

bet he's going to turn into a pancake,
like Little Black Sambo in that story I

I'll

read to you!"

Marilyn Monroe told me, in

all

serious-

emptyand musical

that she's sick of playing

ness,

headed blonde chorus

girls

That's why she turned
dolls.
the first script of "Pink Tights" and
walked out of 20th-Fox. "My ambition,''
said Marilyn, "is to play Juliet in 'Romeo

comedy

down

And

Very

Juliet' "

about that

serious.

Hey,

how

gal!

Marie Cote threw a fabulous shower
Suzan Ball just two days before Suzan and Dick Long were married at El
Montecito Presbyterian Church in Santa
Barbara. Marie is housemother at "The
House Of Seven Garbos," where Suzan

jor

lived

when

underarms
have no odor

she was starting her career.
those invited was Dick Long

Among
the only

man

—

permitted to attend.

Gene Tierney is such a different type
from Rita Hayworth, everyone was surprised when Aly Khan followed her to
Hollywood. And yet it isn't so surprising
when you consider Gene's social background, poise, sense of humor and plain
down-to-earth good sense. Actually, the

underarms
cant stain
\

makes the least sense is not
Aly would consider Gene as his
bride but that Gene would consent! Her
mother, Belle Tiemey, seems to feel the
same way. Belle just doesn't approve of
thing that
that

this pairing.

Sometimes
illness

to

it

takes a separation

make two people

realize

and

how

much they care for each other. That's
the way it seems to have been with Rhonda Fleming and Dr. Lou Merrill, who was
doomed to spend 9 months in bed with
multiple fractures. Anyway, Rhonda's
called off the divorce, which she really
didn't want, and they've reconciled.

This reporter inadvertently settled
20th-Fox's $2,000,000 damage suit against
Marlon Brando. When 20th announced
it was going to make
"Desiree," with
Jean Simmons the studio couldn't think
of anyone to play Napoleon, the leading

male role. I had a sudden vision of
Brando wearing a spit curl, with his
hand stuck in the front of his waistcoat,
strutting like a peacock, and printed in
my column in The Hollywood Reporter,
"Why doesn't 20th grab Marlon Brando
for the Napoleon role in 'Desiree'?" That
very day I got a phone call from Harry
Brand, head of publicity at the studio.
"Does Brando really want to do it?"
Harry asked. I replied: "He's nuts if he
doesn't!"

—

Next week big headlines: "Marlon
Brando and 20th-Fox Settle Differences;

He

will play Napoleon."

END
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ing
and thereby gained a lot more
approval. What might have been an unpleasant Hollywood feud became merely
an incident in which Marilyn behaved
with dignity. And when Marilyn received
an award this year, Hollywood actresses
rose to applaud her.
Biggest boost of all to Marilyn's new
place in the hearts of American women
probably came from her television ap-

COULDN'T LIVE WITHOUT BEING MARRIED"

"I

[CONTINUED FROM PACE

them very much. I'm a very womanly
woman and I don't think it's possible to
be a complete person without marriage.
I've not been a smash hit in the wedding
game, but my failure so far hasn't soured
me, at least not completely. In spite of
everything that's happened, I'm still one
hundred per cent in favor of that oldfashioned man-and-wife institution."
What outside of the obvious physical
requirements, were the important characteristics she sought in a male?

"A

lot

of

maturity,

stability,

intelli-

gence, a compassion for the opposite sex
and an understanding of their problems.
And outside of the obvious physical requirements, that's a darn good list of
what a man ought to look for in a woman.
"But when you're in love, you can't see
straight anyway. All the things you tell
yourself after you've been burnt, all the
resolutions you make not to repeat the
same mistakes, all the promises you make
cross-your-heart, all the swearing you do
to be cautious the next time all of it disappears with the ardent kiss of someone
you can't resist. It shouldn't be that way,
but it is that way." Ava shrugged and
made a gesture of helplessness.
The assistant director appeared to tell
Ava that Director Mankiewicz was ready
for her next scene. Ava doused her ciga-

—

23]

and

rette

.

let

the

make-up woman freshen

her rouge and powder. Ava then patted
her hair into place and rose to go.
Only one more question. It was about
Frankie. Would she care to answer it?
Graciously, she said she would. What
were the chances of a reconciliation be-

Finally she spoke, but in a whisper. "If I
knew, I'd be glad to tell you. I honestly
don't know. I'm pretty mixed-up. Confused. I just don't know. You've heard
the Italian expression that Joe Mankiewicz uses in this marvelous script. Che

What

will be, will be.

ican phenomenon.
their TV sets; they saw
Marilyn conquered! "I still don't
know that she can act," said one viewer.
"But she was real sweet! I was surprised
she has such a gentle voice and she
seemed so quiet, and just nice, somehow. You know, I think we've all misjudged her!"

They turned on

— and

What

can I say but che sara, sard?" As she
repeated the words, tears sprang into her
luminous eyes.
As she walked toward the set, she
turned and waved. She again seemed
small and wistful how like a lost child
a worldly woman with a bruised heart
can be! Then the lines she spoke as
Maria came back like an echo!
"And which man inside this house is
not dirty? Which of the men inside would
you have play the prince for me?"
These are the vital questions which are
haunting Ava Gardner. Will she find satisfactory answers for them?
Che sara, sard.
END
else

.

the only pictures they ever saw
Marilyn bursting out of skintight, low-cut dresses, it's not surprising
they considered her cheap.
"In our school, for instance, we wouldn't let the girls see her pictures," she
points out. "We had nothing against
Marilyn Monroe, but you can't allow
young and impressionable girls to think
scanty clothing is the way to be popular!"
From a woman's point of view, Marilyn had plenty of publicity and all of it
was bad. On the other hand, it may well
have been female resistance to that bad
publicity which helped to put Marilyn up
top! Certainly, the American males who
whistled at her pictures and envied Joe
DiMaggio found an extra spice in doing
something their women didn't approve!
When did it change? The first step, perhaps, was Joan Crawford's condemnation
of Marilyn after a magazine awards din-

when

of

All over the country,

—

—

have never been so embarrassed
said Miss Crawford. "The
make-up of the true star is founded on
talent. Miss Monroe is giving a grotesque
interpretation of the artistry and sincerity that is, and has always been, behind

ner.
in

"I

my

life,"

making of movies."
These were strong words — a little too
strong for some of the American house-

posing for a nude calendar wasn't the
right way to earn a living.
American women, on thinking it over,
decided that the calendar was the result
of inexperienced youth. Marilyn had had
no one to guide her. And don't forget that
in spite of all the hullabaloo, no one has
ever said Marilyn was as cheap as her
publicity.

But separating the girl from her pubwas a tough job for most people.
When her mother died, public sentiment
swung madly from side to side until the
facts emerged. Again Marilyn said very
little, but her growing number of friends
and adherents sprang to her defense.
licity

—

HELP!

We want

your advice

in

planning
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Plus
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In Screenland I

want

to read stories about:

to see color pictures of:
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The features

(3)
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I

(1)

like best in this issue of

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

Screenland are:

the

Women are basically tenderhearted and traditionally on the side of
the underdog. After all, they said to
themselves, Marilyn probably isn't rewives.
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Of the current movies those
(1)

Name
Address

the

That was a mistake,
on the other hand, if you
needed money to eat, you'd take any job
that offered. And Marilyn had no relatives or family who could advise her that

Marilyn herself, she said noth-

want

—

—but

Paste the ballot below on a postal card and mail it to
Editor, Screenland, 10 East 40th Street, New York 16, N. Y.

I

felt

The calendar?

surely

25]

for

women

about her?

sponsible for all the publicity, and even
if she does lend herself to some questionable appearances, it isn't very nice of
an established star to condemn Marilyn
for following the Hollywood pattern.

As

.

same way: Marilyn if misjudged became a girl who needed sympathy rather
than censure. What, after all, was known

WHY WOMEN LOVE MARILYN MONROE
were

.

—

—

[CONTINUED FROM PACE

.

pearance with Jack Benny. For one thing,
women who wouldn't have gone across
the street to see Marilyn in a movie
couldn't resist the free opportunity to
take a look for themselves at this Amer-

tween them?
She looked away. There was a pause.

sard, sard.

.

I

like best are:
(2)

Age.

and purposes, Marilyn's
in any way
helped her daughter. The only motherinfluence Marilyn had ever known had
come from her foster mother who had
died several years before. How could you
expect Marilyn, whose most outstanding
trait is sincerity, to pretend to deep affection for a mother who had been forced
to place her in an orphanage?
Once again, feminine sympathy went to
Marilyn. Even the mothers of America
felt that she had handled a difficult situation in the only possible way. She had
assumed financial responsibility, but to

To

all intents

own mother had almost never

pretend

to

a

sentimental

would have been a

attachment

lie.

On

the other hand, perhaps Marilyn
career, too
brainless a blonde to be capable of sentiment. Joe DiMaggio was the answer to
that. Joe, in fact, was the answer to all
the remaining questions about Marilyn.
Underneath all the scantily clad pictures, the avalanche of stories in all the
magazines, the calendar displays in the
drugstores and all the rest of the ballyhoo, one thing remained unchanged: the

was too occupied with her

The guest no one

attachment between Marilyn
Monroe and her Joe.
Whenever Marilyn could spare enough
time, she was to be found in San Francisco, surrounded by the DiMaggio family.
She was behaving, it seemed, like
any young girl with a best beau: rushing
to see him when she finished work,
spending weekends and holidays with
his family, "going steady," in fact.
steadfast

It

I

|

A

lazy daisy

777

again

invites

A lem-me

girl

is

—

Q A Plain Jane

That camera she's toting on

a tippy-canoe
belongs to her hostess.
Like the swim suit she's wearing — and the
tennis racket she'll use later. Don't be a lemme girl ("lend me" this or that). When visiting, bring your own sports props; why inconvenience your friends — or risk being
dubbed a vandal? Dodge calendar-time risks,
too. You get safety you trust with Kotex, for
this extra absorbent napkin gives protection

ride: It's expensive;

began to look as if Marilyn truly was
She had always said she

just a nice girl.

that doesn't

it

fail!

liked a quiet life, that she was fond of
children, that she wanted to become a
better actress, and that she spent her

nights reading to improve her mind. Nobody had ever believed her but appar-

—

ently

it

was

same.

true, just the

much
many

"Miss Monroe's marriage has a
better chance of succeeding than

Hollywood romances," says Roland P.
Taylor, a well-known British family
counselor. "She places a tremendous
value on the stability of the home, due
to her own unhappy and lonely childprobable that stardom, fame,
literally nothing
to her if they conflict in any way with
her chance for a life like other women.
hood.

It is

money,

would mean

"In England,

—

—

we have never viewed

Does
I

that very swish shindig call for
|

A new

hairdo

77}

four usual

style

Yah — you look different all right, with that
new siren-ish chignon! In fact, you're a
Stranger in Harry's eyes— so now you feel
unsure. A special occasion's no time to try
new hairdo tricks. But at "that" time, it's no
trick to be sure about whether Regular, Junior
or Super Kotex suits you best. Try all 3. Each
size has chafe-free softness; holds its shape!

Miss Monroe as she has appeared in
America," he says. "We have tended to
accept her as an unusually pretty girl
who, despite all the siren build-ups, only
wants in her life what all women want:
a home, husband, and children."

American women are daily coming to
same conclusion. When Marilyn put

If

.

.

.

.

squire

is

for duck!

that suave

you'd impress — let
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REG. U.S. PAT. OFF
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On

shouldn't a gal just trust to luck?

Q

a quiz show

.

time we stopped making fun of
Marilyn and talking about her," says that
Brooklyn housewife. "For one thing,
"It's

menu

Gef a translation

—

you were drooling

.

.

1
j

Better not stab at just anything listed. It
might turn out to be snails' brains when

.

.

Take a chance

72

the

her career in second place (appare?itly)
to marry the man of her heart
when
Marilyn stated frankly that she meant
her marriage to last and she intended to
have at least five kids
when a man
as prominent and as well-balanced as Joe
DiMaggio chose her to be his wife
her
countrywomen suddenly realized Marilyn was just one of the girls.

you're baffled by a French

It's

the wise lassie

who

On

certain

days

L]

In

Canasta

doesn't take chances with personal

on certain days, but trusts to Quest* deodorant
powder. Quest was specially designed for sanitary napkins
... no moisture resistant base to slow up absorption. Unscented
Quest powder positively destroys odors. Use Quest to be sure!
daintiness
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New! Clearasil Medication

Marilyn never talks back!
as

STARVES

PIMPLES
SKIN-COLORED...

hides pimples while

if

American

to think of

as apple pie,

And she's just
when you come

She's a real success story.
got, she got all by herself
including a happy marriage.
"If she continues her career in pictures,
I think women are going to be her biggest fans," she concludes with a smile.
it!

Everything she's

—

of fact, now that women
love Marilyn, she'll be much less interesting to men. They're going to figure
that if women like her, she can't be any
fun!"
Maybe she's wrong about that but
she's right about one thing: women love

"As a matter

—

Marilyn!

END

works

EVERYTHING HAPPENS TO ROCK!
[CONTINUED FROM FACE

—

what I had said I was so flustered
was a week before I could remember one word of the conversation. You
said,

that

it

see, I fluster easily."

When he was assigned his role in "The
Magnificent Obsession," it seemed to Rock
one of the most important and exciting
things that had ever happened to him. He
went about for weeks in a rosy glow, determined that he would be so good in this
picture that he would surprise everybody.
And he took such good care of himself, so
that he would be super-fit when it was
time for the picture to start.
"Relax. That's the thing," he told him-

DOCTORS' TESTS PROVE

9

out of

10

cases cleared up

...or definitely

Doctors' clinical

prove

tests

self.

improved

this

new-type medi-

cation especially for pimples really works. In
skin specialists' tests on 202 patients, 9 out of
every 10 cases were cleared up or definitely improved while using cllarasil.

Amazing

starving action, clearasil actu-

ally starves pimples because it helps remove the
oils that pimples "feed" on. And clearasil's

antiseptic action stops the growth of bacteria
that can cause and spread pimples. Skin-colored
to hide pimples
stainless

less,

.

.

and end embarrassment. Greasepleasant to leave on day and

So one beautiful day he went alone to
the beach to bask in the sun and enjoy a
bit of gentle surf bathing. He saw some
small boys riding the waves in inner
tubes and that looked even more restful
than loping through the water under his
own power. He got himself a fat inner
tube, inflated it, went into the water and
got aboard.
"I'm a big guy," he says, "and I had no
idea of the buoyancy of that thing. First
thing I knew I was riding the crests of

39]

those waves like a
just as helplessly.

me

little

cockleshell
big roller

— and

Then a

came

and then slammed
me on my head. That's how I broke my
collarbone and scared myself nearly to
along, tossed

death for fear
the picture!

I

aloft

make

wouldn't be able to

"And

all I was doing was trying to have
peace and quiet all by myself at
the beach!"
However, Rock's luck never seems to

a

little

him completely, even when he

desert

is

walloped in search of peace and quiet.
His close friend Betty Abbott came flying
back from Europe to cheer him through
his days of recovery. And the picture
waited. He did make "The Magnificent
Obsession."
During the filming of "Bengal Rifles,"
someone noticed he had a bandaged knee.
"More peace and quiet?" he was asked.
Rock grimaced. "Just took a peaceful
little stroll," he admitted.
"Twisted the

—

darned thing. You know anything can
happen to me."
Nevertheless he's working. Guess he's
a lucky guy, after all. In spite of everything, Rock always comes up smiling, end

.
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were ready
school.

to

And we

the church

start

Sunday
ceremony
were mar-

attending

selected for the

where Ben and

I

ried.

DAYS" COME BETWEEN YOU

"Sixty friends were hastily invited and
everything went off beautifully. Ben and
I were emotionally swept away at the
conclusion and I wanted to prolong the
beauty and the solemnity of the moment.
And then suddenly there were dozens of
cameramen, reporters, and photographers
filling the church, setting up lights, arranging cameras, requesting our guests'
names. And asking us to repeat the cere-

Get
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PRIVATE LIFE?

[CONTINUED FROM PACE

"For a
doubts

moment

I

was tormented by

appalled at this seemingly
callous invasion of privacy. What would
the governor and our minister and friends
think? That we'd deliberately planned to
turn a tender family ceremony into a
publicity rout?
"I turned to my mother, almost tearfully. That all-wise woman put her arm
around me, and didn't agree one bit.
'Darling,' she soothed me, 'I'm sure your
friends will understand. Personally, I
.

.

.

think

27]

it's

wonderful that you can

let

peo-

wholesome

side of Hollywood family life instead of the all-toofrequent sordid scandals they find on
their front pages. You should be thankful that it's in your power to show readple see a really

a substitute, that the governor of
a great state honored a member of the
ers, as

motion picture colony with his presence.'
"Mother, as usual, set me straight.
"Actors and actresses really can't have
private lives any more than politicians
and athletes can, because they are not
private

people.

If

the

public

ceased

showing an interest in me, if reporters
and photographers passed me up with a
blank stare,
like

I'd

Whistler's

know

it's time to retire,
Mother, to my fireside

chair."

words, but even so, MGM's
bathing beauty has found
that her desire to make public her private
life has inevitably brought headaches at
the least heartaches at the most. Not
long ago, a very close friend was commissioned by a magazine to obtain, at a
fat fee, exclusive photographs of Esther's

Brave

Number One

—

after she was
Esther pointed out that this

baby daughter, shortly
born.

When

was contrary

to studio policy

and

that,

furthermore, tiny babies were not photogenic (an affront to any mother's natural pride), the friend became angry and
refused, forthwith, to speak to Esther.
Another publicity snafu brought heartaches to Esther and Ben on the eve of
their marriage in 1945. Ben, then a ser-

geant in the Army, was nervously awaiting his separation, two days before the
marriage ceremony was scheduled. As
excited as a ping pong ball in a tornado,

he had added and re-added his "points";
his papers were all in order, as he lined
up with his buddies for official release
from the Army. Every name was called
but his! And he was informed by the
Commanding General that the press had
given a good deal of attention to his
forthcoming marriage. If Ben Gage were
released with the first contingent, it might
look like favoritism to the motion picture
industry. Therefore, Ben must wait until
the other men had left. It took all the tobe-bridegroom's eloquence and persuasive powers to make the wedding ceremony. As it was, he didn't have time to
dress and was married in brown shoes!
Ben has suffered, as have other Hollywood husbands, through the Who is he?
phase, and the Mr. Ben Williams introductions. Even Esther's dad has felt the

—

corroding effects of publicity.
During the last presidential campaign,
Esther and Ben joyfully went around
ringing doorbells for Ike. When it was
pointed out that this might lead to bad
publicity for Esther to proclaim herself a
Republican and possibly offend Democrat picture-goers, she snapped: "I'm not
operating as an actress, but as a voting
citizen. And if that's harmful then what's
the use of giving actors and actresses the
right to vote?"
The five-foot-seven mermaid has an
answer, too, for the prophets of marriage doom the gossip columnists. She's
heard those rumors so often that by now
she merely shrugs her shoulders and
breaks into a wide grin as she reads the
pronouncement:
perennial
columnists'
"This is one marriage that cannot last.
The Gage marital craft has sprung a leak
and Esther's bailing like mad to avoid a
divorce plunge."
"Ben and I used to get boiling mad,"
Esther candidly admitted, "when we first
read that manufactured news. Wouldn't
a housewife in Arkansas be furious if she
found out that her neighbors were
spreading such an untrue story about her
and her husband? But we've learned the
hard way that, like everything, film stardom has a price on it. You'd think that
after eight years and three children the

—

gossips would realize that Ben and I have
But we've
a truly sound marriage.
learned that marriage, in Hollywood anyway, is not a private affair.

"Of course, Ben and I have minor tiffs
occasionally like any married couple. But
who has time to fight? We're both too
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private life is wholesomely American in
the best tradition and that she has nothing to fear from exposure?
Over the years she seems to have

achieved everything she's ever wanted in,
as she explains, this order: "A happy
marriage; healthy, normal children; a
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Esther Williams welcomes publicCould it be because she knows her

Still
ity.

can prepare an excellent salad, a fine

.

.

brains.

But most of all, Esther reflects the upbringing she received in an intelligent,
God-loving home, rich in love though
poor in material possessions. That background is the real root of her stability
and of her success.
'After I made my first picture, 'Bathing Beauty,' I thought I'd had it and that
I'd

my scrapbooks, showmy children how Mommy used to look

have fun with

ing

"But if audiences like what I'm doing, I want to keep
on. And if they want to see photographs
of our family and read about our everyday doings as a family, I'll do nothing to
jeopardize that interest. So who needs
END
a private life?"
in movies," she explains.
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one of their co-workers.
The day after they met, Dick found her
by herself in the studio commissary. "Do
you mind if I join you?"
She didn't. And what started as a quick
lunch turned into a three-hour session
during which over about ten cups of
coffee they got acquainted as if they'd
known one another all their lives.
Dick was immediately impressed by
Suzan's attitude about her recent injury.
As the result of an earlier automobile
accident, in which she hurt her leg, and
a later fall during a dance routine which
aggravated the same wound, a cancerous
tumor had developed in her right leg to
when Dick met Suzan
a point where
she not only walked on crutches, but her
doctors feared that her leg might have to
be amputated. Yet in spite of her critical
condition, Suzan was cheerful and confident. By her expression, Dick would have
never known the physical agony that had
become part of her every-day life. Only
when she showed him her knee, badly
burned by the radiation of her many
treatments, did he get an idea of what she
had gone through during the previous
months. But most important, neither at
the time they met, nor during any of
their subsequent dates did Suzan give
Dick a chance to feel sorry for her. Instead, her just-as-usual attitude forced
an admiration that grew into a deep and

—
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III.

Send me booklet on tying beautiful bows.
Send me Crinkle Craft booklet.
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moving respect.
They saw each other frequently from
then on. For dinner at her house ("She's
artist at fixing a meal," Dick claims),
baseball games, movies, concerts, the sort

an

and

A

dislikes.

relatively short time after they met,

Dick

thought

about

proposing

many

No

doubt, Suzan would have accepted—if they'd ever gotten to the point!
Both are honest and impulsive. Little
differences of opinion turned into heated
arguments. Result: Every time Dick got
into the mood to propose, something invariably led to a fight that made them
split up for a couple of days. This onagain, off-again romance continued till
the day Suzan's fall brought her injury as
well as her relationship to Dick to the
decisive stage.
times.

One evening—just about the time her
treatments had started showing results
and it began to look like the malignancy
was

at least contained— Suzan asked Dick
over for dinner, to the apartment she
shared with her father in North Hollywood.

Settling down in the comfortable armchair in the living-room while Suzan
headed for the kitchen to fix the meal,

Dick suddenly heard a scream, and rushed into the kitchen where he found her
lying on the floor, in terrible pain. Suzan
had stepped into a puddle of water,
slipped, and fallen.
Dick instantly realized that her leg—
the same one that had been exposed to

—

the cancerous tumor was broken. He
picked her up and put her on the couch,
then rushed to the phone and called the
doctor.

Twenty minutes

later,

an ambulance

attendant and the driver carried Suzan
downstairs,
and carefully lifted her
stretcher into the ambulance. While the
doctor drove Dick's car to Temple Hospital, the attendant and Dick himself rode

!

ji

1

back of the ambulance, steadying
Suzan's stretcher to make her ride more
comfortable.
That night was the only time she ever
lost her spirit. But it wasn't long till her
despair gave way to her faith and fightin the

ing spirit to one day walk again.
Later, when a studio spokesman called
to inquire about Suzan's condition, Dick
told him that they had decided to get

ISIS BRA

married. As a result, an announcement
was released to the press that Suzan and
Dick would elope to Las Vegas, Nevada,
the following Sunday. This report, however, proved a bit premature. The doctor nullified their plans for a quick wed-

for a

"LOVLEE"

figure

$1.50

ding.

The date for the amputation was set for
the following Saturday morning. The days
in between were the most trying hours of
Suzan's life. Dick's mother, who visited
her the night before the operation, said,
"I've

never seen a braver

girl in

my

life.

Only a tear or two rolled down her
cheeks while I was with her. Dick
."
couldn't have picked a finer girl.
operation,
Dick
Until the
spent as much
time as possible with his fiancee. During
the day, he called her whenever he could
get away from the set. Every night he
rushed directly to Temple Hospital to
have dinner with her.
On the morning of the operation, Dick
was at the hospital before sunrise. The
.

.

attendants understandingly let him hold
her hand until she was under the anesthetic.
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sion that the

anticipation

their

of

life

together,

this

was easy to take.
Almost immediately after the operation, they started making plans for their
wedding. Instead of an elopement, they
now decided on a local wedding. Dick
left the details up to Suzan, who had
ample time in the hospital to do the planning, while he was busy working in
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at
His efforts were reduced to ordering the
wedding ring Suzan didn't want an engagement ring a replica of one she once
admired in a jewelry store: a gold band
with a diamond studded triangle inserted
in the middle.
"Playgirl,"

—
—

...SO IT'S

For the first few months—until they
can build or buy a place of their choice
they will stay in a furnished apartment
near the studio. That'll be most convenient for Suzan as well as Dick, for she
plans to resume her career as soon as

NO WONDER FOLKS

—

But first came their honeymoon
up the California coast.
"Her temperament and zest for life

possible.

taking orders for th em

drive

feed on the activity a career can provide," Dick says fondly. But he adds, "I
know she wants a family as much as I
do, and that she is capable of giving the
right

amount

our children,
amazing."

importance to her career,
and our marriage she's

of

—

proved that they are meant for each
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THE BRIDE GREW UP
[CONTINUED FROM PACE

here herself next September to make a
movie, in which case I will accompany
her.

And,

in the

meantime,

my

children

may

be coming over to America to visit
Jean and myself on their vacation."
There you have it: the sought-after

male and the two women in his life. It's
very basic and pat. But it doesn't
quite add up that way. For Jean Simmons is no longer, at twenty-five, a child
bride. And to stay married, Jimmy and
Jean have had to grow in their marriage
as they have grown professionally.
Granger, you see, belongs to the oldfashioned, courtly school in which the
male in the family is lord and master. He
has, accordingly, equipped himself for
that role. In the case at hand, the husband went out and bought a huge house
in Bel-Air, near the fabulous Conrad Hilton estate. It was a tremendous estate,
sprawling over six acres and costing
$150,000. Jean was heard to say that she
would have settled for a much smaller
house also that she just plain outright
didn't like it! But she kept her feelings
about the house to herself for a long, long
time, because she knew he loved it so
much.
Granger's personality was stamped on
practically everything in the house and
on the grounds. There were leather
chairs all over and stuffed animals and
guns and trophy racks and heavy leatherall
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was ninety-five percent
percent Simmons. He not
It

Granger, five
only selected the house but he furnished
it
even the silverware. He did most of
the cooking too, and still does, as a mat-
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He

loves to cook, especially

outdoors over his barbecue.
He also has a great deal to say about
what kind of clothes Jean should wear,
both indoors and out, and what not to
wear.
He also was heard telling her the Hollywood people she should have for friends
and the ones she shouldn't have and I
just hope that what I've written about

—
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like
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far doesn't

make him sound

a heel, because he's anything but
It's more a case of a man trying

hard to make his marriage work.
Finally Jean got across to Jimmy the
idea that she didn't like the big house.
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Always anxious to please, he went right
out and bought another one.
This house has less of the Granger personality stamped upon it than the other.
includes Jean, too, although Jimmy
visualized and ordered every piece of furniture made to order, selected the drapes
and material that covers the chairs and
couches and beds, and also bought enormous, rare roots that he had highly polished at great expense and then transformed into modern tables and lamps.
Jimmy, you see, is a very skillful decorator, in addition to being a devoted husband and good provider, and this attribute
is
evident wherever you turn in the
house.
It's the kind of house you would expect
two top movie stars to live in. But here
atop their mountain knoll, with all the
It

41]

fabulous equipment and all the accoutrements indigenous to being movie stars, I
have a feeling that Jean and Jimmy, while
living in the style their fans dream they
should live in, have been very determinedly putting up a struggle to keep thenmarriage intact.
When Jean was a little girl and just
starting in the theatre and Jimmy was a
big star in England, she looked up to him
all the time. It became a sort of game,

because he told her everything to do. He
coached her in her lines, read the scripts
to her, and explained all the stage busi-

and

ness

camera angles and makeup

tricks.

But then Jean started developing and
growing on her own. Hollywood turned
out to be different from England. She
found herself in demand here. Howard

Hughes

And

offered her $125,000 per picture.

still

Jimmy

kept ordering her meals

for her in restaurants.

Jimmy, who has been known

to be

more

or less anti-social, turned down one party
invitation after another at first. He just
didn't want to go to them. He'd had all
life he ever wanted in England.
he had a beautiful wife and a beautiful home and he wanted to stay home
and enjoy them. But Jean wanted to go

the social

Now

the

to

them!

—well,

parties
So, in a

few

at

cases,

some

least

of

he would ask

and hostess who
and off they would

their prospective host

was on the guest

list

go.
It seemed to their intimates, about this
time, that Jean was slipping away from
Granger, and that he was devising programs of entertainment and recreation to

keep her amused at home. After he
bought the new house, as an example, he
bought a few horses and they would go
out and ride part of the day this, of
course, when they weren't busy making
movies. He bought all the gear that goes
with horses, including a stable.

—

Then they took up tennis and joined
the Beverly Hills Tennis Club. This didn't
last long either.
They had

a long discussion along about

this time, their friends confide,

and de-

cided on a "probationary period," during
which time they would gear themselves
for a new start.

Their circle of friends was growing, to
A typical dinner party at
their house would include Liz Taylor and
Mike Wilding, Vincente and Georgette
Minnelli, Joe Mankiewicz, Pamela and
James Mason, George Cukor although
they haven't had the Masons lately. This
Jean's delight.

—

an interesting sidelight: Pam Mason is
very gregarious; Stewart Granger is
hearth-hugging. And when Pam and
James returned the compliment by having the Grangers over to their house Pam
would have almost half of Hollywood
there! So, finally, the Grangers and the
is

Masons called the whole thing off.
Something else happened to spoil
things. It seemed that whenever Jean and
her Jimmy were about to get together,
and when everything was rolling along

fine,

MGM,

his studio,

would decide

to

send him abroad to make a picture. He
was sent overseas twice in the last year
and a half, and for long periods of time
on each jaunt. Now he's going to South

America for "Green Fire."
So the "new start" stretched over a
long period of time. But they still played
games. One game in particular. That's the
one where, while out in public, he'll go
into an act that sounds to an outsider as
if he's bawling her out. It's this game, incidentally, that has made them known

here and there as The Battling Grangers.
Lately, however, the act has worn a
little thin, and Jimmy, meanwhile, has
pulling the reins tighter. Some
think he's pulling them too tight, and that
once you do this with the kind of a woman Jean has become you're losing ground.
Jean, you see, is no longer a child.
Each of the Grangers faces a brilliant
future in Hollywood and everyone in
Hollywood hopes that together they can

been

—

make

that

"new

start"

on their marriage

work.

END

TIME TO CALL A HALT
[CONTINUED FROM PACE
covers a lot of territory.

I really

think

that after a hard day's work a man wants
to be able to talk to his wife about his

problems and difficulties and know she
will understand him.
"While I was ill I thought a good deal
about my future and my past. I thought
about my emotions. I suddenly realized
I couldn't push life around. I had to let
it happen to me and try to find its natural
course. There is no point in forcing

—

with

now feel more content inside, I
Maybe I am learning to live
myself. And to accept myself for

what

I

things.

I

feel happier.

honestly am."
pretty much the only recourse
left for a guy who has experienced love
and has found something lacking in the
previously idyllic relationship. And this
brings up the point of: when does any
man call a halt to a romance? When does
he come out of his dream-like trance and
face facts? When does he come face to
face with a not-so-pretty truth?

This

is

a man and a woman fall in
Fernando comments, "it's a beauti-

"When
love,"

He gives her
compliments because he loves her
and she idealizes him. But how can he
tell when the charming picture has started to turn somewhat sour? You know,
it's often hard to see reality in the face of
a dream.

ful thing in the beginning."

a lot of

"Any

wonder what
romance when

fellow can begin to

happening to his ideal
the girl's compliments turn to criticism.
When she starts complaining about the
very characteristics she once loved in
him. Suddenly, she makes demands where
before she asked for little. All these are
is

clues to him that the
a bit shaky.
"I've

change

enough
lieve in

romance

is

getting

known women who have tried to
me and while I want to change

—

to

be a better person,

I

making a campaign out

don't beof

mak-

ing over anyone. In the first place, it can't
be done. I don't believe in destroying another individual under the guise of T only

want

to help

"If a

man

you improve!'
he is being

finds

lied to, that

he is being taken for a sleigh ride, he
should certainly not let the attachment
continue even though breaking it off
might be hard for him.

—

"However, no man should naively think
never be fooled by a woman. All of

he'll

30]

—

us have been and all of us will be. It's
part of the experiences we have to go
through. I've been fooled, but I harbor

no bitterness because of it.
"Some men hope that they can instill
love in a woman's heart and they hang
on hoping. You can never force a human
being to love you. So a man does walk
out and he's shattered for a while. He
has times when he wants to walk right
back into the situation again simply because he's lonely. That is when he has to
pull himself together and realize somehow how lucky he really is. All right, so
he suffers for weeks or months or maybe
a year or two, but it will still be healthier
this way. I don't believe in any man's

—

—

letting himself get into the place

where

he stops being a man, where he stops
having dignity.
"The best antidote for a broken romance that I know of is to concentrate on
other things, to work harder than you
ever have. Problems are most difficult at
night.

Sleepless nights build into terrible

things, so take advantage of the chance to

be in the sun, to be with friends.
"Some people have the tendency to be
cynical after a romance has gone sour. I
don't believe in letting an unhappy experience make you want to hurt someone

Tampax won't "show"

"I also don't believe in falling in love

on the rebound.

— except

it

I

that

any reason
an emotional re-

can't see
it's

action."

—

—

In short, if your girl or your guy is
playing a game with you by trying to
make you unreasonably jealous, if you're
being lied to, if you're being criticized too
much, if you find it hard to please the
other person where once everything you
did was fine then run to the nearest exit!
As for Fernando, he's taking his own
advice. He's living the quiet life now.
He's spending time with friends and he's
gathering his own forces.
And he's not interested in dating at the
moment! This should not be surprising.
In case anyone is interested in facts, this
man, who has allegedly been the Casanova of Hollywood, has only dated two
women in town in over three years!
As for the guys and their romances, if

—

on "those days"

Tampax and bathing suits were made
You can scarcely think

for each other!

of a bulky external pad in connection
with today's sleek suits, but Tampax is
different. It's internal sanitary protection

—

is

actually invisible, once-

it's

in place.

Tampax and sun-bathing were made for
each other! The hotter it gets, the more
need for Tampax. For rhis modern sanitary protection actually prevents odor from
forming!

And

you'll surely be delighted

Tampax never chafes
The wearer doesn't even feel

to learn that

or

irritates.

it!

Tampax and beaches were made
Yes

for

you can even go
swimming while wearing Tampax. Think
what that means during vacation days.

each other!

else.

for

beach

!

You don't even need to worry about
taking along extra prorection. A whole
monrh's supply of Tampax can be slipped
into the purse. Then, too, (and this is
important!) Tampax is very easy to dispose of. Get a package this month! At
drug or notion counters. 3 absorbencysizes: Regular, Super, Junior. Tampax
Incorporated, Palmer, Mass.

you get knocked flat on your face, don't
forget you had a chance to walk out like
a man. Next time, lower the boom yourself;

don't let

it

be lowered on you.

END
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you're telling us
*470 "ANGEL STRIPES
adore you

He'll

in this

curvey

crisp, feminine,

SCRf CNIANS

striped Taffeta* date

blouse. Dazzling jewel
buttons; daring scoop
neck. White with Red;

White with Black.
Sizes 32 to

read in the paper that the governor
Jersey said that the modern ideal
of feminine perfection seems to be a
punk actress with platinum hair and an
overstuffed bosom. Now I don't know
I

of

was referring

whether he

Marilyn
Monroe or Kathleen Hughes, but if he
did mean Marilyn I resent it. She is the
greatest actress since Garbo.
Marjorie Olsted
Canton, Ohio
I

of

appreciate

some information about him.

New

to

you could tell me the name
the picture in which Glenn Ford and

wonder

if

Bette Davis appeared. Bette played twins.
Marjorie Beerden
Wilkes-Barre, Pa.

("A Stolen

Life,"

Barbara Russell
Philadelphia,

Pa.

—

(Peter Graves real name, Peter Aurness was born in Minneapolis, Minne-

—

sota,

March

18, 1925.

Joan Endress

He was married

to

1950; they have one
child, Kelly Jean. Peter's 6' 3", weighs

180.

in

You'll see

him next

in

"The Raid."

—Ed.)
I never thought too much of Rita Hayworth as a movie actress, but now I'm all
for her. I think everyone is picking on

her.
life

I

say, leave the girl alone to live her

as she chooses.

Frances Way
Port Huron, Mich.

1946— Ed.)

thought you might be interested in
one of the non-Communists returned to South Korea after
months of internment in North Korea.
One of her first wishes was to catch up
on news about American movies.
Arietta Herbert
Wrentham, Mass.
I

What

wish one of the writers that
write about stars would do is write something about Richard Egan.
Mrs. Bobby Schronce
Maiden, N. C.
I

(You'll find a story about Richard Egan
August issue of
Pius TV-LAND, which will be on sale
July 6th. And it's by a very special
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have more stories on Rock Hudson, Alan Ladd, Tony Curtis and Esther
Williams
For my part you can throw
out stars like Clark Gable, Glemi Ford,
Rita Hayworth and Errol Flynn. Ugh!
Let's

.
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"creme TINTZ AT YOUR
DRUGGISTS NOW

a feature story on

Carol Stritch
Painesville,

Ohio

(Coming up next month, in the August
issue of
Plus TV-LAND
"The
is a story on your favorite pianist
Loves Of Liberace." Ed.)

SCREENLAND

—

—

Thank you very much

my

picture of

Grable

.

.

favorite,

for

your cover

beautiful Betty

the real queen of Hollywood.

.

Kenny Dannels
Wichita, Kansas

change streaked, gray, graying

or drab hair to a new lustrous youthful-looking color, try Tintz Creme
Color Shampoo today. It's a new
hair coloring- that re-colors hair
at home as it shampoos. Takes
only 17 minutes. No waiting. It's
easy to use
no messy mixing
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made

—

M

letters
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Address your

SCREENLAND
40th Street,

Color

Name

City

— Ed.)

this picture of

Many of my friends and I were very
impressed by a certain young actor Peter
Graves
the spy in "Stalag 17" and
Arnold in "Beneath The Twelve-Mile
Reef." I have also seen him in several
TV shows and I think he is one of the
.

.

best of the

.

new young

actors ...

I

would

Returned to South Korea (see above) Sagida Salahutdin catches up on the news.

LOVE

IS

NEWS!
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PUSH-UP" Pads
The spring

as a recluse.

night,

Jean had

home for a date
with Casey Adams, who is known and
left

|

the seclusion of her

liked for his gregariousness.
Jean and Casey came to

ing her

Hollywood
from similar backgrounds. She is from
Canton, Ohio; he from Caldwell, Kansas.
Casey's father was an oil-lease broker;
his mother, a lover of music and a piano
teacher. Jean's father (he died

j

when she

was only ten) was an engineer, a lover of
music, an accomplished pianist; her mother, a talented painter. They came to meet
Hollywood, but they came by very dif-

in

ferent roads.

Jean was a reluctant winner
State University's
test.

of the

Ohio

campus popularity con-

Reluctant because the prize took her

on a two-week trip to Hollywood and as
an honor-roll student she worried about
her absence from classes. While in Hollywood, Twentieth Century-Fox screen
tested the Ohio beauty. Four months
later, studio head Darryl F. Zanuck called
her back for an interview, signed her to
a seven-year contract and immediately
assigned her to her first picture Tyrone
Power's leading lady in "Captain From
Castile," the studio's biggest production
that year. The schools lost a teacher-tobe and the movies had a new star.

—

Even for miracle-making Hollywood
was setting a breathless pace. And
Jean's reaction? "I want to work hard
and become a good actress. I also need
one more year at college to get my teachthis

hope gradually to acquire
the necessary credits between pictures
er's

degree.

I

here in California."
Casey's trip to Hollywood was a bit
slower and he set about it very deliber-

He

has earned his living in show
every phase of it since he
finished high school in 1935. Casey says,
'Even then it was long overdue. The acting bug started nibbling me when I was
six years old." When Twentieth signed
him to a contract a few years ago, they
honored his versatile talents by calling for
ately.

business

his

—in

services

—

in six

actor, director,

different

capacities:

composer, dialogue direc-

and lyricist.
Jean and Casey first met almost two
years ago when both were signed to film
"Nia gara" for Twentieth. Most of the picture was shot on location at the Falls and
the cast, which included Marilyn Monroe,
Joseph Cotten and Dick Allan, spent its
tor, test

director

When the troupe
returned to Hollywood, Casey rushed into
three more scheduled pictures and Jean
disappeared into her private haven her
leisure time together.

—

home.
to

And it's there that one must go to get
know Jean. Here, away from the cam-

Kleig lights, the glitter, she is
"Pete" to her mother and close friends.
Here, too, she is surrounded by the comeras, the

and possessions she prizes. And the
most prized possessions are her books.
Her voracious appetite for reading matter started when she was thirteen years
old. And today her only real extravagance is the constant buying of more and

forts

more volumes to add to a collection which
a town library might well envy.
And then sometimes she is busily sew-

own

B cup

for the small

ItR AS taCharraJH

clothes. This, unfortunately,

not always so economical as Jean ad"They don't always fit too well

is

mits.

when
For

finished."
a girl of Jean's resourcefulness, life

with things to do and learn. To
end she seems to have applied herself, well away from the limelight, the
glitter.
But those who had been puzzled by her anti-social behavior had
spread the rumor that Jean Peters was
obviously in love, she was trying to keep
her romance a secret and she'd do nothis filled

this

ing to jeopardize that love.

Except, as her friends were quick to

happen to be true." And
Jean continued, unperturbed, with her
say, "It doesn't

quiet

—until

life

tieth sent her

far

last Fall

on a

—when

trip that took

from her home

Twenher as

as she'd ever

been

before.

Jean was assigned, along with Dorothy
McGuire and Maggie McNamara. to do
the three-way love story, "Three Coins In
The Fountain," in Italy. Jean speaks no
Italian, but that didn't stop her from having a wonderful time. Whether it was the
contagious gaiety of the people, or the
tonic effects of a new land, new expe-

who can

straps

But Jean seems to
have shed her cocoon in Rome.
She was much in demand socially. The
Italians liked her and she returned their

riences,

say.

Jean's comment on Italian men
is indeed a compliment. She says, "It
takes a romantically inclined Italian five
thousand words to say the same thing an
American tries to get across with a wolf
whistle. But the time spent listening
passes very quickly for a girl."
affection.

"Three Coins In The Fountain"
ished, except for

detachable
v<de-set

ties as a
halter-bra

some

fin-

interior shots to
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be filmed in Hollywood, Jean returned
home. But her associates were quick to
note a difference in her. She was less reserved, more talkative. Perhaps the visit

Name

Rome had worked a modern miracle
in helping a girl to find herself, even a

Address _

I

enclose

Color
Color

C Send C.O.D.

payment

I

deposit.

enc. SI

to

from Canton, Ohio, a girl with her
on the ground.
Shortly after Jean returned home her
telephone rang. It was her friend and
former co-player, Casey Adams, welcoming her back and the warmth of the congirl

I

Citv

& Zone.

-Scate.

feet solidly
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DOUBLE HEART BRACELET

—

versation naturally led to a dinner invitation. And Jean Peters, just as a girl from
Canton, Ohio, or Caldwell, Kansas, would
have done, accepted that date with Casey
Adams. It was the first of many.
It's

Only
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too early to say that the dates of

Jean and Casey mean anything more than
friendship, much too early. But Hollywood is hopeful. Love is news. And after
all, it's something that stay-at-home Jean
is even dating. Three months ago you'd
have received howls of laughter if you'd
said, "Last night I saw Jean Peters out
on a date." But today nobody raises an
eyebrow; the answer is a casual, "Where
was Casey taking her?"
end
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HE KNOWS ABOUT WOMEN
your hair needs LOVALON
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moment." He grinned, then he resumed
in earnest. "It's not easy, but I'll try. First
there's Lauren Bacall, then Ingrid Berg-

man, Katharine Hepburn, Audrey Hepburn and Margaret Sullavan." Well, it's
quite evident from that interesting selection that Mr. Bogart's evaluation of women is more than just skin-deep. When I
asked how the two Hepburns, Katharine
and Audrey, differ he remarked,
"Strangely enough they're quite similar
in many ways. For one thing, they've
both got that same forceful drive in relation to their careers. They know what
they want, and they know how to go
about getting it. Of course, Katie is much
the more experienced, and the most fun.
Audrey is a little too serious now, but
she'll get over that in time. Katie works
like a demon when there's work to be
done, but when she relaxes she can be a
whale of a lot of fun. Got a great sense
of humor, that gal, and it certainly came
in handy when we were making 'African
Queen' together. But this Audrey, she's

brighter, more colorful
be sure to use LOVALON
each shampoo. Lovalon removes

gayer,

For

looking hair,
after

blends

dull film,

in off

color or gray-

and softens the appearance of dyed hair. Not a permanent
dye, not a bleach — Lovalon is a rinse
ing streaks

made

12 hair

in

cute as a button. She's got it, that magfrom which true stars are made.
I found that out while we were making
'Sabrina' at Paramount. This gal certainly proves the theory that a little
talent in the hand is worth more than
two in the bust!"
There's nothing phony about Bogey.
Perhaps no other movie personality
speaks his mind as openly and as publicly as he. Friend or foe, no one escapes
Bogart's barbs.
As I watched him run through a particularly difficult scene with Ava Gardner and Edmond O'Brien on the set of the

i

ical stuff
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I

Humphrey Bogart—his

During a highly
emotional sequence, when all concerned
were trying to capture the nuances of this
quiet

and sure

skill.

extremely original Mankiewicz story,
Bogey suddenly looked up with a devilish gleam in his eyes and hissed, "Highly
poetic nonsense, ain't it?" and followed it
up with some very unpoetic epithets. Ava,
who had been tense, broke out into gales
byplay, she
so completely relaxed that the difficult
scene was shot perfectly with all the nuances in the very next take. This is an
aspect of Bogart's personality that doesn't
often get as much play as his pranks—
a perceptive and sensitive human quality
and a natural instinct that permits him
to help a fellow-actor overcome a bothof laughter. After this

LEARN AT HOME-SPARE TIME

"The Barewas reminded

film,

Rome,

—

—

ersome

little

situation.

Then there's the Humphrey Bogart who
would be caught dead in his tracks before allowing an opportunity for a smart

gag or wise-crack to pass him by unnoticed. And as Bogey's most intimate
friends will tell you, once you've passed
the Bogart "acid test" (namely, being able
to withstand a withering dose of Bogart
leg-pulling) and can give it back to him
with the same audacity as he dishes it
out, you're in. You have a friend. You're
one of the gang. So it was at a party in
Rome when I introduced Bogey to ex-

quisite and charming Marisa Pavan, Pier
Angeli's sparkling twin sister. Bogey was
fascinated, especially because Marisa actually blushed at some of his more purple

remarks, and then again because she
turned down champagne rare qualities
in movieland. Suddenly the unpredictable Bogart began to query her about
Pier's romance with her heart-ache, Kirk
Douglas. Marisa won the everlasting respect and admiration of Bogey in what
otherwise might have been an embarrassing situation, because she played right
along, met his every assault with diplomacy, and never let him get the better of

—

her.

many

Ignoring

other bigwigs at

the

Bogey asked Marisa to be his dinner companion. As we were seated at our

party,

Bogart began to study her fresh
young beauty, and, as if struck by a sudden idea, clapped his hands. "A rose,
table,

please, for the beautiful signorina.
presto, buddy," Bogart the Lothario

And
im-

periously commanded the head waiter.
Soon, a sickly-looking, long pink drink
was placed in front of Marisa. Bogey
looked at it and gasped, "I thought you
didn't drink. What's that?" Marisa looked
at it as curiously as he did and muttered
hastily sumthat she hadn't ordered it.
moned waiter clarified the mystery. "This,
signor, is the special drink of the house,

A

'la

Rosa,' "

he proudly announced. Bogey

nearly exploded. "Quick," he screamed,
"take it away a rose, a rose, a 'flora,' you
know flower smell!" The entire restaurant, including Marisa's and Bogey's par-

—
—

—

ty,

was

in hysterics.

Probably the most authoritative treatise on Bogart the Man could be written
by the one and only Vera Peterson. Pete,
as everyone affectionately calls her, has
been working for Bogart for more than a
dozen years, under every conceivable and
inconceivable circumstance. She began as
his personal hairdresser, then gradually
took on the chores of personal secretary,
companion, valet and bouncer. Pete is
never quite sure how Bogey will introduce her. Sometimes he may call her his
"mother," other times his "barber," or
perhaps his "keeper." More often than
not he'll tell you with a sly wink that
"Betty sent her along to keep an eye on
™«
me. "
But Betty knows she doesn't need to
worry. She and Bogey have a pretty
wonderful set-up, and they darned well
know it. They love, understand and respect one another. When Bogart meets
you, he bares his strong white fangs,

well-known leer, and in a
wanna-start-a-fight manner
snarls out, "I'm fifty-four years old now,
and I don't care who knows it. My wife's
twenty-nine, but you know, she's older
than I am. She pretends she really likes
older men, old codgers like me. But, she's
not kidding anybody she's older than all
gives

you

his

belligerent,

—

of us."
As for

"Baby" herself, she says, "After
being married to Bogey for more than
eight years, I'm still not sure where his
sense of humor ends, and his serious na-

She dared everything to hold

"You're

my

Frannie, but you

girl,

gotta prove you have what

"From

that

moment on

thing Rip Allen wanted.
stole to

it

keep his

love.

takes!"

I did

I lied,

any-

cheated,

There was no

turning back— not even from taking

dope—when you were Rip Allen's girl."
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happened to a
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weeks! Our 21st
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."
ture if he has any begins
Here, then, is the key to unpredictable,
outspoken, unconventional but never dull
Humphrey Bogart. Our boy Bogart has
been on top for as many years as you or
I care to remember. From all indications
.

.

he's going to outlive us

and be around

all,

to entertain or frighten the wits out of

our grandchildren, too. He's indestructiAnd his tough exterior and quick
tongue can't hide the fact that he happens to be one swell guy.
END
ble.
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one hundred

in a barber's chair installed in his

luxurious apartment over the Capitol
Theatre, in New York. His chiropractor
and tailor both obligingly moved nearby
the latter obviously couldn't stay away
from the major very long, anyway. Major Bowes could have passed for the
President of U. S. Steel was probably

FREE STUDIO PHOTO

cover handling costs

of

shaved

Also FREE CATALOG!

Sen<1 name of
star and 1 5c 'or

—

mum

GENUINE large size STUDIO
TONE photo of your favorite
Movie or TV Star. Facsimile
AUTOGRAPH. Ready for fram-

P.

the Mack career has
been too well publicized to need further
repetition how he become the first assistant to Major Bowes and, later, his
successor.
Ted is unquestionably the logical
Bowes replacement, but no one in this
wide world was ever more unlike the
pontifical major than is Ted. The major
was the big-business tycoon personified
pince-nez, high stiff collar, very conservative clothes. He maintained a miniof

—

L « Town-

to

of failure

The balance

Name

ing.

— and

they began twenty years
and success. There are few more
strenuous tests for a marriage than this.
chauffeur

III.

icluded) for

S-7

—

much

richer.

.

.

.

Ted, on the other hand, is a quiet fellow who wouldn't be noticeable in a
crowd. Slim, dark-haired, long-nosed,
he's better looking off TV than on. He
only has four suits, but he has a lot of
old Levis that smell of the stable. His
barber's chair is in the local haircutting

THE MOUNTAIN
TO SAVE

A WOMAN'S
LIFE!
Ask Your Newsdealer

—no sissy-pants, he.

"Ted

—

emcee for years, of course, so he's always able to handle any program emergency. His jokes, by the way, make Mack
al

j
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ordinary B & W). Latest Poses! Real wallet size
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and catalog of

FAST SERVICE!

ESTHER'S STUDIO SERVICE, Box 4B983, Dept. S7, Hollywood 46, California

the butt, not other people."
His sponsor, the Pet Milk Company, is
probably Ted's biggest fan, and recently
devoted the lead article (and cover) of
the company magazine to Mack & Co.
Visitors from all over the world turn up
at Ted's office,

look him up

In our opinion this is
the biggest perfume
value, ever! But don't
take our word for it.
Send for your FREE
SAMPLE and be convinced. Send only 25c
to cover handling
costs. You must be delighted or 25c refunded
you keep
sample.
.

.

.

(Print Plainly Please)

LANDIS
5544 Calhoun
C.

Van Nuys
70

because he told them to

when they came

to

New

York, and he's that one-in-a-thousand
who means such things when he says
them. Affable, warm, sincere, and unaf-

FREE SAMPLE!

1,

California

which give Ted
Queenie contented

a

faraway

in Virginia?

.

look— is

—when he

digs into them.

Ted has a desperate need for a farm
with a gigantic red barn— to hold the gifts
he receives. "We ran out of space years
ago, at home," he says. What, no room
for the world's largest raisin pie? Or the
pretzel that weighed forty-five pounds?
An Honor City's state forwarded the
longest long-horn steer, but when an-

other state, whose flag bears a lone star,

POPULAR LIBRARY U

for handling. 5 Photos or Sets for $1.00.

.

heard about it, an even longer longestlong-horn-beast showed up.
"I get an enormous kick out of the
good-will represented by these kindness-

and vehemence

\l

—

His associates say he's genuinely kind,
and has an even disposition, but if he's
unfairly-treated, he can respond with vim
has a charming sense of humor," says one
of his staff. "He's an expert with the
really subtle gag he's been a profession-

Q

cated in Irvington-On-Hudson, N. Y.,
near the Sleepy Hollow of Washington
Irving fame. It's a small place five
rooms, nothing grand, no barber's chair
complete with dog, who if he has a pedigree, has never thought to mention it.
He's the dog who came to dinner, then
adopted them.
"Some day," says Ted, fervently, "I'm
."
going to own a farm. It'll be heaven.
Can you imagine the major languishing
for love of a farm? So far, Ted has
bought 50 head of Herefords (coios).
They're boarding with a Virginia crony
who has made the grade, in the rural
sense. These cows were bought in small
lots at sales all over the country, whenever the Irvington hayseed was making
personal appearances with performing
"Amateur" winners. The magazine rack
is loaded with farm and cow journals,

emporium.

for this great 25c

bestseller.

47]

fectedly-natural were adjectives applied
to Ted by the publication, and they offered a parting salute to his be-yourself
advice to amateurs, which they felt he
also took as a personal guiding principle.
The Mack brand of the milk of human
kindness is obviously acceptable for processing by the Pet Milk Co.

Ted and Marguerite own

their own
a significant thing, since
the first they've ever had, and it's lo-

home.
it's

This

is

Ted swears.
In his office, Ted keeps a gift model of
the first Lackawanna locomotive, a ditto
of a famed Lake Champlain steamboat,
es,"

and police hats, topped off by a diamond-and-ruby-studded can opener.
There are thousands of handkerchiefs
from admiring ladies.
This has ever been a show that atfire

tracted big names, as well as talented
kids panting for a break. When Major
Bowes suffered his final illness, no less

than Archbishop (now Cardinal) Spellman conducted the program in his stead.
The "Amateur Hour's" VIP charity shows,
out of Washington, feature the Cabinet,
Senators,

Representatives,

and

Army

brass, all playing brass and woodwinds,
singing, or tripping the very fantastic.

Celebrities a la Ed Sullivan, Max Baer,
Earl Wilson, Perle Mesta name them,
they've been here decorate the program
on occasion, and are tickled to be asked.
Such big-name didoes might well turn
the head of a smaller man, one with less
common sense. But Ted's head always
turns to his little gray home in the Westchester sector. ...
END

—

—

How To Keep

THE "Q" STANDS FOR LUCK
[CONTINUED FROM PACE

New York

City, the elder son of a sucprosperous lawyer. As a child he
found New York a magically enchanting
place to live. Central Park and Riverside
Park were his playgrounds. At school
(P.S. 87) he met the whole world. He
in

cessful,

loved people, and a New York public
school has all kinds of people. He loved
the theatre, and he and his father had a
standing date on Sunday afternoons to go
to the 81st St. or Riverside theatres. They
even had the same seat each week, right

behind the drummer. Today, Bob can

still

repeat, line for line, most of the old vaudeville routines, although, he says, he

doesn't

the

know how he heard them over

boom-boom.

of 1940, when he was ninehe decided not to join his family in
their annual trek to a Long Island beach,
but to swelter out a job. Meeting a friend
for lunch in the building at 101 Park
Avenue, he saw on the building directory
in the lobby that there was a radio sta-

The summer

teen,

WCNW

(now WLIB) located there.
and offered them an announcer for free. They took him up on
it, and he worked for them all summer
without adding a dime to his exchequer.
tion,

He walked

in

But he added a big sum to his wallet of
experience.

After three years of college, jam-packed
with acting, writing and directing with
the University of Michigan Players, he
felt the hot breath of the Army on the
nape of his neck. In another year he
would be drafted. He wanted a job to
come back to when the war was over. So,
at the end of his Junior year he decided
to leave college, and go to work to build
that job.

the radio stations within
500 miles of New York, asking for a job
"I

wrote to

as staff

all

announcer. With

my

letter I

en-

closed a portrait, a biography, and a recording of
voice. On the recording I
did all the things a staff announcer should

my

do," Bob said. "Of course, the previous
summer's experience with
was an
invaluable asset. I got two answers, one
from Wheeling, West Virginia, and the
other from Troy, New York. Both asked
for personal interviews. Troy sounded
nearer to home, so I went up, was auditioned, and got the job. Mother still has
my wire, 'Got job, $100 a month. Whoo-

WCNW

pee!'

announcer could

Making

do.

Quickly

Almost immediately Bob got himself a
job at
as a disc jockey, and within a year went to the national air lanes
on a comedy show. For seven years he
bobbed up in place of a vacationing or
ailing Arthur Godfrey, subbing for the
redhead. He M.C.'d his own radio and

Remove
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you already have corns or callouses,
one of the fastest ways of removing
them known to medical science is to
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If
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you. Get a box today. Sold everywhere
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before."

for

HEARTBURN

WNEW

television

"Waxworks,"

programs,

and

the "Robert Q. Lewis Show." He invaded the night club terrain at the Thunderbird Cafe in Las Vegas, making the
field his own. His next expedition was
into the strawhat circuit in "Charley's
Aunt," with victory again at the till.

Nowadays

WMf
PLEASANT

SAFE, FAST, SURE,
STILL

ONLY 10i A ROLL

MOVIE & TV STAR

PICTURES

he's to be seen five after-

noons and one evening a week on CBS
television, and heard Saturday mornings
on CBS radio. To fans and intimates who
ask for the story of the "Q", which stands
for nothing, Bob explains that it happened by one of those sub-conscious acHe's really, legally, just plain
Robert Lewis. But signing off one morning show he added a flourish by saying,
"This is Robert Q. Lewis bidding you
goodbye." The resulting mail was heavy
and provocative, so he has hung on to his
"Q". In trying to analyze how he happened on it, Bob recalls that the great
humorist Lemuel Q. Stoopnagel was another of his childhood gods.
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Use Figure Normalators
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work wonders

holding these gaily ribboned weights

your hands while doing five easy

in
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BIG HIPS, THIGHS!
Tie the ribbons of
these amazing little
weights around your
feet. Do 5 easy exercises on your back.
Just 10 minutes a
day . . . results in
just 4 weeks.

more bony chests, necks, arms! Do as many
motion picture stars do

1

DON'T HAVE

V

You, too, can have a curvaceous bustline. No

exercises flat on your back.

10 minutes a day

Rob-

Bob's Army experience was brief, and
typically, all tied up with show business.
Assigned to the Army Air Corps to learn
radio operating and mechanics, his bore-

NEVER

wait! At the firHt flign of Horn
toes or tender Bpotfl on your feet,
apply soothing, cushioning, protective
Dr. Sertoli's Zino-padH. You'll gel
super-fast relief and stop corns or
callouses before they can start!

But it hadn't. "This was one of those
times that taught me that what seems to
be a disaster often turns into a lucky
break," Bob said. "I think we all have to
learn that. When everything's going
along fine you don't have to look in new
directions, and you usually don't. But
when you've lost your job and the wolf
starts howling, you've got to jump. Often
you jump into a better job than you had

He made

friends has been a
ert Q. specialty all his life.
friends.

Sore Toes, Callouses, Tender Spott

with the technical end of radio
transmission inspired him to produce a
camp show. He went on an eighteenhour-a-day schedule, which in six weeks
landed him in the hospital with pneumonia, and finally resulted in a Certified
Medical Discharge. In January, 1943, depressed and discouraged, he was back in
civilian circulation. He felt his luck had
deserted him.

"

staff

Corns

45]

dom

In Troy Bob was sweeper-up in every
sense of the word. He opened the station
in the morning, awoke the Trojans with
a few early-bird ditties, carried the family through breakfast with the morning
news, entertained the tots with fairy tales,
helped mom with her menus, and spun
discs for the teen-agers. He worked fourteen hours a day. He learned every job
a
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kind.
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why. Do you know how much I'll need?
Half a million dollars, and I'm on my
way to having it. I want to buy a fiftyor sixty-foot boat. There's so much to do,
so many books to read, so many places in
the world to see, so many people I'd like
to

Name

&

know."

Bob hastened to add that retirement
did not mean that he was planning to
leave television permanently. To him, retirement means doing the kind of show

A ddress
City

when the phone rang. After several minutes of complicated negotiations with his
agent, juggling sponsor names and hours
with easy facility, he came back to Robert
Q.'s future. "My great ambition is to retire at forty-five. People ask me why I'm
working myself to death now. That's

State.

he wants

ADDRESS

to do.

For instance, he'd

like to

young talent.
"You haven't asked me if I'm happy!"
Bob laughed. "I am one of the few peofor

—

happy. Why? Because
I'm successful in my work. I have my
ups-and-downs, but basically I have what
I want and that's happiness.
I had a
strange childhood; my parents have been
married for thirty-eight years and are as

ple

I

know who

is

in love as ever. We were a closeknit family and the hardest thing for me,
growing up, was to find that my heroes

much
had

their seamy, cracky sides. They
weren't all heroes, just as I'm not either;
but it was the hardest thing I had to face,
learning that good people weren't necessarily all good."
END

m*%C
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have another program similar to his "The
Show Goes On," which was a showcase
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MAKE
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Dinah Shore's new protege, who made
debut on her radio show not
so long ago, looks to have a very bright
future. His name is Tony Travis and he's
had a number of offers to branch out in
television and night clubs. The boy says
he isn't ready for the big stuff yet and
wants to keep on working and training
his singing
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quietly.

WHAT

it

is? None
who once was

he really

engaged to Jane Wyman. It was quite a
surprise to Hollywood that the boy really
has a voice, since most people regarded
him as merely a well-heeled man-about-
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Rudy Acosta, are
And if she says

going to be married.
this is it, that's the

straight goods, see!

There was quite a lot of excitement
around when Clark Gable sent flowers to

Grey when she was

Virginia

in the hos-

an automobile accident. Virginia was one of his more serious romances, you know. But nothing
happened except that Virginia got well,
thank heaven, and Mr. G. went back to
his Arizona ranch.

pital as a result of

At the party which Danny Kaye and
Sylvia Fine tossed at Romanoff's after the
premiere
ture

of their delightfully

funny pic-

"Knock On Wood," the guests were

!

72

of plans

and pin up now can be
huge star filled package.

new pictures that
GLOSS PHOTOS. FREE!

Dept.

is full

—present and future. Sold her big home
in the Valley and has moved into another
one out that way. Room for the poodles
and her. She has a fabulous new deal in
the works for a television series, and says
there is but nothing to the rumors that
she and the attractive Mexican actor,

MAGAZINE

newsstands.

O'Shea,

18]

New York

gasping

the cast passed each other by.

of

New York

for Joan Crawby Earl Blackwell, presiCelebrity Service, and Mike

Tfiat party in

ford, co-hosted

dent

chief

for

—

same Mike O'Shea, out here

on a business trip, a fancy sit-down dinner party. That new picture of hers,
"Johnny Guitar," is just about the greatest she's ever made, incidentally.

The Gary Coopers bought themselves a

new home, very
it,

elegant,

which only tended

and moved into

to confuse the cu-

rious about the status of their marriage.
Gary didn't do much to quell the curiosity

when he was

in Mexico making "Vera
Cruz" with Burt Lancaster he was dat-

—

ing a pretty doll, Lorraine Chanel, there
while Rocky was making it around the
night spots in Hollywood with a number
of handsome escorts. But mostly Carlos
Thompson. Wal, that's their business.

Dale Robertson demonstrated what a
is on the Mexico location of
"Sitting Bull" by soundly pasting a fellow
who was hanging around Mary Murphy
too much to suit our hero. Seems the romance between Dale and Mary developed
on this location and the boy from Oklahoma didn't hanker to have no interference from nobody over that pretty little

he-man he

gal.

when Joan Bennett and Walter

Wanger came face to face with Jennings
Lang and Nora Eddington. But it was
pretty polite out and a crisis was averted

when

publicity

Motion Pictures For Television, at the
veddy chic new Harwyn Club sounded
like the greatest right from the guest of
honor we got the word, too. Every star
of stage, screen, and television arrived
right on time, which is news itself, and
stayed on until dawn. Most of the guests
performed and Joan tells me it was the
greatest floor show ever. Miss C. finally
had to take off her shoes on account of
she stood all through the party, tablehopping and yakking it up with all her
Eastern friends and fans. Back in Hollywood, Joan celebrated her birthday by
tossing the

Annie Sheridan, back from Mexico and

all

TALKING ABOUT!

IS

[CONTINUED FROM PACE

Best thing that happened to Corinne
Calvet after her separation from John
Bromfield and the accidental overdose of
sleeping pills was her role in "So This
Is Paris" at U-I. Corinne took the separation very big but since she and John are
friendly there's a chance that they'll
get back together.
END
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Has Jane

Powell

turned her back on love?
Now

that people

have forgotten about her

unhappy marriage
that her career
.-...will

Or

is

to

Geary

Steffen
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.

now

once more on the upgrade

Janie Powell give love another chance?

will the bitterness

and humiliation of

past mistakes dictate to her heart?

DON'T MISS:
the honest, straightforward story of

"the

little girl

how

with the big voice" found

her second chance for happiness and love,
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in

the current issue of

SILVER SCREEN
now on
all

sale at

newsstands

only 15c
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The "Jane Pickens Show," featuring the popular singing

star, is

heard coast-to-coast on the I\BC radio network

on Thursday 10:35

— 11:00 P.M. EDT.

Jane also appears on the

ABC-TV network on Sunday evening 6:30

—6:45 P.M. EDT.

ROUNDUP
by JANE PICKENS
Tops In Movie Music
You'll be hearing a lot of "Three Coins
In The Fountain," from the 20th movie
of the same name. Julius La Rosa gives
it a sentimental sendoff in his Cadence
recording, a disc which should be another winner for him. In addition it's

been waxed by The Four Aces for Decca
and by Toni Arden for Columbia. It
stands up well in each of these versions
too and you can't go wrong on any of
them.

.

.

The new Danny Kaye movie,

"Knock On Wood," has

a sparkling

title

and Rusty Draper has handled its
snappy rhythm slickly in his version for
Mercury. Danny himself has recorded
tune,

the tune for Decca, backing it with the
lilting "All About You," another song
from the picture.
The stars of "Rose
Marie," Ann Blyth, Howard Keel and
Fernando Lamas, lend their fine talents
album of songs taken from
to the
the sound track of the film. The tunes
are familiar but listenable as ever.
Soon you'll be hearing the
recordings of another new yet familiar musical,
.

.

MGM

.

.

MGM

Doris Day and Frankie Laine, Columbia
recording stars, have fun doing a duet.

"The Student Prince," which stars Jane
Powell and features the voice of Mario
Lanza. In addition to the familiar tunes
there are a couple of new ones by Nicholas Brodszky and Paul Francis Webster.
.

Other Toppers
The Freddy Martin Orchestra has

.

Donna Clara" gets a fine
sendoff in Billy Sheppard's tenor renderJohnny Ray's newest record,
ing
Latin song, "O,
.

.

.

"Hernando's Hideaway," is a musical
satire
on South-of-the-Border songs.
Johnny gives it a real tongue-in-cheek
flavor in attractive style.
terday," Tony Bennett's

waxing,

is

one of his

.

.

It

off to fine

"Until Yes-

new Columbia
finest in many a

.

.

Another newcomer who rates
attention is Betty Madigan, who gives a
sensitive rendering to the pleasing "Joey"
vorites.

a cute

and original adaptation of the cigar jingle, "Muriel," which rates as a real topper.
From England comes the Essex
recording of American singer Billy Sheppard, currently working in England. "The
Bandit" is a ballad somewhat like "High
Noon" in its solid story and its fine melodic line. And on the reverse side the
.

has a melodic lilt and shows Tony
advantage.
Newcomer Jack
Richards has a nice blending of lyric
style and melodic interpretation in his
Coral waxing, "His And Hers," which is
well worth the listening. On the reverse
he does a fine job on the familiar "Who."
You'll be adding him to your list of faday.

for

.

.

MGM.

.

No newcomer

.

is

Dinah

Shore, but she still rates a deep bow with
every new record. Her latest is Victor's
"This Must Be The Place" backed by

My

"Come Back To

Arms."

Grab Bag
Frank Sinatra has a new hit in "Don't
Worry About Me," and "I Could Have
Bing Crosby and DonTold You So".
ald O'Connor team up for a snappy
rhythm workout on "If There's Anybody
Here" and give show business a goingover on the reverse, "In The Old Rou.

tine."

.

Naturally, with them,

it's

tops. END

So impressed was Dinah Shore with Tony Travis' singing voice she helped him get
contract with Victor. He's former Travis Kleefeld, once betrothed to Jane Wyman.

Swim-proof
can't melt
Bid
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.

.

.'

smear

can't

and see your

to lipstick

Lips
lips

more beautiful than ever before. See them
decked in a clear, rich color of your choice
a color that

because

is

— no

more

contains no grease
just
will

alive than lipstick colors,

grease. Yes, LIQUID LIPTONE

— no wax — no

paste

.

.

.

pure vibrant color. Truly, Liquid Liptone
bring to your lips color-beauty that is

almost too attractive!

Makes the Sweetest
because
Think of

leaves

it

Kiss

No Mark on

Not even a

it!

leaves your lips for his
or tea-cup.
lips

It

him!

tiny bit of Liquid Liptone

— or

for

napkin

stays true to your

alone and one make-up

usually suffice for

an

entire

day

or evening.

u

i

Feels Marvelous on Your Lips— they stay delightfully soft
and smooth, protected against dryness and chap.

Go To Your

Favorite Store

Now-

—

Select your most flattering shade
see how stunning you
look when your lips wear this greaseless color. I'm sure you
will agree that Liquid Liptone is the most important charm
discovery since the beginning of time. $1 plus tax.

Bun

LIQUID LIPTONE
My Invitation . .
Once you have experienced the greater beauty of this
liquid color and know that your lip make-up will stay

Please Try LIQUID LIPTONE at

|

I

on,

no matter what your lips touch— I'm sure that you'll
thank me for this offer. Choose from the list of shades.
Check coupon. Send it at once.

I

SEND COUPON

for generous
PRINCESS PAT, Dept. 4167
2709 S. Wells St., Chicago 16, III.

Send

j
I

I

and

ID

CHEEKTONE

Orchid

Cyclamen bluish pink
Gay Plum deep purple
Gypsy vibrant red

Parisian sharp red
Regal deep, soft red

Clear

L

to

j
j

j
j

rich

red

first

blot

violet pink

Scarlet flame red

Tropic sunny red

bright ruby

Medium

_

Siren darkest red

—colorless. To smearproof cream

I

New "magic" complexion glow. Touch it
your cheeks and see the soft, natural blush
so natural that the color actually seems to come
from within the skin. $1.

I

English Tint orangey

Jewel

I

Sizes

checked below.
the shades
enclose 25c coin for each one.

Trial Sizes of
I

Trial

ffl

lips,

lipstick,

then brush on Clear,

Miss
Mrs.

Address—
City

Zone

State.

SIX DELICIOUS

FLAVORS

Orange, Lemon-Lime, Grape, Cherry, Raspberry, Strawberry
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dahaouA candy
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5 pounds
15 pounds

in

5 days*
15 days

in

25 days

in

25 pounds
and keep it
*How

with

KELPIDINE

off"

Fast You Lose Weight Depends

Upon How Quickly

You Order and How Much You Are Overweight
-You Will Always Want to Keep on Eating Kelpidine
It KEEPS Weight Off!
and Keep on the Plan
Candy

—
—
THIS CANDY MUST TASTE AS GOOD AS
OR BETTER THAiN YOUR FAVORITE CANDY
OR YOUR MONEY BACK!
Now at last science has discovered a new delightfully thrilling way
to take off fat
to lose up to 2 5 lbs. safely! The secret is that
Kelpidine Candy satisfies your craving for high calorie foods! It
the reason most doctors give for being
keeps you from overeating
fat! It's the best aid to will power, cuts your craving for foods!

—

—

NO DANGEROUS DRUGS! NO HARDSHIP
Here

is

thrilling

news

DIETS!

lose up to 2 5 lbs.
tasty appetite satisfying candy,

for fat folks!

You can

25 days by simply nibbling on
whenever you are tempted to overeat.
in

YOUR MONEY BACK IF YOU DON'T REDUCE TO THE
WEIGHT THAT MOST BECOMES YOU!
of people were amazed to find that this delicious candy
without dangerous drugs, starvaplan actually takes off weight
Here's one way to reduce
tion diet, or hard-to-follow-methods.
that you will want to continue with to keep off fat! The Kelpidine Candy Plan helps you curb your appetite for fattening foods,
helps keep you from overeating. Now you reach for a delicious
it kills the over-powering
sweet candy instead of fattening foods
Your craving for
urge to overeat
to eat between meal-snacks.
rich, fattening foods is satisfied with this candy plan.
Almost like magic you begin to enjoy this plan for reducing.

Thousands

—

—

—

SENSATIONAL

TWO-WAY GUARANTEE!

This sweet delicious Kelpidine Candy plan is guaranteed (1) to
take off up to 10 pounds of excess weight in 10 days. (2) to taste
better or as good as your favorite candy and to be the best plan
you ever followed or you get your money back.

SCIENTIFICALLY

AND CLINICALLY

TESTED!

That amazing ingredient in Kelpidine candy is the most remarkable discovery for fat people ever made. It's been tested by doctors
in test-after-test.
The results were far better than doctors ever
hoped for! The results were reported in medical journals throughout the world! Doctors are invited to write for details.

IT'S

UNHEALTHY TO BE

FAT!

Insurance companies and doctors tell everyone that too much
fat shortens your life! Fat people die years sooner than people
with normal weight! So be Safe! Be Fair to yourself! Start
taking off ugly fat with delicious tasting Kelpidine Candy plan!

AMERICAN HEALTHAIDS COMPANY
Candy Division, Dept. K-85
318 Market Street, Newark, New Jersey

D
Q

I

enclose $1.00, send trial sample size, postage pre-paid!

Rush

a Liberal Supply of Kelpidine Candy plan. I enclose
$3.00, send postage pre-paid. (I save up to 75c postage by
sending payment with order.)

Large Economy Supply of Kelpidine Candy. I en-^
(I save up to 90c
$5.00, send postage pre-paid.
postage by sending payment with order.)
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I
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tested

amazing clinical
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At last on the screen

2b

!

it!

and Introducing

ROBERT FRANCIS MAY WYNN
-

Screen Play by

Based upon the

HERMAN WOUK
EDWARD DMYTRYK

Pulitzer prize

Directed by

STANLEY ROBERTS

TECHNICOLOR
A COLUMBIA PICTURE

winning novel by

A STANLEY KRAMER PROD.

.
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shadow of

In the ominous

A

the Sphinx...

desperate search for the

lost

treasures of the Pharaohs!

A

forbidden love that burns
like the desert

sands!

A

adventure that comes

fabulous
to its

climax in the jeweled

tombs of the Pyramids!

M-G-M
actually filmed
the valley

it

in

of the Nile amid

the wonders of the ages

.

.

.

in magnificent

COLOR!

Starring

RobertTAYLOR-EleanorPARKER- CarlosTHOMPSON
w KURT KASZNAR VICTOR JORy w SAMIA GAMAL
it

•

h

Written by

ROBERT PIROSH

and

"Gods, Graves and Scholars" by C.W.Ceram
Directed by

•

KARL TUNBERG

Suggested by Historical Data in

EASTMAN COLOR
PIROSH An M=G=M Picture

Photographed

ROBERT

•

•

in

•

Print

by

TECHNICOLOR

It took the charms of Grace Kelly to bring Bing Crosby out for one of his rare evenings of night
clubbing in Hollywood. Clark Gable continues to be a frequent escort of the patrician Grace's too.

'DototJuj

K^ufc'S

studio is upset over the unconfirmed but persistent rumors that
she will retire from the screen within the
next eighteen months. Their plans and
her contract run through 1957 and she's
still one of Hollywood's biggest box-office

Doris Day's

draws

.

.

.

Richard Todd wants Glynis Johns, the
British star, and Audrey Hepburn as his
co-stars in the new film version of "Mill
On The Floss," to be produced by Walt

Disney

.

.

.

Exclusive Movie Gossip
Pier Angeli finally got around to returning a string of pearls given to her by
Kirk Douglas in Rome she even sent
them back in the original box along with
the card so endearingly inscribed by Kirk
during their torrid courtship. They've remained "good friends" but Pier returned
the gift before Kirk's recent surprise
marriage to Ann Buydens

—

.

.

.

Elizabeth Taylor and Michael Wilding
are planning a large family if they
haven't three or four children of their
own by 1960, they'll adopt several

—

.

Now

it's

der who've discovered that Malibu Beach
can be pretty romantic even on a foggy
night. During the filming of "Carnival
Story" in Germany they rarely dated, but

back

They

.

.

Anne Baxter and George Na-

Hollywood things are different.
see each other frequently
.

in

.

.

Janet thinks movie-making isn't always
"Living It Up" but she's Mrs. Curtis!

—

The romance between Jean Peters and
Bob Wagner which was engineered by

from North Carolina whom she met when
she was in Europe making "Three Coins
In The Fountain."
Julia Adams and Richard Carlson were
so impressed with the success of their

From The Black Lagoon" they

"Creature

now want

to co-produce a remake of
"Dracula" with Antonio Moreno in the
role originated by Bela Lugosi, if Lugosi
is not available for the film. It'll be done
in color in

3-D

20th Century-Fox proved of short duration. At a surprise ceremony in Washington, D. C, Jean became the bride of
Stuart Cramer, a wealthy young man

named

Camera debut:

Sara Shane

it's Ricci James Martin,
supported by his two beaming parents.

.

.

.

The Charlton Hestons (Lydia Clarke)
and the William Ross Howards III (Dorothy Lamour) are investing in a string of
Lower California motels to be called the
Char-Mour Motels. Each building will be

Ann

after a

dead screen star

Blyth and

.

.

.

Howard Keel have de-

cided against co-starring in a remake of

off

screen

—

—she's

is

a

new

Mrs. Hollingsworth

MMmm

I

challenger. I
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actually performing
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CIRCUS

bringing you every bullet-and-blonde

feats

against his man-devouring jungle beasts!
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Exclusive Movie Gossip (continued)
"Naughty Marietta" despite the success
"Rose Marie"

of

.

.

.

The big search is on for an actress to
play the lead role in "The Jean Harlow
Story." Although it may be denied, Marilyn Monroe is very much in the running
and furthermore, she's told her studio
bosses she'd like to do it
.

.

.

Fans have been filling George Sanders'
mail box with the newest novelty store
gadgets rubber reptiles inscribed "Zsa
Zsa the Snake," which wiggle when you
squeeze them

—

.

.

.

MGM

Haven't Gene Kelly and
decided
company very quietly? And isn't
because the studio considers him too

to part
it

unpredictable, too demanding?

Rock Hudson's

.

.

.

best performance to date

in "Magnificent Obsession" has his studio bosses talking a new deal: re money,

the right to approve scripts and directors,
and the opportunity to share in future
productions financially a la Gary Cooper
and Jimmy Stewart. Rock credits U-I
producer Ross Hunter with being the man
responsible for his current success. And
Ross will also produce Rock's next, "Captain Lightfoot"
.

.

.

Lana Turner wants

MGM

to film Lil-

Cry Tomorrow" (ghost-written by Hollywood
Reporter columnist Mike Connolly) with
Lana starring as the former Broadway
musical comedy star. MGM is interested
in the story but for Ava Gardner
lian Roth's autobiography, "I'll

.

The

Betty

reconciliation

didn't

take.

through with the divorce

.

.

nare-

trip.

.

A

situation
is another matter of great interest to Hollywood. Both principals insist they'll

"never divorce" but intimates of both
it's only a matter of time

fear

.

.

New

Rory Calhouns

Despite lucrative offers for appearances in cafes and a Broadway musical,
Lita let her career come to a standstill
when Rory arrived on the scene—and
that's the way it'll remain. She'll only
(CONTINUED ON PACE 71)

they beam: Cleo Moore and
set with new contracts.

Anne Jeffries and Bob Sterling bet other
Harwyn Club diners the baby'll be a bc^'

cent addition was
Tahitian prince
.

Insiders

will

parently true

York.

No wonder

.

especially

Tony Travis are

—

exotic

.

tell

— that

.

Holden rushed back from a Bermuda

vacation for work and fun in

Yvonne DeCarlo must hold the record
for collecting the widest variety of
tionalities in her list of admirers.

.

The Dick Powell-June Allyson

Bill

.

During her recent successful Las Vegas
and New York singing engagements Lita
spent most of her free time and earnings
talking to Rory on the long-distance
telephone while he was on location in
Wyoming. Just as soon as he completed
his film chores, he flew East to meet her
and took her up to Canada for a fishing

Hutton-Charles

O'Curran
She will go

(Lita Baron) were never more in love.
They are never apart if they can help it.

you
the

—and

it's

ap-

Stidout

PIXIE

^
if

.

.

.Only sixteen, but

she knew there never was

a Mr.

Leslie

.

.

and said so !

SHIRLEY BOOTH TOPS
HER GREAT ACADEMY AWARD
TRIUMPH wJk'COME BACK,
LITTLE
SHEBA"

W

—

By MIKE

Don Crichton, the Broadway dancer
imported by 20th-Fox for a terping twirl
in "No Business Like Show Business," did
a whirl around the soundstage with Marilyn Monroe and then came over to where
I was standing watching the scene and
said, "When Marilyn moves EVERYTHING moves!"

CONNOLLY

HOLLYWOOD

My

I'll never stop being a movie fan.
day off is a
favorite occupation on
regular busman's holiday: I go visiting on

my

the sets!

AS

I

SEE

Debbie Reynolds and Janie Powell were
working with Steve Reeves, a good-looking lad of whom you'll be hearing an awful lot, the day I dropped in on the "Ath-

IT

ena" set. After her big scene as a clerk
in a health food store, Debbie strolled
over and I asked, "Are you still dating

Tab Hunter, Debs?" She

said,

"Yep."

I

asked, "Serious?" She replied, "I don't
think so you see, I have a whole lot of
roads to romance but no direct path!"
Vic Damone was working in the same
picture. He and Janie Powell, were discussing an upcoming scene when I barged
into Janie's dressing room. Debbie was
the subject!
"I had a big kissing scene with Debbie
yesterday," Vic said. "Dick Thorpe, the
director, had it shot over and over and
over again. Man, it was the greatest!"
Janie twinkled, "Debbie told me she's
never been kissed like that before."
"Does that mean you'll be dating Debbie off the lot?" I asked Vic.

—

Aldo Ray was arrested by the Van Nuys

—

(and that's pretty high!) "until my
wife (Josephine Dillon) brought it
down a few tones by making me speak
to the accompaniment of low notes on the

sey's

police as a house-breaker and prowler
that is, they picked him up but they lei
him go shortly afterwards because the

first

was his fiancee, Jeff Donnell!
Aldo was trying to break into Jeff's home
when the police caught him. Jeff had
been pestered by prowlers and had asked
the police to keep an eye on her home.
Aldo came in from locationing with Tab
Hunter on "Battle Cry" for Warners. His
script was at Jeff's house. He banged on
the door. And that's when Aldo, who had
told Jeff not to answer the door, was intercepted by the gendarmes!

piano."

—

plaintiff

Lex Barker wanted so badly to play
the leading male role in U-I's "The Galilean" that he paid a photographer to make
a whole bunch of photos of him wearing
a toga.

Montgomery

Clift

by-passed

three

offers of $150,000 each to play one
of the roles in the all-star Chekhov play,

movie

Sea

"The

Broadway

Gull,"

in

theatre, the

Those romantic

Manhattan's
Phoenix
.

stories

.

off-

.

about Audrey

Hepburn and Mel

Ferrer, co-stars of
Broadway's "Ondine," aren't a bit overdone, although so many of Audrey's
friends have begged her not to marry

Mel

.

.

John Ford

is

directing film

Clark Gable tells me his speaking voice
as high-pitched as Jack Demp-

and prowler: Jeff Donnell and
Aldo Ray. But it was all a big mistake!

Pat Crowley's a frequent date with Vic
Damone but he's too shy to ask Debbie!

10

—

Janie and

I chorused: "Coward!"
you know if anything further
develops in the Debbie-Damone league.

let

newcomer

was once

Plaintiff

And
I'll

.

Pat Wayne in "The Long Gray Line."
Twenty-five years ago almost to the day
he directed Pat's father, John Wayne, in
his screen debut, a picture called "Salute."

j

"I'd like to," he replied, "but she's such
a big star now, I'm afraid to ask her for
a date!"

Same

same set, I learned that DebLana Turner. Lana, it developed, made a bet with Debbie back in
1949—a $5 bet—that she (Debbie) would
day,

bie's sore at

Back after her ballet hit with Roland
Caron wants different roles.

Petit, Leslie

Top Design ei s
be married by October of 1953. Lana had

fashions star!

with a Playtex figure/

Same day, another set ("The Glass Slipper"), Leslie Caron, dressed as Cinderella,
told me she's tired of playing that type of
Wonderful as she was in "hili," and
wonderful as she looks in "Slipper," cute
little Leslie won't be happy at
till
the studio lets her fulfill a longtime desire and play a siren.

summer

Slim

forgotten the date. But Debbie hadn't!

/Vgree:

role.

MGM

Emilio of 4'anri:
summer,

to

be

in style

In

you've

got to be in Playtex first.'
Slims and trims like magic.

Letter to me from Benny Rubin, the
character actor:
"Let me give you a quick scoop about
that dreamboat who is everybody's great

Joan Crawford.
"While making 'Torch Song' with Joan
I had a scene where ( while I talked with
her) you could see, through an open door,
those beautiful legs of hers while she was
dressing. We rehearsed the scene. Director Chuck Walters okayed it. We were
about to shoot. Then Love-Face Crawford said,_ 'Wait a minute. Chuck if that
door is ajar the audience will never look
at Benny!'
"So she played the entire scene from
behind that door! Who else would do
that? Nooooobody!"
love,

—

SHORTS:

It's a new putter, not a new
put that smile on Bob Wagner's
kisser. Helped him break 80 on the golf
course
tore up Pier Angeli's
contract, which had two more years to
run, and gave her a new one and a big

gal, that

.

.

.

MGM

—
—

increase in salary
Lon McCallister
remember Lon, that fine young actor?
got a realtor's license and is now selling
real estate in Los Angeles
Donald
O'Connor's rent for his luxurious quarters at the Bel-Air Hotel comes to $900 a
.

.

.

.

.

.

See

how

Audie Murphy nearly had a
heart attack when he spotted his threeyear-old carrying one of his .45 pistols.
Audie's gun collection is now up for sale
to any bidder.
END

month

.

.

.

narrows your silhouette in new freedom

.

.

.

widens

your choice of new sun clothes, new fun clothes/
You

don't have to be tiny to shine in the briefest sun dress

lounge in skin-tight slacks, swim in a shape-showing

suit.

Not when there's Playtex Fabric Lined Panty Brief to
trim away the inches, slim away those little "extras"/

And

Playtex performs

its

wonders

thanks to that cloud-soft fabric

in

lining.' In

such free-

SLIM

Playtex Fabric Line-I

figure-hugging fashions.

Wear it from dawning to dancing, wash it
onds— see how fast it dries/ At department

Panty Brief. $4:95
Other Playtex Girdles
from 5X30 to $7.0.".

in sec

stores

(Prices slightly higher

and better specialty shops everywhere.

—newly signed at U-I —emcees

fashion

show

for mother's dress shop.

r

>J

International Latex Corporation

- . -

girdle in (lie
lube.

dom, too— since it hasn't a seam, stitch, stay or bone/
Just a smooth latex sheath— invisible under the most

John Agar

PLAYTEX

known everywhere ;ts iln-

such comfort—

.

.

In

.

PtAYTEX PARK

outside U.S.A.)

.

Canada: Playtex

.

.

Dover Del

Ltd

PLAYTEX PARK

.

.

.

Arnprior, Ont.

The Caine Mutiny

Mutiny

and the ensuing court-martial
that awaits officers aboard the destroyer-minesweeper Caine provide a
dramatic springboard for the acting talents of Humphrey Bogart, Jose Ferrer,

Van Johnson and Fred MacMurray. Although the salty dialogue of the book has
been deleted, the Technicolor production
varies little from Herman Wouk's Pulitzer Prize winning novel. Humphrey Bogart

is

the taciturn skipper

who

rules the

Caine "by the book." His cowardice in

maneuvers and his willingness to
his crew for his own mistakes
bring a barrier between the skipper and
the men. Fred MacMurray is the first to
battle

blame

behavand informs
executive officer Van Johnson that he'd
better be prepared to invoke Navy Article
184 relieving a commander during an
emergency. The emergency occurs during a furious typhoon in which Johnson
invokes the ruling, backed up by junior
ensign Robert Francis. The resulting
court-martial of the two men, and the
defense by their lawyer, Jose Ferrer, provides .a peak in entertainment. Acting
honors are equally divided, with Johnson
a possible Oscar candidate. Making their
debut in this stellar assemblage are Robert Francis, as a newly commissioned
officer, and May Wynn, as his sweetheart.
Stanley Kramer produced and Edward
Dmytryk directed. Columbia.
realize that the Captain's strange
ior

might be a mental

illness

—

The High And The Mighty
John Wayne and his chief pilot, Robert

"The Yellow Tomahawk" provides a new slant on the theme of the white man versus the Indian. Rory Calhoun stars, with Peter Graves and Peggie Castle featured.

Stack, are making a routine flight between Honolulu and San Francisco when
an engine catches on fire and the plane's
motor shakes loose from its moorings.
The resulting action of the crew and passengers makes for absorbing fare and
some topnotch character delineations.

Wayne as co-pilot of the ship is a war
veteran and used to instant decisions. It
is his influence over his superior, Stack,
that eventually brings the ship to a safe
landing. Wayne's calmness also soothes
such passengers as Laraine Day and her
bickering husband, John Howard; manabout-town, David Brian; adventuresses
Claire Trevor and Jan Sterling, and small
town sightseers, Phil Harris and Ann
Doran. There are seventeen passengers
aboard and a star in each part including
Paul Kelly, Sidney Blackmer and Robert
Newton. Film, which is played for over
ninety minutes within the limited confines of a plane, never falters in action
and excitement. Warner Bros.

Flame And The Flesh
I

ana Turner

is

like a flickering flame to

many men

that pursue this penrefugee. They want her;
they woo her, but they never win her,
that is, until she meets night club singer,

the

niless

Supposedly dying of radiation poison, Jerry Lewis goes on one last, vast spree
with Sheree North in "Living It Up," latest Martin and Lewis musical fun fest.
12

Italian

Carlos Thompson. Stranded and bruised
from a near automobile accident, Lana
allows musician Bonar Colleano to take
her to his apartment, which he shares
with Thompson, to recuperate. Although
Lana makes an instant play for Carlos,
he announces that he is engaged to his

\

I

boss's daughter, Pier Angeli. The rebuff,
plus Lana's sincere attraction, causes her

to make one desperate attempt to win
Carlos. She is successful, but realizes too

the past has a strong tie on both
The tender love drama, filmed
beautiful scenery, a
in Italy, boasts
haunting tune, "No One But You," and
polished performances by Lana and newlate that

of

them.

MGM.

comer Thompson.

Three Coins

In

The Fountain

girls in Rome
tossed coins into a fountain, each wishing to find love in Italy. Dorothy McGuire, for fifteen years enamored of
her writer-boss, Clifton Webb, masterminds the romances of Jean Peters and

Three American working
'

Rossano Brazzi, and Maggie McNamara
and Louis Jourdan. She feels all she can
hope for is contentment, never marriage,
from the sharp-tongued Webb. A series
of dramatic events provides the film with
a story book ending. Good performances
set against authentic Italian

background

mood

for this picture. CinemaScope production includes colorful and
portrait-like Old World scenery and the

set the

song, as done

title

by Frank

Sinatra, lends

Men Of The

O oaring

Fighting Lady

jet planes,

split-second land-

tempo
on true happenings
in Korea. Audiences will be kept on the
edge of their seats during most of the
footage which takes place aboard a Navy
carrier and in the sky over the combat
ings,

of this

and

war

fiery rescues set the

film based

Van Johnson, Dewey

area.

nan

Longer lasting

magical flavor. 20th Century-Fox.

to the

Eticmet

Martin, Kee-

Wynn and Frank Love joy

put their
through some daring fights. Soon,
however, another combat evolves between
Love joy, who doesn't mind taking chances
and Wynn, who hates unnecessary risk.
The best part of the film deals with Martin blinded while engaging the enemy in
the air and Van Johnson's "talking" him
into a safe landing. Johnson gives a stirring performance, especially as he broad-

with no

jets

—

casts

deodorant

—

instructions to the sightless pilot.
in the film occurs

fade-out

The only music used

during the climax adding even more
drama. Walter Pidgeon, as the Flight
Surgeon, and Louis Calhern, as writer
James Michener, add a leveling touch to
this war film with spiritual overtones.

Etiquet

Living

It

Up

I"Nean Martin and Jerry Lewis will have
*^ you yocking it up in this one, as they
blithely perpetuate the rumor that Jerry
is dying from radiation poison.
The erroneous diagnosis was made by new medico Martin and by the time he's checked
the symptoms again it's too late. Jerry
has been flown to New York for one last
spree, courtesy of Janet Leigh and her
newspaper employer, Fred Clark. The
resulting confusion makes for a robust
romantic comedy. In addition to the
four show tunes from "Hazel Flagg," the
Broadway musical on which the film is
based, there are three new ditties including the hum-able, "Every Street" and
"That's What I Like." Paramount.

longer-lasting

is

.

.

.

applied daily

you day and night! Don't trust "morningglory" deodorants whose protection fades when
you need it most! Use Etiquet with no

it

MGM.

protects

deodorant fade-out!

• Checks both perspiration and odor— effectively!
• Guaranteed harmless to fabrics.
• Exclusive formula for longer daintiness protection!
• SAFE and SURE

o

You'll also like Etiquet in a

&p«

plastic spray-on bottle
.

.

and handy Etiquet

stick.

)

/

current films

Forgotten

something?

Susan Slept Here
LJ
'

*

ere's a

some

of

its

more celebrated

it even interrupts the peace ceremonies agreed to by Geronimo. It is during the signing of the treaty that Lancaster shoots down the truce flag and
along with Geronimo and other Indian
braves is sent East for imprisonment in
Florida. Lancaster escapes and begins a
nightmarish flight back to his own country. When he arrives home, he has come

that

gay spoof about Hollywood and
citizens.

Dick Powell, an Oscar-winning screen
writer, is glowing with the Christmas
spirit as he wraps Yule gifts for his secretary, Glenda Farrell; his man Friday,
Alvy Moore, and his girl friend, Anne
Francis. Dick, however, is hardly prepared for the holiday bundle that two
detective friends drop in his lap, juvenile
delinquent Debbie Reynolds. In a rash
moment, Powell has told them that he
would like to write a screen play about a
problem child and Debbie is their candidate. She's to be shipped to reform
school right after Christmas, but until
then, it is either leave her with Dick or
at the jail house. In the slight interim,
Powell gets a screen play, a nervous

decision. He will fight the white
not for revenge, but for an honorable peace, such as the Cherokees and
other tribes are enjoying. Aiding him in
this dream is Indian maiden, Jean Peters.
Pitted against Lancaster in Technicolor
are such huskies as John Mclntyre, Charles Buchinsky and Wally Rose. The result is plenty of adventure and rough 'n'

to a

new

man

ready action. United

Hell Below Zero

break-down and

a child bride. Story
along at a pleasant pace, neatly
gliding over any script improbabilities.
The results are a film with gilt, glamour

frolics

Artists.

A board

a whaling ship in the icy Antarctic is where most of the action

as Massai, the Indian
warrior, launches a one-man fight
against the U.S. Army that is so violent

takes place in this Alan Ladd starrer.
Ladd, in love with Joan Tetzel, agrees
with- her doubts that her sea captain
father fell overboard in an accident or
committed suicide. He signs on the whaling vessel of her father's partner, Basil
(CONTINUED ON PACE 72)

Dick Powell finds Debbie Reynolds a
problem child in "Susan Slept Here."

Piper Laurie and Tony Curtis discuss
his new car design in "Johnny Dark."

and ample humor. RKO.

Apache
Qurt Lancaster

"

Bags all packed, tickets all bought, and
here you are ready for that longawaited vacation. But if you don't have

—

a certain product tucked into a suitcase,

of your vacation might
be spoiled.
For what's more likely to spoil a vacation than not being able to go swimming? Yet, if you use external pads for
sanitary protection, you may even feel
an understandable reluctance to go to
the beach. (External pads with their belts
and pins are so bulky!) In fact, you may
feel self-conscious about shorts, tapered
at least a part

slacks or clinging dresses.

How
ferent

you.

different

— when

Tampax

— how

delightfully dif-

you have Tampax with
is

internal sanitary protec-

never "shows" under a wet or
dry bathing suit. And is it comfortable!
Actually, you don't even feel the Tampax,
tion.

It

once it's in place. (No chafing, not a
speck of irritation.)
Tampax is made of highly absorbent
surgical cotton in disposable applicators.

The Tampax itself is so easy to dispose
of that you just don't have any worries.
And of course you can wear Tampax in
your shower or tub.

One

of good news: Tampax
prevents odor from forming!
Choice of 3 absorbency-sizes at any drug
or notion counter: Regular, Super, Junior.
last bit

actually

Month's supply goes

into purse.

Incorporated, Palmer, Mass.
14

Tampax

David
death

and Claire Trevor face
"The High And The Mighty."

Brian
in

May Wynn and Robert
the

spellbinding

Francis debut in
"The Caine Mutiny.''

A word or two about some dead beats
you are always writing about. Rock
Hudson beefcake personified, no act-

Stewart

ing ability. Bob Wagner cute smile,
nice boy, no acting ability. Marilyn Monroe, strictly for the birds. Byron Palmer
Ha! The same goes for ninety percent
.
of your so-called actors and actresses

all,

—

—

Howard
them

I

read your movie book every month.
Why are people talking about Terry
Moore? She is nothing compared to
Marilyn Monroe, I hope to be seeing
more of her in SCREENLAND.
Alene Aderholt
Crouse, North Carolina
I

My

York,

New York
Gran-

favorite actors are Stewart

ger and Fernando Lamas. I think Fernando ought to be in a new movie of
"The Sheik," and as for Stewart Granger, anything he does is perfect. Other
so-called leading men, like Tony Curtis
and Bob Wagner, ought to take some
acting lessons from these two stars who
really

know how

In your last month's issue Janet PearTexas, said that Montgomery Clift was for the birds; she didn't
exactly put it in those words but that's
what she meant. Well, she'd better not
show her face in Montreal when I'm
around! She said Rock Hudson could
take Monty's place. Monty may not be
such a muscle man but he sure can act.
I'll

stick

up

for

Montgomery

Clift

any

day.

Emily

Romanelli

Montreal, Canada

Could you please tell me the next
movie Farley Granger and Richard Allan
are going to be in?
Rose Raffin
Parma, Ohio
(Farley Granger has been making a
movie in Italy and is scheduled to appear
on the stage in New York this Fall.
Richard Allan will be in "The Egyptian"
at Twentieth Century-Fox.
Ed.)

—

What has happened to Virginia Mayo?
would like to see more of her and to
know what her latest picture is.
Barbara Reeves
I

Hackensack,

New

Annaruth Jordan
Butte, Montana

Gail

—

Why

Tony Curtis with
Elaine Stewart, Jean
Peters, Ann Blyth or even Marilyn Monroe? I don't like to see characters like
glamour

not

star

girls like

hair with Nestle Colorinse
Glorify and enrich your natural
hair color after every shampoo
Colorinse gives your hair

temporary color-

highlights and sheen.
Makes your hair softer, silkier,
easier to comb
removes dulling soap film.
Rinses in — shampoos out!
11 flattering shades plus Natural.
.

Golem

Muscatine,

Iowa

(Brian Keith was born on November
1921; he has blue eyes, sandy hair
and is 6'1" tall. He is married to Frances
Helm, and in addition to "Jivaro" has
14,

appeared in "Arrowhead" and "Alaska
Seas." You'll see him next in "Rough
Company," and you can write to him at
Columbia Studios in Hollywood. Ed.)

—

Would you please tell me when and
where Scott Brady was born? I read in
a magazine where Scott said he would
be hard to live with, but
he would be.

I

don't think

Lucy Donlon
Canton,

Ohio

(Scott was born in Brooklyn, New
York, on September 13, 1924. His current
film is "Johnny Guitar," with Joan
Crawford, and you can write him at Republic Studios in Hollywood. Ed.)

—

Marlon Brando
is

on the screen again soon in "King Richard And The Crusaders." Ed.)

inse color into your

.

have just seen the movie, "Jivaro,"
which starred Fernando Lamas and
Rhonda Fleming and a man I've never
seen before, Brian Keith. Can you give
me some information about him?

Jersey

(Virginia Mayo retired temporarily for
the birth of her baby, Mary Catherine
O'Shea. In private life Virginia is married to Michael O'Shea. You will see her

R

:

exciting,

to portray heroes.

I

sall of Dallas,

u

a real living doll!

Angie Wilson

.

enjoy your magazine very much.
Elizabeth Diedel
Baton Rouge, La.

is

New

—

.

all,

he

Lamas,
Fernando
and the grandfather of
Clark Gable. Tony tops them
Granger,

Keel,

is

the greatest.

Look years younger
jj

mm

and

1

lovelier

with

Nestle Colortint

Hide gray hairs

add deep,
youthful-looking, longer-lasting
color .. .blend-in streaked, bleached
or dyed hair. It's quick and
easy with Nestle Colortint!
Colortint is more than a rinse but
not a permanent dye. No ammonia,
no peroxide, no artificial look!
Enriched with Esters of Lanolin
to condition dull, drab hair.
10 glamorous colors.
.

.

.

COLORINSE
6 rinses 25*
14 rinses 50*

What

his age?

Leslie Stoll
Louisville, Ky.

(Marlon was born in Omaha, Nebraska, on February 3, 1924. Ed.)

—

Address your letters to The Editor,
Screenland plus TV-land, 10 East 40th
Street, New York 16, New York. We
cannot promise to answer every letter or
to publish every one, even though we
should like to do so.
END

COLORTINT
6 capsules 29*
14 capsules 50*

Used by more

women

.

:

than any other rinse in the world

Ask for professional applications at your beauty shop

—

with her new and beaming
bridegroom Dick Long got almost as

Suzan Ball

applause as the picture when they
their entrance at the plush premiere of "Magnificent Obsession." If there
was a star who didn't attend, it was because he or she wasn't in town. The most
elegantly expensive handkerchiefs were
nothing but damp rags at the end of the
deeply moving Rock Hudson- Jane Wy-

much
made

what

man

vehicle.

There were a great many

surprised people

Hollywood

—people

would never make

it

who said Rock
as a dramatic actor.

fooled 'em all. Mamie van Doren
created quite a stir gotten up to look like
the spittin' image of Marilyn Monroe.

He

—

itself
is

talking

about!

Barbara Rush, with her handsome husband, Jeff Hunter, received a huge round
of applause as she left the theatre. Ross
Hunter, the producer of "Magnificent,"
took a look at her performance and
promptly asked the studio heads to give
her star billing along with Jane and Rock.
Ann Sheridan created a bit of excitement
when she made an entrance with Jacques
Mapes. Annie had a new hairdo, closedressed with a chignon (bun to you) on
the back of her neck. Marilyn Erskine
came with Ross, and without her new
mink stole which was stolen when she
was in New York doing a television show.
It was a photographer's dream of heaven at Mocambo during Mary McCarty's
three-week stay at that bistro, because
the show folks really stormed the place
in droves to see the funniest of them all.

The night Bing Crosby and Grace Kelly
appeared, you couldn't see 'em for the
flash bulbs popping. Opening night, the
star crowd applauded so long Miss McC.
could hardly go on with her act. Television and movie offers are pouring on
her like rain in the tropics so you'll be
seeing her around a lot from now on.
Circus Week in Palm Springs: when
the natives and the Hollywood visitors

combine

when

to raise lots of loot for charity,

people get arrested and fined for

not wearing Western clothes and most
everybody does real crazy things and gets
away with it. Right in the midst of Gordon MacRae's numbah at El Mirador's
show, some rowdy people came in, shot
off their cap pistols, and generally broke
up the show. This was Gordon's first time
out on this Circus bit and he took a rather
dim view of the characters. So he stopped,

bawled them out, and asked them to
leave. There was a bit of a rhubarb, since
the folks were among the heaviest contributors to the

charity,

but

it

all

got

straightened out.

been noticeably quieter on the, um,
lately since Terry Moore's gone
demure on us. Got the idea that maybe
all the open air publicity wasn't the thing
It's,

front

for a girl who really wanted to go places
in her acting career. Everybody approves.

Linda Darnell wasn't at the party that
her boy-friend, Phillip Liebmann, gave

—

"Mighty" preeming Doe Avedon, Claudette Thornton, Bob Stack, Karen Sharpe.

Suzan Ball and Dick Long made their first joint appearance professionally when they
were on the nation's TV screens on the Lux Video Theatre, directed by Dick Goose.
16

Piper Laurie keeps them all guessing
is romance with George Nader serious?

The Cocktail

Veil '54

— interpretation

by John Frederics

Adrienne Garrett, the current Miss
Rheingold. Mr. L. is, you know, the
brewery tycoon and veddy young and
handsome he is too. Reason Linda wasn't
around—work, not because she didn't
want to be with her fellah. The picture,
"This Is My Love," has taken a lot out of
Miss D., so she had to side-track romance

for

—

!

1
[

1

while she was in production.
It just might be that we'll get lucky
and have Errol Flynn back in our midst.
Pat Wymore, the present Mrs. Flynn, and
the new baby took up residence temporarily in the family mansion and it is
rumored that he is trying to straighten
out his back alimony-income tax problems. Pat, in the meanwhile, is trying to
rent the house to somebody jor a thousand dollars a month and she also allows
that she just might be getting ready for a
night club act she's quite a dancer, you
know.

—

'•

Hollywood was indeed fortunate in
having those two great romantics, Z.Z.
and Rubi, in for a short visit. They arrived in the private plane which was one

underarms
have no odor

of the "trinkets" which he got from
Barbara Hutton after a short marriage.
No comment.

Looks as

if Margaret O'Brien is going
have to save her money whether she
wants to or not. The courts ruled that the

i

to

j

money was going out much
(CONTINUED ON PACE

too fast

and

underarms
cant stain

72)

,

Betsy Palmer

V

*****

—

in "The Long Gray Line"
—is bride of Dr. Vincent Merendino.
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trust gentle,

Cream Deodorant.

formula. Tests in

After "About Mrs. Leslie" both Bob Ryan
and Shirley Booth did a Broadway stint.

and

you can

deodorants.
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Never

sticky or gritty.
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its

foryou— or money back.
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EUROPEAN DATELINE
BY DEAN RiCHARDS

Greetings from across the great divide!

As your roving Continental

reporter,

I'll

keep you exclusively informed of the
more amusing, more personal and less
publicized stories of your favorite film
stars on holiday or at work in Europe.

cigar and gulping visibly, Orson
sheepishly smiled and admitted his pride
at being the father of such a lovely,
grown-up daughter.

his

The Bob Mitchum-Simone Silva stripincident which caused such a
world-wide sensation was a frame-up
and a hoax, according to Bob. "I was
standing alone for a moment," he explained to me, "when along dashes this
buxom babe wearing some sort of
Hawaiian grass-skirt affair with a sheer
silk scarf tucked loosely into it.
She
introduced herself and asked if I minded
tease

The biggest event of the season was, of
course, the annual Cannes Film Festival,
to which the USA contributed a large
of glamour. Arlene Dahl seemed
mighty taken with her constant Festival
swain, a tall and rugged blond newspaperman from Norway named Arne
Hestenes good looking, but an exact opposite to a guy named Fernando Lamas.
Now that Arlene is back on the Coast
and Arne in Oslo, what will happen to
their Cannes idyll? A birdie tells me
that Arne will be coming to the States
later this year on an exchange fellowship.
slice

—

Hmmmm!
Gina Lollobrigida and her husband, Dr.
Milko Skofic, wowed the Cannes festival.

The

Too

late!

noisiest exit

from Rome and en-

trance to Cannes was, of course, made by
our indefatigable, inimitable gal, Shelley
Winters. She had seven count 'em airlines in Rome trying to figure out her
reservations and the plane finally arrived
three hours late, keeping her welcoming
committee and a platoon of photographers

—

—

waiting.

One

of the

most sentimental episodes

of the Festival took place at the

Nice air-

and Orson Welles was the star of it.
He was anxiously awaiting the arrival of
a plane from Geneva and was he nervous!
He kept pacing, mopping his brow and
chewing on his cigar. The reason? He
was afraid he wouldn't recognize his

posing with her. I said why not? And
then the fun began! She called over the
international photo-boys. Then, without
a word of warning, she whipped off her
flimsy scarf and, nude to the waist, threw
her arms around my neck. Before I
could disengage myself," Bob continued,
wiping his brow, "the damage had been
done, and the hot negatives were on their
way around the world."
Looks like this Silva gal made her
points! What some gals won't do to gain
some attention. What did patient Dotty
Mitchum think about these antics? "None
of these things really fazes me," she
said with a smile. "Bob's just a big,
good-looking kid who's always getting
himself into one kind of scrape or another. As long as he comes home and
tells me everything, I know I have nothing to worry about."

port,

sixteen-year-old daughter he hadn't seen
for several years. As the plane landed,
Orson carefully examined each of the

passengers from afar and recognized no
one he thought was his little girl. Disappointed, he was about to leave when

The wedding of Dawn Addams and Prince
Vittorio Massimo had the crowds agape.

suddenly a most attractive mature young
lady came dashing through the mob and
threw herself into his arms. Dropping

There's so much more to tell you about
the Festival ... of the double disappointment in Donna Reed's failure to show up
and "From Here To Eternity" not winning the grand prize; of how Liz Scott
woke up one sleepy party by climbing
suddenly on a dinner table and going
into a terrific rendition of "Alouette,
Gentil Alouette" to get the whole joint
jumping; how Italy's sexsational Gina
Lollobrigida made a volcanic impact with
some of her fabulous costumes as if she
needed to enhance her breathtaking loveliness and how she cashed in on her
popularity by charging for her autographs and contributing the proceeds to

—

—

how her handsome, attentive
husband, Dr. Milko Skofic, injured his
hand trying to protect her from the huge
crowds that surrounded her wherever
she went.
charity;

We've had a lot of activity over here
month, but the biggest, splashiest,
noisiest and most elegant "do" was the
wedding of England and America's Dawn
this

Addams to Italy's Prince Vittorio Massimo, a member of one of Italy's oldest
and most distinguished families. Many

Rossano Brazzi, of "Three Coins," is in
"Barefoot Contessa," with Ava Gardner.
18

Dennis O'Keefe has played opposite many
a charmer

— next, Mara Lane, in "Angela."

skeptics on both sides of the Atlantic,
who were willing to lay odds that this
hectic romance would never reach the
altar, were forced to eat their own words.
The wedding itself, as stormy and noisy
(CONTINUED ON PACE 69)

Who's been
sleeping in

my bed?

It's

a

and

all

about

man-about-town

a girl

about

18. ..and

the things he learns

about love

FROM

HER!

co-starring

ANNE FRANCIS
i

•

Directed by

FRANK TASHLIN

•

Screenplay by

ALEX GOTTLIEB

•

Produced by

HARRIET PARSONS

Gregory Peck has acquired the Continental view of marriage.

Gary Cooper's sophisticated wife laughs

off his "romances.'"

Hollywood's
Bachelor Husbands
BY CONSTANCE WHITE

MANY A HOLLYWOOD HUSBAND WANTS

VA^hen Zsa Zsa Gabor recently asked for a divorce from
George Sanders, she nicked her lashes and pouted, "All
the time George was married, he acted like a bachelor."
And with that, dazzling Zsa Zsa hit the marital nail on
the head as far as many Hollywood husbands go.

TO EAT HIS CAKE AND HAVE

TOO

— EVEN

HIS

IT,

WEDDING CAKE

wonder why

so many actors get married in the first
male star's wife complained at a party, as she
noticed her husband paying attention to a beautiful guest.
"They want the privileges of marriage plus all the priv"I

place," a

—

ileges of being a bachelor too."

Many
heart.

of these actors don't realize they're bachelors at

Not

20

on the finger
home-and-hearthside

until after they've placed the ring

do they discover that sticking

to

Robert Mitchum

is

a guy

who must

live his life his

own way.

and fixing the baby's formula stifle them. On the other
hand, they have a genuine reluctance to part from the
lovely girls they married so they play the puzzling game
of "bachelor husband."
Dale Robertson's marriage broke up for just this reason. Jacqueline Robertson is a very pretty girl, and was
accustomed to much attention before their marriage. She
thought she'd get it afterward, too. But it seems that Dale
is one big silent live-alone-and-like-it type. He couldn't
change his personality in any way from the rugged bachelor to the considerate husband. He'd sit in the living room
tor hours at a stretch, staring into space, thinking about
the next day's scenes, perhaps, or a business deal he was
interested in. If J ackie, confused by his prolonged silence,
interrupted to ask, "What's the matter, darling?" Dale
would reply, "Nothing. I just want to think things out
by myself."
On Sundays Dale preferred spending his time golfing,
horseback riding or playing baseball with male cronies.
And Jackie would remain at home biting her nails.
Anxious to be a part of his life, Jackie violated one of

—

j

—

the rules he'd laid

down when

she visited the set of his

Vittorio Gassman's

"work" kept him from Shelley Winters.

picture one day.

Dale couldn't stand having his wife
this caused one of
their biggest arguments.
It must be said of Dale, he tried. When they reconciled, after one separation, he made a determined effort
to give Jackie the
kiss-every-morning-and-flowersevery-night routine. But it was hard for him to keep it
visit

him while he was working, and

It's just not in the big boy's nature to share confidences or pay courtly compliments to a wife. And so a
tearful Jackie sought a divorce.
The more the husbands like being bachelor-husbands,
the less their wives go for it. When Jeff Chandler was
married to Marjorie, he sometimes didn't put his best foot
forward. Marjorie used to complain to friends as she
later did in divorce court that Jeff would come home
from the studio and never bother to talk, except to say
he was tired.
A thorn in Marjorie's side was the apartment Jeff maintained to which he ran whenever he and Marjorie had
a spat. Jeff used to insist that his bachelor diggings were
a sort of safety valve to help clear the air when things

up.

—

—

—

became

too explosive

between him

(continued on pace
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BY JIM HENAGHAN

She keeps Her
glamour showing
JEANNE GRAIN'S CAMPAIGN TO BECOME SEXY HAS CREATED QUITE A STIR

C^ne

much

in evidence.

The woman was obviously somebody, her carriage and
manner saying as much. But the fans stood in bewildered
concentration, unsure of her identity, and made no move
toward her. It was only after she had driven away that
one of them approached the doorman.
"Who was that? Anybody?" he asked.
"Jeanne Grain," said the doorman as he dashed off for
another

in the

star to

—

become a woman.
When Jeanne Crain first came to the movies in 1942,
she was literally an enigma to the producers assigned to
use her in their movies. She had come to the attention
of Hollywood as a result of photographs taken by the
famed artist, William Mortensen of Laguna Beach, California. Mr. Mortensen deplored vulgarity. None of his
models posed in the altogether. But he could take a wisp
of lace, a girl and a high wind on a hill-top and make the
most provocative photograph imaginable. And Jeanne
Crain, although only sixteen, was his favorite and most
beautiful model. So when she came to Hollywood, the
picture-makers didn't know whether they had bought an
early-day Lili St. Cyr or the girl next door. This insecurity was heightened by the fact that the layout which
called Jeanne to Hollywood's attention was patterned
after the Petty Girl who was so popular at that time.
"It was confusing to me, too," says Jeanne. "The studio
finally decided that I'd be the sweet thing type. I wanted
to do what was expected of me, so I began to dress down
and didn't even wear lipstick. And apparently it was successful, because before I knew it I was being picked year
"
after yearonthe box-office and magazine polls atthetop

car.

There was consternation

live one, a big star,

For a movie

—

—

A

had gotten away.
go unrecognized, even by the pro
fans, is not entirely an unusual incident. But for a girl
who has graced the covers of many magazines, a girl who
has consistently, for more than ten years, been at the top
of the fan magazine polls, to saunter through a group of
her own idolators in broad daylight without a stampede
is indeed unusual. Possibly it is a tribute to a vow she
made when she voluntarily gave up a contract at 20th
Century-Fox ( and a fortune in money) to go out on her
own with just one objective to grow up and at long last
seekers.

day recently a tall, red-haired, rather stately
woman walked out of Romanoff's restaurant in Beverly
Hills and, swishing a fox-skin scarf over a shoulder and
out of the way, delicately presented a parking ticket to
the attendant. There was a cluster of autograph seekers
huddled in a small group near the entrance, their books
and small flash cameras badges of their calling very

ranks of the autograph

r

—

Jeanne's career as Miss Innocence began with a bang.
Her first three pictures, "Home In (Continued on pace 701

^

Blissfully married to Paul

Jeanne was nevertheless

Brinkman and

the mother of four.

in a rut of playing Miss Innocence.

"Everybody should just let the cork blow out of the bottle
sometime," says the star of Warners' "Duel In The Jungle."

SHE'S NO LONGER THE SKINNY LITTLE GIRL
SHE'S

GROWN UP AND

—

much.
Of course, she isn't any longer the same girl who used
to live a block and a half away from me in El Paso. She's
grown up, and she's developed nicely, if you'll excuse a
little boasting by a proud grandmother. But I would have
never believed that the skinny little girl who used to beg
for cookies every time she stuck her pixie face in my front
door would grow into such an attractive young woman.
Nevertheless, in attitude, outlook on life, mannerisms
and inner qualities, she hasn't changed. She was headstrong then and is headstrong today except nowadays it's
called determination. But whatever the name, I'm glad
she has that good ol' Texan spirit.
I remember the day eighteen years ago when her mother was quite sick, and asked me to take Debbie over to
my house for a few days. When I told Debbie to get her
that

was defiant. "I'm not going
Mom," she burst out with all the authority of

things together, she

to leave

a three-

year-old.

"Your
for

her

Mom
if

is

sick," I tried to reason.

"It'll

COOKIES.

SHE'S DEVELOPED. BUT DEBBIE HASN'T CHANGED!

"ebbie rushed into my room before I even had a
chance to unpack. "How soon are you going to fix some
of your delicious meatballs, grandmother?"
"Do you mean to tell me that with all the fancy restaurants here in Hollywood, you still like my meatballs?"
"You should know better than to ask such questions!"
She was right. It's been many years since Debbie left
Texas, but from my periodic visits to Burbank like this
recent one I should've known that Debbie hadn't changed

—

WHO USED TO BEG FOR

cided what games were to be played,

who

did what,

where and when. She hasn't changed in that respect either.
While I was visiting my daughter, my son-in-law and
Debbie, Debbie asked me to attend a party with her. "I'm
too old for you young folks," I insisted.
"I bet you are going to outlast all of us tonight. You
come along," she insisted. That was typical of Debbie,
too. Always makes you feel half your age.
The party was at Dan Sites's house, and his place was
so crowded that I didn't think they could squeeze me in.
But they did. Some of the guests were movie stars, others
neighborhood friends, a few "older folks" like myself.
But all mixed well together, and had a wonderful time.
Debbie had everything planned in detail long before we
arrived. "Everyone will have a name pinned on his or
her back," she announced as we entered the living room.
"Then you have to guess who you are. You can't ask any
direct question. The one who guesses his identity first
gets a prize.

We
our

all

Let's go."

started to talk to one another, trying to discover

when Debbie again called for attention.
want any cheating," she announced. As if

identities,

"And

I

don't

anyone had dared!

many ways, the party was proof that Debbie was
the same, and I'm not just referring to her organizing the show!
In

still

Her choice of friends,
lywood actors to be a

for instance.
little

cold,

I

had expected Hol-

(continued on pace
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be better

you come with me."

"No."

"But

only be for a few days."
might need me. No!"
I had no choice but grab her by the arm and drag her
down the street to my house. She was yelling and screaming and crying all the way. I let her —-till I got her indoors. Then she got the first and only spanking I ever
gave her. It didn't stop her defiance, although for the
next few days she did as she was told. It was less painful.
Usually we got along well without resorting to physical
punishment, which after all wasn't my domain anyway.
Besides, if she couldn't get her way with me, she always
knew how to wind her grandfather around her little
it'll

"Mom

finger.

Debbie had an easy way with him for two very good
She was born on his birthday, and at that time
was his only granddaughter. She made the most of it!
Even as a tike, unless the other children were much
older, Debbie was always "running the show." She dereasons.

"Debbie (here with father) is so independent she relies on
herself too much, lhat's my only concern*" says grandmother.
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—

One

IF

of Howard's bugaboos

is

the gal

who

tries to best

YOU ASK HOWARD KEEL'S OPINION

He

likes

.

.

men

in sports.

"She

tears the

male ego

to shreds

and men don't

like that."

.

^em feminine!
BY MARK FLANDERS
achieve that true femininity

girl that 1 marry will have to be
As pink and as white as a nur-se-ry."

"The

fail

When

Howard Keel sang these lines in "Annie Get
Your Gun" he was warbling the story of his life as

far as

women

are concerned.

Ever since Howard's
specialist in "Kiss

ing queries as to
linity thinks

just about

He

likes

Not only

Me

what

definite arrival as a heart-throb

Kate," his studio has been receivthis six-foot-four

hunk

of

mascu-

about the opposite sex, and the above lines

sum

it

this true in capital letters,

Howard

are talking about.

They

But to get back to those lines from "Annie Get Your
Gun," Howard literally suited the action to the words
when he chose his wife, Helen, a former dancer who
worked with him in the stage company of "Oklahoma."
Helen is a slight brown-eyed blonde who is a mere

She is so completely feminine
and behavior that she embodies Howard's ideal

five-foot-three in height.

women in general.
When she married Howard,

about
but the usually

is unusually expressive of the fact. He
premise that a woman is nothing if she
isn't a woman; then proceeds with typical thoroughness
to develop a humdinger of a thesis on the subject.
"Many people overlook the obvious," Howard says.
"Since you want me to talk about women, let's get fundamental, because that's exactly what women are
fundamental.
"They bring us into the world, guide us to maturity
and pamper us through marriage. And the one thing that
makes them excel at their jobs is that they are feminine.
Mind you, I said excel. There are women who go through
the experience of marriage and motherhood and never

reserved

sets forth a flat

give as

we

to life as their seemingly frailer

sisters."

in looks

up.

'em feminine!
is

to

much

for example, she gave up
her career without a second thought and since has devoted her life strictly to being a wife and mother. She
has so thoroughly forgotten her professional life that
Howard has to coax her even to visit his studio.
"I personally don't believe in a married woman working if it is at all possible for her to avoid it," he says.
"The ideal situation is one in which a mother can give
her attention unreservedly to her children, and this is not
fully possible when a woman has (CONTINUED ON pace 66)

"The thing

that

makes a woman

basic fact that she
is

the surer she

is

is

a

attractive to

woman and

the

a

man

is

the

more feminine she

of making an impression," says Howard.

Vly friend /Vnr
SHE'S PROVING THAT A GIRL CAN BE SUCCESSFUL IN HER MARRIAGE, IN HER

CAREER, SET A SPIRITUAL EXAMPLE, AND BE HAPPY

[y bags were packed, reservations for my flight to
Cannes Film Festival in my purse, a French and
Italian dictionary in my suitcase .... when a sudden
relapse of an earlier physical breakdown forced me back
to bed. All my plans had collapsed with the doctor's
orders: "You are to stay in bed at least two weeks, and
."
not to leave the house for a month
That eveI couldn't have been more disappointed.
ning, when my spirits hit an all-time low, Mom brought
the phone to my bed. "Call for you, dear."
"I don't want to talk to anyone."

the

.

"It's

Ann

.

.

Blyth."

'Ann refused

to

judge

me

before she heard

my

side of the

—ALL AT THE SAME TIME

"Oh, that's different.

Ann was

the

first of

It'll

my

be good

to talk to her."

friends to call.

what happened, she wanted
ry she was, and to find out

to let
if

Having heard

me know how

there

sor-

was anything she

could do.
It was so typical of Ann.
She'd just finished "The
Student Prince," and she was working on a television
show, planning her nursery, and shopping for the first
time in weeks yet she found time to call and let me
know she was thinking of me.
In the eight years I've known her, she's always given
me encouragement when I needed it most. Like when

—

Korean

story

—

it

takes a most unusual person to be that way.

ly-th
BY TERRY

MOORE

was getting my divorce from Glenn Davis.
It's amazing that in a town so full of divorces you
:an be ostracized so easily for your actions. I speak
rom experience. Yet Ann, whose religion doesn't pernit divorce, was full of genuine sympathy. She treated
ne as if I had gone through an illness, and needed help

'I'd

like

to

pattern

my

life

after

Ann," says Terry.

o recover.

No matter how busy she was, she
ind for about three
irated,

made every

months

after

effort to see

called regularly,

Glenn and

me

had sep-

I

as often as possible.

And look at her attitude when I came back from
iorea early this year. I was accused by a good number
)f people of having turned my trip into a publicity
One of my closest friends an;tunt on my behalf.
lounced to the press that had she been in Korea with
me, she'd have told me off right on the spot, and that
oefore she ever checked with me as to what really had
nappened. When she found out, she was sorry about her
earlier statement and we remained friends.
On the other hand, Ann didn't make any statement
before I came back. Instead, the day after I arrived she

me know she was glad I had come back safely, and
me to tell her about the trip — in my own words.
All I want to
I am not trying to defend my actions.

let

ked

point out

is

the different attitudes of two of

my

best

"In whatever

toward the same incident. One believed wha;
she read in the papers, which is only human, normal,
and forgiveable. I might have reacted the same way,
under similar circumstances. But Ann refused to judge
before she heard my side of it. It takes a most unusual
person to be that way.

Ann does she

excels

—and

with such ease!'

friends

What makes Ann the type of girl she is?
More than anything else, I think, the idolization of
her mother's memory.
Many girls I know of all ages will lose their identity once their parents go away for even a weekend.

—

—

I've

seen

it

in school.

I've noticed since

how

caution

is

thrown to the wind once parental authority has disappeared beyond the horizon. But Ann even though her
mother has passed away always has lived as if she were
still with her, and the way she'd want her to.
In that

—

respect,

I

—

don't think she'll ever change.

Ann has changed a great deal, parduring these past few months. It's amazing
what her marriage to Jim McNulty and the expected
baby have done for her.
In other ways,

ticularly

Ann had

longed for marriage many years before she
If she seemed "cold" (continued on pace 65)

ever met Jim.

Her marriage

to

Jim has changed Ann, Terry

believes.

i
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Doris

warmer, friendlier and

is

nore compassionate today than
ever before.
settled girl

She's a

because she

more

is

aappy in her marriage to Marty
Melcher. But she has certain
convictions

which she refuses

tamper wi|h

to

some

just to

snag

publicity for herself

HE INSIDE STORY OF HOLLYWOOD'S

oris

NUMBER ONE ENIGMA

Day

is

not

si

snob
BY PAUL BENEDICT

Success
ausy and

in
its

ao matter

Hollywood brings fame, fortune, envy, jealspawn of hogwash and defamation. No star,

how

shining her success, no matter

how

ex-

emplary her private

life, is safe from the slings of the
and amateur detractors who abound in the
Bollywoods, ready to take umbrage because a box-office
movie doll has the audacity to face a new day without
Dowing and genuflecting ten times in their direction.
The current victim of the character assassins happens
as is not at all unusual
to be a young lady not in the

professional

—

.east bit

deserving of their malicious attentions.

among

It is

the

movie star-baiters to
oelabor the vivacious songbird of Burbank, Doris Day.
She is now being assailed as a bright hope whose warmly
praised virtues have allegedly given way to snobbery,
temperament, ingratitude and inflation of the cerebellum.
These charges, each and every one of them, may categorically be tossed into the ash can. They are either reckless or malicious flights of fancy, and those who spread
present fashion

frustrated

these baseless accusations lend their tongues to slander.

Doris Day is a living doll.
There's only one person who would insist that this
would approach carrying malarkey to the blarney stone.
That pardonable dissenter is Doris Day herself.
"Nobody is perfect," Doris is the first to admit, "least
of all me."
Question any of Doris's friends as to whether she's

changed now that she's become the hottest thing at
Warners since its million-dollar fire several years ago.
And this is the kind of answer you'll get:
"Of course she's changed. Doris is a more confident
and assured performer than she ever was. Out of that
confidence has come even more vitality and vivacity than
she displayed in the past. And yes, she's changed as a
human being. She's an even warmer, friendlier and more
compassionate person than when she started out. She's
a more settled girl because she is deeply happy in her
marriage and it has given her life (continued on pace 62
i
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GUY
WITH A

HEART
GUY MADISON AND

HIS

Guy Madison

greets

crowd

at

San Diego before

to

shake hands with young admirei

starting trip.

TRUSTY STEED TRACE

THE ROUTE OF EL CAMINO REAL TO
CALL ATTENTION TO THE HEART FUND
1 he 1954 Heart Fund drive got well under way on
West Coast when Guy Madison mounted "Penny,"
the thoroughbred sorrel he rode in the Warner Brothers CinemaScope production, "The Command," in San
Diego and journeyed to Los Angeles via El Camino
Real, the mission trail founded by pioneering Franthe

Colorful ceremonies at the
attended by San Diego's Mayor John

ciscan padres years ago.
city's

plaza,

Guy on his humanitarian trek. En
stopped at important points and made

Butler, launched
route,

Guy

A parade featuring the
Marine Corps Band and marching units was staged at
Oceanside.^At San Juan Capistrano there was a gala
fiesta at the famous mission. The climax of Guy's trip,
which was sponsored by the California Mission Trails,
was the warm welcome by civic and Heart Association officials, who greeted him on his arrival at Los
Angeles' City Hall, and the gratitude expressed for his
efforts on behalf of the 1954 Heart Fund drive. During
speeches for the Heart Fund.

the long trip
tion asking

Guy

also collected signatures to a peti-

Governor Goodwin

J.

Knight and the

legislature to restore to the historic trail,

simply as Highway 101,

its

state

now known

former name, El Camino Real.

Across bottom, Left to Right:

Checking directions on

trail

map

with

modern

signpost.

Tiny Maria Sanchez waves goodbye as Guy leaves mission.

End of
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the

trail,

arriving at Los Angeles' City Hall.

On

leaving city,

Guy pauses

f

...there's nothing;

ke

a.

girl
BY TAB HUNTER

fHIN

OR VOLUPTUOUS, PLAIN OR PRETTY, SHORT OR TALL

OR the last several weeks I've been on location with
Warners' "Battle Cry." Most of it was spent on a little
and just south of Puerto Rico where the Marine Corps
nds its men for combat training and maneuvers. And,
n addition it seems, gets them used to a woman-less existence. When a fellow spends all his waking hours running
round, flopping on the ground and climbing hills with a
ifle and thirty thousand Marines for companionship, you
an bet your government issue boots there's going to be
certain subject on his mind before he hits the sack.
i

Girls!

Thin girls and voluptuous girls. Plain girls and pretty
Short and tall. Bless 'em all!
I'm lucky. Being a young and footloose bachelor I have
he opportunity to meet quite a few pin-ups. I won't say
hey all have that extra rosy look they have from a bunk
niles away from home, but there are a few that are even
;irls.

Terry Moore's the kind of girl that's equally ready for

and and sea and sun or

silks

and

satins

nyone'd "Return To Treasure Island" for

and

starlight."

Dawn Addams!

better

—BLESS 'EM

when

ALL1

decorating your arms than

your thoughts.
Terry Moore

is

better than ever.

when

decorating

a good example of the fact that girls are
Terry was the last girl I dated before

company took off for the never-near-her
land of the maneuver area. Naturally I thought of her
often on that location. There's an old G.I. saying, "You
can't cuddle a carbine."
the "Battle Cry"

They just don't make them any sweeter or more companionable than Terry. She's the kind of girl that's equally
ready for sand and sea and sun or sophisticated silks,
satins

On

and

starlight.

we spent all afternoon down at the
ocean; swimming, kidding around and just lying in the hot
California sunshine, drinking it in and talking about
everything including the fabled cabbages and kings.
that last date

We were having such a darned good time that I persuaded Terry to continue the date through the evening.
I dropped her off to change for the dinner at Ciro's we'd
decided upon and when I returned (continued on next pacei

Tab and Dawn on

location. She's

now wed

to Italian prince.

..-there's nothing: like
—

sophisticated, looking as
for her I met a whole new girl
romantic and ethereal as a princess in a story book. It was
a complete change from the kid who cut capers on the
shore all day. She was two different girls and I liked both
of them.
Terry has the rare quality of being "with" you no matter what your mood. She has fun doing whatever you
want to do and she shows it. I guess that's what puts the
extra sparkle into the moments spent with her.
Debbie Reynolds has the same togetherness about her.
In fact, she has a way of even being close over the telephone. Her presence and vitality seem to come right
through the wires so that they become almost a tangible
thing. I'm an expert on that factor because I called Debbie frequently from location and never got over that tre-

mendous singing

quality that seems to

come

right into the

room.

Every day's a wonderful day to Debbie. She hasn't any
phony ultra-sophistication or bored-with-it-all attitude.
From the first time I met her when she was just starting,
until now, when she's one of the brightest young lights in

a

girl

(CONTINUED;

the business, she's always been just the same.
Bright. Unaffected. Lovable.

Happy

The first time I met her she was the date of a buddy o
mine and we were on our way to the Ice Capades. It wa;
a gala opening and there were enough furs around to keej
Alaska warm. Debbie glanced at her simple cloth coat anc
made a crack about how she'd have killed her cat had she
known furs were in order.
Debbie's fun and surprises, and a merry-go-round, al
wrapped up in a cute little package. And the bundle's go
brains and consideration to top it off.
There was the time I decided, after some careful figuring, that my check book could stand the attack of on<
lavish dinner at a good spot. It meant the bank accoun
would be slightly ventilated, but I knew it was worth it
I made the invitation to dinner, something most girls ex
pect, but Debbie said, "Sure I'd love to, but why don't
play chef right at home?"
She knew I hadn't been working and that the expensi
might possibly hurt a little. She even volunteered to bak<
a cake. Another surprise. I never thought she was do

w

1

'

'|

mestic.

As it turned out I might have been right, because
was a little soggy and just a trifle lop-sided. She

the cake

me it was just an off-day for cakes, but as far
was concerned it was the prettiest cake in the world.

assured
I

T|

J

'

as
It

had a certain rakish, devil-may-care look about it.
But with all the crazy party-hat gaiety, Debbie's warm
and sensitive inside. The kind of girl that cried when she
heard her friend Janie Powell's last number opening night
at the Cocoanut Grove. She was laughing and crying for
happiness and her heart was showing through. I guess it
all comes under the heading of a sense of values, knowing and feeling instinctively what's right and what's
wrong.

I

She looks drawing-roomish.
who would seem to prefer cocktail parties

Lori Nelson's that type.
1

Vl

The kind of girl
and afternoon teas

to a

romp on

111

"

1

J:
~

Actually, she rides and

I'm crazy about her?
And Marilyn Erskine. She has years of

New York

think that's a tremendously warm and valuable qualThe desire to help someone when no real

ity in a girl.

benefit accrues to herself.

•

the beach or the tennis

swims terrifically and is
ready any time to learn to ski and skate. She's sincere,
lovely and understanding. What more can I say after I say
court.

experience behind her. Been in the theatre ever since she
four. When she signed to be my co-star in the stage
production of "Our Town" last Fall I was as green as
grass. I'd had some Little Theatre work but I'd never trod
the professional boards. Marilyn could have clobbered me
if she'd chosen to. Many other actresses would have taken advantage of my inexperience to make themselves look
better no matter how good they were to begin with. Not
so Marilyn. During rehearsals she invited me to her home
for dinner and spent hours going over the scenes with me.
She was willing to give of her time and knowledge freely
to help me.

was

stage

All this

may make

of sugar, spice

and

it

all

appear that

I

think girls are

made

the other goodies they talk about.

Most girls I've met are just that. Almost always they've
been nice people and not just pretty girls. Of course, I've
been fortunate. Like any other guy, however, my batting
average hasn't been one thousand 'Continued on pace 64
i
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THREE MONTHS A YEAR
JAN STERLING HAS A

DAUGHTER—LITTLE
MAGGIE DOUGLAS, WHO

KNOWS THE STEPMOTHER
FABLE

OUTDATED

IS

S LJ

IV1 IV!

how a little girl with two parher stepmother, too
Jan Sterling says, very matter of factly, "I had a child
the first month I was married!" For a minute you blink,
as you think maybe Jan is rehearsing a line that sounds
like a typical statement of the screen Sterling, for one of
her pungent bad- girl portrayals. Then, blue eyes twinkling that very nice off-screen Sterling twinkle, she explains, "Maggie
a ready made little girl of five. What
could have been sweeter?"
This, then, is the story of Jan, of the man she married,
Paul Douglas
and, mostly, of Maggie, Paul's little
girl by his marriage to Virginia Field.
It's because of the large number of broken homes in
our modern life, and the larger number of step-parents
his is a

modern

came

to love

ents

fable of

.

.

.

—

.

resulting
let

Jan

from

tell

it,

.

it,

.

that

Jan wanted

mostly in her

"I've seen too

many

So

was eight years
have been able to bring

My own

family divorced

Whatever understanding I
to Maggie might be because I
could put myself in her place, in the same situation.
"I had always wanted a little girl, and suddenly, I had
one. Now, I didn't have to look in shop windows and
wish I had a little girl to buy cute dresses for. Yet Maggie has a mother; the last thing I wanted was to try to

38

I

old.

take her place.
is

all

in a child's

I

knew,

mind

too, the terrible

resentment

at the very word, 'stepmother.'

the fairy tales of wicked old stepmothers.

from the word myself.

I

I

thei

Aftt

shrar

realized this wasn't going to

I

easy to put over.
"But here Paul and I were, just married and we we;
going to have a ready-made girl of five, almost rig;
away. Paul hadn't seen much of her himself. He ai
Virginia had separated when Maggie was eight or nil"
months old; she had lived in a succession of places wi
her mother, from England to Nassau, ever since.

—

"Paul lived a bachelor life, and it was better that wa
But now he could give Maggie a home, and we wanted
make it a home right away, without any waiting. We wan
ed to make Maggie a part of our life from the beginnir|
"Waiting for Maggie to arrive, I kept thinking nervou
ly, 'The first impression is going to stick!' I had tried
pick a dress a little girl would like. But, like a girl
her first date, I kept trying on other things, trying
decide what would appeal to a five-year-old. You see
couldn't be her mother, so I decided I'd be the next clost
thing; her girl friend. I believe I didn't want her to thi
I was grown up.
"All the time, I was trying to think of what she'd lit
or what would make her like me. Suddenly, I remei
bered: I could spit through my teeth! At Maggie's a\

j

children torn between two homes;

a central figure in a tug-of-war.

when

to tell this story.

own words:

E RTI IV1

>

*|

When Maggie

is

^

with her

A

child of divorce herself, Jan

knows

father, Paul Douglas, and

the situation Maggiq

Jan, she's always in

bring her understanding and friendship.

the

is

in.

has been able to

middle, whatever they do.

Maggie came

"We

Jan

fills

life

from the

beginning.''

a definite

place in Maggie's

and

to visit soon after the Douglas' marriage.

wanted her a part of our

life,

in turn she has

the daughter she wanted.

MOTH
accomplishment, and I
boy next door until he divulged
jhe secret to me of how it was done.
''Paul introduced me to Maggie merely by saying, 'This
s Janie.' Pretty soon, we were busy blowing bubbles. It

it

;

t

had seemed

Ar
iia

to

,«3vas
:

:

during a game of tag that

Iaggie,

I suddenly called, 'Look
watch me!' Very casually, I did the spitting-

ihrough-the-teeth routine.

t

e

like a fascinating

iad badgered the little

5ut

a

I

knew

I

It

won

Maggie's admiration,

had won something precious when, large-

yed and solemn, she said, 'You "know, I didn't think I
going to like you at all. But I think you're wonderful.'
"Originally, we were to have Maggie one month out of
very four. That's how I became a mother three months
ut of the year! But it was too interrupting for her to be
icked up and put down during the school year.
'So it turned out we had her mostly during the summer

»'as
I

;

-

But since

she's

—

-,
gj

E

j5

—

been growing up Maggie will
e ten this year!
she's been more or less allowed to
lake her own decisions. She will come to us on weeknds, holidays, whenever she feels like being with her
ather and me.
"Having two homes might present its problems, but it
lso has its advantages. Like two Christmases, and two
irthdays! Naturally, Maggie would sometimes play both
nds against the middle. Take the case of the chewing
um. We didn't know that Virginia didn't allow it, and
lonths.

,

BY FRANCES FRANKLIN

Maggie
us.

just never bothered to impart the information to

Once she

called her

ginia asked, 'What are

mother from our place, and Viryou doing, dear?' %' Maggie told

her emphatically, 'am chewing gum!' Paul talked to her,
and made her realize she didn't need these defenses to
prove her importance. She was lucky, he told her, because
now she had four people who loved her.
"It's pretty hard to explain to a child who asks, 'Why
aren't we going to live together any more?' This is something that's beyond a child's understanding. But a divorce doesn't have to be handled so that a child feels the
bottom has dropped out from under her. It is only the

way that makes it so. The less fuss
made about it, as if someone had died or the world had
come to an end, the better adjustment she can make.
"What else can be said except to try to explain that
parents' acting that

—

daddy and mother

any more, but that
they both love her exactly the same as before? Unsatisfactory, perhaps. But love, to a child, can work out
many compromises.
"I remember when mother decided to get her divorce,
she took my sister and me to Reno. The importance was
put on the trip, and 'the things we were going to see and
do; not the divorce. The desert and the cowboys turned
out to be pretty interesting. Children are really the most
(continued on pace 55>
resilient people!
can't be together

BY HELEN GOULD

WHETHER THEY'RE MR. AND MRS. HESTON OR
MR. AND MRS. CLARKE, CHARLTON

AND LYDIA ARE A PART OF EACH OTHER

Charlton
v

When Charlton Helton tay*
is surprising how much
help a man can be to a
woman just by supplying a

"It

little beef!" you know he'*
proud to do thing* for his
Lydia. And thin hat been
going on for nine year*.

40

fe

as Mr. Clarke
when

the opening night of Lydia Clarke's current play,
The Seven Year Itch," her close friends Jan Sterling
ind Paul Douglas had sent a wire: "Know you will be
freat, all our love. Best to Mr. Clarke."
"Mr. Clarke," better known as Charlton Heston, got
bigger chuckle out of that than Mrs. Heston, that openng night in Chicago's Blackstone Theatre. And it isn't
>ecause he has reached the secure point in his career
vhere being called by his wife's name can be a source of
ond amusement to Chuck. Nor does he leave it at that.
Charlton Heston feels that his role as "Mr. Clarke" is a

would need

it

ing to get

—on a Sunday?

^ery real one.

a call she

i

He

says things like,

"It's

surprising

how much

help a

—

nan can be to a woman just by supplying a little beef!"
—and proceeds to illustrate how this applies even to such
feminine province as shopping. "Lyd," he smiles, "can
;et enmeshed in so many bundles she looks like she needs
trailer. Even when we were broke and the only shopi

.

sing

she did was for food, she could

hing in a supermarket."
Last summer, Lydia and

Chuck had

manage the same
stolen a

week

to-

she got there, and where was she goTo Heston's direct approach,
this was no problem. He simply wired Brentano's bookit

—

store and a fresh, new copy of "The Seven Year Itch"
was waiting for Lydia on the doorstep, when she reached
their New York apartment.
Nor does Heston think that such thoughtful ness above
and beyond the call of duty is one-sided. "When things
were worse," he remembers vividly, "it was Lyd who was

the one to do things for me. I've never been able to cook
breakfast, but she would fix mine, no matter how early
job. When I got out of
couldn't find a thing to keep an unemployed actor busy, I couldn't drive her to work and pick

the

had on her modeling

Army and

her up, as I do now. But I could walk her to work! It's
just a good balance to marital difficulties and it has
always worked for us!"

—

With his own career at full tilt, he can still take the
generous attitude toward Lydia's work expressed thus:
"Whenever I can, I try to subordinate my incidental interests to her professional interests." Incidental inter-

timberland acres in Michigan. As usual,
hey were soon parted again by their separate careers,
^huck was flying to Hollywood to make "The Naked
ungle." Lydia was driving one of their two Packards to
4ew York to do a TV show and rehearse for the Chicago

ests? Well, yes,

ompany of "The Seven Year Itch."
She was to arrive in New York on a Sunday. On Satirday, Chuck received a wire from her that she had left

year, with Lydia's career flourCharlton Heston really mapped out what he
calls his life as "Mr. Clarke." Chicago, where her stage
work has kept her most of the time, (continued on pace 68)

;ether at their

er copy of the play in Michigan.

He

realized that she

if you could so classify making four pictures in the past year, plus sandwiching in "Macbeth" at
the Bermuda Drama Festival and a few other professional

sundries such as a location stint in Peru for "Legend Of

The
It

Incas."

was during the past

ishing, that

—

I

AN

LIVE

EXCITINt
LIFE
—SAYS

JOAN CRAWFORD
r

BY MAY MAN
LIt's always this way with Joan, and I've known her
an important director remarked as he stood in
the midst of a fascinated crowd watching Joan Crawford.
She had just stepped off the train and was now simultaneously counting thirty-six pieces of red and blue luggage, handing over the baggage checks for four trunks,
tipping porters, signing autographs and calling greetings
to a bevy of friends who were on hand to welcome her
home after a whirl of several weeks in Texas, Mexico,
and New York. "She was born for excitement and she
is always exciting."
When these words were relayed to Joan the next day
for years,"

she

—

guess it is that I love life good, bad, or inis always interesting.
It's a challenge even
when it's not exactly fun," she sighed.
"I haven't had a secretary since a week before Christmas. This morning I returned four pages of calls that
accumulated while I was away,"
Sound exciting? Take Joan's word for it, it is. And it's
double the fun after you've been working hard. "I'll never
go seven years again without playing. It's not fair to
said, "I

different,

it

yourself to do that."
to

"Being dull and leading a routine, unhappy life is
me a great sin," she said, the lighter mood changing

—

to overtones of the

more

serious. "It isn't fair to oneself,

nor to anyone else!
"Of course, people can always say

4

2

—'Look at her.

surrounded by glamour and people who say "How beau
tiful you are!" etc., etc., so her life should be exciting
They should see the reality! Right now I'm in the midd
of a mess here at home. The rain has caused a few ga
Ions of water to flood my lovely new parquet floor in t\
dining room. My beautiful walls and drapes are ruine
The workmen are here to repair the damage, but the
can't find the leak! The twins have chickenpox. And
add to it all, tomorrow I'm having a few of my close
friends for dinner. My cook has quit. Doesn't that sourjj
exciting?" she laughed with a little half moan. "It's J
challenge. I've got to meet it and do something about aj|
of it. And, oh yes! I have a brand new beau."
A beautiful gold locket on an unusually designed chai I

—true blue—sapphire with

centered with a single blue

on the back, glittered wijj
newness from around Joan's neck.
"I hadn't taken time out for fun and romance for a lo 1
time. I was having too much fun raising my children a: m
working," she said. "Then, too, I didn't want to be cm
every night with this one and that one which mig!i
jeopardize the welfare of my children or make me appe 1
promiscuous. I have many friends, it is true, but I vl
kept so busy with my work, and I love the work, till
suddenly I found myself tired and needing a change. 1
C. in large letters inscribed

"Now
She's

I'm tired, but

had so many dates

in

it

New

is

a different kind of tired.

York, that

I felt like

I

a woitii

—a dame,

instead of a business woman. There was
resented the remark, 'She's a nice dame.'
a man means it as a compliment. I was all
Now I
woman for a change and business was forgotten. I discovered that routine was getting me into a rut, so I did

again

a time

when
know

I

—

it by taking a vacation!
would take hours to tell about my trip. I started
for the Film Festival in Brazil, then switched plans to go
parties,
to the Richard Gills' in Texas. It was a dream

something about
"It

—

man to lunch to meet me. He was charming. I was impressed with his good manners and gentlemanly ways.
After lunch, we walked and chatted. Passing Bramson's
I

stopped

to

look at a

little

pink hat with roses and a red

was in the window. 'It looks like Easter,' I said.
" 'Would you be insulted or think me rude to give you
an Easter bonnet?' he asked. 'Please let me buy it for
veil that

And
When we
you!'

taking hold of
left,

my

he again took

arm, he escorted me inside.
my arm and with a smile

ranches, music, a trip to Monterey, Mexico, with my host
and hostess taking over a picturesque hotel for our party.

tipped his hat to the salesladies.

Then on to the Raymondbelle Ranch and hearing stories
about Pancho Villa, seeing round-ups everything! And
then I went to New York.
"There hasn't been anyone in my life for a long time.
I was hoping," Joan said with complete honesty, "like
any girl on vacation to meet some special one. Franchot
Tone knew I was coming to New York (we always correspond) and he was completely wonderful. He sent
flowers and had tickets for me for his play and several
other shows. And we talked, and danced, and laughed,

man's

—

and recalled the time when we both studied singing. We
were serious about it; we studied opera. Now with the
bitterness all gone, I thought to myself, 'If I'd only been
more mature, and had had a sense of humor when we
were married!' However, one cannot go back not even

—

wishful thinking could make it so.
"There were parties galore, and the biggest one lasted
Eddie Fisher (he's a darling), John Conte.
all night.

Gertrude Neisen, Russell Nype, and some others started
singing. We had such fun. Besides giving me four big
bottles of perfume, Mr. Harris and Mr. Wynn, the owners
of the Harwyn Club where the party was held, presented
me with a beautiful gold guitar pin set with diamonds
and pearls to commemorate my picture, 'Johnny Guitar.'
"Enroute home 1 stopped off in Chicago. Betty and Jim
Hart gave a luncheon for me in the Pump Room. Some
mutual friends asked permission to bring a certain nice

Like big star she
attention

to

ia

Joan gives

entertainer

at

full

« party.

meet a man who really plays a
wants to do something for a
woman. There are so few. Or they say, 'What can I get
her? She has everything!' They don't know that it is the
"It is

wonderful

role.

to

A man who

thought that is so important. I love gifts like bar towels,
bar napkins, and many little things that delight a woman.
"Life is exciting if you make the effort sometimes
more, sometimes less, to make and keep it so. It is all not
'You are wonderful, Miss Crawford' for me. There have
been times on a set before 150 to 400 people when a director has said, 'Do you think it is amateur night in
Dixie? That scene is not good. Let's try it again. Miss
Crawford.' Do I get humiliated and boo hoo? Where
would that get me? I've developed a sense of humor that
makes me reply, 'Yes, wasn't it awful. Please don't replace me. Let me try it again!'
"I used to be the hurt and crushed kind. Now, thank
goodness, I have a sense of humor, and with it you can
get what you want out of life if you really want it. Sure,
things don't go right always. Times like that I lock myself up in my room and walk it out, or talk it out with
myself. I am not going to take it out on the people around
me. I believe you should lock up your worst side, and
show the good. That's what people want to see.
"It's the expectancy of good and what's next, and looking
for it that gives a woman a look in her eye, a tilt to her
head, and a walk that makes her exciting, and keeps her
that way," Joan laughed. And she's the perfect example! END

With radio director Hans Conreid. "Life is
if you make it exciting," says Joan.

exciting

—

—

Joan gaily teams up with
Gertrude Neisen in a duet.

4t his

famed piano, Liberace accompanies

ie chats with

his brother George.

Jane Russell and Bob Hope after a performance.

of the most burning questions on the highly combNEbustible
contemporary

American scene

is

the ro-

one Walter Valentino Liberace. Best
only as Liberace, he is the curly haired, dimpled
iano provocateur who has invaded the dreams and hearts
f American womanhood.
His weekly television program
regarded by girls from six to sixty as a clandestine

nantie future of

mown

5

ryst,

representing the consummation of their wildest ro-

lantic hopes.

Through the trojan horse of the image- or thicon tube,
ingratiating six-foot Casanova of the keyboard in-

lis

an estimated 35,000,000 parlors a week. His
hispered endearments and sweet smiles generate more
omantic radiation than the hallowed incense of the imltrates

Music

is

his life.

When

not playing, he listens to records.

His sister-in-law and mother are

among

his severest critics

mortal lover of the silent screen, Rudolph Valentino, with
whom Liberace is often compared.
The gentle, apple-cheeked maestro from Milwaukee
has become a remarkable force to deal with in the always
fascinating realm of the heart. In technique and manner,
the mild Liberace has nothing other than his middle name
in common with the dashing late Lothario of the speechless nickers. Yet he accomplishes more with a honeyed
smile and purring conversation than Valentino did in a
volcanic burst of romantic fire on a white steed across the
ersatz sands of Arabia. Where Valentino took his women
by storm, Liberace takes them by soothing balm. Al-

though the methods
ferent as day from

of these

two great lovers are as

night, the

dif-

(continued on pace
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High-tension

TROUBADOUR
BY FREDDA DUDLEY BALLING

—BOB—CONCENTRATES ON KEEPING PEOPLE HAPPY

ANOTHER CROSBY

B

'ob Crosby, as viewed

coast on a

by millions

Monday through Friday

of

TV

fans coast-to-

basis, gives the

im-

pression of being a jaunty, carefree neighbor, imperturh.ably at ease with the world. His melodic voice, refreshing
as mint after rain, his folksy delivery, his unassuming
but confident mien impart, his audiences declare, a re-

somewhat less than nerveless world.
performances marked by virtuosity, Bob Cros-

stored faith in this

Like

all

by's nonchalance

is

showmanship instead

constructed, primarily, of masterly
of personal calm. He has the per-

and resolve to give it his top
has peculiar importance to Bob.
He started singing as the second Crosby; when he succeeded on radio, it was a second success in the family;
when his recordings made cash registers ring like sleigh
bells, the jingle was a repeat performance. Not that there
is or ever has been a note of jealousy between the brothers; the Crosby clan is one of the most harmonious in this
or any other city, yet a fact is a fact is a fact. Brother Bing
is a phenomenon
a phenomenon who is not interested in
conquering TV. This medium is all Bob's, and he loves it
with the fervency of a lad who has earned his first personal, non-hand-me-down suit of clothes. His care of this
prize is in proportion to his enthusiasm for it.
Probably this explains why Bob never does an "easy"
show. Every day represents a maximum effort as indicated by the fact that his dining routine goes like this: he
has breakfast around eight, goes to the studio and sets to
work on the show. It goes on the air from 12: 30 p.m. until one o'clock, Pacific Standard Time on the CBS television network. Bob is so keyed up after the sign-off that
he is unable to trust his alimentary canal with food until
he reaches home around dinner time.
In operation, Bob's show opens with a bright, catchy
number, something along the lines of "If You Ever Get To
fectionist's love of his job
effort.

Furthermore,

—

46

TV

My Home Town"

which Bob helped to write. This is followed by a love song, then a comedy number. Next, there
is always a game (very popular with homemakers planning parties), a sign-off for those stations leaving at the
end of the first fifteen minutes, then a hit song, another

game, and finally "the faith spot."
Bob stumbled onto the idea for "the faith spot" while
he was the star of Club 15. One day while introducing e
ballad with a sentimental title, he was given the signal bj
the program's engineer indicating that the program wat
running ahead of schedule and a slight slow-down wa:
necessary. In one of those flashes that mark the difference between a top-flight pro and the merely competen
performer, Bob ad-libbed a five or six line essay abou
the importance of love songs in our lives. This simple bi

homespun philosophy elicited so much fan mail tha
Bob decided to include a similar recitative in the longe;
show as it was developed later.
Nowadays so many listeners request copies of the
of

]

"poem" that these

recitatives

TV scripter Carroll Carroll )
daily

( vrritten

Bob used

am

are mimeographed and mailet

by the dozens. Following

vation that

by jamed radio

in the

is

I

I

the philosophical obser

1

Apol

I

midst of the song,

"I

ogize":
"

'I

apologize'

.

homes

that

.

.

two words too many people

No one knows

fine
j

number of happ; I
have been destroyed because someone wa 1

too difficult to say.

the

too proud, or too stubborn to say the two words no love

I

should ever be afraid to say
'I'm sorry.' Over an< I
over we hear this everlasting truth: 'to err is humar I
to forgive divine.' It must be equally true that to be bi; I
enough in heart and mind and spirit to ask forgivenes I
must also, in its own humble way, be touched wit I
divinity. A wise man once said, 'It takes two to mak J
a quarrel and the smartest always gives in.' So whe
.

.

.

—

—

things or even big ones threaten to divide you
from the one you love, be smart. It's sometimes better
to be loved than to be right. In fact, I think it's always
better, because there's no misunderstanding that an
honest apology can't correct, no honest apology that
anyone won't accept. I'm sure there would be many
more happy homes if all husbands and wives would remember never to finish a day without a goodnight kiss."
Anent this capsule sermon, a Southern gentleman wrote
to Bob, saying, "My wife and I had quarreled bitterly and
we had decided that divorce was the only possible answer
to our troubles. Then I heard you sing 'I Apologize' and
little

recite that little 'poem'

about

it.

I

went home

that night,

my

head in the door and said, 'I'm sorry, honey. I
apologize.' My wife had never heard me do that before in
all the years of our marriage. She started to cry, and said,
'I heard Bob Crosby's program, too.' You've done us a real
favor. Thanks."

stuck

iU

Bob

plays for the Modernaires, Paula Kelly, Alan Copeland,

Hal Dickinson, John Drake, Francis

Scott,

his

vocalists.

Bob's favorite recitative is "Oh, My Papa." The comthis one goes as follows:
"'Oh, my papa, he always understood!' Our womenfolk, those who love us most, like to say, 'Men are just
little boys grown tall.' This must be true because the
light that shines in the eyes of a boy, when he speaks of

mentary on

when he
grows to manhood. For it's a light that was kindled by
love and devotion and is kept warm and glowing by
respect and understanding. As every man remembers,

his father, shines just as brightly in his heart

there are

moments

in a boy's life

when

his feelings for

over him and engulf him in an emotion
that he, himself, does not understand, and cannot understand until the friendly years have endowed him with
the perception of a man and the blessed privilege of being called 'father.' Then, and only then, will he know
why he felt as he did when he was a boy, and he hopes
that his son will feel the same about him. He'll pray for
strength to keep himself worthy of twice sharing the
deep, tender and indescribably beautiful relationship
that exists only between father and son, son and father."
One of the reasons, or better, the five reasons this has
such profound meaning for Bob is that he is the parent of
a quintet. The eldest is Cathy, now fifteen. Next comes
Chris, eleven. Behind him comes Robert, Junior, nine,
L followed by Stevie, seven. The baby is Malia (pronounced
Mah-LEE-ah, which is Hawaiian for Mary), not yet three.
"They are," says Bob without bothering to strain the
his father flow

);eI

jjj.,

p.,

j

jj

for a career in

of

is

that she

first

values and an education before she

Crosby mouths water while

e-

must

acquire a background
may start her career. She has one worry, expressed as follows to her fa<continued ON PACE 62i
ther, "Everybody tells me I look

Jj understanding

wit

normal young savages."

show business. Bob is planning for her to make intermittent performances with him
during Christmas and Easter vacations, but the family
Cathy hopes

:

•the clan

Bob

carves the turkey. Clockwise,

includes Bobby, Cathy, 15, Mrs.

C, who has resumed

studying for her M. D. degree, Malia, Chris, Stevie, aged 7.
she:

and Bobby,

books to baby Malia,

.

pride from his tone, "five

-

Chris, 11,

^

9, join

papa Bob

3. Chris

in reading the

comic

has an eye on show business.

BLUE

BY MARCIA MOORE

—

A color range flattering to
most. Shown above, a group of textured fabrics which come in a variety
of shadings. These 4-yard
dress-lengths, just $2.98. McCRORY
Stores carry a large selection of
rayon blends in both dressy and

BLUES

casual fabrics, ranging from flannels to failles.

you choose GREEN tones
it might be rayon flannel 39" wide,
59^, or felt which comes in many
If

brilliant shades.

.

From W.

T.

.

.

GRANT

Stores. Also at Grant's, Orelay ginghams, mercerized and Sanforized in

a variety of styles and shades. Textured rayons are available in fabrics
for sportswear and show up in BurMil's antique taffeta, "Beau Bait,"
a party-dress fabric in Chrome-spun,
a color-fast acetate. 894 a yard, 4445 inches wide. ( See Lisa Kirk, page
50, wearing a dress of "Beau Bait.")
If your preference is for a fabric
in

ORANGE, TANGERINE

or

RUST

H. L. GREEN has a wide sampling. Nylon net, 72 in. wide, 694 a
yard, comes in rust and many rain.

.

.

bow colors. Wonderful for overdress or petticoats. Fine-quality corduroy, washable, comes in solid colors, 79<* and in checks, plaids and
novelty patterns, 98<f. And in rayon
and acetate plaids, bold colorings
are available in large and small patterns. In 44-45 inch widths, 49f a
yard. Solid color cottons, guaranteed washable for 394 a yard, in 36inch widths, in a full range of colors.
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Just as you select a fabric to suit your coloring, so should your

make-up

your clothes color scheme. We have matched fabric color
families for home sewing with cosmetic colorings that will
completely harmonize with you and what you wear. If you select a BLUE
fabric Cutex "Rose" pearl polish, 39£, and matching "Pink 'n Sweet"
lipstick, 294; Westmore's "Castillian" powder, 33< Maybelline's
blue eye-liner pencil, 15$; midnight blue mascara, 35^; and blue eye
shadow, 154. ... If you select a fabric in the GREEN family your
choice of color make-up covers a wide range. However, the brilliant new
color, "Strike Me Pink," in Cutex nail polish and lipstick, is the
one we recommend. The polish, in the spillpruf bottle, 254. The lipstick,
which is indelible, 29c. Pond's Angel Face cake powder in "Ivory
Angel." Here, we have shown the mirrored compact case
for $1. This also comes in a 59<* and 89^ case (without the mirror). For eye
beauty, Maybelline's cream mascara and soft eyebrow pencil. Both
in "Velvet Black." The mascara, 154; and the pencil, 154. ... If
it's ORANGE, TANGERINE or RUST— Cutex
"Fire Engine" polish, 254, and "Fire Engine"

selection suit

—

-

;

—

lipstick, 594; Nestle's colorinse

No.

21,

"Platinum." This adds color-highlights and
sheen!

It

comes

in 11

enchanting shades, from

4

gray to black, 10^. Maybelline green
shadow,
eye
15^, to glamorize your eyes.
To blend with your facial coloring and the clothes
you wear: Westmore's Tru-Glo, the new
silver

liquid

make-up, perfect

for all types of skin, 59^.

This in "Natural" which
fabrics in the

is

a safe color blend for the

Orange family; Lady Esther powder,

many dreamy new

in

shades, but the selected color, "Honey,"

by far the most complimentary for this color scheme.
Lady Esther face powder comes in the following: 15^, 29^ and 59^ sizes.
Maria Tallchief, prima ballerina of the New York City Ballet, models
is

a dress of Bates "Disciplined" cotton in Simplicity Pattern #4733; for 35^.

TRUE REDS
solid

in

bold
left:

a

chart

fabric

at

group of Fall fabrics from

KRESS

Stores.

The

"Fruit of the

fabric,

and

prints

subtle

The

plaids.

H.

S.

— Exciting and vibrant

colors,

Craft suiting.

pre-shrunk.

It's

Good

solid red

Loom"

Star

mercerized and
for suits, skirts,

and jackets, this fabric
35 inches wide and sells for 594

shorts, slacks
is

Fashion Prints in colorful
cotton by "Fruit of the Loom" are
KRESS exclusives. They're guar-

a yard.

anteed washable, 44(f per yard. Although we stress the reds, all these
prints come in a full range of colors.

More
you like BROWN
from H. L. GREEN'S. The
bold plaids, top, right, in brown to
beige tones, come in rayon and acetate blend. 49<? a yard and 44-45
If

.

.

.

plaids

inches wide.

And more corduroy

at

an attractive price in shades of
brown and in beige. 794 for pinwale 36 inches wide. A muted stripe
in high count printed cotton. It's 36
inches wide, guaranteed washable
and sells for 394 per yard. The tattersall-type print in the

come

Both

in

combinations.
If you choose
.

.

.

you'll find

same

many

GRAY
one of

other

fabric.

color

BLACK
McCRORY

or

Stores dress-length fabrics to your
liking.

And

Shown below, gray and white
rayon with a crisp

finish.

in a slightly wider rib,

brown

striped

and black combined. A rayon dresslength of embroidered rayon taffeta
creating a matelasse effect. And surface interest appears again in cross-

dyed rayon with stubbed surface.
These fabrics all come in a full
range of fashion colors. They are
priced at a thrifty $2.98 for 4 full
yards of the fabric of your choice.

Lovely Lisa Kirk, musical comedy star, models a dress made from Butterick
Pattern #6993 for sizes 12 to 18. The fabric is "Beau Bait," GRANT'S antique
taffeta priced at 89^ a yard.

... To blend with

the

The continuation of the color story in cosmetics
fabrics shown at left, Cutex "Flaming" pearl

RED

and Cutex true red, "Taffy Apple" lipstick. This stay-fast indelThe matching polish, 39^'. For your powder, Lady Esther's
"Natural," a smooth blend which does not need a powder base and remains
fresh for many hours. Heather rouge in "True Red" does not clash with your
red fabrics, this for 15f. To deepen or brighten your natural hair color,
Nestle's Colorinse, and for this purpose, No. 22 "Black." The directions are
easy to follow and each package contains 2 rinses, lO^-. Our display of
BROWN fabrics, top right, is complimented by the following cosmetic selections: "Golden Angel," a new shade of Pond's Angel Face, is a luscious sunny
brunette tone. A velvety powder and foundation in-one smooths on with its
own puff, 59^. Cutex lustrous "White" pearl polish, 39^; Cutex Stay Fast
lipstick in "Deep Red," 59^;. This lipstick is a non-drying, creamy lipstick
made with a pure lanolin base. The shades are true and bright on the lips.
Maybelline solid mascara, 35^ and Maybelline soft eyebrow pencil, 15<\ The
mascara color, "Sable Brown;" the pencil, "Dark Brown." For the most becoming effect, follow the natural line of the brows. ... To blend with the
GRAY fabrics, shown below, True-Glo liquid make-up, 59p. The color, "Continental," to harmonize with the various shades of gray, from the
nail polish,

ible lipstick, 59^.

silvery tones to near black. Party Puff cake powder, S1.00.

Party Puff comes in the 33^ and 59f sizes. The one
The color,
is the attractive mirrored case.

featured,

"Rachelle Puff."
in

Hazel Bishop's Complexion Glow

"Coral Glow," to give natural-looking cheek
color, 69(?. And Cutex's special vanity set,
containing

"Cute Tomata"

Tomata"

the "Cute

lipstick

nail polish.

and
S1.00.

FREE— WESTMORE'S

Guide to PerSend in
the color of your eyes, hair and

fect

Make-up Glamour.

skin. Their experts will chart the

shades to

flatter

you.

Write,

Mania Moore. SCREEN LAND.
10 E. 40

St., N.Y.C. Send selfaddressed, stamped envelope.

GRAY
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Pretty

young

lips require

careful

By

5?-

make-up

YSEULTE SIMONE

Here's

a

girl

—

with looks that suit her name Pier of
Pier Angeli, currently to be seen in

the Angels!

MGM's "The Flame And The

Flesh,"

a petite,

is

with touches of gold in her hair. She has
green eyes in which a mischievous twinkle lurks, a skin
light brunette,

like the petal of a

creamy tea

rose,

and a mouth

.

.

.

quite

the perfect bud! Pier does not look a day over seventeen

—

actually in her early twenties.

is

Her

flawless skin calls

make-up, and Pier sensibly applies her
cosmetics with a very light hand. Protective creams and

for

little, if

any,

preserve the supple quality, but in actual
make-up she uses only powder applied ever so lightly
with swansdown puff, and a bright lipstick.
lotions, yes, to

About

lipstick Pier has

some very

definite ideas.

She

maintains that she would rather see someone without lipstick than see it ill-used! Particularly she dislikes thickly

and false bows drawn in where none
She is most careful to see that the bright shades of
lipstick, which are her preference, do not clash with her
plastered lipstick,
exist.

costumes or accessories. Lipstick being her sole real artiPier has a large assortment of shades, but finds that
clear, bright reds best suit her brunette type. She never
applies lipstick in public but retires to the powder room
for this. When she does she usually removes all remainfice,

and applies a neat, fresh coat of color.
watch Pier in the process of a morning make-up.
After a thorough cleansing, she applies powder over
her face and over her lips, so that the entire face is covered with the lightest veil. ( She matches the powder as
closely as possible to her skin tones). Next, she removes
ing lipstick
Let's

.

.

.

the surplus with a wad of cotton, stroking gently downward. She brushes all traces of powder from eyelashes
and eyebrows with a damp mascara brush, shaping her
brows in so doing to best frame her beautiful eyes.

Some people like to apply lipstick over powdered lips,
claiming that the color stays on longer. Pier, however,
keep her lips smooth and
unlined she applies a little cold cream to them under the
lipstick. She dips her little finger into the cream jar and
applies just a light touch to her lips, tracing their outline
very carefully so as not to disturb the powder beyond
their confines. She then blots her mouth with tissue so
that no stickiness remains, but her lips stay smooth and
finds this a little drying, so to

slightly moist.

To apply the

brush
open she sweeps the bristles
back and forth across the lipstick until enough of the color adheres to the brush. She then holds the brush handle
between forefinger and thumb and, with elbow propped
against the dressing table, and point of little finger on her
chin, she is correctly braced for action. First she traces
the outline of her mouth, boldly and exactly as nature
designed it, starting at the center and working towards
the right corner, then back to the center and towards the
left.
Now the bottom lip. Carefully she draws the full
curve of it to join the upper, making sure she cuts off
none of it and has both sides even. That done, the lips are
filled in, adding more lipstick to the brush until the color
is rich and even and a smile shows no neglected spots or
smudges.
Taking a fresh tissue, Pier places it over her mouth and
presses gently against her lips, thus blotting off any excess lipstick and preventing that greasy, over-painted
look. She then applies a little more color to the full curves
of the mouth and again blots gently with tissue.
There you have the finished picture. Lips artificially
tinctured, no doubt, but not coated nor clogged in all their
indispensable.

delicate pores

lipstick itself, Pier finds a lipstick

Flicking

—nature

it

enhanced, not crudely changed.
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ROUNDUP

Funnyman Danny Kaye, who has a new album of "Knock
On Wood," visits Martin Block on his ABC radio show.

Tops

Movie Music

in

"No One But You," is one
Lana Turner
movie, "The Flame And The Flesh,"
and it's even more of an event in the

The

ballad,

of the highlights of the

Charlie Applewhite waxing for Decca.
Charlie has had a rapid rise to the
top in the past six months, and his

open-voiced styling is shown off
advantage in this appealing bit
Fran Warren's a perof nostalgia.
former whose individuality has been

clear,

to best

.

.

.

largely lost in the shuffle, particularly

movie attempt was in a
Perhaps she'll gain
some of the recognition due her with
her MGM recording of some of the
Harold Arlen-Ira Gershwin tunes from
Judy Garland's movie, "A Star Is
Born." Fran's worth the listening, and
her records are worth buying to
keep.
With 1954 marking the
since her one

third-rate script.

.

.

.

MGM

anniversary of
Pictures, it's only natural that
Records should honor the event with
a special album. The album spotthirtieth

MGM

same songs honored on
Of The Town"
salute to MGM
"Singin' In The
Rain," "Lili," "Easter Parade" and
"Show Boat" among them and the
stars include Gene Kelly, Fred Astaire, Leslie Caron, Judy Garland,

lights

Ed

the

Sullivan's "Toast

—

—

William Warfield, and Betty Button.
if you already have
some of

Even

these as individual records you'll
the album.

Don't pass

it

by

.

.

want
.

Al-

though there have been previous recordings of "Three Coins In The
Fountain," the Frank Sinatra waxing
is one to be remembered, not only
because Frankie sings the song for
the movie, but also because his Capitol

recording

is

a strongly appealing

one.

Other Toppers

Grab Bag
Sometimes

just listening to Jane
enough it all depends on
you! At any rate Mercury has recorded a "French Line" album, with
Jane and Gilbert Roland doing the
vocal honors. The songs themselves
are no more than fair, but the two
stars put them over very winningly.
Karen Chandler has another
noisemaker in Coral's "Out Of The
Middle Of The Night," and its definite
rhythm shows her to good advan-

Russell

.

Speaking

of Frankie,

now

that he's

hot again both Victor and Columbia
are rushing out long-playing reprints
of things Sinatra did in the dim, dim
past when he was the bobbysox favorite. The Victor album, "Fabulous
Sinatra," includes numbers Frankie
did as long ago as fourteen years,
featuring "Night And Day," "The
Lamplighter's Serenade," "I'll Be
Seeing You" and "Fools Rush In."

.

is

—

.

...

Jo Stafford's styling is
and her Columbia album,
"Garden Of Prayer," shows her off to
best advantage. Tastefully and simply
done are "Star Of Hope," "It's Noi
Secret," "Beautiful Island Of Some-'
where," "Beautiful Garden Of Prayer."']
tage.

unique,

you want a collection that's anywhere near complete, Sinatra albums
Eddie Fisher's Victor
are a must
If

.

rendering of

.

.

"My Friend"

has a potent

and effective. And its
backing, "Green Years," has a truly
lovely melody. Snags of one sort or
another may be holding up Eddie's
debut in a movie, but in the meantime
he continues to be the very top as a
appeal,

soft

Georgia Gibb's
"Wait For Me Darling" on the Mercury label can't help returning her to
the hit lists. It's captivating and fervent, with a real beat. And the second
listening is even better than the first.
recording artist

.

.

.

ABC Radio 2:35-4:00 p.m., EDT, Monday to Friday.
"Martin Block's Make-Believe Ballroom" is on
ABC in New York, 2:35-6:45 p.m.,
Monday through Friday and on Saturdays from 10:00-12:00 noon and 6 :00-7 :30 p.m.
"The Martin Block Show" on

W
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Ramon Novarro, returned from Italy, see
old pal Gil Roland, hears his recording

er,

SUMMERTIME MOTHER
[CONTINUED FROM PACE

ing

But

39]

she could hardly say, when introducme to her friends, 'This is my mother.'

have always felt that basically,
shrink from the term 'stepmother' or 'stepfather.' So we agreed that
she would just say, 'This is Janie,' and let
them take it from there.
"I think in a way, we're closer than
mother and daughter. Since the burden
of responsibility of disciplining Maggie is
I

children

"In a funny sort of way, my family
divorcing has helped me tremendously to
understand that the fireside isn't the only

You might grow up faster, but
you also gain a self-reliance and independence. And in understanding that
your mother and father are people, as
well as parents you can become more of
a person in your own right. I feel that
having a stepfather of my own had made
me a better stepmother to Maggie.
"I'll admit, we do have a different relationship with Maggie. She is much more
mature than most children her age. Never
having had the sense of a well-knit home,
she has been able to make a different
kind of adjustment; one that suits her
safe place.

—

own life.
"On the

other hand, Maggie has taught
me that a little girl is a wonderful thing.
She passes her opinions on what I wear,
and loves to go through my closets. She
was even upset about the fact that I have
so much 'just costume' jewelry. 'When I
grow up,' she told me, 'everything's going to be 14-karat gold, or at least sterling silver.'

"Paul

is

convinced that Maggie will do

right for herself, having had a practical streak from an early age. He still
all

in telling the story about the
time he took her to lunch at 21, in New
York. Maggie was about three, and he
gave her the tip to hand over to the head
waiter which he accepted graciously and
put in his pocket, without inspection. The
waiter was nearly half way across the
room when Maggie shouted after him,
'That's money, you know!'
delights

lj

right! For one thing, I eat too fast. One
evening at dinner, she suddenly said,
'Now, Janie, put down your fork and
swallow. You'll make yourself sick!'
"My attitude toward Maggie has been,
'let me be your friend.' And, like a friend,
She knows I will never
I stick by her!
scold her. Not that I allow her to do anything dangerous; but one of the pleasures
of our relationship is that I don't have the
right to the real responsibilities of a parent. Any real correction, I leave to Paul
or to her mother. I don't mean this is

careless or neglectful; it's just easier! And
it does make for a pleasant camaraderie.
"Naturally, I solve some problems that

come

up.

But any big

issue,

I'll

tell

her

to go and ask Paul about it. And I have
never used that prerogative of a mother,
T am going to tell your father!' No, I am
with Maggie because that's where I feel
I ought to be.
"I have a very definite place in Maggie's life, but I am not taking the place
of her own mother. She knows I'll always
be there, but we have tried from the beginning to keep the relationship straight.
"Goodness knows, it's easy enough to
get confused, if you don't. Trying to make
a point, she has turned around and called
me 'Mommie.' Then it would embarrass
her to take it back, because it would seem
she didn't love me. Having her own moth-

—

we are both freer to be friends.
always realize that somebody else has a
first place with Maggie. She in turn, does
not feel guilty about not feeling that I am
her mother. Never having had a child, I
feel that I can have all the joys of Maggie without any of the pain."
not mine,
I

The

trim, taffy blonde

Sterling

makes you wish

known

as Jan
that she will

have a brood of her own, someday. You
have a feeling that will be fine with
Maggie, too! Just as Jan's fine performance in "The High And The Mighty"
must please her, too.
As a proxy mother, Jan shows plenty of
natural maternal instinct, too. Already,
she's looking forward to the future with
Maggie. "She has," Jan enthused, "beautiful grey eyes, dark blonde hair, and
wonderfully long legs. You might say
she's a combination of her mother's beauty and her father's personality. She's going to be a beautiful girl, and I am sure
she's going to be an actress. Surrounded
by parents on all sides in the profession
how can she escape it? I can hardly
END

wait!"

—

"It has always been a natural thing for
us to put Maggie in the middle, whatever
we're doing. If we're watching television,
she snuggles between us on the couch. If
we're driving in the car, or sitting in a
restaurant, Maggie's always in the middle.
That's her natural place. That's not because of any deliberate plan to make sure

she doesn't feel 'lonely' or

left out.

It

just

seems to be doin' what comes natcherly
since we both wanted her, and have her
with us through choice, not necessity.

—

"Maggie and I have gotten to know each
other very well, I think. When it's just
the two of us Paul's away on location at
times she sleeps in the bed with me.
And there aren't any children near us, so
we have to find things to amuse the two
of us. At those times, we're two women
together. We go shopping, or to the
movies, and have lunch or tea. Sometimes, at home, we'll crayon together, too

—

—which

—

I like

to do.

Maybe my growth

has been stunted!

"As much as possible, though, it's as
though I were having a girl friend over.
She understands when I leave her to have
my bath alone. I admit I am quite messy
about my dressing room. Maggie loves to
straighten it up. But afterward, she tells
Paul proudly, 'I am teaching Janie to be
neat!'

"That's part of the relationship; not
only allowing, but encouraging her, to
rdinf

i.

correct

me Ami you know,

she's

always

©

With Maybelline soft Eyebrow Pencil, draw
narrow line across upper eyelids, at base of
lashes, adding short up-slroke at outer
corner. Soften line with fingertip.

Next, use short, light upward strokes of the Maybelline
Pencil, to form beautiful, expressive brows.
Taper lightly at outer end. Soften effect with fingertip.

Eyebrow

Apply smooth Maybelline Mascara from base to tips of
Hold a few seconds to set
"up-swoopi') For an extra touch of mysterious eye beauty,
blend a bit of Maybelline Eye Shadow on upper lid.

lashes, brushing upward.

(

world's smartest women depend on
Maybelline soft eye make-up for heart-stirring
beauty. Today, let Maybelline magic bring out
the unsuspected loveliness of your eyes

The

After their wedding in Wyoming, Ursula and Bob flew back to Hollywood and left next day for location scenes of Bob's film

WYOMING WEDDING
5

WHEN BOB TAYLOR AND URSULA THIESS FLEW TO WYOMING TO WED. EVERYONE
WAS SURPRISED — EVERYONE BUT THE BRIDE AND GROOM!

Robert Taylor's recent marriage to
beautiful Ursula Thiess aboard a cabin
cruiser on a lonely

Wyoming mountain

lake was in Hollywood's best romantic
tradition.

Even Hollywood's most

blase ob-

servers agree that the film star was
merely being true to his role on and

—

—of

adventurous lover.
If anyone had told Taylor three
years ago that one day the sloe-eyed,
a n-b o r n film
raven-haired, G e r
off the

screen

m

56

charmer would be the next great love
life, he would have had cause
for believing the remark fantastic. He
was then in the midst of the breakup
of his eleven-year-old marriage to
Barbara Stanwyck Hollywood's oftof his

—

acclaimed "perfect marriage."
His name at that time was coupled
with a young Italian actress whom he

had met while making "Quo Vadis" in
Rome. The "perfect marriage" went
on the rocks when Barbara, suing for

by Louis Reid

Bob had asked fo
freedom when he returned fror

divorce, said that
his

his sojourn in the Eternal City.

Sh

won

her divorce on testimony that "h
wanted to do as he pleased."
Taylor's
lived,

Roman romance was

short

however. In Rome, shapely, red

haired Lia di Leo, Italian actress,

had

wh

Robert Taylor's "bi
love," was now convinced it is bette
to be good friends with the film sta
than to be hampered by marriage ties.
called herself

Soon, Ursula Thiess in Hollywood
was declaring that she planned to
marry a "top-ranking film hero." His
identity was not revealed, but it was
not a secret long in the movie colony.
She admitted she was "in love with
a handsome actor," and she added piquantly she expected no trouble in her

marriage because of "my Continental
tolerance."
"If I'm in love with a man, he doesn't
have to be in love with me," she said
candidly. "I can enjoy that feeling all

by myself. My Continental tolerance
keep my marriage from getting
on the Hollywood divorce merry-goround."
Suddenly ... on May 24 with the
secrecy of an elopement, Robert Taywill

failed as a wife."

Ursula

Thiess

called,

Next day aboard the cabin cruiser of
Jess and John Wort, hotel operator
brothers, they put out for the middle
of Jackson Lake, at the foot of the
13,000-foot Teton range. Bob had often fished at the lake during trips to his
oil properties and had stayed

beautiful girl in the world."

for his marriage to

A justice of the peace performed the
mid-lake ceremony, and the only witwere Taylor's secretary and his
That night the couple
was honored at a wedding party attended by a few residents of the resort
community. Back to Hollywood flew
the newlyweds the following day, for
he had commitments before the camera.
nesses

airplane pilot.

Ursula is reported planning to give
up her film career temporarily, anyway. This decision, it is said, may be
based upon the fact that Barbara
Stanwyck's insistence on acting was
popularly believed to have caused the
Stanwyck-Taylor marriage to founder.

—

determined that the marHowever, she
and Taylor hope to co-star soon in a
picture, if only because she reportedin ly wants to retain her financial indeUrsula

is

riage shall not founder.

pendence.
"It is

always a terrible thing to ask

favors," she says. "I

want only

to give

line.

in

husband was George
German documentary film

whom

Thiess,

And
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Ursula has been a bride twice. Her

|

It

a

costs

you nothing to

try.

director,

Last year some folks made $250—
$500— $1,000 and more this very way.

she married during the war.

Church groups and organizations can

do

They were divorced seven years ago,
and she was given custody of their two
children, Manuela and Michael. The

this, too.

No

experience necessary.

with her mother in Hamburg, where the actress used to live.
Pictures and modeling engagements
latter are

for them.

Ursula.

girl

first

have enabled her

right romantic spot,

our 300 Christmas card

"A man should find out a little about
a girl before signing a contract for
life," she asserts. "Often in America,
dream

50 boxes of

for selling only

exchanged their vows.

a so-called

YOURS

IS

two years before they

with the Worts.

was just the
he had decided,

»35.00

But cer-

beauty is only skin
deep, she thinks a man should take his
time when it comes to romance. Perhaps, she's more sure of Robert Taylor's love because their romance
tain, herself, that

Wyoming
It

was acclaimed by

Britishers not so long ago as "the most

a nightmare."

is

—

stais

my

obtained a marriage license.

gave her
age as thirty the same age as Barbara Stanwyck when she eloped with
Taylor to San Diego in 1939.

r

would be unhappy," she ashusband sought another
woman. It would make me feel I had
"Still, I

serts, "if

flourished for

"Uschi," as Ursula

HEED
YOU
DO

that viewpoint gracefully.

and Ursula Thiess, accompanied by
his secretary, Mrs. Ivy Pearson, and
his pilot, Ralph S. Couser, climbed into
his private plane and flew to Jackson,
Wyoming, a picturesque town nestled
in the Teton Mountains. There they
lor

b

I want to be devoted to a
man."
Having the European approach to
marriage, she knows that men sometimes admire the charms of women
other than their wives, and she accepts

them. Also,

to

support and care

Meeting Ursula is regarded by Hollywood as the culmination of Taylor's
dreams. He was bowled over by her
delicate beauty, her fine dark eyes and
cameo-like features, her intelligence
and warmth of personality.
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To Ursula in turn, Robert is the
handsomest of men. Neither has any
other romantic interests.

As she

is,

"one-man" woman, so he
is a "one-woman" man.
Hollywood
remembers the long inseparableness
of Bob and Barbara and how "reluctantly and unhappily" they reached
their decision to end their marriage.
They ascribed this decision to the long
separations of film engagements which
led to a "wavering of love and affecdefinitely, a

tion."

Robert Taylor, the film town is sure,
does not want to repeat the anguish of
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he had met

in Milwaukee. The curly
haired pianist and the brunette warbler
became inseparable. After eight months
of courtship, they decided the time had

THE LOVES OF LIBERACE
[CONTINUED FROM PACE
inescapable fact remains that untold
thousands of American women throw
themselves with frightening frenzy at his
smartly shod feet.
As for his personal love life, Liberace
very gracious about revealing the
is
secrets in the mystic realm of his amours.
There have been women in his past.
There is at least one woman a mystery

woman—in

—

his present.

mind

And

his rest-

if

any augury,
there most certainly will be a woman
less

of

state

offers

in his future.

At present, however, the worldly possessions which have fallen to Liberace
as a result of his astounding professional
success are frankly a source of joy to
him. He plainly and jealously treasures
his opulent San Fernando Valley mansion, a veritable shrine with the candelabra-laden world's largest grand piano,

and the piano-shaped swimming pool, his
flashy new white Buick Skylark sports
roadster, and the exhilarating satisfactions
provided by his still mushrooming career.
This picture, as Liberace himself owns
up without coyness, makes him one of the
hottest catches extant. But the catch is
that he doesn't want to be caught. He
wants to surrender. Although he personally is anything but aggressive, he is
appalled by the thought of feminine aggression.

have too much to lose if
mistake in marriage now,"
"I

I

make

a

Liberace

says without guile. "I worked so hard to
acquire the luxuries I have that I don't
want to lose them. It's so easy to get
hooked that I'm extremely wary. You
read every day of guys taken to the
cleaners, who wind up with a trunkful of
clothes, or only the suit on their back. I
don't

want

to

end up that way."
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"I form my affection," he explains,
"through understanding and getting to
know a woman. I'd like a girl that's hard

to get."

While

it follows that Liberace himself
rather hard to get, this is by no means
to suggest that the mild-mannered darling of the lonely heart set is necessarily
inaccessible. No less an authority than
his brother George says, "Sure, Lee is
romantic. He likes to get in a dark corner
and dance. He likes good conversation.
He likes soft lights and sweet music.
Let's put it that way."
If Liberace, as he and his brother
hasten to admit, is completely vulnerable

is

to feminine charms, why and how then
has he managed to remain aloof? The

answer

that he hasn't remained aloof.
if he had acted as impulsively as many other celebrities his
three blighted betrothals would be on
the record as divorces.
Liberace's first love was a shapely redheaded ballerina named Le Verne Mundt,

He

is

maintains that

whom he met and charmed at West Milwaukee High School. Liberace courted
LaVerne two years.
Career, then as later, was to break up
this happy twosome. When opportunity
beckoned and he took to the road, the
romance foundered. Liberace and LaVerne said farewell to each other in a sad
but friendly parting.

come for wedding bells.
They would have become man and
wife, too, if not for the Hollywood Bowl.
Liberace was invited to play a benefit
concert in the great movie colony amphiand he leaped at the chance to
be displayed in such an impressive showcase. The only trouble was that Liberace's
Bowl appearance fell on the same night
he had had a previous date with his
fiancee. She took a dim view of playing
second fiddle to a piano. She gave
Liberace the choice between calling off
the concert or calling off the marriage,
theatre,

and without so much

"She was a wonderful

he reour date
should mean more to me than the opportunity to play in the Hollywood Bowl.
To me this indicated she really was not
in love with me."
There was no tragic aftermath. Liberace
recovered well enough to become engaged to a third girl, and his fiancee
number two now is Mrs. Marion DiMaggio, the happy bride of Dominick
DiMaggio, brother of Joe.
Liberace entered into his third courtship with high hopes and no bitterness
about the failures of his earlier romances
He fell head over cutaway in love with
minisces,

hand that

it

couldn't

work

out."

When

Liberace invaded Hollywood in
he was a stranger and friendless in
town, so he looked up a girl singer whom
1946,

"but

He

she

felt

girl,"

that

Hollywood society

a beautiful

name he
close.

"I think that at that time I was in love,"
Liberace recalled wistfully. "In each instance, I think that I was in love, but it's
probably well that I found out before-

as a pizzicato, he

called off the nuptials.

girl

whose

sentimentally declines to dislaid siege to this fair

maider

longer and more intensively than anj
other woman he had known.
Wha

promised

to

only when
blunder of

be an idyllic union soured
her father committed the
dying and leaving her e

fortune.

"This tended to make her very independent," Liberace says sadly. "She

Liberace speaks softly, without rancor,
with just as much smile and charm quotient as he generates on his filmed TV
shows. But there is nothing put on.
Liberace is a natural phenomenon.
"Love should be a little more honest,"

Lee says

plaintively. "I want to marry
for keeps. I have to be sure. If
marriage didn't work out, I probably wouldn't

my

again. To me the most treasured
quality in a girl is sincerity. Well, it's
hard to tell at a brief meeting if a girl is
sincere. You have to evaluate if she likes
you for what you are or for what you do

marry

and what you've got."
A trail of broken engagements three
so far if not broken hearts bespeaks his
caution where matrimony becomes imminent. The fact that his older brother,
George, now on his third marriage, was

—

—

twice bitten has given the cautious Liberace reason to be thrice shy.

should come as no surprise that a
approaches binding feminine
entanglements with such trepidation is
not an exponent of love at first sight.
Romanticist though he insists he is at
heart, Liberace confesses:
It

man who

"I don't think I've ever experienced
love at first sight. There's so much more
to people

than outward appearances.

"I

have too much to lose

if

The piano-shaped cake was a

I

make

gift

a mistake in marriage now," Liberace say
his Chicago fans when he performed ther

J

from

58
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.

sort of tried to

in too

many

a girl to lead

we

make up my mind

things.

I

for

me

She Braved

could never allow

me around by

the nose, so

called off our engagement."

The girl who presently has the inside
track with Liberace is a St. Louis socialite, a brunette who is sufficiently wellheeled, so that if she were to marry the
Candelabra Casanova
his

it

Lust for

wouldn't be for

money.

"I don't
want to use her name,"
Liberace demurs boyishly. "They'd think
I

was

after her."

Treasure!

Liberace and his blueblood girl friend
have much in common, including love of
cooking, eating and travel, but thus far
they have not traveled the same places
sufficiently to become a serious marriage
threat, although Liberace declines to rule
out this possibility.

Her penchant for cooking and eating,
and her ample figure are regarded by the
exacting Liberace as vital feminine assets.

"I don't like 'em skinny," Liberace
puts it right on the line. "I like them well
rounded. I think a girl loses a certain
amount of natural beauty when she allows herself to get too thin and gaunt
looking. Besides, when she's not skinny
it doesn't make me look too fat.
I like a

He is very definite
"Usually a skinny girl is not
a good cook. There's an old saying beware the lean and hungry chef."
girl that likes to eat."

about

this.

—

Meanwhile, Liberace continues as prime
marriage game. The kind of a girl it will

hook him? For one
being something like Marilyn
Monroe wouldn't hurt.
"He thinks Marilyn Monroe is quite a
dish," brother George reveals. "Anyone
who didn't would be nuts. He always
says Joe DiMaggio is a lucky man."
take ultimately to

thing,

more of the composite picture
dream girl, and you've got
sketch in at least a touch of Lana

Fill

out

Nat Stockton had extraordinary courage for a

girl.

But

when she stepped aboard

the "Janie B" to sail in search

of buried treasure, she

was hardly prepared

cruelty and bloodshed!

An amazing adventure

for the

of Liberace's
to

Turner and Linda Darnell.
For years Lana has been an admitted
prisoner of Liberace's charms. No matter
is or whom she's with, she
gravitates to Liberace's nocturnal habitat,

where she

and sends him the request to which she
invariably listens spellbound, "All The
Things You Are."
"Linda Darnell also always gives Lee
her complete attention," George points
out. "His music makes them very senti-

story!

Ask Your Newsdealer for

"THE BRASS GOD"

mental."

Mix up Marilyn Monroe, Lana Turner
and Linda Darnell. Add generous doses
of sincerity and self-effacement, poise
and devotion, affinity for Liberace's
family and career. Supply adequate anatomical contours. Don't make her too fat
or too thin. Give her a love of food and a
talent for cooking it, a love of music and
a fondness for

what Liberace does

Add good grooming and

to

it.

sparkling con-

and you might come up with
something in the neighborhood of the
recipe for Liberace's marital piece de re-

and Other Exciting 25c

POPULAR

versation,

sistance.

The odds are that when Liberace does
marry, she will be something less than
the sum of all these things, something less
than perfection, but perhaps perfect for
'him.
end
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HOLLYWOOD'S BACHELOR HUSBANDS
[CONTINUED FROM PACE

and Marjorie. But the safety valve just
didn't work.
And yet, even a roving husband can
sometimes be made to stop roving if his
wife is a smart little doll, like Lucille
Ball.

When Lucille and Desi Arnaz were first
married, there were many stormy scenes.
After almost every argument Desi would
pack his clothes and move into a hotel
room.
Now he doesn't do that. What happened
that Lucille was able to convert him
from a bachelor-husband with too many

was

more domesticated animal. Strangely enough, Lucille didn't try

privileges into a

change Desi.
change herself!

to

She found

And

it easier to
that brought Desi

around.

"Men seldom change much," she says.
the wife who must change. Since
men aren't as pliable as women, women
"It's

should accept them as they are."
Lucille is one of the few wives who
knows how to handle a bachelor husband
how to make him feel that he has the
privileges of bachelorhood, yet keep him
a devoted husband. Lucille encourages
Desi to go fishing by himself or with his
men friends. And she runs their home in
such a way that all his wishes are catered

—

—

making him realize there's no spot
anywhere in the world where he can find
more comforts and happiness than at

to

home.

When
going to

mind

saw that their work was
keep them apart, she put her

Lucille

to trying to figure out a

way

in

which they could work together. Result:
"I Love Lucy." And Desi honestly does!
Do you blame him?
But often a too-tolerant wife will encourage the worst bachelor traits in a
husband. Dorothy Mitchum has an overly
tolerant attitude toward Bob. Bob's a guy

who

must live his own life his own
Ever since Dorothy stood by him
when Bob became involved in the frontpage scandal of several years ago, she
seems to have adopted an attitude of closing her eyes to Bob's more rambunctious
peccadilloes. Her reward has been the
just

way.

—

fact that

she's still Mrs. Mitchum her
children are not brought up in a broken

home.
But friends think that if Dorothy laid
the law down with a firmer hand, Bob
would cut down on his bachelor escapades which bring Dorothy plenty of
heartache and humiliation.
"As long as Dorothy continues to forgive Bob every time he acts like a bachelor-on-the-loose, Bob's going to act wild
and woolly," a friend of theirs explains.
In an even more sophisticated manner,
Gary Cooper's wife blithely laughs off
Gary's reported romances with this and
that beautiful girl. Rocky doesn't mind
Gary's life as a married bachelor, because
she has such an interesting social life herself.

She

many wonderful
may be thousands

tosses

while Gary

parties-

of miles
a vivacious guest. She has
a gay, sophisticated sense of humor. For
instance, when she heard that Gary was

away— and

60

is

21]

in France with a Parisian
she called Gary on the transAtlantic phone and asked, half-laughingly, "Was this trip necessary?"
Coop likes Rocky; he also likes the
friendship of other beautiful women. And
Rocky has apparently decided to accept

running around
actress,

him

as he is.
However, most wives can't be expected
to be quite that tolerant.

Even Shelley Winters, who likes to
think of herself as Bohemian by nature,
just couldn't take the bachelor attitude
of her husband, Vittorio Gassman. In
fact, Shelley exploded so violently after
two years of adapting herself to the whims
of her bachelor husband, that she ended
up by tossing a mirror at Vittorio. Of
course, she took a slap at his "protegee"
and rumored

girl

friend,

Anna Maria

Ferrero, as well.
Shelley had really tried to adjust herself to life with a bachelor husband. Soon
after they were married, Vittorio took
himself off to Europe. While she was
pregnant, Vittorio stayed away. True, he
was working, but as friends of Shelley's
point out, "He could just as easily have
worked in Hollywood." Vittorio was certainly the footloose bachelor while he
was married to Shelley.

When Gregory Peck

came

to

Hol-

lywood, he was the most married

man

first

a Hollywood siren tried to
invite him to a party without inviting his
wife, Greta, Greg just didn't show up. He
and Greta made a charming couple, al-

imaginable.

ways

If

Pier Angeli and Rita Gam met in N. Y.
at Lentheric's Mexican fashion show.

together.

But,

oh,

how

the

picture

changed!

Whether it was all due to Greg's long
stay in Europe and his acceptance of the
Continental way of looking at marriage,
or whether he decided to take a temporary vacation from marriage, we wouldn't

be saying. But Greg certainly was living
it up in Europe until recently.
The international belles threw themselves at the
lank star's feet, and Greg openly squired

many

beauties to European night spots.
in Hollywood say that
Greta is still very much in love with
Greg. Apparently she isn't discouraged
by the fact that Nancy Sinatra, who always kept the door open for Frank while
he was on his greatest romantic kicks
with other women, eventually lost her

However, friends

bachelor-husband.
Being of a bachelor frame of mind
doesn't necessarily mean that the
is on a mad pursuit of other
either.

husband

women,

No matter what Webster

says,

being a bachelor represents freedom to
concentrate on anything a man feels he

—

wants to do even on his work.
Jack Webb had such an all-consuming
absorption in his work that he practically
forgot he was married. He'd leave early
in the morning, come home at all hours
without phoning Julie to let her know
he'd be late, and would be so all-fired intent on his "Dragnet" shows that he
scarcely spoke to Julie at home. As one
writer said, he was caught in his own
Dragnet. There were times when Jack

would

finish at the studios so late that

he'd check in at a hotel instead of making the long trip home to Encino. After
all, he knew he'd have to be on the set
good excuse
early the next morning.
but Julie became tired of the minor role
man who is 100
she played in his life.

A

A

per cent married to his work is really aj
bachelor, even if he is married. And
nearly always, women grow weary of being wives of bachelor husbands.
Ironically enough, after the divorce
proceedings, the work on "Dragnet" lefl
up sufficiently for Jack to have moretime for his private life, and he begar
dating Dorothy Towne and other lovelies
A man can be completely wrapped up
in a demanding career and still give hia
wife first place, as Tony Curtis does
Tony has such a highly developed senst
of responsibility toward marriage tha
when he had to go to Hawaii on location'
and Janet had to remain home because
she was expecting a baby, he almos
broke their bankroll calling her long distance even though they'd agreed to budg
ec themselves on phone calls. So close, ir
fact, is Tony's affinity to his wife tha
when she was about to lose their baby, h<
sensed something was wrong even thougl
he was thousands of miles away, and pu
in a phone call to her.
Tony and other loving husbands in Hoi
lywood realize one thing that the bachelo
husbands can't get through their heads
No matter how you slice it, wedding caki
is like any other kind of cake. You can'
j

eat

it

and have

it,

too.

eni

DEBBIE'S

MY GRANDDAUGHTER

[CONTINUED FROM PACE

and stand-offish. Maybe some are. I can't
The ones Debbie introduced to me
tell.
were all so nice and friendly I would
have loved to have had them as neighbors in El Paso. As for Debbie's own attitude, she doesn't draw a line between
her new professional friends, her neighbors, and even old childhood acquaintances. She's as fond and considerate of
one as of the other.
When she first got into pictures, I was
a little concerned about how all the glitter and fuss and attention would affect
her. I knew my Debbie, but at the same
time, I couldn't ignore the fact that it
wasn't easy for any teen-ager to overcome the many temptations put in her

way. And every time I came to visit her,
I never
I looked for signs of a change.
found any.
I hadn't planned on coming to California, when Charles Edmonson, a young
fellow who went to school with Debbie in
El Paso, called me. "I'm driving to Los
Angeles. Want to come along for the ride
and see your family?"
quickly grabbed the opportunity.
I
"Sure."

How

soon

found a shabbily dressed, unshaven, tired
and dirty looking middle-aged man in the

He was leaning against the sink
and munching on a sandwich. Our hearts
must have stopped beating a few seconds.
"What
what in the world are you do-

He would have

lost.

Debbie not only remembered, but asked
him over to the house, and invited him to
the party I have already mentioned. Nor
did she treat Charlie as someone she had
to be nice to as a matter of protocol, or
for my sake. She was so genuinely glad

him again

was raving about
her all the way back home.
Since Debbie has become a celebrity,
that he

much has been written about her interest
wounded soldiers, and her contributions to many charitable causes. Just to
make sure that no one attributes this to
an attempt to get her name into print, let

in

.
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of
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He

looked at us in some astonishment.
"Your son and daughter brought me here.
They said I looked hungry and if I want."
ed a bite.
.

.

Maxene was

getting frantic.

"Franny

where's my daughter?"
"Don't worry, ma'am. She's okay. She
went after my buddy."
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.

"Your buddy?"
"Yes.

He

me

picked
find 'm.

wasn't with

me when

she

But I told her where
He's hungry too."
up.

to

He

couldn't help noticing our worried
expressions. "Don't you worry. The kids
are all right. They are really all right
."
never met any like 'em.
.
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about my granddaughter
as a grandmother, find touching, is

Another
I,

To

at last.

trait

her sentimentality.
Debbie has been described as an outand-out tomboy, who felt more at home
in levis than in dresses, who could outrun, out-jump, and out-climb most of the
fellows her own age.
It's true that she could run and jump
and climb like most boys her age. Just
two years ago, I accompanied her to a
vacant lot where she played baseball and
football with the neighborhood gang.

NEW MUM
Ideal for sanitary napkins
A

PRODUCT OF BRISTOL-MYERS

your hair needs LOVALON

But except when playing in the yard or
some kind of sport, she
always refused to wear jeans. Nothing
but skirts and dresses would do, even for
school. As a teen-ager, Debbie was one
of the few girls in her class who refused
participating in

to go along with the current fashion of

wearing men's shirts outside their jeans
and skirts. "It isn't ladylike," she insisted. She always spent her allowance on
clothes, and if anyone thinks she bought
so many clothes in recent years simply
because her career required it, I say they
are wrong. As long as Debbie can afford
pretty dresses, she'll buy them.
Often I've been asked if I thought Debbie was happy with her present way of
life. As far as I can tell, she is.
But I
believe she would be just as happy if
she'd become a gym-teacher, as she had
she had
hope she will

to as a little girl, or

But I'm not complaining. Debbie turned
wonderful girl, and I am proud to

into a

be her grandmother.

For

gayer,

brighter,

more

looking hair, be sure to use
after

colorful

LOVALON

each shampoo. Lovalon removes

if

gotten married by now, as I
before too long.
That's my only concern about Debbie.
She's so independent that she relies too
much on herself. I think a career is fine
for a woman, but that her most important mission in life is to be a good wife
and mother, that everything else comes
second. Hear me, granddaughter?
Kelly's

Every month, thousands of
this

.

ing here?"

wanted

Danny Kaye shares Grace

"CERTAIN" DAYS?

kitchen.

that

"In thirty minutes." And I was.
On the way, Charles confided that he'd
love to see Debbie again, but added with
a wry grin, "I bet she won't even remember me any more."
Lucky for him, I'm no betting woman.

to see

tell you that my granddaughter always had a heart for those who were
down and needed help.
I'll never forget the day my daughter
and I came back from the market and

me

.

have to leave right away.
can you be ready?"
"I

ODOR WORRIES ON
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HIGH-TENSION TROUBADOUR
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you and I guess it's true, but why
I have the good luck to look like

like

didn't

Mother. She's so pretty."
Chris, the eleven-year-o'd also has an
eye on show business, but he hasn't bothered with the formality of waiting to
grew up and complete his education before working out a comedy routine. A
student at St. Paul's School, he has developed one of his teachers into an exstraight

cellent

woman

for

his

gags.

Whenever he hears

a routine compatible
with his style of clowning, he takes it to

school and

instructs the

Sister, saying,
you, then you give me the
straight line, then I deliver the punch
line, but you don't react. You just look
deadpan see?" She sees. Very satisfactory partner. Chris regrets only that she
won't be able to go on tour with him.
Bob, Jr. is at the moment the Crosby Confidential Investigator. lie collects
information, correlates it, reaches conclusions. Recent dinner guests at the Crosby home were Mr. and Mrs. Hubbell

"First

tell

I

—

—

—

Robinson. Mr. Robinson

is

an

official of

CBS.
Bob, Jr., taking advantage of a lull in
conversation, fixed Mr. Robinson with a
stony eye and inquired levelly, "Do you

OWN

CBS?"

"No. I just work there," was the Robinson response, delivered in a tone that implied the satisfactions of the job.
Bob, Jr. pursued, "You make much?"
"Maybe a couple hundred thousand a
year," confided the guest, playing it very
straight.

Bob,

Jr.

was unimpressed. Grandly he

"Hmm! My dad

does that well."
Stevie, the seven-year-old, is at that
charmingly worshipful stage which pays
tribute to a hero. His particular enthusiasm is Steve Dunne, the warm, handsome man who announces Bob's show,
and who has two youngsters of his own.
One Sunday afternoon Stevie caught sight
said,

47]

Dunne and came bounding over to announce breathlessly, "I LIKE you. Oh, I
like you VERY much."
of

Malia, the baby, is so perfect at this
stage that Bob says he'd like to put her in
a deep freeze and keep her as she is forever.
The mother of this talented brood is, as
one might guess, a woman of distinction

her own right. Born June Kuhn, Mrs.
Crosby was within two years of having
earned her M.D. degree when she and Bob
were married. Now that her family is
well launched, she is once again in college, enrolled at UCLA, and hopes to become Dr. June Crosby in June, 1955 or
in

1956.

She and Bob have a special song and
The song is "Remember Me"
and the commentary goes:
"
and if I'm not mistaken, dear,

recitative.

'

.

.

.

I'm paying still
marriage.

the story of every
payments are
made daily and the coin is love and
devotion two of the three most valuable things two people can share. The
third is joy. It's important not only to
give kiss for kiss, but smile for smile,
laugh for laugh. For if it's true that
tears are the salt of love, laughter must
certainly be the pepper, the spice that
.

happy

.'

The

—

keeps it gay and interesting. So when
you hear a door slam and a voice call,
'Hey, honey, I'm home remember me?'

—

don't think he's silly to talk that
way at the end of a tiring day. Be glad
he wants to. Let his gaiety be music to
your ears and the sight of your smiling
face will make him as happy as the
sound of his voice has made you. Next
.

.

.

thing you know, you'll be in each otharms, laughing at something vague
and wonderful, the only two people in
the world. And his kisses will say 'For
I'm the boy whose only joy is loving
er's

you

."'
.

.

Happy

people,

Corinne Calvet dances with Johnny Ray
her heart belongs to Jeff Stone.

but

huh?

END

"It's just that I have a terrible fright of
doing shows," Doris told me candidly. "I
used to do a lot of them. I used to go on
the Bob Hope tours and I appeared before thousands of people. But since I've
been making pictures, I'm sort of out of
the habit. Now it's gotten to be a monster to me and I felt I just couldn't do

the Academy Awards. I was petrified at
the thought of it. I suppose it's silly because I don't have one nervous moment
on the set. I'm sure you know how it is.
When you haven't done something for a
long while, you develop a terrific fear of
it."

The mouthings of a gal with delusions
Hollywood hotshot? Sounds more

of a

like the honest admission of a normal,

sensitive

IS

NOT A SNOB

[CONTINUED FROM PACE
the anchor

it has needed.
She's changed
grown."
I had arranged to take personal depositions from Doris over lunch at the Green

and

she's

Room

at the

Warner

Studio.

I

got there

first

— more out of eagerness than gallant-

ry.

As

was

I

awaited Doris' arrival everyone

sitting at his

own

table,

minding

own

business, concentrating on food
conversation.

his

and

The door opened. Doris breezed in, and
room immediately was trans-

the dining

formed into a sea of greetings. Chairs
scraped as the occupants scrambled to
their feet. Faces which had been knotted
in lunchtime frowns broke out in spontaneous smiles, and sunshine genuine,
the real article, not saccharine, sychonhantic mush spilled all over the place.

—

—

62
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When she sat down at my table, the
waitress hugged her and asked how she
was. This was not, as it easily could have
been, a theatrical or self-conscious gesture. Can you imagine a waitress allowing herself such a display with a stuckup movie queen? This is a portrait of a
snob? Puhleeze!
Doris had begged off singing her Oscar
winning song, "Secret Love," at the Academy Awards presentation, and this, too,
had furnished ammunition for those who
delighted in crying snob. Doris faced the
when I put it to her, and
her answer made it clear that her shunning of an Academy appearance was far
from the act of a haughty beauty who
considered such a performance beneath
issue squarely

her.

human

Compounded

being.

with

the

whispers

of

were the snide whispers ol
temperament and self-indulgence. From
every corner of Hollywood the surreptitious slanders had been put out. Doris
Day had gone prima donna! First there
were the reports that she was out to shov
Peggy Lee who was queen of the Warnei;

snobbery

roost.

DORIS DAY

I

I

Unadulterated

poppycock.

Ther

Judy Garland was hoisted up as her rival
and the gossip columns were shotgunnec
with reports that" Doris was determinec
to indulge the same excesses which Jud}<
ostensibly was being allowed to enjoy
They said that when Judy arrived late oi

J

the

set,

Doris

and als<
presumably to prove tha
followed

suit

showed up late,
anything Judy could get away with, Dori
could get away with better.
Anyone for facts? Doris and Warne
executives were appalled at these un
founded slurs. To begin with, neithe
Judy nor Doris has been party to an
rivalry. Each realizes that the other is
completely different personality, rulin
out even a basis for professional jealous>
Quite the contrary, they happen to b
outspoken in their admiration for one an
other. They met several times while th
poison pen kids were having a field da
at then expense, and they were com
pletely friendly.

The

first

thing

you appreciate abo\

j

matter of fact, because Marty had phoned
her shortly before noon and asked if she
could make lunch for him and two associates mapping production of Doris's
forthcoming independent movie, "Yankee

Doodle

Jane Powell and Terry Moore grace a
big reception at home of Spike Jones.

is that she's not putting
She's not going to say what
she doesn't believe. She's not going to
1 be party to a hokum expedition because
of publicity expedience, and she's not going to be led around by the nose. She

i

Doris, of course,

on an

si

:t-

vf

act.

own beautifully, but she does
without a chip on her shapely shoulder, with consummate charm and graciousness, and without condescension.
Doris had driven over from her home
in Burbank in Marty's merry Oldsmobile,
a lush new green convertible job with the
top down. She was wearing black cotton
toreador pants, and over a black trimmed
white linen sweater blouse, she'd put on
itKi a
white cotton poplin shirt with four
ma)
patch pockets, which she wore casually
outside her breeches. She looked as fresh
and bright as the morning sun in the poplin shirt with its Queen Anne collar
'row framing her pretty neck, and unobtrusive
but unusual red ringed ivory buttons.
)oriii'!She was the soul of uncontrived and unhere aware
simplicity. Her interesting gold
loop earrings, she told me, were a gift
•• from Marty.
Iters
"A special occasion?" she caught my
question. "No. Marty just likes to do
things like that. Why wait for a special
:.ei day?
He thinks it's more fun just to get
me something when he feels like it."
Her mention of Marty made me conrot
jeoMront Doris with the indictment of her
behavior with the press the petulant
charge that she wouldn't talk with reporters, and that if she did she would
clam up on such succulent subjects as her
husband.
"That's absurd," she laughed disarmn ingly. "I'm always willing to talk about
Marty because I think he's wonderful.
He's very understanding. He really is, and
he's got the most marvelous sense of
holds her
it

ai

I

ionsf

c:

c

;

ipti-t

:

rival

::.e.

—

:

is

ruiir

:jt

5
i

:.'

humor."
Earlier conversation already had documerited this stout assertion by Doris.
From the moment she joined me, her

thoughts were brightened with animated
references to Marty. She explained that
she had been a few minutes late, as a

Girl."

Doris did concede that she is reluctant
to discuss for publication intimate aspects
of her home life, but she does not regard
this as shutting out her public.
Although she was quick and firm to insist that she had, in the main, enjoyed a
sympathetic press, for which she considered herself fortunate, Doris did not pretend that she was not occasionally dismayed and bewildered when she found
herself the object of unwarranted and
wholly imaginary broadsides.
"One month they are telling you how
lovely you are," she smiled ironically,
"and the next month they're hitting you
over the head. So you just have to have
a sense of humor about your career."
Doris is neither righteous nor pious
about her convictions. They are genuine,
however, and she doesn't tamper with
them, even for the sake of publicity.
You cannot objectively assess her personality without realizing that she has
been endowed with the rare magic of being wholesome without being trying, sincere without being pompous, straightforward without being offensive, lovable
without being icky, friendly without being phony. In other words, a dream girl
who does not live in a dream world.
For instance, I tossed at Doris that
question about responsibility to her fans.
"I don't want to sound like I'm preaching," she admonished softly. "I'm not,
really. I couldn't speak for anyone else.

know what

feels right for

has a

to

me, and
do with religion. I
think we have only one responsibility.
That's to God. If you fulfill that responI just
it

all

sibility,
ties.
it

little

you've fulfilled

The more you think

boils

down

responsibili-

all

of

it,

that's

what

to."

This was by way of passionately pleading guilty to the shortcomings and inadequacies of other human beings, to vigorously disavowing any halo of infallibility
with which her ardent admirers may have

surrounded her.

Nobody

is more eager than Doris to
spread on the record that she is
not a marble goddess, that she doesn't always smile, that she doesn't always have
a sunny disposition, that she suffers
moods and other discomforts, that she
tires like anyone else, that she feels more
pleasant at some times than othei s. She
wisely sees the great danger in leading
people to expect too much.
"They voted me Miss Bounce of 1950!"
she recalled with a sweeping gesture as
she put her hand incredulously to her
head. "They hung that one on me! Miss
Bounce! Well, I don't bounce all the
time! I may have a fast walk, but I don't
bounce all day on the set. Comes two or

have

it

COULD

YOU EVER

COMMIT A

MERCY KILLING?

Have you ever considered
"murder" as the way out for a
suffering loved one?

set,

and

I

get tired."

Doris refused to spare herself in producing testimony to support the engaging thesis that she is only human. And
she is only human. Only on her being
only human looks only divine.
The facts not the fiction on Doris Day
are in. All those in favor say, "Ah!" end

—

be

it

ing pain of an incurable disease?

SEE

Magazine

courageous article

in a

daring,

"I

HAVE

—

KILLED FOR MERCY"

—

ex-

plores the facts behind America's

most misunderstood crime.

Buy

-

three o'clock on the

Would

morally right to take the life of a
person afflicted with the agoniz-

HAVE mlttO ro«

»£KCf

SEE
magazine

now on
sale at

newsstands

—

ONLY 15c
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THERE'S NOTHING LIKE A GIRL

Can a mother

HATE her

[CONTINUED FROM PACE

child?

hunter for the night. Even her exit was
over-played. When I went to get her to
leave she squealed loudly that we'd only

by any means.
I've hit a few outs from time to time
and, if you'll pardon the added pun, had
a few foul-balls.
One of the gems in the collection of
what a girl shouldn't be or do involved a

read "The Love I Denied Her,"
heart-rending story of a woman
who found the courage to take a
second chance in life!

just arrived.

"Let's consider ourselves here and
gone," I snapped and piloted her out of
the place.
I don't expect a girl to cling to my arm
like a sleeve all night but she should at
least let people know that you're the guy
she came with.
I suppose the thing I expect most, not
only in the girls but in all my friends, is
pure, uncomplicated honesty. Honesty in
ways and means, in mutual dealings in

sweet-faced kid. I'll call her Princess.
That's what she looked like. Just as deas you please. We had several dates.
Nothing lavish. No parties or premieres
but simply a movie and a sundae afterwards sort of thing.
So when a star-studded party came up
on the social calendar I asked her along.
She wasn't in the acting profession but
she was interested and I thought she
might get a kick out of it. She looked
like a tiny doll when I went to pick her
up. It felt good to be with her and it
looked like the beginning of a wonderful

mure

Life
1

1>» »«"'*.

selected by

JOHNNY OLSEN,
star of

NBC

and even in games. For after all,
what our time here is in a way. A
bunch of people playing what could and
should be a beautiful game, and playing
it for the rewards that can only be sweet
life

that's

when won

evening.

Radio's popular

We reached the party,
to my friends, mostly of

"SECOND CHANCE."

we danced
of the

IN

tion

And

once.

wonderful date.

from her for only

True Life STORIES

next thing I knew she
Some one remarked,
social climber making

MAGAZINE
NOW ON SALE AT NEWSSTANDS

value."

I

For human, true -to -life
drama, listen to—

fairly.

sometimes been accused of being
wide-eyed and a trifle naive where things
like morals and honor and friendships
are' involved. Yet I've found very few
people who haven't had more of the best
qualities than some pessimistic philosophers give mankind credit for. The few
outlaws are just that. They trip themselves in time and find themselves alone.
People like Debbie, Terry, Lori and
Marilyn will always be in demand as
dates and friends. And as girls?
What can I tell you? I think they're

introduced her

I've

the younger set,
that was the end
I took my attena moment and the
was gone.
"Look at the little
eyes at the name

When I looked, it was the "Princess"
making a pest of herself, chattering madly at anybody who was anybody, intimidating them into dancing with her and
generally making herself the target-

•
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great!!

END
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MY FRIEND ANN BLYTH
[CONTINUED FROM PACE
to some
number

—and a
— was

of the fellows she dated
them have told me so

of

it

simply because she was guarding herself
from disappointments. She was never
indifferent to anyone. She simply had to
be sure.

a different

Ann who

husband and

a

noticed at Liz Taylor's
at the Beverly Hills
Hotel about four years ago. Anxiously,
Ann's eyes followed her, step by step, till
Liz reached the bottom of the stairs.
When Ann turned to me, her eyes were
a family

first

I

wedding reception

sparkling.

"Wouldn't

be wonderful to be mar-

it

ried!"

After she met Jim, Ann didn't change
abruptly. She isn't that kind of girl. Her
mind is too orderly, too organized to suddenly go overboard on anything, or anyone. Love, for Ann, grew slowly, cauti-

and surely.

her marriage

It's

of the reasons

one

so secure.
of the credit should go to
is

Yet much
Jim as well.
Many Hollywood marriages have broken up because the husbands were jealous
of their wives, couldn't adapt themselves
to their careers, felt they were taking
second place to all the glitter and attention that go with a movie career.
That'll never happen to Jim and Ann.
You can tell how proud he is of his wife.
Jim never tires of letting everyone
know, in Ann's presence or when she isn't
around, how proud he is of her. Not that
he has to tell it. His grin from ear to ear
everytime someone pays Ann a compliment gives him away.
At the same time, Jim has never relinquished wearing the pants in the family.
They were at my house a short while
ago, with two other couples. We were
having a wonderful time when about
eleven he suggested they leave.
I could see by Ann's expression that she
would have liked to stay a little longer,
and I decided to give her a helping hand.
"Why not wait till after we play an-

—

—

game?"

me

called

a

few weeks ago! Mom was helping me get
ready for a preview when the phone rang.
"You don't have much time," she cautioned me when I picked up the receiver.
."
it's Ann
"I won't be long
This time I couldn't get off the phone
for forty-five minutes!
One habit of Ann's I have always admired is her self-control. In the years I
.

How much Ann wanted

ously,

What

29]

.

.

.

.

have known her,

I can't recall a single instance when she has lost her temper. And
she had more than one occasion for it.

Like when she read the article criticizing her relationship with her sister. I had
expected her to call the writer, and tell
him off. I would have. But instead of

Ann broke into tears. She
comprehend how such a story

getting angry,

couldn't

could have appeared in print.
Ann is one of the few real perfectionists I know, not only in regard to her
work, but in everything from her own
personal appearance to the everyday
tasks at home and in the studio. I have
never seen her leave her house without
being immaculately dressed for the occasion. Even at home I have never seen
her hair in curlers, her nails without polish, her clothes not pressed.
In whatever Ann does, she excels and
with such ease! A few years ago, Ann,

—

—

Roddy McDowall, Marsh Thompson, and
a number of others including myself met
every Monday night for some kind of

We went ice skating, roller skatriding anything the majority enjoyed. Always Ann did better than any
sport.

—

ing,

and without any apparent effort.
A few weeks ago, while seeing "Rose
Marie" I was sitting behind a couple who
complimented and criticized Ann in the
same sentence. "She did a beautiful job,"
said the girl. "But I bet like all of 'em
she had a double do that riding scene."
Although I didn't know the people, I
tapped the girl on the shoulder. "I beg to
disagree," I insisted. "If Geronimo were
alive, I bet Ann could ride circles around
of us,

Ann's

him."
I ought to know. Whenever we go riding together, I can't keep up with her no
matter how hard I try.
She's the same way with games. Those
who think Ann wouldn't know the answers should see her at a party when we
play guessing games. She constantly
amazes me by knowing answers to questions which the rest of us have to look up
in the encyclopedia.

to penetrate, that

From time to time it has been speculated that if her career would ever interfere with her marriage, Ann would give
it up. I believe that. But I don't believe
She's too
it'll ever come to that point.

other

I

suggested.

"That would be fun," said Ann.
"It would be," Jim agreed. "But Ann
has to get up early in the morning. She
needs her sleep, particularly now. I'm

sorry,

but

we have

to go.

."
.

.

"Jim's the boss," said Ann, and it was
obvious that she didn't mind.
Jim has helped Ann in many ways,
mostly by simply being himself.

was

tenseness and overseriousness that had given her a reputation of being so formal, so hard to understand or get close to. Unconsciously she
built around herself a wall that was hard
It

•

would let few feel comcompany, no mat-

pletely at ease in her
ter
I

how hard they
recall

some

tried.

of our early telephone

conversations, when, after a few minutes, there were long periods of silence.
I had to "work" at keeping the conversation going even a little while, and I'm
hardly the kind of girl who is often at a
loss for

words.

well organized, her heart and her mind
too set on accomplishing both to ever quit
show business. And she will be the one
to prove that a girl can be successful in
her marriage, in her career, set a spiritual
example, and be happy all at the same

tern
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Cards— and you'll want to start showing them
to friends and neighbors. You make up to
50c profit per box. Make extra profits with
complete selection of Name-Imprinted Xmas

there

my

is

anyone

life after, it

would
is Ann.

I

like to pat-

RONNIE SALES, Inc., Dept. 178K-2
487 Broadway, New York 13, N. Y.
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HE LIKES 'EM FEMININE
[CONTINUED FROM PACE

to

be away from home throughout the

day.
Don't envy other women. Don't
be emborrosed because of a flat
.
or sagging bust line .
Yes, YOU can be a Sweater
romantic
those
Girl. Bring out
curves that will make your bust
Arouse
line.
tine your beauty
envy, admiration and approval.

Howard admits he had seized upon the
most serious aspect of a woman's life
when he started off on the subject of
motherhood, so he veered to a feminine
facet on which he thinks with some degree of amusement namely, nagging.
He confesses that he is blessed by the
fact that his Helen is just not the nagging
type, but he is not fooled by her basic

.

(

x

—

Jan of Hollywood has helped
many women develop beautiful breasts. He has been
so successful, and the demand for his course has
been so great, that he has developed it for you to
use in the privacy of your home.
There is nothing internal to take, not a bust cream,
nothing else to buy. Three dollars will bring you the
entire course. Complete satisfaction is guaranteed or
your money promptly refunded.
Send today for this special offer. Cash with order,
we pay postage. Remember, the complete course

Hollywood
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Calif.
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end gasp for breath, if restful sleep is difficult
because of the struggle to breathe, don't fail to
send at once to the Frontier Asthma Company for
of the
trial
a
a preparation for temporary symptomatic relief of paroxysms of Bronchial Asthma.
matter where you live or whether you have
faith in any medicine under the sun, send today
nothing.
It will cost you
for this free trial.
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If
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FREE
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High School booklet.

the athletic type of
woman who tries to hide her femininity
behind bulging biceps.

Slate

is

"This type of gal defeats herself from
the outset," Howard says, "because in trying to best men in sports, a field the male
considers his special domain, she tears the
old masculine ego to shreds. And let's
face

it,

we men

don't like this at

all.

"My

wife finally took up golf, but either
because I have been at the game longer
or she is smart enough not to show me up,
I usually win.
I am also happy to note
that she even manages to look like a
woman in the clothes she wears while

pression."

from me to tell women how
he laughs, "because this is a
department that seems to belong very
much to them. But I can only say that
the clever woman is the one who accento dress,"

now

if

he sounded

it

much

off too

in this

direction.

"But
"that

it

I

can

you one

tell

thing,"

he says,

certainly isn't smart for a girl to

allow aggressiveness to show when she
her cap for a certain man. If she
can't get him by the old game of cat and
mouse, she had better not get him at all.
Men often resent bitterly that they were
cajoled, cudgeled and coerced into marriage,- and when they are they don't make
very loving mates. So what's the percentage to a girl if she uses the cave-woman
method to snare her guy?"
Once snared, however, by whatever

sets

method, Howard believes the little woman
should show her most feminine trick
that of creating the illusion in her husband's mind that he is really and truly
head of the house.
"There's plenty of meaning in that old
expression that a man's house is his
castle, and if he doesn't have the impression that he's the big cheese there, then
he's going to be a mouse. And you know
the feminine aversion to mice.

"As a matter
ample of what

of fact there's a
I

mean

good ex-

in this respect in

my

last picture, 'Seven Brides
Brothers.'

For Seven

"The story concerns my trip down from
the mountains to a small town, where I
go to find a wife, simply to take care of
the house where I live with my six mountaineer brothers.
"I happen to select Jane Powell, one of
the most feminine persons I have ever
known, and by the time the story ends
she has done such a good job of being a

woman— and making me
in my own home — that

think I'm king
all

six

of

my

brothers go out and find brides.
"If

women

only

them

knew how important

it

husbands the
impression that they lean on the wellpublicized male strength, they would
never become domineering.
"Even if a woman actually knows that
in reality she is the strong one of the union, she will be smart if she gives her
husband the opposite impression. By so
doing she is the one who wins and all she
to give their

is

for

is

sacrificing

that foolish business of

is

pride.

"So you see
feminine.

playing.

"Far be

Name

City

FREE

K. without a single line of dialogue.

Another bugaboo

\

left

But by little signs from his wife now
and then, Howard gradually realized that
Helen was being embarrassed by this. He
suddenly surprised the photographers one
time at a premiere by posing with his
wife and it immediately became apparent
to him that Helen got a kick out of the
incident. Now they no longer dodge the
camera lads and everybody's happy, but
the new policy was accomplished by Mrs.

together in public."

LANE BRYANT,

You

protest.

the nagging tongue. Fact is, I loved my
wife much more for her uncomplaining
consideration and tact than if she had
hounded me to have our pictures taken

NEW Fifth

•

liever in this, but at one juncture he discovered he was carrying the matter to
extremes.
He was so firm about keeping his family life private that he even refused to
allow photographers to take pictures of
him and Helen when they were out in
public. For a long time he didn't realize
that Helen was being made to feel out of
things and that she would have enjoyed
posing with him. And the reason that he
didn't realize this is that she just didn't

"You see," Howard says, "that's what I
mean by patience— that truly feminine
quality— accomplishing much more than

MATERNITY

is

man

instance of this was the reversal of
his policy about keeping his private life
strictly private. Howard is a firm be-

wink, superfluous hair eliminated. Completely removes all hair from FACE, arms and legs.
Checks future growth. Leaves the skin petal-smooth.

Quick

that she

that

An

UNWANTED HAIR?

to a man is the basic fact
a woman, and the more signs
of this she uses in setting off her femininity, the surer she is of making an im-

an attractive

in

changing her man. Howard is aware
he has changed since he married, but
he says he often has not been hep until
long after certain alterations in his behavior have been made, that they were
actually his wife's handiwork.

JAN OF HOLLYWOOD
Box 2789. Dept. S-8

P. 0.

tuates her femininity. I don't mean a girl
has to use too much frou frou, but it
seems to me she is missing the boat when
she puts on a mannishly tailored suit.
"After all, the thing that makes a wom-

Since his own courtship of his wife is
a matter of history, Howard declares
he would only appear to be a stodgy, old

strategy of using true feminine patience

only $3.00.
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I

why

advantage as

it

I

it

being arbitrary about
That's just been

like

women

to

be

as much to their
is to the males. I'm not

figure

my

is

you understand.
you
ideas, and I'll lay

it,

observation. But

ask any real man his
you ten to one he'll agree with me."

END
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article
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CHARLTON HESTON'S LIFE AS MR. CLARKE
[CONTINUED FROM PACE
is
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method helps heginners
tuition. 40th year. Send
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quickly.
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the Hestons' headquarters.

"It's

three

hours from New York, seven from Hollywood," he says. "Not too bad, if you look
that "way."
adds, "At times, it can be very
pleasant, just being 'Mr. Clarke.' " In this
role, of course, his schedule is completely
adjusted to hers. He drives her to the
theatre and picks her up. "Also," he tells
it, "I can act as a buffer at the stage door
at

it

And he

for her fans. Sometimes, I even go along
on her interviews!" To hear him tell it,
in fact, a guy called Charlton Heston,
whom you couldn't miss on a foggy night
at 600 paces, is suddenly a nobody.
And what does he do during Lyd's
FREE
how
HOME AODRESSES, BIRTHDAYS,
9
ond PHOTOS
STARS HOMES. Send
handling (3 photos for 25c). Rush to:
hours on the stage in "The Seven Year
HOLLYWOOD FILM STAR CENTER Itch?" Well, for one thing, their furnishBo* 230°. Dept. E-8. Hollywood 28, Coli-ornio
ed apartment in Chicago lacked a desk in
the living room. "It had to be a special
kind of desk," says Chuck, "to fit into a
small space." So one matinee afternoon
he called up a decorator friend who told
TO BE SET TO MUSIC
him where he could get an unpainted
SEND YOUR POEMS TODAY
FOR ail EXAMINATION
desk scaled to fit the space. By the time
I

Telli

to

el

of

.only

1

5*

(of

CHAS. McNEIL
510-V

Angeles

Los

Alexandria,

So.

5,

Calif.

GENUINE large size STUDIO
TONE photo of your favorite
Movie or TV Star. Facsimile
AUTOGRAPH. Ready for framAlso

ing.

FREE CATALOG!

FREE STUDIO PHOTO
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Box 2807, Dept. S-3
Hollywood 28, Calif.
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the thrilling story of

a girl

who

loved

unwisely —and
ivith

paid

her freedom.

—

Lydia does her share of traveling as
"Mrs. Heston" too. When Chuck did the
"Macbeth" appearance in Bermuda, she
was rehearsing in Chicago but she flew
down for his opening. He reciprocated by

—

flying to
to

come

Chicago for hers. Then, he had
to the Coast for a Lux Radio

Show. And later, when Chuck had to fly
to Peru for the Paramount "Secret Of
The Incas" location, Lydia was free for a
week and flew right along.
It makes you dizzy even to see such a
schedule in print, but, as Heston says,
"It's all a matter of adjustment." For one
thing, to make things a little easier, they
now have four different homes. The Hes-

tons have apartments in

New

cago and Hollywood. They're
It's

in

the current issue of

True Life
STORIES

MAGAZINE

now on
all

sale at

newsstands

never

sits in a chair,"

velopes

it.

she says. "He en-

And when he

sits

on a

sofa,

He's so big, and he
somehow manages to get so comfortable
you wouldn't believe a human being
could be so completely relaxed."

even that gets

lost.

Whichever home they're in, you can see
Heston 's relationship to the furnishings.
They've reached a balance in that, too.
Lydia, being dark and pretty, would naturally tend to crop out with touches of
the frilly and the feminine. But does she

can't picture him as the antique type, and
neither does she!
Neither does he go for the spindlylegged type of modern favored by interior
decorators. Chuck likes heavy, low pieces
in keeping with his size; the kind that do
everything but put up a sign saying, "Try
me, I am comfortable!"

a childhood proclivity.

7 made him
marry me"

With the Hestons, it's not a matter of
"a little separation is good for you" but
a necessary evil that they take in stride.
Lydia is one of the few people who gets
away with giving him his full name,
"Charlton." Other people just don't, settling for "Chuck." Otherwise, she refers
to him as an amiable Saint Bernard. "He

neatly in place.
As for the rest of the time, he says, "Oh,
I paint a little bit, maybe, or on Lydia's
free afternoons I might take her to the
Art Institute. I might even go to a movie,

Actually, Charlton Heston is never at
loose ends. The painting is not a fetish
taken up recently, as it is with many of
the film colony. Like acting, painting was

d:

—

itself!

put out dainty

if I can find one whose
schedule coincides with mine, so I'll be in
time to pick up Lyd."

HOLLYWOOD STUDIOS

most of their relaxing. Not that they can
spend much time there, now. But when
they can shut their eyes and look back to
that Michigan vista that's refreshing in

he had to call for Lyd at the Erlanger
Theatre it was sanded, shellacked and

some evenings

name of your favorite
star and ] 5c (or 25c for two)
lo cover handling costs to:
Send

41]

York, Chistill

small

and unpretentious, just enough for the
two of them but while they're in them,
that's home!
Then, of course, there is the large house
in Michigan surrounded by 1280 acres of
forest land, a mile-wide lake, countless
bears and deer, and even a pair of gold-

—

—

en eagles. This is the country that Charlton Heston sprang from, that gave him
the fabulous out-of-doors boyhood that
is his heritage. And as far as he can see,
on those thousand and more acres, the
land belongs to him. This is only a parcel
of the land that once belonged to his family; but it is what he sank his first savings
into. And this is where the Hestons do

smoking man

little

like

ash trays for a pipe

Chuck? Nuh-uh! You

In their integrity as individuals

Chuck

and Lydia are a match for each other.
Like every woman worth her salt, she
cheerfully faces the fact that she dresses
to please her man. But unlike most husbands, he is perfectly aware of what his
wife is wearing. He even has definite
ideas on the subject. He loves Lydia in
big picture hats. She still goes on wearing chic, small ones. She's not the gal to
go around suffering in the pretty shade
of a picture hat when they're just not
the fashion!

—

Where

will the business of

two careers

one family ultimately take Chuck and
Lydia Heston? Do they have the urge to
settle down in one spot and, maybe, raise
a family? Right now, Lydia is happy that
her own long struggle is culminating in
being very busy, indeed.
in

Chuck
if

says, "Settle

I settle

down!"

were saying,

"I

down?

He
maybe one medium if you
spot, but who wants that?"
And he's still discovering
couldn't act."

I

can't act

This sounds as if he
couldn't breathe if I
adds, "You can act in
stay in one

things about
himself. Like what he terms "My year as
'Mr. Clarke.' " Looking thoughtful, he

"You know,

I've suddenly realized
been going on for nine years.
Even farther back than that, before Lyd
and I were married, when we were both
in the College of Speech at Northwestern.
Aside from her parts in plays, she had to
do crew work lugging props and scenery
and stuff. She was always in demand because I'd come along, all 200 pounds to

says,

this has

—

help!"

end
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EUROPEAN DATELINE
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MAGIC

flGURE
courtship, was
perhaps the most publicized and most
photographed marital event ever to take
place in Rome. One major reason for
the unusual coverage was the surprise
as

their

up-and-down

appearance of guests Charlie and Oona
Chaplin, who had come down from
Switzerland.
So many photographers
swarmed around the Chaplins as they
proceeded to climb the 200 odd steps
leading to the entrance of the picturesque
old Ara Coeli Church, that eager attendants at the top thought the bride
and groom had arrived, and the signal
was given to begin the wedding march.
When the weary Chaplins finally made it
to the entrance, those at the door realized
the real reason for all the excitement,
and the wedding march was hastily
called

off.

arrival was not exactly without incident either. The Prince, wellknown for his highly-volatile character,
had been kept waiting just a bit longer
than he liked, and when lovely Dawn
finally made her appearance, he audibly
berated her in front of all the spectators.
What with wedding-nerves and all, Dawn
started to weep as the wedding procession
began its trek upwards, with the horde
of photographers constantly blocking the

Dawn's

way. One unlucky Italian journalist who
had obviously asked an indiscreet question, received a sharp poke in the ribs
from our nervous bride. I must say,
however, that through it all, Dawn managed to look exquisite in her elegant
Elizabethan-styled silvery white satinand-lace gown in redingote style, created
for her by Rome's famed couturxere,
Mme. Antonelli. As befits a princess, her
satin cap, also of Elizabethan design,
was studded with pearls and precious

Within the church, the solemn wedding
atmosphere was shattered by the hundreds of photographers perched virtually
in every sacred place, loudly urging the
embarrassed couple to look this way and
that. Even the priest gave up in despair,

Cjoddos

by

^tflO%
plus

after a while.

England's threat to usurp the international glamour-throne, beauteous
Mara Lane was introduced to Rome at
a gala party given in her honor at the
Residence Palace. Mara, who insists she
looks nothing like our Liz Taylor (is that
bad) is here to co-star with Dennis

O'Keefe in a new film

thriller

x
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NAMEADDRESS-STATE-
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!

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE

called

When

00 FOR A LITTLE

just looooved

stones.

bra

waist-cincher

(2)
(3)

''

'

queried, she said she
Hollywood, and especially
all those hot dogs and chocolate malteds
and drive-ins. Can't wait to get back to
make her next film for Hal Wallis. Much
credit for Mara's rapid strides from starlet to star in one short year should be
given to her most constant admirer,
Jimmy Wolf, head of England's Romulus
Film Productions.
END

"Angela."

Jand

.)

Following the ceremony, the four hundred guests, representing the cream of
Rome's society and cinema world, drove
forty miles into the country to join
family, servants and peasants for the gay
open-air reception on the Prince's estate.
Here a further surprise awaited them.
The Prince and his entourage made their
appearances in American-type blue jeans,
blue denim shirts and colorful kerchiefs
Dawn
Princess
round their necks.
matched them in a handsomely -styled
red and white peasant-motif dress, a
matching red kerchief over her auburn
locks, and daisies on her ears. Italian
newspapers called it the "wedding of the
century." No one was sure just how they
meant it!
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SHE KEEPS HER GLAMOUR SHOWING
[CONTINUED FROM PACE

22]

NEURITIS
Indiana," "State Fair" and "Margie"
were smash hits. But they planted
Jeanne indelibly in the minds of moviegoers as the little girl in pig-tails and
blue jeans that every man wanted to
protect and every mother wanted to

way
and

physicians

WHY

adopt.
"I think," says Jeanne, "that

recommend.

dentists

tablets.

.

.

.

Buy Anacin® today

waiting at home for the young soldier.
People weren't accepting glamour girls
then as they are now. And it was good
business, so the studio went along with it.

I

mailing.
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took three years before any recogniJeanne as a woman was given her

tion of

Century-Fox. And it came from
left field. One day a press agent walked
into his boss's office waving a clipping
from E. V. Durling's column and dropped
it on the desk.
It stated that Jeanne,
along with four of the famed ladies of the
day, was in Durling's opinion, one of the
most beautiful women in America.
"You'd

have thought," says Jeanne,
"that this would have given somebody an
idea. That it might have suggested that I
120 MOVIE & TV STAR PHOTOS was now a woman and not a little girl.
New! Never before offered at this price
All your favorite movie & TV personal*
But it didn't. And then someone wrote
ties In portrait and pin up now can bt

sortments on approval. Imprints Free. 51.25 Retractable
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Creative Card Co., 4401 Cermak. Dept. 561 -J, Chicago 23, III.'
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NU-NAILS

ARTIFICIAL FINGERNAILS
Cover short, broken, thin nails
with NU-NAILS. Applied in a jiffy
with our amazingnew quick-drying glue. Can be womany length
polished any shade. Help overcome nail-biting habit. Set of ten
29c. At dime, drug & dept. stores.
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that I looked well in tight blue- jeans.
Well, this sort of thing was frowned upon

immediately and I was shoved quickly
into another role that called for mud on
the face and pig-tails hanging about my
shoulders."

Design Smart Fashions

)iversey Parkway

ungainly Swede named Ingrid
Bergman when she got off the train in
Hollywood and made her the number one
screen idol in a year. He made Carole
Lombard the mad-cap she appeared to

be to the world. He knew his business.

.

Permanent Dubonett Rose Color.
39c set.
No polish required

—

These were the early days and the
problems.
And even though Jeanne
played in several sophisticated films, such
as the controversial "People Will Talk"
and "Letter To Three Wives," in later
years, she was still, as far as the producers and publicity bosses were concerned, just about the farthest thing from
a femme fatale a man could find in a

month

Jeanne

of looking.

and

sat in his office

him her

told

story.

been through the adolescent bit,"
"And right now without any
transition I'm America's favorite mother. I have four children I adore. But I
don't think I'm entitled to a medal or
"I've

—

she said.

—

canonization for that.

my

and

at 20th

P.O. Box 2842. Hollywood 28. Calif.

I.

out of it," she recalls. "I'd
go around to the producers' offices and
ask for parts I knew I could do, but they
wouldn't listen to me. I was sweet and
"I tried to get

Of your FAVORITE Movie Star. With
your FREE photo you will receive FREE
1954 List of 300 Movie Stars home addresses.
FREE Catalogue listing over
300 Movie Stars. Decorated with newest
Offer
Stars, Pin-ups. Etc. sent FREE.
Limited. Send name of your FAVORITE
Star and 25c to cover handling and

Dpt.

had

Birdwell

rather

girl

PHOTO

FREE

all this

something to do with the war. At that
time there was a lot of stress on the little

Anacin is like a doctor's
prescription. That is, Anacin contains not
just one but a combination of medically
proved active ingredients. No other product
gives faster, longer-lasting relief from pain
of headache, neuralgia, neuritis than Anacin

HERE'S

press agents, Russell Birdwell.

had conducted the campaign that included the search for a Scarlett O'Hara
and made Vivien Leigh a star. He met a

more

husband. But
than anything,

desirable, exciting

I

love
I

my

want

family

to play,

WOMEN.

Sexy,

women. I'm young.

I

think I'm as attractive as most girls in
Hollywood. And I'm a good actress. What

do

I

do?"

The campaign got under way immediately. The first things Birdwell prescribed
were a brighter lipstick for public appearances, doe-eyes and an exotic eye
shadow. Then came the hair cut. Jeanne
gave up the long tresses that seemed to
be one of the labels of her immaturity
and blossomed out in something that became known as the Bob Cat Bob, a short,
disheveled coiffure that reeked of abandon but was very smart. It created quite
a stir.
"It was all very exciting," said Jeanne.
"For the first time columnists and writers
began asking me about myself and my
career and about what I thought of styles

and spicy current events. In the early
days they used to ask me what I did that
was wholesome. And later on the first
thing they'd say to me was 'How are the
kids?' It was fun to be grown-up."
Jeanne's ideas on the subject of growing up at the very proper age of twentyseven were well thought out.

—

—

"Becoming a woman,

forgotten.

after being a little
she says, "is a very difficult procedure. It has a lot to do with
courage and integrity. If you are going
to be an artist you can't constantly dilute
your personality to suit what other people
think of you. Or to follow the line of
publicity that has been given out on you
or the roles that are handed to you. That
has been done to me. My personality,
while it has not been falsified, has been
diluted. The part they didn't like they
just left out. They took the stand that
my audience was exclusively teen-agers
instead
of
teen-agers
and adults.
Everybody has something that is eccentric about him. Everybody should just
let the cork blow out of the bottle sometime. But if I have ever done any simple
little thing that seemed odd, the reaction
was always: 'Well, I can't imagine YOU
doing a thing like that!'

On the day she walked out of 20th
Century-Fox, Jeanne made an appointment with one of the most successful

"Once I made the remark in front of a
newspaper people that I didn't see
why it made a woman more seductive to

Scandal, some of the wise boys in Hollywood say, is the way to sexy roles on
the screen. But Jeanne had little stomach
for that route. And she didn't believe it
was true. The only breath of sensationalism that ever touched her was at the
time of her marriage, and then it was
understandable to her fans. Jeanne's
mother, as mothers have done before and
will in the future, thought that Jeanne
was too young to marry. She was twenty.
Finally it came to a showdown. Ten days
before the ceremony there was a tearful
session at which Jeanne announced she
was in love with Paul Brinkman and was
going to be his wife. She left the house
to stay with friends until the wedding
and the magazines tried to make much of
it.
But the marriage worked out well

and that

first

walkout of her

life

has been

girl for so long,"

—

lot of

have been in love with fifteen men and
not been able to hold one of them successfully than to be just in love with
one man and make him happy. But not
one of them printed it. They even

—

thought

was too spicy

that

for

too complex, a moon
wipes away tension
from my face. I have solved many of my
most difficult problems lying alone up on
my hill beneath the moon and the stars."

becoming

a

little

bath helps me.

Sometime

little

It

this

summer Jeanne Crain

of the welter of material that Russell Birdwell got together and fed to the
press, there was one exotic bit of in-

Out

formation that was really true and really
Jeanne Crain, but it hardly saw type. It
was about Jeanne's theory on moonbathing.

read somewhere," Jeanne said, "that
and that
air is very good for the skin
people shouldn't wear any more clothes
than they have to. And I believe that the
rays of the moon are particularly bene"I

—

ficial.

"We have

a lot of privacy on the seven
acres surrounding our home and I take
moon baths. I have a little studio up on
a hill where no one else in the family is
allowed. On warm nights I go up there

and take nude moon baths.

If I

find life

CALL0USES-BUNI0NS-S0RE TOES

if her theories
about becoming a woman at last after
mothering four children and all are correct. She'll be playing a racy chick in a

will be in Paris finding out

Jeanne Crain to say!"

Corns

—

picture called

—

"Gentlemen Marry Bru-

be alone, because her
husband's business will keep him in California. She will find out professionally
and personally in gay Paree if she's
been cheated all these years, and if becoming a siren is what she really wants.
But maybe even the Parisians won't
recognize her. Maybe, as she steps from
some fancy cafe, chic and elegant, a
French counterpart of the autograph fans
outside Romanoff's will look at her in uncertainty, and after she's gone sidle over

She

nettes."

S(/P£ftfX&

will

DrScholls

—

—

doorman and ask: "Oo waz zat?"
And the doorman will answer: " 'Ead
of a cabbage, zat waz Jeanne Crain!" end
to the

Zino-pads
Put you right back

on your

5 WAYS

feet!

BETTER

1. Relieve pain in a jiffy

2.

Remove Corns, Callouses,
one of the fastest ways
known to medical science

3. Stop Corns, Callouses before
they can develop
4. Prevent Sore Toes, Blisters
5. Ease

DOROTHY KILGALLEN'S

he's on location, away from
Beverly Hills home. They admit to
being insanely jealous of each other but

work while
their

—

otherwise a perfect pair

.

.

.

Monty Cliff's current flame is an actress
named Mira Rostova—They're inseparable ..

.

or Tight Shoes
-

Soft Dr.

Scholl's Zino-pads are more than
ever the world's largest-selling
foot reliefs, for no other method
does so much for you.

EXCLUSIVE MOVIE GOSSIP
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New

No wonder Super
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"Twist Of Fate," was New Yorker Earl
Blackwell, President of Celebrity Service,
who flew to Paris for his annual holiday.
It was Blackwell who introduced Ginger
to Jacques in Paris two years ago when
the actress toured Europe for the very
first time. The screening was held during
a surprise party tossed by the Bergeracs

Get a box today. For FREE
sample in size wanted, write
Dr. Scholl's, Chicago 10, 111.

DrScholls
Zino-pads
MOVIE & TV STAR

PICTURES

honor of Earl. For this special occasion,
a banquet room at the Hotel Ritz was
in

Marlon Brando has discovered Joan
Diener, the glamorous young star of the
Broadway musical, "Kismet." Marlon
detests musicals usually, but he has been
the "Kismef performances at least
twice weekly since dating the Diener doll,
and attired in a natty blue suit, complete
with neat shirt and tie no T-shirt or
torn shirt
at

—

.

.

in

—

"The Barefoot Contessa" a tight white
sweater and skirt will vie with Jane
Russell's "French Line" wardrobe as the
year's most talked about screen attire

—

.

furnished exactly like the Pen & Pencil
Restaurant in New York complete with
replicas of Pen & Pencil chairs, tables,

—

.

is

Helen Ainsworth

.

.

sirloin

duplicate the scene of

many

given by
Bergeracs

in

Blackwell

steaks,

mm
rUrrl

—

the torch -carrying Hall's dinner-date dialogue, all of it concentrated on his being
the Misunderstood Male
.

.

.

IIILLa

a gala party
of the

American

to witness the

Bergerac

new
film,

LAST!
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WITH VOUR ORDER

Born" destined to coin a mint of
money, the Garland-Luft production setup will proceed with a one-a-year filming schedule. The original "Dancing Lady"
musical score would be retained since it
included such popular tunes as "Everything I Have is Yours" and the title

HOLLYWOOD

.

.

known

to fans

Corinne Calvet's idea
of the Perfect Husband Number Two.
They'll waltz down the aisle as soon as
she and John Bromfield are divorced
is

.

.

.

Hear Dorothy on "Breakfast With DorAnd Dick," 8:15-9 A.M. and on

othy

"Dorothy

And

Dick," 6:15-6:30 P.M. E.

you

now!
38.

OUF.
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:ial

happiness.
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Do
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book

carefully
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safely

and
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not use our method until
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,

successfully over fifty

MAHLER'S, INC. Dept. 30K, Providence
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SHORTHAND
IN 6

WEEKS

WRITE 120 WORDS PER MINUTE
Age no obstacle
LOWEST COST
.

.

.

Famous SPEEOWRITING shorthand. No symbols:
no machines: uses ABC's. Easiest to learn and use.
Nationally
Fast preparation for a better position.
used in leading offices and Civil Service
also by
executives, students, etc.
120 words per minute
50° o FASTER than Civil Service requirements. Over
250.000 taught by matt. The very low cost will surprise vou.
Typing available. 31st Year. Schools in
over 400 cities in U.S.. Canada. Cuba and Hawaii.
;

—

WRITE FOR FREE BOOKLET TO SCHOOL OF

Monday through Friday over WOR.

See Dorothy on "What's My Line?" over
CBS-TV 10:30-11 P.M. E.D.T. Sundays.

act

Destroy/^T^/Forever

.

Jon Fontaine,

if

FILM STAR CENTER

STUDIO J^.Q BOX 1109. MOllTWOOO

Is

Jeffrey Stone, formerly
as

D.T.

Rogers-Jacques

THEY

GIFTS WHILE

honor

Judy Garland and hubby Sid Luft are
aiming at a remake of "Dancing Lady,"
one-time Joan Crawford starrer that included Franchot Tone and Clark Gable
and was notable for the screen debuts of
Fred Astaire and Nelson Eddy. With "A

song

^

ORDER SEVERAL FOR

to

.

Jon Hall switched from Mamie Van
Doren to Lori Nelson the day he announced that the reconciliation with
Frances Langford had failed. After two
dates with Lori he was back with Mamie
the Nelson lass wasn't having any of

first

sizzling

.

doing a Zachary Scott
wearing a gold earring in one ear. He
sported it in Palm Springs and created a
minor sensation. The golden circlet was
given to him by Guy Madison's agent,

Greg Bautzer

The

and

portraits

Star

Ginger

All your favo
iies. Newest intimate oflguard
photos. Professional wallet size
— suitable for framing. Hollywood's Biggest Offer! Hurry!
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Ava Gardner's gypsy dance costume

—
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YOUR GUIDE TO CURRENT FILMS
If no matter
ave suffered
or what you have tried.
Beautiful book on psoriasis
and Dermoil with
amazing, true photographic proof of results
sent FREE. Write for it.

Don't mistake eczen
for the stubborn, ugly
embarrassing scaly ski

disease Psoriasis. Apply

non -staining Dermoil.
Thousands do for scaly
spots on body or scalp.
Grateful users, often after
years of suffering, report
the scales have gone, the
red patches gradually disappeared and
they enjoyed the thrill of a clear skin, again. Dermoil
is used by many doctors and is backed by a positive agreement to give definite benefit In 2 weeks or money is refunded
without question. Send lOc (stamps or coin) for generous
trial bottle to make our famous "One Spot Test". Test
it yourself. Results may surprise you. Write today for your
test hottle. Caution: Use only as directed. Print name
plainly. Don't delay. Sold by Liggett and Walgreen Drug
Stores and leading Druggists. LAKE LABORATORIES, Box
392S Strathmoor Station, Dept. 2807, Detroit 27, Mich.

WHIRLING CPRAY
for
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Sydney, and his son, Stanley Baker. The
surly whalers refuse to give him any clues
which would suggest foul play. Just as
Ladd learns the truth from a sailor who
has been placed in the brig the man is

mysteriously killed by a whaling knife.
Grim hatred and murder continue after
the ship is wrecked and the small group
is marooned on an icepack. Baker continues to try and kill any of the remaining crew who point an accusing finger at
him. Finally, he and Ladd engage in a
life-and-death fight. Ladd comes out victorious just' as a rescue ship spots the
survivors. Film offers much action and
little talk. Some unusual scenes show a

whaling expedition. Warwick Production.
Columbia.
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[Send your songs or poems today. Music
written for your words without charge.
Records, copies, copyright furnished. We
have helped many new writers find
their first success. Let us try to help you.

ADVANCE
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!55E N. Vine

St.,

Hollywood 28,

Cal. Dept.PG'S

sports car industry and its compe' titive border-to-border races are the
all-absorbing interests of auto designer
Tony Curtis, and his engineer aide, Don
Taylor. Secretly they've worked out their
own model based on patents of their employer, Sidney Blackmer, and his Fielding Motors. Blackmer, however, doesn't
know of the boys' extracurricular activities and is only enlightened during a
stockholders' meeting in which the board
demands a new model and Tony's is introduced. Joining Curtis and Taylor in
assembling the car are Paul Kelly and
Piper Laurie, Blackmer's granddaughter.
Although the quartet weathers the inevitable love triangle, clashes of temperament and front office discouragements,
the real test is if the car will weather the

Canada to Mexico endurance
The inclusion of actual footage from

grueling

CHANCE TO

test.

the competition gears this above-average
film for added thrills. Universal-Interna-

EVERY WEEK
twite

BOX

9,

tional.

HOME

ADDRESS & MAIL POSTCARDS AT

The Yellow Tomahawk

WATERTOWN, MASS.
IS

Florida Style

ristling with excitement, this cavalry versus-Indian saga provides off-beat

14]

treatment to a familiar theme. This time
the white man is presented in a villainous

Army scout Rory Calhoun learns
from Cheyenne brave Lee Van Cleef that
light.

his tribesmen are planning to revenge the
massacre of one hundred of their women
and children. The retaliation is aimed at

company commander Warner Anderson
who ordered the slaughter. The attack is
successful, although Anderson manages
Calhoun and the remaining
regiment are offered safety back to the
fort if they will turn Anderson over to
the Cheyennes. They refuse, but a conflicting report seeps back to the post. The
commanding general is forced to choose
between Anderson and Calhoun's explan-

to escape.

ations

and the

possibility of

war

or peace.

Paired with Calhoun during film's lighter
moments are Peggie Castle, Noah Beery
and Rita Moreno. United Artists.

"Them!"

KIew Mexico

State policemen James
Whitmore and Chris Drake are baffled by the brutal murder they come
across while patroling a desert area. Only
clue is a huge footprint which they can't
identify as human. Sole survivor is a six'

'

year-old

girl

who

has been shocked into

speechlessness. Doctor Edmund Gwenn
and his daughter, Joan Weldon, help the
child, but the only word she can utter is
them!" The FBI is called into
"Them!
the case and detective James Arness decides that the murderer was some fantastic monster. Gwenn, an entomologist,
suggests the animal fiend must still be
hiding in the desert. Arness, aided by a
helicopter, discovers an underground
hideaway and destroys the creature. But
he soon learns that there is a nest where
two large eggs have split open and two
new-born flown away. Rest of the film
deals with the hair-raising search to capture the hideous monsters before they
murder more people. This will scare the
curl out of your hair. Warners.
END
.

.

.

Book FREE
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for every dolThrilling new fall styles. America's
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that the former child star's mother has to
close up the purse strings. There was a
time when kids (like Jackie Coogan)
wound up with nothing, but nothing, left
in their kicks from the plush days.

.

most spectacular couples in
town, perhaps next to the Bing CrosbyGrace Kelly appearance, was Johnny Ray
with Corinne Calvet when the boy singer
of the

arrived for his part in "There's No Business Like Show Business." Calvet's real
heart interest, Jeffrey Stone, was in New
York at the time, so she also went out and
around with her ex, John Bromfield.

Another eye-popper—-when Jane Powell
and Pat Nerney nodded and smiled cordially to her ex, Geary Steffen, at Hollywood's newest hangout, the Tablehoppers.
This is the club that is owned by Holly/

TALKING ABOUT

IS

[CONTINUED FROM PACE

One

FOR

!

WHAT HOLLYWOOD ITSELF
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wood's most eligible bachelors.

Veddy

private and veddy chic.

Young John Carlyle,
young part-Indian boy

the

whom

handsome
you will

see for the first time in "A Star Is Born,"
was guest of honor at a party and rather
quietly let it drop that he'd be inheriting
a fortune when the leaves turn. It's not
going to interfere with his acting career
because he just plain wants to be a star
more than anything in the world. John

was with Sharon Dexter and his pal,
Craig Hill, and looked very happy with
Carole Lee Ladd on his arm. This is one
of the cutest and nicest gals anywhere.

The

new

bought was
decorating

house
in

Fred

MacMurray

the throes of

when

this

went

much

re-

to press and

"They Took Away

My

Child!"

"I begged and pleaded for a second chance, but the court ruled against
TEENAGE ALCOHOLIC

me.

I

my husband's love! Now I was paying the
of my child, forever!" You'll want to read

had betrayed

penalty— the

loss

bitter

ONE MAN'S WIFE — ANOTHER'S SWEETHEART
CAN NEVE«
HAVE A CHILD

I

.

.

.

how a woman's ruthless infidelity almost destroyed
people who loved her. It's in the current issue of

the story of

three

True Life STORIES
IT

MAGAZINE

NEWSSTANDS

ONE MAN
ANOTHER

S

WIFE

S

SWEETHEART

—

couldn't get an even bet anywhere
about when June Haver would go in as
Mrs. Mac, any more than you could on
where they would be married.

you

Imagine Gene Tierney got pretty tired
asked about her romance with
Aly Khan. Big hang-up seemed to be that
of being

she didn't want to give up her career.
But she did sell her Beverly Hills home
and sent all the furniture back to Connecticut. Well, you never know about
these here movie stars.

Helen Traubel, kicking up a breeze in
first big movie role, MGM's "Deep In
My Heart," has had a ball dancing it up

her

with Jose Ferrer in this film about the
life of Sigmund Romberg. This amiably
relaxed, gifted star of opera may become
one of the screen's best comediennes
anyway we hope so. Her latest caper is to
drive to work in one of those teeny, tiny
sports cars. In other words, she really

knows how

to live

it

Very confusing. While they were in
Mexico on a picture location, Dale
Robertson and Mary Murphy were closer
than six-thirty. Same when they returned to Hollywood. Now she's saying
they're

just

friends.

too. When Janet and Tony Curtis ran into Jeff
Chandler at the "Magnificent Obsession" premiere their vacation was big news.

The stars trade gossip items

up.

Okay, so they're

Been wondering about whatever happened

to Julie Harris, the slim, fragile,

potent

just friends.

didn't

After umpteen spats with Gwenn
O'Connor, Dan Dailey's made up with the
gal again and they're dating, but not exclusively. Charlotte Austin, young 20th
Century-Fox starlet, is the other gal in
big Dan's life.

Swiping a few days from a crowded
television schedule in New York, the
beautiful Lisa Ferraday popped into Hollywood to arrange to do several television
shows, a movie or two, and a TV series
on the West Coast, then back to New

York before anybody knew she was here
the lunch crowd at Romanoff's,

— except
more

one

Hollywood

"Member Of The Wedding,"
show her off like on the stage.

She's back in the Hollywoods for the
John Steinbeck novel, "East Of Eden,"
which should be one hummer of a picture.
It

gets later every minute.

Crosby took a summer
sprout,

Gary, took

Even got

which

whose

actress

picture,

—

included Clark Gable looking
Rhett Butler every day.

like

his

Shux, looks

making

it

over

on

own name on

like

same

While Bing

layoff, his oldest

his

Gary's on his

as his old

show.

the thing.

way

on Broadway in the show "Wonderful
Town." In a freshly decorated home, she
plunked down her trunks and took a rest
before starting her new filmusical, "The
Girl Rush," which probably will co-star
the fabulous Imogene Coca.

So guess who's in the new edition of
Who's Who. Marilyn Monroe and Cyd
Charisse, no less. There was a time that
even people who went to movies were
automatically black-balled from this
volume.

to

man.

Another Latin type who had wife trouVittorio Gassman, very obligingly
gave out with the statement that he was
not going to put any obstacles in the way
got an atof Shelley Winters' divorce
torney to represent him in Hollywood
on the thing, which was uncontested.
ble,

When Dean Martin and Jerry Lewis
took off cross-country on one-night
stands that paid them a fabulous price
for an hour's work a night, they carried
their troupe of some thirty-five souls in
a special train that cost them a mint. The
paid them several mints, so they

trip

—

Wonder
pointed

Shell

if

wasn't a

little

disap-

—she generally likes a good scrap.

should worry.

One

of the surprise

duos

at

Mocambo

be spellbound by Mary McCarty
Arlene Dahl and Fernando Lamas. Gad,

to

that

was considered yesterday's news and
Castle was considered today's with

Mary

the Latin type. Nevertheless, there they
were, right out in public, and looking
quite fondly at each other while they
were stepping off a rumba or two. The
spark must have been rekindled for soon
that Arlene and Fernando antheir plans to be married later
in the year.
after

When

Carole

Ann

Beery,

daughter

of

—

the

—

right in

trick.

Marjorie Main made the news when
she went off on a trip to Europe and left
a will which gave most of her considerable fortune to hospitals. However, she

nounced

famous Wally, and Don Hayden who
comes from a famous family himself, are
now Mr. and Mrs. H. but were sweethearts sometime ago. Met in their teens
when both were taking dramatic lessons
from his mom and pop, Lela Bliss and
Harry Hayden, in Hollywood. The kids
will live way off up the Malibu Coast, in
the general direction of Peter Lawford
and his bride, Pat Kennedy.

About the plum-est role in 1954 will fall
Bob Mitchum's lap the doctor in
"Not As A Stranger." This should do for
this boy, if he's nice and minds his manners, what "From Here To Eternity" did
for Monty Clift, Burt Lancaster, and
Frankie Sinatra. No matter what else

the divorce settlement between
Gail Russell and Guy Madison came up
for signing, Guy icas determined to have
the entire thing washed up, clean and
free. Gail had a great stand-by in Guy,
who tried to help her out of her particular
blind alley. Understand the girl's trying
to make it with a combination of religion
and psychiatry, which should do the

Marilyn Monroe must be awful sick of
moving.
Since her marriage to Joe
DiMaggio, they've traveled about like
gypsies. Now that she's installed in her
new rented manse she's trying to keep its
location a secret from everyone. Fans
used to come to her Doheny Drive apartment and scratch mash messages on her
front door.
It was almost like school had let out
the day Rosalind Russell arrived back in
Hollywood from a near two-year absence

can be said about Mitch, he sure does

know how

to act.

On

the screen, that

is.

remarked a few weeks after legalizing
this document that she found out who all
her false friends were after the news got
out.

When Betty Hutton and Charles
O'Curran decided to cancel their marriage, her two little girls rather hopefully hoped that she might marry their
daddy, Ted Briskin, again. Would be a
good idea they're both nice folks.
END

—
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anything pleasanter
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there
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TRUE HAIR BEAUTY means more than
merely brushing, styling and setting. Equally
important is keeping your hair in place exactly the
way you arrange it. And famous Venida Hair Nets
do just that! Nothing else will accomplish
the same purpose so well.
in

With Venidas you get absolute peace-of-mind
knowing that your hair each day looks its

very best, without a bit of attention or a single
re-combing. Venida nets come in perfectly matching
shades, single or double mesh of invisible human hair
or durable nylon, in styles to conform to every hairdo.
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Gwen was still laughing when she
hung up the receiver. Jane looked on
incredulously. "But he has a car, good
looks, a good job," she protested. "So
what?" Gwen
thing

else, too

fies every

.

sneered.

"He's got some-

any date. Listerine stops
bad breath and keeps it
stopped usually for hours
on end
four times better
than any tooth paste.
.

.

.

No Tooth Paste
Germs Like This

Kills
.

.

honeybun," Gwen said
" that his breath is that way*."

Instantly

Antiseptic does for you

what no tooth paste does. Listerine
instantly kills germs ... by millions
stops bad breath instantly, and
usually for hours on end.

—

You simply don

t

when

get by

you're

guilty of *halitosis (bad breath).

Remember,

too, that

men

the worst offenders. Isn't

mon

it

are often
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com-

sense to use the surest thing

you know to overcome

this condi-

tion? Listerine Antiseptic, of course
.

.

.

night and morning

.

.

.

and before

You see, far
common cause
is

and away the most
of offensive breath

the fermentation,

produced by

germs, of proteins which are always
present in the mouth.

And

research

shows that your breath stays sweeter
longer, the

more you reduce germs

mouth.

LISTERINE ANTISEPTIC STOPS

Chlorophyll

kill

Listerine kills

in the

you

gives

lions,

"I mean,

tooth paste, of course,

antiseptic.

does not

Odor

looked blank.
Listerine

seriously,

No

something that nulli-

charm."

still

Tooth Paste

is
.

Proved

Four Times Better Than

.

.

Jane

Listerine Clinically

—

germs but
them by mil-

lasting antiseptic

protection against bad breath.
Is

any wonder Listerine Anti-

it

septic in recent clinical tests averaged
at least four times

more

effective in

stopping bad breath odors than the
chlorophyll products or tooth pastes
it was tested against? With proof
like this,

it's

belongs

in

ing

.

date,

.

.

why Listerine

easy to see

your home. Every morn-

every night

.

.

.

before every

make it a habit to always gargle

Listerine, the

most widely used

anti-

septic in the world.
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Tomorrow, the deadliest mission

...tonight, the greatest love!

William Holden
as Lt. Brubaker, who'd

done more than

Fredric

March

as the Admiral, big

his share!

brass

.

.

.

with a heart

of gold!

X TOKO-RI

A Pcrtberg-Se€Mton i>rx>cl*Mctlon
in color by

TECHNICOLOR
Grace Kelly
as Nancy,
to

who

followed her man
the ends of the earth!

The mighty love and adventure drama from the novel
that millions thrilled to in LIFE magazine by

James

A. Michener, Pulitzer Prize winning
author of "South Pacific"!
Mickey Rooney
as Mike, the 'copter

starring

'

WILLIAM HOLDEJV
GrRACE KJEIXY
FREDRIC MARCH
MICKEY ROOIVEY

ROBERT STRAUSS CHARLES McGRAW KEIKO AWAJI
WILLIAM PERLBERG and GEORGE SEATON Directed by MARK ROBSON
Screenplay by VALENTINE DAVIES From the Novel by James A. Michener A Paramount Picture
With

•

•

Produced by

•

•

WORLD PREMIERE AT NEW YORK'S RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
IN LEADING THEATRES THROUGHOUT THE COUNTRY!

AND SOON

pilot, all fun

—

and fearlessness!

—

think it was June, or at least
Spring, out here in Hollywood, the
way that chubby little fellow named
Cupid has been twanging away with
his bow and arrows. Love in bloom
all over the place! Of course, there
were some split-ups, too, plus additional storm clouds gathering on the
love-life weather front, but the report this month is "Mostly Fair and

You'd

HOLLYWOOD
LOVE

LIFE

I

j

j

|

|

j

Warmer."

JANIE

BY DOROTHY O'LEARY

AND PAT

It

was a

small,

quiet and dignified wedding at the
lovely Ojai Valley Inn, about 100
miles north of Hollywood, at which

'

Jane Powell and Pat Nerney said
their "I do's." Janie, as bubbly as the

j

j

champagne served at the dinner reception which followed the ceremony,
looked nothing less than dreamy in
her Helen Rose-designed ballerina
length wedding gown. It was pale
blue, both Janie and Patfs favorite

I

j

1

I

|

color for her; the purse she carried

j

and her tiny winged hat were the
same shade. Funny, nobody ever
worries about what the groom wears!
Janie's matron of honor was her
closest friend, Barbara (Mrs. Marshall) Thompson, and Pat's best man
was his brother John, with whom
Pat operates a thriving auto agency.
The Nerney s had a one-month

honeymoon, flew to Paris, the Riviera,
Venice, Florence, Rome and Madrid.
Later they hope to return to Europe
on a more leisurely trip by boat and
"take the kids." Janie and Pat had
a long courtship, each has been
through a previous broken marriage,
and their friends feel that now in each
other they've found the right mates
for a happy life.

—

PIER AND VIC St. Timothy's R.C.
Church in West Los Angeles was

RUMORS

about

Liz

Taylor and Mike Wilding were dispelled by impending

SIMPLICITY

THEIR

wedding

and

and quiet dignity marked the
of Jane Powell and Pat Nerney.

visit

of stork.

courtship was brief but Pier Angeli
Vic Damone should have balmy marriage.

beautifully decorated with white roses
and white stock for Pier Angeli and
Vic Damone 's nuptial mass.
designer Helen Rose she's been almost as busy as Cupid also created
Pier's wedding gown, a lovely Juliet
style with lace cap and long^ veil.
Pier's twin, Marisa Pavan, was maid
of honor, attendants included Tainap
Elg and Vic's sisters, Elaine and
Sandra. Their dresses were sheer
white over pale pink and they carried red roses. Gordon MacRae sang
with a boys' choir of 40. Dean Martin
was best man and ushers included
Tony Martin, Robert Sterling and

—

MGM

—

:

producer Joe Pasternak.
There were about 200 guests at
the champagne luncheon reception in
the Bel Air Hotel and it was a photographers' and autograph hunters'
paradise! After a four-day honeymoon, the newlyweds went to Las
Vegas where Vic had a singing engagement at the Sands HoteL Then
back to the Beverly Hills house
they've rented with an option to buy.
Although their courtship was brief,
Pier and Vic should have a balmy
marriage; they're very much in love,
have no religious differences and have
the

same

Italian heritage.

And

(Continued on page 74)

Pier's

FRANK SINATRA
Doris

and Frank
Sing 'em as
Only THEY CAN!
til

my love

comes to

me'

you my love'
'just one of those things'
'one for my baby'
'someone to watch over me'
'young at heart'
'hold me

in

your arms'

'there's a rising moon'

'ready willing and able'

Nobody knew what
Barney would do nextand she didn't care,
just so he did

it

with her!

Another
sensation-role
for Sinatra,

dream-teamed
with Doris and

presented

*

by
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VIRGINA
of

GRACE KELLY

stoically takes

Bill

Holden's tongue-lashing

in

MAYO struggles to

Newman

Paul

"The

in

keep the love

Silver

Chalice."

the dramatic "Country Girl."

Coming
Attractions
BY RAHNA MAUGHAN
THERE'S
tin

The Country

Crosby's

Girl

Fear takes many forms, but perhaps
the most numbing is the fear of
failure. It's this lack of belief in one's
self that starts musical comedy star
Bing Crosby skidding into the unreality of an alcoholic's fantasy. About
the time his career begins to lose

and freshness, Crosby's young
son is killed in a tragic accident. He
uses the child's death as proof that
he's incapable of assuming responsibilities. Their son gone, wife Grace
Kelly is forced to take on a new
mother's role. She becomes the keeper of a cunning, suspicious drunkard.
Whatever Grace does to bring back
the husband she once loved, director
William Holden matches, in another
way, by his efforts to bring back
the star he once knew. Convinced
Crosby and only Crosby can play
lustre

the lead in a new musical, Holden
gambles the entire production on his
hunch. When rehearsals uncover the
frailty of Holden's judgment, he looks
for

an

answer,

and

finds

it

with

help,

in

Grace

whom

he

tabs as a domineering, possessive,
frustrated female. Holden's whiplash
opinions are finally reversed in an
explosive scene, and he leaves loving
the woman he once hated. For great,
moving drama, this adaptation of the
Clifford Odets' play will be hard to
beat, and so will the performances
of Kelly, Crosby and Holden, all three
are nothing short of great. (Para-

mount.)

The

chaos on the midway when Marand Lewis take over in "Three-Ring Circus."

For this reason,
Palance wished to
steal and destroy the chalice. His inof

Jack

tentions were to form a new religious
order, thereby gaining power over
the people of Rome. Besides Newman's struggle to keep the chalice
safe until its completion, he has a
personal
struggle
which involves
childhood sweetheart Virginia Mayo,
and one of his Christian benefactors,
Pier Angeli. In this spectacle of love
and adventure during Biblical times,
full

Silver Chalice

Christianity.

magician

use

is

made

WarnerColor as

from Thomas Costain's
best-selling novel that wove its
numerous side plots around the fascinating mystery of what happened
to the Holy Grail, the silver-embossed
cup used at the Last Supper. Young
though he is, Paul Newman has great
skill at fashioning silver into objects
of beauty. It is he, who, after being
sold into slavery by a jealous uncle,
is commissioned by the Christians to
make the chalice. No ordinary cup,

Adapted

of CinemaScope and
befits a multi-million

(Warner Brothers.)

dollar production.

'

this is destined to

become the symbol

So This

Is

Technicolor splurge

Paris
of

music and

the exuberance
of three American sailors on leave

fun that has

all

Operators all, Tony Curtis,
Gene Nelson and Paul Gilbert don't
in Paris.

intend leaving Paree unless they can
lay claim to having triumphed under
the Arch of Triumph, sighed in Versailles, and are rated champs on the

Champs

Elysees. Naturally, their

am-

would be advanced no end if
they
could find
three
amenable
French dolls. Curtis, a dazzler in
navy blues, is first to get on course
with chanteuse Gloria De Haven, but
runs aground when he learns she's
from Jackson Heights, L. L, and has
bitions

—

From the Sensational

comers Magazine Story

"THEY STOLE '2,500,000 AND GOT AWAY WITH

—

five
count 'em five children. It's
true the tykes are war orphans, but
sacre bleu it does present a problem,
especially since Gloria is having trouble supporting her brood. In one
grand gesture befitting the United
States Navy, Curtis and his two
chums decide to toss a benefit for the
youngsters. They commandeer Corinne Calvet's town house, while the
heiress is visiting papa, herd in all
her well-heeled amis and raise the
necessary cash. They also raise quite
a storm when Corinne returns unexpectedly with the gendarmes in tow.
However, there's no crisis in France,
or anywhere else for that matter,
which can't be solved by a brisk exchange of lip rouge. (U.I.)

TOUGH ANP
TERRIFIC
IN

A

KIND OF

Three-Ring Circus
Taking

. . .

ROLE!

a lion-taming course under

Jerry Lewis' faint
on something less
violent, like being a clown. Pal Dean
Martin goes in for more substantial
the
heart

G.I.

Bill,

really set

is

—

game women and money. As if
Joanne Dru's circus isn't having
enough trouble with temperamental
stars, one of whom is Zsa Zsa Gabor,
the boys add their scintillating brand
of madness to the operation. Martin
gets the bright idea of putting

gam-

bling concessions on the midway.
Joanne doesn't like Martin or his
shady brainstorms, but she's forced
to go along with him in one desperate
attempt to save the circus. Completely
oblivious, as usual, to the clash and
tension around him, Jerry finally gets
his big chance as a clown. He's a
huge success, and it looks as though
the circus is solidly back in business.
Like all true love, however, Joanne
and Martin have a few more battles
to go through, and Zsa Zsa has a few

TONY CURTIS
JULIE

ADAMS

GEORGE NADER

(Continued on page 72)

GOBS
Curtis

Paul Gilbert,
the loose

on

Gene Nel son and Tony
in

"So

This

Is

Paris."

Directed by

JOSEPH PEVNEY-

Screenplay by

SIDNEY BOEHM

•

Produced by

AARON ROSENBERG
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happy about SCREENLAND
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FROM A LONG

and SILVER SCREEN resuming publication?

Happy? Looks like they flipped! And
we when we saw the flood of wires and
that

poured

in.

Here's

just

so did
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a sample!
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Dear Readers:
These wires and letters are just a
sample of the tremendous enthusiasm
with which Hollywood's great stars
have welcomed SCREENLAND magazine back to the newsstands. We hope
that your response — and we'll welcome your letters — will be equally

PINES'
KBO L

enthusiastic.

issue of SCREENfeatures more than ever
the fresh, exciting, picture-packed interest you've come to expect from this

The current

LAND now
fine

magazine. If you like it, we're sure
magazine,

you'll like, too, its sister

SILVER SCREEN, which

UNI O N

will also

be on the stands soon. Unless we miss
our guess, you won't want to miss
either. Here's to happy reading!
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donna?

fatale? here

the truth about

Grace Kelly, the

girl

who's

the talk of moviedom

NO ALOOFNESS

here.

Grace

with

Jean

Pierre

Aumont

in

N.

Y

GRACE KELLY:

HOLLYWOOD'S NEW
GARBO?
BY BILL TUSHER
t
I

would be an

over-simplification, in fact an outright
Grace Kelly despises Hollyher actions she gives every indication that

injustice, to suggest that

wood, yet by

She just can't seem to put Hollywood behind
her fast enough. The latest incident to give credence
to this was her recent hush-hush departure for the
East. No sooner was "To Catch A Thief" completed,
than the regal Miss Kelly packed her bags and took to
her heels. She didn't even make herself available to the
studio for photo layouts and interviews, as is customary
even for the most difficult stars.
So shrouded in secrecy was her departure that her
absence wasn't discovered until a day or two later, when
she was spotted dining at the Colony in New York with
Oleg Cassini. Then Grace, who despises being stared
at, realized with a start that even in New York she
could no longer revel in her fondly remembered preHollywood anonymity. And it was for this very reason
that she had hurriedly left the film capital!
The plain truth is that in Grace Kelly Hollywood has
found a new Greta Garbo. Like the immortal Sphinx
of the Swedish wastes, Grace wants nothing more passionately than to be alone. Hollywood hasn't seen an
this is so.

addiction to solitude the likes of Grace Kelly's since
Garbo uttered her deathless "I tank I go home."
By any Hollywood standards, Grace Kelly is an iconoclast, and although the land of magic lanterns frequently

kinder to non-conformists than other strata of society,
her particular variance with Hollywood mores is not
sitting too well with many of the town's self-styled

is

mahatmas.
Yes, there is heresy abroad in the community of the
wide screen and the short marriage. There is a cult
of non-believers who refuse to sink to their knees and
join in the orgy of deification which has surrounded the
already legendary Miss Kelly a composed, captivating
Philadelphia blueblood who in the brief span of a year
has conquered the national imagination as the heroine
of seven Grade A flickers and the heroine of at least
four Grade A romances which Hollywood historians
have not yet been able to classify as fact or fiction.

—

lingering mystery about the precise depth of
The
Miss Kelly's widely publicized amours
only part
is

of the

growing aura

of

mystery that attaches

to

every-

thing else she does, many of the things she says, and
almost all of the things she thinks. In a pressure-cooker
rise to fame perhaps without precedent in all the flamboyant annals of Hollywood, the glacial beauty from the
City of Brotherly Love has become without so much
as bending her aristocratic pinky to woo such a furore
the movie colony's most talked about femme fatale
since Ingrid Bergman told a shocked and sanctimonious
world to go jump in the lake (Continued on page 14)

—
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GRACE KELLY

she

continued

refuses to be anything but herself off screen

while she repaired to Italy to bear a child for Roberto

entirely different light
"Country Girl."

by burly

Bill Perlberg,

producer

Rossellini.

of

Grace Kelly arrived in Hollywood with a built-in
horror of the spotlight and a lifetime passion for
privacy. Rather than a calculated campaign to generate
mystery, her aversion to publicity and crowds stems
largely from innate shyness and a stern concept of
personal dignity.
With a refreshing absence of false modesty, Grace
suggests and to all intents and purposes, already has
'proved that she can play anything on the screen, but
she refuses to play anything but herself off the screen.
This can be a dangerous luxury in a community where
so many actresses turn in their best performances away

"Sure, Grace has refused to do leg art," Perlberg
conceded. "It's all right for girls in that field, but not
for her. I don't remember Greta Garbo ever doing leg
art.
It's repugnant to Grace.
"She also deplores the fact that she's been overpublicized," he pointed out.
"She thinks over-exploitation and publicity have hurt her rather than helped
her.
She also deplores over-anxious publicity men
who coin phrases and attribute them to her."
But beyond the occupational hazards of excessive
fanfare, Grace Kelly shuns the spotlight for more
basic reasons psychological reasons cutting to her
way of life. She has been reared on the doctrine that
her personal life is a sacred thing, and since she respects the private lives of others, she does not consider
it unreasonable to demand that they respect the sanctity
of her private life. She doesn't regard it as inconsistent
or highhanded to welcome the acclaim of the public on
the screen, and to resent being leered at and pulled at
in the flesh.
She is dedicated to her art, rather than to her public,
and to Grace as well as to those who ardently champion her-^-this is not snobbery, but the secret of why she
has the potential of greatness as an actress. She stoutly
maintains, and those closest to (Continued on page 16)

—
—

from the sound

Without

stages.

doubt, Grace Kelly's distaste for publicity
has contributed to the impression that she is another Garbo. She expects to be left alone when she is
dining in a restaurant or dancing at a night club, but
more than anything else, she evidently would like to
be left alone by the press.
This is not because she is anti-social or anti-press,
however. It's true that one Fableville press agent told
me, "She not only doesn't say thanks for her buildup,
she doesn't even cooperate most of the time." On the
other hand, Kelly's allergy to publicity is seen in an

—

—

"THE COUNTRY GIRL"

with

while she has

Bill

Holden

and

Binq

proves

she

made Hollywood

her support her in this contention, that she does like
people. She merely happens to like them in small doses,
taken slowly. That, her supporters point out, is her
nature. Since it is honest, they hold that it could not be
snobbery because snobbery is an affectation.
Even if she had been disposed to relax her natural
reluctance to share her private life with her public, her
early encounters with movieland gossip columnists succeeded only in reinforcing her determination to bolt the
doors on her personal affairs.
She was devastated by gossip items that fanned her
friendship with Clark Gable and Ray Milland into
romantic proportions, and even cast her in the role of a
homewrecker when Milland was separated from his wife.
She denounced these tidbits as slanderous untruths and
inexcusable exaggerations, and it came as priceless irony
when one syndicated keeper of Hollywood's morals who
had been critical of Grace's alleged romantic excursions,
saw fit to advise Miss Kelly in print:
"If she'll just use the cautious signal in guiding her
private life, she'll not miss out on stardom."
Grace is not only cautious about protecting her pri-

16

Crosby,

has

the

potential

of

greatness

as

an

actress.

history Grace Kelly

vacy, she is adamant on the subject, but not, as might
be suspected, to the point where it has become a
psychosis.
I asked Grace why, feeling as strongly as she does
about having her privacy violated, she wanted to be a
movie actress, and I stumbled upon a vein of the wry
Kelly wit.
"I like to make money," she deadpanned. "It is very

gratifying to

make money

yourself."

She had no trouble convincing me she meant it when
she went on to tell me:
"I'm very honest with myself. I know my good points
and my bad."
Having been adequately briefed by others on her good
points, I expressed interest in her bad points.
"Those," she smiled firmly, "I'm not going to

tell."

unorthodox
her
toward Hollywood has
As been,
her reluctance
even those who are annoyed
as

attitude

at

to lend herself to

any further publicity binges are hesi-

tant about questioning her

"She could be

right."

wisdom

one puzzled veteran of the Holly -

GRACE'S

approach to Hollywood

has also

is

completely

professional.

Her

kicks

come

-from her work rather

than the adulation so many seek.

made enemies

wood drum beating wars mused. "She's a canny dame."
To this proposition, director Alfred Hitchcock, another of Grace's ardent boosters, lent terse support.
Although he himself predicts screen greatness for Kelly,
he refuses to be overly impressed by all the commotion
made over her devotion to her craft.
"She'd be a fool not to be dedicated," he told me on
Thief."
the set of "To Catch
fool then, Grace Kelly is not. Nor a snob, nor a
prima donna. As to those whom she might unwittingly
have rubbed the wrong way, she has the grace and the

A

A

sense

—

—to be philosophical.

"I've been so busy working," she explained to me,
"that I haven't really realized what other people are
saying."
Even if she does, the odds are that nothing she may
happen to overhear will persuade Hollywood's new
Garbo to change her views. As long as her performances
continue to be of the same high calibre, her legend will

grow, and the palace guards will mumble, but the peasants, being pretty sensible people, will gladly go on
according her acclamation as they did Garbo.
END

—

HER

most serious romance has been with Oleg Cassini, but there
marrying. As usual, Grace isn't talking.

ore doubts about their
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THE STARS AT PLAY

debbie's
charlestoi

party
WHO'S TIRED?

MARATHON

Charleston with Leon Tyler was party high point.

23 skidoo and
oh you

kid,

turn

the clock back
in

what Debbie and
her pals did

18

Friend Tyler

is,

but Debbie's just warming up.

THE STARS AT PLAY

TAB HUNTER

showed up

in

continued

flashy blazer

and skimmer.

the Roaring Twenties

were recreated

in

Debbie's garageEDDIE FISHER

turned-playroom

PAT CROWLEY
flappers,

20

flanked

and

Lori

Nelson, decked out

Eddie Fisher during a

and Debbie had a few moments together at the shindig which was

well-chaperoned and bathtub

like

relatively

a couple of

quiet

moment.

gin-less. Isn't that a love-light shining in Eddie's

RACE GENTRY

eyes?

is about to sample a cheese-filled celery stalk
tendered by Lori Nelson. Plenty of grub kept all the guests happy.

ROCK HUDSON:

SCARED
OF

ARRI AGE?

he used to lead with his chin, but today he keeps his guard up
against all comers, can anyone make him fall ?

BY PAUL BENEDICT
is little that love-happy Hollywood follows
with more fascination these days than the romantic
fortunes of lanky, easy-going Rock Hudson who would,
from all appearances, seem to have been waging a long
and frighteningly successful battle to preserve his
bachelorhood against a relentless onslaught of irresis-

There

women.
Thus it was a matter

tible

of more than passing interest
the bushy-haired, boyish darling of UniversalInternational's star roster showed up in Paris before
reporting for "Captain Lightfoot" in Ireland, on a sightseeing safari with his co-star, Barbara Rush, Barbara's
husband, Jeff Hunter, and the TJ-I script girl assigned
to "Lightfoot."
It was the identity of this girl that gave the incident
more than pedestrian significance. For she was Bud
Abbott's non-acting niece, Betty Abbott, the slender
blonde who had been cornering the highly covetous
Rock Hudson market until he sailed for Erin. As one

when

wry observer

of I'affaire

Abbott-Hudson remarked,

"If

she doesn't make it now, she never will."
Rock, of course, returned from Europe as unattached
as when he had left, and the comment about Betty's big
chance might well prove prophetic. For since Rock's
(Continued on page 24)

HAVING FUN

with Barbara Rush

simply waiting for the right

girl

and Mamie Van Doren.

Is

Rock

or are his intentions strictly frivolous?

I

ROCK HUDSON

continued

Rock's relationships with

movie queens are only
casual; he regards

them as

bad marriage risks
homecoming, he has continued to date Betty, to be sure,
but just as she failed to monopolize his attentions on
the Continent, she has put no brand on his heart back
in Hollywood.
European beauties from Ireland to Italy behaved as
if it were open season on Rock, and he did nothing to
discourage their charming aggressions. During a threeday London stopover en route to the Paris reunion with
Betty, Rock renewed acquaintances with a lovely and
composed English actress named Jill Clifford. But expected and, in some quarters, hoped for romantic re-

ADAMS

JULIA
escorted

to

is

occasionally

Hollywood

functions

by Rock, but there's no romance.

—

—

percussions didn't
Taylor-like allure,

come off. Whatever Jill's Elizabeth
Rock managed to tear himself away.

Hollywood, he provided new grist for the
by showing up at bistros like the Moulin
Rouge. Ciro's, Villanova, and the Captain's Table with
a sparkling, blue-eyed doll named Phyllis Gates. Rock
didn't have to wander far to discover Phyllis. He found

Back

in

gossip mills

her in the office of his agent, Henry Willson, where
toils
as an assistant agent and secretary.
Because of her work, she is in a position to understand Rock's professional problems, and to share in,
rather than compete with, the excitements of his career.
She hails from a small town with largely the same midwestern background as Rock. And since these assets are
wrapped up in a fetching, poised package, the area of
potential would seem wide indeed.
Rock, and those in whom he confides, insists, at least at
this stage, that it is nothing more than friendship with
the willowy brunette, a former airline hostess with a
breezy personality and a gay sense of humor, two
Phyllis

virtues very

much

to

Rock's

taste.

But while Phyllis has caught Rock's eye, Betty Abbott
has not gone into eclipse, total or otherwise. So the
seemingly endless see-saw for Rock's affection goes on.

^%ut

PIPER LAURIE
same

and Rock are
studio so that

stars

at the

gives

them something

in

common.

—

the time has come in fact it has been long
overdue to examine the truth about Rock Hud-

—

son's bachelorhood.

Does he start running every time he sees the marriage
gleam in a girl's eyes, or is he merely waiting to recognize that gleam in the right set of distaff peepers? Does
he actually flit in and out of every amour with a sandwich sign proclaiming: "Intentions Strictly Frivolous?"
Or could it be that this fundamentally uncomplicated
guy has no preconceived notions whatever, frivolous or
solemn, when he dates a fair young maiden? Has he
really declared a moratorium on marriage, or has
marriage declared a moratorium on him?
Does he have to be brain- (Continued on page 26)

TERRY MOORE'S

vivaciousness appeals to Rock. They're alike

in

that they both play the field.

ROCK HUDSON

continued

Rock's attitude

is:

"let marriage find

ANY GIRL aspiring
not

to relieve Rock of his bachelorhood had better
be horrified at seeing her husband romp around in shorts.

ROCK'S

me." But will it?

up any notion of reforming hi:
enthusiasm for casual dressing and l.vmc

wife would have to give

and instead share

his

of bachelor habits before he is ready for wedding
Does he fear marriage as a trap that'd rob him
Are there any remaining phases of
of his freedom?
maturing he feels he has to go through? Or is he merely
waiting for and willing to let marriage find him?
Rock, like any other man with the wisdom to learn

washed
bells?

—

—

And his
is the sum of his experiences.
experiences with Hollywood women, at least one of
whom he had sought for his bride, had caused him to
reach the rather painful conclusion that for him maras he yearns,

would be disastrous.
Rock may not have a long face, but he does have a
long memory. His attitude toward actresses is colored
by his recollection of Hollywood dolls who wouldn't be
caught dead looking at him when he was a newcomer,
but who made spectacles gushing over him as soon as
he made his mark as a star. It is colored also by recollections of disillusionment when in good faith he went
riage to an actress

HE'LL brook no suppression of his personality. Prefers to spend
the radio.
evenings at home listening to records and music on
26

on dates with Hollywood beauties only to discover that
he had been trapped into publicity parties or other
ballyhooed expeditions. And it is colored perhaps most
of all by his ill-fated romance with Vera-Ellen.
For a year, he paid exclusive, warm-hearted court
to Vera. Rock was about as gone as any goose gets, and
although it might not have been a matter of wide public
knowledge, marriage was very much on his mind. It
would be difficult to pinpoint just where disintegration
set in, but there was no overt break between Rock and
Vera. When the romance was not resolved, as Rock
devoutly wished it to be. in marriage, they began

and with

ROCK
dinner

whom?

"CAPTAIN LIGHTFOOT":

doesn't want to be pinned

hours

or

to

suffer

any

down to set
regimentation.

as an

Irish

each other anymore.
While Rock seems to have survived this great disappointment of his life with no visible scars, it can
scarcely be doubted that it must have left a mark on
his thinking, and must have contributed to his low
opinion of the capacity and willingness of actresses to
drifting apart until they didn't see

adjust adequately to the

demands

of marriage.

shapes up not so much as a man hell-bent on
bachelorhood as a man hell-bent on the right kind
of marriage. He kept leading with his chin, and as time
went on he suffered other jolts. He became tremendously

Rock

enamored

of a

well-known Hollywood divorcee, a few

human nature being the
woman lost Rock when
her own insecurity. She made

years older than he, but

sad
she
fell into the trap of
the
fatal error of doubting Rock's sincerity, and accusing
him of feigning affection for her because of what she
could do for him.
Bitterness did not overtake Rock. He lost none of his
fundamental gentility. He did not moralize or blame
people for being what they were, and what, manifestly,
they could not help being. Nevertheless, the impact of
these disappointments helped him to crystallize what it
was that he wanted in a woman and he naturally gravi-

mess

it

sometimes

is,

this

tated in that direction.

The truth about Rock Hudson's bachelorhood, in
it is as vulnerable as a sitting duck in a

short, is that

shooting gallery.

It

will

comes along. The idea

of

topple

when

marriage in

the right girl
holds no

itself

patriot to

In

woo Barbara

his

new

film,

Rock takes time out from activities

Rush, headstrong daughter of a co-conspirator.

terrors for Rock.

The thought

of a

the daylights out of him.
Any girl who aspires to relieve

would

bad marriage scares

Rock

of his bachelor

herself of any
notions of reforming him. She'd better not be possessive.
Jealous females are anathema to Rock. She'd better
share his enthusiasms for casual dressing and casual
living. She'd better not be horrified at seeing her husband romp around the house in shorts or less. He's not
much for night-clubbing. She'd better share his love for
listening to records and music on radio, for killing an
evening lounging around the house. She'd better not
have any ideas of making him jettison his old friends.
Big star that Rock now is, she'd better not try to persuade him that it's beneath his station to wash his own
car. She'd better not flirt with any plans of fitting him
into domestic routine. The only routine he's willing to
submit himself to is studio routine. He doesn't want to
be pinned down to hard and fast dinner hours, or to
suffer any regimentation. And he'll brook no suppression of his personality. Rock Hudson's woman will not
make the sad faux pas of jockeying him or pushing him
identity

first

have

to

relieve

—

around.
The inescapable conclusion is that the days of Rock
Hudson's bachelorhood are numbered. There is no question but that he is inexorably headed for the altar. The
question is what fair damsel will take this coveted
husky by the hand and lead him to the preacher.
Rock Hudson's attitude: Let marriage find me. And
it

will!

END
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MARILYN MONROE

MELANCHOLY
BABY
is

Marilyn's emotional security compatible with her

having a career? must she give up one for the other?

BY JANE MASON
fame and fortune have cost a pretty price—and
HerMarilyn
Monroe paying
Strange, that this girl
is

who

it.

the greatest sex symbol of our time, should
find it so difficult to find what thousands even millions
of women leading unspectacular lives have emotional
security and happiness.
Until that momentous day in early October when the
story of her separation from Joe DiMaggio hit the front
pages, the mountainous fan mail received by this goddess
of love indicated she was the most envied doll in the
land. Women of all ages wrote they'd gladly change
places with her and many younger ones imitated her.
Didn't she have everything? Thousands of men adoring
her, a world-famed husband, world-wide popularity of
her own, the most extravagant of mink coats and cars,
a swimming pool, a whopping big salary?
But when the eager public read column after column
which hashed and rehashed the story of her life, it made
them, especially the women, think. As one astute young
housewife summed it up:
"I think I have something in my favor which Marilyn
didn't have: a happy life, a wonderful childhood, a fine
family and lots of friends. This has given me peace of
mind and emotional security. Marilyn's horribly unhappy early life apparently left her longing for affection
and adulation, dreading poverty and insecurity. So she
has over-compensated by making her career, her success, the most important thing in her life."
Shortly before Joe made his typically terse statement

—

is

—

—

of 'Til never be back," and left their Beverly Hills home,
he had been in New York with Marilyn for her location
work on "The Seven Year Itch." It {Continued on page 30)
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MARILYN MONROE
continued

was during this time that Marilyn's pictures with skirts
blowing up hit the prints. The stunt was part of the
script, but Joe didn't like it. He made it obvious. There
were quarrels.
Throughout his own

career, in which he became a
national hero, Joe avoided publicity. He's quiet, shy,
reticent an introvert. He loathed Hollywood chi-chi
in any form, especially big parties, premieres—the things

—

which Marilyn found
career.

A

attractive and necessary to her
friend of Joe's said recently, "Joe wanted a

wife, not a star."

Several months before their separation, one of Marico-workers prophesied, "If it's ever a question with
her of marriage or career, the marriage may go. She's
fought and worked so hard to reach her goal. To offset
her deeply-rooted feeling of inferiority she needs recognition, acceptance, and this she finds in her career."
Marilyn apparently recognized her conflict long ago;
she was treated by a psychiatrist for three years. And
her off-beat life story, her fame, her short-lived marriages have prompted many local psychiatrists, both professional and amateur, to remote analyses of her situation. One said, "I doubt if Marilyn is capable of a lasting
relationship with any man. When a woman becomes a
big star, it's almost a sure way of self-destruction. A
child must have attention from without, but when you
grow up you must have something inside to sustain you.
A star gets so much from the outside applause and
adulation that she loses whatever she had inside, particularly if she had an unhappy childhood. She loses a
sense of values. She is a child again."
Harsh words, those. But consider how few big feminine
stars have had lasting marriages.
The most important question for Marilyn's fans who
feel a deep-rooted interest in her future is: Can she
ever find happiness? Seemingly she has known it
briefly, but only briefly, in two broken marriages. Or
can her career give her what she wants? Let's, as the
politicians say, look at the record.
lyn's

—

—

early life provides an all-time high in Cinderella stories. She was born Norma Jean Mortenson on June 1, 1926 at Los Angeles General Hospital.

Marilyn's

Her

father was already dead and her mother, a onetime film cutter, was mentally ill and unable to care for
her. As an alumna of the Los Angeles Orphanage, she
grew up in eleven different foster homes, never finding
the security and love necessary to the development of
a well-adjusted youngster. It was a bitter experience.
Then, before she was 16, Marilyn, anything but the
beauty she is today, fell in love and married James
Dougherty, a neighborhood boy. She had a home at

and happiness. She even packed love notes in his
lunch box, told Jim that she cooked "carrots and peas
together because the colors looked pretty on a plate."
last

STUDIO

To

hairdresser tends to Marilyn's coiffure before shooting starts.

offset her deeply-rooted
feeling of inferiority,

Marilyn needs recognition and
this she finds in her career
30

They had a quiet life, usually staying home evenings.
But Dougherty, now a Los Angeles policeman happily
remarried and the father of three daughters, recalls that
"Norma Jean never wanted children." He went off to
war as a merchant seaman and she went to work in a
parachute factory. Her picture in a company magazine
brought her to the attention of a photographer who in
turn suggested that she learn something about modeling
and took her to the Blue Book Models School. Photographers liked her enthusiasm and diligence. She learned
to pose, to "smile lower," and soon she was appearing in
ads and even on magazine covers. Later she had a screen
test at 20th Century-Fox and was given a stock contract
(Continued on page 32)
at $75 a week.

—

MARILYN MONROE

.

continued

All during this period, with Jim overseas, she didn't
date anyone else, according to the other models. They
also recall that if she had any acting ambitions, before
she was invited to make her first screen test, she kept
the fact a secret.
But somewhere along in there she hitched her wagon
to the glamor star. When Jim returned home he found
Marilyn changed; she felt she needed to be single to find
film fame. She went to Las Vegas and got a divorce.
After that she went after a film career with singleness of purpose. While other girls were dating, she concentrated on learning to act, to walk, to beautify herself.

day in 1951 Marilyn met Joe DiMaggio on a blind
Onedate.
He was world famous and she at that time
just another struggling young actress; her nude
calendar wasn't out yet and her real publicity campaign
had not even started.
"I liked his seriousness," she said then. "I can spot a

was

this man was real." They started dating.
Marilyn's career went into high gear. She became a
star. Column after column and photo after photo recorded her latest sayings usually quite uninhibited
and doings. Hollywood and the world were at her feet
when last January she and Joe were married.
Marilyn's quotes to the press then took on the homeyfolksy quality. She told newsmen she built her marriage

phony and

—

around one rule: Keep your man happy with everything from a special television chair to breakfast in a
big, double bed. She confided that she sometimes even
ironed a shirt for Joe. But she was also working hard
in "There's No Business Like Show Business" and would
come home exhausted. Joe watched TV or went out for
long poker sessions. Marilyn would sleep or study.
In her divorce testimony she said that Joe went into
moods and didn't speak to her for days and that he never
wanted her to have friends at the house.
Her health was not good. She had virus infections,
allergies, headaches and frequent colds and she was
anemic. All these, according to the psychosomatic
theory of medicine, usually are related to emotional
difficulties, nervous strain, deep-seated fears or insecurities.
Although her marriage had brought her some
emotional security, it also presented additional conflict
for she was being pulled in two directions.
At the Santa Monica courtroom where she received
her divorce, she was smartly dressed, but she appeared
weary and somewhat drawn. She smiled only when
asked -to by photographers and then unconvincingly.
Later when asked if she thought she'd marry again, she
said, "Of course I'm not thinking of that yet. I'm not
dating anybody and have no plans to. But I hope to
marry again. I still want to have a baby."
So the unanswered question stands can Marilyn find
happiness?
In her success she has found one answer to her need
for recognition and acceptance, an answer to her fears.
But she's still a woman and wants another answer to
her need for emotional security home, husband and
family. Will she be able to cope with both career and
marriage in the future?
At any rate, thousands of Marilyn's fans have come
to a greater understanding of their blonde favorite, have
realized that certainly in her case all the glitter was not
gold. She's been paying the price for her fame and glory.
And those fans sincerely hope that someday she can find
real, lasting happiness.
15
rf

—

—
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FOR

a time,

MARILYN

it

seemed the "DiMaggios could make a go of marriage.

didn't object to this type of publicity,

seemed

to enjoy

it.

—

I|!
,

I

HE DIDN'T

The

TRY TO

ME

date

first

date with Tab

first
I

had with Tab Hunter amazed me. He

didn't try to kiss me good-night. Tab is so tall and
good-looking in a clean, outdoors, athletic sort of way,
with his unruly blond hair, and that flash of interest
and love of life in his blue eyes that I fully expected to

be swept right

had

off

my

feet!

having accepted the date
little anxious as
we left to drive off in Tab's little coupe of ancient
vintage. Father didn't say it, but he was thinking, I
could tell by the rise of his brow: "Drive carefully, son.
Don't let anything happen to our daughter."
Tab seemed aware of Daddy's thoughts, because he
turned back after helping me in the car and said, "Don't
worry, Mr. Nelson, I'll have Lori home early after the
I

and

KISS

my

"on

slight misgivings for

my

mother and father seemed a

premiere— that

is

you don't mind

if

if

we

stop for a

sandwich."

From

GOOD-

that

to a date

moment

with Tab.

have always looked forward
parents adore him, and I think

on, I

My

he is one of the most interesting and most different boys
I have ever met. I also think he has a certain code and
such a wonderful set of values on life that he can't miss
being one of the big stars in this business.
On the way to the premiere that first night, Tab was
talkative with something worthwhile and interesting
to talk about. There were none of those long pauses or
attempts to make conversation. He is thoroughly relaxed and knows where he is going and what he wants
out of life. He has a great depth of sincerity and a tremendous enthusiasm, coupled with faith in people and
a certain humility that endears him to everyone. When
the fans stopped him for autographs, he was still mindful of me and was not carried away with the attentions.
Later, we went to the Mocambo, and I presumed he
was a regular patron. I learned later, however, that at

—

NIGHT"
By LORI NELSON
AN ORCHID

for Lori. Tab's relaxed

and attentive on date.

i

that time for Tab to take a date to the Mocambo could
mean he'd eat peanut butter and jelly sandwiches at>
home for the rest of the week to make up the difference.
His earnings had to go for skating lessons and his horse,
and sometimes his spending money ran out during long
waits between pictures. He took me to the Mocambo
because he thought I'd like to go. And when he deposited me on my doorstep, we still had so much to talk
about that it didn't seem possible the evening had ended,
i

How

called the next day. "Hi!
are you? This is
I hope I'm not calling too early," he said.
watch had nine a.m. straight up. "I've been getting up

Tab

My

Tab.

at six

every morning for so long, that it's hard for me
up so I can make my calls," hej!

to wait for people to get

"How's your father? Your'!
how's Ricky?" Ricky's my Boston bull.
Tab was really interested in his inquiries about myjj
family. "Would you like to go out to an early dinnerand show next week?" he asked. He was asking for a
date a week in advance. I said yes, that I would love to.
Tab replied, "Fine good I'll call you later." There was
no honey-doll, baby-doll salutations, and his conversation was brief. But he seemed sincere.
Tab chose the Encore, a quiet {Continued on page 37)
said

half -apologetically.

mother?

And

I

—

—

TAB

confesses

his

love for

Mono Freeman

in

"Battle Cry."

Right:

A

note for the

girl

he can't forget as he heads for Marine boot camp.

BATTLE CRY
GIRLS

and bars break routine of the Marines' rugged

life

and Tab, who

is

trying to stay true to

Mono,

is

twitted by Perry

Lopez.

TAB HUNTER

continued

"although his movie career

how

forgotten

to be a

restaurant to dine. He ordered a wonderful dinner
and we topped it with cheese cake.
We talked and forgot about the movie we had planned
on seeing. "I never thought of a picture career," he

my

said in reply to
question. "My first love is skating.
Some day, Lori, I hope to be a top skater. I'm working
real hard at it. And I love horses. I want to make good

—but

I

am

still

going along with skating."

Three years and many dates later, Tab and I are still
very good friends. We were dining again at the Encore.
"This is where we first came," he laughed. Now Tab is
almost twenty-three and I am twenty-one. He had just
finished "Battle Cry" for Warner Bros, and was starting
"Track Of The Cat." The day had been Tab's red letter
day. He had passed his fifth test in amateur skating.
Also, a national poll had selected him as one of the top
ten new stars headed for box-office popularity. Had this
changed Tab or his ideals or his plans?
"People say they change that Hollywood changes
them," Tab observed in a reflective mood. "People
should only change for the better as they progress.
"Too much is made of the gossip and glamour of our
business. You know, Lori, when some of these remarkable things happen to me in pictures, I always remember that I am still Art Gelien, amateur ice skater. I still
love to work hard and play hard."

—

I have known Tab, his moods move
low and bounce back when he has been
between pictures too long. For a long while his chief
concern was keeping his horse. "All my life I dreamed
of a horse of my own," he'd say. Finally the horse had
to go when it didn't seem another picture was in sight.
Then presto! he was making another picture and he was
happy again. He bought a new flamingo red Ford convertible. Tab was so excited. "I used to feel embarrassed," he told me, "driving you up to a premiere in my
other car when you were dressed so beautifully. This
car does you justice."
Tab and I were invited to a costume party on Hallowe'en. "If you are all dressed up with feathers and a
Marie Antoinette wig, you can't have fun," Tab said.
"Let's just go as clowns and have a good time."
Tab and I had more laughs getting ready for the
party. We'd gone to Western Costume and rented big
clown shoes, and oversize pants in which we had to
stuff pillows. I obtained white and black and brown
clown make-up from U-I, where I was making
"Destry." No one recognized us when we first arrived

the three years

Infrom high

booming, Tab hasn't

really

gentleman—or a man,

little

in pictures

is

to

at the party.

Each time we go to a party or to some friend's house
on the way home Tab will often say, "It would
."
be wonderful to have your own home, your own
to dinner,

.

.

then he'll stop. "I can't think about getting married for
a long time," he'll sigh. "I've got to establish myself

and get settled first."
Tab's mother had a difficult time when she was left
with two small boys to raise alone. "My mother held
down two jobs to feed my brother and me. I try to

make

it

up

to

Mom

today for

either!"
all of

the sacrifices she

made."

One day Tab was quite upset. That was the day he
had moved out of the apartment he had always shared
with his mother to "go out on my own. I'm twenty-one,
and it wasn't fair of me to stay at home and take the
best years of her life. She is so attractive and still
young, and with me out of the way she'll meet new
people and maybe some day remarry and have all of the
security and happiness she deserves." Later, when his
mother was ill, Tab, filled with remorse, moved back
until her recovery. I so admire his consideration and
affection for his mother. He loves to pick out
clothes for her and I know that when she recovered
from her illness he had a new dress, gloves, hat and
pearls to surprise her. He is very clothes-conscious and
always comments on what I am wearing. He likes simple,
real

smart

clothes,

ONLY

23, there's

and

still

sometimes (Continued on page 38)

much

of the mischievous

little

boy

in

Tab

—

TAB HUNTER

'Tab's

continued

home

he

is

a two-room apartment, but

likes to step

out— and

he's

like all bachelors

always a wonderful date'

when we're

going to a premiere,

he'll

bring an orchid.

The night before a recent premiere, I saw Tab on
Peter Potter's "Juke Box Jury" TV show on which
guest stars decide whether as yet unreleased records
will be hits or misses. Tab again was completely honest,
giving his constructive criticism. There were only two

out of six records he liked. "I guess I'm skate-happy,"
he said apologetically, but sticking to his convictions.

We

each had other dates for the premiere. At the
theatre someone called to me. It was Tab. "Lori,
you look beautiful," he said, taking me in his arms and
giving me an affectionate kiss. He told me he had been
skating every morning for weeks and weeks for his
tests. "I have to get on the ice from 5:30 to 8 in the
morning, before it's time to go to the studio," he said.
"By eight at night I'm home in bed." I was so pleased,
so genuinely pleased that he had passed his test. Tab
had offered to teach me to ice skate. "When you're such
an expert, how could you want to take time to teach
me?" I asked. "I have a dream, Lori," he said. "Some
day I hope I can make the life story of Hans Brinker
of the silver skates. If you can skate too, maybe we
could be together in the picture."
The first few times Tab brought me home from a date,
as I said, he didn't try to kiss me good-night. But when
he did, it was a nice, affectionate, sincere kiss. Not one
of those just-kiss-kiss-kiss things which mean nothing
and girls might expect, but with sincerity, and then,
'

"Goodnight, Honey."

HE'S

brief

on

the

CONSERVATIVE

in

phone;

dress,

never

Tab

calls

a

prefers girls

girl

in

"honey-doll.'

simple clothes.

Tab is the nicest boy I have ever met. I always have
such fun and a wonderful time when I'm with him. END

TWO years

ago Tab "went on

his

own," baching

it

in

an apartment.

JUNIE

AND
HER
PAPA Dick Powell
Dick's

is

on

his

way

become a producer. Junie

ENTERTAINING
course, Junie's job.

to the office, the

bids her

Ricky and Pom when
Here they are taking a

man a

RKO

studios where

KIDS

wifely "goodbye."

their dad's

away

is,

of

whirl on the kiddie slide.

when papa
Junie,

9

s

away

Pamela and

Ricky do play

on their 58-acre
estate in Mandeville

Canyon.

There's

plenty of elbow

room for everyone

THE STARS AT HOME

BRUSHING

continued

Ricky's hair requires concentration, but Ricky takes

it

with

all

the poise and

aplomb

of his

famous dad. Nothing bothers him.

taking care of a couple of lively youngsters isn H an

easy job for a working mother, but Junie seems to thrive on
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it

PATRICK WAYNE

says:

"DONT
TANGLE
WITH
MY DAD"
morning I reported for work in Columbia's "The
Long Gray Line," I couldn't help hearing one grip
remark to another, "That's John Wayne's kid. I bet his
."
ol' man got him the job.
I'm sure they had neither expected me to overhear
them, nor to answer back, "No, he didn't!"

The

.

By
I

.

their expressions I could see that they didn't beI guess at 15 I'm not too convincing. But it

me.

lieve

neither got me this job, nor any other.
older brother, Michael, and I make
our own way, as he did when he grew up.
Of course, he doesn't put any obstacles in our way,
and the fact that he is my father has helped a great deal.
But when we were in Ireland during the filming of

was

He

true.

Dad

insists that

my

"The Quiet Man," for instance, Mike and I had approached Uncle Jack that's director John Ford to
give us a little part in it so we'd have some extra spending money. And it was Uncle Jack who got me the part
in "The Long Gray Line," which he's directing. Dad
wouldn't even coach me. "Your Uncle Jack is better
qualified for it than I am," he said. And he meant it.
Dad told us how he worked his way up the hard way
as a grip, as prop-man, assistant director, and bit player.
He told us about his ups-and-downs, and emphasized

PROUD Pop touch es up Pat's uniform for "The Long Gray Line.

—

—

that the sooner we learn to take care of ourselves, the
better off we are. "There's no short-cut to success," he

"The only way to get to the top is by hard
work, by giving your all." And he wasn't referring only
to work in pictures, because none of us
neither
Michael, who's 19, myself, nor my sisters, Toni, 18, and
Melinda, 13 know exactly what we want to do when
insisted.

too tough for

my

Pop, John Wayne, whether

it's

"nothing

is

digging ditches, wrestling an

—

—

Indian in the broiling sun,

we're grown-up.
I was never quite sure

what Dad had meant by "giving
accompanied him to Camargo, Mexico,
last summer, when he made "Hondo." Being a partner
in the company, he took an active part in the production
your

all," till I

as well as starring in the film.

One

afternoon,

Dad walked

(Continued on page 46)

or taking time out for a round

of football with us boys"
45

JOHN WAYNE'S SON

continued

"weekends with

duck

to

"TO US,

Dad

father, possibly

Dad

are always fun; hell hunt anything from a

a bargain when he

9

s

with us "

is
more pal than
because we don't live

when he feels fatherly
needed he administers it."

with him. But

authority

is

to some natives from a nearby village who were digging a trench for a scene in the film. They moved at a
snail's pace. After Dad watched them a few seconds,
he became impatient. "Anda," he shouted at them.
"Anda pronto!" Whether they understood his Spanish
or didn't, I don't know. But at any rate they didn't
shift into second.

up

—

—

—

which from atop a hill he jumped on an
Indian and shoved a knife in his side. It was a hard
scene, particularly in the heat which all but knocked
out every member of the cast and crew.
Everyone thought his jump and stab- were just fine.
Everyone but Dad, that is. "Could you see the Indian
while I stuck the knife in him?" he asked the camera
in a scene in

man.

Dad watched them

a few more minutes, I could see
that his temper rose to match the heat of the day.
Finally he couldn't control himself any longer. He
jumped into the trench, took off his shirt, grabbed the
shovel from one of the astonished Mexicans, and for 15
minutes dug furiously until he had accomplished more
than the six of them all afternoon. "ANDA!" he shouted
again as he threw the shovel back into the hands of the

As

—

Mexican. All of a sudden they understood what he had
meant. And from that moment on you should have seen

them

dig!

However, Dad's harder on himself than on anyone
around him. The day after the shovel incident, he was

46

."
"No, I didn't. I don't think it's that important.
."
"I think it is. The script called for it.
"But you don't have to climb up that hill and make
the jump all over again," the director assured him. "We
."
can fake it a little.
"Not on this picture," said Dad. And before it was
"just right," he had climbed up and jumped down six
more times. And at 137 degrees Fahrenheit!
But Dad isn't really as tough as he appears at times.
As a matter of fact, he can be quite sentimental. With
all the responsibility of starring in and co-producing
.

.

.

"Hondo"

last year,

to ten at night,

.

.

.

which meant working from dawn

every day of the (Continued on page 70)

He may

work the hardest, but he knows everyone needs a

little

play.
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"DORIS DAY

MY

IS

BOSS"

A POODLE'S-EYE VIEW BY "SMUDGY"

—

"she stumbled over me that's how we
met— she apologized, and well ..."

There comes a time in every dog's life when he finds

it

hard to hurdle a six-foot fence, when he has gained
a few extra pounds around the waist, and when he is
content to lie quietly in the sun and think.
I lie now upon a high chaise lounge in Doris Day's
yard, my eyes half-closed against the morning sun. Or
the thick grass Marty and Terry are playing catch, while
my mistress sleeps in the sun, as lazy for once as I am.
As I reflect upon the seven years of my life, remembered incidents take fire in the sun the evening I bi
Bill Holden's police dog, the time I brought my mistressi
a brick as a present and broke the toe of the friend
who was with her, the night she took my paws betweer
her hands and told me she was going to be married.
But all those things happened in my adulthood, no*

—

In the beginning, I was born.
two noble parents the Marquis and Marquise Roi Noir du Lac who saw to it that the firsi
months of my life were spent in acquiring that knowl-j
edge of manners, genealogy, and formal etiquette without which no well-born French poodle is allowed t<
at

the beginning.

was born

of

—

]

—

enter into society.
Alas, for such pride and education. Before I was sb
months old, I had been sold, chained, flogged, fondlet
by sniveling children, and forced to endure night afte
night of dull conversation. Suddenly I knew I had t<
get away.
I ran like I had never run before in all my lif e
ra?
until my paws were bloody. The world was before mewild and inviting. I would search it through until
found a master to follow, to walk behind.
I intelligently
decided that the obvious place t
look for one would be Beverly Hills, so noon foun
me stretched out on the sidewalk of Beverly Drive,
was approached by many people. (Continued on page 50

—

A BLUE-EYED
said,

48

and

in

blond* looked down at me. "I'm Doris Day," she
that moment I knew we were meant for each other.

j

DORIS DAY

continued

I'm of noble lineage, but
None of the men I saw suited me. I was about to give
up when a man with wavy black hair and deep black
eyes parked his car. I gave him my paw. He gave me
his hand. From his voice I knew he was English. One
of my ancestors had died at the battle of Waterloo, but
we French poodles are quick to forgive, so I drove home
with him. I walked happily into his house and I was
met by thirteen cats. I walked right out again. My
benefactor seemed to understand, so he boarded me in
the pound while he advertised for my owners.
At the end of a month my benefactor paid my board

NOT JEALOUS

I'M
day

I

of thai

monkey at Moulin Rouge,

found out quite dramatically how much

my

for one

mistress loved me.

don't mind at

I

all

being called Smudgepot by her"

He had an appointment with a photographer, Jack
Freeman, and he took me along. Jack and I liked each
other and so my benefactor presented me to Jack.
For a week I lay peevishly in the middle of his studio
floor, tripping my share of clients. On the seventh day
someone stumbled over me and said, "Jack, what's that
old smudgepot doing in the middle of the floor?"
I liked the voice immediately and stood up, since I
was taught never to greet a lady while lying down.
"Oh, I'm so sorry," the voice said. A blonde head
with bright blue eyes came down to my level. "Did I
insult you? Please forgive me."
I wanted to assure her that
I gave her my paw.
Chevalier Noir du Lac would not mind at all being
called a smudgepot by her.
"I'm Doris Day," she said, and I must admit that I
forgot my dignity just enough to wag my tail. In fact,
in that one moment I knew I had acquired a mistress
and no master would ever do for me. I gathered all of
Jack's discarded flash bulbs and brought them to her.
bill.

must have
She
home. When

felt

the

same way, because she took me

we walked

into the kitchen,

my

mis-

mother screamed and dropped a plate of spaghetti sauce on my head. My mistress' mother, unfortunately, had not had the pleasure of seeing a French
tress'

poodle before. I licked the spaghetti sauce, discovered that she was a wonderful cook, and we were
friends.

was

a nice life. That first year I considered myself
of the house and I patroled the grounds every
morning and evening, picking up anything my mistress
It

the

man

might have
stranger

left in

the yard and

making sure

that

no

was around.

At six o'clock each night I stood at the front gate,
with a present for my mistress wrapped between my
teeth. I liked to surprise her so sometimes I brought a
bone, sometimes a pretty rock, sometimes an attractive
geometric shape from the rubbish pile. She was always
properly grateful and surprised. We would walk together into the living-room; then she would kick off
her shoes and relax. It was my job to take them upstairs for her.

After supper we would rehearse. She would go over
her script for me while I listened with a critical ear.
Later, when I had curled up on the foot of her bed for
the night, she told me any problems she had had during
the day. Naturally, I was always on her side. It is a
dog's privilege, you know, not to consider right and
wrong, and my sympathy always seemed to help.
It was a good life, and only one thing worried me. 1
could not be sure that she loved me as much as I loved
her. I found out quite dramatically.
I was sunning myself on the porch when my mistress'
mother decided to back the car into the driveway. I
assisted. When we had backed the car to my satisfaction, the telephone rang. My mistress' mother ran to
the house, leaving me in the car.
I prepared to wait (she sometimes talked for an hour
or more). But this time, three hours passed and she
still hadn't returned.
(I learned (Continued on page 52)

A FAST GAME
havoc with

Doris'

(i always retrieve the balls) often plays
pedal pushers but Marty comes to the rescue.

of catch

5!

DORIS DAY

"Doris
I

is

always so gay

almost forgot how well

she can emote

saw Young
4

I

had forgotten about me.) Then another
hour went by, and I heard her whistling and calling me.
It seemed undignified to bark back at her, so I waited.
Less than fifteen minutes later, my mistress came
home and ran to the front porch. "Smudgy," she shouted.
"Smudgy."
I felt so choked up I couldn't even bark.
Then she and her mother disappeared down the street.
I barked, but they didn't hear me. I watched them stop
at each house and ask for me. I jumped into the front
seat and barked louder. My mistress started running
towards me. She opened the door and held me so
tightly I could hardly breathe and I didn't even care,
because I could feel her tears against my fur.
It was only a few weeks after this that we were about
to go to sleep when she took both my paws between her
hands and said, "Smudgy, I'm going to tell you something I haven't told anyone. I'm going to be married."
She looked at me and I felt obliged to smile and wag
my tail, although I was really wondering how this would
later that she

continued

'til

at Heart

affect us.

She seemed

to

know what

worry, Smudgy," she
without you."

said.

I

was

thinking. "Don't
I couldn't do

"Marty and

made me feel a great deal better to know that it
was Marty she was going to marry, since he already
knew the right way to scratch my ears and the correct
It

I

DIDN'T

know there was a dog

her new film.

in

Hm,

I

wonder

"YOUNG AT HEART
MOODY

but brilliant Frank Sinatra

height to bounce tennis balls. He wouldn't have to be
trained. And yet it did give me a funny feeling to
realize that my life was going to change.
I didn't have to worry. Marty and my mistress got
married and went on a honeymoon while I stayed home
to guard the house.
The big change came a few months later. We moved.
The new house had a volleyball court and a swimming
pool and lots more ground to protect so I grew quite
ferocious towards dangerous people like the milkman.
Someone had left a pile of bricks in the yard so I had
a new gift to bring my mistress each night. I learned
to do a very good swan dive off the high board by
watching Marty, and the people next door had a tennis
court so I was properly supplied with balls and could

show

is

the cause of Doris' sadness.

SHE

off

whenever anyone came

to

swim

should have married Gig Young, but then there'd be no story.

I'M sympathetic when

Doris

comes home

tired out

from emoting

all

There are uncomfortable things about the best of
A dog learns, for instance, to take cottage cheese
philosophically. I mention cottage cheese because my
mistress is keeping me on a diet of it and horsemeat.
lives.

I

managed to get into the kitchen alone. My
mistress had made a dozen cherry tarts for dinner, and
I was all alone with them. I climbed up to the table
and tried one. It was delicious. I tried another. I took
Once

I

f

I

a third so I could propose a proper French toast to my
mistress for her wonderful cooking. And I remembered
enough old French toasts to finish the dozen tarts. Then
I lay down on the table and got ready to die.
As I said before, there are uncomfortable things about
life, like my mistress' anger when I put my paws on
the good furniture; and enduring the long silence when
my mistress wants to watch TV instead of having a gooa,
long talk. But these things are not really important at

any

the important things are times like last night.
found my mistress alone in the garden and curled
myself against her feet.
all;

I

day. Pleased,

she'll say, "I

don't know what

"Oh, Smudgy," she

do without you, Smudgy.

I'd

had an awful time

"I've

said.

."
today. I had an argument with
oh
I licked her hand, sympathetically.
".
well, you know how these things start.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

But

it

wasn't my fault."
I stood up and growled, batting the air with

my paws
whoever it had been into little pieces.
"Thank you," she said, bending down to me. "But it
was a silly argument. And maybe I was wrong."
"Never," I barked. "You are perfect," I barked. "You

as

I

tore

are perfect," I barked again.
"I'm not, but thank you for saying it," she whispered
and she scratched my ears. She stood up. "I don't know
what I'd do without you, Smudgy," she said. "You al-

ways make me

"Come

on,

feel fine.''

I'll

race

I

you

bowed.
to

dinner."

She

started

towards the house.
I bolted fiercely after her, making sure I didn't hurt
her feelings by winning. I followed her in and walked
happily towards my cottage cheese.
END
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"JANE RUSSELL
GOT IN MY HAIR"
BY RICHARD EGAN

KIDDING
set

with

Jane on
is
a

of "Underwater"

game

I'd like

to play often.

a few pungent

comments by Dick Egan on La

Russell,

and a few right back at him by
ow

Jane Russell the night before
first story
conference for "Underwater" to thank her for being
instrumental in getting the role for me. She was carefully cryptic about accepting my thanks. She actually
sounded embarrassed.
But the next day in story conference I threw away
my opinion of shyness when she decided I'd look great
if my
hair were changed for the role. Jane said,
"Wouldn't he look great sun-streaked and tanned?"
and Harry Tatelman, the producer, scrutinized my face
and head, and said, "Yes." I said carelessly that it was
an idea and thought we'd discuss it for a week or two.
(Little did he know. J.R.)
Just two hours later I was in a chair with Larry
Germain rinsing my hair while La Russell stood behind
I

called

J.R.

me giving instructions. You see, Jane had decided. My
black hair turned light orange and even Jane had to
admit defeat. When my hair was dyed back to normal,
I forgot the whole thing. But not Jane, the indomitable
one.

(He sneaked out behind my back and had it dyed back
normal. But I wasn't through!!! J.R.)
A week later I got a phone call, and the dulcet tones
of J. R. came wafting sweetly in my ear, "Lovie, will
you meet me tomorrow to try the hair bit again?" she
cooed. I explained firmly that I felt that had been settled.
to

"Try it just once more. I've got a friend who I know
can do it," urged the little-girl voice.
(I learned that tactic years ago. J.R.)
So three hours later, between (Continued on page 56)
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JANE RUSSELL

continued

"hoydenish Jane has grown from 'one of the boys' to 'Oh brother'"
Jane's instructions and her friends' applications, my
hair was both orange and green. Even Harry Tatelman was startled. So Larry was called in again and an
eleven-hour job began. Of course, Jane stayed right
there issuing instructions like a master sei-geant. My
scalp and my temper were beginning to burn like mad.
while my hair got lighter and lighter. My slow burn
became a raging fire. And when Jane suggested bluing.
long and loud. I turned to include
I suddenly roared
Jane in the roar, but she had disappeared. She was
crouching in a corner watching me like a child expecting
to be punished. The master sergeant had, in an instant,
changed to a frightened recruit. I said between clenched
teeth, "This is it," and nobody uttered a word as I
walked with my fallen dignity and burning scalp out
of the room.
(This boy is so chicken I've never heard anybody
cry so loud in my life. J.R.)

—

—

^fo

be horribly honest, which I hate to do, the sunhair looked very good. But I didn't mention
it and neither did Jane.
Jane is a constant tease. She looks for your weakest
link and then hits it hard. She will deliberately say

| streaked

LOVE SCENES
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for

"Underwater"

weren't

hard

to

tab

or

retake.

things to see if they will upset you. Jane is definitely
the outspoken type. She will have no truck with flowery
preliminaries to a conversation. She comes to the point
she has in mind immediately. One of her pet peeves
about me is that I am still a bachelor. Jane, Til swear,
was bom married. (Is there another way? J.R.) There-

every bachelor a challenge to her
remember all the provocative reasons she held out, but her marital theme song is
an unfinished symphony. Jane is a strong-minded gal.
and I have no doubt she's looking over the field of

fore, she considers

match-making

eligibles for

(He

ability. I can't

me

now!

right

will never

be happy until

I

have succeeded,

either. J.R.)

Later she came out of her crouching position and
again became a full-fledged general when she decided
I didn't comb my hair correctly. She made no comment
at all, but every chance she got she casually flipped my
hair back. I comb my hair across my head and flat. The
repetition of Jane's flipping my hair back became
monotonous. Until one day I found myself combing my
hair across and flat
and then flipping it up. Perhaps
you've noticed that the sergeant has an excellent batting average in being right.
(Continued on page 71)
.

.

.

Temperature and pressure high ond

rising

steadily.

Cool, man!

THE STARS AT WORK

BETWEEN SCENES,
of "Vera Cruz,"

and

Gary

joins

Burt's lovely wife,

Burt

Lancaster,

Norma, on the

co-producer

set for a chat.

cooper
cuts some
capers
Gary has a

ball

making "Vera Cruz"
in wilds of Mexico
58

LOCATION LIFE

is

sparked up by presence of high-voltage Denise Darcel, who portrays a double-crossing French countess

the rigors of location

shooting hold no terrors
for

who's
.

60

in

rugged Gary

in his

element

the great outdoors

in

the U.A. release

THE STARS AT WORK

continued

Lancaster and Cooper

GUNMEN

and soldiers of fortune join forces to fight in the
Mexican Revolution for the side that pays them the most money.

BURT

carefully explains scene to Sar'rta

Mexican screen actress who's playing her

GUN-TOTIN'

Burt Lancaster, Gary's sidekick in the film,
trigger-happy hombre with an almost passionate devotion to

62

is

a

evil.

Montiel, torrid Spanish-

first

English-speaking role.

Jl

opposites

PRODUCER
Burt

Lancaster takes

was so sold on Gary as

his

in

personalities— make great team

good care of his napping star.
co-star he gave him top-billing.

END
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above
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it.

It

and
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after

if

tion hair
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Shows how easy it Is to
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son.

The

never

real Gleason

is

the guy they

see.

change in the subway. All Jackie's
friends used to duck under the turnstiles, but not Jackie.
He always

The real Gleason earns close to
show, for
$400,000 a year from his
which sum he produces, directs, edits,

paid his nickel.
t
Ever since then he's been paying
for everything he ever got.
If you
want Gleason in a capsule figuratively, at least there he is. Nothing
but trouble ever came easy, or for

lights, hires, fires,

—

to 14

'ears. Huge selection at low prices.
Jake money easy in just spare time
and get your own children s apparel J

-

A LABOR OF LOVE, MAYBE HE'S DRIVEN, BUT WHATEVER,

BY FLORENCE EPSTEIN

Send

Rock Hudson

IT'S

LARGE SIZE of your favorite star
GLOSS PHOTO suitable for
MOVIE STAR CATALOG listing
CDECII• thousands
"RCE
of poses and containing; 55 ADDITIONAL PICTURES of popuActual HIGH
framing.

—

free.

People are always comparing him
TV characters he's brought to
life, wondering which is the real Gleato the

TV

Maybe

approves and

a labor of love;
that he's driven.
it's

stars.

maybe

"People know I make
money from this show," he

a

lot

it's

of

says, "so

got to convince them that I
earn it. I've got to make them say,
'Look at that boy work! I wouldn't
work that hard for a million bucks.' "
He comes on laughing Saturday
I've

/

TV show,

Jackie's a

mon

with a lot of worries.

THAT GIRL

THAT BOY JACKIE REALLY WORKS!

nights, but Saturday afternoons at
rehearsals he's all business.
"Dress up that corner," he'll tell
the stagehands, pointing to a part
of the set that doesn't please him. "I
stand here," he tells the cast. "You

AVA!
Her

life,

her loves, her fabulous career

come on there.
Okay, let's go."
Then he'll run through his skits for
the first time and only a few hours
before the show now telling Audrey
Meadows how to deliver a line, now
telling Art Carney how to get the

fully illustrated with

most out of a laugh.
He watches everything, his collar

Buy your copy today.

—

—

(Continued on page 66)

The frank
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story of one of Hollywood's most

more than 60

sale at all
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amazing
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exclusive photos.
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coffee,

getting ready to go on, but Gleason
doesn't budge, and doesn't notice

Post Graduate Hospital
School of Nursing

Chicago

open at the neck, his feet planted
firmly apart, as if challenging anyone
to throw him off balance. He listens
carefully, his eyes on the monitor,
while the announcer makes his spiel.
He signals to bandleader Ray Block,
"We'll have some traveling music
here, right?"
The sides of the stage and the rehearsal theatre are full of people
somehow connected with the show,

wandering around, drinking

FULL INFORMATION

6D35 Auditorium

continued

as a

Annex,

St.

333

Dept.

New York

8, H.V.

Necklace . .

Pearl

in

a

while,

though,

he'll

break the tension.
A couple of
weeks ago he had a young boy on the
show, a kid who was a whiz at the
organ.
After he played his piece,
Jackie was puzzled about how to
move the organ offstage.
"I got it," he said to the stagehands. "You guys come out and I'll
introduce you." He waved his arm
in the air.
"This is Harriet Van
Weaver.
This is George Stratton.
Take it away, boys."
The boys
laughed and started to take it away.
"Hey, hold it!" Jackie said, looking
worried. "I just heard some horrible
news. If the stagehands are on stage
it's

fifty

apiece!"

The stagehands weren't on stage
that night, but Jackie was laughing it up all over the place, as if he'd
been rehearsing for three weeks and

—

NO
to

matter how busy he is he'll fake
accommodate hero-worshipping

'PEOPLE

time out
smaUtry.

KNOW MAKE A LOT OF
I

have one care in the world.
to be reasonable, he
doesn't have a care. He's on top and
no one's pushing him off. But once
he was at the bottom and no one
pushed him up, either. He climbed
all the way and the height still makes
didn't
If

him

you want

dizzy.

This beautiful pearl necklace
with 117 Graduated Simulated

Pearls

U

lutely

PRICK

l«

abso-

yours

show you our

catalog of wonderful household und jewelry items as
well as many Rifts you can
have. Enclose 25c coin for
packing and handling.

GIFTWAY
P-AA.

Dent.

121

New York,
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ond

learned to use the
efficiently.

MAHLER METHOD

Uted sweceufuUy over

MAHLER'S. INC. Dept. 29 -C

fifty

safety

and

yean.

Providence 15,
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So Sick Of It—
You Could Scream!
Do you hate to get up so early
in the mornings, rush here, rush
there, grab your lunch, swallow
it whole and then back to a rush
job with a deadline to make all
the time?

Are you fed up with the fast
pace, and do you seek a change?
Why not turn to writing short
stories, true confession and children's stories, religious, inspira-

—

—

tional, do-it-yourself, and critical
articles,
books, movie scenarios,
television plays, and radio scripts.

—

FREE

It's easy to get started!
literature available. No obligation,

write today!

Mead Agency, 419

Fourth Avenue, Dept.
16, N. Y.

~E,

New York
JACKIE

produces,

directs,

edits,

lights,

hires,

fires,

approves

and

stars

in

his

show

REDUCE
DELICIOUS
KELPIDINE

CANDY
PLAN!

"WE GUARANTEE YOU
WILL LOSE UP TO
5 POUNDS IN
10 POUNDS IN
15 POUNDS IN
25 POUNDS-IN

AND KEEP

5 DAYS'
10 DAYS'
15 DAYS'
25 DAYS'

IT OFF'

'How Fast You Lose Weight Depends Upon How Quickly
Yob Order and How Much Yog Are Overweight

"You

Will Always Want to Keep on Eating Kelpldine
Candy and Keep on the Plan-It KEEPS Weight Off!

REHEARSING

a

skit

the while worrying about

with Art Carney,

how show

COLLAR

all

shaping.

is

Jackie

opened, feet planted firmly apart,
and watches everything.

listens carefully

CANDY MUST TASTE AS GOOD AS.
OR BETTER THAN YOUR FAVORITE
CANDY OR YOUR MONEY BACK!
THIS

Now

MONEY FROM MY SHOW AND

at last science has discovered a new delightfully thrilling way to take oft fat
to lose up to 25

I'VE

GOT TO CONVINCE THEM

I

EARN

IT"

—

lbs. safely! The secret is that Kelpidine Candy satisfies your craving for high calorie foods! It keeps

you from overeating

—

the reason most doctors
give for being fat! It s the best aid to will power,
cuts your craving for food!

got his first real break in New
York in 1940 at the Club 18 which
was noted for the raucous, insulting

TV

humor

he"d arrived. Not Gleason. He took
a vaudeville troupe on tour in 1952.
It was the first time he had to rely
solely on his own name to fill the
"Well, Til be damned," he
theatres.
said, after the first show. "They really

He

Jack White, Pat HarringThis trio
ton and Frankie Hyers.
greeted him with a few kind words.
They were: "You'd better be funny
tonight, kid."
Then they turned on
of

their heels.

"Come

back,

you cow-

bellowed after them.
"'Come back and take a lesson from
the world's greatest comedian."
Gleason ran that "greatest" bit into
the ground. He used to like walking
into Toots Shor's in a cashmere trench
ards,"

Jackie

saying, "Make way for the
greatest!" Maybe he meant it. Maybe
he was covering up a fear that any
day his luck would change.
coat,

When

he hit Hollywood no one
reeled from the blow. For some
reason, never explained, they forgot
he was a comedian and cast him as a
sinister

gangster.

S250 a week," he

"They
saj's,

paid

"but

I

had

me
to

buy my own ammunition."
Anyway, he brazened it out In
one picture he was supposed to be a
hard-riding Arab. Nobody told that
to the horse. The horse threw him
right at the director's feet.
"You said you could ride!" the director screamed.
Jackie dusted himself off with dignity.
"Have you no respect for a
great stunt man?" he asked.
When he got back to New York
and the musical comedy stage he was
offered the lead role on TV's "Life Of
Riley." It

won him an Emmy

(that's a

Oscar) and he was booked for two
years on "The Cavalcade Of Stars."

Another guy would have known

seemed

to like

me."

AMAZING DISCOVERY OF SCIENCE!
The Kelpidine Candy plan

is

the result of scien-

research for years for a new discovery for
will stop your craving for fattening food and also satisfy your appetite. This delicious candy does not turn into ugly fat, it gives
tific

something that

you the same feeling of fullness you have after
you have eaten a satisfying meal. It kills your deit kills your craving for bedtime
snacks and for in-between meal snacks.
sire to overeat
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In New York again, he weighed
286 pounds, 200 of which he launched
on "The Jackie Gleason Show." The
other 86 were spirited away before
the opening at Doctors Hospital.
"No matter what the tailor tells
you, there is no such thing as a stylish
stout," he says, and is constantly
battling the bulge.

THIS

You can blame his appetite on gluttony, but you can go deeper and
blame it on a lifetime starved for se-

YOU GET A LIBERAL SUPPLY OF CANDY!

Food helps ease the pangs.
So does a lot of work and a lot of
laughs.
But with Gleason, as with

curity.

other great comedians, the laughing
is mostly on the outside.
"I shouldn't have been an entertainer at all," he says. "I should have
been a psychiatrist. That's what I

be and that's what I am at
I like to analyze people and
heart.
I became an entry to help them.
tertainer because I can reach more
people and help them, by laughs, to

wanted

to

little happiness."
He's read almost everything written
on the subject of psychology and he's
made a study of theology and hypnotism. In his library there are over 359

at least a

CAN HAPPEN TO YOU!

WITH THIS DELICIOUS REDUCING CANDY PLAN!
Let this delicious candy plan help you
control your desire for fattening food!
Let it help you put a stop to the habit
of overeating—A habit that's so hard to
:>reak!
Kelpidine candy contains that

.oo

help curb your desire to overeat (the
main cause of overweight).
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to

SIZE!

Try the liberal supply of Kelpidine Candy Plan on
our 10-Day no risk offer. Keep a record of your
weight if you are not pleased with your loss of
weight; if you can taste any difference between
this candy and your favorite candy
return .or
refund. Just fill out coupon and mail to AilER-

—
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JACKIE GLEASON

continued

THERE ARE MANY SIDES TO JACKIE AND, LIKE ALL GREAT COMEDIANS,
THE LAUGHING IS MOSTLY ON THE OUTSIDE

books relating

He

phenomena.
he

more than four hours a

can't sleep

AMERICAS

to psychic

finds plenty of time to read;

night.

He

paints

also

—portraits

do faces," he
I do them without faces.
got to start somewhere."
faces. "I can't

MOST

He

ENTERTAINING

PICTURE

without
"So
A man's

says.

composes.
He wrote
Serenade," his theme
song, the way he writes everything
else.
That is, he blows moodily on a
trumpet until something happens.
also

"Melancholy

Then he

calls

ager that the people next door were
spoiling his party.
"You mean they're making noise?"
"No," said Jackie, 'They're listening."

Like Reggie III, he thinks nothing
spending $3,000 at a crack on
slacks, sports jackets, trench coats.
He designs his own clothes and once
made four trips to Boston in search of
red plaid on a white background.
After Cye Seymour, his tailor, made
the jacket, Gleason changed his mind.
of

and

in his secretary

— Two-one — Three- But Gleason didn't have himself in
three," he says, running the gamut of
mind when he thought up Reg-

dictates.

MAGAZINE

"One

much

gie;
He had in mind a night at the
Copacabana when a cafe society playboy made sneering remarks about

tin ear.

Jackie's date.

three trumpet keys, which is the best
he can do. His secretary can't help
since she blithely admits to a
With this gibberish on paper
Gleason finds a musician and they

work out a tempo. Oddly enough,
make more hits than they do

they

misses.
That's a part of Jackie, but not all.
Sometimes he comes across like Reggie Van Gleason III.
In the early
days he used to float some of Broadway's longest, noisiest parties.
He
lived in a suite at the Hotel Edison

which the management soundproofed
in defense of other guests. At 4 A.M.
one morning Jackie phoned the man-

Jackie invited

him

into

Central Park.

him have it," Jackie
"and he tells me, 'Look, you!
Don't swing so fast!' He was so used
to having things his own way he even
expected to organize my fighting.
Later, I got a nervous reaction in my
"I started to let

says,

stomach.

decided to build up a

I

would murder

satiric figure that

all

those playboy characters."
In a way, all of Jackie's characters
are based on people he's observed,
but when he makes the characters
his own they can't help taking on
some of his coloring or vice versa.

—

The Poor Soul
touches the deepest vein in him.
'The Poor Soul has no name, no
voice," Jackie says. "He stems directly from the era that I personally
believe produced the highest development of the art of comedy silent pictures.
The Poor Soul was devised
partly as a tribute to the great artists
of that time and also because I beBut

of

them

all

it's

who

Read

exclusive stories and

—

see exclusive pictures of

your favorite movie

stars

their style of humor was so
creative that it should not be lost.
lieve

regularly in

SEE

Magazine.

The Poor Soul

is

man who manages

the immortal
to

little

make both ends

except that someone always
moves the ends. Completely in pantomime I play him against a poignant
meet,

GET

OF

YOUR COPY
SEE

MAGAZINE

TODAY.

ON

SALE

AT ALL NEWSSTANDS

ONLY

—

?5<
"I'M

not an entertainer at heart but
try,
by laughs, to give people some happiness."
I

musical background of 'Tenderly.'
And it is The Poor Soul to whom
Audrey Meadows likens Jackie. "This
is the Jackie his friends sometimes
come upon unexpectedly," she says.
"He's looking out over the city from
his penthouse window and wondering
still how a little boy from a poor section of Brooklyn, who began as an
amateur night performer, ever got to
be a TV star with his own show and
many friends who love him."
END
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look
at the
records

let's

MARTIN BLOCK

By

YOU WANT TO
BOWS LIKE THIS

TIE

IF

.

.

.

GET THESE TWO GUIDES
TO GREATER GIFT-GIVING SUCCESS!

^^oris Day has recorded two hits
\J for Columbia from her "Young
At Heart" movie, and they're danDay, danDay! "Hold Me In Your
Arms" is a ballad similar to her "If
I Give My Heart To You," and it's
backed by "Ready, Willing And
Able," which is catchy and swingy.
"It's A Woman's World" is from
p.
.

.

Century-Fox film of the
same name, and is admirably sung
by The Four Aces. "The Cuckoo
Bird In The Pickle Tree" on the reverse side.
Decca.
Decca calls
Kitty Kallen's "I Want You All To
Myself" a hit, and they could be right.
Flip it over and work out the other
title for yourself— it's "Don't Let The
Kiddy Geddin."
Joni James is
responsible for recorded charm via a
ballad about young love, "When We
Come Of Age." "Every Time You
TeU Me You Love Me" backs it. MGM.
Rhythm & blues tail Bill Haley
and his Haley Comets as they whosh
by with "Dim, Dim The Lights," and
"Happy Baby," on a Decca saucer.
... New and good, Joan Weber's singing can be sampled on the Columbia
waxing of the torchy "Let Me Go."
20th

the

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

"Marionette," the other side, packs an
emotional wallop.

Be

town with "The Song From Desiree." Eight platter factories have
cut the tune Bing Crosby and Jane
to

—

Age arrangements are a delight.
"Mister Sandman" is sung by The
.

tie,

—do

Phyllis

—Chris,

right well

Dot-

by "Musk-

Ramble," a Dixieland standby
with tip-tap rhythm. The reverse of
this Coral item is "Lonesome Polecat."
Take a spin with the nonchalant Perry Como for "Papa Loves
rat

.

.

.

Mambo."

"The Things I Didn't Do"
on t'other side of the Victor platter.
Eddie Fisher sings superbly,
effortlessly on Victor's "Count Your
Blessings," backed by "Fanny," from
the musical of the same name.
Tony Martin also honors "Fanny"

is
.

.

.

.

with

"My

.

.

"My Restless

Heart," ditto Victor.
Bambino" on reverse side.

Speaking of picture-tune
20th Century-Fox's "Desiree"

tieups,
is

going

.

.

lor

This booklet tells you

how

Nat

"King"

Cole

was an

.

MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY!
I

CRINKLE

.

.

—

.

.

—

.

such could be Perez Prado's "The
Marilyn Monroe Mambo." The familiar
Monroe with mambo beat. Victor.
Paul Weston is one of the eight
who've recorded "The Song From
Desiree"
(subtitled,
"We'll
Meet
Again"). His Columbia waxing thereof is backed by "Maria, Maria, Maria."
A former arranger-genius, Weston
makes music that is usually unusual,
all

.

invariably superior.

.

.

TIE

2300 W. Logan
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LARGE SIZE

of
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MOVIE STAR

We

include

FREE

with

newest

stars,

CATALOG, decorated
1400 names,

lists

tells

how to get their home addresses. Send
name of your fa-vorite and your second
choice with only 15c or 3 for 25c to cover
handling.

SCREEN EXCHANGE
Anthony Curtis BoxHOLLYWOOD
1150— Dept. M-3. Hollywood 28. Calif.

YOURS EASILY

'00 #5

For Selling Only lOO Boxes
of Our Lovely FLORAL

EVERYDAY
GREETING CARDS
Their beauty and value
on
sight.
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You make 75c on each box. New 21Card $1 Assortments, unusual Koda-

1

chrome. Lace. Tall Cards. NewGift Items. 100

'

150% plus
510-3as-$50in Bonus Gifts. Get FREE Stationery
Samples. 4 best Assortments on approval. $1
Gift Set FREE if you act fast. WRITE NOWI
other fast-sellers. Cash profits to

CREATIVE CARD CO., 4401 Cerraak Rd., Dept.

YOU'D NEVER

111- A.

$*J

I

Glove
Dryers

FREE
Chiu£o 23,

III.

KNOW HAD
I

PSORIASIS
(s.

D.r

As hundreds of thousands of users
have learned, Siroil tends to remove psoriasis crusts and scaieson
outer layer of skin. Light applications help control recurring lesions. Siroil doesn't stain clothing or bed linens. Offered on
two - weeks - satisfaction • or money • refunded basis. 22
years of successful results.

END

Write
•S. D.

"The Martin Block Show" is on ABC
Radio 2:35-4:00 p.m., EST, Monday to
"Martin Block's Make-Believe
Friday.
Ballroom" is on WABC in New York,
2:35-6:45 p.m. Monday thru Friday and
Saturdays from 10:00 to 12:00 noon and
6:00-7:30 p.m.

III.

tying beautiful

Name

.

The Moon."
Bravo for Richard
Maltby & orchestra "X" label "Beloved, Be True," and "St. Louis Blues
Mambo." The familiar St. Louis with
mambo beat.
The mambo to end

tells

Crinkle Tie!

ideal

.

bows and

you how
tomakescoresof eipertsivelooking gills easily and
quickly from inexpensive
This booklet

Chordettes, young Godfrey alumni,
and is heading for the top. On the
reverse of this Cadence number is "I
Don't Wanna See You Crying."

choice for Capitol's "Hajji Baba,"
d la the movie. On the flip, Nat is
believable in "Unbelievable."
Frank Wess and sextette offer seven
tunes on one Commodore LP, including "Pretty Eyes," and "West Of

Buy

Spool

.

Paul Whiteman won the title of The
King Of Jazz. The nostalgic, Flapper

.

The McGuire Sisters

.

Every

for

Size

to tie dozens of
special effects!

the octet of tunecutters. ... In case you'd forgotten
that Frank Sinatra was a singer* before he started winning Academy
Awards for acting, Capitol offers a

.

King

Economy!

Froman among

two-sided reminder, "It Worries Me"
and "When I Stop Loving You."
The Coral issue of "Japanese Sandman" and "I Love You," shows how

Prepared

Gift-Giving Occasion!

the

for

free

means

booklet.

SWin Disorder.

AT ALL DRUG STORES
Siroil

Laboratories

Inc..

Dept. $S- 24, Santa Monica. Calif.

'DON'T

TANGLE WITH MY DAD"

(continued from page 46)

week, including Sunday, he managed
to find time to give
birthday party.

me

a surprise

a

Or when he gave up

his first va-

cation in years to stay with Michael,
after my brother's serious accident
while on a hiking trip in the High
903S Booklet

Sierras.

—Michael, Tony, Melinda and
—Dad more pal than father.

MARVEL CO.
42

To us
myself

New Haven. Conn.

East St.

m&

—

giving away

HOSIERY!

introduce amazing
nylon clockings (guaranteed against runs and
snags) and men's, children's hosiery (guaranteed
one full year) by giving away free trial pairs
regardless whether or not final purchase is made!
Earn up to $3 an hour spare time. Mail postcard

Men and women wanted

today

for

to

FREE samples

KENDEX CORP., BABYLON

no

151, N. Y.

Dad and Michael used

to practice
together, behind the house.
When I say practice I mean that Dad,
who was quite a player at U.S.C. until he broke his ankle, throws Michael
all over the place when he tries to
"tackle" him. Michael in turn shows

PHOTO

FREE

football

of your favorite

&
3|

MOVIE

—type

or

TV STAR—Genuine

for framing. Also

FREE information

dreds of stars.

K»

Portrait

FREE catalog

3Vi»5

of hun-

for getting

13

addresses and birthdays, scenes and guide to

^

Hollywood. Send 15c for handling and nailing

*

weekends with Dad

and

reserved for games and sports
and just having a good time.
Usually we go to his house right
after church, and spend most of the
day with him. My favorite pastime,
when I'm with Dad, is skeet shooting at the Chattsworth range.
are

and women's
making outfits.
Absolutely

Mom

Sundays

men's

with complete moneyNothing to pay now or later.
obligation.
hosiery

is

Possibly because we don't live with
in a
him we are staying with
big house in Los Angeles proper,
while Dad lives in Encino, in the San
Fernando Valley, about 20 miles
away. This way, most of the disciplining is really up to Mom, while our

MAKE MONEY

f2 for 25c).

me what Dad

IDON'T BE FAT!I
If you just can't reduce and
have tried dieting, pills and

tablets— try

ing SPOT REDUCER, a masthat's tested, and has
Isager
U.L. approval. Lose Weight

most!
it shows
relaxing soothing massage
helps break down
FATTY
TISSUES, helps tone the
I muscles
and flesh, and the
blood
increased awakened Diood
I circulation helps carry away
wasted fat helps you regain
and keep a firmer and more
graceful figure. When you
use the SPOT REDUCER,

^

^
—

^

I

it's almost like having your
own private masseur at
home. It's fun reducing this
way!
Lose pounds and inches
I quickly,
easily, safety without risking health. For aches
and pains due to over-exer-

e
i

NO CHARGE!

Standard Mode! only $9.98
J

Amazing Deluxe Model only $12.98
send to BODY MASSAGER COMPANY
.

I

318 Market

Street. Dept. 8-721.

Newark,

New

.

.

-

.

I

Jersey

mm mm mm mm mm mm mm mm mm mm

Ba

S

Hygienic Skin Care Discovery

Extracts
In

Seconds

•

BLACKHEADS
Safe and Sanitary

Here"* the modern way for
hygienic skin care. Vacutex's invention removes embarrassing blackheads quick
ly. easily, safely In seconds

A BlackheadFree Skin
Place Vacutex over the blackhead. Its gentle vacuum action draws out the blackhead
quickly and surely you'll be delighted.
N'o need to spend hours trying to remove
blackheads with creams, bobby pins and
blackhead spoons. Vacutex works In seconds
without injuring tissues.
Reaches blackheads anywhere. The sensible way
to safe easy skin beauty.
Try 10 days. If not delighted return for re-

—

fund.

day

"Ask me
said.

a
not

in

"And

earlier."

To be on the

safe side, Toni waited

two years!
As far back as

I remember, I can't
one instance when Dad ever
went back on his word. If he says
he'll punish us if we don't do as
If he promises a
told, he'll do it.

recall

certain present, he'll five up to the
bargain.
One reason I have so much fun in
Dad's company is his sense of humor.
He is constantly kidding us, or every-

one else who happens to be around.
If you can't take a joke, and I include very practical jokes, it's best
to stay away from him.

One

of the

Dad

qualities I

appreciate

be with
us for any event that is important
to us, no matter how busy he is.
Toni found that out again when she
invited Dad to a reception given by
her sorority, at the Immaculate Heart

most

in

is

his effort to

College.

Knowing that he was just getting
ready for "The Conqueror," at RKO,
she didn't hold out much hope that
he could make it. Yet Dad not only
escorted her to the reception, but
bought her a beautiful corsage and
got all dressed up, like he was her
best beau, and she his best girl.
I myself had another occasion to
find out that Dad is never too busy
for us, when he took time off to go
with me to the "Men's Breakfast,"
given for the Loyola High School
students.

when,

I

was

particularly thrilled

next to him, I had the
feeling that he was a little proud of
me but not half as proud as I was of
being his son.
END
sitting

—

—

just 14 at the time.
We had
hardly walked into his house when
he noticed her painted lips. "Take

was

Use VACUTEX

For

Rush Coupon!

Ballco Products Co., Dept. is

St., New York Jfi. N.V.
Enclosed find $1. Send postpaid.
Send C.O.D. I will pay postman SI

19 West 44th

plus 43c postage.
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Once in a while
it promptly.
he used to wallop me when I didn't
mind him! I never deviated for long,
you can be sure.
He is particularly strict about
school work.
And living up to the
grades he used to get isn't easy.
Luckily, since I enrolled in Loyola
High I have managed to get a "B"
average. In fact all of us have pretty
good grades.
When Dad gets angry at us, we
know better than to talk back to him.
Everyone of us tried it once.
I still remember the afternoon he
first saw Toni wear lipstick.
She
isters

cise. Also used as an aid in
the relief of pains for which
massage is indicated. Sold
on MONEY BACK GUARANTEE! Reduce or

I

As for Melinda, her favorite sport
making Dad go shopping with her,

and she usually gets her way.
Dad's
easy-goingness
However,
shouldn't be misinterpreted as giving
Believe me, he
in in every respect.
When he feels fatherly audoesn't.
thority should be asserted, he admin-

where

—

taught him, and I have
enough black and blue spots to prove
that Dad is doing a good job.
is

sooth-

relaxing,

every speck of it.
year from now," he

it

." he said.
off
"But Daddie, all the other
.

.

in school

"TAKE

.

girls

."

.

IT OFF!"

"Couldn't

I

wear

it

just

.

.

That's as far as she got.
Dad
pulled a handkerchief out of his
pocket, and with one swish wiped off

JOHN WAYNE
roles

as Genghis

has one of his greate;
in "The Conqueror.

Khan

JANE RUSSELL GOT
(continued from

IN

MY

(He looked like somebody'd hit him
over the head with a fiat iron. J. R.)
I hadn't intended to be fascinated
iwith the Russell personality,

tee

but af-

a few days working with Jane
you start seeing the hidden depths,
the unexpected potentials and the
ter

I

that, surprisingly, is one
I honestly feel that
her roots.
Jane often has been misunderstood.
In her publicity, her physical appeal
has been played up so much that
the real attributes of Jane have been
She has, in the past, always
lost.
played parts with a chip on her
shoulder, daring some strong man to
knock it off. In "Underwater," RKO
has gone all out to show the world
that Jane is a warm, versatile, feminine actress.
And Jane has come
through with a sensitive portrayal

sensitivity

of

-

iatt

:

ant'

I

that will

is

she

by

,

•art

r

jug

»

r

[0,
hat

t

nljL
but

J

ind

f

t

[J,

lie,

0l

:

(DC

throw the

critics

on their re-

home!!!

really

pounding up the beach and

I

couldn't catch her. She looked back
with that gamin grin and then slowed
down so I could catch her.
ego

My

shrunk to the size of a shriveled pea!

word can have her growling

my legs run
my arm pits? J. R.)
my opinion, Jane's personality

in a minute.
And yet I found that
deep sensitivity and gratitude for be-

ing treated like a woman when we
slowly changed places during the
making of the picture.
The sergeant started folding when,
as usual, she over-extended herself, physically, mentally and emotionally. She is always taking care

anyone she

feels

less?

Watching

said

sarcastically,

this

one cave

in,

I

"You look fine.
We'll wind up eighty

Just great.
pages short on Monday." "I don't,"
the sergeant admitted wanly, turning
in her stripes, "feel so good."
And
with that concession, I started trying
to help her as much as I could.
I
cleared her dressing room, made the
set as easy as possible for her and
helped in any way I could to see that
she was taken care of for a change.
And she liked it! Maybe it was because she didn't have the strength to
fight back. One day when I was going
home an hour earlier than usual, I
heard a knock on the door. There
stood Jane.
The new Jane stood
hesitantly for a moment and then
she said, "What are you doing? We
wanted to talk about the script but

be one of the group.
And when she married Robert Waterfield she was still in the world of a
fight

t«3

Toe Shoes

Pink or
lack Satlt

many

this time.

and

$6.95

White er Black Kid

Up

J.

can

R.)

I fully

explain Jane?

sensitive, boisterous

Shy

and unpre-

impatient and growling,
warm and vital, sneering at flattery
but in love with the whole wide
world. After you meet her you just
can't help saying fervently and with
admiration "I love that Jane!"
(My word. My word!! J. R.) END
dictable,

—
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Zip
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to 3— Lg. 3 to 6
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SKATING SKIRTS—Roller

or

Ice.

28 Page Catalog 15c (applied to purchase)

HOW TO ORDER.
postage on tu

and

size

1st

Send Cheek or Money Order plus 20c
tu, or 35e postage on shoes. Be sure to state
and 2nd color choice.

QUINCON DANCE SUPPLIES
7 Foster St., Dept. S. Ouincy 69, Mass.
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suitable
for framing. Hollywood's Big.
I

ORDER
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with your order! BIG SURPRISE
(worth 75*> -private HOME

I Ilea la a ADDRESSES,

plus other

EXCITING

INFORMATION of loo's OTHER TOP STARS.
Also GIANT NEW CATALOG crjocauiiruj ADDITIONAL HUNDREDS OF PHOTOS AND
NAMES of Newest Stars - all b SENT FREE
WITH YOUR ORDER if you ma mom!
HOLLYWOOD FILM STAR CENTER
,

Studio E-3. Boi 2309, Hollywooo 28. Calif

HANDS TIED?
—because you lack a
HIGH SCHOOL DIPLOMA

facets.

—

How

$3.95

BALLET SLIPPERS

I wanted you to be there.
Would
you?" She said it just as if I could
help her. If you remember our first
introduction with the hair bit, then
you, too, can see the switch in this

(You're lying. I always insisted on
your being in on script conferences
I was simply too weak to shout it

had to

> to 12

HdU MMMm

—

girl of

No one knows more about male behavior than Jane. She knows what
men will and will not do and the very
nature of the beast.
Her brothers
obviously didn't pamper her and she

Child Siies.

Complete with

needs help. Her

{Haven't you noticed,

In
has evolved from being raised with
four boys and having to stand on her
own.
This served a dual purpose.

Costume

Recital

Blue, Yellow or Black

Lt.

"sissy"

up

to

Basic

R.)
She is, I think, completely unaware
of herself as a beauty and the spoken

dressing room was crowded at all
times with five or six people who
came to her with problems. On top
of that she was receiving adverse
publicity on "The French Line," which
hurt her deeply.
Did you ever see a sergeant help-

—

NYLON NET TU TU

Ideal

J.

I
remember in particular one
scene on the boat.
I haven't been
alone with her for a long time and
I'm waiting for her to come up from
the cabin. I don't know that she is
serving coffee to Gilbert Roland before she comes up, and I am irritated.
Jane (who quite often does not stick
to the script) looked at my face as
she came up to me and said, "You're
getting grouchy, honey."
And then
she slipped her hand inside the collar
of my shirt and touched my neck. It
was an instinctive bit of acting and
the rest of the scene was much too

Don't misunderstand me, I'm not
selling her physical ability short. Because she has it. She is one of the
most beautiful and graceful swimmers I've ever seen. She can also
run like the wind. In one scene we
were to run thirty yards across the
beach within camera range and then
I was to tackle her
still within camera range.
Feeling rather male at
the time, I gave the little girl a head
start.
That was my undoing. I was

with

Pink, Aqua, Orchid, Red

known.
(Chum, if my feminine wiles don't
show any more than that I'm going

of

for even salt water to put out.

ELASTIC LEOTARD

man's man. For he is not given to long
and flowery speeches nor does he treat
her like a lovely clinging vine, but
rather with a mature understanding
that, by mutual acceptance, is a continuation of the life Jane has always

spective ears.

warm
lee;

BEAUTIFUL BALLET
TU TU COSTUME

HAIR"
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You

can qualify for an American School
in spare lime at home! If you have
left school, write or mail coupon for FREE
booklet that tells how. No obligation of any
•

Diploma

kind.

OUR 58TH YEAR
AMERICAN SCHOOL, Dept. V35
Drexel at 5*th, Chicago 37, Illinois
Please send FREE High School booklet.

Name.

.

Address
City

A

Stale

Canadian Reaidenta: Complete Oanadtan Courwv Available.
Write American School. 1910 Sberbrookc St. Waat. Montre*!.
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(continued from page 9)

to come out
everything pops back into

more costumes
Learn Advertising Art at

Home

new

If you are seeking extra income, or a
investigate the possibilities of commercial art! The Washington School of Art,
Art
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offers profor Pleasure and Profit" at home,
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easy
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Studio 453R, Washington

5, D.

particularly
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or not he lives.

It's this disinterest
to take the chances
which turn men into heroes if they
survive. Ace though he is, in the
Burma Theatre of Operation, Peck's
nasty disposition and evil temper are
about to rate him a heave-ho. Be-

that allows
Address..
I

City

SHORTHAND
IN 6 WEEKS

is taken. Peck meets Win
a Burmese girl, and under
her gentle therapy his bitterness
slowly fades. The transition couldn't
have come at a better time. On a
routine flight, Peck is forced to crashland his plane in Jap territory. His
navigator is seriously burned, and his
passenger cracks under the strain of
a thirty-mile struggle across Burmese
wasteland. The job of survival is up
to Peck, the man who didn't want to

shorthand.

No

symbols,

Kasle.st to learn and use.
better position. Nationally
and Civil Service; also by

no machines: uses AHCs.
Fast preparation
used in leading

for
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executives
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,

for

FILM STAR CENTER
,

5713 EUCLID AVE.,

rUUf AV
GLENN uLtNVYAT Cleveland 3, ohio

Sign of the Pagan
century, a Mongolian
Inwarlordfifth
leading a horde of warthe

riors on horseback thundered across
Europe toward Rome. His name,
Attila the Hun, had a sound as ter-

rifying as the ring of a double-edged

sword. His aim was to destroy the
Empire. Attila, played by
Jack Palance, knew if he could divide Rome and Constantinople, the
his.

Save
is easyl Here's a
savings system that really works the
Payroll Savings Plan for investing in
United States Savings Bonds.

Go

to

your company's pay

—

office,

choose the amount you want to save.
That money will be set aside for you
before you even draw your pay. And
invested in Bonds which are turned
over to you.
If you can save only $3.75 a week on
the Plan, in 9 years and 8 months you

Though

distance

have $2,137.30.
U.S. Series "E" Savings Bonds
earn interest at an average of 3% per

We want your advice
•

seems like the perfect match whe
Doris Day, daughter of music pre
fessor Robert Keith, becomes en
gaged to composer Gig Young. Al

It

though talented and bound

be
j

Editor,

My

in

planning Screenland Plus TV-Land

favorite

ballot

MEN STARS

are:

(1

)

12)

(3)

(4)

(5)

My

favorite

WOMEN

STARS

are: (1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5).

you back 80% more than you put in!
For your sake, and your family's,
too, how about signing up today? Or
join the Bond-A-Month Plan where
you bank.

The features

Advertising Council and the
Publishers ol America.

to

success, Young's love for Doris isn

year, compounded semiannually, when
held to maturity! And they can go on
earning interest for as long as 19
years and 8 months if you wish, giving

The V S. Government does not pay for
donated by
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It
this advertisement.
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for the Future
Saving for security

r.

world would be

but
(moll pock.1
Alio FREE! B*oul>rol CotoVoo. FREE'

PHOTOS

bcrtdlinfl

though Chandle

and their unborn child. Filmed
WarnerColor, this sentimental dran
also stars Ethel Barrymore.
EN

URGH.

NOT

m ms-Thome

strategist

was, Attila's defeat was not won
combat but rather in the soul of hi
daughter, Rita Gam. Action-charge
Technicolor drama that gallops acro=
CinemaScope with Palance compe
tently at the reins.

Roman

Technicolor thriller good in
respect, except that it concentrates too much on dropping the
navigator on his burned leg every
few miles, just so you'll get the idea
of what a rough go they're having.

every

MOVIE STAR
ACTUAt PORTRAIT.

However,

j,

strong enough to keep her from fall
ing in love with Frank Sinatra. Si
natra is everything Young isn't, whic
is the reason Doris elopes with hir
One of those women who have g>
to protect and comfort every hurt ar
bruised thing that comes her wa
Doris certainly picked the perfe
subject for her tender ministratio
A songwriter who never made tl
grade, Sinatra can contribute not!}
ing to their marriage except failu:
and bitterness. Realizing Doris wou
have been better off married
Young, Sinatra takes a drastic sti
to clear out of her life. It doesn't woi
out quite the way he figured, ar
for the first time, the lad is made
feel how very necessary he is to Doi

live.
Dept. 6903-5. 55W.42St.. N. Y. 36

Blfi

separated the two cities, he dicta;
figure on the intangible power tha
kept them as one. It was Christianit
that held firm against the odds, an
moved Princess Ludmilla Tcherina t
play an active part in forcing tb
abdication of her weakling brothe
who ruled Constantinople. Tha
achieved, she elevated Roman Jei
Chandler to General of her armie:

Min Than,

—LOWEST COST

Famous SPKEDWRITING

him

fore action

Write 120 words per minute.
obstacle

a London
Peck isn't
concerned about whether

lost his wife in
blitz, pilot Gregory
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before
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HOLLYWOOD LOVE

—

—
NO THAWS

LIFE

(continued from page 6)

mamma
of

some

approves, which was not true
of Pier's

former romances.

DEBBIE AND EDDIE

— Busy

Rose wasn't too occupied

down

it's

so big

it

"go

come

.

to

BLUE SKIES—Fred MacMurray and
June Haver are

diamond was
nearly weighs

cast.

linens
and
fabulous, the guests were gorgeous,
among them Marisa, Debbie Reynolds, Cyd Charisse, Ann Blyth, Anna
Maria Alberghetti, Taina Elg and Leslie Caron. And the engagement rings
that were flashing around! Debbie's

emerald-cut

it alone." Happiness couldn't
a nicer young couple!

.

.

.

—

.

.

.

this little cutie!

Debbie confirmed that she and
Eddie Fisher would wait until June
to wed. But there are many in Hollywood who are willing to bet on a much
Close friends of Debearlier date.
bie and Eddie wish the brakes could
be put on the publicity play-up of
the kids' romance which is very real
but seemingly is being commercialized. But no one is really worried
about the outcome. Eddie Cantor, who
hosted

their

party,

voices

engagement

glittering

the

common

opinion:

"If I'm any judge of human nature,
this marriage will be for all time."
Debbie and Eddie will build their
honeymoon house in Beverly Hills;

they've chosen the spot. And Debbie
says if ever her career interferes with
her marriage end of career! This we
believe, for Debbie is a very honest

—

girl.

VERA-ELLEN AND VIC—Late November was the time

set

by Vera-

Ellen for her marriage to Vic Rothschild, president of an oil drilling
business, and that's not a bad business.
Her engagement came as a big surprise, for she had been dating many
eligible bachelors and was rumored
about to marry Dick Gully. She and
Vic met less than a month before he
proposed on the drive up from Palm
Springs where they had spent the

week-end with mutual

friends.

Sen-

timentally, they returned to Palm
Springs for part of their honeymoon

BABY TALK Rosemary Clooney
Ferrer

bought

several

IN SIGHT Marilyn got
her interlocutory decree from Joe in
record time, didn't ask for a settlement, alimony nor even custody of
the Wheaties.
The quipsters also
wonder whether Ty Power or Linda
Christian will seek custody of that
nude statue of Linda.
Vic and
Dorothy Mature failed to patch up

—

to

so happy. They've
finished furnishing their home, put in
a swimming pool and June, wisely, is
not rushing to accept the many offers
she's had for movies and TV, which
Janet Leigh is
pleases Fred.
delighted that her Tony Curtis was
elected "mayor" of Universal City
wholly populated by U-I studios by
a two-thirds margin of the 2,000 votes

—
lingerie —were

7-carat,
largest;

He and Carol Lee want

tage.

Helen

to find time

to play hostess at a joint shower for
Janie and Pier. The presents silver,

crystal,

—

—

flaming

red

wear while waiting for the
bambino, due around the end of January.
She had hoped the blessed

.

.

.

.

.

differences.

ROUNDELAY—Terry

Moore,

still

un-

der contract, hasn't made a picture in
14 months, thus has plenty of time for
dates.
While Jacques Sernas, the
Paris of "Helen Of Troy," was here
making "Jump Into Hell," Terry took
him in tow. They were a constant duo,
except when Terry was dating James
Dean (who seems to be carrying a
torch for Pier Angeli) and when
Jacques was squiring Shelley Winters.

dresses to

event might have occurred on Jose's
birthday, January 8. Anyway, she has
insisted, "I just know it will be a boy."
Meantime, she and Jose, only the
busiest man in town, are whipping
up a night club act for Las Vegas
where else?
Dennis Day and wife
Peggy are welcoming their fifth lit-

—

.

tle

.

.

Day.

MORE BABIES—Rumors

of

trouble

Taylor-Mike Wilding and
Judy Garland-Sid Luft marriages
seem allayed by news of expected
in the Liz

Judy is pre-recording
songs to be used in her next season's
TV shows while waiting for her
April-due infant. She says if it's a
girl, the name will be Sarah, if a boy,
Joshua.
There will be plenty of
room in the new, large, blue and yellow playroom-nursery for both young
Mike and the new Wilding baby, expected at the beginning of March. Liz
has never looked more radiantly
happy. She's watching her weight this
time; she gained too much before
little Mike was bom two years ago.
Liz and Mike haven't decided definitely, but they're considering Virginia and Christopher as names for
the second sprout.

MAN'S TOWN Never

underestimate

the fun a bachelor has in this town
where there's a scarcity of eligible
males.
George Nader dates Joan
Crawford, Betty Abbott, Julia Adams
and his high school sweetheart.
Hugh O'Brian dates Marilyn Erskine
.

.

Nina "Honey Bear" Warren,
daughter of the Chief Justice, when

and

Bob Wagner and Virwere a cozy duo while
making "White Feather" in Mexico,
but his -teal "hearf is in La Jolla
where he spends much time when he's
not working and not all with his

she's here.
ginia Leith

.

.

.

—

parents.

stork arrivals.

.

.

.

MORE DATING— Dale Robertson and
Mary Murphy

a

still

twosome

al-

though the word's around that she
found the stubby beard he had tc
grow for "Top Of The World" a ticklish situation!

.

.

.

Julia

Adams

haf

dated her co-stars before; while making "The Looters" she "discovered'
Ray Danton.
Piper Laurie was the
local favorite femme of Pfc. Davie
Schine while he was here before reporting to Alaska, but Piper's rninc
is on her career.
Cesar Romerc
was Katy Jurado's preferred escon
before she returned to Mexico, bui
if "Butch" ever gives up his single
blessedness, that will be news!
END
.

.

.

.

.

.

and planned to spend the remainder
cruising to Acapulco on the 85-foot
yacht that belongs to Vic's family.

CAROL LEE AND DICK

It's

a very

formal,, white-tie-and-tails wedding
for Dick Anderson, handsome young
actor, and Carol Lee Ladd,
daughter of Alan and Sue Ladd, at
the end of January in the garden
of the Ladd estate in Holmby Hills.
Alan, who will give away the bride,
will escort her across a bridge which
will be built over one end of the
swimming pool to the white plastic
tent where the ceremony will be

MGM

performed. Carol Lee, like Pier
Angeli, has chosen an all-white wedding. Although the Ladds gifted their
daughter and. Dick with a homesite,

Dick

boughp another lot on which
honeymoon cot-

they're building their
74

.

CAROL LEE LADD,

VERA-ELLEN and

Diet Anderson

wed

Alan's daughter, and
happily await their wedding.

shortly

after

Vic Rothschild, so

announcing

In

love

engagement

I

* VA//CUM
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Be

lovelier than ever
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.

NYLON
HAIR NETS
.

your hair neat, attractive and

REGULAR SUE

V

Li

smart with a

Unicum

hair net.

Your

hair

is

always under

control because this fine quality sheer nylon net conforms to

the shape of your head

.

.

.

yet avoids that

appearance. Invisible 15 denier nylon

INVISIBLE
WIT! RUSTIC

is

Insist

on Genuine
package.

in this

edging

pletely washable. Elastic

UNICUM
SHADES:

self-

adjusts to hold net securely regardless

Dark, Med. or Light Brown,
Black, Blonde, Auburn, Gray
or White, to match your hair.

ONLY

snag proof, run-resistant and com-

EHt

PREMIUM QUALITY

"squashed down"

of wind or weather.

10

EACH

ALL SHADES

GRAY & WHITE
INCLUDED

OuaranMtd
l

byw

Goad Houieketptng

Buy a supply

of

UNICUM HAIR NETS

today at your nearest

WOOLWORTH STORE
Also available at other fine stores

.

Invisible human
hair or durable nylon,
single or double mesh, with

or without elastic. Every shade
conform to every hairdo.

in styles that

Personalized care of your hair
more than just "grooming".
shampooing, brushing, styling and setting.
The real art is in keeping your hair groomed
after you arrange it properly.
is

.

Tomorrow, an hour

or two after you dress
see how soon it becomes disarranged.
Next morning, take 10 seconds to put on a
Venida Hair Net. Notice how your hair stays in
place all day long, without a single recombing.

your

hair,

VENIDA RUBBER-TIPPED
[syntheticj

Once you experience this wonderful feeling of protection
and assurance, you won't be without a Venida Hair Net
.

.

.

.

.

THE RIESER COMPANY,

Venida®

BOB PINS

any hour
any day! Fully guaranteed,
Venida Hair Nets are sold everywhere.
.

INC.,

NEW YORK

18,

N. Y.

rules the waves

Safety ends can't catch or scratch.

more chipped teeth or broken
Greatest improvement in fifty

No

nails.

years.
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PLOT AGAINST FRANK SINATRA!
may

.

2 5c

PLUS

TV-LAND
efends
r

man!

Terry Moore asks:

What's With Men?"
ANN BLYTH

MIST..
Appealing
can

still

as the story of the

be seen by young lovers
all

.

with the lure of a legend

Indian Maid

.

.

.

whose

spirit

'tis

said

in the Mist of the great falls. .and Lentheric has captured
.

the romance of that legend in the marvelous aerosol spray

MIST Toilet Water Concentrate.

Yours to have and to love ..An

Tweed, Red Lilac or Miracle 2.25.. in Adam's Pdb or Dark Brilliance 2.75
.

prices plus lax

MAR

£8

1955.

4
When other girls of her age were out with

their

boy

friends

of a Saturday night, Marilyn sat home wich Rover.
Good, old faithful Rover ... he didn't mind the trouble*
that put Marilyn in wrong wherever she went.

£ren yout

(teii

friend won't

tell

you

The insidious
.

thing about *halitosis (unpleasant breath)
seldom realize you're guilty of it
and even your best friend won't tell you.

that you, yourself,

is

. .

you needn't

a

Ire

urallfilouret

Why risk

offending needlessly? And why trust to
deodorize only
momentarily? Why not let Listerine Antiseptic
look after your breath with that wonderful
germ-killing action? Listerine instantly
stops bad breath and keeps it stopped usually
for hours on end
four times better
than any tooth paste.
lesser precautions that

.

A/o tooth paste
like

tkb

.

.

.

.

kill*
.

odot yetms

instantly

Listerine Antiseptic does for

you what no

tooth paste does. Listerine instantly kills
bacteria ... by millions
stops bad breath
instantly, and usually for hours on end.

—

You

see, far

and away the most

common

cause of offensive breath is the bacterial
fermentation of proteins which
are always present in the mouth. And
research

shows that your breath stays

sweeter longer, depending upon the degree to

which you reduce germs

JliSt etuie clinically

4 times

m the mouth.

ptoved
'.

(tettet

tkan tootk na.it

any wonder Listerine Antiseptic in recent
clinical tests averaged at least four times more
effective in stopping bad breath odors than the
chlorophyll products or tooth pastes it was tested
against? Make it a habit to always gargle Listerine,
the most widely used antiseptic in the world.
Is

The most widely used
antiseptic in the world

tJ
'nttwm

it

K Product o
Tb« Lombert Com pony
t

LISTERINE ANTISEPTIC STOPS BAD BREATH
4 times better than any tooth paste

PLUS
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Everything about
different
It's the

of

and

it is

exciting.

rhythm-riddled story

an

exciting girl ...

possessed by a wild craze.
It's the story

the

of

men, the women, the music
of the back streets of Venice

Starring

S1LVAM

MICHAEL

MANGAMO-RENNIE
mtk

A

KatJierin<g Dunham •
A Paramount Picture

PONTI
•

DE LAURENTIIS

Directed by

Production.

ROBERT ROSSEN

Story and Screenplay by Guido Piovene, Ivo Perilli, Ennio de Concini and
Robert Rossen
5

—
Hollywood love-life forecast?
The
and warmer.
Spring,
It's

HOLLYWOOD
LOVE LIFE
BY DOROTHY OLEARY

isn't it?

Fair
r

And

Love's in bloom!

HAPPINESS AHEAD—Debbie

Rey-

nolds and Eddie Fisher plan a quiet wedding to avoid public whoop-de-do, but
we'll bet our best Easter bonnet it won't

Before June 17 was decided on, they
were tempted to wed sooner.
Debbie
be.

told us,

"Why

should

we

wait

if I

don't

have a picture commitment? I could go
to New York with Eddie until he gets the
details settled to transfer his

TV

show

to

Hollywood." Anyway, they are real happy
kids, definitely plan to spend the summer
in Europe and to make their permanent
home in Hollywood, although Eddie will
have to shuttle around the country now
and then. Debbie says she doesn't want to
give up her career entirely "just yet," but
may pass up a picture "now and then" so
she can be with Eddie if his work takes
him away. No doubt about it, they're

show

business's couple of the year!

APART A WHILE
Ray and

DonneU

Newlyweds Aldo

still happy as a
couple of lovebirds, so don't raise an eyebrow because she didn't go to Japan with
him for that six-week location on "The
Gentle Wolfhound." Jeff had TV commit-

Jeff

are

ments which kept her here and she's also
keeping a watchful eye on the new home
they're

building, in Encino. They'll be
neighbors of Clark Gable and John Derek.

—

OKAYS? Mary Murphy went back to
Oklahoma with Dale Robertson when he
Chums predict
continued on page 10

visited his family recently.

DINING
Gable of

a deux- Kay Spreckels and Clark
Giro's. Marriage? Not likely.

BHa SURPRISE. Dan

BACK

together.

and wife

Gary Cooper loob happy as he

Rocky celebrate

another

reconciliation.

Oailey and Gwen O'Connor, whose romance was such an on-again,
off-again affair, astonished Hollywood by eloping to Las Vegas and having the knot tied.

BILL HOLDEN,

between films, took wife
Brenda to Europe on well-earned vacation

ever

JULIE HARRIS -JAMES DEAN

•

The most shocking revenge a girl
let one brother take on another!

RAYMOND

™.~.~paulosborn o«™«ELIA KAZAN

MASSEY^**
«y Technicolor

*

Coming
Attractions
BY RAHNA MAUGHAN

The Long Gray Line
and from the way the brogues
run thick as Irish stew, you'll be
wonderin' when it was that the Irish cap-

Shure
tured

West

years ago

Power),

Point. It all began some fifty
when Marty Maker (Tyrone

still

smellin' of the peat bogs of

Ireland, joined the United States Army at
West Point. With no special talents for
soldiering, but having a healthy interest in

young Maker would have spent
most of his enlistment in the guardhouse
hadn't Major Ward Bond made him an assistant boxing instructor. Just around this
time, as though some leprechaun were determined to show the Irish do have phenomenal runs of luck, along comes Maureen O'Hara fresh off the boat and quite
willing to say "I do." Once Maureen sends

fisticuffs,

i

for Power's delightfully Hibernian father

(Donald Crisp) and younger brother
Dinny (Sean McClory), the four make
a combination lively as a

jig,

but even

not entirely one big happy
come-all-ye. There's a son who knew only
a few hours of life, there are the men who
for

I

left

them

it's

The Point to fall on the battlefields
World Wars, and there's the lone-

of two

continued on page 72

Smoothest eye-crayon
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whole world

—and
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to use

—

it's

a joy!

Never needs sharpening. Crayon propels and retracts!
Always ready to
make your eyes

It's

the only

eye-crayon
that's springlocked
can't

—

fall

out!

"The
John

minute's time!

"AUTOMATIC"
EYEBROW AND EYE LINER

I

Genghis Khan

7Q,y

Velvet Black, Dark Brown, I
*J
Light Brown or Auburn ...
Elegant turquoise and gold case!

TWIN ^REFlIl-S739

in

Conquerors,"
Wayne won't

disappoint

far lovelier— in a

PENCIL

AS

his

fans.

MAUREEN O'HARA
in

and Tyrone Power
"The Long Gray Line," West Point drama.

There's more
fun at
the movies!
Dear Readers:
Sixty years ago, which was before

a history-

everything,

practically

making event took place
store or,

fussy about

than the

Magna

a shoe

a reconverted shoe

it,

store. If this

somewhat

in

you want to be

if

event was

less earth-shaking,

Rome

of

fall

Carta,

say,

.

or the

nevertheless

it

betokened an immeasurable amount of

upon

pleasure for millions

of people throughout the

millions

world in the

SOFT-SKIN

years to come. We're talking, of
course, about the first public

exhibition of a motion picture that

took place just six decades ago in a

Lead the active

life

you love

in

a feather-

(reconverted) shoe store on lower

Broadway

in

time, movies

weight Soft -Skin girdle and enjoy a freedom

New

York. Since that

rival for

you've never known before! So soft,

have graduated from shoe

have no

stores to theatres that

comfort,

if

so

so

comfortable

...

yet

it

molds you and holds you so slim and

downright luxury, and from a

on a screen that

flickering light

light,

not for

trim

.

.

.

wears and washes

like lingerie!

might have passed for a window shade
to

such recent phenomena as

CinemaScope, SuperScope, VistaVision,
3-D, Cinerama and what next? While
all

the

little
is

new

processes

may seem

a

bewildering, one thing

sure: all of

them have been

make movie-going more
than ever. One

developed to
pleasurable
other thing

is

sure: regardless of

which process (or processes) becomes

AT YOUR FAVORITE STORE

standard, going to the movies will

always be the most exciting

—and

brief

pant y
or girdle .

rewarding—means of viewing
entertainment. So, on the 60th

anniversary of the

a motion picture,

first

showing of

SCREENLAND

take this opportunity to salute the

SIZES: small, medium, large, ex. large

now

WHITE ONLY

more than 15,000 motion picture
exhibitors

throughout the country

for their services to the

community and

to let

them know

that we, too, believe
there's

more fun at the movies.
Dept.

P

REAL-FORM GIRDLE COMPANY

•

358 5th

Ave., N.Y.C.
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HOLLYWOOD LOVE

LIFE

continued from page 6
this

was a prelude to a wedding.

Ray Danton

friends of

—

.

.

.

And

say that his fa-

the senior Danton's first
20 years was largely to meet Julie
Adams. Ray and Julie had some "publicity dates" while they were making "The
Looters" but then real romance developed.
During that picture, Ray broke a bone in
ther's visit here

—

in

it was injured again in "Chief
Crazyhorse" and X-rays proved he needed

his wrist;

a bone graft. Julie was his constant visitor
at the hospital after the operation.

ON THEIR TOES

French ballerina
Jeanmaire and her one-time ballet partner, now choreographer Roland Petit,
married in France, then had to rush to
Hollywood where they both reported to
Paramount for "Anything Goes," in which
she co-stars with Bing Crosby and Donald
O'Connor. What a cast! It's a working

honeymoon, for Petit
Individual One-Wash Packets
of "Miracle-action" Detergent
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makes a big
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all
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.
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1

oil

.

Now

their

friends

who

wondered if they'd ever take the jump can
relax! A week after Mitzi and Jack moved
into their honeymoon apartment they decided it was too small and moved pronto.

MIDGET CLOTHES HANGER
only

.

postponements.

ton, rayon, nylon, dacron, etc.

Box

of

picture.

man, back from their wedding cruise to
Acapulco on Vic's family's 85-foot yacht.
Marriage agrees with 'The Hyphen"
she's gained five pounds and she can use
'em.
Mitzi Gaynor and Jack Bean
finally got married after sooooo many

basinful of hefty

hose, lingerie, blouses

.

some

Ellen and Vic Rothschild, the wealthy

suds in hot or cold, hard or soft
water. Perfect for bathroom laun-

dering of

same

without whoop-de-do is plan of
Debbie Reynolds and Eddie Fisher. Any bets?

HAPPY HONEYMOONERS—Vera-

Each spill-proof TRIP-SUDS packet
contains a generous quqntity of
gentle "miracle action" detergent
.

is directing

the dance sequences for the

WEDDING

BABY TALK

The stork already is
homes of recently-married Pier Angeli and Vie Damone.
Ditto Jane Powell and Pat
Nerney.
Ditto Ursula Tkiess and Rob-

50-only $5.00

flapping his wings over the

.

.

.

WVED

in

.

.

COLUMBIA

and Rita Hayworth

.

made

is

Paris, ballerina

Renee Jeanmaire and Roland

up. But

all well

with Dick

Petit return here for film

and
Haymes?

kissed

commitments.
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EUROPE-BOUND.
MeJchw

its

will

tour

Doris

British

Day ami Marty

Isles

this

summer.

ert Taylor. Nevertheless, Ursula went to
England with Bob for his location work
jam "Quentin Durward."

HAPPY TRAVELERS—Lauren
says she's going to insist that

—

ROCK HUDSON
BARBARA RUSH

Bacall

Humphrey

Bogart take a vacation trip around the
And Baby, who seems to get her
way, says they'll fly, mostly.
Doris
Day and Marty Melcher will tour the
British Isles this summer, purely for fun.
The London Palladium has been paging
Doris, but she has turned down the offers.
Doris and Marty, who have their own producing company, have signed Charles

JEFF

world.

.

Vidor,

"Love
first

.

just directed Doris at

Me

Or Leave Me," to direct their
production, "Rhythm And
William Holden and Brenda

Blues".

.

.

C<APEAIN

MGM in

who
indie

MORROW

.

.

Marshall left for a vacation in England
and the south of France; made a stopover
in Greenland to entertain the troops. After
a steady string of great pics, Bill gets a
vacation before starting "Picnic". . . .
continued on page 66

with

KATHLEEN RYAN

Screenplay by W. R.

• FINLAY CURRIE • DENIS O'OEA • GEOFFREY TOONE • Directed by douglas sibk
BURNETT and OSCAR BRODNEY Stay ind Adaptation by W. R. BURNETT - Produced by ROSS HUNTER
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The Plot Against Frank
Startling revelations

come

to light as the true story

behind Frank's battles with the press

is

unmasked
By BILL TUSHER

afternoon
a manLONG AGO spent an
NOT
notoriety
a
to-man
with Frank Sinatra about
in

entire

I

as

his

talk

"newspaperman-hater." When I got up to
Frankie looked at me with those penetrating blue eyes
smiled wanly, and said:
"If an untoward incident should happen. Bill, all I
that somebody stops for a second and says, 'What
so-called

your

side of the story?'

The

against

is

too

familiar.

It

of the

is

fourth estate,

that he goes berserk at the very sight of a newspaper pho-

tographer or a reporter.
Fictional or not, the old wounds between Frankie and the
press seemed to have been all but healed when they were
ripped open again in Frankie's now famous skirmish with Jim

ask is
about

Sinatra's side of the story?
all

members

leave,

Byron, the publicity

what about Frank
Frankie

wonder boy of the entertainment world

of his,

"

All right,

case

that the spindly

practically psychotic about

holds

set Strip.

man

of the Crescendo night club on Sun-

The episode abruptly revived the

of Frankie as a

guy with a chip on

ancient caricature

his shoulder

and rocks

continued on page 15

A CONTROVERSIAL figure,
12

the truth

is

that Frankie has not been the aggressor, but he

is

moved

to action

when subjected to an

injustice.

surpressed, is a compelling one

FRIENDLY

chat with the Jerry Lewises. When under emotional
edgy; that's when he's sniped at by tormentors.

stress Frankie is

head for Jim had always been an ardent Sinatra fan.
But the case for Frank Sinatra is not at all familiar. How

in his

could

it

be? It hasn't been

told.

It is the

purpose of

this

piece to take care of that oversight.

would be

deny that

Frankie really did shout
Vagmre Crescendo he
thereby pulled perhaps the prize faux pas of his career. But
knowing what I do about the background of Frankie's widely
reported squabbles with the press, and knowing first hand
as I do of Frankie's genuine personal affection for many members of the press, I am convinced that Frankie did not mean
what he said if that's what he said. As any objective newspaperman will admit, the fact is that all newspapermen are
not angels, any more than all actors are angels. The further
fact is that Frank Sinatra does have a hearty contempt for
some newspapermen, but that it would be impossible for him
to hate all newspapermen, or even to think he did. To paraphrase a sardonic bromide, some of Frankie's best friends
are and will continue to be newspapermen.
In order to understand Frankie's side of this hoary controversy, you have to understand two things the kind
of a guy Sinatra is, and the shocking plot against Sinatra. The
plot to "get Sinatra" has been a frivolous pastime of certain elements of the press since 1943 who deplored the influence Frankie, then the idol of the ecstatic bobby-soxers, had
on the nation's youth.
It

folly to

if

that he hates newspapermen during

—

—

—

—

is conceivable that
ITmight
have shrugged

a target less sensitive than Sinatra
But the fact that Sinatra could

it off.

not work up philosophical detachment about being mangled
in print did not necessarily justify the vendetta against him.
Sinatra happens to be that kind of a guy, and the kind of a

determined on the streets of Hoboken,
valued personal dignity and fought for it
long before he became a celebrity, and he wouldn't know

guy he

New

—

is

was

Jersey.

first

He

—

SOME

of Frank's best friends are newspapermen, but there are
will stoop to any depth to get him to lose his temper.

a few who

how

to duck the challenge of a personal injustice or a social

injustice" if

he wanted

to.

Part of Frankie's difficulty stems from* the fact that he is
an incurably ingenuous person. He doesn't react to the professional or social standing of the author of an offense, but
itself. Anyone who knows Sinatra knows that
he'd take on a studio head with just as much foolhardiness as he'd take on a press agent or a newspaperman or a
busboy if he thought the studio boss was out of fine. Sinatra
is not a snob
either in the choice of his friends or his

to the offense

—

adversaries.

In spite of the fact that he has become such a controversial
he has not been the aggressor in his
alleged war with the press. For years he has been the victim
of merciless sniping by irresponsible individuals within the

figure, the truth is that

—

acts of journalistic vandalism from which the majority
of responsible newspapermen repeatedly have disassociated
themselves. I doubt that the critics who rush with posse-like

press

fervor to condemn Frankie have the foggiest notion of the
wantonly provocative nature of the unabated plot against

Frankie.

This

is

—Frankie's

the side of the story they have not heard

story. If, for example, Frankie

had taken a poke

at a crippled

newsreel cameraman

when he landed with his bride, Ava
Gardner, at Los Angeles International Airport following their
Miami honeymoon, the story would have been flashed to the
four corners of a shocked nation.
Yet just such a trap was set for Frankie, but the fact that
he didn't go for the bait wasn't worth a fine in the papers.
Frankie and Ava had stood on the steps of the plane, posing
for newsreel and newspaper photographers, and he was blinded
by the glare of floodlights and flash bulbs. He couldn't see
where the voice was coming from, but throughout the picturetaking session, he heard one of the press group taunting him
"Did you bring your boxing gloves, tough guy?"
continued on page 16
15

—

FRANK SINATRA

continued

Films, night clubs

and

TV—

careerwise, Frank's on top again

Frankie didn't want to mar his homecoming, and he fought
hard and successfully to ignore his heckler. Later a friend
put his arm around
of Frankie's a newspaperman, no less
him and said, "Gee, I'm glad you didn't pay any attention to
that guy. He was a crippled television newsreel photographer,
and they planted him there to needle you. They were hoping
you'd take a swipe at him and give them a story."
Not a very endearing experience.
"Maybe six or seven months earlier," Frankie told me, "I
might have been in a brawl over a thing like that. I was
edgy. I didn't care about a lot of things. I can't explain it.
I'm just glad that I whipped it."
Frankie had a very simple explanation for the highly
publicized embroglios which he did not pass up.
"I didn't go looking for trouble," he assured me. "I just
didn't duck it. If a man blew up every time he was agitated
by some crude, uncouth guy, every man in public life would
be in the papers every day if he didn't control himself. Ask
any actor who goes out to a night club or the movies. Nine
times out of ten you meet a wise guy who's gotta make
remarks. 'What are you, a big man?' they'll sneer. 'Are you
slumming?' Occasionally, a man blows up. Sometimes he's
right, and sometimes he's wrong. But some of the stuff that

—

—

—

—

goes on drives you crazy."

The

attempt to trick Frankie into striking a
example of the vicious nonsense to
which some newspapermen were willing to stoop in their
adolescent efforts to get Frankie to lose the temper they had
publicized beyond its actual dimensions. Frankie told me of a
similar experience in Reno when a wire service reporter confessed to him that he had been assigned by his bureau chief
to pick a fight with Frankie.
"I'm an ex-fighter," the newspaperman explained to Frankie.
"I want to let you in on something, but I want you to keep
abortive

cripple wasn't the only

it

confidential.

My

outfit

wanted

me

to bait

you when you

got off the plane. But I couldn't be party to a dirty trick

do it for all the money in the world.
wife has been a fan of yours for years, and I
couldn't get into the house if I did anything like that."
Uke

that. I wouldn't

Besides,

my

ALTHOUGH

he spoke feelingly about the injustices to
which he had been subjected, Frankie took pains to make
clear that he never felt any grievance against the press
i

it

as a whole.

"People ask me if I'm still fighting with the press," he
smiled plaintively. "I never fought with the press. I fought
with a half-dozen guys, and I'd fight with them again if they
did what they did again. I have been accused of attacking

which makes

me want

to grin

when

I

think about

tacking, fighting and everything else with certain

it

—

at-

members

of the press, photographers and so forth. I have never done
in my life except in one instance.
That
concerns a certain columnist in New York, which happened a
long time ago. And since then I've never had any physical
brawls with anybody in the press. I've had words with some

any such thing

continued on paze 18
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FRANK SINATRA

continued

Some aspects

of his personal

life

Frank

of them occasionally because they were needed at the time."

f

Sinatra's alleged clashes with newspapermen took up almost as much space as the description of the by-play during
his wedding to Ava Gardner. One story quoted Frankie as
commenting, upon discovering reporters at the wedding
scene, "How did these creeps know we were here?"
But the version Frankie gave me of what happened on his
wedding night is one I have never seen in print.
"We were married in a small house," Frankie told me. "Ava
and I were nervous and naturally we didn't want too much
excitement. We explained that there wasn't enough room to
get everybody inside, so we agreed to a pool arrangement.
A man from CBS and a man from Universal-International
were allowed inside to shoot as many pictures as they could
get, and while the photographers were waiting on the porch,
we sent drinks and sandwiches to them.
"We rented a developing studio in midtown Philadelphia
so the pictures could be processed right away. Not only that,
after the wedding, Ava and I stood and posed for 45 minutes.
To a man almost to a man the photographers yelled that
the arrangement was fine with them. But there was one wise
guy in the bunch. He walked through the crowd and said,
T don't care what these bums are going to do. I'm going
to take your picture whether you like it or not.'
"Naturally," he went on, "I saw red I told him, Til bet
you 50 to 1 that you don't, and I'll bet you another 50 that

—

DEEPLY
was

hurt

sensitive to

—

by

Ava Gardner, Frankie
Ava was more ebullient.

splitup with

probing.

not discuss for publication

will

if you point the camera at me, I'll knock you flat.' Incidentally,
be never got the picture."
Nor does Frank feel his indignities at the hands of the
press have been limited to personal run-ins such as the one
on bis wedding night. He made no bones about the fact that
he considers himself the victim of many gratuitous distortions
and downright untruths.
A typical illustration he cited concerns the time he was

having dinner at the Shamrock Hotel in Houston several
years ago.

"A guy walked by my

table, spotted

me, and ran out to
to me and said

Then he came up

bis car

and got

nicely,

'May I take your picture for our paper?' I
you didn't, if you don't mind.' That was

his camera.

I'd rather

said, 'No,

absolutely

We

didn't exchange another word. But the
that happened.
next morning a big story broke that I threatened to hit him
with the camera. This is one of the worst lies I've ever seen
all

in print against

anybody. I think

It is entirely possible that the

some

to

lies

it's

unfair, terribly unfair."

key to

this

whole problem

substantial degree in Frank's personal happiness

and peace of mind. I remember talking with him while he
was making "From Here To Eternity," and all was well with
his marriage to Ava.
"From the moment I was married," Frank told me proudly,
"nobody could bah me. I had been under an emotional strain.
I calmed down after the marriage. From that time on, nothing ever happened.
'Tm still concerned about certain problems," he continued,
"but they're not making me sick as they normally would
when you're under great, stress. When you're happily married,
you can take things well."
Frank's words were to prove strangely and inversely
prophetic. When the marriage failed, he was deeply wounded
and understandably sensitive to probing. His taboos changed
with his personal fortunes, and that, too, was understandable.
When he was able to discuss his marriage with dignity, he did
so willingly and amiably. Obviously, he feels that the failure
of his marriage, and his groping for happiness, are his personal cross to bear and to him it would be degrading to share
these things with the public. It is for these reasons that he
will not discuss them for publication, not because he hates
newspapermen.

ACCOMPANIED
engagement

by daughter, Nancy, Frank takes off for singing
His latest film is "Not As A Stranger."

in Australia.

—

—

—

FRANKIE'S

side of the story, so long overlooked if not

suppressed, seems a
ture

is filled

most compelling

one.

When

the pic-

in completely, there is the portrait of a

man

of

and principle, a man who gets into trouble only because he refuses to run when trouble shows up. A man who
stature

refuses to surrender his dignity although at times

to cost

As

him

it

threatens

all else.

for his future relationship with the press, Frankie has

no fixed ideas.
"My aim right now," he told me,

do the right thing
when a guy
starts to push you around, I think you've got to stand up
and say, 'Just a moment. Let's not have any of this stuff.'

when

And

time.

And

if

that's the

way

it will

it's

"is to

the occasion ever arrives

go."

now

that the plot against him has
been unmasked, why Frankie might not be overly fond of
some newspapermen. But as far as Frankie hating newspapermen as a breed, the accusation has been hurled at him before, and when I asked him about it, Frankie told me:
"That is probably one of the worst untruths I've ever heard
It is easy to understand,

of or been accused of in my life."
and timely
It's still a mighty unequivocal

—

—answer.

NEW
END

interest in Frank's quest for happiness

is

Gloria Stokowski.

She took limelight away from him at premiere but he didn't mind.
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THE STARS AT PLAY

Pier
Weekending

in

and Vic

in

Las Vegas, Pier Angeli and Vic Damone

discover the quaint Last Frontier Village
while sightseeing and have a gay time doing the town

BUGGY
it

of ancient vintage is tried out by Pier and Vic who find
fun but not as comfortable as the sleek motor jobs they're used to.

DISTORTED

in front

trick mirror.

intriguing.

20

figures amuse Pier and Vic as they cutup
They also found the town's "inhabitants"

of

THE STARS AT PLAY

continued

Pier and Vic relive

days of the Old West as they
frolic in

"Ghost Town"

NOSTALGIA for

"the good old days" temporarily overtakes the
romantic young marrieds as they rest beside a covered wagon.

DEAD-EYE'*

22

Vic aims to impress his bride as he makes Tike

OLD

night spot

was then

a sharpshooter

singing.

nothing like modern Las Vegas club where Vic
He's also appearing in MGM' s "Hit The Deck."

is

with old guns in the Last Frontier Village shooting gallery.

I've

been trying

to figure out guys for

years. There are so

many types—the
snob, the timid soul,

the publicity

hound—"

PIE-EATING

contest stars Terry and Tab Hunter,

is

just

as

much fun as the Mocambo.

TERRY MOORE ASKS:

"What's With Men?
A

FEW WEEKS
tried to kiss

AGO, a fellow I dated for the first time
me goodnight when he brought me home.

—

—

Realizing his intentions a girl usually can I didn't give him
a chance. When we got to the front door, I already had my
key poised and two seconds later was inside the threshold.

He looked somewhat surprised when I offered my hand. "I
had a wonderful evening," I told him, and meant it.
For a moment he hesitated. "Mind if I'm frank?"
"Of course not."
"I can't figure you girls out. If a guy doesn't kiss her, she
thinks he doesn't like her. If he does, she considers

him

for-

."
ward, like you obviously do
I assured him I didn't, that I just never kissed a fellow on
the first date. Yet I couldn't blame him for being bewildered
.

.

about us females. I've been confused about men all my life!
Look at it from a girl's point of view: If she lets a fellow
kiss her the first evening, he thinks she's "easy." If she won't,
he considers her a prude. I know from experience, because in
high school, I had a reputation for being an "iceberg."
But it isn't just the kissing that makes men hard to figure
out. I've

found so many curious contradictions that I've just

about given up trying to analyze them.
Since I grew out of my teens, at least the "you're

my

girl

you see anyone else," and the "I want you to be my
steady" types have pretty well disappeared. But I still find
many dates possessive to the point where a continued relationship becomes very difficult, to say the least.
Like one fellow I grew to like a great deal before he became
so don't

overly inquisitive.
I

still

recall the

evening

it

finally

reached the breaking

The moment he picked me up at my house, he
demanded to know, "What were you doing last night?"

point.

Ordinarily, I don't care to give an account of my time.
However, for the sake of a pleasant evening, I told him I had
dinner at the Fox and Hounds in Santa Monica. He wasn't
satisfied. "With whom?"
"Someone you wouldn't know."
"Who was it?" he persisted.
This went on all evening. In itself it wasn't sufficient to
keep me from seeing him in the future, but in addition to some
other differences, it proved the final touch. And all this inquisitiveness without any "understanding" between us, any
encouragement on my part whatsoever.
In contrast, over-humility and complete lack of selfassurance is even more puzzling to me. Why would someone

ask to take

me

out. then oh-and-ah all evening because I'm

continued on page 27
25

TERRY MOORE

"MY CLOTHES have

continued

hod

less criticism

from

my dotes than from

premieres,
columnists, probably because, except for

I

dress simply."

BOB WAGNER

and Terry starred in "Twelve Mile Reef."
were and are the best of friends.

set marriage rumors flying,

"I let fellows

I

date

know

I'm

the old-fashioned type of
girl

who expects good

manners. Then they
enjoy being

gentlemen"

GALLANT

and

the bright spots.

attentive, Nicky Hilton

Terry

in pictures? I recall

me "I

will

makes an Idea! date for
"Daddy Long Legs."

next be seen in

one fellow in particular who kept assur-

accepted my invitation.
You're a movie star and I'm a nobody. You couldn't posing

don't really

know why you

go for a guy like me . ."
How different from the sergeant I met in Korea, assigned
to a United Nations Broadcasting unit. It never occurred to
him to apologize for being just a GI. And why should he?
Who's done more for our country than fellows like him?
Certainly I couldn't take as much credit for having been
fortunate enough to get into a business which combines a good
sibly

.

salary with prominence.

realized his situation

out the different attitudes toward movie people,
I don't want to exclude the snob who doesn't feel comfortable
unless he can insult you.
I was introduced to such a character at a big party a short
while ago. He didn't have a kind word to say for anyone in
the film industry, assured me he could never consider marrying
an actress, and if he ever should, his family would disinherit
instantly.

Somehow

I just couldn't keep myself from asking why he
was telling all this to me, an actress, and furthermore, why he
had accepted an invitation to a party attended predominantly
by motion picture and television people. He couldn't think of
an appropriate answer.
Always wanting fellows to be honest with me, I failed to
see the embarrassment this might entail for them
till it was
brought out by the reaction of an actor-friend of mine, after
a premiere. At the time he was getting along on a spotty income which restricted his movements. Unfortunately, I hadn't

—

when

I suggested joining

party at the Mocambo.
"Sorry," he replied. "I can't make
at the studio tomorrow morning ..."

it.

Susan Zanuck's

Have an

early call

As far as I knew, he was between pictures. But I didn't say
anything. If he didn't want to go, that was his decision to
make.

On

the

way

to the parking lot,

we

ran into Steve Crane,

who

invited us to his house for a party. "Sounds wonderful," said

my

date. "We'll

I turned to

To round

him

FRENCHMEN

never forget the importance of being gentlemen;
Jack Sernas's Gallic charm means an enchanted evening of dancing.

get

home

be right over

him

in surprise.

.

.

."

"You

just said you'd

have to

early tonight ..."

For a couple of moments, he studied the tops of his shoes
"To be frank, Terry, I just don't
have the money to take you to the Mocambo."
intently and uncomfortably.

I appreciated his honesty, but still couldn't understand why
he hadn't told me at the beginning till I recalled an incident
which gave me a clue to his behavior. I'd had lunch with a
young writer who hadn't sold a story for months. Not wanting
to burden him with my check as well as his, as discreetly as
possible I tried to take care of my share of the meal. Instead
of being appreciative, he was quite hurt. "If I couldn't afford
to take you out for lunch, I wouldn't have asked you in the

—

first

place," he insisted.

Obviously, most

men

However, here too

who wouldn't

I

are sensitive about financial matters.
have found the opposite type. Fellows

consider driving anything less expensive than a

Cadillac, a Jaguar or a

Mercedes Benz, yet when it comes to
Of the two types,

tipping, are about as tight as a closed oyster.

continued on page 70
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TONY CURTIS TELLS
•

"How
"I

psychiatry

had every reason
In

in

the world to be happy, but

I

wasn't."

an exclusive interview, Tony reveals why
By RUSS

CURTIS
TONY
adulation of

a most blessed

is

young man. He has the

He

earns more than $2,000 a week.
He has a beautiful and devoted wife. He is the kind who
attracts true friendships and is liked by his fellow workers.
millions.

Why? That was the
Hollywood asked when Tony admitted publicly

All this, yet he consults a psychiatrist.

question
that he

put

all

was having

sessions with a "head-shrinker," as he

it.

Tony seems the least likely candidate for the psychiatrist's
From the outside, at least, he appears to have every-

couch.

thing in the world that a person would want. Besides, he

is

a

happy, lusty extrovert

who would seem

NEWTON

to be content in

any

situation.

To

answer to this puzzle, I went to Tony himself.
found him friendly, helpful and completely frank.
"Let me put this straight from the start I'm not blowing
my top," Tony began. "The only reason I might hesitate to
talk about this matter is that I'm afraid people might get
the wrong idea and think I was nuts or something. It's not
find the

As always,

that at

I

—

all.

"I don't suffer from a sense of insecurity. I don't have a
split personality. It's none of those things.

"Here's

how

it all

happened: Several months ago,

feeling so good. It wasn't a big thing at

all.

I wasn't

But somehow

I got mad at little things. I let people
put out with Janet over unimportant
matters. In short, I wasn't as happy as I should have been. I
had every reason in the world to be happy, but I wasn't.
"I happened to mention the way I was feeling to a friend
of mine. He said he was going to a psychiatrist at that time
and suggested it might be a good thing for me. I decided to
I didn't feel

annoy me.

give

it

happy.

I'd

get

a try.

was the greatest thing that ever happened to me. My
whole outlook on life changed I see things much more clearly
"It

;

than I did before.
"I don't get on the couch and babble on about a lot of
things. It's nothing like that. I simply go to this psychiatrist's

once or twice a week and we sit down and talk. Nothing
formal at all. We just shoot the breeze the same way we're
doing now.
"For instance, he'll ask me. 'Well, what kind of a day did
you have today?' And I'll say: 'Pretty good. No, it wasn't so
good at that. I came into the studio this morning and gave
the gateman a big hello and he didn't answer back to me.
That made me sore. The whole morning I kept wondering
why he didn't say hello to me. Didn't he like me or someoffice

ADMIRERS

always get a smile with Tony's autograph. Yet he
good, got mad at things, let people annoy me."

says, "I didn't feel

thing?'

"And then

he'll

ask

me some more

questions and

maybe

continued on paee 31
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changed my

seemed to be

Idyllic for

Janet and Tony; cheering fans never realized that the

"little

irritations"

life"

were endangering

their

love.

29

tony curtis

continued

Tony's applied

new understanding to

his marriage.

T

"Now I know why I react as do"
I

my childhood. Eventually we come up with the
why I was so upset when the gateman didn't say hello
me. And the next time it happens, 111 realize that maybe
about

talk

reason
to

the

gateman himself was upset about something and that was
didn't say hello and I won't get myself in a stew

why he

over a matter like that.
"That's how simple the treatment
the

forth,

We

is.

just talk

same way the Greek philosophers did

times. Eventually

we

back and

in

ancient

arrive at the truth."

But, I suggested, doesn't

all

spice out of life? Doesn't that

this rationalization take the

make

so he can't get

it

mad

at

anyone?

"Not at all," he added quickly. "I can get mad. I can get
good and mad. But I get mad only with a reason.
"For instance, I used to get put out with people when they
come up to my expectations. Now I realize I cannot
more than they can produce."
He searched for an example. Then he pointed at the boots
he was wearing for his swashbuckling role in "The Purple
didn't

expect

Mask." Supposing, he mused, that the boots didn't fit corHis conversation with the wardrobe man might go like

rectly.
this:

.

"These boots are too tight. I gotta get another pair."
"We haven't got any here."
"Where are they?"
"They're down in the wardrobe department."

"Then why don't you get them?"
"There's no stand-by car on the set."
"Well, can't you order one?"

"Yes—"
"Then order one and get those boots for me."
That, he argued, would be the right way to handle the
situation. Not being dictatorial about it. Not pussyfooting
around, either. But reasoning the matter out and exacting the
degree of efficiency the other person

is

capable

PUBLIC

of.

"That's important," he said. "It's one of the most important

have learned do not try to push a person beyond his
But on the other hand, I have the right to expect
the best possible performance of his duties that he is able
to produce. And if he doesn't come through, I've got a right
to squawk."
Tony admitted that he and his wife, Janet Leigh, were
having some troubles before he started his psychiatric treatments. There were the usual irritations that all young married couples suffer during the first few years of learning to live
together. But these difficulties were compounded by the fact
that both Tony and Janet are high-spirited persons and both
things I

Janet and Tony flash radiant smiles at a -premiere.
IN
'Tailing things out" with a psychiatrist has given Tony stability.

:

capabilities.

are subjected to the tense, nerve-wracking fife of being popular

movie

IT'S

stars,

very possible that their troubles could have become

so magnified with added months of strain that their mar-

would not have stood up under it. Tony himself is realenough to realize this.
In Hollywood, even marriages that seem idyllic are subject
to the pressures of the goldfish bowl life. One sharp word
spoken in public can be blown up overnight into a full-scale

riage
istic

not getting along, the word soon leaks
Many columnists will leap at the news,
hoping to be the first to report the impending breakup.
These rumors can unnerve a husband and wife, even those
who are very much in love. Despite their devotion, doubts
creep into their minds as the questions are repeated "Are you
split.

If a couple

is

out to the gossipers.

:

continued on page 32

JANET

to each other and it is just this
hold their marriage together come what may.

and Tony are devoted

devotion that

will

TONY CURTIS

continued

"The better I know my emotions,
the better

I

can act"

up?" "Have you consulted a lawyer?" Usually,
something has got to give and does.
Fortunately, the marriage of Tony Curtis and Janet Leigh
got help before their friends or the public had even an inkling
that there was any" trouble brewing between them.
"I would go to the psychiatrist and explain about some
trouble that might have happened between Janet and me,"
Tony explained. "We'd talk it over and I'd find out why I
reacted the way I did. I'd know how to handle the situation
splitting

—

the next time."

The

results of his talks

put their marriage on a

solid basis.

"Oh, we
so,"

Tony

still

have our

fights like

anybody

else

much more

—maybe more

laughed. "I belt Janet one and she gives

me

a boot

and we end up very happy."
Besides matrimonial harmony, there are other important
reasons why Tony consulted psychiatry. For one thing, he
wanted to improve as an actor.
in the rear,

DOORKEEPERS

new. home, Janet and Tony hope it will
of Hollywood's fishbowl marriages.

in their

be a place to escape the

pitfalls

FRIENDLY TUSSLES

are part of the

game

for Janet

and Tony.

"We

still

have our

fights like

anybody

else

—

but we end up very happy.

1

"THE PURPLE MASK":

"Some people work with
got to use

"My
can do

my

job
it

is

In

U-I's Technicolor historical

their hands,"

he

said.

drama Tony

"Me,

I've

imagination.
to express emotion on the screen.

These have

for me.

No

one else

to be the emotions of myself,

Bernard Schwartz, alone. Now it stands to reason that the
know my own emotions and why I react as I do, the
better I will be able to act on the screen.
"Not only that. The more an actor knows, the better he
can be. And experience with psychiatry has opened a whole
new world to me I want to learn. Not that I didn't want to
learn before. This is something different. Now there is an
inner drive which I never had.
better I

:

"

II f HEN

I first started going to this psychiatrist,

ff me a bunch of
told

me

tests.

One was an

he gave

intelligence test.

He

that the results showed that I placed in the category

of brilliant.

"Can you imagine that? Well,

it brought about a big change
me. It gave me confidence to tackle whatever task faced
me. It gave me the ambition to read great books and learn
all I can about philosophy and literature and everything. I've
been reading like mad."
He added another reason for his consultation with psychiatry and it had a strictly commercial basis.
"I didn't know how to talk to my bosses," he confessed.
"That wasn't good. Instead of presenting my case in a quiet,
logical way I'd go into their offices like a roaring lion. I'd
come out very much subdued but without putting my points
across. I just didn't know how to speak up."

in

plays a daring hero,

who

disguises himself as a

worthless

fop.

Tony is finding his voice. He knows he has reached the point
where he must consolidate his position in the film world. He
has a strong following among movie fans, particularly among
the younger people. Now he must solidify his popularity with
them. And he believes there is only one way to do that: with
good pictures.
"Take all the other actors who are more or less in my age
category," he cited. "All of them have had at least one really
smash picture.
"Rock Hudson had 'Magnificent Obsession.' Bob Wagner
had 'Prince Valiant,' which was a great break for a young
actor. John Derek had 'Knock On Any Door.' Marlon Brando
has had a number of great films. Montgomery Clift had 'From
Here To Eternity' and others.
"I haven't tad my big hit yet. My pictures have been good
money-makers, yes. But that isn't enough. In order to stay in
the business, an actor has to have a really great picture
every once in a while. I'm looking for mine."
He'll soon have a broader field in which to look. This summer

his exclusive contract with Universal-International will
run out. Thereafter, he will make two pictures a year for the
studio. He will be able to make other films on his own at other
studios. And after three more years, he will be entirely free

of his U-I ties.

He

wants to have his career on a firm basis
his own.
the movie business for the next thirty

when he goes out on
"I want to be in
years," he said.

And with
do

it.

his vitality, drive

and

level head, he's likely to

END
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Jean Simmons

Defends Her Man!
Jean takes the stand to debunk

some myths about the

private

of the Stewart Grangers

life

By HELEN GOULD
have
MANY THINGS
Simmons

been said and written about Jean
Merilyn
(the name she was born with in
Crouch Hill, London, 25 years ago) since she came to Holly-

wood in 1950j so many, in fact, as
ment concerning the question: Who

to cause
is

some befuddle-

the real girl behind

it

all?

She herself knocked one of the legends into a cocked hat
almost immediately. The one that she wouldn't talk about
herself or husband Stewart Granger because their private life
was, well, private.
I told her I wanted to ask some direct questions to clear
up the fog, and she said, gaily, "Come to lunch on Friday!"
That's hardly being evasive, or ducking the issue. So there
I was, driving up the private road lined with what seemed
like millions of geraniums, to the Granger's hilltop house.
In the irregularly-shaped living room that blends a modern
glass wall with the farm house feeling of bleached oak beams
and two facing brick fireplaces, Jean sank contentedly onto
a couch.

"Fire away," she said eagerly.

"All right.

Take

the stand, Miss Simmons.

These are

Will you answer them as such?"

direct questions.

A. I will!
Q. People are always talking about domestic problems you
might have. What about that?
A. Everything is wonderful, really!
Q. Then what about the impression that you are very

moody?
A. Yes, I suppose I am.

FAST GAME

of tennis is Jean's idea of relaxation. "This
home. We're here to stay. 'Jimmy' likes American ways. So

is

our

do L"

thing,

true

and then

when

I

am

go into a 'kind of
This is especially
working, and concentrating on a role.

I

want

I suddenly

to be left alone.

.

:

.

continued on page 36
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JEAN SIMMONS

"I

THINK

I

continued

know the reason 'Jimmy' hates to take me places. He wants me to be poised and dignified and I'm always

ACCOLADE from

Hedda Hopper

but you can't indulge

in

pleases Jean. "I do like parties
them while you're making a picture."

"It's

No,

I

falling.

over myself."

not true 'Jimmy' dominates

don't bring the role home, but that's the

Jimmy can

look at

me and

He knows

get

me

how

out of the

mood

way
;

it's

it

is.

over

But the odd
moods. He has to be
alone, until it's run its course.
But isn't everybody moody
at times?
A person without moods could be very dull.
Q. Is it true you try to do everything your husband's way?
A. (Smile.) So many people think Jimmy dominates me.
The impression, that this poor little youngster is bullied by
Granger into not having a thought of her own is completely
untrue. Jimmy's very funny. He. still kids me about doing
"Hamlet." You know, he did everything he could to talk me out
of it.
He was perfectly logical about my trying to tackle
Shakespeare at 18 and with a company that included Laurence Olivier!
But thank God, it was accepted.
Q. Accepted It was only your Ophelia that made you the
darling of London. But then you defied Jimmy as long ago
as that?
Even before you were married?
A. Oh, it's still going on. Not long ago, he tried to talk
me out of doing "The Actress" but for a different reason:
he didn't think I should go on playing 16-year-old children!
like that.

thing

is,

I can't get

exactly

to handle me.

him out of

—

!

—

—

his

LAUREN BACALL with

me.

I

am

The Grangers at a premiere. "Moody?

wot a poor

little

I

"Come

on, you'll have to be doing this tomorrow mornyou know." Maybe I don't agree with Jimmy on
everything I want to do, but he's very sound!
Q. What about your different tastes in social life?

ing at 9,

A. (Chuckle.) Oh, yes, the old story that I

while

Jimmy

likes

to stay

home with

am

a book.

a gadabout,
I

do

like

but you can't indulge in them while you're making a
I am not so much in the mood now, anyway.
We
have our friends in to visit us quite a bit, which is much
nicer.
I guess I've settled down. (Contented sigh.)
I think the whole thing started when I first visited Hollywood. I was on my way back from the Fiji Islands where
parties,

picture.

am, especially when working, but 'Jimmy' knows how to handle me.'

I

my

youngster bullied by

But the role of an adolescent girl who wanted to be an actress
appealed to me. It's still one of my favorites. I had to
dance, sing, learn an American accent and play the violin. I
didn't even know how to hold a violin, but Jimmy taught me
Q. Then you like to work with your husband professionally?
A. Oh, I love to make a picture with him. He's a terrible
taskmaster. When we were doing "Rebound"' he'd practically
take me by the scruff of the neck when we were rehearsing
the script in the evenings for the next day's shooting. He'd
say,

guess

big husband"

"Blue Lagoon" was made and I stopped here. Naturally, I
wanted to go where I could see the stars. You know, to the
English the Hollywood stars are gods and I was star-struck.
I think I

know

the main reason

am

Jimmy

hates to take

me

always falling over myself. It was at
the "Hamlet" premiere in Sydney and the Governor of
Australia was waiting for me at the head of an imposing stairplaces. (Giggle.)

I

—

and high heels, and just as I got
on my face. Nobody dared
pick me up; they had to leave us alone. It was protocol, or
something. Anyway, there I was, and I got the giggles. At
So I just got up and
18, a thing like that can seem funny.
way.

I

had on

to the top,

I

a long dress

did

it

—

fell

flat

carried on.

Jimmy wants me

and be dignified.
and when he can
see me putting it on, he beats me over the head for that, too
Intermission. Rush-ton, the Granger's houseman, announced
lunch. Stewart Granger had brought him back with him from
his last trip to England. Rushton has been his driver and
dresser over there for years. A small, blond, smiling man,
he's delighted to be in California, and with the Grangers. The

Yet when

to

do the poised

I get too dignified he

knows

bit,
it.

continued on page 69
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ROCK HUDSON

For one slow to anger, Rock Hudson can

work up a

sizzler that's sensational

when he blows

his top,

Watch Out,
Brother!
By HELEN LOUISE

ROCK

HUDSON

is

Everybody knows

—

really lost it

a

man

WALKER

with a high boiling point.

"Rock never lost his temper
say some of the people who think

that.

in his life,"

know him

best.
"He's just an easy-going guy who
never takes the trouble to get steamed up."
That's what they think! But Rock can get just as angry
as anyone else and when there is good reason for it, he is
man enough to do something about it. Perhaps what confuses people is that he doesn't get angry in a conventional
fashion.
A belligerent night club heckler, for instance, will
probably find himself completely ignored. But Rock can be
annoyed. And he does show it.
There was the day, for instance, last summer in Italy
when he was trying to take some pictures of people at a
sidewalk cafe. One of the more obnoxious types of American
tourists began kibitzing.
"It won't be any good at this distance with the light the way it is " the man objected in a

they

—

—

—

"know it all" way.
Rock tried not to

listen.
He was absorbed in what he was
doing and besides, he makes it a point to try to get along
with strangers. Nothing the man was saying seemed to make
much sense but he was the persistent type and kept on mov-

ing closer

and uttering

his criticisms

more

loudly.

Finally,

he gestured excitedly in Rock's face with a particularly obnoxious cigar.

"Look, pal," urged the stranger. "I'm telling you I know
about these things and you're all wrong."
Rock had been doing a slow burn, but now it began to
quicken. He took a deep breath, let it out slowly and then
inquired, "Are you a professional photographer?"

he'll

pay them. But interference

it

one thing he won't tolerate.

continued on page 40
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"

UNAWARE his picture was being taken, these candid

rock hudson

continued

"No. As a matter of

—

fact,

A

shots of Rock in the commissary at Universal-International

I'm a doctor. But I happen to

"Ever operate a motion picture camera?"
"Well, no, but that doesn't make any difference.

—

Not

self.

I

still

Rock's patience broke and he snapped, "Well, this happens
be a motion picture camera. And I just happen to have
used it with fair success up to now. And I just happen to
intend to do this my own way and if I make any mistakes
they're going to be my own!"
The stranger caught on and he and his objectionable, gesturing cigar disappeared down the street. But whenever Rock
runs this particular strip oi film through his projection machine (it turned out very well, by the way!) he can still feel
"When he rethe boiling and the satisfaction inside him.
treated," he says now, "it was the greatest!"
This officious and anonymous stranger, had he but known
it, had put his finger squarely on one of Rock's most sensitive
nerve-ends, the one which reacts violently to the know-it-all-

Rock was

at a party at which one guest
assume the role of pundit about practically everything. He was sounding off sonorously about how
"people are too stupid to realize but some day they will
find that I was right
" when Rock, looking exasperated, got

took

it

so long ago,

upon himself

to

—

—

to his feet.

"I

to

about-anything.

affable

his

non-conformist, Rock steadfastly resists

know

know

show him as

couldn't,"

he announced clearly, "disagree with you
I do at this moment."

more thoroughly than

caused a mild sensation.

ITson

to fade

away

And

it

caused the punditing per-

in a sort of surprised

and

futile splutter.

Equally surprised friends who really don't expect Rock to
make issues of things, gasped to him, "What happened?"
Rock tried to explain. "I honestly don't know, exactly.
It wasn't what the man was trying to put over, to convince
us of, that riled

me

so

much

as

it

was

his attitude."

know

exactly

what he was propounding and I'm sure

I don't care.

I just

knew suddenly

was black

Then he

it

confessed, grinning, "I don't think I

in that voice

that if he said that black

—

and with that manner

I'd

—and

said

have to contradict

INFORMALITY

all

is

the keynote as Rock, who's just

come from

the sound stage where he's been working

in

"One

Desire," chats with waitress.

attempts to persuade him to follow any sort of regular regime

him and say

was white.

have to poke a hole in that
what that type of person says
so much as what he is that gets me down."
Rock is a dedicated non-conformist so far as following any
sort of routine is concerned.
His idea of an utterly unbearable existence would be one which would require him to do
the same things at the same time each day.
So, when he
isn't working in a picture he sometimes stays up half the
night and sleeps half the next day away. And he steadfastly
resists all attempts to persuade him to follow any ,sort of
regular regime of diet or exercise which people think might
be "good for him." The very phrase "good for you" arouses
big balloon

suspicion

in-

if

it

I could.

I'd

It isn't

liim

In Hollywood where people are constantly in the throes of
various health fads, this is a spectacle which deeply pains,
if it does not actually shock a great many people. One friend
of Rock's, an older man, was ill-advised enough to take it
upon himself to lecture Rock severely about it. This was a
mistake. Rock listened politely for as long as he could bear
it and then he made himself clear.

remarks was, "Look, this is my life. This
it. And if there are any penalties to pay.
I'm the man who is going to pay them!"
That did it and Rock proceeded on his carefree way, looking, incidentally, healthier than most people.
He does admit, rather ruefully, that he is really ill-tempered about one thing. Traffic.
"I simply don't know what happens to me," he says, in
puzzled tones, "but when I get behind the wheel of a car I
start trying to outguess all the other drivers. Everyone seems
to be trying to get the best of me, everyone is competing
with me. There seems to be a vast conspiracy afoot."
Of course, not everyone in Southern California's hectic
traffic tangle tries as hard as Rock to be reasonable. So it
was that the other day Rock's car didn't leap like a gazelle
in the split second at an intersection when the green "Go"'
light went on. The man behind him started a raucous, impatient honking. Rock doesn't like to be honked at. He stopped
his car and got out, very deliberately, well aware that he
was holding up traffic and that people for a block or two
is

The

gist of his

how

I want to live

continued on page 43
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Rock's good nature

is

evident at work or at play yet

no one can squelch an officious character better than he

behind would also be honking
this time at the man who
had started it all. He walked, not too quickly, back to the
car which had honked, peered curiously at the face of the
raucous honker and then he said, shaking his head as if in
real bewilderment, "Sorry, old man. But I don't think I know
you. Do you know me?"
And, leaving the honker gaping, Rock walked back to his
own car amid what had become a bedlam of frustrated motorists, and placidly went his way.
He has been known to squelch officious characters on one
or two other occasions.
As has been pointed out, he likes to conduct his own life,
make his own decisions. Not long ago he had a disagreement
with an old and valued friend.
"It wasn't a quarrel or even a 'falling out,' " Rock emphasizes. "It was a simple difference of opinion which needed
only a little discussion to straighten out. It was certainly no
business of any outsiders."
But in Hollywood there are always dozens of opportunists
who think they can make capital of such incidents, so in no
time at all there were half a dozen eager beavers besieging
Rock, anxious, they avowed, to "take his side."
Rock was incensed.
" Til attend to my own side,' I told them. 'And I don't
need your help.' My friend and I," he concluded, "were so
.

.

.

sore about all this kibitzing that

we agreed

to

forget our

But

differences without even bothering to discuss them.

if I

do have any quarrels I don't want help with them."

ROCK
doesn't

is

caustic

man

if

GIRL who

Gates.

brings smiles to Rock's face these days is Phyllis
Their constant dating has everyone believing this is it.

of innate good taste, so naturally he

anyone made the butt of unkind or

like to see

humor and he

on anyone

He

a

THE

doesn't like to see practical jokes played

they are meant to hurt or embarrass the victims.

ROCK'S
they are

big romantic interest was Betty Abbott, but although
good friends, they now see each other less frequently.

still

not only doesn't like these things but he will take steps to

put a stop to them

if

necessary.

As a matter of fact, he was pretty burned up at one "joke"
that was played on him, although it wasn't actually damaging
in a practical sense.

He

has relatives of

whom

he

is

fond living

in various parts

whom

of the country, especially a grandmother in Ohio, to

very devoted. So someone with a distinctly twisted sense
of humor obtained the name of a relative and put in a lateat-night long distance call to Rock, knowing that he would
he

is

take

it

if that

name was

given.

call, fearing, as anyone would,
had befallen someone he loved and waiting
with apprehension until the caller came on the line with a
merry, "Ha-ha-ha! Did I get you up? Fooled you that time,

Naturally he accepted the

that something

didn't I?"

That was the time this Hudson really blew his top. His
dandy little quip really sizzled the long distance

reply to this
wires.

Since that time he has refused to accept long distance calls
at night,

how

no matter what name

is

given.

to get in touch with his mother

him and

if

The

who

relatives

lives

know

not far from

anything important comes she can relay

it

to

him

at once.

in

it's

Hollywood,

the next

man

Rock

one of the best-natured
he can get as angry as
END
and when he does, brother watch out

So, although

men

true that
it is

is

also true that

—

!
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THE STARS AT HOME

King-Size Beds and
Full-Length Mirrors

Deep rugs, feminine
flounces, and tropical foliage
in

Debra Paget's fabulous

home, her fancy has a

field

day

STANDING
milk

up at the kitchen counter for a quick lunch of
and a sandwich, Debra concentrates seriously on eating.

SISTER MEG'S
dolls

is

still

a

playroom with its carrousel and life-size
hangout for 2 -year-old Debra.

favorite

1

continued on page 46
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THE STARS AT HOME
continued

Family, friends,

music and gayety

cant begin to
fill

up

all

the space

at Debra's place

RUG-CUTTING

can't hurt the

carpet when Debra swings
a Charleston in the living room.

thick

GLAMOROUS gowns of Debra and starlet sister Leslie Gaye match

FRILLY

the brocaded chair and polished cabinet. They read the guest book.

Indian beads recall her princess role

46

lamp

lights

Debra's dressing table with perfume bottles.
in

Twentieth's "White Feather."

MARLON BRANDO

TheT-fihirt
vs

The

Profile

By PEER

J-

OPPENHEIMEB

Colorful and flamboyant on the

screen and

in

private

life, will

Marlon

Brando be the new John Barrymore?

|ARLON BRANDO
since

has been tagged the greatest actor

John Barrymore. Such a comparison

is

justified

not only in professional abilities, but in public acclaim and
incomes as well. Barrymore, at the zenith of his career, was
one of Hollywood's highest paid actors, just as Brando is
today.

But is that where the similarity between them stops? Or
could other parallels be drawn of the two men who caused
more comment among their contemporaries than any other

What about their foibles? Their eccenTheir relationships to women?
While their backgrounds are entirely different Barrymore
came from a famous acting family, Brando's father was a
salesman of limestone products in Omaha, Nebraska there are
numerous similarities which might not only help us to better
understand the Brando of today, but possibly give an indication of what the future may hold for him.
In their features of course, the two men are as different as
night and day. "The Great Profile" was one of the most handactors in history?
tricities?

—
—

BAWLING

6a rrymoro always enjoyed a good

was noted for

his

joke,

even on himself,

withering witticisms, ignoring of public opinion.

continued on page 50
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marlon brando co^nued

a passion for privacy

In disregard for dress,

and odd pets, Brando strikingly recalls Barrymore
some men of

his time, a description that could hardly

—referred

applied to Brando. Yet the latter

be

to in such terms as

"a walking hormone factory," "Lord Byron from Brooklyn"
and "the Valentino of the bop generation" seems to have
every bit as much appeal to the movie-going public.
More obvious parallels can be shown in their way of
dressing, which in both instances often showed a complete
disregard for what the public thought of them.
Take a night about twenty years ago, when Barrymore
was making about $30,000 a week. He was strolling into
town, looking for food for his pet raven, Maloney. Having
spent the afternoon in Maloney's aviary, feathers and lime still
clung to his garments, already shabby and torn from extensive wear. Because the night air was chilly, his coat collar was
turned up, and his dirty Homburg pulled low over his eyes,
partially covering his unshaven face. He looked for all the
world like a bum. He even acted the part when he found a

—

SHAVEN

for once, white-shirted Brando's

magnetic face

reflects

the brooding intensity which has animated some of his finest acting.

trash can near the curb and, considering

it a possible source of
food for Maloney, lifted the lid. With a stick he found in the
gutter he explored the inside of the can, discovering a piece
of old meat which he put in his pocket just as a wellgroomed gentleman approached. One glance at Barrymore
made his hand disappear in his coat pocket to fish out a dime.
"Now be sure to spend it on food," he admonished John.
Gratefully John looked up at him. "God bless you, sir," he
said in a throaty voice, then, to the amazement of the generous stranger, climbed into the brand new Cadillac which his
chauffeur had parked a few feet away.
Compare this to Brando's first appearance in Hollywood.
Until very recently, his torn blue jeans and soiled T-shirts
were standard attire. He even wore them to the few social

—

gatherings he attended, and on several occasions was refused
admittance to restaurants because he wasn't dressed comme
il jaut. The trousers of the only suit he had brought to Hollywood had a hole in the knee and a split in the seat through
which the tail of his shirt was all too visible.
Yet there was nothing affected about either Barrymore's or
Brando's way of dressing, although Marlon has sometimes
been accused of "putting on a show" for the sake of publicity.
That kind of reasoning, however, is not based on facts. Few
people in the film industry actually dislike publicity more than
Brando, who once even refused to tell a reporter the name of
his pet raccoon. It's just that neither of them ever cared much
about "public opinion."
This doesn't mean they looked like slobs all the time. When
he took the trouble, Barrymore could be the hjest-dressed man
in Hollywood. And on recent occasions, Brando, wearing a
black Homburg and "Chesterfield" suit, could be mistaken for
a United Nations diplomat.
Their peculiarities are just as similar in their attachments to
unusual pets. Maloney was only one of Barrymore's many
"friends." His fondness for Clementine, his pet monkey, was
even more pronounced. His first Warner Brothers contract
stipulated that the studio would not only pay the fares for him
and his valet, but Clementine as well. And on the way West,
Barrymore amazed the other train passengers by holding grave
conversations with the monkey, warning him of the pitfalls
of Hollywood.

Compare

this to

may wonder

if

Brando and Russel,

his raccoon,

and you

today's idol hasn't followed Barrymore's career

with a looking-glass, so close are some of the resemblances.

FOR

a long time,

arable.

They

even took Russel to

human

Brando and

raccoon were insep-

his pet

and Brando
him more or less as a

traveled everywhere together,
parties, treating

being.

There are other similarities. In October of 1917, Barrymore
found a "sanctuary" on the top floor of a century-old house
off Washington Square, in New York. It was a place of solitude, where he admitted no women, gave ho parties, entertained only two men his brother Lionel, and a friend, Edward
Sheldon. This longing for "a place away from people" stayed
with him throughout his life. Years later, just prior to his
third marriage
to Dolores Costello he purchased King
Vidor's house in Beverly Hills. Before he moved in, he had a
room built in the tower of the building with a trap door that
could be pulled up, to assure him complete privacy.
Brando has the same passion for privacy. In New York

—

—

—

continued on page 53

MARLON BRANDO

continued

LOVE blooms "On The Waterfront" for Brando and

MARRIAGE

may be

Eve Marie Saint

next for Marlon, fiancee Josiane Marian! (left);

Brando, like Barrymore,

is

and

(left),

will

in

"Grand Hotel"

for

difficult to tie

vicinity of $200,000.

picture, a fabulous salary in bis day.

—

down

Barrymore earned as much as $150,000 a
Yet he died broke.
Four marriages and a fantastic spending spree during the
latter part of his career left him completely insolvent. Yet

City, he has a beautiful apartment in the smart

section.

—

(right).

they be happier than John with third wife Dolores Costello (right)?

dynamite to women,

midtown
But there comes a time, and not infrequently, when he
"has to be alone," when for hours he wants to sit in the dark
and stare out of the window his "period of reflection," as he
calls it. That's why he took another flat, on 183rd Street, the
exact address of which isn't known to anyone not his friends,
his 'agent, even his family. No doorbells or phone calls can
ever disturb him there.
In comparing the two great, if not the greatest men of the
film industry, it would be unfair to report only their eccentricities. In two of the most important aspects of their lives,
they could have been twins. They took their work seriously
and paid their debts.
In a way, this is more astounding than it seems at first
glance, even considering their tremendous success and huge
earnings. Today, Brando's asking price per picture is in the

Joan Crawford and John Barrymore

when he got into debt, as he did frequently, he never got out
of it by declaring "bankruptcy." Through valiant efforts, even
when it meant playing caricatures of himself, or working
when he was so sick he could hardly stand on his own two
he always paid back what he owed.
In that respect, Brando has been much smarter than his
predecessor. He earned his first big money, $500 a week, for
the part of Stanley Kowalski in "A Streetcar Named Desire."
On the advice of his father, he immediately invested it in a
feet,

cattle ranch in western Nebraska, which by now has been
expanded to 800 head, with another 200 being grazed on a
ranch he leases. He purchased other real estate and could, if

continued on page 55
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MARLON BRANDO

continued

Acclaimed as an actor, Brando may be

luckier,

lead richer

he wanted,

than Barry more

from acting today and

retire

the rest of his

life

live

comfortably for

life.

Within recent months, a break in his established "pattern"
has been noticed by many of Brando's co-workers. He seems

more

relaxed,

more

ments that make

careful in dress, less likely to

make

his female listeners scramble out of the

state-

room

in a huff.

Generally, this change has been attributed to his much
publicized engagement to a little-known ex-model and would-

be actress, Josiane Mariana Berenger, step-daughter of a
Mediterranean fisherman.
Actually, it seems far more likely that another event, the
death last year of his mother, has had much more to do with
the change in his personality. Friends were surprised to see
tears in the eyes of the strong, muscular, seemingly unmovable
young man at the time she passed away.

Here

again,

coincidence, fate or whatever you wish to
has created a sharp parallel. The woman John Barrymore loved most was his grandmother, Louisa Lane Drew,
define

whom
lasting

it,

he affectionately called

was

his

affection

murmured before he

that

"Mum Mum."

So strong and
hers was the last name he

died.

When "Mum Mum" passed away, young John was heartbroken. He wept like he never had before, and for a long
period afterwards had a much different attitude toward life.
Naturally, the entry of Josiane in Brando's life has also
brought about some changes in him, too. To appreciate them,
and predict the romantic future of Marlon, it is necessary to
take a look at his attitude toward women in general. Here, too,

we may be

able to understand him better by comparing his
Barrymore's.
records show John was married four times, yet he was

r attitude to

The

afraid of marriage, never really wanted to tie himself down.
It grew out of a mistrust of women in general, and one
in
particular.

His

first love interest had been a young woman who,
at the
had also been his father's sweetheart. The woman in
question was unable to restrain her desire for the son of the
man to whom she was supposed to be attached. This inconsistency left within young Barrymore not only a feeling
of
guilt toward his father, but a suspicion that all beautiful
women might be as fickle. This feeling, in thought and action,
was in evidence throughout his life. "Marriage," he once declared, "is merely a bad tooth that could and should
be extracted whenever the pain prompts a visit to the dentist."

time,

EVERY

one of his marriages was born of loneliness, but
none more than his last, to Elaine Jacobs. Particularly
interesting is a comparison of events preceding this marriage,
with Brando's present courtship.
Barrymore met Elaine Jacobs
Elaine Barry) when he was very
cally, at the

New York

(she
sick,

later

called

herself

mentally and physi-

hospital.

Brando was introduced to Josiane when he was undergoing
psychiatric treatment by Dr. Bela Mittleman, at a party given
by the doctor in Marlon's honor. Two hours after they met, he
asked her to marry him. However, Marlon never breathed
a word of it to anyone.
Friends don't believe the marriage will ever take place, in
engagement, and Brando's instructions to
a friend—before he returned to the Coast for his Sky
Masterson role in "Guys And Dolls"— to find him a house
big
enough for himself and Josiane.
spite of the official

JOSIANE

expects her motor bike excursion +o be bumpy; life w'rth
Brando may be equally so if his love life should parallel Barrymore's.

marry Josiane
and a feeling of
loneliness, of needing someone. Josiane happened to be "at the
right place at the right time," and probably has many qualities which might make her an ideal wife for the moody young
actor. We say "might" because it is doubtful that for Brando,
as it was for Barrymore, there is, or ever can be, a woman

The announcement of
came right on the. heels of

his

engagement

to

his mother's death

"ideally suited."

Moodiness,
minute,

down

insecurity,

the next

uncertainty,

get along with. It isn't their fault. It

them great

exuberance,

made both men extremely
is

up one

difficult to

a part of what makes

actors. Actors' imaginations are so vivid that

some-

times they lose control of themselves, and their actions. That's
what happened to John Barrymore. That's what might happen
to Brando.

At least in Brando's relationship to women, he has exhibited
one streak that has set him apart from "The Great Profile."
While his reputation as a great, off-screen lover doesn't lag
far behind Barrymore's, he has had the good sense so far not
to tie himself down permanently, a state which, some of his
friends believe, has no more chance of lasting than Barrymore's four futile attempts.
However, it shouldn't be implied that Marlon should never
get married, simply because of his predecessor's unfortunate
unions. No two men are so much alike that they blindly
follow each other's footsteps. But the life of Barrymore should
at least give Brando food for thought, make him consider his
actions with a more rational approach, give him a chance to
benefit by the experiences of a man who, through his art. did
so much for so many, and so little for himself.
END
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PIPER LAURIE

JINXED?
All of

Piper Laurie's romances have been persistently haunted

by hard luck

— can

she have the traditional happy ending?

By BOB

THOMAS

PIPER LAURIE!" an observer of the Hollywood
POOR
seems doomed to
scene sighed recently. "The
girl

men. Leonard Goldan untimely death. Dick Contino went to jail as a
draft dodger. David Schine was involved in a national scandal.
"Men she has dated like Richard Long, Tony Curtis, Ronald Reagan, Richard Anderson, Jerome Courtland married
other girls. Poor Piper has been left, all alone and lonely. It's
a shame, a nice girl like that."
The sympathy is touching, but is it warranted? You must
take an intimate view of Piper to decide.
In some respects, Piper does not appear to be a happy girl.
She is not like Debbie Reynolds or June Allyson, who are
bubbling most of the time. Piper is pensive and deliberate.
She enjoys a good time as much as any girl, but her periods
unhappiness.

Look what happens

to her

stein died

—

—

of real joyfulness are not frequent.

She

is

intensely serious about her career. Acting has been

life since she was seven years old. She
wants to improve steadily as a movie star and has dedicated
her life to it.
No time for romance? That's part of the story why Piper
has not settled down with one man.
"But look at it this way," suggests a close friend of Piper's.
"The poor girl is only 22. That's about the age when a good

the passion of her

many

girls are just getting out of college. Nobody feels
panicky about them because they aren't married. But people
are worrying that Piper will end up an old maid."
Piper herself puts it this way "I wish they'd give me time.
I want to get married some day, sure. When I was little, I
had plush little daydreams about growing up and falling in
love and walking down the aisle. But it isn't quite that simple,
:

I find."

GUIDANCE

in

close to producer

the crucial early stages of her career drew Piper

Leonard Goldstein; naturally,

his

death

hit

hard.

Despite her protestations, people still discuss the failure of
romance of Piper's. Perhaps we should analyze
just how romantic these episodes have been.
this or that

continued on page 58
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PIPER LAURIE

all, let us take the late Leonard Goldstein. In
ways, he has been the most important man in Piper's

First of

continued

many
life

Piper has never lacked for
dates, nor does she now, but

thus far.

Leonard was a producer at U-I when a bright young redhead named Rose Etta Jacobs was signed by the studio. He
saw star possibilities in this girl, whose name was given a
highland fling with Piper Laurie. He took a chance and
starred her and Tony Curtis in "The Prince Who Was A
Thief.'

she has found more of fun and
friendship than of love

!

Leonard and Piper became an item. It was a bit of offbeat
casting for her to date a man who was old enough to be her
father, but Piper didn't care. However, she was happier about
their relationship after he left U-I to become a producer at
20th Century-Fox.
"I feel a lot better about dating him," she said, "because it
used to be that every time I got a good role people thought it
was because of his influence at the studio. Now when I make

any progress, there's no longer any suspicion."
Leonard and Piper had a closer relationship than most
human beings achieve. She never made a move in her career
without consulting him.
Having come up the hard way, Leonard was a lone operator.
He had hundreds of acquaintances, but few friends. He found
delight in confiding in Piper, in discussing

deals with her.

They went

all

his

business

out together a great deal, attending

banquets, night clubs, plays and movies. It was a great education for Piper to be with such a show-wise individual.

Undoubtedly love did enter the picture to some extent. No
two persons of the opposite sex could be together as much
as they were and not have romance enter their heads. But
friends believe that Leonard kept their relationship from

RISING STAR
the

MARRIAGE
on

58

was predicted when Piper stuck by Dick Contino

his arrest for draft evasion,

but neither

felt

ready for marriage.

George Nader exchanges table

Mocambo. Her

ability to

fit in

talk with Piper at

anywhere makes her an ideal date.

reaching the marriage stage. Above all, he was a realist. He
knew the hazards of a man of middle years marrying a girl
who was barely old enough to vote.
Whatever she felt inwardly, Piper would say only this: "I
love Leonard Goldstein, just as I love my own family. I
enjoy Leonard's company, and I know he will always be my
friend, no matter what happens to him or to me."

LEONARD'S

sudden death struck Piper hard. She had
never before lost anyone dear to her, and a person's
first experience with death is often the hardest. It will be a
long time before she recovers from the blow.
Piper, met Dick Contino during her first year as a movie
actress. He got her phone number from a movie magazine
editor and called her for a date. She accepted, and they went
out together many times. Then tragedy struck his life.

He

failed

to

Army induction and was
He was tried and sentenced to
everybody had been his pal. He was the

show up

for his

arrested for draft evasion.
prison. Until then,

hit of the night club circuit, earning as high as $5,000 a week.

But after his arrest, his so-called buddies deserted him. He
found out who his friends were.
One of them was Piper Laurie.
"All during the trouble, Piper stood by me," Dick says.
"When things were darkest, she wrote me letters, gave me
encouragement. She has a lot of character. She was over to
Korea twice during her spare time just to entertain the
troops. I saw her over there, and it was just like the sun
coming out of the clouds."
Dick served in the army with credit and honor. He
returned to the U.S. to pick up the broken pieces of his

and Piper was ready to help him. They resumed
and columnists had them all set for marriage. Dick
set them straight.
"Piper's got her own career to think of," he reasoned, "and
neither of us is ready for a wedding. At least I'm not
not
career,

dating,

—

for several years.

"There's one thing I can't say strongly enough. This girl
stood by me when the going was toughest. If she wanted it,
she could have my right arm. That's how much I think of
her. Maybe she'll fall in love and marry someone else. But

always have a friend in me. She is the hnest girl I've
ever met."
Right now, Dick is engrossed in re-establishing his career,
she'll

and that keeps him out of town much of the time. When he
is in Hollywood, he and Piper see a lot of each other.
Oddly enough, Piper met David Schine through Leonard
Goldstein. She and Leonard were at the Coconut Grove of
the Ambassador Hotel, which the Schine family owns, and he
introduced her to the handsome young heir.
Piper and Schine had a few dates. Then he left for other
adventures, notably his trip through Europe with Roy Cohn
and his Army experience, which touched off the ArmyMcCarthy hearings. Many a less principled actress might
have flown to Washington for a front- row seat at the
proceedings.

But Piper shunned any notoriety. She did not let it interhim which is on a friendly
dating basis. When he came to Los Angeles on furlough, she
dated him a couple of times. But there was no romance, and
fere with her relationship with

—

doubtless will never be.

What about

the others? Going back to the start of her
continued on page 60

"KISS

thy hand, lady"

—Donald

O'Connor

salutes Piper

at a party; though not bubbly kind, she has a flair for fun.

DICK ANDERSON

was among

who went down the aisle
and Piper were really just friendly.

Piper's dates,

with another girl (Carol Lee Ladd); Dick

COFFEE
She

60

is

for

unique

two

is

Piper's favorite nightcap at the

among>women

in

end of a date.
her ability to remain pals with a man.

MRS. JACOBS
her daughter

is

nods approval while Piper samples the pot;
a very good cook, with emphasis on cakes.

also

TROPICAL FISH
In

and

three

dogs

share

Piper's

her steady, methodical way, she expects love to

come

affections.

gradually.

PAINTING

has been Piper's favorite means of expression for years;
wide interests and a strong sense of values mean she'll never be left.

has prepared Piper for marriage, kept her happy to remain at home
Hollywood career, you can begin with Tony Curtis. That may
sound like ancient history, but they did do some dating.
It started on a personal basis. Then it largely became business. They were co-stars, which meant that they did a lot of
appearing together on tours. Both were intent on their budding
young careers, and they had no thought for romance.
Piper and Tony seldom see each other socially, but their
personal relations are cordial when they do meet.
Rock Hudson was another early Laurie item.
"I made my first screen test with Rock," she recalls. "He
had been with the studio about two months. I wasn't signed
The
yet, but I was actually the first girl he met on the lot.
night before the test, we rehearsed at my house and had a
casual dinner in the living, room on a card table."
Their friendship grew as their careers progressed. Piper
became Rock's No. 1 booster, and vice versa. But it is doubtful if romance ever entered their heads. Piper has a quality
unique in a woman in that she can be pals with men and not
get involved in any romantic nonsense. And that's how it is
with her and Rock.
Before Ronald Reagan married Nancy Davis, he starred in
"Louisa," Piper's first picture. "We became genuinely fond
of each other," she says. "It was a friendship we both enjoyed." It went no farther than that.
Once, in an interview, she was asked if there ever had been
a man she really wanted and couldn't get.
Yes, she replied. There had been one. He was a handsome
high school hero, and she loved him from afar. She raced
through the halls just to be at a certain spot as he passed by.
But he never gave her a tumble.

Most of

her up but
the boy himself, Rick Eller. He was naturally eager to
right the error he had committed in high school days. They
had some fun dates together, but Piper thought it wise to
break it off before their dating got to the romantic stage.
call

student, and their worlds were far apart.

the aforementioned males were strictly dates for

Piper. A few might have been infatuations, and two or three
might have blossomed into real romances. But the fact remains
that Piper has not yet found the love of her life. She has
never had any real bustups with any of the men. Her heart
has never been broken.
There are two things Piper looks for in a man basic
honesty and a sense of humor.
"A man who laughs easily won't boil over at little things,"
she says. "If he can laugh at himself, he won't get stiff with
If he's honest, there will
dignity and be hard to live with.
be few secrets or doubts standing between you."
Will she ever find the man of her dreams?
Without a doubt she will. But he may be a long time
a-coming. First of all, she wants her career. And when she
does find the man for her, it will probably not happen suddenly. That's not her way of doing things. Piper is the steady,
methodical type, even in matters of the heart.
I put the subject of this story to one of Piper's closest
friends: can Piper find happiness? The answer was an immedi-

—

ate yes.

"Sure she

will,"

my

informant declared. "The reason

adult than most of the people I

than she

is

many ways more
know who are much older

that Piper has a sense of values. She

is

in

is.

"Maladjusted people can't stand to be left alone. Piper
knows the value of solitude. She can be just as happy at a
crowded party or spending an afternoon at the beach hunting
sea shells

"Once

AFTER the magazine came out, who should

UCLA

Rick was a

all

all

alone.

I hesitated inviting her to a party because I

the others would be

much

older than she

is.

knew

But she

on coming. And do you know what ? She had a better
time than anyone there. She spent the evening talking to
everyone and finding out all about them.
"Find happiness? Sure. Piper will, if anyone can."
END
insisted
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GEORGE GOBEL

TV's most

1

uncommon
common
man
man
I
By FLORENCE EPSTEIN

i

He may

forget his

A month —

after his

Air Force

from the

discharge

he'd been a

—George

bomber

in-

structor and pilot

Gobel walked
P. O'Malley, one of the biggest booking agents in
the Middle West.
George was still in uniform and he was
into the Chicago office of

name, but believe
thee me,

it's

David

carrying a guitar.
W I know you, Lieutenant,"
said. "I auditioned

you with a

trio

before

"Well," George said, "I'm a comedian

now."
O'Malley replied.
"You don't look very funny to me."
George looked about the way he does
now. Now he's five-feet-five, weighs 138
and has a crewcut which is a little grey
"Well,
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Lieutenant,"

He

also has a haplessmild but desperate
commuter who's always getting to the
railroad station in time to see his train
ears.

—

like a

pull out.

To

was
George

get back to O'Malley. O'Malley

soft-hearted.

He

said

he'd give

a ten minute opening spot in a
show the following Sunday. The
scheduled stars of that show were a line
of chorus girls from the Latin Quarter

a

O'Malley

the war."

George Gobel

around the

appearing air

trial,

bi&

USO

revue.

George showed up on Sunday, but the
didn't and 3,500 servicemen were
getting a little impatient out front. O'Malgirls

ley couldn't bring himself to

that the revue

days mixed.

tell

manager had got

them

his Sun-

everything else we did that day was an
anti-climax."
that, back there in 1945, O'Malbecame George's manager. Today, the
first anniversary of his TV show still
months off, George Gobel has already
established himself as one of the most
original and likeable entertainers in or

Except

ley

out of video. In 1954, he
ia

Award

won

the Sylvan-

comedian of the year.

as the

"Well," George said, in acceptance, "I'll
be a dirty bird."
There are a lot of people talking about
this miracle
that is, the miracle of a lit-

—

tle

guy who came

landed

oii

from nowhere

and

the jackpot. "That bugs me,"

George says. "Everyone wanting to make

WATCHING

him you get the feeling he's an intimate friend of everyone

in

the audience.

this a rags to riches story. I've probably
been lucky, but I've been hitting it pretty good for eight years. I just didn't pop
up out of some place."
To begin with, he was born in 1920,
on the northwest side of Chicago. His

father
a

"In the comer of that huge stage,"
O'Malley recalls, "going 'plink,' 'plink,'
We
'plunk,' on his guitar, was George.
were telephoning all over, trying to get
every act in Chicago out of bed and

down

to the theatre.

"In a minute I heard a little laugh, a
you know. Then, a minute later,
a yuk. And suddenly this little guy had
taken on the joint and wrapped it up. I

ripple,

and ran out to
look. Everybody in the house was roaring. He came off in ten minutes like I
told him to. I said, 'Take a bow, George.
Can you do ten minutes more?'
"Well, George did 45 minutes, a regular concert. I never heard such yells.
When he finally came off, the wings were
heard the walls

falling

loaded with jugglers, tap dancers, acroshow girls all waiting to go on. But

was a

grocery

who owned

practical joker

and

store,

his

family

lived

above it. The family included George
and his mother, a former piano teacher.
George was eight when he joined the
choir of St. John's Episcopal Church and
gained a reputation as a boy soprano.
When he was 12, he got his first radio

network job. It was on the "National Barn
Dance" program; George, by this time,
was a ballad singer and yodeler, too.
continued on page 64
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GEORGE GOBEL

BEAUTIFUL BALLET
TU TU COSTUME
ELASTIC LEOTARD
NYLON NET TU TU

*

with

Basle Recital Costume

Ideal

Pink, Aqua, Orchid,

Red

Blue, Yellow or Black

Lt.

Child Sizes. 2

to 12

$3.95

Adult Sixes. Mef.TSrB.S4.75

Toe Shoes. •,2ftS.$5.95

—

continued

A year later he was playing the guitar
and turning out discs for Sears Roebuck
with an obscure hillbilly crooner named
Gene Autry. George stayed on with the
"Barn Dance" for six years.
Meanwhile he was a student at Roosevelt High, a softball star with the Neighborhood Boys Club Eagles and a hit with
the co-eds. Especially with a dark-haired

BALLET SLIPPERS
White or Black Kid
$2.98 pair
to Size 1
$3.29 pair
Over Size 1
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Up

\C \

NEW! COLORED BALLET SLIPPERS
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Roller

or Ice.

28 Page Catalog 15c (applied to purchase)
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pottage on tu tu, or 35c postage on shoes.

and

size

1st

and 2nd color choice.

QUINCON DANCE SUPPLIES
7 Fester

St..

horse,

Tom."

A FAMILY

was something for a 16-year-old kid to buy himself a Ford sedan. George attributed most
of his success with Alice to it. "She
It

wasn't big-time but

Dept. S. Qutacy 69. Moss.
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and gasp for breath, if restful sleep is difficult
because of the struggle to breathe, don't fail to
send at once to the Frontier Asthma Company for
a
trial of the
MEDICINE, a preparation for temporary symptomatic relief of paroxysms of Bronchial Asthma.

you

FRONTIER ASTHMA

No

matter where you live or whether you have
faith in any medicine under the sun, send today
for

this

free

trial.

It
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LYNBROOK.

N. Y.

in

1942,

"I couldn't just sing," he says. "They
wouldn't sit still for that. Not those guys.
So I began working a few stories in be-

tween songs. Some I remembered from
playing around Chicago with the trio.

Some

I stole.

Some

I just

made up."

and tie-up with
David P. G'Malley, George wowed them
all over Grand Rapids,
Cedar Rapids,
East Dubuque and Sheboygan. Then he
came back to Chicago.
A man named Frank Helsing, owner
After

discharge

his

wanted was a one-night stand for seventy-

The next

night Helsing of-

a six-week

contract at $400

five dollars.

fered

him

a week.

"From

George was a
found that the
longer he was on, the funnier he became and his fame spread from the
North Side all over Chicago and to Milwaukee by word of mouth."
George followed the word. From then
on $400 was peanuts to him. You could
catch him at the Palmer House in Chicago, the Sahara in Las Vegas, the Waldorf in New York.
But if you saw him on the street you
the

first

star," Helsing says.

FREE

five years to get

just after the Air Force signed him.

ADDRESSES, pfaa other EXCITING

INFORMATION of lOOs OTHER TOP STARS.
Abo GIANT NEW CATALOG coorajeaog ADDITIONAL HUNDREDS OF PHOTOS AND
NAMES of Newett Stan - ell is SENT FREE

If

me

him to propose," she says.
Anyway, they were married

of Helsing's Vodvil Lounge, didn't think
George looked very funny, but all George

SEVERAL FOR GIFTS

FREE FOR

it

liked Fords," he says. Alice has a differ-

ent story. "It took

LASTEX MESH TIGHTS, Black or Suntan $7.45
Send foot size and leg length.
LEOTARDS, PRACTICE COSTUMES, TU TUS

HOW TO ORDER.

one named Alice Humecki, who kept the
inside track by doing his homework while
he built his career. If she got lonesome,
she could tune in to Tom Mix's horse
opera and hear George deliver his line.
The line usually read, "111 hold your

night

"We

wouldn't recognize him. That's why he's
been "discovered" more often than anybody else. People would watch him perform and go home predicting that a lit-

guy named Gobel was going to make
some day. The fact is, Gobel had already "made" it. Only he never swaggered
tle

it

around like a big-shot comedian and
never behaved like one.
Before he got his own TV show, George
did guest spots on others. He made 30
appearances on Garry Moore's daytime
program and right from the start he drew
a lot of mail.

man, George devotes as much

time as he can to

his

and three

wife

kids.

"A lot of us had been talking about
George for years," Garry says. "He has
a humor which is based on respect for
the individual, however tormented he may
be by circumstance.

He

never gets his

laughs at the expense of ridiculing someone, and because his humor has its roots

everyday living he stays fresh and
never 'uses up' his material. Gobel has
in

become a

sort of

spokesman for the aver-

age guy."

George describes himself a little dif"I am one common man,"
George says, "and you can't hardly get
them no more."
The "pros" knew all about George and
night club audiences knew about him and
his family knew about him but now
ferently.

hats

off

to

—

the

National

Broadcasting

Company twenty-five million more people know about him, and quite naturally,
comparing him to every other
comedian they know. That's another
thing which bugs George.
they're

"People are always asking me who I
remind me of," he says sadly. "I don't
know who I remind me of. Who do you
remind you of?"
It's safe to

say that shortly there will

be a rash of new comedians who will
remind everyone of George, for his vague
stares,

long pauses, quiet after-thoughts

entanglements with words make
monologues classically hilarious.
At his opening show he came on serious
and business-like to describe bis program.
"... Now, it's not the greatest show in
the world I mean, it's not hilarious.
Jocular is what it humor well, it might
just keep you from getting sullen."
He didn't need a million dollar production behind him.
On his second show, he had a little
trouble remembering his own name. He
leaned forward and explained this slip in
a neighborly way.
"Faces I remember real good," he said,
"but names believe thee me

and

futile

his

—

—

A
He

—

—

!

suddenly flashed in his eyes.
remembered. "I'm George Gobel is
fight

The Inside Story of the

Silver

Ty Powers' Break-up!

Screen
APRIL

•

25c

Debbie and Eddie
Is

Their Love

Threatened?

Bob Wagner
Takes the Stand

GEORGIA

and Gregg round out his family.
is as homespun as he is himself.

George's humor

who I am," he said. "And it's interesting
how I got to be George Gobel. See, I
come from a very large family. One day,
Dad called all sixteen of us children into
the Irving room and said, 'Now which one
of you kids wants to be George Gobel?'
I wanted to be Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.,

DEBBIE REYNOLDS

but that was already taken."
He takes it slow and easy in his Midwestern drawl and you're not sure whether he wants you to laugh or cry, which is
why what he says lingers long after you
turn off the

TV

set.

Watching Gobel you get the feeling he
doesn't need a script and is an intimate
friend of everyone in the audience. But
George sometimes mulls over a routine
for six months before he uses it, and
his ulcer didn't come from his being relaxed. Often he's so keyed up before a
show his hands tremble and his face
breaks out in nervous blotches.

IK.

READ ABOUT

And

always after the show his wife
goes back to the dressing-room, packs his
•

show

clothes into a suitcase and leads

him

quietly to dinner.

The Gobels live in a rambling house in
Sherman Oaks, California, not far from
Hollywood. When George isn't working,
home is where you find him.
"Other comedians," says Hal Kanter,
his present writer and director, "like to
go on the town and make up for it by
writing checks or buying ponies for their
kids. Not George."
George just hangs around and lets the
kids
9-year-old Gregg, Georgia 4, and
Leslie, 9 months
walk all over him. If
TV success has made him happy, it's Alice
and the kids whoU share that with him.
And his mother and father.
Of all the Gobels, Mom is most levelheaded about bis TV rating. When Alice

—

—

called her long distance to ask

how

she

enjoyed George's work she said, "Well,
new."
To which George might make a typical

Alice, there's nothing
,

response.

George would probably
you are."

say,
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And Bob Hope, before he

left to entertain
GI's in Greenland, hong a diamond necklace on wife Dolores.

"

MORE

BE

CHARMING?
GLAMOROUS?
Stop being a wallflower

PUT YOURSELF IN
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MY HANDS

.

For a few pennies a day, my complete home training
Charm Course reveals to you the essence of private salon

for which models, movie stars, debutantes and
prominent socialites pay hundreds of dollars.
Learn at home under my personal guidance to bring: out
your hidden loveliness. Learn the secrets of skin and hair
care—good grooming that will make* eyes turn. How to
walk like a model—know your most becoming; colors—what
to do for your figure.

lessons

1

YOU CAN HAVE MORE
CDCE
TKEC "HOW
BEAUTIFUL HAIR'* BOOKLET

Whether you want a better Job, a high paying model's
career, or Just to Improve your appearance, social poise and
confidence, write
today for free details. Let me help
YOU become the person you want to be, Just as I've helped
thousands of others.

me

THE HOUSE OF MADELENE.
2511 E. 75th St.. Chicago 49,

Dept. S-6
Illinois

and Janet Leigh finally
the same time, headed east for a vacation
but were "drafted" for p.a.'s. Tony, who's
had to learn to sing, dance, fence and fight

they'd

with broadswords in past pictures, next
tackles riding
the real tough kind 'cause
he has to ride like a wrangler for "The
Rawhide Years." . . . Van and Evie Johnson are in tune, and not just matrimonially.
written
song,
They've
a

—

Sammy

"Deductible You," and
will

wax

it.

.

.

.

PHOTO

LARGE SIZE of your favorite star
GLOSS PHOTO suitable for
MOVIE STAR CATALOG listing
CDCE
FltE:B * • thousands of poses and containing 55 ADDITIONAL PICTURES of popu-

Davis

Jr.

Marge and Gower Cham-

always in step, continue touring
with "Three For Tonight" before returning for a picture.
June Haver's still
turning down movie and TV offers, which
pion,

.

.

.

roles

Fred MacMurray. Fred, whose
have been on the serious side for

some

time, returns to

pleases

comedy

in his

TV

"Stand-in Wife".
Claudette
Colbert and Dr. Joel Pressman celebrated
their 19th anniversary.
.

.

.

Actual HIGH
framing.
t I

lar stars.

A NEW SUPPLEMENT with many
additional NEW listings of poses.
Send name of your favorite star and
FREE!

only 15 cents to cover handling charge.

MORTON
Rock HudSOi

Dept.

SPRING FEVER—Coleen

Miller prob-

Ted

Briskin, ex-

ably will be married to

!

STUDIOS,

S-4,

P. 6. Box 2430
Hollywood 28, Calif.

husband of Betty Hutton, by the time you
read this. ... Grace Kelly and Oleg Cassini still dating happily.
Marilyn Erskine has a huge engagement ring from
fiance Chuck Curland, an insurance executive.
Cleo Moore whose darkened
hair won such praise from friends that
she's decided to stop bleaching, and recording star Tony Travis seem serious.
.

.

cancer
with a

CHECK

.

.

.

.

,

Bud Freeman,

Sheree North and

confirm or deny.

series,

FREE

.

Gwen O'Connor

—

POPULAR?

.

re-

cording executive, are steady dating and
are rumored about to wed. Sheree doesn't

MORE HAPPY PAIRS

Tony Curtis
had a month off at

WANT TO

.

make up

.

.

Dan

.

Lupino

and

reconciled again and daugh-

happy about

ter Bridget is real

hope

Wish

minds!

their

HAPPY AGAIN — Ida
Howard Duff

Dailey and

are twoing again.

it lasts

it.

Do

this tii&el

GETS $$$'S—Greta

Peck, after almost

two years of separation from Greg, went
to court and was granted an interlocutory
divorce. And what a settlement! The
$150,000

home

in Pacific Palisades, one-

community assets and ali1965 that will amount to about

half of other

mony

until

$65,000 a year, depending on Greg's income. After that she'll get a fiat 10 percent of Greg's earnings unless she remarries. She has custody of their three
sons. Greta really got a bushel out of
Peck!

OVER

ALL
We told you Barbara
Ruick and Bob Horton were trying for a
reconciliation but the outcome was doubtWell, it didn't work, regrettably.
They've parted on the usual "friendly
note" and Bob is now dating his first wife,
Mary Horton.

ful.

.

.

.

LINDA NOT LONELY—Since
separation from

Ty

her
Power, Linda Chris-

tian hasn't been pining.

New

When

she visited

York, the playboys there were tear-

ing their hair to

date her.

Back

here,

and a CHECKUP

give to

AMERICAN CANCER SOCIETY

DOROTHY LAMOUR

gaily

drapes a

le!

around Liberace's neck during her night club

stint.-

can

up yesterday's mashed potaShe plans to resume her career.

heat

t

toes."

WHO KNOWS?— Rita

Hay worth

BALLET
Brand Stockings

has

patched up differences with her studio.
Columbia, signed a new contract and will
go back to work, first v picture to be
"Joseph And His Brethren." But meantime, rumors from the East persist that
all is not well between Rita and Dick

Haymes. ...
Gloria

seemed

It

for a while that
her former husband.

De Haven and

Marty Kimmel, would reconcile. But that
was before a little Cupid named Humphrey Bogart introduced Gloria and
Dewey Martin on the lot at Paramount.
Then Gloria and Dewey began constant
twoing and cooing.

COULD CHANGE
new

THERE'S
Haven from

been no one
the

moment

else for Gloria

she

De

met Dewey Martin.

heart

whom

is

Camera"

in Europe. Travis

putedly offered to sign over millions to
her if she'd marry him. But Linda's

chums say her heart still belongs to Edmund Purdom. But with neither divorced
yet,

who can

tell?

SHORT SHOTS

Further sign of no
indication of reconciliation for Jeff Hunter
and Barbara Rush: Jeff has a new apart-

ment where he's designing and building a
lot of his own furniture, all very masculine

is

But we make no

actor

due

named Shelley.
Nor do we about Terry Moore and
her new beau, textile heir Justin Smith II.
They met last summer while Terry was
.

.

working in a New England stock company,
have corresponded ever since.
Jeff
Chandler and script girl Betty Abbott continue dating but both deny they will wed.
Jeff, who emerged as a recording artist
last year, adds another facet to his career
and debuts as a night club singer in Las
Vegas this Spring.
.

.

bedside in the hospital constantly after
he underwent an emergency foot opera-

turn resumed rumors of possible matri-

We

mony.

is

no reconciliation. ...

$$$'S

GO— Susan

Hayward wasn"t

ex-

happy when a California Superior
Court judge ordered her to pay $10,000
for lawyer's fee and court costs for estranged husband Jess Barker's appeal of
their hotly contested divorce.
to set aside the divorce

was

Barker seeks
on the grounds

insufficient to justi-

all

earnings

and properties accumulated during
marriage.

Watch

for

it.

we

more

.

.

.

.

MILLION

.

.

.

HEARTS AND FLOWERS
ents'

home

in

moved from

Pasadena

to

a

Bob

his par-

bachelor

much closer to Columbia
Watch for Bob to start dating the

apartment,

$1,000,000 offered as a' wedding present
she would re-marry shoe manufacturer

studio.

if

Hollywood

Harry Karl. She divorced him- last November. They reconciled and went to
Europe with the plan of re-marrying there.
They were frustrated by red tape in Tangier, Zurich, England and Paris, returned
to Hollywood still insisting they would
wed again. Then Marie went to the hospital with what she described as "double
pneumonia and exhaustion" but after a
remarkably quick recovery she announced
"no Reconciliation this time," adding, "you

with Ralph Meeker and
Wayne Mallory, Guy Madison's brother,
but admits the boy she likes best is Tab

been

gals

And Tab

greatest."

the

now.

.

.

.

Lori Nelson has

dating

Hunter.

A

still

thinks Lori

is

"just

long range prediction:

some day Lori will become Mrs.
Mamie Van Doren and musicmaker Ray Anthony continue as a romanthat

Hunter.

.

duo.

.

tic

PHOTO

FREE
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Sydney Chaplin.

"The
Body" McDonald says she turned down
Marie

A BURLINGTON "^QUALITY PRODUCT

.

their

fireworks.

STOCKINGS

.

.

.

Francis has finally

SPURNS

.

Brand

S T R E T C H

also

—

actly

that her evidence

doubt

of course, but

v

a pair

•TRADEMARK

We

fy a decree based on "extreme cruelty."

But

•Only $1.95

and

Jess also wants a division of

liad lots of dates.

perfect

for you!

dating which in

can be wrong,
doubt that Clark
Gable and Kay Williams Spreckels will
ever say "I do" to each other.
George Nader dates lots of glamour gals,
but his real heart is a Pasadena beauty.
So far they've kept their romance a secret.
Rock Hudson has bought a house, but
whether it's intended as a honeymoon
home for Phyllis Gates is a big question.
Our prediction: Rock won't marry very
soon.
Maybe Bob Wagner is phoning
Joan Collins in England but her real heart

They've also

per-

• Heavenly comfort

•3 sizes— 1

.

Crosby

fit

fectly top-to-toe

.

Mona Freeman resumed

tion.

• Stretches to

dictions about the Winters

MORE DATING—Bing

.

never wrinkles

positive pre-

and very bachelor style.
Johnnie Ray's
Marilyn Morrison, was at his
.

•Sheer stretch nylon

to visit

ex-wife,

.

NEW!

Am A

she met while making "I

Shell here.

Robert Schlesinger, very social and very
rich, gave her a diamond necklace and re-

Winters'

Shelley

Travis, English

Bill

.

.

—but

love"

.

.

Virginia Leith admits "secret
that's all she does admit.

And happy Springtime

to you, too!

.

.

END

.

BE HIS GLAMOUR GIRL
in

a

GLAMOUR TURBAN

WITH REAL HAIR

fBfe

HIDE A MULTITUDE OF St
\\
PINS and cover your setting I
curls with a TURBAN! It
solves the problem that might
i'Sejj^'
have plagued HELEN OF i^Sr
,,
TROY! (the oh-so-necessary HB..
1
pin curls). Made of water repellent cotton
jersey & sports a cluster of real live curls to
/

match your own hair color. Washable, comit camouflages
Sletely covers your own hair
ie peeled-onion look of a lady in curls. The
real human hair is washable too and reset in
a jiffy in either curls or bangs. You'll love it!

—

You'll wear it shopping, traveling—every
night of the year, and when surprised by
company. A flattering turban in red black
white powder blue sand beige or pink. And
get an extra in a hair color you would rather
have. Blond, brunette, black, gray or auburn. 53.95 ppd. Send $3.95 cash, check or

—

—

—

money order to BETTER VALUES COMPANY,
I^Dept. 854, 318 Market St.. Newark, N. J.j

.

AD

THIS LITTLE

.

^

1

,

ON

WILL BRING YOU A FREE BOOK

HOSPITALIZATION
that

PAYS CASH
for

let's

ENTIRE STAY

|

SCI IN HOSPITAL
FOR SICKNESS OR ACCIDENT
Costs only a Few Cents a Day!
Remarkable value! For individual or entire
family — Birth to age 75. Policy pays CASH
DIRECT TO YOU. Gives surgical benefits,
other valuable coverages. (Exclusions: Gov't
Hasp., Rest Homes; Mental Diseases, War

look

Casualties, Suicide) Accidental Death, Polio
in lieu of other benefits. Maternity at slight
extra cost. You can add this low-cost policy
to any present coverage for EXTRA CASH.
Policy can be continued at Policyholder's or
Company's option. Sold by reliable Company. Write for FREE BOOK.

at the

INSURANCE CO. OF AMERICA

LIFE

Wilmington 99, Del.

Dept. 355-SF,

and MAIL THIS ENTIRE AD

-CLIP

with your

name &

address.

,

No

agent will

call.

records

By MARTIN BLOCK

LEARN AT HOME

Practical nurses are needed in every
. . doctors rely on them . .
patients appreciate their cheerful, expert care.
You can learn practical
nursing at home in spare time. Course
endorsed by physicians. 56th yr. Earn
while learning. High School not rewomen. 18 to 60. Trial plan. Write now)

community .

quired.

Men,

CHICAGO SCHOOL OF NURSING
25 East Jackson Blvd.. Chicago 4. III.
Please send free booklet and 16 sample lesson pages.
De»L875,

Same
CUt

State

MOVIE

i ge

TV

&

STAR PICTURES
EXCITING

NEW COLLECTION!

For the

time—sensational

your

of

first

movie and

favorite

A

25t

stars!

super-duper offer!
Home addresses or ever 165
•
stars and birthdays of 300
wirh order of your favorite stars!

ED BE

St.

Destroy/^^7
I

Cuts

J

Used

MAHLER METHOD

successfully

MAHLER'S. INC. Dept. W-F

over

.

fifty

safety

.

.

.

The Crew

pop version of

"Ko Ko Mo." "Earth

another rhythm and blues smash,

m

r efficiently.

.

.

also rate with their

the above

Only by K1U1NG THE HAH ROOT can you b
UNWANTED HAIR is GONE FOREVER. Brings n
and sodcd hapeineu. Do no* <m
method until
J
yov ben* mad our 'instruction book carofwHy end J

learned to use the

Ragtime

"Alexander's

or maybe, just plain tops.

'

F

Wave,"

"Heat

Even as so many others,
Perry Como has latched onto "Ko Ko
Mo," backing it here with "You'll Always
Be My Lifetime Sweetheart," for Victor.
The word for Como is ever ultra-relaxed,

Send 25* to
Dept.335
Annex, N.V. 8, N.v.

f

track itself. The film's stars, Ethel Merman, Donald O'Connor, Dan Dailey,
Johnnie Ray, and Mitzi Gaynor sing

old colossal.

DcLUXE PHOTO SERVICE.

•ox 947, Church

Business

Band," and more old and new Irving Berlin hits. Like the movie, the record is plain

pictures

TV

Century-Fox's "There's No
Like Show Business" can
now be heard (and at reduced prices) on
a 12-inch Decca LP lifted from the sound

Twentieth

of

flip

the

"Sh-Boom"

lads'

Angel,"
is

on the

Mercury

<

platter.

yean.

Providence IS.

Nine
nounced

R.I.

in

all

—the

LaFalce

(pro-

Brothers sing
"The Devil's Highway" and "Maria,
Maria, Maria" for Victor. ... "I Gotta
Go Get My Baby" is a Teresa Brewer

Why

be blue
when you

La-fal-chee)

country-styled tune that's fresh as paint
(Coral). "What More Is There To Say?"

on the

If

monthly distress— pain, cramps, nervous tension

and headache— get you down, be smart and

try

CHI-CHES-TERS
If

you don't get

safe, quick, long-lasting relief

we

refund your money. Fair enough? Get ChiChes-Ters and compare this medically proven, prescription-like "wonder" formula with any other
product you have used. In doctors' tests 9 out of
10 women got relief— often with the first dose. Why
not you? Feel gay every day with Chi-Ches-Ters.
Purse Pak 50tf; Economy Sizes $1.15 and $2.25.
If your druggist hasn't any. ask him to get some
for you— or we will fill direct orders.
Free Illustrated Booklet of Intimate Facts. Write
Chichester Chemical Co., Dept. 1 7 J Phfia. 46, Pa.
will
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flip,

MGM

is

a four-handkerchief item.

Betty Madigan doing
"I Had The Funniest Feeling" and "Be
A Little Darlin'," and you&you&you are
apt to love both. ... From her Warner
Bros, flicker "Young At Heart," Doris
Day warbles "Till My Love Comes To
Me," with "There's A Rising Moon" on
.

.

.

offers

the reverse (Columbia). Great

Day

.

.

.

The Four Aces

offer

super

and unusual rhythm in their Decca
"There Is A Tavern In The Town"
plus "Melody Of Love."
singing

disc,

Betty Hutton up and joined

to form a new team, and their
"Heart Throb" and "Ko Ko Mo" (Capitol), make for a Hutton field day.
"Green Fire," title tune from the
movie, has been recorded with eclat {zing,
if you prefer) by Connie Russell for
Capitol.
"Snow Dreams," with echoeffect, on flip. ... If you liked "Blue
Tango," you'll get a similar lift from
"Blue Mirage," Percy Faith's beautiful
etching for Columbia.
.

.

sister

.

MGM

Hollywood's Abbott Records offer the
Sisters doing "I'm Bewildered" and "To Say You're Mine." Three

De Castro

beauties singing two beauties.

.

.

.

Eddy

Arnold

(and guitar) celebrated his
(their) 10th Anniversary over at Victor
by issuing an album, also a single, "I Always Have Someone To Turn To" and
"It Took A Miracle" ... No record
collection is worth its salt without Lavern
Baker's "Tweedle Dee"
(Atlantic),
backed by "Tomorrow Night." The Tweedle has become a fast classic. ... In case
you've been asking about the Mills
Brothers, they're still very much
around. Particularly on a new Decca disk,
"Paper Valentine." "The Urge" is on the
flip.
Steve Lawrence Steve Allen's
TV groaner has come up with a Latintempo novelty, "Kiss Me Now" backed
by a ballad, "How Do I Break Away
From You?" This Coral island of music
is loaded with Lawrence verve and per.

.

.

—

sonality.

—

END

in the

wax! Especially backed by Percy Faith's
ork.

Marion

"The Martin Block Show" is on ABC
Radio 2:35-4:00 p.m., EST, Monday to
Friday. "Martin Block's Make-Believe
Ballroom" is on W'ABC in New York,
2:35-6:45 p.m. Monday thru Friday and
Saturdays from 10:00 to 12:00 noon and
6:00-7:30 p.m.

JEAN SIMMONS DEFENDS HER MAN!
Continued from page 37
dining room, small and intimate, looks

just like to see

out over the patio and swimming pool.
Lunch, served on white wool place mats
on the polished wood table, was aromatic
and hearty: steaming stew and Italian
pizza-bread, with lots of butter. The ques-

But when

tioning is going so pleasantly,

stop for the meal.
Q. Is it true that

it

Jimmy

doesn't

does

the

cooking?
A. Now that one is true! Jimmy cooks
dinner every night even when he's work-

—

ing at the studio. I don't

does

my

know how he

but he does. Last night

it,

favorite, fish

and

we had

chips.

Q. I understand he's partial to barbecuing steaks for your friends. But that
isn't an English specialty.
A. No, but it doesn't stop steak from
being his favorite. Now for an English
specialty, you should have come to dinner
Sunday: roast beef, roast potatoes and
Yorkshire pudding. I think best of all,

Jimmy

likes to

make

sweets.

The stodgy

English kind, like bread-and-butter pudding; fattening, but oh, so good!
Q. "They" say that you don't care too
much for Hollywood. Is that true?
look around you.
Well,
A. True?

was our home, our
basic place? Of course, I still love England; my mother and sister are there, and
I intend to go back, from time to time.
But we're here to stay. Jimmy likes
American ways. So do I.
Wouldn't you say

this

I hate telephones.

monster
it.

I'll

ring, if there's

just listen to the

no one to answer

There's no special reason

—

make

calls

who

it is

came

I

am

talking to.

used to
just to hear the operators say
I first

here,

"You're welcome" when I said "Thank
you." In England we say "Not at all" or
"It is nothing." The expression "You're
welcome" just fascinated me. I am too
used to things to be fascinated now, but
very much!
better still, I like them
Jimmy still has four years to go at
MGM. After that, he fancies he might
want to be a director. With his sense of
perfection, and taste, he should be a brilliant one. Actually, he claims he hates to
act; he doesn't think it's a man's job.
As for me, it's taken me practically all
this time in Hollywood to get straightened

—

out.

Now

I

am

REDUCE

I

out of the contract that

Arthur Rank sold to Howard Hughes.
I wasn't even allowed to leave town, but
I couldn't do anything. It was a frustrating period. That's when people said Jimmy was dictating, too. But I really needed

DELICIOUS
KELPIDINE

CANDY
PLAN!

"WE GUARANTEE YOU
WILL LOSE UP TO
5 POUNDS IN 5 DAYS'
10 POUNDS IN 10 DAYS'
IS POUNDS IN 15 DAYS'
25 POUNDS IN 25 DAYS'

AND KEEP

OFF"

IT

•How Fast You Lose Weight Depends Upon How Quickly
You Order and How Mucfi You Are Overweight
**Yoa Will Always Want to Keep on Eating Kelpidine
Candy and Keep on the Plan-It KEEPS Weight Off!

J.

his help in getting that contract business

Now, with my commitment at 20th Century-Fox, I am freer
and happier. It only calls for one picture a year, but it's adding up to more.
I started work on "Desiree" right after
finishing "The Egyptian."
Imagine! I had 35 costume changes

straightened out.

—

for "Desiree"

I didn't

know

a girl could

have that many. It was marvelous. I
was especially happy about working with
Marlon Brando; I think he is the most
exciting actor we have today.
Q. Speaking of clothes, it's been said,

I guess I

continued on page 70

CANDY MUST TASTE AS GOOD AS.
OR BETTER THAN YOUR FAVORITE
CANDY OR YOUR MONEY BACK!
THIS

Now

at last science has discovered a

—

way

new

delight-

fully thrilling
to take off fat to lose up to 25
lbs. safely! The secret Is that Kelpldine Candy satisfies your craving for high calorie foods! It keeps

—

you from overeating the reason most doctors
give for being fat! ItTs the best aid to will power,
cuts your craving for food!

AMAZING DISCOVERY OF SCIENCE!
The Kelpidine Candy plan

is

the result of scien-

research for years for a new discovery for
something that will stop your craving for fattening food and also satisfy your appetite. This delicious' candy does not turn into ugly fat, it gives
you the same feeling of fullness you have after
you have eaten a satisfying meal. It kills your desire to overeats
it kills your craving for bedtime
snacks and for in-between meal snacks.
tific

—

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE
matt be entirely Mat,* tied wr'fh
Th,*'nndg mast
giwrluM*uf trngkt
ta*tr an
a* or better than yo-r

—

farurite

—

ramdf

t***t gel rii of

daugeruuM errex* fat or guur ixvmtg
Yo*
trill be reft,m4r4—lh,mt drlay

—

THIS

CAN HAPPEN TO YOU!

WITH THIS DELICIOUS REDUCING CANDY PLAN!
Let this delicious candy plan help you
control your desire for fattening food!
Let it help you put a stop to the habit
of overeating A habit that's so hard to
break! Kelpldine candy contains that
new discovery many doctors prescribe
to help curb your desire to overeat (the
main cause of overweight).

.oo

—

1

TRIAL

SAMPLE
SIZE

I

YOU GET A LIBERAL SUPPLY OF CANDY!
Try the liberal supply of Kelpidine Candy Plan on
our 10-Day no risk offer. Keep a record of your
weight if you are not pleased with your loss of
weight; if you can taste any difference between
return *or
this candy and your favorite candy
refund. Just fill out coupon and mail to AMERICAN HEALTHAIDS CO., Dept. K-324, Candy
Division, 318 Market St., Newark, New Jersey.

—

—

GUT OUT AND MAIL-NO RISK COUPON NOW!

AMERICAN HEALTHAIDS CO.
Dept. K-324.

318 Market

Candy
St.,

Division

Newark, N.

J.

enclose $1.00 send sample size
Rush a Liberal Supply of Kelpldine
Candy-reducing
plan.
1
enclose
send posU"*e pre-paid. (1
S3. 00,
save up to 75c postage by sending
payment with order.)
Bush a Large Economy Supply or
Kelpldine Candy. Z enclose 95.00,
send postage pre-paid. (I save up
to 90c postage by sending payment
X

with order.)

• How
Fast I
You
Lose a

Weight OeRends upon
ow overweight you
are and h w
quickly you
order.
• •You
will
Always Want
to

I
|

I

a

I
a
on "
Kelo- I

keep

gating

Candy |
—dine
Keep _
and
on the "Ian
—
It Keeps!
Weight OB!

j
I

I
I

I
..STATE......

(Scat oo Approval),

HAVING

fun at

Mocambo. Jean and "Jimmy"

will

soon be seen as co-stars

in

"Rebound.

_

J
6?

—

JEAN SIMMONS DEFENDS HER MAN!
Continued from page 69

AMERICA'S

—

That

industry dinner. At 6 o'clock the shop

pink jersey and matching wool skirt you
have on look pretty swank to me.
A. Oh, I got dressed for company! No,
joking aside, for me it's either trousers,
blue jeans, shorts or full evening dress
nothing in the middle.

called and said they were sorry, but Lana
Turner had bought the same dress. I said,
"Well, good heavens, just send something

too, that

your attitude

is

casual?

else in the

MOST
ENTERTAINING

—and

share of compliments that evening

we still break up over it
whenever we see each other.
Q. There have been so many pros and
cons, may I ask you directly
What is
the state of your marriage?
A. (Laugh.) Oh, you mean the "break
up the marriage" bit. We've heard it so

—

—

we don't even
What would you say?
often,

it

humor

it.

you're asking the questions.

you look as contented as a kitten,
and like a very happy woman. Any more

what they say about Engjust isn't any?
A. That's a canard. The English have
a great sense of humor; in time of trouble,
it's most brilliant. Look at the war days
how could they have survived, without
a joke to lighten the strain? Why, Cockney is a whole sense of humor, in itself.
Q. Is

lish

Now

Q.

get upset about

I'd say

lish girls, that's all!

MAGAZINE

a good turn. I told

her the story;

and demure. Many people you've worked
with have told me you're not temperamental; that you go out of your way, in
fact, to give other players the best camera range. But what about the rest of it?
A. Sweet and demure, you mean? Ha!
Everybody looks on the typical English
girl as being long in the tooth
and short
on sex appeal. They just don't know Eng-

—

PICTURE

turned out the

size." It

Lana had done me

The reports have it that you range
the way from temperamental to sweet

Q.
all

same

dress I bought sight unseen got a lion's

true

—that there

me?

questions you'd like to ask

A. Yes, please.

(Anxiously.)

Did you

#njoy the stew? That's what's im-

really

portant.

—

Q. We seem to have gotten a little
turned around here, but I'm glad you
asked. It was wonderful.
A. Oh, that's good. I'll call Jimmy at
the studio and tell him he had a good
customer!
END

(Impish grin.) I can even laugh at mysometimes. Not long ago, I bought
a dress for an important party, a big

self,

"WHAT'S WITH MEN?"
Continued from page 27

I

prefer the timid one

who

me

we eventually broke up because of it.
Having known each other from the
States, I looked forward to seeing him
again in Tokyo last year. On our first two

gets embar-

rassed rather than admit he can't

that

take

to a place I suggested.

I don't get into such predicaments very

Read

exclusive stories and

often. To start with, I am not an "expensive date." I don't drink, like a hamburger as well as a filet mignon, don't

see exclusive pictures of

regularly in

SEE

stars

Magazine.

deers.

"I'm dressed up more than usual be-

avoid recommending any place he can't
afford. Quite often, when asked out by
boys who were short on money, I invited
them to my house, where
could fix

cause

SEE

MAGAZINE

TODAY.

ON

SALE

AT ALL NEWSSTANDS

ONLY

15<

—

year

my clothes
my dates than

round,

except

we have no

house,

for

flowers

our

in

extra decorations. But

had less criticism from
from some columnists. Probably because
unless I go to an official function, I dress
very simply. I have learned that fellows
like girls to be "under-dressed" rather

for Christmas the place is crammed full
of candles, mistletoe, ribbons, tinsel and

than "over-dressed," that while they may
enjoy whistling mentally that is at
someone else's girl, they resent their girl
being dolled up in a way that attracts

a

—

what have you. Just once a year
to look as festive as I feel

He

—

my

customary emphasis on
my dates complained so much about an outfit I wore
In spite of

.

I

want

."
.

never understood. In a way,

little,

it

inconsequential matter. But

was
by

it over and over again we got
argument every time we met, till

referring to
into an

we split up, for good.
One of the most contradictory traits
among men is their complaint that women
at last

that type of attention.
simplicity, however, one of

70

Christmas," I explained.

typically Hollywood," argued my super-conservative friend.
"Consider it this way," I pleaded. "All

regard to

I've

OF

it's

"You look

Mom

Surprisingly, in

beautifully.

—

am

us a bite to eat.

GET YOUR COPY

we got along

But on Christmas day, he became annoyed
with the outfit I wore a white, embroidered sweater and full, felt skirt, appliqued
with green Christmas trees and red rein-

taken to a movie or a
fancy night club. Furthermore, before
suggesting a way of spending an evening.
I consider my date's income, and will
care whether I

your favorite movie

or three dates,

•

have grown too independent, while at the
same time they show a lack of attentive-

MEN

women have grown

say

too Independent yet their lack of attentiveness

ness that never ceases to amaze me.

Some

even claim they would never marry a girl
who insists on continuing her career, that

home, that they
wish they were still living in the "good
old days'" of their fathers. But few oba

woman's place

serve the

little

is

in the

courtesies which, after

all,

should go hand in hand with their outlook.
Like helping you into your coat, offering
a seat in a crowded bus, or opening doors.

Of

course, I don't think the

entirely with

men. Any

girl

blame

who

rests

doesn't

give a fellow a chance to be courteous
like the

kind

who jumps

—

out of a car be-

more about you than

a china statue in a

and

possible,

me

among

the

in

it.

and

past,

all

Likewise, they

understand that as an actress, I

to break even an important date at the

the very beginning I indicate that
I'm the old-fashioned type of girl, who
expects good manners. If any date ignored helping me into my coat, for instance, "the next time I'd simply hand it to
him. If we go some place by car, I remain
in my seat till he comes around. Once a
fellow was half-way inside a restaurant
before he realized I wasn't trailing him!
When I went out with him again, he
helped me out in the most attentive man-

get an unexpected,
from the studio.
Outsiders, however even those who
bave been around show people for a long
time seldom understand, and get very

Generally,

the

result

seemed gratifying not only
to

my

minute when

last

dates as well.

portunity and

of

my

effort

to myself,

but

When

shown

given the opappreciation they

enjoy acting like gentlemen.
In my line of work, one type of man
seems inevitable: the kind who asks you
out only for very important, well-publicized functions, but wouldn't think ,of in-

H.

Adolo "Roundlet" bra at F. & W. Grand-Silver,
Green. Silver's, Schulle-United ond other stores.

for

I.

A DO LA BRA

MADISON AVE.

CO., 180

when that happens.
One friend of mine not

hurt

—

—was

genuinely

me

asked
can't

make

when he

have to work."

I

it.

in the indus-

distressed

him and a group of othand I replied, "Sorry. I

to join

ers for a picnic,

you tell your studio to get
along without you for a day?"
He couldn't comprehend why, with only
one person absent, the studio would lose
thousands of dollars by such an action on

my

don't

part.

But

then,

I

couldn't

understand

reasoning

either,

whether

cost the studio a

because

his

regardless

of

viting

wants to be "seen" with someone whose
company will assure him a mention in the
press, while personally he may care little

the beginning:

Which
way?"

it

brings

NEW YORK

16

POCKET SIZE

39c

FOr
*\>-

BEST

COID
SORES

LARGE SIZE

me

to the point I

made

of

your favorite

MOV1K STAR

We

include FREE CATALOG, decorated
with newest stars, lists 1400 names, tefls
:how to get their home addresses. Send
name of your favorite and your second
choice with only 15c or 3 for 25c to cover
handling.

—

try

•

LIPS SORE?

—

few thousand
or just a few dollars, it would never occur to me to shrink away from an obUgation for the sake of an outing, no matter
how pleasant it promised to be.

you for a game of tennis, a movie
not attended by photographers, or an outof-the-way, little-heard-of restaurant. He

Ask

new high rounded manner.

I

early morning call

"Why

ner.

the

in

may have

the fellows I hope to see frequent-

ly, at

cups ond

to go

actors are familiar with

To

circle-stitch

non-curl band, shapes lovely curves

the fellows

have worked well

our cause.

"ROUNDLET" BRA M.50
^.with

Occasionally,

practical.

who ask
with them, I too consider who
could "complement" me most.
It is one of many arrangements which
choosing from

fore he can walk, even run around to open

doesn't contribute to

me.

nearby antique shop.
But I don't mind!
Attending a premiere, for instance, is
one of the most impersonal functions in
Hollywood, and to be frank, almost exclusively for publicity. Based on this type
of reasoning is an unwritten code of our
industry to oblige one another whenever

the door for her

—

amans

HOLLYWOOD
Anthony Curtis Box
11S0—Dept.

YOU'D NEVER

SCREEN EXCHANGE
M S, Hollywood 28. C*lif.

KNOW HAD
I

PSORIASIS
(S. D.,*
As hundreds of thousands of
users have learned, Siroil (ends
to remove psoriasis crusts and
scales on outer layer of skin.
Light applications help control recurring lesions. Siroil
doesn't stain clothing or bed
linens. Offered on two-weekssatisfaction-or-money-refunded
basis. 2 2 years of successful
results. Write for free booklet.
*S.D. means Skin Disorder.

2£y

OtOstdt (a

at

"'What's with men. any-

END

AT ALL DRUG STORES
Siroil

Laboratories lac. Dept. SS- 26, Santa Monica. Calif.
71
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DON'T BE FAT!

COMING ATTRACTIONS

11 you Just can't reduce and
have tried dieting, pills and

tablets— try

relaxing,

sooth-

m»
and has

Continued from page 8

SPOT REDUCER, a

ing

sager that's tested,
U.L. approval. Lose Weight
it shows
most! The
relaxing soothing massage
helps break down FATTY
TISSUES, helps tone the
muscles and flesh, and the ;
increased awakened blood J
circulation helps carry awaytf
wasted fat helps you regain
and keep a firmer and more

where

liness after

on the true

—

figure.

and

tradition

home, Ifs fun reducing this
way! Lose pounds and inches

life

A warmdrama based

dies.

story of a really remark-

able man. This

When you
use the SPOT REDUCER,
ifs almost like having your
own private masseur at
graceful

Maker's colleen

ly sentimental Technicolor

West Point

rich with

is

(Columbia.)

color.

The Conqueror

AS

MONEY RACK GUARANTEE! Reduce- or NO CHARGE!
Standard Model only $9.98

on

Amazing Deluxe Model only $12.98 . . . _
send to BODY MASSAGER COMPANY I
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Genghis Khan, the 12th Century
Mongol warrior who conquered half
the world, John Wayne won't disappoint
his ardent followers. He's a trifle more
hairy, true, but if anything, it adds to the
lusty quality which has been standard with

Wayne
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Who

Wayne's absorption with conquest.
Because of her, he's captured by the Tartars and sentenced to death, but when the
chips are actually down, Susan can't abide
such manpower going to waste. She preserves him for destiny and their fur-lined
tent. Directed by Dick Powell, this Technicolor spectacle set the studio back a
fast $6,000,000 and believe me, it's worth
every last cent. (RKO.)
to

though their motives are,
Admiral Walter Pidgeon,

sire,

orders

bring

to

Dtslers' Inquiries Invited

Home

Many

Finish in

2 Years

ship for the sole purpose of having a
grande finale during which all concerned,
including
it

up

most of the U.S. Navy, whoops

in a rousing chorus of "Hallelujah!"

(MGM.)

A Man

Called Peter

AJAVING

an unswerving belief in his
*
calling, the energy of three ancj/the
persuasive charm of an advertising' account executive about to land a $3,000,000
client, Minister Peter Marshall (Richard
Todd) is able to accomplish wonders with
failing congregations.

tractive

members

One

of the

more

trouble seems to be the main
theme behind this breezy Technicolor
musical which involves three sailors: Vic
Damone, Tony Martin, and Russ Tamblyn. On leave in San Francisco, the trio
runs into disaster and the Shore Patrol

flock, college senior

Jean Peters,

so im-

is

pressed with his sermons she spends the
better part of two years having a discreet

but well-defined crush on the very
Marshall. Fortunately,

it

Todd

When

eligible

takes a shorter
to realize Jean's

honeymoon is
by a telegram ordering him to
take over one of Washington, D. C.'s most
their

famous churches, Jean resigns herself to
the fact that their life together will be
about as private as a showcase in the
Smithsonian Institution. How right she
continued on page 74
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bound to attract all kinds of attention.
Eventually the boys are caught, but you
gather all ends well-. When last seen,
they seem to have commandeered a war-

time than that for
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fugitive

is

the girl for him.

Hit The Deck

the

Helping the lads, Jane, Debbie Reynolds
and Ann Miller aren't any great shakes
they're always bursting into song and
dancing around street lamp posts which

—

HO MAKERS CO., Dept. 519
East Slat St., New York 16, N. Y.

High School Course
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Honorable
Tamblyn's

J.
I

at

thrills, is

needs fact when Wayne gallops after a
Susan Hayward, catches her, and
quote takes her as his woman unquote.
Willing though she might be, Susan can't
forget Wayne is her father's most hated
foe. So with Dad in mind, Susan goes
out of her way to add a further challenge

fleeing

9, ILL.

4

167

and barbaric

story,

$1. 00
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frankly not based on historical fact.
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many

rich in adventure
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lo! these

they "rescue" Tamblyn's sister
(Jane Powell) from wolf Gene Raymond.

gives
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out risking health. For aches)
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—
ceiving end of his father's respect and

COMING ATTRACTIONS

Julie Harris' love. Directed

the

acting

—and

touch

Continued from page 72

again
this

boy Dean

most exciting new

No

in the walls of

Rome.

Esther's strat-

to the U. S. Senate, dies of a heart attack.
Based on the best seller written by his

break
egy is to avert large scale slaughter and
keep the city intact. The only way she
can accomplish this is to keep Keel occupied with matters far afield of warfare
tactics. In those days they didn't have

wife, this faithfully follows the short but

gin

is!

job

too

is

take on, nor
takes

finally

toll.

its

for Marshall to

little

big. All this drive

any too

is

early forties, Marshall,

vigorously dedicated

While still in his
by then chaplain

of one of the

life

.

.

.

rummy, Scrabble or Canasta, sooooo.
The diversion works to mutual satis-

country's best-loved ministers. (20th Cen-

faction

tury-Fox.)

trothed to

until

Keel leams Esther

be-

is

Roman Emperor George

San-

Sentenced to die as a spy, Esther
Marge and Gower
Champion, but once more opportunity to
spare Rome raps on her spacious breastplate. Hilarious musical satire, in Eastman
ders.

Mam bo
1A# HEN

"™

escapes, via the help of

Man-

what Silvana

a girl's got

gano has, she's not going to continue
working in a smelly old factory that's
for sure. Purely by chance, Silvana bumps
into Count Michael Rennie and is horrified
when he shows keen interest in her shockabsorber system. Fortunately, the girl can
dance, too. She works out her trauma by
feverishly studying with the Katherine

—

Dunham

dancers while manager Shelley
Winters beams fond approval. Finally a

famous danseuse,
nipping

lights

in

heels

old

—

after

crisis

crisis

nimble

Silvana's

at

de-

color, that

spoofs the togas

off

history.

(MGM.)

East Of Eden

B
™ ASED on John

Steinbeck's best selling

novel, published in 1952, this

Color drama

is

Warner-

intense with the conflicts

forces Silvana to accept,

knowing the Count, a hemophiliac, isn't
long for this world and his money could
come in mighty handy. By the time the

claim some share of his father's love.
Facing constant rejection, Dean hits back,
in a youthfully belligerent fashion, by go-

pears, Shelley dies,

Gassman

riage.

last

man

Gassman ap-

Vittorio

Rennie proposes mar-

drops out of her

life,

Silvana

is

ready to work off a few more traumas
thank heaven for the Katherine Dunham
dancers! (Paramount.)

That in
would be a minor escapade, except
he leams his mother, whom both boys believed dead, is sitting on the top rung of
ing to the local pleasure palace.
itself

the town's shadiest profession.

Captain Lightfoot

QPPRESSED

by

British rule,

Made

sterner stuff than brother Davalos,

many an

of

Dean

is

master's

one of the

personalities.

fWarner

Untamed
IN

the year 1847, the potato blight was

* getting a strangle-hold on Ireland, and
Susan Hayward was applying a romantic
strangle-hold on Tyrone Power. It's hard
to
say which was more devastating.
Though Power returned to South Africa
to carry on his fight to form a Dutch Free
State, memories of the fiery Susan re-

mained to gnaw away
During Powers' absence,

at

his

innards.

his love marries

another, but soon she, her husband and
their infant son are

headed Africa-way.

meet Commando
Power again than to be in a wagon train
besieged by Zulus, with her dead husband
at her feet. So many goodies are crammed

How,

better a

way

to

into this one epic that

it

bulges enticing-

ly at its well-sewn seams. (20th Century-

Fox.)

Chief Crazy Horse

family.

showing decided preference for one of his
twin sons, Richard Davalos. The other
boy, James Dean, tries desperately to

flame

Elia Kazan,

the

Brothers.)

and hates which storm within a divided

As head of the Trask menage,
Raymond Massey is its worst offender by

by

reflects

\AJ HEN

he was a young boy. a vision
appeared to Crazy Horse. It foretold
that one day he would lead the Sioux nations to glorious victory over the white
man. Grown to manhood, Crazy Horse
(Victor Mature) established himself as a
fearless brave capable of out-maneuvering the white troops sent to quell his ambitions. Undefeated in battle, he never-

•

theless surrenders to the

Army when

his

squaw, Suzan Ball, is in dire need of food
and medical care. A creditable Technicolor
insight into the problems faced by a man
determined to hold together his dwindling

rolls with the blow, and in the final payoff
shows he's more qualified to be on the re-

heritage. (Universal-International.)

LOVE

frightens

END

Irishman joined secret societies sworn
to avenge the tyrants. Few, however, went
quite so far as Rock Hudson, who thought
it a lark to rob the local English landowner and use the money to further the
rebellion.

Hudson
of

all

Hunted by

British dragoons,
with the most notorious

falls in

highwaymen,

Irish

Morrow

teaches

Hudson

Jeff

Morrow.

that a gentle-

manly manner can often cloak any number of crimes. Together they embark on
campaign while MorBarbara Rush, burbles
fetchingly in the background. She suc-

a joint fund-raising

row's

daughter,

ceeds in getting all of them into more
hot water than His Majesty's Dragoons
could ever hope to dream up. With the

most

striking

Hudson

as

features

of

Ireland

and

the Technicolored backdrop,

action rages with reckless abandon. (Universal-International.)

Jupiter's Darling

A BOUT

to

Howard

sack

and

pillage

who

plays

Rome,

very
confronted by
Roman beauty Esther Williams offering to
cut down his battle time by pointing out a
Keel,

monumental Hannibal,

a

is

•for

James Dean,

her

fiance's

brother,

Julie

Harris

in

"East

Of Eden."

on the highway
No.
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and keep your hair beautiful wherever you
go, whatever you do.

nylon with

ONLY

own
.

.

.

several Unicum Hairnets today.
very low, the value incomparable.

Buy
is

The

price
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Venida
HAIR NETS
See
be.

how captivating an unruffled hairdo can

Tomorrow morning,

take ten seconds to put on a

Venida Hair Net. Notice how smart and trim
your hair looks
put, just as

all

you

day long.

first

"do" requiring a

How every wisp stays

arranged

it,

without your

recombing.

bit of attention or

Perfect color-blend, sheer invisibility,

extraordinary wear

— you

get

all

these in Venida

Guaranteed Hair Nets, plus the certainty of

knowing Your

Man

will

always see you

at your very best.

Venida Hair Nets are Sold Everywhere

NYLON HAIR

NETS,

elastic

edge,
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